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Abstract

Background: As the world continues to advance technologically, social media (SM) is becoming an essential part of billions
of people’s lives worldwide and is affecting almost every industry imaginable. As the world is becoming more digitally oriented,
the health care industry is increasingly visualizing SM as an important channel for health care promotion, employment, recruiting
new patients, marketing for health care providers (HCPs), building a better brand name, etc. HCPs are bound to ethical principles
toward their colleagues, patients, and the public in the digital world as much as in the real world.

Objective: This review aims to shed light on SM use worldwide and to discuss how it has been used as an essential tool in the
health care industry from the perspective of HCPs.

Methods: A literature review was conducted between March and April 2020 using MEDLINE, PubMed, Google Scholar, and
Web of Science for all English-language medical studies that were published since 2007 and discussed SM use in any form for
health care. Studies that were not in English, whose full text was not accessible, or that investigated patients’ perspectives were
excluded from this part, as were reviews pertaining to ethical and legal considerations in SM use.

Results: The initial search yielded 83 studies. More studies were included from article references, and a total of 158 studies
were reviewed. SM uses were best categorized as health promotion, career development or practice promotion, recruitment,
professional networking or destressing, medical education, telemedicine, scientific research, influencing health behavior, and
public health care issues.

Conclusions: Multidimensional health care, including the pairing of health care with SM and other forms of communication,
has been shown to be very successful. Striking the right balance between digital and traditional health care is important.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23205)   doi:10.2196/23205
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Introduction

Background
A key characteristic of being human is the ability and desire for
social networking. Over the ages, humanity has thrived in social
communities in which members shared knowledge, opinions,
and experiences, empowered by a sense of belonging. As the
world continues to advance in terms of technology, social media
(SM)—defined as “a group of Internet-based applications (apps)
that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated
content”—is becoming an essential part of billions of people’s
lives worldwide and is affecting almost every industry
imaginable [1]. The definition of SM (the “read, write web,”
“Web 2.0,” or “social networking”) is constantly evolving [2].
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines it as “any form of
electronic communication through which users create web-based
communities to share information, personal messages, ideas,
and other content such as photos and videos” [3]. SM is
considered one of the most powerful communication tools of
the 21st century. There has been a proliferation of SM tools in
recent years, creating new opportunities to communicate,
connect, create, and share information, without requiring
exceptional coding skills to create or retrieve content [4].

Specifically, SM is increasingly becoming an augmenting tool
in health care by enabling its users to acquire and share
information; connect with others in the field; and communicate
with colleagues, patients, or the public regarding health topics.
Furthermore, SM supports patient empowerment by expanding
the knowledge of the patients and placing them in a position
where they can take control of their own health care needs [5].
This review is based on numerous studies and reviews that have
investigated the different uses of SM in health care and its
limitations and shortcomings. Consequently, this narrative is
comprehensive and up to date, including the recent use of SM
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The topic is relevant in today’s
scenario because the use of SM and social networking sites
(SNSs) is increasing worldwide, especially in the health care
industry. The findings presented in this review have strong
implications for health care professionals, educators, and
researchers.

Objectives
This review aims to shed light on SM use worldwide and discuss
how SM has been an essential tool in the health care industry
from the perspective of health care providers (HCPs). The
review will be continued in Part II, where the use of SM from
the perspective of patients will be discussed.

Methods

Search Strategy and Information Sources
Between March and April 2020, a comprehensive search on 4
databases (MEDLINE, PubMed, Google Scholar, and Web of
Science) was conducted for all English-language medical studies
that were published since 2007 and discussed SM use in any
form for health care. A combination of the following keywords
was used to search for titles and abstracts: “social media”
(MeSH term) OR “social networking” OR “internet” (MeSH

term) OR “WhatsApp” OR “Instagram” OR “Facebook” OR
“YouTube” OR “Twitter” OR “LinkedIn” AND “healthcare”
OR “health” (MeSH term) OR “medicine” (MeSH term) OR
“physician” (MeSH term) OR “nursing” (subheading) OR
“dentistry” (MeSH term) OR “telemedicine” (MeSH term),
“recruitment” OR “education” (subheading) OR “career” OR
“behavior” (MeSH term) OR “research” (MeSH term). Each of
the 9 words in the first set was separately searched with each
of the 12 words in the second set using “AND.”

Screening Process
The articles were entered into an EndNote library, and duplicate
publications were removed. Articles published before 2007 were
excluded, as the words social and media at that time did not
represent the current definition of SM. Titles and abstracts were
assessed for eligibility. Studies that were not in English were
excluded, along with those with inaccessible full text after
unsuccessful attempts to access them. Irrelevant studies, such
as studies that were not related to health care, studies whose
primary outcome was not the use of SM in health care, or studies
that discussed the negative impact of SM on health, were also
excluded. Dissertations were also excluded from the study. The
full texts of the studies were then appraised. Several relevant
studies investigating SM use from patients’ perspectives were
found. Reviews on legal and ethical issues pertaining to the use
of SM in health care were also obtained, following which, the
publications were divided into 4 groups: HCP, patient or the
public, ethics and legal considerations, and shortcomings. A
decision was made to defer reviewing the last 3 groups and
focus on this review on SM use by HCPs.

Categorization
After accessing the complete texts of the articles of interest,
their reference lists were searched for additional studies, and
the cited studies were also located. Thereafter, the articles were
comprehensively reviewed. On the basis of the key findings,
articles were initially grouped as follows: sharing information,
recruitment, education, and marketing. As the review proceeded
and more information was obtained, the groups were modified.
Sharing information was divided into 2 groups: health
promotion, focusing on HCPs sharing scientific information
with the public, and critical public health care issues, which
focuses on health announcements in crisis, especially
COVID-19–related publications that warrant special attention.
Recruitment was also divided into 2 groups: recruitment, which
included job employment and residency program enrollment,
and scientific research, in which studies discussed recruiting
research participants and analyzing SM data. Education was
renamed professional medical education, as this name specifies
medical education. Studies related to continuous education were
added to marketing, and the group was renamed career
development and practice promotion. Another group was
created—professional networking and destressing—which
included findings from sharing information that discussed
peer-to-peer communication and those from education that did
not reflect professional education or career development. Finally,
an additional group was created, telemedicine, as studies on this
subject were abundant.
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Results

Summary and Characteristics of Included Studies
The search yielded 5683 titles that were scanned with their
abstracts. After exclusion of duplicates and noneligible studies,
the initial sample comprised 73 publications. The full-text papers
were retrieved. Additional studies from the article references
or those emerged from the review but were not identified earlier
were also added. This was because of variation in the keywords
with respect to spellings (eg, behavior and behaviour),

terminology (social networking and social network), and
synonyms (eg, recruitment and employment) that were not
accounted for in the initial search. A total of 142 articles (63
original studies) and 3 textbook chapters were reviewed (Figure
1).

The studies were conducted in the United States (61), Canada
(12), Brazil (2), the United Kingdom (12), Europe (22), the
Middle East (9), India (9), Asia (8), and Australia (7). The
earliest study was published in 2008, and the latest studies were
published in 2020, with most of them being published after
2014 (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Flowchart of the selection procedure.
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Figure 2. Number of included publications per year.

SM Platforms
Most reviews discussed SM in general and did not specify a
particular platform; however, some original studies investigated
specific platforms. The platforms investigated were
WhatsApp/WeChat (15), Facebook (8), Twitter/Weibo (9),
YouTube (4), Instagram (1), LinkedIn (1), Podcast (1), and
Wikipedia (1).

Medical Specialties
Some reviews discussed SM use in a particular medical
specialty, whereas others reviewed studies from diverse or
unspecified specialties. Researchers from a variety of medical
specialties investigated SM use in their original studies. These
specialties were surgery (1), plastic surgery (4), neurosurgery
(1), maxillofacial surgery (2), medicine (2), emergency medicine
(2), psychiatry (3), orthopedics (3), otolaryngology (1),
immunology (2), dermatology (1), radiology (1), urology (2),
anesthesia (1), cardiology (1), pediatrics (1), oncology (3),
nursing (5), dentistry (11), and pharmacy (1).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This literature review aimed to examine SM use in the modern
world and how it has been recently incorporated into health
care. Most of the reviewed articles were published in the past
decade, suggesting that this review is both relevant and
contemporary. It is evident from the published studies that SM
has broad applications in modern health care. As discussed in
the subsequent sections, HCPs (the term is used in this review
as including physicians, dentists, nurses, medical and dental
allied personnel, and health care organizations) not only use
SM to provide care to their patients but also for personal
development and destressing.

SM Use
SM use is one of the most common web-based activities, with
an estimated 2.9 billion users worldwide as of 2019, a number
that is projected to increase to 3.4 billion by 2023 [6]. With this,
digital networking has witnessed a massive growth, and social
communities have become boundless. Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, WhatsApp, and Google are relatively new platforms,
but they are being used every day by millions of people
worldwide. SM platforms are among the most commonly used
sources for acquiring and disseminating information [7,8]. They
are not only used for socialization, knowledge acquisition, and
entertainment, but they have also been linked to significant
political events led by young users [2].

Many SM tools have been introduced, and they continue to
evolve. They may be categorized as tools for social networking
(eg, Facebook and Instagram), professional networking (eg,
Doximity and Sermo), media sharing (eg, YouTube and
WhatsApp), content production (eg, Twitter), and blogs [9].

In terms of technological knowledge, SM users belong to 1 of
the following 2 groups, as classified by Prensky [10]: digital
natives and digital immigrants. Digital natives are those born
after 1980, who are skilled in using technology, and who rely
heavily on technology and social networking. Most digital
natives were introduced to technology at an early age.
Conversely, digital immigrants are those who acquired
technological skills and adopted technology later in their careers
[9]. SM use is generally high among digital natives, who
explicitly prefer it over traditional media [11]. Some researchers
believe that there is no dichotomous divide between internet
users and nonusers. Although the terms are commonly used,
Prensky’s model and its usefulness have been challenged [12].
First, basic digital skills are not difficult to acquire, especially
with repetitive use. With practice, a person born in the 1960s
can become as digitally fluent as a millennial. Second, the
distinction between both generations implies that digital
immigrants can never completely acquire digital abilities and
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that digital natives are automatically technologically skilled.
This approach is neither scientific nor based on any empirical
evidence. Third, the model overlooks the fact that age is not the
only factor in determining digital skills. Socioeconomic and
cultural factors of digital capability must not be ignored. For
instance, a millennial who lacks access to technology is not a
digital native.

Regarding SM demographics, its use is prevalent across all ages
and professions [13]. However, different SM platforms differ
in their demographics. The demographics of some of the most
commonly used SM platforms worldwide can be further
explored. Facebook has 2.7 billion monthly active users.
According to a 2020 report, the highest number of Facebook
users were aged between 18 to 29 years and 30 to 49 years, with
more female than male users and more urban than suburban or
rural users [13]. India had the largest number of users, followed
by the United States, Indonesia, and Brazil. Regarding
Instagram, there are 1 billion users globally. As of August 2020,
there were more female than male users, and the United States
had the highest number of users [13]. Users aged between 25
and 34 years represented the largest group of users [14]. Twitter
had over 330 million users, who were predominantly male [13].
The top 3 countries for Twitter use were the United States,
Japan, and India [13]. Approximately 30% of all users were
aged between 25 and 34 years [15]. The Chinese Twitter-like
SM platform is Weibo, and it had an estimated 480 million users
[16]. WhatsApp is a mobile messaging app that is used by 2
billion users in 180 countries and in 60 different languages [17].
WhatsApp is more commonly used by younger people [17].
WhatsApp’s direct Chinese competitor is WeChat, and it has
about 1.17 billion users [18]. YouTube is commonly used
worldwide, particularly in the United States. It is estimated that
it has approximately 2 billion users. The users are more
commonly male than female, and its use is prevalent in urban,
suburban, and rural locations [13]. Finally, there were about 46
million students and recent college graduates on LinkedIn out
of 675 million users [19]. Male users constituted 67% of the
total users, and the United States had the highest number of
users, followed by India, China, and Brazil.

Although most SM platforms share common features such as
free registration, public and private communication, and fast
content upload and retrieval, each platform is unique and has
distinctive uses. It is common for users to have different
accounts across multiple platforms, using each platform for
different purposes. Facebook is an SNS that can be accessed
from any internet-enabled device, such as personal computers
and smartphones. Registration on Facebook is free, and users
can create a profile that reveals selective information about
themselves [20]. Users can post text, photos, and multimedia
that become available to any user in their friend list. Users
generally begin by adding family members and friends to their
friend list, which can be expanded to include colleagues,
acquaintances, and strangers with or without common interests.
Apart from being able to share public comments and likes, a
few years after Facebook was founded, a messaging feature was
added that allows users to send private messages to individuals
and groups. Users can use a variety of embedded apps; join and
create groups and pages; play games; and receive updates

regarding the activities of their friends, pages, and groups.
Although the platform was initially limited to students in certain
American universities, Facebook now has users worldwide.
Instagram is a newer SM platform owned by Facebook and is
designed primarily for free photo and video sharing [21]. By
modifying their privacy preferences, Instagram users can opt
to have either public accounts or limit their content to users that
they accepted as followers. The platform also allows viewing,
commenting on, and liking posts shared by users that they follow
as well as private messaging between users. WhatsApp, which
was acquired by Facebook in 2014, is a text and voice messaging
app that has become incredibly popular owing to its features,
flexibility, and compatibility with various phone and computer
operating systems [22]. Although a free service, WhatsApp
allows exchange of messages and calls on both desktop and
mobile devices, in addition to media sharing and group features.
WhatsApp’s objective was to provide an alternative to SMS.
Using WhatsApp, billions of users across the globe can
simultaneously and instantly connect with others.

“Twitter is what’s happening in the world and what people are
talking about right now”—this is how Twitter describes itself
[23]. It is a microblogging platform that allows users to post
and access short text, image, or video posts called tweets.
Although tweets were originally limited to 140 characters, the
limit was increased to 280 characters in 2018, along with
permitting the sharing of website links and multimedia. Twitter’s
mission is to provide users with the ability to create and share
ideas and information instantly and without barriers. Users
follow other personal, official, or organizational accounts. They
can either create their own tweets or retweet those by others to
their followers. YouTube is a web-based video-sharing platform
that allows users to upload, view, share, rate, report, comment
on videos, and subscribe to other users [24]. Its mission is to
provide users with a voice through video sharing, stemming
from the belief that the world would be a better place when
people listen, share, and build a community through their stories.
The name of this platform is straightforward: You represents
content that is user-generated and not created by the site itself,
and Tube is an older term for television. Most YouTube content
is uploaded by individuals, but some media corporations have
established partnerships with YouTube to offer some of their
materials on this platform. LinkedIn, acquired by Microsoft in
2016, is a business and employment-oriented SM service that
operates as both a website and mobile app. LinkedIn is mainly
used for professional networking, allowing employers to post
about job openings and seekers to share their curricula vitae
[25]. Using the platform, users can build strategic professional
relationships rather than expand their friend circle. LinkedIn’s
vision is to provide professional opportunities to its users, and
its mission is to connect professionals worldwide. It originated
in the living room of one of its cofounders a year before its
launch in 2003. LinkedIn today has a diversified business model
that has generated successful recruitments.

SM users have claimed that they have more digital friends and
connections than real-world ones, which highlights the
transformation of the ways in which people connect with each
other and the importance of web-based relationships in today’s
world [26]. Over time, social networking platforms have targeted
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different age cohorts, making SM use widespread among the
general population. For example, as of April 2020, men aged
between 25 and 34 years constituted the largest demographic
group of Facebook users, and those aged 65 years and older
were the fastest-growing group [27,28]. Similarly, the largest
group of Twitter users were people aged 25 to 34 years, whereas
15% of users were older than 50 years [15].

The public attitude toward SM use has drastically changed over
the years as it became more accessible and diverse in its
offerings. Consequently, SM has become a universal
communication channel, and responses in reality and on the
web have increasingly become intertwined and concurrent
[29,30]. Furthermore, SM offers lucrative opportunities to
disseminate information and thoughts directly to the public,
share experiences, build communities, and connect people with
common interests, something unthinkable 20 years ago [31].

SM Use in Health Care
The more digitally oriented the world becomes, the more the
health care industry visualizes SM as an important channel for
health care promotion, employment, recruitment of new clients
or patients, marketing for HCPs, and building a captivating
brand name. HCPs have realized that SM is not just a platform
to post vacation photos and interact with followers. Perhaps the
4 most common areas where SM plays a major role in the health
care industry are health promotion, research, marketing and
branding for individuals and practices, and recruitment. It has
been evident that web-based content can be spread to offline
environments, such as classrooms and meeting rooms.
Furthermore, SM has undeniably changed patient-practitioner
relationships because of patients’better understanding of health
information and their more active role in health maintenance
[32].

The effect of behavioral and social factors on health outcomes
has evolved significantly in recent decades [33]. HCPs
continually search for new and more efficient methods to reach
larger populations, especially those who were inaccessible via
traditional methods. It is incumbent upon them to use every
available tool to reach their intended audience. Thus, HCPs and
health organizations should capitalize on the opportunities
provided by SM and update strategies to reach communities
and age cohorts at a relatively low cost [7,34]. In other words,
SM brings a new dimension to health care and is changing the
nature and speed of health-related interactions between
individuals and health organizations. For example,
communicating through photos and videos along with text is
part of the mobile revolution, and messaging apps are now
regarded as a viable medium for sharing knowledge and
discussing clinical cases [35]. In summary, using SM could be
a key strategy in addressing some of the challenges and
limitations often faced by HCPs in traditional health
communication through faster and cheaper dissemination, more
accessibility, better interaction, and increased patient
empowerment [7]. Moreover, information can now be easily
brought to audiences with special needs or low literacy [36].

In the fast-paced modern world, time constraints are common
in medical practice, and when combined with the demands of
individuals with chronic conditions or unplanned emergency

situations, it is challenging for HCPs to dedicate extra time to
patients. SM can provide efficient and easy-to-use platforms
that encourage patient-practitioner interaction and facilitate
necessary actions from both ends [37]. In fact, as of April 2018,
there were more than 200,000 health apps, including social
networks for people living with a specific medical condition;
approximately 19% of smartphone users have at least one health
app on their phones [38]. Furthermore, in a 2013 survey of more
than 4000 physicians, 65% stated that they used SM for
professional reasons [39]. SM use has not been limited to HCPs.
Patients have also incorporated SM in their daily lives, which
encourages HCPs to explore different ways of making their
mark in this growing market [31].

Technology is evolving very rapidly [40]. Competition produces
better services, and the diversity of options enables users to
choose a tool that best matches their individual needs. Although
different platforms often have different target demographics,
audience overlapping may occur and should be considered by
health organizations when devising their SM health promotion
strategies. In health care, SM tools can be used for different
purposes (health promotion; dissemination of health information;
education; professional development; recruitment;
communication with the public, colleagues, and patients; and
research) and in diverse medical specialties (cardiology, nursing,
radiology, dentistry, surgery, pathology, pediatrics, pharmacy,
emergency, and critical and palliative care) [41]. As of August
4, 2020, 27,546 results appeared when searching for social
media on PubMed, demonstrating the growing interest in SM
within the health care industry.

Health care systems, especially in times of crisis and outbreaks,
require the dissemination of information to practitioners,
patients, and the general public rapidly and effectively [34].
Health organizations and officials, by taking upon a more active
SM presence, gain access to vast global networks capable of
quickly spreading information and promptly mobilizing large
numbers of people toward public health goals [2,42]. Never
before has the entire world united as it has in recent months in
its fight against the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, more
commonly known as COVID-19. Searching COVID-19 on
PubMed on August 4, 2020, yielded 37,576 results, which
exposes the abundance of information and data that has become
available in 7 months since the beginning on the pandemic [8].
However, the World Health Organization (WHO) has expressed
concerns about fighting 2 battles at once: the pandemic and the
infodemic—the latter refers to a rapid and far-reaching spread
of both accurate and inaccurate information about the disease
[43].

It is important to mention that the popularity of SM is directly
linked to its many advantages. Advantages of using SM in health
care include its expressive nature, accessibility from a
smartphone, prompt content sharing and response generation,
improved and two-sided communication, reduction of
consultation time, smoothing of hierarchy, more efficient
teamwork, ability to forge connections between people, and
ability to reach large masses [44,45]. Furthermore, SM facilitates
the access to health information for extended population groups,
regardless of geographic location, age, or education, compared
with traditional communication methods [41]. However, the
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most influential advantage of SM remains its cost-benefit
feature: it can reach an increasing number of people without
the high cost of traditional means and the information remains
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Similar to most technologies, SM has its disadvantages. In the
health care industry, these include increased workload, risk of
unprofessional behavior, disparity in the sense of urgency, a
demanding sense of needing to stay connected 24 hours a day,
difficulty in obtaining discussion records, worries about leading
to or identifying patients, privacy breech, change of
patient-practitioner relationship from a professional to a personal
one, and the risk of reducing the autonomy of junior doctors
[45]. Those who choose to use SM should be aware of the
potential risks and problems that they could encounter but should
not shy away from using SM because it can greatly increase the
reach and impact of HCPs’ work and improve patients’ health
[34]. In the following section, the specific uses of SM in health
care are discussed in more depth.

SM Use From the Perspective of HCPs
The literature review yielded an abundance of information. The
studies were categorized as follows to best present the findings:
health promotion, career development or practice promotion,
recruitment, professional networking and destressing,
professional medical education, telemedicine, scientific research,
and critical public health care issues.

Health Promotion
Producing and disseminating information has played a pivotal
role in the history of humanity. Over the years, an increasing
number of public health organizations, medical institutes, and
HCPs are using SM tools to disseminate visually rich public
health messages to the general public. The primary goal is to
share solid, evidence-based, and up-to-date health information
that educates and affects millions of SM users and to dispel
common misconceptions and counterbalance inaccurate material
rapidly spreading through SM [2,32]. Examples of how SM can
increase the accessibility of a massive number of recipients to
health care information around the world include concise
educational tweets on Twitter, a pediatric dentistry group on
Facebook where fellow specialists discuss anonymized cases
and share ideas, photos of a salvation mission to an
underprivileged community on Instagram, and the results of a
clinical study broadcasted via WhatsApp. These are all examples
of how SM can not only increase accessibility, but it can do so
at a faster rate than any other means, and perhaps in the cheapest
way possible.

Access to oral health care services is limited by a lack of
universal coverage. SM, which is a method of mass
communication, offers an alternative to traditional
communication, which extends to reach underprivileged and
underserved communities. The WHO and the United States
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) are among
many other public health institutions that use SM to
communicate with the public during public health crises and
natural disasters [8,29,35]. Physicians also use SM to promote
patient health care education on a smaller scale within their
networks. Research has shed light on the many tools that have

been used for this purpose. For example, HCPs can tweet, record
videos, and participate in health-related discussion forums,
which provides an opportunity for physicians to share scientific
information and broaden their knowledge [46,47]. Furthermore,
information from international conferences and findings from
the latest research and clinical trials can be presented in
mainstream media to be shared with millions of people [48].

Sharing such information not only helps improve knowledge
but can also improve attitudes and practices related to health.
For example, in dentistry, SM has played a role in helping
patients cope with challenges such as dental anxiety and in
presenting dental management options in a convenient and
nonthreatening manner [42,49]. Evidence now shows that
SM-based interventions are linked to healthy practices such as
tobacco cessation, increased physical activity, and diversion
from risky sexual behaviors [39,50].

In conclusion, there is evidence that SM helps to improve access
to health information. When designing SM campaigns and
interventions to disseminate health information, it is important
to develop messages that may be more likely to resonate with
and elicit reactions from individuals [2]. Messages tailored to
certain population segments are more effective than generic
messages, as tailored messages address the specific needs of
their recipients [51]. Furthermore, interactive (two-way)
communication is more effective than linear (one way)
communication [7]. Importantly, SM must complement rather
than replace traditional health promotion. More research is
needed to investigate strategies that can increase access to health
information for minorities and marginalized communities and
for populations deprived of internet access.

Career Development or Practice Promotion
One of the measures of the success of HCPs is their ability to
attract and retain patients. This will not only maximize income
but will also boost reputation. SM has played an important role
in enhancing practice or practitioner ranking on search engines,
even more than academic pedigree and experience [52]. As
search engines generally direct patients’ traffic, a strong
presence on the web can be crucial to attract patients to a
practice.

HCPs at all stages of their careers can use SM to brand their
name. SM aids in developing their name, expanding their
network, and learning about career-enhancing opportunities
[53]. It can also be used as a marketing strategy to attract
patients of various demographics and has been proven to be
effective in engaging and obtaining new patients [54]. In a
survey conducted in 2013, 12.5% of health care organizations
reported attracting new patients through SM [39]. Moreover, a
2012 study of dental practices in the United States revealed that
51% of the practices used SM, of which 91% used it for
marketing purposes and 73% used it to increase their presence
on the web [55].

With the extended use of SM among patients and HCPs,
practitioners must now compete for patients’attention and need
to be strategic regarding the content they share and platforms
they use [7]. HCPs should advertise their professional
trajectories, areas of experience, and treatment outcomes by
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focusing on information tailored to the target audience in an
educational manner that does not typify commodification or
unfair competition. The eagerness to achieve popularity and to
attract new customers or compete with colleagues results in
some HCPs thinking only with a short-term approach and
prioritizing greater financial gains. For example, some
orthodontists and plastic surgeons post before-and-after
photographs with drastic improvements without explaining that
biological variations among patients, differences in response to
treatment, and other external factors may affect the course and
outcome of the intervention. Without such information, patients
tend to have unrealistic expectations and end up being
disappointed [56]. Unfortunately, some practitioners tend to
digitally modify images to accentuate treatment-led
improvements. This misuse of technology could lead to serious
reputational damage for the practitioner and the profession in
general in addition to unfavorable court decisions [56].

HCPs build their status using SM in diverse ways. They begin
by creating a profile page on one or multiple platforms, which
allows them to create and upload content. By connecting with
colleagues, they can begin to establish a digital social network.
Moreover, groups based on common interests further expand
their social network and raise the practitioner’s name in bigger
circles. These processes can create a haven for viral marketing,
which can be leveraged to create a name, develop a digital voice,
and disseminate health information in a timely and cost-efficient
way [7,30,42]. Moreover, for newly qualified practitioners,
contributing to discussions on forums and virtual meetings raises
their profile among more experienced practitioners who may
be geographically distant. This can leverage word-of-mouth
referrals and attract fellow researchers to collaborate.

In terms of cost-effectiveness, a 2017 study on the SM return
on investment (ROI) showed an upward trend that represented
stable growth for Facebook, whereas Instagram demonstrated
substantial ROI. It was concluded that SM resources were
superior to standard internet-based resources. When all SM
platforms were combined into one graph, there was a consistent
finding of growth associated with all SM sources over time [57].
As the following quote summarizes, “physicians have to realize
that our patients are doing it (SM), so this is where we need to
be” [58].

In summary, there is no one-size-fits-all SM platform, and there
is no single way to share content that is superior to all others.
It is essential for an HCP to emphasize the importance of their
specialty; present the strengths in their particular practice;
understand the features and user demographics for SM
platforms; and, most importantly, know their target audience.
For example, a plastic surgeon or orthodontist may find it
beneficial to share pre- and posttreatment or procedure photos
of anonymized patients, for which Instagram may be the ideal
platform. A practice that is community friendly may invest in
a Facebook page to keep the audience updated on offers and
services. A family medicine office may share announcements
regarding the arrival of a flu-vaccine and post photos of staff
members vaccinating themselves to motivate people. Twitter
may be useful for posting specialty-related educational messages
or sharing information on health-related matters to make HCPs
more visible. A pediatric dentist may use YouTube to share

videos of tricks used in the office to make the experience less
threatening for children. More training courses and talks on
how to leverage SM to establish a presence and build a name
may be beneficial for HCPs who are not SM savvy.

Recruitment
SM is making great strides not only in the modern world of
technology but also in the workplace: it is transforming the way
people find and engage in work. It seems that the conventional
channels for recruiting employees are not as effective as they
once were. Instead, we are shifting toward SM not only as a
platform for social interaction, photograph exhibition, and
creative expression but also as a space for far-reaching, low-cost
job searches. Regarding employment, the interest in SM is
bidirectional. On the one hand, employers are often keen to
know more about a candidate applying for a position than what
is stated in their resumé. On the other hand, employees,
especially millennials, will first want to know more about the
dynamics of a firm and the personalities of their future boss and
coworkers before they commit to the job. Recruitment in the
medical field requires more than an application. In this section,
the recruitment of HCPs for employment or students for
residency programs is discussed.

Human capital is of major importance to any organization
because humans produce income and are a source of competitive
advantage [59]. Recruitment of qualified employees who are
fit for the job is not a simple, one-way decision as it used to be.
Performing due diligence in hiring a new employee is more
essential than ever and is a multidimensional process, including
at least one interview, drug screenings, and background checks.
More recently, employers have turned to nontraditional methods
and to SM to further analyze potential candidates [60]. SM
prescreening may have the potential to offer information about
the applicant above and beyond what is stated in the resumé
and can be assessed in a more traditional screening [61]. For
job seekers, because of the large number of SM users and the
relatively low cost of setting up, SM platforms are ideal for
finding employment. Furthermore, many organizations are now
investing in SM to display their employer brand and, in return,
attract qualified applicants [59,62]. Organizations aiming to
attract applicants, especially in fields where competition and
demand are high, such as in nursing, must make every effort to
promote a unique brand image and attract potential candidates
[59,63].

There is evidence that recruiters can accurately determine
productivity-related traits solely on the basis of personal
information about a candidate available on SNSs [64]. Baert
[65] found that personal photographs have become more
effective as objects of communication than of memory. This
research described interesting theoretical mechanisms that
underlie better labor market outcomes for more attractive people.
For example, it proposed that self-confidence from good looks
could drive productivity, leading to emotional stability, and,
consequently, labor market success [66]. The study also found
a higher impact of face pictures seen on Facebook’s profile
photo compared with those attached to a resumé [65].

From a job seeker’s point of view, SM makes it possible to
apply to hundreds of jobs, even globally, at once. Through SM,
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job applicants can increase their presence on the web to grab
the attention of employers [60]. In the health care industry, it
is advisable for job seekers to be active in various medical
societies to expand their connections and to make a positive
impression on future employers. Similar to the real world, it is
advisable for applicants to attend virtual conferences and
discussion boards and to introduce themselves to others at every
reasonable opportunity [67]. It is important to note that
employers do not use only professional platforms such as
LinkedIn for hiring. In fact, they check many SM platforms
when screening for prospective employees [60]. It is not a bad
idea that employers and applicants conduct periodic searches
for their own names to ensure that their SM persona projects a
professional image [2].

Several studies have investigated the effects of SM on
recruitment in health care. It was found that a hospital’s profile
on SM can shape employer brand perceptions and attract nurses.
In addition, nurses who visited the hospital’s Facebook page
were more attracted to work there [59]. In another study, over
92% of employers stated that they were planning to use SM for
recruiting [68]. Moreover, a study conducted in 2012 found that
the recruitment and screening costs were reduced by 50% by
using SM and that 65% of employers were evaluating the
integrity and character of potential employees based on their
SM profiles [60]. As shown in a review by Davison et al [61],
a study found that 20% of the organizations surveyed were
planning to use SM for applicant screening. Furthermore,
LinkedIn was the most commonly used SM platform for
screening applicants, whereas the use of Twitter for screening
purposes increased from 11% to 31% between 2011 and 2013
[61]. Interestingly, a study found that there were 38% more job
interview invitations to candidates with the most beneficial
Facebook pictures [65]. In addition, a Microsoft survey revealed
that 79% of employers searched for web-based information
regarding prospective employees, but only 7% of the candidates
were aware of this possibility [69,70].

Regarding residency programs, SM is a mechanism to accentuate
the programs’ visibility on the web and to screen residency
applicants [71]. It is important to note that it is not only
credentials and high scores that secure a spot in a specialty
program; personality traits and characters are becoming more
significant than ever. Program directors (PDs) now want to
know applicants on a personal level. As much of this information
would be illegal to obtain in a traditional interview, they may
search for it on SM [72]. Admission officers and PDs are now
capitalizing on the abundance of information and the popularity
of SM [72]. They may encounter content that seems
unprofessional or exposes negative character traits that are useful
in making decisions about applicants. Many residency programs
now search Facebook and other personal SM platforms to screen
applicants [73]. Even residents are now using SM platforms to
obtain information on possible postgraduate opportunities [71].

There is an abundance of research on the use of SM for applicant
selection in residency programs. In one study, 17% of PDs
screened applicants on SM, 33% gave lower rankings to
applicants based on SM findings, and 69% stated that they will
continue to use SM for applicant screening [74]. In another
survey, most school children who were interested in studying

medicine felt that behaviors on SM should be considered for
admission to medical schools [75]. Furthermore, a study
conducted in 2016 found that 18% of PDs visited the SM
profiles of residency applicants, 10% gave a lower rank or
completely disqualified an applicant because of negative
web-based behavior, and 10% took formal disciplinary action
against a resident because of negative web-based behavior, with
Facebook being the platform used by most PDs [76,77]. Another
survey found that 97% and 90% of PDs agreed that candidates
should be held accountable for illegal acts and unprofessional
behavior on the web, respectively, whereas 89% of them agreed
that information voluntarily published on the web is fair to use
in judging character and professionalism. Furthermore, 82.4%
of PDs indicated that they would favor the candidate with a
sterile Facebook profile if they were choosing between 2 mock
candidates [78]. Moreover, student pharmacists demonstrated
a general attitude that web-based personas on SM should not
be used to judge professional attitudes and abilities [79].
Although most medical school PDs believed that screening
applicants on SM does not constitute a violation of the
applicants’ privacy, the topic remains controversial and views
regarding the appropriateness of using SM profiles to judge
character and professionalism vary [78,80]. There is general
agreement that SM information is open for judgment by others,
especially among older PDs [78].

Professionalism is advocated by the American College of
Surgeons as a quality that extends beyond the clinic, operating
room, and hospital and into the community in the real world
and on the web [81]. There are some issues associated with
using SM to judge a possible employee’s or resident’s
professionalism and character. First, screening is usually done
by a single person without a standardized scoring rubric. Second,
content is unstandardized among the different SM platforms,
and the information displayed differs across platforms; for
instance, it would not be fair to compare someone’s Facebook
photo album of a Spring Break trip with someone’s contribution
to a medical discussion on Twitter. Moreover, screening SM
content showed poor test-retest reliability, especially as the
content could change rapidly. Interrater reliability is potentially
affected by the content being rated and the characteristics of
the rater. Construct validity also seems to be weak as no specific
construct is usually in mind; instead, a rater casually scans
profiles to make a judgment on an applicant or screen potential
new hires. Finally, there is a problem with generalizability across
platforms. It is suggested that personality traits should be judged
from platforms with flexible formats (eg, Facebook), whereas
professional traits and experiences should be judged from more
structured platforms (eg, LinkedIn) [61].

In summary, although e-professionalism is a new topic, it is
receiving considerable attention from recruiters and is being
taught as a part of medical curricula [76,79,82,83]. It is
necessary in this age to educate job or residency candidates
about their digital voice and persona management [65]. Job or
residency candidates should consider their publicly available
web-based information as an extension of their resumé and
should be aware that many employees use SM to investigate
applicants. Therefore, candidates should ensure that their public
SM profiles include nothing unprofessional about themselves
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[65,67]. Finally, the establishment of clear and equitable
guidelines for searching candidates on SM is essential to prevent
potential bias.

Professional Networking and Destressing
Professional connections represent important channels through
which HCPs exchange knowledge, share expertise, refer
patients, seek a second opinion, collaborate on research, hire
and employ, provide social support, and improve health care
outcomes. In the last few years, work-related communication
has changed considerably with the advent of electronic
communication tools, especially with the aid of instant
messaging on smartphones [30,84]. Virtual professional
communities can enable members to quickly access
evidence-based information and disseminate work, which can
lead to increased immediate impact [85,86]. Most SM platforms
are found to be easy to implement, effective, quick, and low
cost [87]. In a recent systematic review, positive predictors for
using SM among HCPs were identified to be younger age, lower
rank, and fewer years of experience, and the most commonly
used platforms for communicating with colleagues were
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and WhatsApp [88].

Owing to the exceedingly large number of HCPs on SM,
platforms that are designed only for medical personnel have
been introduced. Digital communication and social interactions
occur between people who may or may not be known to each
other [44]. In addition to medical issues, discussions usually
address diverse subjects such as politics, practice management,
career enhancement opportunities, and even dating in a medical
environment [2,89]. Sermo, the world’s largest virtual doctors’
lounge, is a leading social network for physicians that is now
available in 30 countries [90]. Doximity is a newer
physician-only social networking platform with more than
500,000 members as of 2020 [91]. In addition, there is the
Medical Directors Forum, which is an SNS exclusively for
medical directors that provides a secure environment for
peer-to-peer interaction [92]. Studies on HCPs’ preferred SM
platform showed that Facebook was used most frequently (86%).
Other commonly used platforms were Medscape Physician
Connect (52%), Sermo (44%), LinkedIn (42%), YouTube (40%),
Blogging (25%), and Twitter (20%) [26]. These statistics have
been confirmed in subsequent studies [32]. For health-related
reasons, physicians primarily used LinkedIn (70.7%) and Twitter
(51.2%) [32]. Another study reported that HCPs spent an
average of 11 to 13 hours per week on medical professional
networking sites [26].

WhatsApp has been used as an intradepartmental, patient-related
communication method because of its instant and more efficient
handovers [93]. When physical proximity was a barrier,
physicians preferred to use WhatsApp to exchange work-related
knowledge over traditional text messages [84]. The American
Academy of Pediatric Dentistry has a private group on Facebook
with fewer than 3800 members who share clinical cases, clinical
experiences, research results, new products, and relevant events
[9]. Facebook has many other groups for dentists that are open
to the public to view and join [30]. Microblogs such as Twitter
allow a dynamic and concise exchange of information that is
instantly accessible by an increasingly large number of readers

[89]. Furthermore, the dissemination of scientific literature on
SM (eg, Twitter) has increased the number of citations and
downloads of published articles [94-96]. LinkedIn serves as a
professional space for HCPs to demonstrate their expertise and
capabilities; 54% of physicians have used it to communicate
with colleagues [32,42].

SM also has a positive impact on students. The sense of
belonging is crucial for undergraduate training. By being part
of a well-respected learning environment, students benefit
educationally and socially [97]. Moreover, having guidance and
support on a 24/7 basis can ease their transition from university
to more independent training centers [30].

In recent months, SM platforms have become helpful in
maintaining communication with friends and family and
reducing isolation and sense of loneliness, which could have a
negative psychological impact [98]. Amid the COVID-19
pandemic, many practices have been affected and many jobs
have been lost worldwide [99]. The sense of unity and
comradery introduced by SM among users has helped countless
individuals overcome hardships, including HCPs. In the first
half of 2020, HCPs were deployed into unfamiliar environments
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, worked beyond their areas
of expertise and over long hours, and had to involuntarily isolate
themselves from their families. This crisis has been anxiety
inducing and stressful for HCPs, who often resorted to SM to
voice their frustrations, experiences, and opinions not only with
family and friends but also with the global network of frontline
staff enduring similar challenges. The unique virtual siblinghood
united the global health care community like never before. A
Facebook page was created to facilitate the renting of
recreational vehicles for HCPs to self-isolate outside their homes
[100]. The public played an important role in paying due respect
to HCPs, who were often referred to as heroes, both literally
and figuratively. Illustrations portraying their pivotal role were
shared on every known SM platform. Videos showing countless
people applauding for HCPs at certain hours of the day went
viral. Many HCPs engaged in what was labeled as
COVID-19–free zones to escape, even if momentarily, from the
pandemic stress. Clinicians from all specialties in diverse
locations joined forces against a single enemy. Their voices
echoed louder when they addressed lawmakers demanding
improved access to personal protective equipment (PPE),
increased testing for COVID-19, reduced reimbursement barriers
to telemedicine, and improved mental health care.

To conclude, SM plays an important role in the lives of HCPs
at a personal level. Whether SM is used for amusement, zoning
out, or commiserating, it provides a safe haven for HCPs to put
off their metaphoric heroes’ capes and find comfort in their
humanhood again. Future research should investigate the role
of SM in helping HCPs individually and collectively tackle the
challenges resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Professional Medical Education
Millennial students of health professions are increasing in
numbers each year. They possess qualities consistent with being
lifelong learners [71]. As Prensky [10] discussed, traditional
education systems are no longer suitable for contemporary
students. Millennials and younger generations process
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information in a fundamentally different manner from their
predecessors. SM offers formal and informal educational
opportunities and has the ability to remove physical barriers
that could otherwise impede access to educational resources
[51]. Not only is SM rich in educational resources but coupling
the information with the interactive exchange of ideas and the
live discussions has also made it a valuable educational tool.
When SM was integrated into teaching, students were motivated
by content obtained from SM, and positive behavioral changes
were promoted [101]. Moreover, when SM was incorporated
into clinical education, students perceived better collaboration
with their peers, improved professional and career development,
and larger supportive learning communities [102].

Social networks are an underutilized educational resource, not
only for trainees but also for experienced clinicians. A large
array of educational material is abundant on SM from seniors
with advanced experience and from fellow trainees as well,
usually at no cost to the user [30]. The differences between
experts and novices are slowly diminishing because of novel
forms of peer learning and knowledge production facilitated by
SM [35]. Most platforms are frequently used to engage learners.
YouTube in particular is more commonly used to teach technical
skills and has been acknowledged by dentists as a convenient
educational platform [30,71,103,104]. YouTube can also be
used in classrooms to forge discussion, illustrate a procedure,
or reinforce information, which promotes critical thinking and
problem-solving skills [70]. A study conducted in Saudi Arabia
found that YouTube was the most commonly used SM platform
in medical education [105].

Evidence suggests that SM has a place in health care education.
Universities use SM to create virtual classrooms and increase
access to academic libraries [70]. In the United States, 95% of
medical schools have some Facebook presence, and 71% of
them have student groups [106]. In a study on nursing students,
Twitter was used to view videos of clinical scenarios, and
students tweeted their observations for instructor feedback [70].
Internet and SM content have been successfully used to train
older caregivers to improve the caregivers’ and patients’ quality
of life [5]. In a unique experience, the University of Rhode
Island managed to connect students to geriatric patients on
Facebook. It promoted students’ empathy and communication
skills while helping patients advance their SM skills to battle
loneliness [2]. In addition, students in an oral and maxillofacial
radiology course perceived using Twitter as a helpful learning
tool that enhanced access to faculty [107]. Moreover, medical
students and professionals in cardiology reported the use of
social networks for education and professional training [103].

Learning may be considered a social activity [106]. The more
senses the students stimulate in their learning process, the more
likely the information acquired is to be retained. Thus, the
greater the engagement and contribution of the students, the
better the learning outcomes. SM provides a medium for active
collaboration rather than passive learning. In nursing, 92.4% of
students perceived a positive learning impact from the
podcasting of lecture materials [108]. In another study, students
who were more heavily engaged in blog-based discussion of
relevant learning material had higher grades than peers who had
contributed less to the discussion [109]. Passing an examination

was significantly associated with combining discussion on a
WhatsApp group with the web-based question bank, and so
were their higher grades [110]. Medical students who used
Wikipedia had superior short-term knowledge acquisition
compared with those who used a digital textbook, which
suggested a potential role for Wikipedia in medical education
[111]. In addition, medical students who integrated the use of
SM in 2 elective courses were satisfied with the new approach
[112]. Twitter and Instagram have also been described as helpful
tools in radiology education [113]. Participants in a study
reported that SM was perceived as helpful and very helpful for
improving knowledge, creativity, decision making, critical skills,
and problem-solving abilities [114].

In a study by Alsuraihi et al [105], YouTube, Facebook, and
Twitter were among the most commonly used resources for
learning. Although 95.8% of the students believed that SM was
beneficial for learning, 40% thought it might be distracting
[105]. In a review by Chan et al [85], it was found that multiple
residencies used SM to broaden the horizons of trainees and
facilitate engagement in journal clubs using virtual classrooms;
a wide range of SM platforms were featured, including
Facebook, blogs, Wikipedia, and podcasts. Specifically,
dermatologists in a study agreed that WhatsApp discussions
enriched their scientific knowledge of clinical cases and
promoted learning about relevant references and upcoming
meetings [115]. Participants of a 2015 study on surgical teams
expressed that WhatsApp helped to flatten the hierarchy among
students, residents, and experienced consultants, enabling them
all to actively contribute to discussions without inhibition. This
comfortable environment is especially helpful for shy and
marginalized students [116].

Once students move beyond structured, supervised learning
environments, they must recognize their own gaps in knowledge
and skills over time and make every effort to fill them, adopting
skills for lifelong learning [106]. The increasing mutability of
knowledge in the digital age and its exchangeability and
accessibility on mobile phones make learning thorough SM
platforms a common practice for many medical students
[35,117]. However, learning cannot be done through SM alone
but is used to augment learning from textbooks, peer-reviewed
research publications, and mentors, and just like with other
sources of information, critical appraisal to information retrieved
from SM must be applied; this is what lays the foundation for
a future competent web-based learner [85,106,118]. It is
important that students understand that educational material
shared through SM cannot be accepted as is without a great
degree of skepticism and objective evaluation.

To summarize, today’s students are unique in how they learn
and acquire skills. Current educational systems must adapt to
the needs and qualities of modern students and augment, if not
replace, the traditional teaching methods with more digital
means. It is essential for educators to put every effort in
determining the best means of presenting information to their
students and guiding them in their information search and
appraisal. Retrospective research can be planned to compare
the performances, learning outcomes, and teaching strategies
between 2 student cohorts: those that were taught in a traditional
manner and those that relied on SM.
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Telemedicine
As people are becoming increasingly fluent in using novel
technologies, health care has recently changed when, where,
and how patients and HCPs communicate [119]. Telemedicine
is the use of communication technologies and electronic
information to provide health care support to patients or health
care workers who are physically distant from HCPs [120]. Many
branches of medicine are now adopting electronically mediated
care; terms such as teledentistry and telepsychiatry are not
uncommon, and publications related to telemedicine have been
increasing [121-123]. Among the specialties that use
telemedicine are pediatrics, psychiatry, diabetes, dentistry,
nursing, palliative care, and allergies [124-130]. HCPs can now
overcome their limited clinical time by communicating with
their patients remotely. With the aid of novice technology, they
provide a more convenient type of care for patients, especially
for following up patients with chronic health care needs [131].

As young and highly qualified HCPs prefer staying in urban
communities, telemedicine significantly augments clinical care,
especially in underprivileged and underserved communities in
rural areas [2,82,132,133]. Furthermore, as health care costs
continue to increase, organizations are aiming to reduce costs
without jeopardizing the quality of care being provided [134].
Recruitment and workforce sustainability are often an issue,
and some countries with large, sparsely populated rural areas
have grappled with how to overcome medical and dental
provider shortages in these rural areas. Telemedicine and
teledentistry can be of great use to ensure that new practitioners
appointed in rural locations are not secluded and have the advice
and support they need to promote their clinical work and
psychological well-being [135]. It may also be used to connect
HCPs in third-world countries with specialists in more medically
advanced regions; for example, surgical procedures may be
streamed live, and questions can be asked in real time [69].

Smartphones are fast, portable, and simple to use; mobile apps
now seem to be ideal for quick learning or communication
between colleagues or HCPs and the public or patients. Mobile
apps are among the most commonly used tools for telemedicine
[82]. Globally, but particularly in low- and middle-income
countries, communication among HCPs is facilitated via
WhatsApp, providing faster diagnosis and immediate
management of acute findings [136-138]. A systematic review
on telehealth concluded that 74% of the studies reported
economic benefits of eHealth interventions for different medical
conditions [134].

Programs for electronically monitoring intensive care units
allowed HCPs to remotely monitor the conditions of up to 100
patients in multiple hospitals [139]. Pandemics and natural
disasters pose challenges to effective and prompt health care
delivery. Although telemedicine and eHealth might not solve
them all, they can aid HCPs in providing the necessary
management in scenarios in which the infrastructure is intact.
In recent weeks, the distant triage that allowed patients to be
efficiently screened for COVID-19 was patient centered and in
compliance with self-quarantine; thus, it protected patients,
clinicians, and the community from exposure to the virus [139].
For instance, replacing scheduled office visits with telemedicine

visits in case HCPs were quarantined, absent, or sick was a
productive initiative at Jefferson Health, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania [139]. An interesting model of telemedicine was
explained by Baker and Stanley [40], in which patients use an
app to navigate to a specific medical site, answer a few triage
questions about their medical condition, wait in a virtual queue
to be connected by video to an HCP, and discuss their condition
or concern.

Sending clinical photographs privately between colleagues for
a second opinion or to enrich discussion is not uncommon. A
comprehensive review by Boulos et al [35] shares findings from
multiple studies on the use of WhatsApp and Instagram in those
contexts. One study found excellent inter- and intraobserver
agreement in the assessment images of tibial fractures using
WhatsApp [140]. There was a report of a life-saving use of
WhatsApp in a resource-limited situation in which the life of a
critically ill patient was saved by sending clinical monitor
images with electrocardiogram changes and receiving feedback
from an expert consultant who was 40 km away from the center
where the patient was admitted [141]. Moreover, evaluating
maxillofacial computed tomography scans using WhatsApp has
been reported to be easy and rapid [142]. WhatsApp was also
useful for communication between emergency department
consultants when they were not onsite [143]. In dentistry, a
study showed that 67.32% of dentists used WhatsApp to send
clinical images to colleagues seeking second opinions, and
35.29% of them did so on a weekly basis. About 60.29% of the
dentists received a prompt response, whereas 38.23% received
delayed responses. In addition, about 98.52% of dentists sent
radiographs on WhatsApp for a second opinion [144].

In conclusion, it is noteworthy that telemedicine is not a practice
in and of itself [145]. It is not the most suitable model of care
for every patient and is not the preferred approach when
physicians cannot meet clinical standards of care. Patients using
telemedicine must also have access to traditional emergency
care, if needed. Although these innovations have significant
potential benefits, the electronic exchange of health information
and care may pose risks to patients’ privacy, confidentiality,
and safety and to quality and continuity of care. Furthermore,
the limitations of electronically mediated physical examination
may weaken the relationship between patients and HCPs,
thereby jeopardizing care [119]. High-quality research is needed
to improve the utilization of telemedicine, and more
well-designed studies comparing telemedicine with traditional
patient care are essential.

Scientific Research
The perceived benefits of using SM in health care include the
ability to connect with geographically distant researchers and
to build and foster research communities [4]. SM is a potential
tool to revolutionize health research, as it has fewer temporal
and spatial limitations and can overcome boundaries between
research communities and the public [146,147]. SM can aid
research in several ways: by recruiting participants,
disseminating surveys, connecting with fellow researchers,
identifying research opportunities, sharing study findings, and
gaining access to published work.
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There are conveniences in taking scientific research to the digital
world. Publishing study findings on SM provides enhanced
dissemination of research and increases the access to valid
evidence-based information for patients. Furthermore, because
not all studies end in a publication in a traditional journal, their
findings can thus be shared via SM to a wider audience and be
of substantial value to a broader research community [4].
Another advantage of SM for scientific research became evident
during the COVID-19 pandemic, which made it possible to
break geographical barriers and arrange collaborative research
projects, surveys, and multicenter studies [8]. Sites such as
Google Scholar and ResearchGate create communities for
researchers to network, collaborate with each other, and promote
publications [53,148]. The anonymity of posts, not having to
answer questions in the presence of others and acquiring large
samples that attenuate the effect of false information or extreme
views were viewed as advantages unique to SM surveys and
possible factors that improve research accuracy [146]. Content
posted on the web may be used as data for research without
interacting with the authors of the content, and perhaps without
even considering them to be human subjects [146]. Moreover,
compared with traditional recruitment methods, web-based
surveys have the ability to store large numbers of responses,
which can be easily accessed for analysis [5].

Recruiting research participants on SM has gained popularity
in recent years. In a review by Lafferty and Manca [4], it was
found that the most common tools used for recruiting
participants were Facebook, Twitter, and a combination of both.
Snowballing sampling method involves participants themselves
recruiting more participants by contacting people in their
networks [149]. A study on 8252 participants found that
web-based recruitment was more efficient and had lower costs
per recruited participant compared with traditional methods
[150].

Disseminating surveys on the web is now a common practice.
One study chose SM platforms to send its survey because it was
cost effective, time saving, and easily accessible [151]. In
another dentist or patient study, the survey for dentists was
distributed via a dentist-only Facebook group that had more
than 4500 members; for patients, the survey distribution was
mainly through Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter, and the
recipients were asked to share it with their connections [42].
Furthermore, in a study involving health care quality personnel,
the survey was distributed through WhatsApp [114]. In a study
in Saudi Arabia, the link to the web-based questionnaire was
made available through Twitter and Facebook, the 2 most
popular SNSs in the country [152]. Over half of university
students strongly or somewhat liked using Facebook for research
conducted by university researchers [153]. Zaballos et al [154]
developed a web-based multiplatform that integrated WhatsApp
and emails to assess the quality of life of individuals with
hearing loss issues; the tool facilitated data collection in an
easy-to-use platform.

A review by Topolovec-Vranic and Natarajan [155] showed
that 40% of the studies found SM to be the most effective
recruitment method, whereas 50% of them stated that their target
population was hard to reach. Approximately 43% of the studies
reported cost-effectiveness [155]. In addition, SM helped in

recruiting a large number of individuals and reached challenging
populations such as adolescents and young adults. Another
review found that traditional recruitment methods tend to
underrepresent users of marijuana, ecstasy, cocaine, or alcohol
or people with at-risk sexual behavior; in comparison, Facebook
recruitment yielded more representative results [156].

Researchers who plan to recruit participants on SM must
consider their target populations’ SM use patterns and
preferences. For example, a study on sexual health might
consider dating sites for recruitment, whereas Facebook may
be more suitable for a nonsexual health study [157]. To best
tailor recruitment campaigns, the selection of hashtags or
keywords that reflect the interests of the target population might
be useful [45].

Regarding shortcomings, it is important to note that research
participants recruited from web-based environments may not
truly represent the population of interest as a whole, suggesting
that SM should only augment traditional recruitment methods
[4]. A study suggested that people with disabilities may
disproportionately be living in conditions with lower standards
of living and may not have access to the internet [158]. In
another study, subjects recruited from SM were largely middle
class, whereas those recruited at a local hospital were more
disadvantaged [159]. A review by Whitaker et al [156] showed
an overrepresentation of young White women resulting from
web-based recruitment.

Other limitations of using SM for research include that
researchers have little control over distractions, the research
idea may be copied, or participants may share research
information with other participants, which puts the scientific
integrity of the study at risk [4]. In a review by Denecke et al
[5], the most reported ethical concerns for using SM for research
recruitment were self-selection—that is, users with an interest
in the study area will be recruited preferentially, which will
affect the representativeness of the sample—and a skew toward
well-educated and higher socioeconomic status cohorts on the
web [5].

Ethical and privacy concerns regarding SM for research
recruitment must be addressed because tracking, profiling, and
targeting of users are common in the digital world [45]. Bender
et al [160] proposed privacy-enhanced SM recruitment
guidelines, including proactive measures to protect privacy and
declaration of potential risks. Vulnerable groups such as children
and teenagers, homosexuals in regions where homosexuality is
illegal, and individuals with mental illnesses require extra
emphasis on respect, confidentiality, and caution in obtaining
consent [146].

To summarize, there is growing evidence to suggest that SM is
a useful research tool that enables researchers to connect with
each other, recruit participants, and share their findings with
the public. Moreover, the data obtained from SM can be
investigated. Nevertheless, researchers must not overlook the
shortcomings of SM that may ultimately debilitate the integrity
of the study. Privacy concerns and ethical considerations must
also be considered. The development of guidelines for ethical
conduct in web-based research should be based on the best
available practices and should be comprehensive and
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standardized to minimize a study’s error margin. Future studies
that compare different recruitment methods and varying
participant demographics recruited using various methods should
be encouraged. Research investigating the cost-effectiveness
of SM research and those with large sample sizes that enable
the generalizability of findings is also recommended.

Critical Public Health Care Issues
SM can be used by emergency notification systems to mass
communicate information to large groups in a fast and low-cost
manner. Studies have shown that SM can be a source of data
to detect outbreaks, infection distribution, and areas of acute
health care needs [29]. It can also help understand the public’s
knowledge, fears, attitudes, and behaviors during a crisis
[161-163]. For example, the Red Cross tracks Twitter posts
during natural disasters, such as hurricanes and earthquakes, to
assess where the greatest needs lie [50,164]. Perhaps one of the
first publications investigating SM use during a pandemic is a
study that analyzed tweets posted during the 2009 H1N1
outbreak; this study found that SM can be a useful tool for
disseminating information and for the public to share their
opinions and experiences [165]. Twitter posts were also helpful
in monitoring disease activity during the cholera and influenza
outbreaks [166,167]. When interaction and collaboration were
essential, as with the influenza A-H1N1 pandemic, SM provided
an unmatched opportunity to engage the public and was used
by prominent health organizations such as the WHO [7,41].
However, coordination between web-based and real-world
response activities is also important [29].

Perhaps there is no more powerful example of SM use during
a health crisis than what has happened during the COVID-19
pandemic. The dissemination of information during a pandemic
has never been this quick and effective in the past. Information
on the virus spread as quickly as the virus itself and dominated
conversations on SM. On March 11, 2020, there were more than
20 million mentions of coronavirus-related terms on SM [168].
Since the beginning of the outbreak, SM has been one of the
most commonly used communication channels by international
health organizations such as the WHO and the CDC to possibly
disseminate information to every person on earth with access
to SM. Thousands of smaller health authorities may have also
used SM to communicate with local communities. Although
traditional access to medical guidelines and policies often
requires some form of affiliation or membership, it is available
to internet users today with a tap on a keyboard or a finger slide
on a smartphone. The distribution of PPE, sharing treatment
protocols, clinical trial results, and allocation of medical
resources have been efficient with the aid of SM [8]. A recent
study evaluated the 100 most viewed coronavirus videos on
YouTube; as of March 5, 2020 (very early in the pandemic),
these videos had 165 million views [169]. Another study in
China collected data from 250 million Weibo users, a
Twitter-like SM platform. Posts mentioning symptoms or

diagnoses significantly predicted daily case counts ahead of the
statistics announced by officials in Hubei Province, the epicenter
of the initial outbreak, and the rest of China [170].

Perhaps the founders of Twitter did not expect it to become a
helpful tool in the fight against COVID-19. For example, using
Twitter, a cardiologist was able to expedite the delivery of a
drug to a COVID-19 patient within just 6 hours of his tweet
[171]. The American Heart Association launched a registry on
Twitter to aggregate COVID-19 cases to better understand risk
factor profiles and treatment algorithms [171]. Hashtags such
as #GetUsPPE highlighted the scarcity of PPE, resulting in
technology pioneers ramping up their production of PPE [171].
After calls were raised on Twitter and other SM platforms,
HCPs flew to other parts of their countries that were in crisis,
retired clinicians volunteered to rejoin the work force in several
countries, and those who were unable to be present helped
colleagues through telemedicine. Another example of SM use
during the pandemic is the COVIDBRONCH Initiative—an
international network of airway specialists who foster rapid
acquisition and dissemination of knowledge regarding airway
procedures during the pandemic [172].

Despite its catastrophic impact and the substantial loss of lives,
humans will overcome the existential threat brought by
COVID-19 and will also likely overcome future pandemics.
Over time, humans have survived environmental, biological,
and man-made calamities because of their innate adaptability,
resilience, innovativeness, and persistence. Today, humans use
SM to disseminate information quickly and to a large number
of people, thus eliciting an almost immediate response. More
research is already taking place and will continue to investigate
the key role of SM in the fight against pandemics, not only from
a medical perspective but also from social and economic
viewpoints.

Conclusions
This review provided an overview of the different uses of SM
in health care. It is evident that SM use indicates not a trend but
a fundamental shift in how people communicate today.
Multidimensional health care, which includes SM and other
forms of communication, has been shown to be highly
successful. Not only can SM be used to improve direct patient
care but it can also be used to increase the public’s knowledge,
facilitate research, connect HCPs, improve medical education,
and combat public health crises. However, striking the right
balance between digital and traditional health care is imperative.
As SM is a relatively recent phenomenon, further research is
needed to determine its long-term effectiveness and to identify
the best strategies for maximizing its advantages and limiting
risks. This review will be continued in the second part, in which
the use of SM from patients’ perspectives will be discussed.
This discussion will be supplemented with specific barriers,
ethical considerations, and disadvantages reported in the extant
literature.
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Abstract

Background: Although the potential of big data analytics for health care is well recognized, evidence is lacking on its effects
on public health.

Objective: The aim of this study was to assess the impact of the use of big data analytics on people’s health based on the health
indicators and core priorities in the World Health Organization (WHO) General Programme of Work 2019/2023 and the European
Programme of Work (EPW), approved and adopted by its Member States, in addition to SARS-CoV-2–related studies. Furthermore,
we sought to identify the most relevant challenges and opportunities of these tools with respect to people’s health.

Methods: Six databases (MEDLINE, Embase, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews via Cochrane Library, Web of Science,
Scopus, and Epistemonikos) were searched from the inception date to September 21, 2020. Systematic reviews assessing the
effects of big data analytics on health indicators were included. Two authors independently performed screening, selection, data
extraction, and quality assessment using the AMSTAR-2 (A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews 2) checklist.

Results: The literature search initially yielded 185 records, 35 of which met the inclusion criteria, involving more than 5,000,000
patients. Most of the included studies used patient data collected from electronic health records, hospital information systems,
private patient databases, and imaging datasets, and involved the use of big data analytics for noncommunicable diseases.
“Probability of dying from any of cardiovascular, cancer, diabetes or chronic renal disease” and “suicide mortality rate” were the
most commonly assessed health indicators and core priorities within the WHO General Programme of Work 2019/2023 and the
EPW 2020/2025. Big data analytics have shown moderate to high accuracy for the diagnosis and prediction of complications of
diabetes mellitus as well as for the diagnosis and classification of mental disorders; prediction of suicide attempts and behaviors;
and the diagnosis, treatment, and prediction of important clinical outcomes of several chronic diseases. Confidence in the results
was rated as “critically low” for 25 reviews, as “low” for 7 reviews, and as “moderate” for 3 reviews. The most frequently
identified challenges were establishment of a well-designed and structured data source, and a secure, transparent, and standardized
database for patient data.
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Conclusions: Although the overall quality of included studies was limited, big data analytics has shown moderate to high
accuracy for the diagnosis of certain diseases, improvement in managing chronic diseases, and support for prompt and real-time
analyses of large sets of varied input data to diagnose and predict disease outcomes.

Trial Registration: International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) CRD42020214048;
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=214048

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27275)   doi:10.2196/27275

KEYWORDS

public health; big data; health status; evidence-based medicine; big data analytics; secondary data analysis; machine learning;
systematic review; overview; World Health Organization

Introduction

Big data analytics tools handle complex datasets that traditional
data processing systems cannot efficiently and economically
store, manage, or process. Through the application of artificial
intelligence (AI) algorithms and machine learning (ML), big
data analytics has potential to revolutionize health care,
supporting clinicians, providers, and policymakers for planning
or implementing interventions [1], faster disease detection,
therapeutic decision support, outcome prediction, and increased
personalized medicine, resulting in lower-cost, higher-quality
care with better outcomes [1,2].

In 2018, the World Health Organization (WHO) proposed the
expedited 13th General Programme of Work (GPW13), which
was approved and adopted by its 194 Member States, focusing
on measurable impacts on people’s health at the state level to
transform public health with three core features: enhanced
universal health coverage, health emergencies protection, and
better health and well-being [3]. Forty-six outcome target
indicators emerged from the GPW13, covering a range of health
issues [3]. Big data analytics may help to support health policy
decision-making, accelerate the achievement of the GPW13
core priorities and targets, and guide the roadmap for the
European region based on the European Programme of Work
(EPW) 2020/2025 [4,5].

Therefore, the aim of this study was to provide an overview of
systematic reviews that assessed the effects of the use of big
data analytics on people’s health according to the WHO core
features defined in the GPW13 and the EPW. We included

complex reviews that assessed multiple interventions, different
populations, and differing outcomes resulting from big data
analytics on people’s health, and identified the challenges,
opportunities, and best practices for future research.

Methods

Study Design
This study was designed to provide an overview of systematic
reviews in accordance with guidelines from the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions, along with
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) and the QUOROM (Quality of
Reporting of Meta-analyses) guidelines [6-8]. The study protocol
is published on PROSPERO (CRD42020214048).

Search Strategy
To identify records assessing the effect of big data analytics on
people’s health, aligned with the WHO health indicators defined
in the GPW13 (Textbox 1), a comprehensive and systematic
search was performed using six multidisciplinary databases
from their inception to September 21, 2020. The search strategy
was designed in collaboration with a senior librarian and is
described in detail in Multimedia Appendix 1.

References were imported into reference management software
(EndNote X9) and duplicates were removed. Unique records
were uploaded onto the Covidence Platform (Veritas Health
Innovation) for screening, data extraction, and quality
assessment. A manual search of reference lists was performed
to supplement the search.
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Textbox 1. List of 46 World Health Organization health indicators defined at the Thirteenth General Programme of Work.

• Number of persons affected by disasters (per 100,000 population)

• Domestic general government health expenditure (% of general government expenditure)

• Prevalence of stunting in children under 5 (%)

• Prevalence of wasting in children under 5 (%)

• Prevalence of overweight in children under 5 (%)

• Maternal mortality ratio (per 100,000 live births)

• Proportion of births attended by skilled health personnel (%)

• Under 5 mortality rate (per 1000 live births)

• Neonatal mortality rate (per 1000 live births)

• New HIV infections (per 1000 uninfected population)

• Tuberculosis incidence (per 100,000 population)

• Malaria incidence (per 1000 population at risk)

• Hepatitis B incidence (measured by surface antigen [HBsAg] prevalence among children under 5 years)

• Number of people requiring interventions against neglected tropical diseases (NTDs)

• Probability of dying from any of cardiovascular disease (CVD), cancer, diabetes, chronic renal disease (CRD) (aged 30-70 years) (%)

• Suicide mortality rate (per 100,000 population)

• Coverage of treatment interventions for substance-use disorders (%)

• Total alcohol per capita consumption in adults aged >15 years (liters of pure alcohol)

• Road traffic mortality rate (per 100,000 population)

• Proportion of women (aged 15-49 years) having need for family planning satisfied with modern methods (%)

• Universal Health Coverage (UHC) Service Coverage Index

• Population with household expenditures on health >10% of total household expenditure or income (%)

• Mortality rate attributed to air pollution (per 100,000 population)

• Mortality rate attributed to exposure to unsafe water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) services (per 100,000 population)

• Mortality rate from unintentional poisoning (per 100,000 population)

• Prevalence of tobacco use in adults aged ≥15 years (%)

• Proportion of population covered by all vaccines included in national programs (diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine, measles-containing-vaccine
second dose, pneumococcal conjugated vaccine) (%)

• Proportion of health facilities with essential medicines available and affordable on a sustainable basis (%)

• Density of health workers (doctors, nurse and midwives, pharmacists, dentists per 10,000 population)

• International Health Regulations capacity and health emergency preparedness

• Proportion of bloodstream infections due to antimicrobial-resistant organisms (%)

• Proportion of children under 5 years developmentally on track (health, learning, and psychosocial well-being) (%)

• Proportion of women (aged 15-49 years) subjected to violence by current or former intimate partner (%)

• Proportion of women (aged 15-49 years) who make their own decisions regarding sexual relations, contraceptive use, and reproductive health
care (%)

• Proportion of population using safely managed drinking-water services (%)

• Proportion of population using safely managed sanitation services and hand-washing facilities (%)

• Proportion of population with primary reliance on clean fuels (%)

• Annual mean concentrations of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in urban areas (μg/m3)

• Proportion of children (aged 1-17 years) experiencing physical or psychological aggression (%)

• Vaccine coverage for epidemic-prone diseases

• Proportion of vulnerable people in fragile settings provided with essential health services (%)
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Prevalence of raised blood pressure in adults aged ≥18 years•

• Effective policy/regulation for industrially produced trans-fatty acids

• Prevalence of obesity (%)

• Number of cases of poliomyelitis caused by wild poliovirus

• Patterns of antibiotic consumption at the national level

Study Selection
Peer-reviewed publications categorized as systematic reviews
assessing the effects of big data analytics on any of the GPW13
and EPW health indicators and core priorities were included,
regardless of language and study design. We only considered
studies in which the search was performed in at least two
databases, and included a description of the search strategy and
the methodology used for study selection and data extraction.
We only included studies that evaluated concrete relationships
between the use of big data analytics and its effect on people’s
lives, according to the WHO strategic priorities and indicators.
Along with the 46 indicators listed in Textbox 1, we also
included studies evaluating the use of big data during the
COVID-19 pandemic. To identify gaps, we included reviews
focusing on challenges, best practices, and short- and long-term
opportunities related to big data technologies. Nonsystematic
reviews, primary studies, opinions, short communications,
nonscientific articles, conference abstracts, and reviews with
big data inappropriately defined were excluded.

Although big data analysis is capable of handling large volumes
of data, rather than focusing on the data volume/size, we focused
on the process that defines big data analytics, which includes
the following phases [9]: (1) data selection, (2) data
preprocessing, (3) data transformation, (4) AI/expert systems,
and (5) understanding/assessment. The first three phases include
subtasks such as: (i) feature selection and extraction, (ii) data
cleaning, and (iii) data integration from multiple sources. The
included studies covered all phases of the process. Title, abstract,
and full-text screening were independently performed by two
reviewers using the inclusion criteria. Any disagreements were
resolved by a third independent investigator.

Data Extraction
The following data were extracted from the retrieved articles:
publication information, journal name and impact factor, study
characteristics, big data characteristics, outcomes, lessons and
barriers for implementation, and main limitations. Data were

individually extracted by team members and cross-checked for
accuracy by a second investigator.

Assessment of Methodological Quality of Included
Reviews
Two researchers independently assessed the studies using the
AMSTAR 2 (A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic
Reviews 2) checklist, which includes the following critical
domains, assessed in 16 items: protocol registered prior to
review, adequacy of literature search, justification for excluded
studies, risk of bias in included studies, appropriateness of
meta-analytic methods, consideration of bias risk when
interpreting results, and assessing the presence and likely impact
of publication bias [10]. Appropriateness to each appraisal
feature was rated as yes, no, partial yes, not applicable, or
unclear. Any conflict was resolved by a third party. Studies with
a review protocol tracking number were analyzed. A final
summary score was given to each included record, rated as
“critically low,” “low,” “moderate,” or “high” [10].

Data Synthesis
Results are reported in summary tables and through a narrative
synthesis, grouping studies assessing the same disease or
condition, and identifying challenges and opportunities. We
also schematically represent the evidence and gaps from these
reviews as an overall synthesis.

Results

Reviews Retrieved
The search retrieved 1536 publications, 112 of which were
duplicates. Most of the studies were excluded after title and
abstract analysis (n=1237), leaving 185 selected for full-text
screening, and 35 [11-45] were ultimately included in the final
analysis after applying the eligibility criteria according to the
QUOROM guidelines [8] (Figure 1). Reference list screening
did not retrieve any additional review. One study under
“awaiting classification” could not be retrieved.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the different phases of article retrieval.

Quality of Evidence in Individual Systematic Reviews
Multimedia Appendix 2 shows the detailed results of the quality
assessment of the 35 systematic reviews. Overall, most of the
reviews (n=25) were rated with “critically low” confidence in
the results using the AMSTAR 2 criteria, with 7 rated “low”
and 3 rated as “moderate.” None of the reviews achieved a
“high” rating. Common methodological drawbacks included
omission of prospective protocol submission or publication,
inappropriate search strategy, lack of independent and dual
literature screening and data extraction, absence of explanation
for heterogeneity among the studies, unclear or no reasons for
study exclusion, and lack of risk of bias assessment.

No standard critical appraisal tools were mentioned. Among
the 12 reviews that performed any quality assessment, the
Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2 tool was
used in four reviews demonstrating an overall low risk of bias
[14,16,27,28], whereas other tools assessed the risk of bias in
studies not specifically aiming at diagnostic accuracy features.
El Idrissi et al [18] used their own quality assessment tool and
Luo et al [34] used an adapted version of the Critical Appraisal
Skills Programme. Appraisal of the quality of evidence aligned
with the Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation method was reported in only one
review [17]. Many reviews did not evaluate bias.

Characteristics of Included Reviews
Summary features and main findings of the 35 systematic
reviews are presented in Multimedia Appendix 3 and
Multimedia Appendix 4, respectively. The included reviews
were published in 34 different journals from 2007 to 2020. Most
were published in English in a first-quartile journal with an
impact factor ranging from 0.977 to 17.679. They covered over
2501 primary studies, involving at least 5,000,000 individuals.
Only three reviews included meta-analyses, and one included
a randomized clinical trial; the others were based on cohort
studies.

Data Sources and Purposes of Included Studies
Many reviews included data collected from electronic medical
records, hospital information systems, or any databank that used
individual patient data to create predictive models or evaluate
collective patterns [12,13,16-21,24-27,30,33-35,37,38,40,42-45].
Additionally, four reviews included primary studies based on
imaging datasets and databanks, assessing different parameters
of accuracy [15,29,31,36]. Other reviews focused on genetic
databases [28,35], data from assisted reproductive technologies
[30], or publicly available data [11,14,22,32]. Four studies
lacked precision about the origin of the datasets used in their
analysis or did not specifically use patient data in the
investigation [23,37,39,41].
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The purposes of the reviews varied broadly. Generally, they (1)
outlined AI applications in different medical specialties; (2)
analyzed features for the detection, prediction, or diagnosis of
multiple diseases or conditions; or (3) pinpointed challenges
and opportunities.

WHO Indicators and Core Priorities
Most of the studies assessed the effects of big data analytics on
noncommunicable diseases [12-15,17,21,22,24,27,31,32,34,36,
38,40-44]. Furthermore, three reviews covered mental health,
associated with the indicator “suicide mortality rate” [19,25,45];
three studies were related to the indicator “probability of dying
from any of cardiovascular, cancer, diabetes, or chronic renal
disease” [16,18,20,28,29]; and two studies were related to the
indicator “proportion of bloodstream infections due to
antimicrobial-resistant organisms” [26,33]. One study described
technology use in disaster management and preparedness,
covering the “number of persons affected by disasters” indicator
[11], and one study was associated with the indicator “maternal
mortality ratio” [30]. Overlap made precise classification into
WHO health indicators challenging, and four studies could not
be categorized because they mainly described challenges or
opportunities in big data analytics [23,39] or because they were
related to the COVID-19 pandemic [35,37].

Diseases or Conditions Assessed

Diabetes Mellitus
AI tools associated with big data analytics in the care of patients
with diabetes mellitus (DM) were assessed in six reviews that
included 345 primary studies [15,20,32,38,40]. Three studies
reviewed AI in screening and diagnosing type 1 or type 2 DM,
providing varied ranges of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity
[20,32,40]. Variables included systolic blood pressure, body
mass index, triglyceride levels, and others. Two reviews covered
DM control and the clinical management of DM patients [32,40].
One noted that techniques for diabetes self-management varied
among the tools evaluated and reported mean values for its
robust metrics [18]. The other evaluated the use of data-driven
tools for predicting blood glucose dynamics and the impact of
ML and data mining [20], describing the input parameters used
among data-driven analysis models. However, the authors of
these reviews concluded that achieving a methodologically
precise predictive model is challenging and must consider
multiple parameters.

Various studies assessed the ability of big data analytics to
predict individual DM complications such as hypoglycemia,
nephropathy, and others [15,32,38]. Supervised ML methods,
decision trees, deep neural networks, random forests (RF)
learning, and support vector machine (SVM) reportedly had the
best outcomes for assessing complications. One review assessed
deep learning–based algorithms in screening patients for diabetic
retinopathy. Of 11 studies, 8 reported sensitivity and specificity
of 80.3% to 100% and 84%% to 99%, respectively; two reported
accuracies of 78.7% and 81%; and one reported an area under
the receiver operating curve (AUC) of 0.955 [15].

Mental Health
Five reviews reported on AI, data mining, and ML in
psychiatry/psychology [12,14,19,25,45], most commonly
assessing these techniques in the diagnosis of mental disorders.
Two reviews assessed the use of ML algorithms for predicting
suicidal behaviors. High levels of risk classification accuracy
(typically higher than 90%) were reported in two reviews, either
for adult primary care patients or teenagers [19,25]. Although
the review authors stated the potential of ML techniques in daily
clinical practice, limitations were highlighted, including no
external validation and reporting inconsistencies.

The use of ML algorithms for early detection of psychiatric
conditions was also reported [12,45]. ML was used to develop
prediagnosis algorithms for constructing risk models to signal
a patient’s predisposition or risk for a psychiatric/psychological
health issue, for predicting a diagnosis of newly identified
patients, and to differentiate mental conditions with overlapping
symptomatology. For studies using structural neuroimaging to
classify bipolar diseases and other diagnoses, the accuracy
ranged from 52.13% to 100%, whereas studies using serum
biomarkers reported an accuracy ranging from 72.5% to 77.5%.

Only one review used social media to generate analyzable data
on the prevention, recognition, and support for severe mental
illnesses [14]. The study included broad descriptions of ML
techniques and data types for detection, diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment, support, and resulting public health implications. The
authors highlighted the potential for monitoring well-being, and
providing an ecologically and cost-efficient evaluation of
community mental health through social media and electronic
records.

COVID-19
Two reviews reported the application of big data analytics and
ML to better understand the current novel coronavirus pandemic
[35,37]. One assessed data mining and ML techniques in
diagnosing COVID-19 cases. Although the study did not define
the best methodology to evaluate and detect potential cases, the
authors noted an elevated frequency of decision tree models,
naïve Bayes classifiers, and SVM algorithms used during
previous pandemics.

Another review focused on SARS-CoV-2 immunization, and
proposed that AI could expedite vaccine discovery through
studying the virus’s capabilities, virulence, and genome using
genetic databanks. That study merged discussions of deep
learning–based drug screening for predicting the interaction
between protein and ligands, and using imaging results linked
to AI tools for detecting SARS-CoV-2 infections.

Oncology
Four studies described the utility of ML, computerized clinical
decision systems, and deep learning in oncology [24,28,29,31].
Using computerized clinical decision support systems (DSS)
significantly improves process outcomes in oncology [24]. A
compelling example shows that initial decisions were modified
in 31% of cases after consultation of clinical DSS, which
consistently resulted in improved patient management.
Furthermore, implementing clinical DSS led to an average cost
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reduction of US $17,000 for lung cancer patients. A remarkable
workload decrease reportedly occurs when these systems are
implemented in oncology facilities, leading to improved patient
management and adherence to guidelines [24].

One study evaluated ML techniques in a genomic study of head
and neck cancers, and found a wide range of accuracy rates
(56.7% to 99.4%) based on the use of genomic data in prognostic
prediction. Lastly, two studies reported accuracy levels ranging
from 68% to 99.6% when using deep learning algorithms in the
automatic detection of pulmonary nodules in computerized
tomography images.

Cardiovascular and Neurological Conditions
Six studies described the effect of big data analytics in
cardiology [13,16,21,42] and neurology [43,44]. One review
assessed the use of ML techniques for predicting cardiac arrest
[42]. Different variables were used as predictors among
individual studies, including electrocardiographic parameters,
heart rate variability, echocardiography, and others. Supervised
ML techniques were most frequently applied to predict cardiac
arrest events, with clear evidence of regression techniques and
SVM algorithms. The authors reported a mean AUC of 0.76
for risk score development and efficiency evaluation [42].

Similarly, two studies assessed the use of intelligent systems in
diagnosing acute coronary syndrome and heart failure [13,21],
demonstrating high accuracy levels using several methods such
as SVM, feature selection, and neural networks. These studies
also described useful clinical features for creating prediction
and diagnostic models, such as patient clinical data,
electrocardiogram characteristics, and cardiac biomarkers.

Scores to identify patients at higher risk to develop QT-interval
prolongation have been developed, and predictive analytics
incorporated into clinical decision support tools have been tested
for their ability to alert physicians of individuals who are at risk
of or have QT-interval prolongation [16].

Regarding stroke, two systematic reviews evaluated using ML
models for predicting outcomes and diagnosing cerebral
ischemic events [43,44]. Generally, ML models were most
frequently associated with mortality prediction, functional
outcomes, neurological deterioration, and quality of life. The
diagnosis of ischemic stroke was associated with similar or
better comparative accuracy for detecting large vessel occlusion
compared with humans, depending on the AI algorithm
employed [44]. RF algorithms had 68% sensitivity and over
80% specificity compared with humans. Analyses of
convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithms were limited,
but systems using CNNs reported performance metrics on
average 8% to 10% greater than those of ML employing RF,
with up to 85% mean sensitivity for automatic large vessel
occlusion detection. However, AI algorithm performance metrics
used different standards, precluding objective comparison. Core
and perfusion studies from RAPID-computed tomography and
magnetic resonance imaging had the highest metrics for AI
accuracy, above 80%, with some datasets showing 100%
sensitivity to predict favorable perfusion mismatch. The authors
noted several errors of AI use in diagnosing stroke [44].

Miscellaneous Conditions
Several studies reported significant improvement in disease
diagnosis and event prediction using big data analytics tools,
including remarkable enhancement of sepsis prediction using
ML techniques [26]. Another review provided moderate
evidence that ML models can reach high performance standards
in detecting health care–associated infections [33].

One review focused on the diagnostic accuracy of AI systems
in analyzing radiographic images for pulmonary tuberculosis,
mostly referring to development instead of clinical evaluation
[27]. In studies assessing accuracy, the sensitivity ranged from
56% to 97%, specificity ranged from 36% to 95%, and the AUC
ranged from 78% to 99%.

One review also assessed multiple sclerosis diagnosis. Among
detection methodologies, rule-based and natural language
processing methods were deemed to have superior diagnostic
performance based of elevated accuracy and positive predictive
value [41]. This study indicates that these methods have
potential impacts for early recognition of the disease, increasing
quality of life, and allowing prompt pharmacological and
nonpharmacological intervention.

Asthma exacerbation events and predictive models for early
detection were evaluated in one review, which reached a pooled
diagnostic ability of 77% (95% CI 73%-80%) [17]. Among the
included studies, most models for predicting asthma
development had less than 80% accuracy. None of the 42 studies
modeled the reincidence of exacerbation events, and overall
accuracy performance was considered inadequate. However,
the authors encouraged creating models using large datasets to
increase prediction accuracy levels. Logistic regression and Cox
proportional hazard regression appeared to be the most
commonly used methodologies. Gastric tissue disease and the
usability of deep learning techniques were evaluated in one
study [36]. CNN was the most common model used for gastric
problem classification or detection. Additionally, residual neural
network and fully convolutional network were considered to
be appropriate models for disease generation, classification, and
segmentation.

Two reviews analyzed the use of big data analytics and AI in
public health [22,30]. One listed the impact of continuous
pharmacological exposure of pregnant women, emphasizing
that AI could improve popular understanding of drug effects
on pregnancy, mainly through: (i) reliable clinical information
disclosure, (ii) adequate scientific research design, and (iii)
implementation of DSS [30]. Another review assessing the use
of big data in disaster preparedness evidenced that most existing
methods are qualitative, covering the response phase of the
disaster chain of events [11]. The utilized tools included data
originating from geographic information systems, social media
interfaces, and disaster prediction modeling studies.

Challenges and Opportunities
Two systematic reviews provided narrative evaluations of the
challenges of big data analytics in health care [23,39]. Evidence
from these two systematic reviews, and those from the other
reviews, are summarized in Textbox 2.
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Textbox 2. Current challenges to use big data tools for peoples’ health, and future perspectives and opportunities.

Current Challenges

1. Data structure: issues with fragmented data and incompatible or heterogeneous data formats

2. Data security: problems with privacy, lack of transparency, integrity, and inherent data structure

3. Data standardization: concerns with limited interoperability, data obtention, mining, and sharing, along with language barriers

4. Inaccuracy: issues with inconsistencies, lack of precision, and data timeliness

5. Limited awareness of big data analytics capabilities among health managers and health care professionals

6. Lack of evidence of big data analytics on the impact on clinical outcomes for peoples’ health

7. Lack of skills and training among professionals to collect, process, or extract data

8. Managerial issues: ownership and government dilemma, along with data management, organizational, and financial issues

9. Regulatory, political, and legal concerns

10. Expenses with data storage and transfer

Future Perspectives and Opportunities

1. To improve the decision-making process with real-time analytics

2. To improve patient-centric health care and to enhance personalized medicine

3. To support early detection of diseases and prognostic assessment by predicting epidemics and pandemics, improving disease monitoring,
implementing and tracking health behaviors, predicting patients’ vulnerabilities

4. To improve data quality, structure, and accessibility by enabling the improvement of rapid acquisition of large volumes and types of data, in a
transparent way, and the improvement of data error detection

5. To enable potential health care cost reduction

6. To improve quality of care by improving efficient health outcomes, reducing the waste of resources, increasing productivity and performance,
promoting risk reduction, and optimizing process management

7. To provide better forms to manage population health either through early detection of diseases or establishing ways to support health policy
makers.

8. To enhance fraud detection

9. To enhance health-threat detection plans by governmental entities

10. To support the creation of new research hypotheses

Discussion

This overview is the first to assess the effects of big data
analytics on the prioritized WHO indicators, which offers utility
for noncommunicable diseases and the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. Although the research question focused on the impact
of big data analytics on people’s health, studies assessing the
impact on clinical outcomes are still scarce. Most of the reviews
assessed performance values using big data tools and ML
techniques, and demonstrated their applications in medical
practice. Most of the reviews were associated with the GPW13
indicator “probability of dying from any cardiovascular disease,
cancer, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease.” This indicator
outranks others because of the incidence, prevalence, premature
mortality, and economic impact of these diseases [46]. Similarly,
many reviews were related to “people requiring interventions
against noncommunicable diseases.” The included reviews in
this study addressed many necessary health-related tasks;
however, the quality of evidence was found to be low to
moderate, and studies assessing the impact on clinical outcomes
are notably scarce.

The low to moderate quality of evidence suggests that big data
analytics has moderate to high accuracy for the (1) diagnosis

and prediction of complications of DM, (2) diagnosis of mental
diseases, (3) prediction of suicidal behaviors, and (4) diagnosis
of chronic diseases. Most studies presented performance values,
although no study assessed whether big data analytics or ML
could improve the early detection of specific diseases.

Clinical research and clinical trials significantly contribute to
understanding the patterns and characteristics of diseases, as
well as for improving detection of acute or chronic pathologies
and to guide the development of novel medical interventions
[47]. However, experimental/theoretical investigations,
mathematical approaches, and computer-based studies hinge
on handling sample size limitations and performing data
imputation [48,49]. Computer-driven analysis can easily handle
missing data, examine variable mechanisms in complex systems,
and employ essential tools for exploratory evaluations using
voluminous input data. Big data analytics can execute an
operation on/process data within microseconds after generation
of the dataset, allowing for real-time follow up [50,51]. These
studies and prospective applications could generate innovative
knowledge and promote actionable insights; however, adapting,
validating, and translating scientific data into practical medical
protocols or evaluation studies is necessary.
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Many systematic reviews reported simple or inappropriate
evaluation measures for the task at hand. The most common
metric used to evaluate the performance of a classification
predictive model is accuracy, which is calculated as the
proportion of correct predictions in the test set divided by the
total number of predictions that were made on the test set. This
metric is easy to use and to interpret, as a single number
summarizes the model capability. However, accuracy values
and error rate, which is simply the complement of accuracy, are
not adequate for skewed or imbalanced classification tasks (ie,
when the distribution of observations in the training dataset
across the classes is not equal), because of the bias toward the
majority class. When the distribution is slightly skewed,
accuracy can still be a useful metric; however, when the
distribution is severely skewed, accuracy becomes an unreliable
measure of model performance.

For instance, in a binary classification task with a distribution
of (95%, 5%) for the classes (eg, healthy vs sick), a “dumb
classifier” that simply chooses the class “healthy” for all
instances will have 95% of accuracy in this task, although the
most important issue in this task would be correctly classifying
the “sick” class. Precision (also called the positive predictive
value), which captures the fraction of correctly classified
instances among the instances predicted for a given class (eg,
“sick”); recall or sensitivity, which captures the fraction of
instances of a class (eg, “sick”) that were correctly classified;
and F-measure, the harmonic mean of precision and recall
calculated per class of interest, are more robust metrics for
several practical situations. The proper choice of an evaluation
metric should be carefully determined, as these indices ought
to be used by regulatory bodies for screening tests and not for
diagnostic reasoning [52]. The most important issue is to choose
the appropriate (most robust) performance metric given the
particularities of each case.

Another pitfall identified among the included reviews was the
lack of reporting the precise experimental protocols used for
testing ML algorithms and the specific type of replication
performed.

There is no formal tool for assessing quality and risk of bias in
big data studies. This is an area that is ripe for development. In
Textbox 3, we summarize our recommendations for systematic
reviews on the application of big data and ML for people’s
health based on our experience, the findings of this systematic
review, and inspired by Cunha et al [53].

High variability in the results was evident across different ML
techniques and approaches among the 35 reviews, even for those
assessing the same disease or condition. Indeed, designing big

data analysis and ML experiments involves elevated model
complexity and commonly requires testing of several modeling
algorithms [54]. The diversity of big data tools and ML
algorithms requires proper standardization of protocols and
comparative approaches. Additionally, the process of tuning
the hyperparameters of the algorithms is not uniformly reported.
Important characteristics essential for replicability and external
validation were not frequently available. Lastly, most of the
studies provide little guidance to explain the results. Without
knowing how and why the models achieve their results,
applicability and trust of the models in real-world scenarios are
severely compromised. Therefore, we urge the testing and
assessment of supervised, unsupervised, and semisupervised
methodologies, with explanation and interpretation to justify
the results. Moreover, we encourage hyperparameter
optimization to achieve adjusted improvement of models,
enhance model generalizations for untrained data, and avoid
overfitting to increase predictive accuracy.

Only two published systematic reviews evaluated the impact
of big data analytics on the COVID-19 pandemic. Primary
studies on COVID-19 are lacking, which indicates an
opportunity to apply big data and ML to this and future
epidemics/pandemics [35,37]. As of November 30, 2020, many
published protocols were retrieved through a standard search
on PROSPERO. The titles of these review protocols showed
an intention to evaluate ML tools in diagnosis and prediction,
the impact of telemedicine using ML techniques, and the use
of AI-based disease surveillance [55].

Although DSS are an important application of big data analytics
and may benefit patient care [56-58], only two reviews assessed
such systems [16,24]. One focused on predictive analytics for
identifying patients at risk of drug-induced QTc interval
prolongation, discussing the efficacy of a DSS that has shown
evidence of reduced prescriptions for QT interval–prolonging
drugs. Similarly, one study exploring the impact of DSS on
quality care in oncology showed that implementing these
systems might positively impact physician-prescribing
behaviors, health care costs, and clinician workload.

This overview of systematic reviews updates the available
evidence from multiple primary studies intersecting computer
science, engineering, medicine, and public health. We used a
comprehensive search strategy (performed by an information
specialist) with a predefined published protocol, precise
inclusion criteria, rigorous data extraction, and quality
assessment of retrieved records. We avoided reporting bias
through the dual and blinded examination of systematic reviews
and by having one review author standardizing the extracted
data.
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Textbox 3. Recommendations for systematic reviews on the application of  big data and machine learning for people’s  health.

• Choose an appropriate evaluation measure for the task and data characteristics, and justify your choice

Different evaluation measures such as accuracy, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, precision, recall, and F-measure capture different
aspects of the task and are influenced by data characteristics such as skewness (ie, imbalance), sampling bias, etc. Choose your measures wisely and
justify your choice based on the aforementioned aspects of the task and the data.

• Ensure the employment of appropriate experimental protocols/design to guarantee generalization of the results

Authors should use experimental protocols based on cross-validation or multiple training/validation/test splits of the employed datasets with more
than one repetition of the experimental procedure.  The objective of this criterion is to analyze whether the study assesses the capacity of generalization
of each method compared in the experiments. The use of a single default split of the input dataset with only one training/test split does not fit this
requirement. Repetitions are essential to demonstrate the generalization of the investigated methods for multiple training and test sets, and to avoid
any suspicion of a “lucky” (single) partition that favors the authors’ method.

• Properly tune, and explicitly report the tuning process and values of the hyperparameters of all compared methods

The effectiveness of big data solutions and machine-learning methods is highly affected by the choice of the parameters of these methods (ie, parameter
tuning). The wrong or improper choice of parameters may make a highly effective method exhibit very poor behavior in a given task. Ideally, the
parameters should be chosen for each specific task and dataset using a partition of the training set (ie, validation), which is different from the dataset
used to train and to test the model. This procedure is known as cross-validation on the training set or nested cross-validation.

Even if the tuning of all methods is properly executed, this should be explicitly reported in the paper, with the exact values (or range of values) used
for each parameter and the best choices used. When the tuning information is missing or absent, it is impossible to determine whether the methods
have been implemented appropriately and if they have achieved their maximum potential in a given task. It is also impossible to assess whether the
comparison is fair, as some methods may have been used at their maximum capacity and others not.

• Pay attention to the appropriate statistical tests

Authors should employ statistical significance tests to contrast the compared strategies in their experimental evaluation. Statistical tests are essential
to assess whether the performance of the analyzed methods in the sample (ie, the considered datasets) is likely to reflect, with certain confidence, their
actual performance in the whole population. As such, they are key to support any claim of superiority of a particular method over others. Without
such tests, the relative performance observed in the sample cannot, by any means, be extrapolated to the population. The choice of the tests should
also reflect the characteristics of the data (ie, determining whether the data follow a normal distribution).

• Make the data and code freely available with proper documentation

One of the issues that hampers reproducibility of studies, and therefore scientific progress, is the lack of original implementation (with proper
documentation) of the methods and techniques, and the unavailability of the original data used to test the methods. Therefore, it is important to make
all data, models, code, documentation, and other digital artifacts used in the research available for others to reuse. The artifacts made available must be
sufficient to ensure that published results can be accurately reproduced.

• Report other dimensions of the problem such as model costs (time) and potential for explainability

Effectiveness of the solutions, as captured by accuracy-oriented measures, is not the only dimension that should be evaluated. Indeed, if the effectiveness
of the studied models is similar and sufficient for a given health-related application, other dimensions such as time efficiency (or the costs) to train
and deploy (test) the models are essential to evaluate the practical applicability of such solutions. Another dimension that may influence the decision
for the practical use of a big data or a machine-learning method in a real practical situation is the ability to understand why the model has produced
certain outputs (ie, explainability). Solutions such as those based on neural networks may be highly effective when presented with huge amounts of
data, but their training and deployment costs as well as their opaqueness may not make them the best choice for a given health-related application.

However, limitations exist. The inferior quality scores based
on the AMSTAR 2 tool might reflect incomplete reporting and
lack of adherence to substandardized review methods. There is
neither an established bias risk tool specifically for big data or
ML studies nor any systematic way of presenting the findings
of such studies. Furthermore, most studies provided a narrative
description of results, requiring summarization. Nevertheless,
all of the reviews were inspected by most authors, and the most
relevant data were condensed in the text or in descriptive tables.

Big data analytics provide public health and health care with
powerful instruments to gather and analyze large volumes of
heterogeneous data. Although research in this field has been
growing exponentially in the last decade, the overall quality of
evidence is found to be low to moderate. High variability of
results was observed across different ML techniques and

approaches, even for the same disease or condition. The diversity
of big data tools and ML algorithms require proper
standardization of protocols and comparative approaches, and
the process of tuning the hyperparameters of the algorithms is
not uniformly reported. Important characteristics essential for
replicability and external validation were not frequently
available.

Additionally, the included reviews in this systematic review
addressed different health-related tasks; however, studies
assessing the impact on clinical outcomes remain scarce. Thus,
evidence of applicability in daily medical practice is still needed.
Further studies should focus on how big data analytics impact
clinical outcomes and on creating proper methodological
guidelines for reporting big data/ML studies, as well as using
robust performance metrics to assess accuracy.
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Abstract

Background: Men who have sex with men (MSM) face disproportionate risks concerning HIV and other sexually transmitted
infections, substance use, and mental health. These outcomes constitute an interacting syndemic among MSM; interventions
addressing all 3 together could have multiplicative effects. eHealth interventions can be accessed privately, and evidence from
general populations suggests these can effectively address all 3 health outcomes. However, it is unclear how useable, accessible,
or acceptable eHealth interventions are for MSM and what factors affect this.

Objective: We undertook a systematic review of eHealth interventions addressing sexual risk, substance use, and common
mental illnesses among MSM and synthesized evidence from process evaluations.

Methods: We searched 19 databases, 3 trials registers, OpenGrey, and Google, and supplemented this by reference checks and
requests to experts. Eligible reports were those that discussed eHealth interventions offering ongoing support to MSM aiming to
prevent sexual risk, substance use, anxiety or depression; and assessed how intervention delivery or receipt varied with characteristics
of interventions, providers, participants, or context. Reviewers screened citations on titles, abstracts, and then full text. Reviewers
assessed quality of eligible studies, and extracted data on intervention, study characteristics, and process evaluation findings. The
analysis used thematic synthesis.

Results: A total of 12 reports, addressing 10 studies of 8 interventions, were eligible for process synthesis. Most addressed
sexual risk alone or with other outcomes. Studies were assessed as medium and high reliability (reflecting the trustworthiness of
overall findings) but tended to lack depth and breadth in terms of the process issues explored. Intervention acceptability was
enhanced by ease of use; privacy protection; use of diverse media; opportunities for self-reflection and to gain knowledge and
skills; and content that was clear, interactive, tailored, reflective of MSM’s experiences, and affirming of sexual-minority identity.
Technical issues and interventions that were too long detracted from acceptability. Some evidence suggested that acceptability
varied by race or ethnicity and educational level; findings on variation by socioeconomic status were mixed. No studies explored
how intervention delivery or receipt varied by provider characteristics.

Conclusions: Findings suggest that eHealth interventions targeting sexual risk, substance use, and mental health are acceptable
for MSM across sociodemographic groups. We identified the factors shaping MSM’s receipt of such interventions, highlighting
the importance of tailored content reflecting MSM’s experiences and of language affirming sexual-minority identities. Intervention
developers can draw on these findings to increase the usability and acceptability of integrated eHealth interventions to address
the syndemic of sexual risk, substance use, and mental ill health among MSM. Evaluators of these interventions can draw on our
findings to plan evaluations that explore the factors shaping usability and acceptability.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e22477)   doi:10.2196/22477
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Introduction

Men who have sex with men (MSM) face disproportionate risks
in relation to use of tobacco, alcohol, and legal and illegal drugs
(henceforth termed substance use), mental ill health, and HIV
and other sexually transmitted infections [1-12]. These outcomes
constitute a syndemic, whereby they interact [2,13] to increase
overall risks of substance use, mental ill health, and sexual risk
among MSM across age groups and ethnicities [13-16]. This
clustering and interaction of adverse outcomes suggests that
interventions which address substance use, mental ill health,
and sexual risk together could have multiplicative effects.
eHealth interventions, delivered via electronic media and
devices, offer a means to access prevention and treatment
programs privately and anonymously particularly for MSM,
who generally report high use of such media and devices [17].
Systematic reviews for general or mixed populations suggest
that eHealth interventions can be effective in reducing alcohol
use [18] and addressing common mental health issues [19-25],
and emerging evidence indicates potential effects on drug use
and sexual risk [26-29]. The few reviews assessing eHealth
interventions among MSM suggest they can achieve short-term
behavior change for sexually transmitted infections/HIV
prevention [28,30], increase HIV testing [28,31], and improve
treatment adherence among HIV-positive MSM [31,32]. To our
knowledge, no systematic reviews have assessed the
effectiveness of eHealth interventions to reduce substance use
or improve mental health among MSM.

In addition to their effectiveness, it is important to examine
what factors affect the usability and acceptability of eHealth
interventions addressing these various outcomes among MSM.
This should inform the development of interventions that can
feasibly and acceptably address all 3 outcomes together [33].
Designing eHealth interventions to address MSM’s needs and
affirm sexual-minority identities is likely to be important [34].
Product assessments suggest that eHealth interventions to reduce
depression and anxiety among the general population rarely
address the needs of gay and lesbian users [34]. However, there
have been no systematic reviews to date conducted on the
acceptability and usability of eHealth interventions addressing
sexual health, substance use, or mental health risks among
MSM.

Toward this end, we undertook a systematic review of eHealth
interventions addressing these 3 outcomes and targeting this
population. We included interventions addressing these
outcomes together or separately, and aimed to synthesize
evidence of effectiveness, describe intervention theories of
change, and synthesize evidence from economic and process
evaluations. This paper reports on the synthesis of process
evaluations examining what factors related to interventions,
providers, participants, or contexts (ie, environmental or
structural factors) promote or impede delivery or receipt of these
interventions.

Methods

Inclusion Criteria
Reports eligible for inclusion in the overall review reported on
eHealth interventions that were delivered by mobile phone apps,
the internet, or other electronic communication technology;
offered ongoing support to populations consisting entirely or
principally of gay, bisexual, and other men (including cisgender
and transgender men) who have sex with men; and aimed to
prevent HIV/sexually transmitted infections, sexual risk
behavior, alcohol, tobacco or drug use, anxiety, or depression.
We excluded interventions that offered one-off (rather than
ongoing) support or that involved human providers (eg, in a
chat room). Reports eligible for the process evaluation synthesis
reported on characteristics of interventions, providers,
participants, or context affecting delivery or receipt of eligible
interventions. We included published and grey literature and
set no restrictions by location or language.

Search Strategy and Screening for Eligibility
Terms used in our search strategy covered 2 concepts joined by
the Boolean operator “and”: MSM and eHealth. We searched
19 databases containing health and social science literature
(from October 2018 to November 2018 and updated on April
2020). Our complete search strategy for the original OvidSP
MEDLINE database is included in Multimedia Appendix 1 and
the search strategies for all databases are available at the London
School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine’s Data Repository [35].
We conducted additional searches by searching 3 clinical trials
registers, the OpenGrey database, and Google (limited to first
100 results), and by completing reference checks of included
reports and requests from experts.

Citations were uploaded to EndNote (Clarivate Analytics),
deduplicated, and then uploaded to EPPI-Reviewer (version
4.0, EPPI-Centre) for screening. CB and JF independently
screened titles and abstracts in batches of the same 50 references,
resolving disagreements by discussion. After reaching an
agreement rate of at least 95%, they single-screened all
remaining citations. Screening of full texts followed a
comparable process.

Data Extraction and Assessment of Quality
For process evaluations, CB and RM used an adapted version
of an existing tool [36] to independently extract data reporting
empirically on how processes of delivery or receipt varied with
characteristics of interventions, providers, participants, or
contexts. They also extracted data on basic study details,
methods, and intervention descriptions. They then independently
assessed the quality of process evaluation reports using standard
Critical Appraisal Skills Program and EPPI-Centre tools [37].
These addressed the rigor of sampling, data collection and data
analysis; the extent to which study findings were grounded in
the data; whether the study privileged the perspectives of
participants (eg, by including open-ended questions or otherwise
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allowing space for participants to set out their own views); and
the breadth and depth of findings (ie, the extent to which the
study explored a broad range of process issues or provided
in-depth insights into participant perspectives). Drawing on
these criteria, each reviewer then assigned weights (high,
medium, or low) to rate the reliability or trustworthiness of the
findings, and the usefulness of the findings for shedding light
on the research question (ie, the extent to which they shed light
on how processes of intervention delivery and receipt varied
with characteristics of interventions, providers, participants, or
contexts). Reliability reflected the trustworthiness of the overall
findings (ie, the extent to which the methods employed were
rigorous and could minimize bias and error in the findings). CB
and RM met to compare their assessments, resolving all
differences through discussion.

Data Analysis
Using thematic synthesis methods [38-40], we explored themes
concerning the characteristics of interventions, participants, and
context acting as potential barriers and facilitators of delivery
and receipt, and which themes applied across or only within the
domains of sexual health, substance use, and mental health
interventions. Synthesis followed a meta-ethnographic approach
[41]. We undertook line-by-line coding of reports examining
“first-order constructs” (directly quoted qualitative data) and
second-order constructs (author interpretations). In the case of
findings from quantitative study components, we coded author
interpretations, first checking as part of quality assessment
whether these aligned with quantitative data presented (ie, the
extent to which study findings were grounded in the data, as
noted above). Coding developed third-order constructs by
drawing connections between these data. We did not exclude

studies based on quality assessment, but rather gave less
interpretive weight to conclusions that drew only on
poorer-quality reports.

First, CB and RM prepared tables describing the quality of each
evaluation, intervention details, study site and population, and
pertinent findings. Second, the reviewers independently piloted
coding of 2 high-quality studies. Coding began with in vivo
codes which closely reflected the words used in the findings
sections. The reviewers then grouped and organized codes,
applying axial codes that reflected higher-order, cross-cutting
themes. They then met to compare and contrast their coding,
developing an overall set of codes. Next, they each went on to
independently code the remaining reports, drawing on the agreed
set of codes and developing new in vivo and axial codes as new
themes emerged. At the end of this process, they met to compare
their sets of codes. They identified commonalities, differences
of emphasis, and contradictions to develop an overall analysis
which drew on the strengths of the 2 sets of codes and which
resolved any contradictions or inconsistencies.

Results

Results of the Search for Overall Review
Our search retrieved 26,044 unique results, including 1 identified
via reference checking (see Figure 1). After title and abstract
screening, 6 full texts were unobtainable and 345 reports were
screened on full text. Of these, 37 reports were eligible for
inclusion in the overall review. These reported on 28 unique
studies and 23 unique interventions [42-78]. Reports were
published between 2006 and 2020, with most published in 2015
or later.
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Figure 1. Searches and screening. EE: economic evaluation; OE: outcome evaluation; PE: process evaluation; ToC: theory of change.

Reports Included in Process Evaluation Synthesis
Twelve reports were eligible for inclusion in the process
evaluation synthesis (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for details of
each intervention and Multimedia Appendix 3 for study
characteristics) [42,49,52,54,59,63,64,67,68,75,76,78]. These
reported on 11 studies which assessed 8 unique interventions,
and 2 interventions were assessed in 2 different studies
[54,59,67,78]. Included process evaluation reports presented
findings on how intervention receipt (but not delivery) varied
by  charac te r i s t ics  of  the  in te rvent ion
[42,49,52,59,63,64,67,68,75,76,78] participants
[42,49,59,63,64,75,76,78] and context [54,75,78] but not

providers. Additionally, 3 interventions addressed sexual health
alone [54,68,75,78], 2 addressed mental health alone [42,63,64],
1 addressed sexual health and substance use [49,59,67], and 2
addressed all 3 outcomes of interest for this review [52,76] (see
Multimedia Appendix 2). Moreover, 4 interventions targeted
sexual minority youth or young adults [49,52,59,63,64,67,68],
2 targeted MSM more generally [42,75], 1 targeted rural MSM
[54,78], and 1 targeted people living with HIV [76]. In terms
of delivery mode, 5 were delivered via the internet
[42,49,52,54,59,67,68,78], 2 via smartphone apps [75,76], and
1 via computer CD-ROM [63,64]. Process evaluations for 7 of
the included interventions took place in the United States
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[42,49,52,54,59,67,68,75,76,78], and 1 took place in New
Zealand [63,64,76].

Quality Assessment
Multimedia Appendix 3 shows the results of our quality
assessments. In total, 11 of the 12 included reports were assessed
as reporting findings that were grounded in the data presented.
Overall quality varied, with most reports assessed as medium
or high quality. In terms of the reliability or trustworthiness of
their overall findings, 4 reports were assessed as medium quality
[42,68,75,76] and 8 as high quality [49,52,54,59,63,64,67,78].
In terms of their overall usefulness for addressing our research
questions, 4 were assessed as low quality [52,54,68,78], 3 as
medium quality [63,64,67], and 5 as high quality
[42,49,59,75,76]. Only 1 report was assessed as high quality in
both reliability/trustworthiness and usefulness [49,59], and all
were assessed as medium or high quality in at least one of these
2 domains [42,49,52,54,59,63,64,67,68,75,76,78].

Themes Emerging From Synthesis of Process
Evaluation Reports
Multimedia Appendix 4 shows the relationship between primary,
secondary, and tertiary codes developed through our analysis
and synthesis of process data.

Intervention Characteristics Affecting Intervention
Receipt
Nearly all process evaluations explored ways in which
intervention characteristics affected receipt, although the
included reports tended to lack breadth in the areas explored
and in-depth exploration of the findings that they did report
[42,49,52,59,63,64,67,68,75,76,78]. Nonetheless, several
subthemes emerged in our analysis.

Ease of Use
Across health domains, acceptability was enhanced when
interventions were easy to use and free of technical problems.
Few technical problems were reported. For example, from
studies assessed as medium reliability, 10% or fewer
Smartphone Self-Monitoring users reported technical difficulties
[76] and participants reported that the HealthMindr app was
easy to use [75]. However, from studies of medium [42,76] and
high [49,54,59,63,67,78] reliability, when participants did
encounter technical issues, such as freezing [59] or
incompatibility with mobile devices [42,49], this eroded
acceptability. In a 2007 study of an intervention targeting rural
MSM, features such as sound, animation or graphics could cause
the intervention to load too slowly for participants with slower
internet speeds, which authors suggested might derail
participation [54].

From studies of medium and high reliability, accompanying
materials outside of the electronic environment (such as
printable materials [42] or a notebook [63,64]) were reported
to potentially enhance acceptability, but participants disliked
exercises that required using materials they might not have
readily at hand [42].

Intervention Content

Clear and Comprehensive Content

From studies of medium reliability across health domains, it
was apparent that intervention content which involved clear and
comprehensive information facilitated acceptability. For
example, Queer Sex Ed participants appreciated that this
intervention provided comprehensive information on a range
of sexual health and relationship topics rather than focusing
narrowly on sexually transmitted infections [68]. In studies of
other interventions, acceptability was reportedly enhanced where
content was clear and up to date [42], while content participants
found confusing detracted from acceptability [76].

Engaging Intervention Content

Fun [68] and enjoyable [42] content increased acceptability,
and the use of different types of content arose as a common
theme influencing the acceptability. For example, in studies of
medium [42] and high [49,59,63,67] reliability, participants
tended to give positive feedback on the use of diverse contents
[42,49,59] including animations, videos, graphics, and games
[67] as well as on the interventions’visual appearances [43,63].
In a high-reliability study of Rainbow SPARX, users were
particularly positive about the computer game format and the
intervention’s “look and feel” [63] as expressed by one user
aged 13 years: “I liked, like, how it looked really shiny on my
computer, and it looked like a completely different world” [13].
Rainbow SPARX participants also liked particular characters
who appeared in the game [63], a theme echoed in a
high-reliability study of the Keep it Up! intervention where
participants reported liking the scenarios and examples presented
[67]. Factors detracting from acceptability included content that
participants found boring, repetitive [42,76], too easy [63], too
difficult or draining [42], “not soothing” [42], “cheesy” [49,59],
or generally unenjoyable [42]; and videos that users judged as
too long or that featured low-quality sound and dialogue [49].

Language and Tone

Language and tone emerged as an important aspect of
acceptability across interventions addressing all 3 health
domains and in studies of medium [42,68,75] and high
[49,59,63,64,67] reliability. Participants liked what authors
described as a “frank, candid, and sex-positive tone” [59],
colloquial language [67], and what one participant described as
an “up-beat manner” [67]. For example, Queer Sex Ed users
appreciated that the intervention did not rely on “scare tactics”
and that its content was easy to understand without making them
feel “talked down to” [68]. A Keep it Up! user echoed this
sentiment, describing the intervention as “realistic and not
condescending or out of touch” [49].

There were also some challenges in getting the language right
for MSM-specific interventions. Some users of the Rainbow
SPARX and Online Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy
interventions suggested that the sexuality-related terminology
could be improved [63] and voiced concerns about the
intervention’s approach to sexual minorities and a feeling of
“anti-gay sentiment”[42]. Avellar [42] suggests content might
have been overly clinical and miscommunicated the aim of
improving overall well-being, although it was not clear whether
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participant concerns stemmed primarily from intervention
content or from content about participating in a research study.

Interaction and Personalization

Participants in studies of medium [68] and high [49,63,67]
reliability valued interactive aspects of interventions spanning
all 3 health outcomes. Studies of medium [75,76] and high [59]
reliability found that individual-level tailoring based on
participant assessments could enhance acceptability. For
example, 81% of HealthMindr users found recommendations
based on their responses useful or very useful [75] and
Smartphone Self-Monitoring users recommended adding what
the authors summarized as “more in-depth questions to better
reflect their experiences” [76].

Privacy and Intrusiveness

In studies of medium reliability, privacy and intrusiveness
emerged as important themes influencing acceptability across
2 interventions, which between them addressed all 3 health
outcomes [75,76]. Some Smartphone Self-Monitoring users felt
the intervention’s use of daily surveys on substance use, sexual
behaviors, and medication adherence, and 4-times daily surveys
on physical and mental health-related quality of life were too
long or too frequent [76]. Users expressed concerns about
privacy regarding questions assessing sexual behavior including
experiences with individual partners [76]. The vast majority of
HealthMindr app users (86%) reported feeling confident in the
app’s security, including its password features and the fact that
the app’s name and icon did not suggest it was focused on HIV
prevention [75]. At least one participant in the Smartphone
Self-Monitoring intervention was uncomfortable with
geolocation tagging of phone survey responses, although the
authors noted that participants were instructed on how to disable
this feature [76].

Pacing and Structuring

The pacing and structuring of content influenced acceptability
across health domains. In studies of medium [42] and high
[49,64,67] reliability, a modular as opposed to single-session
approach could reportedly help users absorb content [67]
although they tended to like setting their own pace [64], and
one suggested they would have preferred to complete all
modules in one sitting [49]. Requiring a full week between
sessions of the Online Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy
was reported as too long, detracting from acceptability [42].

Users liked when intervention content progressed in a
cumulative way [42]. Module order and how far the participant
had progressed could also affect acceptability. Findings from
a high-reliability study of the 3-module Hope Project (addressing
knowledge, motivation, and behavior), which randomized the
order in which modules were delivered, suggested that
participants were more likely to find the knowledge module
interesting when they encountered it last rather than first [78].
Assessing level of interest after each module, this study also
found that among those completing all modules, participants
were more likely to report finding them very interesting after
completing all 3 compared to only the first.

Program length arose as a common theme affecting the
acceptability of some modular interventions. Users of the

8-session Online Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy [42],
the 7-module Keep it Up! intervention [49,59,67], and 5
five-module Queer Sex Ed intervention [68] suggested that
these programs were too long or too time-consuming.

Content Designed To Be Relevant to Participants’Lives and
Experiences

Participants valued that interventions were designed for people
like them. From studies of high reliability, it was apparent that
participants valued when interventions presented realistic
scenarios and examples and addressed issues relevant to their
own lives [49,59,63,67]. A Keep it Up! user appreciated that
the intervention “was geared towards gay men and it understood
how we operate and how dating works in the contemporary
moment” [49].

Users of the Rainbow SPARX and Queer Sex Ed interventions
liked that these programs were “[lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender] LGBT–specific” [68], designed for young people
[64], and included “’rainbow content” tailored to this group
[63]. Some felt there was room to go further [63,68], for
example by removing content on female sexual anatomy for
MSM users and adding more trans-specific content [68].

Online Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy users had mixed
views on how effectively this intervention was tailored for
people like them [42]. Some reported appreciating that the
program was designed for men who were attracted to men, while
others felt the intervention “did not have much value in the
context of their lives” [42]. Some Rainbow SPARX users
reported that tailoring could be further enhanced by including
more sexuality-specific content [63].

Perceived Usefulness of the Intervention

Gaining Knowledge and Skills

In studies of medium [42] and high [49,52,59,63,64,68,78]
reliability, participants frequently cited perceived usefulness as
positive in terms of the knowledge and skills the interventions
aimed to impact. For example, Queer Sex Ed users liked that
the intervention aimed to support communication and closeness
with their partners, helping, as one participant described, to
“open up doors to healthy communication” [68].

Opportunities for Self-Monitoring and Self-Reflection

Findings from the evaluation of the Smartphone Self-Monitoring
intervention (targeting sexual health, substance use, and mental
health outcomes) suggest that some participants valued its daily,
mobile-based self-monitoring in contrast to the comparison
group’s biweekly, web-based approach. One user described the
benefits this way [76]:

Helps me keep a “log”, like therapy—but can do it
every day instead of waiting for a week to see your
therapist…Nice to do it throughout the day, multiple
times a day, on a daily basis. Life happens daily—not
weekly like when you see a therapist.

Participants in 3 interventions, which between them addressed
all 3 health domains, highlighted the opportunities for
introspection and self-reflection that the interventions presented
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[42,49,59,67,76]. For instance, a Smartphone Self-Monitoring
user described the following [76]:

I started changing my behavior once I started taking
the surveys—I have been thinking about it for a while
but the surveys make me concentrate on certain areas
of my life that I wasn’t focusing on.

A few also reported that engaging in self-monitoring across
multiple domains enhanced their awareness of the relationships
between their substance use, sexual behaviors, and other triggers
for drug use [76]. A Keep it Up! user described how observing
the characters in the intervention helped him to reflect on his
own behaviors [67]:

I was able to see mistakes that I make in the actions
of the characters. I wasn’t completely aware of my
behavior until I judged a character’s behavior and
then compared the same behavior to my own.

Opportunity for Self-Expression

Participants in the Smartphone Self-Monitoring intervention,
which addressed all 3 health outcomes, valued the opportunity
for self-expression that the intervention offered, as described
by this participant: “I feel free to vent to the phone about things
that I can’t talk to my partner about—I can really express how
I feel” [76].

Participant Characteristics Affecting Intervention
Engagement and Receipt
Evaluations of 4 interventions (2 targeting sexual health alone
[75,78], 1 targeting mental health alone [42], and 1 targeting
sexual health and substance use [49]) quantitatively explored
the relationship between participant characteristics and
intervention engagement.

A medium-reliability study of the HealthMindr mobile phone
app found no differences in the time spent on the app by
participant location in different cities in the United States, age,
ethnicity, or knowledge of local HIV testing [75], while a
high-reliability study of the Keep it Up! intervention, targeting
young ethnically and racially diverse MSM, found that among
Black users, those with graduate degrees spent more time on
the intervention than those with high school–level or lower
levels of education [49]. A study of medium reliability found
no significant variation in retention for a modular mental health
intervention by age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, internalized
homonegativity, or experience of homophobic bullying [42]. A
study of high reliability found no differences in participants
completing 1 versus all 3 modules of the Hope Project (an
extension of the WRAPP intervention, targeting rural MSM)
by age, ethnicity, marital status, sexual orientation, education,
or student status, but did find higher completion among
higher-earning participants [78].

Madkins et al [49] conducted a high-reliability, extensive
exploration of the relationship between participant
characteristics and receipt of the Keep it Up! intervention, which
was developed with the engagement of diverse young MSM
and designed for young MSM of all racial groups [67].
Researchers found several differences in the acceptability of
the Keep it Up! intervention by race/ethnicity, education level,

age, and city in the United States [49]. Black, Latino, and other
non-White users reported higher acceptability in a range of
domains than did White users, and Latino users rated content
more highly compared to other non-White users. In the overall
sample, users with high school–level education or lower rated
the intervention more highly than those with higher education.
Exploring the interaction of race/ethnicity and education level,
the study found that higher levels of education were associated
with lower acceptability among White users, while no such
differences were found among Black, Latino, or other non-White
users. Older users and those in Atlanta compared to New York
tended to rate modules more highly.

Exploring intervention receipt qualitatively, a high-reliability
study found that for Rainbow SPARX, a computer game
intervention for sexual minority youth aged 13-19 years, some
older users reported that some aspects were too easy and the
program “babied” them [63]. Acknowledging the challenge of
designing a program appropriate for a range of young people,
one participant aged 19 years made the following remark [63]:

I thought some things were a little easy…Like overall
it wasn’t difficult to figure out what you needed to do.
Those little puzzles were quite easy to do. I guess it
would be hard to make them more difficult though
because you would have to be careful that everyone
could actually get it.”

Qualitative research with participants of Rainbow SPARX and
Smartphone Self-Monitoring found that these interventions
could play a role in complementing the external mental health
support participants were receiving [64,76].

Contextual Factors Affecting Intervention Engagement
Few studies explored how the context for using the intervention
was associated with the experience of its use. Those that did
focused on internet speed in the high-reliability 2007 [54] and
2010 [78] studies of 2 iterations of the WRAPP sexual health
intervention, which targeted rural MSM in the United States.
Bowen, et al [54] found that users with dial-up compared to
high-speed connections were more likely to report taking too
long to load program graphics, while Williams et al [78] found
no differences in participants completing 1 versus all 3 modules
by type of internet connection.

Discussion

Summary of Findings
One-third of reports included in the overall review included
process evaluation data. All but one process evaluation took
place in the United States. Most interventions targeted a single
health domain of interest for this review (sexual health,
substance use, or mental health), with the majority focused on
sexual health. However, 2 aimed to address aspects of all 3
[52,76]. Some interventions employed personal tailoring, an
approach that has been associated with effective eHealth
behavior change interventions [79,80].

Process evaluations rarely explored how intervention receipt
varied between contexts. We found no eligible reports examining
what factors affected intervention delivery as opposed to receipt.
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This seems to reflect the emerging state of process evaluations
in eHealth literature, with other reviews of eHealth interventions
reporting a similar pattern [81-84]. There was some suggestion
that slower internet speed could reduce acceptability of a
multimedia intervention among rural MSM in the United States,
who are less likely than nonrural residents to have high-speed
internet at home [85].

In terms of intervention characteristics, as with use of eHealth
interventions among general populations [83], participants
appreciated when interventions were easy to use and free of
technical problems, while incompatibility with mobile platforms
detracted from acceptability and could impede participation.
Privacy also emerged as an important aspect of acceptability,
suggesting that detailed partner-level questions on sexual
behavior could feel intrusive and that features protecting app
access and obscuring the purpose of apps (for sensitive health
domains) promote acceptability. The importance of privacy is
also supported by existing evidence on behavior change
interventions for MSM [86] and general populations [83].

Participants liked content that was interactive and aesthetically
pleasing, and they enjoyed the use of diverse media such as
animations, videos, and graphics. However, among rural MSM
these media could also reduce loading times for users with
slower internet connectivity. Although modular approaches
could support users to absorb program content cumulatively,
interventions that were too long detracted from acceptability,
with some users preferring that less or no time be required
between sessions. The ideal number and length of modules is
likely dependent on a variety of participant, intervention, and
contextual factors.

Individual tailoring based on participant characteristics and risk
profiles increased acceptability, highlighting this as a
particularly promising approach and aligning with other studies
of eHealth behavioral interventions [79,84,87]. Participants
valued when interventions presented scenarios and other content
that reflected their experiences as MSM, an approach that stands
in contrast to most existing eHealth interventions targeting
mental health and HIV prevention [34,88]. Where interventions
targeted sexual minority groups more broadly, some suggested
further tailoring based on the sexual and gender identities of its
users. The language and tone of intervention content emerged
as an important factor shaping acceptability for MSM, who
appreciated the use of colloquial, direct, “up-beat” [67], and
sex-positive language. Our findings also highlight the
importance of paying careful attention to language and framing
to ensure that these affirm sexual-minority identities. That these
concerns arose in interventions designed explicitly for sexual
minority users, including one adapted for sexual minority young
people using participatory approaches [63], suggests this is an
important area to explore during the pilot phase of intervention
development.

As with studies of eHealth interventions for general populations
[81,83], perceived usefulness was key to acceptability.
Participants liked gaining new knowledge and skills from
eHealth interventions and developing an awareness of the
relationship between sexual behaviors and substance use.

Although reviews of eHealth interventions for general
populations report higher use and engagement among
participants with higher levels of education [81,83,84], our
findings suggest that in the context of generally high use of
electronic devices among MSM [17], the targeting of
intervention content might be a more important determinant of
the relationship between education level and receipt of eHealth
interventions than their electronic mode of delivery [49].
Similarly, our findings on the higher acceptability of the Keep
it Up! intervention among Black, Latino, and other non-White
users compared to White users suggest that eHealth interventions
can be developed to enhance inclusive acceptability among
racially and ethnically diverse users [49]. There was otherwise
little evidence of engagement varying by sociodemographic
factors, although findings on socioeconomic status were mixed
[42,78]. Qualitative data suggest eHealth interventions can play
a role in complementing external mental health support among
MSM [63,76] and that interventions targeting all adolescents
might struggle to pitch content appropriately for those across
this age range [63].

Limitations
Our process evaluation synthesis was limited by the size and
quality of eligible reports. Most were assessed as medium- or
high-quality in terms of their reliability and usefulness.
However, studies often lacked depth and breadth of analysis,
and only around half were judged to privilege MSM’s
perspectives.

The vast majority of interventions targeted MSM only and all
were evaluated principally among MSM, although 3 were
assessed among samples that included cisgender women
[63,64,68,76]. Author narratives and quantitative data did not
always disaggregate MSM from other participants, presenting
the possibility that specific findings from these 3 studies might
reflect data from other groups. The process evaluation of
Smartphone Self-Monitoring was the sole study contributing
to findings on intervention benefits of self-monitoring and
self-expression [76]. Although the intervention targeted people
of all genders and sexual identities living with HIV, more than
80% of study participants identified as male and more than 80%
identified as gay or bisexual [76]. In 2 studies, just under half
of participants identified as female [63,64,68], but all themes
informed by these studies also drew on other studies. The
make-up of participants in these 3 studies is therefore unlikely
to affect the validity of the themes to which they contributed.
Studies of relevant interventions among broader sexual and
gender minority populations might add further insight but could
not be included, as we could not be certain which findings
reflected experiences of or relevant to MSM.

Implications for Research and Practice
eHealth interventions offer an avenue for MSM to access
behavior change interventions privately, anonymously, and at
times they find convenient. This synthesis identified several
factors shaping MSM’s receipt of eHealth interventions
addressing substance use, mental ill health, and sexual risk. Its
findings suggest such interventions are acceptable for MSM
across sociodemographic groups, although evidence in this area
is limited and mixed. Different content for younger and older
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adolescents might be warranted. Variation in engagement and
acceptability by participant characteristics should be explored
in future research, and new interventions should be rigorously
piloted to refine aspects affecting usability and acceptability
[30,81].

Our review has identified several intervention characteristics
affecting acceptability that existing research suggests are
applicable to eHealth interventions for MSM and non-MSM
populations alike. These include aspects of usability, length,
aesthetics, multimedia use, and tailoring to participants’personal
and risk characteristics [79,81,83,84,86,87]. Other factors should
be considered carefully in designing interventions for MSM,
including ensuring that language and tone are affirming of sexual
minority identity and that content reflects the reality and
experiences of MSM. These findings can inform the
development of integrated eHealth interventions to address the
syndemic of substance use, mental ill health, and sexual risk
among MSM and guide research questions for pilot and process
evaluation studies. Going forward, process evaluations should
explore a broader range of individual, intervention, and

contextual factors that might affect implementation, and they
should collect more in-depth—ideally qualitative—data
privileging the perspectives of intended beneficiaries. Outcome
evaluations of such eHealth interventions should conduct linked
process evaluations wherever possible, which would shed further
light on factors affecting how they are delivered and received
[89].

Our findings regarding the value that participants place on
interventions that address the reality of their lives and the
interrelationships between the different domains of health
suggest that eHealth interventions simultaneously addressing
sexual health, substance use, and mental health might be
particularly acceptable. Our review of theories of change [90]
suggests that interventions addressing these different outcomes
may aim to exert impacts via common mechanisms of action,
further adding to the potential for eHealth interventions targeting
multiple outcomes together. Our next analyses will assess the
potential effectiveness of eHealth interventions on these
outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: Hyperglycemia in pregnancy occurs worldwide and is closely associated with health issues in women and their
offspring, such as pregnancy and birth complications, respectively, as well as comorbidities, such as metabolic and cardiovascular
diseases. To optimize the management of diabetic pregnancies, sustainable strategies are urgently needed. Investigation of
constantly evolving technologies for diabetes that help to manage pregnancy and health is required.

Objective: We aimed to conduct a systematic review to assess the clinical effectiveness of technologies for diabetes in pregnancy.

Methods: Relevant databases including MEDLINE (PubMed), Cochrane Library, Embase, CINAHL, and Web of Science Core
Collection were searched in September 2020 for clinical studies (2008-2020). Findings were organized by type of diabetes, type
of technology, and outcomes (glycemic control, pregnancy- and birth-related outcomes, and neonatal outcomes). Study quality
was assessed using Effective Public Health Practice Project criteria.

Results: We identified 15 randomized controlled trials, 3 randomized crossover trials, 2 cohort studies, and 2 controlled clinical
trials. Overall, 9 studies focused on type 1 diabetes, 0 studies focused on gestational diabetes, and 3 studies focused on both type
1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes. We found that 9 studies were strong quality, 11 were moderate quality, and 2 were weak quality.
Technologies for diabetes seemed to have particularly positive effects on glycemic control in all types of diabetes, shown by
some strong and moderate quality studies. Positive trends in pregnancy-related, birth-related, and neonatal outcomes were
observed.

Conclusions: Technologies have the potential to effectively improve the management of diabetes during pregnancy. Further
research on the clinical effectiveness of these technologies is needed, especially in pregnant women with type 2 diabetes.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24982)   doi:10.2196/24982

KEYWORDS

diabetes technologies; diabetes management; pregnancy; digital health; eHealth; systematic review

Introduction

Hyperglycemia in pregnancy occurs worldwide and is closely
associated with short- and long-term health issues, such as
pregnancy complications in women and birth complications in
offspring, and comorbidities, such as type 2 diabetes, as well
as metabolic and cardiovascular diseases [1]. Approximately
20.4 million live births (16%) suffered from some form of
hyperglycemia in pregnancy in 2019, worldwide [1]—84% were
defined as gestational diabetes, 7.9% were diagnosed prior to

pregnancy, and 8.5% were type 1 or type 2 diabetes first
observed in pregnancy [1].

In 2019, 1,566,993.4 live births in North America and the
Caribbean; 2,001,816.8 live births in Europe; and 6,594,159.4
live births in southeast Asia were affected by hyperglycemia in
pregnancy [1]. Interestingly, the prevalence of gestational
diabetes is rising quickly and was estimated to be 20.8% in
North America and the Caribbean, 16.3% in Europe, and 27.0%
in southeast Asia in 2019 [1]. The number of unreported cases
is assumed to be high.
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Hyperglycemia in pregnancy is associated with adverse
pregnancy- and birth-related outcomes for mothers and
offspring, such as increased risk of preeclampsia, cesarean
deliveries, macrosomia, and shoulder dystocia [2-6], but
hyperglycemia in pregnancy is also associated with adverse
long-term consequences in mothers and children, such as
subsequent increased risk of type 2 diabetes, obesity, metabolic
syndrome, cardiovascular diseases, or even depression
[2,4,5,7,8]. Based on the hypotheses of perinatal programming
(fetal programming, developmental programming,
transgenerational programming), intrauterine exposure to
hyperglycemia is clearly associated with obesity, glucose,
intolerance, type 2 diabetes, insulin resistance, metabolic
syndrome, high blood pressure, and cardiovascular diseases in
postnatal life of the offspring [5,9,10].

Sustainable strategies are urgently needed to effectively improve
the management of diabetes in pregnancy with seamlessly
integrated technological support for hyperglycemia in
pregnancy. Technologies for diabetes, including hardware,
devices, and software, are constantly evolving and can help to
manage the condition, improving lives and health [11]. Care
4.0 is a new paradigm to develop digital health and care services
by focusing on trusted integrated networks of organizations,
people, and technologies [12].

Recently, we demonstrated first insights in clinical effectiveness
and successful approaches of mobile health (mHealth) apps as
well as telemetric implementations to improve diabetic
management in pregnancy [13,14]. Diabetes-specific mHealth
apps and telemetric approaches improved clinical outcomes in
the management of gestational diabetes effectively.

As a matter of course, there are many more technologies that
have proven to be effective in diabetes management in general,
for example, continuous glucose monitoring systems [15,16],
continuous subcutaneous insulin infusions [17,18], and sensor
augmented insulin pumps or closed-loop systems [19,20].

A previous review [21] examined the capability of diabetes
technologies in the treatment of diabetic pregnancies; however,
to further optimize management of diabetes in pregnancy,
up-to-date analyses of technology for diabetes in pregnancies
are needed. Therefore, we conducted a systematic review to
assess the clinical effectiveness of different technologies for
diabetes in pregnancies by analyzing glycemic control,
pregnancy- and birth related outcomes, and neonatal outcomes.

Methods

Data Sources and Searches
A systematic review was carried out using PRISMA guidelines
[22]. MEDLINE (PubMed), Cochrane Library, Embase,
CINAHL, and Web of Science Core Collection were
systematically searched for studies published from January 2008
until September 2020 (Multimedia Appendix 1). The following
keywords were used as title and abstract search terms and
selected from Medical Subject Headings and Embase subject
headings databases: “diabetes mellitus,” “pregnancy,”
“gestational diabetes mellitus,” “mobile application,” “insulin
pump,” “continuous glucose monitoring,” “CGM,” “flash

glucose monitoring,” “FGM,” “insulin infusion system”
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Using a priori criteria for eligibility,
2 reviewers screened and selected the studies independently.
We screened titles and abstracts, assessed full texts, and
manually searched reference lists and Google Scholar.

Eligibility Criteria
We included peer-reviewed studies, published in German and
English, that investigated the clinical effectiveness of diabetes
technologies in pregnancies affected by hyperglycemia,
including pre- and postconception. Studies with pregnant woman
with a diagnosis of gestational diabetes or with preexisting type
1 diabetes or type 2 diabetes and that clearly reported the type
of diabetes investigated were included. We included studies
examining gestational diabetes patients only, type 1 diabetes
only, type 2 diabetes only, and studies with mixed pregestational
diabetes (type 1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes) groups. We
included prospective controlled trials (clinical and observational
trials). The following types of technologies were included:
continuous glucose monitoring systems, continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusions, sensor augmented insulin pumps,
closed-loop systems, and mHealth apps. We involved studies
examining glycemic control, pregnancy- and birth-related, and
neonatal outcomes. Poster, comments, letter, study protocols,
notes, and proceedings papers were excluded.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
We extracted the most common glycemic control (eg,
hemoglobin A1c [HbA1c], fasting blood glucose, hyper- or
hypoglycemia, insulin dose), pregnancy- and birth-related (eg,
preterm birth, gestational weight gain), and neonatal (eg,
birthweight, macrosomia) outcomes as well as author, year,
study design, type of diabetes, type of technology, sample size,
and main results. Findings were organized by type of diabetes,
type of technology, and outcomes.

Quality Assessment
We applied Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP),
a validated tool that is suitable for intervention studies such as
randomized controlled trials and controlled clinical trials.
EPHPP is composed of criteria regarding selection bias, study
design, confounders, blinding, data collection methods,
withdrawals, and dropout. Study quality is rated as strong (SQ),
moderate (MQ), or weak (WQ) [23].

Results

Study Selection and Characteristics
The search yielded 974 records, of which 754 remained after
removing duplicates (3 records were identified through reference
lists and Google Scholar). Of those, 693 were excluded based
on titles and abstracts with our inclusion and exclusion criteria,
and the full texts of 61 remaining publications were screened.
Finally, 22 studies were included in this systematic review: 15
randomized controlled trials, 3 randomized crossover trials, 2
cohort studies, and 2 controlled clinical trials. Overall, 9 studies
focused on type 1 diabetes, 10 studies focused on gestational
diabetes, and 3 studies focused on type 1 diabetes and type 2
diabetes (mixed populations). We rated 9 studies as strong
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quality, 11 studies as moderate quality, and 2 studies as weak
quality (Multimedia Appendix 3). Table 1 gives an overview

of the technologies, outcomes, and number of study participants..
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Table 1. Overview of the technologies, outcomes, and study participants.

Control group, nIntervention group, nStudies, nPopulation, technology, and outcome

Type 1 diabetes

Continuous glucose monitoring systems

2361993HbA1c
a

1771722Maternal hypoglycemia

2361993Insulin dose and insulin requirements

1741393Cesarean and vaginal deliveries

1741393Preterm birthb

1151122Maternal weight gain

1591272Neonatal birthweight

1131122Neonatal macrosomia

1131272Large for gestational age

Continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion

4852184HbA1c

2921452Insulin dose

2371602Maternal hypoglycemia

2732232Maternal weight gain

3532713Cesarean delivery

3532713Preterm birth

1961592Maternal hypertension and preeclampsia

1951582Neonatal birthweight

1951582Macrosomia (≥4000 g)

1951582Large for gestational age

1951582Small for gestational age

1951582Admission to a higher level of neonatal care

1951582Neonatal hypoglycemia

Closed-loop systems

16162Hypoglycemic events, insulin dose

Gestational diabetes

Continuous glucose monitoring systems

99963HbA1c

87852Fasting blood glucose

99963Preterm birth

92873Cesarean and vaginal deliveries

80762Maternal weight gain

1541474Neonatal birthweight

1541474Macrosomia (≥4000 g)

92873Large for gestational age

92873Small for gestational age

99963Admission to a higher level of neonatal care

1421363Neonatal hypoglycemia

mHealth apps
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Control group, nIntervention group, nStudies, nPopulation, technology, and outcome

1611642HbA1c

62692Fasting blood glucose

1201242Off-target fasting blood glucose measurement

1201242Patient compliancec

2122183Pregnancy-induced hypertension or preeclampsia

1521582Preterm birth

3933905Vaginal and cesarean deliveries

2112183Neonatal birthweight

2312333Macrosomia

2632774Neonatal hypoglycemia

3303304Admission to a higher level of neonatal care

Type 1 and type 2 diabetes

Continuous glucose monitoring systems

1081172HbA1c

75791Plasma glucose

1081172Preeclampsia

1081172Cesarean delivery

1081172Preterm birth

1081172Neonatal birthweight

1081172Large for gestational age

1081172Neonatal hypoglycemia

Continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion

18241HbA1c

aHbA1c: hemoglobin A1c.
bPreterm delivery was defined as <37 weeks.
cPatient compliance was defined as ratio between actual and instructed blood glucose measurements×100.

Type 1 Diabetes: Overview
Of 9 publications analyzing 379 women in intervention (IG)
and 763 in control groups (CG), 3 studies examined continuous
glucose monitoring system, 4 studies examined continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion, and 2 studies examined
closed-loop systems.

Type 1 Diabetes: Continuous Glucose Monitoring
Systems
In general, 3 randomized controlled trials [24-26], analyzing
199 women in intervention groups and 236 women in control
groups, were identified.

Glycemic Control Outcomes
HbA1c values declined in all interventions. Feig et al [25] (MQ)
observed significantly lower HbA1c values in the intervention
group than the control group (mean difference −0.19%; 95%
CI −0.34 to −0.03; P=.0207). Cordua et al [24] (SQ) found
positive but nonsignificant effects (IG: 6.0% vs CG: 6.2%;
P=.23), and Petrovski et al [26] (SQ) reported significantly

improved HbA1c values (P<.05) in both groups (real-time
continuous glucose monitoring system and intermittent
continuous glucose monitoring system).

Petrovski et al [26] (SQ) found significantly less severe events
of maternal hypoglycemia (real-time continuous glucose
monitoring system group: P<.05), whereas Feig et al [25] (MQ)
found time spent hypoglycemic was comparable in both groups
(3% vs 4%; P=.10).

The intervention groups tended to have better target insulin dose
or requirement values than those of the control groups (P=.14
[25], MQ; P=.08 [24], SQ). Petrovski et al [23] (SQ) did not
find significant differences between constant and intermittent
continuous glucose monitoring system (P>.05).

Pregnancy- and Birth-Related Outcomes
Cesarean delivery rates were clearly lower in the intervention
groups (MQ, P=.18 [25]; SQ, P<.05 [23]). Cordua et al [24]
(SQ) found significantly more vaginal deliveries in the
intervention groups (IG: 74%; CG: 54%; P=.08).
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All studies found slightly fewer preterm births in the
interventions groups (Feig et al [25] <37 weeks: P=.57; <34
weeks: P=.19; Petrovski et al [23]: P>.05, Cordua et al [24]:
P=.84).

Maternal gestational weight gains were lower in the continuous
glucose monitoring system group (Feig et al [25] +8.9 kg vs
+9.7 kg, P=.09) and the intermittent continuous glucose
monitoring system group (Petrovski et al [26] +12.9 kg vs 13.4
kg, P>.05).

Neonatal Outcomes
Feig et al [25] (MQ) displayed a slightly lower mean birthweight
in the continuous glucose monitoring system group (P=.37),
whereas Cordua et al [24] (SQ) found a lower mean birthweight
in their control group (P=.19).

Macrosomia rates were lower in intervention (Feig et al [25],
MQ, IG: 23%; CG: 27%; P=.62) and real-time continuous
glucose monitoring system (Petrovski et al [26], SQ, P>.05)
groups.

Feig et al [25] found rates for large for gestational age were
significantly lower in the intervention groups (P=.021), whereas
Cordua et al [24] found no significant differences (P=.08).

Type 1 Diabetes: Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin
Infusion
In general, 2 cohort studies [27,28], 1 randomized controlled
trials [29], 1 randomized crossover trial [30] analyzing 148
intervention and 495 control participants were identified.

Glycemic Control Outcomes
Overall, 3 studies found positive effects on HbA1c levels in
favor of continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion. Jotic et al
[28] (SQ) found a significant lower mean HbA1c level in their
intervention group than that in the control group at follow-up
(6.5% intervention vs 6.8% control, P=.002). Cyganek et al [27]
(SQ) also reported significant improvements in HbA1c within
all their treatment groups but did not find significant differences
between groups.

Gutaj et al [30] (SQ) found significant lower insulin doses in
the intervention group (0.54 U/kg/day intervention vs 0.63
U/kg/day control, P=.02), whereas Cyganek et al [27] (SQ)
showed significantly lower daily insulin doses within each
treatment group but no significant differences between groups.

Jotic et al [28] (SQ) reported that in early pregnancy, the
majority of women on continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion
had significantly fewer instances of hypoglycemia (P<.01), but
Cyganek et al [27] (SQ) found fewer instances of severe
hypoglycemia in their control group (P=.04).

Pregnancy- and Birth-Related Outcomes
Cyganek et al [27] (SQ) found less weight gain (+13.0 kg) in
women in the control group receiving multiple daily injections
than in the other groups (+14.7 kg for those only continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion; +15.2 kg for those moving from
multiple daily injections to continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion; P=.005), and Feig at al [29] (MQ) did not find

significant differences between groups (IG: mean +13.5 kg, SD
5.4 kg; CG: mean+13.5 kg, SD 0.7 kg; P=.48).

The studies could not find any clearly positive effects regarding
cesarean deliveries in favor of continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion. Cyganek et al [27] (SQ) reported that the proportion
of cesarean deliveries was larger in women using insulin pumps
(no P value reported) because of clinical factors such as age,
duration of diabetes, and microvascular complications. Feig et
al [29] (MQ) (IG: n=81 vs CG: n=74, P=.32) and Jotic et al [28]
(SQ) (IG: n=12 vs CG: n=13, P=.20) found no significant
differences between groups.

There were no significant differences in preterm births between
groups (P=.30 [27]; pump: n=39, 35%, vs multiple daily
injections: n=35, 30%, P=.10 [29]; continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion n=13, 27.7%, vs multiple daily injections n=13,
16.3%, P=.17 [28]).

Feig et al [29] (MQ) found significantly fewer women with
hypertension in the control group (IG: 14.4% vs CG: 5.2%;
P=.025), whereas Jotic et al [28] (SQ) reported a lower, but not
significantly so, rate of women with hypertension in their
intervention group (P=.09). Feig et al [26] (MQ) also found
fewer women with preeclampsia in the control group (P=.31),
whereas Jotic et al [28] (MQ) noted fewer women with
preeclampsia in the intervention group (IG: n=1, CG: n=3, P
value not available).

Neonatal Outcomes
Neonatal birthweight was marginally higher in intervention
groups (Feig et al [29], MQ, P=.91; Jotic et al [28], SQ, P=.98).

Jotic et al [28] (SQ) found fewer instances of macrosomia in
the intervention group (P=.46), while Feig et al [29] (MQ) found
slightly more instances in the intervention group (P=.89).

Jotic et al [28] reported fewer instances of newborns being large
for gestational age in the intervention group (P=.59 [28]),
whereas Feig et al found slightly more newborns who were
large for gestational age in the interventions group (P=.55).

Jotic et al [28] (SQ) found no instances of newborns being small
for gestational age in the intervention and 5 (4%) instances of
newborns being small for gestational age in the control group
(P value not available), whereas Feig et al [29] (MQ) observed
3 and 1 instances of newborns being small for gestational age
in the intervention and control groups, respectively (P value
not available).

Feig et al [29] (MQ) and Jotic et al [28] (SQ) found differences
in admissions to higher level neonatal care in favor of the control
groups (IG: 44.5% vs CG: 29.6%, P=.02 [29]; and P=.28 [28]).

Jotic et al [28] (SQ) found slightly fewer instances of neonatal
hypoglycemia in the intervention group (IG: n=5, CG: n=6,
P=.54), whereas Feig et al [29] (MQ) reported a significant
difference in favor of the control group (IG: 31.8% vs CG:
19.1%, P=.05).

Type 1 Diabetes: Closed-Loop Systems
Closed-loop systems were investigated in 2 randomized
crossover trials including a total of 32 women comparing
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closed-loop systems with sensor augmented insulin pumps
[29,31].

Stewart et al [31] found a significant difference between groups
in percentage of time that blood glucose levels were between
63 and 140 mg/dL for overnight evaluation (P=.002) as well as
day and night evaluation (P<.001) in favor of the closed-loop
group [31], while Stewart et al [29] (MQ) found no significant
difference (closed-loop: 62.3% vs sensor augmented insulin
pumps: 60.1%, 95% CI 24.1% to 8.3%, P=.47).

Stewart et al [32] (MQ) reported significant fewer hypoglycemic
events during the closed-loop treatment (n=8 vs n=12.5, P=.04)
[32], whereas Stewart et al [31] (MQ) found no significant
differences in overnight analysis (closed-loop: median 3.0;
sensor augmented insulin pumps: median 2.5, P=.68) or day
and night analysis (closed-loop: median 11.0, sensor augmented
insulin pumps: median 12.0, P=.19).

Neither Stewart et al [32] (MQ) (closed-loop 43.7 vs sensor
augmented insulin pumps 41.5 units/day, P=.56) nor Stewart
et al [31] (MQ) (closed-loop 58.2 vs sensor augmented insulin
pumps 59.8 units/day, P=.56) found significant differences
between treatments regarding insulin dose [31,32].

Gestational Diabetes: Overview
In general, 4 studies focused on continuous glucose monitoring
system, and 6 studies focused on mHealth apps (overall: IG:
n=555; CG: n=609).

Gestational Diabetes: Continuous Glucose Monitoring
Systems
We identified 4 randomized controlled trials (IG: n=147, CG:
n=154). Whereas 3 studies used self-monitoring blood glucose
as control [33-35], 1 study used blinded continuous glucose
monitoring system which did not display the glucose readings
to the participant [36].

Glycemic Control Outcomes
All studies reported clearly lower HbA1c values in their
intervention groups. Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ) found a
significant difference in favor of the intervention group (mean
5.2%, SD 0.4% vs mean 5.6%, SD 0.6%; P=.006). Alfadhli et
al [33] (P=.168) (MQ) and Lane et al [36] (P=.3) (SQ) found
lower mean HbA1c values in their intervention groups (P>.05).

Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ) (P=.101) and Alfadhli et al [33]
(P=.092) (MQ) found lower fasting blood glucose values in the
intervention groups.

Pregnancy- and Birth-Related Outcomes
Alfadhli et al [33] (MQ) (IG=16.3%, CG=9.5%, P=.373),
Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ) (IG: n=3, 12%; CG: n=1, 4%;
P=.609) and Lane et al [36] (SQ) (IG: n=1, 9.1%; CG: n=2,
16.7%; P>.999) found no significant differences in the
occurrence of preterm births.

Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ) reported clearly more vaginal
deliveries in the intervention group (P=.258) [34], while Wei
et al [35] (MQ) (P=.370) and Lane et al [36] (SQ) (P>.999)
noted slightly more cesarean deliveries in the control groups.

Both studies showed positive effects on maternal weight gain.
Wei et al [35] (MQ) reported that the intervention participants
had significantly more appropriate and less excessive weight
gain (P=.039) and Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ) mentioned
slightly less weight gain in the intervention group (P=.917).

Neonatal Outcomes
Wei et al [35] (P=.084), Alfadhli et al [33] (MQ) (P=.130) and
Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ) (P=.311) reported a lower, yet
not significant, mean birthweight of newborns in the intervention
groups. Lane et al [36] (SQ) reported a higher mean birthweight
of newborns in the intervention group (P=.4).

Wei at al [35] (MQ) (P=.410) and Alfadhli et al [33] (MQ)
(P=.488) reported fewer instances of macrosomia in the
intervention groups, while Lane et al [36] (SQ) noted more
instances of macrosomia in the intervention group (P=.2), and
Paramasivam et al (MQ) [34] found none.

Wei et al [35] (MQ) (P=.071) and Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ)
(P=.490) found clearly fewer instances of newborns being large
for gestational age in their intervention groups and, in contrast,
Lane et al [36] (SQ) found more instances of newborns being
large for gestational age in the intervention group (P=.2).

Lane et al [36] (SQ) (P>.999) and Wei et al [35] (MQ) (P>.999)
reported very slightly fewer instances of newborns being small
for gestational age in the intervention groups. Paramasivam et
al [34] reported none.

Alfadhli et al [33] (MQ) (P=.653) reported slightly more
admissions, Lane et al [36] (P>.999) noted slightly fewer, and
Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ) (both groups n=1, 4%) observed
the same number of admissions (P>.999) to a higher level of
neonatal care.

Wei at al [35] (MQ) (P=.410) and Paramasivam et al [34] (MQ)
(P>.999) reported slightly fewer instances of neonatal
hypoglycemia among intervention participants whereas Alfadhli
et al [33] (MQ) (P=.758) found slightly fewer instances of
neonatal hypoglycemia in the control group.

Gestational Diabetes: mHealth Apps
We identified 5 randomized controlled trials and 1 controlled
clinical trial investigating a total of 408 women in the
intervention and 405 women in the control groups.

Glycemic Control Outcomes
Overall, the intervention groups showed lower HbA1c values
than the control groups. Guo et al [37] (SQ) displayed a
significant difference in favor of the intervention group (–1.3%
intervention vs –0.6% control, P<.001), while Mackillop et al
[38] (WQ) recognized a slight increase in both groups (IG:
0.02% per 28 days; CG: 0.03% per 28 days; 95% CI –0.05 to
0.03).

Both Yang et al [39] (MQ) (P<.001) and Bromuri et al [40]
(MQ) (P<.001) found clear, significant differences in fasting
blood glucose levels favoring the intervention groups.

Miremberg et al [41] (SQ) (P<.001) as well as Guo et al [37]
(SQ) (P<.001) found significant differences in off-target fasting
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blood glucose measurement favoring the intervention groups
[37,41].

Guo et al [37] (SQ) (P<.001) and Miremberg et al [41] (SQ)
(P<.001) reported significant differences in support of the
intervention groups in patient compliance (defined as ratio
between actual and instructed blood glucose
measurements×100).

Pregnancy- and Birth-Related Outcomes
All intervention groups showed lower rates of
pregnancy-induced hypertension or preeclampsia, but no
significant differences were found by Mackillop et al [38] (WQ)
(P=.22), Miremberg et al [41] (SQ) (P>.99), or Yang et al [39]
MQ) (P=.347).

Overall, there were fewer preterm births in the intervention
groups, but neither Yang et al [39] (MQ) (P=.248) nor Mackillop
et al [38] (WQ) (P>.05) found significant differences.

Positive intervention effects—more vaginal deliveries and less
cesarean sections—were observed in almost all studies
[37-39,41,42]; 2 studies showed statistical significance (Borgen
et al [42], WQ, P=.03; Mackillop et al [38], WQ, P=.005).

Neonatal Outcomes
The results show a clear trend toward lower birthweight in the
newborns of the intervention groups, but no significant
differences were found by Mackillop et al [38] (WQ) (P=.18),
Miremberg et al [41] (SQ) (P=.878), or Yang et al [39] (MQ)
(P=.988).

Fewer instances of macrosomia occurred in the intervention
groups than in the control groups, but no significant differences
were found by Guo et al [37] (SQ) (P=.295), Yang et al (MQ)
[39] (P=.542) and Borgen et al [42] (WQ) (P=.69).

In general, most studies showed positive intervention effects.
Guo et al [37] (SQ)(P=.185), Mackillop et al (WQ) [38] (P=.42)
and Yang et al (MQ)[39] (P value not available) observed
slightly fewer instances of neonatal hypoglycemia for
intervention participants.

The results show a trend toward infants of mothers in the
interventions groups being transferred less often to neonatal
intensive care units (Borgen et al [42], WQ, P=.38; Mackillop
et al [38], WQ, P=.08; Miremberg et al [41], SQ, P>.99; Yang
et al [39], MQ, P=.657).

Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes: Overview
In total, 3 studies analyzing 141 women in the intervention and
126 women in the control groups were included [43-45]. Two
studies observed continuous glucose monitoring system and
one insulin pumps.

Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes: Continuous Glucose
Monitoring Systems
Overall, 2 randomized controlled trials analyzed 117
intervention and 108 control participants. Secher et al [45]
included 123 women with type 1 diabetes and 31 women with
type 2 diabetes, while Murphy et al [44] included 45 women
with type 1 diabetes and 25 type 2 diabetes.

Glycemic Control Outcomes
Murphy et al [44] (MQ) noted that HbA1c levels were
consistently and significantly lower in the intervention group
(gestation 32-36 weeks: P=.007), while Secher et al [45] (MQ)
reported comparable HbA1c values (IG: 6.1%, 95% CI
5.1%-7.8%; CG: 6.1%, 95% CI 4.8%-8.2%; P=.39).

Median self-monitored plasma glucose levels at 33 weeks were
comparable between groups (IG: 6.2 mmol/L, 4.7-7.9; CG: 6.2
mmol/L, 4.9-7.9) [45].

Pregnancy- and Birth-Related Outcomes
Secher et al (MQ) and Murphy et al (MQ) observed very slightly
more instances of preeclampsia in the treatment groups (P=.83
[45] and P=.5 [44], respectively).

Secher et al [45] (MQ) observed a lower rate of cesarean
delivery (P=.30) and Murphy et al [44] (MQ) reported a lower
emergency cesarean delivery rate (P=.3) in the intervention
group.

Murphy et al [44] (MQ) observed slightly fewer preterm births
(P=.8), whereas Secher et al [45] (MQ) reported slightly more
preterm births (P=.47) in the treatment group.

Neonatal Outcomes
Murphy et al [44] (MQ) found significantly lower median
birthweight percentile in the intervention group (69 vs 93,
P=.02), whereas Secher et al [45] (MQ) found the birthweight
was slightly higher in the intervention group (3510 g vs 3436
g, P=.80).

Murphy et al [44] (MQ) reported that fewer newborns who were
extremely large for gestational age (≥97.7th percentile) were
born to intervention participants (14% vs 30%, P=.1 ]), whereas
Secher et al [45] (MQ) reported slightly more newborns who
were extremely large for gestational were born to participants
in the treatment group (P=.19 [45]).

Both studies reported clearly fewer instances of neonatal
hypoglycemia in the intervention groups (36% vs 40%, P=.62
[45]; and 8% vs 17%, P=.5 [44])

Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes: Continuous Subcutaneous
Insulin Infusion
One study [43] examined continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion compared to conventional insulin therapy (intervention
n=24 vs control n=18). Kernaghan et al [43] (SQ) included n=1
women with type 2 diabetes.

The intervention group showed lower mean HbA1c levels in the
first (P=.41) and second (P=.27) trimester. The birthweight z
score was slightly lower in the control group (P=.86). The mean
estimated fetal weight z score was lower in the intervention
group (P=.16).

Discussion

Principal Results
In general, technologies seemed to have particularly positive
effects on glycemic control in all types of diabetes, as shown
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by studies of strong and moderate quality. For type 1 diabetes,
there were no studies evaluating the effectiveness of mHealth
apps and, for gestational diabetes, there were no studies that
evaluated the effectiveness of continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion or closed-loop systems. It is particularly useful for
women with pregestational diabetes to use mHealth apps, as
they can become familiar with them before pregnancy.
Furthermore, there is a lack of research focusing on the
effectiveness of technologies for pregnant women with type 2
diabetes.

Type 1 Diabetes

Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems
Overall, glycemic control improved with continuous glucose
monitoring systems in strong and moderate quality studies,
especially HbA1c. Positive trends were observed for
hypoglycemia and insulin dose. Intermittent continuous glucose
monitoring systems seemed to be preferable to real-time
continuous glucose monitoring systems, with fewer cesarean
deliveries and more vaginal deliveries; however, the findings
were not statistically significant. Regarding maternal weight
gain and preterm births, improvements seem to be possible
through the use of continuous glucose monitoring system,
especially intermittent continuous glucose monitoring systems.
Birthweight, large for gestational age, macrosomia, and neonatal
hypoglycemia rates showed trends for improvement with
continuous glucose monitoring system, as some moderate and
strong quality studies showed nonsignificant, positive effects.

Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin Infusion
Overall, continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion improved
glycemic control, especially HbA1c and insulin dose, as most
strong and moderate quality studies showed positive intervention
effects. In the case of maternal hypoglycemia, one study [28]
found significantly fewer instances in the intervention group,
but another study [27] found fewer instances in the control
group.

No clear trend regarding the effectiveness of continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion can be derived regarding
pregnancy- and birth-related outcomes such as maternal weight
gain, preterm births, cesarean delivery, maternal hypertension,
or preeclampsia. There were no clear trends in relation to
neonatal outcomes such as birthweight, large for gestational
age, small for gestational age, macrosomia, hypoglycemia, and
admission to high-level neonatal care because too little data
were available.

Closed-Loop Systems
A trend toward improved glycemic control was shown in
moderate quality studies, but the sample size was very small
(n=32 patients).

Gestational Diabetes

Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems
In general, continuous glucose monitoring system improved
glycemic control, particularly HbA1c and fasting blood glucose
levels in strong and moderate quality studies; however, there
was no obvious trend regarding 2-hour plasma blood glucose

level and insulin dose. There were also no clear trends regarding
preterm births or cesarean and vaginal deliveries. Both studies
examining maternal weight gain showed positive but
nonsignificant intervention effects.

Moreover, continuous glucose monitoring system improved
birthweight, macrosomia, large for gestational age, small for
gestational age, and neonatal hypoglycemia measures compared
to those in control groups, though not significantly. Overall,
there was no clear trend with respect to admission to higher
level of neonatal care.

mHealth Apps
Gestational diabetes–specific mHealth apps displayed positive,
significant effects in glycemic control outcomes such as HbA1c

level, fasting blood glucose level, off-target blood glucose
measurement, and patient adherence (actual vs instructed blood
glucose measurements) in strong and moderate quality studies.
mHealth apps improved pregnancy-induced hypertension or
preeclampsia and preterm birth outcomes, but not significantly.
In addition, the treatments showed positive effects regarding
vaginal deliveries and cesarean deliveries. Gestational
diabetes–specific mHealth apps indicated noticeable positive,
but not significant effects, on neonatal outcomes such as
birthweight, macrosomia, hypoglycemia, and rate of admission
to a higher level of care.

Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes

Continuous Glucose Monitoring Systems
The sample sizes of the studies were very small. One
moderate-quality study [45] could not find any clear differences
in HbA1c values between intervention and control group, while
another moderate-quality study [44] showed significant positive
intervention effects. Cesarean deliveries were required less
often. There was no obvious trend regarding preeclampsia and
preterm births. While no clear effects were found regarding
birthweight and being large for gestational age, continuous
glucose monitoring system showed an improvement in terms
of neonatal hypoglycemia outcomes, but not significantly.

Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin Infusion
One strong-quality study [43] indicated positive trends in terms
of HbA1c, birthweight z score, and estimated fetal weight z score.

Strengths and Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review of different
technologies for diabetes that differentiated between various
types of diabetes. Hence, our review opens up new perspectives
on the topic hyperglycemia in pregnancy. However, the body
of research included in this review may be limited depending
on the type of diabetes and technology. Further research, with
larger sample sizes and that takes into account women in the
pre-conception phase, is needed, especially. Furthermore, we
included only German and English papers, and we performed
a qualitative analysis.

Comparison With Prior Work
Our results are in line with those from other reviews. In their
systematic review, Feig et al [46] also reported that continuous
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glucose monitoring system improved HbA1c values in patients
with type 1 diabetes. Furthermore, they showed lower rates of
large for gestational age, higher time in range, and fewer adverse
neonatal outcomes [46].

In their meta-analysis, Rys et al [47] investigated HbA1c values
in pregnant women with type 1 diabetes using continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion or multiple daily injections. They
reported lower HbA1c in the first trimester for continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion users (weighted mean difference:
−0.45%; 95% CI −0.62 to −0.27).

Research on gestational diabetes–specific mHealth apps is very
limited. Skar et al [48] reported gestational diabetes–specific
mHealth apps to be effective in increasing the confidence of
women with gestational diabetes in their self-management and
their motivation for behavior changes. In addition, Chen et al
[49] concluded that gestational diabetes specific mHealth apps
can provide time- and cost-efficient personalized interventions
to improve gestational diabetes management and clinical
outcomes. Yu et al [50] reported a clear superiority of
continuous glucose monitoring system compared to

self-monitoring blood glucose in detecting hypo- and
hyperglycemic episodes.

Conclusions
Technologies for diabetes seem to have a particularly positive
effect on glycemic control in all types of diabetes. In pregnant
women with type 1 diabetes, continuous glucose monitoring
system as well as closed-loop systems seem to improve glycemic
control. In women with gestational diabetes, the use of
continuous glucose monitoring system systems has been shown,
by this review, to improve glycemic control. mHealth apps can
also improve glycemic control as well as certain pregnancy and
birth related and neonatal outcomes in women with gestational
diabetes.

Furthermore, this review showed that there is a lack of research
on the clinical effectiveness of technologies for pregnant women
with type 2 diabetes. In addition, sample sizes were, in many
cases, rather small. Further research is needed to gain more firm
evidence on the clinical effectiveness of diabetes technologies
in pregnant women.
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Abstract

Background: The population is aging on a global scale, triggering vulnerability for chronic multimorbidity, balance disorders,
and falls. Falls with injuries are the main cause of accidental death in the elderly population, representing a relevant public health
problem. Balance disorder is a major risk factor for falling and represents one of the most frequent reasons for health care demand.
The use of information and communication technologies to support distance healthcare (eHealth) represents an opportunity to
improve the access and quality of health care services for the elderly. In recent years, several studies have addressed the potential
of eHealth devices to assess the balance and risk of falling of elderly people. Remote rehabilitation has also been explored.
However, the clinical applicability of these digital solutions for elderly people with balance disorders remains to be studied.

Objective: The aim of this review was to guide the clinical applicability of eHealth devices in providing the screening, assessment,
and treatment of elderly people with balance disorders, but without neurological disease.

Methods: A systematic review was performed in accordance with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analysis) statement. Data were obtained through searching the PubMed, Google Scholar, Embase, and SciELO
databases. Only randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or quasiexperimental studies (QESs) published between January 2015 and
December 2019 were included. The quality of the evidence to respond to the research question was assessed using Joanna Briggs
Institute (JBI) Critical Appraisal for RCTs and the JBI Critical Appraisal Checklist for QESs. RCTs were assessed using the
Cochrane risk of bias tool. We provide a narrative synthesis of the main outcomes from the included studies.

Results: Among 1030 unduplicated articles retrieved, 21 articles were included in this review. Twelve studies explored different
technology devices to obtain data about balance and risk of falling. Nine studies focused on different types of balance exercise
training. A wide range of clinical tests, functional scales, classifications of faller participants, sensor-based tasks, intervention
protocols, and follow-up times were used. Only one study described the clinical conditions of the participants. Instrumental tests
of the inner ear were neither used as the gold-standard test nor performed in pre and postrehabilitation assessments.

Conclusions: eHealth has potential for providing additional health care to elderly people with balance disorder and risk of
falling. In the included literature, the heterogeneity of populations under study, methodologies, eHealth devices, and time of
follow-up did not allow for clear comparison to guide proper clinical applicability. This suggests that more rigorous studies are
needed.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e22215)   doi:10.2196/22215
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Introduction

Background

Aging and Balance Disorders
The improvement of health conditions and the increase in life
expectancy have led to an aging global population, although
this is not always accompanied by an increase in healthy life
years [1-4].

Aging is associated with functional deterioration, including in
the peripheral sensory structures, thereby affecting vision,
hearing, and balance [5,6]. Additionally, elderly individuals are
more likely to suffer from multiple chronic conditions, which
often leads to frailty with risk of falls [1-4]. Falls in elderly
people represent a serious public health problem as the main
cause of accidental death in this population. The risk of falling
increases with age [1,7-9]. Each year, approximately one in
every three elderly people experiences a serious fall. Moreover,
falling can lead to deterioration of the quality of life, anxiety,
depression, restriction in daily activities, decreased mobility,
social isolation, increased consumption of medications, and
increased dependence on medical services and informal
caregivers [1,2].

Several causes of falls in the elderly population have been
identified, including age, environmental factors (eg, wet paths),
inappropriate clothing and shoes, incorrect behavior (eg,
climbing chairs), excessive alcohol consumption, inadequate
use of medications, deteriorating chronic illness, and balance
disorders [1,6,10].

Various clinical conditions are associated with balance disorders
in elderly people, including age-related decline in balance
function (prebyvestibulopathy); medications; and cardiovascular,
metabolic, musculoskeletal, neurologic, and otologic diseases
[5,6].

Although dizziness and vertigo are recognized as significant
factors increasing the risk of falling and are common symptoms
among the elderly, epidemiological studies have revealed large
variability in the prevalence of balance disorders in this
population [11-13]. It is estimated that at least 30% of
individuals above 60 years old suffer from vertigo and dizziness,
increasing to 50% for those above 85 years old [13]. According
to the 2008 National Health Interview Survey, 33 million US
adults had balance disorders, 26% of whom were elderly people
(above 65 years) [14]. Approximately 20% of elderly people in
the United States have a balance disorder event annually [15].
In fact, dizziness is a common complaint among the elderly
population and is a strong predictor of falling events with a
negative impact on quality of life [16]. Poor balance is
frequently associated with falling [17,18]. In particular,
asymmetrical vestibular function may often contribute to falls
and fractures in elderly people [19-21].

Balance disorders and consequent falls have progressively
represented a burden of disease, accompanied by high costs and
pressure on the social services and health care systems related
to medical care. This includes repeated consultations, excessive
use of diagnostic imaging, and emergency care [22-24]. For

example, the first national study in the context of dizziness and
vertigo in the Emergency Services of United States of America
for 2011 revealed that 25.7% of patient complaints of dizziness
and vertigo were associated with balance disorders. The cost
was estimated at about US $768 per episode, translating to an
annual national cost of US $757 million. In the same context,
cardiovascular diseases (linked to 16.5% of these episodes)
represented a cost of approximately US $1489 per episode for
an annual cost of US $941 million. By comparison,
cerebrovascular diseases only accounted for 3.1% of these
episodes, but with a cost per episode of approximately US $1059
or an annual cost of US $127 million. With the progressive
aging of the population, worsening of this situation is expected
in the future [25]. Indeed, vertigo is already contributing to the
increasing trend of health care costs, which is linked to the aging
of the population [23,24].

In this scenario of global aging, the use of digital solutions has
been encouraged. Moreover, the additional pressure of the
current COVID-19 pandemic has motivated the broader use of
eHealth technologies [26].

Digital Health Care and the Elderly
The aging trend represents a relevant challenge to both patients
and their families, and to the sustainability of health care systems
globally. This is linked to the goal of global health policies for
achieving a more active and healthy aging society with
autonomy and independence [27,28]. The provision of new
health care models, including eHealth services, has been
encouraged to tackle access inequities, optimize health
outcomes, and ensure autonomy and social support for elderly
people. The use of eHealth seems to decrease costs associated
with both institutionalization and unnecessary hospital visits
[27-29].

eHealth consists of the use of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) to support a health care communication
channel at a distance, allowing for more efficient delivery of
care services with optimized resource allocation. eHealth often
contributes to improving the quality of health care services,
including faster access to health information, promotion of the
globalization of health care, and better health outcomes [30].
The World Health Organization has also recommended eHealth
to promote universal health coverage, envisaging higher health
care services availability with fewer resources and larger patient
interaction. To date, eHealth has been used in the management
of many conditions from health literacy promotion to
teleconsultations [31]. The remote access systems can actively
monitor elderly people in a real-life environment, leveraging
the fact that there is an increasing interest and engagement of
the elderly with technology. Moreover, eHealth technologies
can enhance medical-patient interactions and mitigate many
care access inequities. However, digital training of elderly
people and caregivers is essential [4,32-34].

Assessment and Rehabilitation for the Elderly with
Balance Disorders
There are several clinical tests and functional scales, including
the Timed Up and Go Test (TUGT), Unipedal Standing Test,
and Berg Balance Scale, that allow for assessments of balance,
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gait, and risk of falling [5,35]. The use of sensors can improve
the data quality of these tests and scales [36,37]. Additionally,
functional tests of the inner ear, such as videonystagmography
or the Video Head Impulse Test, are essential to identify and
measure balance disorder cases, including an age-related decline
in balance function (prebyvestibulopathy) [6].

Personalized balance training is a relevant option for the
treatment of elderly people with balance disorders and risk of
falling [5]. This training consists of an exercise-based program
to address an individual’s specific balance disorder, with goals
of increasing postural stability, improving activities of daily
living, and decreasing symptoms. Balance training should be
focused on the functional deficiencies identified. Therefore, a
prior medical evaluation is necessary to identify the clinical
conditions related to poor balance as mentioned previously
[38-41]. Moreover, these clinical conditions can affect the
outcomes. For example, intervention success is more difficult
when the patient has a disorder of both inner ears or has limited
mobility due to an osteoarticular disease [38-41]. Exercises
delivered through video games can be a promising intervention
to achieve greater access and adherence among elderly people
[42,43].

Several reviews have addressed the potential of digital solutions
to improve the clinical observation and evaluation of balance
disorders, and to promote the remote balance rehabilitation of
elderly people [36,37,42-47]. However, most of these reviews
included studies using a younger population as a preliminary
assessment [42,44-47], and the majority did not describe the
clinical conditions of the participants that might interfere with
the outcomes, especially in the context of balance rehabilitation.
Additionally, the clinical applicability of these devices was not
assessed [36,37,42-47].

Therefore, there is a gap in this field in terms of evaluating the
overall applicability of digital solutions according to the clinical
conditions of elderly people with balance disorders and without
neurological disease.

Objectives
The aim of this review was to evaluate and guide the clinical
applicability of eHealth devices in the screening, assessment,
and treatment of elderly people with balance disorders but
without neurological disease.

Methods

Design
This systematic review was performed in accordance with the
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analysis) statement [48] with the following steps:
development of research questions, development of a search
strategy with eligibility criteria, data selection, and qualitative
analysis.

The protocol for this systematic review was registered in the
International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews
(PROSPERO; CRD42019120774) and the complete protocol
is available on the National Institute for Health Research
program website.

This review focused on answering the following specific
research questions, according to the PICO (Population, patient,
or problem; Intervention; Control, Comparison, or Comparator;
Outcome) strategy [49] (Textbox 1): (1) What are the main
contributions of eHealth to elderly people with balance disorders
with risk of falling? and (2) Is there any evidence that eHealth
improves the quality of health care services in this context? If
not, what are the reasons?

Textbox 1. Description of the PICO components.

• P (Population, Patient, Problem): Elderly people (over 60 years old) with balance disorders and risk of falling; studies with elderly people with
functional limitation by neurological disease were excluded

• I (Intervention): eHealth devices for remote health education, screening, assessment, monitoring, or rehabilitation of elderly people with balance
disorders with risk of falling

• C (Control, Comparison, Comparator): No intervention, paper booklet information, clinical evaluation, conservative balance training

• O (Outcome): Clinical applicability, increased fall prevention literacy, early identification and evaluation of balance deficits and risk of falling,
improved balance and gait performance, reduced rate of falling, increased rehabilitation adherence, increased independence in daily activities

Definition of Concepts and Keywords used in the
Search Strategy
In this study, we defined elderly people as those over 60 years
of age [50]. Knudson [51] defined balance as a “person’s ability
to control their body position relative to some base of support.”
According to Agrawal et al [6], vertigo and dizziness are defined
as “sensation of self-motion when no self-motion is occurring
or the sensation of distorted self-motion during an otherwise
normal head movement” and “sensation of disturbed or impaired
spatial orientation without a false or distorted sense of motion,”
respectively. Falls refer to “inadvertently landing on the ground,
floor or other lower level” [10]. Gait is defined as “the pattern
of movement of the body during locomotion” [52].

Telemedicine is defined according to the World Health
Organization Group Consultation on Health Telematics [53] as
“delivery of health care services using ICT for the exchange of
valid information for diagnosis, treatment and prevention of
disease and injuries, research and evaluation, and for the
continuing education of health care providers.” eHealth is
defined according to Eysenbach [54] as:

an emerging field in the intersection of medical
informatics, public health and business, referring to
health services and information delivered or enhanced
through the Internet and related technologies. In a
broader sense, the term characterizes not only a
technical development, but also a state-of-mind, a
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way of thinking, an attitude, and a commitment for
networked, global thinking, to improve health care
locally, regionally, and worldwide by using
information and communication technology.

Teleconsultation is defined as “synchronous or asynchronous
consultation using ICT to omit geographical and functional
distance” [55]. Finally, a sensor is defined as a “device that

responds to a physical input of interest with a recordable
functionally related output that is usually electrical or optical”
[56].

Search Strategy
Articles were retrieved through searching the PubMed, Google
Scholar, Embase, and SciELO databases. The search algorithm
included multiple group combinations, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Search strategy.

KeywordsConcept

(“elderly” OR “older” OR “aged”)Elderly people

(“Balance” OR “balance disorder” OR “balance problem” OR “vertigo” OR “dizziness) and/or (“falls” OR “fall
detection” OR “fall prevention”) and/or (“gait”)

Balance

(“Telemedicine” OR “eHealth” OR “teleconsultation” OR “technology” OR “sensor”)Telemedicine

Selection Criteria
The inclusion criteria were randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
or quasiexperimental studies (QESs) published in English
between January 2015 and December 2019, studies related to
use of eHealth in the context of balance and falls, and the sample
was restricted to an elderly population (60 years old and above).

The exclusion criteria were: (1) review articles, brief reports,
protocols, proof-of-concepts, pilot studies, conference papers,
and letters to the editor; (2) studies including elderly people
with a reported functional limitation due to a neurological
disease; and (3) articles without an age sample reference or with
participants aged below 60 years.

Screening Process and Data Extraction
First, both authors screened the papers independently, looking
at titles, abstracts, and methods, and agreed about their inclusion
or exclusion according to the eligibility criteria. Second, the
potentially relevant papers were retrieved for full-text evaluation
against the eligibility criteria. Any articles that were deemed to
be questionable in the first stage were included for further
evaluation in the second stage. The selection of papers was
performed by checking the extracted data and risk of bias.

Outcome Measures
The main outcomes included population characteristics, balance
disorder, identification of faller participants, eHealth platform
and services, health benefits, and fall prevention literacy.

Risk of Bias Assessment
The quality of the evidence to respond to the research questions
was independently assessed using the Joanna Briggs Institute

(JBI) Critical Appraisal for Experimental Studies and JBI
Critical Appraisal Checklist for Quasi-Experimental Studies
tools [57]. The two researchers discussed the results of the
quality appraisal, reaching a consensus in case of any
divergence. The included RCTs were assessed using the
Cochrane risk of bias tool [58] to evaluate the risk of internal
bias for a series of domains: selection bias, performance bias,
detection bias, attrition bias, and reporting bias. Disagreements
were solved by consensus between the two researchers.

Data Analysis
We provide a narrative synthesis of the main outcomes from
the included studies. First, the articles were categorized
according to the study design. Second, the articles were
categorized based on the focus of eHealth services
(screening/assessment and treatment/rehabilitation) for
comparison of clinical use and applicability according to digital
devices.

Results

Search Results
A total of 1030 unduplicated articles were identified, 984 of
which were excluded after title and abstract screening. Among
the 46 full-text publications assessed for eligibility, 25 articles
were excluded owing to functional limitations due to
neurological disease (n=4), age of participants (n=5), focus on
technological implementation (n=2) or model/algorithm (n=8),
and specific descriptions of elderly gait parameters (n=6).

Twenty-one articles [59-79] were ultimately included in the
review (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flow of selection for studies included and excluded in the review.

Study Design

RCT Design
Seven studies were RCTs [59-65], including one cross-over
trial without a washout term [64] and one multicenter study
[60].

Not all authors clearly described the randomization process [62]
and the allocation concealment [62,64] (Tables 2 and 3).

The inclusion criteria were mentioned in all articles. However,
the clinical conditions of the participants were only described
in one study [60]. The function of the inner ear was never
mentioned. Thus, the expected similarity between the control
and intervention groups was not clear. This is relevant because
various clinical conditions (eg, cardiovascular, metabolic, inner
ear disease, medication) can interfere with the outcomes of

balance rehabilitation [38-41]. Therefore, the lack of information
about clinical conditions of the participants, including the lack
of data about function of the inner ear, was considered as “other
bias” and was a common weakness of all included RCTs (Table
3 and Figure 2). This approach led to a worse classification of
the quality of these studies.

Additionally, the blinding of participants, personnel, and
outcome assessment were unclear in some of these studies.

In the control and intervention groups of all RCTs, a few
dropouts for medical and personal reasons were mentioned.
However, this was not considered to be sufficiently relevant to
have an impact on the results. Only two papers reported
intention-to-treat analysis [60,63].

All outcomes were measured in a reliable manner and were
considered to have been properly analyzed.
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Table 2. Methodological quality of randomized controlled trials based on the Joanna Briggs Institute Critical Appraisal Checklist.

Q13mQ12lQ11kQ10jQ9iQ8hQ7gQ 6fQ5eQ4dQ3cQ2bQ1aStudy

YYYYNYYUNpYUoYYnEggenberger et al
[59]

YYYYYYYUYYUYYGschwind et al [60]

YYYYNYYYUUUYYGschwind et al [61]

YYYYNYYUUUUUULim et al [62]

YYYYYYYYNNUYYOesch et al [63]

YYYYNYYUUUUUYOzaki et al [64]

YYYYNYYYYYUYYHong et al [65]

aQuestion 1: Was true randomization used for assignment of participants to treatment groups?
bQuestion 2: Was allocation to treatment groups concealed?
cQuestion 3: Were treatment groups similar at the baseline?
dQuestion 4: Were participants blind to treatment assignment?
eQuestion 5: Were those delivering treatment blind to treatment assignment?
fQuestion 6: Were outcomes assessors blind to treatment assignment?
gQuestion 7: Were treatment groups treated identically other than the intervention of interest?
hQuestion 8: Was follow-up complete and if not, were differences between groups in terms of their follow-up adequately described and analyzed?
iQuestion 9: Were participants analyzed in the groups to which they were randomized?
jQuestion 10: Were outcomes measured in the same way for treatment groups?
kQuestion 11: Were outcomes measured in a reliable way?
lQuestion 12: Was appropriate statistical analysis used?
mQuestion 13: Was the trial design appropriate, and any deviations from the standard randomized controlled trial design (individual randomization,
parallel groups) accounted for in the conduct and analysis of the trial?
nY: Yes.
oN: No.
pU: Unclear.

Table 3. Risk of bias for randomized controlled trials based on the modified Cochrane Collaboration tool.

Attrition bias:
incomplete out-
come data

Detection bias:
blinding (outcome
assessment)

Performance bias:
blinding (partici-
pants and personnel)

Reporting
bias: selective
reporting

Other
bias

Selection biasStudy

Allocation
concealment

Random sequence
generation

LULUcHbLLaEggenberger et al
[59]

LULLHLLGschwind et al [60]

LLULHLLGschwind et al [61]

LUULHUULim et al [62]

LLHLHLLOesch et al [63]

LUULHULOzaki et al [64]

LLLLHLLHong et al [65]

aL: low risk.
bH: high risk.
cU: unclear risk.
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Figure 2. Risk of bias in accordance with the authors' judgment (RevMan version 5.3.).

QES Design
Fourteen studies were QESs [66-79]; only one of these was a
multicenter study [73]. Twelve of these studies used the same
group of participants [66,68-77,79]. One study used two groups
with different participants [67] and another had a control group

and an intervention group [78]. However, the expected similarity
between the groups was not clear because there was no
description of the clinical conditions of the participants,
including function of the inner ear. Loss to follow-up was also
not mentioned for any of these studies (Table 4).
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Table 4. Methodological quality of quasiexperimental studies based on the Joanna Briggs Institute Critical Appraisal Checklist.

Q9iQ8hQ7gQ6fQ5eQ4dQ3cQ2bQ1aStudy

YYYYYNkYYYjZacaria et al [66]

YYYYYNYUlYHall et al [67]

YYYYYNYYYHowcroft et al [68]

YYYYYNYYYLee et al [69]

YYYYYNYYYPonti et al [70]

YYYYYNYYYSimilä et al [71]

YYYYYNYYYShahzad et al [72]

YYYYYNYYYBrodie et al [73]

YYYYYNYYYHowcroft et al [74]

YYYYYNYYYChigateri et al [75]

YYYYYNYYYQiu et al [76]

YYYYYNYYYHiesh et al [77]

YYYYYYYUYManeproom et al [78]

YYYYYNYYYNightingale et al [79]

aQuestion 1: Is it clear in the study what is the “cause” and what is the “effect” (ie, there is no confusion about which variable comes first)?
bQuestion 2: Were the participants included in any similar comparisons?
cQuestion 3: Were the participants included in any comparisons receiving similar treatment/care other than the exposure or intervention of interest?
dQuestion 4: Was there a control group?
eQuestion 5: Were there multiple measurements of the outcome, both pre and post the intervention/exposure?
fQuestion 6: Was follow-up completed and if not, were differences between groups in terms of their follow-up adequately described and analyzed?
gQuestion 7: Were the outcomes of participants included in any comparisons measured in the same way?
hQuestion 8: Were outcomes measured in a reliable way?
iQuestion 9: Was appropriate statistical analysis used?
jY: yes.
kN: no.
lU: unclear.

Multiple different measurements of the outcomes were used
(Table 4). However, the instrumental inner ear tests were not
used as the gold-standard test. This lack of comparison was
considered to be a weakness of all of the included QESs. The
most commonly applied tests were the TUGT and walking over

different distances. One study assessed 1-week daily-life
walking [73]. Only one study explored the activities of daily
living [75] (Table 5).

The outcomes were considered to have been measured in a
reliable manner and were properly analyzed.
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Table 5. Quasiexperimental studies focused on screening/assessment.

Comparison with fall history
or a gold-standard test

Completed sensor-based proceduresTechnology/sensor
used (location)

Participants, N
(male/female)

Population and set-
ting

Reference

Classification of faller/nonfall-
er based on total duration for
TUGT completion

TUGTb (sensor analysis of perfor-
mance of each phase)

WISa accelerometer
and gyrosensor (L2
vertebra)

38 (20/18)HospitalZacaria et al
[66]

Classification of faller/nonfall-
er based on retrospective fall
occurrence

7.62 m walk and 7.62 m walk with

cognitive load (STd and DTe gait)

Wearable pressure-
sensing insoles (pres-
sure sensors-plantar);
WIS, 4 triaxial ac-

100 (44/56)CDEPcHowcroft et al
[68]

celerometers (head,
pelvis, shanks)

Short-form BBSf (7 activi-
ties), TUGT

TUGTWIS (1 triaxial ac-
celerometer belt
around waist, pelvis,

65 (16/49)CDEPLee et al [69]

sacrum, L3-L5 verte-
brae)

Faller/nonfaller based on ret-
rospective fall occurrence,

FESg

ST TUGT, DT manual TUGT, DT
cognitive TUGT

WIS (1 triaxial ac-
celerometer, waist)

36 (11/25)CDEPPonti et al [70]

Background questionnaire,
interview, balance platform

BBS + TUGT + 4 m walk and fol-
low-up after 1 year

WIS (2 accelerome-
ters L3-L5 vertebrae,
right hip)

35 (0/35)Senior house/se-
nior physical exer-
cise group

Similä et al [71]

assessment with Kinect
recording

BBSTUGT, STS-5h, ASTiWIS (1 triaxial ac-
celerometer, L3-L5
vertebrae)

23 (7/16)CDEPShahzad et al
[72]

Fall history, comparison with
TUGT and 10 m walk test

1-week daily life walkingPendant sensor 3D ac-
celerometer and
barometer (sternum)

96 (39/57)CDEPBrodie et al
[73]

Classification of faller/ non-
faller based on prospective
fall occurrence

7.62 m walk under ST, 7.62 m walk
under DT (verbal-task cognitive
load)

Wearable pressure-
sensing insoles (pres-
sure sensor, plantar),
WIS 4 triaxial ac-

75 (31/44)CDEPHowcroft et al
[74]

celerometers (head,
pelvis, shanks)

Synchronized videos

with accelerometer (identifica-
tion of the beginning of

TUGT, STSj, activities of daily liv-
ing

WIS 1 triaxial ac-
celerometer (L5 verte-
bra)

23 (6/17)Frail elderly people
from independent-
living retirement
homes

Chigateri et al
[75]

TUGT and of walking
episode)

Classification of faller based
on self-reported history

Sensory integration test, limits of
stability forward reach, STS-5,
TUGT, motor function

WIS 5 sensors with 3-
axis-acceleration, 3-
axis angular velocity,
3-axis magnetism

196 (0/196)CDEP/social wel-
fare centers

Qiu et al [76]

each (low back, upper
legs, lower legs)

Comparison between force
plate and smartphone data

Balance tests standing on a force
plate and holding a smartphone
against the chest: eyes open/closed

Smartphone technolo-
gy, 1 accelerometer
(sternum)

30 (12/18)Healthy elderly
people

Hiesh et al [77]

DT, semitandem, tandem stance,
single-leg stance

TUGT10 m walkOptoGait system pho-
toelectric technology

51 (unknown)Local community
centers/health care
provider offices/se-
nior centers

Nightingale et
al [79]

aWIS: wearable inertial sensor.
bTUGT: Timed Up and Go Test.
cCDEP: community-dwelling elderly people.
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dST: single task.
eDT: dual task.
fBBS: Berg Balance Scale.
gFES: Fall Efficacy Scale.
hSTS-5: Five Times Sit-to-Stand test.
iAST: Alternative Step Test.
jSTS: Sit-to-Stand test.

Focus of eHealth Services
The 12 QESs were focused on screening and assessment. These
studies compared the use of sensors in participants with a history
of falling, or with clinical tests and functional scales

[66,68-77,79] (Table 5). No instrumental test of the inner ear
was performed as a gold-standard test. All RCTs [59-65] and
two QESs [67,78] were focused on balance treatment or
rehabilitation (Table 6). Again, no instrumental test of the inner
ear was used in pre and postrehabilitation assessments.
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Table 6. Studies focused on treatment/rehabilitation.

Outcome mea-
surements

Sensor-based proce-
dures

Tested sensor archi-
tecture

Tested technologyParticipants, N
(male/female)

Setting and
population

Study
type

Reference

Gait analysis:

STd/DTe 7.3 m

VR video game
dancing with simulta-
neous cognitive-

VR video game
dancing + pressure
sensitive platform,

VRc video game
dancing + Impact
Dance Platform

71 (25/46): dance
group n=24, memory
group n=22, control
group n=25

CDEPb and
retirement
homes

RCTaEggenberger
et al [59]

walking, Short
Physical Perfor-physical training;

treadmill walking
treadmill + training
software

treadmill walking +
computer screen +
training software

mance Battery,
fall frequency, 6-
minute walk test,

with simultaneous
verbal memory
training; treadmill
walking (control)

measure of fall
fear

Estimated risk of
falling; mobility,

16-week home-
based balance ex-

Kinect-based sys-
tem (3D depth sen-

iStoppFalls system:
computer + Google

153 (60/93): interven-
tion group n=78, con-
trol group n=75

CDEPRCTGschwind et
al [60]

self-care, usual
activities, pain,

ergames and muscle
strength exercises +

sor), Senior Mobil-
ity Monitor (3D

TV set top box +
Microsoft Kinect +

discomfort, anxi-education bookletaccelerometer,
barometer)

senior mobility
monitor + android
tablet

ety, depression,
health question-
naires, cognitive

(intervention) or edu-
cation booklet +
usual activities (con-
trol) performance,

walking task,

STS-5f, TUGTg,
technology use

Risk of falling,
health and disabil-

Unsupervised 16-
week home exercise

Pressure-sensitive
electronic mat,

Input device, com-
puter, USB modem,

124 (42/82): step-mat
training group n=39,

CDEPRCTGschwind et
al [61]

ity measure, STS-using exergames orKinect-based sys-TV, exergames, Mi-Microsoft-Kinect
5, TUGT, cogni-
tive performance

educational booklet
about evidence-
based health and fall

tem (3D depth sen-
sor)

crosoft Kinect or
electronic mat

group n=24, control
group n=61

prevention advice +
usual activities (con-
trol)

Dynamic Gait In-
dex, TUGT, gait
speed

Wii Fit balance test
+ games, followed

by SOTi and LOSj

Balance Board:
force platform

Nintendo Wii Fit
System: computer
interface + monitor
+ Wii balance board

16 (0/16): group A
n=8, group B n=8

CDEPQEShHall et al
[67]

test, CDPk (group+ games Ski Slalom/
Table Tilt A); SOT and LOS

test, CDP, followed
by Wii Fit balance
test + games (group
B)

Standing:1 leg
(eyes open), feet

2-week training with
real-time multi-

Biofeedback head-
band: 8 vibrotactile

Wearable balance
biofeedback (system

36 (11/25): interven-
tion group n=18, con-
trol group n=18.

CDEPRCTLim et al
[62]

together, firm
surface and foam,

modal biofeedback
of trunk sway or 2-

actuators, 2 bone-
conducting acous-

(vibrotactile, audito-
ry and visual
biofeedback) tandem stance

(ECl); self-paced

week training with-
out biofeedback
(control)

tic transducers, 3
light-emitting
diodes; and gyro-
scopes (lower
back)

8 m walking
(EC); 8 m walk-
ing with head
turning; 8 tandem
steps (EC)

Adherence, moti-
vation, enjoy-

10-day self-regulat-
ed training with ex-

Kinect-based sys-
tem (3D depth sen-
sor)

Windows Kinect
(exergame)

54 (29/25): interven-
tion group n=26, con-
trol group n=28

Geriatric reha-
bilitation cen-
ter

RCTOesch et al
[63]

ment, sensor-
based walking
test

ergames or 10-day
self-regulated con-
ventional training
with instruction
leaflets (control)
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Outcome mea-
surements

Sensor-based proce-
dures

Tested sensor archi-
tecture

Tested technologyParticipants, N
(male/female)

Setting and
population

Study
type

Reference

Gait speed, tan-
dem gait speed,
functional reach
test, TUGT

6-week based BEAR
training first group
or 6-week based
conventional bal-
ance training first
group (control)

Stand-and-ride
transport robot
with two inverted
wheel motors

BEARm system:
Stand-and-ride
transport robot +
wearable helmet and
suspending device +
software

27(7/20): intervention
group n=14, control
group n=13

Prefrail or
frail CDEP

RCTOzaki et al
[64]

Senior fitness

test, BBSn, fall-
related self-effica-

cy, FESo, Fear of
falling question-
naire

12-week telepres-
ence exercise ses-
sions or maintained
lifestyle (control)

Web Real-Time
Communication
(WebRTC) technol-
ogy

tablet, web app, sig-
naling server module
network address
translator traversal
module

23 (0/23): intervention
group n=10, control
group n=13

CDEPRCTHong et al
[65]

TUGT, BBS, fall
prevention ques-
tionnaire

robot-installed fall
prevention software
+ personal coaching
+ fall prevention
handbook or fall
prevention hand-
book only (control)

8-inch touchscreen
installed at robot
head

robot, robot-installed
fall prevention soft-
ware

64 (13/51): interven-
tion group n=32, con-
trol group n=32

Senior hous-
ing

QESManeproom
et al [78]

aRCT: randomized controlled trial.
bCDEP: community-dwelling elderly people.
cVR: virtual reality.
dST: single task.
eDT: dual task.
fSTS-5: Five Times Sit-to-Stand test.
gTUGT: Timed Up and Go Test
hQES: quasiexperimental study.
iSOT: Sensory Organization Test.
jLOS: Limits of Stability.
kCDP: computerized dynamic posturography.
lEC: eyes closed.
mBEAR: Balance Exercise Assist Robot.
nBBS: Berg Balance Scale
oFES: Fall Efficacy Scale.

Population Characteristics
The included studies had large differences in sample sizes,
ranging from 23 to 153 participants [59-65] among RCTs and
from 16 to 196 participants [66-79] among QESs. As shown in
Tables 5 and 6, many studies included a small sample size that
was described as a limitation.

The age range was 60-91 years for the RCTs and 60-92 years
for the QESs. Most of the studies included more women than
men. In four studies, only women participated [65,67,71,76].
The decision to only recruit women was explained in one study
as “to avoid the influence of gender differences on risk of
falling” [76]. Two studies excluded the few male participants
[67,71] and the remaining article did not describe the reason
for the exclusive participation of women [65]. One study did
not describe the age range or the gender distribution of the
participants [79].

The participants (≥60 years old) were recruited from the
community [60-62,64,65,67-70,72-74,76,77], gerontology
services [71,75,78], both [59,79], or at a hospital [66]. One

study included participants who were referred for geriatric
inpatient rehabilitation [63].

Most of the studies did not describe the characteristics of health
conditions of the sample [59,62,64-66,68-72,74-77,79]. Only
some authors provided quantitative data about the participants’
medication use [60,61,73,78] and their comorbidities
[60,61,63,67,73,78]. One study [60] highlighted the following
comorbidities of the participants: heart problems, high blood
pressure, osteoporosis, lower back pain, hip pain, knee and/or
leg pain, and foot pain. Two studies excluded participants with
self-reported balance disorders [62,63]. Two other studies
included frail or prefrail elderly adults [64,75].

Balance Disorder and Identification of Faller
Participants
The included studies used functional balance tests, with or
without sensors, to evaluate balance and risk of falling. An
objective identification via exploration and quantification of
the function of the inner ear by instrumental tests was not
employed in any of the considered studies, as mentioned above.
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Therefore, the presence of prebyvestibulopathy or other balance
disorders was not known.

Some authors highlighted the potential of sensor-based tests in
identifying early balance deficits [71] and in evaluating the risk
of falling [66,72,73,76,77]. Improved balance and gait with
technology-based training were mentioned in some studies
[59,62,64].

The identification of faller participants based on retrospective
[68,70,73,76] or prospective occurrence of falling [74] was
employed to compare the technology results. The benefits of
virtual training in reducing the risk of falling was also described
[60,61,65,78].

No study focusing on detection of falling fully complied with
the inclusion criteria of this review (RCTs or QESs, published
in English between January 2015 and December 2019, restricted
to the population 60 years or older).

eHealth Platform and Services
Different platforms were used for the provision of eHealth
services. The main platforms identified were computer-based
apps, either via the internet or mobile based platforms (Tables
5 and 6).

As mentioned above, 12 studies focused on screening or
assessment [66,68-77,79] using different types (wearable
inertial, wearable pressure, pendant, smartphone), quantities
(range 1-5), and locations (head, sternum, lumbar vertebra,
pelvis, hip, leg, shanks, foot) of sensors. Single or combined
sensor-based tasks were employed. Only two studies [73,75]
evaluated activities in a real-life environment (Table 5).

Nine studies explored balance rehabilitation [59-65,67,78] with
different exercises and duration of training. The follow-up time
was short (less than 6 months) in most of the studies, with the
longest follow-up of 1 year [59]. The development of eHealth
services was explored both inside and outside the laboratory
environment (Table 6).

One study used a robot to provide information about training
and fall prevention. However, the authors pointed out that the
screen and the volume speaker were not adequate for use by
elderly people [78].

The use of technical language and the presence of disabilities
such as visual and hearing impairment were highlighted as the
main barriers in using eHealth [78].

Health Benefits
Only one study did not report better adherence, enjoyment,
motivation, and balance performance with virtual training. This
was explained by the possible fragility of the sample included
in the study and by the short duration of the training intervention
[63].

The remaining papers emphasized the potential contribution of
digital solutions to improve balance performance and risk of
falling. The sensors used during balance tests improved the
evaluation of balance and gait [66,68,69,71,72,79] and improved
the identification of potential faller participants [70,73-77]. In
addition, the use of eHealth devices for balance rehabilitation
increased balance and gait performance [59,60,62,64,65,78],
and reduced the risk of falling [60,61]. However, no long-term
follow-up was reported. Virtual programs of falls prevention
seemed to increase knowledge on the subject [78] (Table 7).
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Table 7. Health benefits: conclusions from all studies.

ConclusionsStudy typeReference

Single wearable sensor during TUGTb: an improved tool in evaluating fall riskQESa, screeningZacaria et al [66]

Sensor-based gait assessment: potential of identification of gait changesQES, screeningHowcroft et al [68]

Advantages of wearable sensor as an outside laboratory toolQES, screeningLee et al [69]

Improved potential of identification of fallers with single sensor-based DTc

TUGT

QES, screeningPonti et al [70]

Sensor-based walk test: a screening tool to identify early signs of balance deficitsQES, screeningSimilä et al [71]

Importance of sensor-based TUGT, STS-5d, and ASTe on fall risk estimationQES, screeningShahzad et al [72]

Better sensor-based daily-life gait assessment to discriminate fallersQES, multicenter screeningBrodie et al [73]

Sensor: potential to discriminate differences between STf and DT gait and be-
tween prospective fallers and nonfallers

QES, screeningHowcroft et al [74]

Wearable accelerometer: useful for nonsedentary activity recognition and gait
detection in frail older adults outside lab facilities

QES, screeningChigateri et al [75]

Potential use of wearable inertial sensor-based systems for elderly fall risk as-
sessment

QES, screeningQiu et al [76]

Validity of smartphone for evaluation of postural stability and fall risk stratifica-
tion in older adults

QES, screeningHiesh et al [77]

Using Optogait system: TUGT as a tool for screening balance deficitsQES, screeningNightingale et al [79]

Virtual reality game dancing with simultaneous cognitive-physical training and
treadmill walking with simultaneous verbal memory training: potential to enhance
gait variables

RCTg, rehabilitationEggenberger et al [59]

iStoppFalls program reduced physiological fall risk and improved postural swayRCT, rehabilitationGschwind et al [60]

Step-mat-training and Microsoft-Kinect exergames reduced fall risks, Step-mat-
training improved specific cognitive functions; neither intervention improved
balance control

RCT, rehabilitationGschwind et al [61]

WiiFit feasible to safely use, Ski Slalom game similar effect as computerized
dynamic posturography

QES, rehabilitationHall et al [67]

Balance training with biofeedback: most beneficial for the most difficult tasks
but with few long-term benefits

RCT, rehabilitationLim et al [62]

Superior results of conventional training with respect to adherence, enjoyment,
and motivation; no difference of balance during walking between conventional
and training with exergames

RCT, rehabilitationOesch et al [63]

BEARh training more effective for improving dynamic balance and lower ex-
tremity muscle strength

Crossover trial without a
washout term, rehabilitation

Ozaki et al [64]

Telepresence exercise program: effective to improve balance and reduce fear of
fall; no significant difference of fall efficacy between intervention (telepresence
exercise sessions) and control group (maintained lifestyle)

RCT, rehabilitationHong et al [65]

Robotic fall prevention program increased fall prevention knowledge, promoted
exercises, and improved balance

QES, rehabilitationManeproom et al [78]

aQES: quasiexperimental study.
bTUGT: Timed Up and Go Test.
cDT: dual task.
dSTS-5: Five Times Sit-to-Stand test.
eAST: Alternative Step Test.
fST: single task.
gRCT: randomized controlled trial.
hBEAR: Balance Exercise Assist Robot.
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Fall Prevention Literacy
None of the studies explored the previous health literacy of the
participants. Only two papers described the educational level
of the participants [60,78].

One study compared use of a fall prevention software to a
conventional handbook to evaluate the improvement of
knowledge on fall prevention. Both the intervention and control
groups showed improvement in knowledge, without a significant
difference [78].

Discussion

Principal Findings
Population aging, and the associated vulnerability to the
development of multiple chronic pathologies and balance
disorders, have motivated research and the implementation of
new strategies for the provision of health care. eHealth devices
have been studied to help assess balance and gait performance,
risk of falling in and outside a laboratory setting, and to perform
in-home balance rehabilitation. In this review, we confirmed
the potential of eHealth to complement the health care of elderly
people. However, most of these studies were not designed to
provide clinical guidelines.

Despite growing interest about this subject in the last 20 years,
we decided to focus on studies published in the last 5 years
(RCTs and QESs), taking into consideration both continuous
advances in technological innovation and the opportunity to
apply new clinical applications in balance disorder and risk of
falling for the elderly population.

Unlike other reviews, our eligibility criteria ruled out many
initially retrieved articles, especially studies with participants
under 60 years old, those without reporting the age of
participants, or with participants having a functional limitation
due to neurologic disease. Therefore, only 21 articles fully
complied with the requirements of this review [59-79].

Except for one study [63], the others showed the potential of
eHealth to evaluate balance assessment and risk of falling of
elderly people and to promote balance training. The eHealth
devices allowed collecting additional information about the
balance, gait, and risk of falling of elderly people, and to monitor
their daily activities.

In particular, eHealth seems to provide an opportunity for
increasing medical-patient interactions and to reduce access
inequities [30]. In 1996, Viierre et al [80] had already mentioned
the potential of eHealth in this field: “remote medical diagnosis
and treatment facilities could make the few vestibular disorder
specialists much more available to patients.” However, as
observed in other reviews [36,37,42-47], the differences in
methodologies and of variables included in the studies did not
allow for a proper comparison to guide clinical applicability.

First, there was a broad range of sample sizes, which were
generally quite small (ranging from 16 to 196 participants). A
small sample of participants is considered a limitation for
extrapolating the results, especially for the exploration of risk
of falling.

Second, there were missing data about the clinical conditions
of the participants. Except for one study [60], several volunteers
were recruited from the community and were defined as
“healthy” elderly people only based on a self-reported
assessment. There were also participants recruited from geriatric
services without reference to their clinical conditions. Despite
the exclusion of participants with self-reported balance disorders
in two studies [62,63], we consider that the exclusion rules
should be more rigorous and based on objective data such as
instrumental inner ear tests. We have to take into consideration
that elderly people can have instability due to many conditions,
including the normative aging process, and therefore the
outcomes from a balance rehabilitation intervention could be
sensitive to these differences [38-41].

Third, different research methodologies were used for screening
and assessment. We observed a wide range of clinical tests,
functional scales, faller classifications, and sensor-based tasks
among the included studies. The lack of homogeneity of these
variables limited an appropriate comparison among the studies.
Moreover, functional inner ear tests were not used as the
gold-standard test. We consider this as a weakness common to
all studies.

Fourth, different types of sensors were used for screening and
assessment. Similar to the findings of other reviews
[36,37,44-47], the studies employed mainly accelerometers,
with variations in both number and body location.

Fifth, as observed previously [42,43], studies focusing on
treatment and rehabilitation used different devices, training
durations, and follow-up times. Some authors employed
supervised training. In one study, this was used a
telepresence-based exercise platform [65]. Others employed
in-home self-regulated exercises training [61], thereby avoiding
the need for participants to travel to the rehabilitation center.
None of the studies described pre and postintervention data
about the function of the inner ear. The studies did not verify
the long-term effect of training, especially with respect to fall
occurrence. Only two studies explored a sensor used in real-life
activities [73,75], which is relevant since it allowed for a better
evaluation of the remote interaction and monitoring of daily
activities.

Additionally, we observed a constraint related to the use of
devices that are not fully adequate to match the abilities of
elderly people [78]. We also highlight the importance of
providing a better definition of the eHealth user profile to
improve adherence.

Future studies in this field should consider the above topics as
a starting point, as well as for health policy implementations
on eHealth apps for elderly people with balance disorders.

The use of eHealth can play an important role as a
complementary method to provide health care services,
encouraging health promotion and patient participation, as well
as allowing for the remote management of balance disorders.
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Recommendations
Based on this review, we can provide the following
recommendations to improve studies and applications of eHealth
for preventing fall risk in the elderly population.

First, this review highlights the need for further research on the
use of eHealth devices in proper clinical settings. This represents
an opportunity to be explored, reaching out to elderly people
with balance and risk of falling.

Second, despite several efforts to explore balance among the
elderly, there is still a need for better characterization and
description of the health condition of the population under study.
In particular, we recommend future studies to include the results
of functional tests of the inner ear as a gold-standard test or for
comparison of the outcome before and after remote balance
rehabilitation. Most of the interventions were developed with
only functional balance tests. Future studies should also focus
on the real-life environment, allowing for additional information
of the daily activities among elderly participants.

Third, a longer follow-up time is important to evaluate the
long-term benefits of eHealth tools on the balance performance
and risk of falling of elderly people.

Finally, the eHealth devices should be user-friendly to improve
adherence among elderly people.

Limitations
This review was limited to articles written in the English
language and available on the PubMed, Google Scholar,
Embase, and SciELO databases for the last 5 years; therefore,
it is possible that relevant studies were missed.

Conclusions
The inclusion of eHealth services can play a critical role for the
better provision of health care to elderly people with a balance
disorder and risk of falling. The differences in populations,
methodologies, eHealth devices, and follow-up times of the
included studies did not allow for a clear comparison between
results, therefore limiting the possibility of obtaining valid
guidance for clinical applicability. More rigorous studies are
recommended.
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Abstract

Background: Contemporary personal health record (PHR) technologies offer a useful platform for individuals to maintain a
lifelong record of personally reported and clinically sourced data from various points of medical care.

Objective: This paper presents an integrative review and synthesis of the extant literature on PHRs. This review draws upon
multiple lenses of analysis and deliberates value perspectives of PHRs at the product, consumer, and industry levels.

Methods: Academic databases were searched using multiple keywords related to PHRs for the years 2001-2020. Three research
questions were formulated and used as selection criteria in our review of the extant literature relevant to our study.

Results: We offer a high-level functional utility model of PHR features and functions. We also conceptualize a consumer value
framework of PHRs, highlighting the applications of these technologies across various health care delivery activities. Finally,
we provide a summary of the benefits of PHRs for various health care constituents, including consumers, providers, payors, and
public health agencies.

Conclusions: PHR products offer a myriad of content-, connectivity-, and collaboration-based features and functions for their
users. Although consumers benefit from the tools provided by PHR technologies, their overall value extends across the constituents
of the health care delivery chain. Despite advances in technology, our literature review identifies a shortfall in the research
addressing consumer value enabled by PHR tools. In addition to scholars and researchers, our literature review and proposed
framework may be especially helpful for value analysis committees in the health care sector that are commissioned for the appraisal
of innovative health information technologies such as PHRs.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26877)   doi:10.2196/26877

KEYWORDS

electronic personal health records; PHR; functionality synopsis; value analysis; consumer health informatics

Introduction

Among the many technology applications available to
individuals today for managing their own health and wellness,
electronic personal health records (PHRs) offer a valuable means
to facilitate active participation of health care consumers,
including patients and their caregivers. By virtue of their
potential capabilities to help individuals track their health
conditions, provide access to patient medical record information
(PMRI), and offer communication tools to interact with health

care providers, PHRs have been regarded as a paradigm shift
toward consumer-centric and patient-oriented health and medical
services [1,2].

Although the consumer adoption of PHR systems has been
slower than originally expected [3,4], these technologies are
gaining traction in many countries worldwide [5-9]. Government
eHealth initiatives in many countries are currently focused on
the implementation of these technologies to foster greater patient
engagement with personal health information (PHI) management
and care coordination. An example of such an initiative is the
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Stage 3 Meaningful Use program under the US Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
initiative. This program calls for improving patient engagement
through functionality, such as patient access to medical records,
patient communication tools, and interoperability with hospital
electronic health records (EHRs) [10,11]. Across the border, in
Canada, several federally funded projects sponsored by the
Canada Health Infoway are also geared toward the deployment
of consumer-focused digital health technologies, including
patient health information records, patient-physician
communication tools, and remote patient monitoring [12]. Along
similar lines, the p-medicine and eHealthMonitor projects
funded by the European Union also aim to support personalized
medicine through technologies such as PHRs [7].

The overarching vision behind PHR technology offerings is to
enable patient empowerment, reduce health care costs, and
provide better continuity of care [3] through access to timely,
reliable, and comprehensible health information for patients
and streamlined communication between patients and health
care providers [13,14]. The objective of this paper is to offer a
review of the utility, value, and benefits of PHR systems through
a discussion of their features and functions and to deliberate
how PHR functionality can potentially translate into value for
the health care consumer and benefits for the health care system
as a whole. Our review comprises both an analysis and a
synthesis-oriented exposition on the current landscape of PHR
technologies. The Methods section outlines our review approach
and the ensuing structure of this study.

Methods

Overview
In characterizing the type of review offered in this paper, our
discussion aligns with an integrative review, in which literature

pertinent to a subject area is critically analyzed and synthesized
to theorize alternative perspectives of the subject [15]. Although
integrative literature reviews may serve multiple purposes, their
essence is to review existing literature to elicit new insights,
inquiries, or answers through the integration and synthesis of
existing literature [16]. Integrative reviews are commonly used
in health research [17-19], and such reviews have been purported
to enhance the development of health care theory, policy, and
practice [19]. Our integrative review was structured along the
following 5 recommended phases [19]: problem identification,
literature search, data evaluation, data analysis, and presentation
of the results. The procedures followed are summarized below.

Problem Identification
Specific to our study, the purpose of our review is to extensively
research pertinent PHR literature and provide an assessment of
the product utility, consumer value, and industry benefits of
these systems. Toward this, and in line with integrative reviews,
we developed a protocol for the search and selection of relevant
literature [15,16], deliberated the capabilities of PHR systems
using several lenses of analysis, and then classified and
synthesized a typology to formulate conceptual frameworks
that explicate the utility and value of PHR systems. Typologies
that offer a conceptual classification of constructs are
recommended as useful theory-building tools [20] and a valuable
form of synthesis in integrative reviews [15].

To guide our review process, we formulated 3 research questions
that we aimed to answer through our analysis and synthesis of
the extant literature. Table 1 below is the three-step approach
that we adapted for our review based on suggested guidelines
for the reviews of emerging HITs [21,22]. The Results section
of this paper discusses the findings and outcomes from our
review, as noted in Table 1.

Table 1. Research questions and guidelines followed for the review and synthesis.

Review and synthesis outcomesHITb assessment review guidelinesRQaReview perspec-
tive

1. Technology definition and litera-
ture search

RQ1. What features and functions are available in

contemporary PHRsc, and how has this functionality
evolved over time?

Product utility • Literature selection procedure
• PHR working definition
• Functional utility model of

PHR technologies

2. Conceptual analysis and framework
formulation

RQ2. What is the potential value of various PHR
functionalities to health care consumers?

Consumer value • Functional utility model of
PHR technologies

• PHR consumer value frame-
work

3. Reflective synthesis and summaryRQ3. How can the mainstream deployment and use
of PHR systems translate into benefits for the health
care system as a whole?

Industry benefits • Value propositions and bene-
fits of PHR systems

aRQ: research question.
bHIT: health information technology.
cPHR: personal health record.

Search Strategy
Our academic article search was conducted using digital library
databases, including PubMed, Web of Science, ScienceDirect,

and Scopus. In addition, to ensure the breadth and validity of
our search results, we explored the publications cited in previous
scoping and systematic reviews of PHRs [23-25] and included
any relevant articles that had been overlooked in our own search.
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Our search techniques used various terms and keywords related
to PHRs, including acronyms as well as expanded terms, such
as PHR, personal health record, EPHR (electronic personal
health record), patient portal, personal medical record,
personally controlled health record, PCHR, personal health
information, and PHI.

Data Evaluation
Both authors independently screened titles, keywords, and
abstracts to determine whether publications should be included
in the review. Our review included studies that explicitly
discussed features, functions, utility, value, and benefits of
electronic PHRs, whereas it excluded publications focusing on
paper-based PHRs or studies solely focusing on psychosocial
aspects of end users’ PHR adoption or technical system design
practices for PHRs. Following the first round of screening, we
refined our search criteria and examined articles pertaining to
consumer health informatics as a general field of study. Our
initial review indicated that some publications pertaining to
consumer health informatics directly discuss the benefits of
PHR technologies [13,26-30]. In the second round of screening,
each author assessed mutually exclusive but collectively
exhaustive subsets of all publications identified as potentially
relevant, and we ensured that the articles were indeed pertinent
to our review.

Data Analysis and Synthesis
Following the selection of relevant literature, our review process
began with an iterative concept-centric analysis of the attributes
and benefits of PHR systems. We analyzed the literature at the
product level by identifying various features and functions of
PHR systems described in the extant literature, at the consumer
level by deliberating the value of various PHR system
functionalities, and at the industry level by identifying the
benefits provided by PHR technologies to various health care
industry constituents. A codebook was created to facilitate the
analysis and extraction of data into systematic categories. The
authors collaborated on the conceptual synthesis of the 3
classification systems for functional utility, consumer value,
and industry benefits. These conceptual classifications were
refined iteratively through simplification, abstraction, and
focusing procedures, constituting the constant comparison
method commonly recommended for integrative reviews [19].

Presentation and Paper Structure
In the final phase of the integrative review, the results from our
analysis and synthesis were summarized and depicted using
visual models and concept matrices. These are presented and
discussed in the Results section of this paper.

We first provide a working definition of PHRs that was used
as a touchstone to guide our literature search and subsequent
discussion. Drawing upon that definition, we retrieved relevant
peer-reviewed publications and industry reports that discussed
the functionality, utility, value, and benefits of PHR
technologies.

The outcome of our review of PHRs from a product utility
perspective comprised an evaluation of various features and
functions of PHR systems. The output from this evaluation is

conceptualized as a high-level functional model of PHRs that
summarizes the myriad of features and functions available in
contemporary PHR systems.

Next, we discuss the capabilities of PHR systems from a
consumer value orientation by juxtaposing the functionality of
PHR systems alongside health care delivery activities ranging
from prevention to the diagnosis and ongoing management of
illnesses.

Finally, the Results section provides an industry-level viewpoint
that summarizes various value propositions and benefits related
to the use of PHR technologies at the micro, meso, and macro
levels. The synthesis offers a discussion of how the effective
deployment and use of PHR technologies can potentially
translate into benefits for different constituents in the health
care delivery chain, including consumers, providers, payors,
and public health agencies.

Results

Defining Characteristics of PHRs
As a working definition, this paper adopts one of the earliest
and most commonly cited characterization of a PHR as “an
electronic application through which individuals can access,
manage and share their health information and that of others
for whom they are authorized, in a private, secure and
confidential environment” [31]. In addition, PHR are sometimes
referred to as personally controlled health records (PCHRs)
comprising information and communication technologies that
can potentially help all types of end users in maintaining health
and wellness and specifically facilitate patients in managing
their ongoing illnesses [32].

To further delineate the representative attributes of PHRs, we
also differentiate between 3 similar yet distinct technologies
related to patient records: electronic medical records (EMRs),
EHRs, and PHRs. Depending on the health care setting, although
these 3 technologies may be used as components in an integrated
health information system (HIS), each of them can be
differentiated from the other based on its custodianship and
level of patient centricity. EMRs are often considered as digital
versions of paper charts in a clinician’s office [33]. These patient
medical records in this instance are provider-centric [33,34] and
are rarely accessible to other health care providers or to the
patients themselves. In contrast, EHR systems offer a broader
view of a patient’s care by facilitating integration with HIS
beyond the organization that originally collected and compiled
the patient information [33]. These systems can aggregate patient
data from multiple health care facilities to create a unified
patient record that can be accessed by health care providers
[35,36]. Finally, PHRs function under the custodianship of
patients or their caregivers, and these systems comprise full or
partial health information about patients over their lifetime
[35,37]. Hence, PHRs specifically pertain to digitally stored
health care information about an individual patient under the
control of that patient or their caregiver [7,38], whereas EMRs
and EHRs are typically maintained by health care providers or
payor organizations [39].
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Drawing upon these characteristics of PHR systems, this study
adopts a consumer-oriented perspective and uses the term PHR
to refer to both the underlying patient record and its data
elements as well as the software that provides functionality to
maintain that record. As such, we do not differentiate between
the data (PHR) and PHR-S (software components of PHR), as
sometimes done in the industry standard documentation such
as HL7 (Health Level Seven) [40,41]. Furthermore, although
we note that there may be differences among PHR systems in
terms of front-end technology features, back-end information
sources, patients’scope of access, and storage locations of online
records, we consider electronic access (desktop, web, or mobile)
and patient control over health records to be the defining
characteristics of PHR systems.

To help understand the functional scope of the current PHR
systems, researchers have classified these technologies into 3
main categories: standalone, tethered, and interconnected
[32,37]. The main attributes that differentiate these categories
are data control, record portability, and system interoperability.
The key differences among these categories are outlined below.

Standalone PHRs require users to manually enter data to
populate their own health information and medical history.
Hence, the content of these applications is under direct physical
control and ownership of the consumer. These PHR systems
require a considerable long-term commitment from end users
who need to be motivated to maintain their PHI in an accurate
and complete fashion [37,42]. Although these technologies may
be portable in allowing users to access their PHI anytime and
anywhere, they lack interoperability because data must be
manually imported or exported from other HIS.

Tethered PHR systems are typically offered as extensions of a
health care institution’s own back-end EHR or EMR system,
providing users access to parts of their own EHRs. These
systems are also referred to as patient portals. In addition to
providing access to patient data, these systems may also include
additional functionality, such as communication tools for email,
messaging, appointment scheduling, and prescription renewals
[37]. Access to these PHRs is typically provided through a web
portal interface [32,43]. The data in tethered PHR systems are
under the control of the health care provider, hence limiting the
portability of patient records, and these technologies may not
be fully interoperable with other HIS.

Interconnected PHRs are often described as the ideal or
preferred type of PHR in terms of data control, record

portability, and system interoperability [7,37,44,45]. These
systems can usually be populated with patient information from
a variety of sources, including physician EMRs, hospital EHRs,
insurance carriers, health plan sponsors, labs, and pharmacies
[29,37]. In addition, users can enter their own information in
the selected areas of the PHR. These PHR systems offer
consumers adequate control over parts of their health records
and also alleviate the need for manual data entry. In addition,
because of the established electronic linkages among some HIS,
records can usually be easily transferred from one provider to
another. Despite the limited offerings in this space, the
functionality of these integrated systems is expected to translate
into a wider range of convenience benefits and improved health
outcomes for consumers as well as operational efficiencies for
providers.

Product Utility of PHR Systems
On the basis of the discussion above on different types of PHR
systems, one may be led to believe that tethered or
interconnected PHRs offer considerably advanced functionality
in comparison with standalone PHR systems. Although this is
certainly true in the context of system capabilities that require
back-end integration with provider EMR or EHR systems, there
may be a range of other PHR features and functions that do not
depend on such integration, and these can be offered through
stand-alone PHRs just as well. For example, certain stand-alone
PHR products provide a deeper functionality related to health
resource libraries, patient-centered health monitoring, and
linkages with web-based support groups—features that do not
necessarily need high levels of system interoperability with
other HIS.

In this section, we draw upon the extant academic literature as
well as the current industry PHR software offerings to provide
an overview of various functionalities that may be available in
contemporary PHR systems. To aid our discussion, we organize
the different PHR capabilities into different categories based
on the consumers’ modalities of use and functional
characteristics of system features and functions. Figure 1 depicts
the conceptualization of a high-level functional utility model
of PHR systems. The elements of the model are briefly described
below. It should be noted that our model does not aim to provide
a system specification or technical architecture of PHR systems.
These have been described elsewhere in the extant literature
[30,45,46]. Our model simply aims to provide a scaffold to aid
a high-level understanding of PHR systems at the consumer
level.
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Figure 1. A high-level functional utility model of personal health record systems.

In terms of modalities of use, our model differentiates between
the individual and interactive modes of using PHR functions.
Although individual modes of use entail highly personalized
user-initiated tasks, interactive modes usually comprise
bidirectional exchanges between the consumer and other care
delivery constituents, including physicians, providers, or payors.
Most of the individual tasks are performed in an asynchronous
style with frequent individual interventions, whereas interactive
exchanges usually occur in a dynamic and synchronous fashion.

Our model also characterizes PHR functions as being primarily
content-, connectivity-, or collaboration-oriented. Content-rich
features refer to PHR technologies that are primarily used for
information management. Information can be pushed
automatically or retrieved on an as-needed basis or it can be
maintained within the PHR by users on their own. In
connectivity-based applications, information is exchanged, and
transactions are conducted in a 2-way flow between applications,
devices, organizations, or people. Finally, collaboration-based
mechanisms subsume other functional modes and offer tools
for interpersonal exchanges and decision support, thereby
enabling consumers to proactively manage their health and
wellness. On the basis of these criteria for classification, we
categorized various PHR features and functions into 6 groups:
PHI resources, patient and provider records, health monitoring
tools, contact and communication features, shared access and
social networks, and decision support functions.

PHI Resources
At their core, most PHR systems comprise a repository of PHI
that allows consumers to maintain their own profiles and medical

history data. Various tools such as digital diaries to manage the
lists of drugs and track personal data such as weight, glucose,
and cholesterol levels allow consumers to exercise control over
their medical information [47-49]. Additional functionality with
links to web-based health information can help consumers create
a library of health information resources pertinent to them
[50,51].

Patient and Provider Records
For PHRs with electronic links to other HIS from providers,
pertinent PMRI can be seamlessly added to the PHR system.
Data from patient diagnosis, treatments, and medications can
be added from physicians’ EMRs or providers’ EHR systems
[50,52-57]. Patient health summary standards such as the CCR
(continuity of care record) can provide guidelines for PHR
pertinent data that would provide a holistic view of patient care
and consequently improve the portability of patient health
information [42,55,58].

Health Monitoring Tools
Beyond self-managed health information, many PHR
technologies also facilitate connectivity with a range of medical
and lifestyle tracking devices. Data from these devices can be
uploaded to PHRs to enable consumers to keep track of their
health and wellness [55,56,59-62]. In addition, these behavior
management tools can help consumers track their health
indicators via a dashboard style interface and also set up various
notifications and alerts for any anomalies or items that require
their attention [63-65].
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Contact and Communication Features
The tools in this category are considered extremely useful by
consumers for interconnected PHRs linked to provider EMR
and EHR systems [7,45,52,59,60,64]. Although features such
as patient-physician and patient-provider secure messaging and
appointment scheduling provide convenience to users, other
tools for prescription refills and insurance claims processing
can help streamline process workflows for all constituents in
health care delivery [66-68]. Advanced PHR offerings also
provide telehealth features for patients to provide the results of
basic health assessments from home and to transfer data from
connected medical devices [37,64,69].

Shared Access and Social Networks
Most PHR systems provide a core set of collaboration tools to
help consumers share their health information with other
authorized people, including caregivers and designated family
members. They do so by delegating access rights and
permissions to the specific parts of their PHR [37,64,69]. More
recently, social networking tools have been integrated with
some PHRs to provide patients with more access to information
from practitioners as well as from other patients with similar
medical conditions [29,70]. The range of possibilities for social
networking features in PHR offerings span a wide spectrum
from basic moderated health discussion forums for questions
and answers [59] to sophisticated sites that crowdsource patient
data from connected devices to foster an active dialog among
patients or to contribute to further research about illnesses [71].

Decision Support Functions
In interconnected PHR systems, collaborative interactions
between patients and clinicians can be enabled through decision
support features that include illness surveillance, virtual
consultations, and computerized tailored interventions [29,72].
In addition, rule-based engines can also provide input to the
decision-making processes through tools such as patient health
risk profiles and drug-interaction checking [7,73-75]. By using
patient data from other parts of the PHR and leveraging
practitioner expertise, such tools can help in evaluating the
harms and benefits of specific treatment options [37,63,76],
issue health warnings through personalized clinical decision
support (CDS) notifications [29,77], and recommend alternative
treatments [37,73,78]. Recent studies have also shown that

personalization-focused PHR functions such as tailored
interventions with highly individualized communication,
therapy, or medications can be extremely effective in inducing
behavioral changes and improving patient health [79,80].

Consumer Value of PHR Systems
Drawing upon the review of the features and functions of PHR
systems at the product level, this section discusses a
consumer-centric viewpoint of the potential value that might
be realized through the effective use of these technologies. To
facilitate this viewpoint, we appropriate the conceptual
framework of the care delivery value chain (CDVC) [81-83],
which offers a systematic approach to delineate and analyze
health care services and activities that jointly determine the
overall success of health outcomes for consumers [81].
According to the CDVC framework, the value for the health
care consumer is determined by the results and outcomes rather
than the inputs and volume of the range of health care services
provided [84]. Using a similar reasoning, we maintain that in
the case of PHRs, the consumer value is determined not by the
functions and features of technologies per se but also by their
potential to address the needs, expectations, and preferences of
consumers during the various health care delivery activities.
The CDVC classifies these activities into 6 main areas:
prevention, diagnosis, preparation, interventions, recovery, and
ongoing management of illnesses [82,83].

Figure 2 presents a visual depiction of our conceptualization of
the PHR consumer value framework that juxtaposes various
PHR features and functions (described in the Decision Support
Functions section) alongside the CDVC-defined 6 core activities
in the health care delivery value chain. The relationships
between PHR functionality and health care activities are
depicted as lightly or darkly shaded intersections. The latter
represents a high (direct) alignment or mapping between specific
PHR functionality and health care delivery activity, as evidenced
by strong support in the extant literature. To determine the
strength of mapping between PHR functional categories and
CDVC activities, we identified different use cases for PHR
features and functions from the extant literature. These use cases
are listed in Multimedia Appendix 1, which serves as a
foundation for the summary depicted in Figure 2. A brief
overview of the applications of PHR functionalities in different
health care delivery activities is provided below.
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Figure 2. Personal health record consumer value: a mapping of personal health record functionality to the health care delivery value chain. PHR:
personal health record.

Monitoring and Preventing
These activities are primarily concerned with tracking an
individual’s current conditions and assessing health risks to
proactively prevent or reduce the seriousness of illness or injury
[81]. Comprehensive patient profile and medical history
information sourced from personally reported data as well as
patient clinical records can directly help in the early detection
of illnesses or reducing the need for medical treatments [7,48].
Furthermore, the integrated use of health devices and
self-management dashboards can help track lifestyle-or
illness-related risk factors such as diet patterns, blood pressure,
and glucose levels, which can help support preventive health
care activities [48,55,59,85,86]. Social networks can also help
support the proactive posture of patients by helping source
relevant information about health conditions and treatments
from practitioners and other patients [29,71]. Decision support
tools offer an additional functionality to help with the proactive
detection and resolution of potentially threatening health
conditions through CDS advisories and virtual counseling from
experts about potential future health risks [55,74,75,81].

Diagnosing
Diagnosing activities in the care cycle comprise a range of
processes, such as laboratory testing, medical history evaluation,
consultations with specialists, and the formulation of treatment
plans. As depicted in Figure 2, there is a strong support in the
extant literature that multiple PHR functionality groups have
direct or indirect applications in diagnosis-related care activities.
The ready availability of PMRI in interconnected PHR systems
can help facilitate these activities [47,52,53,70]. These activities
can also be enabled through decision support tools, such as
virtual physician consultations and computerized tailored
interventions [29,55,70,75]. Finally, in terms of supporting

functionalities, personally tracked and self-reported personal
information and family medical history shared through the PHR
can also help in improving the overall quality of diagnostic
processes [47,55,70,75,87].

Preparing
These activities refer to all setup procedures and processes that
need to be completed before medical intervention. In the original
CDVC framework, the authors note that this set of activities is
often overlooked in the health care system [81,82]. Perhaps this
is why our review also yielded very little direct evidence of
PHR applications in this area. Nonetheless, we believe that PHR
functionality related to health monitoring tools and decision
support functions can help in supporting such preparatory
activities. The former can help with the tracking of important
health data from lifestyle health data dashboards and connected
medical devices [61,62,65], whereas the latter can facilitate
reviews of health profiles, interactions with specialists, and
verification of potential drug interactions [29,73].

Intervening
Intervention processes and procedures are targeted at reversing
or mitigating a health condition [81], and they typically include
the initiation of therapy, treatment, or medication and the
management of potential infections or associated illnesses. PHRs
can play an important role in improving the quality of medical
interventions by providing up-to-date medical history and PMRI
across various points of care and by facilitating continuity of
care [42,54,66,68]. In addition, contact and communication
features in PHR systems can help patients receive regular and
situational counseling on treatment and prognosis and can help
attending physicians ensure treatment compliance [81,83].
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Recovering and Rehabbing
These services are an essential component of care for all medical
conditions [81], and the procedures are important for ensuring
effective recovery and positive health outcomes for patients in
the long term. PHR systems can help in achieving these health
outcomes through an improved health monitoring of risk factors
and lifestyle data [55-57,61,65,86,88,89] and by seamlessly
connecting patients to providers for referrals, follow-ups, and
prescription refills [63]. These features are also complemented
well by decision support functions that can facilitate the
development of tailored interventions and help in tracking and
resolving treatment side effects [62,73,75,90].

Monitoring and Managing
Activities that constitute the final part of the care delivery chain
aim to manage patient conditions and monitor therapy
compliance on an ongoing basis [83]. As shown in Figure 2,
PHI resources, health monitoring tools, and contact and
communication features can potentially play a significant role
in enabling these monitoring and managing activities
[56,57,85,89,91,92]. Multiple studies pertaining to chronically
ill patients using PHR technologies have demonstrated the
usefulness of features such as personal logs and links to
educational resources as well as tools such as web-based
appointment scheduling, meeting reminders, and email
communication with health care professionals [85,91,93].
Together, these tools can play a vital role in minimizing
long-term health risks related to chronic illnesses
[56,57,82,89,92].

Overall, the effective deployment and adoption of PHRs can
potentially enable improved integration across health care
activities that constitute the full cycle of care for a consumer.
Such integration across the entire chain has been posited as the
major driver of health care consumer value [83].

Our analytical framework highlights the similarities and
complementarities among various PHR functions and features
by conceptualizing the direct and supporting applications of
PHRs in different health care activities. Furthermore, a
circumspect inspection of the framework shows that the
consumer value from contemporary PHRs primarily relates to
care activities with a proactive health management orientation.
Monitoring activities at the beginning and end of the care
delivery chain has a high number of associated PHR
applications, followed by activities related to diagnosis and

recovery. From the viewpoint of various PHR functional
categories, contact and communication features appear to have
the most recurrent use cases, followed by personally and
clinically sourced health record information as well as health
monitoring tools. Our analysis supports previous research that
indicates that PHR users consider connectivity features that
facilitate health care processes to be the most useful tools
[48,94].

Industry Benefits of PHR Systems
Having discussed the functionality of PHR systems and their
applications in various health care activities, this section of the
paper offers a summary of the benefits of PHR systems for the
health care industry. In deliberating these benefits, we
underscore our assertion that the value-producing potential of
PHRs is not only dependent on the adoption of these
technologies by consumers but also on the active participation
for the provision and use of these technologies by multiple
health care delivery constituents, such as hospitals, labs,
pharmacies, insurance companies, and government agencies.
Consequently, the effective deployment and adoption of PHRs
can result in a variety of benefits for these constituents [95].

The lens of analysis used to outline the industry benefits of
PHRs is based on an extension of the health care value chain
described in the Monitoring and Managing section. However,
rather than focusing on care delivery activities, we adopt a
channel partner perspective and highlight the benefits of PHR
technologies to various entities that comprise the health care
system. Using standard health care industry nomenclature
[96,97], we refer to providers as any clinicians, allied health
professionals, or organizations that render direct health care
services to consumers; payors as entities that finance the cost
of health services (eg, insurance carriers or health plan
sponsors); and public health agencies as government institutions
concerned with research and policy issues for the social
well-being of communities as a whole [97].

Table 2 offers a review summary of the industry benefits of
PHRs by outlining the core value propositions and the principal
benefits of these technologies to different constituents. Value
propositions pertain to micro-level benefits for consumers,
meso-level benefits for providers and payors, and macro-level
benefits in the realm of public health. These are briefly discussed
herewith.
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Table 2. Value propositions and benefits of personal health record systems to health care delivery constituents.

Health care delivery constituentsLiterature supportValue propositions and benefits

Public
health
agencies

PayorsProvidersConsumers

Consumer empowerment and patient engagement

✓✓✓a[14,50,57,68,76]Promote consumer health education

✓✓[5,42,44,66,98]Enable patients to become informed health care con-
sumers

✓✓[29,42,57,66,74,75,99,100]Enhance understanding of medical conditions

✓✓[29,42,57,66,74,75,99,100]Simplify and clarify patient instructions

✓[3,56,101,102]Provide a greater control over health outcomes

✓[21,56,68,86,89,103,104]Offer convenient self-health management

✓[13,102]Facilitate self-efficacy via cues for patient action

Health care communication

✓✓[14,42,105]Improve patient-physician or provider communication

✓✓[68,85,90,103]Timely information sharing for clinical decisions

✓✓✓✓[44,55,68,89,106,107]End-to-end care delivery involving multiple constituents

Process efficiencies and cost effectiveness

✓✓✓[44,57,63,68,89,108,109]Increased portability of patient records

✓✓✓[32,110]Reduced cost of chronic disease management

✓✓✓✓[42,59,75,76,111,112]Greater medical information validity and accuracy

✓✓✓[14,32,57,85]Save patient, physician, and provider time

✓✓✓[42,59,113]Reduced cost of duplication of tests and procedures

Enhanced quality of care

✓✓✓[90,103,114]Increased patient safety considerations

✓✓[115,116]Improved handling of emergency situations

✓✓✓[32,104,109]Extended durability of patient data

✓✓✓[76,115,117,118]Early identification of patient risks and health suscepti-
bilities

Public health outcomes

✓✓✓[3,55,59,63]Reduced burden on health care system and resources

✓✓✓[3,59,63,95]Enhanced care for underserved communities and popu-
lations

✓✓✓[119,120]Facilitate care in public health emergencies

✓[71,90,121,122]Support public health research

✓[71,90,121,122]New avenues for epidemiology surveillance and
screenings

aMapping of value propositions and benefits of personal health records to various health care delivery constituents.

Consumers
From the perspective of consumers, PHR users are not only
likely to be better informed about their health conditions
[5,63,123], but they also actively participate and increasingly
contribute toward their own health management activities
[57,102]. PHRs have the potential to provide patients with a
better understanding of health information and clearer health
care instructions [74,100]. PHRs can also assist users in

monitoring daily self-care activities and enable patients to
collaborate and share their experiences with their providers and
caregivers. As an integrated patient-centered technology, PHRs
also offer the means for increased patient engagement through
improved provider-patient and physician-patient communication
[14,54,66,68,74], thus leading to greater personalization of care
[3].
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Providers
From the perspective of providers, a primary benefit of PHR
systems is that these technologies address a significant gap in
the current health information exchange mechanisms. In the
absence of stable and formal technology standards that allow
the transfer of patient records from one provider to another,
PHRs can offer an alternative means to achieve this purpose
[44,63,107]. Patients can access their health records as, when,
and where needed. PHR systems can also help reduce health
care costs and inefficiencies, especially those associated with
inaccurate information and effort duplication [42,57,59,113].
Patients can directly verify health data, and a complete access
to patient history from across providers can assist in avoiding
unnecessary laboratory tests and medical procedures.

Payors
Providers and payors can also benefit from the patient adoption
of PHRs because the use of these systems is likely to improve
patient safety through an early identification of health risks
[76,90,103,114], reduce the cost of chronic disease management
[32,110], and enable health care institutions to better handle
emergency situations [115,116]. Access to unified PMRI across
health care providers can help alleviate medical treatment
disruptions for patients with chronic conditions [124], and
features such as remote monitoring and eHealth consultations
can enable earlier and efficient hospital discharge and long-term
patient monitoring processes [64,69].

Public Health Agencies
From the viewpoint of public health agencies at a macro level,
the mainstream adoption of PHRs can lead to a variety of
benefits for population health [95]. These technologies can help
in reducing health care disparities across demographic,
economic, and regional divides, and these technologies offer a
means of access to high-quality health care for all [124]. By
helping overcome structural barriers to quality health care, PHR
technologies can potentially improve the health status of
underserved communities and populations [69,124]. From a
cost perspective, proactive care delivery made possible through
these technologies can help in reducing the burden on public
health institutions and resources [3,59,63,76].

Finally, from a population health research standpoint, consumer
consent to sharing health care information and the subsequent
widescale accumulation of PHR data have the potential to act
as a valuable source of public health information for promoting
healthy lifestyles and for detecting and preventing infectious
diseases [119]. Through appropriate privacy and consent
mechanisms, patient data available through an integrated health
care network can be used to facilitate public health research on
individuals and their communities as well as help with regional
and global illness surveillance and screenings [55,90,121].

Overall, PHR systems can play a transformative role in
facilitating complex information management processes across
various health care delivery constituents. The mainstream
deployment and adoption of these technologies has the potential
to improve clinical and population health outcomes by
streamlining medical and operational processes across the health
care system.

Discussion

Although several previous studies on PHR technologies have
alluded to a distinction among the functionality, utility, and
value of these technologies [5,47,125], our review of the
literature did not reveal any formal treatise of this subject at a
theoretical or an empirical level. Our study aims to address this
gap through a review and synthesis of the literature.

This paper presents a review of the extant literature on PHR
systems, with the objective of providing an overall assessment
of the functionality, utility, value, and benefits of contemporary
PHRs. Toward this end, we offer a conceptual high-level
functional utility model of PHRs outlining their features and
functions categorized according to different use modalities. In
addition, we deliberate on the value of PHR technologies to
consumers by highlighting their applications across the spectrum
of health care delivery activities. Finally, we provide a holistic
summary of the value propositions and benefits of PHR systems
to various health care industry constituents, including
consumers, providers, payors, and public health agencies.

Our review indicates that PHR systems have made considerable
progress over the past decade in terms of technology features
and functions available at the product level. Compared with
early PHR products that simply offer a basic functionality to
maintain PHI [47,70], contemporary technologies offer a myriad
of content-, connectivity-, and collaboration-based features and
functions. Consequently, in recent years, the academic
community has paid increasing attention to PHR functionality
related to health monitoring tools, social networking features,
and CDS functions.

From a value perspective, our analysis demonstrates that the
value-generating potential of PHR systems arises from their
role as an enabler for the integration of health care delivery
activities across the full cycle of care for the health care
consumer. These technologies can offer a useful mechanism
for information exchange and care coordination among
providers, thus leading to improved health outcomes for
consumers. The consumer value framework conceptualized in
this paper highlights that PHR functions have the potential to
enhance patient experience through various touchpoints in health
care delivery.

Our review also shows that although consumers are the primary
beneficiaries of the functionality provided by PHR technologies,
their overall value and benefits span across the activities and
constituents of the health care delivery chain. At the consumer
level, PHR systems can facilitate improved consumer health
outcomes through the self-management of health and wellness
as well as through enhanced quality of care. Moreover, these
technologies can also generate channel partner value for
providers and payors by enabling operational efficiency and
reducing the cost of care. Finally, long-term and effective use
of PHRs can also produce societal value in the form of improved
public health outcomes.

This study offers several opportunities for research and potential
practical applications. In terms of future research directions, we
encourage researchers to undertake an empirical assessment of
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our conceptualized functional utility and consumer value
frameworks for PHR technologies. In particular, our literature
review indicates a significant dearth of studies addressing the
issue of consumer value of PHR offerings. Our study offers a
possible starting point for this type of research. For health care
practice, our review may be relevant to health care professionals

associated with value analysis committees that are commissioned
for the appraisal and recommendation of innovative HITs. A
value framework such as the one proposed in this paper that
integrates functional attributes, use cases, and applications in
health care delivery activities can potentially be applied to the
value assessment of other HITs as well.
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Abstract

Background: Internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy (ICBT) is an effective treatment that can overcome barriers to
mental health care. Various research groups have suggested that unguided ICBT (ie, ICBT without therapist support) and other
eHealth interventions can be designed to enhance user engagement and thus outcomes. The persuasive systems design framework
captures most design recommendations for eHealth interventions, but there is little empirical evidence that persuasive design is
related to clinical outcomes in unguided ICBT.

Objective: This study aims to provide an updated meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of unguided ICBT for depression
and anxiety, describe the frequency with which various persuasive design principles are used in such interventions, and use
meta-regression to explore whether a greater number of persuasive design elements predicts efficacy in unguided ICBT for
depression and anxiety.

Methods: We conducted a systematic review of 5 databases to identify randomized controlled trials of unguided ICBT for
depression and anxiety. We conducted separate random effects meta-analyses and separate meta-regressions for depression and
anxiety interventions. Each meta-regression included 2 steps. The first step included, as a predictor, whether each intervention
was transdiagnostic. For the meta-regression of ICBT for depression, the first step also included the type of control condition.
The number of persuasive design principles identified for each intervention was added as a predictor in the second step to reveal
the additional variance in effect sizes explained by persuasive design.

Results: Of the 4471 articles we identified in our search, 46 (1.03%) were eligible for inclusion in our analyses. Our meta-analyses
showed effect sizes (Hedges g) ranging from 0.22 to 0.31 for depression interventions, depending on the measures taken to account
for bias in the results. We found a mean effect size of 0.45 (95% CI 0.33-0.56) for anxiety interventions, with no evidence that
the results were inflated by bias. Included interventions were identified as using between 1 and 13 persuasive design principles,
with an average of 4.95 (SD 2.85). The meta-regressions showed that a greater number of persuasive design principles predicted

greater efficacy in ICBT for depression (R2 change=0.27; B=0.04; P=.02) but not anxiety (R2 change=0.05; B=0.03; P=.17).

Conclusions: These findings show wide variability in the use of persuasive design in unguided ICBT for depression and anxiety
and provide preliminary support for the proposition that more persuasively designed interventions are more efficacious, at least
in the treatment of depression. Further research is needed to clarify the role of persuasive design in ICBT.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26939)   doi:10.2196/26939
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Introduction

Background
Depression and anxiety are highly prevalent and represent the
leading and the sixth leading causes of disability worldwide,
respectively [1]. Despite the demonstrated efficacy of
psychotherapeutic and pharmacological interventions for
depression and anxiety [2-4], many people face structural
barriers to accessing mental health care (eg, financial barriers,
transportation barriers, inconvenience, and limited availability
of services) [5,6]. Internet-delivered cognitive behavioral
therapy (ICBT) is the most common type of internet intervention
and an effective treatment for several common mental health
problems, including depression and anxiety [7]. Unlike
traditional cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), ICBT enables
users to access treatment materials privately at a time and
location that is convenient for them, allowing it to be
administered economically on a large scale and circumvent
barriers to traditional forms of mental health care [8-10]. ICBT
can be therapist guided or unguided. Guidance appears to
improve adherence and clinical outcomes [11], but unguided
ICBT is economical, highly scalable, and believed by many
researchers to have considerable potential for improving public
health [12-15].

Since the early 2000s, various research groups have suggested
that eHealth interventions such as unguided ICBT can be
designed in ways that improve user engagement and thus
outcomes. In 2003, Fogg [16] presented the functional triad
principle, suggesting that technology can function as a tool, a
medium for relaying content, and a social actor to help facilitate
behavior change. In 2009, Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [17]
developed the persuasive systems design (PSD) framework,
which elaborated on the functional triad and included 28
recommended design principles to produce more persuasive
and engaging technological systems. They divided these
principles into 4 categories: (1) primary task support principles,
which facilitate the completion of the primary tasks of an
intervention or other system; (2) dialogue support principles,
through which an intervention or other system supports a user
to help them enact their target behavior; (3) system credibility
support principles, which facilitate a more credible and
persuasive intervention or other system; and (4) social support
principles, which leverage principles of social psychology to
help users of an intervention or other system motivate one
another. The 28 principles are described in Multimedia
Appendix 1 [17].

Several other research groups have provided their own design
recommendations for eHealth interventions. Despite using
different terminology, most of these recommendations appear
to align closely with the principles included in the PSD
framework. Examples include recommendations related to
personalization [18-22], tailoring [19,21,22], reminders [19,20],
self-monitoring [18,23], liking [19,22,24], and various dialogue
support principles [18,19,23]. A few design recommendations

are not captured in the PSD framework (eg, time-limited access
[20] and greater use of metaphors [22]), but to our knowledge,
none of these have been proposed by 2 or more research groups;
that is, the PSD framework appears to capture most common
recommendations. Various groups’ recommendations and the
related PSD framework principles are displayed in Multimedia
Appendix 2 [18-24].

In 2012, Kelders et al [25] used the PSD framework to assess
whether the persuasive design principles used in 83 eHealth
interventions for chronic conditions, lifestyle changes, and
mental health predicted adherence. They conducted a
meta-regression, finding that a greater number of dialogue
support principles predicted greater adherence to eHealth
interventions. However, to our knowledge, there is no empirical
research demonstrating a relationship between persuasive design
and symptom change in eHealth interventions.

Objectives and Hypothesis
This study aims to (1) present a systematic review and
meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of unguided ICBT
for depression and anxiety among adults, (2) systematically
examine the frequency with which various persuasive design
principles are used in such interventions, and (3) use
meta-regression to examine the extent to which persuasive
design could explain the variability in effect sizes identified
through the meta-analysis. Thus, the overarching objective of
this study is to review the efficacy, the use of persuasive design,
and the relationship between efficacy and persuasive design in
unguided ICBT for depression and anxiety. We hypothesized
that using a greater number of persuasive design principles
would predict greater efficacy among the included studies.

Methods

Study Design
This study consisted of a systematic review, 2 meta-analyses,
and 2 meta-regressions. The methods used in each phase of the
study are described in the following sections. We registered the
methodological protocol for this study on PROSPERO on
October 24, 2019 (ID: 153466), before commencing the
literature search, and kept a log of revisions to the original
protocol throughout the course of this research (Multimedia
Appendix 3 [26-28]). We followed the guidelines outlined in
the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses) statement in the preparation of this paper
[29].

Systematic Review Methods

Eligibility Criteria
We searched for randomized controlled trials of unguided ICBT
interventions for symptoms of depression and/or anxiety among
adults that had been published in English in academic journals
since 2000. We included trials of ICBT targeting symptoms of
any type of depressive or anxiety disorder, as defined in the
fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
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Disorders [30], with various kinds of control conditions (eg,
waitlist, treatment as usual, and active control). Studies
involving samples with a mean age of less than 18 years were
excluded.

Although we excluded studies in which ICBT was delivered
with guidance from a therapist or coach, we did not exclude
studies involving diagnostic interviews or contact of a logistical
nature between participants and research teams. Interventions
that used a CBT model of treatment and were delivered via the
internet were considered ICBT interventions regardless of
whether the authors of trials identified them as such. We
included interventions using third-wave CBT approaches (eg,
mindfulness-based CBT and acceptance and commitment
therapy) [31] because prior research has not demonstrated
significant differences in outcomes between traditional CBT
and third-wave approaches [32,33].

Literature Search
On October 29, 2019, we conducted a literature search on
MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PubMed, Web of Science, and
PsycArticles. To be identified, articles were required to include
the words “CBT,” “internet,” “trial,” and “depression” or
“anxiety” or one of several similar phrases for each of these
terms in their titles, keywords, or abstracts. The search terms
are shown in detail in Multimedia Appendix 4. This search was
updated on July 2, 2020.

Study Selection
After removing duplicates of studies identified in 2 or more
databases, HCM and CRFS independently screened the studies
in 3 stages: by title, by abstract, and by full text. Wherever the
2 screeners reached different decisions about whether to retain
or exclude a study, that study was included in the next stage of
screening. Differences in decisions on the full-text screening
were resolved through discussion.

Data Extraction
HCM extracted several types of data from each study: study
characteristics (eg, type of control condition and time between
pretreatment and posttreatment measures), risk of bias [34],
general intervention characteristics (eg, target symptoms and
medium of delivery), persuasive design principles [17] as
operationalized by Kelders et al [25], and efficacy data.
Consistent with the approach of Kelders et al [25], we did not
code principles in the system credibility support category of the
PSD framework because they were reported very infrequently
and would have been challenging to code objectively (eg, a
system should have a “competent look and feel” and “provide
endorsements from respected sources” [17]). In most cases, we
coded persuasive design principles as present or absent based
on the descriptions of interventions in the included studies,
although we consulted other available sources of information
when possible (eg, intervention websites and study protocols).
The complete list of data items is provided in Multimedia
Appendix 5. The persuasive design principle tunneling, which
refers to the sequential presentation of treatment elements in a
structured, linear manner, was not counted toward the total
number of persuasive design principles in this study. This is
because researchers have recently proposed that eHealth

interventions can be made more engaging by providing users
with greater flexibility and control concerning the modules or
features they wish to use [19,22], which contrasts with the
principle of tunneling.

Risk of Bias Assessment
We assessed the risk of bias among included studies using the
Cochrane risk of bias tool [34]. We did not assess the risk
domain blinding participants and personnel because it is not
possible for participants to be blind to their conditions in
psychotherapy research [35]. Furthermore, we did not assess
the risk domain blinding of outcome assessment because all
outcome measures were self-report measures, and participants
could thus not be blinded. Self-report measures are generally
considered equivalent to blind clinical observers in
psychotherapy research, and research suggests that they do not
result in inflated effect sizes [35].

Meta-analysis Methods
We conducted meta-analyses using Comprehensive
Meta-Analysis software (Biostat Inc) [36]. As prior research
suggests that ICBT for generalized and social anxiety is more
efficacious than ICBT for depression [7,37], we conducted
separate meta-analyses of ICBT for anxiety and ICBT for
depression. Given the availability of symptom change data for
both anxiety and depression, trials of ICBT designed to treat
both conditions were included in both meta-analyses. We
measured heterogeneity in the effect sizes of the included studies

using the I2 index and formally tested the degree of
heterogeneity using the Q statistic [38]. In each of the 2
meta-analyses, we used a random effects model, used
between-groups effect size (Hedges g) as the summary measure,
and weighted each study by the inverse of the within-study
variance of the primary outcome measure plus the between-study
variance. Several studies evaluated 2 unguided ICBT
interventions; in such cases, we treated the evaluation of each
intervention as a separate study, except we divided the control
group sample size by 2, such that each control group participant
was included only once in the analyses [39]. We evaluated the
risk of publication bias using funnel plots and accounted for
publication bias using the trim and fill technique [40]. We
explored the influence of study-level bias on outcomes by
repeating the meta-analyses without studies deemed to be at
high risk on one or more dimensions of the Cochrane tool for
assessing risk of bias [34].

Meta-regression Methods
We conducted 2 meta-regressions using Comprehensive
Meta-Analysis [36]—one for depression interventions and one
for anxiety interventions—to determine the degree to which
persuasive design principles could explain variance in effect
sizes among studies. Paralleling the approach taken to the
meta-analyses, we included trials of ICBT designed to treat both
depression and anxiety in both meta-regressions, given the
availability of symptom change data for both conditions. We
also weighted each study by the inverse of the within-study
variance of the primary outcome measure plus the between-study
variance, as in the meta-analyses.
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We used 3 predictor variables. Our main predictor of interest
was the total number of persuasive design principles identified
for each intervention. We were unable to include the number
of persuasive design principles in each category of the PSD
framework as separate predictors, as Kelders et al [25] did,
because of the risk of overfitting, given the limited number of
included studies. We also input a binary variable reflecting
whether each intervention was transdiagnostic (ie, designed to
treat symptoms of both depression and anxiety). We did this to
account for the possibility that unguided ICBT focused on
treating a narrower range of symptoms (ie, anxiety or
depression) may be more efficacious for treating those
symptoms than transdiagnostic unguided ICBT designed to treat
a broader range of symptoms (ie, both depression and anxiety).
Our final predictor was a binary variable reflecting whether
each study used a control condition with active elements (eg,
psychoeducation and mood monitoring) because a previous
meta-analysis of unguided ICBT found a large mean effect size
among studies using passive control conditions and a small
mean effect size among studies using active control conditions
[41]. However, the control condition type was not included as
a predictor in the meta-regression of ICBT for anxiety because
there were insufficient studies to justify an additional predictor
variable (eg, because of the risk of overfitting), following most
recommendations concerning acceptable subjects per variable
ratios in linear regression analyses [26].

We conducted each meta-regression in 2 steps. The first step
included transdiagnostic status and, for the meta-regression of
ICBT for depression, the control condition type. In both
meta-regressions, the number of persuasive design principles
identified was then added in the second step. This 2-step
approach was used to reveal the amount of additional variance

persuasive design explained in the second step after accounting
for the other variables in the first step.

We conducted 5 assumption tests at each step of each
meta-regression. First, we examined Pearson r correlations and
scatterplots to test the assumption of linearity of the relationship
between each continuous predictor variable and Hedges g [42].
Second, we checked Cook distance values to identify any outlier
studies that had unduly large influences on the results [43].
Third, we inspected the distribution of studentized residuals
using a histogram to ensure that the residuals were normally
distributed [42]. Fourth, we inspected scatterplots plotting
studentized residuals against predicted values to test the
assumption of homoscedasticity [42]. Finally, we examined
variance inflation factors to check for multicollinearity [42].

Results

Systematic Review Results

Study Selection
Between the original and updated literature searches, we
identified 4471 articles, 39 of which were found eligible for
analysis. Having found another 7 eligible articles through a
hand search, we included a total of 46 articles. The flow of
studies through the study selection process is shown in Figure
1. Separate flowcharts for the original and updated literature
searches are shown in Multimedia Appendices 6 and 7,
respectively. The 2 screeners (HCM and CRFS) made the same
screening decision (ie, retain or remove) for 81.66% (2066/2530)
of articles during the title screening, 86.39% (1035/1198) of
articles during the abstract screening, and 81.9% (276/337) of
articles during the full-text screening.
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Figure 1. Flow of studies through the study selection process.

Study Characteristics
The 46 eligible studies included 16,632 participants, excluding
participants assigned to experimental groups irrelevant to this
study (eg, guided ICBT groups). Studies were most often

published in or after 2017 (24/46, 52%); included samples drawn
from the general population (26/46, 57%), clinical populations
(14/46, 30%), or both (6/46, 13%); and most often used waitlist
control conditions without active elements (28/46, 61%). The
characteristics of each study are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Study characteristics.

Recruitment populationControl conditionDuration in

weeksb,c
Participant, naInterventionCategory and study

NonclinicalClinical

ICBTd for depression

✓Waitlist1051DeprexisBerger et al, 2011 [44]

✓✓Care as usual6125MOODBücker et al, 2019 [45]

✓Health information
website

4299ODINeClarke et al, 2002 [46]

✓Health information
website

5175ODINClarke et al, 2005 [47]

✓Health information
website

16160—fClarke et al, 2009 [48]

✓✓Care as usual833¡Aptívate!Dahne et al, 2019 [49]

✓✓Care as usual820iCouch CBTDahne et al, 2019 [49]

✓Care as usual833MoodivateDahne et al, 2019 [50]

✓Care as usual828MoodKitDahne et al, 2019 [50]

✓Care as usual13.05203Colour Your Lifede Graaf et al, 2009
[51]

✓Care as usual673MoodGym and BluepagesFarrer et al, 2011 [52]

✓Brochure and care as
usual

123805DeprexisGräfe et al, 2020 [53]

✓✓Mood charting app334Todac TodacgHur et al, 2018 [54]

✓Waitlist8163MoodGym and BluepagesLintvedt et al, 2013
[55]

✓Care as usual6647MoodGym (German adapted,
version III)

Löbner et al, 2018 [56]

✓✓Waitlist488Be good to yourselfLüdtke et al, 2018 [57]

✓Care as usual4132—Lüdtke et al, 2018 [58]

✓Attentional control8302MoodGymMcDermott and Dozois,
2019 [59]

✓Waitlist9396DeprexisMeyer et al, 2009 [60]

✓✓Waitlist13.05163DeprexisMeyer et al, 2015 [61]

✓Waitlist1280Sonreír es DivertidohMira et al, 2017 [62]

✓Waitlist668moodManagerMohr et al, 2013 [63]

✓Improved treatment
as usual

13.05124Smiling is FunMontero-Marin et al,
2016 [64]

✓Waitlist8210DeprexisMoritz et al, 2012 [65]

✓Web-based expres-
sive writing

3166PanoplyMorris et al, 2015 [66]

✓Waitlist5651—Noguchi et al, 2017
[67]

✓Depression informa-
tion website

8343ThriveSchure et al, 2019 [68]

✓Care as usual12109MoodGymSilverstone et al, 2017
[69]

✓Waitlist10202—Spek et al, 2007 [70]

ICBT for depression and anxiety
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Recruitment populationControl conditionDuration in

weeksb,c
Participant, naInterventionCategory and study

NonclinicalClinical

✓Waitlist4.29120MoodKitBakker et al, 2018 [71]

✓Waitlist4.29114MoodMissionBakker et al, 2018 [71]

✓Waitlist and web-
based information

6213AllesondercontroleiKleiboer et al, 2015
[72]

✓Waitlist4.35500PacificaMoberg et al, 2019 [73]

✓Waitlist63070MoodGymPowell et al, 2013 [74]

✓Waitlist8459myCompassProudfoot et al, 2013
[75]

✓Mood monitoring648—Shirotsuki et al, 2017
[76]

✓Waitlist4.5766MoodGymTwomey et al, 2014
[77]

ICBT for anxiety

✓Waitlist9139VelibraBerger et al, 2017 [78]

✓Waitlist7139ChallengerBoettcher et al, 2018
[79]

✓Waitlist7139—Boettcher et al, 2018
[79]

✓Waitlist8.791Talk to MeBotella et al, 2010 [80]

✓✓Waitlist1275PAXPDjCiuca et al, 2018 [81]

✓Waitlist31930PhobiaDonker et al, 2019 [82]

✓Waitlist10102ÅngesthjälpenkIvanova et al, 2016 [83]

✓Waitlist683—Kenardy et al, 2003
[84]

✓Waitlist826—Lin et al, 2020 [85]

✓Waitlist17.4101Overcome Social AnxietyMcCall et al, 2018 [86]

✓Book on panic disor-
der

441TodakiOh et al, 2020 [87]

✓Waitlist62116E-couchPowell et al, 2020 [88]

✓Waitlist1064ShynessTitov et al, 2008 [89]

aFor the purpose of this table, n was calculated as the number of participants assigned to the intervention identified in each row plus the number of
participants assigned to the control condition (ie, excluding participants assigned to use other interventions).
bStudy duration expressed in days was divided by 7. Study duration expressed in months was multiplied by 4.35 (the average number of weeks in a
month during a 365-day year).
cSome studies reported data from multiple posttreatment time points; for such studies, the duration, as shown in this table, is the number of weeks
between pretreatment and whichever posttreatment time point was selected for use in the analyses reported in this study.
dICBT: internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy.
eODIN: Overcoming Depression on the Internet.
fData were not reported.
gTodac Todac translates to “Tap Tap.”
hSonreír es Divertido translates to “Smiling is Fun.”
iAllesondercontrole translates to “all is under control.”
jPAXPD: PAXonline Program for Panic Disorder.
kÅngesthjälpen translates to “The Anxiety Help.”
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Risk of Bias
We evaluated the risk of bias among included studies using 5
of the 7 domains in the Cochrane risk of bias tool [34]. Of the
46 included studies, 14 (30%) were identified to be at high risk

of bias in at least one domain, whereas only 4 (9%) were found
to be at low risk of bias in all domains assessed. Most studies
(28/46, 61%) were found to be at low or unclear risk in each
domain. The risk of bias identified in each study is presented
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Risk of bias in included studies.

Other biasSelective reportingIncomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Allocation conceal-
ment

Random sequence
generation

Category and study

ICBTa for depression

LowUnclearLowUnclearLowBerger et al, 2011 [44]

LowUnclearLowLowLowBücker et al, 2019 [45]

LowUnclearLowLowLowClarke et al, 2002 [46]

LowUnclearHighLowLowClarke et al, 2005 [47]

UnclearUnclearLowUnclearUnclearClarke et al, 2009 [48]

LowUnclearLowUnclearUnclearDahne et al, 2019 [49]

LowUnclearUnclearUnclearUnclearDahne et al, 2019 [50]

LowLowLowLowLowde Graaf et al, 2009 [51]

LowUnclearLowLowUnclearFarrer et al, 2011 [52]

LowLowLowUnclearLowGräfe et al, 2020 [53]

LowUnclearLowLowLowHur et al, 2018 [54]

LowUnclearLowUnclearLowLintvedt et al, 2013 [55]

LowUnclearLowLowLowLöbner et al, 2018 [56]

LowUnclearLowLowUnclearLüdtke et al, 2018 [57]

LowUnclearLowLowHighLüdtke et al, 2018 [58]

UnclearUnclearLowUnclearUnclearMcDermott and Dozois, 2019 [59]

LowUnclearHighHighLowMeyer et al, 2009 [60]

LowUnclearLowLowLowMeyer et al, 2015 [61]

LowUnclearLowLowLowMira et al, 2017 [62]

LowUnclearLowLowLowMohr et al, 2013 [63]

LowLowLowLowLowMontero-Marin et al, 2016 [64]

LowUnclearLowUnclearUnclearMoritz et al, 2012 [65]

LowUnclearLowUnclearUnclearMorris et al, 2015 [66]

LowUnclearLowLowLowNoguchi et al, 2017 [67]

LowLowLowUnclearUnclearSchure et al, 2019 [68]

LowUnclearHighHighHighSilverstone et al, 2017 [69]

LowUnclearLowLowUnclearSpek et al, 2007 [70]

ICBT for depression and anxiety

LowUnclearHighHighHighBakker et al, 2018 [71]

UnclearUnclearHighLowLowKleiboer et al, 2015 [72]

LowUnclearHighUnclearUnclearMoberg et al, 2019 [73]

LowLowLowLowLowPowell et al, 2013 [74]

LowUnclearHighLowLowProudfoot et al, 2013 [75]

LowUnclearLowLowUnclearShirotsuki et al, 2017 [76]

LowUnclearHighHighLowTwomey et al, 2014 [77]

ICBT for anxiety

LowUnclearLowLowLowBerger et al, 2017 [78]

LowUnclearLowLowLowBoettcher et al, 2018 [79]

UnclearUnclearHighUnclearUnclearBotella et al, 2010 [80]

LowUnclearLowLowLowCiuca et al, 2018 [81]
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Other biasSelective reportingIncomplete outcome
data (attrition bias)

Allocation conceal-
ment

Random sequence
generation

Category and study

LowLowLowLowLowDonker et al, 2019 [82]

LowLowHighLowLowIvanova et al, 2016 [83]

UnclearUnclearLowUnclearUnclearKenardy et al, 2003 [84]

UnclearUnclearHighUnclearLowLin et al, 2020 [85]

LowUnclearLowHighLowMcCall et al, 2018 [86]

LowLowLowUnclearUnclearOh et al, 2020 [87]

LowLowHighLowLowPowell et al, 2020 [88]

LowUnclearLowUnclearLowTitov et al, 2008 [89]

aICBT: internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy.

Intervention Characteristics
In total, 37 unguided ICBT interventions were evaluated in the
46 included studies. Of these 37 interventions, 15 (41%) were
designed to treat depression exclusively and 9 (24%) were
designed to treat depression and anxiety or stress. Other
interventions were designed to treat social anxiety (6/37, 16%),
panic (2/37, 5%), fear of public speaking (1/37, 3%), generalized
anxiety (1/37, 3%), acrophobia (1/37, 3%), or symptoms of
multiple anxiety disorders (2/37, 5%). Most interventions (23/37,
62%) were described as traditional CBT interventions, but many

interventions (9/37, 24%) were described as being strongly
influenced by elements of third-wave CBT (eg, mindfulness)
or other therapeutic approaches (eg, positive psychology), and
several interventions were based on behavioral activation (2/37,
5%), cognitive therapy (2/37, 5%), or problem-solving therapy
(1/37, 3%). Half of the interventions (19/37, 51%) were
delivered via a web browser, but many interventions were
delivered via a mobile app (11/37, 30%) or both a browser and
an app (5/37, 14%). Of the 37 interventions, it was unclear how
2 (5%) interventions were delivered. The characteristics of each
intervention are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Intervention characteristics.

Number of persua-
sive design princi-
ples identified

Delivery mediumCompositionTheoretical approachTarget symptomsName of the inter-
vention

Study

8Mobile appUnclearBehavioral activationDepression¡Aptívate!Dahne et al,
2019 [49]

6Mobile app6 modulesCBTaAcrophobia0PhobiaDonker et al,
2019 [82]

1Web browser5 lessonsProblem-solving ther-
apy

Depression and anxi-
ety

AllesondercontrolebKleiboer et al,
2015 [72]

4App, browser, and
CD

8 modulesAcceptance and com-
mitment therapy

Panic and social anxi-
ety

ÅngesthjälpencIvanova et al,
2016 [83]

4Mobile app4 modulesCBT with third-wave
elements

DepressionBe Good to YourselfLüdtke et al,
2018 [57]

13Mobile appN/AdCBTSocial anxietyChallengerBoettcher et al,
2018 [79]

2Web browser9 modulesCBTDepressionColour Your Lifede Graaf et al,
2009 [51]

5Web browser12 modulesCBT and other ap-
proaches

DepressionDeprexisBerger et al,
2011 [44];
Gräfe et al,
2020 [53];
Meyer et al,
2009 [60];
Meyer et al,
2015 [61]; and
Moritz et al,
2012 [65]

2App and browser6 modulesCBTSocial anxietyE-couchPowell et al,
2020 [88]

1Mobile appUnclearCBTDepression and anxi-
ety

iCouch CBTDahne et al,
2019 [49]

5Web browser9 modulesCBT with third-wave
elements

DepressionMOODBücker et al,
2019 [45]

1Web browser5 modulesCBT and other ap-
proaches

Depression and anxi-
ety

MoodGymeFarrer et al,
2011 [52];
Lintvedt et al,
2013 [55]; Löb-
ner et al, 2018
[56]; McDer-
mott and Do-
zois, 2019 [59];
and Twomey et
al, 2014 [77]

8Mobile app7 modulesBehavioral activationDepressionMoodivateDahne et al,
2019 [50]

5Mobile app4 featuresCBTDepression and anxi-
ety

MoodKitBakker et al,
2018 [71] and
Dahne et al,
2019 [50]

4Web browser18 lessonsCBTDepressionmoodManagerMohr et al,
2013 [63]

4Mobile appN/ACBTDepression and anxi-
ety

MoodMissionBakker et al,
2018 [71]

6App and browser12 modulesCBT and other ap-
proaches

Depression, anxiety,
and stress

myCompassProudfoot et al,
2013 [75]

8Web browser7 modulesCBTSocial anxietyOvercome Social
Anxiety

McCall et al,
2018 [86]
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Number of persua-
sive design princi-
ples identified

Delivery mediumCompositionTheoretical approachTarget symptomsName of the inter-
vention

Study

5Web browser7 modulesCognitive therapyDepressionODINfClarke et al,
2002 [46] and
Clarke et al,
2005 [47]

8Mobile appUnclearCBT and other ap-
proaches

Depression, anxiety,
and stress

PacificaMoberg et al,
2019 [73]

8Web browserN/ACognitive therapyDepressionPanoplyMorris et al,
2015 [66]

3Web browser16 modulesCBTPanic disorderPAXPDgCiuca et al,
2018 [81]

8Web browser6 lessonsCBTSocial anxietyShynessTitov et al,
2008 [89]

5Web browser10 modulesCBT and other ap-
proaches

DepressionSonreír es Diver-

tidoh
Mira et al, 2017
[62] and Mon-
tero-Marin et al,
2016 [64]

6Web browserUnclearCBTFear of public speak-
ing

Talk to MeBotella et al,
2010 [80]

3App and browser3 modulesCBTDepressionThriveSchure et al,
2019 [68]

7Mobile app3 modulesCBTDepressionTodac TodaciHur et al, 2018
[54]

7Mobile app4 modesCBTPanicTodakiOh et al, 2020
[87]

5Web browser6 sessionsCBT and other ap-
proaches

Various anxiety disor-
ders

VelibraBerger et al,
2017 [78]

2Unclear9 modulesCBTSocial anxiety disor-
der

Not reportedBoettcher et al,
2018 [79]

8Web browser4 sectionsCBTDepressionNot reportedClarke et al,
2009 [48]

3Web browser6 sessionsCBTAnxietyNot reportedKenardy et al,
2003 [84]

10Web browser8 modulesCBTSocial anxietyNot reportedLin et al, 2020
[85]

3App and browser1 moduleCBTDepressionNot reportedLüdtke et al,
2018 [58]

1Web browserUnclearCBTDepression and stressNot reportedNoguchi et al,
2017 [67]

2e-learning system
and guidebook

6 modulesCBTDepression- and anxi-
ety-related symptoms

Not reportedShirotsuki et al,
2017 [76]

2Web browser8 modulesCBTDepressionNot reportedSpek et al, 2007
[70]

aCBT: cognitive behavioral therapy.
bAllesondercontrole translates to “all is under control.”
cÅngesthjälpen translates to “The Anxiety Help.”
dN/A: not applicable.
eBluepages was offered as a complement to MoodGym in studies by Farrer et al [52] and Lintvedt et al [55] but was omitted from this table (and all
analyses) because it is a psychoeducation package and not an internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy intervention.
fODIN: Overcoming Depression on the Internet.
gPAXPD: PAXonline Program for Panic Disorder.
hSonreír es Divertido translates to “Smiling is Fun.”
iTodac Todac translates to “Tap Tap.”
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Persuasive Design
On average, interventions included 4.95 (SD 2.85) persuasive
design principles (excluding tunneling). The total number of
persuasive design elements ranged from 1 to 13. Principles in
the primary task support category were the most common (mean

2.86, SD 1.32), followed by principles in the dialogue support
category (mean 1.27, SD 1.19) and social support category
(mean 0.81, SD 1.60). The number of interventions in which
each persuasive design principle was identified is presented in
Table 4.

Table 4. Persuasive design principles identified.

Interventions used, n (%)Brief descriptionaPersuasive design principle

Primary task support

35 (95)Divides target behavior into simple stepsReduction

29 (78)Delivers content in a step-by-step formatTunneling

2 (5)Provides content adapted to user groupTailoring

18 (49)Provides content that is adapted to one userPersonalization

20 (54)Provides ability to monitor progress or statusSelf-monitoring

6 (16)Provides ability to observe relevant behaviorSimulation

25 (68)Provides ability to rehearse a behaviorRehearsal

Dialogue support

8 (22)Offers praise to participantPraise

5 (14)Offers reward to participantRewards

13 (35)Provides remindersReminders

15 (41)Provides suggestionsSuggestion

0 (0)Is designed to look familiarSimilarity

1 (3)Is visually designed to be attractiveLiking

5 (14)Acts as if it has a social roleSocial role

Social support

7 (19)Facilitates learning from other usersSocial learning

5 (14)Facilitates comparison with other usersSocial comparison

2 (5)Provides normative information on target behaviorNormative influence

5 (14)Facilitates awareness of others using interventionSocial facilitation

8 (22)Stimulates users to cooperateCooperation

0 (0)Stimulates users to competeCompetition

3 (8)Shows users who adopted target behaviorRecognition

aThese descriptions were adapted from the operational definitions provided by Kelders et al [25].

Meta-analysis Results

Meta-analysis of Unguided ICBT for Depression
We conducted a meta-analysis of 37 comparisons across 34
trials of unguided ICBT for depression. There was statistically
significant heterogeneity in Hedges g among the studies

(Q=89.85, df=36; P<.001). An I2 statistic of 59.93 indicated

that a moderate proportion of variability was attributable to true
heterogeneity rather than sampling error [90,91]. The weighted
mean between-subjects effect size was small to moderate
(Hedges g=0.31; SE 0.04; 95% CI 0.24-0.38). The forest plot
for this meta-analysis is shown in Figure 2. Weighted mean
effect sizes after excluding studies deemed to be at high risk of
bias and after adjusting for publication bias using the trim and
fill technique [40] are presented in Table 5.
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Figure 2. Meta-analysis of unguided internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy for depression.
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Table 5. Summary statistics of meta-analyses with and without bias corrections.

Hedges g (95% CI)Meta-analysis

Meta-analysis of ICBTa for depression

0.31 (0.24-0.38)All studies of ICBT for depression

0.23 (0.16-0.31)All studies with trim and fill adjustment

0.28 (0.20-0.36)Studies with high risk of bias excluded

0.22 (0.14-0.31)Studies with high risk of bias excluded, with trim and fill adjustment

Meta-analysis of ICBT for anxiety

0.45 (0.33-0.56)All studies of ICBT for anxiety

0.45 (0.33-0.56)All studies with trim and fill adjustment

0.54 (0.29-0.79)Studies with high risk of bias excluded

0.54 (0.29-0.79)Studies with high risk of bias excluded, with trim and fill adjustment

aICBT: internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy.

Meta-analysis of Unguided ICBT for Anxiety
We included 19 studies that reported 21 comparisons in a
meta-analysis of unguided ICBT for anxiety. The results
indicated statistically significant heterogeneity of Hedges g
among studies (Q=68.47, df=20; P<.001). The corresponding

I2 statistic of 70.79 suggested that a substantial proportion of

the variability represented true heterogeneity [90,91]. The
weighted mean between-subjects effect size was moderate
(Hedges g=0.45; SE 0.06; 95% CI 0.33-0.56). A forest plot is
shown in Figure 3. Additional weighted mean effect sizes
accounting for publication- and study-level bias are presented
in Table 5.

Figure 3. Meta-analysis of unguided internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy for anxiety.
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Meta-regression Results

Meta-regression of Unguided ICBT for Depression
The meta-regression of ICBT for depression, like the
meta-analysis of ICBT for depression, included 34 studies
reporting 37 comparisons. We used 3 predictors in this
meta-regression: the total number of persuasive design principles
(mean 3.90, SD 2.33), whether each intervention was designed

to treat symptoms of both depression and anxiety (19/37, 51%)
or only depression (18/37, 49%), and whether each study used
an active control condition (13/37, 35%) or a passive control
condition (24/37, 65%). The results for both steps of the
meta-regression are presented in Table 6. With the possible
exception of very minor heteroscedasicity of residuals at one
or both steps, all assumptions were met, as detailed in
Multimedia Appendix 8.

Table 6. Meta-regression of unguided internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy for depression.

PredictorsModelStep and variable

Variance infla-
tion factor

P value95% CISEB aR2

change
R 2Model summary

P valueQ (df)

N/Ab0.0.591.05 (2)Step 1

3.03<.0010.15 to
0.41

0.070.28Constant

1.11.79−0.19 to
0.14

0.08−0.02Active control condition

1.11.40−0.09 to
0.23

0.080.07Transdiagnostic intervention

0.270.27.086.74 (3)Step 2

8.63.32−0.09 to
0.29

0.100.10Constant

1.14.85−0.16 to
0.13

0.07−0.01Active control condition

1.36.09−0.02 to
0.28

0.080.13Transdiagnostic intervention

1.22.020.01 to
0.07

0.020.04Persuasive design principles

aUnstandardized β coefficient.
bN/A: not applicable.

Meta-regression of Unguided ICBT for Anxiety
Similar to the meta-analysis of ICBT for anxiety, the
meta-regression of ICBT for anxiety included 19 studies
reporting 21 comparisons. We used 2 predictors: the total
number of persuasive design principles (mean 5.05, SD 3.17)
and whether each intervention was designed to treat symptoms
of both depression and anxiety (8/21, 38%) or only anxiety

(13/21, 62%). The results for both steps of the meta-regression
are presented in Table 7. The assumption of normality of
residuals may not have been met fully at both steps, although
the residuals roughly approximated normal distributions. The
assumption of homoscedasticity of the residuals was violated
in step 1. The assumption tests for this meta-regression are
detailed in Multimedia Appendix 9.
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Table 7. Meta-regression of unguided internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy for anxiety.

PredictorsModelStep and variable

Variance infla-
tion factor

P value95% CISEB aR2

change
R 2Model summary

P valueQ (df)

N/Ab0.0.034.80 (1)Step 1

1.77<.0010.41 to
0.73

0.080.57Constant

1.00.03−0.51 to
−0.03

0.12−0.27Transdiagnostic intervention

0.050.05.027.55 (2)Step 2

5.12<.0010.18 to
0.67

0.130.42Constant

1.07.049−0.46 to
−0.00

0.12−0.23Transdiagnostic intervention

1.07.17−0.01 to
0.06

0.020.03Persuasive design principles

aUnstandardized β coefficient.
bN/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Recent years have witnessed a proliferation of randomized trials
of eHealth interventions, including many trials of unguided
ICBT for depression and anxiety. Indeed, most of the studies
included in this review were published in or after 2017. There
was considerable diversity in the design of both studies (eg,
study duration and type of control condition) and interventions
(eg, mode of delivery and use of persuasive design principles).

The results of the meta-analysis of unguided ICBT for
depression were consistent with the results of previous
meta-analyses. We reported 4 mean effect sizes (Hedges g) for
unguided ICBT for depression, ranging from 0.22 to 0.31, based
on the corrections we made for publication bias and study-level
bias. Previous meta-analyses of unguided ICBT for depression
have found comparable mean effect sizes (Hedges g or Cohen
d) ranging from 0.24 to 0.36 [12,92-95]. Our meta-analysis of
unguided ICBT for anxiety yielded a mean effect size of 0.45.
There was no evidence of publication bias, and the mean effect
size was greater (Hedges g=0.54) after excluding studies found
to be at a high risk of bias. Several previous meta-analyses of
ICBT for symptoms of anxiety disorders found effect sizes
between 0.70 and 1.12 [41,96-98]; however, all these
meta-analyses included trials of guided ICBT interventions,
which likely explains the greater mean effect sizes, at least in
part. We are aware of only 1 meta-analysis that has included a
subgroup analysis of unguided ICBT for anxiety—social
anxiety, specifically—finding mean effect sizes (Hedges g) of
0.78 and 0.19 for studies using passive and active control
conditions, respectively [41]. It is worth noting that our review
included many transdiagnostic interventions designed to treat
symptoms of both depression and anxiety. The meta-regressions
showed that these interventions were significantly less
efficacious for treating anxiety symptoms compared with

interventions designed to treat anxiety symptoms only; however,
their efficacy in treating depression did not significantly differ
from interventions designed to treat symptoms of depression
only.

We identified wide variability in the use of persuasive design
in unguided ICBT for depression and anxiety, with several
interventions using only 1 persuasive design principle and others
using as many as 13. The intervention identified as having the
greatest number of persuasive design principles (ie, 13), called
Challenger, was specifically designed to be engaging, with
many features inspired by the literature on gamification [79,99].
The mean number of persuasive design principles identified
across interventions (4.95, excluding the principle of tunneling)
was comparable with the mean of 5.4 principles identified by
Kelders et al [25] among mental health interventions in their
review. The mean number of persuasive design principles
identified in the primary task support (mean 2.86, SD 1.32;
excluding tunneling), dialogue support (mean 1.27, SD 1.19),
and social support (mean 0.81, SD 1.60) categories were also
roughly comparable with the corresponding means identified
among mental health interventions by Kelders et al [25] (2.6,
1.6, and 1.3, respectively).

Persuasive design was a significant predictor of effect size in
the meta-regression of ICBT for depression. The unstandardized
β coefficient (B) of 0.04 suggested that for each additional
persuasive design principle an intervention uses, one could
predict the effect size (Hedges g) for that intervention to increase
by 0.04, compared with a control condition in a randomized
trial. However, meta-regression is an inherently observational
procedure [100], and the results therefore could not show
whether persuasive design caused certain ICBT interventions
for depression to be more efficacious than others. Persuasive
design did not predict efficacy in the meta-regression of ICBT
for anxiety. However, it is worth noting that the meta-regression
of ICBT for anxiety included far fewer studies than the
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meta-regression of ICBT for depression and had limited
statistical power to identify an effect. Indeed, persuasive design
had an unstandardized β coefficient of 0.03 in the
meta-regression of ICBT for anxiety, which—although not
statistically significant—was comparable in magnitude with
that of the meta-regression of ICBT for depression. The results
of the meta-regression of unguided ICBT for anxiety should be
interpreted cautiously because assumption tests showed that
certain assumptions were unmet. Nonetheless, our results
suggest that persuasive design is more closely related to
outcomes in interventions for depression than anxiety. Given
that persuasive design is purported to motivate engagement in
treatment [17] and that lack of motivation is a hallmark of
depression, it is possible that persuasive design is particularly
important in ICBT for depression.

Overall, our findings support the hypothesis that persuasive
design predicts efficacy in unguided ICBT, at least in the
treatment of depression. Our findings also support the validity
of the PSD framework [17] by showing that it is meaningfully
related to treatment outcomes. Although the results do not
demonstrate the importance of any specific persuasive design
principles, they support the growing body of theory and data
suggesting, broadly, that persuasive design matters in eHealth
[18-24]. These findings are encouraging and timely. ICBT has
become well established over the last two decades, having now
been evaluated in hundreds of trials [101] and currently being
funded by many governments around the world [102]. It is clear
that ICBT is effective, and a natural next step in ICBT research
will be to explore possible avenues for making it more effective.
Our findings suggest that enhanced persuasive design may be
one such avenue. Notably, because ICBT is highly scalable,
particularly when it is unguided, even slight increases in
effectiveness can have substantial and wide-reaching
implications for public health.

Limitations
This study had several limitations. First, a considerable amount
of data was unreported; in particular, it is likely that many
interventions used persuasive design principles that were not
described in the included studies. Second, although we were
able to identify the principles in the PSD framework as present

or absent, we did not have access to the interventions
themselves, and we were unable to evaluate how effectively
persuasive design principles were implemented. Third, we were
unable to show, through our meta-regressions, whether specific
persuasive design principles predicted efficacy. Finally, only 1
researcher was involved in data extraction; a second extractor
would have helped reduce the risk of error, inconsistency, or
bias.

Future Directions
Further research will be required to clarify the role of persuasive
design in unguided ICBT and other eHealth interventions. First,
dismantling studies comparing versions of interventions with
and without certain persuasive design principles could evaluate
the utility of specific principles. Factorial randomized trials of
this kind would allow researchers to efficiently evaluate multiple
persuasive design principles in a single study. Second, it would
be helpful to explore how intervention users experience
persuasive design, which could perhaps be achieved through
qualitative research or the development of a self-report
questionnaire assessing user experiences of persuasive design.
Third, the literature would benefit from a more detailed
description of persuasive design in unguided ICBT interventions
based on a careful review of the interventions themselves (ie,
rather than this study’s review of descriptions of interventions
from randomized trials). Finally, further research will be
required to test our finding that persuasive design predicts
efficacy in unguided ICBT for depression but not for anxiety.

Conclusions
The literature on ICBT and other eHealth interventions is
evolving rapidly. This review has provided an updated
meta-analysis of unguided ICBT for depression and anxiety,
generally finding smaller effect sizes for depression than for
anxiety. It has also documented the wide variability in the use
of persuasive design in unguided ICBT and demonstrated
through a meta-regression that persuasive design predicts
efficacy in unguided ICBT for depression. Persuasive design
is a promising avenue for further optimization of eHealth
interventions, including ICBT, and an area of research that is
worth investigating further.
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Abstract

Background: Self-harm is a growing issue with increasing prevalence rates; however, individuals who self-harm do not often
receive treatment. Mobile health (mHealth) interventions are a possible solution to some of the barriers that individuals face when
seeking support, and they have also been found to be effective in improving mental health. Thus far, reviews of mHealth
interventions for self-harm have been limited by study type. Therefore, we determined that a broader scoping review will provide
a more exhaustive understanding of mHealth interventions for self-harm.

Objective: This scoping review aims to identify mHealth interventions for self-harm within the literature, understand the types
and features of interventions that have been developed and evaluated, highlight research findings around mHealth interventions
for self-harm, and determine what outcomes are typically used to assess the efficacy of interventions.

Methods: A search was conducted using Embase, PubMed, PsycINFO, PsycEXTRA, Web of Science, and the Cochrane Library.
Studies were included if they described an mHealth intervention designed to have a direct (ie, if the intervention was designed
for self-harm or for people who self-harm) or indirect (ie, if self-harm was measured as an outcome) treatment effect and if the
paper was available in English. There were no exclusion criteria based on the study design.

Results: A total of 36 papers were included in the review, and most of them were randomized controlled trials published within
the last 4 years. The interventions were mostly smartphone apps and calling or texting services, with 62% (21/34) having underlying
therapeutic models to inform the intervention content. They were generally shown to be promising and appealing, but only 5
were widely available for use. Outcomes focused on a reduction of self-harm and suicidality, mood, and the users’ experiences
of the intervention. Samples were typically nondiverse, and there was limited variety in the study designs and in the measurements
of self-harm recovery.

Conclusions: Promising and appealing mHealth interventions have been developed but are not widely available. Research could
benefit from greater diversity as well as a broader and more nuanced understanding of recovery from self-harm.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25140)   doi:10.2196/25140

KEYWORDS

mHealth; self-harm; digital interventions; self-injury; NSSI; mobile phone

Introduction

Self-harm
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence defines
self-harm as any act of self-injury or poisoning, irrespective of
the motivation behind the act [1]. It is a growing concern that

can have great physical, psychological [2], and societal [3] costs.
Notably, self-harm has been identified as a significant and
persistent predictor of suicide [4]. In recent years, the lifetime
prevalence of self-harm in the general English population has
seen a sharp increase from 2.4% in 2000 to 6.4% in 2014; this
was most common in young adult females who reported an
increase in prevalence from 6.5% to 19.7% [5]. Furthermore,
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given that individuals are often reluctant to disclose their
self-harm behaviors due to the shame and stigma associated
with it [6], rates of self-harm may be even higher than what
these figures suggest [7].

Help for Self-harm
Tørmoen et al [8] surveyed 11,440 young people aged 14-17
years in Norway and found that only 34% of those who had
self-harmed had ever sought professional help, indicating that
help-seeking is low among those who self-harm [9,10]. Concerns
over being perceived as “attention-seeking” or “crazy” and
difficulty talking about their self-harm behaviors have been
identified as some of the barriers to seek support by adolescents
[11]. Furthermore, a lack of effective interventions for self-harm
creates barriers to receive support when an individual seeks
professional help. The National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence guidelines advise against the use of pharmacological
treatments for self-harm, instead recommending psychological
interventions tailored to self-harm that may involve problem
solving, cognitive behavioral or psychodynamic elements [12].
Despite this, to date, there is limited high-quality evidence
suggesting that psychological or pharmacological interventions
for self-harm are effective [13,14]. Moreover, increased pressure
on services and the resulting difficulties with the availability
and accessibility of these interventions can further prevent
individuals from receiving support [15].

Use of Mobile Health
The use of mobile health (mHealth) may help overcome the
barriers to treatment accessibility and availability. mHealth is
a branch of eHealth, defined by the Global Observatory for
eHealth as “medical and public health practice supported by
mobile devices, such as mobile phones, patient monitoring
devices, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and other wireless
devices” [16]. Given the ubiquity of mobile phone ownership
[17,18], providing mental health support in this way has the
potential to reach many individuals who may not be receiving
help for self-harm. mHealth offers multiple possibilities,
including self-help smartphone apps, SMS text messaging with
a support service, physical symptom tracking through wearable
technologies, and receiving virtual therapy [19]. Clough and
Casey [20] found that mHealth users felt that receiving virtual
mHealth therapy was more beneficial compared with
face-to-face therapy, particularly highlighting the freedom they
felt to be completely open and honest with their therapist.
mHealth tools also have merit as standalone interventions, with
some studies reporting reductions in symptoms of mental health
difficulties, including anxiety [21], schizophrenia [22],
depression [23], and borderline personality disorder [24].

Studies investigating the efficacy of mHealth interventions for
managing self-harm have also been reviewed but they are
limited. Witt et al [25] identified only one study that included
outcome measures of an mHealth intervention for self-harm,
whereas Melia et al [26] identified 2. These reviews focused on
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and pre- and poststudies.
Arshad et al [27] focused more closely on self-harm and
identified 22 studies; however, this was still limited by their
decision to exclude qualitative studies and those where self-harm
was not the primary outcome. A broader scoping review will

help to identify more mHealth tools available for managing
self-harm and broaden our knowledge of them.

Aims
This scoping review aims to (1) identify mHealth interventions
for self-harm within the literature, (2) understand the types and
features of interventions that have been developed and evaluated,
(3) highlight research findings around mHealth interventions
for self-harm, and (4) determine what outcomes are typically
used to assess the efficacy of interventions.

Methods

Overview
A detailed methodology can be found in the review protocol
[28]. The following databases were searched in April 2020:
Embase, PubMed, PsycINFO, PsycEXTRA, Web of Science,
and the Cochrane Library. The reference lists of all papers
identified in the searches were also screened. Multimedia
Appendix 1 describes the full and detailed search strategy.

After duplicates were removed, the titles and abstracts were
initially screened according to the aims of this review and were
progressed for a full screening if they met the following
inclusion criteria: (1) the study described an mHealth
intervention (eg, SMS text messaging, phone calls, or websites
accessible through a mobile device) designed to have a direct
(ie, if the intervention was designed for self-harm or for people
who self-harm) or indirect (if self-harm was measured as an
outcome) treatment effect and (2) the paper was in English.

The full texts of the papers that met these criteria were then
screened. Before screening the title and abstract, a pilot
screening was performed by all 3 reviewers (BC, JT, and IG)
on 20 papers selected at random. An interrated reliability check
of at least 75% agreement was required to progress the papers
to full screening. Initially, 80% agreement was achieved, and
the remaining papers were briefly discussed until 100%
agreement was achieved. Each paper was screened by at least
two reviewers, with a third reviewer resolving any
inconsistencies. During the title and abstract screening, there
was 98% agreement between the 2 reviewers on each paper,
with the others being discussed and resolved again. The full
texts of the progressed papers were screened for eligibility.

Data Charting Process
The reviewers extracted predefined data regarding the study
details (eg, year and country), participants (eg, number, age,
and ethnicity), type of mHealth intervention, study design,
measures, and outcomes. Both before and after data extraction,
consistency was checked between reviewers using a random
sample of papers. Data extraction was an iterative process in
which categories were added or amended in accordance with
the aims of the review.
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Results

Identify mHealth Interventions for Self-Harm Within
the Literature
The search results are summarized in Figure 1. A total of 295
papers were identified. After duplicates were removed, 78%
(229/295) of titles and abstracts were left to be screened. About
35% (79/229) of titles and abstracts progressed to a full-text
screening, resulting in 54% (43/79) of papers being excluded.

Of these, 51% (22/43) did not present an mHealth intervention
for self-harm, 21% (9/43) were systematic reviews that did not
identify any papers not already identified by our search, and
19% (8/43) were protocols for studies for which a full text had
since become available. Of the remaining 4 papers, 2 (5%) were
replies or comments on other studies, 1 (2%) was a content
analysis of apps that were commercially available with no
references to an evidence base, and 1 (2%) was a description
of an app that had already been identified. A total of 36 papers
met the inclusion criteria and are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1. Flowchart of search results. mHealth: mobile health.
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Table 1. Summary of papers (N=36).

Improve-
ment in
self-harm

AvailabilityDevelopmentSelf-harm measure
used

Type of self-
harm

SampleDesignType of inter-
vention

Intervention de-
tails

No dataNot widely
available

Collaboration
with consumers,
youth representa-

Risk taking and
self-harm invento-
ry

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Youth (aged 14-
27 years) in re-
covery from
major depres-

RCTb

(protocol)

Social network
with support
from peer work-
ers and clinical
psychologists

Rebound (2019)
[29]: Accessible

anytimea

tives, and clini-
cianssive disor-

der–Australia

No dataNot widely
available

Developed by the
authors

Columbia-Suicide
Severity Rating
Scale

Suicidal self-
harm

Adults dis-
charged after
suicide at-
tempt–France

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Supportive and
monitoring
texts

SIAM (2014)
[30]: 9 texts sent,
staggered for 6
months following

A&Ec discharge

Yes; noFree to
download

Developed by the
Department of
Defense National

Semistructured in-
terview; Beck
Scale for Suicidal

Suicidal self-
harm; suici-
dal and non-

Army veterans
at risk of self-
harm or sui-

Proof of
concept;
RCT

Smartphone app
to help with
coping, distrac-
tion, relaxation,

A Virtual Hope
Box (2015; 2017)
[31,32]: Accessi-
ble anytime Centre for Tele-

health and Tech-
Ideation and
Columbia-Suicide

suicidal self-
harm

cide–United
Statesand positive

thinking nology, with
feedback from
target users

Severity Rating
Scale

YesAvailable for
health care

Clinicians, re-
searchers, and

Last question of

PHQe-9

Suicidal self-
harm

Adoles-
cents–United
States

Proof of
concept

Text-based
EMA that noti-
fies care team
of risk

EpxDepression
(2017) [33]: Dai-

ly EMAd for 2-4
months

providers on
subscription

biostatisticians
with feedback
from target end
users

YesNot widely
available

Codeveloped
with youth with
lived experience
of self-harm

Strength of motiva-
tion for reducing
self-harm scale,
craving experience
questionnaire for

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Youth (aged 16-
25 years) cur-
rently self-
harming–United
Kingdom

RCTSmartphone app
to promote self-
management

Imaginator
(2020) [34]: Ac-
cessible anytime

self-harm, self-
harm imagery inter-
view. Self-harm,
frequency, severi-
ty, and self-effica-
cy for control were
measured with
items developed by
the enhancer

Yes, but
did not

No longer
available

Developed by the
authors

Self-injurious
thoughts and behav-
iors interview

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adults with
self-harm–inter-
national

RCTSmartphone app
to decondition
self-harm

Therapeutic Eval-
uative Condition-
ing (2016) [35]:
Accessible any-
time

persist at
follow-up

YesAvailable for
CAMHS on
subscription

Coproduced with
youth with lived
experience of
self-harm, with

Semistructured in-
terview; Self Harm
data from clinical
records

Nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adolescents
currently self-
harming or at
risk of self-
harming attend-

Pre-post
phase 1
trial

Smartphone app
to help manage
urges to self-
harm

BlueIce (2018)
[36,37]: Accessi-
ble anytime

input from clini-
cal staff, aca-ing
demics, and app
developers

CAMHSf—Unit-
ed Kingdom

No dataNot widely
available

Designed with
target users and
clinicians

N/AgNonsuicidal
self-harm

Aged 18-25
years—Aus-
tralia

Develop-
ment
study

Smartphone app
for mood moni-
toring and dis-
traction

Unnamed (2018)
[38]: Accessible
anytime
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Improve-
ment in
self-harm

AvailabilityDevelopmentSelf-harm measure
used

Type of self-
harm

SampleDesignType of inter-
vention

Intervention de-
tails

No dataFree to
download

Codeveloped
with service
users, clinicians,
academics, and
health profession-
als

UnclearSuicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adults with
psychotic disor-
ders—United
Kingdom

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Smartphone app
for mood moni-
toring and alert-
ing care team of
risk

ClinTouch
CareLoop en-
hance manage-
ment (2014) [39]:
Accessible any-
time; 44 daily
ecological mo-
mentary assess-
ment alerts

YesNot widely
available

Psychiatry spe-
cialists

Researchers devel-
oped their own
questionnaire mea-
suring the presence
of self-harm

Nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adults with sui-
cidal
ideation—Japan

Interven-
tion study

Supportive and
informative
texts

Unnamed (2016)
[40]: 52 text mes-
sages sent twice
weekly

YesAvailable for
health care
providers on
subscription

Developed by the
network for im-
provement of ad-
diction treatment
with user feed-
back from focus
groups

Last question of
PHQ-9, hospital
presentations for
self-harm

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Presented to
emergency de-
partment follow-
ing self-
harm—Canada

Qualita-
tive study
of experi-
ence

Smartphone app
containing safe-
ty plan, social
network, re-
sources, and in-
teraction dash-
board with their
therapist

A-CHESS (2017)
[41]: Accessible
anytime

No dataNot widely
available

No dataHospital presenta-
tions and coroner’s
data

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Participants re-
cruited to anoth-
er study–Sri
Lanka

Cost-ef-
fective
analysis
(protocol)

Social contact
via phone con-
versations and
texts

Safe Storage In-
tervention (2015)
[42]: Texts sent
daily

NoNot widely
available

No dataBeck Scale for
Suicidal Ideation

Suicidal self-
harm

Aged 15-74
years admitted
to hospital after
self-harm—Sri
Lanka

RCTPhone calls to
monitor mood,
meditation au-
dio messages,
and text re-
minders of
treatment ele-
ments

Brief mobile
treatment [43]:
10 staggered
phone calls after
discharge for 24
weeks; audio
messages accessi-
ble anytime; text
reminders sent
weekly

No dataNot widely
available

No dataUnclear—self-
harm repetition

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adults in A&E
after self-
harm—Ireland

RCTSupportive text
messages

No name (2013)
[44]: Staggered
texts that start
daily and decline
gradually to
weekly over 3
months

No dataNot widely
available

No dataHospital presenta-
tions and coroner’s
data

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adult in A&E
after self-
harm—Hong
Kong

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Smartphone app
to provide care
messages, re-
sources, health
care contacts,
and self-help
exercises

No name (2017)
[45]: Accessible
anytime

No dataNot widely
available

No dataHospital presenta-
tions

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Men in A&E af-
ter self-
harm–Canada

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Smartphone app
to augment de-
livery of prob-
lem-solving
therapy

Unnamed (2018)
[46]: 12-month
treatment period,
no further detail

No data
(terminat-
ed)

Not widely
available

Designed with
service users with
history of self-
harm, carers, and
clinicians

N/ANonsuicidal
self-harm

Adolescents
currently self-
harming—Unit-
ed Kingdom

Feasibili-
ty study

Supportive texts
written by the
receiver

TeenTEXT
(2016) [47]: Re-
ceiver sets sched-
ule of when texts
will be received
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Improve-
ment in
self-harm

AvailabilityDevelopmentSelf-harm measure
used

Type of self-
harm

SampleDesignType of inter-
vention

Intervention de-
tails

YesAvailable for
users on sub-
scription

Involved DBT
experts, target
end users, and
their clinicians

SITBIi, semistruc-
tured interviews

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Individuals
seeking
DBT—United
States

PilotSmartphone app
that provides
coaching in
DBT skills

DBTh Coach
(2016) [48]: Ac-
cessible anytime

No data
(terminat-
ed)

Not widely
available

No dataUrgency Persever-
ance Premeditation
Sensation-seeking
Impulsive Invento-
ry urgency sub-
scale

Nonsuicidal
self-harm

Aged 16-30
years, depres-
sion and self-
harm—location
unknown

RCTAudio or video
calls to deliver
problem-solv-

ing CBTj

Unnamed (2019)
[49]: Delivered
over 10-12 ses-
sions

No dataYes (in Den-
mark and
Norway)

Developed by
Skovgaard
Larsen et al [51]

Self-reported, no
further information

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Experiencing
self-
harm—Den-
mark

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Smartphone app
to store safety
plan

MyPlan (2017)
[50]: Accessible
anytime

No dataNot widely
available

Developed with
people with lived
experience of
self-harm or
mental health
problems

Hospital presenta-
tions

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

In A&E after
self-
harm—Aus-
tralia

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Supportive text
messages

SMS SOS (2019)
[52]: Staggered
texts that start 48
h after discharge
from A&E, declin-
ing to monthly for
12 months

N/AAvailable
globally

Crisis text line is
a global organiza-
tion

N/ASuicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

No criteria—in-
ternational

Trend
analysis

Texting with a
crisis counselor

Crisis Text Line
(2020) [53]: Ac-
cessible anytime

No dataYes (in New
Zealand)

Developed with
young people

Self-harm question-
naire

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Year 8 school
students—Aus-
tralia

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Game-style
smartphone app

SPARX (2020)
[54]: Must com-
plete program
within 6 weeks

YesNot widely
available

Developed by the
authors

Deliberate self-
harm inventory

Nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adolescents
with self-
harm—Sweden

PilotWebsite and
companion app
to receive treat-
ment for emo-
tion regulation

ERITA (2018)
[55]: 12 weeks to
complete 11 mod-
ules

YesNot widely
available

Developed by the
authors

PHQ-ANonsuicidal
self-harm

Aged 14-21
years with sub-
threshold de-
pression—Unit-
ed States

RCTTherapy provid-
ed via website
with motivation-
al interviewing
phone calls

CATCH-ITk

(2009) [56]: Re-
cipients had 3
phone calls, no
further informa-
tion

NoNot widely
available

No dataHospital presenta-
tions

Nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adult inpatients
with self-
harm—United
Kingdom

RCTTelephone cri-
sis consultation
with on-call
psychiatrist

Unnamed (1999)
[57]: Accessible
anytime for 6
months following
discharge

YesNot yet, but
will be if
findings are
positive

Developed by
van Spijker et al
[59] adapted by
the authors

Self-harm question-
naire

Suicidal self-
harm

Turkish adults
with suicidal
ideation—Unit-
ed Kingdom
and Netherlands

RCTWeb-based in-
tervention to
provide CBT-
based modules

Unnamed (2020)
[58]: A module
per week for 6
weeks

YesTechnique
can be adopt-
ed

Developed by the
author

SITBISuicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adults on an
online forum
who self-
harm—interna-
tional

RCTWeb-based di-
ary

Unnamed (2018)
[60]: Encouraged
to write 5mina
day for 28 days
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Improve-
ment in
self-harm

AvailabilityDevelopmentSelf-harm measure
used

Type of self-
harm

SampleDesignType of inter-
vention

Intervention de-
tails

No dataNo dataDeveloped with
international psy-
chological ex-
perts

N/ANonsuicidal
self-harm

Self-harm ex-
perts—Austria,
Germany, and
United States

Develop-
ment
study

App to track
mood and prac-
tice DBT skills,
therapist can
monitor
progress

Uncut (2014)
[61]: Ecological
momentary as-
sessment

No dataNot yet, but
will be if
findings are
positive

Developed by
van Spijker et al
[63] with mental
health profession-
als who work
with people expe-
riencing suicidali-
ty

Hospital records
and self-report
questionnaire (no
further informa-
tion)

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adults—Den-
mark

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Web-based in-
tervention pro-
viding 6 mod-
ules around
managing
thoughts and
feelings

Living under
control (2017)
[62]: A module
per week for 6
weeks

YesNot widely
available

Developed by the
author

N/ASuicidal self-
harm

Adolescent psy-
chiatry outpa-
tients—United
States

Pilot
study

Smartphone app
containing cop-
ing skills, dis-
traction activi-
ties, and a help
me now section

Crisis Care
(2017) [64]: Ac-
cessible anytime

No dataAvailable for
health care
providers on
subscription

Developed by the
author

Self-harm invento-
ry

Suicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Adults with
borderline per-
sonality disor-
der and self-
harm—Den-
mark

RCT (pro-
tocol)

Smartphone app
providing DBT
skills and mood
monitoring;
links with clini-
cians database

Monsenso (2020)
[65]: Accessible
anytime

No dataNo dataDeveloped with
youth with lived
experience of
self-harm

N/ANonsuicidal
self-harm

Adolescents
with self-
harm—China

Develop-
ment
study

Supportive text
messages

Unnamed (2019)
[66]: No details
yet

N/AAvailable to
teenagers in
the United
States

Founded by men-
tal health profes-
sionals

N/ASuicidal and
nonsuicidal
self-harm

Teenagers—Unit-
ed States

Trend
analysis

Peer-supported
hotline

Unnamed (2020)
[67]: Unlimited
access every
evening

aItalics refer to the intervention duration.
bRCT: randomized controlled trial.
cA&E: accident & emergency.
dEMA: ecological momentary assessment.
ePHQ: patient health questionnaire.
fCAMHS: Child and adolescent mental health services.
gN/A: not applicable.
hDBT: dialectical behavior therapy.
iSITBI: self-injurious thoughts and behaviors interview.
jCBT: cognitive behavioral therapy.
kCATCH-IT: Competent Adulthood Transition with Cognitive Behavioural Humanistic and Interpersonal Training.

The 36 papers related to 35 separate studies, 2 of which were
published from the same study with one paper detailing the
quantitative findings [36] and the other the qualitative findings
[37]. They were therefore not removed as duplicates; however,
as the study details were the same, the study characteristics were
merged to not present the same information twice.

A total of 12 papers reported protocols. The corresponding
authors were contacted to request any update or preliminary
findings; a preprint paper was received from one, so the protocol
was replaced with this and the data were extracted. The

remaining 11 protocols had no further data at the time of this
review (April-June 2020).

The most common study design was the RCT (20/35, 57%),
with most papers published between 2014 and 2020 (33/35,
94%). Studies were most commonly conducted in Europe
(14/35, 40%) and North America (7/35, 20%). Most studies
measured self-harm using various self-report questionnaires
(18/35, 51%) and looked at both suicidal and nonsuicidal
self-harm (19/35, 54%).
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Participants
The participant data are summarized in Table 2. Sample sizes
ranged from 3 to 122,909, involving mostly clinical cohorts
(24/35, 69%), and approximately half were adult samples (18/35,
51%), with one focusing specifically on young adults (aged
18-25 years). None of the studies included children aged <12
years and adults aged >65 years. Gender was reported in 18

papers, with the majority including more females than males
(14/18, 78%); only 1 study included a nonbinary participant
(1/18, 6%). Most papers provided no data on ethnicity (25/35,
71%) and those that did recruited mostly White people (8/10,
80%). Presenting problems screened for or required as inclusion
criteria among the samples were primarily self-harm (26/35,
74%), depression (22/35, 63%), suicidal ideation (15/35, 43%),
and suicide attempts (15/35, 43%).

Table 2. Participant characteristics (n=35).a

Studyn (%)Characteristic

Age (years)

[30-32,35,38-41,44-46,48,57,58,60-62,65]18 (54)Adults

[33,36,37,47,54,55,64,66,67]8 (23)Adolescents (up to 18 years)

[29,34,43,49,52,56]6 (17)Adolescents and adults

[50]1 (3)No age restriction

[42,53]2 (5)Unknown

Population

[29,30,32,33,36-41,43-50,52,55-57,64-66]24 (69)Clinical

[31,35,42,53,54,58,60,62,67]9 (26)Community

[34]1 (3)Clinical and community

[61]1 (3)Mental health professionals

Presenting problems or inclusion criteria

[29,30,34-37,40,41,43-50,52,53,55-58,60,62,65-67]26 (74)Self-harm

[29,31-34,36-38,40,41,43,45,48-50,53-56,60,62,66,67]22 (63)Depression

[29,31,32,34,36,37,41,48,49,53-55,66,67]13 (37)Anxiety

[29,30,32,34,35,40,43-45,50,53,58,60,62,64]15(43)Suicidal ideation

[29,30,32,34,35,44-46,48,50,53,57,60,64,65]15 (43)Suicide attempt

[31,32,48,55,65]5 (14)Borderline personality disorder

[32,39,40,66]4 (11)Psychosis

[32,41,43,57]4 (11)Substance or alcohol use

[31,55]2 (6)Eating disorders

[32,54]2 (6)Sleep disorders

[32]1 (3)Neurological disorders

[32]1 (3)Somatoform disorder

aGrist et al (2018) [36] and Stallard et al (2018) [37] are separate papers from the same study.

Understand the Types and Features of Interventions
That Have Been Developed and Evaluated

Characteristics of mHealth Interventions
Intervention characteristics are summarized in Table 3 and relate
to 34 interventions. As mentioned earlier, another 2 papers
reported on different trials of the same intervention. Most studies
described apps (15/34, 44%) or texting or calling services
(13/34, 38%), and most interventions required a mobile phone
(16/34, 47%) or a smartphone (11/34, 32%), whereas the rest
required any internet-enabled device (4/34, 12%) or an iPod
touch (1/34, 3%). Approximately half of the interventions did

not include any face-to-face support (16/34, 47%); of these, 9
were standalone interventions (9/16, 56%), 7 included an
element of human support provided digitally (ie, texts from a
clinician; 7/16, 21%), and 2 exclusively provided digital support
(ie, a hotline; 2/16, 13%). A range of underpinning therapeutic
models informing the intervention content were reported, with
21 studies (21/34, 62%) citing at least one approach and
cognitive behavioral therapy being the most common (10/34,
29%). Supportive messages or phone calls were the most
common elements among the interventions (14/34, 41%). Only
3 (9%) papers specified that the interventions contained a safety
plan.
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Table 3. Intervention characteristics (n=34).a

Studyn (%)Intervention characteristics

Intervention type

[31,32,34,36,38,39,41,45,48,50,54,61,64,65]15 (44)Apps

[30,33,40,42-44,47,49,52,53,57,66,67]13 (38)Texting or calling services

[55,56,58,62]4 (12)Websites or web-based therapies

[60]1 (3)Web-based diary

[29]1 (3)Social network

Device

[30,33,39,40,42-45,47,49,52,53,57,65-67]16 (47)Mobile phone

[31,32,34-38,41,46,50,54,55,60,61,64]11 (32)Smartphone

[29,56,58,62]4 (12)Any internet-enabled device

[48]1 (3)iPod touch (or iPhone)

Human support included

[31,32,34,36-38,41,43,46-48,50,52,65]12 (35)Face-to-face provided

[29,49,53,55,57,58,67]7 (21)Digital support provided

[30,33,35,44,54,60,62,64,66]9 (27)No support

[45,56]2 (6)Both compared

[39,40,42,61]4 (12)Not specified

Underpinning therapeutic model

[31,32,36-38,47,49,54,56,58,62,64]10 (29)Cognitive behavioral therapy

[31,32,36-38,48,61,65]6 (18)Dialectical behavior therapy

[29,34,50]3 (9)Cognitive

[35-37,56]3 (9)Behavioral

[29,36,37]2 (6)Mindfulness

[41,46]2 (6)Problem-solving therapy

[56]1 (3)Acceptance and commitment therapy

[56]1 (3)Interpersonal psychotherapy

[60]1 (3)Autobiographic self enhancement

[30,33,39,40,42-45,52,53,57,66,67]13 (38)Not specified

Features

[30,33,34,40,42-45,47,52,53,57,66,67]14 (41)Supportive messages or phone calls

[40,48,54,56,58,61,62,64,65]9 (27)Coping skills

[34,36-39,45,60,61,65]8 (24)Mood diaries

[33,40,41,44-46,53,64]8 (24)Links to helplines, services, or caregivers

[29,41,43,46,54,56]6 (18)Problem-solving techniques

[33,39,41,47,61,65]6 (18)Alerts to clinicians

[34,36,37,44,54,56,64]6 (18)Mood lifting or physical activities

[29,41,44,54,65]5 (15)Information and psychoeducation

[31,32,36,38,45,64]5 (15)Relaxation and meditation

[29,31,32,36,37,48,58]5 (15)Mindfulness

[36,37,54,56,58,62]5 (15)Thought challenging

[31,32,34,36,37,41]4 (12)Photos, music, and other media

[34,39,40,43]4 (12)Medication and intervention reminders
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Studyn (%)Intervention characteristics

[29,41,67]3 (9)Social and peer support

[41,50,62]3 (9)Safety plan

[31,32,38,64]3 (9)Distraction methods

[31,35,54]3 (9)Games

aBush et al (2015) [31] and Bush et al (2017) [32] relate to the same intervention; Grist et al (2018) [36] and Stallard et al (2018) [37] are separate papers
from the same study.

Development and Availability
Half of the mHealth interventions were developed with multiple
collaborators (17/34, 50%), including mental health
professionals (10/34, 29%), target end users (11/34, 32%), and
companies or organizations (3/34, 9%). Most interventions were
not currently available to the public (20/34, 59%). Conversely,
only 15% (5/34) are publicly available, whereas others are
available for purchase by health care professionals or services
(4/34, 12%) or users (1/34, 3%). Table 1 provides further details
on the intervention development and availability.

Highlight Research Findings Around mHealth
Interventions for Self-Harm

Study Findings
Of the 19 papers that reported outcomes, 14 (74%) reported
positive findings postintervention. Of the 5 studies that did not
report positive findings, 2 (26%) were terminated during
recruitment due to a lack of feasibility. One study noted that
this was due to high levels of depression and the reluctance of
participants who self-harmed to engage with mental health
services [49], whereas the other suggested it was a good
intervention but Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
was the wrong setting due to clinicians’ time constraints [47].
Furthermore, 3 studies reported no significant effect of the
intervention on self-harm recovery [32,43,57], one of which
cited past episodes of self-harm as a barrier to efficacy [57].

Clinician and parental attitudes were typically favorable toward
the interventions [31,32,38,41,47,64], with only 2 papers
reporting concerns [38,47]. The identified benefits include
promoting self-efficacy [32,58], helping difficult disclosure
[33], immediate access [43], time and cost benefits [55],
encouraging help-seeking [40], being useful in crises [64,66],
and having a positive influence on the therapeutic alliance in
the face-to-face element within blended approaches [41,58].
Barriers were not commonly mentioned in the papers, although
2 papers did note that digital interventions that were
administered by a mental health worker posed challenges due
to the lack of engagement with mental health services among
people who self-harm [47,49].

Determine What Outcomes Are Typically Used to
Assess the Efficacy of Interventions
The study outcomes are summarized in Table 4. Most studies
had multiple outcomes related to self-harm (21/35, 60%), suicide
attempts (19/35, 54%), suicidal ideation (16/35, 46%),
intervention experience (16/35, 46%), and engagement with the
intervention (13/35, 37%). Other mental health issues such as
depression (16/35, 46%) and anxiety (9/35, 26%) were also
considered. Outcomes related to self-harm mostly focused on
episode frequency (14/21, 67%), whereas others focused on
repeated presentations to hospital (5/21, 24%) or self-harm
thoughts or urges (4/21, 19%).
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Table 4. Study outcomes (n=35).a

Studyn (%)Outcome

Mental health

[29,34-37,39,40,42,44,45,54-60,62]14 (40)SHb frequency

[40,45,46,52,57]5 (14)Presentations to hospital for SH

[34,48,56,60]4 (11)SH thoughts or urges

[50,58]2 (6)SH (specifics unclear)

[29,30,32,34,35,40,43-45,49,50,54,58,60,62,65]16 (46)Suicidal ideation

[29,30,32,34,35,40,42,43,45,46,48-50,52,57,58,60,62,65]19 (54)Suicide attempts

[29,30,34,36-38,43,45,49,50,53,54,56,58,60,62,66]16 (46)Depression

[29,30,34,36,37,49,53,54,58,62]9 (26)Anxiety

[30,53,54]3 (9)Eating disorders

[55,65]2 (6)Borderline personality disorder

[54]1 (3)Psychosis

Other well-being

[29,48,53-55,60,62]7 (20)Other mental well-being

[29,32,43,45,49,53,54]7 (20)Interpersonal issues

[44,45,49,50,58,62]6 (17)Hopelessness

[29,33,54]3 (9)Sleep

[43,53,54]3 (9)Alcohol or substance use

[29,58,62]3 (9)Quality of life

[54,55]2 (6)Other self-destructive behaviors

Intervention feasibility and acceptability

[29-34,36,37,44,47,48,50,54,58,60,62,64,66]16 (46)Experience

[29,31-34,39,44,45,48,53,54,56,67]13 (37)Engagement

[46]1 (3)Health care costs

aGrist et al (2018) [36] and Stallard et al (2018) [37] are separate papers from the same study.
bSH: self-harm.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This scoping review identified 36 papers relating to 34 separate
mHealth tools for managing self-harm. Papers were primarily
RCTs and protocols published in Europe or North America
within the last 6 years. This recent increase in papers reflects
the growing interest in developing evidence-based mHealth
interventions to improve access to psychological therapies. The
large number of protocols suggests that this trend will continue
as more findings are published in the coming years. Participants
were mostly White adult females recruited from clinical
populations, with only one nonbinary participant across all the
studies, and many did not report the ethnicity of their
participants. This is concerning given the high prevalence of
self-harm found in both ethnic [68] and gender minorities [69].
It is possible that other nonbinary or gender-diverse individuals
participated in these studies, but they were not truly represented
in the way that the researchers assessed or reported participant
demographics.

Depression and anxiety were the 2 most highly studied
comorbidities, which is consistent with research suggesting
strong correlations between these disorders and self-harm [70].
The interventions most commonly studied were not blended
with any face-to-face support and were mostly text or call-based
services or apps used on mobile phones or smartphones.
Considering the ubiquity of both mobile phones [17,71] and
smartphones [71], this is a positive finding and suggests that
there are indeed mHealth interventions that could be more
widely accessed. Interestingly, no interventions designed for
use on other devices, such as wearable technologies, have been
identified. This is despite research suggesting that they are
acceptable for treating mental health issues among those who
do not typically engage with mental health services [72].
However, this is still a relatively new area, and wearable devices
designed to treat or help manage mental health difficulties are
predicted to increase over the next few years [73].

Several studies did not specify any underpinning therapeutic
models informing the content of their intervention, which raises
concerns given the unhelpful and even dangerous advice that
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has been found in other freely available mental health apps [74].
Similarly, less than a third of the interventions were developed
with individuals who have lived experience of self-harm, despite
evidence suggesting that this could lead to more effective
interventions being developed. Given the expertise of those
with lived experience of self-harm, their input is essential
[75,76].

Most studies testing interventions reported overall promising
findings, suggesting that mHealth can be a viable tool for people
struggling with self-harm. The study outcomes largely promoted
a reduction in self-harm frequency over and above others, such
as a reduction in self-harm urges or severity. Although reduced
frequency is a common measure of self-harm recovery within
research, it has been argued that it is not advisable to rely solely
on this; a reduction in self-harm episodes may mean that each
episode has become more severe or has been replaced with a
different type of self-destructive behavior [77]. Overall, there
needs to be a more consistent framework to assess outcomes
from self-harm research, with further research looking into the
maintenance of positive outcomes. Similarly, there was
considerable variation in the tools used to measure self-harm
across the studies. This makes comparisons between studies
difficult; therefore, greater consistency may also be beneficial.

Another commonly observed finding was the clinicians’
favorable attitudes toward the intervention. This reflects overall
positive attitudes and an eagerness to incorporate technology
into practice found in research on clinicians’ attitudes toward
technology in mental health care [78]. This is important
considering that there is research highlighting that clinicians’
attitudes are pivotal in intervention implementation [79].

A barrier to the implementation of blended interventions that
required clinician involvement was the lack of engagement that
people who self-harm have with mental health services. This is
consistent with the body of literature that corroborates the lack
of professional help-seeking among people who self-harm [8-11]
and further emphasizes the need for mHealth interventions for
self-harm that individuals can access easily and discretely.
Despite many studies having positive outcomes, it seems that
not many of the interventions studied are readily available to
the general public or even to those attending mental health
services. Moreover, few papers made this information apparent,
so information on availability was sought from internet and app
store searches and by contacting the authors of the papers.

Implications for Future Research
This review identified several limitations in the current literature
on mHealth tools for managing self-harm. Notably, research
thus far has been limited to White adult females from western
societies, yet self-harm has been identified as a significant issue
among minority groups [68,69], highlighting the need to
diversify research by recruiting understudied groups such as
males and minority populations who may also benefit from
mHealth interventions. It is also important for future studies to
report the ethnicity of participants. Similarly, participants have
mostly been from clinical samples; however, given that people
who self-harm do not often seek professional help, it is possible
that findings from clinical samples may not necessarily be

generalizable to wider populations who self-harm. Therefore,
it is important to assess the efficacy of interventions in
community samples. It is also essential for more intervention
developers to collaborate with people who have lived experience
of self-harm, given the limited instances thus far highlighted in
this review.

Another notable point is that the measurements of self-harm
recovery were typically restricted to a reduction in the frequency
of episodes and, although this may be a useful assessment, it
may also be worth considering measuring other elements as
well, such as the severity of self-harming episodes or any other
substitute self-destructive behaviors.

Another consideration to take forward from this review is the
reliance on RCTs to evaluate digital interventions. Although
RCTs have long been considered the gold standard method, the
pace at which digital interventions develop and evolve means
that the data can be outdated before the trial has been completed
[80-82]. Following this, it may be prudent for future research
to also consider different study designs, such as pre- and
posttests that can keep up with the rapid development of digital
interventions. Furthermore, RCTs can indicate whether an
intervention is effective but may be limited in their ability to
explore the reason [83]. Therefore, it may also be beneficial for
future research to apply the NIMH’s experimental therapeutics
approach or use qualitative studies that can contribute further
to the understanding of how and why certain interventions are
effective as well as whether they are safe and do no harm.
Similarly, the application of the experimental therapeutic
approach may contribute further to the understanding of how
and why certain interventions are effective [84]. Future work
should also focus on the implementation and dissemination of
effective interventions, following the lack of availability of
interventions within the papers in this review.

Limitations
As the purpose of this review was to collate the data available
on mHealth tools for managing self-harm, there was no scope
to conduct a quality assessment of the included studies. This
means that we cannot verify that the research included here is
of sufficient quality to draw concrete inferences from. This
review may also have been limited by the decision to not include
any papers for which there was no English version available.
Nonetheless, this review offers insight into the current evidence
base for mHealth interventions for self-harm.

Conclusions
This review has synthesized the current evidence for mHealth
tools for managing self-harm. Overall, there are useful
interventions that have been developed to promote recovery
from self-harm. However, certain limitations pose challenges
in drawing firm conclusions from the included studies.
Suggestions for how future research can improve upon this have
been made, in the hope of developing a robust evidence base
so that clinicians and users are better equipped to make informed
decisions about which mHealth tools to use. This will hopefully
help to overcome some of the barriers that people who self-harm
face in accessing support.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile health (mHealth) interventions can increase physical activity (PA); however, their long-term impact is
not well understood.

Objective: The primary aim of this study is to understand the immediate and long-term effects of mHealth interventions on PA.
The secondary aim is to explore potential effect moderators.

Methods: We performed this study according to the Cochrane and PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses) guidelines. We searched PubMed, the Cochrane Library, SCOPUS, and PsycINFO in July 2020. Eligible
studies included randomized controlled trials of mHealth interventions targeting PA as a primary outcome in adults. Eligible
outcome measures were walking, moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA), total physical activity (TPA), and energy
expenditure. Where reported, we extracted data for 3 time points (ie, end of intervention, follow-up ≤6 months, and follow-up
>6 months). To explore effect moderators, we performed subgroup analyses by population, intervention design, and control group
type. Results were summarized using random effects meta-analysis. Risk of bias was assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration
tool.

Results: Of the 2828 identified studies, 117 were included. These studies reported on 21,118 participants with a mean age of
52.03 (SD 14.14) years, of whom 58.99% (n=12,459) were female. mHealth interventions significantly increased PA across all
the 4 outcome measures at the end of intervention (walking standardized mean difference [SMD] 0.46, 95% CI 0.36-0.55; P<.001;
MVPA SMD 0.28, 95% CI 0.21-0.35; P<.001; TPA SMD 0.34, 95% CI 0.20-0.47; P<.001; energy expenditure SMD 0.44, 95%
CI 0.13-0.75; P=.01). Only 33 studies reported short-term follow-up measurements, and 8 studies reported long-term follow-up
measurements in addition to end-of-intervention results. In the short term, effects were sustained for walking (SMD 0.26, 95%
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CI 0.09-0.42; P=.002), MVPA (SMD 0.20, 95% CI 0.05-0.35; P=.008), and TPA (SMD 0.53, 95% CI 0.13-0.93; P=.009). In the
long term, effects were also sustained for walking (SMD 0.25, 95% CI 0.10-0.39; P=.001) and MVPA (SMD 0.19, 95% CI
0.11-0.27; P<.001). We found the study population to be an effect moderator, with higher effect scores in sick and at-risk
populations. PA was increased both in scalable and nonscalable mHealth intervention designs and regardless of the control group
type. The risk of bias was rated high in 80.3% (94/117) of the studies. Heterogeneity was significant, resulting in low to very low
quality of evidence.

Conclusions: mHealth interventions can foster small to moderate increases in PA. The effects are maintained long term; however,
the effect size decreases over time. The results encourage using mHealth interventions in at-risk and sick populations and support
the use of scalable mHealth intervention designs to affordably reach large populations. However, given the low evidence quality,
further methodologically rigorous studies are warranted to evaluate the long-term effects.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26699)   doi:10.2196/26699
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Introduction

Background
In recent decades, populations have become increasingly
sedentary. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends
150 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity (PA) or 75
minutes of vigorous-intensity PA per week for adults and 60
minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) for
adolescents per day [1]. An estimated 28% of adults worldwide
do not meet these guidelines [2]. The prevalence of inactivity
is high in Latin America and many high-income countries, with
approximately every second adult inactive in Brazil or Saudi
Arabia, and 40% of adults insufficiently active in the United
States [2].

According to the WHO, physical inactivity is 1 of the 4 core
modifiable risk factors for noncommunicable diseases (NCDs).
As such, it is as important to be addressed as tobacco use or
obesity and proven to increase the risk of cancer, cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes, dementia, and depression [3-6].

In response to the high prevalence and substantial risk posed
by physical inactivity, the WHO has formulated a target to
reduce physical inactivity by 10% by 2025 as part of its strategy
against NCDs [7]. Scaling up PA interventions is key to
achieving the WHO target. However, there are various barriers,
including cost, resource restrictions, and poorly scalable
intervention designs [8,9]. Owing to the increasing dissemination
and ubiquity of mobile technology, mobile technology–based
interventions, that is, mobile health (mHealth), have been
discussed as a solution for overcoming scalability challenges
[10,11]. There are only a few examples of nationwide mHealth
programs such as the NHS Diabetes Prevention Program [12]
in the United Kingdom, the 10,000 steps program in Australia
[13], and the National Steps Challenge and Live Healthy SG in
Singapore [14,15]. Most governments and health organizations
are still hesitant about rolling out mHealth PA programs, as
clear evidence for the effectiveness of mHealth interventions
for sustainable behavior change is lacking [16,17].

Previous evidence for the effectiveness of mHealth interventions
on PA is mixed (Multimedia Appendix 1 [18-31]). Most existing
meta-analyses found significant positive effects on PA in sick
and at-risk populations, with effect sizes ranging from small to

large [18-28]. However, some studies did not find significant
effects or reported conflicting results [29-31]. There is limited
evidence for the sustainability of increased PA levels beyond
the end of intervention. Only 2 studies quantitatively analyzed
long-term effects: one review found that PA increases are
maintained up to 3-4 years after the intervention [20] and the
other did not find significant long-term results [31]. Kirk et al
[25] and Romeo et al [30] found that shorter mHealth PA
interventions (<16 weeks and <12 weeks, respectively) are more
effective than longer ones, indicating that effects might not be
maintained in the long term.

We also lack clarity on how population types, intervention
design, and control group type moderate the impact of mHealth
interventions on PA. Only 3 studies performed subgroup
analyses according to population type with mixed results. A
total of 2 studies found interventions to be equally effective in
sick and healthy populations [23,30], and 1 review found
mHealth interventions to be more effective in sick populations;
however, the results were not statistically significant [27]. Most
studies focused exclusively on sick or at-risk populations
[21,22,24-26,28,31], making it difficult to draw clear
conclusions.

The design of mHealth interventions influences the degree to
which they are scalable. The promise of mHealth is that the
technology itself (ie, without costly and limited human
resources) promotes active lifestyles. However, these highly
scalable interventions miss the element of human-to-human
interaction, which is a potentially important active ingredient
in behavior change interventions. Current evidence draws an
inconclusive picture: existing studies have found no effects on
PA when interventions are scalable [24,30] (ie, mHealth
interventions without human-to-human interactions), stronger
effects when interventions are nonscalable (ie, mHealth
interventions with human-to-human interactions) [27,32],
stronger effects in scalable interventions [20], or no moderating
effects [22]. Thus, we need a comprehensive evaluation of
scalable versus nonscalable designs to judge the potential of
mHealth technologies in reaching large populations at low costs.

Furthermore, our current understanding of the effects of mHealth
PA interventions is limited by the inclusion of different control
groups in previous studies. Most previous studies included both
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minimal or no intervention control groups and control groups
receiving an alternative intervention [18-20,22-29,31]. This
makes it impossible to distinguish between the absolute effect
of mHealth PA interventions on behavior and the degree to
which mHealth interventions are superior to alternative
nonmobile designs or the standard of care.

Objectives
Accordingly, we sought to comprehensively collate and analyze
trials evaluating mHealth interventions that promote PA in adult
populations. Our primary aim is to understand the long-term
impact of these interventions on PA. Our secondary aim is to
explore potential effect moderators (population type,
intervention design, and control group type), to understand
which populations can benefit from mHealth interventions, to
understand if scalable mHealth intervention designs are
effective, and to understand if mHealth interventions produce
superior results to nonmobile interventions.

Methods

Overview
This study was performed according to the Cochrane
methodology, and the results were reported following the
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses) guidelines. We searched PubMed, the
Cochrane Library, SCOPUS, and PsycINFO for randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) on mHealth interventions targeting PA
increases (all search strategies are given in Multimedia
Appendices 2 and 3) published from database inception to July
3, 2020. We also searched the reference lists of the relevant
existing systematic reviews for eligible studies. This study was
registered with PROSPERO (CRD 42019124716).

Eligibility Criteria
Studies were eligible if they assessed the impact of mHealth
interventions on PA as a primary study outcome in individuals
aged 18 years or more and were published in English. Eligible
study designs were RCTs or cluster RCTs. Eligible comparators
comprised no or minimal interventions and alternative
interventions that did not include mobile technologies.

Types of Interventions
mHealth interventions were defined as programs that fully or
partly deliver interventions using mobile technology such as
pedometers or accelerometers with displays, activity trackers,
smartphones, or tablets. We excluded interventions where the
use of a mobile device was unclear (eg, telephone or website
interventions) or where increasing PA was not the primary
outcome. This was to ensure that interventions genuinely aimed
to increase PA and to avoid including studies measuring PA
only as a supplemental outcome.

Types of Outcomes
Eligible outcome measures were walking, MVPA, total physical
activity (TPA), and energy expenditure (EE), as these outcomes
are most commonly reported. Multiple outcome units were
eligible per outcome measure (eg, walking in minutes and

walking in steps). Studies reporting objectively measured or
self-reported outcome data were eligible.

Data Collection Process
Abstracts of all identified papers were exported and uploaded
into Covidence Systematic Review software (Veritas Health
Innovation Ltd, version accessed July 2020) for screening. Two
reviewers independently screened the abstracts for eligibility
(AM, JNK, or KI). If reviewers doubted whether an article was
potentially relevant, it was included for full inspection. Next,
full texts of potentially eligible papers were uploaded into
Covidence and screened by 2 independent reviewers (AM, JNK,
or KI). Conflicts were resolved by discussion or where required
by a third reviewer. We contacted authors of potentially relevant
articles for further information when needed. All reviewers were
trained during a full-day workshop on eligibility criteria and
software before screening.

Data Extraction and Management
Data for each study were extracted independently by 2 reviewers
(AM, JNK, KI, AJH, or GWT) using standardized extraction
forms. Conflicts were resolved by discussion between 2 primary
reviewers or with a third, independent reviewer. All reviewers
were trained to use the extraction form and Cochrane risk of
bias criteria during a full-day workshop. Where reported, data
were extracted for all 4 eligible outcome measures (walking,
MVPA, TPA, and EE) and time points (end of intervention,
short-term follow-up [≤6 months after the end of intervention],
and long-term follow-up [>6 months after the end of
intervention]). If studies reported both objectively measured
and self-reported outcome data, the former were used for
meta-analysis. If studies only reported self-reported outcome
data, these were extracted, and the quality of evidence was rated
as high risk of detection bias. Data were extracted as means and
SDs per outcome measure and time point. If SDs were not
reported, they were calculated using the RevMan calculator and
following the Cochrane Handbook [33]. Respective authors
were contacted for any missing data.

Assessment of Risk of Bias in Included Studies
Two reviewers (AM, JNK, KI, AJH, or GWT) independently
assessed the risk of bias for each study using the Cochrane
Collaboration tool [34]. Additional criteria for cluster RCTs
were assessed [35] and documented within the other bias
domains of the Cochrane Collaboration tool. Discrepancies
were resolved by consensus between reviewers or where needed
by a third reviewer. We classified studies as overall high risk
of bias if they scored high in any bias domain other than
performance bias, as blinding of participants and personnel is
almost impossible in mHealth intervention studies [23]. Blinding
of outcome assessors was rated as high risk if outcomes were
self-reported.

Statistical Methods
We summarized the intervention and sample characteristics of
all the included studies. We quantitatively analyzed the data
using RevMan software (Cochrane, version 5.4) and a
DerSimonian and Laird random effects model for our
meta-analysis [36]. We reported all 4 outcome measures using
standardized mean differences (SMDs) and 95% CI. Where
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appropriate (eg, if one mHealth intervention was compared with
a minimal and alternative nonmobile intervention), we combined
means and SDs of control or intervention groups following the
Cochrane Handbook [33]. We classified populations into 3
groups based on the reported recruitment criteria: sick, at-risk,
and healthy. The sick group included populations experiencing
illnesses such as diabetes, cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, and coronary heart disease. The at-risk group included
inactive or sedentary, older, overweight, and obese populations.
We classified mHealth interventions into 2 designs: scalable
and nonscalable. Scalability is defined as the ability to scale up
an intervention without requiring human resources.
Consequently, scalable mHealth interventions were defined as
interventions that only leveraged automated components without
any human-to-human interactions. Nonscalable mHealth
interventions included human-to-human interactions, such as
coaching, in-person feedback, or group activity sessions. We
classified control groups into no or minimal interventions (no
intervention or information material only) and alternative
(nonmobile) interventions.

Following the recommendations of Richardson et al [37] and
the Cochrane Handbook [33], a subgroup analysis was
performed based on end-of-intervention values for all outcomes
where at least 10 studies were available. We a priori defined 3
subgroup analyses following the population, intervention,
comparison, and outcome framework [33] to identify possible
effect moderators. Our aim is to understand the impact of
population type (sick, at-risk, and healthy), intervention design
(scalable and nonscalable), and control group type (no or
minimal and alternative).

We present the primary results using forest plots for each
outcome and time point. Subgroup analyses were displayed in

forest plots using end-of-intervention data. We quantified

inconsistencies between studies using the I2 statistics (ie, the
varying effect estimates towing to heterogeneity rather than

chance) [33]. We classified I2>50% as having substantial
heterogeneity [38]. We examined the significance of
heterogeneity using chi-square tests (P≤.05). We assessed
subgroup differences following the guidelines given by
Richardson et al [37], which recommend testing for significant
subgroup differences (P≤.10) and covariate distribution and
comparing heterogeneity and effect sizes between subgroups.
Funnel plot analysis was used to detect sampling bias. We used
end-of-intervention effect values in our funnel plot analyses, as
all studies reported this time point.

We conducted 3 sensitivity analyses to evaluate the robustness
of our primary results: first, we excluded outlier studies; second,
we excluded studies with high risk of bias; and third, we
excluded studies not reporting long-term follow-up
measurements to keep the study sample consistent across all
time points. We used the grading of recommendations,
assessment, development, and evaluation (GRADE) framework
to assess the quality of evidence at the outcome measure level
for the end-of-intervention time point and to report the
standardized quality of evidence profiles, following the study
by Guyatt et al [39].

Results

Overview
Of the 2828 identified studies, 512 full-text articles were
screened, and 117 studies were included in the meta-analysis
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) chart. mHealth: mobile health; RCT: randomized controlled
trial.

Study Characteristics
Multimedia Appendix 4 [40-156] contains the included studies
and their characteristics. The 117 trials represented 21,188
participants with a mean age of 52.03 years (SD 14.14), of
whom 58.99% (12,459/21,118) were female. Most studies were
conducted in high-income, developed regions such as North
America (43/117, 36.8%), Europe (39/117, 33.3%), and

Australia and New Zealand (24/117, 20.5%). Very few studies
were conducted in Asia (7/117, 6.0%), Latin America (3/117,
2.6%), or Africa (1/117, 0.9%), limiting the representativeness
of the evidence for low-income countries. Sample sizes ranged
widely (from 15 to 1442), and the intervention duration ranged
from 1 week to 2 years. All but one study [40] reported
end-of-intervention results, 33 studies reported short-term
follow-up results [40-72], and only 8 studies reported long-term
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follow-up results [61,72-78]. The mean time point for the
short-term follow-up was 4.14 months (SD 2.08) after the end
of intervention. The long-term follow-up measurement was
taken on average after 13.96 months (SD 11.91).

Walking was the most reported outcome measure (77/117,
65.8%) [41,43,44,48,50-54,58-60,63-65,67-69,72-130], followed
by MVPA (62/117, 53.0%) [42,44,46,47,49,51-55,57,59,
61-64,68,70-76,78-80,82,84-87,89-91,94,98,104,107,109,112,114,
117,125,126,131-147], TPA (33/117, 28.2%) [44,45,50,52,54,
5 6 , 6 4 , 6 6 , 7 2 , 7 4 , 7 6 - 7 8 , 8 4 , 8 5 , 8 9 , 9 6 , 1 1 0 - 1 1 2 , 1 1 4 ,
118,131,135,146,148-154,157], and EE (5/117, 4.3%)
[61,103,137,155,156]. Most RCTs were conducted in at-risk
(48/117, 41.0%) or sick populations (46/117, 39.3%). Only
19.7% (23/117) of the studies tested mHealth interventions in
healthy populations within a preventative setting. In most
interventions, mHealth technologies were leveraged in
nonscalable intervention designs (71/117, 60.7%).
Human-to-human interactions included individual coaching,
group coaching, PA classes, and physical education classes. Of
the 117 interventions, 45 (38.5%) used mHealth technologies
without any human-to-human interactions and were thus
classified as scalable. In 1 study [75], 2 mHealth interventions
(scalable and nonscalable) were combined. Most mHealth
interventions only leveraged basic technologies such as
pedometers or accelerometers (86/117, 73.5%), text messages
(20/117, 17.1%), or websites (20/117, 17.1%). Although some
recent studies pioneered innovative mHealth technologies
[49,96], overall, only a few studies used advanced mHealth
technologies such as automated individualized feedback (19/117,
16.2%), mobile phone apps (15/117, 12.8%), social comparison
(10/117, 8.5%), and automated coaching or virtual advisors
(5/117, 4.3%). Most studies had no or minimal intervention
control groups (83/117, 70.9%). Only a few trials had alternative

intervention control groups (22/117, 18.8%). Different control
group types were combined into one control group in 12 cases.

Meta-analysis of mHealth Interventions on PA
Overall, mHealth interventions significantly increased PA across
all 4 outcome measures at the end of intervention: walking SMD

0.46 (95% CI 0.36-0.55; P<.001; I2=83%, P<.001); MVPA

SMD 0.28 (95% CI 0.21-0.35; P<.001; I2=62%, P<.001); TPA

SMD 0.34 (95% CI 0.20-0.47; P<.001; I2=77%, P<.001); and

EE SMD 0.44 (95% CI 0.13-0.75; P=.005; I2=60%, P=.04;
Figures 2-9). Short-term effects were sustained (≤6 months after
the end of intervention) for 3 of 4 outcome measures: walking

SMD 0.26 (95% CI 0.09-0.42; P=.002; I2=73%, P<.001); MVPA

SMD 0.20 (95% CI 0.05-0.35; P=.008; I2=72%, P<.001); and

TPA SMD 0.53 (95% CI 0.13-0.93; P=.009; I2=87%, P<.001).
Only one study [61] reported short-term follow-up
measurements for EE, and the results were not statistically
significant. In addition, long-term (>6 months after the end of
intervention) effects were sustained for 2 of 4 outcome
measures: walking SMD 0.25 (95% CI 0.10-0.39; P=.001;

I2=68%, P=.004) and MVPA SMD 0.19 (95% CI 0.11-0.27;

P<.001; I2=0%, P=.44). TPA results were sustained, but the
effects were just below the significance threshold (SMD 0.19,

95% CI 0.00-0.38; P=.05; I2=72%, P=.003). Again, only one
study [61] reported long-term follow-up effects for EE, which
were not statistically significant. Effect sizes decreased over
time, from almost moderate at the end of intervention to small
during the long-term follow-up measurement. We found
substantial and significant heterogeneity across all outcomes

and most time points, with I2 ranging from 60% to 83% for
end-of-intervention measurements (Figures 2-9).
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Figure 2. Primary outcome analysis for the outcome walking at timepoint end of intervention.
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Figure 3. Primary outcome analysis for the outcome walking at timepoint short-term follow-up.

Figure 4. Primary outcome analysis for the outcome walking at timepoint long-term follow-up.
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Figure 5. Primary outcome analysis for the outcome moderate-to-vigorous physical activity at timepoint end of intervention.
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Figure 6. Primary outcome analysis for the outcome moderate-to-vigorous physical activity at timepoint short-term follow-up.

Figure 7. Primary outcome analysis for the outcome moderate-to-vigorous physical activity at timepoint long-term follow-up.
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Figure 8. Primary outcome analysis by measurement time point for the outcome total physical activity.
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Figure 9. Primary outcome analysis by measurement time point for the outcome energy expenditure.

Publication Bias Assessment
Publication bias was assessed using funnel plot analysis for
end-of-intervention measurements, as all but one study [40]
reported this time point (Multimedia Appendix 5 [54,82,102]).
No systematic publication bias was observed. However, the
funnel plot analysis revealed 3 outlier studies [54,82,102]. We
identified unusually high adherence rates [54], possibly because
the research team and the study participants were based on the
same campus, and a short intervention duration (only 4 weeks)
[82,102] as potential reasons for the high effect scores in the
outlier studies. We conducted a sensitivity analysis and excluded
these studies across all outcome measures. All effects were
found to be stable, and heterogeneity was substantially reduced
(Multimedia Appendix 6).

Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analysis by risk of bias was conducted for all
outcome measures but for EE, as only one study [155] measuring
EE classified as low risk of bias. Results at the end of
intervention were found to be robust across outcome measures
(Multimedia Appendix 6), with effect sizes substantially
increasing for walking, MVPA, and TPA to moderate effect
sizes. Short- and long-term follow-up effects were not
statistically significant when only studies with low risk of bias
were included. Heterogeneity increased and remained
substantial. Sensitivity analysis of studies reporting long-term
follow-up measurements was conducted for all outcome
measures but for EE, as only one study [61] measuring EE
reported a long-term follow-up measurement. The results across
all time points were robust for all outcome measures.

Subgroup Analysis by Population Type
We used subgroup analysis to evaluate the effect moderators.
Table 1 summarizes all results, and Multimedia Appendices 7

[41-154], 8 [41-154], and 9 [41-154] provide detailed forest
plots for each analysis. We found that population type moderates
the effect of mHealth interventions on PA. The intervention
design and control group type were not found to be significant
effect moderators. Subgroup analysis by population type
revealed statistically significant (P≤.10) quantitative subgroup
effects for all outcome measures. The treatment effect at the
end of intervention was greater in sick populations (walking

SMD 0.44, 95% CI 0.29-0.60, P<.001, I2=71%, P<.001; MVPA

SMD 0.33, 95% CI 0.21-0.45, P<.001, I2=55%, P<.001; TPA

SMD 0.59, 95% CI 0.36-0.81, P<.001, I2=49%, P=.03;
Multimedia Appendix 7) than in healthy populations (walking

SMD 0.20, 95% CI 0.04-0.35, P=.01, I2=78%, P<.001; MVPA

SMD 0.14, 95% CI 0.06-0.23, P=.001, I2=15%, P=.29; TPA

SMD 0.29, 95% CI −0.10 to 0.67, P=.14, I2=85%, P<.001;
Multimedia Appendix 7). Within the healthy subgroup, summary
effects were only statistically significant for the outcome
measures walking and MVPA. The results for at-risk populations
were mixed. The outcome measures walking and MVPA
exhibited high effect scores, similar to the high effect scores of
sick populations (walking SMD 0.59, 95% CI 0.42-0.76, P<.001,

I2=87%, P<.001; MVPA SMD 0.30, 95% CI 0.18-0.43, P<.001,

I2=72%, P<.001; Multimedia Appendix 7), whereas effect scores
for at-risk populations were lower for TPA (SMD 0.21, 95%

CI 0.04-0.38; P=.02; I2=78%, P<.001). Although heterogeneity
was somewhat reduced within most subgroups compared with
the overall outcome heterogeneity, it remained high and
significant. The covariate distribution between sick, at-risk, and
healthy population subgroups was uneven, as fewer studies
investigated preventative mHealth PA interventions in healthy
populations.
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Table 1. Summary of subgroup analyses results.

Test for subgroup
differences (P value)

HeterogeneityP valueSMDa (95% CI)Studies, n (%)Outcome measure and time point

P valueI2 (%)

Population type

.003Walking (n=77)

<.00178.010.20 (0.04 to 0.35)14 (18)Healthy

<.00187<.0010.59 (0.42 to 0.76)30 (39)At-risk

<.00171<.0010.44 (0.29 to 0.60)33 (42)Sick

.02MVPAb (n=62)

.2915.0010.14 (0.06 to 0.23)12 (19)Healthy

<.00172<.0010.30 (0.18 to 0.43)25 (40)At-risk

<.00155<.0010.33 (0.21 to 0.45)25 (40)Sick

.03TPAc (n=33)

<.00185.140.29 (–0.10 to 0.67)6 (18)Healthy

<.00178.020.21 (0.04 to 0.38)16 (48)At-risk

.0349<.0010.59 (0.36 to 0.81)11 (33)Sick

Intervention design

.35Walking (n=77)

<.00189<.0010.54 (0.34 to 0.74)31 (40)Scalable

<.00177<.0010.42 (0.31 to 0.54)45 (58)Nonscalable

N/AN/Ad,e<.0010.37 (0.25 to 0.48)1 (1)Combined

.12MVPA (n=62)

<.00167.0010.20 (0.08 to 0.32)23 (37)Scalable

<.00157<.0010.33 (0.24 to 0.43)38 (61)Nonscalable

N/AN/A<.0010.37 (0.25 to 0.48)1 (2)Combined

.60TPA (n=33)

<.00189.020.39 (0.06 to 0.73)12 (36)Scalable

.00253<.0010.30 (0.18 to 0.42)21 (64)Nonscalable

—————fCombined

Control group type

.15Walking (n=77)

<.00185<.0010.47 (0.36 to 0.59)62 (81)No or minimal intervention

<.00180.0090.48 (0.12 to 0.83)10 (13)Alternative intervention

.0362.040.23 (0.01 to 0.45)5 (6)Combined

.26MVPA (n=62)

<.00167<.0010.29 (0.21 to 0.38)43 (69)No or minimal intervention

.00762.0020.39 (0.14 to 0.65)9 (15)Alternative intervention

.1334<.0010.20 (0.08 to 0.32)10 (16)Combined

.006TPA (n=33)

<.00176<.0010.34 (0.19 to 0.50)24 (73)No or minimal intervention

<.00183.030.48 (0.06 to 0.91)6 (18)Alternative intervention

.590.970.00 (−0.17 to 0.17)3 (9)Combined
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aSMD: standardized mean difference.
bMVPA: moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.
cTPA: total physical activity.
dN/A: not applicable.
eIn subgroups where n=1, heterogeneity cannot be calculated.
fNo studies with combined subgroups. Thus, no numbers reported.

Subgroup Analysis by Intervention Design
Subgroup analysis by intervention design revealed no significant
subgroup differences across 3 outcome measures (walking,
P=.35; MVPA, P=.12; TPA, P=.60; Table 1; Multimedia
Appendix 8) and did not identify mHealth intervention design
as a significant effect moderator. Heterogeneity within
subgroups was substantial and significant across all outcome
measures (Table 1). Both scalable and nonscalable mHealth
intervention designs significantly increased PA at similar levels
(scalable walking SMD 0.54, 95% CI 0.34-0.74, P<.001,

I2=89%, P<.001; scalable MVPA SMD 0.20, 95% CI 0.08-0.32,

P=.001, I2=67%, P<.001; scalable TPA SMD 0.39, 95% CI

0.06-0.73, P=.02, I2=89%, P<.001; nonscalable walking SMD

0.42, 95% CI 0.31-0.54, P<.001, I2=77%, P<.001; nonscalable

MVPA SMD 0.33, 95% CI 0.24-0.43, P<.001, I2=57%, P<.001;
nonscalable TPA SMD 0.30, 95% CI 0.18-0.42, P<.001,

I2=53%, P=.002; Multimedia Appendix 8).

Subgroup Analysis by Control Group Type
Subgroup analysis by control group type found no statistically
significant subgroup effect for the outcome measures walking
(P=.15) and MVPA (P=.26). Subgroup differences were only
significant for TPA (P=.006), where mHealth interventions led

to larger effects in studies compared with alternative control

groups (SMD 0.48, 95% CI 0.06-0.91; P=.03; I2=83%, P<.001;
Multimedia Appendix 9) than in studies with no or minimal

control groups (SMD 0.34, 95% CI 0.19-0.50; P<.001; I2=76%,
P<.001; Multimedia Appendix 9). Subgroup analysis did not
significantly reduce heterogeneity, and the covariate distribution
between the no or minimal intervention subgroup and the
alternative intervention subgroup was extremely uneven).

Risk of Bias in Included Studies
Figure 10 shows the overall risk of bias assessment across all
included studies. Overall, 94 studies were classified as high risk
because of selection bias (14/117, 11.9%), detection bias
(37/117, 31.6%), attrition bias (42/117, 35.9%), reporting bias
(13/117, 11.1%), and other biases (56/117, 47.9%). These mostly
included baseline group indifferences or biases resulting from
the respective study design (including potential cluster RCT
biases) [35]. Multimedia Appendix 10 [40-156] displays the
individual risk of bias assessment by study. GRADE analysis
of all 4 outcomes (Multimedia Appendix 11) revealed no
evidence of publication bias but evidence of inconsistency for
the outcome measure EE. Thus, the overall quality of evidence
rating ranged from low (walking, MPVA, and TPA) to very
low (EE).

Figure 10. Summary of the overall risk of bias assessment for included studies. RCT: randomized controlled trial.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This systematic review is the most comprehensive study to date
of mHealth PA interventions in adult populations. The aims of
this study are to understand the long-term impacts of mHealth
interventions on PA and to identify important effect moderators.

Overall, our analysis confirms the potential of mHealth
interventions to increase PA at the end of intervention. We

found small to moderate positive effects (SMD 0.28-0.46),
which concur with previous research that reported small to large
effect sizes [19,21-24,27,28]. Transforming our results into
mean differences based on a representative low risk of bias
study [109], we found mHealth interventions to result in 1566
incremental steps per day and an additional 36 minutes of
MVPA per week. Previous research found that 1000 incremental
steps per day can result in a 10% lower risk of having metabolic
syndrome (MetS) and a 6% risk reduction of all-cause mortality,
substantiating that mHealth interventions can result in significant
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health benefits [158,159]. This study is among the first to find
that activity increases are sustained beyond the end of
intervention. Increased PA levels remained significant in
short-term follow-ups taken on average 4.14 months after the
end of intervention for the outcome measures walking, MVPA,
and TPA. Long-term follow-up measurements, taken on average
after 13.96 months, confirmed these results. However, effect
sizes decreased over time and ranged from 0.19 to 0.25 at the
long-term follow-up time point, which is equivalent to an
incremental 851 steps per day and 24 minutes per week of
MVPA. Our results concur with the recent review by Chaudhry
et al [20], who also found maintained but decreasing effects of
step-count monitoring interventions on PA; however, as
Chaudhry et al [20] defined time frames from the start of
intervention and this study looks at follow-up measurements
after the end of intervention, absolute effect scores cannot be
compared. Given the inverse relationship of PA with the
prevalence of MetS [158], it can be assumed that mHealth
interventions still yield health benefits in the long term. These
observations are encouraging and provide initial evidence that
mHealth interventions can support sustainable behavioral
changes. However, our follow-up effects were not robust when
only low risk of bias studies were analyzed because of the
limited number of high-quality studies with longitudinal designs.
Thus, as the current evidence base for studies with long-term
follow-up measurements is very limited, further primary
research is needed to confirm the sustained effects of mHealth
on PA beyond the end of intervention.

Our analysis of effect moderators found that population type
moderates the effect of mHealth on PA, whereas intervention
design and control group type were not found to be effect
moderators. Our evidence suggests that mHealth interventions
might be most effective when targeting sick or at-risk
populations, thereby supporting the indicative results by Smith
et al [27]—effect sizes in sick and at-risk populations were
about twice as high as in healthy populations. However, we still
found mHealth interventions to be effective in all population
types. These results challenge previous findings by Gal et al
[23] and Romeo et al [30], who found no differences in
effectiveness by population type, likely owing to the small
number of studies reviewed. Previous studies found that baseline
activity levels are negatively correlated with activity increases
in mHealth interventions [144,160,161]. An underlying driver
for the higher effectiveness of mHealth interventions in sick
and at-risk populations could thus be lower baseline activity
levels usually seen within these populations. However, there
could also be further underlying factors, such as higher
expectations that increases in PA lead to improved health
outcomes (outcome expectancy). Further research is thus needed
to understand the variety of underlying factors driving higher
effectiveness in sick and at-risk populations. Our results provide
helpful guidance to policy makers developing scaled-up mHealth
intervention programs. Our results suggest that
technology-enabled preventative, population-wide programs
(eg, The National Steps Challenge [14]) might maximize their
public health impact if they specifically target at-risk populations
(eg, older or overweight groups). Focusing on at-risk groups
should also increase the cost-effectiveness of large-scale
mHealth programs.

mHealth technologies are cost-effective and scalable. However,
this holds true only if technologies are effective without
additional nonscalable intervention components (eg, face-to-face
coaching). Previous research has found no effects in scalable
mHealth intervention designs [24,30], stronger effects in
nonscalable designs that combined technology with
human-to-human interactions [27,32], and stronger effects when
technology was used stand-alone [20]. We found preliminary
evidence that mHealth interventions could be effective in
scalable intervention designs. Our analysis found no significant
subgroup differences between scalable and nonscalable
intervention designs, suggesting that both designs can be equally
effective in increasing PA. These results are promising and
encourage the development of scalable mHealth intervention
designs to efficiently increase PA in large population groups.
Within our sample, most scalable mHealth interventions
leveraged basic technologies (eg, texting, pedometers, or
accelerometers), without taking advantage of more advanced
mobile technologies (eg, automated individualized coaching,
social comparison, and mobile apps), which could have further
increased intervention effectiveness [162,163].

Our analysis is among the first to explore whether mHealth PA
interventions produce results superior to alternative nonmobile
interventions. We found that across the outcome measures
walking, MPVA, and TPA, mHealth interventions led to
increased levels of PA compared with alternative nonmobile
interventions and no or minimal control groups, which accords
with previous findings [21]. These results encourage the addition
of mHealth technology to nonmobile PA interventions to
increase their effectiveness.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study are the large number of mHealth
interventions analyzed and its rigorous methodology. However,
this study has several limitations. First, in line with other studies
[164], we encountered large and significant heterogeneity in
our results, despite performing several subgroup analyses. Our
wide inclusion criteria led us to expect high heterogeneity
because of the diverse multicomponent interventions, settings,
and intervention durations. In addition, the uneven covariate
distribution between subgroups limits the validity of our findings
on effect moderators. Second, most of the included studies were
classified as having a high risk of bias, and the overall quality
of evidence was graded low to very low. The quality of evidence
could be improved if future research agreed on standardized
reporting of PA outcomes (eg, MVPA in minutes per day) and
objective outcome measurement [21]. When replicating our
primary results with low risk of bias studies, we could not
confirm the effectiveness of mHealth interventions to increase
PA beyond the end of interventions, as the available high-quality
evidence was limited. Third, we did not attempt to identify
unpublished reports or gray literature. Previous research has
shown that excluding gray literature might exaggerate the results
of a meta-analysis [165]. We tried to mitigate this limitation by
conducting a funnel plot analysis to detect potential publication
bias. Furthermore, we performed sensitivity analyses to assess
the robustness of our results. We detected no systematic
publication bias and sensitivity analyses that excluded outlier
studies, confirming that our results were robust. Fourth, some
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studies included in this study allowed intervention participants
to keep mHealth devices after the end of intervention. This
might have positively skewed the follow-up effects of our
review. Finally, although this study provides initial evidence
on the long-term effects of mHealth interventions, it only
presents results for follow-up measurements taken on average
13.96 months after intervention, and our analysis included only
8 studies. We found that summary effects decrease over time,
thus raising the question about the sustainability of positive
effects. Further research is required to evaluate whether behavior
change—toward a more active lifestyle—is truly sustainable in
long term.

Conclusions
We conclude that mHealth interventions can moderately increase
PA in adults at the end of intervention, both compared with

alternative nonmobile control groups and no or minimal control
groups. PA increases are maintained in follow-up measurements
taken after intervention but decrease over time. Population type
seems to moderate the effect of mHealth intervention on PA,
with higher effectiveness in sick and at-risk populations
compared with healthy population samples. mHealth
interventions with scalable and nonscalable intervention designs
seem to be equivalent in terms of effectiveness. Further
high-quality studies investigating scalable mHealth interventions
with long-term follow-up measurements are needed to confirm
our results. This study concludes that mHealth technologies
might not only support sustainable behavior change toward
more active lifestyles but also contribute to preventing and
controlling chronic disease risk.
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Abstract

Vulnerable populations have been identified as having higher infection rates and poorer COVID-19–related outcomes, likely due
to their inability to readily access primary care, follow public health directives, and adhere to self-isolation guidelines. As a
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, many health care services have adopted new digital solutions, which rely on phone and
internet connectivity. However, persons who are digitally inaccessible, such as those experiencing poverty or homelessness, are
often unable to use these services. In response to this newly highlighted social disparity known as “digital health inequity,”
emergency physicians at the University Health Network in Toronto, Canada, initiated a program called PHONE-CONNECT
(Phones for Healthier Ontarians iN EDs – COvid NEeds met by Cellular Telephone). This novel approach attempts to improve
patients’ access to health care, information, and social services, as well as improve their ability to adhere to public health directives
(social isolation and contact tracing). Although similar programs addressing the same emerging issues have been recently described
in the media, this is the first time phones have been provided as a health care intervention in an emergency department. This
innovative emergency department point-of-care intervention may have a significant impact on improving health outcomes for
vulnerable people during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23914)   doi:10.2196/23914

KEYWORDS

digital health equity; health inequity; digital determinants of health; emergency medicine; COVID-19; public health; health policy;
primary care; cell phone

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted many social
disparities encountered by vulnerable populations [1].
Vulnerable populations, such as those experiencing poverty or
homelessness, have a higher rate of infection and significantly
worse COVID-19–related health outcomes [2]. They have been
disproportionately affected during the pandemic by a lack of
safe housing for physical distancing or self-isolation, difficulty
adhering to public health directives, and significant barriers to
accessing health care and social services [3].

Emerging digital solutions adopted by health care providers in
response to the pandemic rely heavily on phone connectivity

and access to the internet [4]. These include telemedicine,
telepsychiatry, and COVID-19–related communications such
as testing status updates and contact tracing. Most recently, the
Canadian federal government launched a new mobile app for
efficient and secure contact tracing, named COVID Alert [5].
Although these new solutions provide exciting opportunities
for the future of health care delivery and public health, they
may create yet another barrier for those who are unable to afford
a phone and phone plan [6]. The inability to access digital
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services constitutes a newly explored digital determinant of
health: digital health equity [7].

A recent study suggests that targeted access to mobile devices
can help mitigate the downstream consequences of this health
disparity [8]. Given the urgent needs presented during the
COVID-19 pandemic, the emergency department (ED) at the
University Health Network (UHN), in Toronto, Ontario,
responded with a pilot program to provide free prepaid cell
phones to vulnerable patients.

What is PHONE-CONNECT?

Phones for Healthier Ontarians iN EDs – COvid NEeds met by
Cellular Telephone, also known as PHONE-CONNECT, is a
program founded by UHN emergency physicians to address the
health and social needs of vulnerable patients through cellular
and digital connectivity. This program was conceived after
recognizing that many patients facing digital inequity are at risk
for further morbidity despite adequate treatment received in the
ED. These risks are compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic
wherein contact tracing, physical distancing, and virtual care
are heavily reliant on having access to a digital device. The
program repurposes donated cell phones and distributes them
to eligible patients discharged from the ED as an intervention
to address digital health inequity. The aims of the program are
to identify people experiencing digital health inequities and
address these inequities by improving patients’ access to health
care services, information, and social services, as well as to
improve social connectivity. Additionally, the program seeks

to increase patients’ capacity to follow public health directives
(including self-isolation) and their availability for contact tracing
during the pandemic.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time cell phones
have been distributed from EDs to address the needs of
vulnerable patients, and the first time cell phones have been
distributed from an ED during a pandemic. Since the program’s
inception at UHN, PHONE-CONNECT has expanded to include
additional Greater Toronto Area sites (ie, St. Michael’s Hospital
and Michael Garron Hospital) and academic medical centers
(ie, McMaster University).

Implementation

The PHONE-CONNECT program was initiated with the
donation of 50 smartphones and 200 SIM cards with unlimited
talk and text features from a telecommunications company.
Additional phone donations were sought by word of mouth and
via media coverage of the initiative. Members of the public
were invited to mail in their pre-used cell phones. Donated
phones were checked for operability and compatibility with the
donated SIM cards, cleaned of the previous user’s personal
information and disinfected. Phone distribution packages (Figure
1) include a cellular device loaded with a SIM card, a compatible
phone charger, and a phone manual (when available). A handout
explaining the importance of using the phone to connect with
health care providers was included, as well as a list of phone
numbers for various health and social services.

Figure 1. Phone distribution packages.
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Population

Patients are deemed eligible for a phone distribution package
if a phone number is not listed on their ED chart. This applies
to all patients who do not have access to a telephone and require
communication of test results and pending appointments, those
who require a phone to facilitate self-isolation, or those who
need a device to access follow-up care, virtual or in-person.
Health care providers who were trained to administer the phones
include physicians, nurse practitioners, physician assistants,
registered nurses, social workers, and peer support workers.
These providers were informed of the PHONE-CONNECT
initiative through daily department huddles, team meetings, and
emails. They were given instructions on patient eligibility,
administration of phones to patients, and documentation of the
patient’s new phone number. The same health care providers
were responsible for identifying eligible patients during the
course of regular clinical care, orienting the patients to their
new phone prior to discharge from the ED, and advising them
that they would be contacted for consent for a follow-up
interview. Once distributed, the new phone number is added to
the patient's electronic medical record, and the patient is
encouraged to keep the phone turned on, charged, and available
should a health care provider need to contact them. Aside from
these requests, the patient may use the phone however they
choose.

Data Collection

The PHONE-CONNECT pilot project is being assessed through
an ongoing research study exploring the impact of the phone
on the patient’s well-being and their utilization of health care
services, as well as the perspectives of the health care providers
participating in the PHONE-CONNECT initiative.

Specifically, 2-4 weeks following discharge, research assistants
attempt to contact phone recipients through their new device
with a maximum of three calls and one SMS text message. A
semistructured interview (Multimedia Appendix 1) is then
conducted with the phone recipient to explore the role of their
new phone in addressing digital health equity. This includes the
following: the role of the phone in their ability to self-isolate
in the context of COVID-19, their communication with health
care providers, their ability to maintain their social networks,
and the recipients’ self-reported well-being. Quantitative data
collected include the number of phones distributed, the number
of participants attending virtual and in-person follow-up
appointments, nonattendance to prescheduled appointments, as
well as the number of participants tested for COVID-19 and
who received their results via the phone intervention.

The impact of PHONE-CONNECT on the distributing health
care providers is also being explored. The health care providers
are asked to complete a questionnaire using 5-point Likert scale
questions assessing their perceptions on how giving a phone in
the ED affects their ability to provide care to socially complex
patients. Additional questions assess the impact of phone
distribution on provider burnout.

Review of Similar Initiatives

To the best of our knowledge, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic
only one program offered free cellular phones for vulnerable
populations. In the United States, free cellular phones are offered
to a subset of participants in the Federal Lifeline program [9].
A study of people experiencing homelessness in New York City
who received free phones through this program found that
beneficiaries viewed these free devices as an important tool to
help navigate, engage, and ultimately improve their access to
care [10]. More recently, and as a response to the digital
disparities experienced by the homeless population during the
COVID-19 pandemic, two new programs have been described
in the media. In the United Kingdom, a program administered
by a charity and a telecommunication company was designed
to provide 2500 cell phones to eligible recipients living in
England, Scotland, and Wales [11]. More locally, the Social
Planning and Research Council (SPARC) of British Columbia
distributed 3500 smartphones to persons experiencing
homelessness at parks and shelters [12].

Impact

Thus far, 180 devices have been distributed to eligible patients
at two sites in Toronto. The personal narratives emerging from
our nascent evaluation are compelling and will be highlighted
in the publication of a future study. Recipients have used their
phones to address their health care needs by connecting with
physicians, addictions counsellors, social workers, medical
specialists, and Toronto Public Health representatives, and to
attend telemedicine appointments. They have accessed suicide
hotlines and emergency medical services. They have used their
phones to meet their basic needs, by accessing groceries during
isolation and securing shelter beds. Furthermore, recipients have
strengthened their social networks by virtue of being in regular
contact with friends and family.

Limitations

Despite the reported benefits of providing mobile phones to
those experiencing homelessness [10], there are several issues
that should be addressed as this program finds greater adoption.
Not all patients are inherently “tech savvy” and may incur
additional stress and anxiety from using a mobile phone for
health-related communication. Appropriate matching of user
to device by technical confidence level and familiarity should
be considered in the initiation of similar programs. Furthermore,
“phone-seeking behavior” could be an unfortunate side effect
of this program that may increase ED visits, although this has
not been our experience.

Finally, as this is an ED point-of-care intervention, clinical
demands on ED providers may increase. Empowering other
allied health professionals in the ED to provide phones has
addressed this concern. Moreover, our experience suggests that
any increased clinical burden may be offset by better ease of
ED discharge planning for patients now able to access care
beyond the ED.
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Discussion

The need for phone connectivity will increase as the COVID-19
pandemic continues to impact access to health services. We are
concerned that if digital equity needs remain unaddressed,
vulnerable patients will continue to experience disparate health
outcomes of increasing magnitude during the pandemic and
beyond. Although further research into the different aspects of
digital health equity is necessary for the creation of universal
policies and strategies, this innovative initiative is an achievable
first step in overcoming the challenge of accessibility. This
project may demonstrate that identification of those who are
facing this equity issue can be accomplished in the primary care
setting. Moreover, a recent study found that improving primary
care access via phone connectivity can reduce avoidable ED
visits [13]. Therefore, by facilitating access to outpatient health

care and social services, the PHONE-CONNECT program may
be an innovative solution to reduce unnecessary ED visits or
prolonged ED length of stays.

As we continue to pilot this novel ED point-of-care intervention,
we hope to further explore the effects of our program on its
recipients. We are particularly interested in understanding the
effects of this program on access to and utilization of the health
care system, social services, COVID-19–related public health
interventions, as well as the impact on overall well-being. We
are also interested in determining whether the ED is an
appropriate setting for addressing these digital equity issues.
Answers to such questions will be elucidated in the currently
ongoing associated study. We hope to continue to address digital
health inequities by expanding our program to more sites, and
by ensuring the ongoing activation of SIM cards currently in
circulation.
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Abstract

Digital technologies have been transforming methods of health care delivery and have been embraced within the health, social,
and public response to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this has directed attention to the “inverse information law” (also
called “digital inverse care law”) and digital inequalities, as people who are most in need of support (in particular, older people
and those experiencing social deprivation) are often least likely to engage with digital platforms. The response to the COVID-19
pandemic represents a sustained shift to the adoption of digital approaches to working and engaging with populations, which will
continue beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, it is important to understand the underlying factors contributing to digital
inequalities and act immediately to avoid digital inequality contributing to health inequalities in the future. The response to
COVID-19 represents a sustained shift to adopting digital approaches to working and engaging with populations which will
continue beyond this pandemic. Therefore it is important that we understand the underlying factors contributing to digital
inequalities, and act now to protect against digital inequality contributing to health inequalities in the future.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e21726)   doi:10.2196/21726
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Introduction

Background
Technology is transforming the way we live our lives. A digital
revolution is underway in the public sector, including the health
sector, to facilitate the use of digital solutions to drive efficient
systems and improve population health both in the United
Kingdom [1-4] and worldwide [5]. The expected benefits to
individuals include more rapid access to information and
personalized care, more control, and empowerment for their
own health. The benefits to health and care systems include
opportunities to deliver efficient and effective care closer to

patients and target scarce resources in a better manner, using
precision medicines, big data, and artificial intelligence.

However, while the application of digital innovation in health
care—hereinafter referred to as “digital health”—has gained
impetus, the wider social system has received limited
consideration, and people most in need of care are also least
likely to have access to, or engage with, technology. A failure
to acknowledge and address this challenge would imply that
the adoption of digital health has the potential to inadvertently
widen health inequalities, thus integrating the inverse care law
[6] into the digital era as a “digital inverse care law”, previously
called “inverse information law” [7].
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The COVID-19 pandemic has markedly highlighted the vital
role of access to the internet and digital technology in enabling
the general public to live their everyday lives during the
pandemic. The pace of digital innovation and its adoption in
health and care among the general public has accelerated. This
includes widespread rapid adoption of internet-based health
consultations and the development of digital health tools and
apps to protect health and well-being. There has also been a
demonstrable increase in the proportion of people in the general
population who use the internet to search for information;
maintain contact with others; support the continuation of work,
study, or home-schooling during the COVID-19 pandemic; and
access basic needs including shopping and financial support
[8,9]. During a period of enforced social isolation, a focus on
internet-enabled social responses has implied that people without
a presence on the internet are effectively excluded. As we
progress towards recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic, there
is a risk of leaving behind people who do not engage with digital
technologies and are most likely in need of support.

Increasing awareness and improving our understanding of the
factors contributing to the digital inverse care law, and how
these challenges can be addressed, is of considerable importance
in the application of digital health [10,11]. We can expect the
increased reliance on digital technologies during the COVID-19
pandemic to be sustained in many ways even after the
COVID-19 pandemic; hence, it is important to recognize these
issues immediately.

Objective
To help inform action, here we describe the factors contributing
to digital exclusion, its contribution to health and social
inequalities, and the potential factors that need to be addressed
to prevent it. This viewpoint has been informed by the academic
and gray literature on technological advancements in the health
sector and seeks to highlight the complexity of the drivers of
the digital inverse care law and the actions needed across
government, public, private, and nonprofit sector organizations
to ensure capitalizing on the potential for digital technologies
to address health issues and minimize the risk of the
exacerbation of health inequalities.

Factors Contributing to Digital Exclusion

We describe digital exclusion as a complex challenge that
consists of 3 interconnected components, with inequalities
evident in each component: (1) access to digital connectivity
and infrastructure, (2) digital skills and literacy, and (3)
engagement with digital platforms. Here we consider each of
these elements, illustrated within the context of the key
opportunities for digital technologies in the National Health
Service (NHS) in the United Kingdom [11], with particular
reference to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Access to Digital Connectivity and Infrastructure
People worldwide use the internet to stay in touch with others
and live their lives during the COVID-19 pandemic. For
example, a survey by the Pew Research Center in April 2020
[12] revealed that 53% of people in the United States felt that
the internet is essential during the COVID-19 pandemic, and a

further 34% felt that it is important but not essential.
Nonetheless, only 55% of households worldwide have an
internet connection, ranging from 87% of households in
high-income countries, 47% in transitional countries, and only
19% in the low-income countries [13].

Even in high-income countries, marked inequalities in internet
access are evident. In 2019, 7% of households in the United
Kingdom did not use the internet [14], and 10% of adults in the
United Kingdom did not use the internet regularly [15]. The
same proportion has been reported in the United States,
increasing with age to 27% among people aged ≥65 years [16].
A population-wide survey across 17 European countries revealed
that 51% of people aged ≥50 years do not use the internet [17].

Internet access can be facilitated by enabling access to
internet-enabled technologies alongside a fixed (eg, household)
or mobile broadband connection. While internet access through
a fixed broadband connection has increased in recent years, the
quality and speed of the connection remains poor for many
people, and this is particularly the case in rural areas. Data from
the European Union suggest that the increase in
very-high-capacity network coverage in rural areas remains
significantly lower than the total coverage, despite marked
improvements in recent years (from 2011 to 2019,
very-high-capacity network coverage increased from 2% to
20% in rural areas, compared to an increase from 10% to 44%
overall) [18]. In the United Kingdom, residential premises in
rural areas have lower coverage of fixed superfast broadband
connections (79% of properties in rural areas compared to 97%
in urban areas), download speeds exceeding 10 Mbps (83% in
rural areas compared to 98% in urban areas), and lower access
to high-quality mobile data (4G data services; 41% in rural areas
compared to 85% in urban areas) [19]. Regional disparities in
broadband access are not a problem exclusive to rural areas.
The National Digital Inclusion Alliance’s report on the worst
connected cities revealed that among 221 large- and
medium-sized US cities, at least 30% of households lacked a
broadband connection [20].

A lack of rapid, reliable connectivity across fixed and mobile
internet services can be a challenge for patients to receive remote
care and for health care staff who are mobile and work in
patients’homes. In a survey among the members of the Queen’s
Nursing Institute (n=534) [21], 454 (85%) nursing professionals
reported that poor connectivity in patients’homes is the greatest
challenge to effective mobile working in the community.

Alongside infrastructure, another factor contributing to internet
access is the affordability of internet-enabled digital devices
and data plans. Over 25,000,000 mobile phone users in the
United Kingdom are pay-as-you-go customers, with the majority
of users having a low income. Community organizations have
reported examples of vulnerable groups spending up to half the
family budget on incurring mobile phone costs [22]. Described
as “data poverty,” accessing the internet through mobile digital
technologies can be an unaffordable essential need and
individuals may be reluctant to devote scare data resources to
digital health in light of competing demands [23].

The COVID-19 pandemic response has exposed digital poverty
with the lack of ownership of digital devices and low
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affordability of data plans [24]. In addressing these challenges,
the UK Government supported the DevicesDotNow initiative,
which asked businesses to donate devices (tablets, smartphones,
and laptops) and connectivity (in the form of SIM cards,
dongles, and mobile hotspots) to be distributed to households
who would otherwise be digitally excluded [25]. In Wales, there
has been a rapid roll out of the Attend Anywhere video
consultation service, accompanied by the supply of 1000 tablet
devices to hospitals, care homes, and hospice settings, to enable
vulnerable people to access the service on the internet [26]. In
addressing data affordability, telecommunication companies in
the United Kingdom have removed the data cap for fixed
broadband contracts during the COVID-19 pandemic [27].
However, this did not apply to pay-as-you-go mobile contract
holders; therefore, those likely to be in greater need were not
able to benefit from this initiative.

Evaluation of the impact of such initiatives would help
understand the extent to which such programs reach people who
are most in need and address the access and affordability drivers
of digital inequalities across all groups.

Digital Skills and Literacy
In 2020, a survey in the United Kingdom revealed that
10,500,000 people (16% of the adult population of the United
Kingdom) cannot perform basic activities with digital devices,
such as turning on a device, connecting to the Wi-Fi, or opening
an app by themselves. In total, 7% of the population of the
United Kingdom (3,600,000 people) is almost completely offline
[28]. Data from the Digital Economy and Society Index of the
European Commission suggest that while the level of digital
skills continues to increase across many countries in recent
years, progress among different population groups is highly
variable. In 2019, 82% of young people (aged 16-24 years) and
85% of those with high formal education have at least basic
digital skills, compared to only 35% of people aged 55-74 years
[29].

There are a number of specific programs in the United Kingdom
[30-32] and worldwide [33,34], which seek to address gaps in
digital skills among specific groups of people. Structured
programs, such as those provided by the Good Things
Foundation [35] and Digital Communities Wales [36], focus
on overcoming the barriers to opportunity, access, knowledge,
and skills for using technology (particularly the internet). During
the COVID-19 pandemic, web-based digital skills programs
for the general public, such as Learn My Way [37], have been
made available free of charge, thus eliminating financial barriers
to internet access. Many other initiatives supporting the best
practices in digital skills development across Europe are
highlighted in the European Commission annual Digital Skills
Awards [38], including, for example, community navigators to
help older people living with long-term conditions to access
and use technologies [39]. Digital skills programs tend to be
focused on the general public; however, there is also the need
to develop the digital skills among the NHS workforce, such
that they can support patients to engage with a digital health
care system and direct them to effective digital solutions. In a
study on effective mobile working in the community, 21% of
nurses reported that limited or no training for the use of the

devices was a key challenge to implementation [21]. Examples
of nationwide programs supporting digital skills training among
health professionals include the Digital Readiness program of
Health Education England [40].

Globally, digital literacy and continuous skill development as
technologies evolve has been identified as an important driver
of health technology use [5]. Ensuring everyone is equipped
with the digital skills needed to effectively engage with digital
technology is crucial to address digital exclusion.

Engagement With Digital Platforms
It is important to address internet access and digital skill gaps,
but these factors alone are unlikely to be sufficient to ensure all
patients have the potential to benefit from services delivered
on digital platforms. Many other factors potentially influence
an individual’s choice to engage with digital platforms; these
include levels of awareness, trust, and perceived benefits, the
combination of which would differ across age groups, genders,
and socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds.

As evidenced by the latest issue of the Consumer Digital Index
of the United Kingdom [28], a lack of motivation or interest is
one of the key barriers to internet engagement. Over one-third
of internet nonusers claim that the internet does not interest
them, and 48% claim that “nothing” could motivate them to
become internet users. Alongside motivation, there is also a
need to consider that different groups of people prefer to engage
with different digital platforms. A survey conducted in the
United Kingdom reported that although over 50% of adults were
willing to have web-based consultations with general
practitioners, approximately 25% of people aged over 65 years
and 40%-45% of people from households earning less than
£25,000 would not opt for a web-based video consultation with
their general practitioner [11]. The COVID-19 pandemic has
forced many primary care consultations to be carried out
remotely through the telephone and web-based or video
platforms, leading to widespread implementation of these forms
of consultation as practical solutions [41]. Some studies have
suggested high satisfaction among people who engage with
online care [42]; nonetheless, few studies have evaluated the
levels of engagement across different populations, the
underlying contributing factors, and the impact on timely access
to health information, care, patient experience, and health
outcomes. More comprehensive evaluation is needed to
understand and inform the development of digital or mixed
models of service in a better manner to ensure that digital
innovation does not inadvertently contribute to the exacerbation
of inequalities in outcomes.

Coproduction is essential to address disparities in the
engagement with digitally delivered health care among diverse
populations. Tools such as the “Culturally-Informed Design
Framework” in the United States are useful guides to encourage
developers and providers to consider cultural differences in
engagement to optimize the choice of digital platform,
functionality, content, and user interface [43].
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How Digital Exclusion May Exacerbate
Health and Social Inequalities

The digital era has transformed and continues to transform
society rapidly, influencing our access to information,
employment, working conditions, health and care services, and
social connections, and in turn the conditions for good health.
However, alongside advancements in digital innovation, digital
exclusion is increasingly being recognized as an important factor
potentially contributing to both health and social inequalities
[44].

The evidence summarized here describes how digital exclusion
is a complex factor that reflects underlying social and economic
inequalities (such as economic barriers to accessing data and
devices or variations in regional internet infrastructure) and
contributes to social, economic, and health inequalities (as those
less able or likely to engage with digital technology are also
most likely to need support).

The digital inverse care law [7,45] reflects the direct impact of
digital exclusion on health, for example by reducing an

individual’s access to timely and reliable health information,
services, and support (eg, from professionals or peer support
groups) delivered on digital platforms (Figure 1). A focus on
digitally delivered health systems, without due consideration
of digital exclusion, has the potential to prevent “intervention
generated inequalities” from reinforcing the underlying
inequalities in health [46,47]. In a nationwide representative
study of engagement with digital technology for health purposes
in Wales, the use of digital technology was lower among groups
of people who are likely to have greater health needs, including
older people, those living in less affluent areas, those with poorer
underlying health, and those reporting health-harming behaviors
(ie, smoking, drinking, and physical inactivity) [48]. This has
also been highlighted within the context of COVID-19, a period
when having an internet presence is crucial to rapidly access
not only health information but also digital health consultations
and health monitoring apps. Furthermore, people who are at the
highest risk of poor health outcomes are also those most likely
to be digitally excluded, including older people and those living
in more deprived areas [49].

Figure 1. The direct and indirect impacts of digital exclusion on health inequalities. Adapted from McAuley [45].

Digital exclusion can also have an indirect impact on health
outcomes, acting through the other social determinants of health
[44]. For example, digital exclusion may reduce an individual’s
access to social support services (eg, income support), education,
and employment opportunities, all of which are recognized as
underlying social and economic determinants of health (Figure
1). Within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, during the
first 2 weeks of the nationwide lockdown in the United
Kingdom, approximately 1,000,000 people sought financial
support through universal credit; however, this was only possible
on the internet, thus posing a challenge to those who are digitally
excluded. When schools, crèches, universities, offices, churches,

shops, restaurants, and parks are closed owing to the COVID-19
pandemic, the usual institutions around which people structure
their everyday lives and gain support were no longer physically
accessible. Many people transitioned to web-based platforms,
which was a supportive community inaccessible to digitally
excluded people [50].

Digital exclusion is concurrent with Dahlgren and Whitehead’s
definition of a social determinant of health [51], as a social and
economic factor with the potential to increase or decrease social
inequities in health. Recognition of digital exclusion as a social
determinant of health by governments and systems would
increase the visibility of the issue, highlight the need for routine
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measurement, report variations across population groups, and
focus action on the factors contributing to digital exclusion
across policy, health, and social systems. There are examples
where health systems display different behaviors in light of
increased awareness of digital exclusion, such as addressing
data poverty by enabling mobile phone users toll-free access to
the NHS and national government health websites [52]. Digitally
excluded people would have been hugely impacted without
access to rapidly changing and reliable public health advice
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Digital Innovation, COVID-19, and Health
Inequalities: an Example

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, contact tracing digital
apps were rapidly implemented in several countries [53]
including the United Kingdom [54]. Engagement with the app
is dependent on the individual owning a smartphone, having
the skills to understand and download the app, and keeping their
phone switched on with Bluetooth enabled. However, 6,500,000
adults in the United Kingdom cannot turn on a device, and
5,900,000 adults cannot open an app [28]. A survey carried out
by IPSOS Mori for the Health Foundation [55] revealed a clear
digital divide by age, occupation, and educational level in public
readiness to download the NHS COVID-19 app. Public trust
and confidence were also likely to be highly instrumental in
adoption. One’s motivation to download and use the NHS
COVID-19 app would reflect one’s views on risk and benefit
within the context of a pandemic and, potentially influenced by
the views of one’s family, social networks, and professionals.

Contact tracing apps are likely to be disproportionately taken
up by younger, more affluent, and tech savvy populations. The
benefit of the app extends to users and people around them;
however, if digital exclusion prevents the most vulnerable people
from participating in digital technologies, then the collective
societal benefits are not equitable. This highlights the importance
of digital innovation being accompanied by nondigital
approaches, which are efficient and effective for people who
cannot or choose not to engage with digital solutions, and to
evaluate the outcome across population groups [56].

Actions to Mitigate the Risk of Digital
Inequalities Exacerbating Health
Inequalities

There is sufficient evidence to conclude that digital exclusion
should be considered across sectors as a social determinant of
health, with the potential to exacerbate health inequalities if
progress does not consider the structural, economic, social, and
behavioral factors contributing to digital exclusion.

The COVID-19 pandemic has clearly highlighted the levels of
inequality in the ownership of digital devices and demonstrated
that the access to fixed and mobile internet connections is a
gateway to essential health information and care and many other
key services including education, food delivery, employment,
and social support, all of which indirectly impact health. As
described here, the underlying inequalities in the access to digital

technology and the internet are evident, and if left unresolved,
have the potential to exacerbate health and social inequalities
in a digital era.

In order to progress towards digital inclusion, one policy
approach adopted by certain countries is to declare that access
to the internet is a human right [57], whereas others consider
technology and the internet as an enabler of rights rather than
a right in itself [58]. Declaration of access to the internet as a
right may enforce action at national and international levels to
address a factor that indirectly contributes to health, placing it
at par with other rights including the access to food and safe
housing, all of which contribute to health equality.

This study shows that the underlying drivers of digital exclusion
are complex, and as such the solution cannot be obtained through
a single action or from a single organization. Addressing digital
exclusion would require government, public, private, and
nonprofit sector organizations to collaborate to ensure that
progress toward a digital future does not inadvertently leave
some people behind. This will require a comprehensive
understanding of the factors contributing to digital exclusion in
local populations and how these factors differ among groups,
areas, and over time, along with effective engagement with
digitally excluded people to coproduce solutions that adequately
address the contributing factors such as poverty, access, skills,
or motivation.

For example, a common viewpoint is that addressing barriers
to internet connectivity will address digital exclusion; however,
this is not the case. Inequalities would continue to persist after
access is resolved if the complex underlying factors that
contribute to the digital divide are not addressed. a crucial first
step is to understand the extent and drivers of digital exclusion
within and between different populations through data and
qualitative insights. Followed by a multidisciplinary and
multisectoral response to address structural barriers (such as
the lack of infrastructure to support adequate internet access in
all areas), financial barriers (eg, costs of devices and data plans),
digital skills and literacy, and other barriers to engagement (eg,
cultural, concerns regarding trust and data privacy) (Table 1).
Embedded evaluation alongside digital innovation is essential
to ascertain the impact of each of these actions against key
outcomes including differences in uptake, engagement and
effectiveness across population groups. For progress to occur,
there is a need to bring together actions against these key
components in a comprehensive and coordinated plan; for
example, the New York City Internet Masterplan [59] is a
comprehensive roadmap to close the digital divide through
enhanced infrastructure, affordability, and inclusion. To ensure
collective progress, it may also be necessary to ensure that the
government takes the responsibility for digital equity.

Organizations in the United Kingdom have brought together
practical calls to action to mitigate the risk of digital inequalities.
The Good Things Foundation has issued a blueprint for a 100%
digitally included United Kingdom for a post–COVID-19
economy, focusing on 3 key steps to fix the digital divide: the
need to address the digital infrastructure, data poverty, and to
develop an inclusive digital strategy [60]. The Carnegie UK
Trust has reported 12 recommendations for policymakers,
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practitioners, academics, and industry professionals to learn
from the lockdown and eliminate digital exclusion [61]. In
Wales, the Older People’s Commissioner has urged investment
in digital inclusion as one of the preconditions for an
age-friendly recovery [62]. With an international focus,
particularly on low-income countries, the Human Rights, Big
Data and Technology Project has postulated 5 urgent principles
for leaving nobody behind through technology in the COVID-19

response [63]: guaranteeing internet access as a human right
and a public good, increasing the availability and acceptability
of the digital infrastructure, increasing the accessibility and
affordability of digital services, empowering people by
addressing disinformation and hate speech without censorship,
and ensuring that internet access is not a cause for more
surveillance.

Table 1. Data and insights on the extent and drivers of digital exclusion leading to digital inequalities in population subgroups and potential approaches
to address inequalities and to evaluate and understand the uptake and effectiveness of digital technologies and differences across population subgroups.

Suggested approaches to address inequalitiesTypes of digital inequalitiesDriver of digital inequality

Structural barriers (access) •• Infrastructure investmentInequalities in access to a rapid and reliable
internet connection • Report publicly available data on internet coverage across

populations

Financial barriers •• Understand economic barriers including internet access,
affordability of technology, data poverty through research,
and engagement with service users

Inequalities in the affordability of internet-
enabled digital technology and data plans

• Examine the impact of different policies and economic
responses (eg, financial support, waived data charges for
essential services, subsided costs, market regulations to
reduce cost, and data caps)

Digital skills and literacy •• Nationwide and local systems should use existing measures
of digital inclusion to understand population needs, such
as the general Digital Inclusion Scale [64] or the health-
specific eHealth Literacy Scale [65]

Inequalities in digital skills among service
users

• Implement structured programs to address skills gaps such
as the NHS Widening Digital Participation delivered of
the Good Things Foundation [35,37] and Digital Commu-
nities Wales [36]

• Targeted support addressing essential digital skills among
vulnerable groups (eg, through peer-to-peer support, inter-
generational mentoring, and localized digital champions
[66])

•• Develop a model of digital competence across different
roles, train and support the workforce to enable a digital
future (eg, the NHS Digital Readiness program [40])

Inequalities in digital skills, knowledge,
understanding, and awareness among ser-
vice providers and the workforce

Engagement with digital platforms •• Develop a nationwide standard instrument routinely admin-
istered to users to understand factors contributing to en-
gagement

Differences in motivation, trust, and percep-
tion of risks across populations

• Coproduce digital solutions tailored to service user needs
and levels of digital skills or engagement.

• Address barriers of trust and risk with transparency and
clarity on the collected data and the underlying purpose

Design and development of ser-
vices

•• Include digital inequality as a factor in the equality impact
assessments alongside service development and delivery

Incompatibility across different platforms
(fixed or mobile)

• Incentivize partnerships across public, private, and non-
profit sector organizations to address digital exclusion• Inoperability owing to lower internet speeds

• Ensure new service developments considering digital ex-
clusion

• Requiring the use of data plans

• Contracts with suppliers to include reports on granular
data on service use in local health systems across platforms
to identify excluded populations

As health and care systems seek to deliver services through
digital platforms, it remains important to monitor and evaluate
the levels of engagement to ensure that a focus on digital
approaches does not inadvertently reinforce underlying
inequalities in health. Within the United Kingdom, the NHS

provides a potential opportunity to monitor and address different
levels of engagement with digital technology to help understand
differences by clinical needs and population groups, an
understanding of which could be shared to inform innovation
elsewhere.
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Based on theoretical frameworks and the lessons learned from
the practical examples described here, the actions needed to
ensure that digital health innovation helps address, rather than
exacerbate, health inequalities are as follows:

1. Understand the extent and drivers of digital exclusion in
population subgroups

2. Use existing measures or develop new measures of digital
exclusion and digital health literacy

3. Ensure that digital strategies and new service developments
consider factors contributing to local exclusion

4. Develop solutions through coproduction for a maximally
extensive and appropriate user base

5. Where widespread adoption is required, ensure the
technologies used have the characteristics of innovations
capable of being rapidly disseminated [67-69]

6. Use realistic and evidence-based models of behavioral
science to inform digital health innovation, such as the
COM-B system [70].

Conclusion

Digital technology has the potential to revolutionize health and
health care with growing interest among policymakers,
researchers, and practitioners in exploring how digital
technology can be harnessed to improve population health.
Countries worldwide have been using digital technologies to
respond to the COVID-19 pandemic, for applications including

communication of public information, remote delivery of health
care, and population surveillance [71]. Greater adoption of
technology can also provide additional sources of valuable data
for potential use by population health systems to understand
health needs more clearly, monitor outcomes, and counter the
factors underlying ill health.

Digital innovations should be accessible to everyone,
empowering citizens to become active contributors to health
and well-being. However, those likely to have the greatest health
needs are also least likely to have access to digital platforms
and the skills to use and navigate them, and they are hence less
likely to engage with such digital platforms. This raises an
important question of equity in population health in a digital
era, an issue brought into sharp focus by the COVID-19
pandemic. This led us to ask how we can innovate through
digital technology and transform population health, while
leaving no one behind.

To address this question, we need to better understand who
engages with digital technologies, the enablers and barriers, and
the direct and indirect impact on health outcomes. The lack of
consideration of these factors poses the danger that the pursuit
of digital health solutions results in unintended consequences
and reinforces existing social and health inequalities. Action is
needed across government, public, private, and nonprofit sector
organizations to ensure capitalization on the potential for digital
technology to address health and minimize the risk of
exacerbation of health inequalities.
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Abstract

The application of virtual reality has become increasingly extensive as this technology has developed. In dental education, virtual
reality is mainly used to assist or replace traditional methods of teaching clinical skills in preclinical training for several subjects,
such as endodontics, prosthodontics, periodontics, implantology, and dental surgery. The application of dental simulators in
teaching can make up for the deficiency of traditional teaching methods and reduce the teaching burden, improving convenience
for both teachers and students. However, because of the technology limitations of virtual reality and force feedback, dental
simulators still have many hardware and software disadvantages that have prevented them from being an alternative to traditional
dental simulators as a primary skill training method. In the future, when combined with big data, cloud computing, 5G, and deep
learning technology, dental simulators will be able to give students individualized learning assistance, and their functions will
be more diverse and suitable for preclinical training. The purpose of this review is to provide an overview of current dental
simulators on related technologies, advantages and disadvantages, methods of evaluating effectiveness, and future directions for
development.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23635)   doi:10.2196/23635
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dental simulator; dental education; virtual reality

Introduction

Dental skills training is a very important part of preclinical
learning in dental education and has a long history [1]. Pioneers
of dental education began to use extracted teeth in dental skills
education in the 1800s [2]. Later, Oswald Fergus invented the
first phantom head simulator in 1894, which was used to teach
oral anatomy and physiology to dental students [2]. Since then,

the phantom head simulator has developed rapidly. Modern
phantom head simulators include water spray, dental handpieces,
and other necessary items [3], providing students with a more
realistic environment for diagnosis and treatment. The dental
simulator appeared in the 1990s [4,5] as a result of further
research into methods of dental preclinical education, concern
for patient safety, improvements in computer technology, and
the inappropriateness of a clinical environment for the novice
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[1]. The arrival of the dental simulator marked a new era of
dental preclinical education.

The dental simulator replicates both soft and hard oral tissues
as well as providing a clinical diagnosis and treatment
environment through virtual reality (VR). It also simulates the
interaction force between the bur and the tooth, the mouth
mirror, and soft and hard tissues through force feedback
technology to reproduce the whole training process for dental
clinical skills as closely as possible [6,7]. In recent years, the
dental simulator has mainly been used for adult vocational
training and university education [8].

Traditional preclinical dental skills training, which was based
on a phantom head, extracted teeth, or plastic teeth [9,10], is
generally used for practicing tooth preparation, for which the
processes are irreversible. The acquisition of extracted teeth
becomes more and more difficult, and the sensory feedback of
preparing plastic teeth is different from that of real teeth [3,11].
The dental simulator, simulating realistic clinical conditions via
VR and force feedback, makes training reversible, repeatable,
and environmentally friendly [12,13]. Training via a dental
simulator is varied [14] since different training content and tooth
positions are available. These can be displayed in 3D on a

computer screen for real-time evaluation by and feedback from
teachers.

Technologies Included in Dental
Simulators

The dental simulator is a deep integration of computer and dental
technology, mainly consisting of VR and force feedback
technologies [15].

Virtual Reality
VR uses computer technology [16] to generate a digital
environment similar to the real environment in the visual,
auditory, tactile, and other senses [17], which is used in many
different fields. The operator interacts with and feels feedback
from the virtual objects using specialized equipment [18]. A
complete VR system consists of a stereo display device, a
motion tracking device, an input device, and a computing
platform. The stereo display device is usually a head-mounted
display (HMD; Figure 1) [19]; another type of stereo display is
the Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE; Figure 2)
[20]. HMDs are more widely used than CAVEs because HMD
application is more flexible and requires less space.

Figure 1. Head-mounted display and body motion sensors.
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Figure 2. Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE).

VR systems are divided into three immersive levels based on
the degree of stimulated senses and interactions: nonimmersive
system, semi-immersion system, and immersion system (Figure
3) [21]. A nonimmersive system only reproduces images on
desktops; an immersion system places the user in a complete

virtual environment with the support of several sensory output
devices including visual devices such as HMDs, audio devices,
and haptic devices [22]; and a semi-immersion system provides
the user with a simulated environment between the two above.

Figure 3. Applications and immersive levels of virtual reality (VR) systems.

In the implementation of VR technology, the key points are
modeling and interaction. In the medical field, images from
computed tomography [7,23], magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) [24], and dental scanners [25] can be used to rehabilitate
virtual models. Interactions mainly contain visual interaction
and tactile sensation interaction, which are actualized by display
device and force feedback device, respectively.

In the medical field, VR and related technology are gradually
being applied in surgical training [26] and surgical navigation
systems [27]. Combining VR with medical training is a new
research field that has emerged with the development of

computer science, sensor technology, and automation
technology. A virtual operating environment with high fidelity
and real-time performance can be created through virtual
simulation technology [14]. The system is created and processed
by a computer, with dedicated devices such as a helmet display
and a force feedback handle that allow the user to observe and
interact with the scene while experiencing multisensory feedback
that give a near-realistic training effect [28].
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Force Feedback
Haptic devices can receive and transmit motion signals to
improve the operator's sense of reality [29], which is important
for dental training assisted by VR.

To simulate the tactile sense of real dental training as much as
possible, the reaction force of the virtual object is calculated
using the appropriate force generation algorithm in the VR
system [30]. Due to the characteristics of human touch receptors,
real-time haptic rendering requires a refresh frequency of at
least 1 kHz [31]. For force feedback interaction in dental skills

training, several kinds of interaction algorithms have been
proposed for various scenarios, including teeth preparation,
scaling, and bone drilling [32,33].

Introduction to Existing Dental Simulators

Overview
There is a wide variety of dental education simulators available,
each with advantages and disadvantages in terms of training
content, training process, hardware device, and software design.
These are briefly described in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of dental simulators.

Voxel-ManIDEALbVirTeaSySimodont
Dental
Trainer

iDentalPeriosimIDEAaVirtual Ed-
ucation
System for
Dentistry

DentSimCharacteristic

Hardware facility

3D glass-
es+ 2D dis-
play

2D dis-
play+
phantom
head

3D glass-
es+ 2D dis-
play

3D glass-
es+ 2D dis-
play

2D display3D glass-
es+ 2D dis-
play

2D display2D dis-
play+
phantom
head

2D dis-
play+
phantom
head

Display type 

AvailableAvailableNoAvailableAvailableAvailableAvailableAvailableAvailableOperation with two
hands

 

NoNoYesYesYesNoNoYesYesFixed finger rest 

YesYesYesYesYesNoNoYesYesErgonomic postures 

Software design

Dental
surgery

Dental ra-
diography

Dental im-
plant
surgery

Caries re-
moval and
crown
preparation

Periodontal
training

Periodontal
training

Manual
dexterity
training

Crown
preparation

Tooth
preparation

Application field 

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesFundamental skills 

NoYesYesYesYesNoNoNoNoClinical cases 

YesYesYesYesYesYesNoYesYesExam simulation 

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesNoNoRepetitive practice 

YesNoYesYesYesNoYesNoNoPractice at different
levels

 

NoNoYesNoNoNoNoNoNoIndividualized learn-
ing

 

YesYesYesNoYesYesYesYesYesResult evaluation 

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesForce feedback 

NonNonNonNonNonNonNonNonNondVRc immersive level

aIDEA: Individual Dental Education Assistant.
bIDEAL: Internet of Things–based dental education and learning.
cVR: virtual reality.
dNon: nonimmersive.

DentSim
The DentSim system unit, consisting of a phantom head and
dentoform, dental instruments, infrared sensors, infrared
cameras, and two computers, was born in 1997 [34]. The
infrared cameras can capture the orientation and movement of
resin teeth and a handpiece so as to show the students’ work
virtually on the computer screen in real time. The unit allows

students to see the evaluation of their tooth preparation
compared with the ideal preparation on the screen, while also
providing them the ability to continue working on the resin teeth
[35]. The training using DentSim is more efficient and
standardized than that using traditional preclinical teaching
methods [36]. The disadvantage of this unit is that it relies on
physical resin teeth, which are disposable consumables.
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Virtual Education System for Dentistry
Virtual Education System for Dentistry is a dental simulator for
prosthodontics developed by the Affiliated Stomatological
Hospital of Nanjing Medical University and Suzhou
Digital-health Care Company. The system contains the Virtual
Learning Network Platform (VLNP) and Real-time Dental
Training and Evaluation System (RDTES) [37]. Prior to practical
work, students are requested to learn courses on the VLNP,
including reading the operational instructions and predefined
criteria of crown preparation and watching the standard
operational videos. Afterwards, students can perform crown
preparations on the phantom head under the guidance of the
RDTES; the processes and results can be recorded by the
RDTES. When the students finish their preparations, the RDTES
can automatically assess the procedures and results of
preparation based on the predefined tooth preparation criteria.
As well, the students can visually compare their own procedures
and results with the predefined assessment criteria on the
computer screen [37,38].

Individual Dental Education Assistant
Individual Dental Education Assistant (IDEA) is a VR hand
flexibility training simulator consisting of a handheld stylus
that simulates a dental handpiece and provides force feedback
and a computer installed with simulation software. Unlike other
dental simulators, IDEA is designed to enable students to be
flexible and proficient in the use of dental handpieces by
practicing removing predesigned virtual materials with different
shapes (eg, straight line or circle). Therefore, IDEA aims to
train dental students in hand flexibility, not to train students on
a particular teaching component such as crown preparation or
scaling. The main advantage of the system is its evaluation
system. During the training process, two parameters determine
the score obtained: drilling speed and drilling accuracy.
Deviation from the trajectory or to an inappropriate depth can
lead to a decrease in accuracy, and this is displayed as an
accuracy bar on the screen. Complete depletion of the bar means
that the student fails the test [39]. Some researchers have
reported that IDEA could improve students' performance in the
dental skill test; in addition, it can be used to identify students
with troubles with hand flexibility at an early stage that may
allow for early intervention to prevent failure [40,41].

PerioSim
PerioSim, consisting of a stereoscopic display, a computer, and
a haptic device, allows students to use virtual dental instruments
to visualize and detect caries and periodontal diseases in a haptic
environment [12]. The system is available online for students
and allows teachers to upload different training programs, which
can be downloaded and replayed by students at any time, making
this system convenient and efficient [35]. Steinberg et al
reported that the image display and force feedback were very
realistic for teeth and dental instruments but not for gingival
tissue [42].

iDental
iDental is a periodontal skill education simulator developed by
Peking University School and Hospital of Stomatology and
Beihang University, which can simulate periodontal

examinations and treatment procedures including periodontal
probing and calculus detection and removal. Unlike PerioSim,
the device mainly uses a 2D monitor. However, it is equipped
with an odontoscope handle, so it can be used to practice
two-handed cooperative operation, making it realistic. iDental
also has a basic periodontal knowledge teaching module, which
enables students to review basic knowledge before operation
training. A combination of the two training parts improves the
teaching effectiveness [43].

Simodont Dental Trainer
Simodont Dental Trainer is a widely used teaching simulator
for dental skills training that is currently available in many
dental schools. It mainly includes modules for hand flexibility,
cariology, crown and bridge preparations, clinical cases, and a
full mouth simulation experience [13,44]. One of the highlights
of the system is that an X-ray of the working tooth is attached
to each individual case, which can allow students to make a
diagnosis assisted by both the appearance of teeth and the X-ray
films [13].

The system does have some disadvantages. It requires 3D
glasses for 3D display. Excessive training on a single tooth fails
to create a realistic sense of manipulation. The training process
for crown preparation is single-jawed and does not fully mimic
the narrow operating space of the mouth. Besides, it cannot be
used to train students about positioning requirements because
operation postures during training are fixed and visual angle
conversion requires manual rotation of the rotary button.

VirTeaSy Project
The VirTeaSy project is a dental implant training simulator and
is composed of VirTeaSy Scan Implant and VirTeaSy Implant
Pro. VirTeaSy Scan Implant is used for implanting scheme
designs by students. Radiographs are used by students to
perform the implant treatment plan, including the implant’s
characteristics (shape, diameter, length) and its location
(location, angle, insertion depth) in the jaw. When the treatment
plan is complete, it can be compared with the design planned
by an expert that is stored in the database to identify where
improvements could be made in their own plans. In addition,
the device's database contains cases of varying difficulty, so
students with different skill levels can use it to practice
accordingly [45].

VirTeaSy Implant Pro is a virtual implant surgery training
system, which allows students to perform surgery cases planned
in VirTeaSy Scan Implant. VirTeaSy Implant Pro is
supplemented by an auxiliary system that can alert students if
the drilling’s location, angle, and depth are incorrect as well as
if there is overheating of the bone. In addition, the VirTeaSy
Implant Pro has a display through which the teacher can interact
with the student in real time and assist the student as necessary.
VirTeaSy Implant Pro can improve students’ skills in bone
mineral density perception through force feedback, thus allowing
them to perceive whether their bone density measurements in
VirTeaSy Scan Implant match the reality [46]. VirTeaSy Scan
Implant and Implant Pro complement each other, forming an
efficient learning tool [45].
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Internet of Things–Based Education and Learning
System
The Internet of Things–based education and learning (IDEAL)
system is an oral radiology education simulator. The simulator
is mainly used for teaching students to take intraoral X-ray
images without using X-rays. The IDEAL system consists of a
simulator cone, simulator main body, sensor, detector, and stool.
Training contents comprise basic education before X-ray
imaging, information on X-ray imaging techniques (such as
periapical radiography, bisecting angle technique, and
paralleling technique), a test bank, and an evaluation and
feedback system. During the training process, students can
practice taking X-ray images for different tooth positions by
adjusting the angle of the X-ray tube to improve their skills in
taking X-ray images. At the end of training, students submit
their own imaging results to the system and receive automatic
feedback and evaluations from the system. The system allows
students to avoid using radiographic devices while learning to
take dental films, reducing the risk of radiation exposure to both
students and patients. The system is safe and affordable [47].

Voxel-Man Simulator
The Voxel-Man simulator is a VR surgical simulator that
primarily consists of a 2D monitor, simulated surgical operating
handle, foot pedal, and 3D glasses. At present, the device is
mainly used to simulate apical surgery, such as apical resection
and apical cystectomy [48].

The system provides different training modes depending on the
trainees’ level, with different display interfaces and different
operating instructions. The three modes to choose from are
primary mode, advanced mode, and exam mode. In primary
mode, the lesions and surrounding important anatomical
structures (such as the alveolar nerve) are marked with bright
colors. This not only helps operators to understand the
anatomical characteristics of the corresponding surgical area,
but also reminds them of the scope and amplitude of the
operation at all times to help them avoid damaging these
important anatomical structures. When the surgical instrument
is close to an important anatomical structure, the system will
emit a danger alarm. In advanced mode and exam mode, some
of the functions and hints are turned off [48,49].

In addition, the system can record the operation process for later
replay so that the operator can identify errors and mistakes to
improve on [48]. The operator can stop the operation at any
time and can undo a wrong step or restart a new one, saving a
lot of time. Cases vary in difficulty, allowing operators with
different experience levels to practice.

Advantages of Dental Simulators

Compared to phantom-based traditional training methods, dental
simulators have many strengths that will offer students a better
learning environment. Besides dental operation skills, students
are also able to acquire relevant theoretical knowledge through
dental simulators [37]. Since the dental simulators allow
repeatable and reversible preclinical training of clinical skills
[50,51], they give students a more flexible training experience
[14]. They also allow digital objective evaluation and tutorial

feedback [34,52] by recording the training processes [53]. In
addition, training in dental simulators is more clinically relevant
[54] because they recreate situations that are similar to those
encountered in a real clinical environment [14]. It is certain that
dental simulators can eliminate the risk of treatment and enhance
the safety of patients [55,56]. Previous studies showed that
training using dental simulators can save the time of faculty
[50,57] and allow students to practice repeatedly whenever they
want until they achieve mastery. Some studies reported that
training in dental simulators can reduce training time compared
with traditional training methods [57]. Therefore, the application
of dental simulators in teaching can make up for the deficiency
of traditional teaching methods and reduce the teaching burden,
improving convenience for both teachers and students.

Current Disadvantages of Dental
Simulators

The dental education simulators that have been described all
have certain disadvantages in terms of both hardware and
software.

Disadvantages of Hardware

The Stereo Vision of the Display Is Not Visible Enough
and the Resolution Is Not High Enough
Currently, 3D displays in dental simulators are relatively
behindhand. To achieve 3D display, most simulators use 3D
glasses; these can slightly change the color of the oral tissues
and can produce unpleasant effects such as vertigo and nausea
[45,58]. In addition, 3D glasses change the image quality to a
certain extent, reducing the resolution of the image. The display
of oral tissue needs to be precise since the dental operation needs
to identify subtle differences between different kinds of tissues,
so a lower resolution may result in inaccuracy in the operation
[59]. Image display can also affect the VR immersiveness, so
it is necessary for researchers to find a higher resolution of 3D
display to replace 3D glasses.

No Fixed Physical Finger Rest
A stable finger rest is of great significance in dental operations
because of the small intraoral space and the requirement for
precise dental operations [15,43]; without it, accidental injury
to the surrounding soft and hard tissues may occur. Training on
the use of finger rests is crucial in dental skills training, so finger
rests should be provided for optimal simulation during dental
skill training.

Lack of Bimanual Cooperative Operation
Bimanual operation is extremely important in dental operations.
In general, the left hand of the operator manipulates an
odontoscope to stretch and protect the soft tissues and reflect
light, to ensure accurate and safe intraoral manipulation of the
instrument held in the right hand. For optimal simulation of an
operation on a real patient, training on bimanual operation in a
dental simulator is essential [53,60].
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Disadvantages of Software Design

Simulation of Force Feedback Is Not Realistic Enough
In clinical operations, dentists continually judge the process to
determine whether to continue the operation by perceiving the
different force feedback of the different oral tissues. Therefore,
the fidelity of force feedback in the simulator is vital to dental
training [27]. At present, the force feedback of oral simulators
is based on a force-generating algorithm. This is different from
the force feedback of a real instrument in contact with the oral
tissue, especially soft tissue. Consequently, researchers need to
work on improving the fidelity of force feedback in the future
[14,61].

Simulation of Soft Tissue Deformation Is Not Realistic
Enough
An oral environment simulation includes simulation of tongue
and facial tissue deformation [62]. When a simulated surgical
instrument collides with the deformable object, the object needs
to deform accordingly. Deformation simulation is based on the
physical properties of the soft body, such as density and
elasticity. To express these properties, a physical model must
be established; these commonly include the mass-spring method
[63,64] and the finite element method [65]. The mass-spring
method is simple and commonly used, but it is hard to maintain
tissue volume information and set the stiffness of the spring.

The drawback of the finite element method is that it is hard to
use in real-time simulation [65]. Therefore, a physical model
with higher calculation efficiency and more accurate simulation
that can better represent the physical characteristics of oral
tissues needs to be established.

The Training Content Is Insufficient
At present, many dental simulators do not have different degrees
of difficulty in training, so students cannot learn step by step in
the process of training. Moreover, the simulators have only
basic skills training and lack the application of skills in clinical
cases, so they cannot assess students' progressive mastery of
skills. More comprehensive and systematic training content
should be developed in the future [15].

The Evaluation of Training Results Cannot Be
Accurately Quantified
It has been reported that professional instruction and
performance feedback are beneficial for students’ skills
acquisition [66,67]. Some simulators cannot give an accurate
quantitative evaluation of the student's operational results after
training, so students do not know whether their operation results
meet the requirement or not.

In summary, a good dental skills training simulator should be
able to overcome these shortcomings, and its comprehensive
features are summarized in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4. Hardware facilities required for a dental simulator. CAVE: Cave Automatic Virtual Environment; HMD: head-mounted display.
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Figure 5. Software design required for an ideal dental simulator.

Effectiveness Evaluation of Dental
Simulators

Methods for Effectiveness Evaluation
The effectiveness of VR systems can be evaluated using two
analytical methods, qualitative and quantitative [15,43], which
can be analyzed by questionnaires and comparative studies,
respectively.

Questionnaires
Questionnaires are mainly used to investigate the subjective
experience of people using the equipment, providing possible
ways to improve the next iteration of the simulator. The content
of the questionnaire is mainly based on the relationship between
the user and the simulator. The simulator has two categories of

users: trainers and trainees. For trainers, the device is a teaching
tool and therefore needs to be evaluated for its auxiliary role in
teaching, such as whether it reduces teaching cost or improves
teaching efficiency. For trainees, the device is a learning tool
and needs to be evaluated for learning effectiveness and
construction of a learning environment [68]. Therefore, the
content of the questionnaire should be designed according to
the characteristics of the respondents.

The content of the questionnaire is mainly classified into two
categories. The first category is the evaluation of the software
and hardware of the device, involving force feedback, 3D
modeling, the ease and convenience of using the device, the
simulation degree, and the design of the device. Wang et al
proposed a qualitative evaluation architecture based on the
analysis of function components, which included the
performance and usability of the simulator [15]. The second
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category is the evaluation of the teaching effect of the device,
which involves the subjective evaluation of the equipment effect
by users [69]. The main questions in such questionnaires are
whether the students think that the simulator assisted their study,
improving their understanding of the related curriculum, and
whether they are willing to use the simulator in their future
study [70]. In addition, Venkatesh et al made the Unified Theory
of Acceptance and Use of Technology questionnaire proposal
to measure the acceptance of a new technology [71], and Bravo
et al applied it to the use of dental simulators and concluded
that it can assess the acceptance of dental simulators in dental
education [72].

Comparative Studies
Comparative studies are mainly suitable for quantitative
evaluation of objective function of a simulator, such as
evaluating the role of the simulator in education compared with
traditional teaching methods [73,74], the accuracy of the
simulator at evaluating different kinds of trainees [46,75], and
its accuracy in predicting the skill levels of students [76].
Barsom et al proposed a matrix of validity type to train medical
professionals and classified the existing research methods
including surface validity, content validity, construct validity,
concurrent validity, and predictive validity [77,78].

Construct validity is the most widely used criterion in the
functional evaluation of simulators [79]. The objects of the
study of construct validity are populations with different clinical
experience and skills in a corresponding specialty, such as
experts and students [80]. By comparing the relevant parameters
of using the simulator in different groups, construct validity of

the simulator aims to distinguish different levels of dental skills.
Dental trainees with diverse training time in a study by Mirghani
et al [75] and dental students in their first year and experienced
dentists in a study by Eve et al [45] were chosen to be trained
using the simulator to evaluate its construct validity.

Influence Factors
Dental skills training takes the form of gradual acquisition, so
the proficiency of training using the simulator can improve
along with increasing familiarity with the training content.
Urbankova et al concluded that repeating the training led to
learning the test content, which could affect the results of the
study [40]. Since VR is a new technology, teachers’ sensitivity
to the simulator may depend on their age, which could affect
the results of the experiment. Therefore, questionnaires are often
designed to eliminate the influence of these two factors [81].

Training and demonstration before the experiment, which allow
objects to know the experimental flow and operational
specification and eliminate the interference factors, are necessary
[47]. Seymour et al tested trainees' visual ability, perception
ability, and mental condition to exclude interference factors that
affected experimental results [82].

Effectiveness of Dental Simulators
To date, many pilot tests have been conducted to evaluate the
validity of dental simulators in endodontics [3,83], periodontics
[12,42,43,84,85], oral and maxillofacial surgery [65,86-88],
dental radiography [41], prosthodontics [37,59,85], implantology
[89,90], and orthodontics [90]; the specific applications of dental
simulators in dental education are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Applications of dental simulators in dental fields.

Training contentsDental fields

Endodontics • Dental caries detection
• Caries removal
• Light-curing skills
• Endodontic cavity preparation

Periodontics • Periodontal probing
• Calculus detection and removal
• Ultrasonic scaling

Oral and maxillofacial surgery • Dental anesthesia training
• Maxillofacial palpation
• Dental extraction skills
• Orthognathic surgery
• Dental surgery

Intraoral X-ray imagingDental radiography

Tooth preparationProsthodontics

Implantology • Implanting scheme design
• Implant drilling skills

Training and treatment planning in orthodonticsOrthodontics

Many researchers are positive about the roles that dental
simulators play in skills training. Al-Saud et al reported that
students could gain basic manual dexterity at a quicker pace
when they practiced skills with the guidance of experienced
faculty, and training with dental simulators helped students to

retain the skills they had learned [91]. A study performed by
Plessas showed that students could develop a better
understanding of the material by using dental simulators since
they create a more varied learning environment compared with
traditional training methods [74]. Suebnukarn et al evaluated
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the effectiveness of dental simulators in cavity preparation and
concluded that haptic VR simulators are equivalent to
conventional dental phantom heads in reducing operation errors
[92]. Other research provided evidence that students can improve
their tooth extraction skills [93], dental radiology skills [47],
and implant skills [32,90] through dental simulators. Dental
simulators were also reported to be able to enhance students’
confidence [94] and improve their attitudes toward patients [53]
and abilities to discern and solve medical emergencies
[70,95,96]. Some studies focused on students’ acceptance of
dental simulators and found that most students are willing to
learn with dental simulators, which would boost their enthusiasm
to learn [97]. Therefore, many research studies indicated that
dental simulators had the potential to be an alternative to
conventional training methods [36,52,98].

However, as mentioned above, there are still some disadvantages
of dental simulators that can’t be ignored, and these
disadvantages may directly influence the effectiveness of dental
simulators. In addition, the effectiveness of some dental
simulators has not been validated [88,98]. Therefore, it is
suggested that dental simulators cannot completely replace
traditional skill training methods. The automated evaluation
and tutorial feedback offered by dental simulators are considered
to be complementary components to traditional methods [84].
Some studies concluded that a combination of traditional and
virtual methods would be an optimal approach to choose in
skills training [52,99,100].

Prospects of Dental Education Simulators

Current simulators are deficient in stereovision, video resolution,
force feedback, instructional content, and outcome assessment;
in response to these issues, we offer an outlook for their future
development.

Visualized Analyses of Education Data Based on Big
Data Technology
By applying big data technology to medical education, we can
establish statistical models by the visual analysis method [101]
via educational data mining and learning analysis [102], which
allow trainers to analyze and understand the learning status of
trainees intuitively. Currently, big data technology has been
applied in educational analysis of massive open online courses
[103] and learning effectiveness prediction for medical courses
[101].

A similar big data analysis platform can be set up in dental skills
training. We can collect dental operation data and establish a
database of correctly performed operations. Then, a scientific
evaluation system to score the training results by comparing
them with the correctly performed operations can be created.
Trainers can identify information on general problems in
operations, as well as problems experienced by the individual
trainee, to analyze and predict trainees' ability to master the
skills, error-prone points, and the pass rate of examinations.
Based on the analysis, trainers can create or adjust different
plans for all trainees to enhance their learning experience and
performance. Therefore, the combination of big data and
education will make it possible to deeply understand and study

the training process in order to provide more trainees with
quality training.

Video Transmission With Quicker Speeds and Less
Delay Supported by 5G
The development of 5G technology will allow transmission
links with high bandwidth and low delay [104-106]. In the
virtual oral training system, calculations are often performed
on the server side to improve accuracy. The use of 5G
technology will greatly increase the transmission rate of
high-definition video data from the server host to the display
device, reducing the response delay [107-109]. This will provide
users with more reliable visual and tactile feedback and improve
comfort [110].

Currently, the 5G quality of experience framework is proposed
to solve the problem of transmitting ultra-high-definition video
on the 5G network [111]. This could provide a basis for the
establishment of a VR dental educational video network.
Large-scale synchronous training and one-to-one demonstrations
could be performed via 5G transmission to improve training
efficiency.

Improvement of the Simulation of Force Feedback by
Deep Learning
Deep learning techniques are widely used to find rules from a
large amount of data, abstract problems through neural networks,
and establish input and output mapping.

In the field of haptics, deep learning has been used to obtain
haptic properties of objects from their images [112], whereby
force feedback devices can directly generate a sense of force
feedback that mimics the real physical properties without having
to manually adjust physical parameters.

We can use deep learning to obtain the force feedback properties
of teeth and build different deep learning models for different
parts of the teeth. Therefore, the instrument would have different
force feedback in contact with normal teeth, dental caries, tooth
enamel, dentin, and other areas.

Deep learning can also play a role in oral modeling. Now, deep
learning has been widely used in medical image analysis and
modeling [113]. Through this type of method, we can easily
extract relevant regions from computed tomography or MRI
data and reconstruct mesh data [114]. These technologies can
be transferred to oral cavity modeling, which can greatly
facilitate model construction in a virtual surgery system and
quickly establish a personalized oral cavity model.

Improvement of the Immersiveness of Dental
Simulators by Augmented Reality
Augmented reality technology is an extension of VR technology,
combining virtual images with real environments to support
interaction with virtual objects in real time.

Nowadays, augmented reality technology has begun to be used
in the medical field. Based on an augmented reality helmet
(HoloLens by Microsoft), various applications have been
developed such as surgical navigation applications [115] and
intelligent medical management systems [116]. HoloLens also
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supports a display of high-definition video derived from
high-performance computing.

The virtual tooth and the phantom head can be combined with
augmented reality technology in a dental training system.
Students can feel the phantom head directly with their hands
and interact with a virtual tooth through a force feedback device.
At the same time, high-definition images allow users to observe
finer tooth details, which can greatly improve the reality and
the immersiveness of the experience. The users can also observe
patients from multiple views, which will greatly enhance the
trainees' understanding and learning of training objectives
[117,118]. Therefore, augmented reality will have a significant
effect on dental education in the future.

Strengths and Limitations

The strengths of this paper are as follows: First, we have come
up with a summary of comprehensive features that a good dental
simulator should possess based on the analysis of the advantages
and disadvantages of current dental simulators. Second, this
paper proposes the future prospects of dental simulators and
provides researchers with new ideas for further studies.

Our paper also has some limitations. First, our paper lists the
nine dental simulators that are commonly mentioned and studied
in most articles instead of all kinds of dental simulators, which
may have a little effect on the results of our study. Second, our
study is focused on VR- and haptic-based dental simulators; as
a consequence, some relevant papers may not be included due
to inappropriate use of keywords.

Conclusion

Despite the fact that dental simulators are not currently able to
rival traditional training modalities for skills training in some
disciplines, they still have some advantages over traditional
methods, and their effectiveness has been validated in some
cases. More studies should be conducted to improve the force
feedback, video transmission, and immersiveness of dental
simulators. With scientific and technological development,
dental simulators that gradually combine with big data, cloud
computing, 5G, and deep learning technology will offer students
individualized learning assistance, and their functions will be
more diverse and suitable for preclinical training.
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Abstract

Clinicians spend a substantial part of their workday reviewing and writing electronic medical notes. Here we describe how the
current, widely accepted paradigm for electronic medical notes represents a poor organizational framework for both the individual
clinician and the broader medical team. As described in this viewpoint, the medical chart—including notes, labs, and imaging
results—can be reconceptualized as a dynamic, fully collaborative workspace organized by topic rather than time, writer, or data
type. This revised framework enables a more accurate and complete assessment of the current state of the patient and easy historical
review, saving clinicians substantial time on both data input and retrieval. Collectively, this approach has the potential to improve
health care delivery effectiveness and efficiency.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24179)   doi:10.2196/24179
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Electronic medical record (EMR) documentation is used for
clinical, medicolegal, and billing purposes, as well as research,
quality improvement, and population health initiatives. Each of
these downstream use cases drives documentation requirements
and influences day-to-day efficiency, work satisfaction, and
quality of patient care. Poorly designed systems lead to the
proliferation of out-of-date or incorrect information [1,2],
increased time spent searching the medical chart [3], medical
errors [2], and clinician burnout [3-5] while limiting the effective
use of EMR data for individual and population-level
applications.

Many clinicians are intimately familiar with the pathologies of
“information chaos” in electronic patient charts [1]: large
volumes of duplicate or copy-pasted information, scattered
information requiring multiple navigation steps to locate,
conflicting information, and outright erroneous information.

Well-designed systems and workflows should incentivize data
entry, storage, and retrieval behaviors that minimize these forms
of information chaos. Conversely, when we see rampant
information chaos, we should question and re-evaluate our
default assumptions about documentation.

Currently, most medical documentation is organized in bundles
or containers called “notes”: documents containing many distinct
but loosely related clinical observations, interpretations, and
plans. Although notes lump together varied data from different
sources regarding different topics, they are generally stored as
indivisible units, written largely by a single author, and are
rarely edited after initial creation. In their current form, notes
organize information by time, by clinical thread (subject matter
or team ownership; eg, primary team vs consultant), and by
responsibility (the writer of a note simultaneously attests to the
truth of, and takes responsibility for, all assertions within it).
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These are the specific organizational principles and design
choices that form the note paradigm. These principles—and
their consequences for documentation—are easy to overlook
when the note paradigm is the only paradigm most clinicians
know. Notes have been the predominant organizational principle
since the era of paper records, but what if notes are the wrong
organizational paradigm and are largely responsible for the
information chaos that plagues modern electronic charts?

Consider a set of notes written by a single clinician over time.
Since each note is a disjointed bundle of information, recorded
and accessed separately, there are two ways for a clinician to
treat a set of sequential notes. The first is to treat each note as
a complete state of the patient at a particular time. This approach
has at least one major problem: the vast majority of a patient’s
medical information remains the same from time t to time t +
1. With this approach, clinicians not only habitually document
the new updates but also copy and paste large portions of
unchanged information from one note to the next to keep all of
the information about the patient’s current state in one place.
This habit contributes to charts overloaded with duplicate
information, makes it difficult for a later reader to easily identify
what has changed from time t to t + 1, and makes it onerous to
truly expunge errors from the chart because errors now require
correction in multiple locations. On the other hand, some
clinicians use each note to record only the new updates in the
patient’s state from t to t + 1. This practice scatters data that
should be stored in a single place across multiple notes (eg, the
time course of a patient’s chronic medical problems), making
it difficult for later readers to find relevant information and to
piece together complicated medical histories. So, in the note’s
organizational paradigm, clinicians are in a lose-lose
situation—forced to choose between large-scale information
duplication (if each note is treated as a complete state of the
patient) or information scatter (if each note is treated as a bundle
of updates). Most clinicians choose not to adhere strictly to
either of these strategies, leading to charts bloated with duplicate
and yet seemingly incomplete data, medical histories that are
onerous to synthesize, and hard-to-correct errors.

Notes are a poor organizational framework for the individual
clinician, but they may be even worse for a collaborative medical
team. Although little of a patient’s medical information changes
depending on the team or physician viewing it, different teams
habitually redocument the same information (eg, the history of
present illness) in separate notes, representing another large
source of duplicated information. When information does differ
between teams (eg, differing physical exam findings or a more
in-depth cardiology history), it can only be identified by
navigating between separate notes. Such practices not only
contribute to information scatter and overload but also waste
time on duplicate effort and limit optimal collaborative potential
within the EMR.

The current note paradigm thus is a key source of information
chaos and associated frustrations. We suggest the value of
moving toward a nonnote paradigm in a wholesale effort to
reimagine what the electronic medical chart should be. First,
we suggest organizing information in the chart primarily by
topic rather than by time, team, writer, or data type. This means
rethinking how information is stored in the chart—not only the

narrative text but also the structured data, including orders,
medications, laboratory values, imaging, and other diagnostic
results. These data should be tightly coupled to the relevant
medical problems and associated free-text data, and update in
place dynamically.

Next, the narrative medical chart should be reconceived as a
dynamic living workspace—a set of shared and editable topics
that contain only the most up-to-date information, rather than
a set of separate, fixed time slices. Instead of requiring clinicians
to painstakingly identify the information in the medical chart
that is true at a given time, this approach ensures that the
information present at a glance accurately depicts the most
current state of the patient by default. However, the past patient
states would still be easily accessible, by navigating forward
and back through time, with a version history feature or track
changes functionality (similar to modern word processing
software). This feature would enable readers to quickly identify
updates to the chart from t to t + 1 or to follow individual
medical problems over time at a more granular level than
allowed by notes. When documenting, clinicians would update
only the changed information and attest to, but not redocument,
the unchanged information. This would facilitate granular
clinical updates as they occur (eg, a single medication change
or a new symptom) without requiring an entirely new note or
addendum. This dynamic workspace paradigm would save
substantial time on both the data input and retrieval sides while
mitigating incentives for information scatter and copy-paste.
Problem-based charting is an appropriate but insufficient step
toward this ideal.

A nonnote paradigm would also reduce information chaos at
the team level. The chart could be reconceived as a fully
collaborative workspace where information is, by default, shared
among clinicians. Attestation would replace redocumentation
as the primary mode of agreement, even across different clinical
services. This is something already done in parts of the chart,
for instance to confirm the allergies or family history.
Disagreements could easily be documented under this system,
but in the same topic-defined place, so that future readers can
easily see where opinions differ. Customizable views of certain
slices of information, depending on a user’s needs, could
facilitate service- or individual–specific dashboards for
particular workflows. The version history system would enable
granular tracking of which clinicians made which changes to a
given chart, allowing for appropriate assignment of
responsibility (for clinical, medicolegal, or billing purposes).
Such a system could be applied to reduce duplication and scatter
within a single hospital stay (consultants collaborating with
primary teams) and across clinical contexts (an inpatient
clinician collaborating with an outpatient clinician). Under such
a system, to copy and paste text from another person’s note
would seem absurd—after all, the two clinicians share and edit
the same dynamic workspace.

Deeper than specific software interfaces or billing requirements,
our reliance on the note as the primary mode of information
organization is a major contributor to clinicians’ EMR
frustrations. The note is largely a historical relic from the era
of physical paper records, which has outlived its usefulness in
the digital era. By questioning historical assumptions and
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developing alternative documentation paradigms, we can reduce
information chaos, promoting improved clinical care, efficiency,

and health care worker satisfaction.
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Abstract

Background: Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) interventions are emerging as promising tools in the treatment
of pediatric chronic pain conditions. However, in this young field, there is little consensus to guide the process of engaging in
the development and evaluation of targeted VR-based interventions.

Objective: The INOVATE-Pain (Interdisciplinary Network on Virtual and Augmented Technologies for Pain management)
consortium aims to advance the field of VR for pediatric chronic pain rehabilitation by providing guidance for best practices in
the design, evaluation, and dissemination of VR-based interventions targeting this population.
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Methods: An interdisciplinary meeting of 16 academics, clinicians, industry partners, and philanthropy partners was held in
January 2020.

Results: Reviewing the state of the field, the consortium identified important directions for research-driven innovation in VR
and AR clinical care, highlighted key opportunities and challenges facing the field, and established a consensus on best
methodological practices to adopt in future efforts to advance the research and practice of VR and AR in pediatric pain. The
consortium also identified important next steps to undertake to continue to advance the work in this promising new area of digital
health pain interventions.

Conclusions: To realize the promise of this realm of innovation, key ingredients for success include productive partnerships
among industry, academic, and clinical stakeholders; a uniform set of outcome domains and measures for standardized evaluation;
and widespread access to the latest opportunities, tools, and resources. The INOVATE-Pain collaborative hopes to promote the
creation, rigorous yet efficient evaluation, and dissemination of innovative VR-based interventions to reduce pain and improve
quality of life for children.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25916)   doi:10.2196/25916

KEYWORDS

virtual reality; pediatric; chronic pain

Introduction

Background
The integration of digital health technologies into the treatment
of acute and chronic pain has accelerated in the last decade.
Digital health has the potential to increase patient engagement,
reduce access barriers, and enhance patient-centered care, with
the central goal of alleviating pain and disability in patients with
chronic pain. Among these novel technologies are virtual reality
(VR) and augmented reality (AR), which allow users to engage
completely (VR) or partially (AR) in immersive and interactive
digital experiences. VR and AR-based interventions have been
found to be effective in reducing acute pain from medical
procedures associated with transient pain (eg, distraction) among
adults [1-3] and youth [1,4-6]. In this context, the effectiveness
of VR arises from its ability to provide multisensorial
engagement that can compete with pain signaling while also
eliciting enjoyment and decreasing anxiety and negative mood
[7]. Youth are particularly well suited to benefit from VR and
AR-based pain interventions given their facility with technology
and the ease with which they can engage in imaginative
experiences [8].

Applying VR and AR interventions to persistent or chronic pain
treatment often provides immersive experiences that go beyond
redirecting attention away from a discrete painful stimulus to
include physical, cognitive, and affective therapeutic targets
[9]. There is growing recognition of the potential benefits of
VR and AR for persistent pain, but our understanding of the
mechanisms of effect and efforts to maximize the potential of
these approaches for patients with persistent pain is just
beginning to emerge, with those targeting youth with chronic
pain being rare. To address this gap, we convened a group of
pediatric pain experts to review the state of the field, identify
important directions for research-driven innovation in VR and
AR clinical care, and establish a consensus on best
methodological practices to adopt in future efforts to advance
the research and practice of VR and AR in pediatric pain. This
paper summarizes the processes and outcomes of this meeting.
Specifically, we outline key gaps in the field, examine models
of collaboration to advance the development and evaluation of

targeted VR technology, and offer recommendations for best
practices for future efforts to advance the study and use of VR
and AR in the treatment of pediatric chronic pain.

VR and AR interventions for the acute pain context rely
primarily on VR’s immersive capabilities to distract from the
discomfort of the pain experience. In the context of persistent
pain, intervention targets must be broad in scope (eg, address
pain-related functioning) and enduring in their effects (eg,
providing a sustained reduction in pain and/or improvement in
functioning lasting beyond the time spent in the VR
environment). In a recent systematic review of VR and AR for
pain in adults (which included chronic pain cohorts), Mallari
et al [2] concluded that VR appears to reduce chronic pain
intensity while VR exposure is ongoing, but there is weak
evidence for any lasting post-VR exposure effects on pain
intensity with existing protocols. Of 10 studies on VR and AR
for chronic pain included in the review, only 2 studies [10,11]
expanded beyond a focus on pain intensity to measure functional
outcomes. Both studies focused on chronic neck pain and
demonstrated functional improvements on a standardized
self-report measure of neck functioning during or immediately
following the VR exposure, with 1 study [10] suggesting
continued self-reported functional gains at a 3-month follow-up.

Trost et al [9] provided a timely overview of the existing
research on VR applications for pain. The authors highlight the
3 pillars of VR: presence, immersion, and interactivity, which
vary in importance depending on the pain context (acute,
experimental to examine mediators or moderators, or chronic).
As noted by Trost et al [9], presence refers to the subjective
experience of being in one environment while being physically
situated in another. Immersion refers to the level of absorption
a user experiences in the virtual world, and interactivity refers
to the extent to which the user can manipulate the virtual
environment. These authors provide a useful heuristic model
that outlines technical VR configuration factors (eg, hepatic
feedback), user experiential factors (eg, presence), and pain
targets (eg, cognitive behavioral therapy skills) that converge
to influence outcomes (eg, pain intensity) [9]. Importantly, these
dimensions may vary based on the goals of the VR therapy
context.
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Many chronic pain studies have made the pillars of presence or
embodiment and interactivity central to the target. Examples
include studies of phantom limb pain [12,13] or spinal cord
injury [14,15], with VR potentially amplifying the
neuromodulatory effects of movement therapies. Less
emphasized in the context of chronic pain is the pillar of
immersion, given that distraction is less central in chronic pain
management. For example, Villiger et al [16] used 16 to 20
sessions of VR to deliver intensive individual muscle training
in patients undergoing neurorehabilitation for spinal cord
injuries. The results showed both subjective and objective
physical function improvements, with gains remaining stable
at 12 and 16 weeks postintervention. Trost et al [17,18]
pioneered the use of VR to deliver graded-exposure therapy
targeting pain-related fear and disability in adults with chronic
pain, recognizing the power of VR to facilitate pain-related
movement in the presence of fear and behavioral avoidance. In
addition to the recent work in this area specific to chronic pain,
we can draw upon more robust literature on the use of VR for
exposure-based treatments of other conditions. Several
systematic reviews and meta-analyses of virtual reality–based
exposure therapy (VRET) for anxiety disorders have shown that
VRET is equal or superior to the gold standard of in vivo
exposure for anxiety reduction [19-23].

Overall, there is support for using VR and AR as a tool to reduce
perceptions of pain intensity in the context of procedural pain,
including evidence of effects for children and adolescents.
However, a recent review underscores the need for large,
well-designed trials to fully evaluate the effects of VR on acute
pain in children because of the variability and weaknesses in
the study methodology to date [6]. There is growing evidence
of the utility of VR and AR for reducing the intensity of chronic
pain in the short term and emerging support for using VR in
physical rehabilitation and to reduce the fear of pain through
exposure-based paradigms in adult populations. The intersection
of these areas—that is, the use of VR and AR technology to
achieve multiple benefits (reduction of pain, disability, and fear
or behavioral avoidance) over a longer period in the context of
pediatric chronic pain rehabilitative treatment—is only
emerging. To date, published work specifically focused on VR
for pediatric chronic pain mainly includes small pilot studies,
but these have demonstrated support for using VR to augment
established treatments for pediatric chronic pain, including
mirror visual feedback therapy for complex regional pain
syndrome [24] and biofeedback for pediatric headache [25],
with outcomes suggesting increased tolerance of rehabilitative
therapies, reduced pain, and improved function and quality of
life. Given the increasing accessibility of VR and AR
interventions [26], their particular fit for pediatric populations,
and their ability to complement and enhance standard
approaches for the treatment of complex pediatric pain
conditions [27], this is an important and timely area of
innovation in our field. As new applications for VR and AR
emerge, we need guidelines and best practices to inform the
design and evaluation of new potential interventions.

Objectives
To review the current state of the field of VR for the treatment
of chronic pediatric pain and to elucidate important directions

for future research and innovation efforts, we convened a
working group of experts across relevant domains to share
lessons learned through their early work in this area and to
generate consensus-backed recommendations for advancing the
field. Herein, we provide guidance from the newly formed
INOVATE-Pain collaborative (Interdisciplinary Network on
Virtual and Augmented Technologies for Pain) for key domains:
(1) describing models of academic-clinical-industry partnerships
in the development and dissemination of immersive pain
intervention approaches; (2) outlining current and future
opportunities and challenges for evidence-based innovation,
with an emphasis on collaboration across diverse sites, settings,
and domains of expertise; and (3) identifying best practices in
research on the use of VR and AR in children and adolescents
with chronic pain, including recommendations for measuring
meaningful outcomes of VR and AR-based interventions.

Methods

Participants
The INOVATE-Pain collaborative includes current contributors
to science in the field of immersive interventions for pediatric
pain rehabilitation, including clinicians, clinical researchers,
neuroscientists, and VR software engineers. Potential
participants were identified based on their involvement in
ongoing work in the realm of VR for pediatric chronic pain
treatment. Those first approached by the meeting organizer and
chair (DL) were asked to suggest other participants who could
represent different perspectives and experiences. Participants
included all authors from the following institutions and
organizations: Stanford Children’s Health network, the Stanford
Childhood Anxiety Reduction through Innovation and
Technology (CHARIOT) program, Boston Children’s Hospital
(BCH), Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
(CCHMC), The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) in
Toronto, University of Southern California or Children’s
Hospital of Los Angeles (CHLA), Stanford Virtual Human
Interaction Lab, and Mighty Immersion, Inc (a company focused
on VR device management tools). This was the first meeting
of this group. Follow-up meetings were planned but have not
been executed because of the COVID-19 pandemic. The group
continues to hold monthly Zoom meetings to continue the work
that began at the initial meeting. This meeting was supported
by The Mayday Fund. A representative from The Mayday Fund
was invited to attend the meeting to provide perspective on the
funding landscape and report to The Mayday Fund board on
the proposed strategic directions of the INOVATE-Pain
collaborative.

Setting
The meeting took place over the course of 2 days (January
22-23, 2020) in Palo Alto, California.

Procedures
The impetus for the INOVATE-Pain consensus meeting arose
through The Mayday Fund’s efforts to connect individuals
engaged in funded research on VR for chronic pain with those
seeking funding for proposed projects in this area in the hope
of promoting greater collaboration and standardization in the
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field. The meeting convened with a structured agenda
(Multimedia Appendix 1) and planned deliverables for a
consortium focused on VR and AR innovations in pediatric pain
rehabilitation. Briefly, the meeting began with an overview of
the state of the field and moved to reports from each
participating academic medical center on their clinical and
research-based uses of VR in pediatric chronic pain, followed
by a discussion of new technological developments from our
industry partner (LW) and his clinical collaborators. Group
members representing the funding world and laboratories
exploring the use of VR technology in adult populations shared
relevant insights. This was followed by a discussion of best
practices, with particular emphasis on what outcomes are most
relevant to assess when evaluating pediatric chronic pain VR
and AR interventions and what tools would be best for such
assessments. The second day focused on arriving at a consensus
on important new directions in the field and models of
collaboration that bring clinicians, researchers, and industry
partners together in ways that are mutually beneficial,
nonexploitative, and hold patient care as a shared primary goal.
Time was devoted to developing INOVATE-Pain’s mission
and vision statement, along with strategic goals focused on what
our collaborative can offer the field. Finally, we outlined plans
for moving forward with actionable, collaborative projects and
outputs. Detailed notes were recorded throughout the meetings
by the nonparticipants.

The meeting relied on consensus decision making in an open
discussion format. To begin, we drew on case examples of
current and potential projects overseen by group members to
develop a shared understanding of where the field stands and
to identify gaps. During discussions, the chair and cochair (LS)
kept time limits and reflected themes and major points to the
group to ensure that members were in agreement on how these
were conceptualized. We then engaged in structured
brainstorming sessions derived from ideation methods in design
thinking, an approach now being applied to health care
innovation and education [28]. We undertook this process for
several of our key agenda topics, including identifying important
outcome domains to assess in VR studies and developing our
collaborative’s mission, vision, and strategic goals. Given the
group’s relatively small size, discussions and brainstorming
exercises were held with the full group. We adhered to
design-thinking brainstorm rules (ie, time limit, stay on topic,
defer judgment, encourage wild ideas, aim for quantity, build
on each other’s ideas, be visual, and one conversation at a time)
utilizing a whiteboard and unlimited Post-its. Following the
ideation phase, we grouped similar ideas and labeled these larger
constructs, which ultimately became the major themes we
discuss in our results (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for this
exercise’s visual depiction).

Results

Describing Models of Collaborative Partnerships to
Advance VR Development, Implementation, and
Evaluation
As a first step in identifying successful collaboration models,
meeting attendees illustrated ways in which such partnerships
have succeeded in their own settings to date.

The Stanford CHARIOT Program
The CHARIOT program has led the field in clinical applications
and innovations in VR for pediatric procedural anxiety and pain.
Having used VR in more than 5000 patients since 2017, the
scope of impact and dissemination of VR software tools across
25 institutions worldwide reflects a motivation to rapidly equip
hospitals with VR tools for patient care, particularly in the
realms of procedural discomfort and anxiety. In addition to the
direct distribution of content to these hospitals, the software
developed by Stanford CHARIOT has been included on hospital
VR platforms used by more than 200 hospitals and clinics in
the United States.

Stanford Pediatric Pain Rehabilitation
Since 2018, the Stanford Children’s Health Pediatric
Rehabilitation Program (PReP) for youth with chronic pain has
used VR interventions during physical therapy, occupational
therapy, and individual psychology sessions. The program
obtained a dedicated VR therapy room for use during the PReP
treatment sessions. In collaboration with the Stanford CHARIOT
program and through support from The Mayday Fund, a VR
platform called Fruity Feet was developed with the PReP
interdisciplinary team. This platform was created through an
iterative process from PReP provider and patient feedback for
improvements and modifications. The overall goal was to
improve function and reduce the fear of pain. The initial
implementation of Fruity Feet VR tested the acceptability and
feasibility of facilitating increased upper and lower extremity
engagement [29]. This platform was simultaneously tested with
an inpatient population during physical therapy sessions with
large effects on movement observed in VR compared with the
standard of care physical therapy (Caruso et al, unpublished
data, August 2019).

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, this work involves
pilot testing of at-home VR for pain rehabilitation. With PReP
operating in a telehealth format for all treatment interventions,
youth in PReP were provided with VR equipment for home use
during telehealth sessions with providers and independently for
their daily home exercise plan. Preliminary data for the at-home
VR intervention are forthcoming, but the initial interview
feedback is positive.

Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Since 2018, the use of VR in patients with pain at CCHMC has
followed a -pronged approach: a clinical research arm for
managing acute postoperative pain and a clinical application
arm for patients with chronic pain undergoing inpatient
rehabilitation. Our team has conducted 2 pilot studies in children
with moderate to severe pain after surgery, one of which used
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distraction-based virtual reality (VR-D) and guided-relaxation
virtual reality (VR-GR) using the Mindful Aurora app [30-32].
This pilot study demonstrated that a single, postoperative session
of both VR-D and VR-GR was associated with small changes
in pain and anxiety lasting up to 30 minutes. This pilot study
supports the implementation of VR therapy in managing acute
postoperative pain in children and the need for future studies.
The CCHMC team worked with Stanford CHARIOT to use VR
programs appropriate for pediatric patients. This partnership
has afforded the clinical team access to VR content that is highly
engaging and motivating for children and adolescents.

Going forward, the VR team continues to explore engaging and
innovative ways of using VR for pain management. By adding
VR to postoperative pain management, we hope to augment our
primary strategy of multimodal analgesia by increasing patient
motivation and engagement in alternative therapies (eg,
distraction and relaxation). Plans are in place to continue the
implementation of VR into chronic pain rehabilitation with an
emphasis on increasing social interaction in group settings
through cooperative VR activities and improving movement
and body awareness by incorporating VR into physical and
occupational therapy.

The Hospital for Sick Children
Clinicians and researchers have been implementing VR at
SickKids over the past 8 years in diagnostic imaging and
emergency departments for intravenous insertions [33],
perioperative services to prepare children for anesthesia during
the perioperative period, and for subcutaneous port-a-cath access
in oncology (Aqua KindVR) [34,35]. In a single-site pilot
randomized controlled trial comparing VR (peaceful underwater
gamified environment) with iPad (Apple Inc; underwater video
with headphones) for oncology procedures, nurses, parents, and
children reported the interventions in both groups to be
acceptable, with the VR participants reporting significantly
higher immersion, an underassessed outcome metric in studies
of VR for pediatric pain. In addition, there were trends toward
reports of less pain and distress during procedures in the VR
group compared with the iPad group [35].

More recently, the SickKids Chronic Pain Clinic rehabilitation
team used the Fruity Feet program developed through
collaboration with Stanford CHARIOT in a quality improvement
(QI) project to implement and evaluate the hospital’s
rehabilitation department. The QI project involved interviews
with 10 adolescents and their physical therapists (PT) and found
that participants reported a high acceptance of the program,
high immersion and high satisfaction, no adverse events, and
lower pain scores after using VR. PTs also reported that VR
was easy to use and feasible to implement in the pediatric
rehabilitation setting. Given the success and clinical need,
SickKids has successfully advocated for a dedicated child life
specialist to help with the clinical implementation of VR coupled
with a programmatic approach to rolling out new interventions
using evidence-based methods.

Boston Children’s Hospital
With support from The Mayday Fund, the BCH has played a
central role in developing the INOVATE-Pain network. This

partnership has afforded BCH with opportunities to gain VR
expertise from initiatives undertaken by the leaders of the
pediatric pain VR field. In addition, this collaboration has
provided BCH with opportunities to creatively explore and
expand the utilization of VR in the treatment of pediatric chronic
pain and to plan research initiatives to evaluate these novel
applications.

Since 2010, the BCH’s intensive pain rehabilitation day program
has used a basic interactive gaming platform, Xbox Kinect
(Microsoft Corporation), to engage youth with chronic pain in
their daily treatment. Given this technology’s success and
popularity, BCH is actively seeking the integration of newly
released VR into their pain rehabilitation program. Initial efforts
in this process focus on replicating the success established at
Stanford, SickKids, and CCHMC in using VR-based physical
therapy, occupational therapy, and psychological interventions
in the context of our intensive pain rehabilitation day hospital
program. In addition, the BCH team is leading the effort in the
development of a novel, immersive VR-based intervention
targeting successful school reentry in the context of intensive
pain rehabilitation. These innovative efforts have successfully
garnered the philanthropic support needed to bring them to
fruition.

Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles
Clinician-scientists at CHLA have been exploring the use of
VR for acute pain management for more than 20 years,
pioneering its use with children for routine painful procedures
[8,36-38]. Since its inception, the BioBehavioral Pain Lab at
CHLA has partnered with academic institutions, technology
companies, software developers, and other VR collaborators to
maximally leverage content expertise in health care, technology
advancements, and input from clinician-scientists to design and
implement rigorous VR clinical trials to scientifically investigate
the feasibility, usability, and efficacy of VR for managing pain
with routine medical procedures. Early and recent efforts with
technological advancements have fundamentally changed
clinical service lines at CHLA in phlebotomy, where children
coming for outpatient phlebotomy can now request VR as a
standard of clinical care for blood draws. Recently, VR clinical
research has focused on VR home-based systems. As virtual
care has been catapulted by telehealth, home-based VR has
become critical for ongoing VR investigations.

Partnerships in Action: The Fruity Feet Experience
Leveraging our collective experiences thus far, a key deliverable
of the meeting was to build from these experiences to define
optimal collaborative models to bring clinicians, researchers,
industry partners, and funders together in ways that are mutually
beneficial, nonexploitative, and hold patient care as a shared
primary goal. The industry partner, Luke Wilson of Mighty
Immersion Inc [39], provided an overview of the design-thinking
framework used to build the VR program developed specifically
for pediatric pain rehabilitation treatment centers, Fruity Feet,
which is currently being implemented at Stanford, CCHMC,
and SickKids (Figure 1). In addition to targeted software
experiences, we identified additional tools crucial to the
successful implementation of VR interventions in patient care
settings. First, device management tools can facilitate updating
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all of an institution’s VR tools, track their location in busy
clinical settings, and remotely manage devices as needed.
Second, companion applications enable controlling the VR
experience from a second device (eg, provider’s phone), thus
tweaking the therapy to fit the patient and therapeutic target.
Third, analytics capture tools collect movement data, create

playlists for VR protocols, and display real-time patient
movement. Although seamless integration is the goal, having
a technically knowledgeable team member is critical to reducing
the clinician time burden and ease of implementation. Industry
partners can provide valuable training to develop clinician
champions who can oversee VR integration in clinical settings.

Figure 1. Fruity Feet/Design Thinking Development. PTs: physical therapists; OTs: occupational therapists; VR: virtual reality.

Defining a Mission and Vision for INOVATE-Pain
Building off this discussion of successful industry-academic
partnership, the mission statement, vision, and strategic goals
for the INOVATE-Pain collaborative were defined through
design-thinking exercises and a consensus process. In
formulating our mission, vision, and goals, we sought to
differentiate our collaborative from existing programs by asking
what we could add to the current efforts in the field. For
example, how did we differ from the Stanford CHARIOT
program, which uses VR in a broader range of populations and
emphasizes the global dissemination of technology? Did we
want INOVATE-Pain to be a marketplace for ideas, a repository

of resources, and/or an established multisite consortium for new
research projects? Through discussion, we identified a strong
commitment to fostering and facilitating research and evaluation,
given the importance of building an evidence base to support
the use of VR interventions. As previously noted, a
design-thinking process enabled us to identify the themes that
were most widely endorsed by the group as important to our
mission and vision, and further discussion of these themes led
to full consensus. The mission and vision of accelerating the
global evolution of evidence-based immersive tools to reduce
pain, reduce disability, and improve children’s quality of life
are supported by our strategic goals (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Mission and strategic goals of the INOVATE-Pain (Interdisciplinary Network on Virtual and Augmented Technologies for Pain management)
consortium.

Outlining Current and Future Challenges and
Opportunities in the Field
A second key goal of the meeting was to identify both challenges
and opportunities to move the field forward, along with ways
that a collaborative network such as INOVATE-Pain could
serve to capitalize on the opportunities and surmount the
challenges. The 4 major factors were identified as follows: (1)
industry versus academic approaches to the evaluation process,
(2) discrepant resources and endpoints across academic, clinical,
and industry collaborators, (3) proliferation of technology
products and companies, and (4) adoption of VR in research
and clinical applications.

Industry Versus Academic Approaches to the Evaluation
Process
The importance of interdisciplinary, multi-institutional, and
cross-contextual (industry, academic, and clinical) collaborations
toward developing VR software and clinical investigations
cannot be understated. However, there are challenges inherent
in aligning approaches to the development and evaluation of
products in each of these contexts. Navigating logistical,
regulatory, and intellectual considerations is a challenge when
collaborating with similar institutions (eg, academia), and they
are amplified when hospitals and universities attempt to work
with industry and commercial partners. Common hurdles that
arise include the differing pace of development, the need to
navigate multiple regulatory systems, and distinctions in the
desired scope or target of the intervention. Start-ups and
industries tend to move very quickly with innovation efforts
and face fewer regulatory barriers than academic medicine.
Large academic and clinical institutions have many layers of
regulation, such as intellectual property (IP) considerations
when developing products and licensing and billing issues when
delivering these interventions in the clinical setting. This raises

particular challenges in the realm of digital health and emerging
technologies. After a rigorous randomized clinical trial is
funded, institutional review is granted, and data are collected
and analyzed (a course of action often measured in years), the
technology under investigation may be rendered obsolete.
However, opportunities exist within these challenges when these
2 approaches can work in a complementary fashion to pursue
more nimble approaches to evaluation and dissemination. For
example, clinical settings can provide real-world testing grounds
and patient populations that are difficult for the industry to
access alone. Meanwhile, performing some of the product
development in the industry setting may allow the process to
move more quickly than projects housed entirely within the
academic environment.

In addition to working out issues of project pace and addressing
regulatory requirements, partners may differ in their views of
project scope. There are advantages and disadvantages to
developing interventions tailored to a specific clinical population
versus creating widely applicable tools, but potentially less
targeted to a particular population (eg, disease condition and
age group). This may be particularly true of VR, where there is
a huge range of potential software applications and a variety of
potential mechanisms of effectiveness that can be harnessed.
There is tremendous opportunity to be leveraged when industry
and academic partners come together early in the design process
so that these advantages and disadvantages can be considered
together and interventions can be designed to fit real-world
clinical needs, rather than trying to retrofit existing products to
use with specific patient populations. Fruity Feet is an excellent
example of a collaboration that capitalized on the collaborative
process to develop a project that held broad enough appeal to
be useful in multiple contexts while also meeting specific needs
of children with chronic extremity pain undergoing rehabilitative
pain treatment.
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Academic, Clinical, and Industry Collaborators May
Have Different Resources and Endpoints
Related to, but in some ways separate from, the challenges
around evaluation design, resources are a major point of
negotiation in developing productive partnerships for VR
innovation. Resource sharing between collaborators can offer
huge benefits in evaluating new interventions, but resource
sharing can also multiply hurdles. Given the obligations one
assumes when undertaking this type of endeavor and the time
and effort required to succeed, it is critical for academic partners
to enter carefully into these partnerships to avoid becoming an
open testing ground for too many industry products.

For academic and clinical researchers, opportunities lie in the
fact that industry partners can bring specific financial benefits
to fuel the research endeavor, with tech-savvy personnel and
computer science skills exceeding those typically found within
academia. In turn, academic partners bring expertise and access
to some funding opportunities (eg, National Institutes of Health
[NIH] Small Business Innovation Research and similar
mechanisms, seed funding to pilot new ideas), along with the
ability to gather data for extra- or intramural grant applications,
culminating in peer-review publications contributing to the
evidence base in VR. Other benefits to academic partners
include the possibility of IP or equity in a start-up that could
also contribute to academic success or contribute to building a
financially secure lab for ongoing research and future
collaborations. The industry tends to focus on validating their
product through institutional acceptance and the association
with large prestigious medical and/or university settings.
Conversely, some industry partners want to engage with content
expertise to iterate and improve their products to increase
efficacy and impact. Ideally, similar-minded academic-industry
collaborations focus on creating an ecologically sound product
that delivers on the idea that technology can assist in solving
complicated health care problems.

Proliferation of Technology Products and Companies
The major challenge in the vast immersive technology
marketplace is finding effective products that arise from sound
research-based development. Over time, the cost of VR
hardware has significantly reduced. Once an experimental
scientific ivory tower effort with limited clinical application, it
has evolved into affordable, off-the-shelf products that operate
with minimum components to increase ease of use. The
accessibility of VR products provides new opportunities for
integrating these interventions into clinical care. VR hardware
has become highly sophisticated and affordable such that most
clinician-scientists can now afford to add it to their toolkit or
even work with equipment owned by patients. In addition, as
the industry expanded, the inventory has grown from very few
available virtual experiences (VEs) to hundreds. Even so, very
few VEs have been scientifically well established as gold
standard interventions for clinical problems.

Adoption of VR in Research and Clinical Applications
Although there are typical barriers to the adoption of new
technologies in pediatric health care, VR research and adoption
are particularly challenging. First, given the lack of VR safety
research in pediatrics, most hardware manufacturers do not
recommend VR for children before adolescence. This can further
delay institutional review board approval and require additional
safety monitoring that is not required with widely accepted
hardware, such as tablets. Second, given the typical age of users,
the headsets often require custom modifications to appropriately
fit children’s head circumference to facilitate such safety and
efficacy research. Third, because VR is applied directly to the
patient, near the nose and mouth, infection control practices
require close attention. Many consumers facing VR products
include cloth straps and face pads, which present challenges to
sanitation among patients. Finally, although reduced costs have
made VR headsets more affordable, they are still a relatively
costly adjunct given the lack of reimbursement offered by
insurance for their utilization. In the future, appropriate
reimbursements will mitigate the cost of implementation.

Define and Refine Best Practices
The final major goal of our consensus meeting was to begin to
develop a set of best practices for conducting methodologically
sound research in VR in the context of pediatric chronic pain
treatment. The best practices for VR and chronic pain
management have not yet been established. Determining best
practices is complex, as this academic-industry collaboration
has many facets that include but are not limited to hardware
products; software products; building an evidence base; and
incorporating heterogeneous disease processes; and age, gender,
linguistic, and cultural considerations. This section addresses
4 primary areas, recognizing that each area requires specific
customizability for the targeted project: (1) assembling the right
team, (2) developing or applying the best technology for the
target project or population, (3) designing and executing a sound
research design and methodology, and (4) disseminating the
collaborative work process and study findings.

Assembling the Right Team
This is not an easy task, as industry start-ups are often quite
eager to partner with academic VR leaders and to gain access
to clinical populations to pilot and test their VR experiences. It
is critical as a clinician-scientist to thoroughly vet potential
partners. In these initial meetings, it is also critical to right-size
the project and the timeline, that is, determine goals and
benchmarks that are agreeable to all partners and appropriate
to the desired outcomes. Aligning project scope, timeline, and
financial concerns; assembling a team that includes all necessary
domains of expertise; and clearly defining each team member’s
role are vital preliminary steps to determining the match between
academia and industry (Textbox 1).
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Textbox 1. Guidelines for establishing positive academic-industry partnerships in virtual reality innovation.

Partner assessment

• What is the reputation and track record of the industry partner?

• Are they a for-profit or nonprofit entity?

• What is their understanding of the research process?

• What are their expectations for what the academic or clinical partner(s) will provide?

Project validation

• What is the project scope?

• What is the expected timeline for deliverables?

• What are the deliverables or intended outcomes?

Understanding funding structure

• Who underwrites what aspects of the project, both in terms of money and effort?

• Is work done for compensation or in-kind arrangement?

• Discuss intellectual property arrangements—include academic or hospital legal representatives

Developing or Applying the Best Technology for the
Targeted Project or Population
It is essential to carefully define the target population in the
early phases of designing a VR and AR-based intervention.
There are advantages and disadvantages to developing highly
tailored products. On the one hand, clinical utility is paramount,
and having an intervention that clearly targets a specific clinical
problem increases the effectiveness of the intervention. On the
other hand, the time and effort needed to create and evaluate
such interventions steer away from creating products that appeal
to a broader population in terms of clinical condition, age, and
gender. A product that is not sufficiently specific in its intended
application may be more challenging to validate through
research trials. Ideally, the goal should be to create a suite of
tools with options for customizing the experience to achieve a
balance between specificity and broad application to a range of
patients who can benefit from the intervention.

Designing and Executing the Right Research Design
and Methodology
After establishing a partnership and aligning the direction and
goals of the collaboration, a well-designed study to evaluate the
project is vital. As with any clinical research, the goals, available
sample, resources, and timeline should drive the study design.
Studies to evaluate VR-based interventions can take a variety
of scientifically rigorous forms before or in lieu of traditional
clinical trials. Depending on the scope and goals, feasibility or
usability studies, QI studies to evaluate clinical implementation,
pilot studies to inform more definitive trials, and adaptive trial
designs to reduce time to results may be appropriate. Ultimately,
the use of rigorous design, methods, and standardized
patient-reported outcomes will be critical to both the academic
and the start-up and industry. The use of flexible and agnostic
technology is critical for testing new software programs and
moving toward disseminating new information and
evidence-based results. It is necessary to set realistic shared
visions, missions and objectives and to develop task-oriented

timelines with deliverables. There is a need to move away from
the traditional, cumbersome randomized controlled trial
approach to evaluating VR interventions and toward more
adaptive and efficient evaluation methods [40].

A critical element of research design is the thoughtful selection
of measures to assess processes and outcomes. To date, there
is no clear consensus on how to evaluate a VR experience
appropriately or how to tailor the evaluation to the specific
context of the intervention. As described earlier, immersion
may be central in the context of acute pain distraction, whereas
interactivity is paramount for pain rehabilitation and
exposure-based VR protocols. Unfortunately, even in the VR
field more broadly, there are no gold standard measures of
embodiment, presence, and immersion, and more research is
needed (see Multimedia Appendix 3 for an example measure
of some of these constructs used in pediatric research). In
clinical settings, it may also be important to assess provider
satisfaction and feasibility in terms of how the intervention fits
into the overall workload and workflow. Failure to understand
and address these aspects can lead to lack of buy-in from clinical
partners (see Multimedia Appendix 4 for an example measure
of these constructs).

Although the factors that influence outcomes may vary, the
outcomes of interest should remain uniform and consistent
across studies and clinical contexts. On the basis of the
discussion and consensus at our meeting, we present
recommended domains of measurement to evaluate VR
interventions for pediatric chronic pain (Textbox 2). Some of
these domains have been deemed critical for pediatric chronic
pain within the NIH common data elements (CDEs [41]). These
CDEs include pain intensity, pain interference, functioning,
pain catastrophizing, and treatment satisfaction [41]. Additional
general domains considered particularly important for VR
include affect and fear of pain or movement. Moreover, we
highlight the VR-specific metrics to consider. These include
physical movement, energy expenditure, physiology, and
immersion. In the context of pain rehabilitation, increasing
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movement is a highly relevant outcome that can be measured
in real time [29]. An added consideration is the frequency of
assessment, as it is likely that data collection may range from
continual, session-contingent, daily, or milestone-based (eg,
start of treatment and discharge). Ideally, a thorough
measurement of an intervention will consist of a combination
of these measurement timelines. For example, a study could

include objective, continuously collected measures of physical
activity and movement metrics cataloged during VR sessions,
brief questionnaires deployed daily to capture gradual changes
and enable single case experimental design analyses [42], and
a longer battery of questionnaires completed at specified time
points (eg, baseline and 3-month follow-up) to assess changes
over time from repeated VR exposure.
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Textbox 2. Recommended domains of measurement to evaluate virtual reality interventions for chronic pain.

Pediatric chronic pain

• Pain intensity (common data element for pediatric chronic pain from the National Institutes of Health recommendations [41]) and unpleasantness

• Visual Analogue Scale [43]

• Numerical Rating Scale [44]

• Pain interference (common data element for pediatric chronic pain from the National Institutes of Health recommendations [41])

• Brief Pain Inventory [45]

• PROMIS-Pain Interference [46]

• Functioning

• Functional Disability Inventory [47]

• Lower Extremity Function Scale [48]

• Upper Extremity Functional Index [49]

• Canadian Occupational Performance Measure [50]

• Fear of pain and movement

• Fear of Pain Questionnaire-Short Form [51]

• Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia [52]

• Pain catastrophizing (common data element for pediatric chronic pain from the National Institutes of Health recommendations [41])

• Pain Catastrophizing Scale [53]

• Affect

• Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 10 item [54]

• Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity Index [55]

• Satisfaction with treatment (common data element for pediatric chronic pain from the National Institutes of Health recommendations [41])

• Patient Global Impression of Change [56]

Virtual reality specific

• Physical movement

• Motion capture [57]

• Actigraphy [58]

• Wearables

• Energy expenditure

• YUR Fit app

• Wearables

• Physiology

• Heart rate

• Galvanic skin response

• Respiration

• Functional magnetic resonance imaging

• Immersion or presence

• Child presence measure (Multimedia Appendix 2)
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Dissemination of the Academic-Industry Collaborative
Work Group and Study Findings
Not all collaborative efforts were the same. From the onset, it
is critical to set mutually agreed-upon deliverables. As
previously noted, academic goals are often quite different from
industry objectives. Some of these discrepancies need to be
addressed in the first phase of the academic-industry
collaborative, establishing clear goals or deliverables. The
framework (for-profit or nonprofit) can greatly influence the
end goal. Ultimately, both the collaborative process and the
findings derived from the academic-industry collaborative need
to be published in peer-reviewed journals and disseminated
widely to promote the innovation and proliferation of
evidence-based technology in health care. To that end, healthy,
transparent, well-communicated projects can lead to fruitful
and rewarding collaborations for the academic and medical
partners, industry, patient and their family, and ultimately,
society. INOVATE-Pain is working to create a repository for
protocols, products, resources, and recommendations to guide
study design and clinical implementation that can be openly
accessed in an effort to advance dissemination of the work in
this field and increase opportunities for collaboration.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Next Steps
In an area as rapidly evolving and complex as digital health,
there is a need for multisite efforts and cross-disciplinary
collaboration to keep pace with emerging technology and
develop sophisticated studies that build a sound and useful
evidence base. Our consortium brought together expertise in
software development, clinical applications, experimental work
in VR, child psychology, physical or occupational therapy,
experience in navigating IP issues and bringing industry partners
into the hospital setting, and funders who provided insight into
how projects can be competitive for financial support. This
represents a diverse group that does not meet often to think of
the challenges and opportunities in the field. Our guidance and
recommendations are aimed primarily at academic and clinical
partners, and we hope that further work by our group can also
provide more guidance targeting best practices on the industry
side of these partnerships. Furthermore, given the nascent nature
of this area of innovation, our current focus is primarily on
research and evaluation of new interventions. However, the
ultimate goal is for VR interventions to become an
evidence-based, widely adopted routine component of clinical
care in pediatric chronic pain treatment.

Work to date highlights tremendous opportunities in this area
of digital health innovation, with immense promise for
improving the treatment of pediatric chronic pain. However,
this remains a challenging field to navigate given the number
of outstanding issues regarding how to identify and form
productive collaborations across academic, clinical, and industry
partners; how to design and obtain resources to support solid
research protocols to evaluate potential interventions; and how
to bring interventions from conceptualization into clinical use
in large, complex institutional settings where they can be
accessible to patients with the greatest needs.

We identified several important next steps to advance the field
toward our mission of accelerating the global evolution of
evidence-based immersive tools to reduce pain and improve the
quality of life in children with pain. These include the following:

1. Developing and maintaining a repository of resources. We
are working to collect and curate protocols, publications,
available software products, information on funding
mechanisms, and other resources to serve as a clearinghouse
for researchers and academically oriented VR experience
designers. Vetting information and opportunities and
housing this information in a centralized, accessible,
web-based location may help to lower the barrier to
engaging in this field and better standardize the approach
to evaluating new interventions. We plan to work
synergistically with other like-minded groups in the field,
such as the Invincikids nonprofit consortium [59].

2. Continue our efforts to establish a gold standard set of
outcomes to be measured in pediatric pain VR research
and specific recommended measurement tools.
Well-validated measures exist in some of the recommended
outcome assessment domains we describe but are notably
lacking in domains including presence, immersion,
interactivity, impact on clinical workload or workflow, and
the subjective experience of both the clinician and patient
users. Imminent steps toward this goal include undertaking
a Delphi process to determine a minimal core data set for
pediatric pain VR research and, where gaps are identified,
working to develop tools to fill these gaps.

3. Offer opportunities for education and connections in the
field. Through training opportunities and symposia, we
hope our group can increase exposure to the work that has
been done to date, disseminate current best practices, and
facilitate connections among additional potential
collaborators and industry partners who can bring new
energy and ideas to advance the INOVATE-Pain mission.

4. Work together to advance current projects and launch new
interventions in a rigorous, appropriately resourced
environment. For example, we have begun planning a trial
to develop and evaluate a VR intervention that exposes
patients in pediatric intensive pain rehabilitation treatment
to the challenges they face in returning to school settings.
This intervention would incorporate physical therapy,
occupational therapy, and psychological aspects and would
be tailored to the specific fears and barriers each patient
identifies, making returning to school such a challenging
goal. We look forward to designing this project in the
context of the INOVATE-Pain collaborative, where we can
seamlessly access the full range of expertise needed to
develop this type of patient experience and access to a large
patient population by scaling the project up to multisite data
collection. This is an example of the goals we can attain
through the partnerships we have sought to create in this
collaborative. Through specific projects, we also hope to
evolve the approach to studying VR interventions in the
pediatric pain environment, with the goal of balancing the
rigor of traditional clinical trial design with the efficiency
and creativity needed to deliver promising VR products
and experiences to pediatric chronic pain patients in a
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timeframe that keeps pace with digital health technology
innovation.

Conclusions
In summary, VR is an exciting and promising digital health tool
whose applications for reducing pediatric chronic pain are just
emerging. To realize the promise of this realm of innovation,
key ingredients for success include productive partnerships
among industry, academic, and clinical stakeholders; a uniform

set of outcome domains and measures for standardized
evaluation; and easy, widespread access to the latest
opportunities, tools, and resources. By exploring the current
opportunities, challenges, best practices, and important next
steps in VR for pediatric chronic pain, the INOVATE-Pain
collaborative hopes to promote the creation, rigorous yet
efficient evaluation, and dissemination of innovative VR-based
interventions to reduce pain and improve quality of life for
children.
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Abstract

Supportive couple relationships are associated with reduced risk of chronic illness development, such as cardiovascular disease,
as well as improved secondary prevention. Healing Hearts Together (HHT) is an 8-week couples-based intervention designed to
improve relationship quality, mental health, quality of life, and cardiovascular health among couples in which one partner has
experienced a cardiac event. A randomized controlled trial began in October 2019 to test the efficacy of the in-person, group-based
HHT program as compared to usual care. In March of 2020, all recruitment, assessments, and interventions halted due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Guided by optimal virtual care principles, as well as by Hom and colleagues’ four-stage
framework—consultation, adaptation, pilot-testing, and test launch—this paper is a tutorial for the step-by-step transition planning
and implementation of a clinical research intervention from an in-person to a web-based format, using the HHT program as an
example. Clinical and research considerations are reviewed, including (1) privacy, (2) therapeutic aspects of the intervention, (3)
group cohesion, (4) research ethics, (5) participant recruitment, (6) assessment measures, (7) data collection, and (8) data analyses.
This tutorial can assist clinical researchers in transitioning their research programs to a web-based format during the pandemic
and beyond.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25502)   doi:10.2196/25502

KEYWORDS

web-based intervention; internet-based intervention; randomized controlled trial; COVID-19; research; tutorial; digital medicine;
behavioral medicine; telehealth; telemedicine; cardiovascular rehabilitation

Introduction

This tutorial aims to help clinical researchers transition their
in-person research programs to a web-based format during the
pandemic and beyond. To our knowledge, no literature exists
on how to navigate the steps required to transition a randomized
controlled trial (RCT), designed for in-person delivery, to an
online world. No one has outlined, for example, contacts with
sponsors and research ethics boards, recruitment procedures,

or informed consent changes. This paper expands the previous
transitional work in a clinical-only environment by accounting
for the unique demands of clinical research and RCTs. The
Healing Hearts Together (HHT) RCT provides researchers a
current example of this challenging transition. We begin by
briefly describing the original in-person HHT intervention and
research protocol. We then guide clinical researchers through
five important stages of transition: (1) consultation and
assessment of needs, (2) adaptation of procedures and materials
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for web-based delivery, (3) adaptation of procedures and
materials for the research protocol, (4) pilot sessions, and (5)
the final launch of the web-based intervention and research
protocol. We have also included a useful checklist of all the
critical clinical and research elements that must be addressed
so that the transition can be done in an efficient and ethical
manner (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for checklist).

Original In-Person HHT Program

A healthy couple relationship (ie, one in which partners feel
loved, emotionally supported, respected, and cared for) is a
significant protective factor, particularly against cardiac disease
incidence and outcomes [1-5]. Healthy relationships can
influence positive cardiac outcomes in direct and indirect ways.
Direct examples include improved high-frequency heart rate
variability and decreased diastolic blood pressure in supportive
relationships [6-8]. Indirect links to cardiovascular health
include adaptive behavioral pathways, such as partners
influencing health behaviors (eg, prepare low sodium meals),
modeling healthy behavior (eg, exercise), or assisting in the
management of disease (eg, medication management) [9-11].
In contrast to their more distressed peers, happily married
cardiac patients demonstrate stronger adherence to blood
pressure medication regimens and cardiac rehabilitation
programs [12,13].

Unfortunately, the reverse is also true. Relationship distress can
have a negative impact on heart disease. A recent meta-analysis
showed that poor social relationships were associated with a
29% increase in risk of incident coronary artery disease [14].
Uchino and colleagues found that coronary artery calcification
scores were higher for individuals who expressed ambivalence
rather than positivity about their couple relationship [15]. Other
researchers have highlighted the indirect pathways by which
relationship distress influences cardiac outcomes, including
smoking and alcohol use in response to relationship problems
[16].

Despite burgeoning evidence indicating that healthy
relationships are vital for reducing chronic disease incidence
and management, current secondary prevention programming
inadvertently neglects a crucial resource for disease
management: the patient’s partner. In order to address this gap
in clinical care, the HHT program [17] was created with the aim
of helping both cardiac patients and their partners better manage
cardiac disease by strengthening the emotional bond between
them. The goals of HHT are to help couples improve their
relationship quality, mental health, quality of life, and
cardiovascular health. The HHT couples-based intervention is
adapted from the Hold Me Tight: Conversations for Connection
(HMT) program [18], an intervention based on emotionally
focused therapy (EFT) for couples, which is an empirically
supported treatment for relationship distress [19,20]. EFT, HMT,
and HHT are based on attachment theory, which states that
humans have an innate need for close emotional bonds to
significant others [10,11]. This need becomes especially
pertinent when faced with a threat or stress (eg, a cardiac event);
it triggers proximity seeking to “attachment figures” in order

to regulate affect. EFT interventions help couples identify and
articulate their vulnerability (eg, “I almost died/I almost lost
you”) and respond to these feelings in comforting ways, thereby
solidifying their sense of security and emotional connection
[19,21]. Couples who achieve this connection are happier in
their relationships and are more effective problem solvers (eg,
managing cardiovascular disease) [22-24]. Inspired by HMT,
the HHT program guides couples through seven conversations,
based on EFT principles, in which they learn to clearly
communicate their need for connection and reassurance, with
a focus on heart disease and healthy coping.

Preliminary results from a proof-of-concept study indicated that
couples who participated in the HHT program reported
significant improvements in relationship quality, mental health,
and quality of life [25]. Based on these promising results and
to assess the efficacy of the HHT program on a larger sample
with additional cardiovascular outcomes, an RCT was initiated.
Eligible patients and their partners who consent to participation
undergo a baseline assessment and then are randomly assigned
to either the HHT program or usual care at the hospital. Usual
care participants are followed by their physician for clinical
assessment and are referred to the standard programming at the
center. All participants are reassessed at 8 and 24 weeks.

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, participants who were
randomly assigned to the HHT group attended, in person, eight
weekly 2-hour sessions led by two facilitators. The eight
sessions focus on understanding love, attachment, and their
relationship to heart health; provide an opportunity to share
experiences related to cardiovascular disease with partners and
peers; and assist in identifying and improving communication
patterns that may inhibit positive interactions and healthy
behaviors. Throughout each 2-hour session, participants are
introduced to concepts through didactic presentations, videos,
group and couple discussions, and homework exercises.
Additional study procedures and intervention content will be
reviewed below as the in-person and web-based HHT programs
are compared.

Stage I: Consultation and Assessment of
Needs for the Intervention and Research
Protocol

Overview
During the first few months of the COVID-19 lockdown in
March, April, and May of 2020, the chief scientific officer
stopped all research in the hospital. At that time, it was not clear
that HHT would have to transition to a web-based platform;
many researchers were hoping that the situation with COVID-19
would stabilize within a few months. However, in June 2020,
researchers at the hospital were asked to adapt their research
protocols to allow for as much virtual care as possible.
Following these directives, the HHT research team began to
focus on how to do this while following best practices and
preserving the integrity of the trial (see Figure 1 for a timeline
of the transition to a web-based intervention during COVID-19).
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Figure 1. Timeline of the transition to a web-based intervention during COVID-19. CSO: chief scientific officer; HHT: Healing Hearts Together; PI:
principal investigator.

Literature Review
The principal investigators of HHT met at the beginning of June
2020 to outline a plan for transitioning to a web-based
intervention as well as to review all study procedures to identify
areas of required revision (eg, recruitment procedures and
presentation of intervention content online). An examination
of the current literature to aid in this transition was completed.
We were able to identify best practices for virtual care (1) by
seeking the help of a research librarian, who assisted with a
literature review of resources on how to transition from an
in-person psychological intervention to a web-based format,
and (2) by consulting with internationally renowned experts in
virtual care, who also directed our attention to pertinent
literature.

The literature review yielded a small number of resources that
provided a framework for the transition [26-33]. More
specifically, these articles highlighted key areas of telehealth
development, including patient involvement [29], technological
support and training for the group facilitators [27], a strong
working alliance during web-based therapy [33], ethical
considerations [30], and the importance of comprehensive
information technology (IT) training and support [28]. A
systematic review of telehealth interventions delivering
home-based support with group videoconferencing highlighted
several benefits of web-based interventions, including improved
accessibility, engagement with others facing similar challenges
(eg, cardiovascular disease), development of health knowledge
and skills, and improved mental health outcomes similar to
face-to-face groups [28]. Finally, Hom and colleagues [26]
provided a useful framework for modifying a clinical psychiatric
program for a web-based platform using four stages:
consultation, adaptation, pilot-testing, and test launch.

Research Staff Communication
Following the literature review and consultation with virtual
care experts, a focus on ensuring open and clear communication
among the members of the research team, who were all working
from home, was needed. We chose a web-based collaborative
workspace (eg, Trello and Slack) to streamline staff

communication and to assign tasks and deadlines to research
staff. This avoided the hassle and confusion of sending multiple
emails regarding project updates. Instead, we simply log in to
our web-based communication board to view the task list to be
completed and by whom. Regular weekly lab meetings were
also transitioned to a videoconferencing platform. These
meetings assisted in the organization of deliverables and
facilitated lab staff cohesion, morale, and motivation during
these unprecedented times.

Updating the Funding Agency and Ethics Board
Shortly after research was halted at the hospital, the study’s
federal funding agency reached out to the nominated principal
investigator proactively with an update reassuring all researchers
that the funding window would be extended due to the
COVID-19 crisis, and that no extra report or documentation
would be required. The research coordinator updated the study
registry, ClinicalTrials.gov, and the hospital’s electronic medical
record, noting that the study was no longer actively recruiting.
Researchers may need to contact their sponsors or funding
agencies to inquire about their specific requirements.

Consultation with our institutional ethics board regarding
required study updates for the transition from a predominantly
in-person-based study to one with virtual methods was then
conducted. Within days of the shutdown, we informed the
research ethics board of all changes in research activities (eg,
phone contact to inform patients, no recruitment, and temporary
follow-up by mail). Although the move to a web-based HHT
program does lower the risk of COVID-19 transmission to our
participants, there is also an increased risk of privacy breaches
with an online format. In response to privacy concerns, a form
outlining the changes to our methods and protocol, noting
strategies to protect personal health information and privacy,
was submitted to the research ethics board for approval. Once
the approval was received, a form requesting permission to
restart our research study was submitted to our research services
department lead by the chief scientific officer of our institution.
In this form, we outlined the safety protocols for the in-person
baseline and follow-up assessments at the hospital, including
appropriate personal protective equipment, cleaning the
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workspace once participants have left, physical distancing when
possible, and equipment changes to ensure that COVID-19 is
not transmitted (eg, new valve in the carbon monoxide monitor).
Our research staff attended a consenting and documentation
seminar for studies conducting virtual recruitment, consent, and
interventions at our facility. The principal investigator completed
an online training seminar on how to use the hospital-approved
secure videoconferencing platform linked with the hospital’s
secure electronic medical record software. This information
was subsequently shared with staff.

Stage II: Adaptation of Procedures and
Materials for Web-Based Delivery

Optimal Web-Based Care Principles
To ensure that we were following best practices in the provision
of psychological services via telepsychology, we referred to the
guidelines provided by the American Psychological Association
[34], the Canadian Psychological Association, and the Ontario
Psychological Association, in addition to the previously
mentioned resources from the literature review [26-32]. For the
purposes of this tutorial, we will highlight the best practices
that were most relevant to our study and the adjustments that
were required for the research protocol.

Provincial Jurisdiction of Psychological Services
Patients from the neighboring province of Quebec frequently
seek services at our Ontario hospital. Because Quebec patients
would no longer be able to come to the hospital to participate
in the HHT program, the principal investigator contacted the
Order of Psychologists of Quebec to obtain their permission to
provide services to Quebec residents via a web-based platform.
Due to the unusual pandemic circumstances, this permission
was swiftly granted. It is recommended that clinician researchers
ensure they have the appropriate credentials to provide care in
the jurisdiction of the patient.

Security and Transmission of Data and Information
As per the directives at our institution, the hospital-approved
videoconferencing platform was employed to run the HHT
groups online. The principal investigators reviewed every
session of the HHT program and determined that the intervention
elements could be delivered securely via videoconferencing.

Appropriate Medium of Delivery
Another crucial factor in successful web-based therapy is the
existence of adequate technology, equipment, and usability for
research staff and participants. Previous research has shown
that web-based interventions face common IT and visual issues,
such as audio difficulties, delays, dropouts, background noise,
difficulties downloading software, and poor lighting [28]. In
response to these common challenges, a checklist for facilitators
and potential participants was created to confirm that they had
the necessary equipment, technology, and space to do HHT in
a web-based format in a secure and private manner. It includes
questions that assess whether they have (1) internet access (ie,
Wi-Fi or ethernet) at home; (2) two devices that allow for
videoconferencing (ie, camera and microphone), such as a
desktop computer or laptop, a tablet or iPad, a Chromebook, or

a smartphone; and (3) a quiet and private room in their
residence.

Stage III: Adaptation of Procedures and
Materials for the Research Protocol

Recruitment
Before the pandemic, recruitment was conducted in person at
the hospital when patients came to see their cardiologists for
follow-up appointments. Members of the research staff spoke
with patients after their appointments and presented an overview
of the HHT program. Interested patients agreed to be contacted
by study staff, who described the study in greater detail and
answered any questions. If still interested, an initial assessment
appointment was scheduled. With the new COVID-19
restrictions, most clinical care is done virtually (ie, phone or
video appointments). A new standard operating procedure for
HHT recruitment was developed outlining the steps to call
patients who have already given general consent to be contacted
for research purposes at our center. With no in-person clinical
visits, recruitment is now completed entirely over the phone.
Members of the research staff call potential participants shortly
after their phone consultation with their cardiologist and review
the technology checklist before proceeding with the recruitment
script. If patients do not have the necessary computer equipment,
they are not eligible for the study at this time. As the pandemic
restrictions ease, patients without the necessary technology will
be provided the option to engage in person if randomized to the
HHT condition.

Informed Consent
As our study is nonregulated and low risk, our institutional
ethics review board informed us that we could adopt a
well-documented verbal consent process that permits the
research coordinator to read the full written informed consent
form to potential participants via telephone. Participants can
then ask the research coordinator any questions they have about
the study before granting verbal consent. The research
coordinator must document the consent process in the
participant’s research file and electronic medical record, with
the help of a verbal consent checklist. If requested by the
participant, the consent process may also be completed in person
at the time of the assessment at the hospital. In this case, the
in-person consent process will still be completed verbally with
no transfer of paper between staff and participants.

Other secure methods of obtaining consent via electronic
signature software and electronic consent platforms (eg,
Research Electronic Data Capture [REDCap] e-consent
framework, DocuSign, and Adobe Sign) may also be considered.
The advantage of these systems is that they provide a
user-friendly option for individuals to personally sign the
consent form. However, there are potential disadvantages that
include cost, the need for additional institutional approval, and
complexity barriers for less tech-savvy individuals. Finally,
there is the traditional method of obtaining informed consent
by which the study team establishes a process, in alignment
with research regulations, whereby the paper consent form is
mailed to the participant and, following the consent discussion,
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the participant signs the paper consent form and mails it back
to the institution. Researchers who are working with external
sponsors need to verify with their institution and their sponsor
the appropriate informed consent process to use during the
pandemic.

Assessment
In the original protocol, patients are asked to come to the
hospital for a baseline assessment and two follow-up
assessments. Physiological measurements are taken, including
heart rate variability, blood pressure, height, weight, waist
circumference, carbon monoxide concentration, and salivary
samples. In addition, all the couples are asked to participate in
a conflict resolution task (ie, a discussion of topics that engender
conflict, such as finances, in-laws, or jealousy) that is
video-recorded for analysis. The research team initially explored
ways to complete these measures remotely, but realized it was
not possible for many reasons (eg, cost, coordination of
assessment, and variability in measurement). To facilitate
coordination of staff on site, the hospital research support office
implemented a shared calendar for staff to indicate when they
would be on site so as to not exceed maximum pandemic
capacity and to allow the coordination of clinical research
activity among staff.

Stage IV: Pilot-Testing and Streamlining
of Procedures

Pilot Tests
Once the HHT in-person intervention was adapted for web-based
administration, the principal investigators (ie, trained group
facilitators) ran pilot web-based HHT group sessions with
volunteers from the research staff and their partners to identify
any issues or problems. During these sessions, features of the
videoconferencing platform were explored and problems
addressed (eg, chat function and breakout rooms). During the
traditional in-person format, the facilitators can quietly and
respectfully check in with couples who are working privately
on an in-class exercise together. The facilitators realized,
however, that without the in-person visual cues, it would prove
difficult to identify couples in need of assistance during the
breakout sessions or to enter these sessions unannounced.
Couples also have the option of notifying their hosts that they
are in need of assistance. In addition, to prevent an intrusive
interruption, facilitators now provide participants with a screen
announcement—audio and video off—letting them know that
a facilitator would like to join their breakout room. Next,
permission to join is requested via audio, before their video

image is shown. It is important to note that videoconferencing
services now have excellent online support centers with helpful
videos and tutorials where researchers can learn and explore
the features and strategies that exist to enhance their web-based
intervention. The lessons learned from the pilot tests were used
to create separate tutorials for group facilitators and participants.

Test Launch With Previous HHT Participants
After running the pilot sessions with volunteer research staff
and their partners, the principal investigators conducted a pilot
HHT session with couples who were previous participants of
the in-person HHT program. The research coordinator contacted
these individuals in advance to review the technology checklist
and to provide a brief tutorial on how to use the
videoconferencing platform. By consulting previous participants
of the traditional in-person HHT group, the facilitators gained
instructive feedback that contributed to treatment fidelity and
acceptability of the web-based format [29]. In an informal
postsession feedback conversation, the couples provided
suggestions, including (1) visual format changes (ie, reduce the
slide size) in order to make the presenter’s face more prominent
to facilitate a personal connection, (2) offer participants a choice
between receiving the printed session handouts by mail or
digitally via email, and (3) purposefully enhance and monitor
group cohesion. Methods to enhance group cohesion online
have been suggested recently [35].

Lessons Learned From the Pilot Sessions
The most helpful step, of those outlined by Hom and colleagues
[26], was pilot-testing the intervention to staff and previous
HHT participants. Facilitators learned that to maximize group
cohesion, maximize flow of conversation, and allow participants
to contribute substantially to meaningful discussions, limiting
the group to a maximum of 5 couples was required. During the
sessions themselves, facilitators found it easier to manage the
group dynamics by disabling the chat feature—except with the
hosts—and by requesting that the participants use their mute
function during the didactic and presentation portion of the
session to minimize distraction and hearing difficulties. Finally,
facilitators realized that it will be important to seek ongoing
feedback from all the participants regarding IT issues or
anything related to the web-based format; to that end, they
employed a brief questionnaire for participants to fill out after
the completion of the HHT program (see Multimedia Appendix
2 for the HHT Client Satisfaction Survey). With the pilot
sessions completed, the new web-based HHT program was
ready to launch (see Figure 2 for a comparison of the original
in-person HHT program and the web-based HHT program).
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Figure 2. A comparison of the original in-person Healing Hearts Together (HHT) program and the web-based HHT program.

Stage V: Launch of the Web-Based HHT
Intervention and Research Protocol

Baseline Assessment
The baseline assessment visit is conducted at the hospital.
Participants scheduled for the assessment are now screened for
COVID-19 over the phone within 24 hours of their visit. Once
they arrive at the hospital, they are rescreened at the hospital

entrance and provided with a mask. Research staff wear
appropriate personal protective equipment. Physical distancing
regulations are respected, except when completing
measurements such as heart rate variability, blood pressure,
height, weight, waist circumference, carbon monoxide
concentration, and saliva. Proper hygiene procedures are used
at every stage of assessment. Questionnaires are completed by
participants at home via a secure web application for building
and managing web-based surveys and databases (eg, REDCap).
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If participants decline an on-site appointment, questionnaires
can still be completed online and physiological measures are
not completed.

Allocation to Treatment
The randomization process has not changed with the new
web-based format. Participants are randomized to the HHT
program or to usual care using a computer-generated program
at our cardiovascular methods center. Sequences are placed in
sealed, numbered, opaque envelopes to ensure concealment of
treatment allocation until after baseline data collection. The
research coordinator allocates the next available number on
study entry, logs all randomizations, and notifies participants
of their allocated group immediately by phone. The research
coordinator and participants are aware of group allocation.
Research assistants, blinded to the participants’ treatment
allocation, conduct both follow-up assessments.

Intervention
The participants who are randomly assigned to the experimental
intervention participate in the new web-based HHT group
program. The research coordinator informs participants of their
program start date, provides each couple with a brief tutorial of
how to access the videoconferencing software, and sends them
the intervention materials (eg, book and handouts) via email
and/or post before the group start date. For extra technical
support, participants receive an email with the prepared tip
sheets to help them navigate the web-based format. The number
(eight sessions) and duration (2 hours) of sessions remain the
same in the web-based format. In this format, couples continue
to benefit from the same didactic presentations, videos, and
group and couple discussions that were offered in the traditional
in-person format. After each web-based session, participants
are asked to fill out a very brief feedback questionnaire.

End-of-Treatment and Follow-Up Assessment
As with the baseline assessment, participants will be permitted
to go in person to the hospital for their 8-week follow-up
assessments. Nevertheless, it was necessary to create a
contingency plan that allows for a more flexible approach.
Should more strict hospital restrictions emerge, the research
staff has prepared alternative means of gathering assessment
data, (eg, recording the conflict resolution task via the
videoconferencing platform, using self-reported unstandardized
height and weight readings, and using self-reported blood
pressure readings).

CONSORT Reporting

The research coordinator updated the CONSORT data to include
patients who were no longer eligible due to surpassing the
eligibility window as well as patients who were unable to
complete follow-up assessments due to the pandemic. In
addition, revisions were made to the inclusion and exclusion
criteria (eg, technology requirements and broader catchment
area).

Data Management and Analysis

As COVID-19 restrictions lift, a choice for the in-person versus
the web-based HHT program may be provided to participants.
However, this creates a new and potentially confounding
variable that will need to be included in the database and
explored in statistical analyses. A dichotomous variable
indicating participation in the web-based or in-person HHT
program will then be used as a covariate to control for the mode
of delivery. Exploratory analyses can be used to investigate
whether the delivery mode made a difference by using an
interaction term between delivery mode and the intervention.
Advice from the study statistician regarding the above
procedures was sought. Researchers should consult with
appropriate statistics advisors when interim analyses are
conducted and changes to the data analysis plan are considered.

Advantages of the New Web-Based
Format

As we updated our protocol, several advantages of the
web-based program became evident, both from a clinical and
research perspective. These included the following:

1. Broader recruitment. With the necessity of weekly travel
removed, the potential recruitment of patients living outside
of a 1-hour radius from the hospital could now be included.
Prior to the pandemic, participants who lived longer than
an hour’s drive from the hospital were excluded, as it was
seldom feasible for couples to drive an hour or more for
eight weekly group sessions, in addition to the three
assessment appointments, especially in the winter months.
However, with the web-based format, participants are
required to attend only three assessments on site. As such,
from a research perspective, it is important to note that the
reduced travel burden permits potential recruitment from
rural areas, which will enrich the diversity of our sample.

2. Flexible scheduling. Flexibility in scheduling both
participants and facilitators for the group sessions and
assessments emerged as another benefit of the HHT
web-based intervention. With no need to reserve group
rooms or to arrange for parking at our busy hospital, finding
mutually convenient times for the web-based sessions and
for the in-person assessments has been optimized. In
addition, all group facilitators can be trained online at their
convenience individually or as a group by the research
coordinator, a process that allows for streamlined, efficient
training and ongoing support for the HHT facilitators [27].

3. Flexible methodology. For several years, the gold standard
for the informed consent process has involved face-to-face
interactions with potential participants. With the recent
increase in web-based surveys and interventions, there has
been more openness to online consent forms. However,
hospital-based clinical trials have always favored the
traditional in-person model for obtaining consent. The
COVID-19 pandemic has required hospitals and research
institutions to adopt more flexible means to obtain informed
consent, while assuring high ethical standards. This
flexibility toward informed consent and other aspects of
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methodology (eg, recruitment and web-based measures)
will provide opportunities for researchers who would like
to reach a broader population.

Conclusions

When the principal investigators conceptualized and created
the HHT program, they envisioned an in-person group program
that would help couples grow closer and work well together to
improve cardiac health. The COVID-19 pandemic forced
hospitals to rethink the mode of delivery for their services.
While these drastic changes undoubtedly prompt stress and
invoke challenges, there are opportunities for clinical research

to extend the reach of recruitment to hard-to-access populations
(eg, patients with chronic conditions or mobility issues and
patients who have family and work obligations that do not allow
them to leave their homes) and, ultimately, promote
patient-centered care. It is understood that researchers around
the world will also have to take into consideration the subject
matter of their research, as well as the cultural, environmental,
occupational, and economic factors in their home countries.
Despite the diverse nature of global research, this tutorial aims
to serve as a brief, yet comprehensive, framework for clinical
researchers facing the challenge to offer flexible and innovative
web-based interventions.
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Abstract

Background: Many women experience urgency (UUI) and mixed (MUI) urinary incontinence but commonly hesitate to seek
care. Treatment access and self-management for these conditions can be supported through eHealth approaches.

Objective: This study aimed to investigate the efficacy of the mobile app Tät II for self-management of UUI and MUI in
women.

Methods: This randomized controlled trial included women ≥18 years old with UUI or MUI and ≥2 leakages per week. Those
with red-flag symptoms were excluded. Participants were recruited via analog and digital advertisements and screened for initial
selection through a web-based questionnaire. Data were collected using another questionnaire and a 2-day bladder diary. A
telephone interview confirmed the symptom diagnosis. Participants were randomized (1:1) to receive access to a treatment app
(including pelvic floor muscle training, bladder training, psychoeducation, lifestyle advice, tailored advice, exercise log,
reinforcement messages, and reminders) or an information app (control group), with no external treatment guidance provided.
The primary outcome was incontinence symptoms at the 15-week follow-up, measured using the International Consultation on
Incontinence Questionnaire (ICIQ)−Urinary Incontinence Short Form (ICIQ-UI SF). Urgency symptoms were assessed using
the ICIQ−Overactive Bladder Module (ICIQ-OAB) and quality of life using the ICIQ−Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms Quality
of Life Module (ICIQ-LUTSqol). Incontinence episode frequency (IEF) was calculated per bladder diary entries. Improvement
was measured using the Patient’s Global Impression of Improvement. All outcomes were self-reported. Cure was defined as no
leakages per the bladder diary. Intention-to-treat analysis was performed.

Results: Between April 2017 and March 2018, 123 women (mean age 58.3, SD 9.6 years) were randomized to the treatment
(n=60, 2 lost to follow-up) or information (n=63) group. Of these, 35 (28%) women had UUI, and 88 (72%) had MUI. Mean
ICIQ-UI SF score at follow-up was lower in the treatment group than in the information group (estimated difference −3.1, 95%
CI −4.8 to −1.3). The estimated between-group difference was −1.8 (95% CI −2.8 to −0.99) for mean ICIQ-OAB score and −6.3
(95% CI −10.5 to −2.1) for the mean ICIQ-LUTSqol score at follow-up. IEF reduction from baseline to follow-up was greater
in the treatment group (−10.5, IQR −17.5 to −3.5) than in the information group (P<.001). Improvement was reported by 87%
(52/60) of treatment group participants and by 30% (19/63) of information group participants. The cure rate was 32% in the
treatment group, and 6% in the information group (odds ratio 5.4, 95% CI 1.9-15.6; P=.002). About 67% (40/60) of the treatment
group participants used the app more than thrice a week.
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Conclusions: The treatment app was effective for improving urgency and mixed incontinence in women. When self-management
is appropriate, this app may be a good alternative to pharmacological treatment or other conservative management, thus increasing
access to care.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03097549; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03097549

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e19439)   doi:10.2196/19439

KEYWORDS

eHealth; mHealth; urinary incontinence; urgency urinary incontinence; mixed urinary incontinence; self-management; mobile
app; smartphone app; women

Introduction

Urinary incontinence is a common problem that affects many
women at some time during their lives, with reported prevalence
rates ranging between 25% and 45%, depending on the
population and study design [1-4]. There are several types of
urinary incontinence. Stress urinary incontinence (SUI) is
defined as leakage upon exertion (eg, during coughing or
jumping), urgency urinary incontinence (UUI) involves urinary
leakage combined with an urge to void, and mixed urinary
incontinence (MUI) manifests as a combination of SUI and UUI
symptoms [5]. Prevalence rates vary from 1% to 11% for UUI
and from 2% to 36% for MUI [1,4]. Overactive bladder is a
broad term that includes UUI, and it is defined as the experience
of a compelling urgency to void, often combined with more
frequent voiding, and sometimes nocturia [5]. These conditions
can lead to a sense of shame, social isolation, and lower
self-esteem—with a significant impact on health-related quality
of life [6-8].

For the three main types of urinary incontinence, the
recommended first-line treatment includes pelvic floor muscle
training (PFMT) and, where appropriate, lifestyle changes (eg,
reduced caffeine intake, modified fluid intake, and weight
reduction if overweight) [9,10]. Unsupervised PFMT has been
recommended in cases wherein an underlying pathology is
absent [9]. For women with urgency-predominant urinary
incontinence and small micturition volumes, bladder training
is recommended, with scheduled voiding or prolonged voiding
intervals [3,9,10]. According to a recent review, PFMT might
also be useful in overactive bladder treatment, but more evidence
is needed in this regard [11]. As a second line of treatment,
pharmacological therapy is recommended and widely used, but
it often exhibits only modest effectiveness and commonly leads
to side effects [3,10].

Although effective treatments for urinary incontinence are
available, they do not cater to all individuals who may benefit
from them [9,12]. Some studies describe patients’ reluctance
to seek help for urinary incontinence, sometimes explained by
a sense of embarrassment or mistrust in health care [6,13].
Self-management or treatment options that do not require
face-to-face contact might be suitable ways to provide care in
some of these cases. Web-based platforms and smartphone apps
represent an increasingly common way of supporting
self-management or providing treatment for various conditions
[14-16]. In the context of the current COVID-19 pandemic, the
interest in these kinds of technical solutions has increased even
further, and urology is one such field where

technology-supported treatment or self-management might be
useful [17,18]. However, among the currently available
treatment apps related to urinary incontinence, only few have
been evaluated with regard to their efficacy [19].

As part of the current research project, we examined the effects
of an internet-based treatment program and a smartphone app
designed for women with SUI. Both programs were found to
be effective treatment options with regard to short-term and
long-term improvement of clinically relevant symptoms as well
as cost-effectiveness [20-24]. However, evidence regarding
app-based treatment for women with UUI or MUI remains
scarce. Since urgency-predominant urinary incontinence may
be associated with an underlying disease, physical examination
is recommended before treatment. An algorithm comprising
structured questions combined with dipstick urinalysis has been
found to be useful in identifying women who may benefit from
management in ways other than the usual care provided [25].
Along with other innovative options for providing
non−face-to-face diagnosis and treatment for UUI and MUI,
this approach might facilitate patients to seek help regarding
urinary incontinence and enable increased access to treatment.

We have developed a new smartphone app featuring a complex,
individually tailored treatment program designed to help patients
self-manage UUI and MUI. In this study, we aimed to evaluate
whether this app was effective for improvement and cure of
UUI and MUI in women.

Methods

Study Design and Participants
This 1:1 randomized, controlled, parallel-arm trial was
performed in Sweden between April 2017 and September 2018.
Community-dwelling adult women were recruited via
information broadcasted on TV, radio, and newspapers in
Sweden, and via targeted Facebook advertisements. The
inclusion criteria were as follows: female sex, age ≥18 years,
experiencing UUI or MUI with ≥2 leakages/week and symptoms
lasting for ≥12 months, access to a smartphone (at least iOS 8.0
or Android 4.0.3), and the ability to send and receive email.
The exclusion criteria were as follows: pregnancy, use of another
PFMT app, use of mirabegron or antimuscarinic drugs, and
incontinence surgery within the last 5 years. Additional
exclusion criteria related to red-flag symptoms and certain
medical conditions were also considered, namely, painful
urgency; previous pyelonephritis; ≥3 urinary tract infections in
the last 12 months; dysuria (burning sensation when voiding);
visible hematuria; noninvestigated bladder-emptying difficulties;
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metrorrhagia; cancer in the pelvic area, bladder, or bowels;
decreased mobility or sensitivity in the legs or pelvic area;
history of stroke; neurological disease; or diabetes.

Initial selection was performed using a web-based screening
questionnaire that included questions regarding education level,
postal code, and inclusion and exclusion criteria, which was
available on the eContinence project website. To distinguish
sex from gender, the question “Are you a woman?” was
followed by the question “Were you assigned female sex at
birth?” To identify red flags, an algorithm containing structured
questions about the presence of relevant symptoms was
integrated into the questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 1). This
algorithm was developed through several workshops with
researchers and clinicians, and it was based on the best available
evidence and clinical experience. Respondents presenting any
red flags or other exclusion criteria were not allowed to proceed
with the questionnaire, and they were automatically
recommended to seek usual care (ie, contact their ordinary health
care provider). After completing the full questionnaire and
submitting their email address, eligible respondents received
an email with an informed consent form and a printable 2-day
bladder diary. Respondents with a maximum voided volume of
≤150 mL were deemed ineligible and were contacted by a
physician (ES) who redirected them to their usual health care
provider as a precautionary measure. The remaining respondents
completed a web-based inclusion questionnaire comprising
items regarding background information, medical history and
lifestyle, more detailed symptom questions, as well as forms
related to the outcome measures. In all web-based
questionnaires, respondents were required to answer each
question in order to proceed to the next. Nonrespondents who
did not submit their informed consent and bladder diary, or
those who did not answer the inclusion questionnaire, were sent
two reminders via email.

Finally, each respondent was contacted via telephone by a
specialist incontinence nurse or general practitioner (ES). A
telephone interview was conducted with the objectives of
confirming the symptom diagnosis (ie, UUI or MUI),
reconfirming the absence of exclusion criteria, and ensuring
that the participant was fully informed about the study.

This study was approved by the regional ethical review board
of Umeå, Sweden (registry number 2016/523-31) and registered
at Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT03097549). Before and during the
study, and after completion, on-site monitoring was conducted
by an independent monitor. The monitor ensured study
performance according to the protocol, and the collection,

documentation, and reporting of data following good clinical
practice and applicable ethical and regulatory requirements.

Randomization and Blinding
The participants included in the study were randomized to one
of two study groups: the treatment group or the information
group. An independent administrator generated the allocation
sequence and prepared 130 numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes,
with assignments equally distributed between the two study
groups. The study coordinator opened one envelope for each
participant, in the order in which they received an email from
the interviewer indicating that they were ready for
randomization. The participants were not blinded to their
allocation. Each participant received an email informing them
of their assigned group and providing instructions on how to
access the relevant app. Participants randomized to the
information group were notified that they would gain access to
the intervention once of their follow-up data for the trial was
complete.

Intervention and Procedures
The Tät II mobile app was designed for both Android and iOS
devices. The contents of the app were developed based on
research and clinical experience and were discussed in
2015-2016 with a multi-professional group comprising
researchers and clinicians with expertise in family medicine,
urogynecology, urology, specialized incontinence care, and
psychology. The app was developed during 2016-2018 by ES
and TW, in collaboration with other researchers involved in the
project and the technical development division at Umeå
University. The development process also incorporated user
feedback—both from users of the previous app developed within
this research project and from a test group of women outside
the medical professions. The Tät II app is focused on four
themes: PFMT, bladder training, psychoeducation, and lifestyle
advice. It also contains automatic reinforcement messages and
an exercise log. Tailored advice, based on information from the
user’s bladder diary and responses to the inclusion questionnaire,
was designed to guide the user to the features of the app that
would be most relevant to her symptoms and lifestyle (eg,
bladder training was recommended if the user had small
micturition portions, or weight reduction was recommended if
the user was overweight). The different components of the Tät
II app are detailed below (Figure 1, Table 1, and Multimedia
Appendices 2 and 3). The PFMT treatment program in the app
has been previously described and evaluated as part of a
smartphone app developed earlier [20].
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Figure 1. Screenshots from the treatment app (Tät II). Upper-left corner: main (home) screen; upper-right corner: active view of an exercise in the
bladder training program; lower-left corner: textual description of another bladder training exercise; lower-right corner: information from the lifestyle
section. Text has been translated from Swedish to English for illustration purposes.
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Table 1. Contents of the Tät II treatment app and information app.

Information appTreatment appTopic

Pelvic floor muscle training •• Very brief information on pelvic floor muscle trainingExtensive information on anatomy and pelvic floor
muscle training

• A pelvic floor muscle training program in 11 steps

Bladder training •• Very brief information on bladder trainingExtensive information on bladder physiology and
bladder training

• A bladder training program in 7 stepsa

Psychological education •• Very brief information on psychological topics related
to urgency symptoms

Extensive information on psychological topics related
to urgency symptoms

• Three tasks based on cognitive behavioral therapy
theory

Lifestyle advice •• Summarized information on lifestyle adviceInformation on topics of estrogen, fluid intake, physi-
cal activity, overweight, smoking, sexuality, constipa-
tion, foods, and incontinence aids

N/AcReinforcement • Recurring questions on degree of botherb

• Automatic reinforcement messages based on progress
• Three customizable notifications for daily reminders

N/AOther functions • Exercise log
• Tailored advice on what areas to focus on in the app,

based on information from bladder diary and question-

naired

• Optional 4-digit password protection

aThe bladder training program featured exercises for enduring urgency to achieve longer voiding intervals. It did not feature scheduled voiding.
bIn-app questions about the degree of bother from leakage, urgency, and worry about leaking. The user is asked these questions directly after installing
and activating the treatment app, and after 4, 8, and 12 weeks of intervention.
cNot applicable.
dUser is provided 4-10 advices, as relevant, on the following topics: pelvic floor muscle training, bladder training, fluid intake, psychoeducation, local
estrogen treatment, obesity, smoking, and constipation.

Activation of the treatment app enabled complete access to all
components of the Tät II app. For activation, participants
randomized to the treatment group were registered in a database
stored on a secure server. A unique one-time activation code
was generated and used as a password along with the user ID.
The tailored advice was automatically downloaded from the
database into the app during the activation process. If the app
was not activated within 2 weeks, an email reminder was sent
to the participant, and if it was not activated within another
week, the participant was contacted via telephone and offered
technical guidance. Apart from this, the participants received
no guidance from the researchers during the study.

The information app is a limited version of Tät II, which is
freely downloadable from app stores. It includes a short
summary of lifestyle advice and brief information about the
various app components (Table 1).

At the 15-week follow-up, participants were asked to complete
a web-based questionnaire and a new 2-day bladder diary. The
follow-up questionnaire also included the possibility to add
qualitative user feedback. After collection of the follow-up data
for the trial, participants in the information group received
access to the full treatment app, and participants in the treatment
group received information on maintenance training. The

different data collection time points of the trial are detailed in
Multimedia Appendix 4.

No data were transmitted from the app apart from the voluntary
submission of user statistics at follow-up. Participants were
encouraged to report any potential side-effects to the research
team via email or telephone. Participants were also instructed
to seek usual care if any red-flag symptoms appeared.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the between-group difference in
incontinence symptom severity at follow-up, as measured using
the Swedish version of a validated questionnaire: the
International Consultation on Incontinence
Questionnaire−Urinary Incontinence Short Form (ICIQ-UI SF)
[26]. The ICIQ-UI SF includes 3 questions about the frequency
and amount of urinary leakage and its effect on everyday life.
The responses are summed to obtain a total score ranging from
0 to 21 points. The severity of incontinence symptoms was
categorized as slight (1-5 points), moderate (6-12 points), severe
(13-18 points), or very severe (19-21 points) [27].

Secondary outcomes included urgency symptoms, quality of
life, and catastrophizing. The International Consultation on
Incontinence Questionnaire−Overactive Bladder Module
(ICIQ-OAB) includes 4 items on the frequency of day and night
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micturition, urgency, and urgency leakage, and the responses
are summed to obtain a total score ranging from 0 to 16 points
[28]. The International Consultation on Incontinence
Questionnaire−Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms Quality of Life
Module (ICIQ-LUTSqol) includes 19 items regarding the impact
of urinary leakage on the quality of life, and the responses are
summed to obtain an overall score ranging from 19 to 76 points
[28]. We also used a nonvalidated score, the Incontinence
Catastrophizing (IC) Scale, which was adapted from a short
version of the validated Pain Catastrophizing Scale [29]. This
scale was translated to Swedish by the research group by using
a structured procedure. The IC Scale comprises 7 items
regarding fear of leakage and urgency, and the responses are
summed to obtain a total score ranging from 0 to 21 points. For
all the above-mentioned scores, a reduction in the score indicates
an improvement of the symptoms.

Other secondary outcomes included the number of leakages,
use of incontinence aids, impression of improvement, and patient
satisfaction. Incontinence episode frequency (IEF) was
calculated as the number of leakages reported in a 2-day bladder
diary multiplied by 3.5 to generate the weekly number of
incontinence episodes. Participants were asked about their use
of incontinence aids over the last 4 weeks, and they were
provided 6 response options ranging from “No, never” to “Yes,
more than 1 pad per day.” The Patient Global Impression of
Improvement (PGI-I) is a validated questionnaire evaluating
improvement, which was only used at follow-up. Participants
rated their follow-up condition as compared with their
pretreatment condition, using a 7-item scale with answer options
ranging from “Very much better” to “Very much worse” [30].
Patient satisfaction was evaluated only in the treatment group
at follow-up. This item asked whether the current treatment was
perceived as sufficient, with 3 response options regarding
satisfaction and intention to seek further care.

We used information from the bladder diary and follow-up
questionnaire to assess cure and improvement. Cure was defined
as no leakage episodes recorded in the bladder diary at
follow-up, and improvement was defined as any improvement
on the PGI-I.

Performance and Adherence
At both the baseline and follow-up, participants were asked
whether they perceived themselves as able to correctly perform
pelvic floor contractions. At the follow-up, they were also asked
to appraise their current ability to contract their pelvic floor
muscles as compared with before they had access to the assigned
treatment or information app, with responses ranging from
“Much better” to “Much worse,” and to appraise the ability to
resist urgency through a corresponding question, with similar
response options.

Furthermore, the follow-up questionnaire included a question
on how often the participants had used their assigned app during
the study period. Response options ranged from “Never” to
“Daily, three times a day, or more often.” There was also a
question on whether the participant had used another
incontinence app or participated in another incontinence
treatment program during the study period.

Technical Issues and User Feedback
Participants were informed that they could contact the
researchers via email in case of technical problems with the
app. The follow-up questionnaire allowed participants to provide
qualitative feedback via nonmandatory open-ended questions
about how they perceived the assigned app, in general, and the
specific contents of the app. Participants in the treatment app
group were also asked to rank the 6 treatment app components
(tailored advice, exercise log, PFMT, bladder training,
psychoeducation, and lifestyle advice) from most useful to least
useful.

Sample Size
The expected response was based on results from our previous
smartphone study, and the findings of Albers-Heitner et al
[20,31]. We anticipated ICIQ-UI SF improvements of 2.5 points
in the treatment group and 0.9 points in the information group.
This level of change has also been found to reflect a clinically
important difference in women with stress urinary incontinence
after treatment via eHealth [22]. Detecting this difference with
80% power, a two-sided test, and a significance level of P<.05
would require a sample size of 49 in each group. With an
expected drop-out rate of 20%, we needed approximately 60
participants in each group. Thus, we aimed to recruit 120 women
for this study.

Statistical Analysis
For all outcome measures, we performed an intention-to-treat
analysis. To analyze the ICIQ-UI SF, ICIQ-LUTSqol,
ICIQ-OAB, and IC scale, we used analytical methods that
accounted for all available data. We used the last observation
carried forward method for IEF and incontinence aid usage, and
we applied imputation of values corresponding to no change in
the PGI-I.

Baseline data were described in terms of age, BMI, educational
level, medication use, and all primary and secondary outcomes
that were measured at the baseline. For the primary outcome,
we examined the between-group difference in the mean ICIQ-UI
SF score at the 15-week follow-up using a linear mixed-model
analysis incorporating baseline data. For the secondary
outcomes, between-group comparisons were made using a linear
mixed-model analysis for the difference in mean values for
continuous variables, and the Mann-Whitney U test for the
distribution of categorical variables and for the difference in
median for nonnormally distributed continuous variables. For
within-group comparisons (ie, between baseline and follow-up),
we used a paired t test for continuous variables and a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test for nonnormally distributed continuous
variables. For IEF, we calculated the difference between baseline
and follow-up scores for each individual, presented as median
and IQR values. Since IEF data were not normally distributed,
they were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We
used a chi-square test with continuity correction to calculate
the odds ratios (ORs) for cure and improvement.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version 25;
IBM Corp).
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Results

Study Flow and Participant Characteristics
The web-based screening questionnaire was initiated by 1241
individuals, of whom 1099 were ineligible. A total of 142
women were interviewed, of which 123 were included in the

study and randomized to receive either the treatment app (n=60)
or the information app (n=63). Two women (both in the
treatment group) were lost to follow-up. Five women submitted
incomplete follow-up data regarding two secondary outcomes
(Figure 2). The median time from randomization to follow-up
was 16.1 (IQR 15.0-18.1) weeks in the treatment group and
15.5 (IQR 14.6-17.6) weeks in the information group (P=.14).

Figure 2. Trial profile.

Baseline characteristics did not differ between the two groups.
The mean age of women included was 58 (range 31-77) years.
Half of the women (64/123, 52%) were overweight or obese.
The majority of participants had received university-level
education, and 95% (117/123) of them classified themselves as
being quite or very knowledgeable in using computers or tablets.

Three-quarters of the participants (88/123, 72%) were diagnosed
with MUI, and 69% (85/123) had not previously sought care
for their incontinence (Table 2). Severe or very severe
incontinence was reported by 38% (47/123) of the participants,
and the mean symptom severity score was 11.6 (SD 3.3).
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics of study participants.

Information group
(n=63)

Treatment group
(n=60)

 Characteristic

General information

57.7 (9.9)58.9 (9.2)Age in years, mean (SD)

25.9 (5.2)26.5 (3.6)BMI in kg/m2, mean (SD)

35 (55.6)44 (73.3)University education ≥3 years, n (%)

3.4 (0.6)3.5 (0.6)Self-rated knowledge in using computers or tablets (1-4 pointsa), mean (SD)

33.8 (4.5)32.9 (5.6)eHEALSb score, mean (SD)

Lifestyle

40 (63.5)33 (55.0)Physical activity >3 hours/week, n (%)

2 (3.2)1 (1.7)Smokerc, n (%)

10 (15.9)7 (11.7)Coffee consumption ≥5 cups/day, n (%)

2 (3.2)4 (6.7)Tea consumption ≥5 cups/day, n (%)

3 (4.8)6 (10)Often or always constipated, n (%)

Gynecology

Parity, n (%)

7 (11.1)8 (13.3)0 

7 (11.1)4 (6.7)1 

49 (77.8)48 (80)≥2 

47 (74.6)42 (70)Postmenopausal >1 year, n (%)

Current estrogen usage, n (%)

13 (20.6)11 (18.3)Local estrogen 

1 (1.6)1 (1.7)Systemic estrogen 

Gynecological surgery, n (%)

7 (11.1)4 (6.7)Hysterectomy 

0 (0)3 (5)Prolapse surgery 

3 (4.8)3 (5)Incontinence surgeryd 

Urinary incontinence

Symptom diagnosis, n (%)

43 (68.3)45 (75)Mixed urinary incontinence 

20 (31.7)15 (25)Urgency urinary incontinence 

38 (60.3)37 (61.7)Duration of symptoms >5 years, n (%)

19 (30.2)19 (31.7)Previous health care contact for incontinence symptoms, n (%)

11.4 (3.2)11.7 (3.5)ICIQ-UI SFe score, mean (SD)

21.1 (13.7)21.8 (16.8)IEFf per week, mean (SD)g

aA higher score indicates higher self-perceived knowledge.
beHEALS: eHealth Literacy Scale, a self-reported 8-item scale assessing an individual’s ability to identify, evaluate, and use eHealth resources.
cNo daily smokers, only weekly smokers, participated in the study.
dParticipants who had undergone incontinence surgery in the last 5 years were not included in the study.
eICIQ-UI SF: International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire−Urinary Incontinence Short Form.
fIEF: incontinence episode frequency.
gMean (SD) values presented to facilitate comparison with other populations.
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Outcomes
At the 15-week follow-up, women in the treatment group had
significantly lower incontinence symptom scores than those in
the information group. The estimated between-group difference

in mean in the primary outcome, the ICIQ-UI SF score, was
−3.1 (95% CI −4.8 to −1.3). Both groups showed an
improvement from the baseline but a larger improvement was
noted in the treatment group (Table 3).

Table 3. Continuous outcomes compared between the treatment group (n=60) and information group (n=63) at follow-up.

Between-group comparison at follow-upFollow-up, mean (SD)Baseline, mean (SD)Outcome measure and group allocation

P valueEstimated difference (95% CI)a

Primary outcome

.001−3.1 (−4.8 to −1.3)ICIQ-UI SFb

7.0 (3.7)c11.7 (3.5)Treatment group (n=60)

9.8 (3.5)11.4 (3.2)Information group (n=63)

Secondary outcomes

<.001−1.8 (−2.8 to −0.9)ICIQ-OABd

4.7 (2.0) c6.8 (1.8)Treatment group (n=60)

6.4 (2.0)6.7 (1.8)Information group (n=63)

.004−6.3 (−10.5 to −2.1)ICIQ-LUTSqole,f

29.8 (7.8)c37.6 (8.3)Treatment group (n=60)

36.5 (9.0)38.0 (8.1)Information group (n=63)

.016−1.6 (−2.8 to −0.3)Incontinence Catastrophizing Scale

2.3 (2.1)c4.4 (2.8)Treatment group (n=60)

4.1 (2.5)4.7 (2.5)Information group (n=63)

aComparison of mean scores using a linear mixed model.
bICIQ-UI SF: International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire−Urinary Incontinence Short Form.
cMean values based on the scores of the 58 treatment app users who completed the follow-up questionnaire.
dICIQ-OAB: International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire−Overactive Bladder Module.
eICIQ-LUTSqol: International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire−Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms Quality of Life Module.
fThree of the items in the ICIQ-LUTSqol included an additional response option, “Not applicable” (these questions concerned partner relations, sex
life, and family life). For this study, we set this response option as equal to 1 point, corresponding to the response option “Not at all” (ie, no impact).

Compared with those in the information group, participants in
the treatment group also showed significantly greater
improvements in the secondary outcomes, with lower scores
for urgency symptoms, condition-specific quality of life, and
catastrophizing at follow-up. Within-group comparisons
revealed statistically significant improvements from baseline
to follow-up in all outcomes, except urgency symptoms in the
information group (Table 3 and Multimedia Appendix 5).

Participants in both the treatment and information groups
exhibited a significant reduction in the number of incontinence

episodes (IEF) from the baseline to follow-up. This improvement
was greater in the treatment group than in the information group
(Table 4). The number of incontinence episodes was reduced
by 50% or more in 68% (41/60) of the participants in the
treatment group and 30% (19/63) of the participants in the
information group. Incontinence aids were used less than once
a week at follow-up by the majority of participants (38/60, 63%)
in the treatment group compared with those (25/60, 40%) in the
information group (Table 5).
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Table 4. Differences in incontinence episode frequency from the baseline to follow-up compared between the treatment group (n=60) and the information
group (n=63).

Between-group comparison

at follow-upb
Within-group comparisonaFollow-up, median

(IQR)
Baseline, median
(IQR)

Group allocation

P valueP valueDifferencec, median (IQR)

<.001<.001−10.5 (−17.5 to −3.5)3.5 (0.0 to 10.5)17.5 (10.5 to 27.1)Treatment app

.003−3.5 (−14.0 to 3.5)10.5 (7.0 to 21.0)21.0 (7.0 to 31.5)Information app

aFor within-group comparisons, we calculated the difference from baseline to follow-up for each individual and performed analyses using a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test.
bMann-Whitney U test.
c5 participants in the treatment group and 2 participants in the information group had a missing value at follow-up, and for those, the difference was set
to 0 (ie, no change).

Table 5. Incontinence aid usage by participants in the treatment group (n=60) and information group (n=63), reported at baseline and at follow-up.

P valueParticipants, n (%)Allocation and incontinence aid usage

Between-group com-

parison at follow-upb
Within-group comparisonaFollow-upBaseline

.01<.001Treatment app

26 (43.3)c11 (18.3)Never

12 (20)10 (16.7)<1/week

4 (6.7)12 (20)1-3/week

2 (3.3)4 (6.7)>3/week, not daily

10 (16.7)12 (20.0)1/day

6 (10)c11 (18.3)>1/day

.15Information app

14 (22.2)14 (22.2)Never

11 (17.5)11 (17.5)<1/week

8 (12.7)7 (11.1)1-3/week

6 (9.5)4 (6.3)>3/week, not daily

13 (20.6)11 (17.5)1/day

11 (17.5)16 (25.4)>1/day

aWilcoxon signed-rank test.
bMann-Whitney U test.
cImputed baseline value for 1 participant lost to follow-up.

PGI-I scores indicated that 87% (52/60) of the participants in
the treatment group reported an improvement as compared with
30% (19/63) in the information group. Figure 3 details the
distribution of the responses. Cure was reported by 32% (19/60)
of the participants in the treatment group and by 8% (5/63) of

the participants in the information group. The OR for cure was
5.4 (95% CI 1.9-15.6, P=.002) for the treatment group with the
information group as reference. Moreover, the OR for
improvement was 15.1 (95% CI 6.0-37.7, P<.001) for the
treatment group with the information group as reference.
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Figure 3. Patient’s Global Impression of Improvement responses reported by the participants at follow-up. Comparison between the treatment group
(n=60) and the information group (n=63). *P<.001 (Mann-Whitney U test). Two participants were lost to follow-up in the treatment group and imputed
as “no change” for this analysis.

In the treatment group, 7% (4/60) of the participants reported
their current satisfaction with the treatment and that they were
completely free from urinary leakage and urgency symptoms,
whereas 52% (31/60) of the women reported their satisfaction
with the treatment despite some remaining symptoms. The
remaining 33% (20/60) of the participants reported that they
were not satisfied with the treatment, but only 7 of these 20
considered seeking additional care.

Performance and Adherence
At baseline, 40% (49/123) of the participants were confident
that they correctly performed pelvic floor contractions, with no
between-group difference. At follow-up, this rate was increased
to 62% (37/60) of the participants in the treatment group, and
52% (33/63) of the participants in the information group (P=.39).
At follow-up, 85% (51/60) of the participants in the treatment
group stated that their ability to contract their pelvic floor
muscles was slightly or much improved, compared with 16%
(10/63) of the participants in the information group (P<.001).
Similarly, the ability to resist an urge to void was slightly or
much improved for 80% (48/60) of the participants in the
treatment group, compared with 27% (17/63) of the participants
in the information group (P<.001).

During the 15-week treatment period, 40 (67%) of the 60
participants in the treatment group used the app more than three
times per week, and 6 (10%) participants used it at least three
times per day. None of the treatment group participants used
other incontinence apps or treatment programs during the study
period. In the information group, 2 of the 63 (3%) participants
used another PFMT app, and 1 (2%) participant practiced PFMT
and tried to resist urgency. Moreover, 1 (2%) participant in the
information group sought help from usual care for
incontinence-related symptoms during the study period and
received incontinence aids, advice on PFMT, and treatment
with intravesical hyaluronic acid-chondroitin sulphate. The

adherence to the tailored advice is described in Multimedia
Appendix 3.

Technical Issues and User Feedback
No participants reported technical problems with the apps, and
no privacy breaches occurred. Many participants in the
information group thought that the information was too brief
and, therefore, they rarely used the app. Most participants in
the treatment group were satisfied with their experience of the
app in terms of contents and usability. The users ranked the
various treatment app components, with the PFMT portion
deemed most useful (ranked 1, 2, or 3 by 95% of all users),
followed by the exercise log (ranked 1, 2, or 3 by 80% of all
users) and tailored advice (ranked 1, 2, or 3 by 66% of all users).

Adverse Events
Two participants (both in the treatment group) reported potential
adverse events: one of them reported the development of an
inguinal hernia during the treatment period, which later required
surgery. Discussion of this case with the specialists in the
research group, an independent specialist in hernia surgery, and
an official at Medical Products Agency, Sweden, led to the
conclusion that the hernia was likely not related with the use of
the treatment app. The other participant reported altered
incontinence symptoms, with decreased urgency but increased
episodes of spontaneous urinary leakage.

Discussion

Principal Results
In the present randomized controlled trial among women with
mixed and urgency urinary incontinence, we found that the
treatment app was effective in reducing incontinence symptoms
(our primary outcome), with lower scores observed at the
15-week follow-up in the treatment group compared with those
in the information group. We also found that treatment app users
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showed greater improvements regarding quality of life, urgency
symptoms, number of incontinence episodes, use of incontinence
aids, and catastrophizing, compared with the information app
users.

Clinical Relevance
About 87% (52/60) of the treatment app users reported an
improvement, and half of them (28/60, 47%) reported much or
very much improvement. A 50% reduction in the frequency of
incontinence episodes is considered clinically relevant, and this
degree of reduction was observed for the majority of the
treatment app users in our study [32]. For women with SUI,
reductions of 2.5 points in the ICIQ-UI SF score and 3.7 points
in the ICIQ-LUTSqol score has been considered to reflect
clinically relevant improvement after pelvic floor muscle
training via an eHealth approach [22]. The within-group
reductions observed in our study were larger than these
thresholds and also larger than the 4- and 6-point reduction in
the ICIQ-UI SF and ICIQ-LUTSqol scores established by Lim
et al as minimum important differences for other conservative
management [33]. To our knowledge, there are no similar studies
of women with UUI and MUI, but minimum important
differences are likely to be at a similar level compared with the
studies mentioned above. The PGI-I and comparison with
minimum important differences indicate that the changes in
symptoms and quality of life for the treatment group observed
in our study are clinically relevant.

Strengths and Limitations
One of the strengths of our study was that we used clinically
relevant outcomes that were carefully selected to cover different
aspects of UUI and MUI, including symptoms, quantification,
quality of life, and subjective improvement. The three ICIQ
scores, including the one used as the primary outcome (ICIQ-UI
SF), are all Grade A or A+ recommended outcome measures
according to the International Continence Society [3]. These
questionnaires are also validated for electronic use [34,35].
Additionally, our study was adequately sized and conducted
with external monitoring, as a mark of quality. There were very
small losses to follow-up and no internal losses, except for the
secondary outcome of IEF. We developed and utilized an
algorithm to identify suitable participants, and all participants
experienced extensive incontinence symptoms at the baseline,
strengthening the need for treatment. Another strength of our
study was that the app was thoroughly designed and stable and
required no updates during the study period. No users
experienced technical issues. The treatment app included a
patient-centered design, such that the user herself decided which
parts of the app to use. Tailored advice, based on information
about the user’s lifestyle and incontinence symptoms, offered
guidance on what might be the most beneficial component or
feature of the app for her to focus on. All participants in the
treatment group downloaded and activated the app, and most
of them regularly used the app. The risk for contamination
between the two groups was negligible since activation of the
treatment app required a unique one-time authorization code.
The treatment app featured information and exercises covering
multiple topics related to UUI and MUI, resembling a clinical
reality with a multi-faceted intervention. Therefore, this study

cannot discriminate how different parts of the app contributed
to the various effects.

A potential limitation of this study is that we cannot yet assess
the long-term effects of the app. However, we previously
reported that our smartphone app targeted at women with SUI
had a long-lasting effect at the 2-year follow-up [21]. Similar
to most other investigations of eHealth or behavioral therapy
interventions, another limitation of our study was that the
participants could not be blinded to their group allocation. Our
choice to not use care-as-usual as a control group could also be
viewed as a limitation. However, seeking care-as-usual was not
a likely option for most of our intended target population; thus,
we argue that the information app was the most comparable
control. Another potential concern is the lack of face-to-face
contact with a health care provider and that there was no
professional assessment of the participants’ ability to perform
correct PFMT contractions. However, in a JAMA review from
2017, unsupervised PFMT is recommended as a first-line
treatment after exclusion of serious underlying pathologies [9].
The treatment app included information on how to correctly
perform contractions, and it recommended women who were
uncertain of their contraction technique to contact their ordinary
health care provider for advice. At follow-up, no treatment app
users had sought help from usual care, and the majority stated
that their ability to perform PFMT contractions had improved.
Most of the women in the treatment group were satisfied with
the treatment, and of those who were not satisfied, only a few
intended to seek care elsewhere. However, since the qualitative
feedback was optional, we do not know the reason behind their
decision not to seek further care despite not being satisfied.
Furthermore, this study focused on the presentation of
quantitative data, and while this is a strength when investigating
efficacy, a deeper analysis of the qualitative data collected might
provide valuable information about the experiences of the
participants in the trial. A common issue in research, and
particularly in studies of eHealth interventions, is that the
participants’ education level is often higher than that of the
general population. The average education level of people in
Sweden is higher than that of people in many other countries;
nonetheless, women with a university-level education were
over-represented among our participants, which may potentially
affect the generalizability of our results.

Comparison With Prior Work
Several systematic reviews report that antimuscarinic drugs and
mirabegron yield a mean reduction corresponding to half a
leakage per 24 hours at the 3-month follow-up when compared
with the placebo [36-39]. The median reduction for the treatment
group in our study was twice as large as this. Moreover,
antimuscarinic medication is commonly associated with
side-effects, such as dry mouth and constipation. Mirabegron
is better tolerated but has side-effects, such as urinary tract
infections, irregular heartrate, and palpitations [3,36,37]. In
contrast, behavioral treatment and lifestyle advice carry no
known side-effects. Women with urgency urinary incontinence
are more likely to achieve improvement, cure, and satisfaction
with behavioral therapy than with anticholinergics [40]. The
cure and improvement rates in our treatment app group were in
line with the findings from other studies. A systematic review
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update from 2018 reported a 25%-30% cure rate of urgency
urinary incontinence with neuromodulation, behavioral therapy,
or combined anticholinergic and behavioral therapy. The OR
for cure of urgency incontinence with behavioral therapy was
2.75 (95% CI 1.53-4.92) compared with the placebo, sham, or
no treatment [40].

Conclusions and Outlook
UUI and MUI affect many women and can have a potentially
large impact on their quality of life. Thus, it is important to offer
effective treatment options that can reach many patients, and
eHealth methods are a new potential means of supporting
self-management. Providing treatment that does not require
face-to-face contact with the health care service provider might
facilitate increased care-seeking among these women.
Additionally, eHealth tools (eg, smartphone apps) provide
possibilities for adherence-promotion, such as reminder
notifications, and can be tailored for the specific user, such as
through the tailored advice provided in our presently tested
treatment app. Concerns have recently been raised about a digital
divide such that some groups might be less able to use these
digital health aids [41-43]. Future research is needed to identify

ways to improve the interventions, or the development process,
to make eHealth treatment options more accessible or relevant
for new user groups. Further investigations are also needed to
evaluate the use of algorithms to select patients for
self-management of these conditions, with regard to medical
safety. For populations similar to the participants in our present
study, our results indicate that the treatment app is already an
effective treatment option. There remains a need to study the
long-term effects, and to decide how to make this app available
to patients—that is, whether the app can be offered as a
stand-alone, first-line intervention for women with an
uncomplicated medical history, or whether it should be regulated
and prescribed only by health care professionals.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate the
potential to provide an effective, tailored, app-based treatment
to women with urgency or mixed urinary incontinence suited
for self-management. Our results show an efficacy that is
comparable to other first-line treatments available. Therefore,
we propose that this app could be added to the treatment options
offered as part of usual care for women presenting with these
conditions.
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Abstract

Background: Web-based interventions are a promising approach to support youth at risk of suicide, and those incorporating
peer-to-peer social networking may have the added potential to target interpersonal states of perceived burdensomeness and
thwarted belongingness. Owing to feasibility and safety concerns, including fear of contagion, this had not been tested until
recently. In 2018, we conducted a pilot evaluation to test the feasibility, safety, and acceptability of a Moderated Online Social
Therapy intervention, called Affinity, with a sample of young people with active suicidal ideation.

Objective: The aim of this study is to report qualitative data collected from study participants regarding their experience of the
web-based social network and the consequent safety features.

Methods: Affinity is a closed website incorporating 3 key components: therapeutic content delivered via comics, peer-to-peer
social networking, and moderation by peers and clinicians. Semistructured interviews were conducted with 17 young people who
participated in the pilot study after 8 weeks of exposure to the intervention. Interview data from 2 young people who did not use
Affinity were excluded from the analysis. The interviews were analyzed using thematic analysis, with the frequency of responses
characterized using the consensual qualitative research method. The results are reported in accordance with the Consolidated
Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research checklist.

Results: A total of 4 overarching themes were identified: a safe and supportive environment, the importance of mutual experiences,
difficulty engaging and connecting, and the pros and cons of banning discussions about suicide. Interestingly, although Affinity
was perceived to be safe and free of judgment, concerns about negative evaluation and triggering others were significant barriers
to posting on the social network. Participants generally supported the banning of conversations about suicide, although for some
this was perceived to reinforce stigma or was associated with frustration and distress.

Conclusions: The results not only support the safety and potential therapeutic benefit of the social networking aspect of Affinity
but also highlight several implementation challenges. There is a need to carefully balance the need for stringent safety and design
features while ensuring that the potential for therapeutic benefit is maximized.
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Introduction

Background
Globally, suicide is the second-leading cause of mortality in
young people, defined as those aged between 15 and 24 years
[1,2]. In Australia, it is the leading cause of death in youth,
accounting for more than one-third of all deaths in this age
group [3]. Suicidal ideation and behavior, including self-harm,
are relatively common in young people, with approximately
10.6% and 1.2% of young people reporting past 12-month
suicidal ideation and suicide attempts, respectively [4]. Suicidal
ideation and behavior are risk factors for future suicidal behavior
and suicide [5], along with mental disorders including, most
significantly, a diagnosis of depression [6]. Moreover,
interpersonal states, including perceived burdensomeness
(feeling as though one is a burden on others) and thwarted
belongingness (lacking a sense of belonging to any particular
group) may also confer risk, as articulated by the Interpersonal
Theory of Suicide [7,8]. Despite extensive investment and
research into youth suicide prevention, the rates of suicide and
suicide-related behavior in young people are rising both in
Australia and internationally [3,9,10]. The reasons for this are
complex, as such there is unlikely to be a single causal factor
or solution. However, youth consultations suggest that there is
a need to develop and evaluate new and innovative interventions
that are theoretically based, target known risk factors for suicide,
and are acceptable and relevant for young people [1,11].

The internet has increasingly received attention as a potential
platform for the delivery of suicide prevention interventions for
young people because of its reach, accessibility, acceptability,
and cost-effectiveness [12-14]. Although several systematic
reviews and meta-analyses have shown that digital interventions
can reduce suicidal ideation and/or behavior in adults [15-18],
far fewer studies have focused on developing and testing digital
suicide prevention interventions for youth [12,19]. In addition,
although the integration of digital interventions with existing
mental health services may have several benefits, including
improved treatment engagement and outcomes [20,21], to date
there have been limited efforts to integrate web-based and
face-to-face treatments for young people with suicidal thoughts
or behaviors [22]. Finally, the internet has the capacity to
facilitate mutual peer-to-peer support, which may in turn have
the potential to target interpersonal risk factors for suicide
(perceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness) [23];
however, no professionally developed intervention has included
such a component. This may be in part because of concerns
regarding the possible contagion of suicidal behavior,
cyberbullying, and trolls [14,23].

Objectives
To address these gaps while also mitigating the potential risks,
researchers at Orygen in Melbourne, Australia, developed and
pilot tested Affinity, a Moderated Online Social Therapy (MOST)

[24-26] intervention designed as an adjunct to face-to-face
treatment for young people with active suicidal ideation.
Quantitative data, reported elsewhere [27], revealed Affinity to
be safe, feasible, and acceptable, with exploratory correlations
indicating associations between clinical improvement and key
aspects of Affinity usage. Given the novel nature of the Affinity
intervention, particularly its inclusion of a web-based social
network, quantitative data alone are insufficient to understand
important aspects of the user experience of the platform. Thus,
the aim of this study is to qualitatively explore the views and
experiences of young people who participated in the Affinity
pilot study. Qualitative outcomes focused on the social
networking aspect of the intervention, including moderation
and safety features.

Methods

Design
This study reports qualitative interview data collected from
young people who took part in a single-arm, pre-post test pilot
study of the Affinity intervention conducted in 2018.

Participants
Participants were current clients of a youth mental health clinic
in Melbourne, Australia (the Youth Mood Clinic), that
specializes in the treatment of young people with severe mood
disorders [28]. The Youth Mood Clinic clients were referred to
the study by their treating clinicians based on the clinician’s
perception of their suitability. They were eligible to participate
in the trial if they had experienced suicidal ideation within the
past 4 weeks (screened for by the lead author using the question,
“Have you had any thoughts of suicide in the past four weeks?”),
had regular and ongoing internet and telephone access, and were
able to give informed consent and comply with study
procedures. Additional inclusion criteria to ensure participants’
safety and enable execution of safety protocols (if required)
were as follows: well engaged with treatment and not
approaching discharge in the next 4 weeks; familiar with, and
willing to use, crisis supports; and willing and able to nominate
2 emergency contacts. There were no specific exclusion criteria
related to the level of suicide risk, although clinicians were
consulted on a case-by-case basis regarding participant
suitability.

Of the 20 young people who participated in the pilot study, 17
(85%) completed a qualitative interview at follow-up. Of the 3
who did not complete a qualitative interview, 2 were not
responsive to the research team’s contact attempts at follow-up
(but remained engaged in their treatment at the clinical service)
and 1 moved overseas before the qualitative interview could be
completed. A total of 2 participants did not use the social
network during the intervention period, engaging only with the
therapeutic comic component of Affinity; therefore, their
interview transcripts were excluded from the analysis.
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The 15 remaining participants had a mean age of 21.3 years
(SD 2.7; range 17-24), with 9 identifying as female, 5 as male,
and 1 as transgender. At baseline, 93% (14/15) participants had
suicidal ideation scores above the clinical cutoff on the Adult
Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire [29] and 73% (11/15) reported
at least one previous suicide attempt. On the Patient Health
Questionnaire-9 [30], 80% (12/15) participants were in the
severe or moderately severe range for depressive symptoms.

Intervention
The Affinity intervention is described in detail elsewhere
[23,27]. Affinity is a closed website that consists of 3 main
components: (1) therapeutic content delivered in the form of
illustrated comics; (2) peer-to-peer social networking; (3)
moderation by clinical experts and young people with lived
experience of mental ill health. Users create a profile using
either their own first name or a pseudonym, with 67% (10/15)
participants in this study choosing to use their real first name.
Users can access Affinity 24 hours a day, as often or little as
they like, and can use any or all of the components. Clinical
and peer moderators promote engagement with the social
network and therapeutic content and provide guidance,
information, and emotional support to users. Although both
clinical and peer moderators post publicly on Affinity and
communicate with users via private message, only the clinical
moderators are responsible for monitoring and managing clinical
risk. Moderators checked Affinity for posts potentially indicative
of clinical risk twice daily on weekdays and once daily on
weekend days.

In addition to clinical moderation, the Affinity intervention and
research design incorporated a number of safety features. First,
posts containing keywords related to suicide risk (eg, suicide,
suicidal, die) were automatically detected and blocked by the
system, which would then trigger a notification to the lead
author’s business mobile phone. Participants were made aware
that this was accessed only during business hours. If notified,
the lead author would immediately review the post in question
and, if concerned about risk, respond according to the approved
study safety protocol (see the following paragraph). Affinity
also includes a vent post function, which allows users to select
“I’m just venting” before making a post. When selected, the
post appears masked by a warning to other users about the
potentially inflammatory nature of the post, and users can then
elect to view the post’s content. The vent post function is
primarily designed to protect users from unwillingly viewing
posts with swear words. Importantly, vent posts are not immune
to the automatic detecting and blocking safety function; as such,
posts expressing suicide risk could still be blocked even if “I’m
just venting” is selected. Throughout the trial, 3 participants
had at least one post that was automatically blocked. One of
these posts communicated current suicidal ideation but not
imminent risk, and the remainder of the blocked posts were not
related to suicide risk but to other violent or aggressive
behaviors that participants had experienced. Although the
automatic blocking system used simple string matching and
could not detect alternatives of keywords, such as sui*c*de, no
participants in this study attempted to bypass the system.

A comprehensive safety protocol was in place outlining risk
assessment and management procedures, including provisions
for telephoning participants’ emergency contacts and/or
emergency services, if risk was assessed to be high. All
information about clinical risk identified during participation
in the trial was communicated to the participants’ treating
clinicians. Participants were also required to agree to a terms
of use before being given access to Affinity, which included a
request not to share personal or contact information with other
users via the website to prevent conversations about suicide
happening externally. These measures were in place to mitigate
the risk of distress to participants or the contagion of suicidal
behavior [23]. Accordingly, although participants were aware
that the purpose of Affinity was to support young people who
experience suicidal thoughts, they were actively discouraged
from talking about suicide in the social network.

Procedure
Participants were referred to the study by their treating clinicians
between April and August 2018 and were given access to
Affinity from the point of entry into the study until the
intervention was closed (October 31, 2018). Semistructured
interviews were conducted with each participant approximately
8 weeks after they were given access to Affinity by the lead
author (EB), an experienced research assistant and a PhD
candidate. EB had an established relationship with the
participants in that she had also conducted the baseline
assessments but was not involved in the delivery of the
intervention itself (ie, did not post on Affinity or use it to
communicate with users). The interviews were conducted either
in a private room at the mental health service or in participants’
homes, with only the interviewer and interviewee present. The
interview length ranged from 26 minutes to 75 minutes, with a
mean duration of 48.3 (SD 16.4) minutes. Table 1 displays each
participant’s study ID, age, interview length, severity of
depression symptoms at baseline, and suicidal ideation score at
baseline. To protect the identity of the transgender participant,
participants’ genders are not provided. Participants were
informed that the purpose of the interview was to explore
positive, negative, and neutral feedback about Affinity, and
were encouraged to be as open and honest as possible. As the
purpose was to obtain feedback from as many participants as
possible regarding their experience, data saturation was not
assessed.

The interview schedule was designed to obtain participants’
views and experiences about Affinity, with prompts included
if answers were vague. For the purpose of this paper, only
responses related to the social network, safety features, and peer
and clinical moderation were analyzed. The full interview
schedule is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1. All interviews
were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim, and potentially
identifiable information was removed. Brief field notes were
recorded during interviews.

This study was approved by the Melbourne Health Human
Research Ethics Committee (ID 2017.187). All participants
provided written informed consent. Participants under the age
of 18 years were required to provide consent from their parents
or guardians.
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Table 1. Participant ID, age, interview length, and clinical characteristics at baseline (N=15).

Baseline suicidal ideation score (ASIQ)aBaseline depression category (Patient Health
Questionnaire-9)

Interview length (min)Age
(years)

ID

130Severe48202

42Moderate68233

61Moderately severe50225

24Moderately severe70246

130Severe71237

120Moderately severe32238

79Severe482110

119Moderately severe531811

78Moderate462412

132Severe261713

69Moderately severe261715

136Severe341716

78Severe752417

74Moderate392318

79Severe392319

aASIQ: The Adult Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire. The scale has a possible score range of 0-150; scores of 31 or more are considered to be in the
clinical range.

Data Reporting and Analysis
Data were reported in accordance with the Consolidated Criteria
for Reporting Qualitative Research [31]. The checklist is
provided in Multimedia Appendix 2. Only interview data
pertaining to the social network, moderation, and safety features
were analyzed for the purpose of this paper. Data were analyzed
using inductive thematic analysis following 6 steps by Braun
and Clarke [32]: (1) familiarizing with data, (2) generating an
initial coding frame, (3) searching for themes, (4) reviewing
themes, (5) defining and naming themes, and (6) reporting. The
lead author (EB) read and reread the interview transcripts to
immerse herself in the data, and based on this, an initial coding
frame was generated. A coauthor (LV) checked the coding frame
against a 10% subset of the data (ie, 2 interviews) and then
discussed this with EB to refine the coding frame. The coding
frame was then applied to the data provided by the lead author.
Codes were then grouped into initial themes, which were
reviewed and refined, with some combined and grouped into
minor themes as necessary. SR, MN, and JR were regularly
consulted regarding the codes and themes developed. The data
were coded, and codes were grouped into themes by hand and
then transferred to a web-based whiteboard platform (Miro) to
produce hierarchical thematic maps, where they were organized,
reviewed, and refined.

Data were reported according to the consensual qualitative
research method [28], using the labels few (rare support;
endorsed by 10%-20% of the respondents), some (variant
support ;  endorsed by 21%-50% of  the
respondents), many (typical support; endorsed by 51%-90% of
the respondents), or most (general support; endorsed by
91%-100% of the respondents).

Results

Overview
A total of 4 key themes were identified: (1) a safe and supportive
environment, (2) the importance of mutual experiences, (3)
difficulties in connecting and engaging, and (4) the pros and
cons of banning discussions about suicide. These themes are
outlined later and illustrated with exemplar quotes. Study ID
and age are provided alongside quotes. The hierarchical thematic
maps are available in Multimedia Appendix 3, and a table of
themes, subthemes and/or codes, endorsement percentages, and
exemplar quotes are available in Multimedia Appendix 4.

Theme 1: A Safe and Supportive Environment
The first theme describes participants experiencing Affinity as
a positive environment, wherein they felt both safe and
supported. Indeed, many participants (11/15, 73%) specifically
discussed feeling safe on Affinity. This sense of safety was
discussed both in terms of being shielded from negative content
and feeling safe from ridicule or judgment. A few participants
(2/15, 13%) also referred to feeling safe because they knew
their privacy was protected.

Some participants (6/15, 40%) specifically referred to the
presence of clinical moderators as contributing to the sense of
safety, in that users knew “if something did happen that there
were people there that could step in” (ID 08, aged 22 years). A
few participants (3/15, 20%) also reported feeling safe because
they knew that all users were well-intentioned, with one stating
they knew other users “weren’t there to harm me or affect me
negatively in any way. They were just there to better
themselves” (ID 02, aged 20 years). This belief in the good
intentions of other users was partly attributed to their mutual
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experiences, although this was identified as a distinct theme
and is therefore elaborated separately later.

Some (6/15, 40%) specifically labeled Affinity as a friendly
and/or supportive space. Many (8/15, 53%) participants said
that they had provided support to other people on Affinity; 6 of
these said this was a positive experience, with 1 participant
noting “…it feels good to know you've helped someone” (ID
05, aged 22 years). Two of these participants noted negative
impacts in addition to discussing positive outcomes of
supporting others, with one stating “it can be frustrating when
people don't want to listen to what you've got to say” (ID 07,
aged 23 years), and another referring to their tendency to worry
about other people at the expense of “fully looking after myself”
(ID 17, aged 23 years).

Participants also expressed appreciation for the way the peer
and clinical moderators connected with them and the social
network. Many (8/15, 53%) valued when moderators reached
out with personalized messages to check on them or suggest
particular therapeutic components to try within Affinity:

[The moderators] sent us really big paragraphs which
I really liked. I don't care how long they are, but the
fact that they took time to write that and it was
meaningful, it was really supportive. [ID 16, aged 16
years]

Although many participants (9/15, 60%) also appreciated the
effort the moderators put into facilitating group conversations
and welcoming new users, some participants (4/15, 27%) felt
they were overly enthusiastic in their attempts to promote
connections within the network:

They were good. For one thing, it made it so that there
was no post that was really ignored...But I will say
that there were points where it felt a bit artificial to
an extent. [ID 11, aged 18 years]

Some participants (6/15, 40%) specifically drew comparisons
between Affinity and other mainstream social networking sites,
such as Facebook, stating that Affinity felt safer and more
supportive:

People feel more secure being open in that area, as
opposed to other social media. They could be attacked
or feel triggered. But in Affinity, we're all here to
support each other. [ID 03, aged 22 years]

When I'm in a good mood Facebook was great. But
when I'm in a bad mood or have anxiety, I'm not sure,
something about it upsets me. I never got that from
Affinity, I'm not sure if it’s because I didn't know the
people, or it’s because the posts were positive, or
because I knew they were going through the same
thing I was going through. Whatever it was, I never
felt upset. [ID 12, aged 23 years]

For some (7/15, 47%), Affinity was therefore perceived to
provide a way for safely and easily interacting, or connecting,
with others, which was particularly helpful in periods of low
mood or isolation when any form of interaction was difficult:

I mean, for me I feel very disconnected from the
world, so I feel a little bit more connected when I'm

on Affinity. Just a little bit more. It's not fixing
anything per se but I do feel a little better using it.
[ID 06, aged 24 years]

Previous, what I would normally do is just cut contact
off completely. This gave me one thing that I could
stay on. [ID 12, aged 23 years]

Theme 2: The Importance of Mutual Experiences
Many participants (13/15, 87%) specifically spoke about valuing
participation in a network of other people with similar lived
experiences (namely, depression and suicidal thoughts). Many
(8/15, 53%) specifically spoke about how this helped them to
feel less alone or crazy with regard to these experiences:

You read posts and it would be something, you'd be
like oh I've had that thought or that's how I feel. Then
in your head you're like oh, this person's feeling that
way too. [...] You read that post and think oh okay
I'm not crazy, I'm not the only person that thinks that.
[ID 08, aged 22 years]

Talking to other people that actually feel what I do
is - I mean yeah, it's pretty good. I think the most
terrible thing about depression is it makes me feel
like I'm the only person in the world who feels that
and it makes me feel lonely. [ID 10, aged 21 years]

Some (7/15, 47%) also discussed how this led to them feeling
particularly validated and understood by the other users, with
one stating:

That was something I could talk about on Affinity,
and be candid about on Affinity and not - I could tell
my friends, but there was - it was - there was
something about saying it in front of other people
who understood about this. [ID 11, aged 18 years]

Some participants (4/15, 27%) also reported that they were able
to learn from other users, because they either provided relevant
advice or a new perspective or posted about how they had dealt
with their own problems. For example, one participant reflected
that suggestions from other users were “more useful than people
that haven't been through this kind of thing, purely because they
themselves know more or less what helps and what doesn't”
(ID 05, aged 22 years). Another user discussed how responses
to a different user’s post about a “problem that was similar to
mine...helped me see things from the other person’s side of view
and look at their problem in a different way” (ID 02, aged 20
years). A few participants (3/15, 20%) said that hearing about
the experiences of others was encouraging in terms of their own
ability to “get through this.” One participant said that knowing
the peer moderators had lived experience of mental ill health
and that they were in recovery “gives a little bit of hope” (ID
02, aged 20 years).

Finally, some participants (4/15, 27%) specifically stated that
they experienced many of the benefits related to mutual
experiences even though they did not actively engage in social
networking; in other words, just reading posts was beneficial.
One participant said that even though they did not post, “it
helped to just read someone else's post about how they were
feeling” (ID 17, aged 23 years).
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Theme 3: Difficulties in Engaging and Connecting
Participants also reported that they encountered barriers to
engaging with the affinity social network and/or connecting
with other users. These barriers have been categorized into
subthemes of internal barriers (related to feelings of anxiety or
apprehension) and external barriers (attributes specific to
Affinity).

Internal Barriers to Engaging and Connecting
Many participants (12/15, 80%) discussed feelings of anxiety
or apprehension related to posting on the network and/or
replying to posts made by others. A total of 2 subthemes related
to the source of this anxiety were identified: fear of negative
evaluation and fear of causing harm.

Fear of Negative Evaluation

Many (8/15, 53%) participants discussed feelings of anxiety
related to posting or replying to posts on Affinity, often related
to concerns that other users would not care about their post or
that no one would respond to their disclosure or comment. For
example, one participant (ID 18, aged 23 years) discussed not
wanting to be “the first one to comment,” for fear that other
users “won’t react to it and you'd just be sitting there and no-one
will give a shit about what you said.” Some participants (4/15,
27%) said this uncertainty manifested as “overthinking,” with
one participant stating, “I just kept second guessing whatever
I would write whenever I wanted to make a post” (ID 02, aged
20 years).

One participant (ID 17, aged 23 years) likened this to anxiety
associated with posting on other forms of social media, stating
“social media has ruined people, and they're like, ah, is this
going to get likes, or are people going to comment back to this?”
Indeed, some (5/15, 33%) specifically stated that these thoughts
and feelings were typical for them and extended to all social
media and did not attribute them to Affinity specifically.

Some participants (4/15, 27%) expressed confusion about the
fact that they felt anxious despite the supportive nature of the
social network, with one saying, “It’s weird because we know
that it’s a safe place, and yet we still get very anxious about
those things” (ID 19, aged 23 years). Another said, “I don’t
know why I was being super scared, because I have all this
proof that everybody on there is actually really supportive and
nice and nothing that I’m posting is too bad or controversial”
(ID 02, aged 20 years).

Fear of Causing Harm

Some participants (6/15, 40%) reported that they held back from
posting or replying to posts because they were worried about
causing distress or being unhelpful to others, with 2 users
expressing uncertainty regarding permitted posts:

I guess I didn't even post things, like thoughts that I
might be having, no one likes me or I'm just a
complete failure or life's not worth living, I feel so
hopeless, I feel like I don't have a future. I wouldn't
say stuff like that, because I thought it would be too
triggering for other people. [ID 07, aged 23 years]

I felt even if I had something to say, I didn't feel
comfortable saying it. I wasn’t sure if I wrote

something if it’d make it worse, or I'm not sure how
to feel about giving other people advice. So, I kind of
deliberately took a - even if I thought I had advice, I
wouldn't give it, because I'm not sure how the reaction
would be. [ID 12, aged 23 years]

One participant suggested that this uncertainty could have been
better managed if Affinity had contained a list of topics or
phrases that were permitted and not permitted or if moderators
had initiated group discussions around sensitive issues.

External Barriers to Engaging and Connecting
In total, 2 external barriers were identified: the small user base
and the impersonal nature of the interactions with other users.

Small, Inactive User Base

Many participants (9/15, 60%) stated that there were too few
users on Affinity and/or that the user base was too inactive. A
few participants (2/15, 13%) specifically said that this reduced
their motivation to log in altogether because “there isn’t much
happening” (ID 06, aged 24 years). A few (3/15, 20%) stated
this hindered willingness to post because they anticipated a
delayed response, and 2 participants reported that a lack of
timely or prompt acknowledgment or validation from the
network in relation to comments or disclosures made on Affinity
had a negative impact:

You can post something and go unnoticed for two
days. So, in that aspect, it [...] felt almost a little
counterproductive [...]it just didn't necessarily help
with the isolation. [ID 05, aged 22 years]

Just say I type something, and no one responded
within a day, I'm like, oh, they don't care about me.
Oh, they don't want to listen. I made them feel shit,
or something. Those thoughts keep going around in
my head, and I'm like, oh, I shouldn't have said that.
[ID 16, aged 16 years]

Impersonal Interactions

Some participants (7/15, 47%) expressed dissatisfaction with
their inability to interact more closely or on a long-term basis
with other users. Specifically, the prohibition of sharing personal
or contact information, the lack of a private user-to-user chat
function, and the temporary nature of Affinity were perceived
to have contributed to difficulties establishing meaningful
connections with other users:

It probably helped a little bit and made me feel
connected and heard, but not like - it didn't, you know,
completely erase my feeling of isolation and loneliness
because at the end of the day, it's a temporary thing,
it's not permanent, I don't know who anyone is on
there. [ID 07, aged 23 years]

Theme 4: Pros and Cons of Banning Discussions About
Suicide
The fourth general theme was related to the fact that both
positive and negative feedback was received regarding the
banning of suicide-related posts on Affinity. A total of 11
participants specifically discussed this policy; of these, 7 (64%)
generally supported it, 2 (18%) did not, and 2 (18%) mentioned
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both positive and negative impacts. Participants in support of
prohibiting suicide-related posts stated that they felt
conversations about suicide could be harmful or triggering for
themselves or other users, with one stating:

For me, it would be very triggering if I were to see
anything about suicidal thoughts. But that depends
on the person I guess because I think I'm just very
emotional, and very easily influenced. [ID 19, aged
23 years]

Some participants (3/11, 27%) specifically stated that they
valued the vent post function of Affinity.

One participant with mixed views about these terms of use
stated:

It’s definitely a little bit weird that [Affinity] is for
people who are feeling suicidal but you can’t really
talk about it or - definitely seems like it had sort of a
stigma as well. But I feel like it was good that you
didn’t let us talk about it like that because I feel like
if I saw somebody talking about suicide, then it would
get me thinking. Or I’d be super worried about them
and I don’t think either of those are helpful for me or
anybody else on the website. [ID 02, aged 20 years]

Another participant suggested that banning discussions about
suicide could be challenging for people who need to talk about
their suicidality. Indeed, some participants (3/11, 27%) spoke
about needing to vent without necessarily needing a crisis
intervention, for example, one said:

I know for myself sometimes when you want to - you
just need to say something and to some people it's
going to sound really bad but you're genuinely like I
just need to get this out of my head. [ID 08, aged 22
years]

One participant said it would have been helpful for them if they
had been able to engage in discussions openly about suicide on
Affinity:

So when I was alone and I was able to be on my phone
and look through, it just would have helped [...] to
have other people share their actual experiences. [ID
17, aged 23 years]

A few participants (2/11, 18%) described the experience of
having a post automatically blocked by the system and both
found it a negative experience, mostly because of confusion
about why it was blocked in the first place:

It was just like annoying. I was just like, really?
Especially [because] there was no real obvious
reason as to why it got blocked. I feel like for me if it
was an obvious reason I'd be like okay, I can change
that, but I'm looking at it going I can't actually change
anything in this to make it any less - different to what
it is. [ID 08, aged 22 years]

I thought somebody took time out of their life to block
my - or report me. I was like, are you serious? [...]
Yeah, just seems like nothing now, but at the time I
got really upset. Other people were using swearing
and stuff. How can F-U-C-K be involved but not

death? That's what I didn't understand, but yeah, I
get it now. [ID 16, aged 16 years]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study used thematic analysis to examine the experiences
of 15 young people who used the therapeutic web-based social
networking platform, Affinity. We found that participants
experienced Affinity as a safe and supportive environment where
they felt less alone and understood by others, yet also
experienced barriers to fully engaging and connecting. We also
found that although participants generally supported banning
discussions about suicide, some potential adverse effects were
noted.

Positive Appraisals of the Affinity Social Network
The finding that Affinity was perceived to be supportive and
safe and that participants valued being surrounded by others
with similar experiences aligns with the quantitative results we
have reported elsewhere supporting the acceptability and safety
of Affinity [27]. The importance of mutual experiences has also
been identified as a theme in other studies using the MOST
platform [33,34] and the literature on online support groups for
suicidal people [35,36]. The positive impact of providing support
to others was also raised by some participants and has been
identified in the broader online support group literature [36],
although it is acknowledged that 2 participants in this study also
reported negative aspects of supporting others, which are
important and worthy of further exploration. For example,
phenomena such as compassion fatigue or burnout may impact
young people supporting other young people on Affinity; this
has been hypothesized to occur in trained volunteers from at
least one anonymous online forum for suicidal people [37].

Previously, we theorized that the peer-to-peer support facilitated
by Affinity could mitigate the key risk factors described in the
Interpersonal Theory of Suicide [7,8] of thwarted belongingness
(via immersion in a network of similar others) and perceived
burdensomeness (by enabling users to help others in need) [23].
The feeling of being less alone reported by participants suggests
that they may have experienced an increased sense of
belongingness; this aligns with our quantitative results showing
a significant and large effect size (Cohen d=−0.96; P=.006)
improvement in thwarted belongingness [27]. Regarding the
possible influence of Affinity on perceived burdensomeness,
as noted earlier, several participants reported that providing
support to others was a positive experience. Although limited
data preclude a deeper exploration of this, it is possible that
helping others may effectively lessen the sense of
burdensomeness [23]. Conversely, however, it may also be that
fear of causing harm to others, either by triggering them or by
providing advice perceived to be bad in response to a post, may
also serve to increase burdensomeness. Therefore, further studies
are warranted. Overall, these findings attest to the significance
of the social networking component of Affinity and that it may
have therapeutic benefits in and of itself. Moreover, some
participants reported experiencing these benefits just by reading
other users’posts, suggesting that the positive impact of mutual
experiences may occur even without active participation. The
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ability of participants to experience therapeutic benefit from
passively participating in web-based peer support networks has
also been found in previous studies using the MOST model
[33,38] and in studies of online health-related support groups
more broadly [39,40].

Barriers to Engaging and Connecting
Despite positive appraisals, participants also reflected on
experiencing barriers to engaging and connecting in the trial.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given that most participants had
depression symptoms in the severe or moderately severe range,
fear of negative evaluation was a key barrier to engaging with
the social network. Research has shown a link between
symptoms of depression and a tendency to participate passively
(or lurk) in web-based social networks [41-44]; indeed,
participants in this study likened their apprehension about
posting or commenting on Affinity to how they feel about social
media more generally. Despite Affinity’s vent post feature,
which 3 participants specifically discussed in positive terms, a
key barrier to engaging with the social network was fear of
causing harm or triggering others. Participants also reported an
inability to properly connect with other users, attributed to the
finite period of access to Affinity as well as the lack of
one-to-one chat and ban on sharing contact details. Building
presence in a social network can be a significant investment of
an individual’s effort and time, and this was likely negated in
this study, given the short intervention period and lack of
opportunity to connect with users beyond the intervention.
Although these safety and design choices were deliberately
made because of the novel nature of the intervention and the
high-risk nature of the sample, these will likely be carefully
relaxed in future iterations of Affinity.

Balancing Risks and Benefits of Talking About Suicide
The finding that many participants supported the prohibition of
suicide-related posts is somewhat surprising; we expected
participants may have experienced this feature as authoritarian
based on research suggesting that young people want to talk
about suicide with one another and with adults [45]. This
previous research, however, was conducted with young people
who were not currently at risk. It is possible that young people
with active suicidal ideation are more likely than those who
have recovered to find open discussions about suicide
distressing, particularly where suicidal cognitions are
experienced as intrusive and involuntary. Indeed, concerns about
becoming distressed or suicidal themselves were cited as key
reasons for supporting the prohibition of discussions about
suicide. Despite this, several adverse effects associated with
banning discussions about suicide have also been raised by the
participants. For example, one participant suggested that this
may serve to perpetuate stigma. Given that openly talking about
suicide to alleviate stigma and encourage help seeking is the
rationale underpinning suicide prevention media campaigns
[46], the potentially stigmatizing nature of prohibiting
conversations about suicide on Affinity is worthy of
consideration. Participants also suggested that talking about
suicidal thoughts may be helpful for some people, and one
participant said it would have been helpful to see how other
people on Affinity deal with their suicidal thoughts; possibly,

the benefits associated with mutual experiences would be
heightened if these discussions were permitted. In addition, the
participants who experienced having a post automatically
blocked by the system reflected that this was a negative and
confusing experience for them. This way, the automatic blocking
system used in the Affinity pilot may actually be
counterproductive and lead to increased distress, particularly
for users who are already in a distressed state when posting. In
the pilot, the list of risk words that would trigger a post to be
blocked was not disclosed to participants nor were they informed
which words had triggered the blocking after the fact. It is
therefore possible that communicating this information to
participants would have reduced their distress and frustration
in response to having a post blocked. Given the mixed responses
to the banning of discussions about suicide, more research is
required to determine under what circumstances, by what
mechanisms, and for whom, talking about suicide on platforms
such as Affinity may be helpful or harmful. One possibility is
that young people actively trying to suppress or avoid their
suicidal thoughts as a coping strategy might experience anxiety
or distress when encouraged to discuss them [47].

Implementation Challenges and Future Directions
Although the first 2 themes are indeed encouraging and provide
further support for the acceptability, safety, and potential
therapeutic benefit of Affinity, the barriers to engaging and
connecting and mixed views on banning discussions about
suicide pose a number of implementation challenges. First, there
is a question of how to promote active participation in the social
network to a population of users who may be particularly
sensitive to judgment from others and who may perceive social
media as being unsafe. Indeed, previous research has identified
that adolescents tend to view social media as judgmental and
threatening, particularly where they may be affected by mental
illness, making them more susceptible to these cognitions
[48,49]. Other challenges relate to how to allow users to connect
more personally with each other and how to allow discussions
about suicide to occur while maintaining adequate safety
standards. There is clearly a careful balance to be struck so that
the potential benefits of Affinity, particularly those related to
mutual experiences, can be maximized while still protecting
users who may be more susceptible to feeling distressed or
triggered. This tension, associated with balancing safety features
and ensuring potential benefits are maximized, is common to
internet-based suicide prevention intervention research more
broadly [50]. Given the quantitative [27] and qualitative findings
of this study supporting the safety of Affinity, there is an
opportunity to carefully relax some of the safety features used
in the pilot study in the future. The inclusion criterion related
to participants being sufficiently engaged with the clinical
service, which in this study was implemented to ensure safety
protocols could be appropriately executed, could potentially be
relaxed in future iterations so that young people who are less
well engaged in treatment could provide access to this
potentially helpful intervention. Other options for consideration
in future iterations of Affinity could include scheduled,
moderator-facilitated discussions about suicidal thoughts
focusing on helpful strategies and stories of hope and the
promotion of guidelines about how to safely talk about suicide
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[51], including specific advice about unacceptable content (eg,
threatening suicide, inciting suicide in others). Importantly,
users should be able to avoid discussions about suicide
altogether on Affinity, without fear of judgment. In the absence
of evidence-based guidelines for implementing digital
interventions for this population, decisions regarding these
features should be theoretically and empirically driven,
consumer led, and carefully evaluated in an ongoing way
regarding their acceptability and safety.

Limitations
Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the
findings of this study. First, the interviews focused on breadth,
rather than depth of data; as such, we were unable to explore in
great detail the themes and subthemes that were identified.
Future research is warranted to explore some ideas in detail; for
example, understanding moderators of engagement and different
engagement profiles would be important for the development
of targeted consumer-informed web-based interventions for this
population. Second, the sample size of 15, which is typical for
qualitative research, prevents generalization of these findings
beyond this study. Third, it is acknowledged that qualitative
methods bring a degree of researcher subjectivity, which may
have influenced the analysis and interpretation of results. To
address this, regular discussions between members of the
research team were held throughout the analysis process. Fourth,
participants were not asked to review the transcripts or the study
findings; however, as the transcripts were recorded and
transcribed verbatim, the likelihood of error was minimal.
Moreover, given the difficulty associated with contacting
participants in this study, it was not appropriate or feasible to

request that they provide feedback on the findings. Fifth, we
did not analyze relationships between the themes, for example,
whether participants who thought they benefited from passive
participation were also those who experienced fear of negative
evaluation in relation to posting; this should be a priority for
future research. Finally, we did not include a measure of social
anxiety, which would have shed more light on participants’
experience of barriers to posting; this should be a focus of future
evaluations of Affinity.

Conclusions
This study provides important preliminary data on the user
experience of a web-based intervention for young people at risk
of suicide, incorporating a social networking component and
strict safety features. The findings suggest that the social
networking component of Affinity is both safe and may possibly
have therapeutic benefit, although participants experienced
barriers to engaging and connecting related to their underlying
feelings of anxiety as well as to design and the safety features
of Affinity. Therefore, there is a need to carefully balance
ensuring participants’ safety with maximizing the potential for
therapeutic benefit. That participants experienced benefit despite
the ban on conversations about suicide and that passive
participation was reported to be beneficial suggest that just
knowing one part of a network of similar others may be in and
of itself therapeutic for young people at risk of suicide. Future
iterations of Affinity should consider carefully relaxing the
safety features while continually monitoring and evaluating
their acceptability and safety; these decisions should be based
on the theoretical and empirical literature and made
collaboratively with consumers.
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Abstract

Background: Caregiving for a family member can result in reduced well-being for the caregiver. Internet-delivered cognitive
behavioral therapy (ICBT) may be one way to support this population. This is especially the case for caregivers in countries with
limited resources, but high demand for psychological services.

Objective: In this study we evaluated the effects of a therapist-guided 8-week-long ICBT intervention for informal caregivers.

Methods: In total, 63 participants were recruited online and randomized either to the intervention or to the wait-list control
group. The main study outcome was the Caregiver Burden Inventory (CBI). Secondary outcomes included measures of caregiver
depression, anxiety, stress, and quality of life.

Results: Moderate between-group effect sizes were observed for the CBI measure, in favor of the intervention group, with a
Cohen d=–0.70 for the intention-to-treat analysis. Analyses of the subscales of the CBI showed significant reductions on the
subscales of Development and Physical Health. Moderate reductions were found for depression and anxiety scores as indicated
by the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) and Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) scores. Large between-group effects
were observed for reduction in stress and increase in quality of life as indicated by the Perceived Stress Scale-14 (PSS-14), The
Brunnsviken Brief Quality of Life Scale (BBQ), and The World Health Organization-Five Well-Being Index (WHO-5). In
addition, participants experienced little to no difficulty in using the program and were mostly satisfied with the intervention’s
platform and the choice of content.

Conclusions: This is the first internet intervention study for informal caregivers in Lithuania. The results suggest that
therapist-guided ICBT can be effective in reducing caregiver burden, anxiety, depression, stress, and improving quality of life.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04052724; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04052724

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e21466)   doi:10.2196/21466
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Introduction

Because of an increase in longevity and a decrease in fertility,
it has been suggested that in the future more individuals will be
involved in taking care of the elderly than raising children [1].
Approximately one-third of the population could be described
as informal caregivers as they look after someone in their close
environment: individual(s) who are either physically or mentally
ill, or experience difficulties due to old age [2]. Over the course
of the history, women were more often expected to take up
caregiving tasks within the family context [3]. Today, caregiving
is still more prevalent among women [2]. Across Europe,
informal caregiving is also more common among those aged
between 50 and 59 as well as among non-employed or religious
individuals [2]. Informal caregivers are becoming increasingly
relied on for managing health care and societal costs for the
elderly and chronically ill [4]. Yet, caregivers themselves are
often faced with many challenges which puts them at risk for
their own well-being.

Caregiving tasks and intensity vary greatly based on the
condition of care recipients, available resources, and a
combination of many other factors. Accordingly, caregiving
might affect individuals differently too. For example, it has
been shown that informal caregiving can bring satisfaction and
fulfilment [5], especially if appraised positively [6]. However,
this is only one side of the coin. It has been previously found
that caregivers, in comparison to noncarers, experience reduced
mental well-being [7], chronic stress, and increase in depressive
symptoms [8]. Such a combination of physical, psychological,
financial, and social demands of caregiving can be overall
referred to as caregiver burden [3]. According to this definition,
caregiver burden is viewed as a multidimensional experience
that affects several aspects of caregiver’s life. Hence, despite
the positive consequences, informal caregiving can also have a
negative effect on the informal caregiver’s physical and
emotional well-being.

Intercultural differences exist in the type of support that informal
caregivers receive across Europe [9]. For example, caregivers
in the Northern countries, such as Sweden or Denmark, tend to
receive tax-funded professional help, and therefore spend on
average less time for caregiving duties (approximately 2-3 hours
per week) [10]. Contrary to this, caregivers in Southern
European countries might be required to provide 24-hour support
[10]. These are rather drastic cross-country differences that
might in turn have a different effect on caregiver’s overall
well-being and experience of burden. Apart from availability
of formal support, countries differ in other factors such as
traditions and societal expectations toward care provision [3].
It is therefore important to consider specific cultural context
when developing support services, and in the present context
psychological services delivered via the internet.

Because of the increasing numbers of informal caregivers and
evidence of their experienced burden, recent years have seen a
rise in research studies investigating ways to improve their
well-being. Different types of support interventions could be
distinguished: interventions providing education and
information, interventions providing practical support via respite

services for the caregiver, and interventions providing
psychological support [3]. Interventions in the latter group are
of particular interest because they target informal caregiver
well-being. Specifically, these interventions aim at supporting
caregivers in their emotion management as well as
problem-solving skills, and hence improving their overall quality
of life.

Apart from the traditional, face-to-face format, psychological
support interventions are being increasingly offered online. One
of the benefits of internet interventions is that it can reach a
wide range of individuals, even in remote places [11]. This is
a very important benefit as opposed to the face-to-face format,
especially in the context of the current COVID-19 pandemic,
which is having an impact not only on individual mobility, but
also on accessibility of various support services. Regarding
internet intervention programs for informal caregivers,
differences can be observed in both the mode of delivery and
the content of programs [12]. To give an example, some
programs provide video materials, whereas others mainly rely
on text. In addition, some programs offer human support via
professional feedback, whereas others offer opportunities for
peer support. Despite differing formats of such interventions,
based on the current findings there is some evidence that internet
interventions for informal caregivers can be effective in
improving their well-being [13]. At the same time, despite the
emergence of internet intervention studies for informal
caregivers, further high-quality research is encouraged [14].

Internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy (ICBT) is one
of the treatment formats that now has been tested in various
populations with success rate similar to that of face-to-face
therapy [15]. Few attempts have been previously made to
implement ICBT for informal caregivers (eg, [16]). However,
in most cases treatments were targeted to a specific group of
caregivers. For example, caregivers of individuals with
dementia, cancer, or other disorders. Hence, there is little
existing knowledge about the effectiveness of transdiagnostic
ICBT for informal caregivers. Transdiagnostic treatments target
common mechanisms observed in various psychiatric disorders,
instead of focusing on one specific disorder. Such treatments
are especially useful in addressing comorbidity. To give an
example, the same intervention program could be used by
individuals with stress and anxiety as well as depression
symptoms. Therefore, if effective, transdiagnostic ICBT could
be applied for a wide range of informal caregivers.

Considering the need for further research studies, the growing
number of caregivers, and the need for accessible interventions,
the aim of this study was to develop and evaluate the
effectiveness of an internet-based, therapist-guided ICBT
intervention in reducing caregiver burden. Caregiver burden
was chosen as a focus for the intervention because current
research findings regarding the effectiveness of internet
intervention in reducing caregiver burden are inconclusive [6].
The intervention was targeted at informal caregivers in Lithuania
and was a set up as a pilot randomized controlled trial. A
decrease in the caregiver burden was defined as the primary
goal with reduction in depression, anxiety, and stress as well
as increase in quality of life as secondary goals. Results of this
study will provide information about the acceptability and
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effectiveness of such interventions in a unique population where
the demand for such services is high [17].

Methods

Design
A 2-armed randomized controlled trial was conducted online
in Lithuania with participants recruited from the general
population. Participants were randomly allocated to either an
8-week internet treatment or a wait-list control condition.
Measures were collected online and administered at 2 points in
time: at the start of the treatment (pretreatment) and at the end
of the treatment (posttreatment). In addition, 4 weeks after the

start of the intervention, participants were contacted for a short
telephone interview. The main purpose of this conversation was
to provide participants with an opportunity to ask questions
about the use of the treatment as well as to raise any related
concerns. Control group participants received the same treatment
once the initial treatment phase had finished (posttreatment). A
flowchart representation of the study is presented in Figure 1.
Ethical approval for this study was received from the Vilnius
University Psychology Research Ethics Committee (08-07-2019
No. 26). The trial was registered in ClinicalTrials.gov
(registration number NCT04052724) and reported in accordance
with the CONSORT-EHEALTH checklist (Multimedia
Appendix 1).

Figure 1. Flowchart of the participant recruitment to the randomized controlled pilot trial.
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Participants
Eligible participants were able to register from September 2019
to October 2019. Recruitment was conducted in various forms.
The study was announced by the Vilnius University press release
and posted on the Vilnius University website, Facebook, and
other social media. Additionally, invitation to participate in the
study was disseminated among the health care institutions, social
services, and patient organizations targeted to reach informal
caregivers. The study publicity campaign reached national
media, and the study was covered by national TV and radio
programs. In addition, information about the study was posted
in national and regional press. After registration, individuals
who filled in all the required measures online were contacted
for a structured interview over telephone, after which eligibility
to participate in the study was finalized.

To participate in the study, individuals had to have access to
the internet via a computer or any other compatible device (eg,
smartphone or tablet) as well as the ability to use it throughout
the duration of the intervention. Eligible participants had to
have a score of 24 or more on the Caregiver Burden Inventory
(CBI) [18], be 18 years old or over, and be fluent in
comprehending, writing, and reading Lithuanian language. The
intervention was not tailored to any specific group of caregivers
(eg, those caring for patients with dementia). Individuals were
not eligible to participate in the study if they were experiencing
severe physical or mental health problems, alcohol addiction,
other severe traumatic events, suicide risk, severe interpersonal
violence, or their care receiver had a life expectancy below or
approximately around 6 months.

Overall, 86 individuals expressed interest to participate and
provided informed written consent. Of these, 13 did not fill in
all the required questionnaires. One participant was excluded
as we were not able to reach the person for screening. Eligibility
of the remaining 72 participants was assessed via phone
interviews. Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview
Version 5 [19] was translated into Lithuanian language by the
research group and was used in phone interviews for additional
assessment of inclusion criteria. Following interviews, 9
participants were excluded due to either not meeting inclusion
criteria (n=5) or losing interest in participation (n=3). One
remaining application was removed, because the participant
had registered twice. We have made an exception regarding
cut-off scores for CBI: 1 participant with a score of 21 was
included in the study because the individual expressed feeling
burdened as well as wished for support during the phone
interview. Hence, 63 participants were randomized to either the
intervention (n=31) or the wait-list control group (n=32).
Randomization was conducted by an independent researcher
not involved in the trial and performed according to a 1:1 ratio.
The website for generation of random numbers [20] was used.
Randomization procedure was also used for randomly allocating
therapists to participants.

All the included participants were requested about the condition
of their care receiver. As there would be several small groups
among our sample regarding different medical conditions of
the care receivers, we chose not to further categorize these data.
Moreover, many caregivers indicated that their care receiver

experiences several comorbidities, which would make it difficult
to categorize the data. Nevertheless, some of the more common
health conditions of the care receivers were dementia and frailty
due to old age.

Measures

Primary Outcome Measure

Caregiver Burden Inventory

The CBI [18] was chosen as it views caregiver burden as a
multidimensional experience. The CBI comprises 24 items that
are distributed within 5 areas: development, physical health,
time dependency, emotional health, and social relationships.
Response options are presented on a 5-item Likert scale ranging
from 0 (Never) to 4 (Nearly always). All areas have 5 questions
dedicated to them with the exception of physical health, which
has 4. The total score of the CBI is summed up and ranges from
0 to 96, with higher scores indicating higher levels of burden.
Reliability coefficients for each of the subscales of the CBI were
previously shown to be high: development (α=.87), physical
health (α=.86), time dependency (α=.85), emotional health
(α=.81), and social relationships (α=.69) [21]. In this sample,
Cronbach α for each of the subscales was high: development
(α=.85), physical health (α=.80), time dependency (α=.89),
emotional health (α=.83), and social relationships (α=.81).
Cronbach α for CBI altogether in this sample was also high
(α=.87). The CBI has been translated and previously applied
in research studies in several different countries (eg, [22,23])
as well as for specific caregiver groups. In our study, the CBI
was translated into Lithuanian language by the research group.

Secondary Outcome Measures
For these measures existing official Lithuanian language
translations were used.

Patient Health Questionnaire-9

The Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) [24] comprises 9
questions aimed at evaluating depressive symptoms. Response
options are presented on a 4-item Likert scale ranging from 0
(Not at all) to 3 (Nearly every day). Higher scores indicate
higher symptom severity. This questionnaire is widely used in
research studies, due to easy administration and very good
psychometric properties (α=.89) [24]. In this sample, Cronbach
α for PHQ-9 was high (α=.82).

Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7

The Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) questionnaire
[25] is used for evaluating symptoms of generalized anxiety
disorder. This questionnaire consists of 7 questions. As with
PHQ-9, answers for this questionnaire are distributed on a 4-item
Likert scale ranging from 0 (Not at all) to 3 (Nearly every day).
Higher score indicates higher levels of anxiety. This measure
displays very good psychometric properties (α=.92) [25]. In
this sample, Cronbach α for GAD-7 was high (α=.87).

Perceived Stress Scale-14

The Perceived Stress Scale-14 (PSS-14) [26] is a 14-item
questionnaire that contains questions measuring stress on a
5-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (‘Never’) to 4 (‘Very Often’)
[26]. Items on the PSS-14 touch upon aspects such as feeling
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of nervousness and ability to cope as experienced over the last
4 weeks. Higher scores on PSS-14 indicate higher levels of
stress. This measure has previously shown good psychometric
properties with Cronbach α ranging from .75 to .89 [27]. In this
sample, Cronbach α was found to be high (α=.85).

Brunnsviken Brief Quality of Life Scale (BBQ)

The Brunnsviken Brief Quality of Life Scale (BBQ) [28] is a
questionnaire developed for evaluating quality of life for both
clinical and nonclinical samples. It contains 12 statements that
cover topics such as creativity, leisure time, and view on oneself.
Responses are distributed on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from
0 (Strongly disagree) to 4 (Strongly agree). Higher scores on
this measure indicate higher quality of life. Psychometric
properties of BBQ are good (α=.76) [28]. The BBQ in our
sample showed good internal consistency (α=.87).

The World Health Organization-Five Well-Being Index

The World Health Organization-Five Well-Being Index
(WHO-5) [29] is a widely used short questionnaire that was
developed by the World Health Organization [30] and has shown
to be a valid and reliable measure of overall well-being (α=.88)
[29]. This questionnaire contains 5 statements regarding an
individual’s well-being over the last 2 weeks. Each of the
statements is evaluated using a 6-item Likert scale ranging from
0 (At no time) to 5 (All the time). Higher scores indicate higher
well-being. The internal consistency for WHO-5 in our sample
was acceptable (α=.76).

Baseline Measures

Life Events Checklist

The Life Events Checklist (LEC) [31] was developed at the
National Center for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder to screen
for potentially traumatic events in a respondent’s lifetime. In

this study, we used 19-item version that has been adapted to the
Lithuanian cultural context [32]. This questionnaire has
acceptable psychometric properties (κ=0.61) [33]. In our sample,
the internal consistency for LEC was acceptable (α=.78).

The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT)

The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) [34]
is a 10-item instrument for assessing alcohol consumption and
indicating its consequences on the well-being of an individual.
Each statement is evaluated by choosing an answer from either
5 or 3 different response options. This instrument has been a
subject of extensive evaluation and has consistently displayed
good psychometric properties with a median reliability value
of 0.82 for non-English versions [35]. The AUDIT in our sample
displayed acceptable internal consistency (α=.73).

Intervention
The intervention was an ICBT program consisting of 8 modules,
each dedicated to 1 theme. The themes were (chronologically):
introduction, thoughts, stress, and relaxation, problem solving,
communication, anxiety, behavioral activation, and maintenance.
The content was mainly presented in the form of written text
with the exception of relaxation instructions, which participants
could choose to either read or listen to. See Figure 2 for a
screenshot of the 8 modules in the program provided to
participants after logging in. In Lithuanian language, the name
of the program was Slaugau artimą, which if translated literally
means, “I take care of my close one.” The intervention content
was partly adapted from materials previously used in other ICBT
studies (eg, [36-38]). The choice of content, examples, and
exercises of the intervention were carefully selected and adopted
for the target population grounded on the practices and
guidelines in the field of informal caregiving (eg, [3]). A short
description of the 8 modules as well as a list of exercises for
each module is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the eight intervention modules as presented to participants after logging in.

Participants were provided access to 1 new module every week
over the 8 weeks of intervention, starting from module 1. Once
accessible, modules remained available throughout the duration
of the treatment. The basic structure of the modules is very
similar throughout the intervention: each module starts with
psychoeducation, followed by one or few case examples which
are then followed by several exercises. At the end of each
module, participants were provided with suggestions about

which exercises they should practice further that week. In this
way participants were encouraged to learn and apply gained
knowledge in managing maladaptive thoughts or behaviors in
their own situation. In cases of lack of clarity, participants were
able to contact their assigned therapist via a secure internal
messaging function on the platform. Therapists monitored
participants’ questions and provided feedback on completed
exercises daily via the intervention’s platform.
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Table 1. Description of intervention content.

ExercisesGoals of the moduleModule (length)

Introduction (1089 words) •• Writing exercise I—Describing emotionally dif-
ficult caregiving-related situation and further re-
flecting on thoughts, behavior, and short- and
long-term consequences.

Instruct about how to use the intervention
• Introduce main principles of cognitive behavioral therapy
• Inform about what participants can expect throughout the

treatment
• Writing exercise II—Setting goals for the treat-

ment
• Encourage to formulate individual goals for the duration

of the program

Thoughts (1682 words) •• Thinking of own thought patterns and cognitive
distortions

Discuss how thoughts impact on one’s well-being
• Introduce the concept of automatic thoughts

• Thought Change Record—participants use a
predefined structure to evaluate their situation,
automatic thoughts, emotions, rational response,
and outcome

• Instruct about how to practice recognizing automatic
thoughts

• Introduce the most common cognitive distortions

Stress and relaxation (2426
words)

•• Writing exercise—Thinking and describing which
caregiving-related situation(s) causes most stress

Define stress
• Discuss what effect stress can have on well-being

• Thinking of ways to increase inner resources and
lower mental or physical load

• Discuss how one can reduce stress in daily life
• Familiarize with relaxation methods

• Planning when to engage in pleasurable activities
• Listening and practicing short meditations

Problem solving (1524
words)

•• Writing exercise—Thinking and describing
strategies that an individual uses to deal with
problems

Encourage to reflect on own problem-solving strategies
• Familiarize with different coping strategies
• Emphasize helpful and harmful coping strategies

• Based on provided theory and examples, reflect-
ing once more on problem-solving strategies

• Learn about factors that interfere with problem solving

• Solving own problem(s) a using step-by-step ap-
proach

Communication (2635
words)

•• Reflecting on changes in communication after
becoming a caregiver

Discuss possible changes in communication after one be-
comes a caregiver

• •Discuss possible ways of maintaining or improving com-
munication with people in a close environment

Step-by-step structure from previous module for
solving communication problems

• Perspective taking exercise—Evaluating difficul-
ties in communication from a different point of
view

• Writing exercise—Using writing to express own
emotions

Anxiety (2090 words) •• Reflecting on sources of worry in own situationDiscuss what anxiety is and what effect it can have on
well-being • Exercise “Balcony”—Evaluating a worrisome

situation by observing it from the distance• Discuss ways in which anxiety could be reduced
• Listening and practicing short meditations

Behavioral activation (1338
words)

•• Reflecting on behavior and activities that are not
useful

Emphasize the importance of personal time and small re-
wards

• •Encourage to spend time for own needs Thinking of how one can find more time and op-
portunities for pleasant activities

Maintenance (906 words) •• Reflecting on what was the most useful through-
out the program and which knowledge or exercis-
es one can also apply in the future

Summarize most important points
• Provide with tips for maintaining gained knowledge
• Encourage to reflect on previously formed goals and goals

for the future • Reflecting on initial goal and progress throughout
the program• Farewell

Therapists
Three Master’s in Clinical Psychology program students trained
to deliver this intervention under supervision and 3 clinical
psychologists were involved as therapists in the study. The main
role of the therapists was to answer participant questions as well
as to provide feedback on completed modules via a secure
messaging system in the intervention’s platform [39]. Weekly

scheduled and on-demand supervision meetings for therapists
were conducted and lead by one of the experienced clinical
psychologists (AD) in the study. These supervision meetings
varied in length between 1 and 2 hours.

Procedure
Upon opening the study website, participants were provided
with information regarding inclusion and exclusion criteria as
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well as the registration process, management, and research team.
After participants provided informed consent on a secure study
website, they were asked to fill in the screening questionnaires.
Participants were then invited for a phone interview. Following
phone interviews, the final decision about participation in the
study was jointly discussed and agreed upon by the 3 coauthors
(IB, IT-K, and AD). Decision about exclusion or inclusion in
the study was communicated to the participants in a span of a
few days. After randomization, participants in the intervention
and wait-list control group were provided with information
about the start of the intervention. Participants in the waiting-list
control group were also explained that they will be able to
receive access to the same treatment after the intervention group
is finished.

A secure online platform (Iterapi [40]) was used for
communication between therapists and participants, distribution
of program materials, and collection of assessments.
Participants’personal information was anonymized by assigning
each participant a code, which participants then used for logging
into the program. Included participants were also able to extend
their data security by receiving a code (one-time password) to
their phone number, which had to be entered upon every logging
in, after entering their self-generated password.

At the start of the intervention, all participants received an email
containing their username as well as personalized link for
creating their own password. Throughout the duration of the
program, every Thursday, participants received an email stating
availability of the new material. Participants who did not view
a particular week’s materials or have not conducted exercises
were sent 1 weekly reminder. Reminder contained a predefined
short encouraging message and was sent on Mondays, by
therapists to participants in own groups.

Statistical Analysis
Analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics (version
25). The significance level was set at .05. Independent samples
t test and Fisher exact test were used for investigating possible
differences among participants in the 2 groups at baseline. Data
collected at posttreatment were treated according to the
intention-to-treat (ITT) principle. Following ITT all participants
were analyzed according to their treatment assignment included
in the analysis [41]. This method was chosen as it preserves the
integrity of the randomization and minimizes the risks of bias
that could occur due to the differences in groups following
attrition or nonadherence [42]. For this purpose, a multiple
imputation procedure was chosen considering that data were

missing at random (MAR) [43]. According to MAR, missingness
depends on the observed data, where incomplete values are
replaced by values that are based on the complete data [44]. In
our study MAR was considered, as no clear patterns in the
missing data regarding pretreatment scores or demographic
variables were identified. During the multiple imputation
procedure, 20 simulations were imputed in a sequence. Because
it is practically difficult to be fully confident that data are
missing at random, complete case analyses were also performed.

Descriptive statistics were used for evaluating attrition and
overall satisfaction with the program. Regarding main outcomes,
effect sizes and confidence intervals were calculated for within
and between groups. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
conducted to investigate treatment effects at posttreatment for
primary and all secondary measures with baseline scores entered
as covariates [45].

The Jacobson and Truax [46] method was used for calculating
Reliable Change Index (RCI) and investigating clinical
significance of change in primary outcome at posttreatment.
Because population norms were not available, criteria a was
calculated, resulting in a cut-off point of 28.8. According to
this, individuals who scored below 28.8 points at posttreatment
should fall outside of the dysfunctional population and be
considered recovered [46]. As for reliability of the scores, RCI
values were calculated. In cases where a positive reliable change
was achieved, participants were deemed improved. In turn,
negative reliable change scores were used to determine
deterioration. In the current sample, participants had to obtain
a reduction of 8.8 scores on CBI at postassessment for a positive
reliable change to be achieved.

Results

Participants
Most of the recruited participants were female (57/63, 90%)
caring for either their elderly mother or father (44/63, 70%).
Most participants had provided care for either 1-4 years (28/63,
44%) or more than 4 years (25/63, 40%). Most caregivers were
spending 5-7 days per week (54/63, 86%), and either 3-7 (24/63,
38%) or 12 or more hours (23/63, 37%) per day providing care.
In this respect, the sample could be described as consisting of
high-intensity, long-term carers. Demographic characteristics
of the sample are presented in Table 2. No pretreatment
differences regarding demographic or outcome measures
between participants randomized to treatment and wait-list
control group were detected.
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Table 2. Sociodemographic characteristics of the sample at baseline.

Wait-list control group (n=32)Intervention group (n=31)Overall (n=63)Participant characteristics

50 (8.57)54 (7.9)52 (8.4)Age caregiver (year), mean (SD)

72 (19.28)70 (23.13)71 (21.1)Age recipient (year), mean (SD)

29 (91)28 (90)57 (90)Gender (female) caregiver, n (%)

24 (75)20 (65)44 (70)Gender (female) recipient, n (%)

Relation receiver, n (%)

3 (9)5 (16)8 (13)Husband/wife/partner

24 (75)20 (65)44 (70)Father/mother

5 (16)6 (19)11 (17)Other

Time caring (months), n (%)

4 (13)6 (19)10 (16)<12

15 (47)13 (42)28 (44)12-48

13 (41)12 (39)25 (40)>48

Time week (days), n (%)

2 (6)1 (3)3 (5)1-2

3 (9)3 (10)6 (10)3-4

27 (84)27 (87)54 (86)5-7

Time day (hours), n (%)

4 (13)5 (16)9 (14)3<

10 (31)14 (45)24 (38)3-7

2 (6)5 (16)7 (11)8-11

16 (50)7 (23)23 (37)>12

25 (78)24 (77)49 (78)Residing with care receiver (yes), n (%)

13 (41)18 (58)31 (49)Individual is the only caregiver (yes), n (%)

Highest education level, n (%)

1 (3)3 (10)4 (6)High school or lower

8 (25)9 (29)17 (27)Professional/vocational training

4 (13)2 (6)6 (10)College or applied science education

19 (59)17 (55)36 (57)University degree

Marital status, n (%)

5 (16)7 (23)12 (19)Single

21 (66)18 (58)39 (62)Married/partner

6 (19)6 (19)12 (19)Divorced/widowed or other

Attrition
Participants were regarded as dropouts if the posttreatment
measures were missing. Independent samples t test and Fisher
exact test were performed for investigating differences between
dropouts and completers. No differences were detected between
the groups regrading demographic characteristics or scores on
outcome measures.

At posttreatment, out of 31 participants in the intervention group,
25 have filled in the measures (81%), yielding a dropout rate
of approximately 19%. At the same time, 29 out of 32
participants have filled in the measures in the wait-list control

group (91%). Overall, posttreatment measures were collected
from 54 participants (86%), which indicated a dropout rate of
14%. Following the intervention, out of 32 participants in the
wait-list control group, 23 had filled in the measures (72%),
showing a dropout rate of approximately 28%. In total, the
overall dropout rate (ie, both groups combined) after the
intervention period ended was 24% (15/63).

We were not able to reach all the participants who did not fill
in the posttreatment measures. From participants that we did
manage to reach, there were 2 main reasons for ceased
participation: losing interest in participation (n=3) or death of
care receiver (n=3).
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Main Outcomes
Within- and between-group effect sizes were calculated for both
completers and ITT sample. We found moderate within- and
between-group effect sizes for the CBI measure (Table 3).
Besides, moderate to large between- and small to large
within-group effect sizes for secondary outcome measures were
observed. Effect sizes for the completers were higher than those
for ITT, indicating that the ITT result should be the one to
consider. Further, only the ITT results will be reported.
Completer results are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

The ANCOVAs were performed to determine differences
between the control and intervention group on the posttreatment
scores when controlling for the pretreatment scores. For primary
and all secondary measures, significant effects of group on

posttreatment scores were found in the ITT sample—CBI:
F1,60=5.39, P=.02; PHQ-9: F1,60=6.12, P=.01; GAD-7:
F1,60=8.24, P=.004; PSS-14: F1,60=13.56, P<.001; BBQ:
F1,60=10.88, P=.001; and WHO-5: F1,60=10.7, P=.001. The
ANCOVAs were also conducted to investigate changes over 5
subscales of the CBI separately at posttreatment. In the ITT
sample significant changes have been detected for the reduction
in postassessment scores in the subscales of Development and
Physical Health, F1,60=6.99, P=.008 and F1,60=5.5, P=.02,
respectively. No significant changes were observed for the
remaining 3 subscales—Time Dependency: F1,60=0.25, P=.62;
Emotional Health: F1,60=2.05, P=.15; and Social Relationships:
F1,60=2.67, P=.10.

Table 3. Means, standard deviations, and effect sizes (Cohen d) with confidence intervals.

Effect size (95% CI)Completers, mean (SD)Intention to treat, mean (SD)Measures and condition

Between-group post-
treatment

Within-group prepostPosttreatment
(n=54)

Pretreatment
(n=63)

Posttreatment
(n=63)

Pretreatment
(n=63)

CBIa

–0.7 (–1.2 to –0.19)0.41 (–0.09 to 0.92)46.28 (13.92)51.94 (12.79)46.39 (13.78)51.94 (12.79)Intervention

0.13 (–0.36 to 0.62)57.34 (16.1)55.84 (12.44)56.99 (16.22)55.84 (12.44)Wait-list

PHQ-9b

–0.69 (–1.19 to –0.17)0.24 (–0.27 to 0.73)7.84 (4.78)9.32 (4.42)8.23 (4.79)9.32 (4.42)Intervention

–0.28 (–0.77 to 0.21)12.14 (6.28)10.41 (5,36)12.05 (6.2)10.41 (5.36)Wait-list

GAD-7c

–0.74 (–1.24 to –0.22)0.32 (–0.19 to 0.81)6.48 (4.12)8.19 (4.34)6.83 (4.28)8.19 (4.34)Intervention

–0.32 (–0.81 to 0.18)10.9 (6.25)9 (4.95)10.77 (6.14)9 (4.95)Wait-list

PSS-14d

–1.06 (–1.57 to –0.52)0.81 (0.28 to 1.32)21.08 (6.21)27.03 (5.97)21.83 (6.84)27.03 (5.97)Intervention

–0.10 (–0.58 to 0.40)30.69 (8.3)29.28 (7.89)30.07 (8.58)29.28 (7.89)Wait-list

BBQe

0.8 (0.28 to 1.30)–0.48 (–0.98 to 0.03)58.44 (25.18)45.26 (22.32)56.69 (25.04)45.26 (22.32)Intervention

0.18 (–0.32 to 0.66)37.14 (21.78)41.75 (23.19)37.77 (22.18)41.75 (23.19)Wait-list

WHO-5f

0.85 (0.32 to 1.35)–0.8 (–1.3 to –0.3)49.92 (19.8)34.97 (12.04)48.66 (19.72)34.97 (12.04)Intervention

0 (–0.50 to 0.49)32.55 (17.75)32.75 (16.52)32.72 (17.84)32.75 (16.52)Wait-list

aCBI: Caregiver Burden Inventory.
bPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
cGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7.
dPSS-14: Perceived Stress Scale-14.
eBBQ: The Brunnsviken Brief Quality of Life Scale.
fWHO-5: The World Health Organization-Five Well-Being Index.

Clinically Significant Change and RCI of Caregiver
Burden
Results regarding RCI for the ITT sample are presented in Table
4. McNemar test was performed to test whether the difference
between participants in the 2 groups regarding positive reliable

change is significant. An exact McNemar test result indicated
that significantly more participants in the intervention group as
opposed to the wait-list control group have achieved a positive
reliable change for CBI scores at postassessment (P<.001).
Regarding clinical significance, 2 (6%) participants in the
intervention group scored below the cut-off score of 28.8. These
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participants were deemed as recovered because they achieved
a clinically significant change. In the control group, 1 (3%)

participant was found to achieve a clinically significant change.

Table 4. RCI of participants in the ITT sample.

RCIa for CBIb scoresGroup

Negative RCINo changePositive RCI

4 (13)13 (42)14 (45)Intervention (n=31), n (%)

6 (19)23 (72)3 (9)Wait-list (control; n=32), n (%)

aRCI: Reliable Change Index.
bCBI: Caregiver Burden Inventory.

Participant Evaluation of the Intervention
Overall, 56% (14/25) of participants who filled in posttreatment
measures in the intervention group indicated that throughout
the program their well-being had improved. Most participants
also indicated that using the program was either easy (13/25,
52%) or very easy (6/25, 24%) and was either useful (12/25,
48%) or very useful (7/25, 28%). Participants were also positive
about the opportunity to contact and receive feedback from a
therapist, with 44% (11/25) indicating that this opportunity was
useful, while 28% (7/25) of participants rated it as very useful.
Lastly, information and tasks in the program were mostly rated
as useful (10/25, 40%) or very useful (9/25, 36%).

Almost half of the participants (12/25, 48%) indicated that all
the modules in the program were useful and none (0/25, 0%)
noted that modules were not useful. The highest ranking in
terms of usefulness was module 7 (“behavioral activation”;
16/25, 64%). The second most useful was module 6 (“anxiety”;
14/25, 56%). The modules “stress and relaxation” and “problem
solving” were also rated as very useful by more than half of the
participants (13/25, 52%). Module 1 ("introduction") was rated
as the least useful (5/25, 20%).

Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of an
internet-based therapist-guided program for reducing caregiver
burden. Moderate between- and within-group effect sizes were
found in reducing caregiver burden in the intervention group.
This is a promising finding keeping in mind that previous
face-to-face studies have achieved small to moderate
between-group effect sizes (d=0.09-0.23) [47]. Our results also
revealed that out of 5 caregiver-burden components, significant
posttreatment reductions were observed for the subscales of
Physical Health and Development. The latter subscale consists
of items regarding missing out on life, emotional tiredness, and
limited social life. In turn, the Physical Health subscale questions
sleep disturbances, worsened health, and tiredness. It could be
argued that behavioral and cognitive components of the
intervention, such as time scheduling, thought diary, stress
management exercises, and relaxation methods, helped
participants to address these areas the most. To our knowledge,
there is only 1 previous study that has reported improvement
in these subscales of caregiver burden [48]. This is a study by
Spatuzzi and colleagues [48], in which caregivers (of patients

with cancer) with low spiritual well-being were compared with
those with high spiritual well-being, with the latter found to be
experiencing significantly less burden in the Development and
Physical Health subscales of CBI. In their study, spiritual
well-being was described as one of the core domains in quality
of life that also helps in dealing with caregiving tasks.
Improvements in quality of life ratings in our sample come in
hand with this explanation. However, further investigation is
warranted before any conclusions can be drawn.

Moderate to high between-group effect sizes were found on
measures of anxiety, depression, and stress as well as increase
in quality of life scores with only slight differences between
ITT and completer analysis. These findings are in line with
existing evidence of internet intervention potential in improving
caregiver well-being [14]. We consider this finding of great
importance because participants in our sample were found to
be highly invested in caregiving: caring on average 5-7 days
per week, between 3 and 7 or more than 12 hours per day. The
latter could also explain the finding that only 2 participants had
clinically recovered and slightly less than half had achieved a
positive reliable change in relation to their burden. Caregiver
burden, as described by Novak and Guest [18], is a complex
experience that compromises emotional, physical,
developmental, social, and time-dependency factors. Although
our intervention provided participants with tools to deal with
negative automatic thoughts, manage stress and anxiety, improve
communication, and be attentive to their own needs, it could
not change caregiving tasks or the amount of time required for
supporting the care receiver. Nevertheless, moderate to high
effect sizes found for the primary and secondary measures
indicate that internet-delivered CBT (ICBT) can be effective in
improving caregiver well-being in Lithuania. This argument is
further supported by participant evaluations: more than half of
the participants indicated that their well-being improved
throughout the duration of the program and almost half noted
that all modules were useful and the program was easy to use.

Limitations and Strengths
One of the main limitations in this study is that we did not
control for external help that caregivers were receiving.
Although all participants in the study identified themselves as
primary caregivers, they could have been receiving various
levels of support from other family members or professional
workers such as nurses. A second limitation concerns the
implementation of the CBI measure and The Mini International
Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) that were used for the
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screening purposes. This was the first time both instruments
were translated and used in Lithuanian language which could
bias the validity and reliability of these measures. Importantly,
forward and backward translations were performed
independently by the 2 bilingual members (IB and AD) of the
research team. Independent versions were then compared and
finalized following discussion among the research group
members. In addition, translations were presented to a small
convenience sample for evaluation of the comprehension of the
items. By following such a procedure, we wanted to make sure
that translated versions are as accurate as possible while
culturally appropriate. We have chosen such an approach due
to the pilot nature of the study. We aim to further investigate
psychometric properties of these instruments before their
implementation in subsequent trials.

Few other limitations must be mentioned. One is that all
participants in the study were self-referred which limits the
generalizability of our findings and presents the risk of the
volunteer bias. Another important limitation is lack of
information regarding the long-term effects of the intervention.
In addition to the postintervention assessment, follow-up with
the participants is highly desirable for investigating if the effects
of the intervention were maintained long term. Consequently,
it is important to mention that we included 1 participant with a
score few points below the initial cut-off point for the CBI. One
approach could have been to exclude this individual, but taking
into account the pilot nature of the study, we have decided to
include the participant and to further reflect on this decision
when reviewing inclusion criteria for a prospective larger trial
in the future. Lastly, even though positive changes in caregiver
well-being were identified, at this point it is not possible to
determine which components of the intervention were
responsible for this improvement. We aim to further investigate
this in the future.

Informal caregivers supporting individuals with a range of
support needs were included in this study. For example, there
were individuals who were caring for a sibling with a mental
disorder as well as their own underage children or elderly
parents diagnosed with dementia. For this reason, it could be
argued that the intervention did not equally suit everyone’s
need. However, our initial idea was to create an intervention
that would be suitable to a wide group of caregivers. In that
way, independent of the care receiver’s condition, everyone
would find something that is applicable to one’s own situation.
The fact that we managed to detect improvement in caregiver
well-being indicates that such transdiagnostic interventions can
be effective. As another strength, we would like to outline the
relatively low drop-out rates in our study. We consider the
therapist support, weekly reminders, and feedback that

participants received from the therapist as possibly the most
effective factors in keeping participants engaged with the
intervention. Lastly, there were no technical problems with the
intervention that could have impacted participant’s overall
experience. A full-time IT technician was responsible for
managing the technical aspects of the intervention’s platform
and thus possible problems would have been handled rapidly.

Clinical Implications
As briefly outlined previously, informal caregivers represent
an increasing part of the society. Their task, even though
rewarding, is still demanding. As our results indicate, ICBT can
be effective in reducing caregiver burden as well as other
negative states such as stress. In turn, it can also be effective in
improving the overall quality of life. Importantly, it can reach
a wide range of individuals, even the ones in remote locations.
Internet interventions as opposed to face-to-face interventions
are most likely even of a greater importance currently,
considering the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, for many
individuals such a solution could be much more affordable not
only time wise, but also financially. As for our target group,
informal caregivers in Lithuania, such solutions are of even
higher importance considering that psychological support
services in general are very limited and not always accessible
for all [17]. At this point, we must stress the pilot nature of the
study and that our results should be interpreted with caution.
Yet, we encourage additional research to further build on this
idea and extend our findings in larger randomized trials. Because
the numbers of informal caregivers is increasing worldwide and
is only considered to further grow in the future, researchers are
encouraged to further pursue these ideas in diverse cultural
backgrounds, possibly with additional emphasis on the countries
in which strong familial norms and little formal support are
available to support informal caregivers.

Conclusion
This study is the first internet intervention study aimed at
informal caregivers in Lithuania. The internet-based
therapist-guided intervention based on CBT principles was
found to be moderately effective in reducing caregiver burden,
anxiety, and depressive symptoms. It was also found to be highly
effective in reducing stress and improving quality of life for
informal caregivers supporting individuals with various care
needs. Such an intervention could be of special importance for
caregivers who due to time-constraints, geographical, medical,
or other reasons are not able to attend face-to-face therapy.
Because of close cultural and historical aspects, this experience
could further extend to neighboring Baltic countries in the region
such as Latvia, where the need for psychological services for
the informal caregivers is also high.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic health conditions are affecting an increasing number of individuals, who experience various symptoms
that decrease their quality of life. Digital communication interventions that enable patients to report their symptoms have been
shown to positively impact chronic disease management by improving access to care, patient-provider communication, clinical
outcomes, and health-related quality of life. These interventions have the potential to prepare patients and health care providers
(HCPs) before visits and improve patient-provider communication. Despite the recent rapid development and increasing number
of digital communication interventions that have shown positive research results, barriers to realizing the benefits offered through
these types of interventions still exist.

Objective: The aim of this study is to prepare for the implementation of a digital patient-provider communication intervention
in the daily workflow at 2 outpatient clinics by identifying potential determinants of implementation using the Consolidated
Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) to tailor the use of digital communication intervention to the intended context
and identify key aspects for an implementation plan.

Methods: A combination of focus groups, workshops, and project steering committee meetings was conducted with HCPs
(n=14) and patients (n=2) from 2 outpatient clinics at a university hospital. The CFIR was used to guide data collection and
analysis. Transcripts, written minutes, and notes were analyzed and coded into 5 CFIR domains using thematic analysis.

Results: Data were examined and analyzed into 18 CFIR constructs relevant to the study purpose. On the basis of the identified
determinants, important intervention tailoring includes adjustments to the digital features and adjustments to fit the clinical
workflow and a decision to conduct a future pilot study. Furthermore, it was decided to provide the intervention to patients as
early as possible in their disease trajectory, with tailored information about its use. Key aspects for the implementation plan
encompassed maintaining the identified engagement and positive attitude, involving key stakeholders in the implementation
process, and providing the needed support and training.
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Conclusions: This study offers insight into the involvement of stakeholders in the tailoring and implementation planning of a
digital communication intervention in clinical practice. Stakeholder involvement in the identification of implementation facilitators
and barriers can contribute to the tailoring of digital communication interventions and how they are used and can also inform
systematic and targeted implementation planning.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e22399)   doi:10.2196/22399

KEYWORDS

eHealth; digital communication; secure messages; digital symptom assessment; implementation; tailoring; Consolidated Framework
for Implementation Research; CFIR; facilitators; barriers; stakeholders

Introduction

Background
Living with a chronic health condition causes symptoms that
negatively affect health-related quality of life (HRQoL) [1-4].
Symptom recognition may be challenging for patients and, by
extension, for health care providers (HCPs) [5,6]. This can relate
to patients’ poor understanding of disease mechanisms and
progression, lack of knowledge, and low levels of health literacy
[5,7] and to practical barriers to inform HCPs about symptoms
[6]. Experiences of difficulties in communication and interaction
between patients and HCPs are common, including poor timing
of information and challenging symptom recognition, which
are factors that may interfere with symptom management and
help seeking [5,7]. eHealth communication interventions may
offer the potential to alleviate such difficulties.

Studies of eHealth communication interventions have reported
benefits in terms of patient-provider communication [8-14],
patient-provider relationship [15], patient self-management [16],
symptom management [11,17,18], preparation before hospital
visits [9,10,18,19], and HRQoL [8,17,20] in chronic health care
settings. Despite these benefits, barriers to benefit realization
still exist [21], including staff familiarity with technology
[22,23], level of patient education [20,23], and issues with
user-friendliness [22,24].

Although the positive effects of eHealth interventions on
patient-provider communication and patient outcomes are
known, HCPs report concerns regarding the integration of
eHealth interventions into daily workflow [25,26] and concerns
about increased workload [27-29]. In addition, the use of eHealth
interventions can challenge HCPs’ competence [25,26]. Such
challenges may act as barriers to implementation and actual
use, which could be another barrier for use. Successful
implementation of such eHealth interventions requires attention
to the development and evaluation of strategies to implement
the interventions [30-32]. An important factor for the acceptance
and success of eHealth implementation is the tailoring of the
interventions to suit the local context [33]. Stakeholders
representing the target group and the actual context can provide
important input to reduce system complexity, increase system
acceptability, and make systems as user-friendly as possible
[33,34]. To increase the likelihood of implementation success,
there is also a need to examine intervention characteristics from
the end-user perspective in order to inform the tailoring of the
intervention to suit contextual needs.

Implementation refers to the systematic uptake of research into
HCP practice to improve the quality of health care services [35].
Implementation strategies can be explained as methods or
techniques used to enhance the adoption, implementation, and
sustainability of HCP clinical practice [36]. However, there is
limited guidance regarding the types of implementation
strategies that may be effective when implementing eHealth
interventions to practice [30]. Nevertheless, it has been
suggested that implementation strategies should be selected and
tailored to address the unique contextual needs based on an
identification of determinants (ie, factors that act as facilitators
or barriers) that may influence the implementation process [32].
The identification of determinants can be used to address barriers
and leverage facilitators [32,37].

Implementation frameworks can guide the identification of
determinants that might influence the implementation, its
effectiveness, and the implementation process [32,35]. The
Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR)
is a widely used framework to identify facilitators and barriers
[38-40]. The CFIR was developed from a synthesis of 20
existing theories and frameworks and consists of 5 overarching
domains, including 39 specific constructs within these 5 domains
[38]. The first domain of the CFIR is the Intervention
Characteristics and includes constructs such as the adaptability
of the intervention, the perceived relative advantage, and the
complexity and cost of the intervention [38]. The Outer Setting
domain includes constructs such as the patient’s needs and
resources related to the intervention, whereas the Inner Setting
domain includes constructs such as implementation climate and
readiness for implementation, the organization’s culture, and
leadership engagement. The fourth domain is the Characteristics
of Individuals involved in the intervention or implementation
process; it relates to personal attributes, including personal traits
such as motivation, values, and competence. The last domain
relates to the Process and includes planning, execution, and
evaluation of the implementation process [38].

Objectives
The aim of this study is to prepare the implementation of a
digital patient-provider communication intervention, InvolveMe,
into the daily workflow at 2 outpatient clinics where patients
with chronic health conditions are treated by identifying
potential facilitators and barriers to implementation using CFIR
as the conceptual framework to (1) tailor the InvolveMe
intervention to the intended context and (2) identify key aspects
for an implementation plan.
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Methods

Overview
This study is part of the InvolveMe research project, which
includes the development, implementation, and evaluation of

a digital intervention (Figure 1). The InvolveMe research project
is a collaboration between 2 outpatient clinics and 1 research
department at a large university hospital in Norway. The
InvolveMe intervention will be implemented in 2 outpatient
clinics and tested in a future clinical trial (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Overview of the InvolveMe research project. CFIR: Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research; HCP: health care providers.
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Description of the InvolveMe Intervention
InvolveMe was developed at the initiative of HCPs aiming to
improve follow-up for two specific categories of patients: renal
transplant recipients and patients with nonfunctioning pituitary
adenomas [41]. InvolveMe was internally developed at the
hospital in close cooperation with registered nurses, physicians,
health support personnel, patients, researchers, and system

developers (Figure 1). A detailed description of the content and
system development of InvolveMe is provided elsewhere [41].
The InvolveMe intervention contains two features: (1) a secure
message feature and (2) a secure assessment feature (ie,
predefined list) where patients can prioritize their need for
symptom management, information, and preferences for care
from home and on a scale from 0 to 10 (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Screenshots of InvolveMe.

Patients and HCPs can use the secure message feature to interact
with each other between or after outpatient visits [41].
Completion of the secure assessment feature generates a
summary that is sent to the patients’ HCPs for use in upcoming
consultations. The secure message(s) and the assessment(s) are
integrated into an existing patient portal that allows patients to
read their electronic patient record (EPR). However, the opposite
is not possible (ie, the EPR cannot receive data from the patient
portal) owing to information safety regulations.

Design
This study used a participatory and iterative design approach
[42] using qualitative methods for data collection. The data
collection period was November 2017 to December 2018 and
proceeded through focus groups, project steering committee
meetings, and a workshop (Figure 1). Data collection from focus
groups and workshops was guided by CFIR [38] (Multimedia
Appendices 1 and 2). The variety of data collection activities
and diverse data collection approaches allowed for mutual
stakeholder learning and comprehension of all stakeholder
perspectives involved [43]. As part of the main focus of this
study is to identify local determinants to tailor the intervention
into the intended context (ie, HCPs’ practice) and identify key
aspects for an implementation plan, most study participants
represented the HCP perspective. However, to ensure that the
patient perspective was also continuously involved, 2 patients
with experience from the InvolveMe development study [41]

were included in the steering committees to ensure knowledge,
inclusion, and prioritization of the patient perspective(s).

The determinants identified from data collection and analysis
informed the tailoring of the InvolveMe intervention to suit
workflow at the 2 participating outpatient clinics and aided in
the identification of key aspects to include in an implementation
plan. Tailoring, as described in this study, refers to addressing
intervention barriers and leveraging facilitators as key aspects
of the implementation planning process.

Data Collection Guided by CFIR
CFIR allows researchers to select constructs that they perceive
as most relevant and use them to guide the assessment of
determinants in the implementation context [38]. The
operationalization of CFIR domains in this study was based on
discussion and consensus in the research team, where all 5
domains of CFIR were explored for the development of focus
group and workshop guides (Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2).
Significant themes were to be discussed for determinants
important for tailoring the intervention and providing input for
the implementation plan (ie, key aspects). By asking about
themes to discuss within each domain, rather than questions for
each construct, several CFIR constructs would most likely not
be covered by the focus group and workshop guides.

Focus Groups
The focus group guide centered around HCPs’experiences from
previous successful implementation projects, their perception
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of possible advantages and challenges of using a digital
patient-provider communication intervention, and how to
successfully implement the InvolveMe intervention (Multimedia
Appendix 1).

Workshop
The workshop guide consisted of the 5 operationalized domains
of CFIR (Multimedia Appendix 2): (1) the InvolveMe
intervention (Intervention Characteristics); (2) the patients who
will be offered the InvolveMe intervention (Outer Setting); (3)
the 2 outpatient clinics where the patients are being treated
(Inner Setting); (4) the HCPs (Characteristics of Individuals);
and (5) the preparation for implementation of the InvolveMe
intervention (Process).

Settings, Participants, and Recruitment
Participants were HCPs and patients. HCPs were purposely
selected and recruited from an outpatient nephrology clinic and
an outpatient endocrine clinic at a large university hospital in

Norway. They were registered nurses, physicians, and health
support personnel responsible for the treatment and care of
patients with renal transplants or nonfunctioning pituitary
adenomas. HCPs were provided with written information about
the study and those willing to participate were included. The
patients were participants in the development study [41] (Figure
1). They were asked to participate in the project steering
committees, representing each of the 2 categories of patients.
This was based on detailed knowledge about the InvolveMe
research project [41], in addition to their own experience of
being a patient. The patients were contacted by HCPs at the
clinics and asked to participate before being contacted by the
first author (BS), who described study participation in detail
before the final study participation agreement was received.

HCPs had 2 to 38 years of clinical experience from specialist
health care, with a median of 49.5 years (range 28-63 years),
and most were female (10/14, 71%). Some HCPs participated
in all data collection activities, whereas others participated in
1 or 2 activities (Table 1). The patient participants were female.

Table 1. Overview of participants in the focus groups, project steering committees, and workshop.

Workshop (n=7)Project steering committee (n=6)Focus groups (n=11)Stakeholdersa

Endocrine outpatient clinic

✓✓bHead of clinic (physician)

✓✓✓Registered nurse

✓✓Registered nurse

✓✓Registered nurse

✓Physician

✓Physician

Nephrology outpatient clinic

✓✓Head of clinic (physician)

✓✓✓Registered nurse

✓Registered nurse

✓Registered nurse

✓Physician

✓Physician

✓Health support personnel

✓Health support personnel

Other stakeholders

✓Patient participant

✓Patient participant

aAll stakeholders participated in the development study [41], except for one head of the clinic and one health support personnel.
bParticipated in data collection.

Data Collection

Focus Groups
HCPs were invited to participate in focus groups, a method
suitable for exploring attitudes and experiences, and to
encourage group discussion [44]. The HCPs from the nephrology
(n=6) and endocrine (n=5) clinics participated in separate groups

to explore context-related determinants and key aspects of an
implementation plan (Table 1). The focus groups were facilitated
by the first (BS) and last (EB) authors. Both focus group
sessions lasted approximately 50 minutes and were recorded
with a digital voice recorder and transcribed verbatim.
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Project Steering Committee Meetings
A total of 2 project steering committees were established, one
for each participating clinic, to promote leadership and
stakeholder engagement in the intervention and to ensure input
on the process of tailoring the intervention to fit contextual
needs. Participants in each of the 2 project steering committees
represented either nephrology (n=3) or endocrine (n=3)
outpatient clinics (Table 1). The first (BS) and last (EB) authors
facilitated the committee meetings. Each group met twice in
the preimplementation phase of the study, which lasted for 1
year. All committee meetings lasted approximately 60 minutes
and had a set agenda with topics to discuss (eg, workshop
preparation and integration of the intervention into practice).
Data collection from committee meetings was based on written
minutes made by the last author (EB) during meetings. Each
participant received and approved the minutes before the
analysis.

Workshop
On the basis of the project steering committee meeting
discussions and decisions, a joint workshop (n=7) for both
participating clinics was considered expedient to share insights
and experiences and to identify determinants for tailoring and
key aspects for implementation (Table 1). A workshop with
HCPs from both clinics was therefore conducted to gain further
insight into participants’ reflections and expectations about the
InvolveMe intervention and elaborate on how to implement the
intervention in the 2 clinics [45]. Workshop participants were
invited to share their reflections through an exercise in which
they were presented with the 5 operationalized domains of CFIR
to facilitate narration (Multimedia Appendix 2). The presentation
of each domain was followed by group discussions on potential
facilitators and barriers. Thereafter, Post-it notes were used to
present group reflections and encourage discussions between
participants from the 2 clinics. The workshop was facilitated
by the first (BS) and last (EB) authors and lasted 180 minutes,
including a 15-minute break. Data collection from the workshop
resulted in a report based on written notes made by the last
author (EB) and pictures of the written Post-it notes made and
shared by workshop participants.

Analysis
Transcripts, meeting minutes, and notes from the 3 data
collection activities were deductively analyzed as one data set,
based on thematic analysis by Braun and Clarke [46,47], and
into the 5 domains of CFIR (ie, themes). The first author (BS)

led the analysis process, which involved 2 coauthors (EB and
CV). The first step was to read through and become familiar
with the transcripts, meeting minutes, and notes. Early
impressions were captured during the writing process. Next,
the data were coded (ie, coding by CFIR constructs) using an
Excel spreadsheet. Quotes from the focus group transcripts were
copied and pasted into the spreadsheet along with text sections
from meeting minutes and notes. Colors were used to mark data
based on sources. The codes were then resorted and re-evaluated
based on the CFIR domains and constructs. Through regular
coauthor meetings (BS, EB, and CV), codes were discussed and
revised to reach a consensus. Codes that did not appear to fit
any of the CFIR constructs were also re-evaluated. The analysis
was then refined, and the results were written and reviewed. In
the final step, quotes were chosen for representation.

Ethics
The study was performed in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration and approved by the Department for Data Protection
and Information Security (equivalent to an institutional review
board) at Oslo University Hospital (20178/9223). Written
informed consent was obtained from all participants (ie, HCPs
and patient representatives). To guarantee confidentiality, the
transcripts were coded with project ID numbers and stored on
a secure server for sensitive research data, as required by the
Department for Data Protection and Information Security at
Oslo University Hospital. Only the first author and project
administrator (BS) and last author and principal investigator
(EB) had access to the code connecting the project ID numbers
and the actual participant’s name. Owing to the design and
implementation emphasis of the study, the need for study
approval was waived by the Regional Committee for Medical
and Health Research Ethics for South East Norway, which is
in line with the Norwegian legislation [48].

Results

Overview
Data were examined and analyzed into 18 CFIR constructs
relevant to the study purpose. The constructs are presented by
the domains of CFIR, which include description and
considerations regarding tailoring of the InvolveMe intervention
to the intended context (Tables 2-5) and identification of key
aspects for the implementation plan (Table 6). A brief
description of the relevant CFIR construct is provided to support
the interpretation of the results.
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Table 2. Intervention Characteristics: determinants, tailoring, and identification of key aspects for implementation planning.

Tailoring and key aspectsConsiderations regarding determinantsConstruct and study results

Key aspect: ownershipFacilitator: the involvement in the development study [41] and this study may promote
ownership to the intervention, which may support intervention implementation.

Intervention Source: intervention
considered as internally developed

Key aspect: a positive atti-
tude to implement the inter-
vention

Facilitator: HCPsa pointed to aspects perceived to be advantages of the intervention.
This may be considered as a positive attitude to what is being implemented.

Relative Advantage: the interven-
tion as an advantage to current
practice

Key aspect: system accep-
tance and adoption

Facilitator: participants perceived the previous integration of InvolveMe in a patient
portal to be beneficial. This may support acceptance and adoption

Adaptability: use of existing sys-
tem

Tailoring: the assessment
feature was condensed to
a brief list and refinement
was made to the summary

Barrier: The assessment was a new work task for HCPs, which caused a concern for
increased workload and potentially increased time pressure on consultations.

Adaptability: a new work task; the
secure assessment feature

Tailoring: decision, agreed
upon by all parties in-
volved, to conduct a pilot
study

Barrier: HCPs highlighted that a pilot study would be important to test the intervention
and the implementation strategies. A test of the intervention would also inform HCPs
that were not formerly involved in the research project and potentially address con-
cerns in advance.

Trialability: a need to test before
the clinical trial

Tailoring: the summary
was created in a format
that could be copied and
pasted from the patient
portal and into the EPR

Barrier: it was recognized as important to improve accessibility and avoid paper
printouts of the assessment summary.

Complexity: lack of integration

between EPRb and patient portal

Tailoring: a shared email
inbox with a dedicated
triage moderator was estab-
lished

Barrier: it was considered important to tailor the intervention to suit the physician’s
clinical workflow to succeed with intervention implementation.

Complexity: messages sent direct-
ly to the physicians

aHCP: health care provider.
bEPR: electronic patient record.

Table 3. Outer Setting: determinants, tailoring, and identification of key aspects for implementation planning.

Tailoring and key aspectsConsiderations regarding determinantsConstruct and study results

Tailoring: to provide the
intervention as early as
possible to patients

Facilitator: HCPsa described patients being worried and anxious early in the disease
trajectory. InvolveMe could be beneficial to patients in terms of increased information
and thereby potentially help patients avoid or experience less anxiety.

Patient Needs and Resources: In-
volveMe could potentially con-
tribute to less anxiety

Key aspect: motivated pa-
tients could contribute to
HCPs implementing In-
volveMe

Facilitator: it can be difficult to reach HCPs on the telephone. InvolveMe may have
the potential to represent a place where patients can get in contact with HCPs.

Patient Needs and Resources: pa-
tient’s motivation to use In-
volveMe

Key aspect: intervention
acceptance and adoption

Facilitator: the potential for intervention integration into a patient portal seemed ac-
ceptable. This supports findings from the development study [41].

Patient Needs and Resources: pa-
tient acceptance—use of a patient
portal

Tailoring: provide patients
with tailored information
about the intervention

Barrier: HCPs described being concerned that InvolveMe might be technically de-
manding for some patients. Therefore, InvolveMe was designed to be a voluntary
supplement to standard care, not a replacement. The assessment in InvolveMe can
act as preparation before consultations. To make this clear to all patients, relevant
information should be provided.

Patient Needs and Resources: pa-
tient acceptance—use of a digital
health service

aHCP: health care provider.
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Table 4. Inner Setting: determinants, tailoring, and identification of key aspects for implementation planning.

Tailoring and key aspectsConsiderations regarding determinantsConstruct and study results

Tailoring: one clinic desig-
nated a nurse to be the
moderator, and the other
clinic designated health
support personnel

Facilitator: knowledge about the different organization and staffing may be of impor-
tance for tailoring the intervention to fit each outpatient clinics (ie, the moderator
functioning).

Structural Characteristics: 2 outpa-
tient clinics organized differently
from each other

Key aspect: use of existing
weekly meetings to moni-
tor implementation process

Facilitator: existing meetings were considered appropriate and feasible to discuss
and evaluate the implementation process in the research project.

Network and Communication:
weekly meetings for activity plan-
ning

Key aspect: a collaborative
relationship

Facilitator: an interest in innovations may provide opportunities to interact with end

users (here HCPsa) regarding the intervention. This has the potential to support a
collaborative relationship between researchers and HCPs.

Culture: interest in innovations

Key aspect: monitoring the
number of phone calls and
the measurement of

HRQoLb before and after
intervention to visualize
change

Facilitator: HCPs perceived the current situation as demanding, which could contribute
to strengthened motivation to change practice (ie, intervention implementation).

Tension for Change: improve pa-
tient follow-up

Key aspect: providing an-
choring and acceptance for
the intervention and a
change of practice

Facilitator: by their participation in the research project, the heads of the clinics dis-
play their commitment and accountability, which may contribute to staff engagement
and support a culture for change.

Leadership Engagement: the heads
of the clinics were engaged and
active

aHCP: health care provider.
bHRQoL: health-related quality of life.

Table 5. Characteristics of Individuals: determinants, tailoring, and identification of key aspects for implementation planning.

Tailoring and key aspectsConsiderations regarding determinantsConstruct and study results

Key aspect: maintaining
the positive attitude

Facilitator: a positive attitude may act as a facilitator for the implementation process.
Reflection on how to maintain a positive attitude throughout the implementation
process should be done to establish a close researcher-clinician relationship. The
provision of positive feedback along the implementation process might contribute
to maintenance of use and collaboration.

Knowledge and Beliefs: a positive
attitude about using a digital inter-
vention such as InvolveMe
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Table 6. Process: determinants and identification of key aspects for implementation planning.

Key aspectsConsiderations regarding determinantsConstruct and study results

Providing:Barrier: providing information and intervention guidance to staff involved in inter-
vention implementation could include providing project information at meetings and
brief updates via email or other information channels to all staff members. Meetings
and updates could also allow for information exchange on implementation strategies.
Easy access to researchers and technical support in case of questions may be of im-
portance.

Planning: lack of information and
assignment of responsibility may

reduce the motivation of HCPsa
• Timely information
• Someone to call on a

specific number
• Technical training

and support
• Joint project steering

committee meetings
for mutual exchange
of experiences

Facilitator: some participants initiated writing abstracts to present study details at
local and national conferences.

Engagement: attracting and involv-
ing HCPs

• Maintaining engage-
ment

Facilitator: physicians (and head of clinics) were described by some of the nurses as
filling an Opinion Leader role.

Opinion Leaders • Involving Opinion
Leaders in implemen-
tation

Facilitator: participants of the project steering committee were suggested as filling
the positions as Implementation Leaders.

Implementation Leaders • Involving members
of steering commit-
tees in implementa-
tion

Facilitator: registered nurses with a responsibility for the project were seen as potential
Champions and drivers of the implementation, inspiring, motivating, and helping
other staff members.

Champions • Involving registered
nurses in implementa-
tion

Facilitator: the clinics wanted a designated external facilitator from the research team
to provide support for staff members in implementation.

External Change Agents: provide
support to clinics

• First author (BS) des-
ignated as External
Change Agent in this
study

aHCP: health care provider.

Intervention Characteristics
Intervention Source is defined as the key stakeholders’
perception of whether the intervention is externally or internally
developed [38]. Most participants were involved in activities
to prepare the content and development of the system underlying
InvolveMe, as described elsewhere [41]. The InvolveMe
intervention was collaboratively developed within the hospital,
and the participating HCPs expressed a perception of InvolveMe
ownership.

Relative Advantage refers to the stakeholder’s perception of the
advantage of implementing the intervention rather than an
alternative solution [38]. Although symptom assessments were
a part of routine consultations, they were performed based on
the preference and prioritization of the HCP and the history of
the patients. Most participants perceived that the InvolveMe
intervention could be an advantage compared with current
practice where there is no digital communication between
patients and HCPs. The participants reported that such a digital
intervention could increase patient safety; raise awareness about
the patient’s perspective (ie, symptoms and informational
needs); and improve patient-provider communication, patient
satisfaction, and HRQoL. An intervention that could document
contact between patient and provider and reduce the number of
phone calls from patients was seen as warranted. One participant
stated:

An email is much less disruptive than a phone call.
An email I open when I have some spare time, while
the phone call I have to answer while in the middle
of something, while doing something else. [HCP 10,
focus group]

Adaptability refers to the degree to which an intervention can
be adapted, tailored, and refined to meet local needs [38]. The
participants shared their opinions on how they thought
InvolveMe could fit into existing workflows in the clinics. The
use of an already existing system was perceived as positive.
Participants perceived that there were “already too many digital
clinical systems” and that it was beneficial for InvolveMe to be
integrated into an excising system (ie, patient portal) [41]. Some
HCPs expressed concern that the intervention would introduce
additional work tasks in an already hectic work environment.
These concerns were raised surrounding worries that patients
might complete extensive assessments, expecting everything
to be addressed in the consultation. One participant stated:

If it becomes one more thing I have to deal with when
meeting a patient for half an hour, we’ll have to start
considering extending the consultation time. [HCP 6,
focus group]

Trialability relates to the ability to test the intervention on a
small scale in the organization and be able to reverse course if
warranted [38]. Participants were positive for participating in
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a clinical trial to test InvolveMe. However, HCPs raised concerns
about carrying out the planned trial without them being able to
test the intervention in advance.

Complexity is defined as the perceived difficulty of
implementation, reflected by duration, scope, radicalness,
disruptiveness, centrality, intricacy, and the number of steps
required for implementation [38]. The participants stated that
the digital communication tool must be intuitive and easy for
them to use. As expressed by one participant:

It has to be something that is intuitive and easy to
answer and...something you don’t spend a lot of extra
time on. [HCP 9, focus group]

Although InvolveMe could be integrated into a patient portal,
the participants expressed concern that the intervention, because
of data protection and privacy regulations, likely would not be
allowed to communicate directly with the hospital EPR. If
current regulations would require that paper printouts from
InvolveMe had to be manually scanned into the EPR, rather than
received directly from the patient portal, participants were
concerned that this would add to their workload. The
participating physicians also raised concerns about receiving
secure messages directly to an individual mailbox, without some
form of triage. There were also some concerns that the message
functionality might become more like a chat, with messages
going back and forth between patients and HCPs, potentially
increasing the time HCPs spend communicating with each other
for management of the patients’ many questions.

Outer Setting
The construct of Patient Needs and Resources concerns the
extent to which patients’ needs and facilitators and barriers to
meeting these needs are accurately known and prioritized by
the organization [38]. The participating HCPs explained that
they, based on their own experience, perceived patients as the
most worried and anxious early in the disease trajectory. They
described a structured follow-up for the 2 categories of patients,
with room for improvement. As expressed by one participant:

That’s also what we, me too, have been thinking about
for many years when it comes to our patients, that
they come to the 3-month check-up and they have
questions that we could have answered for them
[before the time of check-up], but they’ve had no
place to pose their questions before consultation.
[HCP 2, focus group]

HCPs described that they thought most patients would be
motivated to use InvolveMe and that the intervention could
improve patient-provider communication related to symptoms,
needs, and preferences, but also serve as a secure digital channel
where patients knew that they could get in touch with their
HCPs between consultations. This aspect was also discussed in
the workshop. One participant described the following:

Satisfied patients, they will feel more seen and heard.
[Post-it note, workshop]

The use of the existing system was considered positive for
patient use. However, the HCPs were concerned about various
aspects of patient acceptance. They expressed thoughts that

some patients might be afraid of losing in-person contact with
their HCPs and that digital communication might not suit all
patients. This issue was particularly raised as a digital
intervention could potentially require a level of digital
competence that some patients might not have. One participant
stated:

Some patients might be afraid to use technology.
[Post-it note, workshop]

Adding to the HCP input, the patient participants in this study
supplemented patient input from the development study [41]
and strengthened the patient’s voice by providing direct input
on the InvolveMe intervention. They were very positive toward
the use of InvolveMe and expressed their view that digital
patient-provider communication would strengthen patient
follow-up.

Inner Setting
The construct of Structural Characteristics is explained as the
social architecture, age, maturity, and size of an organization
[38]. The 2 included outpatient clinics were organized differently
from each other, although both clinics described staff stability.
One clinic was larger than the other and included 2 registered
nurses and several physicians. This clinic also had several health
support personnel who organized much of the
patient-administrative work for registered nurses and physicians.
The other clinic included registered nurses and physicians in a
relatively small HCP group, which was perceived as an
advantage by the HCPs in question in terms of implementation.
One participant stated:

It is probably an advantage that we are a small group,
and not thousands of people. [HCP 5, focus group]

The construct of Network and Communication involves the
nature and quality of social networks and the nature and quality
of formal and informal communication in an organization [38].
Both clinics had weekly meetings for activity planning, where
research projects, including this study, were discussed.

Culture, as a construct, includes the norms, values, and basic
assumptions of a given organization [38]. The HCPs reported
that they were generally interested in innovations. This interest
was also displayed in attendance and discussions at presentations
and meetings about InvolveMe. Most of the participating HCPs
also pointed to the potential for improved symptom management
through interventions such as InvolveMe. One participant stated:

It’s the issue of identifying the patient’s problem...that
we sometimes struggle to capture. [HCP 4, focus
group]

Tension for Change is the degree to which HCPs perceive the
current situation as intolerable or needing change [38]. With
regard to digital patient-provider communication, there was a
general tension for change among all groups of HCPs in this
study. All participants described receiving many phone calls
from patients, and that they needed and wanted an easier method
for patient follow-up than what current practice allowed,
suggesting that digital communication could be one way to
improve this issue. One participant stated:
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There will be less “noise” if we have one of those
electronic communication channels...then we would
have the opportunity to convey something, and at the
same time reduce the patient’s level of anxiety. [HCP
4, focus group]

Leadership Engagement refers to the commitment, involvement,
and accountability of leaders regarding implementation [38].
The heads of the participating clinics were positive and engaged
members of the project steering committee. They were also
supportive and involved in the research project, facilitating and
participating in research activities and allocating clinic personnel
to participate in research project activities and meetings.

Characteristics of Individuals
The construct of Knowledge and Beliefs about the intervention
involves individuals’ attitudes and the value placed on the
intervention and familiarity with facts, truths, and principles
related to the intervention [38]. The participants expressed, for
the most part, a positive attitude toward using InvolveMe and
stated that they believed the use of such an intervention could
improve clinical practice through highlighting the importance
of good patient-provider communication related to symptom
management. One participant stated:

Being able to clarify some expectations makes it
easier to...the patient is better prepared for
consultation, they understand what they are struggling
with and why they come in for consultation...it will
potentially make it easier to talk to them when some
things are clarified in advance... [HCP 4, focus group]

Participating HCPs expressed that digital interventions, such
as InvolveMe, should be a part of modern practice. The positive
attitude toward an intervention such as InvolveMe was also
expressed in other ways, for example, written on a Post-it note:

Will provide structure to the workday. [Post-it note,
workshop]

HCPs also stated that they believed that such an intervention
could make patients feel safe and cared for. One participant
said:

Possibly an increased level of security [for the
patient] provided by a communication channel that
is not filtered through a switchboard... [HCP 5, focus
group]

Process
The construct of Planning is explained as the degree to which
a scheme or method of behavior, and tasks for implementing
an intervention in advance, corresponds with the consideration
of the quality of those schemes or methods [38]. The participants
in this study stated that a lack of information and assignment
of responsibility could potentially reduce HCP motivation. The
importance of providing information and guidance for use to
everyone involved at the clinics was highlighted:

When switching to new systems, it is always important
to have an easily accessible support person who can
help solve issues right away. [HCP 5, focus group]

The heads of the participating clinics suggested joint project
steering committee meetings to exchange information on
implementation strategies in the implementation process. In
addition, availability from someone from the research team,
including the possibility to call if the HCPs had any questions,
was suggested. The need for technical support and training was
also suggested:

Some training in the use of the software maybe...

Yes, but I often think we get too much of that...

Agreed, but not too long in advance then, as it is so
easy to forget. But you could get help with specific
things that you wonder about, and then you learn and
acquire knowledge, while if you’re sitting in a
classroom, learning about a lot of things that you
can’t really easily relate to... [Discussion between
HCP 6 and 9, focus group]

The construct of Engagement involves attracting and involving
appropriate individuals in the implementation and use of the
intervention through a combined strategy of social marketing,
education, role modeling, training, or similar activities [38].
There was definite engagement in the planned intervention in
this study. For example, some participants initiated writing
abstracts to present study details at local and national
conferences. This initiation was discussed in project steering
committees, and the research team allocated responsibility for
the writing process. Abstracts written for the part of the process
also received two Best Poster Awards and a Meritorious Abstract
Award [49] and contributed to maintaining engagement.

Opinion Leaders are individuals in an organization who have
formal or informal influence on the attitudes and beliefs of their
colleagues regarding the implementation of the intervention
[38]. Physicians (and head of clinics) were described by some
of the nurses as filling an Opinion Leader role. Participants of
the project steering committee were suggested to fill the
positions as Implementation Leaders. Registered nurses who
were responsible for the project were seen as potential
Champions and drivers of the implementation.

External Change Agents are individuals who are affiliated with
an outside entity and who formally influence and facilitate
interventions in a desirable direction [38]. By facilitating the
project steering committee meetings, the first (BS) and last (EB)
authors potentially influenced and facilitated the intervention
as External Change Agents. In addition, the participants
suggested a facilitator from the research team to be available
to the clinic staff members for support during the
implementation process.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study identifies the determinants using the CFIR framework
[38] to inform tailoring of the InvolveMe intervention and to
identify key aspects for implementation planning based on
context.

The identification of determinants in this study supports findings
from existing literature [23,33,50]. However, the influence of
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context on implementation outcomes must be considered to
understand the need to tailor interventions [51]. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, descriptions of how identified
determinants can be used to tailor interventions to context are
largely lacking. The HCPs participating in this study were
mostly positive toward implementing the digital communication
intervention InvolveMe and perceived the intervention as having
the potential to improve patient-provider communication. This
is in line with existing research showing that improvements in
communication can act as facilitators in eHealth implementation
[24,50].

In the development study [41] preceding this study, the
participants voiced a concern about lack of integration with
existing systems, which corresponds with findings from other
studies where lack of accessibility and fit into organizational
structures have been identified as barriers to implementation of
eHealth interventions [23,33,50]. Therefore, the InvolveMe
intervention was integrated into a patient portal already in use
by patients and HCPs. What was initially perceived as a barrier
in the development study [41] was hence turned into something,
perceived by participants, beneficial in this study. This
confirmed the decision made in the development study [41],
acting as a potential facilitator for intervention implementation
and potentially improving acceptance and adoption [33].

The HCPs in this study voiced some concerns regarding the
assessment feature in terms of being a new work task that could
potentially increase the workload. The assessment feature was
therefore condensed to a brief list and refinements were made
to the assessment summary by conducting several user tests in
close collaboration with HCPs, patient participants, and the
research team. This strategy is supported by the literature,
showing user-friendliness and integration into care as known
facilitators for the implementation of eHealth interventions
[22,50,52]. In addition, this strategy can prevent the need for
intervention redesign, which is likely to delay use and increase
costs, which are known barriers to eHealth interventions [33].

The involvement of relevant stakeholders is a known facilitator
of implementation [50,53]. Although stakeholders were involved
in the development [41] of the InvolveMe intervention, the
participants in this study provided valuable additional
information for the tailoring of the intervention, including the
need to test the intervention before any upcoming clinical trial.
Participants in this study raised concerns about potential
implications for clinical workflow and workload when using a
digital communication intervention. Concerns about increased
workload are a well-known barrier to the implementation of
eHealth interventions [28,50]. A growing point of importance
is also to tailor eHealth interventions to existing clinical
workflows, minimizing potential burdens [30]. A moderator
function for triaging secure messages should therefore be
organized in a flexible way, depending on the clinic organization
and available HCPs. Such tailoring to the local context may
facilitate intervention integration into clinical workflow, a
known facilitator for implementation of eHealth interventions
in practice [22,50].

In this study, HCPs also expressed concerns about patient
acceptance of a digital communication intervention, described

as a lack of digital competence among some patients. This
concern is supported by patient education literature [20,24,54].
However, there are some indications that it is feasible to deliver
eHealth interventions to improve eHealth and health literacy
skills among patients with chronic health conditions [22,54].
To be able to offer interventions, such as InvolveMe to patients,
regardless of digital competence, studies have suggested
employing blended care models, involving a mixture of
in-person, technology, or telephone contact as a way to help
facilitate use [23,55,56]. Furthermore, alternating health care
delivery between digital communication and in-person meetings
has been described as a way to avoid losing in-person contact
with patients [23].

To ensure successful implementation of an eHealth intervention
in a certain context, the need to develop and follow an
implementation plan is widely recognized [36] and the lack of
such a plan is considered a barrier to implementation [33]. In
this study, results from the CFIR Planning construct provided
insight into the participants’ thoughts on how to involve key
stakeholders, secure leadership support, and how to provide
information training and coaching. These factors have previously
been described as important for incorporation into an
implementation plan [32,37]. In addition, several facilitators
(eg, ownership, positive attitude, and system acceptance)
identified in the other CFIR domains were considered important
to build on (ie, leverage facilitators) when planning for
implementation. HCPs struggling with the use of technology
are a known barrier in the implementation of eHealth
interventions [23]. Training of HCPs is therefore a preferred
and widely used implementation strategy [53], and a
combination of software training and training in how to
incorporate the intervention into daily clinical workflow may
be required [30,31]. In this study, it was hence considered an
important aspect to include training and follow-up of HCPs in
the implementation plan. Training of designated clinicians who
would subsequently train others to use InvolveMe was planned
[32]. External support (ie, provided by a member of the research
team) was also identified as a key aspect of the implementation
plan.

The heads of both clinics participating in this study were
involved in the development study [41] and in the tailoring and
implementation planning. Several studies have shown that
implementation strategies that encourage leadership support
and engagement are crucial to implementation success [30].
Leaders are often seen as providers of new knowledge and as
key influencers related to implementation initiatives, including
facilitating effective teamwork and cultivating a culture of
learning [57]. In addition, leaders can assign dedicated staff to
perform the required change, which may ease workload and the
concern for increased work [57]. Therefore, strategies targeting
leaders, such as continuing the project steering committee
meetings, should be considered key aspects to include in the
implementation plan of interventions, such as InvolveMe, into
outpatient clinics. In addition, carrying out implementation
preparation workshops (Multimedia Appendix 2), as in this
study, might also capture local knowledge of what works and
not, knowledge that can be shared between implementation sites
[32].
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In this study, the project steering committee meetings were also
intended to build a coalition between patient participants, HCPs,
and the research team to cultivate a good relationship in the
implementation effort, another described implementation
strategy [32,37,53], and thus a key aspect to include in an
implementation plan. Collaborative relationships are crucial for
implementing plans and, through a social exchange
communicating the potential impact of innovations, for the
implementation of interventions, such as InvolveMe, into clinical
practice may be facilitated [57].

Strengths and Limitations
This study has some limitations that need to be addressed. First,
the study was conducted at a single university hospital. This
might limit transferability to other settings. However, the
inclusion of 2 outpatient clinics, following up 2 different patient
categories, might increase transferability to other settings.
Second, the study had a relatively small sample size, a factor
potentially limiting transferability. A small sample size may
limit the ability of data to describe the entire local context at
the clinics involved. However, the study was performed in
outpatient clinics where the implementation of the intervention
is planned to take place, thus enabling identification of local
determinants and key aspects that may be crucial for an
implementation plan. Third, there was an imbalance in the
number of HCPs compared with patients in this study.
Traditionally, implementation involves the improvement of
HCP practices [35]. CFIR does not differ from this tradition,
as CFIR places patients under the Outer Setting domain, where
only one single construct is intended to capture patients’ needs
and resources [38]. As such, patients are considered to have a
peripheral role in their implementation. However, this study
examined all perspectives and interplay of all stakeholders
involved, including patient participants, which helped to
illuminate stakeholder aspects and may help increase the
likelihood of successful implementation to practice [33]. In
addition, even with a limited number of patient participants,
patient participants’ experience from the development study
[41] and subsequent direct input on various topics in this study
may have ensured relevance and reliability from the patient
perspective. Fourth, the perceived facilitators and barriers of
participants in this study might not necessarily correspond to
facilitators and barriers experienced in clinical practice in
general. However, recent evidence indicates that the limited use
of tailoring to context could explain the limited implementation
success [30]. Knowledge generated during preparation for
implementation can contribute to intervention tailoring and
context-specific individualization, which implies that
stakeholders’needs are more likely met, and hence intervention
design and implementation preparation are improved [58].

This study has some strengths. Applying a structured and
comprehensive framework such as CFIR within the field of
implementation is considered to be a strength guiding data
collection and analysis [59]. Identifying and describing
determinants that affect implementation, as well as identifying
key aspects for implementation planning, are also strengths
[59]. Furthermore, the use of CFIR in this study provided a
common language through the use of constructs and definitions

for the analysis of data and thus may provide comparable results
that may make it easier to assess why and how certain elements
work. However, it should be noted that the strength of CFIR as
a comprehensive framework may also be a weakness. CFIR
does not distinguish between the relative importance of all of
its constructs, which may imply that the details necessary for
implementation success could be lost if trying to capture as
many constructs as possible. In this study, a number of CFIR
constructs were not covered by the data collection, as only
discrete but significant themes and questions were targeted
(Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2). Another challenge using
CFIR is that some constructs are broad and difficult to capture
and some may overlap with other constructs. Further
descriptions and explanations related to constructs could enhance
the CFIR and thus make the framework more intuitive to use
when planning for implementation.

Future Directions
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has triggered a significant
need for a wide range of digital communication services between
patients and HCPs and has led to increased demand for digital
intervention from within the health care services themselves.
As such, and with the tremendous challenges posed by this
significant health challenge, the pandemic might turn out to be
a powerful facilitator for the implementation of digital
interventions in health care services.

This study revealed some specific aspects that need to be
investigated in future research. In particular, the results show
that a pilot study may contribute to identify gaps and inform
further necessary tailoring of the intervention and an
implementation plan (ie, strategies) before clinical trials. This
emphasizes that, regardless of stakeholder involvement in
intervention development, a pilot test should always be
considered.

Future studies should also aim to better understand how the
CFIR framework can inform an implementation planning
process in terms of tailoring interventions before implementation
and the selection of implementation strategies based on
identified determinants. In addition, refinements of the CFIR
to strengthen the patient-related constructs and make the
framework easier to apply would be beneficial for researchers
and for HCPs conducting implementation in clinical practice.

Conclusions
This study contributes to the field of implementation science
by using identified determinants to inform the tailoring of a
digital communication intervention (ie, InvolveMe) and to
identify key aspects of an implementation plan to context.
Important intervention tailoring aspects identified were
adjustments to the digital features and adjustments to fit the
clinical workflow as well as recommendations to conduct a
future pilot study before testing in larger clinical trials. Future
research into the implementation of digital communication
interventions should focus on the early identification of
determinants and attention to tailoring to address barriers and
leverage facilitators. In addition, key aspects of implementation
planning should be identified, raising the probability of
implementation success.
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Abstract

Background: Health information technology (IT) interventions to decrease readmissions for cirrhosis may be limited by
patient-associated factors.

Objective: The aim of this study was to determine perspectives regarding adoption versus refusal of health IT interventions
among patient-caregiver dyads.

Methods: Inpatients with cirrhosis and their caregivers were approached to participate in a randomized health IT intervention
trial requiring daily contact with research teams via the Patient Buddy app. This app focuses on ascites, medications, and hepatic
encephalopathy over 30 days. Regression analyses for characteristics associated with acceptance were performed. For those who
declined, a semistructured interview was performed with themes focused on caregivers, protocol, transport/logistics, technology
demands, and privacy.

Results: A total of 349 patient-caregiver dyads were approached (191 from Virginia Commonwealth University, 56 from
Richmond Veterans Affairs Medical Center, and 102 from Mayo Clinic), 87 of which (25%) agreed to participate. On regression,
dyads agreeing included a male patient (odds ratio [OR] 2.08, P=.01), gastrointestinal bleeding (OR 2.3, P=.006), or hepatic
encephalopathy admission (OR 2.0, P=.01), whereas opioid use (OR 0.46, P=.03) and alcohol-related etiology (OR 0.54, P=.02)
were associated with refusal. Race, study site, and other admission reasons did not contribute to refusing participation. Among
the 262 dyads who declined randomization, caregiver reluctance (43%), perceived burden (31%), technology-related issues (14%),
transportation/logistics (10%), and others (4%), but not privacy, were highlighted as major concerns.

Conclusions: Patients with cirrhosis admitted with hepatic encephalopathy and gastrointestinal bleeding without opioid use or
alcohol-related etiologies were more likely to participate in a health IT intervention focused on preventing readmissions. Caregiver
and study burden but not privacy were major reasons to decline participation. Reducing perceived patient-caregiver burden and
improving communication may improve participation.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03564626; https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03564626

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24639)   doi:10.2196/24639
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Introduction

Patients with cirrhosis often require expensive inpatient and
outpatient care, mainly centered around complications related
to hepatic encephalopathy, variceal bleeding, ascites, and
medication management [1]. A critical component of optimal
care is the education of patients and their caregivers, and
communication with the clinical team [2]. Educational strategies
for and involvement of caregivers in care processes are often
neglected in favor of dispensing medications and scheduling
appointments at the time of discharge [3,4]. Tools that could
enhance delivery of care and maintain a link between health
care providers and patients/caregivers are needed to improve
clinical management and outcomes. In a prior single-center
study, we evaluated the acceptability and performance of the
Patient Buddy app for preventing readmissions in patients with
cirrhosis [5]. The app involves two components recorded by
patients and their caregivers on EncephalApp, a separate app
designed to assess cognitive function in patients with cirrhosis:
(1) daily postdischarge smartphone entry for 30 days of weight,
abdominal girth, temperature, and medication adherence; and
(2) weekly results of responses to questions related to orientation
in time, place, and person [6,7]. The data are transmitted via a
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA)-compliant server to central iPads, which the study
team then review for assessment of alarm values that are used
for communication with patients and caregivers and to determine
if action is required. The central iPads are reviewed multiple
times a day. In our single-center study, we found that use of the
app alerted health care providers to early evolution of hepatic
encephalopathy, and was largely favorably received by the
patients and caregivers using the app [5].

We are currently performing a multicenter randomized trial of
the Patient Buddy app at three clinical sites in patients with
cirrhosis and their caregivers. The purpose of this study was to
examine the perspectives of both patients and caregivers when
considering use of this intensive daily health information
technology (IT). Their willingness to use the app has direct
bearing on patient participation in this and other multisite trials,
and ultimately on the health care team’s ability to monitor
clinical status, reduce readmissions, and improve outcomes in
cirrhosis.

Methods

We designed this study to assess the reasons for potential refusal
to better inform recruitment approaches. We performed
semistructured interviews in patient-caregiver dyads in the
ongoing multicenter randomized study of cirrhosis inpatients
and their caregivers on use of the Patient Buddy app to prevent
30-day readmissions. The randomized study is being performed
in tertiary-care hospitals serving three different populations:
veterans at Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Center (Richmond,
VA), uninsured/underinsured patients at a state safety net
institution (Virginia Commonwealth University [VCU],
Richmond, VA), and insured patients receiving care at a private
group practice (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN). Regardless of
the setting, the standard of care for all three hospitals requires

setting up a postdischarge follow-up appointment within 1
month and a phone call within 1 week.

We screened for inpatients who met the following eligibility
criteria: (1) diagnosis of cirrhosis as defined by liver biopsy,
overt hepatic decompensation (hepatic encephalopathy, ascites,
variceal bleeding, or jaundice), or radiological features of
cirrhosis and endoscopic features of varices in patients with
chronic liver disease; and (2) those who were admitted
nonelectively and had adult cohabitating caregivers. Patients
excluded for screening were those with an active alcohol use
disorder, without caregivers or a stable home, on hemodialysis,
discharged to a facility or hospice, inadequate internet
connection at home, or an unclear diagnosis of cirrhosis. For
patients who met the eligibility criteria, a member of the study
team approached the patient and caregiver in person or via
telephone while the patient was still hospitalized and explained
the study in detail. This explanation included a discussion with
the patient-caregiver dyad that emphasized the necessity of
being in contact with the study team after discharge, and the
potential educational value of the app and its implications for
communication with the team on clinical issues. Another aspect
of the discussion involved a demonstration of the app and the
need for data entry of critical medications (ie, hepatic
encephalopathy medications, antibiotics, beta blockers, diuretics,
and other cirrhosis-related medications), weight and abdominal
girth, and orientation with EncephalApp.

The intervention consisted of the Patient Buddy app coupled
with EncephalApp. For the dyad to participate in the multisite
randomized trial postdischarge, they had to agree to be trained
individually while the patient was hospitalized, including
instructions for data entry in the app; measuring body weight,
temperature, and girth (using scales, measuring tapes, and
thermometers provided by the study team, respectively);
assessing orientation; and training to caregivers in administration
of EncephalApp. If the dyad consented to participate, they were
randomly assigned to one of three groups (standard of care,
health IT intervention with as-needed follow-up, or health IT
intervention with scheduled outpatient visits and calls within
30 days of discharge). If assigned to either of the health IT
groups, the app was activated upon discharge on a smartphone
provided as part of the study.

In the randomized study, we collect data from all dyads who
are approached for participation, including demographic and
clinical characteristics, reasons for admission, and current patient
medications. Dyads indicating that they did not want to be
randomized were then asked if they would participate in a
semistructured qualitative interview that was designed and
supervised by an expert (DM) to explore reasons for deciding
not to participate and to help ascertain issues related to use of
health IT as opposed to research as a whole that could guide
future similar studies.

The patients and caregivers were asked about their reasons for
unwillingness divided into five categories (demands related to
technology, caregiver reluctance, perceived burden of the study,
transport and logistics, privacy-related, or other) and other
reasons through the interview questions prompted by the
coordinators with qualitative responses allowed. All potential
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inpatients were approached in person. The study coordinators
carried out the interview, and every effort was made to perform
these analyses within 1 day for both potential caregivers and
patients. The responses were transcribed on an interview form
by the study coordinator explaining the study, which also had
space for expressing other potential reasons that informed their
decision not to participate further. The other reasons included
refusal to participate in studies of any kind regardless of the
health IT intervention, unspecified, or unwillingness to elaborate
further.

In the analysis, we compared the demographic and clinical
variables such as cirrhosis characteristics, especially hepatic
encephalopathy, current medications, and reasons for admission,
in dyads who agreed to participate with those of dyads who did

not agree to participate using unpaired t tests or χ2 tests as
appropriate. Finally, a logistic regression analysis was performed
with agreement to participate in the randomization process as
the dependent variable and disease characteristics as independent
variables.

Results

A total of 349 patient-caregiver dyads were approached at the
three sites (191 at VCU, 56 at VA, and 102 at Mayo Clinic), 87
of which (24.9%) agreed to participate. Table 1 shows the
characteristics of these dyads and indicates the significantly
different variables between those who agreed and declined
participation.

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients who agreed and did not agree to randomization for the health information technology
intervention study.

P valueDid not agree to randomization (n=262)Agreed to randomization (n=87)Characteristics

.7859.2 (11.4)58.8 (11.3)Age (years), mean (SD)

.06Race, n (%)

207 (79.0)64 (74)Caucasian

47 (17.9)15 (17)African American

8 (3.1)8 (9)Other

.02150 (57.3)62 (71)Men, n (%)

.03Comorbidity, n (%)

28 (10.7)5 (6)HCVa

117 (44.7)26 (30)HCV+alcohol-related

15 (5.7)9 (10)Alcohol-related

60 (22.9)25 (29)NAFLDb

42 (16.0)22 (25)Other

.27151 (57.6)56 (64)Prior HEc, n (%)

.93152 (58.0)50 (57)Lactulose use, n (%)

.22101 (38.5)40 (46)Rifaximin use, n (%)

.0957 (21.8)12 (14)Taking psychoactive medications, n (%)

.00471 (27.1)11 (13)Taking opioids, n (%)

.2418.4 (8.4)19.5 (6.9)MELDd score on admission, mean (SD)

Reason for admission, n (%)

.6881 (30.9)29 (33)Infection

.0382 (31.3)38 (44)HE

.5897 (37.0)29 (33)Renal or metabolic disease

.0150 (19.1)28 (32)Gastrointestinal bleeding

<.001144 (55.0)21 (24)Other

aHCV: hepatitis C virus.
bNAFLD: nonalcoholic fatty liver disease.
cHE: hepatic encephalopathy.
dMELD: Model for End-stage Liver Disease.

Of these 87 dyads, 40 were from VCU, 22 from VA, and 25
from Mayo Clinic. The 262 dyads (75.1%) who decided not to

move forward to the randomization process all agreed to
participate in the semistructured interview. Of this group, 151
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were from VCU, 34 from VA, and 77 from Mayo Clinic. Results
from the semistructured interview revealed that 206 dyads had
only one reason for not participating, 50 had two reasons, and
6 had three or more reasons. Of these, the majority of the dyads
(198/262, 75.6%) agreed to having the interviews performed in
person, while the remaining 8 (3.1%) had the potential caregiver
interviewed on the phone within 1 day of initial in-person
contact with the patient. The most common reason was caregiver
reluctance (114/262, 43.5%), followed by perceived study
burden (n=82, 31.3%), technology-related issues (n=36, 13.7%),
transportation and logistics (n=26, 9.9%), and no specific reason
(n=11, 4.2%). Importantly, none of the dyads listed privacy as
a concern for their refusal.

Logistic regression was performed using dyads that said “yes”
to being randomized and therefore were included in the multisite
trial. The significant factors associated with dyads saying yes
(Table 1) included male gender (odds ratio [OR] 2.08, P=.01),
admission for gastrointestinal bleeding (OR 2.3, P=.006), or
hepatic encephalopathy (OR 2.0, P=.01), whereas opioids (OR
0.46, P=.03) and alcohol-related etiology (OR 0.54, P=.02)
showed the reverse pattern. Race, site of recruitment, other
reasons for admission, whether or not the potential caregiver
was a spouse, education, and use of other medications were not
significantly associated with saying “yes” to be randomized.

In the 262 dyads who declined to be randomized, we compared
characteristics of patients who refused for specific reasons
(Tables 2 and 3). We did not compare those who had some part
of this interview performed in person versus telephone due to

the small number (n=8) of those interviewed solely by telephone.
Of the potential caregivers, the majority were wives (n=90,
34.4%), followed by husbands (n=55, 21.0%), children (n=30,
11.5%), significant others (n=8, 3.1%), parents (n=18, 6.9%),
siblings (n=16, 6.1%), and other people (n=45, 17.2%). Of the
262 patients who did not want to participate, 116 (44.3%) had
an education below or at high school level, 113 (43.1%) patients
had completed undergraduate college education, and 50 (19.1%)
patients had masters or higher degrees.

For analyses, we combined spouse/significant others (n=153,
58.4%) and those with high school education or below for
comparison with the others. Apart from technology-related
demands, there were no significant differences in the
demographic variables, cirrhosis severity or etiology, medication
use, hepatic encephalopathy status, or reason for admission
among patients who refused compared to the rest. Dyads who
refused for technology-related reasons were more likely to be
older, with lower education in the patient, had a higher Model
for End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) score on admission, higher
frequency of hepatic encephalopathy, and were less likely to be
admitted for gastrointestinal bleeding or liver-unrelated (other)
reasons compared with those who did not refuse for
technology-related reasons (Table 2). Caregiver reluctance was
lower when the potential caregiver was a spouse, but the reverse
was found for perceived study burden. Very few dyads
expressed that they were refusing randomization because they
were not interested in research, which was included in the “no
reason” category.
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Table 2. Reasons for refusal to participate in relation to patient characteristics (N=262).

Technology demandsPerceived study burdenCaregiver reluctanceCharacteristic

No (n=226)Yes (n=36)No (n=180)Yes (n=82)No (n=148)Yes (n=114)

58.7 (11.4)62.9 (9.3)59.7 (11.2)58.0 (11.9)59.5 (11.1)58.8 (11.8)Age (years)a, mean (SD)

Race, n (%)

181 (80.1)26 (72)139 (77.2)68 (83)89 (60.1)88 (77.2)Caucasian

37 (16.4)10 (28)36 (20.0)11 (13)21 (14.2)26 (22.8)African American

8 (3.5)0 (0)5 (2.8)3 (4)4 (2.7)4 (3.5)Other

131 (58.0)19 (53)105 (58.3)45 (55)84 (56.8)66 (57.9)Men, n (%)

86 (38.1)20 (56)84 (46.7)32 (39)55 (37.2)44 (38.6)High school education or above, n (%)b

128 (56.6)25 (69)95 (52.8)58 (71)104 (70.3)49 (43.0)Potential caregiver not spouse, n (%)c

116 (51.3)16 (44)93 (51.7)39 (48)71 (48.0)61 (53.5)Alcohol etiology, n (%)

125 (55.3)25 (69)108 (60.0)43 (52)85 (57.4)66 (57.9)Prior HEd, n (%)

128 (56.6)24 (67)107 (59.4)45 (55)87 (58.8)65 (57.0)Lactulose use, n (%)

85 (37.6)15 (42)67 (37.2)34 (41)63 (42.6)38 (33.3)Rifaximin use, n (%)

48 (21.2)9 (25)41 (22.8)16 (20)32 (21.6)25 (21.9)Taking psychoactive medications, n (%)

62 (27.4)9 (25)46 (25.6)25 (30)43 (29.1)28 (24.6)Taking opioids, n (%)

17.9 (8.3)21.5 (8.4)18.4 (8.0)18.4 (9.3)18.8 (8.9)17.9 (7.8)MELDe score on admission, mean (SD)f

Reason for admission, n (%)

67 (29.6)14 (39)54 (30.0)27 (33)44 (29.7)37 (32.5)Infection

64 (28.3)17 (47)58 (32.2)24 (29)48 (32.4)34 (29.8)HEg

79 (35.0)18 (50)70 (38.9)27 (33)57 (38.5)40 (35.1)Renal or metabolic disease

46 (20.4)3 (8)32 (17.8)18 (22)28 (18.9)22 (19.3)Gastrointestinal bleedingg

131 (58.0)13 (36)99 (55.0)45 (55)81 (54.7)63 (55.3)Otherh

aSignificant difference for technology demands (P=.02).
bSignificant difference for technology demands (P=.046).
cSignificant difference for caregiver reluctance (P<.001) and perceived study burden (P=.006).
dMELD: Model for End-stage Liver Disease.
eHE: hepatic encephalopathy.
fSignificant difference for technology demands (P=.02).
gSignificant difference for technology demands (P=.001).
hSignificant difference for technology demands (P=.04).
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Table 3. Further reasons for refusal to participate in relation to patient characteristics (N=262).

No specific reasonTransport/logisticsCharacteristic

No (n=251)Yes (n=11)No (n=235)Yes (n=26)

59.2 (11.4)59.9 (10.8)59.0 (11.3)62.4 (10.3)Age (years), mean (SD)

Race, n (%)

197 (78.5)10 (91)188 (80.0)19 (73)Caucasian

46 (18.3)1 (9)41 (17.4)6 (23)African American

8 (3.2)0 (0)7 (3.0)1 (4)Other

144 (57.4)6 (55)134 (57.0)16 (62)Men, n (%)

110 (43.8)6 (55)105 (44.7)11 (42)High school education or above, n (%)

148 (59.0)5 (45)137 (58.3)15 (58)Potential caregiver not spouse, n (%)

125 (49.8)7 (64)122 (51.9)10 (38)Alcohol etiology, n (%)

145 (57.8)6 (55)136 (57.9)14 (54)Prior HEa, n (%)

146 (58.2)6 (55)137 (58.3)15 (58)Lactulose use, n (%)

96 (38.2)5 (45)93 (39.6)7 (27)Rifaximin use, n (%)

53 (21.1)4 (36)53 (22.6)4 (15)Taking psychoactive medications, n (%)

67 (26.7)4 (36)66 (28.1)5 (19)Taking opioids, n (%)

18.4 (8.4)17.9 (8.7)18.6 (8.6)16.3 (6.3)MELDb score on admission, mean (SD)

Reason for admission, n (%)

79 (31.5)2 (18)74 (31.5)7 (27)Infection

80 (31.9)2 (18)70 (29.8)11 (42)HE

94 (37.5)3 (27)88 (37.4)9 (35)Renal or metabolic disease

47 (18.7)3 (27)44 (18.7)5 (19)Gastrointestinal bleeding

140 (55.8)4 (36)137 (58.3)7 (27)Otherc

aMELD: Model for End-stage Liver Disease.
bHE: hepatic encephalopathy.
cSignificant difference for transport/logistics (P=.002).

As shown in Table 4, there were some differences detected
between the patients across the three sites with respect to
demographic characteristics, whereas MELD score and prior
hepatic encephalopathy rates were similar. Veterans were older,
likely to be men, and more likely to be on rifaximin, whereas
the VCU cohort was more likely to be on psychoactive

medications and to be admitted for infection or renal/metabolic
reasons. Mayo Clinic patients were more likely to be Caucasian
and to be admitted for gastrointestinal bleeding. Although there
were differences in the reason for admission of patients at each
site, differences between sites were ultimately not significant
in the multivariable logistic regression analysis.
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Table 4. Differences in patient characteristics among the three sites.

P valueMayo Clinic (n=102)VAb (n=56)VCUa (n=191)Characteristics

.00659.9 (12.6)62.8 (10.8)57.6 (10.6)Age (years), mean (SD)

<.001Race, n (%)

97 (95.1)34 (61)140 (73.3)Caucasian

1 (0.9)17 (30)44 (23.0)African American

4 (3.9)5 (9)8 (4.2)Other

<.00158 (56.9)52 (93)103 (53.9)Men, n (%)

.03Comorbidity, n (%)

4 (3.9)7 (13)22 (11.5)HCVc

50 (49.0)19 (34)74 (38.7)HCV+alcohol-related

2 (2.0)6 (11)16 (8.4)Alcohol-related

27 (26.5)18 (32)40 (20.9)NAFLDd

19 (18.6)6 (11)39 (20.4)Other

.1152 (51.0)37 (66)118 (61.8)Prior HEe, n (%)

.1551 (50.0)33 (59)118 (61.8)Lactulose use, n (%)

.0237 (36.3)32 (57)72 (37.7)Rifaximin use, n (%)

.00110 (9.8)8 (14)51 (26.7)Taking psychoactive medications, n (%)

.2623 (22.5)9 (16)50 (26.2)Taking opioids, n (%)

.2618.2 (8.5)17.4 (7.1)19.3 (8.1)MELDf score on admission, mean (SD)

Reason for admission, n (%)

<.0016 (5.9)24 (43)80 (41.9)Infection

.2128 (27.5)21 (38)71 (37.2)HE

<.00118 (17.6)10 (18)98 (51.3)Renal or metabolic disease

.0231 (30.4)7 (13)40 (20.9)Gastrointestinal bleeding

.2355 (53.9)23 (41)87 (45.5)Other

aVCU: Virginia Commonwealth University
bVA: Rochester Veteran Affairs Medical Center.
cHCV: hepatitis C virus.
dNAFLD: nonalcholic fatty liver disease.
eHE: hepatic encephalopathy.
fMELD: Model for End-stage Liver Disease.

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that agreeing to participate in an
intensive health IT regimen aimed at preventing 30-day
readmissions for inpatients with cirrhosis and their caregivers
may depend in part on the cirrhosis etiology and reasons for
inpatient admission. However, the major reasons cited by dyads
for not participating appeared to focus on caregivers, study
burden, and technological demands rather than on privacy issues.
The goal of this multisite trial is to reduce readmissions in
cirrhosis, an intractable issue that has medical, psychosocial,
and financial consequences [2,8,9]. Our preliminary study
demonstrated reductions in hepatic encephalopathy–related
readmissions at 30 days when using an intensive health IT
intervention that focused on daily communications among

patients, family caregivers, and the clinical team [5]. However,
given that this previously tested intervention involved several
steps in the daily recording of data that could potentially become
onerous for the respondents, we included this semistructured
interview study within the multisite trial to examine dyads’
perspectives on the use of health IT interventions to better
streamline our approach.

Only 25% of the patient-caregiver dyads who were approached
in the hospital agreed to be randomly assigned to standard care
or to one of the two health IT interventions. This rate is
relatively lower than that of individuals who ultimately decided
to download another app, EncephalApp, but was similar to the
rate of individuals that ultimately used the technology in a recent
study of outpatients with cirrhosis [10]. Unlike EncephalApp,
which links to the Patient Buddy app, the regimen tested in our
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multisite trial involves daily entry of data related to medication
adherence, weight, and a multipronged approach to orientation
that unfolds over 30 days and includes an educational
component. This time frame requires a much longer commitment
from patient-caregiver dyads along with training from health
care providers at the time of discharge. Nevertheless, the
intervention includes valuable educational material and offers
the potential to continue communication with the treating teams
after discharge for most of the clinical issues that underlie
readmission, such as hepatic encephalopathy, gastrointestinal
bleeding, ascites, and medication management [3,9]. This
approach was tested by Bloom et al [11] in a cross-sectional
survey where theoretical acceptance of an app that would require
similar communications as currently being tested with Patient
Buddy was considered to be acceptable to most patients. This
finding is in contrast to the results of this study, likely because
unlike the theoretical constructs in the prior study, the dyads
had to agree to be randomized for a 30-day trial in real life in
our study.

The fact that patients admitted with hepatic encephalopathy and
gastrointestinal bleeding were more likely to agree to participate
in randomization may be related to the patient-caregiver dyad
wanting to avoid such occurrences in the future. By contrast,
patients with alcohol-related liver disease etiology and opioid
use, which often coexist with lower socioeconomic and
education status (and potentially unfamiliarity with apps), were
less likely to participate [12]. The burden of cirrhosis, and
especially hepatic encephalopathy, is shared by patients and
their caregivers [13]. Since the most important reasons behind
patient-caregiver dyads not agreeing to proceed further were
related to caregiver reluctance, perceived burden of the study,
and issues involving transport and logistics, the design and
components of the health IT intervention may need
reconsideration.

The findings of this study are instructive. Although the overall
goal of the study team and the multisite trial is to reduce burden
for both patients and their families by preventing readmission,
the amount of time and effort required to participate in this study
may have mitigated the dyads’ desire or willingness to engage
in the activities needed to keep up with data entry in the app
[14]. The Patient Buddy app being tested in the multisite trial
was streamlined from the version tested in our preliminary work
based on patient and caregiver responses (specifically items
designed to reduce gait issues, fall risk, and sodium content of
the diet, and the complexity of the questions asked). However,
given the multiple demands on the patient-caregiver dyads’ time
during hospitalization and just prior to discharge, and the
complexities of the current Patient Buddy app (even with its
improvements), it appears that a better balance between gaining
the information required and minimizing the burden on
patient-caregiver dyads is warranted.

Apart from the barriers mentioned above, reasons for not
wanting to be randomized to using a health IT intervention could
also be centered around privacy and technological demands.
However, of interest, privacy issues were not cited as a reason
for the decision not to undergo randomization, which might
signify trust in the HIPAA compliance of these apps or the
presence of other more pervasive issues.

With respect to refusals on technological grounds, we found
that patients admitted with hepatic encephalopathy and those
who were older, less educated, and with higher MELD scores
were more likely to refuse participation. Similar results have
been shown in prior studies in patients with and without
cirrhosis, and may represent a lack of individual or family
capability to perform the tasks [15]. Given that we anticipated
enrolling patient-caregiver dyads from a lower socioeconomic
status in the multisite trial, we specifically designed a study
protocol that provided smartphones individually to patients and
their caregivers. However, it is still possible that unfamiliarity
with a smartphone, including the use of apps, remains a barrier
to engagement in health IT interventions in patients with liver
disease. Although the potential issues with use of one-time apps,
particularly in the outpatient setting, may be overcome with
teaching, it is possible that sustained use over 30 days for the
Patient Buddy app could have been construed as too demanding
for older patients with hepatic encephalopathy and more
advanced cirrhosis.

Finally, an important area for discussion is that perspectives of
the study team and patient-caregiver dyads may have influenced
our results. Although some studies focus on specific areas of
cirrhosis case management postdischarge, the Patient Buddy
app incorporates a more customized approach to cirrhosis and
is also more broadly focused. For instance, factors such as
hepatic encephalopathy, ascites, renal and metabolic issues, and
gastrointestinal bleeding could all potentially influence
readmission risk. Therefore, the comprehensive nature of this
app could have resulted in the perception that it was more
difficult to use compared to other apps focused on a single
complication. Nonetheless, a broadly focused and well-rounded
app addressing the impact of all complications of cirrhosis is
needed to better educate patients and their family members
about the disease and ultimately reduce readmission rates.

Our work with the Patient Buddy app and its impact on
readmissions is continuing in the multisite trial, but this interim
exploration of reasons for why dyads declined randomization
in the trial has provided information to further refine our
understanding on how to better address barriers to using health
IT interventions. This will result in streamlining our approach
toward the dyads and focusing on the time spent and potential
benefits as we approach them. The rate of participation was
lower compared with that reported in some other app-based
trials in gastroenterology that focused on patients undergoing
colonoscopy and those with inflammatory bowel disease [16,17].
These differences could be due to the inpatient setting, which
selects for advanced disease and cognitive demands of the
cirrhosis disease process, likely being greater than those
involved for other diseases studied. Moreover, we interviewed
patients and caregivers together, which makes it difficult to
evaluate individual responses, and we did not specifically
evaluate socioeconomic factors. We asked questions regarding
technological familiarity rather than providing dedicated
questionnaires since the dyads were not interested in performing
further study-related work apart from a brief interview.

In conclusion, the reasons for patients with cirrhosis and their
caregivers declining to participate in a trial using an intensive
app that requires 30 days of feedback regardless of
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demographics and clinical settings were mainly related to
caregiver and study demands, but importantly not to privacy
concerns. Those admitted with hepatic encephalopathy and
gastrointestinal bleeding issues were more likely to agree to
participate, whereas those with alcohol etiology and opioid use

were less likely to participate in the health IT study. Further
research should address the careful balance of patient and
caregiver burdens with clinicians’needs for accurate and timely
information that enables good disease management.
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Abstract

Background: Obesity is a known risk factor for cardiovascular disease risk factors, including hypertension and type II diabetes.
Although numerous weight loss interventions have demonstrated efficacy, there is considerably less evidence about the theoretical
mechanisms through which they work. Delivering lifestyle behavior change interventions via social media provides unique
opportunities for understanding mechanisms of intervention effects. Server data collected directly from web-based platforms can
provide detailed, real-time behavioral information over the course of intervention programs that can be used to understand how
interventions work.

Objective: The objective of this study was to demonstrate how social network analysis can facilitate our understanding of the
mechanisms underlying a social media–based weight loss intervention.

Methods: We performed secondary analysis by using data from a pilot study that delivered a dietary and physical activity
intervention to a group of participants via Facebook. We mapped out participants’ interaction networks over the 12-week
intervention period and linked participants’network characteristics (eg, in-degree, out-degree, network constraint) to participants’
changes in theoretical mediators (ie, dietary knowledge, perceived social support, self-efficacy) and weight loss by using regression
analysis. We also performed mediation analyses to explore how the effects of social network measures on weight loss could be
mediated by the aforementioned theoretical mediators.

Results: In this analysis, 47 participants from 2 waves completed the study and were included. We found that increases in the
number of posts, comments, and reactions significantly predicted weight loss (β=–.94, P=.04); receiving comments positively
predicted changes in self-efficacy (β=7.81, P=.009), and the degree to which one’s network neighbors are tightly connected with
each other weakly predicted changes in perceived social support (β=7.70, P=.08). In addition, change in self-efficacy mediated
the relationship between receiving comments and weight loss (β=–.89, P=.02).

Conclusions: Our analyses using data from this pilot study linked participants’ network characteristics with changes in several
important study outcomes of interest such as self-efficacy, social support, and weight. Our results point to the potential of using
social network analysis to understand the social processes and mechanisms through which web-based behavioral interventions
affect participants’ psychological and behavioral outcomes. Future studies are warranted to validate our results and to further
explore the relationship between network dynamics and study outcomes in similar and larger trials.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24690)   doi:10.2196/24690
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Introduction

Obesity is a common disease with a high economic burden, and
it is a known risk factor for several chronic diseases, including
cancer, cardiovascular diseases, and diabetes [1]. Individuals
with low socioeconomic status (SES) are disproportionately
more likely to be obese and develop related diseases [2,3]. While
there are a vast number of behavioral weight loss interventions
established in previous literature [4], relatively few studies of
high quality have targeted participants of low SES. There is
some evidence that groups with low SES experience lower
efficacy in weight loss interventions, especially those that focus
only on individual-level determinants [5-7]. This highlights the
need for the development of effective behavioral weight loss
strategies for individuals with low SES.

A potentially effective way of delivering behavioral weight loss
interventions to participants of low SES is the use of social
media platforms (eg, Facebook, Twitter). Social media is widely
used by internet users of low SES [8]. Compared with
face-to-face interventions, web-based delivery of social media
offers advantages such as continuous availability and remote
access, which could reduce barriers to intervention use among
participants of low SES, such as limited time or inadequate
transportation [9,10]. In addition, social media users are
accustomed to sharing information about their health experiences
and opinions [11,12]. This sharing may be enhanced by the
communication features of social media websites, which can
facilitate sharing and communication among users about weight
loss behaviors, goals, and experiences [13,14]. These features
make social media platforms particularly attractive for delivering
behavioral weight loss interventions. Indeed, some preliminary
evidence suggests that social media–based interventions can be
efficacious in producing weight loss and increasing the
frequency of social interaction and social support [15]. Results
from a handful of social media–based behavioral weight loss
interventions targeting participants of low SES show that
participants have similar receptiveness to the intervention format
and weight loss outcome when comparing in-person and social
media intervention delivery [16,17]. However, as the evidence
of the efficacy of social media–based weight loss intervention
accumulates, our understanding of the mechanisms underlying
social media–based weight loss interventions is still somewhat
limited. Previous literature suggests that constructs such as
social support and social comparison are important weight loss
predictors. Some studies have linked social media–based
intervention components with increased social support, positive
behavior change, and health outcomes [18,19]. Studies have
also reported greater weight loss for participants in teams or
those reporting greater social influence [20]. This evidence,
however, is scattered in the context of social media–based
weight loss interventions and is largely based on cross-sectional
or post-hoc studies. The mechanisms through which social
media–based weight loss interventions change participants’
interactions, theoretical mediators (eg, knowledge, social
support, self-efficacy), and subsequent weight loss behavior
and outcomes are still largely unclear.

A promising approach to increase our understanding of the
mechanisms underlying social media–based weight loss

interventions is to study the user-generated content and
interactions during the intervention by using social network
analysis. Previous research has shown that interactions generated
through social networks serve as important sources for
information and knowledge [21-23], social and physical
resources [24,25], and social support [26,27]. In addition, social
networks influence individual behavior and perception through
various mechanisms such as sensemaking, norms, and learning
[28,29]. Thus, it is possible to leverage social network analysis
to better understand users’ position and role in the interaction
networks and how that affects the theoretical mediators and
subsequent weight loss behavior and outcomes.

In this study, using data from a 12-week pilot behavioral
intervention that assessed the feasibility of a weight loss program
delivered via social media to adults of low SES [30], we mapped
out participants’ interaction networks and conducted social
network analysis to assess how participants’ network
characteristics were associated with various psychological and
behavioral study outcomes, as well as the possible mediating
mechanisms that lead to participants’ weight loss.

Methods

Design
We conducted secondary analysis of data from the INSHAPE
CLE study. INSHAPE CLE was a single-arm, pre-post
intervention trial designed to assess the feasibility of delivering
a social media–based weight loss intervention to low-income
residents of a large midwestern urban area of the United States
of America. INSHAPE CLE delivered a 12-week behavioral
weight loss intervention that included goal setting and
self-monitoring using Fitbit devices and the Fitbit
self-monitoring platform. Participants were also enrolled in a
private Facebook group moderated by study personnel
(Moderator), who posted planned communications to the group
that delivered nutrition and physical activity education and
encouraged participants to exchange social support and model
desired behaviors. Moderators also responded to participant
questions and monitored the group for inappropriate
communications. All procedures performed in this study
involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical
standards of the institutional and national research committee
and were approved by the Case Western Reserve University
Institutional Review Board and with the 1964 Helsinki
declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical
standards [31-34]. This paper does not contain any studies with
animals performed by any of the authors.

Participants
INSHAPE CLE participants were recruited using social media
advertisements, flyers posted in strategic locations, and in-person
recruitment events at federally sponsored nutrition education
events. Primary inclusion criteria were age of 35-65 years,
regular internet use, BMI of 25-40, less than 30 minutes per
day of moderate or vigorous physical activity, residence in the
target metropolitan area, income less than 185% of the federal
poverty based on family size, and no affirmative answers on
the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire [35] or written
clearance by a physician. Participants were recruited in 2 waves
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and enrolled in 2 separate Facebook groups with largely identical
moderator content.

Study Procedures
Participants were screened online. Eligible participants were
provided a web-based consent form and those who accepted
were provided a web-based baseline questionnaire and invited
to an in-person orientation meeting where study instructions
were provided and anthropometric measures were collected.
Participants attending an orientation meeting were considered
enrolled in the study. Enrollees were provided a web-based
follow-up questionnaire at the end of the 12-week intervention
and invited to a meeting where follow-up anthropometric
measures were taken. Additional details of the INSHAPE CLE
intervention and study procedures can be found elsewhere [30].

Measures

Demographics
As a part of the baseline questionnaire, participants were asked
to report their birth year, gender, race, ethnicity, educational
status, and employment status.

Anthropometrics
All anthropometrics were collected by study staff who attended
a 1-hour training session. We measured height by using a
stadiometer (Detecto PHR Portable Mechanical Height Rod for
DR400C) and weight by using a floor scale (Detecto DR550C)
calibrated using a 10-kg weight (Ohaus 80850302).
Measurement procedures were based on the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey Anthropometry Procedures
Manual.

Theoretical Mediators
Several psychological and behavioral constructs were theorized
to be important determinants of the weight loss outcome.
Specifically, dietary knowledge was assessed by the sum of
correct answers from a 36-item questionnaire adapted from a
validated nutrition knowledge questionnaire and was scored as
the percentage of questions answered correctly. The
questionnaire assessed several domains of nutrition knowledge,
including national dietary recommendations, the nutrient content

of foods, and the relationship between dietary behavior and
chronic disease. Perceived social support was measured using
the 5-item Friend Social Support and Eating Habits Scale that
asks participants to indicate how often their friends (1=never,
5=very often) communicated positive messages about dietary
behavior (eg, discussed my eating habit changes with me [asked
me how I’m doing with my eating changes]). Self-efficacy was
assessed using a validated 4-item scale measure. This scale
asked participants “How confident are you that you can lose
weight?” with a series of conditional statements (eg, Even if
you have to try several times until it works) rated on a sliding
scale from 0% (not at all confident) to 100% (completely
confident).

Social Network/Engagement Measures
Each post, comment, and reaction (eg, emojis) on the Facebook
group during the intervention was recorded. Two data collection
methods were used to obtain Facebook data. The Grytics
analytical platform [36] provided data directly from the
Facebook application programming interface. We also collected
select data manually by reviewing and logging information
directly from the Facebook group. This was required due to
changes to Facebook’s privacy policy that occurred during the
second group’s intervention that deidentified individual
Facebook user data. However, the Grytics platform did not
provide data on the reactions for comments with the exception
of likes. Data were collected in both ways and validated by
comparing aggregate data provided by Grytics, where available,
to the totals from the manual data collection. In cases where
totals did not agree, Facebook was manually checked a second
time to ensure that the data collection methods produce
consistent data across the entire intervention period. To obtain
a more nuanced understanding of subjects’different levels/types
of participation and engagement in the intervention, a social
network was constructed using the comment relationship. A
network tie from i to j represents i has sent out a comment/reply
to j’s post or comment, with the weight representing the number
of comments across the whole intervention. To further illustrate
this, in the simple example shown in Figure 1, the
communication stream on the left can be represented as the
network on the right.

Figure 1. A simple example illustrating the network construction process, wherein the link represents the comment/reply relationship.
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We derived several centrality measures from the social network
to indicate the type or level of treatment an individual received
during the intervention. Specifically, in-degree was calculated
as the total number of comments each individual received during
the intervention. Network constraint was calculated to represent
the degree to which one’s interaction partners also interact with
each other. Previous studies have linked network constraint to
individual’s social capital, social support, and access to diverse
information [24]. The interaction partners/network neighbors
of an individual with higher network constraint are more tightly
connected with each other, while the interaction
partners/network neighbors of an individual with lower network
constraint are more disconnected from each other. Finally, we
calculated out-degree to represent participants’ engagement. As
the network constructed excluded posts and reactions that one
created, instead of out-degree based on the constructed network,
we calculated out-degree as the sum of posts, reactions, and
comments for each individual. As out-degree and in-degree are
highly skewed, we used the log-transformed variables in the
final analysis.

Data Analyses
Data analyses were completed using STATA 16.0 (StataCorp).
Data were screened for deviations from assumptions required
for the statistical analyses used. Analyses were performed on
participants who completed baseline and follow-up measures
on variables used in the analysis (ie, study completers). There
were no significant differences in the demographic
characteristics between completers (N=47) and those lost to
follow-up (n=8). We calculated descriptive statistics for baseline
characteristics, outcome, and theoretical mediator measures, as
well as social network measures. To examine how social
network measures were associated with the change in outcome
and theoretical mediators, we used multivariate regression
analysis with the change in weight, dietary knowledge, social
support, and self-efficacy as the outcome (ie, difference between
the outcome after the intervention and at baseline) and each
aforementioned social network measure as the predictor in
separate regression models. In each regression analysis, we
controlled for the baseline value of the outcome, the treatment
group indicator (group 1 or group 2) as well as other baseline
characteristics such as age, race, education status, and BMI. We

reported robust standard error to account for possible
heteroscedasticity. In addition, to rule out the possible bias of
network construction in our results, we also performed 2
sensitivity analyses: (1) we calculated out-degree as the total
number of comments each individual made during the
intervention and reran the aforementioned analyses and (2) we
constructed the comment networks and associated network
measures by excluding moderator-related interactions (ie,
participant-only network) and reran the aforementioned analysis.
Detailed results are reported in Multimedia Appendix 1.
Furthermore, while the original intervention was not powered
for the mediation analysis, to explore the possible mediating
roles of changes in dietary knowledge, social support, and
self-efficacy on the effect of social network measures on weight
change, we conducted separate mediation analyses by using
structural equation modeling, with changes in each of the
theoretical mediators as the mediator and each social network
measure as the predictor. In each structural equation modeling
model, we controlled for the same covariates as previously
mentioned.

Results

Participants’ Demographics and Intervention
Outcomes
Table 1 presents the baseline characteristics of the participants
(N=47) included in the analysis (n=34 for wave I [group 1],
n=13 for wave II [group 2]). The mean age of the participants

was 46 years with mean baseline BMI of 34.09 kg/m2.
Participants were predominantly female (44/47, 94%) and
mostly African American (32/47, 68%). Almost half (22/47,
47%) reported completing college or graduate school. The
baseline characteristics of the participants in the 2 waves/groups
were similar and we did not observe noticeable differences in
these variables between the waves/groups.

Table 2 reports the change in the main study outcomes during
the intervention. Compared with the baseline values, participants
experienced an average weight loss of 1.25 kg (P=.049),
significant increases in dietary knowledge of 2.28 (P=.02), and
positive dietary social support of 2.87 (P<.001), but a
nonsignificant decrease in average self-efficacy of 3.07 (P=.28).
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Table 1. Demographics of INSHAPE CLE participants who completed the study.

Total (N=47)Group 2 (n=13)Group 1 (n=34)Characteristics

46.36 (9.35)48.38 (10.52)45.59 (8.91)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

44 (94)13 (100)31 (91)Female

2 (4)0 (0)2 (6)Male

1 (2)0 (0)1 (3)Transgender

Race, n (%)

12 (26)3 (23)9 (27)White

32 (68)9 (69)23 (68)Black or African American

3 (6)1 (8)2 (6)More than one race

Education, n (%)

22 (47)3 (23)19 (56)College graduate or more

20 (43)7 (54)13 (38)Some college

5 (11)3 (23)2 (6)High school graduate

34.09 (3.86)34.87 (3.86)33.79 (3.88)BMI, mean (SD)

Table 2. Study outcomes of INSHAPE CLE participants who completed the study.

P valueMean change (95% CI)Follow-up values, mean (SD)Baseline values, mean (SD)Outcome

.049–1.25a (–2.51 to 0.00)93.38 (13.76)94.63 (12.85)Weight (kg)

.022.28a (0.44 to 4.13)30.08 (8.19)27.64 (7.57)Dietary knowledge (scale 0-100)

<.0012.87b (1.25 to 4.49)13.26 (4.83)10.48 (5.27)Positive dietary social support (scale 5-25)

.28–3.07 (–8.67 to 2.54)83.03 (20.48)86.24 (15.30)Weight loss self-efficacy (scale 0-100)

aSignificant at P<.05.
bSignificant at P<.001.

Social Network Measures and Association With
Changes in the Study Outcome
Social network was constructed based on participants’comment
relationships during the intervention. Figure 2A and Figure 2B
present the comment network among participants in group 1
and group 2, respectively. A link from node 1 to node 2
represents that node 1 has made comments to node 2, with
thickness representing frequency. Node color represents the
number of comments one made to others, with darker color
indicating more comments. Node size represents the number of
posts one created, with larger size indicating more posts. Nodes
were laid out by a multilevel force-directed algorithm [37]. The
network graph intuitively shows there are different levels of
engagement among participants—some participants were
positioned at the center of the network with many posts or
comments, while many participants were positioned at the
periphery of the network with very few comments or posts. The
structure is more evident in group 1 (where the group size is
larger), where k-core analysis [38] showed 14 people formed a
core—each person in the core received comments from at least
10 other people in the core. This figure also shows there are
different types of engagement among participants—some
participants had few original posts but commented on others
frequently, some participants did not make many comments to

others but received many comments, and some participants were
more embedded in the network with their network neighbors
tightly connecting to each other. This observation is evident in
Table 3, which shows there were large variations in both
out-degree (mean 186.32, SD 178.24) and in-degree (mean
25.42, SD 30.83) among the participants. Table 3 also reports
the results from regression analyses on how different types of
engagement (indicated by social network measures) were
associated with changes in study outcomes. Among them,
increases in the number of posts, comments, and reactions made
(out-degree) significantly predicted weight loss (β=–.94,
P=.04)—1% increase in the number of posts, comments, and
reactions made was associated with 0.0094 kg in weight loss.
Increase in the number of comments received (in-degree)
significantly predicted increase in self-efficacy (β=7.81,
P=.009)—1% increase in the number of comments received
was associated with 0.0781 units increase in positive
self-efficacy change (self-efficacy was measured on a 0-100
scale). In addition, while not significant at .05 level, out-degree
was also likely to be positively associated with changes in
self-efficacy (β=3.44, P=.08), and the degree to which one’s
network neighbors are tightly connected with each other
(network constraint) was likely to be positively associated with
changes in positive dietary social support (β=7.70, P=.08).
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Sensitivity analyses reported in Multimedia Appendix 1 (Table
S1 and Table S2) showed that the network structures and the
regression results related to in-degree and out-degree were

consistent and robust with different ways of constructing
networks.

Figure 2. Comment network during the intervention in group 1 (A) and group 2 (B). Link from node 1 to node 2 represents node 1 has made comments
to node 2, with thickness representing frequency. Node color represents the number of comments one made to others, with darker color indicating more
comments. Node size represents the number of posts one created, with larger size indicating more posts.

Table 3. Associations between social network measures and change in study outcomes for INSHAPE CLE participants.a

Self-efficacy changeSocial support
change

Dietary knowledge
change

Weight changeMin-MaxMedian
(IQR)

Mean (SD)Predictors/out-
come

P valueβ (95%
CI)

P valueβ (95%
CI)

P valueβ (95%
CI)

P valueβ (95%
CI)

.083.44c

(–.38 to
7.26)

.20.69 (–.37
to 1.75)

.93.06
(–1.13 to
1.24)

.04–.94b

(–1.85 to
–.04)

1-643127 (238)186.32 (178.24)Out-degree

.0097.81d

(2.06 to
13.57)

.73–.22
(–1.58 to
1.12)

.21.94 (–.57
to 2.46)

.29–.72
(–2.08 to
.64)

0-17415 (29)25.42 (30.83)In-degree

.29–21.96
(–63.12
to 19.20)

.087.70c

(–.98 to
16.39)

.14–7.78
(–18.36
to 2.79)

.21–6.16
(–15.99
to 3.66)

0.23-1.050.52 (0.46)0.62 (0.24)Network con-
straint

aIn the analysis, out-degree and in-degree were log-transformed. All models controlled for the outcome before the intervention, the treatment group
indicator, age, race, education status, and BMI.
bSignificant at P<.05.
cSignificant at P<.10.
dSignificant at P<.01.

Mediation Analysis
As an exploratory step, we also investigated the possible
mediating effects of the theoretical mediators on the effects of
social network measures on weight loss, which is presented in
Table 4. Structural equation modeling results show that there

was a significant indirect effect from in-degree to weight loss
that went through a change in self-efficacy (β=–.89, P=.02).
Figure 3 shows that receiving more comments was positively
associated with changes in one’s self-efficacy during the
intervention (β=7.81, P<.001), which was subsequently
associated with more weight loss (β=–.11, P=.001).
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Table 4. Mediation analysis from social network measures to changes in theoretical mediators to weight change for INSHAPE CLE participants.a

Self-efficacy changeSocial support changeDietary knowledge changePredictors/mediators

P valueβ (95% CI)P valueβ (95% CI)P valueβ (95% CI)

.11–.29 (–.64 to .06).43–.09 (–.32 to .14).83–.01 (–.06 to .05)Out-degree

.02–.89b (–1.62 to –.16).73.04 (–.20 to .29).88–.03 (–.37 to .31)In-degree

.282.43 (–1.99 to 6.86).36–1.21 (–3.84 to 1.40).381.22 (–1.52 to 3.95)Network constraint

aIn the analysis, out-degree and in-degree were log-transformed. All models controlled for the outcome before the intervention, the treatment group
indicator, age, race, education status, and BMI.
bSignificant at P<.05.

Figure 3. Estimated indirect effect from in-degree to change in self-efficacy to weight loss.

Discussion

Principal Results
In this study, we used social network analysis to analyze the
interaction data from a pilot study that delivered a dietary and
physical activity intervention to a group of participants of low
SES via Facebook. We mapped out participants’ interaction
networks over the 12-week intervention period and linked
participants’ network characteristics to their behavioral and
psychological outcomes such as weight change, self-efficacy,
dietary knowledge, as well as perceived social support. Our
findings suggest that there is great heterogeneity in the ways
and degree to which participants engage in the intervention.
Participants engaged at different levels—some participants
posted and commented much more than other participants during
the intervention, creating a core-periphery structure in the
interaction network. Participants also engaged in different
ways—some participants had few original posts but commented
on others frequently, some participants did not make many
comments to others but received many comments, and some
participants were more embedded in the network with their
network neighbors tightly connecting to each other. Individuals’

network characteristics in the interaction network are predictive
of their various study outcomes. Specifically, we found that the
number of posts, comments, and reactions one made was directly
associated with weight loss, the number of comments one
received significantly predicted change in self-efficacy, and the
degree to which one’s network neighbors are tightly connected
with each other also weakly predicted change in perceived social
support. The interactions generated through the intervention
may change participants’ weight loss outcomes by affecting
their psychological mediators. One mechanism we found was
that receiving comments/replies is associated with weight loss
through increase in a participant’s self-efficacy.

Implications
Here, we demonstrate the potential of using social network
analysis to understand the social processes of behavior change
within the web-based weight loss intervention. Our findings
shed light on the social processes participants experienced
during the web-based weight loss intervention and how these
processes might affect their psychological and behavioral
outcomes, which can inform the design of future interventions
to achieve better outcomes. For example, the interventionist
can monitor the interaction network throughout the intervention
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and deliberately reach out to those who are less likely to engage.
The interventionist could also encourage participants to
comment and reply to others more often to boost other
participants’ self-efficacy. Moreover, the interventionist could
focus on design features to facilitate the formation of cohesive
groups, which might increase perceived social support. Finally,
the interventionist could train actively engaging participants to
be a peer leader who can help with engaging other participants.

Comparison With Prior Work
While there are ample studies applying the concept of social
network analysis in health and health care settings [39-42], not
many have been used in the context of web-based behavioral
interventions and fewer have specifically focused on weight
loss interventions. Our study contributes to this body of literature
by improving our understanding of the mechanisms through
which social processes generated through intervention affect
participants’ psychological and behavioral outcomes. While
participant engagement in the Facebook group used in this study
exceeded that in previous studies using similar formats targeting
diet or physical activity [43,44], similar to previous studies and
social media research in other domains, we found great
heterogeneity in ways and levels that participants engage in
Facebook discussions [45-48]. Consistent with previous studies,
we also found that engagement during the intervention was
positively associated with weight loss [49,50]. Furthermore, we
found that an individual’s various network characteristics are
associated with other important psychological
outcomes—receiving comments is positively associated with
participants’ changes in self-efficacy, and embedding in a more
cohesive network (one’s network neighbors more tightly
connected with each other) is likely to have a positive
association with changes in perceived social support. While not
studied in the web-based behavioral intervention context, this
is consistent with social network literature from other fields
[51,52]. Finally, our mediation analysis shows an interesting
path explaining how the intervention might affect participants’
weight loss outcome—receiving comments (in-degree) during
the intervention is likely to boost one’s self-efficacy, which
resulted in greater weight loss. While the separate links from
in-degree to self-efficacy or from self-efficacy to weight loss
have been established and validated in other contexts [53,54],
to our knowledge, this is the first study to establish this path in
web-based behavioral weight loss intervention, which further
points to the potential of using social network analysis to
understand the mechanisms through which web-based behavioral
weight loss intervention affect participants’ psychological and
behavioral outcomes.

Limitations and Future Work
This study has several limitations that point to avenues for future
research. First, our sample size was small (N=47) and our
participants were predominantly female (44/47, 94%). This
limits the statistical power to detect the intervention effects as

well as the generalizability of our results to a larger or more
gender-balanced population, following a longstanding pattern
in weight loss studies of difficulty recruiting male participants
[55]. Similarly, we used income as a proxy measure for SES in
the inclusion criteria. Given that 47% (22/47) of our participants
reported attaining a college degree or advanced degree, we
cannot generalize our results to individuals with low levels of
education. Future studies should include more male participants
and participants with low levels of education to further explore
the efficacy of the intervention and how subjects may respond
differently. Second, this study did not fully tease out all possible
confounding factors and thus cannot establish causality. For
instance, participants with higher baseline levels of motivation
may be more successful at losing weight and more likely to post
comments. Future studies may include more baseline
characteristics and utilize randomized controlled designs to
better establish causality. Third, in our analysis, the interaction
network and associated network measures were aggregated over
a 12-week intervention period; thus, we did not fully explore
the interaction dynamics during the intervention. Future studies
could study how networks change over time and unpack the
temporal dynamics between networks and the study outcomes.
Fourth, the network in our analysis is primarily constructed
from posts and comments and we did not fully explore other
relationships such as reactions and views (ie, we did not consider
the number of reactions or views one received). While comments
and posts have been considered more valuable than other
engagement (eg, likes and “lurking”) as they are more
cognitively demanding [30], other engagements potentially
comprise a substantial proportion of social media use and thus
warrant more careful consideration in future studies [56].
Finally, when constructing the interaction network, we did not
consider the content of the conversation, which is hypothesized
to have different effects on the participants (eg, informational
conversation may increase dietary knowledge while emotional
support conversation may increase perceived social support).
Future studies may employ qualitative analysis and natural
language processing to further distinguish the network ties with
different content.

Conclusions
In this pilot study, we constructed participants’ interaction
networks by using data from a feasibility trial of a web-based
weight loss intervention delivered via Facebook and linked their
network characteristics with changes in several important study
outcomes of interest such as self-efficacy, social support, and
weight. Our results point to the potential of using social network
analysis to understand the social processes and mechanisms
through which web-based behavioral interventions affect
participants’ psychological and behavioral outcomes. Future
studies are warranted to validate our results and further explore
the relationship between network dynamics and study outcomes
in similar and larger trials.
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Abstract

Background: Depression is one of the leading causes of illness and disability in young people, with approximately 20% having
experienced a depressive episode by the age of 18 years. Behavioral activation (BA), a National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence–recommended treatment for adults with depression, has shown preliminary support for its use with young people.
BA may have the potential to be adapted and delivered in a computerized format to address the barriers often associated with
young people accessing support. Despite the benefits of adopting computerized therapy delivery, the limited effectiveness of
some programs has been attributed to a failure to tailor interventions to patients and practices. Therefore, while developing new
treatments, it is important that target users be involved in the intervention design.

Objective: This qualitative study aims to explore the views and preferences of young people and health care professionals
regarding the development of a new computerized BA therapy for young people with low mood or depression, to ensure that the
therapy was suitable for the target user.

Methods: Semistructured focus groups and individual interviews were conducted with young people (those with experience in
accessing support and those without) and health care professionals regarding the development of a new computerized BA therapy
for young people with low mood or depression. The data were analyzed using thematic analysis.

Results: A total of 27 individuals, comprising both health care professionals and young people, participated in this study. Vital
information pertaining to the important components of a new therapy, including its presentation, delivery, and content, was
collected.

Conclusions: Variations in perspectives highlighted the need to adopt a systemic approach in therapy development by considering
the opinions of young people with and without experience in accessing mental health support and health care professionals.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e19743)   doi:10.2196/19743

KEYWORDS

depression; qualitative; thematic analysis; young people; health care professionals; computerized therapies

Introduction

Background
Approximately 20% of young people experience at least one
depressive episode by the age of 18 years [1], making depression

one of the leading causes of illness and disability in this group
[2]. Despite this, help-seeking is limited only to approximately
35% of young people [1] because of factors including stigma
[3,4], negative attitudes about help-seeking [4], accessibility
[3], and reluctance to engage one-to-one with a therapist [5].
Much attention has been placed on computerized delivery of
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therapy, in particular cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) [6-8],
which removes some of these barriers. One alternative to CBT
is behavioral activation (BA), which encourages increased
engagement in adaptive activities and decreased engagement
in activities that might maintain or increase depression risk [9].
Owing to its empirical support [10-13], BA is a National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence–recommended
treatment for adults with depression [14]. Given its demonstrated
effectiveness and simple delivery, BA may have the potential
to be adapted for use with young people and delivered in a
computerized format.

Despite the evident benefits of adopting a computerized
approach to therapy delivery, including increasing therapy
accessibility, availability [15], and anonymity [16]; reducing
stigmatization [17]; and providing those reluctant to engage
one-to-one with a therapist with access to care [18], the limited
effectiveness of some programs has been attributed to a failure
to tailor interventions to patients and practices [19,20].
Therefore, in the development of new treatments, it is important
that those for whom an intervention is being designed are
involved in its development [21,22], and qualitative research is
particularly useful in this context.

When designing a computerized BA program, those deemed
the best to inform the development include not only those who
may use such a program but also those involved in treatment
delivery. Research suggests that one important process that may
enhance treatment effectiveness is the incorporation of young
people’s views in treatment design to ensure that the
developmental needs of the users are considered [23]. However,
some depression and anxiety treatments for young people are
simply downward extensions of adult therapies, as reflected in
both their design and delivery [24,25]. Therefore, the needs and
capacities of young people are not always considered when such
information is being collected from adults, including parents
and pediatric health care professionals [26]. This omission to
collect information firsthand may result in the misinterpretation
of young peoples’ needs and a focus on the needs of adult
representatives instead [27], highlighting the need to include
young people when developing interventions designed for them.

In research that has incorporated the views of young people,
differences have been evident between their perceptions and
those of health care providers. When reviewing research related
to the experiences of care systems, health care professionals’
priorities contrasted with the key points highlighted by young
people [27]. Furthermore, an examination of illness experiences
through interviews with 7 children who had been hospitalized
showed that illnesses had different meanings for young people
compared with those for professional caregivers [28]. Here,
both the illnesses and the mechanisms of recovery were seen
in very different ways. Although young people had subjective
and personal knowledge of illnesses derived from their own
experiences, health care professionals based their knowledge
on easily measured objective symptoms. Therefore, there is a
need to encapsulate the perspectives of both health care
professionals and young people in the development of a
computerized BA program.

Objectives
This qualitative study explores the views and preferences of
young people and health care professionals regarding the
development of a new computerized BA therapy for young
people with low mood or depression. The information gathered
about the treatment components that such a therapy should
include and how it should be presented and delivered inform
the development of the new treatment.

Methods

Overview
This research adopted an exploratory, qualitative design using
a critical realist approach [29] and was conducted within 4 UK
National Health Service (NHS) trusts. Ethical approval was
granted by the Health Research Authority (reference:
16/EM/0420) and the Department of Health Sciences Research
Ethics Committee at the University of York.

Participants, Sampling, and Recruitment
In total, 3 groups of individuals participated: young people from
a community sample, young people from a service user sample,
and health care professionals with experience of working with
young people with low mood or depression. Participants were
identified using a combination of purposive and snowball
sampling approaches.

Young People
As many young people experiencing a depressive disorder do
not seek help [1], a community sample of young people from
a local school within the remits of one of the participating NHS
trusts was invited to a focus group. A purposive sampling
approach was used, stratifying those identified by age and
gender to increase the representativeness of the participants. In
addition, a sample of young people receiving support for
depression within 3 local child and adolescent mental health
services (CAMHS) were identified by health care professionals
and invited to attend face-to-face, semistructured interviews
with the researcher. Recruiting young people from both a
community and a health care sample allowed maximum
variation in the views collected. The recruited participants were
males and females aged between 11 and 16 years. This ensured
that those recruited represented a sample similar to the target
group that the eventual program was to be designed for.

All prospective participants received information about the
study, with those expressing interest providing written assent
alongside consent from a parent or guardian.

Health Care Professionals
A sample of health care professionals with experience of
working with young people with low mood or depression from
2 CAMHS was invited to a focus group or an individual
interview if more convenient. Anyone expressing interest
provided written consent for participation.

Data Collection
All focus groups and interviews were conducted by the lead
researcher within the schools and CAMHS sites where
recruitment occurred. Before all interviews and focus groups,
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attendees completed a short questionnaire—young people were
asked to supply basic demographic information and health care
professionals provided information about their clinical practice.

The interviews and focus groups closely followed 1 of 2
interview schedules (one for young people and one for health
care professionals; Multimedia Appendix 1), comprising
semistructured, open-ended questions. The interview schedules
for young people were based on collecting information
pertaining to 4 different domains: previous experiences of
web-based help and opinions regarding the new program
development, the content and treatment-related activities to be
considered for inclusion in the new program, delivery-specific
information (eg, the number and structure of sessions, access,
and program presentation), and parental involvement. Although
a similar structure was adopted in the interview schedules for
health care professionals, they were also asked questions related
to the new program’s positioning in the care pathway and about
perceived support requirements for program completion. With
permission, all interviews and focus groups were audio recorded
digitally and transcribed verbatim.

During the focus groups and interviews, participants completed
2 bespoke activities specifically developed for the research. The
first activity, which was completed by all, was used to elicit
further information regarding the content to be considered for
inclusion in the new program, with individuals asked to indicate
what they deemed to be important from a list of potential options
(eg, activity scheduling, activity monitoring, and relapse
prevention). Definitions of terms were provided as part of this
activity to aid in participants’ understanding. This list was
generated from a review of the treatment components often
included in BA [30] and the findings from a previous systematic
review and meta-analysis of BA used in young people [31]. The
second activity, which was completed by young people only,

was used as an additional tool to collect delivery-specific
information. This involved young people ranking 10 factors
that they felt would make the program more attractive to young
people (interactivity, colorfulness, etc) in order of importance.
The activities allowed for methodological triangulation [32],
made participation more enjoyable, and allowed individuals to
provide information in various ways.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using thematic analysis, which was selected
to provide rich and detailed insights about a given topic [33].
The analysis was both inductive and deductive, with themes or
subthemes generated from both the raw data provided by
participants and from theory and previous research. Thematic
analysis comprises 6 phases: familiarization with the data,
generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing themes,
defining and naming themes, and reporting production [33]. By
closely following these phases, themes were identified from
what participants perceived to be the important components of
a computerized BA program for use with young people
experiencing low mood or depression. All analyses were
completed by hand using Microsoft Word, and no specific
qualitative software packages were used.

Results

Overview
In total, 27 individuals comprising young people from a
community sample, young people from a service user sample,
and health care professionals attended interviews and focus
groups with the lead researcher. Participant demographic
information is presented in Table 1, whereas the themes
identified in the thematic analysis and their interrelations across
groups are presented in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Participant sample characteristics (N=27).

Health care professional sample
(n=9)

Young person: service use sample
(n=9)

Young person: community sample
(n=9)

Participant characteristics

Gender, n (%)

2 (22)1 (11)5 (55)Male

7 (78)8 (89)4 (45)Female

Ethnicity, n (%)

8 (88)9 (100)8 (88)White-British

1 (11)N/AN/AaWhite-Irish

N/AN/A1 (11)Black-African

Young-person participants only

N/A15.2 (1.09; 13-16)13.8 (0.83; 13-15)Age (years), mean (SD; range)

Experience of low mood or depression, n (%)

N/A9 (100)2 (22)Yes

N/AN/A7 (78)No

Health care professional participants only

Age group (years), n (%)

2 (22)N/AN/A18-30

2 (22)N/AN/A31-50

5 (56)N/AN/A51-70

Highest education level, n (%)

1 (11)N/AN/ASecondary education

1 (11)N/AN/ATrade or technical or vocational

1 (11)N/AN/AProfessional degree

1 (11)N/AN/ABachelor’s degree

3 (34)N/AN/AMaster’s degree

2 (22)N/AN/ADoctorate

Job role, n (%)

4 (45)N/AN/ANurse

2 (22)N/AN/AClinical psychologist

1 (11)N/AN/AStudent mental health worker

1 (11)N/AN/ASupport worker

1 (11)N/AN/AArt therapist

Practice years, n (%)

3 (33)N/AN/A0-5

1 (11)N/AN/A11-15

5 (56)N/AN/A20+

Computer proficiency, n (%)

2 (22)N/AN/AFair

4 (45)N/AN/AGood

3 (33)N/AN/AVery good

aN/A: not applicable.
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Figure 1. Thematic map of young person participants and health care professionals’ perspectives. BA: behavioral activation.

Young People: Community Sample
In total, 3 main themes were identified: supporting autonomy,
addressing treatment concerns, and adolescent-appropriate
treatment.

Supporting Autonomy
Most young people in the community sample were unsure of
how to access support if required, with only 2 having ever
received any support—one for bullying support and another for
dealing with their parents’ divorce. Most assumed that, if they
needed any support, their parents would access it on their behalf.
None of the users had ever accessed any web-based support,
with the majority unaware of its existence, thus highlighting
the need for increased awareness of its availability:

I think that’s why a lot of kids nowadays are feeling
more pressured into committing suicide and things
like that because it’s like “oh I can’t get any help”
because they don’t know what to do. [Male,
community, aged 13 years]

Young people wanted the opportunity for autonomy if using
the new program, highlighting the need for flexibility and
wanting to make treatment decisions. Therefore, they wanted
much of the program to be optional, with users choosing what
to view and when. Examples included deciding whether to
disclose information about experiences of low mood or
depression, selecting which activities to participate in, and
deciding whether to complete additional follow-up sessions if
available. They also wanted to decide how long they spent on
sessions and the frequency of logging on. However, if flexibility

with session length was not possible, approximately 30 minutes
per session was regarded as reasonable.

Wanting to be independent and able to make treatment-related
decisions, many young people did not want parents to be
involved, reporting that such involvement could be detrimental
to improving mood. Particular concerns included feeling that
parents would not understand young person–specific issues:

I’m not being disrespectful to them, but they’ll think
they know everything about kids and stuff, but they
really like, they don’t. [Male, community, aged 13
years]

Friends were suggested as an alternative support to parents, but
shortcomings of this approach were identified, including
concerns that this could place great pressure on friends who
might worry too much, who may not take things seriously, or
who could be patronizing. Therefore, if any risk was presumed,
young people felt that parents needed to be informed.
Consequently, they contended that the new program should
include some information for parents but that this should be
both minimal and optional, so young people could retain
autonomy.

Addressing Treatment Concerns
Concerns were raised about how young people would be treated
if they accessed support. In particular, they worried that
information disclosed would be reported back to parents who
may then treat their child differently and place restrictions on
them that could worsen their low mood:
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...your mum and dad would be like “right I’m not
letting you out the house, I’m not letting you do this,
I’m not letting you do that” because that kind of puts
you down more. [Male, community, aged 13 years]

Such concerns were not limited to parents, with some worried
about what would happen if they were to report low mood to
health care professionals, particularly general practitioners. For
most participants, the prospect of computerized therapy delivery
allayed some of these concerns. However, for one individual,
even accessing therapy in a computerized format could lead to
others finding out about their low mood and treating them
differently. Specifically, this individual was worried that if they
felt particularly low and accessed computerized therapy, people
might arrive at their house to tell them “don’t kill yourself.”

Young people wanted assurance that, if accessing computerized
therapy, confidentiality would be maintained. They suggested
having good security with individual usernames and passwords
required for access, incorporating automatic log-offs after short
periods of inactivity, and ensuring no personal information
requests were made. They also wanted the program’s name to
be discrete and not indicative of its purpose.

A consensus emerged that young people would only disclose
information about how they were feeling to another person if
trust was both established and retained. One young person had
concerns about trust if therapy was delivered in a computerized
format, stating that “anyone can set up a website.” This was
different for others, with one individual highlighting that if
therapy was set up by a reputable source, trust could be gained.
Second, the anonymity of a computerized approach meant that
establishing trust was not an issue.

Adolescent-Appropriate Treatment
The community sample felt that the adolescent period was where
computerized therapy could be of most importance, particularly
for those already experiencing low mood or depression. They
outlined specific stressors, including the transition to secondary
school, changes to curriculum and workload, and working
toward and completing the General Certificate of Secondary
Education.

Overall, they felt that 2 or 3 different presentations were needed
to suit the target age range, with developmental level guiding
the program presentation and chronological age guiding the
content (ie, to ensure the therapy did not place greater pressure
on young people at already stressful times, such as during
examination periods):

A low level sixteen-year-old might have the same
ability as a high level twelve-year-old. [Female,
community, aged 14 years]

The community sample identified communication, goal setting,
activity scheduling, and identifying barriers as the most
important components for inclusion. In particular, they felt that
communication would help users to develop their social skills
and described how the inclusion of links to clubs would aid
activity scheduling. Additional content for consideration
included games or puzzles, if these were not childish, and
videos, if these were nonpatronizing, modern, showed
depression in a “serious way,” and included actors that users

could identify with. Several young people wanted homework
to be included but only if it were called something else and
minimal, thus considering other demands on users’ time. If
information about depression was included, young people
wanted this to incorporate depression statistics, information
about coping strategies, and current treatments. Advice from
health care professionals was requested as part of any problem
solving. Although recording activities and moods was the least
favored component for inclusion (with some participants
concerned that this could lead to information disclosure), others
wanted this to be included to allow connections to be made
between periods and moods.

The colorfulness of the new program, including information
about depression and having additional follow-up sessions, was
regarded as the most important component in making the new
program attractive to users, whereas having printable handouts
and homework activities was considered less important.
Participants also wanted the program to be sensitive, fun, and
relaxed and to provide adequate information—not too much so
that users would be overwhelmed or too little so that they would
not take it seriously.

Concerns were expressed that not all young people would be
able to access a computerized program with proposals made to
place it in accessible locations (eg, general practice [GP]
surgeries) to ensure equal access. Furthermore, young people
wanted the program to be available at all times and therefore
accessible not only when most convenient but also when most
required. Consequently, young people wanted the program
content to be downloadable to ensure it could be viewed even
if an internet connection was unavailable. Program access also
had to be simple, with no requirements for young people to
trawl through terms or conditions or have to “sign up now,”
which they described would dissuade them from using the
program.

Young People: Service User Sample
A total of 4 main themes were identified: constructive safe
space, developmentally appropriate formatting, accessibility,
and regulation of parental involvement.

Constructive Safe Space
In total, 4 service users had accessed web-based support,
searching the internet and browsing websites, generally when
they felt particularly low and when alternative support was
unavailable. Although 2 users had found web-based help useful,
shortcomings of the approach were described, including a lack
of personal rapport, automated responses described as “robotic,”
and a feeling that information was more directed at parents:

I found the [name of website] one to be a lot of phone
numbers and it was a lot more directed towards
parents than the child. [Female, service user, aged
16 years]

All the service users had received face-to-face support for low
mood or depression, with the majority describing how hard they
had found this, particularly talking with another person about
their feelings. Similar to the community sample, their main
concern related to how they would be perceived, with several
reporting feelings of embarrassment or worry that others would
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not understand. Consequently, they felt that a computerized
treatment approach addressed some of these difficulties,
providing young people with anonymity that allowed them to
talk freely without judgment, in a format that they were both
familiar with and comfortable using:

...our safe space is talking through a phone, through
a screen because that seems easier than talking to
people. [Female, service user, aged 15 years]

Other perceived benefits included enabling young people to
access support without having to ask for it and the opportunity
to receive it within their own surroundings where they felt most
comfortable.

None of the service users had ever had any web-based therapies
recommended to them or been directed to it as part of therapy.
They were therefore keen to ensure that young people were
aware of its availability and suggested advertising the new
program in health care settings and schools and via social media.

Developmentally Appropriate Formatting
The consensus was that 2 versions of the new program were
needed. A simpler version was proposed for younger users aged
11-13 years, with more in-depth information presented for older
individuals aged 14-16 years.

The service users wanted the new program to be fun, relaxed,
and nonpatronizing while being simple, so that young people
would not disengage:

If an eleven-year-old who is anxious, low mood,
stressing out about themselves is answering questions
or reading words that they don’t understand, it is only
going to make it worse for them. [Female, service
user, aged 15 years]

Furthermore, it was highlighted that many young people,
especially those with low mood or depression, tend to
procrastinate; therefore, the simpler and more focused the new
program, the more likely young people would be to use it.

The activities considered most important for inclusion included
learning about coping, playing games or puzzles, practicing
new skills, and having information about relapse prevention.
Several service users had previously used mood monitoring,
finding it useful in allowing them to monitor their feelings over
time; therefore, this was suggested for inclusion by some users.
Additional components identified included information about
exercise and other conditions (eg, eating disorders), a chat option
so that users could communicate with similar others, useful
telephone numbers, and satisfying videos (videos designed to
reduce anxiety and aid relaxation). Homework was considered
the least important for inclusion, with the requisite that, if
included, it had to be minimal to increase adherence and avoid
people getting bored.

Some users wanted notifications included to remind users to
complete sessions and the option to print content. However,
these were not favored by all. Some users felt that as long as
program content was downloadable, printable content was not
required, and it would be easier to keep all information in one
place, that is, on the computer. Although some users could see

the benefits of notifications, they felt that these needed to be
optional, with users controlling how and when to receive them.

To make the program more attractive to users, its interactivity
and its availability for completion were considered the most
important components, whereas homework and having printable
handouts were considered less important.

Although the majority of service users wanted information about
depression presented in the new program, several concerns were
raised. Some worried that information of this type could make
some people feel worse, and therefore, this needed to be
optional. Similar concerns were also discussed regarding the
recording of activities and moods and watching videos:

I know the videos are to show that people have
overcome it, but the only other thing I would say is
that I remember looking at people and stuff like that
and then I’d feel bad because I’d feel like “well
they’ve got it worse than me, so I’m just being
dramatic for no reason.” [Female, service user, aged
16 years]

The service users felt that the program length—both its session
number and the time needed to complete them—required
flexibility. Although they had made suggestions about this, they
felt that more or less time could be spent on the program relative
to how users were feeling and how they were progressing
through it. Therefore, anyone noticing positive changes and
feeling better would cease program use, whereas those who did
not would use it for longer. They also proposed that anyone
experiencing a relapse should be offered a follow-up session or
be able to repeat the new program in its entirety.

Accessibility
The service users felt that through computerized therapy
delivery, more young people would be aware of and more likely
to access support. They reported that “nowadays everyone has
access to the internet” and therefore wanted the new program
to be widely available and not restricted to specific locations
(eg, GP surgeries or CAMHS sites). This was deemed especially
important for those who might struggle to access face-to-face
support (eg, those who are too anxious or have transportation
issues) and would help to address lengthy waiting lists in
CAMHS:

The process of getting into CAMHS is like a bit of a
pain with waiting lists and then maybe not having
enough sessions and getting discharged before you’re
ready and stuff because the fact that there are so many
people that need to use the service, but if it’s internet,
like, as many people can use it as they need I’m
guessing. [Female, service user, aged 15 years]

Although the service users felt that internet access would not
be a problem for most young people, they did however
recommend that all program content should be downloadable
so that individuals could ensure program access even without
an internet connection.

Although some users felt that it should be available to all, others
felt that, to monitor risk, only those given access by a clinician
should be able to use it. One individual suggested that clinicians
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could send program log-in details to anyone they deemed
suitable or their parents.

Although variation in the number of sessions was proposed, the
consensus was that this should be dependent on the level of
support required. Furthermore, some form of follow-up, to
review progress and ensure therapy did not simply stop, was
regarded as important. There was variation in how this could
be incorporated, with some users suggesting a single session
after therapy completion to be sufficient and others wanting
monthly follow-ups for up to 6 months. One individual
suggested making follow-ups optional and aimed at those who
might not have processed all of the program content.

The service users felt that the program length needed to consider
the attention spans of young people, with most deeming between
30 and 45 minutes per session as sufficient. They felt that young
people might lose focus if sessions were too long and proposed
that larger topics could be covered in multiple sessions to keep
session lengths shorter.

Some users felt that weekly sessions with time to practice skills
would be appropriate, with concern that users may forget what
they had done in a session if longer than a week was left until
the next. Others wanted a higher frequency of sessions, with
both completing 2 sessions per week and completing sessions
on alternate days. It was also suggested that program content
should remain accessible following completion so that it could
be repeated if needed.

Regulating Parental Involvement
Several service users felt that there should be no parental
involvement in the new program with concerns that those not
having a close relationship with their parents would not engage
with a parent present. Some felt that parental involvement should
be decided by the user, whereas one service user felt that parents
should be informed if their child was using the program simply
to show them that they were using the computer in an
appropriate way.

In contrast, parental involvement was regarded positively by
some users who felt that the program could be completed more
successfully if parents were involved. These individuals
described how this could result in parents gaining a better
understanding of how their child was feeling and how parents
could learn techniques to be able to provide more suitable
support:

If parents have techniques for the child, they could
then show them techniques, you know that could help
them, or maybe learn not to maybe act a certain way
with them and stuff. [Male, service user, aged 16
years]

Handouts providing information about low mood or depression
and coping techniques were suggested as a way of implementing
parental involvement. There were also suggestions about
including parents in some sessions with variations, including
young people completing sessions together with parents, having
parent-only and young person-only sessions completed
separately, or combining these approaches with parents attending
sessions at various points.

Health Care Professionals
In total, 6 main themes were identified: familiarity and
experience of BA and computerized therapies, essential elements
required for a successful BA program, developmental
considerations and flexibility of the program, depression severity
and care pathway positioning, risk monitoring and systemic
approach, and collaborative working.

Familiarity and Experience of BA and Computerized
Therapies
Most health care professionals were familiar with the
components of BA, having used some of them—mainly mood
and activity monitoring—in therapy. However, most health care
professionals, unaware of the term, did not refer to this as BA.
Those who were familiar with BA described how their
knowledge of the treatment was derived from an adult model.
Therefore, if they had applied BA principles to young people,
this was through them adapting their knowledge of BA with
adults and creating a bespoke treatment approach.

All health care professionals were familiar with, and valued,
the increased use of computerized therapies, with some having
referred young people to web-based resources while awaiting
face-to-face therapy. Despite this, limitations of the approach
were discussed, particularly the lack of therapist presence during
therapy delivery:

Instilling the hope, the computer cannot instill hope.
[Health care professional, male]

Furthermore, they felt that computerized therapy delivery was
not suitable for all, especially in high-risk situations, and
expressed concern about what would happen to young people
if they felt particularly low following completion of
computerized treatment sessions.

Essential Elements Required for a Successful BA
Program
Goal setting, activity scheduling, coping skills, mood or activity
recording, and monitoring feelings were deemed the most
important criteria for inclusion in the new program. Although
goal setting was regarded as a vital component in assisting
therapists to gauge treatment direction, health care professionals
also felt it was important for young people to monitor their
mood regularly and identify factors affecting it. Most users also
wanted to see information about depression, problem solving,
and quizzes included. However, there was concern about how
components such as goal setting and problem solving could be
implemented in a computerized format, given that they are
person-centered and individualized approaches. Some users
wanted homework to be included, but they stipulated that this
needed to be presented under a different name and monitored
with reminders sent to support engagement.

To increase inclusivity, health care professionals suggested
presenting information in different modes and allowing users
to adjust program settings to enhance ease of use. They also
wanted users to be able to ask questions about anything they
did not understand and have key points revisited in each session
to assist understanding.
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Developmental Considerations and Flexibility of the
Program
It was felt that more than one presentation of the new program,
based on developmental level, was needed. There was concern
that some young people would not understand particular words
and others, especially those with low mood or depression and
lacking energy, would struggle if presented with a lot of text.
Therefore, breaking words down to aid understanding, using
combinations of words and pictures in the program, and
embedding an audio option so that content could be read aloud
were suggested.

The health care professionals wanted both session frequency
and length to be tailored to each user with consideration given
to energy levels, depression severity, developmental level, and
the number of questions a young person had. One individual,
highlighting that those with low moods might have shorter
attention spans, proposed basing sessions upon graded exposure.
Overall, the consensus was that approximately 8-12 sessions,
delivered weekly and lasting between 30 and 45 minutes, would
be optimal.

Depression Severity and Care Pathway Positioning
It was felt that those with severe low mood or depression might
have difficulties using a computerized program; therefore, it
would be most suited to those experiencing mild-to-moderate
low mood or depression. Aligning to this, tiers 2 (early help
and targeted services) and 3 (specialized services) of CAMHS
and step 2 of the children and young people’s improving access
to psychological therapy stepped care model (low-intensity
services) were suggested as areas where the new program would
be best placed.

Health care professionals felt that the new program could be
positioned anywhere in the care pathway. First, it could be used
by young people awaiting treatment, thus reducing the number
of subsequent face-to-face appointments and allowing more
time to be allocated to those with more severe depression.
Another recommendation was for the program to be used
alongside usual care, either between or during face-to-face
sessions with the therapist present. Particular benefits of this
included providing young people with a new medium within
their care and providing therapists with an additional tool to
monitor progress. Finally, it was proposed that the new program
could be offered as a further treatment and used before discharge
from CAMHS.

Risk Monitoring
Several recommendations were made about how to identify
anyone deemed at risk following computerized therapy and how
to manage this situation. These included incorporating live chat
or crisis numbers into the new program, allowing young people
to request a call back from a health care professional if they
were feeling at risk and encouraging users to take control and
agree to seek additional support if required. To implement this,
one health care professional suggested using contracts:

You could have it in the contract...so just something
that they signed to say that “if you do feel at risk or
you feel that you need to talk to someone that you are

willing to contact the crisis team and speak to
someone,” even the Samaritans. [Health care
professional, female]

Systemic Approach and Collaborative Working
Therapeutic alliance was particularly important to health care
professionals. They felt that during the treatment process,
clinicians were required to instill hope and monitor both progress
and deterioration with individual clients, providing support
accordingly. They were therefore concerned about the lack of
human contact inherent to computerized therapy delivery and,
although supportive of the new program, wanted treatment
delivery to incorporate a balance between the computer and
therapist:

I think for me though there is nothing more powerful
that the connection between the therapist and the
client, you know. [Health care professional, female]

Health care professionals felt that parental involvement was
also essential, particularly regarding risk monitoring, and
reported that therapies were often more successful if parents
were included. However, they acknowledged that relationships
with parents can be difficult, and therefore, parental support
within the new program would need to be adapted based on
user-parent relationships.

Finally, it was highlighted that, for treatment success, a systemic
approach to therapy delivery was required with the cooperation
of multiple agencies. They contended that everyone had a role
during therapy delivery, and therefore, it was important to be
flexible and ensure roles were clearly defined:

Everybody has a role to play from the preventative
early intervention, the mild end, the moderate end,
the severe end so it will be quite clear who does what,
when, and how, and then that maxes our public
money, so we’re not stop starting. [Health care
professional, male]

Through collaboration, it was felt that multilevel monitoring
would be in place throughout treatment completion, with young
people having a variety of support contacts when required,
something especially important if the risk was presumed.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study allowed vital information to be collected from various
perspectives to inform the development of a new computerized
BA program for young people. Previous research suggests that
differences exist between the views of young people and health
care professionals [27,28], with the limited effectiveness of
some programs attributed to a failure to tailor interventions to
patients and practices [19,20]. Therefore, the views of both
young people and health care professionals were collected and
incorporated into the development of the new intervention.

The findings from this qualitative work demonstrated that both
young people and health care professionals endorsed the use of
computerized therapy delivery, and the advantages of the
approach were identified. These included enhanced anonymity,
treatment accessibility, and awareness; these findings were
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concordant with previous research in the area [15,16,18].
Through the focus group and interview discussions and the
associated activities completed, the contention that BA may be
an acceptable treatment for delivery in this context was
supported, as was support for future clinical effectiveness
research. When presented with potential content for inclusion
in the new intervention, based on techniques commonly
delivered within BA, all content was selected by at least
one-third of participants in each group. Furthermore, two of the
main approaches consistently delivered within the BA, activity
scheduling and activity monitoring [30], were selected for
inclusion by most participants.

Apart from providing support for the development of a new
computerized therapy program based on BA, this qualitative
work also provided vital information regarding the presentation,
delivery, and content of the new program to ensure that it meets
the needs of the target user.

Although there were individual differences across the 3
participant groups, with novel themes emerging from each
(Figure 1), agreements were evident about several issues
pertaining to the presentation and delivery of the program, which
were used to inform its development. For example, all groups
felt that more than one presentation was required to suit the
target age range, and it was generally felt that program sessions
should last approximately 30-45 minutes with appropriate time
in between sessions, and all groups wanted the program to be
easily accessible.

However, opinions regarding some of the program content were
more complex to reconcile, both in incorporating the views of
the 3 participant groups where differences were apparent and
also being mindful of the need to include evidence-based
components of therapy.

Across all groups, concern was expressed about the inclusion
of homework, with this component regarded as less important
than others. Despite these concerns, research has demonstrated
correlations between homework compliance and clinical
improvements when delivered within CBT [34]. Including
homework in the new program was therefore important, despite
being unpopular. To ensure a balance between incorporating
evidence-based components within therapy but being sensitive
to the opinions of the target users, both were considered.
Although they would generally have preferred homework to be
omitted from the new program, the participants stipulated that,
if included, it required a different name and had to be minimal.
Therefore, in the development of the new program, these
stipulations guided the inclusion of a homework component.

Discussions also occurred regarding the involvement of others
in the completion of a computerized therapy, particularly
parents. As reported elsewhere in a systematic review of young
people’s experiences of using technology-assisted CBT [17],
both positive and negative opinions regarding parental
involvement were expressed. Although the community sample
would have preferred no involvement from others, they agreed
that in instances of risk, parents needed to be notified; the
service users were generally more positive and identified how
treatment effectiveness could be enhanced if parents were
involved. In contrast, health care professionals regarded the

involvement of others, both parents and health care
professionals, as essential, contending that both needed to take
an active role in the new program. Research has highlighted
that the need for autonomy among young people can be a barrier
to seeking mental health support [35]. Therefore, this clearly
needs to be addressed in the development of the new program
while considering the important perspectives captured within
this study. Researchers argue that interventions need to address
the autonomous needs of young people to increase their
likelihood of seeking help and suggest helping young people
to know how and when to seek support from others [35].
Therefore, in the new program, development focus needed to
be placed upon supporting help-seeking while remaining
sensitive to young people’s need for autonomy.

The needs of young people can be better met if there is
knowledge about where they seek help when they are distressed
[36]. Despite different experiences, the young-person
participants expressed concerns related to accessing support,
particularly concerning information disclosure and how they
would be treated and perceived as a result. They felt that a
computerized therapy would allay some of these concerns while
allowing them to access therapy at times when most needed and
in their own surroundings where they feel most comfortable.
Similar findings have been reported in previous research [37,38],
which highlights the benefits of adopting a computerized therapy
delivery approach in ameliorating some of the barriers faced by
young people in accessing services. However, although the
health care professionals in this study were familiar with the
availability of computerized therapies, few young people were,
as none were directed to any resources in the past. This is
represented in Figure 1, which shows that although familiarity
with computerized therapies emerged as the main theme for
health care professionals, this was not the case for young-person
participants who instead discussed the requirement of promoting
awareness. This demonstrates the need to sufficiently promote
the support available to young people.

Similar to previous research [27,28] and as presented in Figure
1, the differences in the experiences, opinions, and priorities
across the participant groups in this work highlight the need to
incorporate different stakeholders in the development of new
therapies. Although it is clear that the opinions of young people
need to be considered within their own care, the views of health
care professionals also need acknowledgment, as those who
participated in this study provided salient information from a
clinical perspective. Furthermore, the opinions of those who do
not routinely access services but for whom a treatment may be
useful need to be considered in therapy design. All young-person
participants were from similar age ranges and ethnic groups and
lived within relative geographical proximity. Despite this, clear
differences in opinion were evident based on whether they had
previously accessed support. As discussed, 65% of young people
with low mood or depression do not access care [1] because of
factors including stigma [3,4], negative attitudes about
help-seeking [4], accessibility [3], and reluctance to engage
one-to-one with a therapist [5]. Thus, although it is undoubtedly
important to tailor treatments to target users [39], the views of
those with limited experience of CAMHS also need to be
considered.
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Therefore, a systemic approach to the development of new
interventions needs to be adopted to ensure that they meet the
needs of the target user. Such an approach should incorporate
the views of those with treatment experience, who are experts
on what works and what does not; those who have not accessed
treatment, who are the experts on the barriers and how these
may be overcome; and health care professionals, who are experts
on the practical application of therapy and its integration into
services.

Limitations
Owing to several limitations of this study, the results need to
be interpreted with caution. To ensure that rich and trustworthy
information was collected as part of this study, 3 different
participant groups were recruited. Despite this, several factors
may have affected the transferability of the findings. As an
opt-in method was used, the young-person participants were
more likely to be those motivated to engage and thus might not
have expressed views demonstrative of the general age range
population. Only one service user participant was male, which,

although unsurprising with research suggesting that males are
less likely to access mental health services [40], meant that the
views of males were underrepresented within this sample.
Furthermore, although recruitment occurred within 4 NHS trusts,
these were all located in close proximity to each other and were
culturally similar, with little ethnic diversity in the overall
sample. Therefore, the views expressed might not be typical of
health care professionals based within the NHS trusts or young
people receiving support from other NHS trusts.

Conclusions
Vital information was collected to inform the development of
a new computerized therapy. Although similarities in the
opinions of the participant groups were evident, differences
highlighted the need to adopt a systemic approach in therapy
development. In the context of young-person therapy, the
opinions of young people with and without experience in
accessing mental health support and health care professionals
need to be incorporated.
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Abstract

Background: Globally, there is an increasing prevalence of excessive screen time exposure among young children, including
in Malaysia. Parents are advised to limit this exposure, but there are barriers for many of them to follow this recommendation.
To date, there is a lack of research on the factors that cause these parental barriers.

Objective: This study aimed to determine the parental barrier toward the reduction of excessive child screen time and its
predictors among parents of children aged younger than 5 years in the Petaling District, Selangor, Malaysia.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted from April 2019 to June 2020 among 789 parent-child dyads attending child
health clinics in the Petaling District. Validated self-administered questionnaires were used to capture information on
sociodemographic, parental, child-related, and environmental factors and parental barriers. Stratified sampling with probability
proportionate to size was employed. Data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics version 25 (IBM Corp). Descriptive analysis and
bivariable analysis were performed before multiple linear regression was used to identify predictors of parental barriers.

Results: The overall mean score of parental barriers was 3.51 (SD 0.83), indicating that the average numbers of barriers
experienced by parents were more than 3. The multivariable analysis showed that the predictors of parental barriers included
monthly household income (adjusted β=–.03, 95% CI –0.05 to –0.02), parents who worked in public sectors (adjusted β=.18,
95% CI 0.06 to 0.29), positive parental attitude on screens (adjusted β=.68, 95% CI 0.58 to 0.79), low parent self-efficacy to
influence child’s physical activity (adjusted β=–.32, 95% CI –0.43 to –0.20), and child screen time (adjusted β=.04, 95% CI 0.02
to 0.06).

Conclusions: The strongest predictor of parental barriers to reduce excessive child screen time was the positive parental attitude
on screen time which could contribute to their abilities to limit child screen time. Thus, future intervention strategies should aim
to foster correct parental attitudes toward screen time activities among young children.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25219)   doi:10.2196/25219
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Introduction

Screen time refers to the total amount of time a person spends
passively on any screen-based technology such as smartphone,
tablet, video game, computer, television, or any wearable device
[1,2]. The World Health Organization recommends that children
aged younger than 2 years should have no access to screen time
whereas for those aged 2 to 5 years, sedentary screen time
should not exceed 1 hour per day, and less is better [1]. In recent
years, the increasing prevalence of excessive screen time among
children has become a public health issue of global importance
[1,2]. Research studies showed a high percentage of children
and youth who exceeded the recommended screen time
worldwide [3-5]. For example, a study in the United States
reported that on average, children aged 8 months to 8 years were
exposed up to 4 hours of background television in a day [6].
Likewise, a study in the United Kingdom reported a high
proportion of children aged 6 to 36 months were using screen
media, and their screen time increased significantly with age
[7]. In addition, studies from two developed countries in Asia
(ie, Singapore and Japan) also reported that children aged
younger than 5 years were exposed to both television and other
devices an average of 4 hours per day [8,9]. Locally, two
Malaysian surveys found that 27% to 52% of children aged
younger than 6 years were exposed to television and other
devices (computers, tablets, and smartphones) for more than 2
hours per day [10,11]. Furthermore, about 68% of older
Malaysian children (aged 7 to 12 years) spent an average of 3
hours on screen time daily [12]. Even more worrying is the fact
that as high as 74% of Malaysian children aged younger than
2 years have been exposed to screen time, in contrast to the
World Health Organization recommendation [11].

Multiple studies have highlighted the undesirable effects of
excessive screen time on the developmental, psychosocial, and
physical health of children. Among these negative effects were
visual symptoms after prolonged screen use [13]; speech delay;
and unfavorable development of physical, cognitive, and
academic abilities of children [14-18]. Moreover, studies also
report increased body fat and obesity as a result of increased
food consumption and exposure to unhealthy food
advertisements during screen viewing [19]. In view of these
adverse effects, parents were advised to limit the screen time
of their children based on the appropriate duration recommended
for the child’s age [1,2].

During childhood and adolescence periods, parents play a crucial
role in preventing the development of sedentary behavior [20].
Several studies have demonstrated the role of parental influences
on a child’s screen time behavior [21,22]. However, it was also
reported that parents could be facing various barriers in the
efforts to reduce excessive child screen time [23-26]. Among
these barriers were the lack of affordable alternative activities
and poor accessibility to them secondary to weather conditions
and transportation issues [23,24,26]. Additionally, parental
issues such as parental fatigue, time constraints, and a desire to
have time away from children to complete personal tasks also
hinder the participation of children in physical activities
[24,25,27]. Available studies suggested it is vital to identify
such barriers experienced by parents for the establishment of

effective intervention in promoting healthy behaviors among
children [28]. However, a limited number of studies report on
factors associated with parental barriers to reduce a child’s
screen time in Malaysia. This study aimed to investigate parental
barriers toward the reduction of a child’s screen time and
relevant predictors from the aspect of sociodemographic,
parental, child-related, and environmental factors among parents
of children aged younger than 5 years who attended child health
clinics in the Petaling District, Selangor, Malaysia.

Methods

Study Design and Location
A cross-sectional study was conducted in 9 health clinics located
in the Petaling District from April 2019 to June 2020. This study
was conducted in health clinics because all government health
clinics in Malaysia offer free child health services such as health
screening, developmental and nutritional status assessment,
immunizations, and dental health services that are accessible
for all local citizens [29,30]. Due to this fact, Malaysian parents,
especially those of middle and lower income groups,
predominantly used these health clinics. Petaling District was
selected as the study site was because it is the most populated
district in Selangor, Malaysia, with a high number of young
children [31]. Petaling District is urbanized with one of the
highest median household incomes [32].

Study Participants
The study population was Malaysian parents of children aged
younger than 5 years attending the child health clinics in the
Petaling District. Parents who were illiterate or whose children
had physical or mental disabilities or chronic diseases such as
heart disease and asthma were excluded. These exclusion criteria
ensured that we recruited parents with healthy children whose
access to screen media was not influenced by their health
condition.

Sample Size and Sampling Method
The sample size was calculated using the correlation coefficient
formula based on the inputs from a previous study of a similar
topic [33]. Based on a 95% confidence level, 80% power, and
20% nonresponse rate, a minimum sample size of 737
participants were required. To achieve the sample size, stratified
sampling with probability proportionate to sample size was
adopted. The sample size for the parent-child dyad in each clinic
was made to be proportionate to the average number of children
attending the 9 child health clinics in the Petaling District in
2017, totaling approximately 7270. We used the attendance
record from each clinic as the sampling frame, and each
respondent was selected using a systematic sampling method
whereby the k interval obtained was 14. The first parent-child
dyad (a parent attending the clinic with a child aged younger
than 5 years) was selected using a random number generator
that gave all respondents an equal chance of being chosen. By
repeating the same method in each clinic, a total of 789
participants were recruited for the study.
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Study Instruments
The study employed a validated study instrument adapted from
various studies with a good to excellent level of 1-week
test-retest reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient
0.64-0.98). The original English version of the questionnaire
consisted of 8 sections and was translated into the Malay
language by experts from the Editing and Translation Service,
Centre for the Advancement of Language Competence, at
University Putra Malaysia. See Multimedia Appendix 1 for
questionnaire.

Sociodemographic Factors
Information regarding age, gender, ethnicity, education level,
household income, employment status, and marital status of
respondents was collected. The household income in Malaysia
is categorized into 3 income groups based on the median
monthly household income reported by Department of Statistics
Malaysia: namely, the upper 20% (T20), the middle 40% (M40),
and the lower 40% (B40) [32]. These income group definitions
are not fixed depending on the Malaysia’s gross domestic
product.

Parental Factors
Parental attitude toward screen time was evaluated based on
parent opinions of statements related to screen time benefits.
The scores were then categorized [34,35], and parents who
scored above 32 were rated as having a positive attitude. Next,
parent perceptions were evaluated regarding the influence of
screen time on their child’s physical, cognitive, and social
well-being [36]. Higher scores represent a greater perception
of positive influence of screen time toward the specific aspect
of well-being. In addition, the parent’s self-efficacy in
influencing the child’s physical activity reflected the confidence
level of the parent in situations related to a child’s physical
activity. This variable was classified into 3 groups based on the
percentile of the score [26].

Last, parenting style was categorized into 4 groups according
to the median split in the Baumrind classification of parent
involvement and strictness toward their child [37]. Parental
restrictive practices on screen time were assessed based on their
sedentary-related restrictive practices in which higher scores
reflected more restrictive practices [38]. Parental screen time
was defined as the average number of hours a parent spent on
television, computers, cell phones, and other electronic devices
for leisure purposes excluding work or school use during
weekdays and weekends.

Child-Related Factors
Data on sociodemographic characteristics (age, gender, and
numbers of siblings) of the child were obtained from the parents.
The child’s screen time was taken as the average time spent by
the child on each media device per weekday and weekend [8].
Child care settings were categorized into home care by parents,
home care by other than parents, and childcare center [39].

Environmental Factors
Environmental factors refer to the conditions of both the
household and neighborhood. Questions on the household
environment captured information on the number and type of

screen devices in the home including those in the child’s
bedroom,, and outdoor play equipment at home. Questions on
the neighborhood environment asked about the availability of
physical activity facilities in the public areas and perceived
safety with regard to the likelihood of criminal activities [40].

Parental Barriers to Reduce Excessive Child Screen
Time
The outcome of this study was assessed based on 6 statements
[34]: (1) there is pressure from society to purchase and use
media-related equipment, (2) my neighborhood is not safe for
my child to play outdoors, (3) poor weather limits my child’s
opportunities to go outside, (4) I need a coping tool to meet the
demands of a busy day at work or raising multiple children, (5)
I need time to do household chores, and (6) my child really
enjoys screen time activities. All items were rated on a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
The mean scores of the responses represented an overall score
with regard to parental barriers. The maximum score was 6,
with higher scores indicated that parents were facing more
barriers.

Data Collection
A validated self-administered questionnaire was distributed to
all respondents. Selected parents were approached during their
visits to the child health clinics in the Petaling District.

Statistical Analysis
Data entry and analysis were performed using SPSS Statistics
version 25.0 (IBM Corp). Prior to the analysis, data cleaning
was done. Skewness, kurtosis, and histogram were part of the
normality testing conducted on continuous data. Following that,
descriptive analysis was performed for all variables. Categorical
data were described in frequency and percentage, whereas
continuous data were shown in mean and standard deviation or
median and interquartile range depending on normality test
results.

In the next step, bivariable analysis was performed using simple
linear regression to determine the association between parental
barriers in reducing excessive child screen time and all
independent variables. Dummy variables were created for all
categorical variables prior to bivariable analysis. Based on the
findings from simple linear regression, any variables with P<.25
were included in the subsequent multiple linear regression
analysis to identify the predictors of parental barriers in reducing
excessive child screen time [41]. All variables in the model
were tested for interaction and multicollinearity to fulfill the
assumption for multiple linear regression analysis. Final findings
were presented as adjusted β with 95% confidence intervals
with the level of significance set at P<.05.

Ethics
Ethical approval was obtained from the medical research and
ethics committee of the Ministry of Health Malaysia
(NMRR-19-41-45681 [Investigator-Initiated Research]). All
participants provided written informed consent. They were
notified that their information would be kept confidential and
they could withdraw from the study at any time.
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Results

Sociodemographic Characteristics of Participants
The majority of the 789 participants were women (662/789,
83.9%), Malays (684/789, 86.7%), and married (781/789,
99.0%). The mean age of the respondents was 31.6 (SD 4.81)
years, and 70.6% (557/789) had tertiary education. The median

income of parents in this study was MYR 5000 (interquartile
range 3000); half (403/789, 51.1%) of the parents belonged to
the B40 income group based on the categorization of the
Malaysia household income groups [32]. Among the 77.7%
(613/789) of parents who were employed, the proportion of
parents working in the private and public sectors was similar
(Table 1).

Table 1. Distribution of respondents according to sociodemographic factors (n=789).

Value, n (%)Characteristic

Parent age in years

283 (35.9)<30

506 (64.1)≥30

Gender

662 (83.9)Female/mother

127 (16.1)Male/father

Ethnicity

684 (86.7)Malay

31 (3.9)Chinese

36 (4.6)Indian

38 (4.8)Other

Parent education level

14 (1.8)Primary school and below

218 (27.6)Secondary school

557 (70.6)Preuniversity and higher

Monthly household income (MYRa)

403 (51.1)<4360 (B40b)

310 (39.3)4360-9619 (M40c)

76 (9.6)>9620 (T20d)

Employment status

218 (27.6)Public sector

221 (28.0)Private sector

174 (22.1)Self-employed

176 (22.3)Unemployed/housewife

Marital status

781 (99.0)Married

8 (1.0)Divorced/widowed/separated

aMYR: Malaysian ringgit. 1 MYR = 0.24 US $.
bB40: lower 40%, based on the median monthly household income reported by Department of Statistics Malaysia [32].
cM40: middle 40%, based on the median monthly household income reported by Department of Statistics Malaysia [32].
aT20: upper 20%, based on the median monthly household income reported by Department of Statistics Malaysia [32].

Parental Barriers to Reduce Excessive Child Screen
Time
The mean score of each barrier reported by parents toward the
reduction of excessive screen time as outlined in Table 2 was
3.51 (SD 0.83), and a higher mean score represented a more

commonly encountered barrier among the parents. Most parents
attributed the need to spend time on household chores,
unpredictable weather, and lack of a safe neighborhood that
restricted outdoor play as barriers for them to limit screen time
exposure in their children. Table 2 shows the distribution of the
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different barriers experienced by parents in the efforts to reduce screen time among children.

Table 2. Distribution of parental barriers to reduce excessive child screen time (n=789).

Mean (SD)Strongly
agree, n (%)

Agree, n (%)Somewhat
agree, n (%)

Disagree, n
(%)

Strongly dis-
agree, n (%)

Barrier statement

2.76 (1.15)56 (7.1)171 (21.7)199 (25.2)251 (31.8)112 (14.2)There is pressure from society to purchase and use media-
related equipment (such as mobile devices, computers, and
DVD players).

2.97 (1.12)70 (8.9)197 (25.0)234 (29.7)213 (27.0)75 (9.5)My neighborhood is not safe for my child to play outside.

3.07 (1.05)61 (7.7)229 (29.0)256 (32.4)190 (24.1)53 (6.7)Unpredictable weather (such as hot, cold, and rain) limits
my child’s chances of playing outside.

2.90 (1.01)44 (5.6)175 (22.2)287 (36.4)226 (28.6)57 (7.2)I need a coping tool to meet the demand of a busy day at
work or raising multiple children.

3.08 (0.99)50 (6.3)221 (28.0)307 (38.9)163 (20.7)48 (6.1)I need time to do household chores (such as washing and
cooking).

2.77 (1.02)30 (3.8)165 (20.9)280 (35.5)225 (28.5)89 (11.3)My child really enjoys screen time activities.

Bivariable Analysis of Parental Barriers to Reduce
Excessive Child Screen Time
Table 3 shows all the factors studied that were significantly
associated with parental barriers including sociodemographic,
parental, child-related, and environmental factors. For
sociodemographic factors, parents of Malay (β=–.29, 95% CI
–0.56 to –0.01; P=.04), Chinese (β=–.49, 95% CI –0.88 to –0.09;
P=.02), and Indian (β=–.40, 95% CI –0.78 to –0.02; P=.04)
ethnicity; combined monthly household income (β=–.04, 95%
CI –0.06 to –0.02, P<.001), and employment status in terms of
parents who worked in the public sector (β=.16, 95% CI 0.00
to 0.32, P=.045) or were unemployed/housewife (β=.18, 95%
CI 0.01 to 0.34, P=.04) were among the factors that were
significantly associated with parental barriers.

Parental factors found to be positively associated with parental
barriers included parental attitude on child screen time (β=.78,
95% CI 0.66 to 0.89; P<.001), perception on the influence of
screen time on cognitive well-being (β=.04, 95% CI 0.02 to

0.06; P=.001) and social well-being (β=.05, 95% CI 0.02 to
0.08; P=.001), as well as parental screen time (β=.18, 95% CI
0.06 to 0.31; P=.003). On the contrary, a neglectful type of
parenting style (β=.15, 95% CI 0.01 to 0.28; P=.03) and low
self-efficacy to influence child’s physical activity (β=–.43 95%
CI –0.58 to –0.28; P<.001) were negatively associated with
parental barriers.

In addition, 3 of the 5 child-related factors were significantly
associated with parental barriers in reducing a child’s screen
time. The significant factors included number of children (β=.18,
95% CI 0.06 to 0.30; P=.003), child’s age (β=.01, 95% CI 0.00
to 0.01; P=.001), and child’s screen time (β=.07, 95% CI 0.05
to 0.09; P<.001).

Environmental factors significantly associated with parental
barriers included the presence of screen devices in child’s
bedroom (β=–.19, 95% CI –0.35 to –0.03; P=.02) and parental
perceived safety related to crime (β=.27, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.34;
P<.001).
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Table 3. Association between sociodemographic, parental, child-related, and environmental factors with parental barriers (n=789).

95% CIP valueSEβVariable

Sociodemographic factors

–0.01 to 0.01.310.010.01Age in years

Gender

———aReferenceFemale

–0.11 to 0.21.530.080.05Male

Ethnicity

–0.56 to –0.01.04b0.14–0.29Malay

–0.88 to –0.09.02b0.20–0.49Chinese

–0.78 to –0.02.04b0.19–0.40Indian

———ReferenceOther

Educational level

–0.44 to 0.47.950.230.02Primary school

–0.24 to 0.02——ReferenceSecondary school

–0.06 to –0.02.110.07–0.11Preuniversity

–0.06 to –0.02<.001b0–0.04Monthly household income (MYRc)

Employment status

———ReferencePrivate sector

0.00 to 0.32.045b0.080.16Public sector

–0.14 to 0.19.760.080.03Self-employed

0.01 to 0.34.04b0.080.18Unemployed/housewife

Marital status

———ReferenceMarried

–0.59 to 0.57.970.30–0.01Divorced/widowed/separated

Parental factors

Attitude on screen time

———ReferenceNegative

0.66 to 0.89<.001b0.060.78Positive

Parenting style

———ReferenceAuthoritative

–0.16 to 0.26.660.120.05Authoritarian

–0.18 to 0.19.960.100.01Indulgent

0.01 to 0.28.03b0.070.15Neglectful

Perception on the influence of screen time on child’s

0.00 to 0.05.050.010.03Physical well-being

0.02 to 0.06.001b0.010.04Cognitive well-being

0.02 to 0.08.001b0.020.05Social well-being

–0.03 to 0.00.100.01–0.01Restrictive practices on screen time

Self-efficacy to influence the child’s physical activity

———ReferenceHigh

–0.14 to 0.13.980.07–0.00Moderate
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95% CIP valueSEβVariable

–0.59 to –0.28<.001b0.08–0.43Low

Parental screen time in hours

———Reference≤2

0.06 to 0.31.003b0.060.18>2

Child-related factors

Number of children

———ReferenceSingle child

0.06 to 0.30.003b0.060.182 or more children

0.00 to 0.01.001b00.01Child’s age in months

Child’s gender

———ReferenceMale

–0.04 to 0.20.180.060.08Female

0.05 to 0.09<.001b0.010.07Child’s screen time in hours

Child care setting

———ReferenceHome care by parents

–0.20 to 0.10.530.08–0.05Home care by others

–0.13 to 0.15.870.070.01Childcare center

Environmental factors

Additional piece of screen device at home

———Reference<3 media devices

–0.23 to 0.24.970.120≥3 media devices

Screen device in child bedroom

———ReferenceYes

–0.35 to –0.03.02b0.08–0.19No

Outdoor play equipment at home

———ReferenceYes

–0.08 to 0.16.520.060.04No

Availability of public physical activity facilities

———ReferenceYes

–0.06 to 0.18.290.060.07No

0.21 to 0.34<.0010.030.27Perceived safety related to crime

aNot applicable.
bSignificant at P<.05.
cMYR: Malaysian ringgit. 1 MYR = 0.24 US $.

Predictors of Parental Barriers to Reduce Excessive
Child Screen Time
A total of 16 factors with P<.25 in the simple linear regression
were included in the preliminary model. One of the factors,
parental perception of safety related to crime, was removed
from the model due to its interaction with 2 other factors (public
sector employment and monthly household income). The
remaining 15 variables showed no multicollinearity and
interaction. Hence, all assumptions for multiple linear regression

were fulfilled. Forward variable selection method was applied
in the final model. The model fits reasonably well with adjusted

R2=.26 and F test<0.001.

Table 4 shows that among parents of children aged younger
than 5 years, those with low monthly household income
encountered more barriers in the efforts to reduce their child’s
screen time (adjusted β=–.03, 95% CI –0.05 to –0.02).
Furthermore, parents who worked in the public sector were
more likely to have a higher parental barrier score when
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compared with those in the private sector (adjusted β=.18, 95%
CI 0.06 to –0.29). Moreover, parents with a positive attitude
toward child screen time recorded a higher score of parental
barriers than those with a negative attitude (adjusted β=.68,
95% CI 0.58 to 0.79). Parents with low self-efficacy to influence
their child’s physical activity also displayed a higher parental

barrier score as compared with their counterparts (adjusted
β=–.32, 95% CI –0.43 to –0.20). Last, parents whose children
spent more hours on screen were expected to face more barriers
in the efforts to reduce excessive child screen time (adjusted
β=.04, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.06).

Table 4. Predictors of parental barriers to reduce excessive child screen time (n=789).

95% CIP valueat testSEAdjusted βVariable

–0.05 to –0.02<.001–3.830–0.03Monthly household income (MYRb)

Employment status

ReferencePrivate sector

0.06 to 0.29.0023.050.060.18Public sector

Attitude on screen time

ReferenceNegative

0.58 to 0.79<.00112.370.060.68Positive

Self-efficacy to influence a child’s physical activity

ReferenceHigh

–0.43 to –0.20<.001–5.450.06–0.32Low

0.02 to 0.06<.0014.400.010.04Child’s screen time

aSignificant at P<.05.
bMYR: Malaysian ringgit. 1 MYR = 0.24 US $.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The majority of parents who participated in this study were
Malay, females, and married. More than half of them were aged
older than 30 years. This finding highlighted the fact that
mothers frequently dealt with all matters related to a child’s
health, including routine clinic appointments [42]. Moreover,
a profile of the respondents also reflected most Malaysian adults,
who married in their mid to late 20s [43] and would only bear
a child after that age. The high numbers of Malay respondents
mirrored the attendees of primary health care facilities in
Malaysia, who were mostly Malays with less than one-third
being Chinese and Indians [44]. Even though most parents in
this study attained preuniversity and higher levels of education,
the majority of them belonged to the B40 or M40 group.
Furthermore, two-thirds of parents were employed, and the
number of parents who worked in the private and public sectors
was nearly equivalent. The remaining 22% was self-employed.
This finding showed that adults living in urban areas such as
the Petaling District have access to various employment sectors
in Malaysia.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies in Malaysia
have reported the barriers experienced by parents in limiting
screen time among children aged younger than 5 years. From
the analysis, most of the parents experienced an average of more
than 3 barriers. This differed significantly from the findings of
Jarvis and colleagues [45], whereby parents experienced only
one type of barrier. The differences could be due to the different
types of barriers presented to the respondents in the studies.

Jarvis et al [45] explored barriers that were self-reported by
parents through open-ended questions, whereas specific barriers
were presented in a self-administered questionnaire to parents
in this study. Common barriers encountered by parents in this
study (ie, time needed for household chores, weather factor,
and coping tools to meet the demand of a busy day) were
consistent with previous research findings [23,24,27]. We have
found it is a common occurrence among current generations of
modern parents to provide screen devices to their young ones
as an easy way out [27,46].

In this study, the strongest predictor for parental barriers was
the parents’ positive attitude on child screen time. A previous
study showed that parents’ positive attitude toward screen
behavior could contribute to internal conflict and thus reduce
their abilities to limit child screen time [47]. A similar finding
was noted in this study. When parents displayed supportive
behavior toward screen time and perceived screen time to be
beneficial to their child or themselves, it became a barrier for
them to place the necessary restriction on screen time activity.
This is not surprising because parents’ attitudes toward
technology use cast a big influence on how they perceive and
value screen time at home [48]. Therefore, our study findings
suggested that parents with a more positive attitude toward
screen behavior could be subconsciously establishing a home
environment that facilitated screen-based activities for their
children. Subsequently, this might become a routine habit,
leading to early overexposure of children to screen time [5,49].
Eventually, parents would face an uphill battle with the
worsening level of barriers toward the reduction of excessive
screen time in their children [23].
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Furthermore, our study reported that parents with low
self-efficacy to influence child’s physical activity encountered
more barriers to reduce child screen time when compared with
parents with high self-efficacy, as highlighted in a previous
study [50]. Parents with low confidence to motivate children in
engaging in physical activity might also be less likely to initiate
screen time reduction in children. In other words, it would not
be convincing for the children to follow the restriction if the
parents failed to be the role models in supporting healthy
behavior among the children [51].

Apart from that, monthly household income was also a predictor
of parental barriers in our study. Parents were likely to have an
0.03 increase in the score of the parental barrier for every 1000
MYR decrement in monthly household income. Lower family
income could be linked to certain cost issues and, subsequently,
restrict access to healthier choices and substitute activities for
screen time, thus constituting a common barrier to support
healthy behavior [23,25]. In other words, this could explain
why lower income families encounter more barriers: they lack
the resources to substitute screen-based activities with other
activities as compared with higher income families that can
afford to provide alternative activities and facilities for their
children to substitute screen time [52,53].

Besides family income, parents’employment status was another
determinant of parental barriers toward the support of active
lifestyles in children, based on a systematic review [23]. Our
findings were similar in which working parents encountered
more barriers to reduce excessive screen time. However, the
difference in the challenges encountered by parents working in
the public and private sectors needs to be explored further. A
recent study showed that workers in the Malaysian public sector
frequently experienced work-life conflict as they had difficulty
in coping with the pressures of integrating their work and
personal lives as a result of the long and inconsistent working
hours [54]. This could in turn lead to parenting stress that acts
as a potential parental barrier in the reduction of screen time
exposure in children [45,55].

Last, previous studies have reported that children’s screen times
rose substantially when more barriers were reported by parents
[26,34]. This was echoed by our results that demonstrated child
screen time as a predictor of parental barriers in the reduction

of screen time. The potential reason behind this could be the
addictive nature of screen behavior that was integrated into
every day routine, thus making it extremely difficult to minimize
children’s time spent on screen [5,56].

Limitations and Strengths
To the best of our knowledge, this is among the first quantitative
studies in the local setting that tried to determine parental
barriers toward the reduction of screen time in children. The
data were collected with a self-administered validated
questionnaire using the probability sampling method and
examined the association between a dependent variable with
many factors. However, this study is not without limitations.
Potential recall bias could have occurred during data collection
as many factors were only evaluated from the perspective of a
single respondent. Furthermore, the samples were only recruited
among parents attending the child health clinics in one district.
Thus, the study findings should be interpreted with caution in
view of the limited generalizability to other populations.

Future Direction
To overcome barriers encountered by parents, it is essential to
enhance parental awareness by providing valuable information
through a well-designed health education program. These efforts
can help parents overcome the challenges and difficulties of
screen time restriction. Health education should consist of
information on the recommended screen time behavior for young
children. Apart from that, the program should also aim to
establish the correct parental attitude on the children’s screen
time behavior and provide the relevant skills to improve parental
self-efficacy in supporting screen time reduction in children.
Importantly, the health education program should target families
with low income and parents working in the public sector. Future
studies should consider intervention research that pinpoints
effective strategies for targeted parental barriers.

Conclusion
In summary, this study identified 5 predictors of parental barriers
to reducing excessive screen time among children, the strongest
one being the positive parental attitude toward child screen time.
The majority of parents with children aged younger than 5 years
experienced more than 3 barriers in their efforts to reduce screen
time.
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Abstract

Background: Effective help for depression and anxiety reaches a small proportion of people who might benefit from it. The
scale of the problem suggests the need for effective, safe web-based public health services delivered directly to the public. One
model, the Big White Wall (BWW), offers peer support at low cost. As these interventions are delivered digitally, we tested
whether a randomized controlled trial (RCT) intervention could also be fully delivered and evaluated digitally.

Objective: This study aims to determine the reach, feasibility, acceptability, baseline costs, and outcomes of a public health
campaign for an automated RCT of the BWW, providing digital peer support and information, compared with a standard website
used by the National Health Service Moodzone (MZ), to people with probable mild-to-moderate depression and anxiety disorder.
The primary outcome was the change in self-rated well-being at 6 weeks, measured using the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental
Well-Being Scale.

Methods: An 18-month campaign was conducted across Nottinghamshire, the United Kingdom (target population 914,000) to
advertise the trial directly to the public through general marketing, web-based and social media sources, health services, other
public services, and third-sector groups. The population reach of this campaign was examined by the number of people accessing
the study website and self-registering to the study. A pragmatic, parallel-group, single-blind RCT was then conducted using a
fully automated trial website in which eligible participants were randomized to receive either 6 months of access to BWW or
signposted to MZ. Those eligible for participation were aged >16 years with probable mild-to-moderate depression or anxiety
disorders.
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Results: Of 6483 visitors to the study website, 1510 (23.29%) were eligible. Overall, 790 of 1510 (52.32%) visitors participated.
Of 790 visitors, 397 (50.3%) were randomized to BWW and 393 (49.7%) to MZ. Their mean age was 38 (SD 13.8) years, 81.0%
(640/790) were female, 93.4% (738/790) were White, and 47.4% (271/572) had no contact with health services in the previous
3 months. We estimated 3-month productivity losses of £1001.01 (95% CI 868.75-1133.27; US $1380.79; 95% CI 1198.35-1563.23)
per person for those employed. Only 16.6% (131/790) participants completed the primary outcome assessment. There were no
differences in the primary or secondary outcomes between the 2 groups.

Conclusions: Most participants reached and those eligible for this trial of digital interventions were White women not in recent
contact with health services and whose productivity losses represent a significant annual societal burden. A fully automated RCT
recruiting directly from the public failed to recruit and retain sufficient participants to test the clinical effectiveness of this digital
intervention, primarily because it did not personally engage participants and explain how these unfamiliar interventions might
benefit them.

Trial Registration: International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN) 12673428;
https://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN12673428

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/resprot.8061

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23487)   doi:10.2196/23487
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peer support; digital mental health; depression; anxiety; population reach; productivity; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Depression and anxiety are, respectively, the first and sixth
leading causes of years lived with disability globally among all
health problems [1]. In the United Kingdom in 2014, 15% of
the general population of adults aged >18 years had depression
or anxiety, but only 1 in 3 sought help for these conditions in
the preceding 12-month period [2]. In principle, the internet
backed by a public health campaign might be a useful platform
for reaching people with depression or anxiety who do not or
are unable to access face-to-face health care. However, the use
of the internet as a potential therapeutic platform raises a series
of important concerns about data safety and privacy,
effectiveness, user experience and adherence, exclusion of
people without access to the internet, and data integration with
care [3,4]. It is important to establish who might be reached by
such an approach, whether they are already accessing mental
health or general health services, and which recruitment
approaches and interventions are most effective [5].

In this study, we explored the reach of a recruitment strategy
for internet-based therapy directed at the public in one English
county (Nottinghamshire, estimated population size of 914,000;
aged >16 years in 2017, with 145,000 people with case-level
depression and anxiety [6,7]). We used traditional and internet
media and contacts through health, social care, and third-sector
organizations for a randomized controlled trial (RCT) of 2
well-established digital services: the Big White Wall (BWW,
now known as Togetherall) and Moodzone (MZ). BWW [8]
offers (1) web-based assessment to assess common mental health
problems and comorbid physical conditions; (2) moderated
web-based peer support network: a community of peers,
professionally staffed at all times, enabling safe support where
individuals can choose if they wish to remain anonymous; and
(3) guided support: a range of self-managed and facilitated
programs for depression and anxiety based on cognitive
behavioral therapy and social support principles. It was founded

by a service user because existing services did not provide
support when it was needed and was first developed as a
collaboration among service users, digital experts, and a
National Health Service (NHS) organization providing mental
health services in London. Although BWW is widely available
in many parts of England, there was little uptake of this
intervention in Nottinghamshire before 2017. In England, the
NHS provides its own free website with general information
and contact details of local and national resources to help people
with common mental health problems. It is known as NHS
Mental Health and Well-being, previously called NHS Choices
Moodzone [9].

To date, BWW and other web-based peer support for depression
or anxiety have only been evaluated in RCTs conducted through
primary or specialist mental health services rather than directly
to the public [10-13]. There is uncertainty about how to conduct
fully automated RCTs of digital mental health interventions
directly targeted at the public [14]. In principle, fully automated
RCTs without human contact are less prone to bias and can
better elucidate actual treatment effects attributable to the digital
intervention than those conducted with human conduct, where
human contact may contribute to part of the treatment effect
[15]. They can also be relatively inexpensive to run on a large
scale [16]. However, it is unclear if and under what
circumstances they would be feasible or acceptable to
participants [17]. Automated trials have sometimes failed to
engage some populations [18,19], whereas others offering
otherwise difficult to obtain structured psychological treatments
have been more successful [20-22].

Objectives
This study has two main aims: (1) to investigate the reach,
feasibility, and acceptability of a public health recruitment
campaign using general media, digital media, health, third
sector, and social services for a trial in people with probable
mild-to-moderate depression or anxiety and (2) to test the
feasibility, acceptability, baseline costs to society, and outcomes
of conducting a fully automated RCT of 2 established digital
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interventions providing moderated web-based peer support and
information (BWW) versus web-based information only (MZ).

Methods

Design
The Lived Experience Advisory Panel (LEAP) of patients and
public representatives with personal experience of depression
and anxiety that was formed for the study advised us on the best
approaches to recruit people with depression and anxiety in the
community. They recommended using the terms low in mood
for depression and stressed for anxiety. We ran a public health
campaign using these terms and offered the opportunity to take
part in a study free of charge by comparing an
information-giving website (MZ), which is a standard designed
with and used within the NHS in the United Kingdom, with a
web-based peer support site (BWW). We used a mix of
traditional health research recruitment strategies, such as general
practitioner (GP) endorsement, outpatient clinics, and support
groups, as well as less traditional advertising, such as on buses
and trams and via letter box leafleting. Special efforts were
made to reach groups regarded as higher risk and harder to
reach, such as the farming community. Reach was defined as
the absolute number, proportion, and representativeness of
individuals willing to participate in a given initiative [23].

The second stage of the study was a single-blind RCT using a
fully automated bespoke study website. A member of the public
could participate in the trial as they might do with other
web-based applications, including consenting to the trial and
all decision making, only seeking technical support if and when
they need it. Full details are available in the published protocol
[24]. Eligible participants self-referred and were recruited
through the study website following a public health campaign.
Consenting participants were randomly allocated to receive
either 6 months of free access to BWW or signposted to the
NHS MZ website.

Ethical approval was granted by the Local Research Ethics
Committee (REC 16/EM/0204), and the final approval was
received from the UK Health Research Authority.

Public Health Campaign
The research team worked closely with a research delivery and
support service (the National Institute of Health Research
[NIHR] Clinical Research Network East Midlands), a
professional marketing business (The Dairy), the study LEAP
(18 people aged 25-65 years, 12 females), and the web developer
(Ayup). The aim was to establish a brand for the study that was
considered by the LEAP and study team to appeal to people
who may be affected by low mood and/or stress in line with
marketing materials but that would also instill professionalism
and confidence with respect to the research project.

Trifold leaflets (Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1), posters,
bus and tram adverts, and business cards with quick response
codes were subsequently developed, and a marketing plan for
distribution and dissemination across Nottinghamshire was
created for the duration of the study. We targeted tram routes
across central Nottingham and bus routes that were purposefully
targeted at the more deprived regions of the county. We took

out newspaper and magazine advertisements and also spoke on
local radio programs dedicated to health matters. We used a
digital marketing agency (Nativve) to develop and implement
a targeted local Facebook campaign and employed other social
media, such as Twitter, to disseminate the study through
appropriate networks.

In addition to the blanket approach that was adopted for the
general public, the recruitment team also targeted particular
groups, such as those in areas of greater deprivation, through
door drops. Other targeted approaches involved asking
organizations and health professionals to hand out leaflets or
spread the word to their community to patients in their preferred
method. For example, health visitors were asked to hand out
leaflets to young parents, and Black and minority ethnic
(BAME) groups were targeted through a third-sector
organization, Awaaz. Places where the internet was accessed
for free, such as self-help, third-sector groups, and local
authority-funded libraries, were also asked to host leaflets and
posters as well as to add these materials to their self-help
sections.

Presentations were made by members of the research team to
a range of GPs and primary care staff to raise awareness of the
study across the county. These presentations were complemented
by posters, cards, and leaflets that were displayed in every
primary care waiting room in Nottinghamshire. Community
pharmacists were targeted through their health promotion work
and asked to promote the study through displaying the leaflets
and posters, and when they considered it appropriate, verbally
informing people who might be collecting medication for their
mental health that a trial was being conducted. We targeted
other health and social care workers, including educational
establishments, such as universities, further education colleges,
and those in contact with socially isolated groups, for example,
social workers, health visitors, or those who work with mental
health problems such as the Improving Access to Psychological
Treatment program providing psychological treatments for
depression and anxiety, private counselors and wellness in mind,
and an NHS-funded public mental health signposting service.

Sample and Eligibility
Potential participants from the county of Nottinghamshire
self-referred to the study, and their eligibility was assessed by
an automated digital program on the study website. The study
website requested the GP’s contact details when the person was
ineligible for the study.

Inclusion criteria were as follows: patients (1) aged ≥16 years;
(2) reside in the county of Nottinghamshire; (3) scored between
10 and 20 on the 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)
[25] or 10 or more on the 7-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder
questionnaire (GAD-7) [26], indicating probable caseness for
depression and anxiety, respectively, but not a definite diagnosis
of depression or anxiety disorder; (4) had access to the internet
through a computer, tablet, or smartphone (Windows, iOS, or
Android) device and email address; and (5) were able and
willing to give informed consent (through electronic consent).

Exclusion criteria were as follows: patients (1) scored ≥21 on
the PHQ-9 (severe depression); (2) scored 2 or 3 on PHQ-9 item
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“thoughts that you would be better off dead or of hurting
yourself in some way”; and (3) scored ≤10 on PHQ-9 and
GAD-7.

BWW and MZ are only available in the English language.
Therefore, the website recommended nonparticipation for those
who believed they were insufficiently proficient in the use of
the English language. There was no test of proficiency in English
or information technology literacy.

Participants were ineligible for the trial because they scored in
the severe range on the PHQ-9 or scored 2 or 3 on the suicide
item of the PHQ-9. In line with other digital studies [27], a
national research committee did not allow us to recruit these
potential participants because, in their opinion, research into
people with severe depression requires a greater duty of care
than could be offered over the internet. These excluded
participants were provided with an opportunity to request that
the study team inform their GP, mental health care team, or
caregiver of their current mood state. If the request was not
completed, the study team followed up via email, asking if they
would like the team to inform their GP or care team. We
followed up the excluded participants on one occasion.

Information on the participants and the associated consent forms
were provided electronically within the study website.
Participants who wished to discuss the study could email and
telephone the study team if they had any further questions before
consenting to the study. An email confirming consent was sent
to each participant once they had fully enrolled.

Interventions

Randomization: Arm 1—BWW
Participants allocated to receive 6 months of free access to the
BWW website [8] were invited to create a user profile using a
pseudonym that was linked to the trial identification to which
they had been assigned within the study website. They had to
create a profile within 14 days of being randomized. Participants
were able to access any part of the BWW site (apart from the
option of personalized therapy or counseling sessions that have
to be prescribed by a clinician, that is, not offered directly to
the general public) and interact with other users within the
boundaries of the site’s house rules. Anonymized records of
log-ins, time on site, interactions, and page categories were
recorded by BWW on behalf of the study team.

Randomization: Arm 2—Participants Allocated to MZ
Participants were directed to the MZ area of the NHS Choices
website [9]. Participants were able to access all available
materials on mental health, including depression and anxiety.
We did not have records of time on site or use of the site. NHS
MZ access was used as the control digital resource, so all
participants were offered some help for their problems with
depression or anxiety, but this control group did not have access
to moderated, anonymized peer social support.

Outcome Measures
Once consented, participants were asked to complete self-rated
questionnaires to measure well-being, depression, anxiety, work
and social adjustment, receipt of services (for economic

analysis), social support, and personality dysfunction at baseline.
These were completed on the web (though the study website)
for approximately 20 to 30 minutes. All data were stored on the
website and downloaded and anonymized by the clinical trial
manager.

Participation in the study lasted for 6 months. Participants
received electronic follow-up invitations at 3, 6, 12, and 26
weeks after randomization to be completed on the website. Each
participant was reminded to log onto the study website and
complete follow-up measures by email 24 hours before each
follow-up and at the follow-up time point. If follow-up was not
completed, they received another reminder 48 hours later.
Participants were emailed motivational statements encouraging
follow-up as well as the offer of entry into a prize draw at the
end of the study if they completed at least the primary outcome
measure in all follow-up assessments. There were no other
attempts to follow up participants using any form of digital,
telephone, or face-to-face contact.

Primary Outcome Measure
The primary outcome measure is change in self-rated well-being
from baseline to 6 weeks after baseline using the 14-item
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS)
[28].

Secondary Outcomes Measures
The secondary outcome measures are as follows:

• Well-being was measured at 3, 12, and 26 weeks using the
WEMWBS.

• The GAD-7 [25] was completed as part of eligibility at
baseline and at 3, 6, 12, and 26 weeks, as a measure of
anxiety severity.

• The PHQ-9 [26] was completed as part of eligibility at
baseline and at 3, 6, 12, and 26 weeks, as a measure of
depression severity.

• Social function on the 8-item Work and Social Adjustment
Scale [29], a measure of function, was completed at baseline
and at 3, 6, 12, and 26 weeks.

Baseline Measures
At baseline, basic sociodemographic characteristics were
collected along with measures of health and social care resource
use over the 3 months before study entry [30], social support
[31], life events over the previous 3 months [32], and personality
dysfunction [33].

Modifications to the Original Protocol Conducted in
Real Time Based on Participant Feedback
Feedback left by the first 50 participants suggested that they
disliked the intrusiveness and length of some of the measures
and assessments at baseline. One participant withdrew from the
study for this reason. Therefore, compared with our protocol
[24], we omitted the 12-item medical outcomes study short-form
health survey version 2.0 (SF-12) [34] at all time points and
only carried out the economic resource proforma [31] at
baseline. At baseline, the number of questions asked fell from
92 to 80 and at each follow-up time point from 50 to 38.
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Sample Size
The sample size calculation and justification is outlined in detail
in our protocol paper [24]. A total of 676 patients were needed
to detect a 3-point (SD 12), minimal clinically important
difference for adults on the 14-item WEMWBS [35] at a
significance level of .05 with 90% power. After adjusting for a
50% attrition rate at 6 weeks [36], a total of 1352 participants
were required for our RCT.

Randomization and Monitoring
The treatment to which a participant was assigned was
determined by a computer-generated pseudorandom code using
random permuted blocks of varying sizes by a randomization
system embedded within the website. No stratification or
minimization was performed. Treatment assignment was relayed
by the computer program to the participant and opened to the
trial manager (CK) who monitored recruitment, data completion,
and technical problems with the website.

Statistical Analysis
Feasibility and acceptability was assessed by recruitment and
retention during follow-up using descriptive statistics. All
analyses were performed on an intention-to-treat basis by a trial
statistician blinded to treatment allocation using STATA 16
(StataCorp LLC). As all outcome scores were repeatedly
measured at baseline and at 3, 6, 12, and 26 weeks, multilevel
modeling was performed to quantify the treatment effect with
participants as a level 2 unit and baseline, treatment arm,
follow-up time, and interaction of arm×time as a covariate.
Missing outcome values were investigated and imputed for all
outcomes under the missing at random assumption with 100
data sets imputed for data analysis. REALCOME and STATA
16 were used to impute missingness. Similar models were
conducted on observed values to check the robustness of the
treatment effect estimates sensitive to the influence of
missingness.

Health Economics
We electronically administered the Client Service Receipt
Inventory [30] to participants at baseline, which collected data
on NHS service use and other costing variables [37-44]. Owing
to the inherent comorbidity of mental and physical health, these
questions pertained to all service use and all health-related
absenteeism in place of condition-attributable service use, as
we wished to capture possible changes in service use and
service-seeking behaviors. The withdrawal of the SF-12
instrument meant that we were unable to examine the health
state utilities associated with mild-to-moderate depressive
episodes and anxiety disorders.

The costs of health-related time taken off work (absenteeism)
were estimated using the lost wages approach [45]. We adopted
a median team multiplier, as although wages are a suitable
estimate of marginal productivity losses to businesses, this
measure tends to be an underestimation for individuals working
in team environments [46]. We assigned population-level gross
weekly salaries to individuals by full-time or part-time
employment status and gender. We designated participants as
part time if they were employed or self-employed and worked

less than 30 hours per week and as full time if they were
employed or self-employed and worked for more than 30 hours.
We note that this does not attribute any value to health-related
presenteeism or those who are unemployed owing to ill health.

The prevalence of mild-to-moderate depression and anxiety was
derived using the Adult Psychiatric Morbidity Survey [42] by
combining the severity of symptoms of common mental
disorders, where a score between 12 and 17 represents a
diagnosable mild-to-moderate condition, with common mental
disorder in the past week using the Clinical Interview Schedule
Revised score. We extrapolated productivity losses using disease
prevalence by gender to control for observed self-selection and
the number of individuals between 18 and 64 years of age active
in the labor market (employed or self-employed) in the United
Kingdom. Our estimates of direct-to-NHS costs used a larger
population, including those who are inactive in the labor market.
The data sources of NHS unit costs and the resources used to
estimate productivity losses are displayed in Multimedia
Appendix 2 (Table S1).

To control for missingness, we assumed the item response was
missing at random. Multiple imputation was run following best
practices [47,48] for a total of 50 imputed sets (m50) [49]. The
final model specification included variables for gender,
WEMWBS, PHQ-9, age, education, and employment status
alongside our outcomes of interest. Multiple imputation was
inclusive of both trial arms to increase the sample size because
neither arm had received treatment at baseline. Models for
direct-to-NHS costs and productivity losses were conducted
separately, at the item response level, because of the inherent
subsampling of productivity losses to only those in employment.
Models were run multiple times, and distributions were visually
inspected to confirm the robustness and stability of our
imputations. The 95% bias-corrected CIs were derived from
1000-iteration bootstraps, and all health economics analyses
were conducted in Stata/SE 16.1. Pounds sterling were converted
to US dollars using the conversion rate published by the Federal
Reserve as of March 26, 2021: £1 to US $1.38.

Data on Barriers and Facilitators
We asked for open-ended survey feedback at baseline and every
follow-up and also received email and telephone feedback when
participants wished to contact the research team. We then
analyzed this feedback thematically.

Results

Overview
Figure 1 shows that there were 6483 visitors to the study website
(14 per day) over 18 months of recruitment from September 16,
2016, to May 30, 2018. Of these, 4125 were from
Nottinghamshire, aged >16 years, and had continued access to
the internet. We excluded a further 1149 participants because
their PHQ-9 scores were above 20 or because they scored 2 or
3 on the suicide item of the PHQ-9 and excluded 1466
participants who scored below 10 on both the PHQ-9 and
GAD-7. Of the 1510 eligible participants, 790 consented and
were randomized, 393 to MZ and 397 to BWW.
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Figure 1. Flow of participants through the study.

Methods of Recruitment
Table 1 shows that the 6 most successful ways of recruiting
visits to the website were through a university counseling
service, direct contact with the research team at presentations,
leaflets, pharmacies, and health visitors. However, the 6 most
successful enrollment methods to the study (randomization)
were through GPs, Facebook, trams, internet and social media,
NHS acute hospitals, and leaflet door drop. In relation to primary

care, 22,408 registered patients received a text message from
their GP endorsing the study, and 180 people were consented
and randomized into the study via this route. The efforts directed
at raising awareness of this study are listed in Table S2
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Figures S2 and S3 (Multimedia
Appendix 2) show recruitment by the geography of
Nottinghamshire and in relation to the proximity of tram routes
in the county, suggesting that proximity to tram routes in the
City of Nottingham was associated with study enrollment.
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Table 1. Number of people visiting the study website and those converted to randomized study participants according to their self-reported referral
source.

Randomized population by referral
source (n=790), n (%)

People randomized (percent converted by a

referral source; n=790)a, n (%)

People visiting the study web-

site (N=6483)a, n (%)

Source

0 (0.0)0 (0.0)2 (0.03)Awaaz (charity)

8 (1.0)8 (12.3)65 (1.00)Bus advertisement

4 (0.5)4 (44.4)9 (0.14)Direct contact

58 (7.3)58 (23.2)250 (3.87)Door drop

13 (1.7)13 (20.9)62 (0.96)Education

12 (1.5)12 (11.0)109 (1.68)Employer

136 (17.2)136 (12.9)1050 (16.20)Facebook

3 (0.4)3 (17.7)17 (0.26)Family

36 (4.6)36 (16.9)213 (3.29)Friend

180 (22.8)180 (18.4)977 (15.07)General practitioner

4 (0.5)4 (26.7)15 (0.23)Health visitor

5 (0.6)5 (16.7)30 (0.46)Library

15 (1.9)15 (31.3)48 (0.74)Leaflet

63 (7.9)63 (8.4)751 (11.58)Internet

10 (1.3)10 (20.4)49 (0.76)Improving access to psychologi-
cal therapies program

1 (0.1)1 (5.6)18 (0.28)Magazine

1 (0.1)1 (8.3)12 (0.19)MIND

1 (0.1)1 (10.0)10 (0.15)Newspaper

56 (7.1)56 (16.8)334 (5.15)National Health Service

0 (0.0)0 (0.0)1 (0.02)No recall

5 (0.6)5 (14.7)34 (0.52)Other (unknown)

42 (5.3)42 (31.1)135 (2.08)Pharmacy

2 (0.3)2 (22.2)9 (0.14)Poster

9 (1.1)9 (19.2)47 (0.72)Radio

0 (0.0)0 (0.0)5 (0.08)Social worker

10 (1.3)10 (22.7)44 (0.68)Support service

67 (8.5)67 (18.1)371 (5.72)Tram advertisement

1 (0.1)1 (5.0)20 (0.31)Twitter

8 (1.0)8 (47.1)17 (0.26)University counseling service

2 (0.3)2 (20.0)10 (0.15)Voluntary (third-sector) group

1 (0.1)1 (20.0)5 (0.08)Wellness in mind

38 (4.8)38 (2.2)1764 (27.21)No response to question

aParticipants were asked how they heard about the study.

Trial Results
Table 2 shows that randomized study participants had a mean
age of 38.0 (SD 13.8) years, 81.0% (640/790) were female,
93.4% (738/790) were White, everyone had educational
qualifications with 45.0% (354/787) having a university degree,
4.3% (34/790) were retired, and 8.9% (70/790) were

unemployed. The mean scores showed moderate levels of
depression and anxiety and moderate impairments in function
and well-being. Of the 393 participants randomized to BWW,
225 (57.3%) registered to access BWW and 165 (42.5%)
accessed it on more than one occasion. No participation data
are available for the MZ website.
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Table 2. Demographic and clinical characteristics of study participants (n=790).

Randomized to Big White Wall

(n=393)a
Randomized to Moodzone

(n=397)a
Characteristics

37.6 (13.7)c38.4 (14.3)bAge (years), mean (SD)

324 (82.4)316 (79.6)Females, n (%)

Ethnicity group, n (%)

368 (93.6)370 (93.2)White

8 (2.0)7 (1.8)South Asian

3 (0.7)5 (1.3)Black

14 (3.6)11 (2.8)Other

0 (0.0)4 (1.0)Missing

Highest educational attainment, n (%)

179 (45.5)175 (44.1)Degree or higher (higher education)

118 (30.0)126 (31.7)A levels or Business and Technology Education Council (further education)

96 (24.4)93 (23.4)General Certificate of Secondary Education or National Vocational Qualifica-
tion (basic secondary school)

0 (0.0)0 (0.0)No qualifications

0 (0.0)3 (0.8)Missing

Employment, n (%)

249 (63.0)254 (64.0)Employed

79 (20.1)65 (16.4)Student or training

14 (3.6)20 (5.0)Retired

29 (7.4)41 (10.3)Unemployed

22 (5.8)17 (4.3)Other

Well-being and mental health assessment scores at study enrollment (self-administered by participant), mean (SD)

34.54 (5.56)e34.54 (5.72)dWarwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale

12.76 (2.91)12.99 (3.13)7-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder Questionnaire

13.61 (2.54)13.66 (2.55)9-Item Personal Health Questionnaire

23.50 (6.94)g22.93 (7.07)fWork and Social Adjustment Scale

aNumber of individuals reported only when characteristics were not reported by all participants.
bn=309.
cn=304.
dn=372.
en=359.
fn=359.
gn=336.

Of the 790 participants enrolled in the study, 572 (72.4%)
provided complete case (CC) data on health care service use at
baseline. The discussed results correspond to the reported
participant service use in the preceding 3 months to baseline
(Table 3). Of the 572 patients, no contact with any health service
was reported by 271 (47.4%) patients of the CC sample. Out of

the 572 patients, only 66 (11.5%) had any contact with mental
health services, 228 (39.9%) had contact with their GP and 9
(1.6%) had out-of-hours care. Multimedia Appendix 2 (Tables
S1 and S3) shows unit costs, productivity resources, disease
prevalence, and CCs of intensity of service use.
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Table 3. Baseline self-reported service use in the 3 months before study entry.

Total (N=790)Randomized to Big White Wall (n=393)Randomized to Moodzone (n=397)Servicea

Patients, n (%)Total, nPatients, n (%)Total, nPatients, n (%)Total, n

301 (52.6)572146 (52.3)279155 (52.9)293Any service use

38 (7.1)53615 (5.6)26723 (8.6)269Inpatient

15 (2.8)5368 (2.9)2797 (2.7)257General medical ward

2 (0.4)5360 (0.0)2792 (0.8)257Acute psychiatric ward

152 (27.2)55970 (25.3)27782 (29.1)282Outpatient

38 (6.8)55918 (6.3)28620 (7.3)273Emergency room

36 (6.4)55919 (6.6)28617 (6.2)273Radiology

30 (5.4)55913 (4.5)28617 (6.2)273Physiotherapist

12 (4.6)5596 (2.1)2866 (2.0)273Occupational therapist

28 (5.0)55913 (4.5)28615 (5.5)273Psychiatrist

234 (41.0)571119 (42.7)279115 (39.4)292Primary and community

228 (40.0)570115 (41.2)279113 (38.8)291GPb

4 (0.7)5702 (0.7)2792 (0.7)291GP home visit

69 (12.1)57038 (13.6)27931 (11.0)291Practice nurse

9 (1.6)5703 (1.1)2796 (2.1)291Psychologist

9 (1.6)5705 (1.8)2794 (1.4)291Psychiatric Nurse

8 (1.4)5706 (2.2)2792 (0.7)291Occupational Therapist

9 (1.6)5705 (1.8)2794 (1.4)291Out-of-hours care

15 (2.6)57010 (3.6)2795 (1.7)291Walk-in center

3 (0.5)5702 (0.7)2791 (0.3)291Social worker

18 (3.2)5697 (2.5)27611 (3.8)293Private counseling or therapy

12 (2.1)5699 (3.3)2763 (1.0)293Other use

218 (27.6)790114 (29.0)393104 (26.2)397No reported information on service
use

aOther use consisted of other specific National Health Service care, that is, phlebotomist or private health care, that is, physiotherapy and podiatry.
Designations of the community psychiatrist were included as outpatient psychiatrist for the 4 participants who double counted by listing psychiatrists
within other service use. Binary variables for inpatient or outpatient or primary and community aggregate service use were amended to 1 or 0 if missing
and participants specified individual service contact or no individual service use, respectively. If binary variables declared no aggregate service use,
individual service use binary variables were set to 0 if missing, and no other individual service use was observed.
bGP: general practitioner.

We report the direct-to-NHS costs and productivity losses in
Table 4. Participants in employment took a mean 10.93 (95%
CI 9.51-12.36) days of health-related time off work during the
3 months, which corresponded to a productivity loss of £1001.01
(95% CI 868.75-1133.27; US $1380.79, 95% CI

1198.35-1563.23), compared with £156.46 (95% CI
114.08-198.84; US $215.82, 95% CI 157.36-274.28) in
direct-to-NHS costs per participant. The small variation between
the CC and multiply imputed costs suggests that the observed
characteristics are poor predictors of response missingness.
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Table 4. Direct-to-National Health Service costs and productivity losses in the 3 months before study entry.

Total annual burden, £ (US $)Mean (95% CI)Population, n (%)Variable

Complete case

N/Ab11.01 (8.62-13.80)257 (52)Absentee daysa (n=494)

2,336,113,572 (3,222,435,061)£995.74 (775.27-1251.21; US $1373.52 [1069.41-1725.92])257 (52)Productivity losses (n=494)

505,479,259 (697,258,089)£158.75 (119.23-209.13; US $218.98 [164.47-288.47])483 (61)Direct-to-NHSc costs (n=790)

Multiple imputation

N/A10.93 (9.51-12.36)494 (100)Absentee days (n=494)

2,348,477,561 (3,239,489,947)£1001.01 (868.75-1133.27; US $1380.79 [1198.35-1563.23])494 (100)Productivity losses (n=494)

498,187,621 (687,200,004)£156.46 (114.08-198.84; US$ 215.82 [157.36-274.28])790 (100)Direct-to-NHS costs (n=790)

aDays taken off work because of ill health of those employed or self-employed.
bN/A: not applicable.
cNHS: National Health Service.

Table 5 shows that follow-up assessment rates were very low
at each time point. At baseline, 93.5% (739/790) participants
completed the WEMWBS, but only 18.4% (145/790) completed
it at 3 weeks, 16.6% (131/790) completed it at 6 weeks (the
primary outcome), 12.3% (97/790) completed it at 12 weeks,
and 8.7% (69/790) completed it at 26 weeks. Proportions of
participants completing the primary outcome measure were

14.5% (57/393) in the BWW intervention group and 18.6%
(74/397) in the MZ control group. There were no statistically
significant differences in the primary outcome WEMWBS at 6
weeks between the 2 treatment groups nor were there any
differences at other time points or in the PHQ-9, GAD-7, or
Work and Social Adjustment Scale in the imputed or observed
results.
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Table 5. Modeled mean changes in well-being and mental health scores (95% CIs) at each study follow-up time.

DifferenceRandomized to Big White Wall (n=393)Randomized to Moodzone (n=397)Outcome and follow-
up time

P valueMean (95% CI)Participant, n

(%)a
Mean (95% CI)Participant, n

(%)a
Mean (95% CI)

7-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale

.550.46 (−1.04 to 1.96)57 (14.3)−1.91 (−3.08 to −0.74)87 (21.9)−2.37 (−3.29 to −1.45)3 weeks

.630.40 (−1.24 to 2.03)55 (14.0)−2.13 (−3.21 to −1.05)74 (18.6)−2.53 (−3.53 to −1.52)6 weeks

.57−0.51 (−2.26 to 1.24)44 (11.2)−3.02 (−4.23 to −1.81)53 (13.4)−2.51 (−3.67 to −1.35)12 weeks

.72−0.36 (−2.32 to 1.60)31 (7.9)−3.62 (−5.12 to −2.12)38 (9.6)−3.26 (−4.63 to −1.89)26 weeks

9-item Patient Health Questionnaire

.580.44 (−1.11 to 1.98)58 (14.8)−1.39 (−2.69 to −0.09)84 (21.1)−1.83 (−2.85 to −0.81)3 weeks

.370.73 (−0.88 to 2.35)56 (14.2)−1.19 (−2.55 to 0.17)74 (18.6)−1.92 (−2.97 to −0.87)6 weeks

.84−0.17 (−1.92 to 1.58)44 (11.2)−2.25 (−3.65 to −0.84)53 (13.4)−2.07 (−3.29 to −0.86)12 weeks

.700.40 (−1.69 to 2.49)30 (7.6)−2.96 (−4.62 to −1.30)38 (9.6)−3.36 (−4.62 to −2.10)26 weeks

Work and Social Adjustment Scale

.30−1.54 (−4.47 to 1.40)54 (13.7)−2.85 (−5.07 to −0.62)79 (19.9)−1.31 (−2.97 to 0.35)3 weeks

.28−1.62 (−4.58 to 1.34)51 (13.0)−2.68 (−4.83 to −0.52)71 (17.9)−1.06 (−2.94 to 0.82)6 weeks

.37−1.57 (−5.07 to 1.92)39 (9.9)−3.24 (−5.74 to −0.73)52 (13.1)−1.66 (−3.58 to 0.26)12 weeks

.30−1.74 (−5.08 to 1.59)29 (7.4)−5.95 (−8.57 to −3.33)37 (9.3)−4.21 (−6.39 to −2.02)26 weeks

Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale

.92−0.12 (−2.55 to 2.30)59 (5.0)2.56 (0.80 to 4.33)86 (21.7)2.69 (1.08 to 4.29)3 weeks

.35−1.19 (−3.71 to 1.33)57 (14.0)1.96 (−0.06 to 3.99)74 (18.6)3.15 (1.42 to 4.89)6 weeksb

.810.37 (−2.64 to 3.38)44 (11.2)4.29 (2.08 to 6.49)53 (13.4)3.92 (1.86 to 5.98)12 weeks

.391.29 (−1.64 to 4.21)31 (7.4)6.63 (4.25 to 9.02)38 (9.6)5.35 (3.47 to 7.23)26 weeks

aParticipants with available scores at each time point.
bPrimary outcome of randomized controlled trial.

Barriers to Participation and Retention in the Study
We collected the following feedback organized into 3 themes
on barriers to participation and retention in the study from
randomized participants, those who had considered participating,
and those who refused to participate but left comments for the
research team by email, text, or survey.

Lack of Personal Interaction With the Research Team
The study was set up to be automated so that a member of the
public could participate in the trial, as they might do with other
web-based applications, only seeking technical support if and
when they needed it. However, this meant a lack of personal
connection and engagement with the research team. Participants
described this as contributing to a lack of obligation to complete
the study measures and participate in follow-up time points.
They viewed the interventions as similar information-giving
interventions that were impersonal, with many participants not
understanding how the interventions might be tailored to their
needs.

Turning Away People With Severe Depression
Potential participants with more severe depression who were
trying to take part but were turned away by the automated
eligibility criteria on the REBOOT website expressed
disappointment, frustration, and a sense of exclusion made
apparent through a number of complaints to the study’s email
account.

Lack of Technical Support
Although people contacted the research team over technical
problems, contact with the research team usually led to greater
engagement by those participants during follow-up. The study
experienced technical issues, such as website downtime,
problems with progression through the site, and errors within
the measures, which may have deterred the completion of some
measures and retention in the study.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Overall, we found that running a fully automated, web-based
intervention trial was challenging. Exclusion criteria were
exclusive web-based enrollment and measurement, restricted
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full enrollment, and retention during follow-up. We recruited
and randomized only 790 of 1510 (52.3%) of those who
expressed interest and were eligible, despite a considerable
amount of effort by the research team using traditional
advertising, internet and social media, health services, other
public services, and third-sector contacts. Only 16.6% (131/790)
of the patients completed the primary outcome at 6 weeks. As
a result, the trial lacked the power to demonstrate any differences
in outcome between BWW and MZ. The primary reasons for
the lack of recruitment and poor retention in this automated
RCT are discussed.

There was a demand for web-based information and peer support
for the sort offered by the study intervention from people with
severe depression and those who were actively suicidal. Far
more of these visitors to the website were willing to participate
in the study (1149/4125, 27.85%) than those with
mild-to-moderate depression and anxiety who were enrolled
(790/4125, 19.15%). We were not allowed to recruit these
participants by a research ethics committee because of the
opinion that research on people with severe depression requires
a greater duty of care than could be offered over the internet.
However, such patients access digital services on an everyday
basis outside the research environment. A restrictive approach
to research ethics may have an undesirable effect in that research
into digital interventions is not carried out in the most vulnerable
manner, where there is arguably more room for beneficial effects
and greater safety concerns [50,51].

Participants were most successfully enrolled through GPs
(directly and through texting from the practice), pharmacies,
internet resources such as Facebook and social media, public
transport advertising, and door-drop–posted information in more
deprived communities. We recruited a largely female, White,
and educated sample who were mostly currently in work or
education. Approximately half of those enrolled were not in
contact with any health service in the preceding 3 months. A
core aim of providing digital mental health approaches to reach
people who are not in contact with health services was achieved.
Younger females are a part of the population with increasing
rates of depression and anxiety in the United Kingdom [2],
suggesting that such people might be reached through digital
direct-to-public services. However, we failed to recruit enough
males, older participants, people from BAME backgrounds,
people without any educational qualifications, and people in
more rural areas, each of whom may require a combination of
different strategies for enrollment.

Compared with the UK average of 4.1 sickness absence days
of the general working population, our employed participants
took a mean of 43.72 (95% CI 38.04-49.44) days off work per
annum, with many individuals undergoing prolonged absences
of illness from work. Individuals with mild-to-moderate
depression or anxiety may represent a conservative annual
burden of approximately £498 million (US $687 million) to the
NHS and an additional £1.42 billion (US $1.96 billion) in
productivity losses. Our extrapolation to a 1-year time horizon
may underestimate or overestimate this burden. There exists a
significant value for treating these individuals outside of the
standard measures of health gain.

From feedback to the study, the decision to take part in the study
was made very quickly by participants, many of whom were
not necessarily committed to completing it. Participants found
all contact with the study remote and therefore not engaging.
Our research group has published a systematic review and
meta-synthesis of qualitative data on enrollment and retention
in the study or treatment from 24 trials of digital interventions
with varying degrees of human engagement in enrollment,
follow-up, or treatment of people with depression and anxiety.
It identified that enrollment and retention to studies were
determined by the participants’ initial beliefs about digital health
interventions, the offer of personal support, and the enablement
of personalization of care [52]. Taking our results together with
this meta-synthesis, the public health campaign and automated
enrollment only provided a superficial understanding of what
was being offered by the trial. The opportunities provided by
BWW and MZ to use novel approaches to making choices about
obtaining personal support and personalized care, particularly
through BWW, which is designed to enable such choices to be
made and provided almost immediately, were not made explicit
and might have been explained better through initial human or
virtual human contact. Those trials that have been automated
and yet recruited and retained a high proportion of participants
offered well-established treatments for depression and anxiety
(cognitive behavioral therapy) to populations that could not
otherwise access such help [20-22]. The concept of building a
program of tailored personal support and formal
psychoeducation through interaction with peers and trained
guides that BWW offers was not well-known in the county of
Nottinghamshire at this time. Better recruitment and retention
rates were obtained in another trial of BWW in mental health
service users involving more human support [10]. Therefore,
our data suggest that a process of interaction with a human or
possibly a virtual human is required to ensure a full
understanding of what the trial offered, fully informed consent,
and commitment to the study, particularly when the digital
interventions are not already well understood in the population
being studied.

Participants commented on how burdensome they had found
the length of the questionnaires, and longer assessments in
digital studies may deter participation [53]. Therefore, during
the recruitment of the first 50 participants, we decided to stop
collecting questionnaires, namely the SF-12. However, this
change did not improve either recruitment or retention in the
study.

In this study, participants were routed to 2 other websites, BWW
and MZ, which each had the option of completing questionnaires
examining their mental state similar to our follow-up measures.
These may have confused or deterred participants from
completing follow-up measures in the study. We only used
email reminders of follow-up and did not use reminders through
social media, telephone, or arranged face-to-face contact. More
persistent follow-up using a variety of different methods might
have improved follow-up rates and provided greater clarity that
mental state questionnaires on BWW were independent of
follow-up questionnaires in the study. We employed
motivational statements and the opportunity to take part in a
raffle to win store vouchers at the end of the study. Although
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these potential intrinsic and extrinsic rewards may sometimes
improve retention and follow-up assessment rates in RCTs [54],
they are insufficient.

Conclusions
This study shows that the offer directed to the public of a trial
of peer support and information-providing interventions for
people with probable mild-to-moderate depression and/or
anxiety backed by a public campaign was successful in reaching
some parts of the population not in contact with primary care
or secondary care mental health services. Most of these were
White, educated women who were working and studying below

the age of 50 years, who were costly in terms of loss of
productivity. However, the public health campaign was not
successful in enrolling a large number of high-risk groups for
depression or anxiety: men, BAME communities, older people,
poorly educated people, and people living in rural communities
with poor access to traditional services. This fully automated
trial was not successful in engaging or retaining participants
because it did not recruit people with severe depression who
most wanted these interventions and did not adequately explain
how the digital interventions could provide personalized care
and support.
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Abstract

Background: Schizophrenia is a severe mental illness that burdens both patients and caregivers.

Objective: The aim of this study is to examine the feasibility of a web-based psychoeducation course targeted at caregivers of
persons with schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSDs) and to describe their experiences of living with a person with SSD based
on the material caregivers produced during the web-based course.

Methods: A convergent, parallel, mixed methods study design was used. First, caregivers’ engagement in the course was
evaluated quantitatively. Second, the overview of the course feedback was evaluated using quantitative and qualitative methods.
Third, the experiences of being a caregiver to a person with SSD were analyzed qualitatively with the thematic analysis of the
writings caregivers produced during the web-based course.

Results: A total of 30 caregivers participated in the study and a web-based psychoeducation course. Less than two-thirds (18/30,
60%) completed the course. Content was most often logged for the first module, Orientation (3465 log-ins), and the lowest number
of log-ins was recorded for the Daily life module (1061 log-ins). Feedback on the course varied; over half (10/17, 59%) of the
caregivers considered the content to be very good or good, about half (9/17, 53%) considered the website layout to be good, only
6% (1/17) felt that the usability of the website was poor, and no one felt that it was very poor. From the reported experiences of
being a caregiver to a person with SSD, 3 themes were formed: the caregiver’s own well-being, relationship with the person with
SSD, and experience of health care services.

Conclusions: The web-based psychoeducation course for caregivers living with a person with SSD seems to be especially
suitable for those who have little experience as a caregiver. In the future, more planning and the consideration of aspects related
to the needs of specific target groups, course content, practical arrangements, and scheduling should be taken into account. In
addition, although caregivers can improve their own well-being in different ways, they need regular support and cooperation
from health care professionals.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25480)   doi:10.2196/25480
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Introduction

Background
Schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSDs) [1] are severe mental
health disorders that affect informal caregivers (later caregivers)
[2-5]. Over half of the caregivers of patients with schizophrenia
experience burden [2,3], often conceptualized as an increased
level of stress [6], financial concerns [7], heavy responsibilities
[8], and stigmatized experiences [6]. Caregivers also tend to
have health problems such as psychological distress [9,10],
anxiety [11], or depression [11,12]. In contrast, caring for a
person with schizophrenia can also offer positive experiences
for family members [13]. Shiraishi and Reilly [13] found in
their systematic review of qualitative studies that caregivers
may experience family solidarity, admiration, self-confidence,
personal growth, and appreciation in their role. These positive
impacts on caregivers are individual and related to each
caregiver’s coping methods [14]. Mackey and Pakenham [15]
also found in their study that coping resources were the most
important predictor to better adjustment among caregivers of
persons with mental disorders.

Psychoeducation has been found to be effective in reducing
relapses and rehospitalization, shortening hospital stays, and
increasing adherence in patients with SSD [16]. On the basis
of a Cochrane review by Xia et al [16], the results of
psychoeducation were better when caregivers were involved.
Psychoeducation is recommended as part of treatment in several
care guidelines for patients with SSD [17,18]. It can be realized
in groups or individually with different kinds of materials, such
as written leaflets, videos [16], or web-based materials [19].
During psychoeducation, individuals gain knowledge about the
disorder with which they were diagnosed. This increases their
understanding of the disorder and helps them to cope with it
[16]. In their review of 32 randomized controlled trials with
2858 caregivers, Sin et al [20] found that psychoeducation for
caregivers of patients with psychosis reduces caregivers’global
morbidities, negative caregiving experiences, and negative
expressed emotions. However, time restraints create an obstacle
in face-to-face psychoeducation, as health care professionals
need to integrate psychoeducation with other duties [21].

The increased use of digital technologies in health care can
strengthen the accessibility of health services [22], and digital
technologies offer new opportunities for web-based
psychoeducation. A recent review of 46 studies [23] found good
acceptance of web-based interventions targeted at caregivers
of persons with mental health disorders, neurological disorders,
or brain injuries. Web-based psychoeducation interventions
have been developed for various caregiver groups, including
those with a family member with SSD [24-28]. Web-based
psychoeducation has several advantages over face-to-face
interventions. Access to web-based psychoeducation is easier
because participants can join from home, for example.
Web-based psychoeducation also has lower costs [29,30]. The
possibility of returning to web-based information when needed
can support learning [30], and anonymous participation may
reduce stigma [29]. Although access to web-based
psychoeducation is easy, it requires an internet connection and

a digital device, such as a computer or smartphone. In web-based
psychoeducation, participants cannot receive the same level of
support from health care professionals as they do with
face-to-face interventions, and they must take more direct
responsibility for their work. Security issues, such as personal
information being shared on the internet, can raise ethical
concerns [29].

In previous literature, a variety of web-based psychoeducation
programs have been found to have a positive impact on
caregivers. Rotondi et al [27] targeted their programs at
caregivers and patients with SSD. The program included reading
materials with information related to schizophrenia, 3 therapy
groups (1 for patients, 1 for caregivers, and 1 for patients and
caregivers), the possibility of asking questions from
professionals, a library of previously asked questions with their
answers, and news and activities in the community. Patients
and caregivers used the program independently; however, the
sessions were run by a therapist and moderated in therapy
forums. During a 14-month period, caregivers used the program
for an average of 14 hours, whereas patients used it for an
average of 46 hours. Furthermore, another study by Rotondi et
al [26] found that the use of the program decreased significantly
after the first month. Chan et al [24] described a program that
included information related to psychosis in reading materials
and videos, information about local mental health services, local
and international news, and an interactive discussion forum. In
their study, caregivers were satisfied with the program; they
visited the website 2-5 times for 5-30 minutes each time.
Caregivers reported that the website increased their knowledge
about psychosis (85%) and their understanding of local resources
(78%). In addition, 84% of caregivers agreed or strongly agreed
that they would recommend the website to others. Sin et al [25]
studied an intervention for caregivers that included 12 sections.
One section was a home page with an introduction and
instructions for navigation. Information related to psychosis
and caring was divided into 8 sections. Of the 8 sections, 2
sections were for web-based forums, 1 was for experts, and 1
was for peer discussion. In their study, 13 out of 14 caregivers
would definitely (72%) or probably (21%) recommend the
program to others.

Objectives
Despite the wide range of existing literature on psychoeducation
courses, more research is needed to identify optimal ways of
using web-based interventions to support caregivers of people
with mental illness [31] and to find solutions to enable their
psychoeducation. To our knowledge, research combining a
web-based psychoeducation course and the use of its content
to evaluate caregivers’ experiences, especially those with a
family member with SSD, is sparse [20]. Therefore, in this
study, we examined the feasibility of the web-based course
targeted at caregivers and described their experiences of being
a caregiver for a person with SSD, based on the web-based
material caregivers produced during the course. First, we
assessed caregivers’ engagement in the web-based course.
Second, we collected caregivers’ feedback of the web-based
course. Third, we investigated the experiences of being a
caregiver to a person with SSD, portrayed in writings produced
during the web-based course.
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In this study, we use the term SSD to refer to schizophrenia
spectrum disorder based on the 10th version of International
Classification of Disorders (ICD-10) categorization F20-29 [1].
The term caregiver refers to a patient’s informal caregiver, such
as a family member, close friend, or another person close to the
patient who takes care of the patient in their daily life [32].

Methods

Design
A convergent, parallel mixed methods study design [33] was
used to evaluate the use of a web-based psychoeducation course.
Both quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis
methods were used to provide a broad view of the topic [34].
First, to evaluate engagement, quantitative methods were used
to collect and analyze caregivers’ log records from the
web-based psychoeducation course. Second, a combination of
quantitative and qualitative methods was used to collect and
evaluate caregivers’ numeral and written feedback about the
course. Third, qualitative methods were used to collect data
portrayed in writings and explore experiences of caregivers
caring for a person with SSD. The convergent, parallel design
[33] was appropriate, as data were collected at different points
in time throughout the course. The study was reported according
to Good Reporting of a Mixed Methods Study [35].

Setting
The study was conducted within FinFami (Finnish Central
Association of Families With People With Mental Illness),
which is a central organization of 18 local associations based
throughout Finland. The target group of the organization is
caregivers of people who are recovering from mental illness.
The mission is to promote well-being by providing information,
support, and hope. With its local associations, FinFami organizes
group activities, courses, and events for caregivers [36]. For
convenience purposes, 5 local family associations in Southern
Finland were invited to participate in the study.

Eligibility Criteria
Participants were eligible to participate in the study if they met
the following inclusion criteria: a caregiver of a person with
SSD (ICD-10, F20-F29 [1]), were closely related (eg, parent,
spouse, or child) to a person with SSD, were aged 18 years or
more, could read and write in Finnish, and were willing to
participate in the study. Caregivers were excluded if they were
not able to read and write in Finnish, were unable to give
informed consent, or the mental illness of their relative was
something other than SSD.

Ethical Issues
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Hospital District of Southwest Finland (ETMK 56/2015).
Research permission for data collection was granted by each
local family association participating in this study. Consent was
not requested from persons with SSD as recruitment occurred
in caregiver associations.

During the course, tutors of the course contacted caregivers via
phone if there was any concern over the health of the caregiver.
Phone calls were also made if topics were too confidential to

talk about in the discussion forum or too sensitive to address
via email. Tutors were ethically responsible [37] for identifying
if a caregiver was in need of professional help, and if they were,
the tutors would validate the caregiver’s situation, support them
in getting help, and provide more information on the services
available for caregivers.

Sampling and Recruitment
The consecutive sampling method was used to minimize
sampling bias by reaching all potential participants during the
recruitment phase [38]. First, the researchers approached a
volunteer contact person in each local family association.
Second, an information session was held for the contact persons
to introduce the study and the practical arrangements of the data
collection. Third, contact persons were informed about the study
in each local association, and caregivers were tentatively invited
to participate if they met the inclusion criteria. A total of 3
information meetings for potentially interested participants were
arranged for caregivers, during which a short introduction of
the study was conducted. The caregivers had an opportunity to
introduce themselves and their role as a caregiver. Caregivers
were informed about the study aim, methods, possible
advantages and disadvantages, ethical issues (voluntariness,
privacy, and confidentiality), and practical arrangements [39]
of the web-based psychoeducation course and the use of its
content to evaluate caregivers’ experiences. Caregivers were
also informed in oral and written formats about their right to
refuse or withdraw at any phase of the study [39,40].

Caregivers who decided to participate in the study signed an
informed consent form after an information session. If they
needed more time to think about their participation, they took
the consent material home and returned it via post. If a caregiver
was willing to participate in the study but was not able to join
the information session, written information about the study
and a consent form for them to sign was sent to them by post,
along with a stamped envelope. Caregivers were able to register
for the course after providing consent.

Web-Based Psychoeducation Course
The web-based psychoeducation course was designed to offer
information and peer support to caregivers of persons with SSD.
The web-based method was selected because the internet is
already used for seeking help and information related to health
problems [41], and there is a need to increase the use of
web-based methods in health care [22]. The course consisted
of papers and written tasks on the Moodle learning platform
and an information package on MentalNet, which is a
psychoeducation website providing information related to SSD
(eg, etiology, symptoms, treatment, daily living, and patients’
rights; ICD-10 codes F20-F29 [1]). The content of MentalNet
is based on a literature review; it was designed in cooperation
with health care professionals, patients, and caregivers and
originally aimed to support patients’ self-management [42].
Nurses have recommended MentalNet as useful for family
members, making the website a suitable structure for the course
[43]. Anonymity was secured with personal user accounts and
passwords on the learning platform. More detailed information
about MentalNet is available in other publications [42,43].
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The web-based psychoeducation course was hosted by the
University of Turku. The length of the course was 8 weeks, and
it comprised 6 modules consisting of 6 themes: (1) orientation,
(2) mental illness, (3) treatment, (4) daily life, (5) well-being,
and (6) patient and caregiver rights. Each module lasted 1 week,

except Orientation, which lasted 2 weeks. Finally, there were
concluding remarks and the opportunity to provide feedback.
The deadlines of tasks assigned to caregivers were flexible in
case the caregivers needed more time to complete the tasks
(Table 1).

Table 1. Description of the structure and content of the web-based psychoeducation course.

Task of the weekContentModule and length

Please read the orientation material and write your expectations from the
course. Introduce yourself shortly and anonymously. Describe the well-
being of the person you care for and of yourself by answering the following
questions: (1) How does the person you care for act, what do they think,
and what do they “look like” when they are in poor condition? (2) What
does the person you care for look like when they are doing well? (3) What
should the person you care for avoid to maintain a good state of mind and
a sense of hope? (4) How can you help make this happen? (5) What do
you do to maintain your positive state of mind and a sense of hope? (6)
What things should you avoid to maintain a positive state of mind and a
sense of hope? Voluntary written task: Draw a line on the paper to mark
the most important turning points in your life (joys and sorrows). Describe
and write what you marked on the paper.

Module 1: Orienta-
tion; 2 weeks

• Welcome
• Description of the course
• Schedule of the course
• Introduction of course leaders and tutors
• Service promise
• News
• Information and instructions about the learning

platform
• Security and net etiquette
• Discussion forum

Please read the theme “Mental illness” and answer the following questions
in writing: (1) What kind of difficult situations have you experienced re-
lated to your relative’s disorder? (2) What things have not worked well in
getting through difficult situations? (3) What things have worked well in
difficult situations that you would like to share with other caregivers? (4)
Please comment on other caregivers’ writings in this module.

Module 2: Mental
illness; 1 week

• Information about the origin of SSDsa and its
symptoms

• Additional information about how caregivers
can help themselves and their relatives with
the illness in different stages of the disorder

Please read the theme “Treatment” and answer the following questions in
writing: (1) What is the meaning of a written treatment plan for your rela-
tive? (2) What does it mean for your relative if they are treated in inpatient
or outpatient care? (3) What does it mean for you if your relative is treated
in inpatient or outpatient care?

Module 3: Treat-
ment of the illness;
1 week

• Information about the content of care and re-
habilitation for SSD

• Additional information about research concern-
ing the care of SSD and different types of care
and restrictive treatment methods

Please read the theme “Daily life” and answer the following questions in
writing: (1) What kind of things support your relative’s daily life? (2)
What kind of things support your own daily life? (3) In what kind of situ-
ations is there an increased risk that your relative would not take their
medication? (4) What kind of things support your relative in taking their
medicine properly?

Module 4: Daily
life; 1 week

• Information about support from caregivers
• Information about different types of support

and benefits that might help in managing daily
life

Please read the theme “Well-being,” do a writing, and answer and share
the following questions in writing with other caregivers: (1) How can you
affect your own well-being? (2) How can you decrease the burden caused
by the care of your relative?

Module 5: Well-be-
ing; 1 week

• Information about mental and physical well-
being in relationships

Please read the theme “Patient and caregiver rights” and answer the fol-
lowing questions in writing: (1) How have you acted in situations where
a relative with the disorder has not allowed you to take part in their treat-
ment even if you are worried and want to take part? (2) What is good or
bad about dealing with health care in your opinion? (3) How would you
change practices related to compulsory treatment?

Module 6: Patient
and caregiver rights;
1 week

• Information about patients’ rights for sufficient
and necessary treatment, self-determination,
and their rights to be informed about their
treatment and to keep their information confi-
dential

• Information about compulsory treatment
• Information about caregivers’ rights in a rela-

tive’s treatment

aSSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

The caregivers participated in the course at home on their own
computers using pseudonyms. For psychoeducation to be truly
empowering, it should provide versatile information covering
a wide variety of topics (eg, financial help and ethical aspects)
in addition to subjects related to the disorder itself [44]. The
themes and tasks in the course were structured to provide
caregivers with a comprehensive program that would help them
identify any problems in their daily lives and explore solutions
to the problems. The layout of the course was predesigned

[42,43]. However, each participant could tailor the specific
content of the 6 modules based on their own needs. Each
participant reflected on their own situation and sought answers
to their questions using the web-based material available on the
course website. The courses were designed to support
caregivers’ self-management and well-being and help them
recognize their own resources. In addition, caregivers were
encouraged to share their thoughts in a discussion forum using
a peer support approach. The specific content of the course
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material in each module was based on a variety of
evidence-based sources on the MentalNet website [45,46].

A total of 3 trained professional tutors specialized in mental
health provided feedback after each completed module and
answered any emerging questions. Of the 3 trained professional
tutors, 2 were psychiatric nurses—one was a registered nurse,
a family psychotherapist, and a master’s student in nursing
science and the other was a doctoral student (a registered nurse
with extensive experience in psychiatric nursing). The third
tutor had a PhD. Via emails or text messages, the tutors
encouraged caregivers to continue in the course, share their
worries, and use the psychoeducation website for support.
Moreover, a course coordinator answered practical questions
related to the study or course and informed the caregivers about
the phases of the course.

Data Collection

Summary of Data Collection
Data were collected between November 2015 and January 2016.
Sociodemographic information was obtained with a paper
questionnaire, either filled out at the end of the information
session or returned by post. The quantitative data related to
caregivers’ engagement in the web-based course, which was
based on the course’s access log, were collected during the
course. Quantitative and qualitative feedback of the course was
collected after the course (by January 3, 2016) using a
web-based questionnaire as part of the course tasks. Finally,
caregivers’ experiences were gathered qualitatively from the
learning platform after the course. The researcher copied all
caregivers’ writings into one Microsoft Word document, which
comprised 156 pages (font: Arial 11; spacing: 1.5).

Data Collection Methods

Feasibility of the Web-Based Psychoeducation Course

Engagement in the Course

Caregivers’ engagement in the course was assessed by
calculating their activity on the learning platform. Caregivers’
log-ins for each module were automatically recorded on the
learning platform. The number of caregivers visiting every
module and the number of finalized module tasks (writings)
were calculated manually.

Feedback on the Course

A questionnaire designed by the research group was used for
feedback. The questionnaire included three 5-point Likert scale
questions (eg, “My feedback about the content of the
psychoeducation course”; 1=very poor; 2=poor; 3=neither good
nor poor; 4=good; 5=very good) with items about content,
layout, and usability of the course [47,48]. The participants
were also invited to provide written feedback about the course
and the website.

Caregivers’ Experiences of Caring for a Person With SSD

The qualitative data concerning experiences of being a caregiver
for a person with SSD were portrayed in writings [49] designed

primarily for the psychoeducation course. Caregivers were
instructed to read specific course material assigned for each
week, complete writing tasks based on their experiences and
guided with open-ended questions related to each theme, and
return their tasks via the web-based platform (Table 1).

Sociodemographic Information
Caregivers were asked to provide background information on
a form regarding their age, gender, marital status, educational
level, employment status, housing situation, and relationship
with the person with SSD. They were also asked to provide
some information about the person with SSD (the duration of
mental illness and duration of using mental health services). In
addition, caregivers were asked about any possible chronic
illnesses they might have and their skills and attitudes regarding
computers and the internet.

Data Analysis
An evaluation of the use of the course was based on an analysis
of data collected at different time points. Caregivers’
engagement in the course was evaluated using descriptive
analysis methods. The frequencies of the log-ins to each module
were calculated. The number of caregivers visiting each module
and completing the tasks over the duration of the course was
calculated. Participants’ feedback on the course was then
evaluated using descriptive statistics (frequencies and
percentages).

For written feedback, data were categorized and analyzed using
qualitative content analysis [50]. The written feedback was
collected into one document and read through so that the
researchers could familiarize themselves with the data.
Similarities were identified and classified into categories.

To investigate caregivers’ experiences of being a caregiver to
a person with SSD, the writings produced during the course
were analyzed using thematic analysis. Thematic analysis was
chosen because it can be used to identify, analyze, organize,
describe, and report themes found in the qualitative data [51].
First, the first author (AL) read all writings several times to
become familiar with the data and to get an idea of the
experiences of these caregivers. Second, initial codes such as
individual hobby and social relations were generated. During
coding, sections of the text were marked, indicating the code
or subject. Third, potential subthemes were generated
inductively from the initial codes. The marked sections were
copied and collected into separate files. Fourth, the coded data
and potential subthemes were reviewed and refined by
collapsing and separating them to ensure that they were in a
coherent pattern. An example of a coding tree is presented in
Table 2. The data were reread to confirm that the themes were
related to the data set and that nothing had been overlooked.
Fifth, the themes were defined and named after identifying what
each theme contained and considering an appropriate name [51].
One researcher (AL) conducted the coding process. Two
researchers (AL and MA) defined the subthemes and themes.
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Table 2. Example from a coding tree of caregivers’ well-being.

ThemeSubthemeInitial codePhrase in the text

Caregivers’ experiences of factors supporting well-beingHobbiesIndividual hobbyReading a book

Caregivers’ experiences of factors supporting well-beingHobbiesIndividual hobbyJogging

Caregivers’ experiences of factors supporting well-beingSupport from other peopleSocial relationsFriends

Caregivers’ experiences of factors supporting well-beingSupport from other peopleSocial relationsFamily

Results

Participants
The participant flow and the sociodemographic information
about participants are presented in Figure 1 and Table 3,
respectively.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the participants.
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Table 3. Sociodemographic information of participating caregivers (N=30)a.

ValueCharacteristic

59.7 (9.9)Age (years; n=29), mean (SD)

Gender (n=28), n (%)

23 (82)Female

5 (18)Male

Marital status (n=28), n (%)

3 (11)Unmarried

17 (61)In common-law marriage or married

6 (21)Divorced

2 (7)Widow

Educational level (n=27), n (%)

5 (19)Primary school

10 (37)Vocational school or vocational courses

2 (7)Bachelor’s degree

10 (37)Master’s degree

Employment status (n=29), n (%)

2 (7)Unemployed

1 (3)Student

16 (55)Retired

10 (34)Employed or on sick leave

Housing situation (n=29), n (%)

20 (69)Living with a spouse or family

9 (31)Living alone

Relationship with the person with SSDb (n=29), n (%)

5 (17)Spouse

6 (21)Child

15 (52)Parent

3 (10)Other

Duration of the illness of the person with SSD (years; n=28), n (%)

14 (50)0-10

11 (39)11-20

3 (11)21-30

Duration of using mental health services (years; n=27), n (%)

10 (37)0-10

14 (52)11-20

3 (11)21-30

Chronic illness of a caregiver (n=29), n (%)

18 (62)No

11 (38)Yes

Computer or internet skills (n=29), n (%)

7 (24)Very good

13 (45)Good
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ValueCharacteristic

8 (28)Neutral

1 (3)Quite poor

0 (0)Poor

Attitudes toward computers or internet (n=29), n (%)

12 (41)Very positive

15 (52)Positive

2 (7)Neutral

0 (0)Negative

0 (0)Very negative

aThe number of responses varied depending on how many participants answered each question.
bSSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

Feasibility of the Web-Based Course
Regarding engagement in the web-based psychoeducation
course, the highest number of log-ins was recorded for the
Orientation module (3465 log-ins), and the lowest number of
log-ins was recorded for module 6, Daily life (1061 log-ins;
Multimedia Appendix 1). A total of 30 (100%) caregivers visited
the modules, 25 (83%) caregivers completed at least one of the
main modules besides Orientation, and 18 (60%) caregivers
completed all the 6 modules. The numbers of caregivers who

visited and completed the modules are presented in more detail
in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Feedback on the Web-Based Psychoeducation Course

Feedback Characteristics
More than half (10/17, 59%) of the caregivers evaluated the
content of the psychoeducation as very good or good, about
half (9/17, 53%) evaluated the website layout to be good, only
6% (1/17) considered the usability of the website to be poor,
and no one felt it was very poor (Table 4).

Table 4. Feedback about content, layout, and usability (n=17).

Caregiver, n (%)Dimension of the feedback

Content of the website

2 (12)Very good

8 (47)Good

7 (41)Neither good nor poor

0 (0)Poor

0 (0)Very poor

Layout of the website

0 (0)Very good

9 (53)Good

6 (35)Neither good nor poor

2 (12)Poor

0 (0)Very poor

Usability of the website in psychoeducation

2 (12)Very good

5 (29)Good

9 (53)Neither good nor poor

1 (6)Poor

0 (0)Very poor

Caregivers’ written feedback about the course was divided into
2 categories: (1) content of the course and (2) course
arrangements.

Content of the Course
The caregivers found the content of the course to be interesting.
The theoretical information was considered good, and caregivers
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used it in conversations with professionals. In addition, the tasks
were found to be good. Caregivers found the writings of other
participants valuable because they could compare their own
situation with others’ situation and read how others had
survived. However, they were of the opinion that the content
of the course did not provide new information for long-time
caregivers. They did not find peer support when there were no
similar situations or there was only limited conversation between
the caregivers. In addition, they found it depressing to read
others’ stories.

Course Arrangements
The caregivers found that the course was well constructed.
Caregivers learned how to use the learning platform during the

course. There were, however, some technical problems,
especially at the beginning of the course. The caregivers felt
that the end of the year was not a good time to take part in the
course. They found that there was too little time allocated for
each module. In addition, the information meeting at the
beginning could have been a web-based conversation instead
of a face-to-face meeting.

Experiences of Caregivers Caring for Persons With
SSD

Themes and Subthemes
An overview of the themes and subthemes is presented in
Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Themes and subthemes.

Influence on caregivers’ lives

• Experiences of the impact of illness on the caregivers themselves

• Physical well-being

• Mental well-being

• Factors supporting the caregivers themselves

• Positive mood

• Hobbies

• Everyday routines

• Support from other people and the health care system

Relationship with the person with schizophrenia spectrum disorder

• Caregivers’ experiences of a good relationship

• Help in everyday life

• Mental support

• Help related to the illness

• Caregivers’ experiences of challenges in a relationship

• Physical distance

• Challenges related to schedules

• Difficulties in communication

• Challenges related to stage of the illness

Experience of health care services

• Caregivers’ positive experiences in the treatment of the illness

• A sense of security created by hospital care

• Benefits of outpatient care

• Good cooperation with health care

• Challenges faced by caregivers in the treatment of the illness

• Inadequacy of outpatient care

• Challenges of multiple diagnosis

• Challenges in cooperation between caregivers and health care

• Challenges related to commitment in care

• Challenges related to legislation

Influence on Caregivers’ Lives
The influence on caregivers’ lives was divided into 2 themes:
(1) experiences of the impact of illness on the caregivers
themselves and (2) factors supporting the caregivers themselves.
Living with a person with SSD has an impact on caregivers
themselves. Caregivers expressed signs of depression with
feelings of sadness, tiredness, and dejection. Burdening feelings
appeared when caregivers were worried about the management
of the person with SSD and other family members. They also
described a link between the well-being of the caregiver and
that of a person with SSD. For example, caregivers found that

their own well-being worsened when the state of illness of the
person they cared for deteriorated:

After all, the camel’s back was broken because I was
and lived alone. In addition to physical disorders,
depression hit as it hits many other caregivers.

During the illness, the fear of mine has been related
to coping of other family members.

I notice that my own mood depends on my son’s
situation.

Caregivers described events or occasions that supported them.
These included positive mood, everyday routines, hobbies, and
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support from other people. Caregivers tried to keep themselves
positive by using humor to get through hard moments and tried
to avoid energy-consuming people and events. Maintaining
regular routines, such as maintaining proper nutrition and regular
rest, helped to manage daily activities. Hobbies, including
exercise, cultural activities, societal activities, voluntary work,
and traveling, gave meaning to their lives. Caregivers received
support from other people, such as family members and friends,
who helped in difficult times. Colleagues also showed support,
as they helped caregivers focus on work. Support from the
official social and health service sector included discussions
with professionals when the relative was in hospital. Support
from the service sector consisted of peer support and family
association meetings. Caregivers understood that the passage
of time supported their well-being and that they needed to take
care of themselves to support others and live their own life:

Focusing on “normal things,” sense of humour and
friends are what carries me if it otherwise goes
against the walls.

I try to do things I like: I meet people, I have hobbies
like studying and exercise, theatre and travelling.

When I feel particularly difficult and hopeless, I talk
to a friend. I go and talk with a professional about
my situation.

Relationship With the Person With SSD
Caregivers described good relationships with the persons with
SSD they cared for. They provided practical daily support for
the persons with SSD, such as assistance in shopping or
household chores. They encouraged people with SSD to keep
up their routines and stay away from substance abuse. For
example, they participated in public events together without
being ashamed. Caregivers discussed general topics that the
person with SSD was interested in, introduced easy-to-discuss
topics, and tried to get the person to think more positively. They
also paid attention to whether they were showing symptoms or
not. Caregivers supported the person with the illness in seeking
help, even if it was a hard decision. They were involved in
planning and monitoring care and attended meetings organized
with mental health professionals:

I visit the city about once a week with my mother. At
that time, we go banking, shops and other places.

I try to encourage her and talk about her good sides
and what she is good at. The illness is not usually
seen but can sometimes be, so I have decided not to
be ashamed of her anywhere.

We go to public events and we have done trips
together abroad.

Fortunately, at least for now I have had an
opportunity to join the care meetings and my wife has
wanted me to be there.

Caregivers described challenging relationships with the persons
with SSD. These challenges were related to physical distance,
timetables, the stage of illness, and challenges in
communication. Sometimes, the physical distance between the
caregiver and the person with SSD was too great for them to
meet each other often. Schedules were sometimes difficult to

coordinate, or there was only a short amount of time to see each
other. Sometimes, in a bad stage of the illness, the person with
SSD might not want to be in touch or want the caregiver to be
involved if they were in hospital. The person with SSD could
also be threatening toward the caregiver. Communication with
the person with SSD was challenging when that person lacked
insight, and caregivers had to be careful about what topics could
be discussed without triggering anxiety or anger:

She lives with her partner in another city, so we are
mainly in contact by phone, in the summertime we
meet more.

I try to visit her weekly, but we often have scheduling
conflicts, so our meetings do not always succeed.
Many times, I have needed to withdraw, change the
subject and let it be, because arguing with a man with
lack of insight is somewhat hopeless.

Once he picked up a scythe. I looked at the exits and
didn't stay long that time.

Experience of Health Care Services
Positive experiences related to care included the feeling of safety
created by hospital care, good cooperation with health care
services and support from professionals, and advantages of
outpatient care. Caregivers were relieved when the person with
SSD was safe in a hospital when they needed it. The cooperation
with health care services was good when the person with SSD
had had a long relationship with the same professionals, and
caregivers were familiar with them and were able to contact
them easily. Caregivers received concrete support from
professionals, such as nurses and police, when they needed help
getting the person with SSD into hospital care. Outpatient care
supported the person, enabled them to be out of hospital, and
enabled caregivers to see the person and how they were coping;

I was able to sleep a bit longer at night when she was
in the hospital, and during the day I didn’t have to
worry about what was waiting at home when I came
back from work.

Outpatient care is also the best option for me. I can
keep my husband at home and I see him every day.
Likewise, I know when he goes to see his therapist
and in what condition he comes home from there.

As the departments and staff became more familiar,
cooperation began to work better in every way.

On the contrary, the challenges faced by caregivers included
insufficient care, problems in cooperation between the caregiver
and the health care service, and legislative issues. Caregivers
described how physical symptoms and side effects of medicine
were not taken seriously or were not appropriately dealt with,
and there were challenges with substance abuse problems.
Sometimes, it took long to get help for the person with SSD,
and outpatient care seemed powerless. Caregivers had witnessed
inappropriate behavior, such as verbal mocking and excessive
use of force by the police when they had taken the person to a
hospital. The person with SSD sometimes denied caregivers
access to information, and the opinions or experiences of
caregivers might have been ignored when professionals had
contradictory views about the need for inpatient care.
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Furthermore, caregivers and health care professionals did not
understand each other, especially if a doctor was not a native
Finn. Legislation related to self-determination was a barrier to
care if the patient wanted to stop their medication or treatment.
Examples of the phrases are provided below:

Of outpatient care, I often stated that it was not
treatment at all, but indeed neglect. If the patient does
not come to the appointment once a month, no one
from healthcare services goes home to see what the
situation is.

The first thing that comes to mind is the physical
illnesses of a mental patient. It seems to me that one
doesn’t believe they exist.

They may have decades of experience about the
person with illness. One would expect that
cooperation would be more beneficial than
detrimental.

For a long time, I tried to keep my husband to stay
even in outpatient care, go to doctor’s appointments
and take his medicine.

Even if the denial of information is standing, one
should listen to relatives.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The goal of this study is 2-fold. We first evaluated the feasibility
of the web-based course with caregivers who participated in a
psychoeducation course by analyzing engagement and feedback
on the course. Second, participants’ experiences of being a
caregiver to a person with SSD were portrayed in writings
produced during the web-based course. These 2 goals
complemented each other by providing valuable information
to both caregivers and professionals. It has already been shown
that psychoeducational interventions for family caregivers of
people with psychosis are effective [20]. It is therefore important
to consider how web-based methods can be used to support
family members, especially those who lack daily support [52].
At the same time, web-based courses could provide insights
into caregivers’ daily concerns and how support from
professionals could more efficiently meet the individual needs
of caregivers. It has been shown that web-based methods are
sometimes preferable to face-to-face methods, as some
caregivers are less likely to share their inner thoughts in
face-to-face counseling sessions [53,54].

Out of 34 caregivers providing informed consent, 30 caregivers
started the web-based course. Engagement with the modules
decreased as the course proceeded. The number of log-ins
similarly decreased in a study by Rotondi et al [26]. This may
be because caregivers lack the strength to continue [2,3]. Some
web-based programs with different target groups have shown
a similar decrease in log-ins and an increase in withdrawals
during the program [55]. In our study, of the 30 caregivers, 60%
(18/30) completed all the 6 modules, which is a fairly good
result compared with similar studies [28].

The question of how feasible web-based psychoeducation
courses are for caregivers still remains if 53% (9/17) of the

participants are unsure of its usability. Therefore, we need to
discuss what might have been the reason for the lower ratings
in our study. First, it is possible that, considering participants’
extensive experience in caregiving, the course content did not
offer new or valuable information for them, although the content
of the course seemed to be interesting to the participants.
Therefore, this kind of course might be more topical for people
new to their role as a family caregiver. It has already been
recommended that low-intensity interventions could be used as
a first step of service for illnesses of milder severity before
stepping up to treatments with higher intensities if needed [56].

Second, we offered opportunities for peer support via a
web-based course platform. However, only a limited number
of conversations between caregivers can be identified.
Caregivers in our study may have been less active users of
web-based discussion forums, which could have limited their
willingness to have discussions via the internet. Furthermore,
some participants may have been worried about the privacy
issues of web-based services [57]. Third, our professional tutors
offered individual support to each participant and actively
contacted them if any worries could be recognized based on
their writings. Caregivers might not have been used to remote
support if they were familiar with face-to-face contact with
professionals. On the other hand, acceptance of web-based
interventions has been found to be high even if contact with
professionals is limited [58]. In general, support provided by
professionals seems to increase attrition [59,60]. Therefore, in
practice, the preferences for psychoeducation courses and the
presence of tutors or other professionals should be clearly
indicated by the caregivers before the intervention. During these
exceptional times in health services, we need to be able to
provide web-based services effectively to those who are not
able to travel to seek help or are not motivated to use web-based
services.

Fourth, we may also ask whether these web-based courses
should be targeted only to participants who are fully engaged
and facilitated to use web-based methods or if more individual
support should be offered to participants with a lack of
engagement and skills. On the basis of a previous study,
available technical support is important when participants lack
technical skills [61]. The caregivers in our study had the
possibility of asking questions via the internet [62]. Chat
functions, video meetings, and video-recorded instructions could
also be added to the course platform to help caregivers with any
technical problems. Although these solutions may help
technically oriented participants, they may not be useful to those
who are less technically literate.

Fifth, the findings of this study indicate that a successful
web-based psychoeducation intervention for caregivers demands
that participants are supported during the course so that they
will likely be engaged in the entire course. Ensuring that
participants are motivated, have the necessary technology skills,
and get help when needed is crucial. Engagement in the course
could be supported by adding professional guidance and
discussing the timing of the course and how much time should
be allotted for each task of the course. On the other hand,
keeping in mind refusals and dropout rates, we need to consider
whom web-based psychoeducation courses should
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target—should only those who are familiar with web-based
methods be the focus, or should everyone, even those with fewer
skills in digital technology, be targeted? To answer this
fundamental question, more empirical studies are still needed.
In any case, researchers should be clearly aware of the
challenges of tailoring the web-based method to the needs and
requirements of the target group.

Caregivers reflected on their own experiences of being a family
member of a person with SSD. Their writings show that
caregivers have problems with their own physical and mental
well-being, which is similar to earlier findings [9-11,63].
Compared with the results of the study by Pollio et al [5], who
identified 355 problems caregivers faced in managing mental
illness in their relatives, our study focused on positive methods
and how to manage daily life. We found that, in addition to
burdening experiences, caregivers had versatile methods for
supporting their own well-being and they received support from
people around them. This is contrary to previous studies, in
which caregivers of persons with schizophrenia lacked social
support [64]. This is a positive result, as social support is
associated with a lower level of burden [65]. Caregivers also
described their relationship with the person with SSD they cared
for, including both good and challenging experiences. Caregivers
were able to modify their communication, social relationships,
and daily activities based on the patient’s mood and mental
status. This flexible communication style would also be welcome
in interactions with professionals.

Indeed, cooperation with professionals was seen as challenging,
especially if they had different views of the patient’s needs in
inpatient care. As found in earlier studies [66,67], caregivers
had contradictory feelings when a person with SSD was admitted
to a hospital. They were relieved that the person was getting
help; however, they also felt that they did not receive
information and that they were ignored as a resource in care.
The legislation in Finland [68] determines that information
contained in patient documents is confidential, and professionals
are not allowed to give out information to anyone about a
patient’s care without written consent from the patient. In
general, confidentiality is highly respected in health care
services. However, it has been found to be problematic in
psychiatric services [66]. Even so, it is still possible for health
care professionals to listen to the worries of caregivers, give
them general information about treatment, and show empathy
without breaking any confidentiality rules in patient care.
Web-based psychoeducation programs could serve as a tool for
understanding caregivers’ situations and offering support and
knowledge in a neutral way.

Limitations and Strengths
Our study has a number of limitations. First, because of the
small sample size, the results cannot be generalized to a wider
context. Second, most participants in our study were women
aged around 60 years [24,25,27,28] who had been caregivers
for quite a long time [28]. This means that most of them were
experienced caregivers with long histories of being support
persons for someone close to them with SSD. It may be that
our target group would have benefited more from the
involvement of a therapist in the support process, and therefore,

our intervention might not have been properly suited to our
target audience.

Third, we used the convenience sampling method, and potential
participants were invited to participate in the study in the local
associations. As the recruitment of this study was realized via
the local family associations, caregivers in our study might have
had more social support than caregivers generally have, which
might have biased the results. Fourth, not all caregivers gave
their feedback about the web-based course, although the option
to do so was offered in quantitative and qualitative formats. It
is also possible that the most critical caregivers dropped out in
the early study phase, and therefore, the feedback was biased.
We could have also used validated scales to collect feedback
data [69], and the results could have been used to improve the
course and its content in the future. Fifth, the length of each
module could have been longer to allow more time to complete
all the tasks. This might have decreased the dropout rate during
the course. Sixth, the individual writing tasks were guided with
questions, which may have focused on the content of the
writings. Finally, some caregivers had technical problems at
the beginning of the course, which may have discouraged their
participation later in the course.

One strength of this study is that the data collection method was
innovative. We used web-based methods for data collection,
which have been found to be particularly useful in conducting
a qualitative study with vulnerable study groups [70] and with
stigmatized topics [4,71]. Typically, caregivers’ experiences of
dealing with mental health disorders have often been studied
using quantitative methods and questionnaires (eg, Zarit Burden
Interview [72] and Camberwell Family Interview [73]).
Qualitative methods using individual interviews [74], focus
groups [75], and a combination of these [76] have also been
used. With caregivers’ writings, we were given access to
caregivers’ uninhibited thoughts and feelings based on their
stories, experiences, and insight, instead of extra pressure caused
by face-to-face interviews with researchers.

Although not conclusive, our descriptive, small-scale study can
contribute to improving the feasibility of web-based
psychosocial interventions. In addition, having regular meetings
with the local family associations allowed us to develop good
relationships with them and deepen our collaboration with
caregivers. Flexible tailoring and support, good monitoring, and
good topics should allow us to continue our studies with larger
sample sizes in the future.

Conclusions
Our study relates to the feasibility of a web-based
psychoeducation course and the exploration of experiences of
being a family caregiver. These focuses complement each other
in that the study offers valuable information about usability and
insights into the lives of caregivers. On the basis of the results,
we can conclude that web-based psychoeducation may not be
an optimal method for all caregivers of persons with SSD.
However, it might be suitable for those who are quite new in
their situation and those familiar with technological devices and
social media platforms. To be successful, the use of web-based
methods requires detailed planning related to content, practical
arrangements, and the scheduling of the intervention. Carefully
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matching the target group and the web-based methods is
especially key in meeting the participants’ needs and
expectations. Effort should also be put into course participant
selection. In addition, we can confirm that web-based courses
are a usable method for obtaining rich, informative, qualitative
data from writings that can increase professionals’understanding

of caregivers’ experiences and current needs. The next step is
to run a larger study with sufficient power to obtain more
rigorous information on the topic. We can conclude that
although caregivers have versatile ways to improve their own
well-being, they still need regular support and cooperation with
health care professionals.
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Abstract

Background: Growing evidence supports the benefits of eHealth interventions to increase patient engagement and improve
outcomes for a range of conditions. However, ineffective program delivery and usage attrition limit exposure to these interventions
and may reduce their effectiveness.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the delivery fidelity of an eHealth intervention, describe use patterns, compare outcomes
between low and high users, and identify mediating factors on intervention delivery and receipt.

Methods: This is a mixed methods study of an internet-based intervention being evaluated for effectiveness in a randomized
controlled trial (RCT). The intervention comprised medication and cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk data uploaded from the
primary care electronic health record (EHR); interactive, personalized CVD risk score estimation; goal setting and self-monitoring;
an interactive social forum; and optional receipt of heart health messages. Fidelity was assessed over 12 months. Trial outcomes
were compared between low and high users. Data sources included program delivery records, web log data, trial data, and thematic
analysis of communication records.

Results: Most participants in the intervention group (451/486, 93%) had an initial training session conducted by telephone
(413/447, 92.4% of participants trained), with a mean duration of 44 minutes (range 10-90 minutes). Staff conducted 98.45%
(1776/1804) of the expected follow-ups, mostly by telephone or email. Of the 451 participants who commenced log-ins, 46.8%
(211) were categorized as low users (defined as at least one log-in in 3 or fewer months of follow-up), 40.4% (182) were categorized
as high users (at least one log-in in more than 3 months of follow-up), and 12.8% (58) were nonadopters (no log-ins after their
training session). The mean log-in frequency was 3-4 per month in ongoing users. There was no significant difference between
the groups in the primary trial outcome of adherence to guideline-recommended medications (P=.44). In unadjusted analyses,
high users had significantly greater eHealth literacy scores (P=.003) and were more likely to meet recommended weekly targets
for fruit (P=.03) and fish (P=.004) servings; however, the adjusted findings were not significant. Interactive screen use was highest
for goal tracking and lowest for the chat forum. Screens with EHR-derived data held only an early interest for most users. Fidelity
measures (reach, content, dose delivered, and dose received) were influenced by the facilitation strategies used by staff, invisible
qualities of staff-participant communication, and participants’ responsiveness to intervention attributes.
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Conclusions: A multifeature internet-based intervention was delivered with high fidelity to the RCT protocol and was regularly
used by 40.4% (182/451) of users over 12 months. Higher log-in frequency as an indicator of greater intervention exposure was
not associated with statistically significant improvements in eHealth literacy scores, lifestyle changes, or clinical outcomes.
Attributes of the intervention and individualized support influenced initial and ongoing use.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25333)   doi:10.2196/25333

KEYWORDS

eHealth; electronic health record; web-based intervention; implementation fidelity; user engagement; mixed methods; cardiovascular
disease; primary health care; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) accounts for approximately
one-third of deaths globally [1], and effective prevention remains
the cornerstone of efforts to reduce disease morbidity and
mortality. Emphasis is on improving modifiable lifestyle factors,
such as tobacco smoking, obesity, unhealthy diet, low physical
activity, and alcohol consumption, and controlling high-risk
conditions such as hyperglycemia, hypertension, and
hyperlipidemia [2]. Technology-based approaches have the
potential to support self-care, self-monitoring, and adoption of
CVD prevention recommendations and more active interactions
between patients and health care providers for managing chronic
conditions [3-5]. Evidence for the effectiveness of internet-based
strategies for CVD risk factor control is promising [6,7] but
considered inconclusive [8].

Studies of internet-based interventions to support lifestyle
behavior modification identify attrition of web use among the
key reasons for suboptimal exposure or participation, which in
turn influences uptake, adherence, and potential effectiveness
[9-12]. The reasons are likely multifactorial: interventions
targeting behavior change often consist of many interactive
components and functions for voluntary use by recipients in
home-based or nonclinical settings—attributes of intervention
complexity [13]. Engagement with such interventions is
characterized not only by subjective user qualities, such as
interest, motivation, and sensory and intellectual satisfaction
[14], but also by how these intersect with website use or
behavior [15]. However, self-reported use of internet-based
health resources generally does not objectively describe actual
website interactions over time. This presents a gap in the fuller
understanding of the activities undertaken at such websites [16].
Information about user activities has important implications for
design and functionality decisions that can influence initial
adoption and ongoing use [17].

Within a process evaluation, it is therefore useful to examine
the fidelity of intervention delivery and receipt in terms of actual
use behavior and a fuller understanding of the content that most
influences user interaction. Intervention fidelity encapsulates
both the implementation and delivery by providers and the
treatment receipt and interaction with the intervention by the
intended target audience [18]. Both dimensions can influence
future program adaptation and scale-up [19]. Other proposed
benefits of measuring or evaluating fidelity include ensuring
internal program validity [20] and identifying which intervention
elements affected participant responsiveness or reaction [21].

It is further recommended that these analyses precede trial
outcome assessments to avoid bias in their interpretation [13,22].

Objectives
Using data from a cohort of participants at moderate to high
risk for CVD within a randomized controlled trial (RCT), this
study aims to (1) evaluate the delivery fidelity of a
consumer-focused web application with integration of data from
primary health care electronic health records (EHRs), (2)
describe objectively measured patterns of website usage and
compare RCT outcomes between low and high users, and (3)
identify mediating factors on delivery and receipt of the
intervention that may explain the engagement and interaction
patterns observed.

Methods

Design
A mixed methods study was nested within a process evaluation
of the Consumer Navigation of Electronic Cardiovascular Tools
(CONNECT) RCT (Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials
Registry ID: 12613000715774). Protocols detailing the RCT
and process evaluation have been previously reported [23,24].
The process evaluation is multifactorial. The focus of this study
was delivery fidelity; other aspects of the overall evaluation
that have been previously reported [25,26] are not part of this
study. Ethics approval was obtained from the University of
Sydney (reference 2013/716) and the New South Wales
Aboriginal Health and Medical Research Council (reference
959/13).

Participants
Adults with or at increased risk for CVD who had access to an
internet-enabled device at least once per month and who could
provide written informed consent were eligible to participate
in the RCT. It was not a condition of enrollment that participants
met any specific threshold of digital literacy or skill. Interest
and willingness to use their device for study participation were
required, but the extent of dependency on others to use their
device for study purposes was not formally assessed at
enrollment. Therefore, the digital support needs of individual
participants were initially unknown to the staff who delivered
the intervention. eHealth literacy scores were among the baseline
data obtained from all those recruited but were not analyzed
until completion of the RCT. Recruitment was conducted from
24 primary health care services in Sydney, Australia. Of the
934 participants who enrolled, 52.0% (486) were allocated to
the intervention group and 48.0% (448) were allocated to the
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control group. The control group received usual care from their
primary health care provider; the intervention group received
their usual care plus access to the eHealth intervention. This
evaluation addresses the fidelity of intervention delivery in the
latter group of participants.

Trial Outcomes
Briefly, the RCT tested the effectiveness of an eHealth
intervention integrated with the primary care EHR for improving
CVD risk factor control through better adherence to prescribed
medications and lifestyle recommendations. The main trial
results have been published elsewhere [27]. In summary, there
was no significant difference between the control and
intervention groups in the primary outcome of adherence to
guideline-recommended medications, as defined by the
proportion of days covered by guideline-recommended
medications using pharmacy dispensing data (29.9% vs 32.8%;
P=.48). There was little heterogeneity in the outcomes observed
for prespecified subgroups, such as those with and without
established CVD. However, the intervention was associated
with improvements in 2 secondary outcomes: higher eHealth
literacy scores (P<.001) and increased self-reported physical
activity (87.0% vs 79.7%; P=.02).

Intervention
Participants in the intervention group received access to a
purpose-built, multi-feature web application securely linked to
data within their primary care EHR. The extensive, systematic
process by which the application was co-designed and evaluated
for usability in patients with CVD is detailed elsewhere [28].
The logic model linking program inputs to expected user uptake
activities within the CONNECT RCT has been described
previously [24]. Briefly, software to enable EHR data transfer
(RecordConnect, Extensia Pty Ltd) was installed into the clinical
software systems of participating primary care providers. After
each medical encounter, changes or additions made within
selected data fields of the EHR were uploaded to the
consumer-facing website by the provider. Concurrently,
participants could enter and track measurements in charts
displaying trends, targets, and current results for personal
biometric and pathology data related to vascular risk factors.
Other personalized interactive features included absolute CVD
risk score and heart age estimation, goal setting and tracking
for healthy eating, physical activity, smoking cessation and
emotional well-being, and updateable display of diagnoses and
prescription medications with accompanying consumer
information resources from national peak health bodies.
Participants could also read and contribute to a closed chat
forum page and could opt to receive semipersonalized heart
health messages via email and/or text message format.
Participants could receive an alert when their portal was updated
from the EHR and could select their preferences for the heart
health messages content from topics such as healthy lifestyle,
goal reminders, and medication knowledge. The text message
content was adapted from messages that our colleagues initially
developed and tested for use with patients with CVD [29]. In
this study of patients with similar demography and diagnoses
to the earlier study, the multidisciplinary research team further

reviewed and expanded the messages to ensure alignment with
current Australian guidelines for primary and secondary
prevention of CVD. The intervention was intended to take place
in real life; it was home-based and without mandatory task
completion, data entry, or counselor supervision. As a
self-directed intervention, the frequency and extent of use were
entirely controlled by the participants, although the study staff
encouraged them to interact with and revisit the information
and features.

Staff Support
Project staff consisting of registered nurses, dietitians, and
pharmacists provided support for patients throughout the
intervention period. Although these staff encouraged participants
to interact with and revisit the information and features, they
were not expected to formally counsel participants about risk
factor management pertaining to their health circumstances.

During the initial one-to-one telephone-based or face-to-face
training session, study staff provided participants with their
go-live log-in information and orientation to the website features
and navigation, and they answered initial technical and clinical
questions. In terms of the quality of the intervention presented
to participants, portals were checked before each participant’s
go-live session to ensure that data uploads from the EHR to the
portal were current and that any identified screen errors were
rectified before go-live. Thereafter, follow-up contact occurred
at 4 scheduled time points (weeks 2, 6, 12, and 26) to answer
questions and encourage website interaction and return visits.
All scheduled and ad hoc contacts were documented on a
standard form and included comments made by the participants
and/or notes made by the staff. Participants who did not perform
the initial training session with staff were sent self-directed
materials; if they initiated log-ins, staff then made the required
scheduled contacts.

Scheduled follow-up contact was by telephone unless the
participant indicated a preference for email communication.
Wherever possible, the staff member who conducted the go-live
training conducted the scheduled follow-up with the participant
and responded to their email and telephone communication. At
each follow-up time point, the staff made at least two attempts
to contact participants by telephone; if unsuccessful, an email
was sent. To conduct the training sessions and scheduled
follow-ups, standard operating procedures were developed,
refined, and adopted throughout the RCT to optimize
implementation consistency. A separate group of staff, blinded
to the intervention allocation, conducted study outcome
assessments and did not participate in the delivery of the
intervention.

Data Sources
A total of five core measures of intervention delivery fidelity
derived from concepts in digital health engagement [15] and
guidance on process evaluation and implementation research,
[30] were evaluated before knowledge of the RCT outcomes:
reach, content fidelity, dose delivered, frequency and duration,
and exposure (Table 1).
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Table 1. Fidelity measures.

Data sourcesDescription [15,30]Fidelity measure

Program delivery recordsProportion of the intended target audience that participates in all or part of the
intervention

Reach

Program delivery recordsThe intervention content is delivered in the intended manner and qualityContent fidelity

Program delivery recordsThe amount of the intervention components that were provided to participantsDose delivered

Program delivery recordsHow long the intervention was implemented as intended in the trial design and
how often participants made contact with the intervention

Frequency and duration

Web log filesHow much of the activities or components was read, viewed, or used for the
intended duration

Dose received or exposure

Program delivery records regarding go-live training, and
scheduled and ad hoc communication with participants, were
reviewed. Participant factors affecting intervention delivery and
exposure were gathered from textual data within the email and
telephone records. These 2 fidelity measures closely relate to
the 2 stages of a program’s logic model: the intervention inputs
and the intervention uptake [20].

Website use was central to the dose of intervention the
participants received. Web log data were used to quantify use
in terms of frequency and intensity over the 12 months of study
follow-up. Go-live and subsequent session or log-in numbers
and screens viewed per month were available for each
participant. Session or page view duration and the number of
daily interactions were not available. To further characterize
exposure, participants were categorized as nonadopters, low
(lower) users, or high (higher) users. The number of months in
which a participant logged into the application at least once was
counted during the 12-month follow-up period to categorize
use. Nonadopters were defined as those who logged into the
application only once. Low users were defined as those who
logged into the application at least once per month in 3 or fewer
months (eg, 12 log-ins in month 4 and 5 log-ins in month 7 of
follow-up would be categorized as low use). High users were
defined as those who logged into the application at least once
per month in more than 3 months (eg, 12 log-ins in month 4, 5
log-ins in month 7, 3 log-ins in month 8, and 1 log-in in month
11 of follow-up would be categorized as high use). Hence, the
definitions prioritized returning or ongoing log-in activity, often
in nonconsecutive months, over the absolute number of log-ins.
The log-in frequency data were skewed. Three months was
chosen as the cutoff based on the median number of monthly
log-ins over 12 months of follow-up. In the absence of an agreed
standard for low versus high use of such interventions, the
criteria used in this study resulted from an exploratory analysis
of the log-in data at the completion of the RCT rather than from
definitions set a priori. Optional email and/or SMS text
messaging receipt was compared with website use to quantify
the combination of passive and active content exposure.

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to describe and compare the
format, the time required, and the content of all staff-participant
contact episodes during the go-live and study follow-up periods,
thus indicating resource needs for implementing the intervention
content as planned. Textual data in the participant contact
records were coded for similarities in ideas, and themes were

identified inductively to describe the broader issues surrounding
implementation needs and participant responsiveness [31]. The
themes identified as influencing delivery and uptake were then
merged with the original program logic model to indicate where
they affect assumptions about program function and could be
important implementation considerations for future similar
interventions.

The demographic and clinical characteristics of the 3 user
subgroups (nonadopters, low users, and high users) were
compared using baseline data from the RCT database. The use
patterns and characteristics of different types of user groups
may be important for the future design of portal functions to
optimize adoption. Subanalyses of RCT outcomes were also
performed according to the 3 subgroups. For the subanalyses,
the nonadopters and low users were combined into 1 group
because of the small numbers in the former group. For the
primary outcome subanalysis, adherence to
guideline-recommended medication was calculated using the
proportion of days covered from national pharmaceutical
dispensing data. If a participant had a proportion of days covered
of ≥80%, the participant was considered adherent to the
guideline-recommended medication. Adherence (yes or no) was
analyzed using a logistic regression model with treatment as an
independent variable. Relative risk with 95% CIs was estimated
by comparing high and low users. The primary subanalysis was
adjusted for age, sex, and diabetes status.

In the secondary and tertiary outcome subanalyses, for
categorical variables where a difference in proportions between
high and low users at 12 months was calculated, a chi-square
test of independence was used. If cell counts were too small,
Fisher exact test was used. For continuous variables where a
difference in mean value between high and low users at 12
months was calculated, an independent samples t test was used.
Statistical significance was set at P<.05. The tertiary outcome
subanalysis was adjusted for baseline values and analyzed using
the ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) model. Analyses were
conducted using Excel (Microsoft Office Professional Plus
2016) and SAS version 9.4.

Results

Intervention Reach
Between November 2014 and May 2017, 934 eligible patients
were enrolled in the RCT. Of these, 486 (52.0%) were allocated
to the intervention group. The flow of the participants in the
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intervention group is shown in Figure 1. Participants exposed
to all or part of the intervention (451/486, 92.8%) were defined
as being registered in the shared record software (RecordPoint)
and logged into the app and used at least one feature or
component at least once. Reasons for part-participation were
(1) participants opting out of system-generated SMS text

messaging or email content (although they could still access
the website or rejoin system-generated content at any time), (2)
participants stopping log-ins to the website but remaining opted
in to system-generated SMS text messaging and/or email
content, and (3) participants withdrawing from the study after
go-live but before completion of the follow-up period.

Figure 1. Intervention reach. RCT: randomized controlled trial.

Intervention Content Delivery
Of the 486 participants allocated to the RCT intervention group,
99.6% (484/486) had a personalized, secure website populated
with data from their EHRs. A study site that discontinued
participation left 2 enrolled participants without access to the
intended intervention.

In total, 2.7% (13/486) of the cohort withdrew at or before
go-live training, leaving 97.3% (473/486) to undergo training.
Of these, 94.5% (447/473) received the training session with
staff as intended, and 6% (26/473) who could not keep either
their telephone or their in-person appointment were mailed the
self-directed materials, enabling them to log in and orient
themselves to the application and receive staff assistance if they
chose to do so. Of the 451 participants with a recorded go-live,
most (447, 99.1%) received data uploads from their EHR for a
full follow-up period of 12 months. Four participants from a
primary health care site that closed within the course of the
study did not have EHR-sourced data updated in their portal
for their full follow-up period. Most log-in sessions by
participants occurred on laptops, desktop computers, and tablets,
and a minority of the log-in sessions occurred on smartphones.

An automated system sent messages at a preset, tapering
frequency, commencing at the go-live session. Each month,

20% of the message delivery records were randomly selected
and reviewed for compliance with the intended delivery
schedule. Across both formats, delivery accuracy ranged from
86% to 100%. A severe disruption to weekly volumes of SMS
text message delivery was identified by staff in March 2017.
Program records indicated the text messages that were queued
to be sent but did not indicate the actual message receipt; hence,
nonreceipt would go unnoticed unless participants reported the
problem. Once notified, programmers traced and rectified the
source of the problem within the notification system; however,
in the interim, a small number of participants did not receive
the heart health content delivered via SMS text messaging.

Scheduled and Ad Hoc Participant Contact
Intervention training occurred over the telephone (413/447,
92.4%) or in-person (34/447, 7.6%). The mean training time
for each format was 44 minutes (range 17-120 minutes) and 38
minutes (range 10-90 minutes), respectively. The characteristics
of the scheduled participant support after training are
summarized in Table 2.

Overall, 1804 follow-up calls were predicted based on 4 calls
to each of the 451 participants, and 98.45% (1776/1804) were
achieved. Of those, 80.29% (1426/1776) were verbal
conversations and 19.71% (350/1776) were communications
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via email or voicemail messages. No contact was attempted
with participants who, in the time since the previous scheduled
contact, requested no further calls from the study staff. Overall,
the median time required for follow-up communication was 5
minutes. Technical problems or how to questions comprised
most of the reported problems, and although they reduced over
the 4 contact time points, forgotten passwords and SMS text
messaging or email faults or preferences together accounted for
approximately half of the technical assistance at week 26.

Unlike the scheduled contact, most of the ad hoc contact was
initiated by participants (286/483 episodes, 59.2%) and involved

285 unique participants, representing 63.2% (285/451) of the
participants. Ad hoc contact was more frequent by email
(363/557, 65.2%) than by telephone (158/557, 28.4%) and
required an average of 8.5 (SD 7.5) minutes of staff time (range
1-80 minutes; median 5 minutes). Most of the contact was for
resolution of technical problems such as log-in or password
problems (244/483, 50.5%), turning message receipt on or off
(66/244, 27.0%), or discussing tracking or self-monitoring
measurements (53/244, 21.7%). General feedback and
miscellaneous administrative issues accounted for 26.3%
(127/483). Content data were incomplete in 23.2% (112/483)
of the contact logs.

Table 2. Characteristics of scheduled intervention participant support during study follow-up.

Scheduled follow-up after go-live training sessionCharacteristic

All weeksWeek 26Week 12Week 6Week 2

1776437442446451Contact episodes initiated by project staff (n)

Communication format (where specified)

1799 (100.00)445 (24.74)446 (24.79)450 (25.01)458 (25.46)Contact attempts, n (%)

1707 (94.88)423 (95.06)425 (95.29)427 (94.89)432 (94.32)Telephone

80 (4.45)19 (4.27)20 (4.48)21 (4.67)20 (4.37)Email

11 (0.61)3 (0.67)1 (0.22)2 (0.44)5 (1.09)SMS

Time taken (min)

10,5132576256426062767Total

6 (4.3)6 (3.8)6 (4.6)6 (4.1)6 (4.8)Mean (SD)

1, 601, 351, 601, 451, 45Minimum, maximum

5 (5, 5)5 (5, 5)5 (5, 5)5 (4, 5)5 (5, 5)Median (Q1a; Q3b)

Problem category (where specified), n (%)

1258 (88.22)297 (88.66)309 (90.88)332 (90.22)320 (83.55)No problems reported by participantc

21 (1.18)4 (0.92)4 (0.90)4 (0.90)9 (1.99)More training (technical steps and/or explaining clinical information)d

143 (8.05)23 (5.26)30 (6.79)33 (7.40)57 (12.64)Technical problem or how to inquiryc

50 (34.97)12 (52.17)13 (43.33)7 (21.21)18 (31.58)Log-in problem or password reset

48 (33.57)11 (47.83)7 (23.33)11 (33.33)19 (33.33)Turning automated heart health message tip receipt on or off;
faulty email delivery

30 (20.98)2 (8.70)6 (20.00)10 (30.30)12 (21.05)Tracking or self-monitoring measurements

8 (0.45)1 (0.23)2 (0.45)2 (0.45)3 (0.67)Request to withdraw or change study participation status

aQ1: first quartile.
bQ3: third quartile.
cThe denominator includes telephone and email communication.
dThe denominator is contact episodes in which staff directly spoke to the participant.

Intervention Log-In Frequency and Duration
The overall log-in activity pattern was used to indicate the
frequency with which participants made contact with the
intervention. The highest number of log-ins (n=1587) occurred
in month 1 of participation, with subsequent monthly log-ins
decreasing steeply by month 6 (n=463) and then remaining
relatively stable from months 7 to 12 (Figure 2). Log-in activity

by unique users began with all users (n=451) logging in at least
to go-live. Unique user log-ins declined markedly in month 2
(257/451, 56.9%) and thereafter were made by up to 50.9%
(200/393) of those who made any use of the intervention (after
nonadopters were excluded). The mean log-in frequency among
ongoing unique users was 3 to 4 times per month over 12
months. The median monthly log-in frequency was 4.5 (Q1,
Q3: 4.4, 4.7) among ongoing users.
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Figure 2. Characteristics of log-in activity.

Intervention Exposure
Excluding the nonadopters (58/451), monthly unique users
dropped below 200 from month 3 among participants who
continued to make any use of the intervention (393/451) and
below 100 from month 8 (Figure 3). Only goals tracking was
accessed by more than 50 unique users per month for 12 months.
In terms of goal setting, 86.0% (388/451) of all users set goals
for healthier lifestyle behavior, and most goals were for healthier
eating and physical activity. More people set goals than returned
to track their goal achievements. Overall, the social media or
chat forum feature was the least subscribed, being visited by
12.7% (50/393) of unique users per month beyond month 4.
Contributions to the forum by participants ranged from 0 to 12
postings each month.

In terms of the intensity of screen visits over time by unique
users, visits to track goal progress markedly exceeded visits to
all other screens over each of the 12 months, even though fewer
unique users were logging in (Figure 4). By month 12, for
example, 18.3% (72/393) of unique users made approximately
500 visits to the goal-tracking screen. In comparison, in the
same month, there were fewer than 100 visits to each of the
other interactive features, suggesting that electronic goal
tracking was a valued feature determining returning log-ins.
Overall, personal goal setting, risk factor monitoring, and CVD
risk score estimation were accessed more than the chat forum
and medicine features, with the highest interest in the earlier
months.
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Figure 3. Number of unique users who log in and access interactive screens per month of follow-up. CVD: cardiovascular disease.

Figure 4. Intensity of screen visits over 12 months of follow-up. CVD: cardiovascular disease.

Subanalysis of High Versus Low Intervention Users

Baseline Characteristics
Of the 451 participants with usage records, 12.8% (58/451)
were nonadopters, 46.8% (211/451) were low users, and 40.4%
(182/451) were high users (Table 3). There were no major
baseline differences between these groups in terms of
demographic and biometric data, CVD risk status, or other
health conditions. The characteristics of all intervention group
participants in this evaluation study mirrored those of the overall

RCT cohort [27], although the proportion of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Australians was higher than in the RCT
(4.9% compared with 4.0%) and slightly higher than the
proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
representation in the general Australian population in the most
recent census (3.3%) [32]. The mean difference in eHealth
literacy scale (eHEALS) scores between low and high users
was significant (1.13; 95% CI 0.53-1.72; P<.001). Most of the
nonadopters (32/58, 55%) received school education only,
whereas postschool education was more frequent in the low
(150/211, 71.1%) and high (142/180, 78.9%) users.
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Table 3. Baseline characteristics by intervention user subgroups.

Total (N=451)High usersc (n=182)Low usersb (n=211)Nonadoptersa (n=58)Characteristics

67.0 (8.4)67.2 (8.7)66.8 (8.2)66.8 (8.2)Age (years), mean (SD)

345 (76.5)147 (80.8)158 (74.9)40 (68.9)Male, n (%)

CVDd risk, n (%)

188 (41.7)77 (42.3)91 (43.1)20 (34.5)Existing

263 (58.3)105 (57.7)120 (56.9)38 (65.5)High

Ethnicity, n (%)

22 (4.9)6 (3.3)10 (4.7)6 (10.3)Indigenous Australian

383 (84.9)161 (88.5)176 (83.4)46 (79.3)White

12 (2.7)6 (3.3)3 (1.4)3 (5.2)South Asian

7 (1.6)3 (1.6)3 (1.4)1 (1.7)Other Asian

27 (5.9)6 (3.3)19 (9.0)2 (3.4)Other

Education level, n (%)

131 (29.2)38 (21.1)61 (28.9)32 (55.2)Secondary school or below

318 (70.8)142 (78.9)150 (71.1)26 (44.8)Technical or vocational qualification, or above

Annual household income, n (%)

268 (59.6)114 (63.0)120 (56.9)34 (58.6)<Aus $104,000 (US $79,366)

182 (40.4)67 (37.0)91 (43.1)24 (41.4)≥Aus $104,000 (US $79,366)

CVD risk factors

29.8 (5.54)29.5 (5.22)30.3 (5.45)29.4 (6.74)BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD)

192 (42.6)69 (37.9)101 (47.9)22 (37.9)BMI ≥30 kg/m2, n (%)

105.8 (14.9)104.9 (13.1)107.0 (15.4)104.5 (18.1)Waist circumference (cm), mean (SD)

137.8 (15.9)139.1 (16.1)136.4 (15.6)138.7 (16.7)SBPe (mm Hg), mean (SD)

79.0 (10.7)79.4 (10.5)78.4 (10.6)79.7 (11.4)DBPf (mm Hg), mean (SD)

50 (11.2)18 (9.9)22 (10.6)10 (17.2)Current smokerg, n (%)

2.6 (1.05)2.6 (1.0)2.6 (1.09)2.6 (1.09)LDLh cholesterol (mmol/L), mean (SD)

1.3 (0.39)1.3 (0.36)1.3 (0.37)1.4 (0.49)HDLi cholesterol (mmol/L), mean (SD)

HbA1c
j

141(31.3)49(26.9)71(33.6)21 (36.2)Participant, n (%)

6.9 (1.3)6.9 (1.4)7.0 (1.2)6.8 (1.0)Mean (SD)

Comorbidities, n (%)

40 (8.9)14 (7.7)20 (9.5)6 (10.3)Previous stroke

158 (35.0)65 (35.7)78 (36.9)15 (25.9)Coronary heart disease

44 (9.8)17 (9.3)21 (9.9)6 (10.3)Atrial fibrillation

147 (32.6)50 (27.5)75 (35.5)22 (37.9)Diabetes mellitus

30 (6.7)9 (4.9)17 (8.1)4 (6.9)COPDk or emphysema

Self-reported medication use, n (%)

270 (62.5)106 (60.6)128 (61.8)36 (72)Antihypertensive

243 (56.3)94 (53.7)123 (59.4)26 (52)Lipid-lowering

173 (40.0)71 (40.6)86 (41.5)16 (32)Antithrombotic

PBSl medication use, n (%)
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Total (N=451)High usersc (n=182)Low usersb (n=211)Nonadoptersa (n=58)Characteristics

226 (52.3)89 (50.9)106 (51.2)31 (62)Antihypertensivem

169 (39.1)72 (41.1)79 (34.8)18 (36)Lipid-loweringm

58 (13.4)17 (9.7)38 (18.4)3 (6)Antithromboticm

27.1 (6.4)28.5 (5.7)26.7 (6.3)24.6 (7.7)eHEALSn mean (SD)

aNonadopter is defined as a participant who logged into the app only once in total.
bLow user is defined as a participant who logged into the app at least once in 3 or fewer months of follow-up.
cHigh user is defined as a participant who logged into the app at least once in more than 3 months of follow-up.
dCVD: cardiovascular disease.
eSBP: systolic blood pressure.
fDBP: diastolic blood pressure.
gEight participants with missing carbon monoxide breath test results.
hLDL: low-density lipoprotein.
iHDL: high-density lipoprotein.
jHbA1c: hemoglobin A1c.
kCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
lPBS: pharmaceutical benefits scheme.
mForty-three participants withdrew consent for the use of their pharmaceutical benefits scheme data.
neHEALS: eHealth literacy scale. Maximum score is 40.

RCT Outcomes
There was no significant difference in the primary outcome of
adherence to guideline-recommended medication between the
low- and high-user groups (P=.44), although the proportion of
participants that was adherent increased by 5.7% in the high-user
group but only by 3.1% in the low-user group. In the unadjusted
analyses, compared with the low-user group, the high-user group
had significantly higher eHEALS scores and mean numbers of
fruit and fish serves per week; however, these differences were
not significant after adjustment for baseline scores. Compared
with low users, high users also had nonsignificant higher
adherence rates to blood pressure–lowering therapy and statin
medications, meeting Australian guideline targets for both blood

pressure and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and doing at
least one thing to control their salt intake.

Exposure to Email and SMS Content
Most participants in each of the subgroups opted to receive
messages for more than 3 months of follow-up: 96.2% (175/182)
of high users, 86.9% (166/191) of low users (data missing for
20/211, 9.5% of low users), and 90% (52/58) of nonadopters.

Factors Mediating Intervention Delivery and Receipt
or Early Adoption
At the completion of the RCT, 3 factors were identified from
the review of program delivery and participant communication
records as having influenced intervention dose delivery and
receipt, in relation to the stages of the program logic model
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Modified logic model showing mediating factors on the relationship between the intervention processes and outputs. CVD: cardiovascular
disease; EHR: electronic health record.

Facilitation Strategies by Staff and Adaptation of
Structural Elements of Program Delivery
Standardized intervention delivery was subject to some variation
and adaptation, as different participant needs were identified
by staff conducting the go-live training and follow-up
communication. After reviewing the communication records
with participants, a range of facilitating strategies emerged as
having been important to intervention receipt; they are
summarized in Textbox 1. The conduct of go-live training was
always adapted to enable those with hearing or speech

impairments, or less computer confidence, to take part. A
paper-based reference guide was provided to those who found
website navigation and functions difficult to recall.
Telephone-based training with participants with low skills or
memory impairment extended the time requirements and
underscored the need for clear, simple instructions with less
technical jargon; setting up website shortcuts and browser
bookmarks to simplify return log-ins; allowing time to practice
on interactive screens; and split-session training. Some
participants needed a family or household member to be present
or required their training appointment outside business hours.
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Textbox 1. Facilitation strategies required to support intervention delivery and receipt.

Facilitating strategies identified from communication records:

• Face-to-face go-live training offered to those unwilling to do so by telephone

• Go-live scheduling outside business hours (eg, evenings or Saturday mornings)

• Inclusion of a carer or family member in go-live training or ongoing communication to facilitate use of the intervention

• A self-directed paper guide for participants who

• required a nonelectronic reference to improve confidence with navigation of the website and its features

• had hearing or speech impairments that would make telephone-based go-live training unsuitable

• did not participate in go-live training with staff

• Retraining of website navigation skills at any time in the follow-up period

• Resolution of technical questions that could reasonably be done by the participant without staff assistance (eg, changing preferences or settings
within the app)

• Trouble-shooting delayed upload of recent measurements or pathology test results from the electronic health record, which may have revealed
a fault with the data integration software at the health service

• Sending a courtesy email to a participant when an error or technical problem within their application had been corrected or if a required correction
was delayed

• Removing or correcting erroneous biometric data entry within screens or charts that were not editable by the participant

Invisible Transactions
Staff member experience and personality as a mediating factor
on the quality of professional communication and interaction
with participants and the ability to engage their interest during
and beyond go-live training were not formally measured. It is
uncertain if, and how much, the staff members’ credibility,
trustworthiness, skill, and friendliness affected participants’
initial and ongoing willingness to engage with the intervention.
Regardless, program delivery and communication records
revealed that these qualitative influences were likely at play,
although they could not be quantified. Staff notes about personal
health topics raised by participants in calls and emails and
several elements of the study design underscored the value of
staff attributes, namely, (1) the personalized nature of
EHR-derived data that often required clear, accurate
explanations by telephone or email, without complex medical
or technical jargon; (2) the remote intervention delivery and
support arrangements that increased anonymity between parties
and prevented face-to-face communication cues; and (3) the
wide variation in participant ages, education, and digital literacy
that necessitated more supportive approaches for some. During
a call at week 26, a participant stated that she always felt more
energized after calls with staff, suggesting that human contact
may still be valued even after 6 months using a self-directed
resource.

Participant Responsiveness
Four concepts appeared to influence participant responsiveness
to the intervention, and hence log-in frequency and exposure,
given that all components and content were available.

First, participants’ preferences for intervention functionality
and inclusion influenced their reactions. The concept and
presentation were appealing, but some participants’expectations
were not met. Comments included:

...I would like to see log space for blood sugar levels
measured at home. [Go-live phone call]

Simply adding data and reading all the information
is not enough [Week 2 phone call]

...I wish I had this when I had my heart attack. I am
doing more walking and eating more vegetables than
I ever have before. It keeps me on track all the time.
[Week 6 phone call]

A second and related expectation was the perceived value
offered by the intervention. Some viewed it as minimally useful
compared with their existing resources or habits for managing
their health, suggesting the need for strong personal relevance
of content or functions. Others gained motivation for their
healthier lifestyle efforts and were prompted to log in. The
descriptive comments included the following:

...After my angioplasty...the information was largely
what had been covered in the hospital rehab program
and did not really provide any additional motivation
to me. [Email from a participant]

...It’s been a big help...tracking goals has become my
routine now. Email and SMS tips are reinforcing, it
makes me want to go back into my app to update the
tracker. [Week 26 phone call]

Setting goals gave me an incentive to log on. [Email
from a participant]

Interestingly, the EHR data integration was of less value to
participants who felt a close rapport with their care provider or
for whom new data uploads would be infrequent:

...The tie-in with the [doctor] was good but not useful
for me because I don’t go that often. [Week 26 phone
call]
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...A lot of the Program I found was not useful to a
person like me who has a good relationship with their
GP and practice. [Email from a participant]

A third issue affecting log-ins was perceived convenience
compared with other digital health apps or devices. The
intervention was useful for monitoring and assessing risk but
not for fitness tracking, for example, which was a priority for
some users. For example, participants described the concurrent
use of commercial phone-based apps or a wearable device on
which they could readily track their physical activity and dietary
behaviors. Others were satisfied with the content from the
automated messages and, therefore, logged in less often:

...I haven’t logged onto the app very often; however,
I like receiving the tips, they remind me to be good.
[Week 12 phone call]

I use other apps to count calories and steps. [Week
26 phone call]

...I am not much on the app; I prefer to access an app
quickly on the phone with few clicks to see the
essential info. [Week 6 phone call]

Fourth, timing relative to other personal priorities affected
intervention exposure. Participants described infrequent log-ins
because they (or their spouse, for example) had a new or existing
intercurrent illness with immediate priority. Examples included
new diagnoses of cancer or other long-term conditions,
unforeseen surgery, the demands of a new treatment or therapy,
and frequent clinic appointments.

These responsibilities lowered engagement with the intervention.
For others, study enrollment coincided with their readiness to
improve their health-related behavior. A participant commented
that his participation was “a wake-up call” that helped him to
succeed with weight loss goals. Another stated after 6 months
that “This is the catalyst that made me get stuck in.” Thus, the
timing of participation was both a constraint and an enabler of
intervention exposure.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This mixed methods evaluation examined the intervention
delivery fidelity of a consumer-focused web application with
data integration from the primary health care EHR and optional
health message receipt. No single or uniform measure defines
or quantifies fidelity [20,33], but core evaluation metrics of
reach, content fidelity, and dose delivered [19,30] overall were
fulfilled as intended. Adaptations to routine implementation,
known as structural adaptations [34], were made to overcome
individual barriers to intervention reach and receipt. Initial
high-user log-ins dropped early in the follow-up period, a trend
noted across such interventions more generally [35,36], and the
unique user log-in rate tapered to a mean frequency of 3 to 4
per month. Progress tracking had the highest screen visit
intensity for the longest duration. Screens with EHR-derived
data generally held stronger interest in the early follow-up
period. Email and SMS text message receipt augmented active
participation by high users and strengthened content exposure
in low users and nonadopters. Intervention nonadopters, low

users, and high users were similar across a wide range of
characteristics, suggesting that the website was amenable to use
in general but not which characteristics were important for log-in
frequency. The association of patient-level factors and log-in
behavior would thus be of further research interest for improving
design or excluding content [37]. More frequent intervention
use was associated with nonsignificant differences in clinical
measures and health-related lifestyle behaviors after 12 months.
It is possible that the study was insufficiently powered to fully
elucidate the impact of higher intervention exposure; however,
in any event, the differences were small in absolute effect size
and may not be clinically important. Further research could
ascertain if the higher eHEALS scores noted at baseline in the
high-user group are an important precursor to using digital
health interventions and if more frequent use raises self-reported
eHealth skills. Prescribed log-in activity in relation to the
adoption of desired offline behaviors may be an area of further
inquiry, particularly as website engagement has been shown to
benefit physical activity and eating behaviors, even when not
significantly associated with biological outcomes [38].
Qualitative data revealed important influencing factors on
intervention delivery and receipt, a noted advantage of mixed
methods inquiry in process evaluations [13], and a strength of
this study. The original program logic model was used as not
only a representation of the causal assumptions within the
intervention [13] but also as a scaffold on which to show where
the identified factors impacted intervention delivery and uptake
[20].

Engagement with technology has been defined as a 4-stage
cyclical process consisting of an initial point of engagement,
the period of engagement, disengagement, and reengagement,
with the stages having both shared and exclusive
sensory-emotional and spatiotemporal attributes [39]. For
example, the system’s novelty and esthetic attributes, combined
with user emotions of motivation and interest, are especially
important to initiation; attributes such as customization,
feedback, and control that promote positive affect appear
important to ongoing and return visits; and low-level interaction,
boredom, or other negative emotions influence disengagement
[39]. A recent systematic review found that changes to health
status caused disruption or drop out, as did user perception of
the technology’s compatibility with their routine, their own
digital literacy, and relevance to their symptoms or (dis)abilities
[40]. In the diffusion of innovations theory, individuals look to
reduce their uncertainty about the consequences of adopting an
innovation and to perceive a relative advantage if they do so
[41]. Factors such as personal convenience, satisfaction, and
suitability for needs are proposed to matter more than the
intervention’s objective advantage. Notably, for this study,
reliance on what the participants themselves chose to undertake
was an important contextual factor for adoption [42],
underscoring the significance of user-perceived relevance and
value.

A more recent framework calls the desirability of the technology
to the user its value proposition, and more complex interventions
may be less likely to reach this threshold for adoption [43].
Personal relevance, program expectations, current health
behavior, convenience, and so on, as identified in this study,
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concur with engagement factors for digital health interventions
previously identified, particularly the themes of personal agency
and motivation, personal life and values, and perceived quality
of the intervention [44]. Notably, in a multidomain model for
engagement with web-based interventions [14], the authors
point out the utility of these determinants in any framework of
assumptions about intervention use. The relevant framework in
this study was the program logic model, in which the
determinants derived from the qualitative data analysis were
merged to help explain program uptake and what the
intervention delivery required in practice (Figure 5). The
perception of advantage from using such interventions may
have an upstream influence on recruitment to the RCT; of the
eligible invited participants who were not recruited, 37.43%
(980/2618) gave their reason as not interested (Figure 1).
Although reasons for disinterest among the RCT nonparticipants
were outside the scope of this evaluation, we recommend that
further studies be conducted to explore and define a value
proposition for similar interventions targeting the primary health
care context. Furthermore, the overall generalizability of
findings may be improved with greater participation of primary
care attendees in studies of digital interventions. The number
of participants randomized represented 26.29% (934/3552) of
those invited to participate in the RCT. Hence, there may be
barriers and enablers of engagement and uptake that would be
further understood with higher study participation in this setting.

Patient engagement with portals directly linked to an EHR has
inconsistent definitions of both adoption [17] and active use,
ranging from at least one use, [45] to more than 1 log-in every
4 months, [37] and at least two log-ins in 12 months [16]. Other
studies of web-based lifestyle and disease management
interventions have noted that 46% of participants abandon the
program after a single log-in [46] and high-frequency use of
progress-tracking features by returning users [38]. In general,
interventions in which information is tailored hold more user
interest and show less attrition than those with generic
information design [47], an inflexible or static website [48], or
ones that give virtual rather than human feedback [38]. A study
in which participants with diabetes and/or CVD accessed a
web-based portal to view and track information within their
EHR noted that those who used data-tracking functions only
comprised between 4% and 11% of users and were among the
most frequent and consistent users [16]. Clearly, not all
EHR-integrated functions will attract all users, and a range of
administrative functions may hold value for many patients over
clinically oriented functions.

However, within this study, intervention features with
EHR-derived data, such as CVD risk score estimation,
medications, and risk factor status, were visited more frequently
in the early follow-up period than in the later follow-up period.
Overall log-in attrition contrasted with comparatively high
average monthly log-ins by ongoing users, suggesting that they
derived some personal value. The constant appeal of tailored
progress tracking was perhaps because of more immediate visual
feedback for everyday healthier lifestyle behavior. The
informational nature of CVD risk estimation and risk factor
status may benefit an initial call to action but not persistent
revisits if few updates occur in the shorter term, or it may have

entirely disinterested some users. Furthermore, few outcome
measures were associated with greater log-in frequency. Further
research could explore whether ongoing exposure impacts
important but less quantifiable cognitive and emotional stages
and processes of health behavior change, [49] as this information
becomes increasingly important to design of technologies with
this intent [50]. Direct interaction with the primary care provider
was not designed into this intervention, so its value to
EHR-linked innovations in the local context requires further
inquiry. In provider-linked portals with disease self-management
intent, more frequent contact from a clinician may nudge website
engagement rates [51] although other user differences may be
important, such as their primary care providers’ buy-in, their
baseline self-efficacy, or having a new versus long-term
diagnosis [47]. Provider endorsement of a digital application
as an extrinsic motivator of engagement is hypothesized but
requires investigation [41,52].

High delivery fidelity raises the resource-related question of
the optimal support requirements for ongoing website
engagement. The type of intervention support appears to benefit
different exposure measures. Peer and counselor support
facilitate longer session length, for example, when offered in
interventions for weight, alcohol, and smoking reduction,
whereas updated website content and email and/or telephone
contact appear important for site revisits [35]. Other triggers of
staff-initiated phone contact could prompt website revisits, for
example, a defined number of consecutive days without log-in
activity, in addition to scheduled follow-up [44]. Patients are
receptive to automated revisit reminders via telephone or email
but prefer personal feedback from, for example, a nurse about
their disease self-monitoring and health behavior activities [36].
Variations in the intended intervention delivery are generally
more likely with complex interventions [21] and with
foreseeable differences in provider experience and skill [45].
In this study, the characteristics of study personnel were
important contextual and quality factors because the study relied
largely on non-face-to-face communication to deliver and
support the intervention. In such a context, personality, attitude,
and perceived expertise may influence user interest and the
reliability of program delivery [21,34]. In addition, contact
initiated by participants yielded more app-related problem
solving, suggesting that ad hoc support is important to be able
to access on the participants’ own timeline of website
interaction. Flexible rather than fixed staff facilitation may,
therefore, be a worthwhile design consideration because
different types of users prefer the option of more human
involvement for guidance or accountability, whereas others may
choose less or require less over time [46].

Limitations
First, although typical fidelity measures were chosen, quantified,
and described to suit the intervention, it is acknowledged that
fidelity research requires systematic scoring practices to better
enable comparison and replication of like interventions [53].
Furthermore, there were no prescribed usage or adherence goals
with which to compare participant subgroups, but it is
acknowledged that uniform concepts of adherence in eHealth
would assist in understanding which elements and in what dose,
are associated with the intended outcomes of the intervention.
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[54]. Second, the duration of session and screen visits would
have enabled further quantification of use intensity and the
relative appeal of features and website components. Third, this
study intentionally focused on process rather than outcomes
and excluded any assessment of participants’ offline lifestyle
behavior for CVD risk factor control. For this reason, other
types of engagement with the overall program content may have
been underestimated [52]. Fourth, this study excludes
cost-effectiveness measures that are important when balancing
user uptake with the required facilitator resources, software
application oversight and maintenance, and health service
support of the EHR linkage software. Furthermore, this study
was a summative evaluation. Although intervention delivery
and monitoring were dynamic and adaptable throughout the
RCT, it is acknowledged that formal evaluations at interim time
points can be useful if it is possible to make regular or ad hoc
modifications to the program.

Conclusions
A complex eHealth intervention designed for overall
self-directed use can be implemented with high delivery fidelity.

Personal progress tracking was consistently used; EHR-derived
data features were early but not persistent triggers of revisits.
This design intent may reflect how consumers use web-based
resources in everyday life but makes usage frequency and thus
exposure more unpredictable. Hence, mediating influences and
support intensity should be factored into future program
planning as drivers of reach and uptake. Despite high delivery
fidelity, more frequent intervention use was only associated
with small, nonstatistically significant improvements in
medication adherence; some clinical measures; and lifestyle
behaviors after 12 months. In recognition of multifactorial
drivers of engagement, a more explicit personal value
proposition should target broad user variables, such as
motivation, personal relevance, the context of health care
provider use, the timing of program exposure, digital literacy,
and preference for log-in adherence accountability. In future
research, outcomes related to intervention exposure and reach
are important to report so as to expand the evidence about the
user and system attributes that promote the uptake of health
records with disease self-management functions.
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Abstract

Background: Outdoor risky play, such as climbing, racing, and independent exploration, is an important part of childhood and
is associated with various positive physical, mental, and developmental outcomes for children. Parental attitudes and fears,
particularly mothers’, are a major deterrent to children’s opportunities for outdoor risky play.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of 2 versions of an intervention to reframe mothers’ perceptions
of risk and change parenting behaviors: a web-based intervention or an in-person workshop, compared with the control condition.

Methods: The Go Play Outside! randomized controlled trial was conducted in Canada from 2017 to 2018. Participants were
recruited through social media, snowball sampling, and community notices. Mothers of children aged 6-12 years were self-assessed
through eligibility questions, and those eligible and consented to participate in the study were randomized into a fully automated
web-based intervention, the in-person workshop, or the control condition. The intervention was underpinned by social cognitive
theory, incorporating behavior change techniques. Participants progressed through a series of self-reflection exercises and
developed a goal for change. Control participants received the Position Statement on Active Outdoor Play. The primary outcome
was increase in tolerance of risky play and the secondary outcome was goal attainment. Data were collected online via REDCap
at baseline, 1 week, and 3 months after the intervention. Randomization was conducted using sealed envelope. Allocations were
concealed to researchers at assignment and data analysis. We conducted mediation analyses to examine whether the intervention
influenced elements of social cognitive theory, as hypothesized.

Results: A total of 451 mothers were randomized and completed baseline sociodemographic assessments: 150 in the web-based
intervention, 153 in the in-person workshop, and 148 in the control condition. Among these, a total of 351 mothers completed
the intervention. At 1 week after the intervention, 113, 85, and 135 mothers completed assessments for each condition, respectively,
and at 3 months after the intervention, 105, 84, and 123 completed the assessments, respectively. Compared with mothers in the
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control condition, mothers in the web-based intervention had significantly higher tolerance of risky play at 1 week (P=.004) and
3 months after the intervention (P=.007); and mothers in the in-person workshop had significantly higher tolerance of risky play
at 1 week after the intervention (P=.02). No other significant outcomes were found. None of the potential mediators were found
to significantly mediate the outcomes.

Conclusions: The trial demonstrates that the web-based intervention was effective in increasing mothers’ tolerance for risk in
play.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03374683; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03374683

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1186/s13063-018-2552-4

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24861)   doi:10.2196/24861
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outdoor play; mothering; independent mobility; physical activity; risk perception; risky play; risk reframing

Introduction

Evidence is growing regarding the importance of outdoor play
for children’s health and well-being, as are efforts to improve
children’s access to these opportunities [1]. Outdoor play
includes inherent risks, including those explicitly sought out by
children as they explore their bodies and environments. Risky
play, such as climbing trees, building dens, or even walking
home from school without an adult, is an inherent and important
part of outdoor play [2], and has been associated with increases
in physical activity, decreases in sedentary behavior, and
positive influences on physical, social, and cognitive
development [3,4]. Parental attitudes and fears, particularly
mothers’, are a primary barrier to children’s outdoor risky play
opportunities [5-7]. They include fear of serious injury, traffic,
abduction, or even the belief that time spent in outdoor play has
little value in contrast to academic or other pursuits. Efforts to
shift parent attitudes are a frequent focus of practitioners wanting
to promote high-quality play opportunities [8], and policy
makers wanting to improve rates of children walking to and
from school [9,10].

Previous attempts to influence parent attitudes and practices
toward risky play have been limited to in-person workshops
and have not been rigorously evaluated [11]. We sought to
develop and evaluate a risk reframing intervention for parents,
particularly mothers as they may be typically the more limiting
parent [12,13], that would be accessible through either an
in-person workshop or on a web-based platform. A web-based
intervention that was freely available would facilitate parents’
access, as well as the ease with which practitioners could
incorporate the intervention into their existing practice by, for
example, encouraging the parents in their network to complete
the intervention prior to children’s enrollment in activities.

This paper reports the results of a randomized controlled trial
(RCT) evaluating the efficacy of a risk reframing intervention
to increase mothers’ tolerance for risky play and attain a
behavior change goal related to providing risky play
opportunities for their 6-12-year-old children. The intervention
development, content, and theoretical framework were
previously published [14]. We tested 2 versions of the
intervention: a web-based and an in-person workshop. We
hypothesized that participants in either intervention condition
would have significantly greater increase of tolerance for risky

plan than those in the control condition at 1 week and 3 months
after the intervention. We also hypothesized that a greater
proportion of participants in either intervention condition would
attain their behavior change goal than those in the control
condition.

We further examined whether social cognitive theory (SCT),
the behavior change model that underpinned the development
of the intervention, produced the hypothesized effect on the
outcome variables. Specifically, we hypothesized that
self-efficacy, outcome expectations, and knowledge of risky
play would mediate the relationship between the risk reframing
intervention and the outcomes: tolerance for risky play and goal
attainment.

Methods

Study Design
A description of the protocol for this study has been published
[14]. Briefly, the study was a single-blind (researchers and
outcome assessors), 3-parallel condition RCT. The trial was
conducted between December 2017 and September 2018 in the
Metro Vancouver area of British Columbia, Canada. Measures
were collected at baseline, 1 week, and 3 months after the
intervention. The primary outcome was increase in tolerance
of risk in play at either follow-up time point. The secondary
outcome was mothers’ goal attainment at either follow-up time
point.

The trial was registered with the United States National Institutes
of Health’s Protocol Registration and Results System
(NCT03374683) and approved by the University of British
Columbia/Children’s and Women’s Health Centre of British
Columbia Research Ethics Board (H15-03271). No change was
made to methods after trial commencement. We followed the
CONSORT-EHEALTH guidelines in reporting this study [15].
The completed checklist is presented in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Participant Recruitment and Eligibility Criteria
Participants were recruited through advertising on online forums
and social media, distributing notices through our networks,
snowball sampling, and posting notices in community centers.
Interested participants visited the study home page in the
REDCap electronic data capture tool hosted at the British
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Columbia Children’s Hospital Research Institute [16]. There
they were provided with a description of study procedures and
information that completing the survey questions indicated
consent. Potential participants were self-assessed through
eligibility questions establishing that they were a mother with
primary custody of a child/children aged 6-12 years; residing
in the Metro Vancouver Regional District; and able to speak,
read, and understand English. Computer/internet access and
literacy were implicit eligibility criteria because accessing the
study home page and completing the eligibility questionnaire
would be otherwise impossible. Enrolled participants were
emailed a unique link to the baseline questionnaire package in
REDCap.

Randomization and Blinding
Enrolled participants were automatically assigned to 1 of the 3
conditions by REDCap: control, web-based, or in-person
workshop. Participants had equal likelihood of being assigned
to each condition (33%, ie, nearly 170). The randomization
schedule was generated beforehand via sealed envelope [17]
using randomized permuted blocks of size 3, 6, and 9. The list
was then transferred to REDCap. Unbeknownst to participants,
randomized allocation occurred in the background before
participants completed the baseline questionnaire. This had to
be done because REDCap limited capabilities for real-time,
streamlined randomized allocation. The nature of the
intervention did not permit participant blinding, but they were
informed of their allocated treatment after completing the
baseline questionnaires. The in-person workshop facilitator
could not be blinded to allocation as the other 2 arms did not
have a facilitator. Likewise, research staff who coordinated
in-person workshop schedules could not be blinded to allocation
of the in-person workshop. In-person workshop participant
information (name and email address) was only used to
coordinate the workshop. This information was encrypted,
password protected, and stored in a password-protected folder
in a secured network at the British Columbia Children’s Hospital
Research. However, allocations were concealed to the
researchers at participant assignment and data analysis.

Risk Reframing Intervention
Participants in the web-based intervention were provided with
a link to the fully automated web-based intervention [18] which
they need to complete within 1 week. A reminder was sent via
email if participants did not complete the web-based intervention
within 24 hours. The final reminder was sent 48 hours after
their baseline entry via email. Contact information (ie, email,
phone) was provided for participants to contact the research
coordinator if they had any feedback or questions. Participants
in the in-person workshop were scheduled to attend the in-person
workshop. Briefly, the risk reframing intervention was adapted
from an in-person workshop for parents and teachers developed
by Bundy and colleagues [8,19] using SCT [20] to incorporate
health behavior change techniques (BCTs) as per Michie et al’s
taxonomy [21]. The published study protocol outlines each
intervention task with the corresponding SCT construct and
BCTs [14]. We sought to address common concerns about risky
play and engage participants in self-reflection tasks to consider
how these concepts applied to their parenting approach. The

home page included a 2-minute video introduction to the topic
and the tool, text defining outdoor and risky play, and outlining
why they are important, as well as a brief description of the
journey participants would follow in the tool. The logos of the
British Columbia Children’s Hospital, the University of British
Columbia, British Columbia Injury Research and Prevention
Unit, and the Digital Lab were prominently displayed on the
home page. As per SCT, the home page focused on building
knowledge and influencing outcome expectations. BCTs
included credible source, and information about health, social,
and emotional consequences. Participants then proceeded
through 3 chapters. Chapter 1, Reflection, involved considering
the values and traits they most desired for their child in
adulthood, their child’s favorite activities, their own favorite
play activities at the same age, and what they got out of these
childhood activities. As above, this chapter also focused on
knowledge and outcome expectations. BCTs included
framing/reframing and incompatible beliefs. Chapter 2, What
Would You Do?, presented participants with 3 interactive video
segments (climbing a tree, walking home from school, and
building a den) and gave them the choice to allow or not allow
the child to engage in the activity. If the participant chose to
allow the activity, the child displayed excitement at the
opportunity and a sense of achievement upon completion. If the
participant chose to not allow the activity, the child displayed
disappointment and dejection. Once the choice was made, the
rest of the video played with the outcome of that choice.
Participants were also asked to reflect on fears that influenced
their choice, and things that helped them let go. In addition to
the above SCT constructs (knowledge and outcome
expectations), this chapter provided opportunities for
observational learning, building self-efficacy, and identifying
barriers and opportunities. BCTs included information about
health, social and environmental, and emotional consequences;
problem solving; demonstration of behavior; comparative
imagining of future outcomes, framing/reframing; and focus on
past success. Chapter 3, Creating Your Plan, allowed
participants to review their journey and set a realistic goal as
well as the timeline and steps to attain it. Participants could
enter their own goal in a text box, or select from a list of
suggested goals that included steps to attain it; for example,
“letting my child play out in the yard without supervision” with
the following steps: “Let your child play outside for a few
minutes while you watch from the window. Gradually extend
this time. Then try not watching out the window.” This chapter
reinforced the above SCT constructs, and also encouraged
building self-efficacy and outlining intentions. BCTs included
goal setting (behavior and outcome), problem solving, action
planning, demonstration of behavior, prompts/cues, graded
tasks, comparative imagining of future outcomes,
framing/reframing, and incompatible beliefs.

The intervention was developed by the study authors. Once the
web-based platform was complete, the in-person workshop
presentation (prepared in Microsoft PowerPoint) and facilitator
and participant manuals were developed using images from the
web-based platform. Intervention content was frozen during the
trial. The web-based intervention is available online [18].
Screenshot of the landing page can be seen in Figure 1 and the
complete screenshots of the web-based intervention can be
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accessed in Multimedia Appendix 2. The in-person workshop materials can also be accessed in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Figure 1. Intervention landing page.

Participants using the web-based intervention took between 15
and 45 minutes to complete it, depending on their movement
through each task. The in-person workshops lasted
approximately 45 minutes to 1.5 hours, depending on participant
discussion. Participants in the control condition took 15-20
minutes to complete.

Comparison Condition
Participants in the control condition were asked to review an
online version of the Position Statement on Active Outdoor
Play, which includes information on research and
recommendations for action in addressing barriers to outdoor
play [1,22].

Outcome Measures
Measurements were taken at baseline, 1 week, and 3 months
after the intervention. Participants in all conditions received an
honorarium of Can $30 (US $24) at baseline and Can $15 (US
$12) at each follow-up as a compensation for participation.
Nonrespondents received 2 email reminders to complete survey
data. Participants attending in-person workshops were provided
with an additional honorarium of Can $30 (US $24) to
compensate for expenses incurred in attending, such as travel
or childcare.

The primary outcome measure was increase in the total score
on the Tolerance for Risk in Play Scale (TRiPS), a 31-item

measure examining adults’ tolerance of risk during children’s
play, based on Sandseter’s 6-category model of risky play [23].
An earlier version of the TRiPS scale has been validated [24].
We obtained the scale from the author AB and assessed its
psychometric properties in our sample using Rasch analysis.
This analysis was conducted using mirt package in R software
[25]. Rasch analysis of the baseline data (N=443 completed
TRiPS; Figure 2) resulted in dropping 1 item (Do you allow
this child to play-fight, testing who is strongest?) due to local
dependence. The remaining 30 items resulted in the following
model fit: root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA)=0.051 (90% CI 0.047-0.056), standardized root mean
square residual (SRMSR)=0.089, Tucker–Lewis index
(TLI)=0.874, comparative fit index (CFI)=0.874, and empirical
reliability=0.789. Theta standardized scores from the Rasch
analysis of the final 30-item TRiPS scale ranged from –3.372
to 1.975, with a mean of 0.000 (SD 0.974). A higher
standardized score indicates higher tolerance of risky outdoor
play.

The secondary outcome measure was self-reported behavior
change, measured by participants’ self-reported progress on
attaining the goal they set for themselves within the risk
reframing intervention. At each follow-up, participants were
reminded of their goal and asked “Did you accomplish your
goal?” with “Yes” and “No” response options.
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Figure 2. CONSORT flowchart.

Behavior Change Model
To assess whether the effect of the intervention was mediated
by SCT as we had theorized [14], we developed measures for
self-efficacy, outcome expectations, and knowledge of risky
play. All measures were previously published [14]. Confirmatory
factor analyses were performed on the baseline data (n=441
completed all SCT construct measures; Figure 2) to test the
psychometric properties of the 3 measures, resulting in the
following: (1) 4-item self-efficacy, RMSEA=0.075 (90% CI
0.020-0.139), CFI=0.987, and SRMSR=0.023; (2) 7-item
outcome expectations, RMSEA=0.107 (90% CI 0.085-0.129),
CFI=0.975, and SRMSR=0.023 (2 items were dropped:
“promote MY CHILD’s self-confidence” and “help MY CHILD
become more imaginative” due to high modification indices);
and (3) 7-item knowledge of risky play: RMSEA=0.129 (90%
CI 0.108-0.151), CFI=0.965, and SRMSR=0.026 (2 items were
dropped: “promote A CHILD’s self-confidence” and “help A
CHILD become more imaginative” due to high modification
indices). Average scores of all remaining items were calculated
for each SCT construct, respectively.

Statistical Analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted in Stata 15 (StataCorp)
[26].

Power
The TRiPS is scored on a logit scale and previous research
indicated that scores on the TRiPS for a sample of parents of
children aged 5-13 range from 0.20 to about 1.95 with SDs in
the range of 1.78-1.82 [24]. With a sample size of at least 81
mothers in each condition, a test that averaged the differences
in TRiPS score from baseline to the first assessment would have
80% power at a .05 level of significance to detect a difference
of 0.75 with the control condition when the SD is 1.82 and the
correlation between repeated observations is 0.75.

Descriptive Analysis
To compare sociodemographic differences between conditions,
for continuous variables, one-way ANOVA was used, or
Kruskal–Wallis H test (if variance was not equal between
conditions). For categorical variables, chi-square test was used,
or Fisher exact test if single-cell numbers were small. One-way
ANOVA was used to compare TRiPS scores between different
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conditions at different time points. Significance level was set
at P<.05.

Treatment Effect of the Intervention
Linear and generalized linear mixed effects models with random
intercepts and unstructured covariance were fit to analyze the
effects of the intervention on TRiPS scores and goal
accomplishment, respectively. In other words, the mixed effects
regression analysis examined (1) whether TRiPS scores changed
1 week and 3 months after the intervention, and (2) whether
these changes were greater in either experimental condition
(web-based intervention or in-person workshop) compared with
the control condition. Intent-to-treat analysis of TRiPS scores
used last-observation-carried forward as the method of
imputation, because missing data were primarily in the in-person
workshop condition. Because these participants only completed
baseline measures and did not receive the intervention, it is
reasonable to expect their scores to remain the same throughout
the study. Unstandardized (ie, raw) beta coefficients (β) were
reported, which are interpreted as the change of TRiPS scores
when comparing the experimental conditions with the control
groups at baseline.

Similar to the TRiPS analyses, we conducted a generalized
mixed effects regression analysis to examine the effect of the
intervention on goal accomplishment, when comparing the
control condition at 1 week with either of the experimental
conditions at 3 months’ follow-up. Intent-to-treat analysis of
goal accomplishment was not performed due to the absence of
baseline data. To establish a goal, participants had to complete
either intervention. As a result, there was no basis to impute
values of goal accomplishment. Odds ratios (ORs) were
reported, which are interpreted as the odds of attaining goals
for the experimental conditions at 3 months’ follow-up, when

comparing with the control conditions at 1 week after the
intervention.

All models were adjusted by parents’ age, ethnicity, marital
status, education, employment, housing, and household income;
and children’s previous exposure to risky play, age, gender,
weekday/weekend outdoor time, and chronic condition status.

Behavior Change Model Testing
To test whether SCT produced the hypothesized effect on the
outcomes, we tested whether the effect of the intervention was
mediated by self-efficacy, outcome expectations, and knowledge
of risky play, as outlined in Figure 3. We followed the steps of
mediation analysis for RCTs suggested by Whittle et al [27].
First, univariable linear regression models were fitted to the
potential mediators to test whether there was an association
between treatment and each mediator, respectively. Second,
because a variable can only be a mediator of treatment, if there
is a significant effect (P<.05) of treatment on the mediator (path
a), a mediation analysis in the second step was only fitted to
variables that were significantly associated with treatment. In
the second step, the test of indirect (mediating) effect was
performed by fitting regression models to the outcome, with
treatment and the significant mediator found in step 1 included
as covariates (path ab). This step of analysis controlled for
baseline covariates, attempting to control for these as potential
confounders in order to add robustness to our analyses. These
confounders included mothers’ age, ethnicity, marital status,
education, employment, housing, household income; and
children’s previous exposure to risky play, children’s age and
gender, weekday/weekend outdoor time, and chronic condition
status. Similar to the TRiPS analyses, intent-to-treat analysis
was conducted using the last-observation-carried forward.

Figure 3. Mediation analysis.
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Results

Overview
Figure 2 shows the study flow diagram. Recruitment began on
December 1, 2017, and closed on June 18, 2018, once we had
a minimum of 81 participants in each condition with complete
data. A total of 510 mothers of a child between 6 and 12 years
old residing in Metro Vancouver were automatically allocated
to 1 of the 3 conditions by REDCap. Of these, 351 completed
the intervention. While randomization produced roughly equal
numbers of participants allocated to each condition, the
in-person workshop condition experienced the most drop-outs
(n=65). This condition involved the most time commitment for
the participant and produced scheduling challenges. As such,
despite the additional Can $30 (US $24) incentive to participate,
it was most difficult to maintain participants in this condition.
However, of the mothers attending the workshop, only 1 was
lost to follow-up. We were able to ensure fidelity to the
web-based intervention as we received a summary of all
responses when a participant completed the intervention. These
were reviewed to ensure full completion. Fidelity to the

in-person workshop was established through attendance to the
workshop.

Participant Characteristics
Baseline sociodemographic data from 451 mothers were
included in our analyses. Participant demographics are displayed
in Table 1. There were no statistically significant differences
between conditions with respect to demographic characteristics
at baseline (see the “P value column” in Table 1). There were
statistically significant differences between conditions for child’s
disability/chronic condition at both 1 week (P=.03) and 3 months
(P=.03) after the intervention, with the percentage of children
having chronic conditions in the web-based intervention higher
than that in the other 2 conditions (10/113 [8.8%] for 1 week
after the intervention, and 9/105 [8.6%] for 3 months after the
intervention, respectively). We also further compared the
sociodemographic characteristics between those who completed
the intervention (N=351) and those who did not complete the
intervention (N=100), and found that employed mothers were
more likely to complete the intervention (75.8% [266/351]
versus 65.0% [65/100], respectively, P=.03). There were no
statistical differences for other sociodemographic characteristics
(see Multimedia Appendix 4).
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Table 1. Participant demographics at baseline, after randomization.

P valueIn-person workshopWeb-based interventionControlDemographics

.09153150148Participants who completed the baseline sociodemographic assessment
(N=451), n

39.6 (5.0)40.8 (5.5)40.7 (5.3)Age (N=450)a, mean (SD)

.24Ethnicity (N=451), n (%)

117 (76.5)112 (74.7)101 (68.2)White

36 (23.5)38 (25.3)47 (31.8)Others

.39Marital status (N=451), n (%)

131 (85.6)125 (83.3)118 (79.7)Married/Common-law

22 (14.4)25 (16.7)30 (20.3)Others

.32Education (N=447)b, n (%)

33 (21.9)36 (24.3)36 (24.3)Less than university/college

72 (47.7)80 (54.1)66 (44.6)University/college

46 (30.5)32 (21.6)46 (31.1)More than university/college

.35Employment (N=451), n (%)

44 (28.8)107 (71.3)115 (77.7)Employed for wages/self-employed

109 (71.2)43 (28.7)33 (22.3)Unemployed

.66Home dwelling (N=451), n (%)

72 (47.1)77 (51.3)69 (46.6)Single detached

81 (52.9)73 (48.7)79 (53.4)Others

.80Income (N=451), n (%)c

33 (21.6)40 (26.7)36 (24.3)<Can $63,300

50 (32.7)40 (26.7)49 (33.1)Can $63,300-Can $103,299

55 (35.9)54 (36.0)52 (35.1)≥Can $103,300

15 (9.8)16 (10.7)11 (7.4)Prefer not to answer

.15Exposure to risky play information (N=451), n (%)

36 (23.5)28 (18.7)22 (14.9)No

117 (76.7)122 (81.3)126 (85.1)Yes

.108.0 (1.9)8.1 (1.7)8.4 (1.7)Child age (N=451), mean (SD)

.78Child sex (N=447), n (%)d

85 (55.9)82 (54.7)85 (58.6)Boy

67 (44.1)68 (45.3)60 (41.4)Girl

.30Child’s disability/chronic condition (N=451)e, n (%)

148 (96.7)140 (93.3)143 (96.6)No

5 (3.3)10 (6.7)5 (3.4)Yes

Outdoor time (hours) (N=451)f, mean (SD)

.902.6 (2.8)2.8 (3.2)3.0 (3.6)Weekday

.652.9 (2.8)2.8 (2.0)2.7 (2.2)Weekend

aOne parent reported age=7 years, which is not reasonable, so we treated that data as missing.
bPrefer not to answer, n=4 (n=2 for web-based intervention; n=2 for in-person workshop).
cCan $ 1=US $0.80.
dA total of four children did not have information regarding their sex (n=3 in the control group, n=1 in the in-person workshop).
eFisher exact test due to small sample size in single cell.
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fKruskal–Wallis H test due to non-equal variance between conditions.

Primary Outcome: TRiPS
Table 2 presents the description of TRiPS scores by treatment
conditions and time point, without accounting for treatment
effects nor adjusting for sociodemographic characteristics. There
were no statistical differences in TRiPS scores between different
conditions at each time point. Table 3 describes findings of the
mixed effects regression analysis. Mothers who completed the
web-based intervention condition had significantly higher TRiPS
scores than mothers who completed the control condition at 1
week (=.26, 95% CI 0.09-0.43; P=.003) and 3 months (=.24,
95% CI 0.06-0.42; P=.01) after the intervention, indicating
sustained change. Mothers who completed the in-person
workshop condition had significantly higher increases in TRiPS
scores than those in the control condition at 1 week after the
intervention (=.19, 95% CI 0.06-0.38; P=.04). No statistically
significant differences were found when comparing mothers

who completed the in-person workshop condition with those in
the control condition at 3 months after the intervention (=.09,
95% CI –0.10 to 0.29; P=.33).

Results of the intention-to-treat analyses for the effects of the
intervention on TRiPS score largely replicated the analyses
described above, indicating that mothers in the web-based
intervention condition were significantly more likely to increase
their TRiPS scores at 1 week (=.25, 95% CI 0.08-0.42; P=.004)
and 3 months (=.24, 95% CI 0.06-0.42; P=.007) after the
intervention compared with those in the control condition.
Mothers in the in-person workshop condition had significantly
higher increases in TRiPS scores than those in the control
condition at 1 week after the intervention (=.22, 95% CI
0.03-0.40; P=.02). No statistically significant differences were
found when comparing mothers in the in-person workshop with
those in the control condition at 3 months after the intervention
(=.13, 95% CI –0.06 to 0.32; P=.17).

Table 2. Description of TRiPSa scores by treatment conditions and time points.

P value for 1-way
ANOVA

In-person workshop,
mean (SD)

Web-based interven-
tion, mean (SD)

Control, mean (SD)Sample size, nEvaluation period

.240.06 (0.94)–0.11 (0.94)0.05 (1.03)443Baseline

.050.18 (0.87)–0.14 (0.97)0.05 (1.03)351Completed intervention

.060.22 (0.80)–0.06 (1.05)–0.09 (1.03)3331 week after the intervention

.190.15 (0.80)–0.09 (0.93)–0.03 (0.92)3123 months after the intervention

aTRiPS: Tolerance for Risk in Play Scale.
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Table 3. Results of mixed effects regression analysis for change in TRiPSa scores by treatment condition and time point.

P value for joint test
of main effects

P value for coefficientsCoefficients (95% CI)Regression and group comparisons

Raw TRiPS theta scores (N=351, for those who completed the intervention)b

.21Treatment effects

.21–0.14 (–0.36 to 0.08)Web based versus control

.460.09 (–0.15 to 0.34)In-person versus control

.86Time effects

.007–0.16 (–0.27 to –0.04)1 week versus baseline

.03–0.13 (–0.25 to –0.01)3 months versus baseline

.02Treatment by time effects

.0030.26 (0.09 to 0.43)Web based versus control by 1 week versus baseline

.010.24 (0.06 to 0.42)Web based versus control by 3 months versus baseline

.040.19 (0.06 to 0.38)In-person versus control by 1 week versus baseline

.330.10 (0.00 to 0.29)In-person versus control by 3 months versus baseline

Intention-to-treat analysis (imputed TRiPS theta scores) (N=443, for those who were randomized to a condition and completed baseline so-

ciodemographic and TRiPS survey)c

.47Treatment effects

.20–0.13 (–0.34 to 0.07)Web based versus control

.980.00 (–0.21 to 0.21)In-person versus control

.90Time effects

.008–0.16 (–0.27 to –0.04)1 week versus baseline

.02–0.14 (–0.26 to –0.02)3 months versus baseline

.01Treatment by time effects

.0040.25 (0.08 to 0.42)Web based versus control by 1 week versus baseline

.0070.24 (0.06 to 0.42)Web based versus control by 3 months versus baseline

.020.22 (0.03 to 0.40)In-person versus control by 1 week versus baseline

.170.13 (–0.06 to 0.32)In-person versus control by 3 months versus baseline

aTRiPS: Tolerance for Risk in Play Scale.
bSignificant (P<.10) sociodemographic predictors include ethnicity, housing condition, previous exposure to risky play information, child’s age, child’s
disability/chronic conditions, and weekend outdoor time.
cSignificant (P<.10) sociodemographic predictors include ethnicity, parental employment status, housing condition, previous exposure to risky outdoor
play information, child’s age, child’s disability/chronic conditions, and weekend outdoor time.

Secondary Outcome: Goal Attainment
Table 4 presents the results of the generalized mixed effects
regression analysis. There was no statistical difference in goal
attainment between mothers in the web-based intervention and
the control condition at 3 months after the intervention as

compared with 1 week after the intervention (OR 0.59, 95% CI
0.18-1.91; P=.37). There was also no statistical difference in
goal attainment between mothers in the in-person workshop
and the control condition at 3 months after the intervention as
compared with 1 week after the intervention (OR 0.55, 95% CI
0.17-1.76; P=.31).
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Table 4. Results of the mixed effects regression analysis for goal attainment by treatment condition and time.a

P value for joint test of main ef-
fects

P value for coefficientsOdds ratios (95% CI)Regression and group comparisons

.004Treatment effects

.013.36 (1.32-8.54)Web based versus control

.490.72 (0.28-1.85)In-person versus control

<.001Time effects

<.0017.27 (3.11-17.02)3 months versus 1 week

.53Treatment by time effects

.370.59 (0.18-1.91)Web based versus control by 3 months versus 1 week

.310.55 (0.17-1.76)In-person versus control by 3 months versus 1 week

aSignificant (P<.05) demographic predictors include ethnicity, child’s disability/chronic conditions, and weekend outdoor time.

Behavior Change Model Mediation Analysis
Because only significant intervention effects were observed for
TRiPS score and not goal attainment, mediation analyses were
only conducted for TRiPS data. With regard to the direct effects
of treatment conditions on the 3 SCT constructs, none of the 3
SCT constructs (self-efficacy, P=.16; outcome expectations,
P=.24; and knowledge of risky play, P=.12) was associated with
treatment exposures in the unadjusted models, neither for those
who completed the intervention (N=351) nor for the
intention-to-treat analysis sample (N=441, for those who
completed baseline sociodemographic, TRiPS, and SCT survey;
all P values were >.05). As there was no direct association
between treatment and the SCT constructs (path a), further
mediation analyses were not conducted because it was not
possible for the SCT constructs to have an impact on the study
outcome via mediation (ie, path ab). Therefore, none of the
potential mediators were found to significantly mediate outcome.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our hypotheses were partially supported. Mothers receiving
both the web-based intervention and the in-person workshop
intervention at 1 week after the intervention reported
significantly higher increases in their tolerance for risky play
than mothers in the control condition at baseline. These
differences remained significant at 3 months after the
intervention for mothers receiving the web-based intervention
but not mothers receiving the in-person workshop intervention.
There were no significant differences in goal attainment.

We did not have sufficient statistical power to test the difference
in efficacy between the 2 versions of the intervention. In any
case, the significant results for the web-based intervention and
not for the in-person workshop at 3 months after the intervention
are unexpected, as the in-person workshops provided arguably
a higher intervention dose given the greater length required in
participation and the more social aspect of the experience that
could influence participant perceptions of social support, a
construct of SCT [20]. Workshop participation required fitting
into a set schedule and demanded significantly more time
commitment and effort than the other conditions. Thus, it

required a higher motivation level and had greater attrition.
Those who ended up attending the in-person workshop might
have already been fully aware of the benefits of children’s
outdoor play, which inadvertently left limited room for
improvement. However, this possibility is not supported by
baseline scores on the TRiPS, which did not differ between
conditions. Another possible explanation could result from the
fact that the number of participants attending each workshop
varied considerably (2-12 participants), which could negatively
impact the extent of discussion [28]. Further, workshops were
facilitated by a professional facilitator, without content expertise
in outdoor play and who was not a parent. SCT stresses the
importance of relatable peers modeling behavior to encourage
behavior change [28]. Thus, appropriate probing to foster
discussion and participants’ engagement with the topic may
have been hampered.

It is not readily apparent why there was a null finding for goal
attainment. It is possible that the binary yes/no outcome may
have hampered participant responses in that participants may
not have indicated they had attained their goal unless they
perceived that all aspects were complete. In addition, goals may
have been overly ambitious and did not have clear steps to attain
them, such as “give my child more independence to enjoy
freedom.” Future iterations of the intervention should encourage
users to set a more realistic and actionable goal. Sample
actionable goals were provided in the tool but it is possible that
these required further details on actions.

In sum, our findings indicate the efficacy of both versions of
the risk reframing intervention for changing mothers’ tolerance
to risky play, with the web-based intervention displaying
long-term effects.

Behavior Change Model
The hypothesized relationship between the constructs of SCT
(self-efficacy, outcome expectation, and knowledge) and the
intervention outcomes was not supported. We offer the following
explanations for these findings. First, the intervention may have
been of insufficient intensity or duration to influence these
constructs. To reduce access and engagement barriers, we sought
to develop an intervention that was efficient, would require
limited time commitment, and would not necessitate repeat
visits [14]. Therefore, future iterations may attempt to increase
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the intervention dose to determine whether this would impact
the mediators as we hypothesized. Second, it is possible that
our SCT constructs were not sensitive enough to detect change
over time. While we evaluated the psychometric properties of
our measures, we do not know whether these measures are
sensitive to change as they were developed for this study. Third,
although we hypothesized that both self-efficacy and outcomes
expectations would increase as a result of the intervention, it is
possible that going through the intervention and attempting to
change parenting practices proved more difficult than anticipated
for some parents and might explain why no change was observed
for the SCT constructs. We did not collect data on other potential
factors that could influence parents’ success, such as
self-efficacy in overcoming barriers, thus limiting our insight
on these results.

Strengths and Limitations
Our research is the first to use health behavior change theory
and BCTs to develop an intervention to reframe mothers’
perceptions and influence their parenting behaviors related to
outdoor risky play. As recommended by published guidelines
[29,30], we are also among the first to test the active ingredients
of the intervention, examining the hypothesized relationships
between SCT constructs and the outcomes. In addition, our use
of RCT methods represents a gold-standard methodological
evaluation technique. Previous research reported on but did not
evaluate an in-person workshop intervention separately from a

loose parts intervention in the playground [11]. Furthermore,
our RCT evaluated 2 versions of the risk reframing intervention,
providing insight into the efficacy of alternative delivery
methods with important implications for practice.

There were several limitations to the study. Given the nature of
the intervention, it was not possible to blind participants to their
allocation, thus potentially introducing sources of bias.
Furthermore, the intervention was developed based on research
conducted in Western settings and was only available in English.
As such, it may not reflect the perspectives and needs of other
cultural and linguistic conditions and non-Western settings.
Likewise, because one of our conditions necessitated in-person
participation, we were only able to recruit participants within
a limited geographic area, thus potentially limiting the
applicability of our findings to other areas, such as rural
communities.

Conclusions
Our findings provide confidence in encouraging use and broad
dissemination of the web-based intervention. Given the ease of
distribution, no cost to users, and low resource requirement for
ongoing maintenance of the web-based tool, it is encouraging
that this was an effective model and can provide the basis for
further iterations and versions. Future research is necessary to
examine the risk perceptions of parents from other cultural
conditions and settings to facilitate the development of
interventions that are applicable to their settings and realities.
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Abstract

Background: Self-management strategies are regarded as highly prioritized in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
treatment guidelines. However, individual and structural barriers lead to a staggering amount of people with COPD that are not
offered support for such strategies, and new approaches are urgently needed to circumvent these barriers. A promising way of
delivering health services such as support for self-management strategies is the use of eHealth tools. However, there is a lack of
knowledge about the usage of, and factors affecting the use of, eHealth tools over time in people with COPD.

Objective: This study aimed, among people with COPD, to explore and describe the experiences of an eHealth tool over time
and factors that might affect usage.

Methods: The eHealth tool included information on evidence-based self-management treatment for people with COPD, including
texts, pictures, videos as well as interactive components such as a step registration function with automatized feedback. In addition
to the latter, automated notifications of new content and pedometers were used as triggers to increase usage. After having access
to the tool for 3 months, 16 individuals (12 women) with COPD were individually interviewed. At 12 months’ access to the tool,
7 (5 women) of the previous 16 individuals accepted a second individual interview. Data were analyzed using qualitative content
analysis. User frequency was considered in the analysis, and participants were divided into users and nonusers/seldom users
depending on the number of logins and minutes of usage per month.

Results: Three main categories, namely, ambiguous impact, basic conditions for usage, and approaching capability emerged
from the analysis, which, together with their subcategories, reflect the participants’ experiences of using the eHealth tool.
Nonusers/seldom users (median 1.5 logins and 1.78 minutes spent on the site per month) reported low motivation, a higher need
for technical support, a negative view about the disease and self-management, and had problematic health literacy as measured
by the Communicative and Critical Health Literacy Scale (median [range] 154 [5-2102]). Users (median 10 logins and 43 minutes
per month) felt comfortable with information technology (IT) tools, had a positive view on triggers, and had sufficient health
literacy (median [range] 5 [5-1400]). Benefits including behavior changes were mainly expressed after 12 months had passed
and mainly among users.

Conclusions: Findings of this study indicate that the level of motivation, comfortability with IT tools, and the level of health
literacy seem to affect usage of an eHealth tool over time. Besides, regarding behavioral changes, gaining benefits from the
eHealth tool seems reserved for the users and specifically after 12 months, thus suggesting that eHealth tools can be suitable
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media for supporting COPD-specific self-management skills, although not for everyone or at all times. These novel findings are
of importance when designing new eHealth tools as well as when deciding on whether or not an eHealth tool might be appropriate
to use if the goal is to support self-management among people with COPD.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02696187; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02696187

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1136/bmjopen-2017-016851

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25672)   doi:10.2196/25672

KEYWORDS

COPD; qualitative content analysis; eHealth; self-management; primary care; chronic disease

Introduction

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a common,
preventable, and treatable disease, listed as the third leading
cause of death worldwide by the World Health Organization
[1]. The disease most often presents with dyspnea of varying
severity [2]. COPD is a complex disease with several pulmonary
and extra-pulmonary manifestations, and leads to numerous
negative clinical consequences such as exercise intolerance,
decreased physical activity, decreased quality of life, as well as
increased health care use [2,3].

Previous studies have shown that among people with COPD,
those who use self-management strategies to manage their
disease present with fewer symptoms and show reduced negative
consequences of the disease [4-6]. Self-management strategies,
such as exercise training, breathing strategies, and
energy-conserving techniques during activities of daily life [7],
have previously been found to reduce the need for
hospitalization, increase physical activity and physical
performance, as well as improve the quality of life [4-6,8,9].

Despite a high prioritization of self-management in COPD
treatment guidelines [10], a staggering amount of people are
not offered support for such strategies due to limitations of both
individual and structural nature [10-12]. It is, therefore, crucial
to find a way to circumvent this problem so that people with
COPD are offered support to learn and use these COPD-specific
self-management strategies.

eHealth tools, such as mobile apps and web-based platforms,
represent a promising way of delivering health services such as
support for self-management strategies to people with COPD.
eHealth solutions are becoming increasingly common and are
found to be feasible and effective within the COPD population
[9,13-20]. eHealth tools have, for example, been used for
educating and keeping track of a person’s health and are thought
to be a significant source of health-related information
[14,15,19,20]. We previously found that access to the COPD
Web for 3 months resulted in increased self-reported levels of
physical activity among people with COPD [17]. Improved
COPD-specific knowledge and altered self-management
strategies were also found among the participants. However,
the general use of the COPD Web varied profoundly among
participants, and the vast majority of users mainly used the
platform during the initial month [17]. To date, several research
groups have investigated and provided valuable information on
important factors to consider when designing eHealth tools
[21-23], though less is known about user behavior over time.

Specifically, knowledge of factors associated with the use of
eHealth tools over time is sparse. The aim of this study was,
therefore, to explore and describe the experiences of using an
eHealth tool over time and factors that might affect usage among
people with COPD.

Methods

Study Design
This exploratory qualitative study is presented in line with the
Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research
(COREQ) guidelines [24]. This qualitative study is part of a
process evaluation in a parallel-group (1:1 allocation) controlled
pragmatic pilot trial that was reported in line with the
Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT)
statements for pragmatic trials and for pilot and feasibility trials
[25,26]. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT02696187) and ethical approval was given by the Regional
Ethical Board, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden (Dnr:
2014-319-31, 2015-457-32). Written informed consents were
obtained from each participant before enrollment in the study.
This study includes participants that were allocated to the
intervention group and that had access to an eHealth tool, the
COPD Web. To further ensure privacy of participants, all names
were changed to pseudonyms during the start of the analysis,
so that only interviewers (AN and MT) and SM knew their real
names.

Setting and Sample
Five publicly funded primary health care units (2 situated in the
north of Sweden and 3 in the middle of Sweden) were invited
to participate as study sites in the pragmatic pilot trial [27]. In
the main study 83 patients with COPD were included; of these,
43 were randomized to the intervention group and had access
to the COPD Web. Of those randomized to the intervention
group, a minimum of 3 participants at each of the 5 units were
contacted and asked to participate in the individual interviews.
We used purposeful sampling to ensure there is at least one
male/female person with COPD at each primary health care
unit. To be included in this trial, participants had to be able to
read and understand Swedish or be assisted by someone with
this capacity when using the eHealth tool.

The COPD Web
In brief, the COPD Web is an interactive webpage cocreated
with users [16]. It consists of 2 main sections: one directed at
health professionals, and another directed at people with COPD.
Contents include videos, written information, images, and
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helpful links. The COPD Web section aimed at people with
COPD to support their self-management by increasing their
knowledge about COPD and strategies to improve their health
(eg, activities such as physical activity and exercise, breathing
techniques, observing symptoms of exacerbations, and advice
about making everyday activities less strenuous) [27]. In
addition to the specific content of the COPD Web, there were
a few things on the fringe of what was covered by the COPD
Web that should be noted. The COPD Web also includes a
function of registering physical activity (steps), for which
participants received a pedometer with instructions on how to
use it as well as an information leaflet on the importance of
physical activity [27]. The COPD Web also had automated
notifications of new publications on the website via email. It
was first introduced to each participant by a health professional
during a regular visit using a standardized procedure (designed
to take a maximum of 10-15 minutes). During the introduction
of the COPD Web, all participants were provided with a
username and login. Further information about the eHealth tool
is presented in the protocol [27].

Process of Data Generation
Overall, 16 participants (12 women), age range 48-86, accepted
to participate in an individual face-to-face interview at 3 months
after the intervention started. Follow-up interviews were done
at 3 and 12 months, as both ranges of time are commonly used
when investigating intervention-based effects in people with
COPD [13,14]. At 3 months, 15 interviews were conducted in
the participants’ homes and 1 at a university (the worksite of
the interviewer), according to the participant’s wishes.
Sociodemographic information including age, sex, civil status,
occupation, physical activity, smoking habits, and educational
level was obtained through a standardized questionnaire while
information on lung function was obtained from medical records
[27]. At the 12-month follow-up, the participants were contacted
again over the telephone and 7 (5 women) of the previous 16
participants accepted a second individual interview—this time
conducted over the telephone. The reason for declining a second
interview was that they had not used the COPD Web at all
between the 3- and 12-month follow-up period.

Experiences related to the usage of the COPD Web over time
were collected through individual semistructured qualitative
interviews. An interview guide was used as the framework for
the interviews. It consisted of the following main areas: (1) user
habits, (2) user experience, (3) accompanying parts (ie,
introduction, pedometer, electronic newsletter), (4) potential
effects, and (5) future use (Multimedia Appendix 1). Questions
regarding all main areas were posed, albeit in varying order.
The interviews at the 3-month follow-up ranged between 7 and
40 minutes (median 25 minutes) and interviews at 12 months
ranged between 4 and 14 minutes (median 8 minutes).

In addition, data on characteristics of the individuals and thought
to be important for their use of the COPD Web were collected.
It included the impact of COPD on daily life measured with the
COPD Assessment Test [28], dyspnea measured with the
modified Medical Research Council Scale [29], and health
literacy (ie, the degree to which individuals can find, understand,
and use information and services to inform health-related

decisions and actions for themselves and others) [30]. The latter
was measured with the Communicative and Critical Health
Literacy (CCHL) Scale questionnaire. A total score of less than
100 indicates a sufficient communicative and critical health
literacy [30], a total score of more than 100 but less than 1000
indicates a problematic health literacy, and a total score of over
1000 indicates a lack in communicative and critical health
literacy [30]. Data on the participants’ use of the COPD Web
were collected automatically from the website and included the
number of visits (logins), pages used, and time spent on the
website [27].

Research Team and Reflexivity
AN (PhD in physiotherapy, male, 32 years) and MT (PhD in
physiotherapy, female, 43 years), conducted the interviews
separately depending on geographic placement. Both
interviewers were employed as postdoctoral researchers at Umeå
University at the time. Prior to the study, AN had performed
over 20 interviews (no specific training), and MT had performed
over 30 interviews (supervision during postdoctoral
employment). There was no relationship established between
the researcher and the participant before the interviews.

In all of the interviews, only the researcher and the participant
were present, and audio recordings were used. MT made short
field notes for most of the interviews (used as a mean of
recollection during analysis), AN did not take notes during or
after the interviews. No immediate callbacks on the interviews
were made (ie, for potential amendments or additional
questions). Interesting or unexpected topics raised during the
interviews were discussed and used to guide follow-up questions
during the following interviews. Interview audio recordings
were transcribed verbatim by an experienced third-party
transcriber and verified by the authors by comparing with the
audio records [31]. Transcripts were not returned to participants
for comment or correction. Participants were not engaged to
provide any feedback on the findings.

Analysis
Data were analyzed using an inductive approach of qualitative
content analysis, as this method is useful when dealing with
already gathered qualitative data where the goal is to increase
the understanding of experiences of using an eHealth tool [32].
All interviews were read through several times (with the
assistance of audio recordings for auditory cues). The interviews
were then condensed, coded, and sorted into categories and
subcategories [33]. MAXQDA 2018 software was used in the
analysis process to facilitate administration of the interviews,
codes, and quotes. SM was main responsible for the analysis,
and researcher triangulation was used throughout the whole
analysis phase to attain a higher level of credibility [16,33].
Continuous discussions among authors during the interviewing
phase and making use of a semistructured interview guide were
measures taken to enhance dependability [33].

To further explore usage over time, the participants were
subgrouped based on their objective use of the COPD Web
during the initial 3 months. Users were defined as those with
more than 1 login/month or more than 20 minutes total spent
time/month at 3 months. An individual that did not meet these
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criteria were defined as a nonuser/seldom user at 3 months.
Codes by users and nonusers/seldom users were then marked
in the subcategories to analyze the data further. Furthermore,
to explore usage during the initial 3-month period, we also
compared responses between the 3- and 12-month interview in
those accepting a follow-up interview at 12 months.

Results

Study Participants
Patients with COPD at each of the 5 included primary health
care units were contacted with the goal of recruiting at least one
female/male person with COPD at each unit. No male participant

accepted an interview at one of the primary health care units.
In total, we contacted 23 patients with COPD (12 female); of
these, 7 declined (2 female), and 16 accepted participation in
the interviews at 3 months. Furthermore, of those who accepted
an interview at 12 months, 5 out of 7 were users at 3 months.
When subgrouped based on their use of the COPD Web during
the initial 3 months, users had, in median, sufficient
communicative and critical health literacy. By contrast,
nonusers/seldom users had problematic communicative and
critical health literacy. No other apparent differences in absolute
values were seen for any other participant characteristics
between users and nonusers/seldom users at 3 months (Table
1).
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Table 1. Participant characteristics.

Nonuser/seldom user at 3
months (n=10)

User at 3 months (n=6)Interview at 3 months
(n=16)

Characteristics

72 (54-81)70 (48-86)71 (48-86)Age (years), median (range)

7512Sex (female), n

71 (59-126)83 (71-131)80 (59-131)FVCa predicted (%), median (range)

61 (30-93)60 (54-99)61 (30-99)FEV1
b predicted (%), median (range)

46 (28-62)56 (47-63)52 (28-63)FEV1/FVC (%), median (range)

12 (2-20)15 (2-17)13 (2-20)CATc, median (range)

1.5 (0-4)1 (1-3)1 (0-4)MRCd, median (range)

Stage of COPDe, n (%)

3 (30)1 (17)3 (19)A

3 (30)4 (67)7 (44)B

1 (10)1 (17)2 (13)C

3 (30)0 (0)3 (19)D

Smoking statusf

0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Never smoker, n (%)

7 (78)6 (100)13 (87)Ex-smoker, n (%)

2 (22)0 (0)2 (13)Current smoker, n (%)

29 (15-55)18 (6-20)24 (6-55)Pack-years, median (range)

Employment statusf, n (%)

1 (11)2 (33)3 (20)Currently working

8 (89)4 (67)12 (80)Retired

0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Sickness benefits

Living withf

6 (67)5 (83)11 (73)Alone, n (%)

3 (33)1 (17)4 (27)Family, n (%)

Education levelf, n (%)

5 (56)4 (67)9 (60)Primary

2 (22)1 (16.5)3 (20)Secondary

2 (22)1 (16.5)3 (20)Tertiary

Health literacy test

154 (5-2102)5 (5-1400)104 (5-2102)CCHLg scale (score), median (range)

Usage

1.8 (0-16.4)42.7 (26.8-144.6)7.8 (0-144.6)Minutes/month, median (range)

1.5 (0-14)10 (5-33)4 (0-33)Logins, median (range)

aFVC: forced vital capacity.
bFEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second.
cCAT: COPD assessment test (0-40, higher scores denote a more severe impact of COPD on patient’s daily life).
dMRC: Medical Research Council Scale (1-5, higher score denote a higher degree of disability that breathlessness poses on day-to-day activities).
eCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
fData missing on 1 participant.
gCCHL: Communicative and Critical Health Literacy Scale, Swedish version (lower score = better health literacy).
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The analysis resulted in 3 main categories, which, together with
the subcategories, represent the participants’overall experiences
regarding the use of the COPD Web over time and descriptions

of factors that could affect the usage of the said tool (Textbox
1). An overview of the main results are seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of user experience and factors affecting usage. “Users at three months” represent experiences mainly seen among those who used
the COPD Web during the initial three months, “Non-user/seldom-users at three months” represent experiences mainly seen among those who did not
use, or used at a limited extent, the COPD Web at three months, “Users and non-user/seldom-users at three months” represents experiences seen among
both users and non-user/seldom-users at three months while “12 months” represents experiences mainly expressed at 12 months. *Based on the
communicative and critical health literacy scale, Swedish version.
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Textbox 1. Description of categories and subcategories. IT: information technology.

Ambiguous impact

• Shame influencing use

• Knowledge about disease and self-management is two-faced

• Health status as motivator or excuse?

• IT comfortable or not?

Basic conditions for usage

• Levels of eHealth accessibility

• Triggers: carrot or stick?

• Feeling positive about the COPD Web

• Irrelevant tool

Approaching capability

• Know-how gives hope

• Starting to see the benefits

• Impact with more time

Ambiguous Impact

Overview and Subcategories
In this category, participants expressed contradicting thoughts
about seeking care due to, and specific information about,
COPD. There were also some diverging thoughts on competence
and motivation regarding the use of information technology
(IT). The category includes the 4 subcategories “Shame
influencing use,” “Knowledge about disease and
self-management is two-faced,” “Health status as motivator or
excuse?,” and “IT comfortable or not.”

Shame Influencing Use
Having COPD was sometimes experienced as something taboo,
hushed up, or embarrassing which led to loneliness or isolation
and prompted nonusers/seldom users to distance themselves
from the eHealth tool, and users to try out the tool. A sense of
not having anyone to talk to about their COPD, and feeling like
COPD is rarely talked about, were mentioned as reasons for
liking and welcoming the COPD Web.

Yes, but just talking about COPD, well...you just
actually don’t do that. That’s why it’s a good thing
with this kind of page where you can get to know a
little more. [Charlotte, user, 3-month interview]

Among nonusers/seldom users experiences of shame and guilt
regarding smoking and COPD were conveyed. A feeling of
shame caused participants to withhold the diagnosis from family
and friends and also hindered contacting health care. Having
developed COPD was described as one’s own fault (due to
smoking), and therefore, something one should handle all by
oneself. Hence using the COPD Web might be seen as getting
undeserved assistance.

Well, this...I only have myself to blame. This is a result
of my smoking. And that’s how it is. I guess I’ll have

to battle this on my own. [Gertrud, nonuser/seldom
user, 3-month interview]

Knowledge About Disease and Self-Management Is Two
Faced
Participants proclaimed a curiosity toward new information, a
wish to know more, and indeed reported having actively
searched for information and sources of information. Only
nonusers/seldom users expressed that the urge to receive
information about COPD and COPD-related subjects was not
absolute. In addition, users mentioned the advantage of having
access to a lot of information, whereas nonusers/seldom users
felt that information could be scary or unpleasant, especially if
it contradicted one’s preconceptions. At the 12-month interview,
participants (both users and nonusers/seldom users at 3 months)
mentioned a desire to see if any new information had been
posted or to refresh knowledge on something they had read
about earlier as reasons for revisiting the COPD Web.

Health Status as Motivator or Excuse?
The own health status experienced was a prominent reason to
visit or not to visit the COPD Web (ie, feeling good or poor
made them more likely to use [or not use] the COPD Web).
One view was that if one felt too well he/she would not be
motivated to search for information, while another view was
that one had to feel good to really be able to take in the advice
and information. Besides, some thought themselves not ill
enough while some proclaimed themselves not ill at all—either
way, none of these conditions seemed to warrant visits to the
COPD Web.

Well, of course, the better you feel…I believe it’s more
like you think it’s more fun to just go in and read.
[Bella, nonuser/seldom user, 3-month interview]

[…] I kind of feel too healthy. [Katarina,
nonuser/seldom user, 3-month interview]
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At 12 months it was still thought by former users to be more
likely that one will use the eHealth tool if he/she feels sick.

IT Comfortable or Not?
Participants had different comfort levels regarding the use of
computers and the internet. A positive view of using the
computer and the internet was expressed among users. Users
further mentioned the advantage of the COPD Web being
accessible from anywhere (at home and any other place on the
globe). Disliking or being unused to the computer or the internet
was only mentioned by nonusers/seldom users as hinders for
visiting the COPD Web and searching for information in
general. Later, at 12 months, a nonuser/seldom user that
previously stated her dislike and ignorance regarding both
computers and the internet said that she was somewhat afraid
of the computer:

Actually, I’m also a little afraid of the computer […]
l am reluctant to have anything to do with it.
Unfortunately. Sometimes I think that now I will…and
then… “No, not now, not now, not now!” [Penny,
nonuser/seldom user at 3 months, 12-month interview]

Nonusers/seldom users also reported not prioritizing using the
computer or the COPD Web, not having any interest in
computers or the COPD Web, and preferring to read information
as well as note (eg, step counts) on a paper instead of on the
computer screen. Others explained their absence from the
website as a result of being engaged in other activities or having
forgotten about the computer or the COPD Web. Still, comments
on lack of time for using the computer or COPD Web occurred
among nonusers/seldom users. Disinterest for the eHealth tool
was also reported at 12 months by both users and
nonusers/seldom users.

Nonusers/seldom users expressed a need for their support system
in the form of health professionals or close relatives. Support
was used as a source of knowledge when it came to using the
technology involved, as well as a motivational source for
looking up information or learning new things and for allocating
time for computer use.

I’m lucky to have a couple of lads I can call. “What
the hell do I do now?” [Kenneth, nonuser/seldom
user, 3-month interview]

Basic Conditions for Usage

Overview and Subcategories
This category represents the technical aspects of the eHealth
tool, covering both experiences of the functionality of the
software and hardware and various attitudes using technical
products in general. This category includes the 4 subcategories
“Levels of eHealth accessibility,” “Effects of triggers: a carrot
or a stick?,” “Feeling positive about the COPD Web,” and
“Irrelevant tool.”

Levels of eHealth Accessibility
Generally, the concept, layout, and functionality of the COPD
Web was appreciated at 3 as well as 12 months. Participants
described disturbances, such as problems with their computer,
frustrating and inconvenient. Sometimes strong feelings of being

fed up with things not working were expressed, at both 3 and
12 months.

No, there’s nothing else. There’s my computer. I
would be out on the web almost every other day
looking, otherwise. [Carol, nonuser/seldom user,
3-month interview]

Well, I’ve had a few problems with my computer, but
I have been in and checked all [e-mail newsletters]
that I’ve received. [Cindy, user at 3 months, 12-month
interview]

The COPD Web’s low compatibility with smartphones was
reported as a hindrance by some nonusers/seldom users at both
3 and 12 months.

Triggers: Carrot or Stick?
Overall, participants felt that the triggers (ie, automated
notifications of new content, pedometer, and the step registration
function) had a kind of gateway function and made using the
COPD Web closer at hand. Users described themselves
positively about using and subsequently revisiting the COPD
Web when getting email newsletters from the eHealth tool.

The pedometer was reported to be a useful tool concerning
physical activity; it was also perceived as a sufficient reason to
visit the COPD Web to register steps on the site. Using the
pedometer was recognized as a way to prove, in a concrete way,
that you had done right (or done something at all) with regard
to your level of physical activity. There was a drive, a
motivation, expressed in registering steps on the COPD Web,
and a pedometer helped in building this motivation.

My [pedometer] was my dangling carrot. All the time,
I could see how much I walked … well, I thought that
was really terrific. [Patricia, user at 3 months,
12-month interview]

However, the pedometer was also recognized as a possible
source for stress and uncomfortableness if you had not “done
enough.” Some nonusers/seldom users indeed felt like being
monitored or watched when wearing it, which could be
experienced as both a motivational push and something negative.
Further, the pedometer was thought by some users to be of more
use to someone worse off, health-wise, than oneself.

Overall, participants expressed that the introduction to the COPD
Web had included a suitable type and amount of information
and also that the health professionals had introduced the COPD
Web well, both elements triggering interest for the COPD Web.
Among nonusers/seldom users, getting valuable support during
the introduction which inclined them to participate despite
feeling insecure about computer use was expressed. Further,
some users reported having participated due to a sense of duty.
However, a somewhat contradictory experience was also
conveyed, expressing that the introduction took too much time
and was not relevant:

Because I’m not ill. So I shouldn’t have to be there
(at the introduction). And so I thought … good God,
does this [introduction] never end? [Gertrud,
nonuser/seldom user, 3-month interview]
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Feeling Positive About the COPD Web
Users of the COPD Web expressed that they were generally
missing feedback from the health care provider/system regarding
the actions of self-care they had already set in motion and were
glad to be able to verify these with the help of the COPD Web.
Possible prevention of deterioration was expressed as reason
enough for using the COPD Web for some users. Users also
mentioned that one can choose what to focus on, or do, on the
COPD Web, and this was remarked as a very positive
feature/function of the site. Further, users of the website reported
liking how it can remind you about information, exercises, and
other supportive tools for self-management. The COPD Web
was also regarded as a source for positive extrinsic motivation
by both users and nonusers/seldom users. Participants expressed
curiosity for the COPD Web, as well as positive anticipatory
feelings toward it. The COPD Web was described as a new
concept that had not been introduced to them before and which
spiked their interest.

[…] I thought … my God, that’s great! This is about
me. Naturally I needed to grip the chance. That’s how
it was. And the way in which [the COPD nurse]
presented things and the way [the COPD nurse]
described things caught my interest […] [Kelly, user,
3-month interview]

While the thought of appreciating all help that you can get was
mentioned, it did not ensure the usage of this eHealth tool.
Participants mentioned that looking around in general and
checking what the site was about as reasons for visiting the
COPD Web.

Irrelevant Tool
Nonusers/seldom users felt that they did not have time for, had
forgotten about, or had otherwise not prioritized using the COPD
Web. Some users also expressed this feeling. A sense of having
been “in the game” for too long, and thus already having heard
all the information was expressed. This was also mentioned at
12 months. Some felt this was fine, and some were frustrated
about not being able to find new information, but this ultimately
seemed like a reason not to “bother” with the eHealth tool.
Others felt that they were already doing what the COPD Web
instructed them to do regarding self-care and so had less need
for the website. Consequently, the website was expected to feel
more relevant when you are newly diagnosed. In addition, visits
on the website could be due to a sense of obligation (toward the
study) as this former user stated at 12 months when asked how
come they stopped their, formerly very active, step registration:

Yes, but then I asked you whether […]… should I
continue registering my steps? You said, no, you do
as you want to. […] So then I didn’t bother with it.
[Cindy, user at 3 months, 12-month interview]

Approaching Capability

Category Overview
This category includes participants’ experiences regarding
getting access to COPD-specific knowledge and skills for
self-management and the benefits experienced from using the
COPD Web, as well as reports of actual behavioral changes

within 12 months since starting to use the COPD Web. The 3
subcategories covered are “Know-how gives hope,” “Starting
to see the benefits,” and “Impact with more time,” wherein the
for the last subcategory all codes are solely from the later
(12-month) follow-up.

Know-How Gives Hope
The content of the COPD Web was perceived to be instructive
in a concrete way, which gave new and satisfying knowledge
about and insights into self-care. Users reported using the
website as a sort of archive where they could search for
information and tips, even regarding things that were not specific
to COPD. Some users felt it was nice just to have access to this
well of information, seemingly regardless of how much it was
utilized. A remark on the power of habit was made where the
use of the COPD Web felt helpful in changing or affecting habits
in a good way because it could be revisited several times. Users
also perceived that their view of COPD had become more
hopeful because the COPD Web had informed them about the
things that they were able to use to their advantage. Having
heard depressing statements from people in one’s vicinity, it
felt positive to learn about actions to take and feelings of being
fortified and boosted in your actions of self-care.

Well, do you want to know what is good? That there
is … that you don’t have to become worse and worse
but there is something you can do about it yourself.
I think that’s positive [Cindy, user, 3-month interview]

By contrast, some users conveyed a sense of no change at all
in their view of the disease from having access to the COPD
Web.

Starting to See the Benefits
To get an affirmation of what you had already heard or learned
from other sources was an appreciated function of the COPD
Web, and this is in line with the statement of some users that
not all advice on the website is new news, but they can still help
you. Otherwise, users felt they visited the website to improve
their overall situation by learning more about the diagnosis,
their body and treatments, and how to perform a specific
exercise. Breathing techniques on the site were reported as
helpful during, for example, travels and also as a helpful way
to prepare before a particular trip.

I looked at this thing about going up steps. And so I
went to Spain and I knew that we had to go up some
steps a long way up to a church and so I actually
practiced exhaling on the next step. You breathe in,
take a step and then breathe out and take two steps
and so on. I think this worked very well. [Patricia,
user, 3-month interview]

In addition, the COPD Web function of step registration was
mentioned as a strong motivator for doing exercises.

Impact With More Time
In this subcategory, a little more time had passed, and all
statements are from the 12-month follow-up. The content of the
website was said to have led to a better insight regarding the
COPD and the self-care strategies, as well as to essential changes
in everyday life. Participants commented that the COPD Web
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had helped them in understanding how vital actions such as
contacting the health care in time and using the stairs were
important. However, learning about COPD, in general, had also
given some confidence in the expertise one holds about one’s
own body. Therefore, it was said, one could also feel more
confident in asking for, or even demanding, care from their
health care settings when something did not seem right.

Now, just like then when I was so wilted at Christmas
time there, I was the one who stood up for myself and
told them that this is the way I am and I now need to
come in and perhaps get some help to stop all this.
Yes. Not to say… and other times I’ve let things drag
on more. That’s just the way it is. But I do understand
that it’s more important to [seek care] quicker and
not let things drag on. [Kelly, user at 3 months,
12-month interview]

Others said that changes to everyday life were the actively
changed patterns of body motions (eg, standing up without using
one’s hands), using the stairs more, and avoiding getting minor
illnesses that might escalate to worse conditions due to COPD.
Some felt that they had learned more from the website than
from traditional health care meetings. The convenience of being
reminded of various exercises and breathing exercises was
especially mentioned as a way to calm down, to feel more at
ease. By contrast, there were participants, including both former
users and nonusers/seldom users, who after the 12 months still
felt that their habits had not changed and that things were as
they always had been—with or without the COPD Web.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to, among people with COPD, explore and
describe the experiences of using an eHealth tool over time and
factors that might affect usage. The main results reflected study
participants’experiences in the categories of ambiguous impact,
basic conditions for usage, and approaching capability, and
indicated that level of motivation, comfortability with IT tools,
and the level of health literacy seem to affect usage of an
eHealth tool over time. Furthermore, regarding behavioral
changes, gaining benefits from the eHealth tool seems reserved
for the users and specifically after 12 months, thus suggesting
that eHealth tools can be suitable media for supporting
COPD-specific self-management skills, although not for
everyone or at all times. These findings support earlier
qualitative studies noting that people with COPD are a
heterogeneous group and that there is no one general way to
reach all people with COPD [34]. Furthermore, even though
technical difficulties are irritating, they do not seem to determine
level of usage. Similarly, recognizing the usefulness of the
eHealth tool, and even curiosity toward the tool do not seem to
influence the level of usage.

Interpretation of Findings: User Experience and
Factors Affecting Usage
In general, users shared positive comments about IT tools on
the COPD Web, including receiving information, the electronic
newsletters, and the contents on the eHealth tool. These findings

are in line with previous studies in which those who used a
mobile app, in general, had a positive view on eHealth tools
[35,36]. Furthermore, as captured in the subcategory “Starting
to see the benefits,” users seemed to be able to incorporate the
advice into their everyday life, and they felt that the eHealth
tool helped them to improve their overall situation. This suggests
that the eHealth tool provided participants with at least some
of the tools needed to manage their condition [7].

As knowledge and skill on how to integrate the demands of the
disease into the daily routine are crucial to enable behavior
modification [7,37], findings from this study are of importance.
Specifically, in a similar way, as previously reported after
self-management interventions for people with COPD, users in
our trial reported increased knowledge on how to perform
specific exercises and use of breathing techniques in daily life
[38]. Some users also mentioned that they gained a sense of
hope, as the eHealth tool had informed them about their disease
so that they were able to utilize this knowledge to their
advantage. The latter is of importance as a person’s belief in
his or her ability to manage the disease is a powerful and
well-recognized predictor of health-related behavior changes
[7,39]. Our findings also suggest that the eHealth tool was
beneficial as a self-management tool for the users, as it seemed
to have resulted in more substantial confidence in their ability
to manage their disease, which is an essential factor to influence
specific health behaviors [40-43]. The sense of hope in itself
could also be a reason for the continued use of the eHealth tool
among users because the perception of a clear benefit has been
highlighted as a critical facilitator for eHealth usage.

In addition to the positive view on information and IT tools,
when exploring potential differences in baseline characteristics
among users and nonusers/seldom users, we saw that users also
had sufficient communicative and critical health literacy as
measured by the CCHL Scale, Swedish version. Health literacy
has been defined as “the degree to which individuals can obtain,
process, and understand basic health information and services
needed to make appropriate health decisions.” [44]. It is, in
other words, a set of fundamental skills for obtaining precisely
the kind of information that is communicated with the help of
eHealth tools, which might help explain some basic differences
between those who used and did not use the COPD Web. By
contrast, nonusers/seldom users of the eHealth tool had a
problematic communicative and critical health literacy. Thus,
the level of health literacy might be a contributing factor to our
observed findings because this is important in taking in new
information as well as highlighting a need for education and
training. The latter has also been identified as a critical barrier
to eHealth use in daily practice [30]. Limited health literacy
toward eHealth was likewise the top mentioned barrier for
implementing eHealth services in a recent systematic review
and meta-analysis [36]. Low health literacy is also widespread
among patients with COPD. For example, Puente-Maestu et al
[45] found that more than 50% of their patients with COPD had
low health literacy. Similarly, as evident among nonusers/seldom
users in our trial, people with both COPD and low health literacy
have previously also been reported to be more dependent on
others and to be more concerned about their illness [45,46].
With this in mind, our findings further support previous views
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that health literacy should be considered when designing
self-management support programs for people with COPD [47]
and, specifically, that low health literacy seems to be an
important barrier to using eHealth tools over time and other
strategies should be considered. Moreover, participants
expressed that the COPD Web would have been especially
relevant when they were newly diagnosed and that the COPD
Web would have enabled them to circumvent underestimating
the importance of self-care–related information. This observation
is similar to the findings made by Ansari et al [48] who
demonstrated that newly diagnosed patients with COPD had
difficulty recognizing the impact of COPD on their health,
mostly due to low awareness of the disease and its long-term
implications.

Furthermore, nonusers/seldom users reported a problematic
attitude toward IT tools or a completely nonfunctioning
computer or internet connection at their disposal. However,
even though nonusers/seldom users had access to and utilized
help when needed, they still did not use the eHealth tool, which
implies that their lower level of interest (low motivation) or
faith in new information and technology had more to do with
not using the tool more. Triggers, such as the automatic
newsletters or pedometer, did not seem to affect usage in itself.
The electronic newsletters, for example, did help in getting
people to use the eHealth tool actively—but still, it only seemed
to make a positive impact for those already more inclined to
receive new information, use the computer/internet, and
prioritizing an eHealth tool such as this. The same goes for the
pedometer and the step registration function that were expressed
as motivating and useful by users. These findings could be
related to the Fogg Behavior Model (FBM) [37]. The FBM
suggests that acquiring a targeted behavior, in our case, using
the eHealth tool, requires sufficient motivation, ability, and
triggers. Thus, the low motivation, the low ability to use IT
tools, and the opposing view on used triggers help us understand
why nonusers/seldom users did not use the tool.

Nevertheless, as reported above and captured in the subcategory
“IT comfortable or not,” the expressed need for assistance could
also be linked to the low health literacy among our
nonusers/seldom users [45,46,49]. Further, no apparent
differences in disease severity or other sociodemographic
characteristics such as age, sex, smoking history, living
conditions, or basic educational level could be seen between
users and nonusers/seldom users of the eHealth tool. This further
indicates that our population either used their health status as
an excuse for not using the eHealth tool or that their perceptions
of their health status varied no matter the objective
measurements. Our findings, however, still indicate that the
nonusers/seldom users were in that group more due to
insufficient self-competence and motivation, and a more
negative general attitude toward getting informed. For example,
in contrast to users that only expressed a positive attitude toward
receiving new information, nonusers/seldom users also
expressed that information could be scary or unpleasant. Again,
these findings could be linked to the lower health literacy of
nonusers/seldom users [45,46,49]. In this study, both users and
nonusers/seldom users expressed that the eHealth tool was easy
to use. This indicates that even though the ease of use has been

stated as the most successful factor for implementing eHealth
services [36], it was not a key factor explaining usage in our
sample.

In the interviews performed at 12 months, we could see a shift
in the type of information provided in the interviews, despite
using the same interview guide as during the 3-month
interviews. Specifically, as highlighted in the category
“Assembling know-how,” the reported changes in behavior (eg,
standing up without using one’s hands and using the stairs more)
were mainly expressed at the 12-month interviews. Thus,
knowledge from the eHealth tool was put into practice, and
behavioral changes were underway at this time. Even though
participants, mainly users, also expressed benefits since having
access to the eHealth tool after the initial 3 months, these
findings highlight that time might be an essential factor when
evaluating the potential benefit of eHealth tools. These findings
are in line with the results from a recent previous study
suggesting that a continuous self-management program helps
people with COPD to perform given self-health behaviors, thus
indicating that achieving changes in health behavior takes time
[38]. Further support for the latter is also seen in a qualitative
systematic review from 2018 [34]. Other than this observation,
no apparent differences were seen between the 3- and 12-month
interviews, which also supports the consistency of our 3-month
findings [31,50].

Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of this study are the direct comparison of users and
nonusers/seldom users, as well as the design of the study
following the COREQ guidelines, increasing the credibility of
our findings [24]. Trustworthiness has been strived for by
utilizing triangulation and recurrent discussions regarding the
material through all phases [51]. Furthermore, interviews were
conducted via both face-to-face meeting and telephone due to
practical choices. The 2 interview methods are, however, equally
credible according to Ward et al [52] who found that
interviewees felt free to divulge sensitive information over the
telephone and that the communicative cues were to be regarded
as equal to those used within face-to-face interviews. Interview
lengths are varying and at times, very short. However, a specific
duration is not a guarantee for richness [51,53], and we
interpreted our data to be rich enough for the analysis that was
carried out. To counteract the potential loss of information by
removing the researchers from this process by using a
professional transcriber [54], the transcripts were then checked
for deviations between audio and transcript [31]. Besides,
knowledge and notes from the interviewers were utilized when
needed during analysis. In addition, we continuously consulted
the audio recordings when triangulation indicated risks of
interpretational differences of a transcript [33]. Even though
the number of interviews in itself is not a crucial criterion in
qualitative methods, it should be noted that the number of
informants, especially at 12-month interview, was relatively
few. Besides, even though there was a variation in age, sex,
education, stage of COPD, and living conditions, the vast
majority of included participants were females, living alone,
and with overall low disease severity as evident by low CAT
and MRC scores, as well as moderate forced expiratory volume
in 1 second (%FEV1) of predicted values. It should also be noted
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that the majority of the interviewees were women, highlighting
a potential selection bias [55], as more men than women
declined to participate in the interviews. Analyzing whether the
results would have been similar if more men had participated
was outside the scope of the study, but should be considered
for future projects. In addition, of importance, the cut-offs used
to define users and nonusers/seldom users were not
predetermined and set by the researchers after having access to
information about the usage of the COPD Web. However, these
cut-offs were set by a researcher not involved in the primary
analysis, and before codes were tracked back to individual
informants. Lastly, objective data on the use of the eHealth tool
were only available during the initial 3 months. Thus, we cannot
elaborate on whether the users at 3 months also were users at
12 months.

Conclusions
To our knowledge, this study was among the first to explore
experiences and factors that affect the usage of an eHealth tool
aiming at improved self-management strategies in people with
COPD over time. The novel findings of this study indicate that

usage of an eHealth tool, to support self-management, is affected
by the view on the information. That is, curiosity or fear for
new information can influence whether to use an eHealth tool
or not. In addition, a low motivation, a higher need for technical
support, and a problematic health literacy were seen among
nonusers/seldom users. By contrast, users were comfortable
with IT tools, had a positive view on triggers, and had sufficient
health literacy. Lastly, reaping benefits from an eHealth tool
seems to be reserved for the users, and primarily after 12
months. These findings suggest that eHealth tools can be suitable
media for supporting COPD-specific self-management skills,
although they are not for everyone or at all times.

Furthermore, factors such as motivation, IT comfortability, and
level of health literacy are important to consider when deciding
on whether or not an eHealth tool might be appropriate to use
if the goal is to support self-management among individuals
with COPD. In addition, our findings highlight that time might
be an essential factor when evaluating the potential benefit of
eHealth tools aiming at behavioral changes regarding
self-management strategies.
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Abstract

Background: Despite increasing demand for treatment among cannabis users in many countries, most users are not in treatment.
Internet-based self-help offers an alternative for those hesitant to seek face-to-face therapy, though low effectiveness and adherence
issues often arise.

Objective: Through adherence-focused guidance enhancement, we aimed to increase adherence to and the effectiveness of
internet-based self-help among cannabis users.

Methods: From July 2016 to May 2019, cannabis users (n=775; male: 406/575, 70.6%, female: 169/575, 29.4%; age: mean
28.3 years) not in treatment were recruited from the general population and were randomly assigned to (1) an adherence-focused
guidance enhancement internet-based self-help intervention with social presence, (2) a similar intervention with an impersonal
service team, and (3) access to internet as usual. Controls who were placed on a waiting list for the full intervention after 3 months
underwent an assessment and had access to internet as usual. The primary outcome measurement was cannabis-use days over the
preceding 30 days. Secondary outcomes included cannabis-dependence severity, changes in common mental disorder symptoms,
and intervention adherence. Differences between the study arms in primary and secondary continuous outcome variables at
baseline, posttreatment, and follow-up were tested using pooled linear models.

Results: All groups exhibited reduced cannabis-use days after 3 months (social presence: –8.2 days; service team: –9.8 days;
internet as usual: –4.2 days). The participants in the service team group (P=.01, d=.60) reported significantly fewer cannabis-use
days than those in the internet as usual group; the reduction of cannabis use in the social presence group was not significant
(P=.07, d=.40). There was no significant difference between the 2 intervention groups regarding cannabis-use reduction. The
service team group also exhibited superior improvements in cannabis-use disorder, cannabis-dependence severity, and general
anxiety symptoms after 3 months to those in the internet as usual group.

Conclusions: The adherence-focused guidance enhancement internet-based self-help intervention with an impersonal service
team significantly reduced cannabis use, cannabis-use disorder, dependence severity, and general anxiety symptoms.

Trial Registration: ISRCTN Registry ISRCTN11086185; http://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN11086185
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Introduction

Cannabis is the most consumed illicit drug in Europe, having
witnessed a steady increase in recent years, evidenced by
roughly 24.7 million European users in 2019 [1]. The global
number of cannabis users was estimated as 178 million people
in 2017 [2]. As more and more countries consider
decriminalization or outright legalization, it seems unlikely that
the increase in cannabis users will stagnate soon [3]. However,
only a minority of cannabis users seem to develop cannabis
dependence; in general population surveys, the risk of becoming
dependent on cannabis appears to be between 10% and 11% of
all cannabis users [4,5]. However, for cannabis users who start
at a young age, the risks of cannabis dependence [6] and
cannabis use problems [7] are significantly higher. In addition,
poorer mental and physical health, lower educational attainment,
and reduced cognitive performance than non-cannabis users are
common among daily cannabis users [8]. Numerous studies [9]
also point to a broad range of often co-occurring mental health
disorders, such as depression, anxiety, and posttraumatic stress
disorder, during the treatment of problematic cannabis use.

Treatment demand in Europe for first-time admissions with
cannabis listed as the main problem substance has been
increasing steadily, having almost doubled from roughly 45,000
in 2006 to approximately 83,000 in 2017 [1]. However, it is
clear that, although the number of clients seeking treatment has
increased, they still account for just a small minority of cannabis
users who could potentially benefit from treatment, with or
without comorbid mental health problems [9]. Similarly, only
a few consumers seek professional medical assistance [10],
suggesting that a broader range of treatment options should be
provided [11]. Various potential barriers prevent people from
seeking treatment, including poor accessibility to treatment
centers, the lack of awareness of negative health consequences,
the wish to reduce cannabis use on their own [12], and fear of
stigmatization as a drug addict, which seems to be a major factor
[13,14]. Facilitators of treatment, on the other hand, include
improving available information, increased access to
cannabis-specific services, providing additional treatment
options, and making admissions easier [15], all of which many
internet-based interventions could provide.

Studies on web-based interventions for which participants were
recruited from the general adult population (>18 years old) have
been shown to draw a cannabis-using population that is different
than those entering outpatient addiction treatment centers, not
only in terms of having a higher level of education and being
older, but also in terms of reporting more frequent cannabis use
[14,16]. However, poor adherence to the intervention is often
found in these studies [17,18]. Moreover, a recent meta-analysis
[19] on internet-based treatments for cannabis users yielded
significant but only small effect sizes for the reduction of
cannabis use (mostly frequency) in the short term (15

comparisons, Hedges g=0.12) that could not be maintained
longer term (12 months). The effects of multisession
interventions, such as those combining cognitive behavioral
therapy [20] with motivational interviewing [21], produced
larger effect sizes (6 comparisons, Hedges g=0.18) than
single-session interventions using approaches like brief
interventions [22] and motivational interviewing (13
comparisons, Hedges g=0.09). Among the studies assessing
multisession interventions, only 2 took symptoms of possible
co-occurring mental health disorders into account [14,23].

In previous studies [13,14], called CANreduce 1.0, we were
able to show that additional professional chat sessions increased
the effectiveness of an internet-based self-help program designed
to reduce cannabis use. The study [14] also found that
participants who had the opportunity but did not participate in
these chat sessions, nevertheless reduced their cannabis use
more than those who only received internet-based self-help from
the beginning. It seems that, on its own, having a professional
therapist send chat invitations helped to reduce cannabis use in
cannabis users. Since only a quarter of the participants in the
treatment arm with chat took part in at least one chat
appointment, we wondered whether the same effect could be
achieved by replacing the professional therapist with a virtual
eCoach. We also found that almost half (44.8%) of participants
screened positive for clinically relevant depression symptoms
at baseline [14]. Comorbidity of depressive symptoms and
substance use and its hindrance on positive treatment outcomes
has repeatedly been demonstrated [24].

CANreduce 2.0, a minimally guided internet-based self-help
intervention for cannabis users, is designed to overcome the
issues of low intervention adherence and effectiveness, as well
as to address frequently co-occurring mental health disorders.
This intervention is based on adherence-focused guidance which
has, to date, never been tested as a component of an internet
intervention for individuals with a substance use disorder but
has been documented to be effective at increasing adherence to
web-based self-help for the reduction of stress and depression
symptoms [25,26]. The concept of adherence-focused guidance
enhancement is primarily based on the supportive-accountability
model of guidance in web-based interventions [27], which
argues that adherence to internet-based interventions relies on
an online coach (eCoach) who is seen as trustworthy,
benevolent, and having expertise, and who has clear,
process-oriented expectations in a reciprocal eCoach–participant
relationship. In addition to an eCoach, we incorporated cognitive
behavioral therapy–based approaches [28-31] into the program
to target issues that potentially help to ameliorate overlapping
common mental disorder symptoms, such as inactivity,
depressed mood, excessive rumination, and difficulty relaxing.

The primary goal of this study was to investigate whether
intervention effectiveness and program adherence can be
increased by implementing adherence-focused guidance and
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emphasizing the social presence factor of a personal eCoach
when compared with a general support team implementation.

Methods

Study Design
This study was a 3-arm, randomized controlled trial that
compared 2 versions of a minimally guided web-based self-help
intervention for cannabis users based on adherence-focused
guidance, cognitive behavioral therapy, motivational
interviewing, and social presence factor—one combined with
a personal eCoach (social presence), and one with a general
support team (service team)—to a wait-list control group that
underwent an assessment and had access to internet as usual
(internet as usual) for the purpose of reducing cannabis use and
associated mental health problems. The internet as usual group
was able to use the internet to search for additional support and
information regarding cannabis use from other online resources.
Each intervention lasted for 6 weeks and was followed by a

posttreatment survey and a follow-up survey 3 months
postbaseline.

Participants were randomized, by computer, to the 3 conditions
in a 1:1:1 ratio. Participants in the social presence and service
team groups did not know to which program version they had
been assigned, while participants in the internet as usual group
knew they had been assigned to treatment as usual. The study
was approved by the ethics committee of the Canton of Zurich
on July 4, 2016 (BASEC 2016-00264) and registered
(ISRCTN11086185). A detailed study protocol has been
published [32].

Recruitment and Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We recruited participants from August 2016 through May 2019
with 2 websites, advertisements in relevant internet forums and
newspapers (or online versions thereof), and search engine
website advertisements. Study inclusion and exclusion criteria,
and the rationale behind them, are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria and underlying rationale.

ReasoningCriteria

Inclusion

To ensure knowledge of procedures and the declaration of consentInformed consent via the web form

To ensure a minimum age of participationMinimum age: 18 years

To include participants with less than daily cannabis use, increase
validity

Cannabis use at least once weekly over the last 30 days

To ensure at least some access to the interventionAt least once weekly internet access and a valid email address

To ensure that participants will be able to understand the information
provided

Good command of the German language

Exclusion

To avoid confounding treatment effectsParticipation in other psychosocial or pharmacological treatments for the
reduction or cessation of cannabis use

To avoid having participants with these problems enter the studyCurrent pharmacologically treated psychiatric disease or any history of
psychosis, schizophrenia, bipolar type I disorder or significant current sui-
cidal or homicidal thoughts

For compensation, all participants who completed the final
follow-up evaluation were offered a choice of either an online
voucher worth 30 € (approximately US $35.85) or donating that
amount to charity.

Sample Size Calculation
We anticipated that a Cohen d=0.30 was appropriate, by
employing previous internet-based studies in cannabis users
[16,32] recruited from the general population, and
adherence-focused guidance enhancement internet-based studies
among individuals with stress or depression [25,26] to estimate
effect-size differences between the adherence-focused
guidance-enhanced version with (social presence) versus without
(service team) a personal eCoach. This resulted in a sample size
of 176 for each study arm (n=528 in total) to detect a small
effect size with 80% power and an alpha error of 5% (2-tailed
testing).

Treatment Arms
Both active interventions—social presence and service
team—consisted of a dashboard and 8 self-help intervention
modules that included stories of 6 fictional companions who
appeared within the modules at key points, with the goal of
encouraging reflection on potential questions raised by the
modules. Table 2 provides an overview of the modules’contents
and underlying therapeutic approaches. Both active interventions
also incorporated a use and activity diary, weekly semiautomated
motivational and adherence-focused guidance–based email
feedback, and a section containing educational information on
cannabis and health. The semiautomated motivational emails
were triggered by a moderator, depending on how participants
responded in exercises. These feedback emails also included
module suggestions, dealing with high-risk situations, cravings,
or the pros and cons of their use. Participants in both active
intervention groups also were invited to ask questions of either
their eCoach (social presence group) or support team (service
team group) whenever they felt the need.
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Table 2. Modules.

Therapeutic approachContentModule

Based on motivational interviewing tech-
niques [21]

Module 1: Introduction • General overview
• Introduction of fictional companions
• Reflection on personal cannabis use

Cognitive behavioral therapy approach to
relapse Prevention [28]

Module 2 : Identifying risk situations • Identifying personal high-risk situations
• Recognizing seemingly irrelevant, but triggering

decisions

Behavioral activation approach [29]Module 3: Working on needs • Strengthening social contacts
• Decreasing excessive ruminations
• Developing healthier sleeping habits

Based on cognitive behavioral therapy [30]Module 4: Craving • Concept of craving
• Ways to deal with feelings of craving

Cognitive behavioral therapy approach to
Relapse Prevention [28]

Module 5: Dealing with relapses • Relapse prevention
• Dealing with relapses

Social problem-solving approach [31]Module 6 : Working on problems • Relationships between use, problems, and depres-
sive symptoms

• Skills to deal with solvable and unsolvable prob-
lems

Based on cognitive behavioral therapy [30]Module 7: Saying “no”; refusal skills • Strengthening refusal skills for use in high-risk
situations

Based on motivational interviewing tech-
niques [21]

Module 8: Preserving achievements • Review of program
• List of 5 personalized points to help secure

achievements after the program is complete

The only difference between the social presence and service
team interventions was that, for the social presence group, a
semiautomated eCoach, with short personal introduction videos
(Multimedia Appendix 1) that preceded most of the modules
and a picture of the female eCoach displayed on the dashboard,
was used, while for the service team group, an anonymous
semiautomated support team, with no pictures, videos, or any
other kind of social presence, was used.

The control group had access to the internet as usual, since it
was deemed impossible and unethical to prevent participants
in this group from seeking out other internet support or
face-to-face treatment options during the waiting period. A
detailed description of the groups and their technical
specifications is provided in the study protocol [32].

CANreduce 2.0 is regarded as a medical device and is CE
(Conformité Européenne) certified.

Measurements
Table 3 provides an overview of the measurement instruments.
The primary outcome of interest was the number of days of
cannabis use over the preceding 30 days, in accordance with
the timeline follow-back method [33,34]. Secondary outcomes
included the severity of cannabis-use disorder assessed using
the Cannabis Use Disorders Identification Test-Revised

(CUDIT-R [35]); the Severity of Dependence Scale (SDS [36]);
quantity of cannabis use over the previous 30 days using the
timeline follow-back method, quantified in individually
standardized cannabis joint sizes (detailed description in the
study protocol [32]); the use of alcohol, tobacco, or other illicit
drugs besides cannabis (with questions derived from the
European Adaptation of a Multidimensional Assessment
Instrument for Drug and Alcohol Dependence [37]); change in
depression (Centre of Epidemiologic Studies of Depression,
CES-D, scale [38], anxiety (Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7,
GAD-7 [39]), and attention deficit and hyperactivity symptoms
(adult Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Self-Report Scale,
ASRS, version 1.1) [40]; Short Screening Scale for lifetime
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth
edition, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder [41]; client satisfaction
questionnaire [42]; Working Alliance Inventory adapted for
web-based interventions [43], and treatment adherence (finished
modules, time spent on modules). Furthermore, the occurrence
of any negative intervention effects was identified using a
questionnaire [44] at the 3-month follow-up assessment. We
asked all participants if they had used any treatment other than
CANreduce during the 3 months and, if so, to identify it from
a predefined list of services. Details regarding study measures
are reported in the study protocol [32].
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Table 3. Assessment instruments.

AssessmentAssessment instruments

BaselineSociodemographic data

BaselineCenter for Epidemiologic Studies Depression scale (range 0-60)

BaselineShort Screening Scale for DSM-IVa Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (range 7-28)

BaselineGeneral Anxiety Disorder–7 (range 0-21)

BaselineAdult ADHDb Self-Report Scale version 1.1 (range 0-24)

Baseline, posttreatment, 3-months follow-upFrequency of cannabis use (last 30 days)

Baseline, posttreatment, 3-months follow-upCannabis use according to the timeline follow-back method

Baseline, posttreatment, 3-months follow-upCannabis Use Disorder Identification Test-Revised (range 0-40)

Baseline, posttreatment, 3-months follow-upSeverity of Dependence Scale (range 0-15)

Baseline, posttreatment, 3-months follow-upFragebogen Substanzanamnese (substance use questionnaire)

PosttreatmentClient Satisfaction Questionnaire-I (range 8-32)

PosttreatmentIntervention adherence (continuous assessment over 6-week treatment)

PosttreatmentWAI-TECHc (range 10-70)

3 months follow-upNegative effects [44]

aDSM-IV: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition.
bADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.
cWorking Alliance Inventory adapted for web-based interventions.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed according to intention-to-treat (ITT). To
address missing data for the ITT analyses, we applied multiple
imputation procedures using the multivariate imputation by
chained equations software package [45] in R (version 3.6.1; R
Foundation for Statistical Computing), a minor deviation from
the study protocol, which involves specifying a multivariate
distribution for the missing data and drawing imputations from
their conditional distributions using Markov chain Monte Carlo
techniques. As recommended, 20 imputation sets were employed
[45]. All sociodemographic, as well as primary and secondary
outcome variables that had been assessed in all 3 groups, were
included in the imputation. Reported outcomes use the ITT
results from the imputed data sets, but complete case analysis
results are also reported.

Cohen d effect size was used to compare change scores between
the 3 treatment arms. As suggested elsewhere, Cohen d=0.2
indicates a small effect, Cohen d=0.5 indicates a medium effect,
and Cohen d=0.8 indicates a large effect [46].

Differences between the study arms in primary and secondary
continuous outcome variables at baseline, posttreatment, and
follow-up were tested using pooled linear models. Change scores
from baseline for primary and secondary outcomes were

dependent variables, and study condition was the independent
variable; all controlled for the baseline value of the respective
outcome variable. Effect sizes were calculated for changes from
baseline to follow-up (within-group effect size dw) and between
the 2 intervention groups (social presence, service team) and
internet as usual. All P values are 2-sided with no adjustment
made for multiple comparisons, which was deemed unnecessary
based on CONSORT recommendations [47].

Results

Participation
Between July 2016 and May 2019, a total of 763 people
registered online for the program, among whom 575 were
randomized to the 3 study arms (Figure 1). All participants
received email reminders for follow-ups and subsequent
telephone calls if they did not complete the survey. We were
able to reach 198 participants (34.4% of the initial sample)
posttreatment, and this number dropped to 123 (21.4%) for the
final assessment 3 months postbaseline. A coding bug arose
within the email system which affected distribution of the final
assessment questionnaire to the internet as usual group (only
telephone follow-ups were performed). There were significant
differences in follow-up rate between the study groups

(χ2=20.16, P<.001) that may have been caused by this bug.
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Figure 1. Participation flowchart.

Baseline Characteristics
Of the 575 participants, 406 (70.6%) were male, and the average
age was 28.3 (SD 7.9). Most (n=234, 40.7%) were from
Switzerland, followed closely by 216 (37.6%) from Austria,

and 121 (21.0%) from Germany. The average participant had
used cannabis almost daily (25.7 days, SD 5.9) over the
preceding 30 days. Complete case analyses of baseline data and
study group comparisons are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Baseline participant data.

P valueF test (df1,df2)All (N=575)Internet as usual
(n=189)

Service team
(n=198)

Social presence
(n=188)

Characteristic

.750.57 (2,575)aGender, n (%)

169 (29.4)59 (31.2)58 (29.3)52 (27.7)Female

406 (70.6)130 (68.8)140 (70.7)136 (72.3)Male

.361.01 (2,572)28.3 (7.9)28.9 (8.3)27.9 (7.9)28.0 (7.4)Age, mean (SD)

.1614.20 (10,575)aHighest education, n (%)

39 (6.8)10 (5.3)17 (8.6)12 (6.4)Primary school

120 (20.9)53 (28.0)36 (18.2)31 (16.5)Apprenticeship

166 (28.9)46 (24.3)56 (28.3)64 (34.0)Secondary school

84 (14.6)27 (14.3)32 (16.2)25 (13.3)Technical college

146 (25.4)49 (25.9)48 (24.2)49 (26.1)University

20 (3.5)4 (2.1)9 (4.5)7 (3.7)Not specified

.149.73 (6,575)aCountry of origin, n (%)

234 (40.7)83 (43.9)77 (38.9)74 (39.4)Switzerland

216 (37.6)77 (40.7)72 (36.4)67 (35.6)Austria

121 (21.0)27 (14.3)49 (24.7)45 (23.9)Germany

4 (0.7)2 (1.1)0 (0.0)2 (1.1)Other

.014.48 (2,572)21.9 (10.5)21.7 (10.1)23.5 (11.1)20.4 (10.0)Centre for Epidemiological Studies
Depression scale, mean (SD)

.580.55 (2,571)7.7 (4.8)7.6 (4.5)7.9 (5.0)7.4 (4.8)Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7,
mean (SD)

.241.41 (2,572)21.0 (5.5)21.6 (5.3)20.7 (5.8)20.8 (5.5)Cannabis-use disorder, mean (SD)

.043.16 (2,572)7.9 (3.2)8.1 (3.2)8.1 (3.3)7.4 (3.1)Severity of Dependence scale, mean
(SD)

.920.09 (2,572)10.8 (4.1)10.8 (4.2)10.8 (4.1)10.7 (3.9)Adult ADHDb Self-Report Scale,
mean (SD)

.570.56 (2,174)13.2 (5.1)13.8 (5.6)12.8 (5.2)13.2 (4.5)Short Screening Scale for PTSDc,
mean (SD)

.410.89 (2,572)22.5 (16.3)23.6 (17.7)21.3 (15.2)22.6 (16.0)Number of cannabis joints, mean
(SD)

.072.65 (2,572)25.7 (5.9)26.2 (5.5)26.1 (5.3)24.9 (6.7)Number of cannabis-use days, mean
(SD)

Number of years of use, mean (SD)

.072.62 (2,569)8.4 (6.8)9.1 (6.7)7.6 (6.6)8.5 (7.2)Cannabis

.440.82 (2,525)5.2 (6.8)5.4 (7.1)4.7 (6.2)5.5 (7.0)Alcohol

.830.19 (2,500)1.7 (3.9)1.9 (4.3)1.6 (3.7)1.7 (3.9)Alcohol risky used

.321.14 (2,496)0.4 (2.0)0.3 (1.0)0.4 (2.2)0.6 (2.6)Cocaine

aChi-square test (df).
bADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.
cPTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder.
dRisky use is defined as 5 or more standard drinks per day on at least 3 days a week. A standard drink is defined as 50 mL spirits, 150-200 mL wine,
or 330-450 mL beer.
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Primary Outcome: Cannabis-Use Days
Immediately posttreatment, both intervention groups (social
presence: mean 8.0, SD 9.3, dw=.89; service team: mean 10.7
days, SD 9.5, dw=1.18) reduced their cannabis use significantly
more than internet as usual (mean 3.8, SD 8.1, dw=.55) (social
presence: B=–4.34, CI –7.21 to –1.47, P=.004, between-group
effect size d=.48; service team: B=–6.43, CI –9.87 to –2.97,
P<.001, d=.71). These effects persisted 3 months postbaseline,
with participants in the service team (mean 9.8, SD 9.9, dw=1.18)

group still reducing their cannabis-use days significantly more
(B=–5.70, CI –10.09 to –1.30, P=.01, d=.60) than in the control
group (mean 4.2 days, SD 8.8, dw=.55). Similarly, there was a
significantly greater reduction in the social presence group
(mean 8.2 days, SD 9.8, dw=.93) than in the control group
(B=–4.41, CI –9.19 to 0.37, P=.07, d=.40). There was no
significant difference between the 2 intervention groups
immediately posttreatment (P=.26) or 3 months postbaseline
(P=.44) (Figure 2; Table 5).

Figure 2. Cannabis use in the previous 30 days. AFGE-SP: adherence-focused guidance enhancement with social presence; AFGE-ST: adherence-focused
guidance enhancement with service team; IAU: internet as usual.

Table 5. Regression analysis (intention to treat).

Service teamSocial presenceVariable

P valueB (95% CI)P valueB (95% CI)

.01–5.70 (–10.09, –1.32).07–4.41 (–9.19, 0.37)Consumption daysa

.01–3.39 (–5.96, –0.83).07–2.15 (–4.49, 0.18)Cannabis Use Disorder Identification Test

.02–2.16 (–3.90, –0.42).13–1.49 (–3.45, 0.47)Severity of Dependence Scale

<.001–2.87 (–4.43, –1.31).001–2.07 (–3.59, –0.55)Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7

.61–0.51 (–2.59, 1.56).570.63 (–1.68, 2.94)Adult ADHDb Self-Report Scale

.40–1.76 (–5.99, 2.47).830.41 (–3.49, 4.32)Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale

aPrevious 30 days according to the timeline follow-back method.
bADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.
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Secondary Outcomes
At follow-up 3 months postbaseline, a significant difference
was noted in the decrease in cannabis-use disorder severity
between the service team group and controls (B=–3.39, CI –5.96
to –0.83, P=.01, d=.52), but no significant difference was
detected between the social presence and the internet as usual
group (P=.07). Additionally, there was a significantly greater
reduction in the severity of dependence in the service team
group compared to the internet as usual group (B=–2.16, CI
–3.90 to –0.42, P=.02, d=.60). There were significantly greater
reductions in general anxiety disorder symptoms in both groups

(social presence: B=–2.70, CI –3.59 to –0.55, P=.001, d=.41;
service team: B=–2.87, CI –4.43 to –1.31, P<.001, d=.51)
compared to the internet as usual group. All groups decreased
their mean ASRS score, but no significant intergroup differences
were detected (social presence: mean 0.9, SD 3.9, P=.57; service
team: mean 2.1, SD 4.2, P=.61; internet as usual: mean 1.6, SD
4.0). Similarly, mean CES-D scores decreased in all groups
(social presence: mean 3.6, SD 9.6, P=.83; service team: mean
7.5, SD 10.3, P=.40; internet as usual: mean 4.7, SD 10.4) with
no significant between-group differences (Table 6 and Table
7). Upon review, the number of standard joints was deemed
unreliable as a measurement and was dropped from analysis.

Table 6. Complete case analysis.

Follow-upPosttreatmentBaselineGroup and measure

d (95% CL)Mean (SD)da (95% CL)Mean (SD)Mean (SD)

Internet as usual (n=189)

N/A21.81 (8.30)N/Ac22.58 (9.29)26.16 (5.53)Use daysb

N/A18.48 (5.61)N/A20.11 (6.49)21.57 (5.30)CUDITd

N/A7.00 (3.33)N/A7.79 (3.41)8.12 (3.16)SDSe

N/A7.14 (2.53)N/AN/A7.61 (4.54)GAD-7f

N/A9.71 (4.22)N/AN/A10.84 (4.21)ASRSg

N/A15.67 (6.19)N/AN/A21.69 (10.12)CES-Dh

Social presence (n=188)

0.32 (–0.19, 0.71)16.54 (10.51)0.53 (0.18, 0.85)15.74 (10.95)24.92 (6.67)Use days

0.61 (0.09, 1.11)14.88 (6.73)0.54 (0.19, 0.87)16.90 (6.14)20.79 (5.46)CUDIT

0.39 (–0.12, 0.89)5.14 (3.15)0.37 (0.03, 0.70)5.85 (3.26)7.38 (3.10)SDS

0.19 (–0.32, 0.69)5.26 (3.74)N/AN/A7.42 (4.79)GAD-7

–0.13 (–0.63, 0.37)9.46 (3.66)N/AN/A10.69 (3.89)ASRS

–0.26 (–0.76, 0.25)14.68 (9.76)N/AN/A20.35 (10.00)CES-D

Service team (n=198)

0.34 (–0.18, 0.86)17.37 (10.44)0.73 (0.36, 1.06)15.97 (10.51)26.06 (5.25)Use days

0.69 (0.15, 1.20)14.63 (6.66)0.52 (0.17, 0.86)17.19 (6.00)20.71 (5.76)CUDIT

0.48 (–0.06, 0.99)5.38 (3.24)0.63 (0.27, 0.97)6.29 (3.34)8.06 (3.26)SDS

0.57 (0.04, 1.09)5.20 (4.24)N/AN/A7.92 (4.97)GAD-7

0.31 (–0.22, 0.82)8.96 (3.92)N/AN/A10.84 (4.11)ASRS

0.26 (–0.27, 0.77)16.10 (10.23)N/AN/A23.51 (11.06)CES-D

aEffect size Cohen d based on differences between the intervention and control groups.
bPrevious 30 days according to the timeline follow-back method.
cN/A: not applicable.
dCUDIT: Cannabis Use Disorder Identification Test.
eSDS: Severity of Dependence Scale.
fGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7.
gASRS: Adult Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder Self-Report Scale.
hCES-D: Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale.
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Table 7. Imputed data analysis.

Follow-upPosttreatmentBaselineGroup and measure

d (95% CL)mean (SD)da (95% CL)mean (SD)mean (SD)

Internet as usual (n=189)

N/A21.98 (9.33)N/Ac22.34 (9.47)26.16 (5.53)Use daysb

N/A18.48 (6.31)N/A20.09 (6.31)21.57 (5.30)CUDITd

N/A7.38 (3.56)N/A7.67 (3.42)8.12 (3.16)SDSe

N/A7.62 (3.84)N/AN/A7.61 (4.54)GAD-7f

N/A9.27 (4.04)N/AN/A10.84 (4.21)ASRSg

N/A16.97 (9.66)N/AN/A21.69 (10.12)CES-Dh

Social presence (n=188)

0.43 (0.22, 0.63)16.74 (10.54)0.48 (0.27, 0.68)16.88 (10.93)24.92 (6.67)Use days

0.31 (0.10, 0.51)15.84 (6.68)0.50 (0.28, 0.69)17.07 (6.27)20.79 (5.46)CUDIT

0.32 (0.12, 0.52)5.52 (3.34)0.46 (0.25, 0.66)5.58 (3.22)7.38 (3.10)SDS

0.42 (0.21, 0.62)5.48 (3.84)N/AN/A7.42 (4.79)GAD-7

–0.18 (–0.38, 0.03)9.82 (3.92)N/AN/A10.69 (3.89)ASRS

–0.11 (–0.31, 0.11)16.74 (9.97)N/AN/A20.35 (10.00)CES-D

Service team (n=198)

0.60 (0.39, 0.80)16.21 (10.57)0.71 (0.50, 0.91)15.82 (10.59)26.06 (5.25)Use days

0.49 (0.28, 0.68)14.56 (7.18)0.47 (0.26, 0.66)17.08 (6.46)20.71 (5.76)CUDIT

0.60 (0.38, 0.79)5.16 (3.32)0.62 (0.40, 0.81)5.76 (3.32)8.06 (3.26)SDS

0.67 (0.46, 0.87)4.87 (3.90)N/AN/A7.92 (4.97)GAD-7

0.13 (–0.08, 0.32)8.75 (3.82)N/AN/A10.84 (4.11)ASRS

0.27 (0.06, 0.43)16.04 (10.07)N/AN/A23.51 (11.06)CES-D

aEffect size Cohen d based on differences between the intervention and control groups.
bPrevious 30 days according to the timeline follow-back method.
cN/A: not applicable.
dCUDIT: Cannabis Use Disorder Identification Test.
eSDS: Severity of Dependence Scale.
fGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7.
gASRS: Adult Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder Self-Report Scale.
hCES-D: Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale.

Adherence and User Satisfaction
Participants in the social presence group completed an average
of 2.6 (SD 2.6) modules versus 2.4 modules (SD 2.5) completed
in the service team group (t374=0.85, P=.20). Social presence
group members (mean 46.9 minutes) spent significantly more
time than service team users (37.5 minutes) on the program
(t374=2.04, P=.02). Social presence group members exhibited
the highest retention rate (29.8% versus 23.4% in the service

team group), but this difference was not significant (χ2=1.81
P=.18).

There was no significant difference between the 2 intervention
groups in level of user satisfaction (P=.83), but there were
significant differences between each of the 2 intervention groups
and internet as usual (internet as usual: mean 12.9, SD 6.9;

social presence: mean 24.6, SD 5.4, t139=11.36, P<.001; service
team: mean 25.5, SD 4.6, t133=12.74, P<.001).

Participants in the social presence group (mean 52.7, SD 13.6)
scored significantly lower (t114=–2.81, P=.005) on the Working
Alliance Inventory than those in the service team group (mean
59.6, SD 13.0).

Adverse Effects
Among the 123 participants who completed the final follow-up
assessment, 82 completed the questionnaire on adverse
intervention effects (social presence: n=44, service team: n=24,
internet as usual: n=14). Of these, 66 (80.5%) reported no
negative effects during the study, while 10 (12.2%) answered
that an adverse effect had affected them “somewhat negatively,”
4 (4.9%) answered that an adverse effect had affected them
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“quite negatively,” and 2 (2.4%) answered that an adverse effect
had affected them “to a great extent.” However, there was no

significant difference between the 3 treatment arms (χ2=1.33,
P=.27).

Dropout Analysis
Participants who dropped out scored significantly higher on the
CES-D scale (t197=–2.21, P=.03), GAD-7 (t218=–2.92, P=.004),
and ASRS (t216=–2.12, P=.04) scales; reported a greater number
of risky alcohol use years (t211=–2.37, P=.02); finished fewer
modules (t140=9.23, P<.001); and spent less time on the program
(t145=7.15, P<.001) than those who completed the final
follow-up evaluation. Full dropout analysis is summarized in
Multimedia Appendix 2.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, participants in intervention group service team
(d=.60; P=.01) reported significantly greater reductions in
cannabis use than those in the internet as usual group
immediately after treatment and 3 months postbaseline. A
reduction in the social presence group that was significant
immediately after treatment (d=.48; P=.004) was no longer
significant (d=.40, P=.07) at follow-up. Additionally, there were
reductions in cannabis-use days 3 months after baseline in all
3 groups. There was no significant difference between the 2
active interventions.

The intervention group service team clearly outperformed all
the internet-based interventions previously studied (Cohen d
between 0 and 0.37 at follow-up 3 months from the start of
treatment [19]), in terms of reducing cannabis use in general
population samples, and the effects achieved were maintained
3 months after baseline. This persistence of effects aligns with
the results of 2 previously published studies: one, an evaluation
of video-based self-help [16], and the other, our own previous
CANreduce 1.0 [14] study, in which we compared the efficacy
of internet-based self-help with and without professional chat
sessions to a control group. Within-group effect sizes for
reducing cannabis use frequency (social presence: dw=.93;
service team dw=.1.18) were better than those found in our
previous study (dw=.75) [14] and similar to those found by
Rooke et al (dw=1.08) [16]. Interestingly, the intervention group
in the study [16] involved extended videos with an eCoach that,
in our opinion, represents, apart from the reciprocal
eCoach-participant relationship, the most important component
of adherence-focused guidance. Thus, it appears that
adherence-focused guidance also makes a difference during
internet-based self-help, in terms of reducing cannabis use in
cannabis users, which may allow findings from studies on stress
and depression symptom reduction [25,26] to be expanded to
the web-based cannabis interventions.

Our new programs also performed better than web-based
interventions for brief personalized feedback (dw=.85) and
extended personalized feedback (dw=.89) [48]; however, the
study did not use a control group. Two recent meta-analyses

[49,50] on brief interventions for cannabis reduction found little
to no evidence of significant reductions in use or frequency.
Even though some in-person brief interventions yielded small
effects, the evidence consistently favored more intense, longer
interventions [51]. There is evidence that brief interventions are
beneficial for mild to moderate cases [52], while our program
generated good effects in more severe cases. Current literature
seems to indicate that more rather than less comprehensive
interventions fare better in treating cannabis-use disorders. A
combined stepped-care model with a range of varied intense
treatment options could reach more users than a one-size-fits-all
approach, as the majority of users are not in treatment [10].

Our a priori hypothesis that the social presence of a personal
eCoach would outperform an impersonal study team was not
confirmed. To the contrary, participants in the impersonal study
team group had a significantly higher working alliance score
with significant cannabis-use days reduction at 3 months (after
baseline), indicating a stronger bond with the impersonal study
team. We suspect that this is because the 2 adherence-focused
guidance enhancement versions differed only slightly—the only
differences being the presence versus absence of introduction
videos and eCoach picture—and because support-team group
participants may have perceived that there was an entire team
being there to help them. Nevertheless, participants with access
to an eCoach exhibited significantly greater adherence (in time
spent, P=.02) and nonsignificantly greater retention (P=.18)
than those with a support team, besides users in the latter group
performing better overall in the primary outcome. Additionally,
participants in the 2 intervention groups differed in their baseline
scores for severity of dependence and depression. Thus, our
findings did not support the existence of a linear relationship
between adherence and treatment success. We found that greater
adherence led to better retention and, with this, to greater data
availability, and thus, more robust results to guide future
research. A number of participants dropped out immediately
after the start of the program, with 27% (102/386) not finishing
a single module. This may stem from a discrepancy between
what participants expected and what the program actually
offered. Future programs should provide more information (eg,
pictures or videos) to interested participants, so that they have
a better idea of what to expect.

Our implementation of a single eCoach did not seem to achieve
the level of social presence that was intended, even though it
led to greater engagement. There may have been different
intrapersonal aspects that could have affected how the
participants perceived the eCoach or the study team. As we
develop this program further, we intend to increase the
program’s social presence and offer a variety of eCoaches to
foster more personal freedom and choice. We nonetheless note
that, in both intervention groups, the program was well received
by users.

Among secondary outcomes, we found significant differences
between the service team group and internet as usual were
detected, in terms of reducing the severity of cannabis
dependence (P=.02) and reducing cannabis-use disorder severity
(P=.01). To our knowledge, this finding has only been reported
once before, in a study [16] in which a similar program was
evaluated.
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We expected that the active interventions would significantly
alleviate the symptoms of common comorbid mental health
disorders more than internet access as usual was only partially
correct, with greater reductions observed for general anxiety
disorder.

In a meta-analysis [53], Kedzior and Laeber identified a positive
association between both cannabis use and cannabis-use
disorders, and anxiety disorders. Our findings that decreased
cannabis use was accompanied by decreased anxiety symptoms
were consistent with those of the meta-analysis [53]. It appears
that cannabis has a bidirectional effect on anxiety [54]. On one
hand, some individuals with anxiety may experience a degree
of acute relief from their symptoms if they use cannabis
infrequently and in low doses. On the other hand, regular and
heavier use could lead to a cannabis-use disorder, thereby
worsening anxiety symptoms. Interestingly, the acute effects
of cannabis use, such as panic attacks, resemble the symptoms
of anxiety disorders [55], which could have increased the anxiety
score in our sample. This said, attributing anxiety to either an
anxiety disorder or cannabis use does not make much of a
difference to the person suffering from anxiety.

Measuring the success of the program in cannabis-use days may
be not as specific as number of joints but corresponding results
from CUDIT and the severity of cannabis dependence scale
support the effectiveness of the program. Future usage quantity
measures should also account for cannabidiol, as well as the
potency of the tetrahydrocannabinol consumed. Measuring
potency is difficult, as it requires either regulated products or
toxicological testing, both of which seem unlikely to be feasible
in Switzerland, Austria, or Germany for the foreseeable future.
Future studies on adherence-focused guidance among cannabis
users need to also start investigating long-term intervention
effects (12 months or longer).

Strengths and Limitations
CANreduce 2.0 was associated with comparable rates of
adherence and retention but greater effect sizes than either the
chat-enhanced or self-help only versions of CANreduce 1.0
[13], while being fully automated and requiring little to no
human support, which in turn decreased the intervention’s
complexity and costs of widespread implementation.

Additionally, the program reached almost twice as many women
(29.4% vs 17.4%), an older population (mean age 28.3, SD 7.9
vs 21.6 years, SD 8.4), and more severe users (daily use: 74.7%
vs 31.2%) than Swiss outpatient treatment monitoring statistics
[56]. These differences also were observed with the previous
CANreduce 1.0 program [13], supporting our belief that such
programs reach a different population of cannabis users than
that reached by traditional outpatient treatment facilities.

This study has several limitations. First, technical difficulties
decreased the number of participants who could be successfully
followed up in the internet as usual group, which likely
contributed to the overall high attrition rate (452/575, 70%),
though this rate is common in these types of intervention
[14,16]. To reduce any bias created by dropouts, multiple
imputations were used, but large variances that decreased the
chance of finding smaller effects still existed. Second, the
introduction and rising popularity of low tetrahydrocannabinol
(less than 1%) and high cannabidiol joints in the market may
have caused some confusion in our study, as it is not clear how
these were counted by participants; consequently, we had to
drop our personalized standard joint measurement, in which
participants chose from a range of different predefined joints
to match their own consumed joints [32]. Third, all measures
were self-reported and could not be validated externally, though
there is evidence that the internet enables people to be more
open and honest and to offer more accurate self-evaluations
regarding their problems [57]. Last, the study only followed
patients for a relatively short time period (3 months) meaning
that we can make no claims of long-term treatment success; this
said, beneficial effects were maintained for at least 3 months
after the baseline was completed.

Conclusions
The internet-based self-help interventions with an impersonal
service team based upon adherence-focused guidance
enhancement reduced cannabis use, severity of dependence,
and general anxiety symptoms. The program reached a different
group of treatment seekers in the general population than that
reached by typical outpatient treatment options. The program
is fully automated and requires little human support, which may
render such programs cost-effective additions to the general
health care system.
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Abstract

Background: A decrease in the level of pulse oxygen saturation as measured by pulse oximetry (SpO2) is an indicator of
hypoxemia that may occur in various respiratory diseases, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), sleep apnea
syndrome, and COVID-19. Currently, no mass-market wrist-worn SpO2 monitor meets the medical standards for pulse oximeters.

Objective: The main objective of this monocentric and prospective clinical study with single-blind analysis was to test and
validate the accuracy of the reflective pulse oximeter function of the Withings ScanWatch to measure SpO2 levels at different
stages of hypoxia. The secondary objective was to confirm the safety of this device when used as intended.

Methods: To achieve these objectives, we included 14 healthy participants aged 23-39 years in the study, and we induced
several stable plateaus of arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2) ranging from 100%-70% to mimic nonhypoxic conditions and then
mild, moderate, and severe hypoxic conditions. We measured the SpO2 level with a Withings ScanWatch on each participant’s
wrist and the SaO2 from blood samples with a co-oximeter, the ABL90 hemoximeter (Radiometer Medical ApS).

Results: After removal of the inconclusive measurements, we obtained 275 and 244 conclusive measurements with the two
ScanWatches on the participants’ right and left wrists, respectively, evenly distributed among the 3 predetermined SpO2 groups:
SpO2≤80%, 80%<SpO2≤90%, and 90%<SpO2. We found a strong association and a high level of agreement between the
measurements collected from the devices, with high Pearson correlation coefficients of r=0.944 and r=0.954 on the correlation
plots, low Pearson correlation coefficients of r=0.083 (P=.17) and r=0.23 (P=.001) on Bland-Altman plots, biases of 0.98% (95%
CI 0.65-1.32) and 1.56% (95% CI 1.24-1.87), and root mean square errors of 2.97% and 3.00% from the participants’ right and
left hands, respectively.

Conclusions: In conclusion, the Withings ScanWatch is able to measure SpO2 levels with adequate accuracy at a clinical grade.
No undesirable effects or adverse events were reported during the study.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04380389; http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04380389

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27503)   doi:10.2196/27503

KEYWORDS

connected watch; COPD; COVID-19; neural network; pulse oxygen saturation; reflective pulse oximeter; sleep apnea syndrome;
SpO2; Withings ScanWatch; wearable; respiratory; oxygen; respiratory disease; oximeter; validation; accuracy; safety

Introduction

Prevalence of Respiratory Diseases
According to the World Health Organization, respiratory
diseases are medical conditions affecting the airways and other

structures of the lungs. Three of these include chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), sleep apnea syndrome
(SAS), [1] and COVID-19 [2]. COPD is a chronic inflammatory
lung disease that causes persistent and progressive airflow
limitation [3,4]. Patients with COPD often experience dyspnea,
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cough, sputum production, and exacerbation, defined as a
worsening of the previously cited symptoms. The global
prevalence of COPD in 1990 was 10.7% of persons aged at least
30 years, with 227.3 million cases, and it rose to 11.7% in 2010,
with 384 million reported cases. By 2030, COPD is predicted
to be one of the most common specific causes of death
worldwide [5]. COPD is generally caused by tobacco smoke
and exposure to outdoor and indoor pollution [3]. COPD is not
a life-threatening condition but is associated with multiple
comorbidities, such as cardiovascular diseases, hypertension,
diabetes mellitus, and osteoporosis, all of which increase the
risk of mortality [4,6]. SAS is a sleep disorder in which pauses
in breathing or periods of shallow breathing during sleep occur
more often than normal [1]. Each pause can last for a few
seconds to a few minutes, and this occurs many times per night
[1]. SAS affects 1%-6% of adults and 2% of children [7]. It
affects males approximately twice as often as females [7].
Although people can be affected at any age, SAS occurs most
commonly among those aged 55-60 years [7]. The prevalence
of SAS is highly underestimated, as 80% of patients are
undiagnosed [8]. SAS increases risks of hypertension and
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases. SAS also
negatively affects patients’ quality of life by causing daytime
sleepiness and impairing cognitive function, which can lead to
accidents [8,9]. COVID-19 is a contagious coronavirus disease
that was first detected in 2019, caused by SARS-CoV-2, and
has led to an ongoing pandemic. As of December 23, 2020, 76
million cases and 1.7 million deaths linked to COVID-19 had
been confirmed, straining health care systems throughout the
world [3].

Oxygen Saturation as a Detection and Monitoring Tool
Detecting SAS, COPD, and COVID-19 earlier in people can
help reduce potential damage from these diseases, and
accomplishing this requires a more thorough examination of
oxygen levels. Oxygen saturation, defined as the fraction of
oxygen-saturated hemoglobin relative to total blood hemoglobin,
is measured either through an invasive method by sampling
arterial blood to analyze the arterial oxygen saturation (SaO2)
via a co-oximeter or with readings collected noninvasively using
a pulse oximeter to measure the peripheral or pulse oxygen
saturation (SpO2) level [10]. A pulse oximeter measures oxygen
saturation in peripheral arterial blood by illuminating the skin
and measuring the light absorption of oxygenated
(oxyhemoglobin) and deoxygenated (reduced hemoglobin)
blood using two light wavelengths: 660 nm (red) and 940 nm
(infrared). The ratio of light absorbance between oxyhemoglobin
and the sum of oxyhemoglobin plus deoxyhemoglobin is
calculated and compared with previously calibrated direct
measurements of SaO2 to establish an estimated measure of
SpO2 [11,12]. Physiologically, oxygen saturation levels range
from 95%-100% in a healthy person, and a decrease, also
referred to as oxygen desaturation, can be suggestive of a
respiratory disease [12]. Indeed, SpO2 levels drop to less than
90% in patients with COPD and COVID-19 as they experience
extensive periods of hypoxemia and in patients with SAS when
they endure repetitive oxygen desaturation events [12-14].
Although spirometry and polysomnography (PSG) are the gold

standards for diagnosing COPD and SAS, respectively, these
medical devices are intrusive and are not suitable for long-term
monitoring and mass screening because of their high cost and
lack of accessibility [15]. In the case of COVID-19, it has been
observed that some patients experience oxygen levels below
90% without dyspnea, a condition termed “silent hypoxemia;”
therefore, the detection of low SpO2 levels is even more useful
for early detection and monitoring of COVID-19 [16].
Furthermore, during a pandemic that has caused a worldwide
health crisis, pulse oximeters are a low-cost and easy-to-use
solution to identify problems at an early stage and monitor
patients at home after hospitalization [17].

Benefits of Connected Devices
Smartwatches exhibit a high degree of satisfaction and growing
popularity among the general population for health monitoring
[18]. These wrist-worn devices provide a wide range of
personalized health features for users, such as heart rate
monitoring, sleep quality control, and oxygen saturation
measurements, which can assist the prevention and long-term
monitoring of diseases [19]. The Withings ScanWatch is a
high-end watch with an embedded heart rate sensor that uses a
reflective pulse oximeter on its caseback. The device is worn
as a regular watch and is connected to a smartphone through
the Withings Health Mate application. Its software, the Withings
Scan Monitor, measures, transfers, records, and displays the
wearer’s functional SpO2 level. The Withings ScanWatch is
intended for intermittent measurements and can be used in
hospital, sleep laboratory, long-term care, and home use
environments. Therefore, the Withings ScanWatch is an
alternative option to finger pulse oximeters and offers several
advantages to users. It enables the user to avoid the discomfort
of wearing a finger pulse oximeter (especially during sleep),
and it is more firmly attached to the user’s wrist than the finger
pulse oximeter, which can slip on the finger. Therefore, the
Withings ScanWatch has the potential to ensure better
compliance than a finger oximeter.

Sleep Apnea
In particular, because the ScanWatch is a wrist-worn watch that
can measure SpO2 continuously along with heart rate and,
potentially, breathing rate [20,21], it could provide a less costly
and time-consuming alternative to PSG. More specifically, due
to the high cost of and lack of access to PSG, a subject cannot
be monitored by PSG over the long term, although night-to-night
variability of the apnea-hypopnea index has been found [22].
ScanWatch would enable physicians to follow patients over
several weeks, at home, and in a way that does not disturb their
sleep, as can occur with intrusive PSG devices. Withings
ScanWatch may therefore be an alternative for screening,
diagnosing, and monitoring SAS.

Biophysics of Pulse Oximetry
Pulse oximetry relies on the differential absorption by blood of
red and infrared light. Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of
these two dominant forms of hemoglobin, namely oxygenated
(HbO2) and deoxygenated (Hb).
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Figure 1. Absorption spectra of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. Licensed from Adrian Curtin/CC BY-SA. Hb: deoxygenated hemoglobin;
HbO2: oxygenated hemoglobin.

Two wavelengths are chosen so that the ratios of the absorption
rates of Hb and HbO2 are respectively maximal and minimal.
Thus, customary choices are red light (at 660 nm) and infrared
light (at 940 nm). From the intensities of the transmitted or
reflected light at these two wavelengths, one can deduce the
concentrations of both forms of hemoglobin, [HbO2] and [Hb],
and the functional oxygen saturation of arterial blood (neglecting
carboxyhemoglobin and methemoglobin).

In practice, a ratio of ratios (also called modulation ratio), R, is
computed as follows [23]:

Alternating current (AC) refers to the amplitude of the pulsatile
component of the PPG signal, and direct current (DC) refers to
the value of its baseline. The ratio of AC/DC is commonly called
the perfusion ratio.

An analytical relationship between the perfusion index R and
the fraction of oxygenated hemoglobin SpO2 can be obtained
with a model based on the Beer-Lambert law and a simplified
model for the light path taken by both wavelengths. This simple
model, which neglects the multiple scattering events of light in
the skin, applies to some extent to pulse oximeters operating in
transmission where tissues are located between the light-emitting
diode (LED) and photodiode (PD). However, the model is
unable to explain how reflective pulse oximeters operate, where
the LED and PD are on the same side. Therefore, an
experimental calibration of R to SpO2 during a hypoxia study
is necessary.

Reflective PPG on the Wrist and Its Challenges
Measuring SpO2 with a reflective sensor is more challenging
on the wrist than on the fingertip. Due to the thickness of the
wrist and the presence of bones, it is impossible to measure
SpO2 in transmission. In reflectance mode, the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is smaller than typically found in transmission-mode
finger pulse oximeters for two reasons. First, the light emitted
by the LEDs penetrates the various layers of the skin, but only
a small fraction will find its way back (upward) to the PD
adjacent to the LED after multiple scattering events inside the

skin. Second, blood perfusion is dramatically lower on the back
of the wrist than on the finger. During our calibration studies,
we compared blood perfusion on the wrist and on the finger
using ScanWatch sensors, and we found empirically that the
SNR for the measurements taken at the finger was approximately
10 times as high as the SNR for the measurements taken at the
wrist.

A second challenge is that optical measurements on the wrist
are more prone to artifacts. Motion artifacts are much more
frequent than on the fingertip because of the presence of tendons
and bones. Light-skin coupling of finger pulse oximeters is
robust due to the clamp design. In the absence of a clamp, the
optical sensor can lose contact with the skin more easily, both
breaking the optical coupling and letting ambient light in; this
tends to unpredictably modify the DC levels.

Objectives
The main objective of this study was to clinically test and
validate the accuracy of the reflective pulse oximeter function
of the Withings ScanWatch to measure SpO2 levels during mild,
moderate, and severe hypoxia compared to a co-oximeter, the
ABL90 hemoximeter (Radiometer Medical ApS), in accordance
with the ISO 80601-2-61:2017 standard and US Food & Drug
Administration (FDA) guidance. The secondary objective was
to confirm the safety of the device when used as intended.

Methods

Recruitment
This monocentric and prospective clinical study with a
double-blind analysis was conducted on 14 healthy participants
in a hypoxia laboratory at the University of California San
Francisco in March 2020 at an altitude of 122 m and at a room
temperature of 25 °C. Inclusion criteria were being between the
ages of 18 and 50 years, having a healthy status with no evidence
of any medical problems, and having both wrist circumferences
between 14 and 22 cm. Current smokers, women who were
pregnant, lactating, or trying to get pregnant, and participants

with obesity (BMI >30 kg/m2) or who had an injury, deformity,
or abnormality at the sensor sites and piercings that might cause
air leaks during the test were excluded from the study.
Participants with a known history of heart, lung, kidney, or liver
disease; diabetes; clotting disorder; hemoglobinopathy or history
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of anemia; sensitivity to local anesthesia; or fainting or
vasovagal response or any other serious systemic illness were
also excluded, as well as those diagnosed with asthma, sleep
apnea and Raynaud disease. Exclusion criteria also included
participants with a resting heart rate of over 120 beats per
minute, a systolic blood pressure over 150 mm Hg, a diastolic
blood pressure over 90 mm Hg, a room air SpO2 under 94%,
and a carboxyhemoglobin level over 3%.

Study Design
All selected participants in the study met the inclusion criteria.
Before starting the study, two Withings ScanWatch units were
placed on each participant’s wrist to measure their SpO2, while
a 22-gauge catheter was placed in their left radial artery to
measure their SaO2. In addition, two reference finger pulse
oximeters were placed on each participant to facilitate the
identification of plateaus and any discrepancies between the
hands. Each participant was then asked to lie in a semisupine
position, to remain still, and to breathe a mixture of gas through
a mouthpiece while a nose clip blocked their nose. After a
5-minute rest period, they were instructed to hyperventilate 2-3
times deeper and faster than normal during the runs to speed
alveolar gas equilibration. The target SpO2 at each run was
chosen to be evenly balanced over the 70%-100% SpO2 range.

On the initial step of the run, two blood samples of 1-2 mL were
first collected 30 seconds apart from the participant at the same
oxygen saturation level as the room air. Then, approximately
10 seconds later, the inspired oxygen was abruptly changed to
reduce oxygen saturation to the next SpO2 target level. On the
next steps of the run, two blood samples were collected 30
seconds apart from the participant when the reference finger
pulse oximeters both measured a stabilized level of oxygen
saturation, with less than 1% of difference for 35 seconds. Note
that the second sampling was not performed if the oxygen
saturation level was destabilized between measurements. Then,
approximately 10 seconds later, inspired oxygen was abruptly
changed again to reach the next SpO2 target level. Overall, these
75-second periods of stable oxygen saturation were defined as
“plateaus,” and every participant was subjected to 5 plateaus
(typically 92%, 87%, 82%, 77%, and 70%) before being brought
back to a high oxygen saturation level (100% O2) by breathing
oxygen-enriched air for 2 minutes. After this run was repeated
a second time, the collected blood samples (approximately 20-25
samples per participant) were immediately analyzed with the
co-oximeter (ABL90 multiwavelength hemoximeter), then
compared to the data recorded with the Withings ScanWatches
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Comparison of SpO2 measured by the ScanWatch and hemoximeter for one subject. SpO2: pulse oxygen saturation as measured by pulse
oximetry.

Registration
The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04380389).

Materials

General Description of the Withings ScanWatch
The Withings ScanWatch is an analog battery-operated watch
consisting of (1) a metal case with a connected movement, (2)
three hands, with two hands indicating the time and one hand
indicating a cumulated activity level, (3) an adjustable silicone
band to fit any user’s wrist between 14 and 22 cm, and (4) a
reflective pulse oximeter composed of three LEDs (red, infrared,

and green), one broadband photodiode, and one infrared-cut
photodiode (Figure 3). It includes all the necessary hardware
to record and transmit SpO2 measurements via Bluetooth to the
Health Mate application (available on Android version 6 or later
and iOS version 10 or later). For the purposes of this clinical
study, instead of using the original software, which displays
only a single value of SpO2 after a 30-second measurement, we
used a derived version of the Withings Scan Monitor to
continuously compute, display, and record SpO2 levels. All the
other aspects of the Withings Scan Monitor, such as its algorithm
and averaging window, remained identical to its original version.
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Figure 3. Front view (left) and back view (right) of the Withings ScanWatch.

Design of the ScanWatch Pulse Oximeter Sensor
In a reflective design, the positions of the emitters and receptors
must be carefully chosen to maximize the SNR for both
wavelengths. This is achieved with optical simulations using
Monte Carlo methods [24]. On average, rays detected by the
photodiode follow a banana-shaped path, the depth of which
depends on the wavelength [25]. On the one hand, simulations
show that for a given wavelength, a higher PD-LED spacing
will enable the light to pass through deeper tissues, which are
more likely to be pulsatile than the superficial skin. Therefore,
a longer and deeper path should increase the pulsatile
modulation (or perfusion ratio) of the light signal and therefore
improve the SNR.

On the other hand, increasing the LED-PD distance also comes
with disadvantages. Because only a small fraction of the total
light emitted by the LEDs actually reaches the photodiode,
increasing this distance requires a higher light intensity, which
consumes more energy. In addition, LEDs have a maximum
current they can sustain without damage, so it becomes
counterproductive to increase the LED-PD spacing above a
certain value at which too little light would be received by the
photodiode to provide a usable signal. Based on this trade-off,
we found that spacings between 7 and 9 mm were optimal.

Algorithm
The Withings ScanWatch embeds a real-time self-contained
algorithm implemented in C language designed to estimate
SpO2. The machine learning components of the algorithm (the
neural network and linear regressions) were trained using two
hypoxia calibration studies, totaling 34 subjects. This algorithm
comprises three parts, as described below.

First, a signal processing part estimates AC and DC for each
wavelength as well as the modulation ratio. DC levels are
obtained by applying a moving average filter on the raw signals,
and AC levels are obtained by filtering the raw signals with a
bandpass filter centered around 1 Hz and computing the moving
standard deviation on the resulting signals. Thus, the perfusions
(AC/DC ratios) can be computed for each wavelength, and the
modulation ratio (perfusion in the red divided by the perfusion
in the infrared) can be estimated. This modulation ratio is
supposed to be linearly correlated with SpO2; however, in the
case of wrist-worn oximeters, the frequent occurrence of
movement and respiratory artefacts often cause that ratio to be
unreliable.

To counteract the problem of the modulation ratio not being
linearly correlated with SpO2, a second SpO2 estimator is used
independently from the first part using a 1D convolutional neural
network [26]. The network takes as an input an 8-second
window over the three LED signals and outputs a direct SpO2

estimation. The green LED signal is provided to the network
to help the network denoise the red and infrared channels. The
advantage of this method over the standard one is that the
advanced filter bank built inside the network can be trained to
better handle movement and respiratory artefacts present on the
signals, which are particularly present in reflective PPG
measurements.

Finally, the modulation ratio computed in the first part and the
SpO2 estimation calculated in the second part are merged via a
linear regression to obtain a final SpO2 estimation.

Several indicators were used to determine whether a SpO2

measurement was conclusive or inconclusive. First, two
algorithms use the PPG and accelerometer signals to assess if
the watch is worn and if the user is still. These algorithms are
heuristics that rely on simple filtering and thresholding, and
they were calibrated on separate data sets acquired specifically
for this purpose. The stillness of the user was derived from the
absence of variation in the accelerometer signal, and the
presence of a pulse on the PPG signal was the main factor to
determine that the watch was worn.

In parallel, a second neural network with the same topology
(8-second window over the three LED signals) detected and
eliminated signals of poor quality. The calibration hypoxia
studies were manually annotated to provide labels on which to
train the neural network.

An SpO2 measurement was considered to be inconclusive if the
watch was not worn, the user was moving, or the measurement
was classified as being of poor signal quality.

Statistical Analysis
A statistical analysis of the collected data was performed with
the software Python 3.6.9 on a frozen database. A separate
analysis was conducted for each wrist. The bias (mean error)
and root mean square error (RMSE) between the SpO2 and SaO2

values were calculated for each range of SpO2 values
(SpO2≤80%, 80%<SpO2≤90%, and 90%<SpO2) and for the
whole range of 70%-100%. We used the Pearson correlation
coefficient to determine the strength of the association between
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the SpO2 values collected from the Withings ScanWatch and
the ABL90 hemoximeter. We used Bland-Altman plots to
measure the agreement between the Withings ScanWatch and
the ABL-90 hemoximeter.

Because a time offset exists between the Withings ScanWatch
and the blood sample measured by the co-oximeter, due in part
to physiological considerations (eg, distance between the arms,
the wrists, and the depth of the arteries) and in part to the delay

inherent to the Withings ScanWatch algorithm, we applied a
plateau-matching algorithm in accordance with the
recommendations of the ISO 80601-2-61:2017 standard before
comparing the readings. We used a cross-correlation method to
determine the delay between the measurements collected by the
devices on each patient’s wrists and the blood samples. Table
1 provides an overview of the mean, median, and standard
deviation values of the time offsets applied on the Withings
ScanWatch measurements for plateau matching.

Table 1. Time offsets applied on the Withings ScanWatch for plateau matching. A negative offset indicates that Withings ScanWatch lags behind the
co-oximeter.

SD (s)Median (s)Mean (s)Offset

9.5–4.5–4.2Right hand

10.9–6.5–5.2Left hand

Results

User Statistics
The 14 participants in our study included 8 men and 6 women
aged 23-39 years with various skin tones: fair, medium, and

dark skin (Table 2). Their body mass index and blood pressure
values before and after the study are also reported in this table.

Table 2. Demographic data of the study participants.

BP2b (mm Hg)BP1a (mm Hg)BMI (kg/m2)Skin pigmentationGenderAge (years)Subject

111/7291/7322.2DarkMale251

112/67119/6322.0MediumMale262

112/67125/6320.8DarkFemale233

-112/5723.0MediumFemale234

126/74123/6121.7LightFemale265

120/65113/6728.1MediumMale266

121/73117/5722.7MediumMale257

112/81106/7128.1LightMale398

101/67107/6322.7LightFemale289

110/55108/6422.4MediumMale2610

111/67127/7025.4MediumFemale2811

132/88138/9120.8MediumMale3012

120/68128/7023.5DarkMale2813

107/70109/6025.4LightFemale2614

aBP1: blood pressure before the study.
bBP2 : blood pressure after the study.

Signal Quality
Of the 322 oxygen saturation measurements collected by the
Withings ScanWatches placed on the participants’ right and left
wrists, 275 (85.4%) and 244 (75.8%) samples, respectively,
were classified as conclusive measurements and were
subsequently included for further data analysis. The remaining
samples, 47/322 (14.6%) and 78/322 (24.2%) taken from the
participants’ right and left wrists, respectively, were classified
as inconclusive measurements (poor signal quality, motion
detected, or watch not worn) and were excluded.

Oxygen Saturation
The SpO2 levels collected from the conclusive measurements
ranged from 70% to 100% and were evenly distributed into 3
groups: SpO2≤80%, 80%<SpO2≤90%, and 90%<SpO2 (Table
3). In the SpO2≤80%, 80%<SpO2≤90%, and 90%<SpO2 groups,
we found biases of 0.75%, 2.02%, and 0.14% and RMSEs of
3.29%, 3.24%, and 2.41%, respectively, when the Withings
ScanWatch was placed on the participants’ right wrists, and
biases of 2.25%, 2.41%, and 0.31% and RMSEs of 3.74%,
3.21%, and 1.90%, respectively, when the Withings ScanWatch
was placed on the participants’ left wrists. Overall, we found
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RMSEs of 3.00% and 2.97% and a bias of 0.98% (95% CI
0.65-1.32) and 1.56% (95% CI 1.24-1.87) from the participants’
right and left wrists, respectively (Table 4).

The correlation plots show a positive strong correlation between
the SpO2 values collected from the participants’ right and left
hands, with high Pearson correlation coefficients of r=0.944

and r=0.954, respectively (Figure 4). The Bland-Altman plots
show a high level of agreement, with Pearson correlation
coefficients of r=0.083 (P=.17) and r=0.23 (P=.001) for the
devices on the right and left wrists, respectively, and 95% lower
and upper limits of agreement of –4.66% to 6.62% and –3.46%
to 6.58%, respectively (Figure 5).

Table 3. Distribution among the SpO2 groups of the conclusive measurements collected by the Withings ScanWatch. The corresponding distribution
of SaO2 values given by the ABL90 hemoximeter are also reported.

Values, n (%)Group

ABL90 hemoximeter (SaO2
b)Withings ScanWatch (SpO2

a)

Blood samples (n=322)Left wrist (n=244)Right wrist (n=275)

103 (32.0)72 (29.5)87 (31.6)SpO2≤80%

109 (33.9)78 (32.0)95 (34.5)80%<SpO2≤90%

110 (34.2)94 (38.5)93 (33.8)90%<SpO2

aSpO2: pulse oxygen saturation as measured by pulse oximetry.
bSaO2: arterial oxygen saturation.

Table 4. Bias and RMSE found from the Withings ScanWatches placed on the participants’ right and left wrists.

Values (%)Group

Left wristRight wrist

RMSEBiasRMSEaBias

3.752.253.290.75SpO2≤80%

3.212.413.242.0280%<SpO2≤90%

1.900.312.410.1490%<SpO2

2.971.563.000.98Total

aRSME: root mean square error.

Figure 4. Correlation plots for the Withings ScanWatches versus the ABL90 hemoximeter from the participants’ right (A) and left (B) hands.
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Figure 5. Bland-Altman plots for the Withings ScanWatches and the ABL90 hemoximeter from the participants’ right (A) and left (B) hands. BFSL:
best fit straight line.

Safety
No undesirable effects or adverse events were reported during
the study.

Discussion

Principal Results
Since 2014, the popularity of smartwatches has grown
considerably, particularly in the health care and biomedical
industries [18]. With their integrated biosensors, these
wrist-worn devices have the potential to provide valuable health
care data to users, thus opening new opportunities for clinical
applications. Indeed, instead of going to medical facilities, which
is time-consuming, costly, and requires highly trained personnel,
users can now monitor their physiological conditions themselves
and report any abnormalities to physicians [18,19]. The Withings
Scan Monitor is the software embedded in the Withings
ScanWatch, a smartwatch that displays a reflective pulse
oximeter function to measure, transfer, record, and display SpO2

levels. Here, we tested this functionality according to the ISO
80601-2-61:2017 standard and FDA guidelines to validate its
accuracy in measuring SpO2 levels at a clinical-grade level
[27,28]. To this end, we compared the performance of the
Withings ScanWatch with that of the ABL90 hemoximeter, a
co-oximeter routinely used in the medical field for measuring
SaO2 levels in blood samples, to measure the SpO2 levels of 14
participants who underwent plateaus of oxygen desaturation in
the laboratory.

In this study, we observed an inequality in the distribution of
the 325 measurements collected, with a higher rate of
inconclusive measurements taken from the participants’ left
wrists (78/322, 24.2%) than from their right wrists (47/322,
14.6%). This imbalance was mainly caused by unwanted
movements when taking blood from the participants’ left arms.
We also observed that the interactions between the catheter and

the device on the left wrist interfered with the collection of the
conclusive measurements when SpO2 levels were below 90%
(Table 3). Indeed, the distribution of the samples was slightly
unbalanced, with 38% of measurements collected in the
90%<SpO2 group. However, this difference was not significant.
Thus, the ratio between the measurements distributed among
the three SpO2 groups is acceptable. Overall, we obtained
sufficient conclusive measurements to meet one of the
requirements set by the ISO 80601-2-61:2017 standard and
FDA guidelines, which requires at least 200 paired samples
from 10 participants to validate the reflective pulse oximeter
function of a device.

Next, we examined the strength of the association and the
agreement between the conclusive measurements taken from
the reflective pulse oximeter function of the Withings
ScanWatch and the ABL90 hemoximeter. We found high
Pearson correlation coefficients of r=0.944 and r=0.954 on the
correlation plots and r=0.083 (P=.17) and r=0.23 (P=.001) on
the Bland-Altman plots, as well as RMSEs of 2.97% and 3.00%
on the participants’ right and left hands, respectively (Figure 4
and Figure 5). Taken together, these results indicate a strong
association and a high level of agreement between the
measurements collected from the devices. Therefore, we have
demonstrated that the reflective pulse oximeter function of the
Withings ScanWatch is adequate to measure the SpO2 levels at
different stages of hypoxia.

Detection of Sleep Apneas
In addition to the accuracy of 3% found in the hypoxia study,
the ScanWatch SpO2 algorithm possesses adequate resolution
and dynamics to identify apnea and hypopnea events when worn
during sleep (Figure 6). Indeed, when used in a continuous
monitoring mode, the ScanWatch can detect short SpO2

variations that occur in apneic patients, paving the way for
automatic sleep apnea detection for patients at home without
using intrusive and costly polysomnography setups.
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Figure 6. SpO2 measured by ScanWatch and a finger pulse oximeter during apnea/hypopnea events.

Limitations
The clinical study was conducted in a controlled environment
with a well-established protocol and methodology to collect
SpO2 measurements during stable plateaus of SpO2 in healthy
participants aged 23-39 years. Its design may limit the
generalizability of the results to real-world situations. Indeed,
the ability of the Withings ScanWatch reflective pulse oximeter
to dynamically monitor the evolution of SpO2 in a subject is
unknown in the real world because participants were exposed
to stable plateaus of SpO2 between 70% and 100% in this study.
Finally, given the risks induced by hypoxia on older subjects
or patients with respiratory conditions, we were unable to test
the ability of the Withings ScanWatch to measure SpO2 in these
populations. In future work, the accuracy of the Withings
ScanWatch reflective pulse oximeter should therefore be tested
in real-life conditions (including in the home, at a hospital ward,
and during rehabilitation), on a specific population such as

patients with COPD or obstructive sleep apnea, or to diagnose
and monitor patients with respiratory diseases.

Conclusions
FDA guidance and the ISO 80601-2-61:2017 standard require
RMSEs below 3.5% and 4% for reflectance pulse oximeter
approval, respectively [27,28]. These criteria were recently
fulfilled by a wrist-sensor pulse oximeter, the Oxitone 1000, in
a study in which its precision and accuracy were tested and an
RMSE of 3% was reported [29]. Here, out of the conclusive
measurements collected from the 14 participants, we have shown
that the Withings ScanWatch exhibited acceptable RMSE levels
for SpO2 that were below the thresholds defined by these
authorities. According to our data, we have thereby
demonstrated that the Withings ScanWatch fulfills the
requirements set by both the FDA guidelines and the ISO
80601-2-61 standard. The reflective pulse oximeter function of
the Withings ScanWatch is thus validated and is accurate in
measuring SpO2 levels at a clinical-grade level. No undesirable
effects or adverse events were reported during the study.
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Abstract

Background: Internet gaming disorder has been a controversial topic for nearly a decade. Although internet addiction has been
studied in medical students, there is a paucity of evidence regarding internet gaming disorder. Previous studies in Indonesia
explored only the prevalence rate and characteristics.

Objective: This study aimed to determine the prevalence rate of internet gaming disorder and correlations between internet
gaming disorder, temperament, and psychopathology among Indonesian medical students.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was performed from August 2019 to September 2019 using total and convenience sampling
at a private university and a public university, respectively. The study variables were measured using the Indonesian version of
the 10-item Internet Gaming Disorder Test, the Temperament and Character Inventory, and the Symptoms Checklist 90. Chi-square
and logistic regression analyses were conducted to examine the relationships between demographic factors, temperament,
psychopathology, and the presence of internet gaming disorder.

Results: Among the 639 respondents, the prevalence rate of internet gaming disorder was 2.03% (n=13), with a mean age of
20.23 (SD 0.13) years and an average gaming duration of 19.0 (SD 0.96) hours/week. Up to 71.2% respondents played using
their mobile phones, and respondents with internet gaming disorder reported experiencing all psychopathologies assessed, except
phobic anxiety. Bivariate analysis demonstrated that internet gaming disorder was associated with gender, gaming duration,
gaming community affiliation, and 9 out of 10 domains of psychopathology. In a logistic regression model, internet gaming
disorder was correlated with weekly gaming hours ≥20 hours (odds ratio [OR] 4.21, 95% CI 1.08-16.38, P=.04).

Conclusions: These findings suggest that the prevalence of internet gaming disorder among medical students in Jakarta, Indonesia
is similar to that in other populations of Asian countries. The predisposing factor for internet gaming disorder was weekly gaming
duration, while other demographic, temperament, and psychopathology variables acted as probable moderators. Strategies should,
therefore, be developed and integrated into medical curriculum to screen and aid individuals with these predisposing factors.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25468)   doi:10.2196/25468
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Introduction

In this globalized era, the internet has become a necessity for
people. It offers many benefits, especially for gamers, by
connecting them digitally with others worldwide. Unfortunately,
the internet bears its own negative effects when used
excessively, which may lead to internet gaming disorder.
Between 1995 and 2015, the percentage of internet users
escalated (from 0%-14% to 45%-99% in 29 countries [1]). For
internet gaming disorder, the prevalence globally varies from
0.7% to 15.6% among adults [2] and ranged from 0.6% to 19.9%
among adolescents [3]. Specifically, a study in the US noted
8.5% of surveyed teenagers fulfilled criteria of internet gaming
disorder [4], while German researchers revealed a prevalence
of 1.2% [5]. Among Asian adolescents, a Taiwanese study
discovered an internet gaming disorder rate of 3.1% [6], and a
Japanese study demonstrated a prevalence 1.8% [7].

In Indonesia, internet usage rose from 0.9% in 2000 to 17.1%
in 2014. Approximately 80% of the teenagers in Indonesia are
on the internet daily [8]; consequently, the rate of internet
gaming disorder among Indonesian teenagers is estimated at
10.15% [9] A systematic review [10] noted the high pooled
prevalence of internet addiction (30.1%) among medical students
[10], which is not surprising as this is a highly stressed group
who are vulnerable to psychopathologies [11]. As such, they
are at risk of adopting passive coping mechanisms. However,
limited studies [10] have reported the more specific form of
internet addiction (ie, internet gaming disorder) among medical
students.

The varying prevalence of internet gaming disorder is due to
the absence of consensus in diagnosing internet gaming disorder.
Past studies [12] have looked at internet addiction as a
generalized construct which encompasses all digital activities,
and others, such as internet gaming, as a specific entity;
however, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders Fifth edition (DSM-5) and International Classification
of Diseases 11 (ICD-11) have provided guidelines to identify
affected individuals. According to the DSM-5, internet gaming
disorder is defined as the persistent and recurrent use of the
internet to play games that causes clinically significant
impairment or distress. The patient must exhibit at least 5 out
of 9 diagnostic criteria—preoccupation, withdrawal, tolerance,
loss of control, giving up on other activities, continuation,
deception, escape, and negative consequences—within a
12-month period [13]. Meanwhile, ICD-11 describes gaming
disorder as a persistent or recurrent gaming behavior, either
online or offline. The ICD-11 mentions 3 symptoms of gaming
disorder, namely, impaired control over gaming, gaming being
prioritized over daily activities and life interests, and its
continuation or escalation, even after a negative impact has
arisen [14]. Both internet gaming disorder (DSM-5) and internet
gaming disorder (ICD-11) cover offline and online games [13],
and accumulating evidence since the inclusion of internet
gaming disorder within the section 3 of DSM-5 has led to
international consensus for formal categorization of the disorder
within ICD-11, which includes the internet as a specific
identifier of the disorder [15]. As research and understanding

of the disorders across populations grow, the nosology will
require updates [15].

Researchers have developed numerous instruments to screen
individuals afflicted with internet gaming disorder; however,
there is no agreement regarding either screening tools or which
clinical guidelines to adopt while diagnosing internet gaming
disorder because there are limited studies on the diagnostic
pathway, terminology definitions are arguable, and the
diagnostic category is rather novel [16]. There are no definite
indications yet for internet gaming disorder screening, and
further research is required to define the risk and protective
factors in order to narrow the specific population appropriate
for screening [17].

Several studies in Indonesia have already described the
prevalence, characteristics, and impacts of internet gaming
disorder [9,18]. However, none of these studies focused on the
relationship between internet gaming disorder and temperament,
and internet gaming disorder and psychopathology. The main
purpose of this study, hence, was to assess the correlations
between internet gaming disorder, temperament, and
psychopathology among medical students in Indonesia, given
the prevalence of internet gaming disorder among Indonesian
young adults and thus allowing for the ratification of preventive
modules in medical schools.

Methods

Design
A cross-sectional study was conducted in private and public
universities in Jakarta. The capital city of Indonesia was believed
to be a representative sample base due to its dense and diverse
population from across the archipelago. Total sampling in the
private university and convenience sampling in the public
university were performed from August to September 2019.
This study was approved by Mochtar Riady Institute for
Nanotechnology Ethics Committee (protocol number
1906010-02). Written consent was obtained from each
respondent. Respondents who were screened with internet
gaming disorder or other psychopathologies were invited for
further psychiatric therapy sessions.

Respondents
The target population of this study was medical students in
Indonesia, represented by the medical students in Jakarta. The
sample consisted of medical students from private and public
universities who had fulfilled the inclusion from respective and
exclusion criteria (absence of severe psychotic disorders and
substance use) by means of self-report and brief semistructured
interviews with the research team. Criteria were chosen to ensure
that the associations that generated were specific to internet
gaming disorder. The respondents were briefed about the study
in a specific session; respondents were required to give informed
consent in order to participate. The minimal sample size was
tabulated using the cross-sectional and hypothesis confirmation
studies formula, with a type I error of 1.96, type II error of 0.84,
and an absolute precision of .05 [19].
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Measurements
The respondents completed a questionnaire providing
demographic data and gaming-related characteristics (duration,
affiliation to gaming community, and genre, whereby examples
were provided). The game genres, which were adapted from
prior studies [20-22], were divided into massive multiplayer
role-playing games, multiplayer online battle arena, first-person
shooting, multiplayer battle royale, real-time strategy, turn-based
strategy, simulation, puzzle, or music/sports/platform. In
addition, respondents answered 3 self-rated questionnaires.

The Indonesian version of the 10-item Internet Gaming Disorder
Test (IGDT-10) consists of 10 statements about online gaming
disorder similar to those of the original version. A 3-point Likert
scale was used for response options (never, sometimes, and
often). Scoring was then dichotomized (often=1; never or
sometimes=0) to mirror the dichotomous nature of DSM-5
criteria. Items 9 and 10 represented the same construct and thus
only a single score was used (ie, a response of “often” on either
item scored only 1 point). The cut-off for internet gaming
disorder, in accordance with DSM-5 criteria, specified a
minimum of 5 out of 9 criteria [23]. In this study, we adopted
the definition “persistent and recurrent use of the Internet to
engage in games, often with other players, leading to clinically
significant impairment or distress” for internet gaming disorder,
and despite the terminology, internet gaming disorder
encompassed individuals exhibiting problematic gaming
symptoms in both offline and online settings [24]. For
succinctness, respondents meeting the IGDT-10 cut-off were
classified herein as having internet gaming disorder as IGDT-10
was found to cover clinical criteria of both DSM-5 and ICD-11
[25], though it should be cautioned that the instrument is a
screening tool.

The Indonesian version of the modified Temperament and
Character Inventory (TCI) was used to measure temperament.
The questionnaire consists of 23 questions assessing the 3
domains of temperament (novelty seeking, reward dependence,
and harm avoidance), and 16 questions that assess character
(self-directedness and self-transcendence). However, this study
only employed the former, and the partial instrument reliability
was 52%. The answers were either “yes” (2 points) or “no” (1
point), and the points were summed up according to each
domain. Each domain was divided into “low,” if the total score
was lower than average, and “high,” if the total score was higher
than average [26,27].

The Indonesian version of Symptoms Checklist 90 (SCL-90)
has 82.9% sensitivity and 83.0% specificity. Respondents were
asked if they had experienced any of the symptoms (90
statements) during the previous 7 days (1 week) using a 5-point
Likert scale (0=never and 4=always). The points were summed
based on somatization, obsessive-compulsiveness, interpersonal
sensitivity, depression, anxiety, hostility, phobic anxiety,
paranoid ideation, psychoticism, and additional symptoms.
Respondents were then divided into a No group if the total score
was <61, and a Yes group if the total T-score was ≥61 [28,29].

Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed using statistical software (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences for Windows version 25, IBM
Corp). The characteristics of respondents are reported
descriptively. The relationships of characteristics, temperament,
and psychopathology with internet gaming disorder were
determined using chi-square and Fisher exact tests. Furthermore,
stepwise binomial logistic regression analysis was applied to
examine the multivariate relationship between internet gaming
disorder, the respondents’ characteristics, their temperaments,
and psychopathologies (mean raw score and standard deviation
are presented). Nine variables were chosen between respondents’
characteristics and SCL -90, results of the TCI were not included
as none were significant; the criteria set was P<.25 [30] and
relevance was based on prior studies [31,32] in the field.

Results

Respondent Characteristics
In total, there were 639 respondents (mean age 19.9 years), of
whom 59.6% were late adolescents (381/639); 64.2% were
female (410/639; mean age 19.7 years), and 35.8% were male
(229/639; mean age 20.2 years). Respondents started gaming
at a mean age of 11.31 years (SD 0.14) and had mean weekly
gaming duration of 15.34 hours (SD 0.57; male: mean 19.00
hours, SD 0.96; female: mean 13.29 hours, SD 0.69); 55.2% of
the respondents (353/639) lived independently, and 85.8%
played games before 8 years of age (548/639). The age cut-off
was based on a previous study [33]. Twice as many males
(75/229, 32.8%) played more than 20 hours a week compared
to females (68/410, 16.6%). Approximately 22.3% of males
(51/229) joined a gaming community, compared to 12.0% of
females (49/410). Device-wise, both genders preferred
smartphones for playing games (455/639, 71.2%) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Respondent demographics.

All (N=639), n (%)Female (n=410), n (%)Male (n=229), n (%)Characteristic

Age

1 (0.2)1 (0.2)0 (0.0)Early adolescence

49 (7.7)39 (9.5)10 (4.4)Mid-adolescence

381 (59.6)251 (61.2)130 (56.8)Late adolescence

208 (32.6)119 (29.0)89 (38.9)Adult

Residence

353 (55.2)239 (58.3)114 (49.8)Independent

286 (44.8)171 (41.7)115 (50.2)Parent's house

Gaming onset age

548 (85.8)361 (88.0)187 (81.7)≤8 years

91 (14.2)49 (12.0)42 (18.3)>8 years

Time spent gaming

496 (77.6)342 (83.4)154 (67.2)≤20 hours/week

143 (22.4)68 (16.6)75 (32.8)>20 hours/week

Gaming community affiliation

100 (15.7)49 (12.0)51 (22.3)Yes

539 (84.4)361 (88.0)178 (77.7)No

Device

455 (71.2)333 (81.2)122 (53.3)Smartphone

66 (10.3)25 (6.1)41 (17.9)PC/desktop

93 (14.6)38 (9.3)55 (24.0)Laptop

25 (3.9)14 (3.4)11 (4.8)Tablet

Internet gaming disorder

13 (2.0)4 (1.0)9 (3.9)Yes

626 (98.0)406 (99.0)220 (96.1)No

Respondents With Internet Gaming Disorder
Of the 639 respondents, 13 respondents were identified with
internet gaming disorder (2.03%). The 13 respondents on
average scored 5.56 (SD 0.53) on IGDT-10, compared to a mean
score of 0.37 (SD 0.76) among the rest of the respondents. There
was a statistically significant difference between gender, with
males being 4 times more likely than females to have internet
gaming disorder (odds ratio [OR] 4.15, 95% CI 1.26-13.64;
P=.02). In addition, respondents playing >20 hours per week
were 6 times more likely to be screened with internet gaming
disorder (OR 5.82, 95% CI 1.87-18.08; P=.002). Attachment
to a gaming community also displayed a statistical significance
(OR 8.08, 95% CI 2.12-30.81; P=.04). No significant

relationship was observed for age (P=.74), onset of gaming
(P>.99), type of residence (P=.51), and device of choice (P=.57)
with gaming disorder (Table 2). Among respondents with
internet gaming disorder, 6 respondents (46.2%) mainly played
multiplayer online battle royale, 4 respondents (30.8%) primarily
enjoyed multiplayer online battle arena, 2 respondents (15.4%)
focused on puzzle games, and 1 respondent (7.7%) chiefly
played turn-based strategy games. Among respondents without
internet gaming disorder, the most popular game genre was
multiplayer online battle arena (190/626, 30.4%), second-most
popular was multiplayer online battle royale (118/626, 18.9%),
followed by real-time strategy (72/626, 11.5%), puzzle genre
(69/626, 11.0%), and simulation (33/626, 5.3%).
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Table 2. Comparison of demographics between respondents with and without internet gaming disorder.

ComparisonInternet gaming disorderCategory

ORa (95% CI)P valueChi-square (df)No, nYes, n

62613Total

—b.741.257 (3)Age

10Early adolescence

490Mid-adolescence

3729Late adolescence

2044Adult

4.15 (0.13-13.64).026.435 (1)Gender

2209Male

4064Female

1.10 (0.24-5.03)>.990.014 (1)Gaming onset age

892≤8 years

53711>8 years

5.82 (1.87-18.08).00211.715 (1)Time spent gaming

4915≤20 hours/week

1358>20 hours/week

1.45 (0.48-4.37).510.443 (1)Residence

3476Independent

2797Parent's house

8.08 (2.12-30.81).045.231 (1)Community

955Yes

5318No

—.572.037 (3)Device

4487Smartphone

642PC/desktop

903Laptop

241Tablet

aOR: odds ratio.
bValue missing as chi-square analysis would not produce risk estimate for df >1.

TCI and Internet Gaming Disorder
Of the 3 TCI domains, none was found to have a significant
relationship with internet gaming disorder (novelty seeking:
P=.13; reward dependence: P=.35; harm avoidance: P=.18).

Eight out of 13 respondents with internet gaming disorder
exhibited high novelty seeking behavior; similarly, 67% of
respondents (10/13) also had high harm avoidance, and
approximately only 33% of respondents (2/13) displayed high
reward dependence (Table 3).
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Table 3. Associations between Temperament and Character Inventory and internet gaming disorder.

ComparisonInternet gaming disorderTemperament and Character Inventory

ORa (95% CI)P valueChi-square (df)NoYes

2.33 (0.75-7.20).132.276 (1)Novelty seeking

2558High

3715Low

1.78 (0.39-8.23).350.56 (1)Reward dependence

582High

56811Low

0.43 (0.12-1.59).181.71 (1)Harm avoidance

55510High

713Low

aOR: odds ratio.

Association Between Internet Gaming Disorder and
Psychopathology
The Symptoms Checklist 90 (SCL-90) has 9 domains with
supplementary Global Symptoms Index (GSI) and an additional
domain in the Indonesian version. Overall, respondents with
internet gaming disorder scored 2 to 3 times higher on all
domains of SCL-90 than respondents without internet gaming
disorder. Out of all the domains, only phobic anxiety (P>.99)
and the additional domain (P=.20) were not statistically
significant (Table 4). GSI and interpersonal sensitivity were
found to be markedly significant (OR 12.87, 95% CI 3.96-41.78,

P<.001; OR 23.18, 95% CI 5.35-100.46, P=.001) respectively.
Two out of 13 respondents (15%) who scored highly on
IGDT-10 presented with positive somatization,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, depression, anxiety, hostility,
and paranoid symptoms. Interpersonal sensitivity and
psychoticism were reported by 3 respondents. Those with low
IGDT-10 scores also reported similar psychopathologies; for
instance, 6 respondents without problematic gaming also had
positive somatization symptoms. Phobic anxiety symptoms
were exclusively reported by 7 respondents without internet
gaming disorder.
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Table 4. Symptoms Checklist 90 and internet gaming disorder.

ComparisonInternet gaming disorderPsychopathology

ORa (95% CI)P valueChi-square (df)NoYes

Mean (SD)n (%)Mean (SD)n (%)

12.87 (3.96-41.78)<.00128.93 (1)54.9 (54.1)150.1 (72.3)Global Symptoms Index

29 (4.5)5 (0.8)Yes

597 (93.4)8 (1.3)No

18.79 (3.41-103.64).0121.44 (1)5.9 (6.9)14.3 (11.0)Somatization

6 (0.9)2 (0.3)Yes

620 (97.0)11 (1.7)No

18.79 (3.41-103.64).0121.44 (1)8.7 (7.9)23.1 (10.0)Obsessive compulsiveness

6 (0.9)2 (0.3)Yes

620 (97.0)11 (1.7)No

23.18 (5.35-100.46).00135.77 (1)7.0 (7.0)20.3 (10.3)Interpersonal sensitivity

8 (1.3)3 (0.5)Yes

618 (96.7)10 (1.6)No

18.79 (3.41-103.64).0121.44 (1)9.3 (9.6)26.4 (12.6)Depression

6 (0.9)2 (0.3)Yes

620 (97.0)11 (1.7)No

9.30 (1.86-46.60).0310.78 (1)3.5 (4.6)10.5 (8.0)Anxiety

12 (1.9)2 (0.3)Yes

614 (96.1)11 (1.7)No

11.20 (2.19-57.22).0213.14 (1)3.1 (3.7)8.1 (4.5)Hostility

10 (1.6)2 (0.3)Yes

616 (96.4)11 (1.7)No

0.98 (0.97-0.99)>.990.15 (1)3.2 (4.0)7.5 (5.1)Phobic anxiety

7 (1.1)0 (0)Yes

619 (96.9)13 (2.0)No

9.30 (1.86-46.60).0310.78 (1)4.1 (4.5)11.2 (6.6)Paranoid ideation

12 (1.9)2 (0.3)Yes

614 (96.1)11 (1.7)No

23.18 (5.35-100.46).00135.77 (1)5.2 (6.1)10.3 (11.7)Psychoticism

8 (1.3)3 (0.5)Yes

618 (96.7)10 (1.6)No

5.13 (0.61-43.35).202.80 (1)4.9 (4.9)11.4 (5.2)Additional

10 (1.6)1 (0.1)Yes

616 (96.4)12 (1.9)No

aOR: odds ratio.

Multivariate Analysis of Internet Gaming Disorder,
Respondent Characteristics, TCI, and SCL-90
Logistic regression analysis was performed to identify the
factors that influenced risk of internet gaming disorder. The
results are shown in Table 5. In the first model, when controlling
for gender and community affiliation, weekly gaming duration

of >20 hours per week remained statistically significant (OR
3.98, 95% CI 1.20-13.18, P=.02). The model explained 12.1%

of the variance (R2=0.121) and had acceptable goodness-of-fit
with the Hosmer-Lemeshow test P=.74. When controlling for
temperament and psychopathology, weekly gaming duration
remained a significant factor associated with internet gaming
disorder (OR 4.21, 95% CI 1.08-16.38, P=.04). The overall
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model improved with pseudo R2=0.301 and Hosmer-Lemeshow test P=.80.

Table 5. Logistic regression analysis of demographics, temperament, and psychopathologies with internet gaming disorder (dependent variable).

Model 2bModel 1aVariable

P valueOR (95% CI)BP valueORc (95% CI)B

<.001N/A–5.18<.001N/Ad–5.17Constant

.063.99 (0.92-17.34)1.38.082.93 (0.86-9.95)1.07Gender

.651.38 (0.34-5.50)0.32.281.95 (0.59-6.49)0.67Community

.044.21 (1.08-16.38)1.44.023.98 (1.20-13.18)1.38Time spent gaming

.401.82 (0.46-7.18)0.60N/AN/AN/ANovelty seeking

.130.32 (0.07-1.41)–1.14N/AN/AN/AHarm avoidance

.164.67 (0.55-39.40)1.54N/AN/AN/AGlobal Symptoms Index

.532.48 (0.15-42.29)0.91N/AN/AN/ASomatization

.267.77 (0.22-276.61)2.05N/AN/AN/AObsessive compulsiveness

.682.47 (0.034-180.71)0.90N/AN/AN/AInterpersonal sensitivity

.731.62 (0.099-26.74)0.49N/AN/AN/ADepression

.680.35 (0.003-46.97)–1.05N/AN/AN/AAnxiety

.701.71 (0.11-25.82)0.54N/AN/AN/AHostility

.520.22 (0.002-22.93)–1.52N/AN/AN/AParanoia

.3411.85 (0.074- >999.999)2.47N/AN/AN/APsychoticism

.160.06 (0.001-2.98)–2.78N/AN/AN/AAdditional

aχ3
2=14.13, P=.003; Nagelkerke R2=0.121 Hosmer-Lemeshow test P=.74.

bχ15
2=35.64, P=.002; Nagelkerke R2=0.301; Hosmer-Lemeshow test P=.80.

cOR: odds ratio.
dN/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Prevalence and Demographics of Internet Gaming
Disorder Among Medical Students
In a sample of Indonesian medical students, 2.03% (13/639)
were suspected to suffer from internet gaming disorder, and a
weekly gaming duration >20 hours was predictive of internet
gaming disorder. Gender and participation in a gaming
community did not increase the odds of internet gaming
disorder. Subscales of the SCL-90, with the exception of phobic
anxiety, were completed by respondents with internet gaming
disorder, but none was found to increase susceptibility to internet
gaming disorder in this study. The prevalence of internet gaming
disorder has previously been found to range between 0.27%
and 57.50% [34] and that of internet addiction has been found
to range from 0.8% to 26.7% [35]. Notably, prior studies
[5,36-41] indicated that internet addiction and video game
addiction or problematic gaming prevalence dropped within the
older age groups. Another study with young respondents (mean
age 13 years), reported a higher prevalence of up to 4% [42]
and up to 9% in primary school students [4]. Alternatively, a
systematic review [43] estimated a pooled prevalence of 20.0%
and 10.1% for internet addiction and internet gaming disorder,
respectively, among the general population in Southeast Asia.

In addition, we found an association between gender and internet
gaming disorder, with males constituting more than twice the
number of respondents with internet gaming disorder than
females, which was consistent with previous findings
[36,39,40,44,45]. Furthermore, males played longer and were
more likely to join a gaming community than females. In prior
studies in pathological gambling, several theories have been
suggested, such as differences in genetics and neurobiology
between genders [46,47]. A functional magnetic resonance
imaging study demonstrated that males exhibited amplified
connectivity in their mesocorticolimbic pathway when playing
video games compared to that exhibited by females [48]. This
pathway is known for its pivotal role in reward assessment,
motivated behavior, and cognitive regulation through
dopaminergic modulation [49,50]. On a larger scope, gender
differences have already been observed in multitudes of
addictions, although many studies were culturally and politically
biased [51,52]. A review [53] argued that although biological
processes within the brain differ between males and females in
certain areas, and there are variations in genetic expression,
these are, nonetheless, further influenced at the phenotypic level
by sociocultural factors and individual experiences. Gendered
experiences, such as boys playing with robots and females with
dolls, combined with sociocultural notions of gender-based
activities, in which gambling and competitive activities are
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perceived to be masculine, result in male and females tending
to adopt opposite coping and escape mechanisms [53].

Internet Gaming Disorder and Gaming Characteristics
Among Medical Students
Consistent with the findings of previous studies [5,45], the
correlation between weekly hours spent gaming and internet
gaming disorder was significant (P=.002), with approximately
22% of affected respondents spending more than 20 hours a
week engaging in such activities. This relationship was
maintained even after controlling for other significant
sociodemographic factors, such as gender and community
participation, temperament, and psychopathology (OR 4.21,
95% CI 1.08-13.68). A previous qualitative study [54] argued
that although increased gaming time is associated with internet
gaming disorder, it should not be considered a criterion for
addiction when no negative consequence was observed. The
study highlighted the essence of context when considering
gaming time. This was revealed to be pertinent as the 2 cases
identified demonstrated contrasting psychological and behavioral
patterns, even though they both played over 14 hours a day [54].
Additionally, gamers may not accurately account for the duration
spent on activities related to games, including strategizing,
discussing, and fantasizing [55], as actual time spent gaming,
thus camouflaged as seemingly short gaming duration. Another
study [56] indicated that the effects of increased gaming time,
particularly on weekdays, were more likely to develop into
depressive, psychosomatic, and musculoskeletal symptoms. A
probable explanation relates to the interaction with motive.
Positive excessive gameplay might add to a person’s life, in
contrast to excessive play as a result of negative motivations,
such as escapism. The time spent in gaming reduces the
availability of time during which to perform other essential
tasks, such as physical socializing, schoolwork, or work; thus,
gameplay duration is a pivotal determinant when put together
with gameplay motives [56-58]. Alternatively, serious gaming
provided complementary avenue of training and education [59]
and novel opportunities to socialize with individuals, from near
and far. These generated social capitals, which are greatly
influenced by physical and social proximity (familiarity) [60],
more often than not spurred further indulgence in game activities
[61] yet translate poorly to offline social support or provision
of deep affective relationships [62,63].

Our study revealed a significant association between affiliation
to a gaming community and internet gaming disorder (P=.04).
Online gaming is an inherently social activity, particularly with
the advent of massively massive multiplayer role-playing games,
multiplayer online battle arena, and multiplayer online battle
royale [20]. The majority of respondents with internet gaming
disorder in our study favored multiplayer online battle royale
and multiplayer online battle arena to other genres. Multiplayer
online battle royale, as a survival game combined with
scavenging and combat, presents gamers with unique scenarios
and dynamic and competitive gameplay in each round [20,64].
Similarly, the game genre multiplayer online battle arena was
also prevalent as it motivates gamers through nonrepetitive
game style, array of in-game ranks and items, and emphasis on
teamwork and clan [20]. The social factors in playing
multiplayer online battle arena included making new friends,

chatting, and working in a team. Social elements, such as
developing reputation and admiration from the gaming
community, were a central driving factor in obtaining enjoyment
in playing these games [65]. Gamers with internet gaming
disorder may have used online games as a substitute for
establishing real-world relationships, as increasing internet
gaming disorder symptoms are associated with social anxiety,
and social motivations are associated with gaming addiction
[66-69]. According to the social compensation hypothesis, the
fleeting sense of social interaction in online games and the sense
of escape from the physical world facilitates greater engagement
in games [66,69]. This particular relationship was not explored
in this study.

Temperament, Psychopathology, and Internet Gaming
Disorder
Our study did not find an association between TCI domains and
internet gaming disorder. This finding conformed with the
results of a recent study [33], which argued that the 3 domains
of TCI were neither protective nor risk factors for internet
addiction. Individuals with high novelty-seeking supposedly
modulate dopaminergic and heritable tendencies toward intense
excitement, unpredictable and emotional behavior, and repeated
exploratory activities in response to novelty [70]. The lack of
association is partly explained as individuals with high novelty
seeking are readily disinterested and lack persistence in doing
a particular activity. The individuals then favor shifting their
activities almost impulsively, and thus they are less likely to
suffer internet addiction [33]. Our study showed a small
distinction between high and low scores in all TCI domains. A
previous study [71] in South Korea displayed a significant total
score difference between problematic internet users and
problematic drug users, although the subanalysis of the novelty
seeking score difference was not statistically significant. The
study [71] also showed an insignificant correlation between
novelty seeking and internet gaming disorder, and a significant
relationship with harm avoidance and reward dependence scores
in the problematic internet user group, but not in the control
group. This is in contrast with the findings of a similar study
which proposed that novelty seeking and harm avoidance were
strong predictors of internet gaming disorder compared to those
for healthy individuals [72]. The contradictory evidence suggests
that it is necessary to investigate personality factors more deeply,
as novelty seeking, harm avoidance, and reward dependence
have been found to be determined by a person’s personality
profile and their impulsivity [71].

Bivariate analysis revealed a correlation between respondents
with internet gaming disorder and nearly all psychopathologies
in the Indonesian version of SCL-90, except for phobia and the
additional domains. This pattern may be an indication of the
nonspecificity of psychological distress or a variety of clinical
profiles presented by internet gaming disorder respondents.
However, gender (P=.06), gaming community (P=.65),
temperament (novelty seeking: P=.40; harm avoidance: P=.13),
and psychopathological factors (GSI: P=.16; somatization:
P=.53; obsessive compulsiveness: P=.26; interpersonal
sensitivity: P=.68; depression: P=.73; anxiety: P=.68; hostility:
P=.70; paranoia: P=.52; psychoticism: P=.34; additional: P=.16)
lost significance in multivariate analysis. Nonetheless,
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incorporating temperament and psychopathology enhanced the

overall model pseudo R2 from 0.12 to 0.30, suggesting that they
may be important moderators. The complex interaction between
online video game overuse and associated psychopathologies
has persisted and is apparent in the ambiguous evidence
available. Several cross-sectional [67,73,74] and cohort studies
[4] described significant effects associated with social phobia,
gaming, and addiction, while other studies failed to establish
any association [75-77].

Our study had limited identification of the dysfunctions
experienced by respondents at a single point in time; however,
the directional causality between internet gaming disorder and
psychopathology is of high importance. An elaborate cohort
study [4] demonstrated that individuals who engaged in chronic
persistent gaming developed depression, anxiety, and social
phobia after 2 years. In addition, they had significantly lower
grades and social functioning compared to those who recovered
from internet gaming disorder or who did not develop internet
gaming disorder [4]. Based on the proposed Escape Theory
[78], a number of studies have depicted gaming as an escape
strategy for patients dealing with depression [68,79].
Nonetheless, it has been argued that gaming addiction should
not be viewed as merely an escape or defective coping
mechanism because symptoms of other disorders are also
evident [4]. Internet gaming disorder might worsen
psychopathological distress, while the management of internet
gaming disorder could alleviate these complaints [4]. It is
uncertain, however, as to whether the psychopathologies were
preexisting and then reinforced by internet gaming disorder, as
previous longitudinal research has failed to establish significant
causality between internet gaming disorder and symptoms of
depression and anxiety [77].

Strengths and Limitations
This study is the first, to the knowledge of the authors, to
investigate associations between temperament,
psychopathologies, and internet gaming disorder in medical
students in Indonesia. Additionally, our study was able to recruit
a considerable number of respondents. Our study also
distinguished online gaming by platform, from computers to
mobile phones, given that an expanding number of people are
occupied by digital games. Data from our study suggest that
incorporating selective preventive measures among medical
students targeted to proactively shift and shape gaming as
positive and nurturing experiences within the medical education

field is required. Prior research has demonstrated that serious
games can be developed for the purpose of medical education
and provided moderate effects in aiding transfer of knowledge
or skills, with the additional benefit of generating a motivating
and recreational learning experience [80]. Some have noted the
lack of standard in pedagogical approaches of these game
develops, but efforts are on-going to generate a structured
framework [81] and advocate the use of serious games, which
are disparate from commercial games, as prevention for gaming
addiction [82].

One specific limitation of our study, apart from being
cross-sectional, was that the samples were taken from medical
students alone. Interpretations of correlations, or absence
thereof, should be made with the sample scope in mind.
Although the prevalence of internet gaming disorder among
medical students fell within the range observed in the general
population, the characteristics of the respondents differed largely
from those of previous studies. For example, in our study,
females comprised more than half of the respondents, whereas
internet gaming disorder is more common in males, and past
studies [35,39,75,83] have largely examined a male-dominant
sample, This cross-sectional study utilized a convenience sample
rather than randomized respondents, which introduced selection
bias. Our study enrolled medical students to focus on an
understudied population with respect to internet gaming disorder
and which is presumed to have better health care access yet in
reality most neglect to follow up on existing symptoms [10];
concurrently, the resources available limited how widespread
sample recruitment could be. Further research should employ
longitudinal design, wider population, randomized sampling,
comparison to clinical psychiatric diagnoses, and investigate
the development of potential interventions.

Conclusions
Our study demonstrated that the point-prevalence of medical
students screened with internet gaming disorder in Indonesia is
within the estimated global range. The weekly duration of
gaming was the strongest determinant of internet gaming
disorder. Additional research should explore the diversity of
motives and negative life consequences in engaged gamers to
fully contextualize the effect of gaming duration and internet
gaming disorder. Therefore, strategies should be developed and
incorporated into medical curriculum to screen and aid students
with prolonged gaming duration and psychopathologies.
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Abstract

Background: As mental illness continues to affect 1 in 5 individuals, and the need for support has increased during the COVID-19
pandemic, the promise of digital mental health tools remains largely unrealized due to a lack of uptake by patients and providers.
Currently, most efforts on supporting the uptake of digital mental health tools remain fragmented across organizations and
geography. There is a critical need to synthesize these efforts in order to provide a coordinated strategy of supporting the adoption
of digital mental health tools.

Objective: The specific aim of this project is to develop a web-based resource document to support the engagement of mental
health providers and patients in the use of digital mental health tools.

Methods: The web-based resource was developed using a multimethod approach. A grey literature review was conducted in
2019 to identify relevant toolkits that are available in the public domain. This was supplemented with an environmental scan
where individuals with expertise in the development, acquisition, implementation, and evaluation of digital mental health tools
were invited to contribute additional tools or documents not identified in the grey literature search. An engagement workshop
was held with stakeholders to explore how the resource document should be developed and delivered. These findings were
collectively used to develop the final iteration of the resource document.

Results: Based on a gray literature review and environmental scan with 27 experts, 25 resources were identified and included
in the resource guide. These resources were developed for patients and providers by organizations from 5 countries. An engagement
workshop was held with 14 stakeholders, and barriers related to cultural sensitivity, sustainability, and accessibility of the toolkit
were identified. The final iteration of the resource document was developed by the research team using findings from the gray
literature review, environmental scan, and engagement workshop. The contents of the 45-page resource guide are directed at
mental health care providers, administrators, and patients (inclusive of families and caregivers).

Conclusions: The use of a multimethod approach led to the development of a resource guide that builds on existing evidence
on digital mental health tools and was co-designed with stakeholders and end-users. The resource guide is now publicly available
online for free and is being promoted through digital health and mental health websites. Future work should explore how this
document can be integrated into clinical care delivery and pathways.
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Introduction

Mental illness continues to be a global challenge, particularly
during the COVID-19 pandemic [1]. Even prior to the pandemic,
mental illness affected 1 in 5 individuals in the United States
[2]. Unfortunately, with fewer than 50% of individuals receiving
treatment for their mental health issues, mental illness remains
a top contributor of disability in many countries including the
United States [3] and Canada [4]. This increasing and
unprecedented demand has spurred great interest in the use of
telehealth or other digital tools during the current pandemic,
highlighting new opportunities for improving access to health
care through digital technologies [5].

Digital mental health interventions, such as mobile apps, have
been advocated by organizations, including the American
Psychiatric Association (APA) [6] and the Health and Aging
Department of Australia [7], as promising tools to support the
current challenges in mental health service delivery. However,
uptake of these tools by patients and providers remains poor
[8]. In response, tools and resources for supporting the uptake
of these tools into practice have recently been developed [9],
yet these resources remain largely underused. Currently, most
of the efforts and resources that are developed to support the
adoption of digital mental health tools have been done in a
piecewise effort across government organizations [10], hospitals,
and mental health associations [11]. To our knowledge, there
is no single source or repository where users can seek guidance
on identifying relevant eHealth technologies for their needs.
Given this, there is a critical need to collaborate with
stakeholders and end-users in synthesizing a strong body of
guidance and evidence to support digital health activities (eg,
usability, user needs) and accelerate the adoption of digital tools
for mental health contexts, especially during a global pandemic.

The objective of this project is to develop a comprehensive
web-based resource guide to support mental health providers
and patients in the selection and adoption of digital health tools
through consideration of relevant factors (eg, demographics,
clinical needs). The intended audiences of the guide are mental
health care providers (eg, psychologists) and administrators (eg,
implementation specialists) who are interested in integrating
digital health tools into clinical practice, as well as people with
lived experience and families or caregivers looking to use the
resource to select helpful tools for their own needs. In this
article, we share our approach and methodology for developing
the resource document and outline how the main findings from
each phase of the method informed the final development of
the resource document. In addition, the implications of the
resource document and challenges identified throughout the
development process are discussed.

Methods

Following guidelines of the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality [12], we used a multimethod approach (Figure 1)
to develop the resource guide. The methods include a gray
literature review, an environmental scan and engagement of
experts in the field, and an engagement workshop with relevant
stakeholders from a variety of backgrounds and interests. The
findings from these 3 sources were then used to inform the
development of the final version of the resource document
(Multimedia Appendix 1). A multimethod approach [13] was
selected to maximize the consolidation efforts of this work and
deliver the findings in a meaningful and useful resources for a
diverse audience. This work spanned across all provinces in
Canada.
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Figure 1. Overview of the multimethod approach for the development of the resource document.

Phase 1: Gray Literature Review
The objective of the gray literature review [14] was to identify
relevant toolkits that are publicly available in the public domain.
Following best practices on gray literature review [15], one of
the authors (DM) conducted Google searches using key terms
related to digital mental health tools, resources, and toolkits
(Textbox 1). The first 10-20 pages of the Google Search results
were reviewed, and tools or documents that met the inclusion
criteria were identified and included. The inclusion criteria were
as follows: available in English; technologies used or referred
available in Canada; practical guidance for the use of digital
mental health tools in clinical care provided; a target audience
of providers, clients and caregivers, or both; and having
relevance or being easily adaptable to the Canadian context (eg,
health care system structure, processes).

Preference was given to Canadian sources and bilingual (French
and English) resources. Relevant websites from mental health
organizations (eg, Canadian Mental Health Association),

medical organizations or hospitals (eg, British Medical
Association), patient organizations (eg, The Mental Elf), and
governmental organizations (eg, US Department of Health and
Human Services) were also included. Tools of documents were
excluded for one or more of the following reasons: they were
more than 3 years old; they were digital mental health tools (eg,
mental health apps, telemedicine portals); information was
intended for policymakers, industry, or other audiences outside
of providers, clients, or caregivers; they were academic or
research articles; the tools had significant contextual information
(eg, legal context or policy context) that rendered the
information irrelevant for the Canadian context.

Blogposts or other lists (usually of apps) were also excluded
due to a concern for the information being outdated. Included
tools or documents were then catalogued using a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet for analysis. Relevant information related to
the scope and utility was extracted from each tool or document.
A content analysis [16] was used to understand the
characteristics of the included tools and documents.

Textbox 1. Search strategy for gray literature review.

Gray literature search strings

• (electronic OR digital OR mobile) AND “mental health” AND (tool OR resource or e-tool OR e-resource OR toolkit OR app OR web)

• (electronic OR digital OR mobile) AND patient AND (tool OR resource OR e-tool OR e-resource OR toolkit OR app OR web)

• digital mental health tool

• digital tools to help my mental health

Phase 2: Environmental Scan

The purpose of the environmental scan was to identify relevant
documents and tools that currently exist and are used in the
field. To maximize the impact of the environmental scan and

the number of documents and tools found, experts in Canada
and the United States were identified using a snowball sampling
approach through the professional networks of the project team
and those who published, conducted research, or worked in the
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field. Individuals who were knowledgeable across various digital
health activities (eg, implementation, evaluation, design) were
eligible to participate. Experts were contacted via email and
telephone by the project team. Each expert was asked if they
were aware of any tools or documents relevant to guide the
uptake of mental health tools in the delivery of mental health
care. These tools or documents were added to the list from the
gray literature review (phase 1) and screened using the same
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Content analysis [16] was also
used to characterize the identified documents.

Phase 3: Engagement Workshop
We conducted an engagement workshop to increase the
relevance and use of our research findings in practice [17].
Based on the environmental scan and literature review, a 1-day
engagement workshop was held in January 2020 to gather
information on the design and use of the resource guide. The
engagement workshop was based on the Theory of Inventive
Problem Solving (TRIZ) framework, which was developed in
the 1960s to solve problems through the development of
innovative and creative solutions [18]. Stemming from the
principle of identifying the conceptual issue, it has become the
basis for developing a conceptual solution that guides the arrival
of the actual solution [18]. In contrast to traditional approaches,
the TRIZ is said to guide the development of solutions by
focusing on the contradictions that arise between the ideal and
real system, and identifying solutions that close this gap [18].
Stakeholders, with diversity across roles, perspectives,
geographies, and gender, were invited to participate in the
engagement symposium. Individuals were eligible to participate
if they had interest or experience with digital mental health
tools. The inclusion criteria were kept broad to ensure we
maximized the diversity among participating stakeholders. The
structure of the workshop was completed using a World Café
style [19], which is a structured approach to gather feedback
from a large audience. The engagement workshop begins with
asking participants to consider elements that would make the
worst resource guide ever, and what approaches can be leveraged
to prevent this from happening. Following this discussion,
participants were invited to comment on what would be the
critical elements that are relevant for an excellent resource.
After each participant discussed these questions within the
smaller group, a larger discussion was conducted before the
engagement workshop was concluded. In the afternoon,
participants were asked about current approaches for seeking
information on digital mental health tools and how this resource
document may be implemented to address current unmet needs.
Challenges related to the uptake of the resource document were
also discussed. Notes were taken by a member of the research
team (JC) and were consolidated using a content analysis [16]
approach.

Phase 4: Development of the Resource Guide
In order to develop the resource guide, the aforementioned
efforts were consolidated by the research team. Foremost, after

screening of the identified toolkits from the gray literature scan
and environmental scan, a member of the research team (DM)
consolidated and organized the list of resources based on the
purpose and description provided by each toolkit. Each toolkit
was also characterized by the intended audience, format, scope,
language, and country of origin. The findings from the
engagement workshop were then used by the research team to
refine the draft of the resource document to a format and
delivery that aligned with the need of stakeholders.

Results

The gray literature review and environmental scan led to the
identification of 25 resources that were deemed relevant for the
resource document. The engagement workshop, which was
conducted with 14 participants, was used to inform the
development of the resource document (Multimedia Appendix
1) [20]. A detailed description of the findings from each phase
of the development (Figure 1) can be found in the next section.

Phase 1: Gray Literature Review
The gray literature review was conducted in September 2019,
and a total of 19 resources were identified. Most of the identified
resources from this phase of the project were websites or blog
posts that contained a collection of apps (n=9). Other types of
resources included app rating frameworks (n=3), implementation
guides for clinicians (n=2), evaluation tools (n=1), electronic
health record–related comic strips (n=2), and social media and
info guides (n=2).

Of the 19 resources that were identified from the gray literature
review, only 11 (60%) of the tools or documents met the
inclusion criteria and were summarized for the final iteration
of the toolkit. These included the HITEQ (Health Information
Technology Evaluation, and Quality Center) Health App
Decision Tree [21], the “e-Mental Health in Practice” document
[22] from the Black Dog Institute, and patient information
guides [23] from the National Health Service in the United
Kingdom.

Phase 2: Environmental Scan
A total of 27 experts from Canada and the United States
participated in the environmental scan. The demographics of
the experts are outlined in Table 1. These experts have
administrative, clinical, or research roles in mental health and
either actively participate or have experience in activities (eg,
development, implementation) related to digital mental health
tools. There was representation across many provinces in
Canada, with most participants being from Ontario (n=10). In
terms of organization, most participants had affiliations with
academic and government organizations. From the 42 tools or
documents that were suggested by participants of the
environmental scan, a total of 14 tools or documents met the
inclusion criteria and were included in the final resource
document.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants in the environmental scan.

Number of participants (N=27), n (%)Characteristic

Province/location

1 (4%)British Columbia

2 (8%)New Brunswick

8 (30%)Nova Scotia

10 (37%)Ontario

2 (8%)Prince Edward Island

1 (4%)Quebec

1 (4%)Saskatchewan

2 (8%)Outside of Canada

Organizational affiliation

10 (37%)Academic institution

9 (33%)Government

3 (11%)Hospital

5 (19%)Nonprofit organization

Characteristics of Resources
The gray literature review (phase 1) and environmental scan
(phase 2) led to the identification of 25 resources in our
web-based resource guide. Among the 25 resources, 9 resources
(36%) provided ratings or reviews of digital mental health tools,
and 3 resources (12%) provided guidance on the implementation
of these technologies. Additionally, there were 4 resources
(16%) that were tools for patients, 6 resources (24%) for
clinicians, and 3 (12%) resources designed for both patients and
clinicians.

In terms of the resources identified, most were developed in
Canada (n= 10) and the United States (n=10), with other
resources being from the United Kingdom (n=2), Australia
(n=2), and New Zealand (n=1). Only resources developed in
Canada were found to be available in French. In addition, only
60% of the resources (15/25) were developed or updated in
2018 and later. The latter resources do not have an updated date
or were last updated before 2018. Most resources were
developed collaboratively with private or not-for-profit
organizations (n=15), academic groups (n=6), provider
associations like Canadian Medical Association (n=5), health
care organizations (n=2), and governments (n = 2). Likewise,
funding for the development of the resource originated from
not-for-profit organizations (eg, One Mind), health service
organizations (eg, Ministry of Health of New Zealand),
government-funded organizations (eg, Ontario Telemedicine
Network), provider organizations (eg, British Medical
Association), and academic institutions (eg, University of
Chicago).

In terms of the audience, identified resources included content
relevant to patients (n=10) and clinicians (n=20). In particular,
15 resources had clinician-specific resources, 5 resources
contained patient-specific resources, and 5 resources had content

for both populations. Some resources indicated a specific
audience, such as primary care or general providers (n=2),
frontline workers (n=2), physicians (n=1), medical school
students (n=2), and researchers or app developers (n=1). Some
resources targeted a specific mental health condition (eg,
depression), while 13 resources focused broadly on mental
health and e-mental health technologies.

As per the typology outlined by the Mental Health Commission
of Canada (MHCC) [24], 5 resources reviewed and rated
“computerized treatments, resources & apps,” and 4 resources
provided frameworks to conduct evaluations and reviews of
these technologies. In addition, 3 resources provided
implementation frameworks and guidance on integrating these
technologies into clinical environments. These implementation
frameworks were not limited to a single category within the
typology.

The report from the MHCC [24] suggested that apps should
disclose information related to the evidence base, cultural
appropriateness, and gender responsiveness. For the 5 resources
that provided app reviews, 4 of the sites included supporting
evidence and 3 of the sites outlined privacy information about
the apps. Although all tools are free to access, some tools
reference apps that have a cost requirement, and these
requirements are indicated in some tools (eg, Psyberguide). At
last, only 2 of the sites provided data (eg, Practical Apps) about
usability and user experience.

Phase 3: Engagement Workshop
A total of 14 participants from mental health organizations
across Canada took part in the engagement workshop that was
facilitated by 6 members (GS, DM, LC, HDS, AM, and JC) of
the research team. The demographics of participants and
facilitators in the engagement workshop are outlined in Table
2.
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Table 2. Demographic characteristics of participants in the engagement workshop.

Number of participants including facilitators (N=20), n (%)Category

Gender

16 (80%)Female

4 (20%)Male

Province

1 (5%)British Columbia

2 (10%)New Brunswick

1 (5%)Newfoundland

2 (10%)Nova Scotia

13 (65%)Ontario

1 (5%)Quebec

Role/contribution (multiselection)

13 (65%)Clinician (eg, nurse, psychologist)

4 (20%)Graduate trainee

1 (5%)Indigenous perspective

2 (10%)Person with lived experience

4 (20%)Research personnel/expert

In the first part of the exercise, the research team asked the
participants, “What would make the worst toolkit ever?”
Respondents suggested that accessibility barriers were an
important consideration. Examples of accessibility barriers
included a lack of “searchability” and poor user-friendliness of
the resource guide itself. A document with too much text and
use of jargon would make it difficult for the end-user to
effectively integrate it into practice. In addition, respondents
highlighted the need for making the resource a “living
document” that does not contain outdated information and
broken links. It was further noted that resources that are not
culturally sensitive and not trauma-informed may also be
dangerous for the end-user and can impede the value of the
resource. Other factors discussed included a lack of a
dissemination plan, discussion on privacy issues, and the
absence of patients, families, or the community in the
development of the resource guide.

The subsequent discussion aimed to address the challenges
identified by exploring the questions “How could we prevent
this from happening?” and “What would the best possible toolkit
look like?” Participants made several suggestions including a
focus on evidence-based development of the document,
co-design with the audience, and development of a
postdevelopment sustainability plan. It was indicated that the
evidence-based development should be inclusive of the views
and perspectives of intended end-users and include open-source
links for readers to explore if they are interested. It was further
suggested that the methodology of the resource guide be
transparent in the resource document. Participants explained
that the content of the resource document should also be
inclusive of the different learning styles of individuals and
manage the expectations of the reader (ie, relatively new field).
With regard to the postdevelopment sustainability plan,

participants suggested a “review cycle” where the materials
would be revisited after a certain period of time to ensure
up-to-date content. In addition, a follow-up/feedback loop with
participants was encouraged to allow for continuous
improvement of the resource document.

The afternoon session of the workshop focused on dissemination
of the resource document. When participants were asked where
they seek information on digital mental health tools, a variety
of academic (eg, school) and professional (eg, regulatory
college) organizations were listed. Other approaches included
conferences, word of mouth, and the intranet of their employer.
With regard to the challenges of implementing the resource
document for uptake of digital mental health tools, there were
concerns on the definition of the “toolkit” and who the target
audience is. There was also discussion on how the scope of the
toolkit may not be compatible with current structure of care
systems. For example, some clinicians may not have a choice
in deciding which tools would be made available to the patient,
and the process would require engaging stakeholders across
project management, clinical services, and privacy domains. It
was also unclear if this resource document would be based on
current principles of mental health care, such as the stepped
care model [25]. Finally, some participants gave suggestions
on delivering the contents of this document in other formats,
such as a webpage as opposed to a static PDF document [20].

Phase 4: Development of the Resource Document
The findings from phases 1-3 of this project were used to
develop the final iteration of the resource document (Multimedia
Appendix 1) by the research team. The 45-page resource
document [20] begins with background information on digital
mental health tools and how various tools could be used to
support the mental health needs of an individual. A set of
questions were also developed to help guide a client’s decision
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on whether digital mental health tools are appropriate for their
needs. The list of resources identified from phase 1 and 2 was
then summarized in a chart by audience, format, language,
country of origin, and whether the toolkit is specific to mental
health. A summary of each of tool or document is subsequently
provided. This summary includes additional information such
as whether internet connection is required, if data is collected
on the user, and the suitability of the resource for use during
interaction with a client. The resource document concludes with
a high-level overview of the project methodology.

Moreover, many suggestions and concerns from the engagement
workshop (phase 3) were incorporated in the development of
the final version of the resource guide. For example, the
language used throughout the document was reflective of the
suggestions of the stakeholders (eg, neutral, welcoming, and
free of jargon) and brief instructions were provided at the
beginning of the resource document to orient the end-user on
usage of the document. The guide was also optimized for the
search functionalities of the application.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Although digital mental health tools have gained significant
traction and interest from patients, caregivers, family members,
providers, and mental health organizations [26], uptake and
integration of these technologies remain fairly poor across
mental health care [8]. From the gray literature review (phase
1) and environmental scan (phase 2), a total of 25 resource
guides that were relevant in supporting the uptake of digital
mental health tools were identified. These resource guides were
developed by various health care and mental health care
organizations and targeted both patients and clinicians. Feedback
on the delivery of these findings were identified from the
engagement workshop with 14 participants. These findings
collectively informed the development of the final resource
document [20], which can be found in Multimedia Appendix
1.

In our experience, the use of a multimethod approach [13]
provided a solid foundation for developing a document that
aligns with the needs of the clients, caregivers, and end-users.
Of the 25 resources that were identified, there was a relatively
even spread of resources from the gray literature review (phase
1) and the environmental scan (phase 2). This demonstrates the
importance and value of both sources as part of a comprehensive
synthesis of tools or documents relevant to digital mental health
tools. However, the absence of guidance on the delivery of the
content can jeopardize the success of the project and lead to
products that are not compatible with the needs of end-users
[27]. Our engagement workshop (phase 3) was instrumental in
engaging patients, clinicians and other relevant stakeholders in
addressing this gap in guidance [27]. The application of the
World Café [19] approach facilitated the consensus of opinions
and perceptions throughout the workshop and provided great
insight into how the resource document should be best delivered.
Thus, the multimethod approach [13] is a valuable approach in
consolidating the knowledge from each source to develop a

relevant and timely resource document that is applicable for a
variety of audiences.

This paper introduces a web-based resource guide [20] that our
research team designed to foster the engagement of mental
health patients and providers with digital mental health tools.
This resource guide [20] is now publicly available for free and
is expected to be used by both patients and practitioners in
supporting the uptake of digital mental health tools. Patients
and their caregivers may use this document to choose
appropriate resources to guide the selection of a suitable app to
meet their needs and requirements. In addition, using the
questions that are listed on pages 9-11 of the resource document
[20], individuals can also examine if digital mental health tools
are appropriate and suitable for their needs, or if other (eg,
in-person) interventions are necessary. Similarly, this resource
guide will help providers and clinicians become acquainted and
knowledgeable about the use of digital mental health
technologies. In particular, providers may consider this resource
document in speaking to patients and family members about
the use of digital mental health tools as part of care [28].
Providers may also consider using this document as a means to
guide the conversation and planning of which tools should be
used and in what manner [29]. At a broader level, health care
administrators may also use this newly developed resource to
develop proper training and support for providers interested in
using digital health tools in their practice.

During the development of the document, a number of evidence
gaps were identified. Chiefly, the identified resources included
in the resource guide fail to cover many of the technologies
outlined in the MHCC typology [24]. As most of the published
resources focused on mobile health apps, there is a lack of
resources for other technologies such as virtual reality
technology and robots [30-32]. Future work that focuses on the
uptake of these emerging technologies would be useful [8].
Additionally, most of the resources are available in English
only. Making the identified resources available in other
languages, such as French, would be helpful [33], particularly
given the abundance of French-speaking people in Canada.
Similarly, none of the identified tools encompass other cultures,
including indigenous perspectives, or address cultural
appropriateness. Furthermore, given the emerging crisis of
caregivers, future tools should explore the role of e-mental
health technologies to support the needs of caregivers [34].

Although this resource document was developed prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic, we expect that it will continue to be of
value for supporting the ongoing mental health needs and
demands during and beyond the pandemic. However, it is
important to note that the pandemic has greatly accelerated the
uptake of some digital mental health tools [35]. For example,
many organizations have converted their delivery of outpatient
or ambulatory care to telemental health visits (eg, using Zoom
or Microsoft Teams) [28]. Some of these changes in practice
have also led to the use of digital mental health tools, such as
patient portals and mobile apps [36]. As part of the
postdevelopment sustainability plan, it would be of value to
synthesize the recent outputs from the use of digital mental
health tools during the COVID-19 pandemic [37] to the current
resource document.
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Limitations
Although this resource guide has been developed with extensive
input from gray literature and experts in the field, it has yet to
be integrated into clinical workflows and refined by providers
with experience using this resource with patients [8].
Additionally, the identification of relevant resources was limited
to those available in the English language. Experts who
participated in the engagement workshop and environmental
scan were also all from North America. Exploring resources of
other languages and consulting experts from other countries
(eg, the United Kingdom) may provide insight into novel
resources not identified here. Although, the findings from the
engagement workshop were derived from a technique used to
support consensus (World Café) [19], further validation of the
findings (eg, member checking) [38] was not conducted with
the participants of the group or with other participants.
Moreover, the participants were not engaged during the review
of the final iteration of the resource document. Thus, there is a
need to evaluate the efficacy of the toolkit. Currently, it is
unclear how the document may impact the uptake of digital
mental health tools [8,26,39] (eg, patient–clinician relationship
[40-44]), and examining the analytics and usage of these tools
[45] may provide insights into this evidence gap.

Future Directions
This document is the product of a careful and meaningful
synthesis of resources that encourage uptake of digital mental
health tools, and future work should explore how these tools
can be or have been integrated into clinical care pathways for
mental health conditions (eg, depression). This may involve
promoting and sharing the resource document across
organizations that may be interested in the uptake of digital
mental health tools. This may include the identified
recommendations from the engagement workshop on expanding

the delivery of the resource document to web-based approaches
(eg, website, mobile app). It would also be useful to validate
the findings from the resource document (eg, with other similar
toolkits or documents) and to examine the efficacy of this
resource document in addressing barriers and opportunities of
digital mental health tools [38]. This can be conducted using a
mixed methods approach [46] to incorporate both measurable
outcomes and user experience. Moreover, at the solution level,
identifying strategies to enhance uptake of emerging digital
mental health tools is warranted. There remains a need to
examine factors (eg, gamification [47]) that may relate to the
engagement with digital mental health tools [8]. Finally, with
regard to the recent events of the COVID-19 pandemic [35,37],
it would also be useful to explore additional work and guidelines
that are being developed during the pandemic and their impact
on engagement with digital mental health tools, particularly
concerning virtual care and telemental health [48,49].

Conclusions
This paper describes the development of a web-based resource
guide that we designed to guide the uptake of digital mental
health tools into the clinical environment through a multimethod
approach. The document, which is available online for public
use, includes a number of resources to guide the selection,
implementation, and evaluation of digital mental health tools.
Although these resources cover many objectives and audiences,
there are disproportionately fewer resources available for
emerging technologies like virtual reality. Moreover, the lack
of resources designed for caregivers warrants further research.
There is also a critical need to ensure that resources are inclusive
of the needs of diverse cultures, including the First Nations,
Inuit, and Métis people of Canada. Finally, future work should
explore how this resource guide can be adopted and integrated
into clinical environments.
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Abstract

Background: Psychoeducation has the potential to support students experiencing distress and help meet the demand for support;
however, there is a need to understand how these programs are experienced. Web-based diaries are a useful activity for
psychoeducation because of their therapeutic benefits, ability to capture naturalistic data relevant to well-being, and appropriateness
for text analysis methods.

Objective: This study aims to examine how university students use electronic diaries within a psychoeducation program designed
to enhance mental well-being.

Methods: The Science of Happiness course was administered to 154 undergraduate students in a university setting (the United
Kingdom). Diaries were collected from the students for 9 weeks. Baseline well-being data were collected using the Short
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (SWEMWBS). The percentage of negative and positive emotion words used in
diaries (emotional tone) and use of words from five life domains (social, work, money, health, and leisure) were calculated using
the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 2015 software. Random effects (generalized least squares) regression models were
estimated to examine whether time, diary characteristics, demographics, and baseline well-being predict the emotional tone of
diaries.

Results: A total of 149 students participated in the diary study, producing 1124 individual diary entries. Compliance with the
diary task peaked in week 1 (n=1041, 92.62%) and was at its lowest in week 3 (n=807, 71.81%). Compared with week 1, diaries
were significantly more positive in their emotional tone during week 5 (mean difference 23.90, 95% CI 16.89-30.90) and week
6 (mean difference 26.62, 95% CI 19.35-33.88) when students were tasked with writing about gratitude and their strengths. Across
weeks, moderate and high baseline SWEMWBS scores were associated with a higher percentage of positive emotion words used
in diaries (increases compared with students scoring low in SWEMWBS were 5.03, 95% CI 0.08-9.98 and 7.48, 95% CI 1.84-13.12,
respectively). At week 1, the diaries of students with the highest levels of baseline well-being (82.92, 95% CI 73.08-92.76) were
more emotionally positive on average than the diaries of students with the lowest levels of baseline well-being (59.38, 95% CI
51.02-67.73). Diaries largely focused on the use of social words. The emotional tone of diary entries was positively related to
the use of leisure (3.56, 95% CI 2.28-4.85) and social words (0.74, 95% CI 0.21-1.27), and inversely related to the use of health
words (−1.96, 95% CI −3.70 to −0.22).
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Conclusions: We found evidence for short-term task-specific spikes in the emotional positivity of web-based diary entries and
recommend future studies examine the possibility of long-term impacts on the writing and well-being of students. With student
well-being strategies in mind, universities should value and encourage leisure and social activities.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25279)   doi:10.2196/25279

KEYWORDS

psychoeducation; diary; students; text analysis; wellbeing; science of happiness; university; emotional tone; e-mental health;
mobile phone

Introduction

Background
There is mounting concern regarding increases in the number
of young people (aged 16-24 years) reporting long-standing
mental health difficulties [1]. Rising university attendance
among school-leavers approaching the end of adolescence has
been observed globally [2], making universities an increasingly
advantageous setting for providing mental health and well-being
interventions [3]. Alongside treatment-based approaches for
managing mental ill-health, there is a need to better understand
the use of more accessible preventative approaches that equip
students with resources to protect and promote their well-being
[4].

Student Mental Health and Well-being
The mental health of university students has been a priority in
the higher education sector for at least a century [5]. In the last
decade, however, academics have described a growing crisis in
university students’ mental health [6,7]. For many students,
university education is undertaken at a crucial period of
transition into adulthood, associated with social, psychological,
and developmental challenges across multiple life domains
[8,9]. The World Health Organization’s World Mental Health
International College Student project in 8 countries found that
31% of students had experienced a mental health disorder (such
as anxiety or depression) within the previous 12 months [10].
As demand from students for counseling support continues to
exceed supply, there is growing pressure to invest in strategies
with the potential to prevent students from reaching the point
where high-intensity one-on-one support is required [11].

Embedding Psychoeducation in University
Psychoeducation, which involves the provision of information,
tips for self-management, and guidance for staying well [12],
may be one method for embedding well-being–enhancing
interventions within university life. In a framework adapted
from World Health Organization guidelines, experts have
highlighted that alongside formal specialized treatment for
severe mental ill-health problems, there is a need for structured
and unstructured support for students experiencing varying
levels of distress [13]. In line with this model, psychoeducation
interventions can be used to facilitate social support networks
and provide space for students to engage in self-care strategies.
Research into university-based psychoeducation continues to
expand [14,15], and there is a need to understand how students,
with varying levels of well-being, experience and engage with
these interventions.

Practical and Methodological Use of Diaries
Diaries are a promising tool for integration into psychoeducation
programs because of their potential for both therapeutic benefit
and data collection [16]. Diaries offer writers a naturalistic space
to reflect on experiences, and provide researchers with a depth
of detail that is difficult to accurately achieve when relying on
tools that require participants to retrospectively recall events
from their past [17].

One of the earliest diary studies examining well-being in
university found that common worries included academic stress
and common sources of happiness included friendships [18].
Previous research with students has also indicated that
participation in writing tasks about positive life events may lead
to improvements in mood [19]. In a study where students were
asked to write about their thoughts and feelings in relation to
starting university, students who screened positive for depression
(Beck Depression Index scores above 14) used significantly
more negative emotion words than students without depression
(scores below 7) [20]. These studies highlight a link between
the emotional content of writing and how students report feeling
about their mental health and well-being. Less is known about
the balance between negative and positive feelings [21] and the
emotional tone (balance of positive and negative words) of
writing [22].

Technological Developments in Diary Methodology
The availability and progression of technology has been critical
in the ongoing advancement of diary-based research. In the field
of diary analysis, researchers have used technology to identify
prospective participants on the web [23], automatically prompt
participants with poor compliance to diary completion tasks
[24], and automatically monitor the time of day when
respondents choose to complete their diaries [25].

Significant advancement has also been made in the analysis of
open-text data contained within diaries. Natural language
processing methods are being increasingly used to automate the
analysis of diaries, as seen in a web-based eating disorder
intervention [26]. Statistical models have been developed to
predict depression severity based on the use of emotional words
within social media posts [27]. The use of technology to enhance
aspects of the research process, however, should not be
undertaken without careful consideration. For example, where
tasks are automated, it remains crucial to understand how the
process is undertaken and be mindful of any trade-offs involved
in generating these efficiencies.
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This Study and Research Questions
This study aims to examine how university students use
electronic diaries within a psychoeducation program designed
to develop mental well-being skills (Science of Happiness
course). Longitudinal diary data enabled us to examine how the
program was experienced and how the proportion of positive
and negative emotion words (emotional tone) within diaries
fluctuated over time. Automated text analysis methods were
used to analyze the written content of the diaries. This study
has 5 key research questions:

1. How compliant are students to the web-based diary task
across weeks?

2. How does the proportion of positive and negative emotion
words (emotional tone) within the diaries develop over
time?

3. How are time, sociodemographics, diary characteristics,
and baseline self-reported well-being related to the
emotional tone of diaries? (model 1)

4. Is the trajectory of emotional tone within diaries dependent
on baseline levels of well-being? (model 2)

5. Which life domains do students discuss most in their diaries,
and how do these topics relate to the emotional tone of diary
entries? (model 3)

Methods

Participants
The sample consisted of 154 university undergraduate students
at a university in the UK. The Science of Happiness course was
offered to students on 14 undergraduate courses in their first
year of study (including study abroad programs) in exchange
for academic credits. The course began in the first semester of
the study (September 2019) and involved weekly lectures,
weekly group tasks, and weekly diary entries (the focus of this
research). The main evaluation examining the impact of the
intervention is presented in a publication submitted separately
[28].

Data Collection
Sociodemographic characteristics and well-being data were
collected at baseline. Parallel to the intervention, linked
anonymized diary entries were collected digitally on a weekly
basis at 9 time points.

Each student was assigned a study participant number, and no
personally identifiable data were included in the research data
set. Diary data were extracted from the web platform they were
submitted to (Blackboard) and deposited in a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet stored on a secure server. Within the software,
students were only able to submit one diary entry per week. The
study obtained ethical approval from the University of Bristol
Faculty Ethics Review Committee (reference: 27061987862).

Electronic Diaries
The diaries we collected were solicited, given that they were
requested by us for this study, rather than being spontaneous
[29]. Students were able to submit their diary entries on the web
via a desktop or laptop or smartphone. Students were prompted
to write in their diaries about events in the week that had

influenced their well-being or they were given guidance to write
about their well-being in relation to specific topics such as their
goals for the future. These tasks are described in Multimedia
Appendix 1. Although this imposed some structure on the task,
care was taken to encourage open responses and space for
respondents to reflect without excessive constraints [29].

Measures
A brief sociodemographic survey was used to capture data on
gender, age, nationality, and ethnicity. Mental well-being was
measured using the 7-item Short Warwick-Edinburgh Mental
Wellbeing Scale (SWEMWBS) [30]. The original full-length
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale has demonstrable
content validity, structural validity, criterion validity, internal
consistency, and test-retest reliability across a UK nationally
representative sample of adults and a specific sample of students
in 2 UK universities [31]. The shortened 7-item version of the
scale has been found to be internally consistent [30], and data
on UK national norms have since been published to aid in
interpreting scores [32]. Responses to the SWEMWBS are
scored on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (none of the time) to
5 (all of the time). Total scores were transformed, and higher
scores indicated greater levels of mental well-being. In the
regression analysis, well-being was recoded into a 3-level
variable representing scores in the first (low), second (moderate),
and third (high) tertiles of scores.

Text Analysis
This study used a dictionary method approach to text analysis.
This deductive approach involved automating the analysis of
diary content based on a predetermined dictionary-based coding
scheme [33].

Data Processing and Cleaning
All diaries were completed in the English language. Text data
were stored in Microsoft Excel in a wide format (one participant
per row and 1 week of diary entries per column). Typos were
managed using guidance developed by the Language Use and
Social Interaction lab [34]. A manual rather than an automated
process was selected to preserve as much of the text as possible
in its original form.

All diaries were manually scanned for typos, and words such
as roominate were changed to ruminate to ensure the text
analysis software was able to correctly identify the words used.
Words such as kinda were not corrected because of the ability
of text analysis software to recognize and correctly classify
slang text-speech. In total, 892 words were manually corrected
during the data cleaning process.

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Text Analysis
Variables
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) 2015 is a
stand-alone piece of software that has been empirically validated
to analyze the linguistic, social, and psychological content of
text data [35]. LIWC 2015 uses an internal dictionary of almost
6400 words coded into different categories and counts the
frequency of words used within any target text data. The
software is now in its fourth major revision [22]. In a sample
of 117,779 pieces of text data (novels, tweets, natural speech,
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expressive writing, and Twitter), LIWC 2015 correctly classified
an average of 85.18% of words (SD 5.36%) [22]. In this study,
we generated 7 LIWC text variables: positive emotions (eg,
love, nice, and sweet), negative emotions (eg, hurt, ugly, and
nasty), social (eg, mate, talk, and they), work (eg, job, class,
and boss), health (eg, clinic, flu, and pill), leisure (eg, cook, TV,
and movie), and money (eg, audit, cash, and owe). Each variable
reflects the total number of words within each diary entry that
falls into these prespecified categories of the LIWC’s internal
dictionary. We also used LIWC to automatically calculate the
word count of each diary. Using these variables builds on the
use of sentiment analysis approaches in dictionary-based text
analysis [33].

Emotional Tone
We also used the emotional tone variable generated by the
LIWC software. This reflects the ratio of positive and negative
emotion words. If a diary entry contained 100 words and 5 of
its words were found in the negative emotion section of LIWC’s
internal dictionary and 5 of its words were found in the positive
emotion section of LIWC’s internal dictionary, the positive
emotion score would be 5, the negative emotion score would
be 5, and the emotional tone score would be 50. Higher scores
on the emotional tone variable indicate a greater ratio of
positivity within the text of diary entries, with scores above 50
indicating a greater proportion of positive words and scores
below 50, indicating a greater proportion of negative words.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using STATA 16 (StataCorp LLC) [36].
Sociodemographic characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity, and
nationality) and diary characteristics (word count, diary entries,
and emotional tone) were summarized descriptively for the
whole sample. Participants’ characteristics were compared
descriptively according to levels of compliance to the diary task.
Diaries were also subgrouped based on word count to compare
the characteristics of students who wrote the most and least.

The trajectory of emotional tone across weeks is displayed in
line graphs. The trajectory of emotional tone seen in the whole
data set (available-case analysis) was compared with the
trajectory seen for the subsample with full compliance to diary
entry (complete-case analysis).

We applied 4 models using random effects generalized least
squares with an autoregressive disturbances regression approach
(Table 1). This method was selected because the diaries in our
data set are clustered around repeated measures from the same
individuals and are thus not independent and because of the
need for a method that is robust to variations in the number of
repeated measures collected across individuals. Model 1
addressed research question 3, model 2 addressed research
question 4, and model 3 addressed research question 5. Model
0 (a basic model with only week effects) was only estimated to
establish whether our main model (model 1) had an improved
statistical model fit (Wald chi-square) following the addition
of sociodemographics, diary characteristics, and baseline
well-being variables.

Table 1. Random effects generalized least squares with autoregressive disturbances regression models estimated.

Independent variablesDependent vari-
able

Diaries (n=1124),
n (%)

Sample (n=154),
n (%)

Model

Time (weeks)Emotional tone855 (76.07)110 (71.43)aModel 0: investigating the role of week effects only
on the emotional tone of diary entries

Time (weeks), gender, age, diary word
count, total diary entries, and baseline
well-being

Emotional tone855 (76.07)110 (71.43)Model 1: investigating the role of week effects,
sociodemographics, diary characteristics, and
baseline well-being on the emotional tone of diary
entries

Time (weeks), gender, age, diary word
count, total diary entries, baseline well-
being, and interactions between base-
line well-being and time

Emotional tone855 (76.07)110 (71.43)Model 2: investigating interaction effects between
baseline well-being and week (Multimedia Ap-
pendix 2)

Time (weeks), social words, work
words, health words, money words,
leisure words, gender, age, diary word
count, and total diary entries

Emotional tone927 (82.47)120 (77.92)Model 3: investigating the relationship between
word use in 5 life domains on the emotional tone
of diary entries

aSample of respondents with complete data on variables in model 1 to enable Wald chi-square model fit comparisons (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Results

Sociodemographic and Diary Characteristics
A summary of the sample characteristics is provided in Table
2. Of a total sample of 154 participants, 149 (96.8%) participated
in the diary completion activity, resulting in a total of 1124
diary entries. Participants had a mean age of 19.29 years (SD
1.47 years) and were predominantly female (93/124, 75.0%).

The sample mainly consisted of White (100/123, 81.3%) and
UK nationality students (96/121, 79.3%). Participants, on
average, completed a mean of 7.54 diary entries (SD 1.47), and
diary entries had a mean word count of 209.63 (SD 165.79).
The text analysis software LIWC correctly captured 92% of the
235,621 words analyzed in this study, which is in line with
expectations from previous LIWC analyses. The mean emotional
tone of diary entries was 75.15 (SD 28.60).
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Table 2. Total sample sociodemographics.

ValuesSample characteristics

19.29 (1.47)Age (years; n=124), mean (SD)

Gender (n=124), n (%)

93 (75.0)Female

29 (23.4)Male

2 (1.6)Prefer not to say

Ethnicity (n=123), n (%)

12 (9.8)Asian or Asian British

3 (2.4)Black, African, Caribbean, or Black British

5 (4.1)Mixed or multiple ethnic groups

3 (2.4)Other ethnic group

100 (81.3)White

Nationality (n=121), n (%)

96 (79.3)British

25 (20.7)All other nationalities

Diary characteristics (n=149), mean (SD)

209.63 (165.79)Word count

7.54 (1.47)Diary entries

75.15 (28.60)Emotional tone

From 855 diaries, the SWEMWBS scores were recoded by
tertiles for the diaries of students with low well-being (range
14.08-19.98; n=296), moderate well-being (range 20.73-22.35;
n=345), and high well-being (range 23.21-25.03; n=214).

Compliance with the diary task by week is displayed in Figure
1, which indicates that week 1 (138/149, 92.6%) and week 5
(136/149, 91.3%) had the highest compliance rates, whereas
week 3 (107/149, 71.8%) and week 9 (108/149, 72.5%) had the
lowest compliance rates.

Figure 1. Compliance with diary completion activity.
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Diary Entry Compliance—Subgroup Analysis
Participants were grouped by those who completed all 9 entries
(44/149, 29.5%), 8 entries (45/149, 30.2%), 7 entries (32/149,
21.5%), or fewer than 6 entries (28/149, 18.8%). Descriptive
statistics for the characteristics of participants across the 4 levels
of diary compliance are presented in Table 3. Participants who
were fully compliant with the diary activity (9 entries) had
higher diary word counts (mean 242.96, SD 201.88) than

participants who completed 6 or fewer diary entries (mean
175.00, SD 160.59). Furthermore, participants who were fully
compliant had the highest levels of baseline well-being (mean
22.16, SD 2.57) compared with students with 6 of fewer diary
entries (mean 20.78, SD 2.69). The emotional tone and
percentage of females was highest for participants in the most
compliant group; however, the pattern across levels of
compliance was less clear.

Table 3. Key sample and diary characteristics by diary-compliance subsamples.

Diary complianceCharacteristics

≤6 entries7 entries8 entries9 entries

396224360396Diaries (n=149), n

175.00 (160.59)167.53 (112.14)213.00 (142.24)242.96 (201.88)Word count (n=149), mean (SD)

19.74 (2.10)19.04 (0.74)19.26 (1.54)19.26 (1.38)Age (years; n=124), mean (SD)

13 (10.5)20 (16.1)25 (20.2)35 (28.2)Gender, female (n=124), n (%)

20.78 (2.69)21.46 (3.33)20.91 (2.45)22.16 (2.57)Baseline well-being (n=119), mean (SD)

75.53 (29.67)70.68 (30.88)75.33 (28.95)77.39 (26.27)Emotional tone (n=149), mean (SD)

Word Count—Subgroup Analysis
There were no clear patterns in the age of respondents or
emotional tone of diary entries based on the 4 word count

categories (Table 4). Longer diary entries had the highest
proportion of female respondents (155/281, 55.2% for diaries
of 0-103.5 word count length and 195/280, 69.6% for diaries
of 265+ word count).

Table 4. Key sample and diary characteristics by diary-compliance subsamples.

Word count (percentile range)Characteristics

0-103.5 (0-25)103.5-163 (25-50)163-265 (50-75)265+ (75-100)

281 (25.0)282 (25.1)281 (25.0)280 (24.9)Diary entries, n (%)

19.36 (1.64)19.07 (1.20)19.09 (1.21)19.56 (1.56)Age (years), mean (SD)

155 (55.2)178 (63.1)182 (64.8)195 (69.6)Gender (female), n (%)

74.67 (31.47)74.13 (28.50)79.33 (26.91)72.48 (26.97)Emotional tone, mean (SD)

Trajectory of Diary Emotional Tone
The pattern of scores for the available-case analysis and the
complete-case analysis followed an inverted U shape (Figure
2), with a peak between weeks 5 and 6 when students are

completing the gratitude and signature strengths diaries,
respectively. Given the similarity in the trajectory pattern of
emotional tone, whether complete case data or all available data
were used, subsequent analyses in this paper are presented using
the whole data set diary data (available-case analysis).
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Figure 2. Trajectory of mean emotional tone within diaries for whole sample (and participants with complete data for all 9 weeks).

Factors Determining the Emotional Tone of Diaries
(Model 1)
The results from the random effects generalized least squares
regression examining the role of week effects,
sociodemographics, diary characteristics, and baseline levels
of well-being in determining the emotional tone of diary entries
are presented in Table 5. The emotional tone of diary entries in
weeks 5 and 6 were, on average, higher by 23.90 (95% CI
16.89-30.90; P<.001) and 26.62 (95% CI 19.35-33.88; P<.001),

respectively, in comparison with the emotional tone of diary
entries in week 1. The mean emotional tone did not significantly
differ from week 1 for the remaining 6 weeks. As the age of
students increased by 1 year, the emotional tone of diary entries
was higher, on average, by 1.98 (95% CI 0.51-3.46; P=.008).
Students with both moderate (5.03, 95% CI 0.08-9.98; P=.046)
and high (7.48, 95% CI 1.84-13.12; P=.009) levels of baseline
well-being had diaries with significantly higher emotional tone
compared with students with low baseline well-being. Gender
and diary characteristics had no clear effects.
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Table 5. Model 1: random effects generalized least squares regression examining the role of time (week effects), sociodemographics (age and gender),
diary characteristics (word count and entries), and baseline well-being (moderate and high well-being, compared with low well-being) in determining

the emotional tone of diary entries.a

95% CIP valueCoefficientCovariates

Time

N/AN/AcReferencebWeek 1

−2.24 to 11.38.194.57Week 2

−2.57 to 12.02.204.72Week 3

−3.33 to 10.89.303.78Week 4

16.89 to 30.90<.00123.90dWeek 5

19.35 to 33.88<.00126.62dWeek 6

−2.38 to 11.84.194.73Week 7

−10.62 to 3.79.35−3.41Week 8

−2.91 to 12.03.234.56Week 9

Sociodemographics

Gender

N/AN/AReferenceMale

−7.48 to 2.59.34−2.44Female

0.51 to 3.46.0081.98eAge

Diary characteristics

−0.02 to 0.00.10−0.01Word count

−1.47 to 2.33.660.43Total diary entries

Baseline well-being

——ReferenceLow well-being

0.08 to 9.98.0465.03fModerate well-being

1.84 to 13.12.0097.48eHigh well-being

aWald chi-square, Χ2
15=137.0 (N=855); P<.001. This model provided an improved model fit, compared with model 0, which only included time (week

effects) presented in Multimedia Appendix 3.
bReference category for factor variables.
cN/A: not applicable.
dP<.001.
eP<.01.
fP<.05.

Differences in Emotional Tone Across Weeks for
Students With the Highest and Lowest Levels of
Baseline Well-being (Model 2)
As a secondary analysis, we tested whether adding an interaction
effect between baseline well-being (tertiles for the lowest,
moderate, and highest scores) and time (weeks) improved the
fit of the model (Multimedia Appendix 2). Adding this
interaction to the model produced a significantly higher Wald
chi-squared value (P=.03), indicating a better fitting model. To
examine how the pattern of emotional tone differed between

students with the lowest and highest well-being across the
weeks, we plotted the mean emotional tone for students with
the highest and lowest levels of well-being (adjusted for age,
gender, word count, and total diary entries; Figure 3). The
difference in the pattern was most substantial in the first week,
where students with the lowest levels of baseline well-being
started out with markedly lower average emotional tone of their
diary entries. Furthermore, students with the highest levels of
baseline well-being demonstrated a marked drop in the
emotional tone of their diaries during week 8 when they were
asked to write about their goals for the future.
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Figure 3. Trajectory of emotional tone for students with low, moderate, and high baseline well-being, adjusted for age, gender, word count, and total
diary entries.

Life Domain Analysis (Social, Health, Leisure, Money,
and Work; Model 3)
The use of words from 5 life domains (mean percentage of
words per diary entry) across the 9 weeks is presented in Figure
4. Social topics were the most discussed topic apart from in

week 8 (when participants were asked to diary about their goals)
when work was the most dominant life domain discussed. A
peak in the discussion of social topics was observed for week
5 (when participants were asked to diary about gratitude).
Money was the least discussed topic of diaries for all 9 weeks.

Figure 4. Use of life domain–specific terms in diary entries across weeks.
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Table 6 presents the results of the random effects generalized
least squares regression examining how the use of words in the
5 life domains relates to the emotional tone of diary entries. As
the percentage of social words in diaries increased by 1, the
emotional tone of diaries increased by an average of 0.74 (95%
CI 0.21-1.27; P=.006). As the percentage of leisure words in
diaries increased by 1, the emotional tone of diaries increased

on average by 3.56 (95% CI 2.28-4.85; P<.001). Finally, as the
percentage of health words in diaries increased by 1, the
emotional tone of diaries was more negative by an average of
1.96 (95% CI −3.70 to −0.22; P=.03). The relationships between
work- and money-related words and the emotional tone of diary
entries were nonsignificant.

Table 6. Model 3: random effects generalized least squares regression examining how the use of words from 5 life domains (social, health, leisure,
work, and money) relates to the emotional tone of diary entries, controlling for week effects (time), sociodemographics (age and gender), and diary

characteristics.a

95% CIP valueCoefficientCovariates

Time

N/AN/AcReferencebWeek 1

−0.70 to 11.91.085.61Week 2

−0.54 to 13.30.076.38Week 3

−1.05 to 12.44.105.69Week 4

14.51 to 30.13<.00122.32dWeek 5

20.08 to 33.93<.00127.01dWeek 6

0.13 to 13.59.056.86Week 7

−5.99 to 8.54.731.28Week 8

−0.66 to 13.57.086.45Week 9

Sociodemographics

Gender

N/AN/AReferenceMale

−9.91 to 0.54.08−4.68Female

0.46 to 3.55.012.00eAge

Diary characteristics

−0.02 to 0.00.13−0.01Word count

−1.58 to 2.22.740.32Total diary entries

Life domains

0.21 to 1.27.0060.74fSocial

−3.70 to −0.22.027−1.96eHealth

2.28 to 4.85<.0013.56dLeisure

−1.03 to 0.71.73−0.16Work

−3.07 to 1.46.49−0.80Money

aWald chi-square, Χ2
18=189.7 (N=927); P<.001.

bReference category for factor variables.
cN/A: not applicable.
dP<.001.
eP<.05.
fP<.01.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Compliance with the diary task peaked in week 1 (1041/1124,
92.62%) and the fewest diaries were completed in week 3

(807/1124, 71.81%). Students with the most completed diaries
had the highest diary word counts, highest levels of baseline
well-being, and on average had diaries with the highest
emotional tone. Compared with week 1, diaries were
significantly more positive in their emotional tone during weeks
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5 and 6 when diary tasks involved writing about gratitude and
strengths, respectively. This improvement in emotional tone
was not observed at the end of the course, indicating a short-term
rather than a lasting improvement in the emotional tone of
writing. Higher levels of baseline well-being were associated
with more emotionally positive diary entries, and the pattern of
emotional tone within diaries across the weeks seen for students
with low, moderate, and high baseline well-being was distinct.
Diaries predominantly focused on social topics throughout the
weeks, and the emotional tone of diaries was positively related
to the use of leisure and social words and negatively related to
the use of health words.

Existing Literature
The dominant focus on social topics within well-being–oriented
diaries reinforces findings from previous research, indicating
that a lack of social connectedness predicted higher levels of
related mental distress (anxiety and depression) in a
cross-sectional study of UK university students [37]. In this
study, students with the lowest levels of baseline well-being
used on balance more negative words in their diaries (emotional
tone), in line with findings linking experiences of depression
with the use of negative words [20]. Our findings indicate a
strong link between writing about leisure and the use of positive
emotion words complements a recent study in China that
reported when students were asked to draw their happiest
moments, they often depicted leisure activities [38]. Despite
links in the literature between financial circumstances and
well-being among university students [39,40], our work
indicated that in some student samples, money worries may not
necessarily factor into the weekly well-being experiences of
students.

Implications
The analysis of word use across life domains highlights the
importance of social factors and leisure in the lives of university
students. As such, attempts to tackle student well-being concerns
should continue to experiment with the utility of peer support
networks, engaging familial support and responsible use of
social media. In terms of the important role leisure plays in
student well-being, universities are encouraged to ensure
multiple options for leisure are readily available, and students
are encouraged to select activities that are personally satisfying
[41]. The promotion of leisure among students also has the
potential to encourage participation in health-promoting
behaviors, such as physical activity [42].

These findings also have implications for the ongoing
development of the Science of Happiness course. We present
evidence for students’ acceptance and willingness to engage in
a reasonably rigorous schedule of weekly web-based written
diary tasks. It is also noteworthy that one of the weeks with
lower compliance to the diary entry task occurred when students
were on a break from study (week 3), which provides us
important insight into the level of engagement to expect when
students are disengaged from university academic activities.
This work also provides data-driven guidance as to which
students may be more prone to disengage from the task (ie,
males and students with lower levels of baseline well-being).

There are wider implications for how student data are used as
technology develops. The text analysis methods described in
this paper could readily be applied to routinely collected
information from students, for example, in written requests for
well-being support, to estimate levels of distress based on the
use of emotional words. Any developments in this area should
reflect on the ethical questions about privacy and student
preferences raised by experts working in the area of learning
analytics [43]. Students should be involved in these discussions,
and work should be undertaken to determine the risks, benefits,
and opportunities provided by increased analytic involvement
in how students are supported.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. Participants in this study
were self-selected; therefore, the respondents in this study may
not be representative of the wider student population. Available
national data indicate that the UK university population is
slightly more female and two-thirds of White ethnicity [44];
however, in our sample, both demographics were
overrepresented. This means that the observed gender
differences need to be interpreted with caution. Furthermore,
the study may not have attracted students who did not believe
they have any difficulties with their well-being. As the course
was only offered to first-year undergraduate students, these
results may not be generalizable to other undergraduate years,
postgraduates, and PhD graduate students. Separately, as diary
data were collected without the presence of researchers, we
were unable to follow up with participants to explore any
specific points raised in depth. Finally, without a control group
also completing weekly diaries, in this study, we were unable
to test whether specifically the diary task had a positive impact
on the self-reported well-being of participants. However, on
balance students demonstrated a high level of compliance with
the diary task, the course generated novel data, and we were
able to flexibly apply the LIWC software to analyze the content
and underlying emotional tone of the available text data.

Future Research
In this study of undergraduate students, diaries predominantly
focused on social topics; however, future research could examine
whether different patterns, such as a focus on money or health,
are observed in nonstudent samples of young adults. This study
could build on attempts to investigate how distinct the challenges
experienced by students are to university populations [45,46].
Separately, it would be valuable to investigate whether money
was more of a focus within the diaries of subgroups with
different financial circumstances [47]. Although leisure was
discussed less frequently than social topics, the use of leisure
words was related to the emotional positivity of diary entries.
Building on work that has theorized about the many dimensions
of leisure in university settings [48], it would be valuable to
conduct more in-depth research with students to examine how
and when different forms of leisure contribute to their
well-being.

Given the noticeable spike in emotional tone observed when
students were tasked with writing diaries about gratitude, a
future iteration of the course could focus solely on this subject
[49]. Future research could examine the sources of gratitude for
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university students and explore whether repeated engagement
in this task has a positive and sustained impact on the emotional
positivity of writing and self-reported well-being. The more we
understand about the relationship between what students write
and how they feel, the better informed we will be to decide how
far the use of these methods should be extended. We also
recognize that a future analysis of unsolicited diaries would
enrich our understanding of how diaries are used in
nonexperimental settings.

One explanation for why compliance with the diary task fell to
72.5% (108/149) in week 9 is that this time point marked the
conclusion of the course. Exploring this phenomenon and
broader motivations for participation in the course would expand
our understanding of how the course is interpreted and
experienced. In future research, it would be informative to
examine the acceptability of automated digital prompts designed
to encourage the use of the web-based diaries, especially for

participants who are willing yet have simply forgotten to
complete the task.

Conclusions
This study demonstrated the informative power of web-based
diaries, the flexibility of computerized text analysis methods,
and differential experiences of students with varying levels of
baseline well-being engaged in psychoeducation. Students used
their diaries with a high level of compliance and wrote with the
highest proportion of positive emotion words during weeks
where diaries focused on gratitude and strengths. Further
research is needed to explore the importance of leisure to
well-being the longer-term impact of diaries on well-being, and
suggestions are provided for how the science of happiness could
be adapted in the future. We present support for previous studies
highlighting the importance of social factors and leisure for
student well-being, and echo recommendations that universities
should ensure these activities are facilitated and encouraged.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a notable increase in telemedicine adoption. However, the impact of the
pandemic on telemedicine use at a population level in rural and remote settings remains unclear.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate changes in the rate of telemedicine use among rural populations and identify patient
characteristics associated with telemedicine use prior to and during the pandemic.

Methods: We conducted a repeated cross-sectional study on all monthly and quarterly rural telemedicine visits from January
2012 to June 2020, using administrative data from Ontario, Canada. We compared the changes in telemedicine use among residents
of rural and urban regions of Ontario prior to and during the pandemic.

Results: Before the pandemic, telemedicine use was steadily low in 2012-2019 for both rural and urban populations but slightly
higher overall for rural patients (11 visits per 1000 patients vs 7 visits per 1000 patients in December 2019, P<.001). The rate of
telemedicine visits among rural patients significantly increased to 147 visits per 1000 patients in June 2020. A similar but steeper
increase (P=.15) was observed among urban patients (220 visits per 1000 urban patients). Telemedicine use increased across all
age groups, with the highest rates reported among older adults aged ≥65 years (77 visits per 100 patients in 2020). The proportions
of patients with at least 1 telemedicine visit were similar across the adult age groups (n=82,246/290,401, 28.3% for patients aged
18-49 years, n=79,339/290,401, 27.3% for patients aged 50-64 years, and n=80,833/290,401, 27.8% for patients aged 65-79
years), but lower among younger patients <18 years (n=23,699/290,401, 8.2%) and older patients ≥80 years (n=24,284/290,401,
8.4%) in 2020 (P<.001). There were more female users than male users of telemedicine (n=158,643/290,401, 54.6% vs
n=131,758/290,401, 45.4%, respectively, in 2020; P<.001). There was a significantly higher proportion of telemedicine users
residing in relatively less rural than in more rural regions (n=261,814/290,401, 90.2% vs n=28,587/290,401, 9.8%, respectively,
in 2020; P<.001).

Conclusions: Telemedicine adoption increased in rural and remote areas during the COVID-19 pandemic, but its use increased
in urban and less rural populations. Future studies should investigate the potential barriers to telemedicine use among rural patients
and the impact of rural telemedicine on patient health care utilization and outcomes.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26960)   doi:10.2196/26960

KEYWORDS

chronic disease; chronic illness; COVID-19; health care; health services; older adults; remote; rural; pandemic; population;
telemedicine; virtual care
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Introduction

Access to health care services in rural communities has proven
challenging among individuals for many reasons. There is a
scarcity of health care professionals serving rural populations,
and consequently, rural residents face barriers to health care
access, such as long travel times, limited public transportation
and associated costs, and time away from work. Ontario is
Canada’s most populous province with over 14,000,000 people,

and, at >1,000,000 km2, it has a larger area than Texas and
Montana combined. While most of Ontario’s population is
situated in the southern region of the province in urban areas,
approximately 10% of the population resides in rural areas [1],
including the northern regions of the province. The Ontario
Telemedicine Network (OTN) is an organization funded by the
provincial government, which aimed to initially increase health
care access among the rural population by facilitating 2-way
videoconferencing between patients and care providers [2].
However, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, telemedicine
adoption was modest in Ontario [3], in part owing to strict
requirements for both the patient and the physician, such as
attending a virtual visit at an OTN facility, and using an
OTN-approved communication platform [4]. A prepandemic
study from Ontario revealed that Northern Ontario, a
predominantly rural region in the province, saw markedly higher
annual rates of telemedicine use than the mostly urban Southern
Ontario, and even within Northern Ontario, rates of telemedicine
use were higher in the “very rural” than in the “less rural”
populations [5].

The COVID-19 pandemic has posed a unique challenge for
rural patients—particularly those who are more susceptible to
the disease—such as older adults and those with chronic
diseases. In particular, there has been a need to balance chronic
disease management with the risk of virus transmission, either
during health care consultations or when traveling from rural
to urban areas [6]. In order to reduce virus transmission in the
health care setting, the Ontario Health Insurance Plan
(OHIP)—the government health insurer across the
province—introduced temporary billing codes that broadened
the range of modalities eligible for reimbursement beyond
OTN-approved videoconferencing platforms, including
telephone calls and many other types of technology [7]. While
a limited number of studies have reported substantial increases
in the use of telemedicine during the pandemic, there are
currently no published data on the use of telemedicine in rural
communities or on the potential differences in telemedicine
uptake between rural and urban populations during the
pandemic. An understanding of rural telemedicine uptake and
how it has been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic can
provide insight into the utility of telemedicine in rural areas,
particularly among vulnerable and at-risk populations; moreover,
this information can contribute to the development of targeted
approaches to increase telemedicine access where uptake was
limited.

This study aimed to measure the utilization of telemedicine in
rural and urban populations and among at-risk patient groups
in rural Ontario prior to and during the COVID-19 pandemic,

and to describe the characteristics of rural patients who have
used telemedicine.

Methods

Study Design and Data Sources
We conducted a population-based, repeated cross-sectional
study of monthly and quarterly rural ambulatory telemedicine
visits in Ontario, Canada, beginning prior to the COVID-19
pandemic (January 1, 2012) and extending to June 30, 2020,
using data from the following administrative databases: (1)
OHIP, which records all health services delivered by physicians
to Ontario residents and (2) Registered Persons Database, which
contains demographic information of all patients covered under
OHIP. We linked each patient’s postal code of residence to
census-based neighborhood income measures and then stratified
patients across the province into neighborhood income quintiles.
To understand telemedicine uptake among patients with various
chronic conditions, we defined individual patient cohorts on
the basis of select chronic ambulatory care conditions, using
the Discharge Abstract Database, which records all in-patient
hospital admissions, the National Ambulatory Care Reporting
System, which contains data on all hospital- and
community-based ambulatory care (including emergency
department visits), and various Institute for Clinical Evaluative
Sciences (ICES)–validated disease-specific registries. ICES is
an independent, nonprofit research institute whose legal status
under Ontario’s health information privacy law allows it to
collect and analyze health care and demographic data without
consent for health system evaluation and improvement.
Databases were linked using unique encoded identifiers and
analyzed at the ICES. The use of these databases for the purpose
of this study was authorized under clause 45 of Ontario’s
Personal Health Information Protection Act [8], which does not
require review by a research ethics board.

Population
We identified all patients residing in the rural regions of Ontario
by using the rurality index for Ontario (RIO) and their
ambulatory visits through telemedicine through relevant
physician billing codes (Multimedia Appendix 1). The RIO
score has been established by the Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care as a method to fairly and consistently measure
a community’s degree of rurality based on its postal code in
order to allocate governmental funding for rural health programs.
The RIO score is derived from three measures: population
density, distance from a basic referral center, and distance from
an advanced referral center [9]. A higher RIO score indicates a
higher degree of rurality, with a maximum score of 100. Rural
residents have been defined as patients with a RIO score of ≥40,
which is a standard cut-off used by the provincial government
[10]. We compared the rates of rural telemedicine visits to those
of urban visits, the latter defined with a RIO score of <40. We
excluded claims for any patient who was a nonresident of
Ontario or had an invalid or missing health card number.

We further identified patients diagnosed with chronic disease
including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, congestive
heart failure, asthma, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus from
the existing established ICES registries and algorithms [11].
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Patients with serious mental illness were identified from at least
2 outpatient or 1 inpatient claims with the corresponding
International Classification of Diseases, 9th revision or 10th
revision codes for schizophrenia, psychotic disorders, or bipolar
disorder in the past 12 months. Patients with angina were
identified by at least one emergency department visit with the
aforementioned relevant disease codes in the past 12 months
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

Statistical Analysis
For each month in our study period (January 1, 2012, to June
30, 2020), we reported the rate of telemedicine visits per 1000
patients in rural Ontario. Given the markedly high population
of older adults in rural Ontario [12], we also calculated quarterly
rates separately among patients aged ≥65 years and compared
them with those of other age groups (visits per 100 patients).
Chi-square tests were conducted to assess the distribution of
various characteristics of patients who have used telemedicine
(age category, sex, region of residence, neighborhood income
quintile, level of rurality, and chronic disease diagnosis) across
2012, 2016, and 2020. We selected 2012 as the first year of the
study period, 2016 as the middle period, and 2020 as the
pandemic period. We also compared quarterly telemedicine
utilization across chronic disease subgroups (visits per 100
patients). A P value less than .05 was considered significant.
All analyses were performed using SAS (version 9.4, The SAS
Institute).

Results

We compared the characteristics of rural patients who used
telemedicine across the calendar years of 2012 and 2016 and
the first half of 2020. The number of rural patients who received
at least one telemedicine visit increased from 2012
(n=14,666/1,017,546, 1.4%) to 2020 (n=290,401/1,033,271,
28.1%). Prior to the pandemic, a greater proportion of adults
aged 18-49 years used telemedicine (n=4965/14,666, 33.9% in
2012) compared to the other age groups (n=4140/14,666, 28.2%
for patients aged 50-64 years and n=3716/14,666, 25.3% for
patients aged 65-79 years), but after the onset of the pandemic,
we observed similar proportions of telemedicine users among
the older age groups as well (n=82,246/290,401, 28.3% for
patients aged 18-49 years; n=79,339/290,401, 27.3% for patients
aged 50-64 years, and n=80,833/290,401, 27.8% for patients
aged 65-79 years). In 2012 and 2016, there was an
approximately equal proportion of male and female telemedicine
users; however, in 2020, there were more female users than
male users (n=158,643/290,401, 54.6% vs n=131,758, 45.4%,
respectively). Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, most users
were based in Northern Ontario (n=10,431/14,666, 71.1% in
2012 and n=15,702/27,145, 57.8% in 2016), but after the onset
of the pandemic, there was a more balanced distribution of users
across all regions, with the highest proportion of users in Eastern
Ontario (n=98,008/290,401, 33.7% in 2020). These results are
summarized in Table 1. Similarly, in 2012, the highest rate of
telemedicine visits was observed among patients residing in
Northern Ontario; however, the Central and Eastern regions
recorded the highest rates in 2020 (Multimedia Appendix 2).
Smaller shifts were reported in telemedicine use across income

quintiles, with more patients in the lower-income quintiles using
telemedicine in 2012 (n=3270/14,666, 22.3% for quintile 1 and
n=3013/14,666, 20.5% for quintile 2) and 2016 (n=6012/27,145,
22.1% for quintile 1 and n=6770/27,145, 24.9% for quintile 2)
but more users in the middle-income quintiles in 2020
(n=67,172/290,401, 23.1% in quintile 2 and n=65,128/290,401,
22.4% in quintile 3). In 2012, we observed a higher proportion
of telemedicine users living in less rural areas (lower RIO score)
than in more rural areas (n=8709/14,666, 59.4% vs
n=5957/14,666, 40.6%, respectively). This difference further
increased across the years, with the largest difference observed
in 2020 (n=261,814/290,401, 90.2% vs n=28,587/290,401,
9.8%, respectively). While the absolute number of telemedicine
users with chronic disease has increased significantly over the
years, for most chronic disease groups, the proportion of users
with the disease appeared to decrease slightly (eg, 1041 of
14,666 [7.1%] patients had heart failure in 2012 as opposed to
12,580 of 290,401 [4.3%] in 2020; P<.001). Among the health
conditions of interest in this study, hypertension was the most
frequently diagnosed condition (n=112,297/290,401, 38.7% in
2020), followed by diabetes (n=52,830/290,401, 18.2% in 2020).

We observed a significant increase in the rate of telemedicine
visits among both rural and urban patients after the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to the pandemic, this rate was
consistently higher among rural patients than among urban
patients (11 visits per 1000 patients vs 7 visits per 1000 patients
in December 2019, respectively; P<.001). During the pandemic,
both urban and rural telemedicine usage rates increased
significantly, but utilization rates among rural patients were
lower than those among urban patients (147 visits per 1000
patients vs 220 visits per 1000 patients in June 2020,
respectively; P=.15). These findings are illustrated in Figure 1.

Among physicians who provided telemedicine consultations to
rural patients, there was a large shift from mostly in-person
visits in 2012 and 2016 to telemedicine visits in 2020. The
highest proportion of telemedicine providers in 2020 were from
family or general practice (n=9044/17,601, 51.4%) (Multimedia
Appendix 3).

The rate of telemedicine visits increased significantly from
before to during the COVID-19 pandemic among patients with
various chronic disease conditions, with the highest rates
observed among patients in the mental illness subgroup (126
visits per 100 patients in in second quarter of 2020), followed
by those in the congestive heart failure (116 visits per 100
patients), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (110 visits per
100 patients), angina (96 visits per 100 patients), diabetes (92
visits per 100 patients), hypertension (80 visits per 100 patients),
and asthma (65 visits per 100 patients) subgroups. These trends
are shown in Figure 2.

Prior to the pandemic, the rates of telemedicine visits were low
and stable; however, the onset of the pandemic led to a surge
in telemedicine use across all age groups. The highest rates were
reported among adults aged ≥65 years, approaching 77 visits
per 100 patients in the second quarter of 2020 as opposed to 4
visits per 100 patients in the fourth quarter of 2019. The next
highest telemedicine usage rates during the pandemic was
observed among patients aged 51-64 years (53 visits per 100
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patients), followed by those aged 31-50 years (42 visits per 100
patients), and those aged 18-30 years (32 visits per 100 patients).
The lowest rates of telemedicine use were observed among the

youngest group of patients (aged 0-17 years, 16 visits per 100
patients). These findings are illustrated in Figure 3.

Table 1. Characteristics of rural patients who received at least 1 telemedicine visit in 2012, 2016, and 2020.

P valueNumber of patients, n (%)Variables

2020 (n=290,401)2016 (n=27,145)2012 (n=14,666)

<.001Age group (years)

23,699 (8.2)1011 (3.7)565 (3.9)<18

82,246 (28.3)9146 (33.7)4965 (33.9)18-49

79,339 (27.3)7917 (29.2)4140 (28.2)50-64

80,833 (27.8)6841 (25.2)3716 (25.3)65-79

24,284 (8.4)2230 (8.2)1280 (8.7)≥80

<.001Sex

158,643 (54.6)13,343 (49.2)7345 (50.1)Female

131,758 (45.4)13,802 (50.8)7321 (49.9)Male

<.001Region of Ontario

48,526 (16.7)1870 (6.9)775 (5.3)Central

98,008 (33.7)7042 (25.9)2886 (19.7)East

69,552 (24.0)15,702 (57.8)10,431 (71.1)North

74,315 (25.6)2531 (9.3)574 (3.9)West

<.001Income quintile

53,448 (18.4)6012 (22.1)3270 (22.3)1 (lowest)

67,172 (23.1)6770 (24.9)3013 (20.5)2

65,128 (22.4)5698 (21.0)2868 (19.6)3

59,767 (20.6)4713 (17.4)2482 (16.9)4

44,885 (15.5)3952 (14.6)2965 (20.2)5 (Highest)

<.001Level of rurality (rurality index of Ontario score)

261,814 (90.2)19,212 (70.8)8709 (59.4)40-75 (less rural)

28,587 (9.8)7933 (29.2)5957 (40.6)76-100 (more rural)

Chronic disease

<.001112,297 (38.7)11,300 (41.6)6239 (42.5)Hypertension

<.00152,830 (18.2)5920 (21.8)3451 (23.5)Diabetes

<.00116,941 (5.8)2600 (9.6)1371 (9.3)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

<.00112,580 (4.3)1957 (7.2)1041 (7.1)Congestive heart failure

<.00133,223 (11.4)3328 (12.3)1584 (10.8)Asthma

<.0018720 (3.0)1239 (4.6)679 (4.6)Angina

<.0014855 (1.7)1011 (3.7)505 (3.4)Mental illness
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Figure 1. Rate of telemedicine visits per 1000 eligible patients in Ontario by rurality, 2012-2020.

Figure 2. Rate of telemedicine visits per 100 rural patients by chronic disease, 2012-2020. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
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Figure 3. Rate of telemedicine visits per 100 rural patients by age group, 2012-2020.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this population-based study, we sought to quantify the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on rural telemedicine use across a
large, geographically and demographically diverse region. While
telemedicine use before the COVID-19 pandemic was higher
in rural areas than in urban areas of Ontario, the use of
telemedicine was modest. Broad telemedicine usage in Ontario
was low in part owing to the lack of billing codes for many
types of telemedicine services outside of the
government-operated videoconferencing platform. With the
initiation of these temporary fee-codes allowing reimbursement
for other forms of telemedicine visits during the pandemic,
usage increased rapidly, with the temporary visit codes
comprising the vast majority of telemedicine visits. The onset
of the pandemic led to a rapid increase in telemedicine usage
in both rural and urban areas of Ontario, with high adoption of
telemedicine among patients in urban areas and those in less
rural areas, compared to those in the most remote regions of
Ontario. We speculate that higher rates of urban telemedicine
use during the pandemic coincide with generally higher rates
of urban health care use as telemedicine became ubiquitous.
We note that the slight reduction or plateau in the telemedicine
usage rates among both urban and rural populations from April
to June 2020 coincided with the loosening of lockdown
restrictions after the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic and

may have resulted from an increase in in-person visits during
this period.

Telemedicine usage increased rapidly among all age groups in
rural areas, although the usage rate increased with age. Older
adult patients used telemedicine at the highest rate during the
pandemic and children and adolescents used telemedicine the
least. Telemedicine usage varied among patients with different
chronic diseases, those with mental illness and with congestive
heart failure making maximum use of telemedicine, and those
with other ambulatory sensitive chronic conditions making
substantial use of telemedicine. This study is the first to quantify
the rates of telemedicine use in rural populations, particularly
among older patients and those with chronic diseases.

Health care access has been a major challenge for rural patients
in many jurisdictions, particularly for chronic disease
management and access to specialist care. Previous studies have
described the increasing trend of telemedicine use specifically
among rural beneficiaries even prior to the pandemic [13].
Numerous advantages are associated with the adoption of
telemedicine in rural regions, such as saving of time and costs
associated with traveling, reduction of hospital readmissions,
prevention of emergency department visits, and increasing the
availability of inpatient beds for patients requiring critical care
[14]. Rural telemedicine has been shown to improve health care
access and quality in various areas, ranging from trauma and
critical care [15-17], family medicine [18], pediatrics [19], and
cancer care [20]. In fact, several randomized controlled trials
have reported that telemedicine-based care can lead to similar
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and potentially better outcomes compared to in-person care
among rural patients [21,22].

Furthermore, previous studies have reported that populations
overall have increased their use of telemedicine and virtual care
during the pandemic [23] to avail of both urgent and nonurgent
care [24], and benefits have been observed within various
subspecialties [25,26]. Telemedicine allows health care
professionals to safely deliver care by reducing the risk of
potential exposure to the care provider and the patient,
preserving personal protective equipment, and lessening patient
loads at hospitals and facilities [27]. This proves especially
useful in rural settings, where a significant proportion of the
population are older adults and are at a higher risk of
COVID-19.

Telemedicine uptake has surged across several groups of patients
with chronic diseases, potentially highlighting the importance
of remote management of chronic conditions. This finding is
concurrent with published data on the use of telemedicine among
patients with various chronic diseases, such as diabetes [28]
and congestive heart failure [29], and particularly among patients
residing in rural or remote areas [30]. Although rates of
telemedicine use increased among patients with chronic disease,
the proportion of telemedicine users with chronic disease
appeared to decrease slightly over the years, suggesting a
potentially increased uptake of telemedicine overall. We
hypothesize that with the widespread use of telemedicine, a
greater proportion of healthier patients used telemedicine for
their health care needs. Longitudinal studies on the changes in
the trends of telemedicine usage, particularly in the
postpandemic period, are needed.

Despite evidence on the effectiveness of virtual ambulatory care
for older adults [31], some studies have reported the challenges
of adopting telemedicine in this population, owing to barriers
such as disabilities or lack of devices, proper internet
connectivity, and experience with technology [32,33]. However,
our study shows that telemedicine usage increased significantly
among older adult patients during the pandemic. This was likely
a result of the new COVID-19 billing codes, which allowed for

the reimbursement of telephone visits, as telephone calls may
be easier to access for older adults than videoconferencing. Our
findings are concurrent with those of a similar study we
conducted, which focused on the rates of telemedicine visits in
the entire patient population in Ontario, and we previously
reported that the increase in telemedicine usage rates from before
the pandemic to during the pandemic was similar across age
groups, with older adults showing the highest rates of
telemedicine use during the pandemic [3].

Limitations
The limitations of this study include a shortage of data
comparing different modalities of communication technology,
specifically telephone versus video visits. The new COVID-19
billing codes reimburse for telemedicine delivered through
various modalities, and the type of modality used is not available
in administrative data sets. The lack of clinical granularity that
accompanies the use of administrative data also implies our
inability to deduce the reasons for telemedicine use and assess
the quality of care in our study population.

Conclusions
Our study investigates the trend in telemedicine use among
patients residing in rural Ontario before and during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Rural patients globally face many barriers
to care, and telemedicine has proved important in helping
patients access the health care services they need. Uptake of
telemedicine services increased after the onset of the pandemic
for the rural patient population of Ontario and across various
subgroups, including those who are older or those with chronic
disease. Telemedicine use appears to have increased more
significantly among patients residing in less rural areas
compared to those residing in more rural areas during the
pandemic. Further studies are required to assess the potential
barriers to telemedicine experienced by rural populations
compared to those experienced by urban populations and the
impact of telemedicine compared to that of in-person care on
other forms of health care utilization, outcomes, and quality of
care among vulnerable and at-risk patient groups in the rural
population.
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Abstract

Background: Telemedicine use in chronic disease management has markedly increased during health emergencies due to
COVID-19. Diabetes and technologies supporting diabetes care, including glucose monitoring devices, software analyzing glucose
data, and insulin delivering systems, would facilitate remote and structured disease management. Indeed, most of the currently
available technologies to store and transfer web-based data to be shared with health care providers.

Objective: During the COVID-19 pandemic, we provided our patients the opportunity to manage their diabetes remotely by
implementing technology. Therefore, this study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of 2 virtual visits on glycemic control
parameters among patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) during the lockdown period.

Methods: This prospective observational study included T1D patients who completed 2 virtual visits during the lockdown
period. The glucose outcomes that reflected the benefits of the virtual consultation were time in range (TIR), time above range,
time below range, mean daily glucose, glucose management indicator (GMI), and glycemic variability. This metric was generated
using specific computer programs that automatically upload data from the devices used to monitor blood or interstitial glucose
levels. If needed, we changed the ongoing treatment at the first virtual visit.

Results: Among 209 eligible patients with T1D, 166 completed 2 virtual visits, 35 failed to download glucose data, and 8
declined the visit. Among the patients not included in the study, we observed a significantly lower proportion of continuous
glucose monitoring (CGM) and continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) users (n=7/43, 16% vs n=155/166, 93.4% and
n=9/43, 21% vs n=128/166, 77.1%, respectively; P<.001) compared to patients who completed the study. TIR significantly
increased from the first (62%, SD 18%) to the second (65%, SD 16%) virtual visit (P=.02); this increase was more marked among
patients using the traditional meter (n=11; baseline TIR=55%, SD 17% and follow-up TIR=66%, SD 13%; P=.01) than among
those using CGM, and in those with a baseline GMI of ≥7.5% (n=46; baseline TIR=45%, SD 15% and follow-up TIR=53%, SD
18%; P<.001) than in those with a GMI of <7.5% (n=120; baseline TIR=68%, SD 15% and follow-up TIR=69%, SD 15%; P=.98).
The only variable independently associated with TIR was the change of ongoing therapy. The unstandardized beta coefficient
(B) and 95% CI were 5 (95% CI 0.7-8.0) (P=.02). The type of glucose monitoring device and insulin delivery systems did not
influence glucometric parameters.

Conclusions: These findings indicate that the structured virtual visits help maintain and improve glycemic control in situations
where in-person visits are not feasible.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24552)   doi:10.2196/24552
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Introduction

Background
The COVID-19 pandemic has restricted access to medical clinics
in order to prevent the risk of infection. In this context, routine
care for patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes has
emerged as a major challenge. Several strategies have been
implemented to support patients with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and
type 2 diabetes during the COVID-19 pandemic and to provide
adequate assistance to avoid disease exacerbation [1-4]. Patients
with diabetes have been recommended to follow general
guidelines on infection risk reduction, blood glucose monitoring,
taking medication, injecting insulin and noninsulin drugs
adequately, and maintaining a healthy lifestyle (through diet
and physical activity) [5].

Furthermore, experts have strongly suggested implementing
the practice of downloading glucose data with dedicated
software and sharing information with the health care providers
to facilitate the provision of remote assistance [6]. More
generally, the efficacy of virtual visits through telephone calls,
text messages, mobile apps, or electronic visits—outside the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic—has been described in
some studies and systematic reviews. The current evidence is
not univocal, and text messages seem more effective than
web-based interventions [7-10]. Despite the number of published
articles reporting a consensus on video consultations and
guidelines for managing diabetes in the COVID-19 setting, no
prospective evidence is available regarding the efficacy of
teleassistance as an alternative to ambulatory visits during the
pandemic [1,2,5,6]. Indeed, most studies, with a relevant number
of patients, are retrospective and have analyzed data remotely
with specific software that download glucose data without
contacting the patients.

Aim and Hypothesis
As a necessary measure, we have implemented remote medical
examination of patients with T1D during the lockdown period
(March 10 to June 3, 2020). In this study, we assessed new
glucometric parameters collected during 2 different virtual visits.
We hypothesized that the COVID-19 pandemic might affect
metabolic control in patients with diabetes owing to limited
access to diabetes care centers and poor compliance to lifestyle
recommendations. We accordingly designed a pilot study to
prospectively analyze the effectiveness of 2 structured virtual
visits (video or telephone consultations) on the basis of the time
in range (TIR), time above range (TAR), time below range
(TBR), mean daily glucose, glucose management indicator
(GMI), and glycemic variability [11].

Methods

Patients
Our pilot study is a prospective, single-arm, observational study
including patients with T1D who completed 2 virtual visits

(baseline and follow-up visits) from the start (March 10, 2020)
to the end (June 3, 2020) of the lockdown period. The protocol
was preliminarily submitted and approved by the local Ethical
Committee “Regione Calabria, Area Centro” (approval#
79-2020). In total, 3 diabetes care centers at teaching hospitals
were involved in this study. A nurse or physician contacted the
patients through the telephone before the first virtual visit (first
contact) to explain the study's purpose to them. Patients who
provided verbal consent were enrolled. Baseline characteristics
of patients who declined to participate in the study were
collected and compared to those of patients who agreed to
participate. During the telephone call, patients were informed
about or instructed, if necessary, on how to download the data
from continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) systems or a
traditional meter into the cloud by using specific software, such
as Clarity, Care Link, Eversense diabetes management system
(DMS), Accu-Chek Connect DMS, and share the data through
the cloud or email. They were also invited to send recent
laboratory findings or reports from other specialists via email
or mobile apps. Patients using traditional meters were strongly
suggested to check their blood glucose levels before each meal
and in the presence of symptoms suggestive of hypoglycemia.
During the second contact (baseline virtual visit), the physician
verified the clinical conditions, ongoing treatment, and
adherence to healthy lifestyle recommendations. Blood glucose
data were monitored, and treatment was changed accordingly.
The second virtual follow-up visit (third contact) was decided
on the basis of clinical conditions and glycemic control and
completed as the baseline visit. All information collected during
the virtual visit were uploaded in the electronic medical files,
and the summary of the visits was shared via email.

Data Collection
For the present analysis, the following parameters were
collected: TIR, TAR, TBR, and mean (SD) daily glucose levels
determined 2 weeks before the baseline and follow-up visits.
The coefficient of variation (CV)—an estimate of glycemic
variability—and the GMI—an estimate of glycated hemoglobin
levels—were determined using the following formulae if not
automatically generated by the software analyzing glucose data
[12]:

CV (%) = [(SD/Mean Glucose) × 100] (1)

GMI (%) = 3.38 + 0.02345 × (Mean glucose in
mg/dL) (2)

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Macintosh
(version 23, IBM Corp). Patients who declined to participate
or complete 2 virtual visits were excluded from the analyses.
For the statistical analyses, patients were grouped as follows:
those included and excluded from the study, those using the
sensor and injecting insulin with a pump (CGM + continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion [CSII]), those using the sensor
and with multiple daily insulin injection (CGM+MDI), and
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those testing blood glucose with a traditional meter (ie,
self-monitoring blood glucose [SMBG]) and injecting insulin
with a pump or through MDI (CSII or MDI+SMBG). Sensor
users included patients using intermittently scanned CGM
(isCGM) and real-time CGM (rtCGM). Variables including
baseline mean daily glucose, GMI, and TBR were not normally
distributed. Parametric and nonparametric tests were performed
accordingly.

The 2-tailed t test for unpaired data and the Mann-Whitney U
test were used to compare between-group differences. The
2-tailed t test for paired data and the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test were used to compare variables between baseline and
follow-up visits. The chi-square test was used to compare
percentages (CGM or sensor use and MDI or CSII treatment)
between groups. Multivariable regression analysis was
performed to evaluate variables independently associated with
the absolute difference in TIR between baseline and follow-up
visits. Independent variables included in the model were age,
disease duration, use of the sensor or pump, and therapy change.
The absolute difference in TIR, calculated as the difference
between the follow-up TIR and the baseline TIR, was not
normally distributed and hence log-transformed before
regression analysis.

Results

Characteristics of Patients
In total, 209 patients were scheduled for in-person visits during
the lockdown, from March 10 to June 3, 2020. Of them, 43
(20.6%) patients declined to participate in the study.
Furthermore, 35 (16.7%) patients stated difficulties in
downloading or sharing data via email, and 8 (3.8%) did not
attend the virtual visit. The remaining 166 (79.4%) patients
were enrolled and assessed. The average mean interval between
the 2 virtual visits was 11 weeks. The characteristics of patients
included and excluded from the study are summarized in Table
1. The proportion of CGM and CSII users was significantly
higher among included patients than among excluded patients
(n=155/166, 93.4% vs n=7/43, 16%, respectively; P<.001).
Among 166 patients included in this study, 11 (6.6%) monitored
their blood glucose levels with SMBG, 20 (12.0%) used the
isCGM, and 135 (81.3%) used rtCGM. Among the excluded
43 patients, only 7 (16%) were using CGM, while the remaining
36 (84%) were using SMBG. All patients monitoring blood
glucose through the traditional meter used the Accu-Chek
Connect DMS. All the patients included in the study had strips
and sensors to monitor their glucose levels during the lockdown.
The mean number of tests per day was 4.4 [SD 1.9] and 5.1 [SD
2.4] (P=.21) among patients using SMBG and 9.5 [SD 4.9] and
9.8 [SD 6.1] (P=.70) among those using isCGM at baseline and
follow-up visits, respectively.

Table 1. Characteristics of patients with type 1 diabetes included and excluded from the analyses (N=209).

P valuePatients excluded (n=43)Patients included (n=166)Variables

N/Aa37 (15)40 (14)Age (years), mean (SD)

N/A21 (49)80 (48.2)Males, n (%)

N/A17 (9)20 (11)Disease duration (years), mean (SD)

<.00136 (84)11 (6.6)SMBGb users, n (%)

<.0017 (16)155 (93.4)CGMc (isCGMd + rtCGMe) users, n (%)

<.00134 (79)38 (22.9)MDIf users, n (%)

<.0019 (21)128 (77.1)CSIIg users, n (%)

aN/A: not applicable.
bSMBG: self-monitoring blood glucose.
cCGM: continuous glucose monitoring.
disCGM: intermittently scanned continuous glucose monitoring.
ertCGM: real-time continuous glucose monitoring.
fMDI: multiple daily insulin injection.
gCSII: continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion.

Glucometric Characteristics at Baseline and Follow-up
Visits
We compared glucometric parameters measured at the baseline
and follow-up visits among all patients included in the study
and grouped in accordance with different combinations of
insulin delivery methods and glucose monitoring systems
(CSII+CGM, MDI+CGM, and CSII or MDI+SMBG) (Table
2). The TIR significantly increased from the baseline to the

follow-up visit in all patients with T1D (62%, SD 18% vs 65%,
SD 16%, respectively; P=.02) and in the CSII or MDI+SMBG
group (55%, SD 17% vs 66%, SD 13%, respectively; P=.01).
Furthermore, the CSII or MDI+SMBG group displayed a
significant improvement in the TAR at baseline and follow-up
visits (40%, SD 18% vs 28%, SD 15%, respectively; P=.03),
mean daily glucose (176 [SD 49] mg/dL vs 150 [SD 25] mg/dL;
P=.04), GMI (7.5%, SD 1.1% vs 6.9% SD 0.6%; P=.04), and
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CV (36%, SD 8% vs 42%, SD 9%; P=.04) compared to the
other groups.

Based on the baseline GMI findings among all patients included
in the study, we observed that the TIR significantly improved

from baseline to follow-up visits among those with a GMI of
≥7.5% (n=46; 45%, SD 15% vs 53%, SD 18%; P<.01) compared
to those with a GMI of <7.5% (n=120; 68%, SD 15% vs 69%,
SD 15%; P=.98).

Table 2. Glucometric parameters at baseline and follow-up virtual visits in all patients and in those grouped in accordance with the insulin delivery
method and glucose monitoring system (N=166).

P valueaParametersPatient groups

Follow-up visitBaseline visit

Time in range (%), mean (SD)

.0265 (16)62 (18)All patients (n=166)

.2465 (17)63 (17)CSIIb+CGMc (n=122)

.1964 (17)62 (19)MDId+CGM (n=33)

.0166 (13)55 (17)CSII or MDI+SMBGe (n=11)

Time below range (%), mean (SD)

.583.4 (3.8)3.5 (4.1)All patients (n=166)

.863.1 (3.7)3.2 (4.0)CSII+CGM (n=122)

.343.7 (3.3)4.4 (4.3)MDI+CGM (n=33)

.335.8 (5.0)4.7 (4.0)CSII or MDI+SMBG (n=11)

Time above range (%), mean (SD)

.0832 (18)34 (18)All patients (n=166)

.4033 (18)34 (18)CSII+CGM (n=122)

.5232 (18)33 (21)MDI+CGM (n=33)

.0328 (15)40 (18)CSII or MDI+SMBG (n=11)

Mean daily glucose (mg/dL), mean (SD)

.25159 (25)163 (29)All patients (n=166)

.90161 (24)162 (25)CSII+CGM (n=122)

.17157 (26)162 (37)MDI+CGM (n=33)

.04150 (25)176 (49)CSII or MDI+SMBG (n=11)

Coefficient of variation (%), mean (SD)

.3234 (7)34 (6)All patients (n=166)

.9333 (7)34 (6)CSII+CGM (n=122)

.5535 (7)36 (7)MDI+CGM (n=33)

.0442 (9)36 (8)CSII or MDI+SMBG (n=11)

Glucose management indicator (%), mean (SD)

.237.1 (0.6)7.2 (0.7)All patients (n=166)

.907.1 (0.6)7.2 (0.6)CSII+CGM (n=122)

.127.0 (0.6)7.2 (0.8)MDI+CGM (n=33)

.046.9 (0.6)7.5 (1.1)CSII or MDI+SMBG (n=11)

aSignificant P values are shown in italics.
bCSII: continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion.
cCGM: continuous glucose monitoring.
dMDI: multiple daily insulin injection.
eSMBG: self-monitoring blood glucose.

In total, 104 (63%) patients were suggested a change of therapy
during the baseline visit. Among them, 97 (93%) used CGM

(isCGM or rtCGM), and 84 (81%) used CSII. These proportions
were comparable with those of patients who were not suggested
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a change of therapy (CGM: 93%; P=.60 and CSII: 71%; P=.10).
The absolute difference in TIR between baseline and follow-up
visits was significantly higher among patients who were
suggested a changed of therapy (4%, SD 10%) than among those
who were not suggested a change of therapy (0.1%, SD 10%)
(P=.04). No significant difference was observed in the TBR,
TAR, mean daily glucose, CV, and GMI between these 2 groups
(data not shown).

None of the patients had diabetic ketoacidosis or severe
hypoglycemia requiring hospitalization in the interval between
the 2 virtual visits.

Multivariable regression analysis revealed that the change of
therapy was the only variable independently associated with
the absolute difference in TIR between baseline and follow-up
visits. The unstandardized beta coefficient (B) and 95% CI were
5 (95% CI 0.7-8.0) (P=.02).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study shows that the structured virtual visits adequately
maintain pre-existing glycemic control or improve the time
spent in the target range among individuals with T1D during
an emergency when in-person consultations are not permitted.

The benefits of virtual visits were discernible among patients
using the traditional meters regardless of the type of insulin
delivery modality (MDI or CSII) and among patients with a
baseline GMI of ≥7.5%. These results suggest certain
considerations. The telephone call preceding the baseline virtual
visit may have encouraged patients using SMBG to download
data from the meter into diabetes management systems, thus
facilitating the subsequent interpretation of glucose data. In the
actual scenario, it is common for patients using SMBG to not
bring the meter along with them during in-person visits or to
not have devices capable of connecting to the cloud, limiting
appropriate adjustment of treatment. Patients using SMBG had
higher values of GMI and a lower TIR, despite not presenting
significant findings, than sensor users, which may have induced
physicians to strengthen the more the general suggestions for
diabetes management and convince patients to maintain a
healthy lifestyle rather have a change of therapy. It could be
argued that new metrics have been developed for glucose data
collected by the sensor and that our results obtained from
patients using the traditional meter might be due to chance.
However, we have recently demonstrated that a strict correlation
between TIR calculated by specific software, after downloading
SMBG values, is significantly correlated with glycated
hemoglobin levels. The strength of this association in our study
was comparable to that between TIR calculated from CGM and
glycated hemoglobin levels reported in other studies [13].
Patients using the meter reported a significant increase in CV
compared to the other groups. This result can be explained by
the higher daily fluctuation in the number of SMBG users
compared to that of CGM users. Indeed, at the follow-up visit,
mean glucose levels decreased by 11%, and the CV increased
by 2.9%. This might be an unfavorable finding, if sustained in
the long term. Some of the aforementioned considerations also

apply to patients using CGM who had not experienced an
exacerbation of glucose levels during the lockdown.

Patients with a GMI of ≥7.5% may have better managed their
diabetes during the pandemic and may have had a healthy
lifestyle. We believe that patients generally have had much more
time available, owing to restrictions associated with
stay-at-home orders. This may have stimulated a more in-depth
analysis of glycemic data and potential interventions on incorrect
habits.

Patients using the sensor or wearing the pump did not experience
an exacerbation in glucose levels during the lockdown. In our
opinion, this is a remarkable finding, given the current state of
emergency. Sensor and pump users are in general well-educated
and motivated to check and self-manage the disease. It is
noteworthy that the proportion of pump and sensor users was
very low among patients excluded from the study. The main
limitation associated with patient recruitment was problems
faced with downloading the glucose data.

Multivariable regression analysis revealed that a change of
therapy during the virtual visit was the only variable
independently associated with the absolute difference in TIR.
Insulin therapy can be safely modified during a structured virtual
visit. Indeed, none of the patients included in the teleassistance
had a severe hypoglycemic episode or ketoacidosis.

Our results reinforce the evidence that virtual consultations may
lead to appropriate care during a pandemic or when an in-person
visit cannot be performed for any reason.

Comparison With Previous Studies
Recent case studies have reported that teleassistance can be
provided safely and effectively for new-onset T1D and
ketoacidosis, thus preventing hospital admission [14,15].

A retrospective study, including 13 adolescent patients with
T1D, has reported that physical activity regularly performed
during lockdown is associated with an improvement in the TIR
[16]. Unfortunately, we did not collect information on physical
activity from our patient cohort. However, we speculate that
the patients included in our study stayed active at home in some
way.

Another retrospective study, including 92 patients with T1D
who use CGM systems, has reported an increase in the TIR
from 59% to 63% during the lockdown. The study
retrospectively reviewed glucose values downloaded into the
cloud [17]. Similarly, a smaller study, including 33 patients
with T1D who use the isCGM system that is connected to the
clinic, has reported an increase in the TIR from 54% to 65%
during the lockdown. However, that study did not indicate
whether virtual contact was proposed during the lockdown [18].

We would like to remark on the potential educational role of
virtual assistance. Indeed, a training session on the use of the
pump and sensor and carbo-counting can be scheduled with
specialists including nutritionists or nurses, favoring the access
to technologies despite physical distancing [19].

Certain questions regarding teleassistance remain open,
including those on cost, reimbursement, authorization, liability,
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demographic characteristics of the people to be engaged, choice
of the method for the virtual visit, involvement of the health
care provider, duration of the visit, and adequate time interval
between visits [20]. Furthermore, it is important to identify
patients who need in-person visits despite the state of
emergency, such as the current pandemic. Finally, it is important
to consider patients with type 2 diabetes, who represent the
majority of patients with diabetes and, in general, have limited
access to technology and are less educated in self-managing
diabetes. We should probably consider different strategies for
type 2 diabetes.

Limitations
Our prospective study demonstrates the effectiveness of
teleassistance in managing disease during the lockdown. Data
sharing and remote visits help maintain or achieve adequate
glycemic control through data analyses and therapy adjustment.
However, our study has some limitations of note. For instance,
the patient groups based on different therapeutic strategies are
relatively small. Patients with T1D, who constitute the minority

of patients with diabetes, frequently adopt personalized insulin
delivery schedules and monitoring systems. It is therefore
difficult to have large homogeneous patient groups. Furthermore,
well-educated patients would have been more likely to provide
their consent for virtual visits. This renders our study findings
more reliable for patients who have received adequate
therapeutic education and are cooperative. Ultimately, the
selection criteria of our study were arbitrary; however, they
were selected to include the largest number of patients, and we
are confident that our findings are potentially applicable to most
of our patients with T1D.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our results show that COVID-19 restrictions have
provided an opportunity to bring teleassistance to the frontline
in diabetes care. The advancement of technology and the
development of new connected devices will further facilitate
information exchange among patients, health care providers,
and physicians.
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Abstract

Background: Given the rapid ongoing progression of the internet and increase in health information available from disparate
online sources, it is important to understand how these changes impact online health information-seeking behavior of the population
and the way of managing one’s health.

Objective: This paper aims at describing the evolution of internet use as a source of health information between 2010 and 2017,
as well as the characteristics of online health information seekers, topics of interest, sources of information, and trust in retrieved
information and potential impact on behavior.

Methods: Data from the French nationally representative surveys Health Barometers were used (N=4141 in 2010, 4811 in 2014,
and 6255 in 2017). Evolutions over time were assessed using chi-square tests. Associations with sociodemographic characteristics
and health status were evaluated using logistic regression models.

Results: The use of the internet as a source of health information rose between 2010 and 2014 (from 37.3% to 67.9%, P<.001)
but decreased significantly in 2017 (60.3%, P<.001). Overall, the profile of health information seekers compared with nonseekers
did not change over time. They were more likely to be women, to be younger, to have a higher educational level, to have a higher
household income, and to be executives. Between 2014 and 2017, the proportion of those who did not pay attention to the source
of information significantly increased to reach 39.7% (P<.001). In 2017 as in 2014, general health-related websites remained the
first source of information (38.6%) while institutional websites were the third source (8.1%). Most information seekers trusted
the information found online in 2010 (more than 80%), with a slight decrease between 2014 and 2017 (P=.048). Among individual
characteristics, trust in the information was the main determinant of the way of managing one’s health (odds ratio 4.06, 95% CI
3.26-5.06).

Conclusions: After a rapid growth in the internet use for seeking health information in the 2010 to 2014 period, a decrease was
recorded in 2017, in parallel with a decrease in trust in the quality and reliability of information found online. These findings
underline the need for public health authorities to increase citizens’eHealth literacy and to provide alternative trustworthy sources
combining the popularity and accessibility of general health information websites.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e18799)   doi:10.2196/18799
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Introduction

In Europe, internet access is now democratized with 80% of the
households using the internet for personal use [1]. Thus, over
the last decade, the internet has become a major source of
information including health-related information, with about 6
out of 10 Europeans reporting seeking health information online
in the past year [1].

Using the internet as a health information source has many
advantages. By offering quick, easy, timely, and low-cost access
to the information, the internet tends to expand access to health
messages [2], thus impacting citizens’ management of their
health. Providing the information is reliable, citizens may
increase their health knowledge, better understand the risks and
benefits of some treatments, and participate in their health care
decision making [3,4]. The internet also provides the possibility
of personalized feedback [2,5] and contributes to addressing
issues of geographical or mobility isolation and anonymity [2,5].
Indeed, the privacy offered by online information is particularly
valuable for individuals searching for information on sensitive
topics [2,5,6]. However, these advantages can easily turn into
disadvantages, since the quality and authority of health-related
information is debatable, and identifying trustworthy versus not
trustworthy sites is challenging [2]. In fact, the multiplication
of health-related websites increasingly raised the issue of
accessibility to accurate and trustworthy information [2,7-9].
In light of this, users must have appropriate capacities to access,
understand, appraise, and use health-related information in a
digital environment (ie, eHealth literacy) [10]. Previous studies
have shown that a high level of eHealth literacy is associated
with good management of one’s health [11-13].

Online health information-seeking behavior depends on the
characteristics of individual internet users, which might
determine the reasons to search for health-related information
online. Indeed, the literature has highlighted several predictors
of online health information seeking, such as sociodemographic
characteristics and overall health conditions [14]. Poor health,
being female, being younger, having a diploma, and having
higher income are associated with seeking health information
online [15-19]. Similar trends were observed for eHealth literacy
according to age and educational level. However, no significant
difference has been reported between men and women [13,20].

A few studies have recently explored the trends in the use of
the internet for health information seeking. The majority of
them have been conducted in the United States [21-23] or have
focused on specific population subgroups such as older people
[24,25], pregnant women [26,27], children and adolescents
[28-30], cancer survivors [31], or sexual minorities [32]. Two
studies were conducted in Europe, in Finland [33] and Norway
[34], but they considered data up to 2007 or 2009. In the
European Union, eHealth literacy has been identified as a
priority to address health inequalities in the eHealth Action Plan
2012-2020. The Eurobarometer on digital health literacy
performed in 2014 supported this objective by assessing how
Europeans use online information to help manage their own
health. However, to our knowledge, no recent data exist on the
evolution of such practice.

In addition, despite the rapid ongoing progression of the internet
and overall perception of an increase in health information
available from disparate online sources, the evolution of such
sources used to seek information has been not documented so
far. Finally, it is important to understand how these changes
impact the online health information-seeking behavior of the
population in order to offer appropriate solutions to disseminate
reliable health messages.

The main objective of this article, therefore, was to describe,
based on nationally representative surveys, the evolution of
internet use as a source of health information between 2010 and
2017 in France. More specifically, this study was aimed at (1)
describing the prevalence of internet use for health-related
purposes and the characteristics of online health information
seekers over time; (2) assessing the evolutions of topics of
interest and sources of health-related information found online;
and (3) investigating the attention paid to sources of information,
the trust in retrieved information, and the potential impact on
management of one’s health.

Methods

Survey Methodology and Participants
Data were extracted from 3 national surveys (called Health
Barometers) conducted in 2010, 2014, and 2017 by the French
national public health agency (Santé publique France, formerly
the French Institute for Prevention and Health Education or
INPES) in consultation with the French Ministry of Health [20].
Health Barometers are cross-sectional surveys of random
representative samples of the French population conducted using
computer-assisted telephone interviewing. These surveys were
designed to measure the evolution of key indicators regarding
health-related behaviors, attitudes, and opinions in the general
population. The questionnaires and the data collection methods
are available on the official survey website [35,36]. Briefly,
Health Barometers evaluate different health topics such as
addiction (tobacco, alcohol, illegal drugs), mental health,
sexuality, nutrition, or vaccination, as well as use of the internet
for health. The full questionnaire is designed not to exceed 30
minutes completion time. The general part of the questionnaire,
lasting 20 minutes, is addressed to all participants, and specific
parts, lasting 10 minutes, are asked to different subsamples.

Health Barometers are based on a 2-stage random sampling
design: sampling of telephone numbers covering all metropolitan
French regions and random selection of one member of the
household, using the method proposed by Kish [37]. In 2010,
because of the increasing rate of households that had abandoned
their landline telephones for cell phones, a cell-only sample was
added (12% of the sample to keep the same rate as in 2010 in
France). In 2014, since a section of the population including
people also having a landline preferred using a mobile phone,
2 overlapping samples were constituted: one surveyed by
landline and the other by mobile phone [38].

For households of the landline sample, one person was randomly
selected among eligible persons living in the household (aged
15 to 75 years in 2014 and 2017 and 15 to 85 years in 2010,
speaking French). In the cellular sample, selection was done
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among persons sharing the cell telephone (when such sharing
was reported).

If a household or individual refused to participate or could not
be reached, they were not replaced in the study. For this reason,
considerable efforts were made to reach households and increase
the response rate: a formal request to participate explaining who
was conducting the study and the goals of the survey was sent
by electronic mail or letter to participant (when such information
could be found using a national reverse directory). For every
sampled number, up to 40 attempts were made to complete an
interview. The calls were staggered over times of day and days
of the week to maximize the chances of making contact with a
potential respondent. When the selected individual was reached
but unavailable, an appointment was made. Individuals unwilling
to participate at first were contacted again by specialized
interviewers in order to recruit them. Response rate of the 3
surveys was 53% in 2010, 61% in 2014, and 49% in 2017. All
collected data were anonymous and self-reported. The survey
was approved by the National Data Protection Authority and
complied with the European Union General Data Protection
Regulation.

Data Collection

Sociodemographic and Economic Characteristics and
Health Status
Participants were asked to provide sociodemographic data,
including gender (men, women), age in categories (18-24 years,
25-34 years, 35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-54 years, 65-75 years,
>75 years), educational level (primary, secondary,
postsecondary), employment status (working, student,
unemployed, retired, other), occupational category (farmers,
artisans, executives, intermediate profession, employees, manual
workers) and monthly income. Occupational category was
reported for the respondent (using the last job position for
unemployed and retired people) or for the reference person in
the household if the respondent had never worked before (ie,
student). Monthly household income was calculated per
consumption unit (CU), where one CU is attributed for the first
adult in the household, 0.5 CU for other persons aged 14 years
or older, and 0.3 CU for children under 14 years, following
national statistics methodology and guidelines [39]. Income
categories were defined using the tertiles of the entire database,
including the 3 years of data sets. In addition, participants were
asked if they have a chronic disease (yes/no).

Internet Use for Health Information Seeking
In 2010, 2014, and 2017, participants were asked whether they
had used the internet to search for health-related information
or advice in the last 12 months (yes/no/no access to the internet).
This question was used to identify health information seekers
versus non–health information seekers. Only online health
seekers were further asked about the trust they had in
health-related information obtained on the internet. The
responses were rated on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(not trustworthy at all) to 4 (totally trustworthy) and grouped
into 2 categories (not trustworthy vs trustworthy). In order to
understand the effect of using the internet on the doctor/patient
relationship, individuals were asked whether the information

and advice found on the internet had changed the way they were
taking care of their health (4-point Likert scale from not at all
to definitely yes, further grouped in 2 categories, yes vs no). In
addition, they were asked if their use of the internet led them
to visit their doctor more often, less often, or to the same extent
as they did before using the internet for health purposes.

In 2014 and 2017, online health information seekers were also
asked about the topics of their searches including (1) general
health and illnesses, medical news, and treatments; (2)
sexually-related health risk; (3) contraception and methods to
avoid pregnancy; (4) nutrition, weight gain, or eating disorders;
(5) pregnancy or maternity; (6) child health and illness; (7)
alcohol; (8) tobacco; (9) cannabis and other drugs; and (10)
electronic cigarettes (the latter assessed in 2017 only).

In 2014 and 2017, the questionnaire also included questions
about the source of health information in general (forum, health
information website, or did not pay attention to the information
source) and the specific websites used for searching health
information. Spontaneous reponses of participants were then
categorized into different types of websites including general
health-related websites; Doctissimo (a popular French website
dedicated to general health mentioned by name by a large
number of participants); social media; Wikipedia; institutional
websites, Websites from health professional, patient association,
scientific database; and others.

In 2010, questions were asked to assess why some people did
not seek online health information (sufficiently informed, not
interested in such information, better to ask these questions to
a doctor, distrust in retrieved online information, do not think
about it). Online health information seekers were also asked
how often they seek online health information. However, since
these variables were not assessed in 2014 and 2017, they were
not analyzed in this article.

The list of the different variables and the corresponding
questions asked each year are presented in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Ethical Consideration
According to French law, this study was not required to obtain
the approval of a national ethics committee, as it is not legally
considered research involving human beings and it relied on
the collection of anonymous data only.

Statistical Analysis
Chi-square tests were used to compare the population
characteristics over time, including gender, age, educational
level, income, employment status, occupational category, and
health status (chronic disease). Chi-square tests were also
performed to assess the evolution of online health seekers over
time and, between 2014 and 2017, of (1) health-related search
topics, (2) sources of online health-related information, and (3)
types of website used for these searches. The same tests were
also used to describe the trends of the trust in health information
found online and the potential impact on health management.

Multivariate logistic regression models were performed to
investigate the profile of online health seekers versus non–health
seekers (defined as the dependent variable), as well as the
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evolution of the use of the internet for seeking health
information over time. Independent variables included in the
model were time, all sociodemographic variables, and health
status. Interactions between all independent variables and time
were assessed to evaluate potential differences in the profile of
health seekers over time.

The same models including the same independent variables
were performed to evaluate how individuals’characteristics and
time are related with (1) the fact of not paying attention to the
source of the health information found online, (2) trust in the
information found online, and (3) the change in taking care of
one’s health.

Data were weighted by the number of telephone lines and
eligible persons in the household. They were also adjusted to
represent the French population structure (labor force survey
2008, 2012, and 2014) according to age, gender, educational
level, region of residence, and level of urbanization [39].

Given that the maximum age limit was fixed at 75 years in 2014
and 2017 and the minimum at 18 years in 2017, participants
aged 15 to 17 years in the 2010 and 2014 surveys and those
aged 76 to 85 years in the 2010 survey were excluded in order
to allow comparison over time. Given the low rate of missing
values among the independent variables (ie, 1.3%), no specific
imputation method was employed. Participants were therefore
excluded if they had at least one missing value among the

covariates used in the models. All tests of statistical significance
were 2-sided, and the type I error was set at 5%. Statistical
analyses were performed using Stata software version 13
(StataCorp LLC).

Results

The final sample comprised 15,277 individuals across the 3
time points, respectively 4141 in 2010, 4811 in 2014, and 6255
in 2017. A total of 581 participants were excluded because they
were aged younger than 18 years or older than 75 years, and
202 because they had missing data.

Table 1 shows sociodemographic and economic characteristics
and health status of included participants over time. Significant
differences were found for age, educational level, income,
occupational category, and chronic disease. Overall, figures
showed that individuals tended to have higher educational levels
and household incomes and more chronic diseases over time.

The evolution in internet access and use as a source of health
information from 2010 to 2017 are presented in Figure 1.
Although internet access increased steadily during this period,
from 72.8% in 2010 to 92.4% in 2017 (an increase of 27%), the
use of the internet as a source of health information rose between
2010 and 2014 (from 37.3% to 67.9%, P<.001) and decreased
significantly in 2017 (60.3%, P<.001).
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Table 1. Sociodemographic and economic characteristics of included participants over time (2010, 2014, and 2017; N=15,277).

P valuebSurvey year 2017 (N=6255),

n (%)a
Survey year 2014 (N=4881),

n (%)a
Survey year 2010 (N=4141),

n (%)a
Characteristic

.91———cGender

—2831 (48.88)2268 (48.74)1814 (48.36)Men

—3424 (51.12)2613 (51.26)2327 (51.64)Women

————Age in years

—503 (10.48)460 (10.62)433 (12.08)18-24

—943 (17.28)781 (16.12)745 (17.61)25-34

—1097 (18.55)1006 (20.54)843 (20.02)35-44

—1298 (19.63)1015 (20.46)755 (19.65)45-54

—1308 (18.40)923 (18.42)836 (17.68)55-64

—1106 (15.68)696 (13.84)529 (12.96)65-75

<.001———Educational level

—2385 (48.68)1994 (53.62)1963 (58.01)Primary

—1320 (20.12)980 (19.39)791 (18.29)Secondary

—2550 (31.20)1907 (27.00)1387 (23.70)Post-secondary

<.001———Income (€/CUd)

—1825 (30.76)1109 (33.47)994 (34.89)0-1100

—2042 (30.62)1660 (28.83)1264 (31.25)1101-1799

—2106 (33.30)1854 (31.63)1606 (25.92)≥1800

—282 (5.32)258 (6.07)277 (7.94)Not willing to answer

.53———Employment status

—3619 (56.62)2989 (57.66)2440 (57.24)Working

—332 (6.60)252 (5.57)243 (6.60)Student

—442 (8.68)371 (9.56)307 (8.41)Unemployed

—1503 (21.16)1035 (20.21)915 (20.96)Retired

—359 (6.94)234 (7.00)236 (6.79)Other

.04———Occupational category

—116 (1.82)71 (1.43)70 (1.71)Farmers

—379 (6.96)292 (6.50)237 (6.15)Artisans

—1181 (14.68)972 (14.59)759 (14.99)Executives

—1716 (23.69)1244 (21.61)1203 (25.37)Intermediate profession

—1727 (29.13)1367 (30.60)1106 (28.11)Employees

—1136 (23.72)935 (25.25)766 (23.68)Manual workers

<.001———Chronic disease

—3948 (64.50)3135 (65.36)3138 (76.28)No

—2307 (35.50)1746 (34.64)1003 (23.72)Yes

aPercentages are adjusted to represent the French population structure.
bOn the basis of chi-square tests.
cNot applicable.
dCU: Household consumer units. One CU is attributed for the first adult in the household, 0.5 for other persons aged 14 years or older and 0.3 for
children under 14 years.
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Figure 1. Evolution in internet access and internet use as a source of health information from 2010 to 2017 (2010, N=4141; 2014, N=4881; 2017,
N=6255).

Characteristics of online health information seekers across the
3 time points are presented in Table 2. Overall, health
information seekers compared with nonseekers were more likely
to be women, to be younger, to have a higher educational level,
to have a higher household income, and to be executives. As
regards the employment status, students and unemployed people
were more likely to be health information seekers compared
with the working group. Finally, individuals having a chronic
disease were more likely to be health information seekers.
Significant interaction with time was observed for age,
educational level, and income. Results by the year of the survey

were therefore explored (see Multimedia Appendix 2). Over
time, the gap between generations seemed to be widening. In
2010, no differences in the use of the internet for seeking health
information were found with people aged 45 to 54 years and
younger, whereas this was the case in 2014 and 2017. As regards
educational level, trends were comparable over time, but the
odds of being online health seekers varied, in particular among
those with a secondary education level. Finally, income was
found to be less predictive of online seeking behavior after 2010,
and particularly in 2014, since there was no more significant
difference between the lower and intermediate income levels.
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Table 2. Multivariate regression logistic models showing the association of internet use for seeking health information with time and individual
characteristics (2010, N=4141; 2014, N=4881; 2017, N=6255).

P value of the time interactioncP valuebORa (95% CI)Characteristic

———dYear

——12010

—<.0014.23 (3.76-4.75)2014

—<.0012.71 (2.43-3.02)2017

.14——Gender

——1Men

—<.0011.81 (1.64-1.99)Women

.0001——Age in years

——118-24

—.021.30 (1.05-1.61)25-34

—.350.90 (0.73-1.12)35-44

—<.0010.57 (0.46-0.70)45-54

—<.0010.45 (0.36-0.57)55-64

—<.0010.26 (0.19-0.34)65-75

.02——Educational level

——1Primary

—<.0011.62 (1.44-1.82)Secondary

—<.0012.13 (1.89-2.41)Up to secondary

.03——Income (€/CUe)

——11-1100

—<.0011.26 (1.12-1.42)1101-1799

—<.0011.56 (1.37-1.78)≥1800

—.0040.74 (0.60-0.91)Not willing to answer

.49——Employment status

——1Working

—<.0011.67 (1.28-2.17)Student

—.031.22 (1.02-1.45)Unemployed

—.270.90 (0.74-1.09)Retired

—.350.90 (0.73-1.12)Other

.57——Occupational category

——1Executive

—.030.85 (0.74-0.98)Intermediate profession

—<.0010.70 (0.60-0.82)Employee

—.0020.71 (0.57-0.88)Artisan

—<.0010.52 (0.44-0.62)Manual worker

—<.0010.43 (0.30-0.61)Farmer

.76——Chronic disease

——1No

—<.0011.58 (1.43-1.75)Yes

aOR: odds ratio.
bMultivariate logistic regression adjusted for year, gender, age, educational level, household income, employment status, occupational category, and
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chronic disease.
cP value of the interaction term when adding interaction between each variable and year of survey in the logistic model.
dNot applicable.
eCU: consumption unit. One CU is attributed for the first adult in the household, 0.5 for other persons aged 14 years or older and 0.3 for children under
14 years.

Table 3 shows the topics of online health information research
in 2014 and 2017, as well as the online sources of information
and the type of websites used. Overall, the main topics searched
online remained the same in 2014 and 2017 (ie, general health
and illnesses; medical news and treatments; nutrition, weight
gain, or eating disorders; and child health and illness).
Nonetheless, while the percentage of respondents searching for
information about general health and child health decreased
over time, the percentage concerning nutrition-related topics
remained constant. The most significant decreases were
observed for searches about tobacco (–41%), alcohol (–70%),
and cannabis and other drugs (–38%).

Overall, while the proportion of people using known health
information websites and forums decreased, the proportion of
those who did not pay attention to the source significantly
increased (+12.1 percentage points). Thus, in 2017, this was
the case for about 4 out of 10 internet health information seekers.

When focusing on the type of websites used for the last
health-related internet searches by individuals who paid attention

to the information source (48.7% in 2014 and 46.8% in 2017),
figures indicates that between 2014 and 2017 general
health-related websites remained the main source of information.
Social media and commercial websites were the second source
of information in 2014 as in 2017. And, in 2017, institutional
websites were the third source. However, even if the visits to
these institutional websites increased between 2014 and 2017,
they remained at relatively low level, with only 8.1% of
individuals declaring they used these sources.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the trust in health information
found on the internet and the change in taking care of one’s
health. Globally, the evolutions were symmetrical. While trust
in the information increased from 2010 and 2014 (P<.001) and
decreased slightly from 2014 to 2017 (P=.048), the change in
health management rose between 2010 and 2014 (P<.001) but
remained stable between 2014 and 2017. Nonetheless, the
perception of health-related information found online was
relatively positive, with at least 80% reporting that the most
recent information found was trustworthy.
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Table 3. Evolution between 2014 and 2017 among internet health seekers of (1) health-related search topics, (2) sources of online health-related
information, and (3) types of websites used for internet health-related searches.

P valuebSurvey year 2017, n (%)aSurvey year 2014, n (%)aSearch topics

 n=3917n=2036(1) Health-related search topics

.0012159 (64.72)1022 (71.80)General health and illnesses, medical news, and treatmentsc 

.231741 (44.96)921 (45.03)Nutrition, weight gain, or eating disorders 

<.001975 (27.16)625 (33.13)Child health and illness 

.02388 (11.78)268 (14.63)Pregnancy or maternity 

<.001245 (7.30)240 (12.40)Tobacco 

—191 (4.97)—dElectronic cigarette 

<.001133 (3.39)197 (11.54)Alcohol 

.047237 (7.38)164 (9.60)Contraception and method to avoid pregnancy 

.37211 (6.59)131 (7.41)Sexually-related health risk 

.001155 (4.36)137 (7.12)Cannabis and other drugs 

 n=3917n=1396(2) Sources of online health-related information

<.0012035 (48.83)816 (55.75)Health information website 

<.001801 (21.55)432 (32.38)Forum 

.4840 (5.44)20 (4.41)active on the forum (n=1233) 

<.0011475 (39.74)370 (27.63)Did not pay attention to the source of the information 

 n=2442n=1478(3) Type of websites used for internet health-related searches (among those
who consulted information websites)

<.001937 (38.58)443 (30.25)General health-related website 

.009733 (29.99)371 (25.43)Doctissimoe 

.16285 (11.86)209 (13.70)Social medias (YouTube, Facebook, blogs, TV...) and commercial websites 

<.00187 (3.16)94 (6.16)Wikipedia 

.02212 (8.08)103 (5.98)Institutional websites 

.006161 (6.01)66 (3.86)Websites from health professional, patient association, scientific database 

.0026 (0.16)18 (1.14)Other 

aPercentages are adjusted to represent the French population structure.
bOn the basis of chi-square tests.
cFor the “general health and illnesses, medical news, and treatments” topic, the question was asked to a subsample of participants to the study (n=4607).
dNot applicable.
eA popular French website dedicated to general health mentioned by name by a large number of participants.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the trust in health information found on the internet and the change in taking care of one’s health from 2010 to 2017 (2010,
N=1707; 2014, N=3582; 2017, N=3965).

The results of multivariate models showing how individuals’
characteristics and time are related to (1) the fact of not paying
attention to the source of the health information found online,
(2) trust in the information found online, and (3) the change in
taking care of one’s health are shown in Table 4. Not paying
attention to the health-related information source significantly
increased between 2014 and 2017. Such practice was associated
with a higher probability of having lower education levels and
being artisans or manual workers. In turn, students were more
likely to pay attention to the source of their searches.

Trust in the health information found online and change in
taking care of one’s health both significantly increased in 2014
and slightly decreased in 2017. Regarding the associations with
sociodemographic characteristics, only individuals with higher
educational levels were more likely to trust the information
found online. This trust strongly influenced the way of managing
one’s health (odds ratio 4.07). Individuals aged 25 to 34 years
were more likely to have changed the way they managed their
health due to the information found online, whereas those aged
65 to 75 years were less likely to do so. Finally, those having
higher educational levels and higher incomes were also less
influenced by the information found online.
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Table 4. Multivariate logistic regression models showing the association of individuals’ characteristics and time with (1) the fact of not paying attention
to the source of the health information found online (2014, N=1422; 2017, N=3965), (2) trust in the information found online, and (3) the change in
taking care of one’s health (both 2010, N=1707; 2014, N=3582; 2017, N=3965).

P valuebChange in taking care
of one’s health, OR
(95% CI)

P valuebTrust in the last health
information found on-
line, OR (95% CI)

P valuebNot paying attention to
information source

(N=5313), ORa (95% CI)

Characteristic

Year

—1—1——c2010

<.0011.41 (1.19-1.65)<.0011.66 (1.35-2.04)—12014

<.0011.32 (1.13-1.55)<.0011.53 (1.27-1.85)<.0011.78 (1.50-2.11)2017

Trust in health information found online

—1————Not trustworthy

<.0014.06 (3.26-5.06)————Trustworthy

Gender

—1—1—1Men

.070.89 (0.79-1.01).400.93 (0.78-1.10).801.02 (0.87-1.19)Women

Age in years

—1—1—118-24

.021.37 (1.05-1.78).960.99 (0.72-1.37).790.96 (0.68-1.34)25-34

.181.20 (0.92-1.58).111.32 (0.94-1.85).690.93 (0.66-1.32)35-44

.171.21 (0.92-1.60).131.31 (0.92-1.85).531.12 (0.79-1.59)45-54

.110.77 (0.57-1.05).631.10 (0.74-1.64).211.27 (0.87-1.85)55-64

.080.70 (0.46-1.05).720.91 (0.55-1.51).181.39 (0.86-2.25)65-75

Educational level

—1—1—1Primary

.060.86 (0.73-1.01).431.09 (0.88-1.33)<.0010.66 (0.54-0.80)Secondary

.080.87 (0.74-1.02).031.31 (1.05-1.63)<.0010.57 (0.47-0.70)Up to secondary

Income (€/CUd)

—1—1—10-1100

.010.82 (0.69-0.96).191.15 (0.93-1.43).310.90 (0.74-1.10)1101-1799

.0070.79 (0.67-0.94).041.28 (1.02-1.62).390.91 (0.74-1.13)≥1800

.421.13 (0.84-1.53).650.91 (0.61-1.36).811.05 (0.71-1.55)Not willing to answer

Employment status

—1—1—1Working

.141.25 (0.93-1.67).161.31 (0.90-1.90).030.65 (0.44-0.96)Student

<.0011.54 (1.23-1.92).251.21 (0.88-1.65).710.95 (0.72-1.25)Unemployed

.041.33 (1.02-1.73).131.32 (0.92-1.90).560.91 (0.66-1.25)Retired

.0011.58 (1.20-2.09).911.02 (0.71-1.47).430.87 (0.62-1.22)Other

Occupational category

—1—1—1Executive

.171.54 (0.83-2.84).731.04 (0.84-1.28).661.05 (0.85-1.29)Intermediate profession

.361.31 (0.73-2.35).331.14 (0.88-1.47).151.19 (0.94-1.51)Employee

.251.41 (0.79-2.50).141.39 (0.90-2.14)<.0011.91 (1.35-2.71)Artisan

.161.52 (0.85-2.70).750.95 (0.71-1.27).0051.48 (1.13-1.95)Manual worker

.121.60 (0.89-2.87).490.78 (0.38-1.58).471.28 (0.65-2.52)Farmer
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P valuebChange in taking care
of one’s health, OR
(95% CI)

P valuebTrust in the last health
information found on-
line, OR (95% CI)

P valuebNot paying attention to
information source

(N=5313), ORa (95% CI)

Characteristic

Chronic disease

—1—1—1No

.630.97 (0.85-1.10).401.08 (0.91-1.28).0010.46 (0.30-0.72)Yes

aOR: odds ratio.
bMultivariate logistic regression adjusted for year, gender, age, educational level, household income, employment status, occupational category, and
chronic disease.
cNot applicable.
dCU: consumption unit. One CU is attributed for the first adult in the household, 0.5 for other persons aged 14 years or older, and 0.3 for children under
14 years.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Interpretation
This was one of the first studies describing the evolution of
online health information seeking in a European country, based
on nationally representative time-series survey data. We
observed an increase of the use of the internet for health-related
information between 2010 and 2014 but a decrease between
2014 and 2017. In parallel, trust in the health information found
online followed the same trend, thus suggesting a potential
relationship between these 2 variables. Indeed, the growing
phenomenon of misinformation and fake news might restrain
citizens from using the internet for health-related information
[40]. They might prefer consulting a health professional or just
avoid looking for health information online [41]. However,
promoting access to trustworthy information online represents
a key lever to help people managing their health. Therefore, a
growing body of research exists on the potential of interventions
designed to develop eHealth literacy [42], which has been
described as a necessary competence to mitigate health
inequalities [43].

The rise in distrust was paradoxically complemented by a higher
proportion of respondents reporting not paying attention to the
information sources. This might be explained by the fact that
it is often difficult to identify the source of information and
assess its credibility. Apart from institutional health-related
websites (eg, the website of the Ministry of Health, the website
of a local hospital), determining the online source of information
has become challenging and even frustrating [44]. On the other
hand, general websites are easy to access and consult, while
institutional websites remain less consulted, even if a slight
increase was reported between 2014 and 2017 in our study. The
complexity and density of the information they provide might
explain their scarce use, despite their trustworthiness. Those
who trusted more online contents were respondents having
higher educational levels and incomes, which might be explained
by the fact that they are supposed to have more developed
eHealth literacy and technological skills, allowing them to better
evaluate the accuracy of the information retrieved online [13,45].
These citizens were also less likely to change the management
of their health based on health-related information found online,
differentiating their information-seeking behavior from their
health behavior [46].

Sociodemographic characteristics and health conditions of online
health information seekers were similar to those found in
previous studies [14,18,47]; being a woman, being younger,
being an executive, having a higher educational level, having
a higher household income, and having a chronic disease were
all associated with use of the internet for health information
seeking. Interestingly, our results showed that unemployed
people were more likely to be health information seekers
compared with other groups such as working or retired people.
This result is in contrast with previous research [48,49] but in
line with other studies [19,50] showing that this point is
controversial and might depend on the specific characteristics
of unemployed citizens when they are not taken into account
in a model, like the fact of being a woman or having an illness,
or rather on the country’s unemployment rate or medical care
coverage for these people. What can be said with more
confidence is that higher educational levels are associated with
higher use of the internet for health information seeking,
independently from being employed or not, since eHealth
literacy skills are higher among people having a diploma [51].
In our study, students, independently of the level of education,
were more likely to be health information seekers compared
with other people (eg, working, retired), which can be explained
by the fact that they are used to seeking online information in
general as part of their study curriculum.

Trends about searched topics were similar across time periods,
with general health and illness being the most searched terms
together with nutrition, weight gain, or eating disorders and
child health and illness. The prevalence of these topics is
explained by the characteristics of likely online health
information seekers (ie, women aged 35 to 54 years). Gender
differences have been frequently reported as relevant for health
information seeking, including topics of interest [52]. Decreasing
interest in topics like tobacco, alcohol, or other drug
consumption might be explained by the fact that users prefer
browsing the web for general health-related information, while
for more specific problems like addiction, they prefer other
sources of information. This is in line with the trustworthiness
of online information and the risk of encountering fake news
for sensitive topics like drug consumption and is also
documented in previous research [53].
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Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of this study included the use of large datasets from
nationally representative surveys including the general
population with various sociodemographic characteristics. The
time-series design was also important to robustly assess the
evolution of online health information-seeking patterns in the
French population.

This study is not without limitations. First, while being based
on large samples, the response rates were between 48.5% and
61%, which means that selection bias cannot be excluded and
that some specific population groups like homeless people or
immigrants were likely to be underrepresented. Second, as a
population-based study specific to France, these results are not
generalizable to other countries, although online health
information-seeking behavior patterns are supposed to be similar
in most of the European countries. Third, data on trust in the
information found online were only available for the subsample
of health information seekers: this prevented the evaluation of
the association between trust and decrease in the use of the
internet for health information seeking. Fourth, Health
Barometer surveys do not report on important aspects related
to online health information seeking such as technical skills and
eHealth literacy. Finally, the reliability of some answers may

be affected by a memory bias, and other data concerning online
health information seeking were not assessed like the frequency
of use and the use of social media or mobile apps providing
health tips and information. A complete picture of online health
information-seeking behaviors might benefit from more data
on digital health use in general.

Conclusions
Our results showed a rapid growth in internet use in the 2010
to 2014 period with a decrease in the year 2017, in parallel with
a decreasing trust in the quality and reliability of information
found online. The trends in the use of and trust in online health
information need to be constantly monitored, but our findings
already underlined the need for alternative trustworthy sources
of information on the internet. In particular, it is recommended
that official health institutions promote initiatives to help citizens
navigate health-related information available on the internet.
These initiatives might range from interventions aimed at
promoting citizens’ eHealth literacy, such as educational
programs, to official websites and online portals providing
reliable but simple and usable information. Effective
interventions should combine the popularity and accessibility
of general health-related websites with the authority of the
institutional websites.
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Abstract

Background: Work stress affects individual health and well-being. These negative effects could be mitigated through regular
monitoring of employees’ stress. Such monitoring becomes even more important as the digital transformation of the economy
implies profound changes in working conditions.

Objective: The goal of this study was to investigate the association between computer mouse movements and work stress in
the field.

Methods: We hypothesized that stress is associated with a speed-accuracy trade-off in computer mouse movements. To test
this hypothesis, we conducted a longitudinal field study at a large business organization, where computer mouse movements from
regular work activities were monitored over 7 weeks; the study included 70 subjects and 1829 observations. A Bayesian regression
model was used to estimate whether self-reported acute work stress was associated with a speed-accuracy trade-off in computer
mouse movements.

Results: There was a negative association between stress and the two-way interaction term of mouse speed and accuracy (mean
−0.32, 95% highest posterior density interval −0.58 to −0.08), which means that stress was associated with a speed-accuracy
trade-off. The estimated association was not sensitive to different processing of the data and remained negative after controlling
for the demographics, health, and personality traits of subjects.

Conclusions: Self-reported acute stress is associated with computer mouse movements, specifically in the form of a speed-accuracy
trade-off. This finding suggests that the regular analysis of computer mouse movements could indicate work stress.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27121)   doi:10.2196/27121

KEYWORDS

work stress; psychological stress; stress indicator; computer mouse movements; human-computer interactions

Introduction

Stress in the workplace is responsible for over 120,000 deaths
and US $187 billion in annual health care spending in the United
States [1]. To mitigate this burden, work stress must be
monitored and managed. The need for workplace stress

management increases even further as the digital transformation
of the economy implies profound changes in working conditions
[2]. At the same time, digital transformation offers opportunities
for better stress management. Human-computer interactions
with ubiquitous digital devices could be used for real-time
monitoring of work-related stress. In particular, it has been
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shown that the computer mouse responds to changes in muscular
activity as a result of stress [3-6]. Thus, previous studies have
investigated the association between stress and the use of the
computer mouse [7-11], for instance, by analyzing computer
mouse movements [8,10,11]. However, the evidence from these
studies is, so far, based on lab experiments using artificially
designed computer tasks. Hence, it remains unclear whether an
association between stress and the use of the computer mouse
can also be observed in the field.

For this study, we hypothesized that there is an association
between stress and computer mouse movements. Our
hypothesized association is based on the theory of neuromotor
noise [12-16]. Stress, induced by time pressure or multitasking,
leads to higher neuromotor noise [15,16], which is the noise in
control signals steering motor movements. Lower signal-to-noise
ratios and limited capacity to process information lead to
adaptive movement behavior [12]. For instance, if subjects are
required to execute fast movements, then neuromotor noise will
lead to greater variability in the direction of movement [15].
The reason for this is that high or low execution speeds induce
neuromotor noise, which makes it more difficult to hit the
intended target of the movement accurately and requires more
or fewer corrections, respectively, along the trajectory [13,14].
That is, the accuracy of the movement has to adjust relative to
the movement speed.

In short, the previous literature suggests that stress induces
neuromotor noise, resulting in a speed-accuracy trade-off in
motor movements. This trade-off is particularly documented in
rapid aimed movements [13,14]; based on this, we can expect
that it also applies to computer mouse movements. We tested
our hypothesis with data from a longitudinal observational field
study that included 70 subjects and 1829 observations. Thereby,
we collected computer mouse movements and self-reported
stress levels from employees during their regular office work
for 7 weeks. Using a Bayesian regression model, we present
findings that support our hypothesis that work stress is
characterized by a speed-accuracy trade-off in computer mouse
movements.

Methods

Study Design
A 7-week longitudinal field study was conducted at a large
European technology company. The company’s human resources
director asked 496 employees from different service units (ie,
accounting, human resources, information technology,
marketing, quality management, logistics, and business
development) to participate through an email invitation. The
invitation described the study’s objective of understanding the
association between computer mouse movements and work
stress.

Subjects were not offered financial incentives. However, they
were invited to a debriefing event at the end of the study, where
the aggregated results were presented. Further, their self-reports
were made available to them through graphical diagrams so
they could monitor their stress levels over the course of the
study.

Among all invited employees, 71 subjects decided to participate.
They installed our study software by clicking on a link in the
invitation. When subjects first opened the study software, a
tutorial explained how the software was used to report stress.
During the 7-week study period, the study software asked
subjects twice a day to report their stress level. The timings
were randomly triggered by our software, namely, once between
9 AM and 11 AM and once between 2 PM and 4 PM. Prior to
these self-reports, our software recorded all computer mouse
movements for 30 minutes. If subjects were not using their
computer at that time (eg, due to a meeting), then no data were
recorded.

Data about subjects’ computer mouse movements and
self-reports were securely transferred to a server at the
organization, from which they were gathered by our research
team to perform subsequent analyses. At the beginning of the
study, subjects were further asked to report their
sociodemographics (ie, age, gender, and education), behavioral
attributes regarding health and nutrition (ie, sports, nutrition,
smoking, and drinking habits), and expression of the big five
personality traits as measured by an established inventory [17].
All variables are described in Table 1.
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Table 1. Variables and descriptions.

DescriptionVariable

Target variable

Self-reported valence on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high)Valence

Self-reported arousal on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high)Arousal

Dummy with 1 if valence <4 and arousal >4 (stress), 0 otherwise (no stress)Stress

Mouse movements

Distance computer mouse is moved divided by the duration of the movementSpeed

Proportion of mouse events where the movement direction remained equal along the x-axis and y-axisAccuracy

Mouse events

Proportion of mouse tracks with clicks in a recordingClicks

Proportion of mouse tracks with wheels in a recordingWheels

Recording time

Categorical {1: Monday, 2: Tuesday, 3: Wednesday, 4: Thursday, 5: Friday, 6: Saturday and Sunday}Weekday

Dummy with 1 if recording was in the morning, 0 otherwise (in the afternoon)Daytime

Sociodemographics

Subject ageAge

Dummy with 1 if male, 0 otherwise (female)Gender

Dummy with 1 if university degree, 0 otherwise (ie, high school or lower)Education

Health and nutrition

Hours of sport per weekSport

Number of fruits or vegetables consumed per dayNutrition

Categorical {1: never, 2: 2-4 times per month, 3: 2-3 times per week, 4: more than 4 times per week}Alcohol

Categorical {1: daily, 2: occasionally, 3: not anymore, 4: never smoked}Smoking

The big five personality traits, each measured on a scale from 1 (low expression of the trait) to 10 (high
expression of the trait), based on an established inventory [17]

Personality traits

Processing Computer Mouse Movements
A Java application was developed to record computer mouse
movements (ie, timestamp and x- and y-coordinates) and mouse
events (ie, movement, click, and wheel). The application was
built on the Windows operating system’s standard software
drivers with a sample rate of approximately 125 Hz. Computer
mouse movements were recorded for 30 minutes and processed
in the following way. Each recording was split into separate
trajectories, where a trajectory started with a mouse movement
and ended with a different mouse event (ie, a click or wheel).
Thereby, trajectories were only considered if their duration was
between 1 and 10 seconds. This approach was beneficial, as it
omitted trajectories that were extremely short or included
temporary phases where the mouse was not moving. For each
trajectory, two variables were computed: (1) mouse speed, which
is the average movement speed, and (2) mouse accuracy, which
is the proportion of mouse events where the direction of the
movement remained equal along the x- and y-axes (ie, the
proportion of times the movement direction was not corrected).
Both variables were then averaged over all trajectories. These
provided the features that were inserted into our regression
model.

Mouse speed was computed as the total distance the mouse
moved between the start time t=1 of a trajectory and its end
time T divided by the trajectory’s total duration T. Hence, this
yielded the following:

Mouse accuracy is the relative frequency of how often the
movement in x- and y-directions was not changed. It is
formalized by the following:

where the variable eqdirt indicates whether the movement in
both x- and y-directions remained equal at time t. It returns a
value of 1 if this is the case and 0 otherwise. Formally, it is
specified by the following:

Accordingly, the larger the accuracy value is, the less the
movement direction was altered. If the value for accuracy is 1,
then the movement direction was never altered, and if the value
for accuracy is 0, then the movement direction was always
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altered. In other words, the more accurate movement was the
one with fewer corrections. This directly relates our measure
of accuracy to the theory of neuromotor noise, which predicts
more corrections as the movement speed is increased.

The proportion of direction changes is commonly used as a
measure of accuracy in related work [18,19]. Another measure
for accuracy is the deviation from an optimal trajectory [19,20].
However, the theoretical model underlying the speed-accuracy
trade-off predicts that higher movement speed leads to more
corrective submovements [13,14], not necessarily to a larger
deviation from the optimal line between the start and end point
of the trajectory. For that reason, we specifically chose the
proportion of direction changes as our measure of accuracy in
this study.

Stress Measurement
Acute stress was measured according to the circumplex model
of affect [21]. This model relates affective states to two
underlying neurophysiological systems: valence, a
pleasure-displeasure continuum, and arousal or alertness [22].
Both were collected using self-assessment manikins [23] on a
7-point Likert scale, with a value of 1 referring to a very
negative valence (very low arousal) and a value of 7 indicating
a very positive valence (very high arousal). Acute stress was
then defined as a combination of low valence and high arousal,
which has been shown to be related to work stressors in
empirical research [24]. Specifically, stress is encoded as a
dichotomous variable that equals 1 if subjects reported low
valence and high arousal (ie, valence below the neutral midpoint
of 4 and arousal above the neutral midpoint of 4) and 0
otherwise. Hence, our encoding translates into an analysis that
focuses on distinguishing negative stress from positive or no
stress.

Statistical Analysis
A logistic regression model was estimated with stress as the
dichotomous outcome variable and with features from computer
mouse movements as the independent variables. The model is
specified as follows:

where stressik is the dichotomous outcome variable for subject
i=1,...,M and recording k=1,...,N. Subject-specific variation in
average stress levels is captured by the varying intercept αi.
Note that subject-specific characteristics such as age or gender
could explain between-subject variation of average stress levels,
but beyond that, time-varying variables such as computer mouse
movements are needed to explain within-subject variation of
stress levels over time. The association of mouse speed and
accuracy with stress is estimated by β1 to β3. In particular, the
two-way interaction between mouse speed and accuracy (β3)
tests whether a speed-accuracy trade-off in computer mouse
movements is associated with stress. Note that mouse speed
and accuracy were centered and scaled by their empirical mean
and standard deviation. By centering both variables, the sign of
β3 indicates the direction of the speed-accuracy trade-off. That
is, a negative sign of β3 would indicate that a simultaneous

increase in mouse speed and decrease in mouse accuracy or a
simultaneous decrease in mouse speed and increase in mouse
accuracy is associated with a higher probability of stress.

Further independent variables were included in the above
regression model as part of the sensitivity analysis. For instance,
to control for mouse usage, we computed the number of events
where the mouse was clicked or wheeled. Note that access to
other human-computer interactions (eg, keyboard strokes) was
not granted in this study due to privacy concerns.

Model Estimation
A Bayesian approach was used for model estimation. Compared
to classical statistics, the Bayesian approach requires the
specification of priors for all model parameters. When choosing
flat priors, the classical and Bayesian approaches are the same.
However, when choosing a Bayesian prior (eg, a normal prior),
the results are different, and sign errors are less frequent with
a Bayesian prior [25]. In other words, a Bayesian approach is
less prone to making wrong claims about the sign of a parameter.
In our study setting, this would most likely give more
conservative estimates; hence, a Bayesian approach was used
for data analysis. We chose weakly informative priors for all
model parameters, thereby following recommendations on the
choice of priors [26]. Our priors are as follows:

The model was estimated with Markov chain Monte Carlo using
four chains. Each chain performed 2000 iterations divided into
1000 iterations for a warm-up and 1000 iterations for sampling.
Samples were drawn with the No-U-Turn Sampler [27].
Thereby, it was ensured that all Markov chains converged
successfully so that inference could be performed. In the Results
section, we report the posterior distribution, the posterior mean,
and the 95% highest posterior density interval (HPDI) of the
estimated parameters.

Statistical analysis was performed with the programming
language R, version 4.0.2 (The R Foundation), and the
probabilistic programming language Stan, version 2.21.0 [28],
using the interface provided by the R package brms, version
2.13.5 [29].

Data Inclusion and Exclusion
All participants deciding to participate were included in the
study (ie, no additional inclusion or exclusion criteria were
applied). Our raw data contained 2029 recordings from 71
subjects. The number of recordings per subject varied due to
absences or because the subjects decided to stop participating.
Further, recordings were excluded when no computer mouse
movements were recorded (5 recordings), the recorded computer
mouse movements contained tracking errors (ie, incorrect time
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stamps) (92 recordings), or when the recordings contained less
than 10 computer mouse trajectories (200 recordings). This led
to the removal of 297 recordings from 62 subjects—between 1
and 12 per subject—and the exclusion of 1 subject from the
study.

Data and Code Availability
Preprocessed data and a script to replicate all model results are
provided [30]. Raw data may be used to identify individual
study participants (eg, because mouse movements can be very
specific to a person or may reveal sensitive information, such
as passwords, when using a software keyboard) and, thus, cannot
be made available; this decision was made by the research team
and the institutional review board that evaluated the study.

Results

Subject Statistics
Our results are based on 70 subjects and 1829 recordings (mean
26.13, SD 14.33). Subjects were between 20 and 61 years old,

with a median age of 39.5 years (IQR 31.0-49.0). Further, 46%
(32/70) of the participants were female, and 59% (41/70) held
a university degree; all others had high school diplomas or
lower. Recordings were roughly balanced by daytime hours
(951/1829, 52.0% in the morning and 878/1829, 48.0% in the
afternoon) and weekdays (329/1829, 18.0% to 384/1829, 21.0%
per weekday and 18/1829, 1% on the weekend).

Both valence and arousal varied across subjects (see Figure 1).
Average valence per subject was slightly above the neutral
midpoint (mean 4.53, SD 0.98), and average arousal was slightly
below the neutral midpoint (mean 3.28, SD 1.02). When
averaged over the study period, a combination of low valence
and high arousal (the top-left quadrant in Figure 1) was observed
in 12 out of the 70 (17%) subjects. Applying our encoding of
stress following the circumplex model of affect [21], 185 out
of the 1829 self-reports (10.1%) were classified as stressful.

Figure 1. Perceived valence and arousal by subject. Shown are the average self-reported valence and arousal levels by subject in the field study. Red
points indicate high levels and blue points indicate low levels of average stress.

Association Between Stress and Computer Mouse
Movements
It was hypothesized that stress is characterized by a
speed-accuracy trade-off. This trade-off is illustrated in Figure

2. When subjects perceived no stress, computer mouse
movements were typically not characterized by a speed-accuracy
trade-off. In contrast to that, when subjects perceive stress,
computer mouse movements were typically characterized by a
trade-off where the mouse was moved quickly but less
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accurately (ie, many direction changes) or slowly but more
accurately (ie, few direction changes). Descriptives for average
mouse speed and accuracy are provided in Multimedia Appendix
1, Figure S1.

The estimated parameters of mouse speed and accuracy were
as follows. The individual parameters of mouse speed (β1) and
accuracy (β2) were not significant based on the observation that
the 95% HPDIs include zero (see Figure 3). However, the
parameter for the two-way interaction between speed and
accuracy (β3) was significant (mean −0.32, 95% HPDI −0.58
to −0.08). On average, a simultaneous 1 SD increase in mouse
speed and 1 SD decrease in mouse accuracy, or vice versa, was

associated with a change in the odds for perceiving stress by
1.53. In other words, work stress was characterized by a
speed-accuracy trade-off.

Figure 4 depicts the partial dependence of both mouse speed
and mouse accuracy on the probability of perceiving stress.
Based on the plot, two findings can be derived. First, stress was
more likely when there was a speed-accuracy trade-off. Second,
this trade-off seemed slightly more prevalent for low mouse
speed and high mouse accuracy, as indicated by a higher share
of observations in the lower-right corner. This means that
although both directions of the trade-off are present in our data,
subjects perceiving stress were slightly more frequently
increasing accuracy at the cost of speed.

Figure 2. Illustrative examples of the speed-accuracy trade-off in computer mouse movements. Shown are typical computer mouse movements (blue
dot: beginning of movement; red dot: click) from the field study. Circles correspond to recordings at 125 Hz. When subjects perceived no stress, computer
mouse movements were typically not characterized by a speed-accuracy trade-off. When subjects perceived stress, computer mouse movements were
typically characterized by a speed-accuracy trade-off. Mouse speed and accuracy were standardized to indicate the direction of the trade-off; that is,
high speed (+) and low accuracy (−) or low speed (−) and high accuracy (+).
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Figure 3. Association between work stress and computer mouse movements. Shown is the estimated effect (posterior and prior density and mean as
solid and dashed grey lines, respectively, and 95% highest posterior density interval as shaded area) of mouse speed (β1), mouse accuracy (β2), and the
two-way interaction between mouse speed and accuracy (β2).

Figure 4. Probability (Prob.) of perceived stress based on mouse speed and accuracy. Shown is the partial dependence of stress on mouse speed and
accuracy in the range of −2 SD to +2 SD. Red areas indicate high levels and blue areas indicate low levels of stress.

Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of the estimated parameters was assessed in the
following ways. First, different processing of the data led to
conclusive findings. In the above analysis, recordings were
removed when fewer than 10 computer mouse trajectories were
counted over 30 minutes. When varying this number, the
estimated parameter of the mouse speed-accuracy trade-off
remained stable (see Multimedia Appendix 1, Figure S2).
Similarly, the maximum duration for a trajectory was set to 10
seconds. When varying the maximum duration from 5 to 20
seconds, the estimated parameter of the mouse speed-accuracy
trade-off also remained stable (see Multimedia Appendix 1,
Figure S3). Furthermore, recordings from 2 subjects revealed
unusually low mouse accuracy (see Multimedia Appendix 1,
Figure S1). Excluding all recordings from these subjects slightly
reduced the size of the estimated parameter for the trade-off
(mean −0.22, 95% HPDI −0.42 to −0.03).

Second, the sensitivity of the estimated parameter for the
speed-accuracy trade-off was assessed with respect to the
inclusion of varying slopes for computer mouse movement
variables and additional controls, such as mouse events and
sociodemographics. Including varying slopes or adding more
controls led to comparable estimates for the parameter of the
mouse speed-accuracy trade-off (see Multimedia Appendix 1,
Figure S4).

Third, the association of computer mouse movements with
valence, arousal, and a discrete measure of stress (defined as
arousal – valence + 6) was estimated. Results from Poisson
regressions with the same model specification showed no
significant associations but a tendency that arousal and the
discrete measure of stress were negatively associated with the
speed-accuracy trade-off (see Multimedia Appendix 1, Figure
S5). However, the results from the regression with the discrete
measure of stress as the outcome should be interpreted with
caution, as an arousal level of 7 and valence level of 4 would
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result in the equivalent level of stress as an arousal level of 5
and a valence level of 2, whereas only the second self-report
would be labeled as stress according to the circumplex model
of affect.

Fourth, the possibility of selection bias was investigated, with
a statistical comparison between those subjects with few (n≤10)
and many (n>10) recordings. The proportion of recordings with
stress from subjects with few recordings (6/43, 14%) was higher
than the proportion of recordings with stress from subjects with
many recordings (188/1986, 9.5%). However, the difference

was not statistically significant (χ2
1=0.5, P=.47). This result

suggests that participation intensity was not significantly related
to stress. Other than that, it could not be investigated whether
individuals outside this study were more or less stressed than
the subjects participating in this study.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The goal of this study was to examine whether computer mouse
movements indicate work stress. Data from a 7-week
longitudinal field study supported the hypothesis. Despite the
heterogeneity of computer tasks and the resulting complexity
of computer mouse movements, we found a significant
association with work stress. That is, work stress was
characterized by a speed-accuracy trade-off in computer mouse
movements.

Comparison With Prior Work
This is the first study to infer stress from the computer mouse
in the field (ie, at the workplace). In prior work, lab studies were
conducted to investigate the association between stress and the
use of the computer mouse [7-11]. In these lab studies, subjects
performed artificial tasks (eg, point-and-click tasks) in a
controlled environment. In contrast to that, our data were
collected unobtrusively while subjects were performing office
work in a real-world environment. On the one hand, this made
data processing and analysis challenging. On the other hand, it
provided us with the unique opportunity to present the first
empirical evidence as to whether stress is associated with
computer mouse movements in the field.

A drawback of our field study in comparison to the lab studies
is that we are not able to estimate a causal link. The reason is
that there are potentially unmeasured confounders. In particular,
computer mouse movements as well as stress may depend on
the difficulty of the task, with more difficult tasks resulting in
higher levels of stress. In the lab, it is possible to control which
task is performed, whereas this is not possible in the field
without obtrusive monitoring of tasks. However, precisely
because unobtrusive and continuous monitoring of tasks is not
feasible in the field, computer mouse movements may be a good
proxy for how stressful a task is perceived and may thus provide
an indirect way to measure stress.

Benefits
Monitoring of computer mouse movements provide a number
of benefits for stress management in the workplace. Most office

work involves computer tasks; as such, computer mouse
movement data are readily available. Unlike other forms of
stress monitoring, computer mouse movements present a viable
tool for monitoring stress at scale because they can be collected
in an unobtrusive fashion and continuously over time [10]. The
latter becomes important when offering on-demand stress
management interventions by organizations and for monitoring
their effectiveness [31]. It is also possible to monitor stress by
monitoring physiological changes (eg, heart rate variability or
skin conductivity) through wearable devices. However, when
introduced by employers, the broad usage of physiological data
in a corporate context raises issues regarding their acceptance
and legitimacy [32]. When compared to such physiological
stress measurements, many employees might consider the
measurement of computer mouse movements as a clearly
work-related behavior and as a less intrusive and more legitimate
monitoring method at work. As computer mouse movements
are bound to currently performed work, their measurement will
trigger a more balanced action on the part of employees to
mitigate work stress: both reducing their own receptivity to
stress and improving the underlying working conditions, as it
is also recommended by the European Union [33]. Thus, the
measurement of computer mouse movements offers a valuable,
complementary approach to physiological measurements.

Limitations
Our study also has limitations. First, our work constitutes an
observational study with an explanatory analysis of the data.
As a consequence, a causal interpretation of the estimated
association is precluded. Second, computer mouse movements
were only linked to the presence of stress, which was defined
according to the circumplex model of affect [21]. The severity
of stress could not be assessed due to the low prevalence of high
levels of stress. Third, computer mouse movements were only
linked to acute stress. The association of computer mouse
movements with chronic stress is subject to future work. Fourth,
the outcome of this study was psychological stress, which was
measured based on self-reports. It is unclear if, and to what
extent, psychological and physiological measures of stress are
alternative or complementary by nature [34]. Thus, collecting
physiological data from wearable devices to monitor stress
[35,36] could be used to validate the association with computer
mouse movements. Fifth, the sources of stress were not
identified, which is important for managing stress. However,
other work suggests that human-computer interactions also
correlate with workplace stressors [37]. Sixth, the determinants
for the directions of the speed-accuracy trade-off were not
explored. This would probably require a different research
setting, most likely a controlled lab experiment, in order to
investigate what causes subjects to increase speed at the cost of
accuracy, or vice versa.

Conclusions
To summarize, the findings of this study suggest that the
computer mouse can be used to infer work stress. These findings
could be combined with findings from other forms of
human-computer interactions (eg, computer trackpads [38] or
keyboard strokes [39]) in order to develop digital tools for
detecting stress.
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Abstract

Background: Exercise identity is an important predictor for regular physical activity (PA). There is a lack of research on the
potential mechanisms or antecedents of identity development. Theories of exercise identity have proposed that investment,
commitment and self-referential (eg, I am an exerciser) statements, and social activation (comparison, support) may be crucial
to identity development. Social media may be a potential mechanism to shape identity.

Objective: The objectives of this study were to (1) explore whether participants were willing to share their Instagram data with
researchers to predict their lifestyle behaviors; (2) examine whether PA-related Instagram uses (ie, the percentage of PA-related
Instagram posts, fitness-related followings, and the number of likes received on PA-related posts) were positively associated with
exercise identity; and (3) evaluate whether exercise identity mediates the relationship between PA-related Instagram use and
weekly PA minutes.

Methods: Participants (18-30 years old) were asked to complete a questionnaire to evaluate their current levels of exercise
identity and PA. Participants’ Instagram data for the past 12 months before the completion of the questionnaire were extracted
and analyzed with their permission. Instagram posts related to PA in the 12 months before their assessment, the number of likes
received for each PA-related post, and verified fitness- or PA-related followings by the participants were extracted and analyzed.
Pearson correlation analyses were used to evaluate the relationship among exercise identity, PA, and Instagram uses. We conducted
mediation analyses using the PROCESS macro modeling tool to examine whether exercise identity mediated the relationship
between Instagram use variables and PA. Descriptive statistical analyses were used to compare the number of willing participants
versus those who were not willing to share their Instagram data.

Results: Of the 76 participants recruited to participate, 54% (n=41) shared their Instagram data. The percentage of PA-related
Instagram posts (r=0.38; P=.01) and fitness-related Instagram followings (r=0.39; P=.01) were significantly associated with
exercise identity. The average number of “likes” received (r=0.05, P=.75) was not significantly associated with exercise identity.
Exercise identity significantly influenced the relationship between Instagram usage metrics (ie, the percentage of PA-related
Instagram posts [P=.01] and verified fitness-related Instagram accounts [P=.01]) and PA level. Exercise identity did not significantly
influence the relationship between the average number of “likes” received for the PA-related Instagram posts and PA level.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that an increase in PA-related Instagram posts and fitness-related followings were associated
with a greater sense of exercise identity. Higher exercise identity led to higher PA levels. Exercise identity significantly influenced
the relationship between PA-related Instagram posts (P=.01) and fitness-related followings on PA levels (P=.01). These results
suggest that Instagram may influence a person’s exercise identity and PA levels. Future intervention studies are warranted.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e20954)   doi:10.2196/20954
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Introduction

Regular physical activity (PA) is critical to prevent chronic
diseases and maintain overall well-being [1]. However, physical
inactivity (ie, not meeting recommended guidelines) continues
to be a major public health concern worldwide [2]. In Canada,
approximately 79% of adults aged 18-39 did not meet the PA
guidelines (150 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous PA per week)
in 2015 [3]. Thus, there is an urgent need to find innovative
solutions to better target and tailor PA interventions based on
a person’s needs to maximize public health impact [4]. Much
of the PA promotion research literature has been based in the
social cognitive tradition, which is focused on increasing
expectations about the benefits of PA, improving perceptions
of capability, and developing goals and self-regulation tactics
to enable behavior change [5-8]. The social cognitive–based
behavior change theories suggest that intentions are proximal
antecedents of behavior; thus, supporting positive PA intentions
can lead to subsequent behavioral enactment [9]. This approach
has shown some effectiveness in terms of behavior change,
albeit with modest effects [5]. There is clearly a need to continue
to investigate additional mechanisms that can assist in PA
continuance.

One of these mechanisms may be identity. Identity represents
a person’s self-categorization into a particular role [10]. This
process assists in developing personal rules and standards of
conduct with a particular behavior, such as PA [11]. As such,
the central mechanism that sustains behavior becomes regulation
around the identity standard [12]. Exercise identity refers to the
degree to which an individual identifies himself/herself as an
“exerciser” or someone who values and regularly engages in
PA [13]. Discrepancies between the person’s exercise identity
and the present situation (eg, being physically inactive) can
create negative emotions, which are proposed to motivate the
individual to close the gap between the present behavior and
the identity standard [12,14]. In essence, identity is a reflexive
self-regulating system of behavioral continuance/stability [10].
Exercise identity has emerged as an important construct for PA
promotion because of the reciprocal relationship between role
identities and behavior [15]. Self-report surveys, such as the
Exercise Identity Scale, have been developed and rigorously
tested for assessing an individual’s exercise identity, which has
allowed for further investigation of the association between
exercise identity and PA behavior [16].

Observational evidence has shown that PA behavior and identity
have a reliable association in the medium to large effect size
range [17]. Furthermore, the relationship is often independent
of more traditional social–cognitive determinants (eg, intention)
[17] and the mechanisms of identity dissonance and negative
affect have been well-validated in hypothetical PA abstinence
situations [18-20]. What has seen less attention, however, is the
potential mechanisms or antecedents of identity development.
Theories of exercise identity have proposed that investment,
commitment and self-referential statements (eg, I am an
exerciser), and social activation (comparison, support) may be

crucial to identity development [13,21-23]. Another possible
mechanism of identity is self-expression. Bem’s self-perception
theory [24], for example, suggests that identity may be formed
largely by observing one’s behavior and inferring
self-categorization. This premise has some support in PA
interventions from 2 small feasibility trials where participants
who were encouraged to present PA-related imagery and
self-expression (eg, a picture on the mantle) showed
corresponding increases in identity [25,26]. However, the large
focus on social media and self-expression across much of the
population may be an even more effective mechanism of shaping
identity.

Social media websites, such as Instagram, allow users to easily
and freely communicate and express themselves by posting
photos, status messages, or links that become instantly available
to the public [27]. Infodemiology is a new area of study where
researchers examine ways to use data generated on social media
to better understand and inform public health problems in real
time [28]. Infoveillance has referred to applications where
infodemiology methods are utilized, particularly for surveillance
purposes [29]. PA promotion interventions can potentially
extract useful information from user-generated social data for
infoveillance and to tailor health promotion efforts to improve
PA levels. In fact, recent studies have shown the possibility of
using social media and digital interventions to promote PA
[30-32].

Researchers have already shown that behavior characteristics
extracted from social media sites, such as Twitter, can be used
to model alongside other biomedical data sets to inform PA on
a population level [30-34]. We believe that it is critical to
explore the use of social data from other platforms, such as
Instagram, to expand the field of infodemiology. Instagram is
a highly unique and user-friendly platform that allows users to
share photos and videos on their mobile devices anywhere at
any time. This platform has evolved into a visual-oriented
culture, promoting photos first and text second. Instagram
enables users to express their personalities and lifestyles with
others and form relationships with users that share similar
interests and values. In contrast to Twitter and Facebook,
Instagram’s “photo-first” culture may contribute to different
user behavior and motivation [35]. Approximately 71% of online
adults in America have an Instagram account [36] compared
with 38% of adults (18-29 years of age) that use Twitter [37].
In Canada, 37% of adults have a social networking account,
and among adults aged 18-34, about 65% have an Instagram
account [38]. An Instagram study suggested that analysis of the
content of Instagram pictures, color analysis (amount of
saturation brightness, photo filters), frequency of posts, patterns
of followings, algorithmic face detection, and the number of
likes are associated with symptoms of depression [39].

However, it remains unclear whether PA-related markers
extracted from Instagram are associated with a person’s exercise
identity and subsequent PA level. Furthermore, Twitter data are
designed to be publicly available, whereas Instagram data are
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not publicly available by default [40]. Users may perceive their
Instagram data as being more private and sensitive [41]. The
percentage of participants who are willing to share their
Instagram data for health behavior monitoring is currently
unclear. Thus, the objectives of this study were to (1) explore
whether participants were willing to share their Instagram data
with researchers to predict their lifestyle behaviors; (2) examine
whether PA-related Instagram uses (ie, the percentage of
PA-related Instagram posts, fitness-related followings, and the
number of likes received on PA-related posts) were positively
associated with exercise identity; and (3) evaluate whether

exercise identity mediates the relationship between PA-related
Instagram use and weekly PA minutes. Commensurate with
self-perception theory [24] and past research [25,26], we
hypothesized (1) more than 50% of the participants would be
willing to share their Instagram data for health infoveillance,
(2) PA-related Instagram use was positively associated with
exercise identity, and (3) exercise identity would mediate the
relationship between PA-related Instagram use (ie, number of
likes) and PA minutes. Figure 1 presents a visual representation
of the hypothesized mediation model.

Figure 1. Hypothesized mediation model including Instagram use, exercise identity, and physical activity level.

Methods

Participants and Procedure
This cross-sectional study recruited university students (n=76)
from the University of Victoria, British Columbia, Canada,
using research posters and online advertisements. The rolling
recruitment strategy took place between June 30, 2018, and July
1, 2019. Inclusion criteria required that participants be Instagram
users, and between the ages of 18 and 29. Exclusion criteria
included the inability to comprehend English. Interested
participants were asked to contact the research team. The
research team obtained consent from all eligible participants
prior to data collection. During the consent process, participants
were notified of the study objectives and that the sharing of
their Instagram data was voluntary. All data obtained in
connection with the study remained confidential. Confidentiality
was maintained by means of encrypting on a secure server. All
survey data and ID numbers were used on all databases.
Researchers had access to participant Instagram data for up to
1 year from the start of the study.

Eligible participants who gave consent to participate in the study
were asked to complete a questionnaire to record their
demographic characteristics, daily Instagram use duration, and
evaluate their current exercise identity and PA levels.
Participants were also asked if they are willing to share their
Instagram data. Participants that refused to share their Instagram
data were given the option to write down reasons for not sharing.
Those participants who agreed to share their Instagram data
were asked to follow an Instagram research account in order
for researchers to extract their Instagram data (photos, likes,
followings). Researchers analyzed the previous 12 months of
Instagram data from the completion date of the exercise identity
and PA questionnaires. This study received research ethics
approval from the research ethics board at the University of
Victoria (protocol number: 17-294).

Measures
Demographic information (age, sex, and ethnicity) and daily
Instagram usage time were collected using self-report
instruments. PA levels were assessed using the Recent Physical
Activity Questionnaire (RPAQ) [42]. Minutes of PA at low
(metabolic equivalent of task [MET] < 6/week), moderate (MET
3-6/week), and high (MET > 6/week) intensities were calculated
based on the RPAQ scoring instruction [42].

Exercise identity was assessed using the Exercise Identity Scale
[16], which is a 9-item questionnaire on a 5-point Likert scale
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) (α=.92).
Participants’ exercise identities were determined by calculating
a total score from the 9-item questionnaire; thus, scores ranged
from 9 to 45 whereby a higher score represented a stronger
exercise identity.

Participants’ Instagram data were extracted using a customized
program [43], which enabled the researchers to export users’
posts, likes received for each post, and followings into separate
Microsoft Excel files. Instagram posts extracted during the past
12 months before the completion of the study questionnaire
were manually coded by 2 trained research assistants using
standardized criteria to determine whether posts were PA related
or not (eg, binary coded). PA-related posts were defined as those
posts suggesting participants performed physical activities
defined by the guidelines for exercise testing published by the
American College of Sports Medicine [44]. Specifically,
Instagram picture and video posts were identified as PA related
if they included the person in sporting attire or the person in a
location to perform PA (eg, kayaking, skiing, swimsuit, hiking)
individually or in a group setting. Any discrepancies between
the coders were resolved through discussion. The percentage
of the number of PA-related posts relative to the total number
of Instagram posts was calculated for each participant. The
average number of likes for PA-related posts for each participant
was also calculated.
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An analysis of participants’ Instagram “followings” was
completed to identify the number of verified fitness or
exercise-related Instagram accounts each participant followed.
The verified fitness- or exercise-related Instagram accounts
means Instagram has confirmed that an account is the authentic
presence of the public figure, celebrity, or global brand it
represents. A list of the most popular 300 verified fitness- or
exercise-related Instagram accounts was compiled from publicly
available Instagram rankings [45]. The percentage of
exercise-related Instagram accounts following relative to the
total number of Instagram followings was computed for each
participant.

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed using the standard SPSS version
26.0 for Mac (SPSS, Inc./IBM), with a significance level set at
P<.05. Descriptive statistical analyses were used to compare
the number of willing participants with those who were not
willing to share their Instagram data. Participants that were not
willing to share their Instagram data were asked to provide
reasons for not sharing in an open-ended question. Responses
from these questions were grouped to create common themes.
Independent t tests were used to compare differences between
those groups (Instagram data shared versus Instagram data not
shared) on demographics, PA, and exercise identity. A
chi-square test was used to compare differences between
categorical variables.

We examined normality (eg, skewness > 2 and kurtosis > 3) of
all variables to determine whether any transformations were
required by conversion to z-scores [46]. Pearson correlation
analyses were used to evaluate the relationship among exercise
identity, PA, and Instagram use metrics (percentage of
PA-related Instagram post, percentage of fitness-related
Instagram followings, and average number of “likes” on
PA-related posts). Mediation analyses were based on 5000
bootstrapped samples using Hayes PROCESS Macro version
3.5 [47]. Multiple mediation analyses was used to examine
whether exercise identity mediated the relationship between
Instagram use variables and PA level [47]. This process involved

examining path a, the association between Instagram use
(independent variable) and exercise identity; path b, the impact
of exercise identity (mediator variable) on PA level; and path
c, the effect of Instagram use on PA levels (outcome variable).
All analyses were controlled for age and sex. The 95% CIs must
not cross 0 to satisfy the criteria for mediation.

Results

Participant Characteristics
A total of 76 participants were recruited and completed the
study. Participant characteristics are presented in Table 1. The
mean age was 19.7 (SD 0.31) years and the sample consisted
of 72% female (55/76). Overall, 46% (35/76) of participants
did not agree to share their Instagram data. Of these participants,
14 participants provided reasons for not sharing. Privacy was
a major concern; specifically, there were concerns with (1) data
oversight to prevent misusage of data and technology (n=9),
(2) limitations to remain anonymous using Instagram photos
(n=4), and (3) data ownership (n=1). Participants that were not
willing to share their Instagram data reported significantly fewer
weekly PA minutes at moderate to high intensity (MET
≥3/week) relative to participants that agreed to share their
Instagram data (P=.04); however, there were no significant
differences between groups for demographic characteristics,
exercise identity, weekly PA minutes at low intensity (MET
<3/week), and daily Instagram usage (Table 1).

A total of 41 participants agreed to share their Instagram data.
The mean number of posts during the 12-month study period
was 29.6 (SD 4.7). Examination of shared Instagram data
revealed that, on average 7.3 (SD 1.1) or 25% of Instagram
posts shared during the previous 12 months were related to PA.
The mean number of Instagram following per person was 439.3
(SD 258) accounts. The mean number of verified PA- or
fitness-related Instagram accounts following per user was 3 (SD
3.14). The mean number of “likes” received on all posts was
102.2 (SD 72.4) and the mean number of “likes” received on
PA-related Instagram posts was 99 (SD 73).
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics.

P valueInstagram data not shared
(n=35)

Instagram data shared
(n=41)

Characteristics

.4220.03 (1.81)19.66 (2.08)Age, mean (SD)

.2028 (80)27 (66)Sex (female), n (%)

.70Ethnicity, n (%)

24 (69)29 (71)White

6 (17)6 (15)East Asian

1 (3)0 (0)Black

4 (11)6 (15)Other (mixed, Spanish, South Asian)

.6734.79 (7.16)34.00 (8.20)Exercise identity, mean (SD)

.5022.92 (59.94)38.51 (135.94)Weekly PAa minutes at low intensity (METb <3/week), mean (SD)

.04263.82 (238.27)476.37 (542.40)Weekly PA min at moderate to high intensity (MET ≥3/week), mean (SD)

.292.32 (1.91)1.87 (1.04)Instagram usage (hours/day), mean (SD)

aPA: physical activity.
bMET: metabolic equivalent of task.

The Relationship Among Exercise Identity, Physical
Activity, and Instagram Use Metrics
Normality analysis revealed that weekly PA minutes at moderate
to high intensity (MET ≥3/week) and fitness-related Instagram
followings percentage were kurtotic (ie, values ≥3). These
variables were transformed by conversion to z-scores. The

Pearson correlation analyses are shown in Table 2. The results
indicated that the percentage of PA-related Instagram posts
(r=0.38; P=.01) and fitness-related Instagram (r=0.39; P=.01)
followings were significantly associated with exercise identity.
The strengths of the associates were moderate. We did not find
that the average number of “likes” received (r=0.05, P=.75) to
be significantly associated with exercise identity.

Table 2. Correlation analyses among exercise identity, physical activity, and Instagram use metrics.

VariablesMetrics

54321

Pearson r

—Exercise identity

—0.49Weekly PAa minutes at moderate to high intensity (METb ≥3/week)

—0.030.38Percentage of physical activity–related Instagram posts

—0.190.230.39Percentage of verified fitness-related Instagram following

—–0.13–0.040.010.05Average number of “likes” received for the physical activity–related Instagram posts

P value

—Exercise identity

—.001Weekly PAa minutes at moderate to high intensity (METb ≥3/week)

—.86.01Percentage of physical activity–related Instagram posts

—.23.14.01Percentage of verified fitness-related Instagram following

—.43.78.95.75Average number of “likes” received for the physical activity–related Instagram posts

aPA: physical activity.
bMET: metabolic equivalent of task.

Mediation Analysis: Exercise Identity, Percentage of
Physical Activity–Related Instagram Post, and Physical
Activity
Exercise identity significantly influenced the relationship
between the percentage of PA-related Instagram posts and PA

levels (indirect effect: 3.28, 95% CI 0.54 to 8.11; direct effect:
–3.65, 95% CI –9.70 to 2.39). As indicated in Table 3, a unit
increase in percentage of PA-related Instagram posts was
associated with a 0.10-unit increase in exercise identity; a unit
increase in exercise identity was associated with 34 minutes of
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PA (MET ≥3/week) increase. Approximately 29% of the variance was accounted for by the predictors (R2=0.29).

Table 3. Mediation analyses of the effects of exercise identity on Instagram use and physical activity levels.a

P valueβ95% CIBEffects

Instagram PAbphotos—PA levels (METc ≥3/week)d

.02.330.01 to 0.180.10Path a: Instagram PA photos—exercise identity

<.01.5111.66 to 56.3634.0Path b: Exercise identity—PA levels

.22–.18–9.70 to 2.39–3.65Path c: Instagram PA photos—PA levels

Instagram PA following—PA levels (MET ≥3/week)e

<.001.481.02 to 5.333.18Path a: Instagram PA following—exercise identity

.01.447.16 to 51.5229.34Path b: Exercise identity—PA levels

.68.06–129.17 to 194.6832.75Path c: Instagram PA following—PA levels

Instagram PA “likes”—PA levels (MET ≥3/week)f

.17.21–0.01 to 0.060.02Path a: Instagram PA “likes”—exercise identity

.01.436.75 to 50.4728.6Path b: Exercise identity—PA levels

.81.04–2.06 to 2.610.28Path c: Instagram PA “likes”—PA levels

aModel covariates include age, gender, B (unstandardized beta), and β (standardized beta).
bPA: physical activity.
cMET: metabolic equivalent of task.
dIndirect effect: 3.28 (95% CI 0.54 to 8.11); direct effect: –3.65 (95% CI –9.70 to 2.39).
eIndirect effect: 91.9 (95% CI 36.93 to 174.82); direct effect: 60.53 (95% CI –115.15 to 236.21).
fIndirect effect: 0.69 (95% CI –0.10 to 2.28); direct effect: 0.28 (95% CI –2.06 to 2.61).

Mediation Analysis: Exercise Identity, Fitness-Related
Instagram Followings, and Physical Activity
Exercise identity significantly influenced the relationship
between the percentage of verified fitness-related Instagram
following and PA level (MET ≥3/week; indirect effect: 91.9,
95% CI 36.93 to 174.82; direct effect: 60.53, 95% CI –115.15
to 236.21). A unit increase in percentage of fitness-related
Instagram following leads to a 3.18-unit increase in exercise
identity; a unit increase in exercise identity was associated with
an increase of 29.34 minutes of PA (MET ≥3/week; Table 3).
Approximately 26% of the variance was accounted for by the

predictors (R2=0.26).

Mediation Analysis: Exercise Identity, Physical
Activity–Related Instagram “Likes,” and Physical
Activity
Exercise identity did not significantly influence the relationship
between the average number of “likes” received for the
PA-related Instagram posts and PA level (MET ≥3/week;
indirect effect: 0.69, 95% CI –0.10 to 2.28). We did not observe
a significant direct effect between the number of “likes” received
on PA-related Instagram posts and PA minutes (direct effect:
0.28, 95% CI –2.06 to 2.61; Table 3).

Discussion

Principal Findings
The objectives of this study were to explore whether participants
were willing to share their Instagram data with researchers to

predict their lifestyle behaviors and examine the relationship
among PA-related Instagram metrics, exercise identity, and PA.
We found that the majority of participants were willing to share
their Instagram data for monitoring lifestyle behaviors. We also
found that only PA-related Instagram posts and fitness-related
followings were significantly associated with an increase in
exercise identity. Furthermore, we found that exercise identity
significantly influenced the relationship between certain
Instagram use metrics (eg, PA-related Instagram posts and
fitness-related followings) and PA level. To our knowledge,
this is one of the first studies to examine the relationship among
Instagram use, exercise identity, and PA levels. The methods
and the findings from this study can be used to inform future
infodemiology PA-related studies.

Our results suggest that over 50% (41/76, 54%) of the users
were willing to share their Instagram data for monitoring their
PA and health-related behaviors. This observation was supported
by our hypothesis. It was worth noting that participants that
agreed to share their data reported significantly higher weekly
PA minutes at moderate to high intensity (MET ≥3/week)
compared with participants who were not willing to share their
data. A potential explanation is that those who were less active
felt guilty for not showing consistent behavior with their social
media posts. Individuals may not always portray their real selves
on social media sites due to factors such as lower self-esteem,
self-reflection, and self-concept clarity [48]. Alternatively, those
participants may feel being monitored or judged for what they
were posting, given the purpose of this study [27,49]. Concerns
over privacy were the main reasons for not sharing their
Instagram data. Unlike Twitter data, Instagram data are not
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publicly available by default, and the users mainly share pictures
instead of text. Thus, this poses a limitation to remain
anonymous when analyzing Instagram photos. Our findings
reinforced the ethical challenges faced in using social data for
public health monitoring. There is a need to establish
“best-practice” standards for analyzing social media data while
simultaneously acknowledging peoples’ individual rights and
respecting their privacy [50,51]. Previous studies have shown
that users are more likely to accept the use of social media data
for research if there is an oversight body that protects user data
to ensure that their data are not being used beyond the intended
purpose and that user data can remain anonymous to protect the
identity of the user [52,53]. Overall, these privacy considerations
need to be addressed for the future development of social data
monitoring technology.

Based on the self-perception theory [24] and past research
[25,26], we hypothesized that PA-related Instagram use would
be positively associated with exercise identity and that exercise
identity would mediate the relationship between PA-related
Instagram use and PA minutes. Interestingly, we observed that
only the percentage of PA-related Instagram posts and
fitness-related followings were positively associated with
exercise identity. Exercise identity also significantly influenced
the relationship between these Instagram usage metrics and PA
level (MET ≥3/week). Exercise identity did not influence the
relationship between the number of “likes” and PA level.
Previous research has demonstrated that social media “likes”
can contribute to PA engagement [54,55]. The Instagram “likes”
metric is unlike the number of followings and posts metrics
because users do not have direct control over the number of
“likes” received. The lack of consistency of our findings
compared with previous literature may be attributed to the way
individuals are using their Instagram in our sample.
“Surveillance users” (eg, users focused on monitoring other
users) may post lesser often and have a lesser number of
followers, leading to a lower number of “likes” compared with
“cool-ness users” who are motivated to become popular [56,57].
Thus, the types of users need to be taken into consideration for
future studies.

Findings from this study have several implications for PA
promotion research. First, Instagram may have the potential to
target identity antecedents through the reception of both
inspirational and informative posts about exercise from respected
verified fitness accounts (ie, enhancing self-efficacy and
congruency with the self) [58-60]. Based on the self-perception
theory [24] and self-definition model [21], future PA promotion
interventions using Instagram may target personal investment,
perceived commitment (ie, engaging with relevant fitness
groups/users), social activation (ie, contributing and receiving
support from fitness groups/users), and self-expression (ie, share
photos of their PA or fitness-related experiences or write about
these activities using social media), as these may play a role in
strengthening an individual’s exercise identity and subsequent
PA behaviors [22,24]. However, it is worth noting that Instagram
as a medium for expressing one’s PA behavior with the end
goal being to strengthen individuals’ exercise identities may
only be appealing to certain segments of the population. Second,
results from this study extend previous Infodemiology research

that Instagram data may be used to provide insights into
health-related outcomes [39]. Future studies can build upon the
methods used in this study and may also explore other Instagram
metrics (eg, frequency of post) in PA infodemiology studies.
Finally, PA researchers can leverage these social media analysis
techniques to build prediction tools to monitor PA on a
population level in real time. These tools may in the future aid
public health agencies in identifying particular PA-related trends
in various geographical areas on which to focus health and
wellness initiatives.

There are potential negative aspects associated with using
Instagram for the purpose of promoting PA and forming or
strengthening one’s exercise identity that must be considered.
For example, recent movements known as “fitspiration” and
“fitspro” have become popular on Instagram to inspire and
motivate others to eat a healthy diet and exercise regularly.
Fitspiration provides many positive attributes, such as
accountability for exercising and education about fitness [61].
However, some women sharing fitspiration posts on Instagram
may indicate disordered eating and exercise behaviors [62].
Despite the potential of using Instagram to motivate adherence
to a healthy lifestyle, it is important for future interventions to
consider the potential negative effect of social media on mental
and physical health. Future studies need to examine ways to
create a positive environment where participants feel
comfortable posting pictures of their exercise experience and
journey to fitness.

In terms of the limitations of the study, our sample only included
university students which may limit the ability to generalize
our findings beyond our sample. Future studies should examine
the relationship between social media posts and PA-related
behavior in middle-aged and older adults. Another limitation
is that we used a list of verified fitness-related Instagram account
in our analysis. It is possible that users may follow
fitness-related Instagram accounts that are not verified and did
not make it onto our list. Thus, this means that the observed
relationship between exercise identity and the percentage of the
fitness-related Instagram following needs to be interpreted with
caution. Self-report questionnaires may result in confirmation
bias. Moreover, it may be possible that some users’ may have
deleted photos, and thus affecting the number of PA-related
photos in our analysis. Finally, the lack of longitudinal data for
exercise identity and PA levels was another limitation when
conducting mediation analysis. Thus, the mediation analysis
result needs to be interpreted with caution. Future study with
longitudinal data is needed to build more complex multivariate
models to better examine mediation effects.

Conclusion
This study examined the relationships among Instagram use,
exercise identity, and PA levels. Findings from this study
demonstrated that over 50% (41/76, 54%) of participants were
willing to share their Instagram data with researchers for the
purpose of monitoring and predicting PA behaviors. Exercise
identity significantly influenced the relationship between
Instagram use (eg, PA-related Instagram posts and fitness-related
followings) and PA level. Results from this study suggest that
there is an association between Instagram posts and PA-related
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outcomes (ie, exercise identity and PA levels). Future studies
should examine whether Instagram may be used for a future
intervention to help form or strengthen an individual’s exercise

identity, particularly if the individual can be supported by their
“social world.”
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Abstract

Background: Approximately 5%-10% of elementary school children show delayed development of fine motor skills. To address
these problems, detection is required. Current assessment tools are time-consuming, require a trained supervisor, and are not
motivating for children. Sensor-augmented toys and machine learning have been presented as possible solutions to address this
problem.

Objective: This study examines whether sensor-augmented toys can be used to assess children’s fine motor skills. The objectives
were to (1) predict the outcome of the fine motor skill part of the Movement Assessment Battery for Children Second Edition
(fine MABC-2) and (2) study the influence of the classification model, game, type of data, and level of difficulty of the game on
the prediction.

Methods: Children in elementary school (n=95, age 7.8 [SD 0.7] years) performed the fine MABC-2 and played 2 games with
a sensor-augmented toy called “Futuro Cube.” The game “roadrunner” focused on speed while the game “maze” focused on
precision. Each game had several levels of difficulty. While playing, both sensor and game data were collected. Four supervised
machine learning classifiers were trained with these data to predict the fine MABC-2 outcome: k-nearest neighbor (KNN), logistic
regression (LR), decision tree (DT), and support vector machine (SVM). First, we compared the performances of the games and
classifiers. Subsequently, we compared the levels of difficulty and types of data for the classifier and game that performed best
on accuracy and F1 score. For all statistical tests, we used α=.05.

Results: The highest achieved mean accuracy (0.76) was achieved with the DT classifier that was trained on both sensor and
game data obtained from playing the easiest and the hardest level of the roadrunner game. Significant differences in performance
were found in the accuracy scores between data obtained from the roadrunner and maze games (DT, P=.03; KNN, P=.01; LR,
P=.02; SVM, P=.04). No significant differences in performance were found in the accuracy scores between the best performing
classifier and the other 3 classifiers for both the roadrunner game (DT vs KNN, P=.42; DT vs LR, P=.35; DT vs SVM, P=.08)
and the maze game (DT vs KNN, P=.15; DT vs LR, P=.62; DT vs SVM, P=.26). The accuracy of only the best performing level
of difficulty (combination of the easiest and hardest level) achieved with the DT classifier trained with sensor and game data
obtained from the roadrunner game was significantly better than the combination of the easiest and middle level (P=.046).

Conclusions: The results of our study show that sensor-augmented toys can efficiently predict the fine MABC-2 scores for
children in elementary school. Selecting the game type (focusing on speed or precision) and data type (sensor or game data) is
more important for determining the performance than selecting the machine learning classifier or level of difficulty.
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Introduction

Background
Motor development is crucial in child development. Acquiring
motor skills is not only essential for daily life functioning but
also influences children’s cognitive and social development [1].
Fine motor skills are a strong predictor of school results [2].
Motor skill development is not a fixed linear process. Every
child has his/her unique learning curve and pace, and their motor
skills develop by leaps and bounds [3]. Because of this unique
and unpredictable motor development path, it is important to
monitor children’s motor development over time instead of
assessing them once. That way, insight in the progress of their
motor development can be given [3,4]. Children with fine motor
development problems have difficulties with learning fine motor
skills. They experience, for instance, problems with school tasks
such as writing or cutting or daily life activities such as closing
a zipper or tying shoelaces [4]. In total, 5%-10% of children in
elementary school have developmental motor problems [5,6].
When monitoring children’s motor development over time,
these motor development problems can be recognized at an
early stage. Consequently, appropriate diagnostic methods and
required therapy could be started in time, which may diminish
the effects of their motor development problems.

Both worldwide and in the Netherlands, the Movement
Assessment Battery for Children Second Edition (MABC-2) is
the major test for assessing children’s motor development [5,7].
The MABC-2 consists of both tests for fine and gross motor
skills. Finishing the fine motor skill part of the MABC-2 (fine
MABC-2) takes approximately 15 minutes per child and requires
a trained supervisor [7]. Elementary school would be a natural
place to test children’s motor skills since developmental motor
problems affect cognitive development and school results and
vice versa. Proficient fine motor skills are, for instance, essential
for children to learn handwriting [8]. However, teachers in
elementary school report that they do not have the required
expertise and time to test all children, let alone to monitor them
all over time.

Sensor-augmented toys and machine learning have been
presented as possible solutions for the problems that teachers
experience with the current assessment methods [9,10]. Both
sensor data, regarding movements made with the toy, and game
data, regarding events that occur in the game, can be collected
while playing. Such a sensor-augmented toy can, for instance,
measure the smoothness of movements made with the toy or
how accurately a game was played. These data can be used to
train machine learning algorithms in predicting children’s motor
skill levels. After training and testing those machine learning
algorithms, they can be used to classify whether children have
fine motor development problems or not. Thus,
sensor-augmented toys can be used as an assessment tool for
signaling fine motor development problems in children.

Using sensor-augmented toys for indicating fine motor
development problems in children has many advantages. First,
these toys do not require a trained supervisor and require less
instruction time. Moreover, such toys provide more secure data
collection compared to manually collected data. Furthermore,
playing games can safely be considered to be more enjoyable
for children than standard assessment methods. Last, since no
trained supervisor is required and children can easily play with
the toys in the classroom, the toys enable testing in a natural
setting instead of a testing environment. By playing games in
such a natural setting, the assessment can be kept implicit and,
therefore, children are not aware of undergoing the assessment
[11].

Related Work
Despite the advantages of evaluating children’s fine motor skills
with sensor-augmented toys and machine learning, limited
research is done in this field. Gamification of assessment
processes in other contexts such as cognitive assessments has
been studied before [12]. The systematic review of Lumsden et
al [12] shows that many gamified cognitive assessments have
been validated successfully. Although gamification in the field
of health and well-being is popular, most studies focus on
promoting physical activity levels, mental health, and people
with a chronic disease [13,14]. Only a few studied gamification
in the context of motor skills and most of them involved training
instead of assessment [15,16]. Moreover, most of those studies
involved patients with motor problems that were primarily
caused by medical conditions such as cerebral palsy or stroke.
Those children are already seen by medical specialists who
monitor their motor development. In contrast, our study involved
children who may have a delay in their motor skill development
but do not have such diseases.

To the best of our knowledge, only 3 studies involved smart
toys for assessing children’s fine motor skills [17-19].
Vega-Barbas et al [17] only performed a usability and feasibility
test with smart toys that are potentially helpful for assessing
motor skills, but they have not used it for assessment yet. The
remaining 2 studies did use toys to evaluate children’s fine
motor skill levels, but both involved toddlers instead of
elementary school children. Moreover, they did not build a
classification model that might predict the outcome of current
motor skill assessment tests. Rivera et al [18] studied the
intraindividual variability. Guitiérrez García et al [19] did build
a regression model, but this model has not been tested and used
to classify the fine motor skill level based on the sensor data
yet. In addition to the sensor data that both studies included, we
will also include game data, that is, data about events that occur
in the game, to study its additional value.

In preliminary research, we studied the possibilities to use
sensor-augmented toys for fine motor skill assessment [9,10].
We studied whether a toy called the Futuro Cube could be used
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to predict the outcome of the fine MABC-2 [9]. While a game
was played with the toy, information regarding events occurring
in the game was registered. In addition to these game data,
sensor data were collected by measuring the movements of the
toy with accelerometers inside the toy. These sensor data and
game data were used as input for several supervised machine
learning models, which then were used to classify the motor
skill level of children. Our previous study showed that a machine
learning model that uses sensor and game data of the Futuro
Cube as input has the potential to classify the fine motor skill
levels of children aged 7-8 years.

Objective of This Study
In this study, in which a larger number of children participated,
we improved our toy and game compared to that used in our
preliminary research. First, we explored whether additional
sensor features would improve the results. Second, we studied
a game in which children could choose their own pace in the
game since such elements are also included in the fine MABC-2.
Therefore, we added a gyroscope to the toy to collect rotational
data in addition to acceleration data. Moreover, we designed an
additional game that focusses on precision instead of speed.
Based on these modifications, we will answer the following
research question: What is the influence of the classification
model, game, type of data, and level of difficulty (LoD) on
predicting the fine MABC-2 scores for children aged 6-9 years
with playing games with the Futuro Cube?

Methods

Recruitment
Children were recruited through their elementary school
teachers. Since we required a sufficient number of participants
having motor development problems for balanced class labels,
we included 2 elementary schools in Amsterdam that were
known for having a larger population of children with motor
development problems. Children who were between the age of
6 and 9 years and who were in the 3rd or 4th year of elementary
school were included. Fine motor development is important for
handwriting education. In the Netherlands, handwriting
education starts in the 3rd year of elementary school and is a
very important part of the 4th year of elementary school.
Teachers of those classes reported that they need to know
whether children’s fine motor development is proficient to start
such education. Therefore, we chose not to include children in
classes higher than the 4th year of elementary school. Pilot tests
of our game showed that the explanation of the game was too
hard for some children younger than 6 years. To make sure that
all children understood how to play games with the toy, we
chose not to include children younger than 6 years. Written
informed consent was obtained from parents or legal guardians
for participation of the child. A separate informed consent was
acquired for publication of the pseudonymized raw data. In
total, written informed consent for participation was given for
99 children and written informed consent for publication of the
raw data was given for 49 children. A pseudonymized data set
consisting of the sensor and game data of these children and
their corresponding fine MABC-2 scores is available on request

from the corresponding author. This study was performed
according to the Declaration of Helsinki [20].

Procedures

Test Setup
Each child was tested for 25 minutes. The fine MABC-2 was
taken in 15 minutes by a trained supervisor. Further, the child
played 2 different games on the Futuro Cube. Each game started
with a short instruction, followed by a warming-up phase in
which the child was able to become familiar with the game.
Half of the participants started with the fine MABC-2 and
subsequently played with the toy. For the other half of the
participants, the order was the other way around: first playing
with the toy and subsequently performing the fine MABC-2.

Determining the Level of Fine Motor Skills
The subscale for the measurement of fine motor skills of the
MABC-2 was used to determine the fine motor skill level of
the children. The fine MABC-2 test consists of 3 subtests. In
the first subtest, children had to place 12 pegs in a board with
12 holes. In the second subtest, children had to thread a lace
back and forth through a lacing board with holes. Both the first
and second subtests were time-sensitive. The child was told to
perform the task as quickly as possible and the time to complete
the task was denoted as the raw score of those subtests. In the
last subtest, children had to draw a trail with a pencil. They had
to draw a single line and were not allowed to cross the trail’s
boundaries. This subtest was not time-sensitive and the raw
score consisted of the number of errors, that is, the number of
times that the drawn line crossed the boundaries [7]. The raw
scores of each subtest were summed to a raw total score. Based
on the age of the participant, the raw total score was converted
to a percentile score. This score, between 0 and 100, indicates
the fine motor skill level of the participant compared to that of
the children within the same age band. The higher the score,
the better the fine motor performance of the participant
compared to children of the same age. According to the MABC
manual, a score in the 16th percentile or lower was defined as
likely to have fine motor development problems. All scores in
the 17th percentile or above were defined as not having fine
motor development problems.

Toy and Games
The Futuro Cube, which is shown in Figure 1, is a commercial
toy that was adapted for research [21]. The cube has 9 colored
lights on each side. The accelerometer and gyroscope inside the
cube track motion, sense rotation, and measure orientation. The
cube is 52×52×52 cm with 9 colored light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) on each side. Each square can be identified by a unique
index number i ∈ {0, …, 53}. This index number can be used
to register the activation of an LED, including the color. The
toy contains a tri-axial accelerometer with an acceleration
sensitivity of ±8G and a tri-axial gyroscope with an angular rate
sensitivity of 2000 dps. Based on these inertial measurement
unit sensors, the orientation and the change of position can be
recorded. Data collected with these sensors will be referred to
as sensor data. The programming language PAWN2 was used
for creating the games that are played with the toy. In the
programmed script, we defined which information about events
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that occur during a game should be saved, for example, the
change of color of an LED during the game. Saved data about
the game will from now on be referred to as game data. While
playing, both the game data and the abovementioned sensor
data were registered. Bluetooth low energy was used to
wirelessly send all data in real time from the cube to a computer
with a sample frequency of 110 Hz. In both games, a highlighted
dot was moving on the cube’s surface by activating the colored
LEDs. In the first game, called the roadrunner game, the focus

was on speed. The second game, called the maze game, focused
on precision. In both games, no points were collected and neither
visual nor auditory feedback was given about how well the
game was played. In the roadrunner game, the velocity of the
moving dot was predetermined and the child had to follow this
speed. In the second game, however, the child was asked to
move the dot as precisely as possible through the path without
being tied to a certain pace.

Figure 1. Futuro cube.

In the roadrunner game, a green dot moved on the surface of
the cube. The player was asked to rotate the cube in order to
keep the spot on the top surface of the cube, which is shown in
Figure 2. The dot moved with a certain velocity on the cube
surface jumping from LED to LED. In case the spot was at the
center LED of a side, it randomly turned left or right or kept
moving forward. The velocity at which the spot moved was
defined as the LoD. This game had 3 LoDs: LoD ∈ {0,1,2}.
The lower the level, the longer the spot remained at the same
place. Thus, level 0 was the easiest level and level 2 was the

hardest level. The time that the spot remained at the same index
number was denoted as the delay in seconds. The LoDs
correspond to a delay d ∈ {0.8, 0.6, 0.4}. Each level lasted for
30 seconds and occurred twice. Hereby, it has to be taken into
account that each player started with the easiest level and 2
subsequent levels could not have the same LoD. The order of
the LoDs was randomized and the game started with a warming
up phase of 60 seconds to discover the game. Table 1 shows all
10 possible permutations along with their order of LoDs.

Figure 2. Schematic overview of the roadrunner game. A-D: show the way the cube should be rotated to keep the green dot in the correct position.
E-H: show what happens in case the cube was not rotated at all.
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Table 1. All possible permutations for the roadrunner game.

Participants (n)Order of levels of difficultyPermutation

100, 1, 2, 0, 1, 20

100, 1, 2, 0, 2, 11

100, 1, 2, 1, 2, 02

100, 1, 2, 1, 0, 23

100, 2, 1, 0, 1, 24

90, 2, 1, 0, 2, 15

100, 2, 1, 2, 0, 16

100, 2, 1, 2, 1, 07

70, 1, 0, 2, 1, 28

90, 2, 0, 1, 2, 19

The goal of the maze game was to move a white dot through a
maze of green dots, as is shown in Figure 3. The dot could be
moved by rotating the cube. In case the player moved the white
dot on a location that was green and thus not allowed to enter,
the dot turned red. When the player moved the white dot back
on the right track, the red dot returned green. The path that the
players were asked to walk through with the white spot was
created by displaying green LEDs on the cube at certain index
numbers. The game had 2 different levels of difficulty, indicated
by the index numbers that turned green and thus were not
allowed to enter with the white dot: LoD ∈ {0, 1}. Level 0 was
the easiest level. Here, the player only had to push the white

dot around the corner of the toy in the middle of a side. In the
hardest level, pushing around the corner of the toy could also
have to take place at the edges of the cube. A schematic
overview of both levels of the maze game is shown in Figure
4. The path in the maze was infinite and each level lasted for
60 seconds. Similar to the roadrunner game, each level occurred
twice and the real levels were preceded to a warming up phase
of 60 seconds. No permutations could be made to randomize
the LoDs since there were only 2 LoDs; each game started with
the easiest level and 2 subsequent levels could not have the
same LoD.

Figure 3. Schematic overview of the maze game. A-C: show the way the cube should be rotated to correctly move the white dot through the maze. D:
shows what happens in case the white dot was moved to a location wherein it was not allowed to enter.

Figure 4. Schematic overview of the levels of the maze game. A: easiest level (level 0); B: hardest level (level 1).

Features
Before constructing features from the sensor data, we filtered
the raw sensor data. Both the acceleration data and gyroscope
data were filtered with a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency

of 4 Hz. The so-called feature jerk was calculated as the
derivative of the acceleration and indicates the smoothness of
the translational movements. To indicate the smoothness of the
rotational movements, the derivative of the angular velocity
was calculated. For each game, we have built 1 game feature.
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The game feature for the roadrunner game is the cosine
similarity. This feature indicates how accurately a player kept
the green moving dot on the top surface of the cube. The cosine
similarity indicates the similarity between the location of the
dot and the location of the top of the cube. The cosine similarity
has a range of –1 to 1, with –1 meaning opposite orientations
and 1 meaning identical orientations. Thus, for the roadrunner
game, a cosine similarity value of 1 indicates that the player
kept the cube exactly in the preferred position regarding the
location of the green dot. For the maze game, the game state
feature is the maze correctness. This feature indicates the time
that the white dot was on the correct path.

We added gender and age of the participant as general features
to the sensor and game features. Table 2 shows all the features
together with its meaning in the context, which game the feature
applies to, and what type of feature it is. For each game, the
data of the warming-up phase (ie, the first 60 seconds of each
game) were removed since the warming up was intended to
familiarize the participant with the toy and was not part of the
assessment. The mean value of a variable over time (eg, mean
acceleration, mean jerk) and standard deviation were calculated
for each sensor and game feature. Thus, we constructed 8 sensor
features, 2 game features, and 2 general features per game.

Table 2. Overview of all the features.

Type of featureGameMeaning in contextFeature name

SensorBothTotal acceleration (m/s2)a

SensorBothTotal angular velocity (rad/s)ω

SensorBothSmoothness of the translational movements, derivative of aJerk

SensorBothSmoothness of the rotational movements, derivative of ωα

GameRoadrunnerAccuracy of keeping the green dot at the preferred positionCosine similarity

GameMazeTime being on the correct pathMaze correctness

GeneralBothGenderGender

GeneralBothAge in yearsAge

Classification Models
Four different supervised machine learning algorithms were
compared: k-nearest neighbor (KNN), logistic regression (LR),
decision tree (DT), and support vector machine (SVM). LR and
DT were selected because they provide interpretable models,
which is important for teachers who will use the toy in their
classrooms. KNN and SVM were chosen because they are
known to have good performance with nontextual data, of which
SVM often performs well with relatively little data [22]. The
labels that were used for training and testing the classification
model were the binary outcomes of the fine MABC-2. A child
who was likely to have fine motor skill development problems
according to the fine MABC-2 was denoted as 1, while a child
not having fine motor skill development problems according to
the fine MABC-2 was labeled as 0. The performance of the
classification model was analyzed with stratified 49-fold cross
validation [23]. Since our data set is relatively small, we chose
to perform cross validation to prevent overfitting. Because the
data set included 49 children with label 1, we performed 49-fold
cross validation to maximize the use of the available data.
Ideally, the distribution of class labels is almost equal in the
training and test set. Stratified cross-validation enables this ideal
distribution while performing cross validation [24]. Since our
data set consisted of approximately as many children with label
1 as children with label 0, each test set of a fold consisted of
one child with label 1 and one child with label 0. The label of
each child was used as a test set in at least one fold because we
performed 49-fold cross validation and the data set contained
49 children with label 1. Since the data set included 46 children
with label 0, the data of 3 children were reused in the test set
of another fold to enable stratified cross-validation.

Comparing Performances
In the first analysis, the games and classifiers were compared.
We trained and tested 4 different machine learning algorithms
on all features of the roadrunner game and all features of the
maze game. We used accuracy to indicate the percentage of the
correctly classified cases. As an additional performance metric,
we used the F1 score since it considers both precision and recall
and these are both important in an assessment tool. Precision
indicates the proportion of cases labeled positive that were
actually correct, whereas recall indicates the proportion of actual
positive cases that were labeled correctly. Wilcoxon tests were
performed to show whether the best performing classifier
performed significantly better than the other 3 classifiers.
Moreover, Wilcoxon tests were performed to show the
differences between the roadrunner game and the maze game
for each classifier. For all statistical tests, we used α=.05. The
game and classifier that performed best were used in the second
analysis. Here, we compared the LoDs and the type of input
features. For each possible combination of LoDs of the
roadrunner game, we trained and tested the best performing
classifier on the sensor features, the game features, and both
sensor and game features. The general features such as age and
gender were always included as classifier input. Wilcoxon tests
were performed to show whether the best performing
combination of the levels performed significantly better than
the other combinations of levels. Furthermore, Wilcoxon tests
were performed to show whether there were differences between
the type of features for the best performing combination of
levels.
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Results

Participant Characteristics
In total, 95 children (52 girls and 43 boys) participated. Their
mean age was 7.8 (SD 0.7) years. Based on the fine MABC-2
scores, 49 children showed problems with their fine motor skills,
while 46 children did not have fine motor skill problems. Thus,
the group of children having fine motor skill problems according
to the fine MABC-2 score and the group of children not having
fine motor skill problems were almost equal in number. Since
we deliberately included urban elementary schools having a
larger population of children with motor skill problems, this
ratio is higher than the typical percentage of 5%-10% of the
children having motor skill problems [5,6].

Effects of the Games and Classifiers
The DT classifier with only features of the roadrunner game as
input performed best with a mean accuracy score of 0.68 and a
mean F1 score of 0.65. The corresponding mean recall score
was 0.74. The DT classifier also performed best for the maze
game with a mean accuracy score of 0.52, a mean F1 score of
0.44, and a mean recall score of 0.51. For all classifiers, the
highest mean accuracy and mean F1 scores were achieved with
features of the roadrunner game used as input. An overview of
all mean accuracy and mean F1 scores per game and machine
learning algorithm is shown in Figure 5.

Although the DT classifier achieved higher accuracy and F1
scores than the other 3 classifiers for both the roadrunner and
the maze games, no significant differences were found. All
results of the performed Wilcoxon tests to study differences
between the DT and the other classifiers are shown in Table 3.

Figure 5. Mean accuracy and mean F1 scores for the comparison of the classifiers and games. DT: decision tree; KNN: k-nearest neighbor; LR: logistic
regression; SVM: support vector machine.

Table 3. Results of the Wilcoxon tests when the performance scores of the decision tree classifier were compared with those of the other classifiers.

F1 score (P value)Accuracy (P value)Classifier

Maze gameRoadrunner gameMaze gameRoadrunner game

.14.41.15.42k-nearest neighbor

.90.18.62.35Logistic regression

.23.08.26.08Support vector machine

Each classifier performed significantly better on accuracy with
data obtained from playing the roadrunner game than with that
obtained from playing the maze game (DT, P=.03; KNN, P=.01;
LR, P=.02; SVM, P=.04). Except for the SVM classifier, each
classifier also performed significantly better on the F1 score

with data obtained from playing the roadrunner game than with
data obtained from playing the maze game (DT, P=.02; KNN,
P=.01; LR, P=.049). Table 4 shows all the results of the
performed Wilcoxon tests to show differences between data
obtained from playing the roadrunner game and the maze game.
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Table 4. Results of the Wilcoxon tests when the performance scores of the roadrunner game were compared with those of the maze game for all
classifiers.

F1 score (P value)Accuracy (P value)Classifier

.02a.03aDecision tree

.01a.01ak-nearest neighbor

.049a.02aLogistic regression

.20.04aSupport vector machine

aDifferences were statistically significant at P<.05.

Influence of the Game Levels and Features
The DT classifier with features of only the roadrunner game as
input was used to compare the types of input features and
combinations of levels since the combination of this classifier
and game performed best in the first analysis. The highest mean
accuracy, being 0.76, was achieved with a combination of data
obtained from playing level 0 and level 2 and a combination of
both sensor and game features. The corresponding mean F1 and
recall scores were 0.67 and 0.71, respectively. The best mean
F1 score, being 0.70, was achieved with the combination of
level 1 and level 2 and only using game features. The
corresponding mean accuracy and recall scores were 0.65 and

0.80, respectively. Figure 6 shows an overview of all mean
accuracy and mean F1 scores per combination of levels and
type of input features achieved with the DT classifier and data
of the roadrunner game. Since the combination of data obtained
from playing levels 0 and 2 with both sensor and game features
achieved the highest mean accuracy, we compared levels 0 and
2 with the other combinations of levels. The combination of
level 0 and level 2 only performed significantly better than the
combination of level 0 and level 1 when both sensor and game
features were used as input (P=.046). All results of the
performed Wilcoxon tests to study differences between the
combination of levels with both sensor and game features used
as input are shown in Table 5.

Figure 6. Mean accuracy and F1 scores for the comparison of the levels and types of input features.
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Table 5. Results of the Wilcoxon tests when the performance scores of game level 0 and level 2 were compared with those of the other levels.a

F1 score (P value)Accuracy (P value)Game level

.54.38Level 0

.52.21Level 1

.92.11Level 2

.10.046bLevel 0 + 1

.52.21Level 1 + 2

.81.20Level 0 + 1 + 2

aIn all cases, decision tree was used as the classifier and both sensor and game features of the roadrunner game were used as input.
bDifferences were statistically significant at P<.05.

For all combinations of levels, the combination of both sensor
and game features performed better regarding accuracy than
only one of those features. When zooming in on the best
performing combination of levels, that is, level 0 and level 2,
we found a significant difference in the accuracy and F1 scores

between using both types of features and using only sensor
features (accuracy, P=.001; F1 score, P=.01). The results of the
performed Wilcoxon tests to study differences between the type
of input features for the combination of level 0 and level 2 are
shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Results of the Wilcoxon tests when the performance scores of the types of input features were compared.a

F1 score (P value)Accuracy (P value)Input feature

.01b.001bBoth features versus only sensor features

.06.18Both features versus only game features

.91.10Sensor versus game

aIn all cases, decision tree was used as the classifier and both data from game level 0 and level 2 were used for the input features.
bDifferences were statistically significant at P<.05.

Discussion

Principal Results
By comparing the classifiers and games, we learned that the
game focusing on speed was more suitable for predicting the
motor skill level than the game focusing on precision. Data
obtained from playing the roadrunner game led to significantly
better performances than data obtained from playing the maze
game. Thus, adding the game focusing on precision did not
improve our preliminary results. The important contribution of
the roadrunner data to the classification performance may be
explained by the fact that speed is an important component in
the MABC-2 as well. Two out of 3 subtests of the fine MABC-2
are time-sensitive. These findings correspond to the results of
Rivera et al [18], who showed that the time for completing a
task was an important component for intraindividual variability
with their tested sensor-augmented toy.

By comparing the types of data and the LoDs, we learned that
the combination of both sensor and game features was the most
suitable for predicting the motor skill level. For the combination
of data obtained from playing level 0 and level 2, using both
sensor and game features led to a significantly better
performance than only using sensor features. Although the
contribution of the sensor features to the performance was shown
to be little, the addition of the gyroscope data led to improved
results compared to our preliminary results [9]. The significant
difference between using both sensor and game features and
only using sensor features for the best performing combination

of levels is interesting. This means that the game component of
the assessment approach is not only beneficial for playfulness
but it also plays an important role in the prediction of the motor
skill level itself together with the sensor data. An interesting
follow-up project could be to generate additional game features
or design more speed-based games and study how they affect
the prediction of the fine MABC-2 score. The fact that no
significant differences were found between the DT classifier
and the other 3 classifiers indicates that the selection of input
features has more impact on the performance than the selection
of the classifier. Although the DT classifier did not perform
significantly better, it is preferred over the KNN and SVM
algorithms since it gives insight into the classification process.
This is an important characteristic for the teachers who will use
the toy in their classrooms.

Strengths, Limitations, and Opportunities
The best achieved accuracy of 0.76 and F1 score of 0.70 on
predicting the label of the fine MABC-2 are promising for
assessing children’s motor skills with sensor-augmented toys.
Since the cube is easy to use in the classroom, it is relatively
easy to collect data. Therefore, the current approach might not
only be useful for one-time assessment but could also be used
for monitoring. Although we predicted the outcome of the fine
MABC-2 and this assessment indicates whether children have
fine motor development problems or not, we cannot state that
we can predict children’s fine motor skill level with playing
games with the Futuro Cube. To do so, we should repeat our
research and replace the fine MABC-2 labels with expert view
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labels of the motor skill level. Moreover, assessment with the
Futuro Cube only indicates whether children might have fine
motor development problems in general. However, fine motor
development is complex and consists of several aspects.
Important factors are, for instance, cognitive ability, anticipatory
control, motor planning function, and spatial ability [4]. Since
all of these factors are included in the tasks of the fine MABC-2,
we included them in the games of the Futuro Cube as well.
Thus, our toy only signals motor development problems in
general but does not assess specific aspects of motor
development. In case the assessment tool showed that a child
was likely to have fine motor development problems, follow-up
examination is required to investigate individual aspects or
causes of fine motor development problems.

The current approach might not only be useful for assessment
but might also be useful as a first screening tool. In that case,
children who are not likely to have motor problems are already
being filtered out with the results of the game. A valid and
reliably fine motor skill assessment test such as the fine
MABC-2 can be taken for the children who were likely to have
fine motor skill problems based on the game results. That way,
not all children have to take the fine MABC-2 test, and the false
positives of the assessment with the toy can be filtered out
afterwards.

Another promising opportunity of the Futuro Cube is using it
for training instead of monitoring. Developing a valid and
reliable assessment toy will take some time, but playing with
the Futuro Cube might also be useful for training purposes.
Children could train their fine motor skills while playing games
with the toy. This could be valuable for both children with motor
skill problems without having specific disorders as well as
children with, for instance, cerebral palsy or fine motor problems
after a stroke. For learning, fun is an important factor since it
improves intrinsic motivation and focus [25]. It is shown that
gamified training is highly engaging and boosts the motivation

of players [12]. Therefore, such a playful way of training their
motor skills would be a valuable addition to the current methods.
When the toy is ready for assessment, it could also be used to
monitor progress in therapy or rehabilitation of such children.
Since data are wirelessly sent in real time to a computer, such
training opportunities could be improved by making the game
adaptive. The level could be fitted to the child’s capacities,
which improves the attention span and motivation. In this study,
we focused on predicting the outcome of the fine MABC-2, but
we did not include feasibility and usability in our approach.
Although we did not study playfulness for children and usability
for teachers in our approach, both children and teachers were
very enthusiastic and their informal responses were, without
exception, positive.

Conclusions
This study examined the possibilities of using sensor-augmented
toys to assess children’s fine motor skills. Such toys are less
time-consuming and more playful and motivating than the
current assessment methods. Compared to our preliminary
research, we added the gyroscope for extra sensor data and an
extra game that focused on precision instead of speed. With the
best achieved accuracy of 0.76 and F1 score of 0.70, we showed
that sensor-augmented toys can efficiently predict the outcome
of the fine MABC-2 score. The selection of features is more
important for the performance than the selection of the machine
learning classifier. Classifiers that used input features obtained
from playing the game focusing on speed performed
significantly better that classifiers that used input features
obtained from playing the game focusing on precision. Although
our findings are a good start, further research is needed to
develop a reliable and valid playful assessment tool. Possible
improvements may be generating more game features, designing
more speed-based games, and making the LoDs adaptive. Such
adaptive games may also be valuable for training or
rehabilitation purposes.
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Abstract

Background: Outside of a clinical setting, oscillometric devices make remote monitoring of blood pressure and virtual care
more convenient and feasible. HeartBeat Technologies Ltd developed a novel approach to measuring blood pressure remotely
after an initial blood pressure reading by a nurse using the conventional measurement method. Using a finger pulse oximeter, a
photoplethysmogram wave is transmitted by Bluetooth to a smartphone or tablet. A smartphone app (MediBeat) transmits the
photoplethysmogram to a server for analysis by a proprietary algorithm—the person’s current blood pressure is sent back to the
smartphone and to the individual’s health care provider.

Objective: This study sought to determine whether the HeartBeat algorithm calculates blood pressure as accurately as required
by the European Society of Hypertension International Protocol revision 2010 (ESH-IP2) for validation of blood pressure measuring
devices.

Methods: ESH-IP2 requirements, modified to conform to a more recent international consensus statement, were followed. The
ESH-IP2 establishes strict guidelines for the conduct and reporting of any validation of any device to measure blood pressure,
including using the standard manual blood pressure instrument as a comparator and specific required accuracy levels for low,
medium, and high ranges of blood pressure readings. The consensus statement requires a greater number of study participants
for each of the blood pressure ranges. The validation of the accuracy of the algorithm was conducted with a Contec CMS50EW
pulse oximeter and a Samsung Galaxy XCover 4 smartphone.

Results: The differences between the HeartBeat-calculated and the manually measured blood pressures of 62 study participants
did not meet the ESH-IP2 standards for accuracy for either systolic or diastolic blood pressure measurements. There was no
discernible pattern in the inaccuracies of the HeartBeat-calculated measurements.

Conclusions: The October 4, 2019 version of the HeartBeat algorithm, implemented in combination with the MediBeat app, a
pulse oximeter, and an Android smartphone, was not sufficiently accurate for use in a general adult population.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04082819; http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04082819

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e19187)   doi:10.2196/19187

KEYWORDS

blood pressure measurement; remote monitoring; hypertension

Introduction

Accurately assessing blood pressure is necessary for the proper
diagnosis of hypertension, implementing treatments and

monitoring whether those treatments are working [1,2]. To
measure blood pressure accurately, standardized measurement
techniques, calibrated equipment, and valid interpretation of
readings are necessary [2-4]. Aneroid sphygmomanometers that
are properly calibrated and maintained are considered to be at
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least as accurate as mercury-filled sphygmomanometers [5].
However, such instruments are not convenient for remote
monitoring or virtual (remote) care because they can be difficult
for a person to self-administer.

A novel approach to measuring blood pressure remotely has
been developed (HeartBeat, HeartBeat Technologies Ltd). The
measurement is taken after an initial blood pressure reading
using the conventional measurement method, supplemented by
specific characteristics of a person (age, gender, height, weight,
and heart rate) to establish a baseline for the person. Unlike
other devices [6-9], this approach uses a finger pulse oximeter
that detects the changes in blood volume directly below the
person’s skin and indirectly measures oxygen saturation in the
blood. The resulting photoplethysmogram (PPG) wave is
transmitted by Bluetooth technology to a smartphone or tablet.
The MediBeat (HeartBeat Technologies Ltd) smartphone or
tablet app then transmits the PPG wave to a server where a
proprietary algorithm analyzes the baseline measurement for
the person and the PPG waveform to calculate the person’s
current blood pressure. The blood pressure measurement is then
transmitted to the person’s smartphone, and if applicable, to the
person’s health care provider’s devices.

The purpose of this study was to test whether the accuracy of
the HeartBeat algorithm, available as of October 4, 2019 and
for a general adult population (ages 25 years and older), was
sufficient to seek regulatory approval when compared with a
standard aneroid sphygmomanometer with stethoscope for
measuring blood pressure.

Methods

Protocol
The European Society of Hypertension International Protocol
revision (ESH-IP2) for the validation of blood pressure
measuring devices in adults [10] was followed, with

modifications to account for additional guidance from an
international consensus statement [11]. ESH-IP2 [10] requires
strict adherence to its method and reporting requirements, which
are reflected in this report: to “ensure a uniform distribution of
test pressures across a representative range,” 33 participants
must be enrolled. Among the 33 participants, at least 10 must
be male and 10 must be female; all should be at least 25 years
of age; and between 10 and 12 participants must have blood
pressure readings within each of the following recruitment
ranges—systolic blood pressure: below 130 mmHg, between
130 and 180 mmHg, above 180 mmHg; diastolic blood pressure:
below 80mmHg, between 80 and 130 mmHg, above 130 mmHg.
All potential participants must be screened against these criteria
and can be excluded if the gender criteria or age criteria are not
met, or if including them in the study would exceed the
maximum number of participants in any of the recruitment
ranges.

An international consensus statement group [11] reviewed the
adequacy of the number of participants in a variety of
established protocols, including that of the ESH-IP2, and
recommended that, to increase the power and accuracy of
validation studies, at least 85 participants, rather than 33, should
be included. To align with the consensus statement, the research
team recalculated the ESH-IP2 requirement numbers to reflect
the increased participant pool of 85. The recalculations are
reflected in the tables and discussion in this report.

Devices
The pulse oximeter (Contec CMS50EW, Contec Medical
Systems Co Ltd [12]) used to capture and transmit PPG is shown
in Figure 1. The 8-bit Contec pulse oximeter is approved for
use by Health Canada [13] and the US Food and Drug
Administration [14]. The smartphone used in this study (upon
which HeartBeat’s MediBeat app was installed and used to
transmit the data to HeartBeat servers and to receive and display
the results) was a Samsung Galaxy XCover 4 (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Contec CMS50EW.
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Figure 2. Samsung Galaxy XCover 4.

Recruitment
Potential participants were recruited by mass email and offline
posters at a single-site multistory office building in Markham,
Ontario, Canada, where they worked; participants provided
informed consent (Multimedia Appendix 1) and were scheduled
for a measurement appointment during their working day by a
member of the research team.

Procedure
Three registered nurses who had training and expertise in blood
pressure measurement carried out the measurements required
for this study between October 4, 2019 to November 22, 2019.
One nurse was the supervisor, and two nurses were the observers
throughout the duration of the study. The nurses were trained
as per ESH-IP2 directives and were instructed on how to follow
the protocol guidelines for data collection. Blood pressure
measurements were recorded to the nearest 2 mmHg.

Two new sphygmomanometers (Prosphyg 775 Model, American
Diagnostics Corporation [15]), whose components were checked
against one another and calibrated before the study, were used
as the reference instruments by the observers. With respect to
reliability and validity, the ESH-IP2 embeds an ongoing
reliability mechanism requiring that any individual participants’
blood pressure readings be excluded from the analysis if the
difference in readings from the two observer nurses differ by 4
mmHg twice. The instruments were placed within one meter

of the observers while they interacted with a participant, which
allowed the observers to follow the instruments’ dials at eye
level from 40 mmHg to 180 mmHg. Multiple sizes of bladders
(cuffs) were available for the sphygmomanometers to ensure
that 80% to 100% of each participant’s arm circumference could
be encircled. The observers were also supplied with good quality
nonelectronic stethoscopes with well-fitted earpieces.

The observers were instructed that, in the event that an abnormal
blood pressure reading was detected (for example, if the blood
pressure was outside clinically normal range for a specific
person), they were to remeasure the blood pressure using
conventional means to determine if the abnormal reading was
accurate. If the abnormal blood pressure measurement was
accurate, the nurse supervisor was to act according professional
standards. The abnormal blood pressure measurement should
also be recorded on ESH-IP2 Form 2.

Participants’blood pressure measurements were taken in a room
that was a comfortable temperature, without any noises or other
influences that would have caused disturbances, such as
telephones. The temperature in the room was the same as that
throughout the building—20 °C to 24 °C. All participants
participated in the study between the working hours of 9 AM
and 4:30 PM. The pulse oximeter and the supervisor’s
smartphone were charged and tested each day prior to
interactions with participants. The MediBeat app was calibrated
for each participant as follows: (1) Reference data for the
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individual (year of birth, height, weight, baseline manual blood
pressure reading, and heart rate) were entered. (2) The
participant rested for 10 minutes while seated comfortably with
their legs uncrossed, back supported, and arm resting on the
table at heart level. (3) The supervisor attached the finger pulse
oximeter to the participant’s index finger (on the opposite arm
to the manual blood pressure cuff) and waited for a few seconds
until a stable signal was received and the device displayed both
the participant’s pulse and SpO2 (oxygen saturation) values. (4)
Once the values were displayed, the supervisor initiated a new
session on the smartphone to connect the phone to the Contec
device via Bluetooth. This connection started the 1-minute
calibration process, at which point each participant was asked
to remain still until the calibration had been completed
successfully.

Overseen by an independent supervisor, measurements were
recorded by the two observers who were blinded from both the

other observer’s readings and from the reading calculated by
the HeartBeat algorithm. Each participant’s blood pressure was
measured as illustrated in Figure 3. Each systolic blood pressure
measurement and each diastolic blood pressure measurement
calculated by the HeartBeat algorithm was compared with the
nearest of the previous and next observer systolic and diastolic
measurements, respectively, and the difference between each
HeartBeat-calculated measurement and the nearest observer
measurement was calculated. Every such difference was then
classified in one of these error groups for each systolic and
diastolic measurements: 0-5 mmHg, 6-10 mmHg, 11-15 mmHg,
and >15 mmHg. The results were then compared with the
number of tolerable differences allowed by the protocol at both
the level of individual measurements (part 1) and at the level
of the participants (part 2). The device gets an overall pass (an
acceptable level of accuracy) if it meets 4 pass criteria.

Figure 3. Timeline of measurement of blood pressure for each participant.

Ethics
The study was reviewed and approved by the Southlake
Regional Health Centre Research Ethics Board, Newmarket,
Ontario, Canada (007-1920).

Results

A total of 105 individuals volunteered and were screened for
the study, of whom 62 participants met the ESH-IP2 criteria,
and 43 were excluded (Table 1; adapted version of the
CONSORT flow diagram [16] in Figure 4). As required by the
protocol, 5 participants out of the 105 were excluded because
the differences in the measurements by the observer nurses
exceeded 4 mmHg twice for the same participant, 34 were
excluded participants were excluded because their blood
pressure measurements fell within ranges for which the protocol
quota had been fulfilled, and 4 participants were excluded
because they were younger than 25 years of age. There was

difficulty in recruiting hypertensive participants, that is,
individuals with both systolic and diastolic blood pressures in
the high ranges. This is reflected in the overall distribution
(Figure 5 and Figure 6), in which most of the points fall below
125 mmHg and 90 mmHg, for systolic and diastolic blood
pressures, respectively. By the time 105 participants had been
recruited, only 2 met the criterion for high systolic blood
pressure, and none met the criterion for diastolic blood pressure.
The modified criteria would have required between 26 and 31
participants in the high blood pressure group to meet the
protocol requirements. A calculation was performed to
determine if it would be possible for the algorithm to achieve
a pass if additional participants with high blood pressure were
recruited, and there were a perfect match between their
HeartBeat-calculated measurements and standard measurements.
It was determined that such a result was not possible, and
recruitment was discontinued. Therefore, the study concluded
before the required number of participants was reached. The
characteristics of participants are described in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 1. Participants screened, excluded, and recruited for the study.

Total, nExcluded, nReason for exclusion

105Participants screened

43Participants excluded

34Ranges completea

0Range adjustment

0Arrhythmias

0Device failure

0Poor quality sounds

0Cuff size unavailable

5Observer disagreementb

0Distributionc

4Other reasonsc

62Participants recruited

aIntake assessment placed them in ranges that had already been filled. The ESH-IP2 requires that the last participants to be recruited are the ones who
are excluded.
bDiscrepancy >4 mmHg twice for the same participant; therefore, these participants were, in accordance with the ESH-IP2, excluded from the study.
cAge <25 years or older, as required by the ESH-IP2.

Figure 4. Adapted version of the CONSORT flow diagram [16].
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Figure 5. Bland-Altman plot of the differences between the Heartbeat-calculated measurements and the manual measurements of systolic blood pressure.

Figure 6. Bland-Altman plot of the differences between the Heartbeat-calculated measurements and the manual measurements of diastolic blood
pressure.
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Table 2. Blood pressure and medication details for initially screened participants.

TotalNo medicationMedicationaBlood pressure (mmHg), rangeCategory

Systolic blood pressure

000<90Low-low

4540590-129Low

1597130-160Medium

211161-180High

000>180High-high

Diastolic blood pressure

000<40Low-low

3330340-79Low

29191080-100Medium

000101-130High

000>130High-high

aParticipants taking medication for hypertension.

Table 3. Participant details.

ValueCategory

Sex, n

13Male

49Female

Age (years)

43.5 (11.2)Mean (SD)

25-66Range

Arm circumference (cm)

29.5 (4.2)Mean (SD)

23-40Range

Cuff size used, n

0Small

61Standard

0Large

1Missing data

Recruitment blood pressure (mmHg)

Systolic blood pressure

119.5 (18.9)Mean (SD)

90-180Range

Diastolic blood pressure

77.6 (10.6)Mean (SD)

57-110Range

Table 4 and Table 5 present the blood pressure readings by the
international consensus statement’s predetermined levels. Table
4 shows the distribution of systolic and diastolic blood pressure

readings across the recruited participants in the study. Table 5
shows the range of differences by observers 1 and 2.
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Table 4. Blood pressure readings (3 per participant) after the initial screening measurement.

Maximum difference among highest and lowest
totals in low, medium, and high ranges

Highc, nMediumb, nLowa, nOverall range
(mmHg) (low-high)

14463015090-180Systolic blood pressure

6921759060-101Diastolic blood pressure

aSystolic ≤130 mmHg; diastolic ≤80 mmHg.
bSystolic 130 mmHg-160mmHg, diastolic 80 mmHg-100 mmHg.
cSystolic ≥160 mmHg, diastolic ≥100 mmHg.

Table 5. Observer differences.

Repeated measurementsMean (SD)Range (low to high) (mmHg)

—b0.0081 (0.4)–3 to 3Systolic blood pressurea

—b0.0000 (0.6)–4 to 3Diastolic blood pressurea

aMeasurements are calculated by subtracting observer 1 measurements from observer 2 measurements.
bThere were no documented repeated measurements to calculate.

Table 6 shows the results in terms of each of the protocol
requirements. According to the ESH-IP2 standards, for an
acceptable level of accuracy, a device must pass all the protocol

requirements in both parts 1 and 2. Note that in this study, the
algorithm achieved a pass in only 1 category and a fail in 3
categories, for an overall fail.

Table 6. Validation results.

Pass or failRange, nProtocol requirements

<15 mmHg<10 mmHg<5 mmHg

Part 1 (N=186a)

At least 180At least 163At least 137Required (2 of 3)

Achieved differences

Fail169147120Systolic blood pressurea

Pass186180159Diastolic blood pressurea

At least 175At least 152At least 122Required (all)

Achieved differences

169147120Systolic blood pressure

186180159Diastolic blood pressure

Part 2 (N=62a)

FailAt least 45Required

Achieved

——b43Systolic blood pressure

——10Diastolic blood pressure

FailAt most 6Allowed

Achieved

——54Systolic blood pressure

——5Diastolic blood pressure

FailGrade 3 (final result)—must pass all of parts 1 and 2

aThese reflect the number of readings and participants included in the study when recruitment was stopped.
bNot applicable.

Figure 5 shows the Bland-Altman plots [17,18] of the
differences in systolic blood pressure measurements between

the MediBeat device and the manual observer measurements
(y-axis) and the average of the 2 measurements (x-axis). Figure
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6 shows the plots for the differences in diastolic measurements.
In both cases, the averages of the 3 MediBeat measurements
were plotted against their absolute differences from the manual
measurements for both systolic blood pressure (bias 3.89, LOA
–11.98 to 19.77) and diastolic blood pressure (bias –0.28, LOA
–9.66 to 9.09). Although values fall within the 95% confidence
interval for both Bland-Altman plots, there is no statistically
significant correlation between the HeartBeat-calculated blood
pressure measurements and the manual measurements (systolic
blood pressure: r=0.04, P=.53; diastolic blood pressure: r=.04,
P=.54). This indicates that the HeartBeat-calculated blood
pressure measurements are not sufficiently accurate. There was
no discernible pattern in the inaccuracies in the

HeartBeat-calculated measures; therefore, the source of the
inaccuracies is not known.

Discussion

The Bland-Altman plots show that the October 4, 2019 version
of the HeartBeat algorithm, used in conjunction with a Contec
CMS50EW pulse oximeter, MediBeat app, and a Samsung
Galaxy XCover 4 smartphone, was not sufficiently accurate to
meet ESH-IP2 standards for measuring the blood pressure of
adults in the general population; therefore, as per the protocol,
it is not recommended for personal or clinical use in this
configuration.
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Abstract

Background: The successful completion of medical practices often relies on information collection and analysis. Government
agencies and medical institutions have encouraged people to use medical information technology (MIT) to manage their conditions
and promote personal health. In 2014, Taiwan established the first electronic personal health record (PHR) platform, My Health
Bank (MHB), which allows people to access and manage their PHRs at any time. In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020,
Taiwan has used MIT to effectively prevent the spread of COVID-19 and undertaken various prevention measures before the
onset of the outbreak. Using MHB to purchase masks in an efficient and orderly way and thoroughly implementing personal
protection efforts is highly important to contain disease spread.

Objective: This study aims to understand people’s intention to use the electronic PHR platform MHB and to investigate the
factors affecting their intention to use this platform.

Methods: From March 31 to April 9, 2014, in a promotion via email and Facebook, participants were asked to fill out a structured
questionnaire after watching an introductory video about MHB on YouTube. The questionnaire included seven dimensions:
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, health literacy, privacy and security, computer self-efficacy, attitude toward use, and
behavioral intention to use. Each question was measured on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1 point) to
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“strongly agree” (5 points). Descriptive statistics and structural equation analysis were performed using SPSS 21 and AMOS 21
software.

Results: A total of 350 valid questionnaire responses were collected (female: 219/350, 62.6%; age: 21-30 years: 238/350, 68.0%;
university-level education: 228/350, 65.1%; occupation as student: 195/350, 56.6%; average monthly income <NT $30,000 [<US
$1054.89]: 230/350, 65.7%; residence in northern Taiwan: 236/350, 67.4%; and health status perceived as “good”: 171/350,

48.9%). Five indicators, including chi-square test (X2
310=2.63), goodness-of-fit index (0.85), adjusted goodness-of-fit index (0.81),

comparative fit index (0.91), and root mean square error of approximation (0.07), were calculated. The results indicated a good
fit. Further analysis indicated that the most important factor affecting respondents’ behavioral intention to use MHB was their
attitude toward use (0.78), followed by perceived ease of use (0.65), perceived usefulness (0.41), health literacy (0.10), and
privacy and security (0.07).

Conclusions: From the perspective of the populace, this study explored the factors affecting the use of MHB and constructed
an interpretation model with a strong goodness of fit. The results of our analysis are consistent with the technology acceptance
model. Through the diverse value-added services of MHB, Taiwan's experience in pandemic prevention with smart technology
can facilitate future responses to unknown, emerging infectious diseases.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27069)   doi:10.2196/27069

KEYWORDS

personal health record; electronic medical record; my health bank; technology acceptance model; structural equation model;
electronic health record; COVID-19; protection; survey; model; intention; usage; literacy; privacy; security

Introduction

Background
With the rapid development of various information and
communication technologies (ICTs), medical institutions now
use a variety of digital medical information tools to provide the
information needed by patients and medical care providers and
allow physicians and patients more time for communication
and discussion to make correct medical decisions. Information
tools are now regarded as the mainstream way to provide clinical
care [1-3]. The digitization of personal health records (PHRs)
is a particularly important tool for realizing the goal of
patient-centered care [3-9]. PHRs can be collected in different
forms for various health management purposes [10]. Compared
with electronic medical records (EMRs), PHRs contain other
health-related information in addition to medical records, such
as social status, family history, and living environment
[7,11-15]. Therefore, PHRs were built on the basis of EMRs.
As the use of EMRs increases, the use of PHRs will also increase
[11].

EMRs are mainly stored in hospital databases and can be
accessed by different types of medical personnel but are not
easily exchanged between hospitals. In 2004, Taiwan began to
develop the basic format of EMRs to promote the digitization
of health information. In 2007, Executive Yuan initiated the
National Health Informatics Project to promote the development
of a health care information infrastructure and create a
development environment for health information [16]. In 2008,
the Clinical Document Architecture was defined according to
the Health Level 7 standard, and the localized EMR format—the
Taiwan Electronic Medical Record Template—was created
using 108 individual EMR templates, which provided an
important foundation for the interhospital exchange of EMRs
[7,17,18]. The Taiwanese governments have encouraged medical
institutions to use EMRs through policies, regulations, and
financial incentives for health care insurance.

Most studies on EMRs have been from the perspective of
medical personnel. In a patient-centered paradigm, medical
records would belong to the individual patient. Through EMRs,
patients can have more control over their medical information.
Zarcadoolas et al [5] used a focus group interview to explore
the use of patient portals, which are health care–related web
applications. Their results showed that most respondents were
interested in accessing their own medical records and believed
that such access was important in improving health literacy and
promoting their own health and that of their family members.
In a national study in the Netherlands, representatives of medical
centers jointly discussed future medical information policies,
among which “patient participation and empowerment” was
given the highest score [19]. Therefore, for governments, the
patients' acceptance of and intention to use electronic PHRs
could influence subsequent policy formulation and must be
considered. Owing to the advantages of EMRs, such as reducing
medical costs, promoting care quality, and enhancing medical
efficacy, many countries have begun to plan and develop EMRs
with different formats and applications [20-24]. However, in
most cases, patients cannot access and manage their PHR at
any time. In view of this, the Ministry of Health and Welfare
of Taiwan developed a web-based health information enquiry
system, My Health Bank (MHB), in 2014 to allow people to
access their personal health information from a computer or
smartphone at any time or place [7,24-26].

The first edition of MHB could be used to check outpatient
records, emergency records, inpatient records, dental records,
traditional Chinese medicine records, disease diagnosis, drug
usage, medical expenses, pathological reports, x-ray
examinations, allergy histories, and vaccinations, but the
interactivity and advanced query capabilities were limited. It
also had no images. In other words, it only provided data, not
information or knowledge [7,25,26]. Patient portals that present
content in simple and easy-to-understand text or images are
more in line with people’s internet usage habits; in addition, a
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user-friendly interface would help improve the utilization rate
[5,26-28].

MHB was thus revised in July 2016 with the addition of
functions for visualization of medical information, disease
management service, and self-health management, as shown in
Figures 1-3 [26]. These new functions greatly improved the
functionality of MHB and provided diversified health

management services. In response to the need for functions
specific to COVID-19 prevention, new functions such as
preordering masks, maps of masks, and assistance with getting
masks were added to MHB in March 2020, as shown in Figure
4 [29]. When the COVID-19 pandemic became severe, people
in Taiwan could purchase masks through the MHB app, which
not only helped them effectively implement personal protective
measures but also helped stabilize public sentiments.

Figure 1. Medical data visualization (screenshot from My Health Bank): People can query information about outpatients (emergency department and
hospital) and medical diagnoses over the past 3 years. Statistical results are presented graphically.
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Figure 2. Disease management services (screenshot from My Health Bank): After the user enters their basic information, the system predict the risk
of major diseases (eg, hepatic cancer and end-stage renal disease) and then provide links to external websites for further health information queries.

Figure 3. Self-health management (screenshot from My Health Bank): Physiological measurement data, such as height, weight, and blood pressure,
are entered and historical trends are monitored. In addition, the system proactively reminds the user about dental cleaning, continuous prescription
collection, and health check-ups.
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Figure 4. Preordering masks (screenshot from My Health Bank mobile app): Users can log in with their ID or mobile phone number to buy masks,
check the stock of masks in nearby drugstores, or even donate their mask quotas to other countries.

Theoretical Foundation
With the development of informatization of the medical industry,
the acceptance and use of relevant information technology by
clinical medical staff and patients have gradually received
attention. The research model used by most researchers is the
technology acceptance model (TAM). Although it was not
initially developed for use in the medical industry [30,31], this
model has become an important theoretical model for studying
medical information usage behavior with the expansion of
research on the medical industry in recent years [32-40]. In the
original TAM, Davis et al [30,31] used three variables:
“perceived usefulness,” “perceived ease of use,” and “attitude
toward use” to explain and predict the behavioral intention of
users. Because health behaviors are too complex to be explained
by a single theory, many researchers use TAM as a foundation
in combination with other theories or references to construct
theoretical models with better explanatory capabilities in the
form of added variables [31,33,36,37,40-46].

According to a literature review by Rahimi et al [45], the
original TAM has been extended to suit the dynamic health
service environment. TAM has been used to explore three
categories of application areas of ICT in the medical service

industry: “telemedicine,” “electronic health records,” and
“mobile applications.” Researchers have added different
variables to the original TAM model according to different ICT
application fields, thereby enhancing the explanatory power of
the extended model. Health literacy is a predictive factor that
has been widely studied in research on health-related behaviors
and is also a key factor for the appropriate selection and use of
health information [42,47]. Relevant studies have also found
that the application of health literacy in TAM is related to
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and behavioral
intention. A high level of health literacy can increase people’s
willingness to adopt new health information technology
[12,42,48,49].

The health system is a complex social system composed of
stakeholders with different backgrounds, experiences, and values
[36]. ICT applications allow the system to run smoothly. The
storage, retrieval, transmission, and sharing of medical
information are closely related to the operation of computer
software and hardware [31]. Compeau and Higgins defined
“computer self-efficacy” as an individual's ability to use
information technology, which plays an important role in
shaping personal perception and usage behavior. Computer
self-efficacy also affects an individual’s perceived ease of use.
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Individuals with high computer self-efficacy use computers
more often and have less computer anxiety [44,46,50-52].
However, in the process of using medical information
technology (MIT), new issues of security and privacy may arise
[41]. To solve these security and privacy issues, many countries
have not only enacted laws and regulations to protect their
citizens’ health data [53] but also studied and explored the
impact of security and privacy on the use of mobile health
(mHealth) systems [41,45,54,55].

This study explores the intention of the Taiwanese people to
use MHB and the factors influencing this intention, thus
providing a reference for governments to consult when
promoting electronic PHRs in the future.

Methods

Study Design
This was a cross-sectional study. To investigate participants’
intention to use MHB and the influencing factors, participants
were asked to watch a brief introductory video about MHB on
YouTube and then fill out a structured questionnaire on Google
Forms. The content of the video was how to use MHB, as shown
in Figure 5. After a patient goes to hospital A for medical
treatment, he or she can log into MHB with their account
number, password, or natural person certificate to access five

items: basic personal information, hospital visit records,
examination records, PHRs, and personal insurance status. This
information can be shared with other medical personnel, family
members, and insurance companies.

Based on the above study objectives and a literature review, we
added three extended variables to the original technology
acceptance model: “Health literacy,” “Privacy and security,”
and “Computer self-efficacy.” The research framework and
hypotheses are illustrated in Figure 6 and described below:

• Hypothesis 1: Perceived ease of use has a positive effect
on perceived usefulness.

• Hypothesis 2: Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on
attitude toward use.

• Hypothesis 3: Perceived ease of use has a positive effect
on attitude toward use.

• Hypothesis 4: Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on
behavioral intention to use.

• Hypothesis 5: Health literacy has a positive effect on
behavioral intention to use.

• Hypothesis 6: Privacy and security have a positive effect
on behavioral intention to use.

• Hypothesis 7: Computer self-efficacy has a positive effect
on behavioral intention to use.

• Hypothesis 8: Attitude toward use has a positive effect on
behavioral intention to use.

Figure 5. Schematic of My Health Bank.
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Figure 6. Research framework and hypotheses (extension of the technology acceptance model). EMR: electronic medical record.

Research Tools
Table 1 shows the questionnaire comprising 33 questions that
covered seven dimensions: perceived usefulness, perceived ease
of use, health literacy, privacy and security, computer
self-efficacy, attitude toward use, and behavioral intention to
use. Each question was answered on a 5-point Likert scale

(“Strongly agree,” 5 points; “Agree,” 4 points; “Neutral,” 3
points; “Disagree,” 2 points; and “Strongly disagree,” 1 point).

Before the formal survey, four experts in relevant fields were
invited to assess the importance, applicability, and clarity of
each question in the questionnaire to confirm that the
questionnaire had good external validity. In addition, a pretest
was conducted with 30 people to confirm that respondents could
understand the questions and answer them clearly.

Table 1. Questionnaire design.

QuestionsDefinitionDimension

5The usefulness of MHBa in managing the PHRbPerceived usefulness

5The ease of use of MHB in managing the PHRPerceived ease of use

3When using MHB, the required ability to process and understand this information service
in order to make appropriate medical and health decisions

Health literacy

5The awareness of privacy and security issues when using MHBPrivacy and security

5The basic computer skills required when using MHBComputer self-efficacy

4Public evaluation of MHBAttitude toward use

6The intention to use MHBBehavioral intention to use

aMHB: My Health Bank.
bPHR: personal health record.

Sampling and Exclusion Criteria
From March 31 to April 9, 2014, in a promotion via email and
Facebook, internet users were randomly selected to watch the
introductory video about MHB and then complete the web-based

questionnaire. The size of the valid sample was determined
according to the sampling guidelines proposed by Magnani et
al [56,57]. The calculated minimum number of valid samples
needed for this study was 323. During the collection process,
614 people visited the website, 355 of whom completed the
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questionnaire (response rate 57.8%). After excluding duplicate
and invalid questionnaire responses, 350 questionnaire responses
were collected, which exceeded the minimum number of valid
samples needed for this study.

Data Analysis
The data in this study were sorted in Microsoft Excel and then
analyzed with SPSS 21 (IBM Corp). The significance level for
statistical analysis was set at 5%, that is, P<.05. Descriptive
statistics, including the mean, SD, median, frequency
distribution, and percentage, were used to observe the data
distribution of the responses.

Inferential statistics were used to understand the correlations
between the characteristics of the respondents and perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, health literacy, privacy and
security, computer self-efficacy, attitude toward use, and
behavioral intention to use. AMOS 21 (IBM Corp) was used to

test the validity of the dimensions and construct the research
model.

Results

Respondent Characteristics
A total of 350 valid questionnaires were collected in this study,
and the distribution of the respondents’ characteristics is shown
in Table 2. Most respondents were female (219/350, 62.6%).
The age grouping interval was 10 years, and the majority of the
respondents (238/350, 68%) were in the age group of 21-30
years. The majority of the respondents had a university
education (228/350, 65.1%), were students (195/350, 55.7%),
had an average monthly income lower than NT $30,000 (US
$1054.89; 230/350, 65.7%), resided in northern Taiwan
(236/350, 67.4%), and had a self-perception of good health
(171/350, 48.9%).
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Table 2. Characteristics of the respondents (N=350).

Value, n (%)Characteristic

Sex

131 (37.4)Male

219 (62.6)Female

Age (years)

46 (13.1)<20

238 (68)21-30

56 (16.)31-40

10 (2.9)>40

Highest education level

8 (2.3)High school degree

228 (65.1)University degree

114 (32.6)Graduate school or above

Employment

195 (55.7)Student

61 (17.4)Services

29 (8.3)Manufacturing

7 (2)Financial industry

47 (13.4)Military and police education

11(3.1)Unemployed

Monthly income in NT $ (US $)

230 (65.7)<30,000 (<1054.89)

94 (26.9)30,001-50,000 (1054.92-1758.15)

21 (6)50,001-70,000 (1758.18-2461.41)

5 (1.5)>70, 001 (>2461.44)

Living area

236 (67.4)Northern Taiwan

49 (14)Central Taiwan

55 (15.7)Southern Taiwan

7 (2)Eastern Taiwan

3 (0.9)Offshore islands

Health status

28 (8)Excellent

171 (48.9)Good

132 (37.7)Normal

19 (5.4)Poor

Measurement Model
This study evaluated the measurement model with internal
reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity [58].
Internal reliability was evaluated by Cronbach alpha and
composite reliability. A value higher than .70 can be regarded
as an acceptable level of internal consistency [59]. If the
“average variance extracted” (AVE) for a dimension is higher

than 0.50, the model is deemed to have reached acceptable
convergent validity. Table 3 shows the composite reliability,
Cronbach α, and AVE obtained in this study.

Discriminant validity was evaluated by calculating the square
root of AVE and cross-loading matrix. When the square root
of the AVE is greater than the corresponding correlation, the
discriminant validity of the data is confirmed. The calculated
values are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Cronbach alpha, composite reliability, and average variance extracted.

Average variance extractedComposite reliabilityCronbach αDimension

0.530.82.85PUa

0.520.81.83PEb

0.540.70.82HLc

0.750.90.95PSd

0.500.80.78CEe

0.570.84.86AUf

0.690.93.92BIg

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bPE: perceived ease of use.
cHL: health literacy.
dPS: privacy and security.
eCE: computer self-efficacy.
fAU: attitude toward use.
gBI: behavioral intention to use.

Table 4. Correlation matrix and square root of the average variance extracted. Note: The elements on the diagonal represent the square root of the
average variance extracted, and off-diagonal elements represent the correlations between the constructs.

BIgAUfCEePSdHLcPEbPUaDimension

0.620.710.590.100.240.720.73PU

0.720.710.690.240.450.720.72PE

0.330.260.480.360.740.450.24HL

0.190.300.330.870.360.240.10PS

0.650.700.710.330.480.690.59CE

0.740.750.700.300.260.710.71AU

0.830.740.650.190.330.720.62BI

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bPE: perceived ease of use.
cHL: health literacy.
dPS: privacy and security.
eCE: computer self-efficacy.
fAU: attitude toward use.
gBI: behavioral intention to use.

Structural Model
Structural equation modeling is a multivariate statistical
technique combining factor analysis and path analysis [60]. In
this study, we used structural equation modeling to investigate
the relevant factors affecting participants’ use of MHB and the
importance of each factor [34]. Five indicators were used to

assess the overall fit of the model: Χ2 (df), goodness-of-fit index

(GFI), adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI), comparative fit
index (CFI) and root mean square error of approximation

(RMSEA). As shown in Table 5, Χ2
310=2.63, which is less than

the cutoff of 5 [61]; GFI=0.85 and AGFI=0.81, both of which
are higher than the standard value of 0.8 [62,63]; CFI=0.91,
which is close to 1 [64]; and RMSEA=0.07 [65]. The above
results indicate that the overall fit and fitness of the model are
good.
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Table 5. Results of overall model fit.

Mode fitResultCriteriaIndex

Fit2.63 (310)<5Chi-square (df)

Fit0.85>0.8Goodness-of-fit index

Fit0.81>0.8Adjusted goodness-of-fit index

Fit0.91Close to 1Comparative fit index

Good0.07Root mean square error of approximation • Acceptable: 0.08-0.10
• Good: 0.05-0.08
• Excellent: <0.05

Structural equation modeling was used to evaluate whether the
causal path relationships between the hypotheses proposed in
this study were valid. The path diagram is shown in Figure 7,
and the standardized estimation results are shown in Table 6.
Perceived ease of use explained 74.7% of the variance in
perceived usefulness. Perceived usefulness and perceived ease
of use explained 67.4% of the variance in attitude toward use,

and the other dimensions explained 72.6% of the variance in
behavioral intention to use. The above results are the direct
effects between the dimensions. To further understand the effects
between dimensions other than direct effects, indirect effects
were included in the analyses to calculate the total effects. Table
7 shows the standardized direct effects, indirect effects, and
total effects of the dimensions.

Figure 7. Path diagram of the research framework. Measured items are illustrated in rectangles (eg, B1_1); latent variables are illustrated in ovals (eg,
PU); smaller circles illustrate the error of measurement (eg, e1); associations are illustrated by arrows that indicate the direction of prediction. Factor
loadings are noted next to the items. Coefficients are noted for each association (ie, directional arrow). AU: attitude toward use; BI: behavioral intention
to use; CE: computer self-efficacy; HL: health literacy; PE: perceived ease of use; PS: privacy and security; PU: perceived usefulness.

In terms of behavioral intention to use, the direct effect of
attitude toward use (0.78) was relatively large, whereas
perceived ease of use (0.65) and perceived usefulness (0.13)
had significant indirect effects on behavioral intention to use.
Perceived ease of use had no direct effect on behavioral intention
to use, and its indirect effect was much stronger than the direct

effects of the other dimensions. Overall, the main factor
affecting behavioral intention to use was the attitude toward
use, followed by perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
health literacy, and privacy and security. The test results of all
hypotheses were statistically significant except for Hypothesis
5, Hypothesis 6, and Hypothesis 7.
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Table 6. Results of path analysis.

R2P valuet test (df)Path coefficientHypothesis

0.747<.0018.24 (310)0.71H1: Perceived ease of use has a positive effect on perceived usefulness.

0.674<.0013.12 (310)0.41H2: Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on attitude toward use.

—a<.0015.01 (310)0.86H3: Perceived ease of use has a positive effect on attitude toward use.

0.726<.0013.49 (310)0.28H4: Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on behavioral intention to use.

—.0671.83 (310)0.07H5: Health literacy has a positive effect on behavioral intention to use.

—.1151.58 (310)0.03H6: Privacy and security has a positive effect on behavioral intention to use.

—.4680.73 (310)0.06H7: Computer self-efficacy has a positive effect on behavioral intention to use.

—<.0018.18 (310)0.74H8: Attitude toward use has a positive effect on behavioral intention to use.

aNot available.

Table 7. Direct effects, indirect effects, and total effects.

BIgAUfCEePSdHLcPEbPUaDimension and effect

PU

—————0.86—hDirect effect

———————Indirect effect

—————0.86—Total effect

AU

—————0.810.28Direct effect

—————0.02—Indirect effect

—————0.820.28Total effect

BI

—0.780.060.070.10—0.28Direct effect

—————0.650.13Indirect effect

—0.780.060.070.100.650.41Total effect

aPU: perceived usefulness.
bPE: perceived ease of use.
cHL: health literacy.
dPS: privacy and security.
eCE: computer self-efficacy.
fAU: attitude toward use.
gBI: behavioral intention to use.
hNot available.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Taiwan has had no local cases of COVID-19 since April 12,
2020, and there has been no second wave of the pandemic in
Taiwan, which is mainly due to the effective use of MIT to build
a strong pandemic prevention network. For example, an
integrated circuit card is used as an insurance certificate to give
full play to the functions of smart medical cards. Physicians can
log into the health care medical information cloud query system
through a health insurance card to quickly obtain the medical
information, travel history, and contact history of patients
without revealing personal information. During the COVID-19

pandemic, assisting frontline medical personnel in assessing
disease risk and taking corresponding infection control measures
has been greatly helpful for prevention of disease spread [66].
In addition, in accordance with the policy of real-name mask
purchasing, people who have completed identity authentication
or mobile phone authentication can use MHB to prepurchase
masks and know how many masks are still available to them
from the mask purchase map, so they can purchase personal
protective equipment more efficiently. The aforementioned
innovative information technologies, together with the National
Health Insurance and the Central Epidemic Command Center,
which conducts daily live broadcasts to explain the pandemic
situation and future pandemic prevention policies, has calmed
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the unease and anxiety of the people and made pandemic control
in Taiwan effective [67].

During the promotion of an innovative medical information
service, users might experience the three stages of awareness,
want, and adoption. Liang [2] found that there is a digital divide
between these three stages. This digital divide differs
significantly not only between demographic groups but also
depending on personal computer ownership and internet use
habits. Therefore, the acceptance of an innovative medical
information service by users could play a key role in user
attitude and experience [7].

This study found that perceived ease of use had a significant
positive effect on perceived usefulness, indicating that the
respondents believed that if MHB was easy to use, its effects
could be significant. Perceived usefulness and perceived ease
of use had significant positive impacts on the attitude toward
use, indicating that the respondents believed that if MHB had
practical benefits in managing personalized EMRs and was easy
to use, they would have a positive attitude toward the use of
MHB. Perceived usefulness had a significant positive impact
on behavioral intention to use, which means that the respondents
believed that if MHB helped them understand their own health
conditions, their intention to use MHB would increase. Attitude
toward use had a positive effect on behavioral intention to use,
indicating that the better the functions of respondent’s health
records are managed, the higher their intention to use MHB.

Financial and resource constraints on the health care system are
increasing due to the aging population and changing disease
patterns [68]. To improve the service efficiency of medical
institutions and the participation of patients, medical institutions
are encouraging patients to make appropriate medical care
decisions and undertake health promotion activities through
electronic PHRs to control their own health status and achieve
the goal of patient-centered care [9,27,69]. Therefore, increasing
patients' intention to use electronic PHRs is particularly
important. The TAM proposed by Davis et al [30] indicated
that perceived ease of use affects perceived usefulness and, thus,
intention to use. The results of this study showed that
respondents strongly agreed (5=“strongly agree,” 1=“strongly
disagree) with the usefulness (mean score 4.42, SD 0.53) and
ease of use of MHB (mean score 4.28, SD 0.57), and these two
technical or cognitive factors had a significant positive effect
on the respondents’attitude toward use and behavioral intention
to use concerning MHB. Other studies have shown that both
the general public and clinicians are more willing to use a
medical information tool if the interface of the tool is designed
to be easy to use and can fully realize the benefits of care
[18,27,70-72]. MHB has become an extension of the medical
treatment process and an important management tool to improve
health knowledge and promote the health of people and their
loved ones [5].

According to a web-based survey on health issues, 70% of
people and 65% of physicians believe that patients can download
and manage their personalized digital health information [73].
When people use digital health information tools, in addition
to a certain ability to use information devices, they must also
be able to understand the health information itself. In theory,

with advances in information technology, the effectiveness of
various health care services may also increase, but people with
low computer self-efficacy and health literacy may not be able
to make full use of the information technology, which could
further deepen the digital divide [1,4,5,19,28,74]. Therefore, to
effectively use personalized digital health information, people
should have sufficient health literacy and computer self-efficacy.
The World Health Organization defines health literacy as “the
achievement of a level of knowledge, personal skills and
confidence to take action to improve personal and community
health by changing personal lifestyles and living conditions”
[75]. In summary, health literacy refers to how people acquire,
understand, use, and communicate health-related information
[42,49]. Computer self-efficacy is self-judgment and
self-confidence in the ability to use a computer and includes
both computer operation skills (such as formatting hard disks)
and the ability to combine these skills to perform different tasks
[52]. In this study, health literacy and computer self-efficacy
did not have a significant positive impact on behavioral intention
to use MHB, indicating that the respondents' intention to use
MHB would not be affected by their own health literacy and
computer self-efficacy. Due to advances in information
technology and higher education levels, the health literacy and
computer self-efficacy of young people are higher than those
of older people [5,76-78]. The respondents in this study were
mostly young internet users who likely had confidence in
understanding, acquiring, and applying relevant health
information. Therefore, their levels of health literacy and
computer self-efficacy did not affect their intention to use MHB.
Nevertheless, the impact of health literacy and computer
self-efficacy on the use of medical information tools cannot be
ignored.

The promotion and use of various MITs are aimed at improving
the quality of care and patient safety, enabling correct medical
decision-making, reducing medical costs, improving the
accessibility of medical services, and promoting service
efficiency [1,2,7-9,18,27,69,74,79-81]. In the context of using
these MITs, privacy and security are relatively important issues.
Studies have shown that regardless of country or national
conditions, people’s views on the privacy and security of health
information systems are consistent [23,24,73]. Since the
discussion of medical privacy is a relatively abstract concept,
this study evaluated privacy issues in PHRs from three aspects:
information privacy, psychological privacy, and social privacy
[82]. Privacy and security had no influence on the behavioral
intention to use MHB. Due to the increasing popularity of social
media (eg, Facebook, blogs, and Twitter), people care more
about the speed of information transmission than about how to
protect their privacy [83]; in addition, respondents who have
not actually used MHB may have different views on privacy
and security. Although our results on privacy and security did
not reach statistical significance, the scores of the privacy and
security dimension showed that most respondents chose the
option “disagree” (mean score 2.45, SD 1.07), indicating that
the respondents were still concerned about data privacy and
security issues. In the future establishment and promotion of
digital PHRs, privacy and security should be given continuous
attention [4,6,23,84,85].
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In addition, the results of this study show that attitude toward
use was the main factor affecting behavioral intention to use
(total effect: 0.78), and the Likert scores of the respondents on
attitude toward use (mean 4.22, SD 0.56) and behavioral
intention to use (mean 4.20, SD 0.56) were positive. The results
of our path analysis showed that attitude toward use had a
positive effect on behavioral intention to use. Therefore, our
results confirm that when the attitude toward use is more
positive, the intention to use is higher. To enhance the public's
views on the ease of use and usefulness of MHB and to
strengthen the positive assessment of MHB, the Ministry of
Health and Welfare should continue to design diversified
value-added services for MHB.

Since March 2020, with the policy of real-name mask purchases,
MHB has combined the functions of mask preorders, mask
purchase maps, and mask donation. The Taiwanese people can
conveniently purchase masks during the COVID-19 pandemic
to achieve effective COVID-19 prevention [29,86]. Combined
with its excellent public health facilities, Taiwan took advantage
of its advanced deployment of MIT to prevent and control the
COVID-19 pandemic at the early stage. In contrast to the severe
ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic, Taiwan has seen a respite
from the impact of the disease [67,87]. In 2017, approximately
590,000 MHB accounts were registered and used, accounting
for approximately 2.7% of the total Taiwanese population [24].
After adding a variety of diverse services in MHB, according
to Apple, there were more than 7.3 million downloads of MHB
in 2020, and the number of users significantly increased by
31.7% [88], which shows that as long as people are satisfied
with the real benefits and value brought by an information tool,
their intention to use it will increase, and the actual use of the
tool will increase accordingly.

Limitations
The MHB discussed in this study is a newly promoted health
information service in Taiwan, and relatively few people have
used it before. Therefore, people might have a limited
understanding of the service, content, and functions of MHB.
To reduce possible errors in our study, before filling out the
questionnaire, the respondents were asked to watch an
introductory video about MHB to ensure that they had a certain
level of knowledge about the service.

In this study, a structured web-based questionnaire was used to
survey the people, so the results may not cover the entire parent
population, and the sample representativeness may be limited.
Most of the respondents were young female internet users and
lived in northern Taiwan. Therefore, future studies should collect
more samples to increase the representativeness of the results.
In addition, respondents may be affected by the surrounding
environment, emotions, and other uncertain factors, resulting
in measurement errors, which can be corrected using appropriate
statistical methods.

In this study, data were collected by means of a cross-sectional
survey, a method that is fast, easy, and inexpensive to perform
and the results of which are helpful for further complex research

[89]. A study that used longitudinal methods to assess the
14-year use of clinical information systems found that the
acceptance of clinical information systems increased over time.
In addition, the factors affecting acceptance varied with time
[38]. Accordingly, with the development of the life cycle of
ICT applications, the relationship between variables in TAM
may also change [45]. Therefore, future studies may also
consider regularly collecting data to investigate the effect of
time factors on the use of MHB. Although it is difficult to
extrapolate the results, this pioneering study could still be used
as a reference for the development of electronic PHR platforms
in Taiwan.

Conclusions
This study used the TAM and a structured web-based
questionnaire to investigate the Taiwanese people’s intention
to use MHB. Validation by structural equation modeling was
performed to obtain an interpretation model with good fitness,
and the results showed that perceived ease of use has a
significant positive impact on perceived usefulness; perceived
ease of use and perceived usefulness both have a significant
positive influence on attitude toward use; perceived usefulness
has a significant positive impact on behavioral intention to use;
and attitude toward use has a significant positive effect on
behavioral intention to use. Health literacy, computer
self-efficacy, and privacy and security have nonsignificant
effects on behavioral intention to use. Further exploration of
the effectiveness of each dimension indicates that attitude toward
use is the most important dimension affecting respondents’ use
of MHB. Even though health literacy, computer self-efficacy,
and privacy and security have no significant impact on intention
to use, they are still considered important influencing factors
in relevant studies. In the future, different research designs can
be used for further exploration.

The purpose of establishing MHB is to return the management
of personal health information to patients so that they can check
their past medical experience and health records at any time to
strengthen their self-health care ability. In addition, MHB also
allows patients to have autonomy over their personal digital
health records, which truly realizes the idea of empowering the
people. The planning of a nation's medical policy should be
adjusted with the development of the latest ICTs and must be
able to accommodate all kinds of complex scientific and
humanity issues. Policy implementation not only enables disease
management from the perspective of individuals but also
promotes health value from the perspective of groups. Taiwan's
successful experience in preventing the COVID-19 pandemic
by using various MITs is conducive to the sustainable
development of more diversified value-added services for MHB
in the future and the creation of different medical service modes.
The model developed in this study could not only be applied to
the adoption of other similar PHR platforms but also be used
as a reference for other countries to formulate medical
information policies to provide management insights, thereby
increasing the use of patients' PHRs.
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Abstract

Background: The decision to use patient portals can be influenced by multiple factors, including individuals’ perceptions of
the tool, which are based on both their personal skills and experiences. Prior experience with one type of portal may make
individuals more comfortable with using newer portal technologies. Experienced outpatient portal users in particular may have
confidence in their ability to use inpatient portals that have similar functionality. In practice, the use of both outpatient and inpatient
portal technologies can provide patients with continuity of access to their health information across care settings, but the influence
of one type of portal use on the use of other portals has not been studied.

Objective: This study aims to understand how patients’ use of an inpatient portal is influenced by outpatient portal use.

Methods: This study included patients from an academic medical center who were provided access to an inpatient portal during
their hospital stays between 2016 and 2018 (N=1571). We analyzed inpatient portal log files to investigate how inpatient portal
use varied by using 3 categories of outpatient portal users: prior users, new users, and nonusers.

Results: Compared with prior users (695/1571, 44.24%) of an outpatient portal, new users (214/1571, 13.62%) had higher use
of a select set of inpatient portal functions (messaging function: incidence rate ratio [IRR] 1.33, 95% CI 1.06-1.67; function that
provides access to the outpatient portal through the inpatient portal: IRR 1.34, 95% CI 1.13-1.58). Nonusers (662/1571, 42.14%),
compared with prior users, had lower overall inpatient portal use (all active functions: IRR 0.68, 95% CI 0.60-0.78) and lower
use of specific functions, which included the function to review vitals and laboratory results (IRR 0.51, 95% CI 0.36-0.73) and
the function to access the outpatient portal (IRR 0.53, 95% CI 0.45-0.62). In comparison with prior users, nonusers also had lower
odds of being comprehensive users (defined as using 8 or more unique portal functions; odds ratio [OR] 0.57, 95% CI 0.45-0.73)
or composite users (defined as comprehensive users who initiated a 75th or greater percentile of portal sessions) of the inpatient
portal (OR 0.42, 95% CI 0.29-0.60).

Conclusions: Patients’ use of an inpatient portal during their hospital stay appeared to be influenced by a combination of factors,
including prior outpatient portal use. For new users, hospitalization itself, a major event that can motivate behavioral changes,
may have influenced portal use. In contrast, nonusers might have lower self-efficacy in their ability to use technology to manage
their health, contributing to their lower portal use. Understanding the relationship between the use of outpatient and inpatient
portals can help direct targeted implementation strategies that encourage individuals to use these tools to better manage their
health across care settings.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23866)   doi:10.2196/23866
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Introduction

Background
Health information technologies (HITs) are increasingly being
introduced and implemented to provide individuals with tools
to help them manage their health. Patient portals are one such
HIT tool that provides patients with the opportunity to learn
about their health and participate in their health care [1]. These
portals offer patients access to personal health information and
educational materials, a means to manage their health and health
care, and methods to communicate with their health care
providers. There is evidence that links the use of patient portals
to better patient-provider communication, clinical decision
making, and patient satisfaction [2,3]. Furthermore, the use of
patient portals has been associated with improved health
outcomes such as controlled blood pressure and better glycemic
and cholesterol control in patients with chronic diseases [4,5].

Despite the potential benefits of patient portals, there are still
barriers to their adoption and use. First, individuals must have
access to the internet to use outpatient portals [6]. In addition,
individuals must have adequate eHealth literacy—defined as
the ability to acquire, comprehend, and apply health information
from electronic sources [7,8]—to understand the information
that a patient portal can provide [9]. The decision to use patient
portals also involves multiple factors related to an individual’s
perception of the tool in the context of their personal skills and
experiences. For example, prior experience with technology
may allow individuals to become more comfortable with new
technologies compared with individuals who do not have
technology experience [10]. Prior technology experience may
be particularly valuable in supporting the adoption of
technologies that are similar, as this experience may give
individuals confidence in their abilities to use other technologies
with similar functionalities [11].

Patient portals were first employed in outpatient settings but
are now increasingly being implemented in inpatient settings,
with functionality tailored to the hospital environment [12].
Inpatient portals have been suggested to have multiple benefits
for patients, including the promotion of independence, reduction
of anxiety, and increasing empowerment of patients during their
hospitalization [13]. Their use has been shown to help uncover
medical errors, improve medication adherence, and facilitate
patient-provider communication [14]. Furthermore, there is
evidence supporting the association between inpatient portal
use and lower hospital readmission rates [15], medical errors,
and adverse drug events [16]. In practice, the use of both
outpatient and inpatient portals together can provide patients
with continuity of access to their health information and their
health care providers across care settings [17], but the influence
of one type of portal use on the use of the other has not been
studied.

Objectives
This study seeks to understand the relationship between the use
of an outpatient portal and the use of an inpatient portal by
examining the portal use of 3 groups of patients: patients who
had used an outpatient portal before using an inpatient portal
during hospitalization (prior users); patients who used an
outpatient portal only after using an inpatient portal during a
hospital stay (new users); and patients who did not use an
outpatient portal, despite the fact that they used an inpatient
portal during their hospitalization (nonusers). We hypothesized
that prior users of the outpatient portal would have higher
frequency of use and more comprehensive use of the inpatient
portal compared with new users or nonusers of the outpatient
portal and that these differences would persist after adjusting
for demographic and clinical variables.

Methods

Study Setting and Design
A large-scale, pragmatic, randomized controlled trial (RCT)
was conducted across 6 noncancer hospitals at a large academic
medical center (AMC) between September 2016 and August
2019 [18]. The trial considered the use of 2 patient portals
developed by Epic Systems (Epic Systems Corporation). The
inpatient portal application, MyChart Bedside (MCB), available
on tablet computers provisioned as part of the hospital
admission, was introduced in 2013 in select units of the AMC
and rolled out system wide in 2016. The outpatient portal,
MyChart (MC), was a web-based patient portal that had been
in use at the AMC since 2011 and was available as an app on
a variety of personal devices, including computers and cell
phones. The overall objective of the RCT was to examine how
the introduction of MCB influenced patient experience. Briefly,
the RCT was structured to examine the impact of 2 interventions,
technology and training, using a factorial design. Individuals
were provided with a tablet with either full-tech (full MCB)
functionality or lite-tech (limited MCB) functionality and
received either a high-touch (in-person training from a
technology navigator to use the patient portal) or low-touch
(instructional video) intervention. In the context of this larger
study, we examined MCB use in relation to MC user status
among participants in the arm of the RCT that was not impacted
by study design considerations—that is, patients who were
provisioned with the full-tech tablets and received the low-touch
intervention.

MCB and MC Functions
The MCB app available to hospitalized patients included the
following functions: Access MyChart (log in to or create an
MC account), Dining on Demand (order food from a predefined
menu), Happening Soon (view expected interactions with care
team during the hospital stay), I Would Like (request ancillary
services), Messages (communicate with the care team), My
Health (review vitals and laboratory results), Notes (type notes),
Taking Care of Me (view active members of the care team), To
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Learn (access educational materials), and Tutorial (view a
tutorial on how to use MCB). The Access MyChart function
could be used by inpatients to create an MC account that was
available in the outpatient environment. We refer to all these
functions together as active functions in contrast to the
administrative functions that were not part of our investigation.
The methods for processing MCB log files have been previously
described [19].

The MC functions included Messaging (links to messaging
center, letters to the patient, and prescription refill option), Visits
(list of past and upcoming visits), My Record (list of medications
and allergies, medical history and immunizations, test results
and health summary, preventive care, and a summary of plan
of care), Medical Tools (share medical records with other
services, participate in research studies, and connect tracking
devices), Resources (terms and conditions, patient education,
and frequently asked questions), Proxy (request or renew proxy),
and Preferences (personal and security settings and notification
preferences). Although MC is tailored for outpatient care, it
also includes access to information from inpatient stays within
3 days of discharge. The methods for processing MC log files
have also been described previously [20].

Study Data
We used audit log file data from September 2016 to August
2018, a period after MCB rollout that was considered stable
with respect to MCB implementation, to test associations
between MCB use by MC user status. Our analysis was
restricted to a subsample who received access to the full suite
of MCB functions and an instructional training video available
on the tablet. This subsample provided an adequate sample size
to test associations between MCB use by MC user status and
avoided confounding effects that might have been related to the
in-person technology navigation intervention. Our analytic
sample comprised 1571 patients who met the study criteria for
this focused analysis.

Our primary outcomes were based on the frequency of MCB
function use. We defined MCB function use at 3 levels: the
patient level, representing use aggregated over multiple
admissions; the admission level, representing use during a single
admission; and the sessions level, representing a single, defined
instance of coherent MCB use. The definition of MCB use
metrics has been previously described in detail [19]. In short,
MCB use was defined as the number of times a function was
used. We calculated the frequency of use of each of the 10 MCB
functions as well as the total frequency of use of all 10 MCB
functions.

First, we determined the number of MCB sessions for each
patient. Next, we aggregated MCB function use from up to the
first 3 admissions for all patients, where the first admission was
when patients were enrolled into the RCT (ie, enrollment
admission). We selected this cutoff for the number of admissions
as most patients had admissions that fell within this range
(number of admissions; median 1; 90th percentile=3). We
excluded patients whose length of stay (LOS) during their
enrollment admission was less than 3 days and those who had
no recorded MCB use during their enrollment admission. We
also calculated the comprehensiveness of MCB use, defined as

the use of 8 or more unique MCB functions [19]. Finally, we
defined composite use, a combination of comprehensive use
and high-frequency use of MCB. High-frequency MCB use was
defined as the total number of MCB sessions equal to or greater
than the 75th percentile. We report the results at the patient
level to present the aggregate perspective of patient use.

Our main predictor variable was MC user status at the time
MCB use first occurred, which we defined as having occurred
upon enrollment into the RCT. To define MC user status, we
selected 90 days as the cutoff point based on the pattern of MC
account activations among patients after their enrollment into
the RCT. An MC account is activated when a user signs up to
use the app. The number of MC account activations plateaued
3 months after enrollment, which was the basis for our decision
that MC account activations occurring within 90 days of trial
enrollment was a reasonable time frame during which portal
activations could be considered. MC use was defined as any
use of the MC functions. Using these definitions, patients were
classified into 3 groups: (1) prior users (695/1571, 44.24%)
were patients with any past recorded MC use before their
enrollment admission, (2) new users (214/1571, 13.62%) were
patients who first used MC during their enrollment admission
or within 90 days of their enrollment into the RCT, and (3)
nonusers (662/1571, 42.14%) were patients who did not use
MC before, during, or within 90 days after enrollment. Other
covariates included age at enrollment, sex, race, the length of
time (days) the tablet with MCB was provisioned (ie, length of
provisioning [LOP]) to the patient during their admission, and
the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI). We did not include the
LOS as a covariate because of variability in the length of time
between admission and provisioning of the tablet to the patient;
given this variability, the LOS does not reflect the duration of
time that the patient had to use the inpatient tablet with MCB.
Of note, this intersection between the LOS and LOP has been
previously described in work pertaining to the processing of
log files [19].

Data Analysis
For our analysis, we first examined the distributions of the
outcome and predictor variables and assessed differences in the
demographic characteristics of MC user groups via analysis of
variance, Chi-square tests, and Kruskal-Wallis tests, as
applicable. We then modeled the frequency of MCB use by
using logistic and negative binomial regression and adjusting
for demographic variables, the LOP, and CCIs.

We also performed several sensitivity analyses. First, we
repeated the process of calculating MCB function use at the
admission and sessions levels from up to 3 admissions. The
purpose of examining MCB function use at different levels was
to gain a better understanding of patient engagement with the
app by considering both granular (sessions) and more aggregate
(admission and patient) data. The 1571 patients in our sample
had 2227 admissions and 53,823 sessions. Of the 2227
admissions, 1025 (46.02%) were prior users, 310 (13.92%) were
new users, and 892 (40.05%) were nonusers. Of the 53,823
sessions, 25,810 (47.95%) were initiated by prior users, 9481
(17.62%) by new users, and 18,532 (34.43%) by nonusers. Our
estimates for SEs were clustered by patient. We did not define
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comprehensiveness and composite use at the sessions level, as
the recording of function use may be influenced by system
idiosyncrasies, such as automatically logging the patient out
after 10 minutes of inactivity [19-21]. Second, we restricted the
analysis to MCB function use to the first admission or the
enrollment admission. Finally, we repeated the analyses by
redefining MC user status as follows: (1) prior users (n=695)
were patients with any past recorded MC use before their
enrollment admission; (2) new users (n=240) were patients who
first used MC during their enrollment admission or within 180
days of their enrollment into the trial; and (3) nonusers (n=636)
were patients who did not use MC before, during, or within 180
days after their enrollment in to the RCT.

Results

Baseline Characteristics of the Participants
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the study participants
for the analytic sample based on MC user status. The sample

mostly consisted of female (899/1571, 57.22%) and White
(1180/1571, 75.11%) participants, and participants had a mean
age of 47 years (SD 15.09). The median CCI was 1 (range 0-15),
and the median LOP was 7 (range 1-124) days. Across the
different MC user groups, there were statistically significant
differences in gender, race, age, and CCIs. Prior users were
typically older, female, and White. New users were likely to
have the portal provisioned to them for one more day than the
other user groups.

The frequency of MCB use in relation to MC user status is
summarized in Table 2. The prior users group had a median of
23 MCB sessions per patient, whereas new users and nonusers
had 29 and 16 sessions per patient, respectively. Among prior
users, 34.9% (243/695) were comprehensive users and 19.4%
(135/695) were composite users. Among new users, 36.9%
(79/214) were comprehensive users and 23.4% (50/214) were
composite users. For nonusers, 23.1% (153/662) were classified
as comprehensive and 9.8% (65/662) were classified as
composite users.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study population by MyChart user status.

P valueaNonusers (n=662)New users (n=214)Prior users (n=695)Overall (N=1571)Characteristics

<.001339 (51.21)127 (59.35)433 (62.30)899 (57.22)Gender (female), n (%)

.004Race, n (%)

165 (24.92)42 (19.63)119 (17.12)326 (20.75)Black

477 (72.05)162 (75.70)541 (77.84)1180 (75.11)White

20 (3.02)10 (4.67)35 (5.04)65 (4.14)Other

<.00146 (15.15)44 (14.75)48 (14.95)47 (15.09)Age (years), mean (SD)

<.0011 (0-13)1 (0-11)1 (0-15)1 (0-15)Charlson Comorbidity Index, median (range)

.057 (2-117)8 (1-116)7 (1-124)7 (1-124)Length of provisioning (days), median (range)

aDifferences in gender and race were examined using the Chi-square test. Analysis of variance was used to assess differences in mean age. The
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess differences in the Charlson Comorbidity Index and length of provisioning.
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Table 2. Frequency of MyChart Bedside use by MyChart user statusa.

Nonusers (n=662)New users (n=214)Prior users (n=695)Overall (N=1571)Characteristics

16 (8, 31)29 (14, 51)23 (12, 44)20 (10, 41)Number of sessions, median

(Q1b, Q3c)

69 (26, 151)136 (58, 259)103 (44, 237)93 (37, 198)Active functions, median
(Q1, Q3)

1 (0, 2)4 (1, 7)2 (1, 5)2 (0, 4)Access MyChart, median
(Q1, Q3)

9 (3, 26)20 (6, 40)15 (6, 33)14 (4, 31)Dining on Demand, median
(Q1, Q3)

17 (3, 61)45 (14, 98)27 (7, 82)24 (6, 76)Happening Soon, median
(Q1, Q3)

0 (0, 0)0 (0, 0)0 (0, 0)0 (0, 0)I Would Like, median (Q1,
Q3)

1 (0, 3)3 (1, 7)2 (1, 6)2 (0, 5)Messages, median (Q1, Q3)

0 (0, 4)5 (0, 27)3 (0, 22)1 (0, 16)My Health, median (Q1, Q3)

0 (0, 0)0 (0, 0)0 (0, 0)0 (0, 0)Notes, median (Q1, Q3)

2 (0, 5)4 (1, 10)3 (1, 8)2 (1, 6)Taking Care of Me, median
(Q1, Q3)

0 (0, 1)0 (0, 2)0 (0, 1)0 (0, 1)To Learn, median (Q1, Q3)

6 (3, 9)7 (5, 13)7 (4, 12)6 (4, 11)Tutorial, median (Q1, Q3)

153 (23.11)79 (36.92)243 (34.96)475 (30.24)Comprehensive userd, n (%)

65 (9.81)50 (23.36)135 (19.42)250 (15.91)Composite usere, n (%)

aMyChart (MC) user status was defined as follows: prior users (n=695) were patients with any past recorded MC use before their enrollment admission;
new users (n=214) were patients who first used MC during their enrollment admission or within 90 days of their enrollment into the trial; and nonusers
(n=662) were patients who did not use MC either before, during, or after their enrollment admission or those who first used MC 90 days after enrollment
into the trial.
bQ1: 25th percentile.
cQ3: 75th percentile.
dA comprehensive user was defined as those who used 8 or more MyChart Bedside functions at both the patient and admission levels.
eA composite user was defined as a comprehensive user and high-frequency user of MyChart Bedside. High-frequency users were defined as users who
had a total number of MyChart Bedside sessions greater than or equal to the 75th percentile (41 sessions).

Association Between MCB Use and MC User Status
The association between MCB use and MC user status is
summarized in Table 3. In the unadjusted analysis, with the
exception of the Notes and I Would Like functions, there were
significant differences across the 3 MC user groups in the use
of the remaining 8 MCB functions. Overall, compared with
prior users, we found that new users had higher use of MCB,
and nonusers had lower use of MCB. After adjustment, although
the frequency of use of active MCB functions was not
significantly different between new users and prior users, we
found a significantly higher use of certain individual MCB

functions among new users. For instance, new users had 33%
higher use of the Messages function (incidence rate ratio [IRR]
1.33, 95% CI 1.06-1.67; P=.02) and 34% higher use of the
Access MyChart function (IRR 1.34, 95% CI 1.13-1.58;
P=.001), compared with prior users. Furthermore, new users
had 12% higher use of the Tutorial function (IRR 1.12, 95% CI
0.99-1.26; P=.07), compared with prior users. In contrast,
nonusers had a significantly lower frequency of MCB use
compared with prior users for all but 2 functions (ie, I Would
Like and Notes), even after adjusting for demographic factors,
the LOP, and CCIs. The full model estimates are available in
Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Table 3. MyChart Bedside function use in relation to MyChart user status (in reference to prior users) at the patient levela.

Nonusers (adjustedb)Nonusers (unadjusted)New users (adjustedb)New users (unadjusted)Functions

Number of sessions

0.74 (0.67-0.82)0.75 (0.65-0.86)1.07 (0.93-1.23)1.20 (0.99-1.46)IRRc (95% CI)

<.001<.001.35.07P value

Active functions

0.69 (0.60-0.79)0.69 (0.58-0.82)1.11 (0.93-1.32)1.24 (0.98-1.56)IRR (95% CI)

<.001<.001.27.07P value

Access MyChart

0.53 (0.45-0.62)0.54 (0.46-0.64)1.34 (1.13-1.58)1.38 (1.16-1.67)IRR (95% CI)

<.001<.001.001<.001P value

Dining on Demand

0.79 (0.70-0.88)0.81 (0.69-0.95)1.10 (0.96-1.27)1.20 (1.01-1.44)IRR (95% CI)

<.001.01.16.04P value

Happening Soon

0.68 (0.56-0.82)0.71 (0.56-0.91)1.16 (0.90-1.50)1.38 (1.00-1.92)IRR (95% CI)

<.001.01.26.05P value

I Would Like

0.97 (0.68-1.38)0.96 (0.67-1.37)1.47 (0.83-2.61)1.59 (0.89-2.84)IRR (95% CI)

.87.84.19.12P value

Messages

0.65 (0.53-0.78)0.67 (0.55-0.83)1.33 (1.06-1.67)1.45 (1.15-1.83)IRR (95% CI)

<.001<.001.02.002P value

My Health

0.51 (0.36-0.73)0.44 (0.30-0.65)0.93 (0.66-1.32)0.89 (0.55-1.42)IRR (95% CI)

<.001<.001.69.61P value

Notes

0.54 (0.24-1.24)0.58 (0.25-1.32)0.63 (0.24-1.71)0.81 (0.30-2.23)IRR (95% CI)

.15.19.36.69P value

Taking Care of Me

0.64 (0.54-0.75)0.65 (0.54-0.79)1.09 (0.90-1.33)1.22 (0.99-1.51)IRR (95% CI)

<.001<.001.35.07P value

To Learn

0.75 (0.58-0.95)0.74 (0.58-0.95)1.14 (0.81-1.59)1.18 (0.84-1.64)IRR (95% CI)

.02.02.45.34P value

Tutorial

0.92 (0.84-1.00)0.89 (0.81-0.98)1.12 (0.99-1.26)1.11 (0.99-1.25)IRR (95% CI)

.05.02.07.10P value

Comprehensive userd

0.57 (0.45-0.73)0.56 (0.44-0.71)1.02 (0.73-1.42)1.09 (0.79-1.50)ORe (95% CI)

<.001<.001.90.60P value

Composite userf

0.42 (0.29-0.60)0.45 (0.33-0.62)1.15 (0.77-1.72)1.26 (0.88-1.83)OR (95% CI)
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Nonusers (adjustedb)Nonusers (unadjusted)New users (adjustedb)New users (unadjusted)Functions

<.001<.001.50.21P value

aMyChart (MC) user status was defined as follows: prior users (n=695) were patients with any past recorded MC use before their enrollment admission;
new users (n=214) were patients who first used MC during their enrollment admission or within 90 days of their enrollment into the trial; and nonusers
(n=662) were patients who did not use MC either before, during, or after their enrollment admission or those who first used MC 90 days after enrollment
into the trial.
bAdjusted for age at enrollment, female gender, race, Charlson Comorbidity Index, and the length of provisioning time of the inpatient tablet.
cIRR: incidence rate ratio.
dA comprehensive user was defined as those who used 8 or more MyChart Bedside functions at both the patient and admission levels.
eOR: odds ratio.
fA composite user was defined as a comprehensive user and high-frequency user of MyChart Bedside (MCB). High-frequency users were defined as
users who had a total number of MCB sessions greater than or equal to the 75th percentile (41 sessions).

Association Between Comprehensive and Composite
Use by MC User Status
Table 3 also summarizes the association between MCB
comprehensive use and composite use by MC user status. Prior
users and new users were similar in terms of comprehensive
and composite MCB use. However, compared with prior users,
nonusers had lower odds of being comprehensive users (odds
ratio [OR] 0.57, 95% CI 0.45-0.73; P<.001) or composite users
(OR 0.42, 95% CI 0.29-0.60; P<.001).

Sensitivity Analyses of the Association Between MCB
Use and MC User Status
Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3 summarize the findings from
our sensitivity analyses at the admission and sessions levels.
These results were largely consistent with those from analyses
conducted at the patient level. There were notable exceptions
at the admission level: the Dining on Demand function was
used 12% more among new users (patient level: IRR 1.10, 95%
CI 0.96-1.27; P=.16; admission level: IRR 1.12, 95% CI
0.98-1.28, P=.10) compared with prior users and the use of the
Tutorial function was not significantly different between
nonusers and prior users (patient level: IRR 0.92, 95% CI
0.84-1.00; P=.05; admission level: IRR 0.99, 95% CI 0.91-1.08,
P=.85). At the sessions level, the use of the Dining on Demand
(IRR 1.02, 95% CI 0.98-1.06; P=.28) and Tutorial functions
(IRR 1.04, 95% CI 0.97-1.12; P=.27) were similar between
prior users and new users. For the Access MyChart (patient:
IRR 1.34, 95% CI 1.13-1.58; P=.001; admission: IRR 1.37,
95% CI 1.16-1.61; P<.001; session: IRR 1.25, 95% CI
1.15-1.36; P<.001) and Messages (patient: IRR 1.33, 95% CI
1.06-1.67; P=.02; admission: IRR 1.37, 95% CI 1.09-1.71;
P=.01; session: IRR 1.24, 95% CI 1.14-1.34; P<.001) functions,
we found smaller differences between new and prior users than
at the patient and admission levels.

Although nonusers had lower use of MCB compared with prior
users, the difference between the 2 groups was smaller than that
found at the patient and admission levels. At the sessions level,
the frequency of use of the Happening Soon, Messages, and To
Learn functions was not statistically different between nonusers
and prior users. In contrast to the patient and admission levels,
where nonusers had significantly lower use of most MCB
functions compared with prior users, at the sessions level, the
use of the Tutorial and Dining on Demand functions was with
notable exceptions. Compared with prior users, nonusers had

27% higher use of the Tutorial function (IRR 1.27, 95% CI
1.20-1.32; P<.001) and 9% higher use of the Dining on Demand
function (IRR 1.09, 95% CI 1.06-1.12; P<.001). Although the
I Would Like function did not differ by MC user status at the
other 2 levels, at the sessions level, nonusers had 38% higher
use (IRR 1.38, 95% CI 0.99-1.91; P=.06) compared with prior
users.

Multimedia Appendix 4 summarizes the results from our
sensitivity analyses using information solely from the enrollment
admission into the RCT (model 2) and those using information
from up to 3 admissions but also using 180 days after enrollment
as the cutoff to define MC user status (model 3). For
comparison, we provide the results from the analysis of MCB
use from up to 3 admissions and 90 days after enrollment (the
cutoff to define MC user status; model 1). On restricting the
analysis to the enrollment admission, the results were generally
consistent with our main findings, with some exceptions. New
users had 19% higher use (IRR 1.19, 95% CI 1.00-1.42; P=.048)
of all active MCB functions compared with prior users.
Furthermore, compared with prior users, new users had 15%
(IRR 1.15, 95% CI 1.00-1.32; P=.05) and 30% (IRR 1.30, 95%
CI 1.02-1.67; P=.04) higher use of the Dining on Demand and
Happening Soon functions, respectively. Finally, compared
with prior users, new users had 44% (OR 1.44, 95% CI
1.12-1.85; P=.01) greater odds of being comprehensive users
of MCB. Using 180 days after enrollment in the trial as the
cutoff to define MC user status did not affect the number of
prior users (n=695), but there were more new users (n=240)
and fewer nonusers (n=636). Our findings were consistent with
the results of analyses using 90 days after enrollment in the trial
as the cutoff to define MC user status.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In our study of inpatient portal use in relation to outpatient portal
user status, we found that the use of specific portal functions
as well as the frequency and comprehensiveness of inpatient
portal use differed across user groups. Our analyses showed
that Dining on Demand and Happening Soon were the most
frequently used inpatient portal functions, whereas I Would
Like and Notes were the least frequently used functions. These
results align with previous findings from a cluster analysis,
which also highlighted the variability in function use based on
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distinct behaviors of subgroups [21]. Among new users in this
study, we found more use of the Tutorial, Messages, and Access
MyChart functions than those among prior users. Nonusers were
found to use most MCB functions less than prior users. Nonusers
were also less likely to be comprehensive or composite users
of MCB than prior users.

Prior research has found that an individual’s experience with
technology may increase their adoption of new technologies by
increasing their familiarity with technology and reducing their
dependence on external resources for help [22]. Experience may
thereby impact an individual’s perceptions of the usefulness
and ease of use of a new technology [23,24]. This may, in part,
explain our finding of higher inpatient portal use by prior users
compared with nonusers. At the same time, individuals with
less technology experience may use technologies differently
(ie, use fewer functions or use less frequently) than those with
more technology experience [25], and this prior finding may
explain the differences we observed in portal function use
between prior users and nonusers. As previous studies have
shown that individuals with less prior technology experience
may benefit from supplemental education or ongoing support
to help them use new technologies [10], it is possible that
training patients without prior experience of portal functionality
or the benefits of using the portal may increase portal use for
nonusers.

Prior users in our sample were mostly older, female, and White.
This is similar to the results of another recent study on portal
usage from 3 iterations of the Health Information National
Trends Survey, which showed that portal users were more likely
to be female, White, and have higher education or income.
Furthermore, this prior study also showed a widening gender
gap and narrowing age gap in portal use among Americans over
time [26].

Beyond experience with the outpatient portal, there are likely
additional factors that influence both patients’ use of the
inpatient portal while hospitalized and their use of the outpatient
portal post discharge. For instance, barriers to portal use such
as low levels of patient activation or low health literacy may
contribute to a patient’s choice not to use patient portals; such
factors may have been at play among the nonusers in our study.
Low patient activation may diminish the patient’s interest in
using portals, as it has been shown that individuals with lower
levels of activation have a lower likelihood of using the internet
to access health information [27]. In addition, low health literacy
has been recognized as a barrier to the use of patient portals, as
this may prevent patients from effectively comprehending
information found via the portal [28].

The abovementioned barriers to portal adoption and use are
more likely to be experienced by vulnerable and underserved
patients [29,30], and it is concerning that these patients may
also be left behind in the use of portals and in leveraging the
potential benefits these tools provide [2-5,14]. Notably, the
digital divide may also explain some differences in MCB use
among nonusers. Although the inpatient portal is offered on
hospital-provided tablets with wireless internet connectivity,
the use of the outpatient portal requires a patient to have access
to both technology and the internet. Not all individuals have

this access, contributing to the digital divide that has been found
[31]. For instance, households with low incomes (<US $30,000
per year) are less likely to have home broadband internet access,
computers, or smartphones [32]. In addition, enrollment to use
an outpatient portal and use of its secure messaging function
have been shown to be associated with whether individuals have
internet access in their home neighborhoods [6]. Individuals
may be less likely to adopt and use an inpatient portal when
they do not have internet access at home to enable the use of
an outpatient portal post discharge. It is also likely that nonusers
include patients visiting the health system for a specific
procedure but whose usual care is provided through a separate
health system that has a different patient portal platform. These
individuals may be less motivated to use either MCB or MC if
they perceive their interaction with the AMC to be only
temporary.

Interestingly, we found greater use of the inpatient portal for a
specific set of MCB functions, such as the Messages function,
among new users compared with prior users. As hospitalization
may represent a major life event that may spark behavioral
changes and increase an individual’s engagement in their health
care [33], this experience may have contributed to new users’
high levels of MCB use during their hospital stay and their
creation of MC accounts to manage their health after discharge.
New users may also have used the Messages function more
because of its novelty and the high expectations placed on it by
this highly motivated group of users. In contrast, prior users
may have viewed the Messages function as potentially less
useful, and more research is needed to understand what factors
may have contributed to this behavior.

However, we did not find differences between the new user and
prior user groups in the odds of being a composite or
comprehensive user. Although these findings contradict our
study hypothesis, these results suggest that it is possible that
prior users may have had a priori assumptions that they already
completely understand portal functionality and perhaps
overlooked unique functions that were available in the inpatient
portal. Promoting awareness of patient portals and their varied
functions may be important across settings, as it can support
seamless care transitions and maintain patient engagement.
Ultimately, knowing more about the relationship between the
use of outpatient and inpatient portals can help inform
implementation practices that encourage individuals to use these
tools across care settings to better manage their health and
participate in their health care.

The results at the patient level were generally consistent with
those at the admission and sessions levels. However, there were
some notable exceptions. New users had higher numbers of
sessions compared with prior users when analyzed at the
sessions level (Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3 provide detailed
results at the admission and sessions levels). Nonusers had
significantly higher use of the Dining on Demand, I Would
Like, and Tutorial functions. Furthermore, at the sessions level,
there were no significant differences in the use of the Messages
and To Learn functions between nonusers and prior users. The
results at the other levels, especially at the sessions level, could
be highly sensitive to additional system artifacts in spite of our
processing of the raw log file data, and more research is required
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to explore how different data processing techniques and
analytical models may account for these potential idiosyncrasies.

Finally, our findings were generally consistent when examined
using information on MCB function use solely from the
enrollment admission. It is notable that new users had
significantly higher use of all active functions in the enrollment
admission, but this association was no longer significant when
examining MCB use from up to 3 admissions. This pattern was
observed for the Happening Soon and Dining on Demand
functions, suggesting a novelty effect. Similarly, the odds of
being a comprehensive user were high when examining MCB
use from enrollment admission alone.

Limitations
Limitations should be considered when interpreting our results.
First, our analysis focused on a single health system and a single
patient portal platform, potentially restricting the generalizability
of our findings. However, our inclusion of multiple hospitals
across this health system and the similarities in patient portal
functionality across this and other vendor platforms does support
the potential applicability of our findings to other settings.
Second, we restricted our focus to the associations between
outpatient portal use and inpatient portal use, without
considering the alternative influence of inpatient portal use on
outpatient portal use. Although we decided to examine this
relationship because outpatient portals are more established
than inpatient portals, giving patients more opportunity to have
been introduced to outpatient portal technology, future studies
can be designed to study the alternate relationship. Third,
although experience with technology can be measured in

multiple ways [34], we defined experience as having an active
outpatient portal account. Additional work examining more
granular measures such as length of experience with patient
portals might provide greater insight into the impact of
experience on patient portal use. Fourth, MC users can access
the same set of MC functions using the inpatient tablet or
personal devices. Therefore, the difference in MCB use
(specifically, number of sessions, active functions, and Access
MyChart function) by MC user status may be influenced by a
patient’s use of their mobile device to access their MC app
during an inpatient stay. Finally, our study was not designed to
explore the implications of portal use on health outcomes.
Although functions such as My Health and To Learn have been
previously noted to influence patients’ health outcomes [21],
studying such relationships within and among outpatient user
groups was beyond the scope of this study.

Conclusions
Together, outpatient and inpatient portals can provide patients
access to their health information and a means to communicate
with their health care providers, including along the continuum
of care. We found that in comparison with patients who had
previously used the outpatient portal, new users of the outpatient
portal had higher inpatient portal use for a select set of functions,
whereas nonusers of the outpatient portal had lower use of the
inpatient portal during their hospitalization. Understanding how
the use of one type of patient portal affects the use of the other
can help us better understand how these tools can be both
implemented and promoted to increase patients’ involvement
in their health care across settings.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
Fully adjusted models showing MyChart Bedside function use in relation to MyChart user status (in reference to prior users and
White patients) at the patient level. These models used information from up to 3 admissions, including the study enrollment
admission.
[DOCX File , 37 KB - jmir_v23i4e23866_app1.docx ]

Multimedia Appendix 2
Frequency of MyChart Bedside function use in relation to MyChart user status at the patient, admission, and sessions levels from
up to 3 admissions, including the study enrollment admission.
[DOCX File , 27 KB - jmir_v23i4e23866_app2.docx ]

Multimedia Appendix 3
MyChart Bedside function use in relation to MyChart user status at the patient, admission, and sessions levels.
[DOCX File , 35 KB - jmir_v23i4e23866_app3.docx ]
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Multimedia Appendix 4
MyChart Bedside function use in relation to MyChart user status at the patient level among different samples (in reference to
prior users).
[DOCX File , 40 KB - jmir_v23i4e23866_app4.docx ]
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Abstract

Background: Digital technologies (DTs) for older adults focus mainly on health care and are considered to have the potential
to improve the well-being of older adults. However, adoption rates of these DTs are considered low. Although previous research
has investigated possible reasons for adoption and acceptance of DT, age-based stereotypes (eg, those held by health care
professionals) toward the abilities of older adults to use DTs have yet to be considered as possible barriers to adoption.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the influencing role of ageism in the context of health care professionals
attitudes toward older adults’ abilities to use health care DT. A further goal was to examine if social comparison and stereotype
activation affect and moderate this association.

Methods: A new measurement to assess health care professionals’ attitudes toward older adults using technology (ATOAUT-10)
was developed and used in 2 studies. Study 1 involved the development of the ATOAUT-10 scale using a principal component
analysis and further examined health care professionals’ attitudes toward the use of health care DTs and correlations with ageism.
Study 2 further explored the correlation between ageism and ATOAUT in an experimental design with health care professionals.

Results: In study 1, physiotherapists (N=97) rated older adults as young as 50 years as less able to use health care DT compared
to younger adults (P<.001). A multiple regression analysis revealed that higher levels of ageism, beyond other predictors, were
predictive of more negative ATOAUT, (β=.36; t=3.73; P<.001). In study 2, the salience of age was manipulated. Health care
professionals (N=93) were randomly assigned to rate the abilities of a young or old person to use health care DT. Old age salience

moderated the correlation between ageism and ATOAUT (R2=0.19; F6,85=3.35; P=.005), such that higher levels of ageism
correlated with more negative ATOAUT in the old age salient condition, but not the young condition. Stereotype activation
accounted for health care professionals’attitudes more than did the experience of working with older patients or the professionals’
age.

Conclusions: Negative and ageist attitudes of health care professionals can potentially affect how older adults are viewed in
relation to DT and consequently might influence actual use and adoption of technology-based treatment. Future studies should
broaden the validation of the ATOAUT-10 scale on more diverse samples and focus on the discriminatory aspect of ageism and
self-ageism of older adults. This study calls for a focus on ageism as a determinant of adoption of DT.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26232)   doi:10.2196/26232
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Introduction

Digital technology (DT), hereby defined as technological
devices, services or platforms that use, collect, and often process
data and are connected to the internet, other devices, or apps
[1], are thought by many to have the potential to improve quality
of life and promote independent and active aging of older adults
[2-4]. However, older adults are often discoursed as a
homogenous group of “nonusers”[5], associated with illness,
frailty, cognitive decline, and dependency [6]. This might be
one of the reasons why DTs developed for the use of older adults
primarily focus on health care [2], which positions health care
professionals in the forefront of using DT with older adults.
Substantive research has attempted to explain the factors for
adoption of DT by older adults in general [7-9] and specifically
for health care [10]. Yet, the specific influence of age-based
stereotypes and ageism on the use and adoption of DT in care
and health care, and the effect of social comparison and
stereotype activation on health care professionals’ attitudes
toward older adults in relation to DT, have not been investigated.

Ageism comprises stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination
toward a person based on their age [11]. This definition reflects
a cognitive component (eg, the belief that older adults are less
able to use DTs), an emotional component (eg, the feeling that
instructing older adults how to use DT is annoying), and a
behavioral component (eg, not offering older adults treatments
based on DT). The pervasiveness and social acceptability [12,13]
of ageism is to some extent explained by its indirect and often
implicit nature. Social behavior is often implicitly shaped by
environmental cues and activation of stereotypical traits. Ageism
is thus internalized throughout the life course and can operate
implicitly [14] often without awareness as to how it influences
our judgments [15]. Activation of age stereotypes and ageism,
therefore, do not necessarily encompass explicit intention to do
harm, as it is often expressed subtly in forms of benevolence
[16], and older adults being disrespected, ignored, or patronized
[17]. Therefore, it is important to measure both implicit and
explicit attitudes [18]. Ageism can indeed be harmful and affect
the opportunities of older adults for active aging, equal
participation, and access to services such as health care [19] or
DTs [20]. Furthermore, implicit attitudes and stereotypes are
often embodied and self-directed [21] and may eventually lead
to decreased physical and mental health [22].

Expressions of ageism manifest in different contexts and life
domains, such as health care, leisure and employment, and
different domains have different age thresholds as to when a
person is considered “old” [23]. Ageism can also be context
specific [24], meaning that negative attitudes toward older
adults, (eg, use of DT) can vary in the context of family, work,
or health care. A central stereotype about older adults that is
very much apparent in relation to DT is that they are less
competent [12], and simply presenting a question about “old”
or “young” can lead to stronger associations with negative age
traits [25].

Contrary to stereotypes that portray older adults as “laggards”
[26], nonusers [5], and technophobic [27], accumulating
evidence suggests that older adults find DT to be fascinating

and empowering [28], and hold more positive than negative
attitudes toward DT [29]. According to a recent report by the
American Association of Retired Persons (AARP), use of
various forms of DTs (eg, smartphones, tablets, smart home
technologies) by adults aged 50 years and above has consistently
increased since 2014, and for many devices, adoption rates are
nearly similar to those of younger adults [30]. More importantly,
reasons for which older adults use or do not use DT are complex
and include social context, emotions, experience, support, and
individual preferences [8,31], and perhaps also relate to social
influence and attitudes of others [7], such as family members
or health care professionals. Noticeably, there is often a
mismatch between what is designed for the use of older adults
(mainly in the context of health care) and what they actually
want and need [32], which may be DT that is both enjoyable
and empowering [33]. Older adults express high willingness to
use certain care and health care DTs (eg, monitoring sensors),
however, only if they perceive that their health status might
severely decline [34]. Subsequently, this mismatch might lead
to low adoption rates and abandonment of health care–related
DT [10].

There is considerable evidence for ageism among health care
providers, both self-reported and patient reported [35]. Negative
age stereotypes, usually operating in indirect or implicit
manners, were found to influence diagnosis, prognosis, and
treatments provided. Ambady et al [36] found that implicit
measures such as distancing and nonverbal communication of
physiotherapists during treatment (eg, looking away from the
person) were associated with short- and long-term physical
decline of older patients. Patients with similar symptoms or
complaints are often diagnosed differently or misdiagnosed
because of their age. In a study by Linden and Kurtz [37], the
same case description (differing only by age) led to a diagnosis
of depression for younger patients and a diagnosis of dementia
for older patients. Meanwhile, in a study by Gewirtz-Meydan
and Ayalon [38], manipulating the age salient in a case
description led to a different prognosis and treatment trajectory
of a sexual function complaint. Unfortunately, use of
chronological age in triage strategies (eg, in the Covid-19
pandemic) also raises ethical discussions about the influence
of ageism on medical decisions [39]. As many aspects of health
care are digitalizing, it remains unclear if these ageist
manifestations might affect the use of DT with older adults.

There is contradicting evidence regarding characteristics of
health care professionals that are associated with ageist
outcomes [35]. Some studies indicate that negative attitudes are
often associated with younger age of health care professionals
[40], whereas positive attitudes are associated with older age,
female professionals, and positive experience of working with
older patients [41]. Other findings suggest that knowledge about
aging and choosing to work with older adults might determine
professionals’ attitudes and reduce stereotypes and prejudice
[42]. The latter might fit in with the idea of social contact theory
[43].

In their daily work, health care professionals need to categorize
patients in order to reach practical medical decisions. This type
of categorization might be considered functional [44]. However,
with a view of stereotypes as a process of internalizing and
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learning [14], possible biases of health care professionals might
be seen as consequence of increased exposure to older adults
in situations of illness and dependency. This “clinician bias”
might shape the general image health care professionals have
of older patients, leading to “diagnostic overshadowing” [45]
and pushing them to differentiate themselves from older patients,
for example, because of existential fear of their own death [46].
It is therefore plausible that implicitly activated age stereotypes,
created in situations of social comparison or categorization [47],
determine health care professionals’ attitudes toward older
adults, more than characteristics of age, gender, or experience.
This might lead to the disregarding of individuating information,
perception of older adults as a homogeneous outgroup, and
discriminatory behaviors.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether ageism plays
a role in the perception of health care professionals toward older
adults’ abilities to use health care DT, or, in other words,
whether people who reach a certain age are considered “too
old” to use health care DT. Therefore, we first were interested
in determining whether higher levels of ageism in health care
professionals would be associated with negative attitudes
regarding older adults’ abilities to use DT. Second, we looked
into whether social comparison and stereotype activation would
affect this association. Generally, we hypothesized that health
care professionals’ attitudes of older adults’ abilities to use DT
would be negative and that higher levels of ageism would be
associated with more negative attitudes. Furthermore, we
hypothesized that social comparison and stereotype activation
would moderate this association, leading to attitudes that are
more negative. In study 1 we developed and tested new
measurement tools and subsequently assessed the association
between ageism and attitudes toward older adults’ abilities to
use DT. In study 2 we further tested how manipulating
stereotype activation might moderate this association. Both
studies received ethical approval from the Fontys University of
Applied Science ethics research committee (approval file no.
Mannheim22022019).

Methods

Study 1
The goal of study 1 was to initially assess the explicit and
implicit attitudes of health care professionals toward older
adults’ abilities to use DT and the association between these
attitudes and ageism. As specific measures are currently
unavailable, an additional goal was to develop and test the use
of new direct and indirect measurements of DT-related attitudes
and ageism. We hypothesized that health care professionals
would express negative attitudes toward the abilities of older
adults (compared to younger adults) to use DT. We further
hypothesized that higher levels of ageism would be correlated
with more negative attitudes.

Participants
We recruited physiotherapists working in the Netherlands and
fourth year physiotherapy students who had already gained
professional experience during their internships using available
mailing lists between April 2019 and May 2019. Out of the 155
who were contacted, 97 participants voluntarily completed the

questionnaire. A statistical power analysis was performed for
sample size estimation, using G*Power 3.1.9.4 (Heinrich Heine
University Düsseldorf). We used the assumption of a minimal
effect size of 0.2 (as no prior knowledge of this scale is
available), with an α of .05 and a power of 0.9. The projected
sample size needed for a multiple regression with 4 predictors
was 82, 75% (73/97) of participants were female, Mage = 32.39
(SD 11.24), 23% (22/97) were fourth year students, 34% (33/97)
had 1-5 years of work experience, 28% (27/97) had 6-20 years
of experience, and the remaining 15% (15/97) exceeded 20
years of experience. Finally, 47% (46/97) indicated that most
of their patients were 65 years or older.

Measures

Ageism
The Fraboni Scale of Ageism (FSA) was used as a direct
measure of ageism [48]. The FSA assesses all 3 dimensions of
ageism: stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination [11]. As no
available translation in Dutch was available, the questionnaire
was forward translated from English to Dutch by 2 assessors
(YVZ and another assessor), and back translated to English by
2 different assessors (EJMW and another assessor). Differences
in interpretation and culturally sensitive aspects were then
discussed with all 4 assessors and the corresponding author
(IM). The scale consists of 29 items ranked on a 4-point ordinal
scale (1, strongly disagree; 2, disagree; 3, agree; 4, strongly
agree). Reversed items were recoded and a sum score of the
scale was calculated (scale range 29-116). Higher scores
represent higher levels of ageism. Missing values in 4 items (7
missing values in total) were replaced by the mean of the item
as previously suggested in the use of the FSA by Helmes and
Pachana [49]. The Cronbach α coefficient of the scale was .85,
similar to the reliability levels found by Fraboni et al [48].

Attitudes Toward Older Adults Using Technology
As a direct measure, we developed the attitudes toward older
adults using technology (ATOAUT) scale. Items were developed
in accordance with known literature about stereotypes on older
adults and technology, such as ease of use and perceived benefit
[7,29], fear, anxiety, and self-efficacy [50,51]; our experience
from interviewing technology designers and focus groups with
older adults [52]; and feedback from experts. We eventually
reached a group consensus regarding 15 items that potentially
assess stereotypes (eg, “Using digital technology is harder for
most older adults”) and prejudice (eg, “One needs a lot of
patience to explain to an older adult how to use digital
technologies”) toward older adults and DT (for the full list of
items see Table 1). Participants rated their agreement with
statements about older adults and DT on a Likert-type scale
from 1 (totally disagree) to 6 (totally agree). Five reversed items
were recoded, and a sum score of the scale was calculated (scale
range 15-90). Higher scores represent attitudes that are more
negative.

As an indirect measure, we modified a vignette technique
previously used to assess health care–related ageism [37,38].
Participants were presented with 3 descriptions of health
care–related DTs, namely a health care app, smartwatches, and
rehabilitation videogames (see Multimedia Appendix 1).
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Participants were then asked to rate (yes or no) if they believed
different age groups (18-30 years, 31-50 years, 51-64 years,
65-79 years, and 80+ years) could use this DT. Positive answers
were coded as 1 and negative answers as 0. Answers for each
age category in all 3 vignettes were summed, creating a measure
between 0-3 for each age group. The Cronbach α coefficient of
all items was .82.

Additionally, we used a direct question to assess the belief that
age might be a barrier to using DT. Participants rated (yes or
no) if they believed that gender, age, culture, or financial
situation can limit a person’s ability to use technology.

Procedure
Participants received an invitation through email to participate
in a study about how older adults use technology in health care
and everyday life. Participants were directed to an online
questionnaire on Qualtrics, where they gave consent to
participate. Afterward, they answered questions about
demographic information and to which age group most of their
patients belonged. Following this, they answered the DT-related
ageism measures (vignettes and ATOAUT scale) and the FSA.

Additionally, we inserted an unrelated validity item (“For this
question only, mark the number 2”) in the middle of the FSA
and ATOAUT scales to check actual reading of the question.

Analysis
SPSS Statistics 26 (IBM Corp) was used to perform the analysis.
In order to examine the ATOAUT scale, a principal component
analysis was performed, and modifications were made to the
scale. In order to examine our hypothesis on the attitudes of
physiotherapists on the indirect measure of the vignettes, a
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed, with the sum of vignettes as the dependent variable,
the age group assessed as the within-subject independent
variable, primary age group of patients the physiotherapists
work with as the between-subject independent variable, and the
age of the physiotherapists as a covariate. Finally, to examine
the correlation between ATOAUT and ageism (FSA scale) and
other variables, we used a correlation matrix and a multiple
regression.

Study 2
The goal of study 2 was to test how age salience and stereotype
activation might moderate the correlation between ageism and
ATOAUT. Specifically, we wanted to address the limitations
of study 1: that by merely asking all participants to rank the
abilities of every age group to use DT, we actually primed social
categorization [47] and age-based stereotypes. Therefore, we
sought to control the age group salient in the vignettes, so that
participants would need to rate the ability of a young or
contrastively an old person to use the DTs described in the
vignettes. Additionally, we sought to broaden our findings to a
more diverse group of health care professionals. We
hypothesized that older adults would be assessed as less able
than younger adults in using health care DTs. Furthermore, we
hypothesized that the “old” salience condition would prime age
stereotypes and the need to categorize and differentiate oneself
from the older group, leading to attitudes that are more negative.

In contrast, rating the “young” condition would allow
participants to affirm their self-concept without categorizing
and comparing themselves to the older group. Therefore, we
hypothesized that the age salient manipulation would act as a
moderator in the correlation between ageism and ATOAUT.

Participants
We recruited 93 health care professionals and fourth year health
care students in the Netherlands between December 2019 and
February 2020. A statistical power analysis was performed for
sample size estimation, using G*Power 3.1.9.4 (Heinrich Heine
University Düsseldorf). We used the assumption of a minimal
effect size of 0.2, with an α of .05 and a power of 0.9. The
projected sample size needed for a multiple regression with 6
predictors was 94. Participants were recruited among the
students and staff at a university of applied science, and the
questionnaire was further distributed within their networks of
health care professionals. Of the respondents, 67% (62/93) of
the participants were female, Mage = 37.01 (SD 11.89), 38%
(35/93) were physiotherapists, 25% (23/93) were speech
therapists, 17% (16/93) were medical doctors, and 20% (19/93)
belonged to other health professions. Moreover, 18% (17/93)
were students, 33% (31/93) had 1-5 years of experience, 29%
(27/93) had 6-20 years, and the remaining 20% (18/93) had
more than 20 years of experience. For patient age, 41% (38/92)
of the professionals indicated that most of their patients are 65
or older.

Measures

Ageism
Due to the limitations of the FSA in study 1, we used the
Expectations Regarding Aging (ERA-12) scale [53]. Consisting
of 12 items, the ERA-12 is a shorter and more updated scale
compared to other available ageism scales and is considered to
have the most adequate psychometric properties [11]. The items
reflect stereotypes about aging in general and toward one’s own
aging. As a Dutch translation to the ERA-12 was not available,
we used the forward–backward translation method described
in study 1. Items were ranked on a 4-point ordinal scale (1,
definitely false; 2, somewhat false; 3, somewhat true; 4,
definitely true). A summed score was calculated (scale range
12-48), with higher scores representing more negative
expectations regarding aging. The Cronbach α coefficient of
the scale was .78, which was slightly lower than that reported
in Sarkisian et al [53].

Attitudes Toward Older Adults Using Technology
As a direct measure, we used the ATOAUT-10 scale developed
in study 1 (for the factor analysis and description of how we
reduced the scale from 15 to 10 items see the Results section).
The Cronbach α coefficient was .73, which slightly lower than
that in study 1.

For the indirect measure we used the vignettes developed in
study 1 with certain modifications. We used 2 of the 3 vignettes
from study 1 (health care app and smartwatch), and replaced
the third (videogames in rehabilitation) as it was specific to the
context of physiotherapists. Instead, we added a new vignette
of using a voice-activated personal assistance, such as Siri,
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google personal assistant, or Alexa (see Multimedia Appendix
1). Participants rated the probability that a person (25 or 75
years old) would be able to use the described DT on a
Likert-type scale between 1 (not at all) to 6 (very much so). The
scores of the 3 vignettes were summed to create the total
measure (scale range 3-18). The Cronbach α coefficient was
.86.

Procedure
Participants received an invitation through email to participate
in a study about health care professionals’ perspectives about
using DT in everyday life and in health care. Participants were
directed to an online questionnaire on Qualtrics, where they
gave consent to participate and answered demographic
questions. Participants were then randomly assigned to rate one
of the contrastive age groups (young or old) in the 3 vignettes,

and then completed the ATOAUT-10 and ERA-12 scales, and
the question used in study 1 about the belief of age being a
limiting factor. Finally, participants indicated the percentage of
their patients who are above the age of 65 years. One validity
check item was inserted in the middle of the ATOAUT-10 scale.

Analysis
SPSS 26 (IBM Corp.) was used to perform the analysis. In order
to examine our hypothesis that older adults would be assessed
as less able than younger adults to use health care DTs on the
indirect measure, we used a correlation matrix and multiple
regression. In order to examine our hypothesis that age salience
would moderate the correlation between ATOAUT and ageism
(ERA-12), we employed a regression procedure using the
PROCESS bootstrapping macro [54] in SPSS (model 1: 5000
iterations). Figure 1 presents the assumed moderation model.

Figure 1. Assumed moderation model of age salience (young and old) on the correlation between ageism (measured by ERA-12) and attitudes towards
older adults using technology (ATOAUT-10). Age, gender, and percentage of patients above 65 years were added to the model as covariates. ATOAUT:
attitudes toward older adults using technology; ERA-12: Expectations Regarding Aging scale.

Results

Study 1
We found that 27 participants did not answer the validity items
correctly. Consequently, concern regarding their attention in
answering was raised. Analysis including and excluding these
participants, revealed that the results would not be different.
We therefore included all 97 participants in this study.

ATOAUT Scale
The initial Cronbach α coefficient of the 15-item scale was .77.
We then used a principal component analysis in order to
examine the latent components of the scale. Bartlett test

confirmed no violation of sphericity (approximate χ2 = 379.1;
P<.001). Five factors with eigenvalues larger than 1 were
identified and accounted for 62.07% of the variance (see Table
1). Eight items loaded mainly on the first factor (all loadings
above 0.43), representing stereotypes and prejudice toward older
adults’ abilities to use DT (eg, “Using digital technology is
harder for most older adults”), with the exception of item 2,

were also strongly loaded on the fourth factor. Two additional
items (5 and 12), loaded on the second factor, represented
attitudes toward older adults’ access to DT and online digital
services. Examining the remaining 5 items that did not load on
the first and second factor revealed that the phrases used might
have been ambiguous and interpreted variably. Consequently,
answering them might not necessarily reflect stereotypes or
prejudice toward older adults, but rather general attitudes toward
the role of DT in improving well-being (item 8), matters of
privacy (item 9), accessibility of the design (items 4 and 11),
and how playful people of different ages are (item 3).

Item 10, which loaded on the first factor, seemed to have a
weaker loading compared to the other items. This might have
been related to confusion in the use of negation in this item. We
therefore concluded to change the phrasing for future use to
“Most older adults can give useful feedback about new digital
technologies.” Finally we formed the new ATOAUT-10 scale,
comprising items 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, and 15. The
Cronbach α coefficient of the new 10-item scale was higher
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(.82), compared to the 15-item scale coefficient (.77), and explained 91.2% of the variance of the 15-item scale.

Table 1. Initial eigenvalues and explained variance and loadings after Varimax rotation of ATOAUT items as sorted by loading size (N=97).a

Rotated component matrixItems and factors

54321

1.011.191.281.554.28Initial eigenvalues

6.747.958.5210.3628.51Variance explained (%)

ATOAUTb item (loadings)

–.20–.02–.12.01.8115. One needs a lot of patience to explain to an older adult how to use digital technologies

.08.22.04.19.767. Using digital technology is harder for most older adults

.08.21.01.06.711. It’s hard to explain to older adults how to use digital technology

–.12–.07.13.38.636. Most older people do not see the benefits of using digital technology

.02.02.10.51.5814. Most older adults are not interested in learning about using new digital technology

.19.11–.35.15.4713. Most older adults fear using digital technology because they believe they will break or
ruin something

.07–.12.21.19.4310. Most older adults cannot give useful feedback about new digital technologies

.10–.02–.03.80.275. Most older people have less access to digital technology

–.05.53–.18.60.0812. Online services can be used by adults of any age (for example online banking or govern-

ment services)c

.07–.03.83–.20.194. When designing new digital technologies for older adults, older adults should take part

in the design processc

–.05.30.62.34.008. Using digital technology can improve older adults well–being and healthc

–.04.76.07.02.019. Using digital technology can cause more harm to older adults’personal safety and privacy
compared to younger adults

.07.55.07–.01.532. Most older adults can use digital technology just as well as younger adultsc

.74–.19.34.02–.3011. Digital technology for older adults should be designed in a way that is accessible and

easy to usec

.69.12–.34.05.343. Video game devices are mainly for younger adults

aThe final ATOAUT-10 scale comprised items 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, and 15.
bATOAUT: attitudes toward older adults using technology.
cReversed item.

Indirect Measure of Attitudes: Vignettes
Table 2 presents the means, SDs, and correlations of the sum
of the 3 vignettes for each age category, ATOAUT-10, FSA,
and other variables. Physiotherapists assessed older age groups
as less able to use the health care DTs described in the vignettes
(Figure 2). We further examined these differences using a
repeated measures ANOVA, with the sum of vignettes as the
dependent variable, age group assessed as the within-subject
independent variable, primary age group of patients the
physiotherapists work with as the between-subject independent
variable, and age of the physiotherapists as a covariate. By
interpreting the Greenhouse-Geisser test (due to violation of

sphericity), we found a significant main effect of the age group

assessed (F2.33, 211.74=34.66; P<.001; ηp2=0.28). Post hoc
comparisons using the Bonferroni adjustment revealed that each
age group above 31-50 years was assessed as significantly less
able to use health care DT than the younger age group before
it (all P values <.001). The interaction of age group assessed
and age of the physiotherapists reached significance

(F2.33,211.74=5.79; P=.002; ηp2=0.06), such that younger
physiotherapists assessed the ability of older adults to use the
DTs as lower than that of older physiotherapists. The interaction
between age group assessed and the primary age group of
patients the physiotherapists work with was not significant.
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Table 2. Means, SDs, and correlations of the sum of the 3 vignettes for each age category, ATOAUT-10, FSA, and other variables (N= 95-97)a.

10, r9, r8, r7, r6, r5, r4, r3, r2, r1, rMean (SD)Variable

—c35.45 (8.45)1. ATOAUT-10b

—.38**50.62 (7.98)2. FSAd

—–.02.030.75 (0.43)3. Gendere

—.12–.17–.1832.39 (11.25)4. Age

—–.04.02.05.100.47 (0.50)5. Primary age group
physiotherapists work

withf

—.08–.25*.07.13.48**0.68 (0.47)6. Belief that age is a

barrier to use of DTg,h

—.13.09.07.13.09.172.88 (0.36)7. Sum of 3 vignettes for
18-30 years age group

—.52**.04.02.02.11.08–.112.83 (0.45)8. Sum of 3 vignettes for
31-50 years age group

—.64**.28**–.06.08.12.14.06–.182.54 (0.78)9. Sum of 3 vignettes for
the 51-64 years age
group

—.64**.33**.06–.17.15.32**.16–.05–.35**1.77 (1.05)10. Sum of 3 vignettes
for the 65-79 years age
group

.76**.51**.27**.04–.10.14.21*.22*–.22*–.34**1.22 (1.02)11. Sum of 3 vignettes
for the 80+ years age
group

a2-tailed significant levels presented.
bATOAUT: attitudes toward older adults using technology. Higher score represents more negative attitudes.
cNot applicable.
dFSA: Fraboni Scale of Ageism. Higher score represents higher levels of ageism.
eThis variable was dummy coded (0 = male, 1 = female).
fThis variable was dummy coded (0 = 0-64, 1 = 65+).
gDT: digital technology.
hThis variable was dummy coded (0 = no, 1 = yes).
*P<.05.
**P<.01.

Figure 2. Assessed ability to use health care digital technologies by age group assessed and the primary age the physiotherapists work with (N=94).
Error bars: 95% CI.
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Correlation Between Ageism and ATOAUT
As seen in Table 2, a more negative ATOAUT score was
significantly correlated with higher levels of ageism (FSA), a
belief that age can be a barrier to using DT, and lower
perceptions of older adults’abilities to use health care DTs (sum
of vignettes for the 65-79 years and 80+ years age groups).
Additionally, higher scores of ageism as measured by the FSA
were correlated with lower perceptions of older adults’ abilities
to use health care DTs (80+ years age group). To further
examine the correlation between ATOAUT and ageism, we
performed a multiple regression with ATOAUT-10 as the
dependent variable, and FSA, age, gender, and the primary age
group physiotherapists work with as independent variables. A

significant model was found (adjusted R2=0.14; F4,92=4.75;
P=.002), indicating that beyond all predictors, FSA was the
only significant predictor (β=.36; t=3.73; P<.001).

Study 2
One participant did not answer the validity item correctly.
Analysis that included this participant revealed that the results

would not be altered, and the participant was hence included in
the analysis. Table 3 presents the means and SDs of the main
variables by condition and correlations. No significant
differences were found between participants in the different age
salient conditions (young or old) regarding background variables
of age, gender, health care profession, and percentage of patients
over the age of 65 years that the professional works with. We
then analyzed the indirect measure of assessing the ability in
using actual health care DTs, using a multiple regression with
the sum of the vignettes as the dependent variable and age
salience condition and background variables (age, gender, and
percentage of patients over the age of 65 years) as independent
variables. As observed in Table 3, younger adults were perceived
as more likely to use the described DTs compared to older
adults. This was qualified by a significant regression model

(adjusted R2=0.59; F4,87= 34.15; P<.001), with the age salience
condition being the only significant predictor (β=–.78; t
=–11.61; P<.001).

Table 3. Means and SDs by age salience (young and old) and correlations (N=93)a.

7, r6, r5, r4, r3, r2, r1, rOld (n=44),
mean (SD)

Young (n=49),
mean (SD)

Total (N=93),
mean (SD)

Variable

—————c1.Age salienceb

—.0736.64 (6.00)35.73 (6.96)36.16 (6.50)2. ATOAUT-10d

—.06.1429.00 (4.96)27.61 (5.18)28.27 (5.10)3. ERA-12e

—–.14–.15–.78**9.73 (2.35)15.41 (2.28)12.72 (3.66)4. Sum of vignettes

—–.05.11–.31**.0637.80 (11.69)36.31 (12.15)37.01 (11.89)5. Age

—–.06–.07–.06–.03.120.73 (.45)0.61 (.49)0.67 (.47)6. Genderf

—.01–.11–.01.26*.20.0340.00 (25.54)38.16 (29.63)39.02 (27.66)7. Percentage of pa-
tients over the age of 65
years that the profes-

sional works withg

.08–.07–.36**–.09.03.42**.090.77 (.42)0.69 (.47)0.73 (.45)8. Belief that age is a

barrier to use of DTh

a2-tailed significant levels presented.
bThis variable was dummy coded (0 = young, 1 = old).
cNot applicable.
dATOAUT: attitudes toward older adults using technology. A higher score represents a more negative attitude.
eERA: Expectations Regarding Aging. A higher score represents a higher level of ageism.
fThis variable was dummy coded (0 = male, 1 = female).
gn=92.
hThis variable was dummy coded (0 = no, 1 = yes).
*P<.05.
**P<.01.

Examining the direct measure of the ATOAUT-10 scale revealed
that negative ATOAUT scores correlated with the younger age
of the health care professionals and belief that age is a barrier
to using DT. Yet, the simple correlation with ageism (ERA-12)
was insignificant. We then tested our hypothesis that age
salience would moderate the correlation between ATOAUT and
ageism. Table 4 and Figure 3 present the regression coefficients

and interaction of age salience X ERA-12. A significant

moderation model was found (R2=0.19, F6,85=3.35; P=.005)
and the age salience X ERA-12 interaction qualified as a
significant moderator, adding significant explanatory variance

to the model (R2 change=0.05; F1,85=4.90; P=.03). For the
conditional effect of the old age salience condition, negative
ERA-12 (higher ageism) was (marginally) associated with a
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more negative ATOAUT score (β=.34; t=0.82 P=.07; CI –0.03
to 0.72), whereas for the young age salience condition, it was
not (β =–.22; t=–1.23; P=.22; CI –0.57 to 0.13). Moreover, the

age of the professional was identified as a significant predictor
of ATOAUT score, with the younger age of the professional
being associated with a negative ATOAUT score.

Table 4. Regression coefficients of the moderation model between ERA-12 and attitudes toward older adults using technology (ATOAUT-10) by age
salience, with controlling for age, gender, and professionals’ percentage of patients above 65 (N=92).

ULCIbLLCIaP valuetSECoefficientVariable

57.0036.63<.0019.145.1246.82Constant

0.13–0.57.22–1.230.18–0.22ERA-12c

–0.43–29.51.04–2.057.31–14.97Age salienced

1.070.06.032.210.250.56Age salience X ERA-12

–0.06–0.28.002–3.140.06–0.17Age

0.09–0.01.091.740.020.04Percentage of patients above 65 years

1.96–3.43.59–0.541.36–0.74Gendere

aLLCI: lower level confidence interval.
bULCI: upper level confidence interval.
cERA-12: Expectations Regarding Aging. A higher score represents a higher level of ageism.
dThis variable was dummy coded (0 = young, 1 = old).
eThis variable was dummy coded (0 = male, 1 = female).

Figure 3. Moderation of the correlation between ATOAUT and ageism (ERA-12) by age salience (N=92). ATOAUT: attitudes toward older adults
using technology; ERA-12: Expectations Regarding Aging.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of these studies was to explore attitudes of health care
professionals toward older adults’ abilities to use DT, as a
specific domain of ageism. In study 1 we developed the
ATOAUT-10 scale, a direct measurement of stereotypes and
prejudice toward use of DT by older adults, and an indirect

measurement (vignettes), which were thereafter used in study
2. In the process of developing the ATOAUT-10, we identified
ten items that represent stereotypes and prejudice toward older
adults in the context of using DT. As hypothesized, significant
correlations were found between negative ATOAUT and higher
levels of ageism, measured by 2 different ageism scales (FSA
in study 1 and ERA-12 in study 2). More so, negative ATOAUT
correlated with lower perception of older adults’ abilities to use
actual health care DTs, measured by the vignettes; belief that
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age is a barrier to using DT; and younger age of the health care
professionals (in study 2). Thus, enhancing its construct validity.
The correlation with ageism measured by the FSA in study 1
was significant and accounted for additional predictors in a
multiple regression. Yet, this correlation was small to medium,
suggesting that ageism alone does not fully explain
physiotherapists’ attitudes toward older adults’ abilities to use
DT.

By using an indirect measure of the vignettes, we were able to
assess health care professionals’perceptions on how they believe
older adults use health care DT. Our main finding in study 1,
that individuals from older age categories are perceived as less
able to use DTs is not surprising [10]. Yet still, the difference
found between age groups was quite dramatic, with a significant
difference between each age group above 31-50 years with the
previous age group. Hence, a DT-specific age threshold [23]
for negative assumptions about the ability to use health care
DTs, might be as early as 50 years, which includes people in
their working age who are considered to use DT on a daily basis,
and not only people above 80 years. This finding alone might
confirm an assessment that is based on stereotypes and not facts,
as the majority of older adults in some countries use
smartphones and the internet [30]. In study 1, rating all age
groups by the participants might have activated age stereotypes
by means of categorization and social comparison [47], but in
study 2, the age group salient in the vignettes was manipulated
(young or old). Once more, a significant difference was found
in how the technological abilities of older adults were perceived
by health care professionals. More importantly, as hypothesized,
this subtle manipulation of age salience moderated the
correlation between ageism and ATOAUT, such that higher
levels of ageism were associated with a more negative ATOAUT
score but only when old age was made salient beforehand.
Although the moderator of age salience was significant, it should
be noted that the effect size of the moderator’s addition to the
explained variance was small.

These results reveal perspectives that are quite ageist,
considering the accumulating evidence on the increasing
prevalence of using DT by older adults. Furthermore, they
demonstrate how DT-specific ageism can operate implicitly by
merely inducing social comparison or making the concept of
age salient. Consequently, this raises the concern that older
adults might be discriminated in how they receive (or do not
receive) technology-based treatments, as found in other studies
with nontechnological treatments [37,38]. This is worrying,
considering the discussed benefits of DT in facilitating health
care and reducing costs [2]. Notably, we did not explicitly ask
health care professionals about their intentions to offer DT-based
treatments; therefore, the behavioral and discriminatory aspect
of ageism was not addressed in this study. However, it can be
assumed that attitudes and beliefs might influence intentions to
use and actual use, as is often emphasized by technology
acceptance models [7,9,10]. Interestingly, the correlation
between ageism and ATOAUT was not significant for
participants in the young age salient condition. This could be
explained by the matching of the age category (young vs old)
and the specific attributes of the context (eg, competency of
older adults in using DT) that occurs only in the old age salient

condition and may activate specific age-based stereotypes [55].
Although people might be unaware of the underlying processes
that influence their attitudes, there is still a matter of
controllability of induced behavior and actual use of stereotypes
[15]. Explicit and implicit stereotypical evaluations are both,
to some extent, prone to belief-based learning processes [18].
Therefore, control over behavioral expressions (namely
discrimination) is also a matter of social norms and social
acceptability. As ageism is still relatively socially acceptable,
expressions of discrimination, especially in domains where
older adults are highly stereotyped, such as DT, might be
prevalent.

Although previous studies reported gender and more experience
of treating older patients [41] as possible predictors of attitudes
of health care professionals, these effects on ATOAUT or
ageism were not found in this study. Younger age of the
professional was found to predict negative attitudes only to a
limited extent. Unfortunately, these findings do not shed new
light into the inconclusive findings in the literature [35] and do
not strongly support the idea that increased social contact with
older adults [43] can reduce negative attitudes in relation to
health care DTs. This might be due to the higher exposure of
health care professionals to older adults who are ill or suffer
from chronic conditions [45]. Subsequently, these findings
suggest that stereotype activation might be a stronger predictor
of negative ATOAUT score. However, the effect sizes found
were relatively low. Perhaps a stronger manipulation of
stereotype activation, such as priming negative age stereotypes,
could lead to stronger effects. Alternatively, other characteristics
should be taken into account, such as professionals’ desire to
work with older adults, the valence of their professional and
social contact with older adults, or previous experience of using
DT in health care.

Knowledge and training are important aspects when trying to
control or combat automatic stereotype activation. Gawronski
et al [56] found that training people to acknowledge information
that contradicts stereotypes may reduce automatic stereotype
activation. Training might offer positive outcomes in reducing
ageism in health care and enhance positive contact [57].
Nevertheless, formal training of health care professionals
regarding ageing (more so stereotype activation) is still lacking
in curricula, and the esteem of working with older patients is
still low [58]. We therefore suggest that training should include
modules to raise awareness on biases and how easily our
behavior is affected by them.

This study focused mainly on the perspective of health care
professionals. It is however important to consider that indirect
expressions of ageism, including patronizing speech [17],
“Elderspeak” [59] or other nonverbal communications [36],
might in turn lead to stereotype activation within older patients.
These stereotypes are often embodied [21] and directed toward
oneself, further affecting participation [19] and actual use of
DTs. Hence, attitudes of older adults, as well the reciprocal
nature of the interaction between them and others, should be a
focus of future research on DT-related ageism.
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Limitations
The findings of this study provide a preliminary basis for future
research and validation of the ATOAUT-10 scale. However,
there were 3 main limitations regarding our measurements. First,
our sample size in study 1, while sufficient for the regression
analysis, can be considered to be on the lower boundary of
minimal sample sizes for factor analysis [60]. Furthermore, the
sample in study 1 consisted only of physiotherapists. The sample
in study 2, therefore, was broadened to a wider range of health
care professionals. However, in order to expand the scale’s
validity, future studies focusing solely on the validation of the
scale with an appropriate sample size and including a diversity
of health care professionals and other stakeholders, is needed.
Second, it can be claimed that our sample was biased in gender
and experience. Although early career and experienced
professionals were represented in both studies, a better balanced
and planned sampling might have enhanced the validation of
the scale. Third, in study 1, a large number of participants
missed the validity check item inserted in the FSA, which raised
concerns they did not answer the FSA seriously enough. This
could be due to the length of the FSA, and some outdated items
which might be less suited to Dutch society. A recent review
by Ayalon et al [11] found that the psychometric properties of
the FSA are considered low compared to other ageism scales.
This was the reason we used a different ageism scale in study
2 (ERA-12). Therefore, continued use of the ERA-12 in future

studies aimed at replicating these findings is warranted. Finally,
as mentioned, our study did not focus on the actual intentions
of professionals to use health care DT, or, in other words, the
behavioral aspect of discrimination and adoption of DT. This
would also be a recommendation for future research with this
scale, which could also be used to broaden theoretical models
of technology adoption [7,9,10].

Conclusions
The highly negative attitudes of health care professionals toward
older adults’ abilities to use DTs raise the question of how DTs
are used in treatment. Activation of age-based stereotypes seems
to play a pivotal role in these attitudes, possibly suggesting that
nonadoption of DT is not entirely attributable to chronological
age or individual characteristics. Using health care DTs indeed
presents an opportunity to improve treatment of chronic diseases
and well-being. However, when categorizing the lower access
of older adults to use DTs and discussing the digital divide as
a purportedly well-established fact [28], we are often preserving
a negative view that might hamper the successful
implementation of DTs in health care. Instead, it is essential to
acknowledge how the field of DT is constantly evolving and
includes individuals from all ages with different wants and
needs. It is suggested that in order to increase adoption of DT,
the focus ought to shift toward how we can change stereotypes
and their activation on the individual and societal level.
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Abstract

Background: The delivery of physiotherapy via telehealth could provide more equitable access to services for patients.
Videoconference-based telehealth has been shown to be an effective and acceptable mode of service delivery for exercise-based
interventions for chronic knee pain; however, specific training in telehealth is required for physiotherapists to effectively and
consistently deliver care using telehealth. The development and evaluation of training programs to upskill health care professionals
in the management of osteoarthritis (OA) has also been identified as an important priority to improve OA care delivery.

Objective: This study aims to explore physiotherapists’ experiences with and perceptions of an e-learning program about best
practice knee OA management (focused on a structured program of education, exercise, and physical activity) that includes
telehealth delivery via videoconferencing.

Methods: We conducted a qualitative study using individual semistructured telephone interviews, nested within the Physiotherapy
Exercise and Physical Activity for Knee Osteoarthritis randomized controlled trial, referred to as the PEAK trial. A total of 15
Australian physiotherapists from metropolitan and regional private practices were interviewed following the completion of an
e-learning program. The PEAK trial e-learning program involved self-directed learning modules, a mock video consultation with
a researcher (simulated patient), and 4 audited practice video consultations with pilot patients with chronic knee pain. Interviews
were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Data were thematically analyzed.

Results: A total of five themes (with associated subthemes) were identified: the experience of self-directed e-learning
(physiotherapists were more familiar with in-person learning; however, they valued the comprehensive, self-paced web-based
modules. Unwieldy technological features could be frustrating); practice makes perfect (physiotherapists benefited from the mock
consultation with the researcher and practice sessions with pilot patients alongside individualized performance feedback, resulting
in confidence and preparedness to implement new skills); the telehealth journey (although inexperienced with telehealth before
training, physiotherapists were confident and able to deliver remote care following training; however, they still experienced some
technological challenges); the whole package (the combination of self-directed learning modules, mock consultation, and practice
consultations with pilot patients was felt to be an effective learning approach, and patient information booklets supported the
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training package); and impact on broader clinical practice (training consolidated and refined existing OA management skills and
enabled a switch to telehealth when the COVID-19 pandemic affected in-person clinical care).

Conclusions: Findings provide evidence for the perceived effectiveness and acceptability of an e-learning program to train
physiotherapists (in the context of a clinical trial) on best practice knee OA management, including telehealth delivery via
videoconferencing. The implementation of e-learning programs to upskill physiotherapists in telehealth appears to be warranted,
given the increasing adoption of telehealth service models for the delivery of clinical care.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25872)   doi:10.2196/25872
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osteoarthritis; knee; physiotherapy; exercise; e-learning; qualitative; telehealth; pain; education

Introduction

Background
Physiotherapy care is traditionally delivered via in-person
consultations. However, for many people, access to
physiotherapy is limited by geographical isolation, or limited
local services, or both [1]. To this end, experts in Australia [2]
and the United Kingdom National Health Service [3] have
identified the need to make full use of digital technologies to
facilitate patient convenience and access to care. Such services
have become even more critical during the COVID-19
pandemic. Social distancing requirements and lockdown
restrictions have affected the delivery of in-person health care
worldwide, including for noncommunicable diseases, where
rehabilitation services have been among the hardest hit [4]. The
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the drive toward telehealth
service delivery as a safe and viable model for physiotherapy
services [5,6].

Telehealth is defined by the World Health Organization as the
“delivery of health care services, where patients and providers
are separated by distance. Telehealth uses information
communication technology for the exchange of information for
the diagnosis and treatment of diseases and injuries, research
and evaluation, and for the continuing education of health
professionals” [7]. Data suggest that only a minority of
physiotherapists were providing telehealth services prepandemic
[8,9], highlighting the lack of telehealth experience within the
profession. Delivering physiotherapy via telehealth requires
new technical skills and new clinical skills to adapt clinical
practice to treating a patient located remotely from the clinician
[10,11]. Although generally computer literate, clinicians
delivering rehabilitation services for chronic pain typically have
limited confidence and knowledge in the use of telehealth [12].
Furthermore, clinician acceptance and confidence in telehealth
increases with both training and repeated exposure to telehealth
practice [10,12,13]. Thus, specific training in telehealth is
required for physiotherapists to effectively and consistently
deliver care via this medium [14].

Advancing technologies allow education and training for
medical and allied health students and professionals to overcome
learning barriers such as distance and the limited availability
of specialist training staff while also providing a standardized
experience for learners [15]. e-Learning broadly relates to the
delivery of educational material through information and
communication technology (ICT) [16,17], using the internet to

wholly or partially replace the need for a human instructor
[18,19]. e-Learning can be synchronous (mediated in real time,
eg, videoconference), asynchronous (self-directed, self-paced
learning), or a combination of both. A systematic review of
studies in practicing or trainee doctors and other health
professionals compared e-learning interventions with noninternet
learning or no learning interventions. Findings revealed that
e-learning was associated with large positive effects on
education outcomes (knowledge and skills) compared with no
learning, whereas only small, inconsistent effects were seen
between e-learning and noninternet learning [18], suggesting
that e-learning may be similarly effective to more traditional
teaching methods.

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a common and often debilitating chronic
joint disease and is one of the leading causes of pain and
disability in Australia [20] and worldwide [21]. Symptoms can
become increasingly debilitating over time and can greatly affect
quality of life, contributing to feelings of dependence and loss
of autonomy in older people [22]. As a result of an aging
population, combined with increasing obesity rates, the disease
burden associated with knee OA is forecast to increase
substantially over the coming decade [23]. There is no cure for
OA. However, improvements in pain, physical function, and
quality of life have been demonstrated with exercise-based
interventions [24,25]. Thus, clinical guidelines consistently
emphasize education, exercise, weight loss (if required), and
support for self-management to alleviate knee OA symptoms
before using surgical or pharmacological interventions [26-30].

Given the central role of exercise in disease management,
physiotherapists in primary care settings play an important role
in providing care to people with knee OA. However,
physiotherapists often feel underprepared to manage OA, lacking
knowledge about evidence-based practice and confidence in
implementing recommendations into routine care [31-34]. The
development and evaluation of training programs to upskill
health care professionals in OA management has thus been
identified as an important priority for improving OA care
[35-37]. Telephone- and videoconference-based telehealth
interventions have been shown to be effective and acceptable
[14,38-40] modes of service delivery for exercise-based
interventions aimed at relieving chronic knee pain and
improving physical dysfunction and are as effective as in-person
care for adults with musculoskeletal pain [41]. Australia’s
National Osteoarthritis Strategy [20] has also called for the
increased implementation of remotely delivered evidence-based
OA services.
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Objectives
In this study, we explore the experiences of physiotherapists
with and their perceptions of an e-learning program aimed at
educating physiotherapists about best practice knee OA
management, including the implementation of a protocolized
management program focused on education, exercise, and
physical activity, and how to deliver such care remotely using
a videoconferencing platform.

Methods

Design
A qualitative study nested within an ongoing randomized
controlled trial (RCT; Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials
Registry: ACTRN12619001240134) [42] was conducted. The
Physiotherapy Exercise and Physical Activity for Knee OA
RCT (known and referred to as the PEAK trial) is a
noninferiority trial comparing physiotherapist-delivered
in-person consultations with physiotherapist-delivered video
consultations for people with knee OA. For the RCT, 15
physiotherapists were provided with a structured program of
e-learning in best practice knee OA management, including the
implementation of a protocolized management program focused
on education, exercise, and physical activity as well as how to
deliver such care remotely using a videoconferencing platform.
In this study, a qualitative approach was chosen to explore the
physiotherapist’s experience of e-learning as well as its impact
and perceived effectiveness. The research design was centered
around a constructivist paradigm, which asserts that people
generate their own understanding and knowledge subjectively
through experience and reflection [43]. The Standards for
Reporting Qualitative Research checklist guided the reporting
[44].

Participants
All 15 physiotherapists recruited to deliver trial interventions
for the PEAK RCT participated in this qualitative study.

Eligibility criteria for physiotherapist participation in the RCT
included current registration to practice as a physiotherapist,
private practice located in metropolitan or regional Victoria or
Queensland (Australia), access to a computer with internet
connection, suitable workspace for confidential video
consultations, and some previous experience with
videoconferencing software, for example, Skype, Zoom, or
Facetime (not necessarily for delivering clinical care).
Physiotherapists who met the eligibility criteria were considered
for the study, and participating physiotherapists were selected
based on their availability and location to ensure geographical
spread across metropolitan and regional areas of Victoria and
Queensland. All participants provided written informed consent,
and the qualitative study was approved by the Institutional
Human Research Ethics Committee, separate from the RCT.

Training Program
The PEAK trial training program was developed by the research
team, using an e-learning approach featuring both asynchronous
and synchronous learning, developed in line with the Miller
Pyramid (Figure 1), a learning model designed for use in health
education [45]. The model proposes that the foundation of the
pyramid is knowledge (knows), with learners understanding the
relevant facts and theories. The next level is competence (knows
how), with learners developing skills necessary to apply
knowledge, demonstrated via a mock video consultation with
a researcher (simulated patient). Next is performance (shows
how), with learners demonstrating, via practice video
consultations with pilot patients, that they can apply knowledge
and skills in a realistic clinical context. The final stage represents
action (does)—the stage at which the learner has integrated their
knowledge, skills, and attitudes and is prepared to integrate the
competency into their clinical practice. Results from the linked
RCT will provide data on the effectiveness of the
implementation.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the PEAK (Physiotherapy Exercise and Physical Activity for Knee Osteoarthritis) training components mapped
to the Miller Pyramid learning model. PEAK: Physiotherapy Exercise and Physical Activity for Knee Osteoarthritis. RCT: randomized controlled trial.

Physiotherapists first completed approximately 5 hours of
self-directed e-learning modules delivered at the University of
Melbourne Learning Management System (LMS; Canvas LMS
by Instructure, 2019) covering OA management best practices
(including a structured physiotherapy treatment protocol),
telehealth (the delivery of care via Zoom videoconferencing),
and trial procedures. Each module included a quiz to help
reinforce user’s knowledge and learning. e-Learning was
completed at the user’s own self-selected pace (ideally within
4 weeks) and delivered knowledge as the foundation of the
physiotherapist’s learning. The PEAK training program
e-learning modules have since been released for use by clinicians
more widely [46].

The e-learning then moved to practical synchronous
components, whereby physiotherapists participated in a mock
initial consultation via videoconferencing with a physiotherapist
researcher (AJK; simulated patient), who provided immediate
verbal feedback on consultation quality and performance and
evaluated the physiotherapist’s competency according to a
standardized competency checklist (Multimedia Appendix 1).
The next stage of practical synchronous e-learning required
physiotherapists to complete 4 practice video consultations,
with 2 pilot patients with chronic (>3 months) knee pain
(recruited by research staff) to practice their video consultation
skills and apply the education, exercise, and physical activity
management program taught in the e-learning modules in a
realistic scenario. The research staff conducted spot-checks of
consultation recordings to assess the fidelity of the practice
consultations to the protocolized treatment plan. Written
feedback on common mistakes was provided to participants,

and personalized feedback was provided verbally to individual
physiotherapists after all pilot patient consultations had been
completed. Physiotherapists were financially compensated for
the time away from private practice that was dedicated to all
elements of participating in the training program and the time
taken to complete the interviews.

Semistructured Interviews
Semistructured interviews were conducted after physiotherapists
completed all components of the training program and
commenced treating participants in the PEAK RCT. The
interview schedule (Table 1) was developed based on a
constructivist schema whereby physiotherapist expectations,
training experience, and perceptions of effectiveness of the
e-learning program in changing confidence, imparting
knowledge, and addressing learning needs were explored.
Questions were loosely aligned with the theoretical framework
of acceptability [47], focusing on the framework’s five most
relevant constructs to the e-learning program (affective attitude,
burden, perceived effectiveness, intervention coherence, and
self-efficacy). All interviews were conducted over the telephone
by SEJ (a researcher who is not a physiotherapist but is trained
in qualitative research) who was not involved in the RCT or in
developing the training program and was otherwise unknown
to the participants. Interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes
and were audio recorded and then transcribed verbatim by a
third party. Audio recordings and transcripts were deidentified,
with transcripts assigned gender-matched pseudonyms to ensure
participant confidentiality. All data were stored in digital format
on a password-protected university server.
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Table 1. Semistructured interview schedule (loosely aligned with the theoretical framework of acceptability).

Questions (prompts)Topic and construct

Expectations

Affective attitude; self-efficacy

1. Can you tell me how confident you were in your ability to deliver an OAa management program before the PEAKb trial
training? Previous OA management training? Usual management of knee OA before training?

2. Can you tell me about how confident you were in your ability to deliver physiotherapy to OA patients via videoconferencing,
before you started the PEAK training? Training or professional development or experience in telehealth?

3. What were your overall impressions and experience of the training program? Expectations? Comparison with previous pro-
fessional development?

Training experience

Burden

4. What did you like and dislike about the training program? Consider both the web-based modules and the practical aspects
of training (ie, the competency video consultation and 4 practice patient video consultations)? Time taken for web-based
modules? Volume of material?

Intervention coherence

5. To what extent did you feel your learning needs were met (or not) through the PEAK training program? Was there anything
else you felt need to be covered or a required a greater focus in the training? Was there anything included that you felt was
unnecessary?

6. What were your thoughts on the content and presentation of the content in the PEAK web-based modules? How did you feel
about the volume of text presented? How would you prefer to see the content delivered? If you were to change the content or
its presentation, what would you suggest?

7. What were your impressions about the usability of the web-based training platform? Like/dislikes/changes?

8. How did you find the competency video consultation with the research staff member? Was it useful?

9. Can you tell me a little bit about what you thought about the practice video consultation sessions with the pilot patients with
knee pain? Were these consultations useful?

Perceived effectiveness

10. Can you tell me overall how useful you found the PEAK trial training program? Intent to implement changes to usual
clinical practice?

11. How confident do you feel in delivering OA management to patients now, after completing the PEAK trial training? What
elements do you feel most/least confident with?

12. How confident do you feel in delivering physiotherapy to your OA patients over videoconference, now that you have
completed the PEAK training? What elements do you feel most/least confident with?

Concluding remarks

13. Given the restrictions on clinical practice imposed by the current COVID-19 pandemic, has the PEAK training program
enabled you to make any changes to your own current clinical practice?

14. Thank you very much for all your time today and all your time and efforts with this study. Is there anything else you would
like to add about your experiences with the PEAK training program?

aOA: osteoarthritis.
bPEAK: Physiotherapy Exercise and Physical Activity for Knee Osteoarthritis.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was conducted using a thematic approach [48].
Shortly after transcription, interview transcripts were read by
SEJ to familiarize with the data. Transcripts were then reread
and coded, with text indexed into topics, each identified with a
short descriptor. To demonstrate the credibility and
confirmability of the emergent topics and patterns, coding was
also performed by a second researcher PKC (not a
physiotherapist but assisted with developing the training
program and recruited physiotherapists into the RCT, and trained
in qualitative research). Topics identified by both SEJ and PKC

were reviewed, and in collaboration, closely related topics were
collated to generate emergent themes within the data. All
transcripts were also read by RSH (a physiotherapist who led
the development of the training program and an experienced
qualitative researcher) who confirmed the relevance of emergent
themes across transcripts. Emergent themes were then further
refined, ensuring clear and encompassing definitions were
generated when naming final themes and subthemes. Themes
and subthemes were presented with exemplary quotes from
interviews to demonstrate the transferability of the results [49].
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Results

Physiotherapist Characteristics
All 15 physiotherapists recruited to deliver care as part of the
PEAK RCT were invited to participate in the qualitative
interviews. The sample comprised physiotherapists who worked
in private practices across 2 Australian states. Physiotherapist
characteristics are summarized in Table 2, including the number
of PEAK RCT participant consultations conducted by each

physiotherapist at the time of the interview. Participating
physiotherapists were more often male (11/15, 73%). There was
an even divide between those who worked in major cities (8/15,
53%) and those who worked in regional areas (7/15, 47%). Of
the 14 physiotherapists, 8 of them (60%) had no previous
experience with telehealth. The mean (SD) of years of clinical
experience was 11 years (SD 4), and the mean numbers of
PEAK RCT participants who physiotherapists had already
treated at the time of the interview were 2 (SD 1) via
videoconferencing and 2 (SD 2) in-person.

Table 2. Physiotherapists’ characteristics (n=15).

PEAK RCT in-person
participants at the time
of the interview, n

PEAKb RCTc videoconferencing
participants at the time of the in-
terview, n

Previous experi-
ence with tele-
health

Clinical experi-
ence (years)

Geographical loca-

tiona
SexPseudonym

01Yes19Outer regional,
Victoria

MaleDaniel

01No10Major city,
Queensland

MaleEdward

00No4Major city, Victo-
ria

MaleGregory

25Yes12Inner regional,
Queensland

MaleJason

22No12Outer regional,
Victoria

MaleRobert

32No9Inner regional,
Victoria

MaleSteven

53No15Inner regional,
Victoria

FemaleNicole

32Yes6Major city,
Queensland

MaleAnthony

32Yes9Major city,
Queensland

MaleMark

34No18Major city, Victo-
ria

MaleDouglas

41No7Major city, Victo-
ria

FemaleCaroline

10No9Major city,
Queensland

FemaleLeslie

03Yes14Inner regional,
Queensland

MaleBrian

11No10Major city, Victo-
ria

MaleWilliam

41Yes5Outer regional,
Queensland

FemaleVicki

aLevel of remoteness, based on residential postcode, in accordance with the Australian Statistical Geographical Classification-Remoteness Area.
bPEAK: Physiotherapy Exercise and Physical Activity for Knee Osteoarthritis.
cRCT: randomized controlled trial.

Emergent Themes
A total of five themes, with associated subthemes, emerged and
are described in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Theme 1: The Experience of Self-Directed e-Learning
Physiotherapists found the self-directed e-learning modules to
be of high quality, comprehensive, and user-friendly and that
they would “benefit the least experienced physiotherapist and
the most experienced physiotherapist”. Although
physiotherapists were more familiar with “hands-on” in-person
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professional development training for furthering their knowledge
and clinical skills, they highly valued the web-based structure.
In particular, the self-paced nature of the program was highly
regarded and enabled the physiotherapists to fit the training into
their busy daily lives and complete it as time allowed. However,
the physiotherapists spoke of feeling annoyed and frustrated by
some unwieldy features of the delivery platform (including
log-in and navigation). Although most physiotherapists spoke
highly of the web-based modules, 3 physiotherapists with
divergent views spoke of the e-learning modules being “slow
going”, “tedious”, or “fatiguing”. The telehealth learning module
content, in particular, was felt to be “dry” and “overtly obvious”.

Theme 2: Practice Makes Perfect
Physiotherapists frequently referenced the benefit gained from
individualized performance feedback from the research team
during or after the practical components of the training. They
spoke of “learning from applying” and that feedback was helpful
ahead of implementing their new skills in a true clinical scenario.
Physiotherapists found the mock consultation with the researcher
(simulated patient) facilitated the transition from theory to
implementation, commenting it “gave us a feel of what to expect
for the upcoming pilots” and that it prevented them having to
“worry about looking silly with the patients.” Similarly, the
practice consultations with the pilot patients with chronic knee
pain were valued, with physiotherapists reporting that this stage
of practical e-learning was “hugely beneficial” and “consolidated
everything” ahead of consulting with actual patients. Upon
completion of the practical components of the e-learning
program, physiotherapists expressed a high level of confidence
and readiness to go into their first patient consultations using
their new skills and knowledge. Two physiotherapists with
divergent views felt that the mock consultation with the
researcher was “daunting” or “confronting”, with one feeling
that it was not necessary. The same physiotherapist also felt
that the practice consultations with pilot patients were “surplus
to needs”.

Theme 3: The Telehealth Journey
For the most part, physiotherapists were inexperienced in
telehealth before training. Experience was largely constrained
to videoconferencing for social purposes rather than for health
care delivery. Physiotherapists in general were nervous or
uncertain about providing care to patients via telehealth before
undertaking the training program. However, 3 physiotherapists
felt that they were moderately confident in telehealth before
training, with one stating that “it didn’t seem like too much of
a leap to deliver these services [exercise prescription via
telehealth] to people.” After completing the training, most
physiotherapists were much more confident and reported that
they felt ready to deliver OA care via telehealth using
videoconferencing. Despite improved confidence and feelings
of preparedness, physiotherapists still felt that telehealth posed
some challenges, particularly in supporting patients with OA
to be able to navigate videoconferencing technology effectively.

Theme 4: The Whole Package
Physiotherapists highlighted the benefits of the structured
approach of the e-learning program. They found that the
combination of self-directed e-learning modules, followed by
practical components (mock consultation and pilot patient
consultations), was very effective as a “whole package” to
develop the knowledge and skills required for best practice OA
care via telehealth. Physiotherapists valued the resources and
patient information booklets that accompanied the training
program, stating that the resources “made it really easy” to
navigate the consultations and supported the implementation
of their knowledge and skills into practice. One physiotherapist
with a divergent view appreciated the package but felt that they
would get more out of in-person training because of their
learning style.

Theme 5: Implementation in Broader Clinical Practice
Although the greatest knowledge gains from the training
program were regarding the practical implementation of
telehealth for the PEAK randomized trial, physiotherapists also
described their intent to apply new knowledge and skills in OA
management more broadly to their own private practice. They
spoke of how the training program filled “knowledge gaps”,
particularly regarding patient education, and provided them
with a more structured approach to OA management that could
be used when treating their own clients. Given that the training
was completed before the COVID-19 pandemic, physiotherapists
felt they were “well equipped for this COVID situation” and
expressed feeling “ahead of the curve” when it came to
implementing telehealth physiotherapy services more broadly,
given social distancing and lockdown restrictions. They felt that
the skills they had learned allowed them to confidently switch
their private practice service delivery to telehealth as well as
teach their colleagues about telehealth. Overall, 4
physiotherapists commented that despite the COVID-19
pandemic, they had not ramped up telehealth services or
experienced demand for telehealth in their clinical practice.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study shows that physiotherapists accepted e-learning
despite their lack of familiarity with professional development
delivered entirely via the internet. Physiotherapists valued both
the theoretical and practical components of training, which
together formed the whole package. Most physiotherapists
described increasing confidence in providing OA management
via telehealth as they progressed through the elements of the
e-learning program (Figure 2). The e-learning approach first
built a foundation based on new knowledge, before facilitating
a transition from theory to practice, then consolidating
knowledge in a clinical scenario, and ultimately resulting in the
implementation of telehealth into their broader clinical practice.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of emergent themes and their contribution to the development of confidence in delivering osteoarthritis care via
telehealth. OA: osteoarthritis.

Physiotherapists perceived the asynchronous aspect of the
self-directed e-learning modules to be generally user-friendly;
however, the unwieldy technological features of the delivery
platform could be frustrating. A previous systematic review of
enablers and barriers affecting e-learning in health science
education found that 33% (8/24) of the studies identified the
lack of user-friendly ICT as a barrier to successful e-learning
[50]. This highlights the importance of a delivery platform that
is simple and user-friendly when developing e-learning resources
to maximize user engagement. Similarly, a previous qualitative
study identified user-friendly training and technology as key
factors in the successful implementation of telehealth in diabetic
foot care [51]. Physiotherapists valued the comprehensive and
self-paced nature of the web-based modules, which is consistent
with other research. A previous study evaluated the perceptions
of physiotherapy students on asynchronous e-learning for the
management of chronic health conditions [52]. Students
consistently highlighted the flexibility to work at their own pace
and time and access to comprehensive information as advantages
of e-learning. Collectively, these findings suggest that the ability
to self-pace a person’s learning should be prioritized when
creating adult e-learning materials.

Telehealth practical components of our e-learning program were
valued by physiotherapists, which supports previous research
highlighting the importance of practical components in health
care education, given the need to develop clinical or hands-on
skills alongside knowledge [53-56]. In a study evaluating
e-learning for physiotherapy students on intensive care work
placements [57], students perceived the e-learning modules to
be helpful in preparing them for their clinical rotation and
reducing their anxiety. However, e-learning modules could only
sufficiently prepare students when integrated with an in-person

clinical placement, where practical experience was considered
necessary to build clinical reasoning skills. Similarly, other
studies have noted that supervised practice and clinical
simulations are valuable for building confidence and
preparedness for physiotherapy students to provide care in
clinical situations [58,59]. A qualitative study showed that
physiotherapy students felt that clinically oriented learning,
focusing on knowledge, skills, and learning through doing, was
an important feature to include in an e-learning program about
the management of chronic health conditions [52]. It is likely
that the benefit of and amount of practical training required
might differ depending on the level of the learner’s previous
relevant clinical experience as well as the nature of the clinical
skill being taught, and therefore, all of these factors should be
considered when developing e-learning programs. From a
pedagogical perspective, learning approaches incorporating
both knowledge and skills practice are consistent with adult
learning theories centered around the concept of competency
being developed in sequential stages of learning, grounded in
theory with proficiency built through experience [45,60,61].
Our ongoing PEAK RCT will provide additional insights into
the fidelity and clinical effectiveness of the structured
physiotherapy treatment plan delivered using telehealth
compared with the same treatment plan delivered in person.

Although most physiotherapists described increased confidence
in the delivery of telehealth after training, we do not have
quantitative measures in this study documenting changes in
telehealth proficiency over time. Thus, we cannot draw strong
conclusions about how clinical skills in telehealth changed as
a result of the training. A previous study of e-learning in
physiotherapists showed that asynchronous e-learning was
effective in increasing quantitatively measured confidence and
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knowledge in delivering self-management interventions for OA
and lower back pain to patients and that the intervention was
delivered with high fidelity despite a lack of supervised practical
training [62]. Future research incorporating quantitative
measures of intervention confidence, knowledge, and fidelity
may be warranted to compare outcomes between e-learning
approaches with and without synchronous practical elements
of training. Future research may also aim to explore innovative
alternatives to synchronous practice consultations. Such
examples might include encouraging the learner to practice
skills with friends or family, including completion of self-audit
and self-reflection exercises.

Our sample of Australian physiotherapists was inexperienced
with telehealth before training and lacked confidence in
delivering care remotely. This is unsurprising given that the
uptake of telehealth across Australian health services before
2020 was minimal [63,64], despite recognition of its potential
to facilitate efficient health service delivery [65-67]. The
COVID-19 pandemic has driven a step change in health care
delivery, with rapid adoption of telehealth services by health
care providers [4], coupled with increased funding for telehealth
services (including physiotherapy) in several countries, including
Australia [6,68] and the United Kingdom [69]. Our findings
showed that the e-learning program facilitated most
physiotherapists to make a rapid switch to telehealth with the
sudden onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. This suggests that
e-learning courses may be an effective means to train
physiotherapists in best practice telehealth delivery. Education
providers may also wish to incorporate e-learning telehealth
training into the entry-to-practice curriculum to prepare
emerging practitioners for the evolving digital health landscape.

Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of our study include the evaluation of an e-learning
program for which the e-learning modules are now freely
accessible to clinicians globally. Our qualitative evaluation
allowed for a thorough understanding of participants’
experiences and perceptions of participating in the e-learning
program. Our interviews were conducted and the analysis was
led by a person who was unknown to the participants and who
was not a physiotherapist, minimizing the chances of personal
or professional bias influencing findings. Limitations include
that our sample was of limited size and comprised solely of
physiotherapists who had applied and been selected to deliver
the intervention as part of the PEAK RCT. Participants were
bound by their clinical trial agreement to complete the training,
and they were financially compensated for their time. Therefore,
we cannot generalize our findings to the general population of
physiotherapists who may be unwilling or unmotivated to
complete training in their own time. As the training program is
also only available in English, we cannot generalize the findings
to non-English speakers nor to countries that may have a
different scope of physiotherapy practice to that of Australia.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study provides evidence for the perceived
effectiveness and acceptability of an e-learning program to train
physiotherapists (in the context of a clinical trial) on best
practice knee OA management, including telehealth delivery
via videoconferencing. The implementation of e-learning
programs to upskill physiotherapists in telehealth appears to be
warranted, given the increasing adoption of telehealth service
models for the delivery of clinical care.
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Abstract

Background: Sedentary behavior (SB) and lack of physical activity (PA) have been associated with poorer health outcomes
and are increasingly prevalent in individuals working in sedentary occupations such as office jobs. Gamification and nudges have
attracted attention as promising strategies to promote changes in health behavior. However, most effectiveness studies thus far
lacked active controls, and few studies have tested interventions combining these strategies.

Objective: This study investigates the effectiveness of combining a gamified digital app with physical nudges to increase PA
and reduce SB in Dutch office workers.

Methods: Employees in the municipality of Rotterdam (N=298) from two office locations were randomized at the location
level to either a 10-week intervention, combining a 5-week gamification phase encompassing a gamified digital app with social
support features and a 5-week physical nudges phase, or to an active control (ie, basic digital app with self-monitoring and goal
setting). The primary outcome was the daily step count, objectively measured via accelerometers. Secondary outcomes were
self-reported PA and SB measured at baseline and at 5, 10, and 14 weeks. Mixed effects models were used to analyze the effects
of the intervention on the outcome measures.

Results: A total of 78.5% (234/298) of participants completed the study and provided accelerometer data, whereas 36.9%
(110/298) participants completed the self-report measures at 14 weeks. In the gamification phase, step count data were missing
for 13.5% (473/3492) of observations in the control and 11.4% (445/3888) in the intervention condition; however, these percentages
increased to 39.6% (1154/2910) and 59.6% (1932/3492) at follow-up, respectively. During the gamification phase, intervention
participants increased their number of daily steps by 634 (95% CI 154.2-1113.8; P=.01) more than participants in the control
group, after controlling for relevant factors. Improvements were not sustained during the physical nudges phase (P=.76) or
follow-up (P=.88).

Conclusions: A digital intervention with gamification and social support features significantly increased the step count of office
workers compared with an active control. Physical nudges in the workplace were insufficient to promote the maintenance of
behavioral changes achieved in the gamification phase. Future research should explore the long-term effectiveness of similar
gamified digital interventions.

Trial Registration: International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN) 49129401;
https://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN14881571
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Introduction

Background
Ample evidence has demonstrated that moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity (PA) is associated with improved health
outcomes [1]. However, increasing evidence has demonstrated
that light forms of PA are associated with decreased risks of
cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality, even after
adjusting for levels of moderate-to-vigorous PA [2]. A
systematic review has shown that light PA, such as walking (ie,
objectively measured step count), is associated with lower risk
of obesity and diabetes type 2 [3], and studies have found
associations between light PA and lower levels of depression
[4,5], stress, and burnout [6]. Moreover, sedentary behavior
(SB) has been linked to higher risks of all-cause mortality [7]
and reduced life expectancy [7]. SB can be defined as any
waking behavior with an energy expenditure ≤1.5 metabolic
equivalent of task while in a sitting or reclining posture [8]. SB
can be reduced by frequently interrupting the sitting time with
light PA, such as walking breaks, which have been shown to
reduce the health risks related to SB [9]. Thus, even for
individuals meeting guidelines for moderate-to-vigorous PA,
regular engagement in light PA is recommended to further
reduce all-cause mortality and improve mental and physical
health.

Despite these findings, a sedentary lifestyle is an escalating
epidemic. Most common occupations have become increasingly
sedentary because of technological advancements, and
particularly for office workers, workplace sitting patterns are
largely responsible for decreases in light PA and increases in
SB [10,11]. One study showed that highly educated office
workers in the Netherlands spend less time in light PA and more
time in SB than workers in other occupations [12], and a recent
report found that Dutch workers sit on average for 10 hours per
week day [13]. Given that workplace sitting is the largest
contributor to decreases in light PA [12] and increases in SB
[14], behavior change interventions in this setting can bring
considerable benefits at both the individual and societal levels,
for instance, through the prevention of health care costs
associated with noncommunicable diseases [15].

Influencing Health Behaviors: Behavior Change
Theory and Nudging
Noncompliance with health behaviors can be largely attributed
to lack of motivation, insufficient capacity to self-regulate
toward one’s goals [16-18], or environmental and policy factors
that may limit opportunities for healthy behavior [19-21].
According to the Social Cognitive Theory by Bandura [22],
several factors influence motivation for health behavior change,
such as whether people are confident in their capacity to change
(ie, self-efficacy), which depends on goal characteristics (eg,
difficulty), or whether people have social support to change.
Social support may involve modeling by family and friends;

feedback and support from peers; or social incentives enhancing
accountability, competition, and cooperation. People’s capacity
to self-regulate can also be influenced by social support and
self-efficacy and their ability to self-monitor and their use of
planning strategies and reminders [17,18,23]. Socioecological
models emphasize the importance of environmental and policy
factors for PA, such as walkability and esthetics of the
environment, and social norms. Several behavioral change
techniques (BCTs) can be used to influence motivational,
self-regulatory, or environmental factors to promote behavior
change.

Nudging in the Environment to Promote Motivation
and Self-Regulation for Light PA
Certain BCTs attempt to motivate individuals to change by
providing information on the risks of their current behavior or
on the future benefits of behavior change. However, although
these strategies can influence people’s self-reported intention
to change, they have, at best, a modest effect on behavior change
[24]. Recently, increased attention has been paid to using
insights from behavior change theory to help people make better
choices by modifying their physical and social environment
[25,26] (ie, nudging). Nudges are typically BCTs that exploit
behavioral and cognitive tendencies to promote a desired
behavior, and various interventions have successfully used
nudges to stimulate healthy choices in a workplace setting.
Motivational nudges can increase motivation for light PA by
conveying information on the benefits of walking through an
authority figure (eg, a doctor). Nudges can also enhance
motivation for PA by influencing the social environment related
to PA; for instance, by describing the social norms regarding
that behavior or through role models [27,28]. A systematic
review found that motivational sign nudges were effective in
promoting stair climbing in various settings, including the
workplace [29].

Other nudges can help promote the self-regulation of PA goals.
For instance, point-of-choice prompts are cues that function by
interrupting maladaptive habitual behaviors, such as prolonged
sitting, and by highlighting opportunities in the environment to
engage in alternative health-enhancing behaviors, such as
walking breaks. Point-of-choice prompts have been shown to
be effective in promoting stair climbing instead of escalator use
[30] and walking, thereby reducing SB in the workplace [31].
Workplace nudges typically involve modifications in the
physical environment, ranging from changes in the default
positions of desks to reduce sitting to the use of motivational
or point-of-choice prompt signs incorporating various BCTs to
promote walking. However, although nudges are increasingly
popular, partially because of their promising cost-effectiveness
[32], the effect sizes of nudging interventions tend to be modest
[33], and evidence for their effectiveness is still mixed [34,35].
One way to increase the effectiveness of nudges is innovation
in intervention delivery, for instance, by including nudges in
interactive digital apps [31,36] or by combining it with physical
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nudges in the work environment, an approach that has been
largely overlooked [37].

Gamification: Improving Digital Interventions to
Promote Health Behavior Change
Given the growing use of technology, digital apps are promising
avenues for delivering behavior change interventions. Digital
interventions provide an empirically supported, convenient, and
potentially more cost-effective alternative for reaching large
proportions of the public over long periods [38,39]. However,
digital interventions still depend on active user engagement to
promote behavior change, which is challenging to maintain.
Recently, gamification has emerged as a promising persuasive
strategy to increase users’ engagement, motivation, and social
interaction in digital behavior change interventions [40].
Gamification is an umbrella term that refers to the use of game
design elements in a nongaming context [41,42]. Gamified
digital intervention can flexibly implement a wide range of
BCTs, including nudges, such as educational strategies, social
support, social comparison, self-monitoring, goal setting,
rewards (eg, badges), and personalized feedback, all of which
have been associated with greater behavioral change [23,43,44].
Besides promoting self-regulation and motivation for the
initiation and maintenance of PA [38,45], gamification can
enhance social support and social comparison through
competition, cooperation, and salient visualization of others’
behavior (eg, leaderboards) [45,46]. Two recent studies found
that digital interventions with elements such as gamification,
social support, and social comparison increased light PA in
office workers and promoted adequate engagement and
adherence with the digital app [46,47].

Despite the promising potential of gamification, recent reviews
of gamified digital interventions have highlighted lack of
empirical studies comparing gamified digital interventions with
active controls (ie, nongamified digital interventions) [45,48].
Although multiple BCTs and nudges can be flexibly
incorporated in gamified digital interventions, the effectiveness
of such interventions could still be further enhanced through
complementary strategies that engage participants outside of
the virtual environment. For instance, physical nudges in the
workplace, such as motivational and point-of-choice prompts
sign nudges, are easy to implement and could serve as a
cost-effective way to improve maintenance of the initial
behavior change promoted through gamified digital
interventions. However, research is needed to explore whether
these types of physical nudges could complement and increase
the effectiveness of gamification to promote behavior change.

This Study: MoveMore
We conducted a cluster randomized controlled trial (RCT) to
evaluate the effects of MoveMore, a 10-week multicomponent
intervention, on the PA and SB of office workers. The
MoveMore intervention consisted of a 5-week gamification
phase that included a commercially available gamified digital
app incorporating several BCTs and nudges, such as social
support and social comparison, followed by a physical nudges
phase for the last 5 weeks, in which physical motivational and
point-of-choice prompt nudges were introduced in the
workplace. Intervention effects were compared with an active

control encompassing a basic version of the digital app. We
hypothesized that during the gamification phase, participants
in the intervention condition would increase their levels of
objectively measured light PA (ie, daily step count), compared
with the control. Similarly, we hypothesized that during the
gamification phase, we would observe increases in self-reported
light PA, increases in self-reported moderate-to-vigorous PA,
and reductions in SB in participants in the intervention condition
compared with the control. We expected that improvements
achieved during the gamification phase would be maintained
during the physical nudges phase and at a 1-month follow-up.

Methods

Study Design
To evaluate the effects of the MoveMore intervention, a 2-arm
cluster RCT was conducted at 2 office locations in the
municipality of Rotterdam, the second largest city in the
Netherlands. Each office location was randomly allocated to
either the control or the intervention condition to minimize
treatment contamination. The study protocol was approved by
the Ethics Review Committee of the Department of Psychology,
Education and Child Studies, Erasmus University Rotterdam
(application number 18-039). The study was registered in the
International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number
Register (ISRCTN 49129401). This study is conducted and
described according to the CONSORT-EHEALTH
(Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials of Electronic and
Mobile Health Applications and Online Telehealth) checklist
(Multimedia Appendix 1) [49].

Study Setting and Population
Participants were office workers (N=298) from 2 government
workplaces in the city center of Rotterdam (office locations A
and B). Office location A consisted of a tall office building,
with 44 floors accommodating city management and urban
development departments, whereas office B consisted of a wide
office building, with 5 floors accommodating social
development departments. In both locations, government
employees belonged to several different occupational groups,
including managers, administrative workers, and blue-collar
workers. In this field study, it was only possible to recruit
departments located in 2 office buildings in the municipality of
Rotterdam. Given the limited number of departments involved
in this study, our sample size was limited by the number of
employees in these departments who were willing and eligible
to participate in the research. Considering that the feasible
sample size of this field study was larger than that of multiple
other PA intervention trials in office workers with similar
methodologies [46,50,51], our feasible sample size was
considered sufficiently adequate to investigate the effects of
this intervention.

Eligibility Criteria
Given that several components of the intervention were in
Dutch, only individuals fluent in the Dutch language were
eligible to participate. Additional eligibility criteria included
working in a department that was not involved in another
PA-related intervention, access to a smartphone capable of
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running the required digital app, and provision of written
informed consent for participation.

Recruitment
Potential participants were invited via email and social media
and through their department team leaders to participate in a
study on PA in office workers. Once approximately 150 office
workers from each location responded, the invitation was closed.
In total, 125 office workers from location A were included in
the intervention arm, and 131 office workers from location B
were included in the control arm. Participants were enrolled in
October 2018 and were followed until February 2019.

Procedure
Participants were invited to attend an information session held
by a study representative from the municipality, during which
potential participants were screened for eligibility criteria, and

participants’baseline measurements and informed consent were
collected. Participants received written and verbal explanations
of the intervention requirements before providing their consent.
Subsequently, participants received a wrist-worn, triaxial
accelerometer device (Fitbit Flex) to monitor step count [52]
and were shown how to use it in combination with a digital app
installed on their mobile phones during the session. The app
was available for both iOS and Android operating system and
was accessible through a website. Participants authorized their
data to be captured for the study. Participants were told that the
digital app was intended to support them in becoming more
active and that they should use it throughout the day to help
them increase their PA. Participants received subsequent
questionnaires (Figure 1) via email during the interventions, at
5 weeks after baseline (T1), at 10 weeks after baseline (T2;
postintervention), and at 14 weeks after baseline (T3; follow-up).
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of participants throughout the study.

Figure 1. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) diagram displaying the flow of participants throughout the study.

Intervention and Control
Participants in the control location were given a basic version
of the app (Figure 2), whereas those in the location receiving
the MoveMore intervention were given the full version of the
digital app, which included additional features (Figure 3). Both
versions of the app were linked to the accelerometer and
provided users with a default daily step count goal. Participants
were instructed on how to monitor their own daily step count

and how to set more challenging daily step goals for themselves
(Figure 2). The basic features available in both apps also
included weekly personalized feedback to participants via email.
In the first 5 weeks of the MoveMore intervention condition
(ie, gamification phase), office workers were invited to
participate in PA challenges through the digital app, which
incorporated elements of gamification and social support and
social comparison features. After the gamification phase,
physical nudges were introduced to the workplace of participants
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in the MoveMore intervention for another 5 weeks (ie, physical
nudges phase). As one of this study’s aims is to investigate
whether physical nudges could promote maintenance of
improvements in light PA achieved through the gamification
phase, the order of the different study phases was not

randomized. An overview of the study and intervention design
is shown in Figure 4. The exact BCTs used in the MoveMore
intervention and in the active control are described in the
subsequent sections and in Table 1 according to the BCT version
1 taxonomy developed by Michie et al [53].

Figure 2. Screenshots of pages available in the basic version of the app used as active control.

Figure 3. Screenshots of the additional features encompassed in the challenges offered to participants in the MoveMore intervention through the full
gamified app.
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Figure 4. Illustration of study and intervention design. T0 to T3 represent the measuring moments.

Table 1. Behavioral change techniques used in the gamified digital app and the physical nudges (MoveMore intervention) or in the basic digital app
(control).

Control; basic digital appMoveMore interventionBehavioral components

Physical nudgesGamified digital app

✓N/Ab✓aSelf-monitoring (ie, accelerometer)

✓✓✓Information about health consequences

✓✓✓Information about emotional consequences

✓N/A✓Self-monitoring

✓N/A✓Goal setting (behavior)

✓N/A✓Discrepancy between current behavior and goal

✓N/A✓Personalized feedback on individual progress

N/AN/A✓Personalized feedback on team progress

N/AN/A✓Graded tasks

N/AN/A✓Reward (outcome)

N/AN/A✓Social support

N/AN/A✓Restructuring of the social environment

N/A✓✓Social comparison

✓✓✓Prompts and cues

N/A✓N/APresent information from a credible source in favor of the desired behavior

aBehavior change techniques applied through the gamified digital app, physical nudges, or basic digital app.
bN/A: not applicable.

Control Condition
The basic app used in the control condition allowed participants
to self-monitor and to set their own daily step goal (Figure 2).
The basic app gave participants a default daily step goal of
10,000 steps, which remained the same throughout the study.
The basic app also provided participants with weekly
personalized feedback on their step count progress via email
(Multimedia Appendix 2). This basic app served as an active
control because it allowed for an objective assessment of light
PA, and its components (ie, self-monitoring, goal setting, and
personalized feedback) are effective in promoting PA [54]. The

same features provided in the basic apps were available to
participants in the MoveMore intervention using the full version
of the digital app. The gamified challenges provided to those
in the MoveMore intervention were disabled in the basic app
provided to those in the control condition (Figure 2).

Gamification Phase
In addition to the features included in the basic digital app, the
full digital app allowed participants in the MoveMore
intervention to participate in team walking challenges (Figure
3). During the first 5 weeks, office workers were invited to
participate in 2 challenges, each lasting 2 weeks, with 1 week
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in between them. To increase participants’ light PA, the
challenges incorporated elements of gamification and several
BCTs to promote motivation and self-regulation for walking.
During the challenge, participants in the MoveMore intervention
were allocated to different teams (20-30 subjects), according to
the department they worked in. The challenges consisted of a
virtual walking tour (eg, a roundtrip across Rotterdam)
representing a large goal that participants could achieve by
attaining their daily goal for 2 weeks. In addition to progressing
toward their daily step goals, participants’daily steps contributed
toward their team step goal (ie, set as the number of participants
in the team multiplied by their default daily step goal). A
leaderboard served to enhance intrateam cooperation and
individual accountability while promoting competition between
teams (Figure 4). To enhance team identity and motivation,
each team was allocated as a representative of a different charity.
By earning points and climbing the leaderboard ranks, teams
could win gradually bigger prizes for their charity, sponsored
by the municipality. The first team earned €100 (US $120), the
second team earned €90 (US $108), and so on, with the sixth
and last team earning €50 (US $60). These components (ie,
teams, leaderboards, and charity representations) were included
to restructure the social environment regarding PA, thereby
promoting social support and social comparison for walking in
the workplace.

In addition to changes in social factors, the game elements of
the app were also supposed to motivate participants to walk
while increasing their ability to self-regulate their behavior.
Similarly, in a game, the challenges started easy and became
increasingly more difficult (ie, graded task) to enhance
self-efficacy and, therefore, motivation for PA. The default goal
for the first challenge was set at 8500 steps, which is easier than
the default goal used in the basic version of the app provided
to those in the control (ie, 10,000 steps), whereas for the second
challenge, participants in the MoveMore intervention were
encouraged to reach this more difficult default goal of 10,000
daily steps. Participants could also set more challenging daily
step goals. The app rewarded participants with virtual awards
for certain individual- (eg, “Daily step goal achieved!”) and
team-based achievements (eg, “Your team completed a
challenge!”). On the website, participants could access detailed
information on their achievements and on their progress with
the team challenge, which was illustrated by their virtual avatars
crossing the virtual tour scenarios (Figure 3). To promote
self-regulation during the challenges, in addition to the weekly
feedback on their personal step goals that is provided by the
basic digital app, participants in the MoveMore intervention
received biweekly newsletters during the challenges via email
with updates on the competition and their team’s progress
(Multimedia Appendix 2).

Physical Nudges
After the gamification phase, physical nudges were introduced
in the office workspace of participants in the intervention
condition for 5 weeks to promote maintenance of behavior
change. These nudges consisted of table signs aiming to (1)
further motivate participants to engage in PA and reduce SB
and (2) remind participants of the opportunities for PA in their
work environment and routine. To achieve the former,

motivational nudges incorporating several different behavioral
insights were implemented. For example, 2 table sign posters
portrayed an interaction between the office physician and an
employee and presented the following messages from the
physician: “walking breaks are healthy and increase work
productivity!” or “My advice: Stand up every half an hour and
move a little!” Another type of motivational nudge used social
comparison to increase motivation for PA, with the following
message: “Half of your colleagues try to move at least 10000
steps per day. What about you?” Motivational nudges were
placed in visible locations (eg, on top of tables and eye-level
closets) in office spaces and open areas of the intervention
location. Complementarily, another type of nudge, namely,
point-of-choice prompts, reminded participants of their PA
goals, highlighting opportunities for PA in a timely manner and
prompting cognitive and behavioral rehearsal. For instance, 2
point-of-choice prompt nudges were placed in the coffee and
lunch areas of the workspace with the messages “Grabbing a
drink? Perfect moment to be healthy and go for a walking
break!” and “Lunch time? Perfect moment to move!” The
messages reported have been translated from Dutch (Multimedia
Appendix 3). The office workers participating in the intervention
were spread across 22 floors. Approximately 5 table sign nudges,
including at least one point-of-choice prompt, were placed on
every floor in which participants of the intervention worked,
for a total of over 110 nudges spread throughout the office
building.

Measures

Demographics and Other Variables
The demographic information collected during baseline included
participants’ age, gender, weight, length, BMI (ie, calculated
from self-reported length and weight), nationality, migrant
background (ie, parental nationality), highest educational
attainment, occupation in the municipality, weekly number of
working days, and working hours.

Primary Outcome Measure
The primary outcome measure of walking behavior was the
number of daily steps objectively measured using Fitbit Flex
accelerometers (objective light PA). Previous studies have
determined that the Fitbit Flex accelerometer has acceptable
reliability and validity for step count measurements [52].

Secondary Outcome Measures
Secondary outcome measures included self-report measures of
work time light PA, moderate-to-vigorous PA, and SB. SB at
work was assessed using 2-item self-report measures of
workplace sitting time and breaks in the sitting time. The
self-report measures for assessing the duration of SB (Pearson
r=0.44, 95% CI 0.24-0.60) and the frequency of breaks from
sitting (Spearman r=0.26, 95% CI 0.11-0.44) were positively
correlated with accelerometer measurements in a sample of desk
workers [55]. The item on frequency of breaks, “During a typical
work day how many breaks from sitting (such as standing up,
or stretching or taking a short walk) during one hour of sitting
would you take at work?,” and the item on duration of SB at
work, “Please estimate the total time during the last week that
you spent sitting down as part of your job while at work or
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working from home,” were translated into Dutch and assessed
for face validity. In our sample, the intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICCs) for different measurements of SB duration
and SB break frequency during work were 0.44 and 0.60,
respectively, indicating poor to moderate test-retest reliability.
To assess the intensity and levels of PA in various settings (ie,
at work, at home, during active transport), the validated Dutch
version of the Short Questionnaire for Assessing Health
enhancing physical activity (SQUASH) was used [56,57]. The
test-retest reliability of the SQUASH items was poor for
assessing hours per week spent in light PA (ICC=0.35) and
moderate for items assessing moderate-to-vigorous PA at work
(ICC=0.60) and number of days or weeks engaging in at least
30 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous PA (ICC=0.55). Thus, the
suboptimal test-retest reliability of some of our self-report
measures may have hindered the assessment of intervention
effects on secondary outcomes.

Data Management, Monitoring, and Safety
Except for the baseline, questionnaires were all administered
electronically using the web survey platform Qualtrics [58].
Fitbit Flex accelerometer data were obtained through the
company responsible for the gamified digital intervention [59]
via the Fitbit app and were downloaded at the completion of
the follow-up period. Data were exported into R statistical
software version 3.5.2 and analyzed using the R package lmer
[60]. Hardcopy consent forms were stored in locked filing
cabinets, and electronic data were stored on password-protected
drives accessible by study investigators.

Data Analysis
In this study, following a period of 2 weeks of baseline
measurement, participants’ daily number of steps (ie, primary
outcome) was measured continuously for 14 consecutive weeks,
resulting in a hierarchical data structure. Daily step count
observations (level 1) were nested within participants (level 2),
who, in turn, were nested within the departments (level 3).
Recent statistical studies simulating variance in longitudinal
data have shown that misspecification of the number of levels
can lead to biased findings [61]. Therefore, we used a mixed
effects model to account for the nested hierarchical structure of
the data by including random intercepts for the different levels
when the variance at that level was significantly different from
zero [62]. As recommended by Haan-Rietdijk et al [61], we
used autoregressive models (in combination with Akaike
Information Criteria scores) to assess the variance at different
levels and determine the levels needed to be included in the
model. Given that the variance at the department level was not

significant (χ2
1=0; P=.99), models were only adjusted for the

clustering of observations within participants (ie, level 2;

χ2
1=4934.5; P<.001). As we were interested in comparing daily

step counts during the different study phases (ie, gamification,
physical nudges, and follow-up) with baseline and in
investigating potential interactions between intervention
conditions and different phases, the study phase was not
considered a level but rather included as a predictor in our
models.

Considering that multilevel models can handle data missing at
random, no missing data imputation was performed, and
partially completed records were included in the model to avoid
biases associated with a completer-only analysis [63]. In the
primary analysis, the first 5 days of data were ignored when
estimating the baseline step count to diminish the potential
upward bias from estimating higher activity during initial
accelerometer use. Observations with less than 1000 steps and
more than 60,000 steps were considered missing because
evidence indicates that these values are unlikely to represent
actual activity [64-66]. Such observations were considered either
extreme outliers or the result of forgetting to wear the
accelerometer.

To assess the interaction between intervention condition and
time and study phases, a repeated measures mixed effects model
was employed following the intention-to-treat principles. Models
were initially fit with a random intercept for participants, fixed
effects of time, study phase (ie, baseline, gamification, nudging,
and follow-up), and covariates. When the relationship between
our outcome variable and time was quadratic or cubic, quadratic
and cubic parameters of time were included in the model as
fixed effects. To avoid convergence issues in the primary
analysis, time was rescaled to represent 2-week intervals.
Covariates initially included in the model were age, sex, parental
nationality, work occupation, number of weekly working hours,
education, and BMI (ie, calculated from self-reported weight
and length). Covariates that were not significant predictors of
outcome variables were excluded from the model. Next, the
level 2 variable intervention condition (ie, intervention vs
control) was included as a fixed effect. Random slopes of the
study phase and time per participant were added to the model.
When the random slope of the study phase per participant was
significant, a 2-way cross-level interaction between the study
phase and the intervention condition was included in the final
model to investigate the effects of the intervention during each
phase. In addition, in an exploratory analysis, we investigated
whether intervention effects were influenced by individual
differences by examining interactions between intervention
effects and relevant covariates. The model used in the primary
analysis was refit using secondary outcome measures: (1) the
mean number of hours spent in light PA and
moderate-to-vigorous PA during work and the number of days
engaging in sufficient amount of moderate-to-vigorous PA, as
assessed by the SQUASH questionnaire, and (2) 2 self-reported
items assessing SB: the average number of sitting breaks taken
per hour during work and the mean daily sitting time during
work.

Results

Demographic Statistics
Table 2 presents baseline descriptive statistics of the study
sample per intervention condition. Relative to the control
condition, the intervention condition had a significantly higher
proportion of male participants and participants of lower
educational backgrounds. In addition, participants in the
intervention condition weighted significantly more and had
significantly higher BMI than participants in the control
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condition. Participants in the intervention group also logged a
lower number of daily steps at baseline, although this difference

did not reach statistical significance.

Table 2. Sociodemographic and behavioral characteristics of participants at baseline.

P valueControl (n=116)Intervention (n=118)Variable

Behavioral characteristics

.2210,403 (4191.6)10,138 (4643.5)Number of daily steps, mean (SD)

.205.4 (1.0)5.1 (2.0)Meeting physical activity guidelines (days per week)a, mean (SD)

.4529.2 (10.2)30.1 (9.5)Hour sitting per weekb, mean (SD)

.491.9 (1.3)1.8 (1.2)Breaks per hourb, mean (SD)

Demographic characteristics

.2545.9 (10.2)47.5 (9.6)Age (years), mean (SD)

.02 c83 (72.8)63 (55.3)Gender (female), n (%)

.00375.7 (13.9)82 (17.8)Weight (kg), mean (SD)

.0425.6 (4.5)26.9 (5.0)BMId, mean (SD)

.57104 (92.0)101 (89.4)Nationality (Dutch), n (%)

.6389 (78.1)88 (77.9)Parental nationality (Dutch), n (%)

.00599 (86.1)78 (69.6)Education (higher education), n (%)

.99110 (96.5)105 (97.2)Work position (highly skilled)e, n (%)

.164.3 (0.5)4.4 (0.6)Number of weekly working days, mean (SD)

aMeeting daily physical activity guidelines was defined as self-reported engagement in at least 30 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity
per day.
bThe number of hours sitting per week and the number of sitting breaks per hour refer specifically to sedentary behavior during work time.
cItalics indicates statistical significance (P<.05).
dCalculated from self-reported height and weight.
eNonmanual labor occupations, such as managers and administrative positions, were coded as highly skilled.

Primary Analysis: Daily Step Count
After controlling for relevant covariates and subject-specific
differences, our mixed effects model investigated the effects of
the intervention condition, time, study phase, and the interaction
between study phase and intervention condition on the
objectively measured step count of participants. The step count
data included in the model were recorded for 109 days from
baseline to follow-up. Participants, on average, wore their
accelerometers and recorded at least 1000 daily steps for
approximately 75 (68.8%; SD 27.8) days throughout the study.
During the gamification phase, step data that were missing or
had values less than 1000 steps per day represented 13.5%
(473/3492) of observations for the control arm and 11.4%
(445/3888) for the intervention arm. During the follow-up
period, these percentages increased to 39.6% (1154/2910) in
the control arm and 59.6% (1932/3240) in the intervention arm,
indicating substantial missing data in our sample during the
later study phases.

The mean number of daily steps of participants in each condition
across the study phases is shown in Table 3 and Figure 5. The
first repeated measures mixed model analysis (model 1; Table
3) included the effects of relevant covariates, study phase, time,
intervention, and random slopes of time and study phase per
participant. Model 1 revealed that the daily number of steps
was negatively associated with BMI (B=−178.03; SE 38.94;
t168.61=−4.57; P<.001) and positively associated with age
(B=35.85; SE 18.89; t172.50=1.90; P=.06) in two-tailed t tests.
These 2 predictors explained 12.6% of the variance at the

participant level (R2=0.126), with larger BMI and younger age
being associated with lower daily step counts overall. The fixed
effects of gender, work occupation, number of working hours,
education, and nationality (both individual and parental) were
removed from the model, as they were not significantly related
to step count.
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Table 3. Means of primary and secondary outcome variables across study phases.

Follow-up (interven-
tion: n=44; control:
n=66)

Physical nudges (inter-
vention: n=38; control:
n=72)

Gamification (interven-
tion: n=35; control:
n=44)

Baseline (intervention:
n=130; control: n=116)

Variable

Intervention location, mean (SD)

10,481.1 (5035.9)9873.5 (5020.8)10,901.8 (5068.3)10,138.3 (4643.5)Number of daily stepsa

5.6 (1.7)5.8 (1.4)5.8 (1.6)5.2 (2.0)Meeting PAb guidelinesc

20.7 (14.3)22.7 (14.4)28.4 (12.2)26.1 (13.9)Hours in light PA

0.71 (2.24)0.08 (0.41)0.05 (0.23)0.35 (2.2)Hours in moderate-to-vigorous PA

30.0 (6.8)30.4 (9.8)32.6 (10.6)30.9 (10.7)Hours sitting per weekd

1.4 (0.7)1.6 (0.9)1.5 (0.8)1.7 (1.2)Number of breaks per hourd

Control location, mean (SD)

10,279.3 (4387.8)10,138.5 (4820.7)10,618.6 (4377.3)10,403.0 (4191.6)Number of daily stepsa

5.7 (1.7)5.8 (1.6)5.7 (1.6)5.4 (1.9)Meeting PA guidelines (days per week)c

24.7 (13.25)23.1 (14.3)23.2 (14.1)26.4 (13.1)Hours in light PA

0.73 (2.66)0.17 (0.81)0.22 (0.71)0.16 (0.75)Hours in moderate-to-vigorous PA

29.9 (10.7)31.6 (10.7)28.9 (8.2)29.1 (10.2)Hours sitting per weekd

1.6 (0.8)1.6 (0.8)1.6 (1.0)2.0 (1.3)Number of breaks per hourd

aThe sample size shown refers to questionnaire assessments and does not apply to the number of daily steps measured using accelerometers. In total,
234 participants completed the accelerometer measurements, and on average, the accelerometer was worn on 68.8% of the days.
bPA: physical activity.
cMeeting daily physical activity guidelines was defined as self-reported engagement in at least 30 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity
per day.
dThe number of hours sitting per week and number of sitting breaks per hour refers specifically to sedentary behavior during work time.

Figure 5. Unadjusted differences in average daily step counts between intervention and control conditions across study phases.

Given the initial novelty of the gamification and physical nudges
phase, which potentially wears off toward the end of each phase,

it is plausible that daily step counts oscillated significantly
within each study phase. In support of this interpretation, our
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analysis revealed that linear, quadratic, and cubic effects of time
were significant, suggesting that changes in step count within
a study phase oscillated across time. Within-subject variability
was partially modeled by the fixed effects of time and study
phase, whereas the remaining unexplained variance was
accounted for by the level 1 error term εij. Model 1 revealed
significant effects of the study phases on step count; however,

the main effect of the intervention condition was not significant
(model 1; Table 4). These effects of study phases reflect that,
after controlling for the effects of time and other covariates,
participants from both groups increased their number of daily
steps during the novel gamification phase and decreased their
number of daily steps during the nudging and follow-up phases,
compared with baseline.

Table 4. Results of models with and without cross-level interactions predicting number of daily steps.

Model 2bModel 1aParameter

P valueEstimate (SE)P valueEstimate (SE)

N/A14,063.9 (1240.4)N/Ac14,003.0 (1233.7)Intercept

<.001−177.1 (39.02)<.001 e−178.0 (38.9)BMId

.0636.0 (18.92).0635.9 (18.9)Age

<.001−1259.60 (307.95)<.001−1261.9 (308.0)Timef

<.001332.4 (81.36)<.001332.5 (81.4)Timeg

<.001−21.2 (6.08)<.001−21.2 (6.1)Timeh

.03541.9 (241.7)<.001856.9 (211.4)Gamification

.04−751.5 (359.0).04−690.9 (326.6)Nudging

<.001−1520.2 (441.2)<.001−1475.3 (406.7)Follow-up

.59−222.3 (416.4).97−16.0 (374.8)Intervention

.005634.0 (244.8)N/AN/AIntervention × gamification

.7698.2 (325.5)N/AN/AIntervention × nudging

.8953.49 (381.7)N/AN/AIntervention × follow-up

aModel 1: γij=β0j + β1BMIj + β2Agej + β3Timeij + β4Timeij
2 + β5Timeij

3 + β6Gamificationij + β7Nudgingij + β8Follow-upij + β9Interventionj + εij+
μij. Model 1 (Akaike Information Criteria: 269682) refers to the model without cross-level interactions between the intervention and study phases.
bModel 2: γij=β0j + β1BMIj + β2Agej + β3Timeij + β4Timeij

2 + β5Timeij
3 + β6Gamificationij + β7Nudgingij + β8Follow-upij + β9Interventionj +

β10InterventionjGamificationij + β11InterventionjNudgingij + β12InterventionjFollow-upij + εij + μ0j+ μ1j Gamificationij + μ2j Nudgingij + μ3j Follow-upij.
Model 2 (Akaike Information Criteria: 269679) refers to the model with cross-level interactions between the intervention and study phases. Model 2

significantly improved the model fit (χ2
3=8.6; P=.04).

cN/A: not applicable.
dCalculated from self-reported height and weight.
eItalics indicates statistical significance (P<.05).
fTime is rescaled to represent 2-week intervals.
gRepresents the quadratic function of time.
hRepresents the cubic function of time.

The changes in daily step count across study phases and time
were different between participants, as evidenced by the
significant random slopes of the study phase and time per
participant detected in model 1. Adding cross-level interactions
between the study phase and intervention phase (model 2; Table
4) significantly improved the model fit, indicating that
differences between participants in changes in daily step counts
across study phases could be explained by intervention effects.
Findings from model 2 suggest that differences between
participants in changes in daily steps are partially explained by
significantly greater increases in daily steps during the
gamification phase for participants in the intervention condition
than in the control. This was evidenced by a significant
interaction between the intervention condition and gamification

phase (B=634.00; SE 244.81; t167.52=2.59; P=.005) in a
one-sided test, which explained 20.3% of the variance between
participants in changes during the gamification phase

(R2=0.203). There were no differences in changes in daily steps
between participants in the intervention and control conditions
during the nudging phase (B=98.23; SE 325.52; t163.28=0.30;
P=.76) or follow-up (B=53.49; SE 381.67; t143.61=0.14; P=.89)
in a two-tailed test. Exploratory analysis showed that differences
in changes in daily steps between participants could not be
explained by individual differences, such as BMI, education,
or gender. In essence, our findings indicate that the gamification
phase of our intervention was effective in increasing the daily
step count of office workers, compared with an active control.
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However, improvements were not maintained during the
physical nudges or during the follow-up phase.

Secondary Analysis: Self-Reported PA and SB
The sample size and mean values for the secondary
measurements at each assessment point are listed in Table 3.
Model 1 used in the primary analysis was refitted using
secondary outcome measures. Higher BMI was associated with
less time spent in SB (B=−0.21; SE 0.07; t115.66=−2.96; P=.003)
in a two-tailed test; however, no association was found between
the intervention condition or study phase and the time spent in
SB. The two-tailed tests revealed that participants in the
intervention condition took fewer breaks from sitting than those
in the control (B=−0.22; SE 0.11; t229.12=−2.00; P=.046), and
participants in both conditions took fewer breaks during
follow-up compared with baseline (B=−0.34; SE 0.11;
t363.08=−3.01; P=.003). The two-tailed tests also showed that
there was no effect of the intervention on hours spent in light
PA in the workplace while controlling for parental nationality
and age; however, overall, participants engaged in less light PA
at the end of the nudging phase (B=−4.39; SE 1.45; t333.73=−3.03;
P=.002) and at follow-up (B=−3.47; SE 1.40; t333.98=−2.48;
P=.01), compared with baseline. After controlling for BMI,
there was no main effect of the intervention for self-reported
engagement (hours and days) in moderate-to-vigorous PA (ie,
150 minutes per week). However, a two-tailed test revealed a
significant effect of study phase, with participants engaging in
more hours of moderate-to-vigorous PA (B=0.55; SE 0.19;
t178.83=2.82; P=.005) and more days with sufficient
moderate-to-vigorous PA (B=0.33; SE 0.16; t304.05=2.14; P=.03)
during follow-up, compared with baseline. Owing to low
response rates for web-based questionnaires, it was not possible
to refit model 2 with secondary outcomes to examine
interactions between the intervention and study phases.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study tested the effects of MoveMore, a multicomponent
intervention designed to promote walking behavior (ie, light
PA) and reduce SB in office workers. The MoveMore
intervention consisted of an initial 5-week gamification phase
encompassing a gamified digital app with social support
features, followed by a 5-week physical nudges phase, including
motivational and point-of-choice prompt nudges. By offering
the gamification and physical nudges components separately,
we could gain insights into their independent effects and explore
whether physical nudges could promote maintenance of behavior
change achieved during the gamification phase.

In line with our main hypothesis, significant increases in daily
step counts were observed for participants in the intervention
condition during the gamification phase compared with
participants in the control group. However, contrary to our
expectations, improvements in the daily step count for
participants in the MoveMore intervention were not maintained
during the physical nudges phase or at follow-up. We also
hypothesized that similar improvements in secondary outcomes
would be observed during the gamification phase for participants

in the intervention. Although questionnaires administered
in-person at baseline yielded high response rates, we could not
investigate differences between intervention and control in
changes of secondary outcome measures because of the low
response rate in subsequent assessments via email. Nonetheless,
overall, participants reported higher engagement in
moderate-to-vigorous PA during work at follow-up compared
with baseline. Unexpectedly, participants in both conditions
reported engaging in less light PA during the physical nudges
and follow-up phases than at baseline. Participants in the
MoveMore intervention reported taking fewer breaks from
sitting than those in the control, and participants in both groups
reported taking fewer breaks during later study phases relative
to baseline. However, given the poor reliability of the self-report
measures in our sample, the validity and generalizability of
these findings are limited. Future studies could address these
limitations by using more sophisticated accelerometers that
measure SB and by using more frequent and less
time-consuming measurements that can be integrated in digital
apps, such as ecological momentary assessments.

Nevertheless, our main findings suggest that adding gamification
components with social support and social comparison features
to a digital intervention seems to be an effective strategy for
promoting PA in office workers, as evidenced by a significant
interaction detected between the gamification phase and
intervention condition. Exploratory analysis revealed that
intervention effects were not influenced by individual
differences, for example, BMI, education, or gender. The
short-term effects of the gamification phase on step count were
modest (ie, 763.5 increase in average number of daily steps for
the participants in the intervention condition compared with
215.6 increase for those in the control) but comparable with
previous RCTs evaluating this type of gamified digital
intervention [46,67]. Similarly, these studies observed small
but clinically significant effects on PA and/or SB. However,
systematic reviews of pedometer-based interventions have found
that these interventions typically increase PA by approximately
2000 steps per day [68]. Although the gamification phase of
the MoveMore intervention resulted in considerable increases
in step count, considering the increases reported in other RCTs
assessing similar gamified interventions [46,69], these effects
may seem underwhelming.

Several factors may explain the smaller effect sizes reported in
this study, such as high daily step counts at baseline. Most
similar intervention studies recruited inactive adults moving
approximately 7000-7500 steps, which is far below the fairly
disputed yet often recommended guideline of 10,000 steps per
day [46,69,70]. Consequently, larger increases in step counts
(ie, approximately 2000 steps) may have been observed in these
samples precisely because low levels of PA at baseline allowed
for and motivated participants to achieve greater improvements
during the intervention period. Comparably, participants in this
study walked on average 10,270 steps per day at baseline.
Although increasing one’s daily number of steps beyond the
recommended guidelines is still beneficial [71], high rates of
functioning at baseline may have hindered motivation and
limited how many participants in our sample could improve (ie,
ceiling effect). Given this ceiling effect, it is comprehensible
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that increases in the step count of the highly active participants
in our sample are lower and more difficult to maintain than
those of interventions with inactive participants. Meta-analysis
of PA interventions with healthy adults reported that studies
with active adults reported lower effect sizes than those with
sedentary adults [72]. Given that our sample was already highly
active at baseline, the significant improvements in step count
observed in participants in the intervention location during the
gamification phase highlight the potential of gamified digital
interventions to promote light PA.

In addition to the high rate of functioning at baseline, several
other factors may partially explain our findings. For example,
the use of an active control. Most studies exploring the effects
of gamified digital interventions for PA and SB use either
nonintervention controls [73] or self-monitoring controls
[46,74]. To our knowledge, only a few studies investigating
similar gamified digital interventions have used active controls
with self-monitoring, goal setting, and personalized feedback
[69]. In this study, implementing an active control allowed us
to make stronger causal inferences about the effects of
gamification and social support features on PA and SB.
However, it is well established that the combination of
self-monitoring and goal setting alone leads to the initiation of
behavior change [54,71]. A meta-analysis of worksite PA
interventions found that studies implementing active controls
unsurprisingly reported lower effect sizes than those with no
intervention controls [75]; thus, the use of active rather than no
intervention control is another possible explanation for the
relatively smaller effect sizes detected in this study. Another
factor that may have influenced our results was the short
duration of the gamification phase (5 weeks). A systematic
review suggests that PA interventions with longer durations (ie,
>24 weeks) are more likely to promote the maintenance of
behavior change [76]. Thus, although behavior change was
initiated during the gamification phase, 5 weeks may have been
too short to form the habit of walking. Due to operational
constraints, it was not possible to offer the gamification phase
for longer durations in this study; however, future research
should explore the effects of gamified digital interventions for
longer durations to help establish habit formation.

We anticipated that physical nudges in the workplace could
promote the maintenance of the behavior change achieved
during the gamification phase. When designing the social norms
nudges and point-of-choice prompts, fellow office workers from
the intervention location served as role models, which could
act as motivators and goal reinforcement [22,77]. Studies have
found that combining motivational and point-of-choice prompt
nudges was more effective than a control or either strategy alone
in increasing stair climbing behavior [78]. However, in this
study, combining motivational nudges based on social norms
and authority with point-of-choice prompts for walking behavior
resulted neither in increases in step count nor in maintenance
of improvements achieved through the gamified digital
intervention.

A possible explanation for these results may be the differences
between the 2 locations. The effectiveness of certain BCTs,
particularly nudges, is largely influenced by the context of
implementation [33]. The 2 offices randomly allocated to the

intervention and control groups differed considerably in terms
of location and design. The control location was a wide building
located in the city center, with large floor spaces and easy access
to stairs and outside areas. Conversely, the intervention location
was a tall building, with less surface area per floor and difficult
access to outside areas. Participants in the control location had
more space to walk indoors, whereas participants in the
intervention location worked on multiple floors and may instead
have had more opportunities to climb the stairs. Owing to
operational constraints, no nudges for stair use could be
implemented. Furthermore, weather conditions worsened (ie,
lower temperature and more precipitation) throughout the course
of the study, which may have discouraged participants from
walking outside, maximizing the influence of the physical
differences between the 2 locations. In addition, because of the
collaborative nature of the study, the nudges used the colors
and logos of the municipality of Rotterdam, which are used in
other promotional materials found throughout the offices. This
may have hindered the attractiveness of the nudges because
they easily blended with other unrelated promotional materials.

The ineffectiveness of the nudges may also stem from the
possibility that the physical nudges in the workplace in the form
of table signs were not sufficiently engaging and motivating,
especially when compared with the gamified digital intervention
encompassing several BCTs. These findings, however, add
support to the emerging evidence indicating that multicomponent
interventions incorporating several nudges and BCTs, such as
the gamified digital intervention used, are more effective at
changing complex behaviors such as PA than interventions
relying on only one or a few BCTs, such as the physical nudges
used [23]. Most importantly, our findings suggest that
gamification can be a useful complementary tool that can be
flexibly incorporated to improve intervention effectiveness.

Strengths and Limitations
Given that reviews of gamified interventions have called for
stronger empirical evaluations isolating the impacts of
gamification [45], we consider the presence of an active control
one of the strengths of this study. This study is the first to
combine a gamified digital intervention with physical nudges
to promote behavior change. An advantage of this study’s design
was the possibility to gain insight into the effects of gamification
and physical nudges on initiation and maintenance of behavior
change, respectively, although lack of randomization of the
order of these components and order effects were the possible
drawbacks. The use of objective measurements (ie,
accelerometers) was another strength of this study, as
self-reported measures of PA are often biased compared with
objective measures, leading to false-positive findings [79]. In
addition, the MoveMore intervention was implemented in the
actual working environment of a large sample of Dutch office
workers rather than in a controlled setting, which adds to the
ecological and internal validity of our findings. As teams for
the gamified challenges were formed according to office
departments, a collective motivation for winning may have
played a role. However, research has found that gamification
is also effective in fostering motivation and promoting PA in
adults when applied in individual settings [80]. Our findings,
on the other hand, suggest that combining gamification with
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changes in the social environment that promote social support
and social comparison can effectively increase walking in office
workers. As shown in a few previous studies, leveraging existing
social structures through gamification by, for instance, allocating
departments to different teams and stimulating cooperation and
competition seems to be an effective strategy for promoting
motivation and self-regulation for PA [46,47,81]. Although we
recognize that the effects of gamification and social elements
of the intervention could not be disentangled, the primary aim
of this study is to design an effective intervention rather than
isolating these effects.

Nevertheless, this study had several limitations inherent to field
experiments, such as the inability to control for extraneous
variables and operational constraints with regard to the physical
nudges and the time frame of the study phases. Despite the large
sample size, given that only 2 worksites were randomized to
intervention or control, the limited number of clusters hindered
the effectiveness of randomization and comparability between
groups. Although we controlled for baseline differences between
groups, differences between locations were possible
confounders. However, given that the physical attributes of the
control location facilitated PA, whereas the attributes of the
intervention location hindered PA, it is highly unlikely that
increases in step count of participants in the intervention location
during the gamification phase can be attributed to physical
differences between locations. Due to financial constraints, we
could not opt for accelerometers that objectively measured SB.
We relied on self-report measures of SB, which had poor
reliability in our sample and have been shown to underestimate
SB in adults [82,83], possibly explaining why the hypothesized
intervention effects on SB were not observed even though they
were supported by accelerometer step count data.

With regard to our statistical analysis, although we justified the
quadratic and cubic effects of time in our model, we recognize
that these higher-order effects are less stable and may be specific
to our sample. In addition, dropout during physical nudges and
follow-up phases resulted in a considerable amount of missing
data, which hindered the assessment and interpretation of
intervention effects during those phases. This dropout could
simply be a result of timing, as physical nudges and follow-up
phases occurred during the holiday season (ie, from December
to February). Another possible explanation is that, as research
has suggested, although gamification could be effective in
enhancing engagement in the short term, users’ motivations are
unlikely to be sustained in the long term [48]. Another likely
explanation for the high dropout rate in subsequent phases is
that, as participants knew that the challenges were only available
for a limited time, the gamification phase created a limited-time
interest in the intervention, which then diminished once the
gamified challenges ended. Owing to privacy agreements, it
was not possible to collect data on user experience, functionality,
and engagement with the app, which is a limitation of this study.
Future research should investigate the long-term effects of
gamified interventions while measuring user experience,

engagement, and other possible mediators of intervention
effectiveness.

Although our findings support the effectiveness of integrating
gamification and social support features in digital interventions
to promote light PA in active office workers, further research
is needed to confirm the generalizability of our findings in more
at-risk populations, such as inactive adults and adolescents from
disadvantaged backgrounds. Given the unexpected effects of
physical nudges, future studies should carefully consider the
design and context of nudges. Nudges have gained attention
because they are cost-effective in influencing people’s behavior
momentarily. However, further research is needed to explore
how physical nudges can be more effectively combined with
other interventions to promote the maintenance of complex
behaviors, such as PA, in the short and long term. For example,
offering gamified digital interventions and physical nudges
simultaneously, rather than sequentially, may increase the
intervention effectiveness. Research on gamification and
nudging is still in its infancy. Future research with gamified
digital interventions should continue innovating with the design
of digital interventions by, for instance, testing different forms
of social support and gamification components. Finally, future
research on digital interventions should investigate
complementary strategies to promote long-term maintenance
of behavioral change, such as increasing engagement by tailoring
the interventions to the participants’ needs or using guided
approaches in incorporating personal coaches or peer support.

Conclusions
Compared with an active control consisting of a digital app,
including self-monitoring and goal setting, a gamified social
support–based digital intervention was effective at promoting
light PA (ie, objectively measured number of daily steps) in a
sample of active office workers. Given the high prevalence of
sedentary lifestyles and the associated health problems, both of
which are costly to health care systems, even small
improvements in light PA can have considerable effects at the
population level. This study was one of the first to compare the
effects of gamification with an active control and to test its
effects on PA and SB of office workers. Our findings
demonstrate that gamification can effectively complement the
BCTs (eg, social support and social comparison) and nudges
used in digital interventions to promote clinically significant
improvements in PA, even beyond the recommended guidelines
of 10,000 steps. Although more research is needed to establish
its long-term effectiveness, policy makers should explore the
use of gamified digital interventions with social support features
as a promising strategy to promote behavior change and improve
the health of the population. Physical nudges in the workplace
were insufficient to promote the maintenance of behavior
changes achieved during the gamification phase. Further
research should explore how gamified digital interventions can
be better leveraged to promote long-term behavior change, for
instance, by investigating how to optimally tailor digital
interventions to users’ needs.
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Abstract

Background: Effectively and efficiently diagnosing patients who have COVID-19 with the accurate clinical type of the disease
is essential to achieve optimal outcomes for the patients as well as to reduce the risk of overloading the health care system.
Currently, severe and nonsevere COVID-19 types are differentiated by only a few features, which do not comprehensively
characterize the complicated pathological, physiological, and immunological responses to SARS-CoV-2 infection in the different
disease types. In addition, these type-defining features may not be readily testable at the time of diagnosis.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to use a machine learning approach to understand COVID-19 more comprehensively,
accurately differentiate severe and nonsevere COVID-19 clinical types based on multiple medical features, and provide reliable
predictions of the clinical type of the disease.

Methods: For this study, we recruited 214 confirmed patients with nonsevere COVID-19 and 148 patients with severe COVID-19.
The clinical characteristics (26 features) and laboratory test results (26 features) upon admission were acquired as two input
modalities. Exploratory analyses demonstrated that these features differed substantially between two clinical types. Machine
learning random forest models based on all the features in each modality as well as on the top 5 features in each modality combined
were developed and validated to differentiate COVID-19 clinical types.

Results: Using clinical and laboratory results independently as input, the random forest models achieved >90% and >95%
predictive accuracy, respectively. The importance scores of the input features were further evaluated, and the top 5 features from
each modality were identified (age, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, gender, and diabetes for the clinical features modality,
and dimerized plasmin fragment D, high sensitivity troponin I, absolute neutrophil count, interleukin 6, and lactate dehydrogenase
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for the laboratory testing modality, in descending order). Using these top 10 multimodal features as the only input instead of all
52 features combined, the random forest model was able to achieve 97% predictive accuracy.

Conclusions: Our findings shed light on how the human body reacts to SARS-CoV-2 infection as a unit and provide insights
on effectively evaluating the disease severity of patients with COVID-19 based on more common medical features when gold
standard features are not available. We suggest that clinical information can be used as an initial screening tool for self-evaluation
and triage, while laboratory test results should be applied when accuracy is the priority.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23948)   doi:10.2196/23948

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; clinical type; multimodality; classification; machine learning; machine learning; diagnosis; prediction; reliable;
decision support

Introduction

COVID-19 is a pandemic disease caused by the novel
SARS-CoV-2 virus. As of January 12, 2021, COVID-19 had
spread through at least 220 countries and regions, resulting in
more than 88 million cases and almost 2 million deaths [1]. It
has become the single most severe pandemic in the 21st century,
dwarfing other coronavirus-caused epidemics, such as severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 and Middle East
respiratory syndrome (MERS) in 2012. COVID-19 is especially
challenging to health professionals and the general population.
Unlike in the preceding SARS and MERS epidemics, patients
with COVID-19 can be either asymptomatic or symptomatic,
and the virus has been demonstrated to be transmissible in both
states to varying degrees [2-5]. In addition, the distinct clinical
types of COVID-19, nonsevere and severe, require different
treatment and care plans [6]. In current studies, patients with
COVID-19 can be differentiated from patients who do not have
the disease; however, further detection of nonsevere or severe
types of COVID-19 has not been comprehensively explored.
Patients with nonsevere COVID-19 can be accommodated with
less intensive clinical monitoring and intervention, including
treating pre-existing conditions and preventing health
care–associated infections and other comorbidities [7]. In
contrast, patients with severe disease require close monitoring,
usually in the intensive care unit (ICU), by more clinicians [6].
Therefore, effectively and efficiently classifying clinical types
of COVID-19 is essential for triage, resource optimization, and
care planning for frontline clinicians and health care systems
as well as for the patients [6,8].

Currently, nonsevere and severe COVID-19 types are classified
based on only a few clinical features in China, including
shortness of breath, O2 saturation, and PaO2 [9]. Because of the
complexity of the pathological, physiological, and
immunological response of COVID-19, these three features do
not sufficiently characterize the difference between nonsevere
and severe types in patients with COVID-19 [9-11]. Although
shortness of breath can be self-monitored, O2 saturation and
PaO2 cannot be accurately self-evaluated and may not be readily
assessed in clinical settings, especially for socioeconomically
disadvantaged patients. In addition, some patients with severe
disease may not present shortness of breath initially. However,
without proper medical intervention, their clinical course will
worsen abruptly, often resulting in respiratory failure with high
mortality [6]. Therefore, these gold standard features bear the

risk of misclassification and misdiagnosis. Misclassification of
COVID-19 clinical types can result in inappropriate early
treatment decisions; this can place patients at risk of progression
due to insufficiently aggressive supportive therapy or expose
other patients to overly invasive treatment, both of which have
negative clinical consequences. In addition, the three defining
features may not be readily available during initial diagnosis
when resources are inadequate.

It is therefore critical to provide a rapid, accurate, and efficient
method to determine the severity of COVID-19 infection and
identify the clinical type using alternative features. This
determination will enable optimization of treatment plans for
patient care and improve utilization of health care resources and
staff. We suggest that additional readily available medical
features, including the patient's comorbidities (eg, hypertension
and diabetes) and symptoms (eg, fever and chest pain), as well
as laboratory test results, can be used to develop an effective
method to determine the clinical type and severity of COVID-19
[12,13]. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) receptors,
which facilitate SARS-CoV-2 infiltration, are distributed across
multiple organs and systems in the human body [14]. More
recent discoveries have found that in addition to the respiratory
system, SARS-CoV-2 can invade digestive, reproductive, and
even neural systems [15-18]. In other words, all clinical and
laboratory test information of patients with COVID-19 could
be consequences or risk factors of SARS-CoV-2 infection. In
clinical practice to treat COVID-19, clinicians not from
respiratory units or ICUs may rely only on the referenced
features [9] while neglecting diverse and important clinical
features of COVID-19, and they may miss critical signs leading
to undesirable prognosis.

The potential power of clinical and laboratory testing features,
as well as their combinations, to determine COVID-19 clinical
type is currently being explored [19-24]. To use such diverse
multimodality information as alternative evidence to facilitate
accurate classifications, we propose a data mining and machine
learning (ML) framework as an alternative to commonly used
hypothesis-driven parametric models. The goal of this study is
to provide reliable data-driven support for clinicians, even those
who do not have comprehensive experience in diagnosing the
emerging disease COVID-19. We aim to explore and contrast
the distributions of clinical and laboratory testing features
between nonsevere and severe COVID-19 types. We will
identify key features that differ substantially between the two
clinical types. Next, we will investigate whether a single
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modality or specific combination of features across modalities
are able to provide accurate classification models via ML
techniques. Specifically, we aim to identify a small and practical
set of input features that can accurately differentiate COVID-19
clinical types. The insights gained from this study, as well as
the developed end-to-end multimodal data analysis and ML
framework, will enable us to better understand the
comprehensive pathology of COVID-19, further distinguish
COVID-19 from other respiratory infections, and apply the
framework to other diseases with multimodal medical data in
the future.

Methods

Data Source and Clinical Feature Extraction
In this study, we recruited 362 patients with COVID-19 from
January to March 2020, including 148 patients presenting with
severe disease and 214 patients lacking criteria for severe disease
during admission, from Wuhan Union Hospital, China. The
definitions of nonsevere and severe cases were mainly adopted
from the official COVID-19 Diagnosis and Treatment Plan from
the National Health Commission of China, and we also
consulted guidelines from the American Thoracic Society [9-11].
Patients with severe COVID-19 should present any one of the
following features: (1) respiratory rate >30 breaths per minute;
(2) oxygen saturation <93% at rest; or (3) PaO2/fraction of
inspired oxygen <300 mm Hg (40 kPa). Each patient with
COVID-19 was confirmed by two independent quantitative
reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction tests before
being included in this study. All patients or their responsible
surrogates signed informed consent forms prior to study
inclusion. The patients’ symptoms were evaluated and blood
samples were drawn upon admission to perform laboratory
testing. No pediatric patients aged less than 18 years were
included.

The patients’ deidentified medical information include two
major modalities of features, both of which were assessed at
the time of admission. The first modality was a total of 26
pre-existing comorbidities and symptoms, referred to as “clinical
features” hereinafter. These features included gender, age,
hypertension, coughing, and different types of fever. A detailed
description of these 26 features is provided in Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1. All clinical features were coded as 0-1
binary variables (age was dichotomized using 50 years as the
threshold).

In addition, we collected the patients’ laboratory test results.
The laboratory tests were plasma, serum, or whole blood assays
for commonly obtained biochemistry tests, complete blood
counts with differential counts and percentages, immunologic
markers, such as interleukin 6 (IL-6), dimerized plasmin
fragment D (D-dimer) and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein
(hsCRP). After initial screening, several features with too many
missing data, such as calcitonin, were excluded. In addition,
respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, and PaO2 without
supplemental oxygen were excluded because they are
type-defining features according to the official National
Diagnosis and Treatment Plan of China [9]. We used 26
laboratory test features in this study. Detailed descriptions and

units of these features are provided in Table S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 1. All these laboratory testing features were
continuous features, in contrast to the binary features used in
the clinical feature modality.

Patient-specific identifying information (eg, name and address
of residence) was removed from the data collected for this study.
This study was evaluated and approved by the IRB committee
of Union Hospital, Wuhan, China (approval number:
2020-IEC-J-345).

Data Mining on Multimodal Features
Initial data mining on the multimodal COVID-19 data was
conducted. The patients’ clinical data were complete.
Approximately 5% of the laboratory testing data were missing.
Predictive mean matching (PMM) was applied to impute the
missing data. To evaluate the effectiveness of PMM, we used
a subset of the original data set with no data missing, randomly
dropped 5% data to simulate potential data loss, re-extrapolated
the data with PMM, and evaluated the root mean square error
(RMSE) between the original and imputed data sets. The RMSE
was less than 0.05, indicating that the extrapolation was feasible
and reliable. The imputed data were then passed on to successive
data mining and ML steps.

The prevalence of each clinical feature was calculated as the
number of positive test results divided by the number of patients
in the nonsevere and severe groups as defined by the Diagnosis
and Treatment Plan [9]. The z test was applied to detect any
statistically significant differences in the features between the
two types. In addition, a forest plot of the odds ratios (ORs) and
95% confidence intervals of the clinical features between severe
and nonsevere COVID-19 types was graphed.

For the continuous laboratory testing features, we characterized
and contrasted the distribution of each feature between the two
types. Because the values of most features were not normally
distributed, we applied a 2-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
instead of the Student t test to determine whether distributions
of the feature values differed significantly between the two
clinical types.

COVID-19 Clinical Type Classification via ML
Commonly used hypothesis-driven parametric models rely
heavily on human decisions of how features interact with each
other (eg, interaction terms in the logistic regression model),
which may not reflect the underlying medical reality. In addition,
these models have strict prerequisites to perform correctly,
including normality of residuals, homoscedasticity, and
independence of input features. Our initial exploratory analyses
showed the that input features in both the clinical and laboratory
testing modalities had nonnormality and high collinearity among
the features. Another technical challenge to logistic regression
in this study was the mixture of binary clinical and continuous
laboratory testing input features.

Due to these problems, logistic regression would not be a
preferred modeling approach to accurately classify and predict
COVID-19 clinical types. Our exploratory analysis showed that
logistic regression could only achieve average predictive
accuracies of 68% and 77% on an 80-20 training-testing split
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using clinical and laboratory testing feature data sets,
respectively (Table S3, Multimedia Appendix 1). Thus, logistic
regression is less feasible in clinical settings, where high
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity are required to differentiate
COVID-19 clinical types.

On the other hand, state-of-the-art ML classification models
work directly with data to avoid possible human bias. In
addition, ML models do not have restrictions on how input data
should be distributed or related. Therefore, in this study, we
determined that ML classification would be a more appropriate
modeling approach to predict COVID-19 clinical type with a
complicated data structure. We developed an end-to-end ML
analytical framework to accurately predict the clinical type of
patients with COVID-19 based on clinical and laboratory testing
modality features. We built random forest (RF) classification
models, as RF enables excellent interpretability of the relative
importance of an input variable to provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the pathobiology of COVID-19.
RF is a widely used ML model based on decision theory and
the decision tree approach. Due to the internal validation process
with out-of-bag error measurement, RF is especially accurate
and reliable. Unlike other commonly used ML models (eg,
support vector machine or k-nearest neighbor), which usually
require a separate cross-validation set, the RF model performs
internal validation and is especially suitable when the data set
is not large. In addition, RF is robust against data loss and data
unbalancing (eg, there are more patients with nonsevere than
severe disease in our study [25-29]). Because the major goal of
this study was not to compare the performance of different ML
models, we focused on RF to deliver the most accurate
classification possible.

For the single modality RF model, we used 50% randomly
selected data for both clinical and laboratory testing blood
biochemistry features. In this step, 107 patients with nonsevere
COVID-19 and 74 patients with severe COVID-19 were
randomly chosen, while the other patients’ information was
held to build the multimodal RF model. We assigned severe
cases as “positive” and nonsevere cases as “negative” in the
classification. The goal of ML classification through RF was
to accurately predict the patient’s COVID-19 type, either
positive (severe) or negative (nonsevere), based on features
from different clinical modalities. In this part of the study, we
first used a single modality of features, either clinical or
laboratory testing, as the input. The detailed RF modeling and
validation processes are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.
We trained the model with 100 independent runs; in each run,
a different set of 80% of the data was randomly selected for
training, while the remaining 20% of the data were held for
testing only. This step was performed to explore whether the
RF model was robust against different input data and to assess
the generalizability of the model. Hyperparameters in this RF
model include using Gini impurity to determine the decision
tree split, a minimum of 2 samples for tree spit, a minimum of
1 sample at any leaf node, and a total of 8 trees for the model
ensemble [26]. Important ML performance metrics, including
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, F1 score, and area under the
curve (AUC) value based on the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve, were computed for the testing set only.

In addition, RF can evaluate the relative importance of the input
variables based on their Gini importance scores [28]. We further
quantified the Gini impurity importance scores of the input
features in each RF run during the model development stage on
the training set (80% randomly selected data). We then identified
the top contributing features based on the Gini importance scores
in each of the 100 runs, aggregated over 100 runs; identified
the overall top contributing features; and explored the clinical
relevance and interpretability of these features for COVID-19.
Note that the Gini impurity importance was calculated from the
RF model based on the training set only and not on the testing
set. In addition, each run of the RF model was based on a
completely different, randomly sampled, and independent set
of 80% training data, from which the Gini importance was
calculated. Therefore, this approach avoided potential issues of
overfitting and inflated performance [30]. If an RF model is
robust, important input features should be consistent with the
different 80% portions of the data used as the training set to
develop the model. The most important features to differentiate
COVID-19 clinical types were also cross-checked with our
results from exploratory data mining, including the prevalence
of the clinical features and the distribution of the laboratory
testing features.

COVID-19 Clinical Type Classification With
Multimodal ML
More importantly, we explored whether and how combining
features across feature modalities improved classification
performance. We developed another RF model with the same
hyperparameter setting that incorporated features from both
modalities. The modeling process using a single modality was
similar. Instead of putting all 52 features into the model, we
selected only the top 5 features from each of the two modalities
as new inputs to reduce the increase model feasibility in case
certain features in the total 52-feature pool would not be readily
available. These top features were identified from the Gini
importance of the single modality RF models (highlighted in
Table S1 and Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The data
set for developing the multimodal RF model was a completely
new data set, as in, the other 50% of the original data was based
on 107 additional patients with nonsevere COVID-19 and 74
additional patients with severe COVID-19 whose data were not
used in the development of the single modality RF model.

We explored whether only 10 important features from different
modalities could perform sufficiently well to address the clinical
challenge of differentiating COVID-19 clinical types. This study
can serve as alternative and supplemental tool to the gold
standard features, which may not be readily available at the time
of diagnosis.

All statistical analyses and ML models were built in R 4.0.2 (R
Project) and Python 3.7 with additional supporting packages.
The complete codes and fully deidentified data are freely
available on GitHub [31].
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Results

Clinical Findings in Nonsevere and Severe COVID-19
The prevalence of clinical features in patients with nonsevere
and severe COVID-19 at the time of entry into the study were
calculated and compared (Figure 1). A more detailed comparison
of the clinical features between the two COVID-19 clinical
types is provided in Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1, which
shows the ORs, confidence intervals, and associated P values.
For patients with the two clinical types of COVID-19, the
prevalence was distinct for a number of different features.
Patients with severe COVID-19 were statistically much more
likely to be older (aged ≥50 years, OR 13.77, 95% CI
7.33-25.86, P<.001) and male (OR 1.89, 95% CI 1.24-2.90,
P=.003) and to have renal diseases (OR 8.51, 95% CI
1.86-38.99, P<.001), cardiovascular diseases (OR 5.61, 95%
CI 2.81-11.20, P<.001), hypertension (OR 5.37, 95% CI
3.36-8.56, P<.001), diabetes (OR 4.61, 95% CI 2.53-8.38,
P<.001), loss of appetite and taste (OR 3.20, 95% CI 1.70-6.01,
P<.001), chills (OR 2.21, 95% CI 1.16-4.22, P=.01), and chest
congestion (OR 1.88, 95% CI 1.22-2.89, P=.003) than their
counterparts with nonsevere COVID-19. The only exception
was sore throat, which patients with severe COVID-19 were

significantly much less likely to develop (OR 0.30, 95% CI
0.14-0.61, P<.001). These discoveries are further demonstrated
in the forest plot of the ORs and confidence intervals in Figure
2, which shows the differences between the two clinical types.
Therefore, these relatively easily measured and acquired clinical
features could be used to clinically evaluate the disease severity
of patients with COVID-19. Our findings, especially for patients
with severe COVID-19, echoed the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention’s recently updated list of symptoms of
COVID-19 [32] and more recent characterizations of patients
with COVID-19 in the United States [33]. Our findings showed
that older male patients with COVID-19 who had cardiovascular
disease, respiratory disease, renal disease, and diabetes were at
much higher risk of developing serious complications of
COVID-19, such as acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
and even death [20,21]. In addition, we discovered that Chinese
patients with renal diseases were significantly more likely to
develop severe COVID-19, which has not been widely reported.
Clinical evidence has shown that ACE-2 expression is associated
with kidney diseases; thus, kidney disease is a potential
complication of SARS-CoV-2 infection [34,35]. This finding
would inform clinicians that they should also monitor kidney
dysfunction, such as acute kidney injury, as a clinical sign or
consequence of severe COVID-19 complications.

Figure 1. Comparison of clinical features of patients with nonsevere and severe COVID-19. Note that because these features were binary, the y-axis
indicates the prevalence of a positive result. CAR: cardiovascular disease; CHL: chills and shaking; CNC: cancer; CON: contact with patients with
COVID-19; COU: coughing; CPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; DIA: diabetes; DIR: diarrhea; FAM: family members with COVID-19;
FEV: fever; FTG: fatigue; HED: headache; HIF: high fever; HYP: hypertension; KID: renal disease; LOF: low fever; MOF: medium fever; MSA:
muscle ache; MUC: phlegm; NAP: loss of appetite; OLD: older age; PREV: prevalence; SEX: male sex; SHB: chest congestion; SMK: history of
smoking; SOR: sore throat; VOM: vomiting.
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Figure 2. Forest plot of the importance of clinical features of patients with nonsevere and severe clinical types of COVID-19. Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease is not included because only patients with severe COVID-19 showed it as a comorbidity. The threshold for a feature to be positively
or negatively associated with severe COVID-19 was 1 (dashed line), not 0. CAR: cardiovascular disease; CHL: chills and shaking; CNC: cancer; CON:
contact with patients with COVID-19; COU: coughing; CPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; DIA: diabetes; DIR: diarrhea; FAM: family
members with COVID-19; FEV: fever; FTG: fatigue; HED: headache; HIF: high fever; HYP: hypertension; KID: renal disease; LOF: low fever; MOF:
medium fever; MSA: muscle ache; MUC: phlegm; NAP: loss of appetite; OLD: older age; SEX: male sex; SHB: chest congestion; SMK: history of
smoking; SOR: sore throat; VOM: vomiting. *P<.05, **P<.01; ***P<.001 from the 2×2 contingency table for each feature.

For the laboratory testing modality features, we compared the
distributions of the continuous features between nonsevere and
severe COVID-19. The results are demonstrated in Figure 3. A
more detailed comparison of these 26 laboratory testing features
between the two clinical types is provided in Table S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 1, which shows the P values from the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Based on the 2-sided

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, severe and nonsevere COVID-19
types differed significantly in most laboratory features, except
for platelet (PLT), hemoglobin (HGB), CD3, and CD4. Among
all laboratory features, IL-6, high-sensitivity troponin I (hsTNI),
and D-dimer had the most significant differences between
nonsevere and severe COVID-19 types.
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Figure 3. Comparison of laboratory testing features of patients with nonsevere and severe COVID-19. Values shown on the y-axis were obtained after
feature scaling and are between 0 and 1. The error bars represent the standard error of each laboratory testing feature. ALB: albumin; ALT: alanine
transaminase; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; BNP: Brain natriuretic peptide; CK: creatine kinase; CREA: creatinine; CRP: C-reactive protein; DD:
dimerized plasmin fragment D; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; FERR: ferritin; HGB: hemoglobin; hsCRP: high-sensitivity C-reactive protein;
TNI: troponin I; IL6: interleukin 6; LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; LY: lymphocyte; LY%: percent of lymphocytes; NE: neutrophil; NE% percent of
neutrophils; PCT: procalcitonin; PLT: platelet; TBIL: total bilirubin; WBC: white blood cell.

In conclusion, after extensive clinical feature extraction and
data mining, we obtained strong qualitative and quantitative
evidence that nonsevere and severe COVID-19 types differ
substantially with regard to clinical features and laboratory test
results. These findings pave the way toward creating an effective
ML classifier to accurately differentiate these two COVID-19
types in clinical practice.

Clinical Type Classification via ML

Comorbidity and Symptom (Clinical) Modality
We first explored whether relatively simple binary features
could provide accurate insights in identifying COVID-19 disease
severity. The performance of this model is summarized in the
upper section of Table 1. Based on 100 independent runs, the

RF model reached a median of >99% and 94% accuracy for the
training and testing sets, respectively (Table 1). Median is
reported instead of mean value because the performance metrics
were not normally distributed. The AUC was 90.2% (range
82.9%-97.6%) based on the ROC curve (Figure 4, left panel).
The model performed better in detecting true positives (ie,
severe clinical type) than true negatives (ie, nonsevere type).
In other words, clinical features alone in the RF models were
very unlikely to misclassify a severe case as a nonsevere case
but had a higher likelihood of predicting a nonsevere case to be
a severe case. In clinical practice, this would be a lesser concern,
as a false positive (failure to detect nonsevere type) would be
more tolerable than a false negative (failure to detect severe
type).
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Table 1. Performance of the random forest model with multimodal features. The results are based on 100 runs. In each run, 80% of the data was
randomly selected as the training set and 20% as the testing set. The table shows the model performance on the testing set only.

MaximumMinimumMedianFeature and performance metric

Clinical (%)

>9981.0894.59Accuracy

>9980.95>99Sensitivity

>9975.0093.75Specificity

>9982.9397.30F1 score

97.6082.9090.20AUCa

Laboratory testing (%)

>9993.0697.22Accuracy

>9994.59>99Sensitivity

>9983.3396.97Specificity

>9994.7497.89F1 score

>9992.9097.10AUC

Multimodal (%)

>9991.6797.22Accuracy

>9990.00>99Sensitivity

>9975.0094.44Specificity

>9997.2297.78F1 score

>9992.2097.40AUC

aAUC: area under the curve

Figure 4. ROC curves from the random forest models based on clinical, laboratory testing, and multimodal features. Left: the symptom feature as the
sole input; middle: the laboratory testing feature as the sole input; right: both features combined as the input. AUC: area under the curve; ROC: receiving
operator characteristic.

Our RF model also identified the major influential features to
differentiate COVID-19 types based on their contributions to
the Gini importance in the training set. The top influential
clinical features, in descending order, were age, gender,
hypertension, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases, in
accordance with existing literature reports [36]. Other important
clinical features included fatigue, chest congestion, sore throat,
phlegm, and fever. Most of these findings aligned well with our
parametric data mining with OR comparison (Figure 2, Table
S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1) but showed much higher
accuracy (94% accuracy on the testing set of the RF model
compared to 68% accuracy from logistic regression). The only

exception was renal disease, which was not considered to be a
major differentiating factor based on its Gini importance (Table
S1, Multimedia Appendix 1).

Clinically, older male patients with pre-existing comorbidities,
especially hypertension, diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases,
are much more vulnerable to COVID-19 and have a much higher
risk of developing severe disease [19,21]. Therefore, we
suggested using the comorbidity and symptom features of
patients with COVID-19 as the first round of evaluation of
severity with reasonable accuracy.
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Laboratory Testing Modality
The RF model with 26 laboratory testing features was highly
effective in differentiating nonsevere and severe COVID-19.
The RF model achieved >99% and >95% accuracy for the
training and testing data sets, respectively. The sensitivity,
specificity, and F1 scores were all >95% when using only 8
trees in the RF model (Table 1, middle section). The AUC was
97% based on the ROC curve (Figure 4, middle panel). Although
this study focused on ML methods, we evaluated the model
performance of non-ML logistic regression in Table S3
(Multimedia Appendix 1) as a reference point to show the
improvement that state-of-the-art ML models could achieve.

The top differentiating features in the laboratory testing modality
were D-dimer, hsTNI, neutrophil, IL-6, lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH), and hsCRP, in descending order. The clinical
interpretation of their important roles was that patients with
severe COVID-19 experience more intense immune responses
and hyperinflammation, such as cytokine storm syndrome, with
substantially increased IL-6 [37]. Research has also shown that
SARS-CoV-2 can infect many organs other than the lungs,
including the heart, and induce dysfunction of these organs
[38,39]. Increasing hsTNI was found to be a sign of heart tissue
damage from SARS-CoV-2 infection [40]. In addition, patients
with severe COVID-19 may have microthrombosis, which
induces higher D-dimer levels [19,21,41-43]. Abnormal levels
of neutrophils may be responsible for cytokine storms and
ARDS in patients with severe COVID-19 [13,44]. hsCRP, a
biomarker of acute inflammation, cardiovascular disease, and
ischemic events, was also confirmed to be a major contributing
factor of COVID-19 mortality [19]. LDH is a biomarker of
tissue damage and has been used to predict the clinical course
of patients with COVID-19 [45]. These findings add further
clinical insights to how multiple organs and systems, not just
the lungs, respond to SARS-CoV-2 infection in different clinical
types [14,46,47].

Multimodal Features
We further developed a multimodal RF model that incorporated
both clinical and laboratory testing modalities with a completely
new data set that was not used for the single modality model
development. We used only the 5 most important features from
the clinical and laboratory testing modalities, based on their
Gini importance scores. The results showed that the top 10 of
a total of 52 features from both modalities achieved almost
>95% in every model performance metric, including accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, and F1 score (Table 1). The AUC was
>97% as well (Figure 4, right panel). Therefore, we concluded
that a two-step evaluation and triaging process would be feasible
to differentiate the clinical types of patients with COVID-19
when the gold standard type-defining features were not readily
available.

These findings reflect our clinical understanding that
SARS-CoV-2 attacks multiple organs and systems, and the
human body reacts in a unity against infection. Different features
(eg, comorbidity, symptom, and laboratory testing results)
complemented each other to provide a more comprehensive
characterization of how the human body as a united entity, not
only the respiratory system, reacted to SARS-CoV-2 infection

[14]. In addition, the decent model performance supports the
feasibility of multimodal data mining in detecting and
differentiating patients with nonsevere COVID-19 from patients
with severe disease.

Comparing the original 52 features in both modalities, which
may not be all available at the same time during COVID-19
diagnosis, the top 10 most differentiating multimodal features
provided a more practical input combined with the highly
accurate ML model. Therefore, we concluded that our work
would help effectively optimize health care operations during
the pandemic and avoid overloading of the health care system
[8].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study provides a novel analytical framework that combines
the power of multiple clinical features from different modalities
to differentiate COVID-19 clinical types via ML techniques.
Practically, it enables the delivery of a more comprehensive
understanding of the pathobiology of COVID-19. It can aid the
development of optimal treatment plans for individual patients,
such as sending them to a mobile cabin hospital or admitting
to a hospital with an ICU [7]. In addition, it will enable more
effective triaging and optimization of health care system
resources and personnel. This will substantially reduce the risk
of overloading the health care system by admitting all patients
with COVID-19 to hospital, decrease potential health
care–associated infections, and improve clinical outcomes for
the patients, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic [8].

In addition to accurately detecting vulnerable patients with
COVID-19 who are likely to have severe disease, this study
also provides insights on why these patients may have severe
disease. ML models work directly with data and therefore are
generally not good at providing clear interpretations. In this
study, we combined the power of both hypothesis-driven and
data-driven ML models. The highest-contributing comorbidities,
symptoms, and biochemical features help predict and explain
potential COVID-19 clinical courses and prognoses. Our
research echoes recent studies that characterize and predict the
clinical course, critical illness, and mortality of patients with
COVID-19 [13,19,21]. In particular, another decision tree–based
algorithm, extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), showed
promising performance in predicting the mortality of patients
with COVID-19 [19]. RF is technically similar to XGBoost,
and our results were consistent in identifying the key
differentiating features, including LDH and hsCRP.

A continuous-valued risk score calculator for predicting risk of
transitioning to critical-type COVID-19 (an even more severe
type that requires ICU hospitalization, an invasive ventilator,
or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, and has a mortality
rate as high as 50%) has been developed for patients with
COVID-19 [21]. As a comparison, although our RF model
predicts a 0-1 binary outcome for nonsevere and severe type
disease, the internal RF modeling process through decision tree
approach actually calculates an intermediate score between 0
and 1. By using a cutoff threshold, the RF model reports a final
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dichotomized 0-1 outcome. Therefore, our analytical framework
can also be readily adjusted to provide a continuous risk score
for clinical evaluation and triaging of patients with COVID-19,
if needed.

Many patients with severe COVID-19 present symptoms in
lungs, especially ground-glass opacity (GGO), which can be
detected by biomedical imaging techniques such as computed
tomography (CT). However, a major clinical challenge of
COVID-19 lies in the asymptomatic patient problem, which
creates far worse difficulties than other coronavirus epidemics,
including the original SARS and MERS epidemics. These
patients show few or no classic symptoms related to viral
pneumonia, and they present no GGO; however, they are almost
as capable of transmitting the virus as symptomatic patients
[4-6]. We suggest that the term “asymptomatic” is used due to
lack of a comprehensive characterization and understanding of
this novel pathogen and the pathophysiology of the host; we
also suggest that these patients are not truly “asymptomatic,”
as in, without any clinical symptoms or signs. Approximately
10% of the patients with mild COVID-19 in our study cohort
did not show typical respiratory symptoms, including fever,
coughing, and chest pain, upon admission. However, they
showed other symptoms from the more comprehensive modality
of 26 clinical features.

Future Work
The next step of this study is to further include a biomedical
imaging modality. A technical barrier is that a CT scan is a
high-dimensional feature set, while clinical and laboratory test
data have relatively low dimensionality. Therefore, the CT scan,
in its original form of imaging, cannot be effectively combined
with other modalities. We will evaluate the feasibility of using
a convolution neural network (CNN, another ML technique)
first to reduce the feature space in CT scans and extract a fully
connected layer in the CNN as a representation of the CT scan
feature. A fully connected layer is a 1D vector and has the same
dimensionality as the other two modalities. Therefore, in theory,
we would be able to further combine CT scans with other
clinical features and investigate the association between these
features with regard to COVID-19.

COVID-19 is a complex disease in which the pathogen not only
attacks the respiratory system but other organs and systems that
possess ACE-2 receptors as well [14,33]. Our findings reveal
the complicated pathological, physiological, and immunological
responses to SARS-CoV-2 infection and shed light in
understanding the complex interactions between the virus and
the human body. Although our multimodal data mining and ML
framework was developed with data from patients with severe
and nonsevere COVID-19, we suggest that the end-to-end
framework is applicable to many disease systems in which
multimodal inputs are common, including demographic
information, comorbidity, laboratory testing, imaging, and
-omics data. Having a more holistic viewpoint and approach
will enable us to understand and respond to these emerging
diseases, especially the unprecedented COVID-19, more readily
in the field. Another feasible analytical solution is ensembling.
Each input feature modality can be used independently to train
a specific model, and the final prediction of COVID-19 clinical

type can be made through ensembling. We will further explore
this analytical framework and transfer our insights to future
clinical studies, such as differentiating healthy patients from
patients with non–COVID-19 viral pneumonia, nonsevere
COVID-19, and severe COVID-19.

Limitations
In this study, we recruited participants from a single hospital
in Wuhan, the first epicenter of COVID-19. There will inevitably
be selection bias, as the ethnic group is currently limited to
Chinese participants who are mostly of Han ethnicity. It is
possible that ethnicity and race and their confounding risk
factors (eg, socioeconomic status, nutrition conditions,
accessibility of care, and other social determinants of health)
are different in various studies. Therefore, we wish to share our
findings with our colleagues worldwide and determine whether
different demographic backgrounds influence feature
distributions between nonsevere and severe COVID-19 in
patients. Some of our findings of the top contributing clinical
and laboratory testing features were supported in other
COVID-19 studies across different ethnic groups, while others
were not [32,40]. For example, while we found male gender to
be a strong influencing factor of severe COVID-19, other studies
did not reach a similar conclusion [36]. The findings in this
study on Chinese ethnicity could actually complement other
existing studies on other ethnic groups and reveal the clinical
and epidemiological complexity of this unprecedented ongoing
pandemic.

Another limitation of this study is that the patients were
evaluated at the time of admission; therefore, the study was a
cross-sectional instead of a longitudinal study. Future studies
could examine both diagnosis and prognosis and further explore
how and why some patients with nonsevere COVID-19 may
transition to a severe disease state and whether ML techniques
are able to identify critical predictive features to undesirable
prognoses such as death.

Additionally, different subtypes of SARS-CoV-2, their specific
pathogenicity and virulence, and their host-pathogen interactions
should be taken into consideration when conducting and
comparing studies across different regions of the world. The
other factors that this study did not include are behavioral and
societal aspects, such as whether and how using mobile cabin
hospitals to treat patients with nonsevere COVID-19 reduces
the rate of transition to severe type. The COVID-19 epidemic,
like all infectious disease epidemics, has individual clinical,
epidemiological, behavioral and societal factors. Therefore, we
will also explore cross-scale individual clinical course and
population-level epidemics in future studies.

Conclusion
We trained and validated ML RF models to predict COVID-19
severity based on 26 comorbidity and symptom features and 26
laboratory testing features from a cohort of 214 patients with
nonsevere COVID-19 and 148 patients with severe COVID-19.
We identified the top features from both feature modalities to
differentiate the clinical types, and we achieved predictive
accuracies of >90%, >95%, and >99% when clinical features,
laboratory test data, and the top 5 features from each modality
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combined were used as inputs, respectively. The results will
help patients with COVID-19 self-evaluate their condition, help
clinicians to evaluate disease severity and triage patients, and

optimize health care resource utilization during the COVID-19
pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: Clinical decision support (CDS) is a valuable feature of electronic health records (EHRs) designed to improve
quality and safety. However, due to the complexities of system design and inconsistent results, CDS tools may inadvertently
increase alert fatigue and contribute to physician burnout. A/B testing, or rapid-cycle randomized tests, is a useful method that
can be applied to the EHR in order to rapidly understand and iteratively improve design choices embedded within CDS tools.

Objective: This paper describes how rapid randomized controlled trials (RCTs) embedded within EHRs can be used to quickly
ascertain the superiority of potential CDS design changes to improve their usability, reduce alert fatigue, and promote quality of
care.

Methods: A multistep process combining tools from user-centered design, A/B testing, and implementation science was used
to understand, ideate, prototype, test, analyze, and improve each candidate CDS. CDS engagement metrics (alert views, acceptance
rates) were used to evaluate which CDS version is superior.

Results: To demonstrate the impact of the process, 2 experiments are highlighted. First, after multiple rounds of usability testing,
a revised CDS influenza alert was tested against usual care CDS in a rapid (~6 weeks) RCT. The new alert text resulted in minimal
impact on reducing firings per patients per day, but this failure triggered another round of review that identified key technical
improvements (ie, removal of dismissal button and firings in procedural areas) that led to a dramatic decrease in firings per patient
per day (23.1 to 7.3). In the second experiment, the process was used to test 3 versions (financial, quality, regulatory) of text
supporting tobacco cessation alerts as well as 3 supporting images. Based on 3 rounds of RCTs, there was no significant difference
in acceptance rates based on the framing of the messages or addition of images.

Conclusions: These experiments support the potential for this new process to rapidly develop, deploy, and rigorously evaluate
CDS within an EHR. We also identified important considerations in applying these methods. This approach may be an important
tool for improving the impact of and experience with CDS.

Trial Registration: Flu alert trial: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03415425; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03415425. Tobacco
alert trial: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03714191; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03714191

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e16651)   doi:10.2196/16651
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Introduction

Clinical decision support (CDS) is a valuable feature of
electronic health records (EHRs). CDS can generate several
forms of decision support that have been extensively studied,
including alerts, calculators, reminders, and order sets [1-3].
Successful examples of CDS have led to reductions in
prescribing brand-name antibiotics [4], improved lipid
management in renal transplant patients [5], improved
compliance with guidelines for treating HIV [6-8], reduced
ordering of tests when costs were displayed [9], and age-specific
alerts that reduced inappropriate prescribing in the elderly
[10-15]. Although conceptually straightforward, successful CDS
alerts must deliver accurate information, in clinical context and
at the point of care, and must be well-integrated into the clinical
workflow. These complexities have contributed to inconsistent
results [16,17] that reflect the enormous heterogeneity in system
design, workflow integration, usability, simplicity, and content
[18,19].

Despite the complexity of designing effective CDS and the
inconsistent results, the sheer volume of CDS in modern EHRs
has increased dramatically. In the past 5 years, the number of
alerts released in our institution’s EHR increased from 13 to
117. This volume has amplified the underlying challenges of
clunky user interfaces, poor usability, and workflow integration
and has fueled the rapid escalation of alert fatigue [20-22]. Alert
fatigue has yielded an environment in which providers ignore
clinical alerts at rates as high as 70% of the time or more [23].

Consequently, while many CDS have been effective in
promoting better care, they do so with generally poor efficiency.
Moreover, EHRs burden providers with tedious, cognitively
draining documentation requirements, leaving little time or
energy to engage with CDS tools that have the potential to
improve care but are not necessary requirements to complete a
visit [24]. Alert fatigue contributes to provider burnout, a highly
publicized phenomenon that is a major threat to patient safety
and physician satisfaction.

CDS designers’ capabilities are often constrained by the
limitations of commercial EHR systems and the operational
challenges inherent to local customizations; new CDS tools are
frequently released with minimal modification of the standard
tools. Similarly, traditional randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
require a long, static experimental design to determine the
potential statistical advantage of the intervention. These
approaches stand in contrast to how other industries launch new
products and determine their value. Software development and
other industries leverage rapid experimentation processes, often
termed “A/B trials,” to efficiently evaluate multiple design
choices using live environments and users [25]. In this paradigm,
there is an a priori acknowledgement that the “best” version of

the product is unknown until it is empirically tested. This
approach is applied to big and small design choices, from what
features to include in a new smartphone app to where to place
icons on a web page. To enable this process, agile procedures
have been developed to quickly implement versions, assess the
relative impact, and then modify the product for the next round
of A/B testing. Highly agile companies like Amazon use this
rapid experimentation to deliver the optimal customer experience
and release code modifications every 11.7 seconds to
accommodate their rapid learning [26]. We believe CDS
developers can deploy A/B testing methods to evaluate many
aspects of evaluation including promotion of positive outcomes,
minimizing unintended consequences on safety, and poor user
experience.

The inpatient influenza alert was intended to promote
vaccination for eligible patients. The interruptive alert triggered
at the time the nurse documented responses to the influenza
screening question flowsheets. Acceptance was defined as
placing the order for the influenza vaccine. The alert continued
to trigger from flowsheet documentation until the patient was
ordered for the vaccine or the patient no longer met eligibility
criteria.

The outpatient tobacco cessation alert was designed to promote
counseling and treatment for patients using tobacco products.
The noninterruptive alert displayed in an alert section for
outpatient providers at chart opening when active smokers had
not received counseling within the previous 3 months.
Acceptance was defined as documentation of counseling,
prescription of therapy, or referral to the state tobacco quit line.
We hypothesized that A/B testing methods would enable our
CDS development teams to quickly evaluate CDS designs and
iteratively modify them to maximize their acceptance rates and
impact on clinical outcomes while minimizing their firing rates.

Methods

Creating an A/B Testing Framework
The CDS optimization initiative was a partnership between our
CDS team and the Rapid RCT lab at NYU Langone Health [27].
The Rapid RCT lab uses elements of the traditional RCT
methodology in a series of rapid cycle experiments to test and
optimize systems interventions at our institution. Together, the
CDS and Rapid RCT lab teams collaboratively defined a new
process combining A/B methods with traditional RCTs to
optimize our CDS alerts. To achieve this synergy, a
multidisciplinary team was assembled including physician and
nurse informaticists, implementation scientists, EHR analysts,
data analyst, statistician, project manager, and project associate.
A multistep process was developed that combined tools from
user-centered design, A/B testing, and implementation science
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Clinical decision support (CDS)/randomized controlled trial (RCT) process map. EHR: electronic health record.

This process was supported by 3 key “enablers.” One was the
work done by the Rapid RCT lab to engage the local institutional
review board (IRB) and create sufficient understanding of how
A/B testing works so that these projects would typically be
self-certified as quality improvement research and not require
IRB review. This enabled our team to develop and test each
iteration of a CDS alert at a rapid pace. Second, our CDS team
engaged the relevant health system leadership early in the
process for each alert so that there was sufficient buy-in for this

novel approach to CDS development and optimization. This
required multiple presentations on our process to develop trust
in how it would improve the clinician experience with CDS and
acceptance that there would be multiple versions of each CDS,
creating heterogeneity in the user experience. This effort has
been ongoing and critical to educating clinicians and
administrators about this highly novel work that touches many
important clinical processes. Third, our CDS team developed
its technical ability to randomize experiences in the EHR at the
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patient level (Multimedia Appendix 1). This work leveraged
native EHR functionality. However, this logic did not provide
for automated randomization at the practice level. To overcome
this limitation, our team developed a process for manual
randomization of clinical practices and then created logic to
assign the appropriate CDS version to the appropriate target
group. Fourth, we created a robust ability to report on CDS tool
engagement that gave us near real-time access to the impact of
each new version. Our team developed reporting capabilities
beyond the standard EHR tools to drill down on what parts of
each CDS tool were being “clicked” versus “ignored,” what
orders were being placed from what exact location, and trends
in utilization. These tools allowed the team to quickly ascertain
if new trends were emerging. Last, we prespecified safety
metrics before each go-live. Along with our CDS outcomes,
balancing clinical outcomes were evaluated to track performance
and ensure patient quality and safety after each iteration. These
capabilities unlocked our team’s ability to scale rapid,
randomized CDS experiments.

Application of the Framework
Based on the A/B testing process described in the previous
section, our team was now positioned to implement our CDS
A/B testing process more widely across our enterprise. We use
2 examples, our inpatient, nurse-facing influenza vaccine alert
and our ambulatory, provider-facing tobacco cessation
counseling alert, to detail the experimental methods involved
in implementing our CDS A/B testing process.

The first step involved rapid user research. Both of these alerts
were already active, with low rates of acceptance by the relevant
users: 2% for the influenza vaccine alert and 31% for the tobacco
cessation alert. Our process involved conducting interviews and
observations (usually by our clinician informaticists and a
research team member) of users interacting with the alerts using
our pragmatic usability testing method to quickly summarize
field notes that could be reviewed by the design team [28]. With
these data in hand, the team conducted ideation sessions to
develop potential alternatives to the current CDS that could
enable higher adoption rates. These included modifications
based on CDS best practices to reduce cognitive load
(embedding images, simplifying text, consistency of formatting)
[29-31] and other motivational tools (“nudges,” such as
highlighting financial incentives [eg, relative value units] or
using more authoritative messaging) [32].

Once the team identified the versions of interest, the EHR
development team created lightweight (eg, paper-based
illustrations) prototypes of each version for further review by
stakeholders. After iterative rounds of refinement, the prototypes
were fully built within our EHR testing environment for
additional usability testing and feedback from target users. With

these data, the multiple CDS versions were then built and
randomized to control for unmeasured confounders (eg, changes
in patient volumes, staffing changes, seasonal changes), and
deployed into the live environment. The inpatient influenza
alert and the tobacco alert were randomized at the patient and
practice level, respectively.

Statistical Analysis
Once deployed, our team used relevant CDS metrics (alert views
and follow-up actions such as placing a suggested order) and
the predetermined statistical approach to evaluate which CDS
version was superior. Initially, we used only simple statistics (t
tests or Chi square tests) to compare outcomes between versions.
Once the testing cycle was completed, the team reconvened and
evaluated if the improvement (or lack thereof) was sufficient
or if additional rounds of A/B testing were warranted.

Post-hoc analysis initiated based on result irregularities in the
cluster randomization tobacco experiment revealed unanticipated
behaviors in the 3 groups that resulted in different baseline rates
by randomization group. To control for these underlying
irregularities, we modified our methods to employ a more
sophisticated analysis. A multilevel logistic regression model
was developed to predict alert acceptance, using the lme4 library
from R [33]. Ambulatory practice was included as a random
effect, and randomization group and study rounds were included
as fixed effects. This method produced odds ratios that compared
acceptance rates of different alert modification groups to a
reference group. We obtained odds ratios from the models and
profiled confidence intervals for the odds ratios using the
approach of Venables and Ripley [34].

Results

Flu Alert Experiment
Our week-long user feedback sessions highlighted several issues,
including confusion about the need for the ordering nurse to
obtain a physician cosignature and difficulty of appropriately
documenting patient refusal to prevent future triggering of the
alert. This feedback was used to tailor the alert to the appropriate
setting and user. We first conducted a 5-week RCT to address
the most frequently mentioned nursing barrier: a misconception
that ordering the influenza vaccine was outside of the nurse’s
scope of practice. We tested whether explicitly stating nurses
were empowered to order the vaccine with no cosignature
requirement would improve alert acceptance. We randomized
patients into 2 arms: the existing alert (Figure 2) and the new
alert that stated that nurses can order the vaccine without
cosignature (Figure 3). The new message resulted in a negligible
reduction in firings per patient per day.

Figure 2. Original version of the flu alert tested in the randomized controlled trial (RCT). Copyright 2020, Epic Systems Corporation.
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Figure 3. New version of the flu alert tested in the randomized controlled trial (RCT), with a simpler header and more directed verbiage that states
“RN to order. Per Protocol; no cosign required”. Copyright 2020, Epic Systems Corporation.

This limited impact encouraged the team to conduct a more
intensive review of the triggering logic and user response
options. This review had surfaced fundamental flaws inherent
in both versions of the alert. These enhancements were
prioritized, and the change most likely to succeed was
implemented in version 3. Specifically, the team identified that
nurses did not appreciate that when they dismissed the alert
with no action, the alert would appear automatically again at
next flowsheet filing. Consequently, for version 3, we eliminated
the ability to “dismiss” the alert without ordering the vaccine

or selecting the acknowledgment reason. When nurses attempted
to rapidly satisfy the alert with “accept,” the influenza order
would automatically be placed, satisfying the alert and
suppressing future firings (Figure 4). The CDS design team
concluded that testing a new alert against an original version in
a rapid RCT was no longer justifiable as we did not believe the
2 options had equipoise and did not want to delay enhancements
that had high likelihood of reducing nurse fatigue. Version 3
resulted in a 64% reduction in firings per patient per day (Table
1).

Figure 4. Version 3 of the flu alert, in which an acknowledgement reason button was added and the “dismiss” button was removed. Copyright 2020,
Epic Systems Corporation.
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Table 1. Flu alert results.

Vaccination compliance rate at discharge, %P valueFirings per pa-
tient per day

Alert versionRound

N/AN/Aa23.01 (n=8296)Baseline (Nov 2018 - Jan 2018)

90.8.521b23.61 (n=2025)1 (Feb 2018 - Apr 2018)

23.12 (n=2039)1 (Feb 2018 - Apr 2018)

87.7<.001c8.43 (n=8777)2 (Sep 2018 - Dec 2018)

89.0<.001c7.34 (n=1952)3 (Jan 2019 - Feb 2019)

aN/A: not applicable.
bComparing 1 vs 2 in the randomized controlled trial.
cCompared to baseline.

The CDS design team implemented the next prioritized
enhancements in version 4. For the fourth cycle, the team
identified that nurses disproportionally dismissed alerts in
specific hospital units, including the Post-Anesthesia Care Unit.
Upon learning about this finding, nursing leadership determined
that these units were not appropriate locations to trigger the
alert. Furthermore, our usability testing identified that the alert
did not offer nurses sufficient locus of control. Specifically,
nurses could not suppress the alert for a period of time when

they felt the timing or recipient of the alert was inappropriate
without placing the order. Consequently, we added targeted
acknowledgement buttons to the alert based on these reasons
that prevented the alert from firing for an acceptable period of
time (Figure 5). This improvement resulted in a 13% reduction
in alert firings per patient per day compared to version 3 (Table
1). These mixed methods served as a reminder that while A/B
testing is a helpful tool, employing A/B testing in all situations
is not the goal.

Figure 5. Version 4 of the flu alert, in which new acknowledgement reason buttons with lockout periods and a jumplink to update flowsheet documentation
was added, and inappropriate units were excluded. Copyright 2020, Epic Systems Corporation.

Tobacco Alert Experiment
In the tobacco alert experiment, our week-long design thinking
exercises produced 3 potential improvements with varying
message framing (financial, evidence-based, regulatory) and
complementary images (Figures 6-12). A financial framing
indicated the additional revenue that a physician could generate

by performing tobacco cessation counseling and gave them
tools to document appropriately and create the relevant billing
charge. The evidence framing highlighted that tobacco cessation
was a part of providing high-quality care, and the regulatory
framing indicated that tobacco cessation counseling was integral
to the institution’s expectations and policies. Additionally, in
Round 2, images were added to reinforce the message framing.
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Figure 6. Baseline tobacco cessation alert. Copyright 2020, Epic Systems Corporation.

Figure 7. Tobacco financial messaging alert with images tested in Round 2 of the randomized controlled trial. Copyright 2020, Epic Systems Corporation.

Figure 8. Tobacco evidence-based messaging alert with images tested in Round 2 of the randomized controlled trial. Copyright 2020, Epic Systems
Corporation.

Figure 9. Tobacco regulatory messaging alert with images tested in Round 2 of the randomized controlled trial. Copyright 2020, Epic Systems
Corporation.
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Figure 10. Tobacco financial messaging alert with no images tested in Round 3 of the randomized controlled trial. Copyright 2020, Epic Systems
Corporation.

Figure 11. Tobacco financial messaging alert with both images (no smoking sign and dollar sign) tested in Round 3 of the randomized controlled trial.
Copyright 2020, Epic Systems Corporation.

Figure 12. Tobacco financial messaging alert with image of no smoking sign tested in Round 3 of the randomized controlled trial. Copyright 2020,
Epic Systems Corporation.

Each version was randomized at the ambulatory practice level
for 4-5 weeks. In a series of 3 A/B testing experiments over a
period of 8 months, our team observed that neither the framing

method nor the addition of multiple or single images resulted
in significant differences in acceptance rates for the tobacco
alert (Table 2).
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Table 2. Acceptance rates by alert type (encounter level acceptance rates; acceptance includes any positive action — perform counseling, prescribe
therapy, or refer to state tobacco quit line).

OR
(95%
CI)

Round 3, Apr 2019 -
May 2019
(N=15,811), number
accepted/number dis-
played (%)

OR
(95%
CI)

Round 2, Jan 2019 -
Feb 2019 (N=11,631),
number accepted/num-
ber displayed (%)

ORa

(95% CI)

Round 1, Oct 2018 -
Nov 2018
(N=26,975), number
accepted/number dis-
played (%)

Baseline acceptance
rate (N=31650), num-
ber accepted/number
displayed (%)

Randomization
group

0.90
(0.49-
1.65)

1036/4395 (24), finan-
cial message with no
images

0.87
(0.47-
1.59)

817/3335 (24), finan-
cial message with im-
ages

0.89
(0.48-
1.67)

2045/7621 (27), finan-
cial incentive message

2327/8782 (26)A

0.90
(0.50-
1.64)

903/4991 (18), finan-
cial message with im-
ages

0.88
(0.49-
1.58)

705/3702 (19), evi-
dence-based messages
with images

0.90
(0.50-
1.63)

1832/8821 (21), evi-
dence-based message

2171/10,585 (21)B

1.001295/6425 (20), finan-
cial message with to-
bacco sign only

1.001122/4594 (24), insti-
tutional priority mes-
sage with images

1.002682/10,533 (25), in-
stitutional priority
message

2619/12,283 (21)C

aOR: odds ratio.

Discussion

Our experience and results provide significant insights into the
opportunities and challenges in transitioning to a strategy of
optimization that has worked so successfully in other areas of
information technology.

By creating an infrastructure to support this approach, we
successfully tested multiple versions of alerts in a short period
of time with outcomes that are supported by rigorous methods.
This capability stands in contrast to the common approach of
releasing single versions of CDS alerts with no empiric data
supporting the relative efficacy of their design and then relying
on weaker pre-post statistical methods for assessment.

This success is predicated on having assembled a
multidisciplinary team, institutional support, and a repeatable
process that can be applied to the rapid improvement of any
CDS tool. It draws heavily on both the user-centered, agile
approach from software and other quality improvement
philosophies and traditional RCT methodologies. In our
experience, standing up this approach is the most challenging
phase. It requires effort to foster buy-in from the IRB,
operational leadership, enhanced EHR randomization
capabilities, and reporting to rapidly test CDS variations. The
creation of the process drew heavily on our prior experience in
usability and user-centered design [35] and a flexible
randomization schema that could be tailored to the dynamic
research methodology.

While we were successful at developing this infrastructure, the
outcomes from our initial experiments offer guidance to other
institutions embarking on a similar approach. For our first A/B
testing experiment in influenza, we intentionally chose a less
invasive design change (verbiage and mild display
modifications) that would not be controversial to operational
leaders and minimized risk of unintended consequences in our
deployment. We recommend this approach as it allowed the
information technology team members and clinical members
to focus their efforts on creating the robust testing infrastructure
without the distraction of complex intervention changes. The
first experiment confirmed that a simple solution would not

result in a dramatic improvement in alert acceptance. While
strategizing the next experiment, the team uncovered more
fundamental design flaws with clear remedies. Rather than
subjecting these remedies to a round of RCTs, we opted to
follow a traditional pre-post evaluation given the extremely
high likelihood of success. This approach proved successful as
we had dramatic increases in alert acceptance rates. All nurses
benefited from this enhancement rather than having to wait for
the result of a second RCT. Consequently, CDS teams have to
consider the appropriate use cases in deploying randomized
A/B testing vs more traditional heuristics-based approaches to
improving CDS [21,36]. In the future, A/B testing could be
more beneficial after these basic heuristic constructs have been
satisfied.

In addition to the right use case, there are outstanding questions
related to the right volume of usability testing vs rapid A/B
testing to deploy when refining the CDS. Usability testing is
significantly more resource and time intensive as compared to
rapid A/B testing. Consequently, we will continue to explore
how to balance a priori usability testing versus empiric A/B
tests.

Similarly, despite repeated cycles, no intervention improved
the acceptance rate of the tobacco alert. This result is likely
because clinical practice behaviors are challenging to modify
and changes to CDS presentation displays might not be
sufficiently impactful. While small tests of change could be
helpful to large internet sites with millions of users per day,
these changes might not translate as well to CDS with a smaller,
highly trained population. With our growing confidence in our
underlying framework and approach, we will begin to
experiment with larger structural changes to our CDS that are
more likely to have impact.

Despite the successes in our implementation strategy, there are
several constraints to this approach. Randomizing at the clinician
level continues to be a challenge as our EHR does not easily
support it and manual randomization of thousands of providers
is suboptimal. Moreover, due to the pragmatic nature of the
research, contamination is always a risk since clinicians and
clinical workflows are not static. For instance, the flu alert was
randomized at the patient level, which meant that nurses likely
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interacted with both versions of the alert even on the same day,
possibly reducing the potential effect size.

Our cluster randomization, while minimizing contamination
bias, was challenging given underlying unanticipated
irregularities in the practice sites. Specifically, operational
reorganization of the ambulatory network during the trials
distorted the original randomization. Furthermore, we assumed
that randomization had successfully distributed key
characteristics across arms and initially did not check baseline
rates in randomized groups. We corrected for this using
statistical procedures and now examine baseline rates of all key
variables prior to randomization. We also did not include a
baseline control arm, which made interpretation of our results
more challenging. In the future, to mitigate inevitable changes
in organization structures, cluster randomization should be
stratified by practice groups in addition to by individual
practices. Nonetheless, organizational changes may disrupt
pragmatic experiments reinforcing the importance of a rapid,
iterative evaluation framework.

Finally, post-hoc analysis revealed that our statistical team had
misinterpreted data retrieved from the EHR. Data from each
round were captured at the EHR department level. However,
our analysis was conducted at the clinical practice level. This
disconnect required our team to manually map EHR departments
to clinical practices, which were not always in a 1:1 relationship.
This allocation was further complicated by operational changes
where practices were removed and combined. For the future,
we would recommend randomizing at the level data will be

reported (ie, at the EHR department level for cluster
randomization).

These experiences highlight the importance of having the
capability to make quick, data-driven decisions and a process
to rapidly remediate mistakes and apply these learnings to future
A/B cycles.

Fundamental differences between health care organizations and
software companies provide additional challenges to prioritizing
A/B experiments. Unlike large software companies whose
primary key performance indicators are dependent on user
acceptance of decision support (eg, clicking on an
advertisement), alert burden is not yet the major priority of
clinical institutions, though it is gaining importance given the
rising appreciation of physician burnout [37].

Rapid A/B testing of CDS alerts in combination with RCT
methods is a promising approach to efficiently, rapidly, and
rigorously evaluating the impact of the tools and the clinicians’
experience using them. Our experience also highlights the
evaluative challenges associated with cluster randomization and
the outstanding need for collaboration with EHR vendors to
design scalable randomization approaches at various levels.
Applied broadly, this approach could also help reduce the
amount of CDS “noise” in the system, by both reducing the
number of alerts and making each more impactful. If this proves
true, the application of rapid A/B testing and RCT methods to
CDS alerts could be a potential intervention for alert fatigue
and improve the EHR experience.
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Abstract

Background: Asthma exerts a substantial burden on patients and health care systems. To facilitate preventive care for asthma
management and improve patient outcomes, we recently developed two machine learning models, one on Intermountain Healthcare
data and the other on Kaiser Permanente Southern California (KPSC) data, to forecast asthma-related hospital visits, including
emergency department visits and hospitalizations, in the succeeding 12 months among patients with asthma. As is typical for
machine learning approaches, these two models do not explain their forecasting results. To address the interpretability issue of
black-box models, we designed an automatic method to offer rule format explanations for the forecasting results of any machine
learning model on imbalanced tabular data and to suggest customized interventions with no accuracy loss. Our method worked
well for explaining the forecasting results of our Intermountain Healthcare model, but its generalizability to other health care
systems remains unknown.

Objective: The objective of this study is to evaluate the generalizability of our automatic explanation method to KPSC for
forecasting asthma-related hospital visits.

Methods: Through a secondary analysis of 987,506 data instances from 2012 to 2017 at KPSC, we used our method to explain
the forecasting results of our KPSC model and to suggest customized interventions. The patient cohort covered a random sample
of 70% of patients with asthma who had a KPSC health plan for any period between 2015 and 2018.

Results: Our method explained the forecasting results for 97.57% (2204/2259) of the patients with asthma who were correctly
forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding 12 months.

Conclusions: For forecasting asthma-related hospital visits, our automatic explanation method exhibited an acceptable
generalizability to KPSC.

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/resprot.5039

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24153)   doi:10.2196/24153
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Introduction

Background
Asthma affects 8.4% of the US population [1], resulting in over
3000 deaths, almost 500,000 hospitalizations, and over
2,000,000 emergency department (ED) visits every year [1,2].
The state-of-the-art method for reducing asthma-related hospital
visits, including ED visits and hospitalizations, is to use a model
to forecast which of the patients with asthma are prone to future
poor outcomes. We then enroll these patients in care
management, ensuring care managers call them periodically to
help them schedule health and related services. As used by
health care systems like University of Washington Medicine,
Intermountain Healthcare, and Kaiser Permanente Northern
California [3] and by health plans in 9 of 12 metropolitan
communities [4], this method, if implemented properly, can cut
up to 40% of patients’ future hospital visits [5-8].

Having a limited capacity, a care management program can
enroll only a small portion of patients [9], and its effectiveness
is upper bounded by the accuracy of the predictive model.
Because they are missing certain important features, the existing
models for forecasting asthma-related hospital visits among
patients with asthma [3,10-22] are inaccurate, with each model
missing over half of patients who will undergo future
asthma-related hospital visits and mislabeling many others as
making such visits. As a result, care management programs
continue to be used inefficiently because they are unable to
focus on the highest-risk patients. In addition, patient outcomes
deteriorate, whereas health care costs increase. To address this
problem, we recently considered many candidate features and
developed two extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [23]
machine learning models, one on Intermountain Healthcare data
[24] and the other on Kaiser Permanente Southern California
(KPSC) data [25], to forecast asthma-related hospital visits in
the succeeding 12 months among patients with asthma with a
higher accuracy. As is typical for machine learning approaches,
these two models do not explain their forecasting results.
Clinicians would know that a patient is considered to be at a
high risk by the model, but the model offers no reason why this
is the case. This makes it difficult for clinicians to understand
and trust the model’s prediction result, determine whether the
patient should be put into care management, and pinpoint
interventions suitable for the patient. To address the
interpretability issue of black-box models, we designed an
automatic method to offer rule format explanations for any
machine learning model’s forecasting results on imbalanced
tabular data and to suggest customized interventions with no
accuracy loss [26]. Our method worked well for explaining our
Intermountain Healthcare model’s forecasting results [26], but
its generalizability to other health care systems remains
unknown.

Objectives
The objective of this study is to evaluate the generalizability of
our automatic explanation method to KPSC in forecasting
asthma-related hospital visits. In the following sections, we
describe our evaluation approach and results.

Methods

Ethics Approval and Study Design
After receiving approval from the institutional review boards
of KPSC and University of Washington Medicine, in this study,
we conducted a secondary analysis of retrospective data.

Patient Population
We adopted the same patient cohort from our previous KPSC
predictive model paper [25]: a random sample of 70% of patients
with asthma who had a KPSC health plan for any period between
2015 and 2018. This sample size is the largest one permitted
by KPSC for sharing its data with another non-Kaiser
Permanente institution for research. KPSC has 227 clinics and
15 hospitals. It is the largest integrated health care system in
Southern California, offering care to approximately 19% of
residents there [27]. A patient was deemed asthmatic in a
specific year if during that year, at least one asthma diagnosis
code (International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision
[ICD-10]: J45.x; International Classification of Diseases, Ninth
Revision [ICD-9]: 493.0x, 493.1x, 493.8x, and 493.9x) was
recorded on the patient in the encounter billing database
[11,28,29]. Patient death during that year served as the exclusion
criterion.

Prediction Target (Dependent Variable)
We adopted the same prediction target as our prior KPSC
predictive model paper [25]. For every patient deemed to have
asthma in a specific year, the indicator of any asthma-related
hospital visit in the succeeding year is the outcome. An
asthma-related hospital visit is a hospitalization or ED visit with
asthma as its principal diagnosis (ICD-10: J45.x; ICD-9: 493.0x,
493.1x, 493.8x, and 493.9x). When training and testing our
automatic explanation method and our KPSC XGBoost model,
for each patient who had a KPSC health plan on a year’s last
day and was also deemed asthmatic in the year, we used the
patient’s data up to the year’s last day to forecast the patient’s
outcome in the succeeding year.

Data Set
We adopted the same administrative and clinical data set from
our prior KPSC predictive model paper [25]. Obtained from
KPSC’s research data warehouse, this structured data set covered
our patient cohort’s visits at KPSC between 2010 and 2018.

Features (Independent Variables), Predictive Models,
and Data Preprocessing
Our KPSC model [25] uses the XGBoost classification algorithm
[23] and 221 features to forecast asthma-related hospital visits
in the succeeding year in patients with asthma. These features
are listed in our previous KPSC predictive model paper [25],
were computed on the structured attributes in our data set, and
cover various characteristics such as patient demographics,
medications, visits, diagnoses, vital signs, procedures, and
laboratory tests. An example feature is the total number of
asthma relievers that the patient filled in the previous 12 months.
Every input data instance to our KPSC model aims at a (patient,
index year) pair, includes these 221 features, and is used to
forecast the succeeding year’s outcome of the patient. As in our
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prior KPSC predictive model paper [25], the top 10% of patients
with asthma projected at the highest risk were used as the cutoff
point for binary classification. We used the same data
preprocessing approach adopted in our prior KPSC predictive
model paper [25] to clean, normalize, and prepare the data.

Review of Our Automatic Explanation Method
Previously, we designed an automatic method to offer rule
format explanations for the forecasting results of any machine
learning model on tabular data and to suggest customized
interventions with no accuracy loss. The original method [30]
was designed for relatively balanced data. Recently, we extended
the method to handle imbalanced data [26], where one value of
the outcome variable has a much lower prevalence rate than
another. This fits the case of forecasting asthma-related hospital
visits in patients with asthma. At KPSC, the prevalence rate of
having asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year was
approximately 2%. In the remainder of this paper, we focus on
the extended automatic explanation method.

Main Idea
The central idea of our automatic explanation method is to use
two models side by side to separate the forecasting and offering
explanations. Each model serves a different purpose. The first
model was used for the forecasting. Typically chosen to be the
most accurate one, this model can be any model built on
continuous and categorical features. The second model contains
class-based association rules [31,32] mined from past data. It
is used not to forecast but to explain the forecasting results of
the first model. After using an automatic discretization method
[31,33] to convert continuous features to categorical features,
we use a standard approach such as Apriori to mine the
association rules [32]. Each rule presents a feature pattern
linking to a value u of the outcome variable and has the form:

r1 AND r2 AND ... AND rs → u.

The values of s and u can differ across the rules. For the binary
classification of poor versus good outcomes, u is typically a
poor outcome value. Each item ri (1≤i≤s) is a feature-value pair
(g, v). When v is a value, ri shows that feature g has a value v.
When v is a range, ri indicates that the value of g is within v.
The rule signifies that a patient’s outcome is apt to be u if r1,
r2, ..., and rs are all satisfied by the patient. An exemplar rule
is:

The patient had 8 or 9 primary or principal asthma
diagnoses in the previous 12 months

AND the patient had ≥6 no shows in the prior 12
months

→ The patient will undergo ≥1 asthma-related hospital
visit in the subsequent 12 months.

The Rule Mining and Pruning Process
Our automatic explanation method uses 5 parameters: the
minimum commonality threshold, the minimum confidence
threshold, the largest number of items permitted on an
association rule’s left-hand side, the confidence difference
threshold, and the number of top features used to construct rules.
For a given rule

r1 AND r2 AND ... AND rs → u,

its commonality reflects its coverage in the context of u and
refers to the fraction of data instances fulfilling r1, r2, ..., and rs

among all the data instances connected to u. Its confidence
reflects its precision and refers to the fraction of data instances
connecting to u among all the data instances fulfilling r1, r2, ...,
and rs. Our method uses those rules whose commonality is no
less than the minimum commonality threshold, whose
confidence is no less than the minimum confidence threshold,
and each containing no more than the maximum permitted
number of items on its left-hand side.

We use 3 techniques to reduce the number of association rules
and prevent it from being excessively large. First, we remove
every more specific rule q1 in the presence of a more general
rule q2 satisfying q2’s confidence ≥ q1’s confidence−the
confidence difference threshold. Second, certain machine
learning algorithms, such as XGBoost [23], can automatically
compute every feature’s importance value. When handling a
large data set with many features, only the top few features
having the largest importance values and used in the first model
are adopted to construct rules. Third, a clinician in the design
team of the automatic explanation function examines all possible
values and value ranges of the features adopted to construct
rules and labels those values and value ranges that could have
a positive correlation with the poor outcome value. Only the
labeled feature values and value ranges are adopted to form
rules.

For each feature-value pair item that is adopted to construct
association rules, a clinician in the design team of the automatic
explanation function compiles zero or more interventions. We
tag an item actionable if it links to at least one intervention.
Each rule passing the rule pruning process is automatically
linked to the interventions related to the actionable items on the
left-hand side of the rule. We tag a rule actionable if it contains
at least one actionable item on its left-hand side; that is, it links
to at least one intervention.

The Explanation Approach
For every patient whom the first model forecasts to take a poor
outcome value, we explain the forecasting result by showing
the association rules in the second model having this value on
their right-hand sides and whose left-hand sides are satisfied
by the patient. Each rule provides a reason why the patient is
forecasted to take this value. For each actionable rule that is
shown, the interventions connected to it are listed next to it.
The automatic explanation function’s user can find customized
interventions that fit the patient from the listed interventions.
Usually, the rules in the second model present common reasons
for having poor outcomes. Some patients will experience poor
outcomes for other reasons. Thus, the second model can explain
most, but not all, of the poor outcomes correctly forecasted by
the first model.

Parameter Setting
In our experiments, we used the same parameter setting
approach used in our previous automatic explanation paper [26].
Each association rule had no more than 5 items on its left-hand
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side. Our KPSC XGBoost model [25] used 221 features to
forecast asthma-related hospital visits. We used the top 50
features that our KPSC model ranked with the largest importance
values to construct association rules. Our KPSC model gained
an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
of 0.820 using all 221 features and an AUC of 0.815 using the
top 50 features.

For forecasting asthma-related hospital visits, our KPSC model
[25] obtained a lower AUC for KPSC data than our
Intermountain Healthcare model on Intermountain Healthcare
data [24]. As mentioned in our previous automatic explanation
paper [26], the harder it is to forecast the outcome, the smaller
the minimum commonality and confidence thresholds need to
be to ensure that our automatic explanation method can provide
explanations for a large percentage of the patients whom the
first model correctly forecasts to take a poor outcome value.
Following this guideline on KPSC data, we set the minimum
commonality threshold to 0.08%, which is lower than the
corresponding value of 0.2% we used on Intermountain
Healthcare data [26]. We set the minimum confidence threshold
to 25%, which is lower than the corresponding value of 50%
used for the Intermountain Healthcare data [26]. Despite not
looking large, 25% is much greater than 2%, which is the
percentage of KPSC data instances associated with
asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year, as well as
our KPSC model’s positive predictive value of 11.03% [25].

To set the value of the confidence difference threshold τ, we
calculated the number of association rules passing the rule
pruning process versus τ. Our previous paper [26] shows that
this number of rules first drops quickly as τ rises and then drops
slowly when τ becomes sufficiently large. The value of τ was
set at the transition point.

Data Analysis

Partitioning of the Training and Test Sets
We used the same method adopted in our prior KPSC predictive
model paper [25] to divide the entire data set into training and
test sets. As several features were computed on the data from
up to 2 years before the index year and the outcomes came from
the succeeding year, our data set included 6 years of effective
data (2012-2017) over the 9-year period of 2010-2018. To match
the use of our KPSC model and our automatic explanation
method in clinical practice, we used the 2012-2016 data as the
training set to train our KPSC model and mine the association

rules adopted by our automatic explanation method. We used
the 2017 data as the test set to gauge the performance of our
KPSC model and the automatic explanation method.

Performance Metrics
We used the same performance metrics from our previous
automatic explanation paper [26] to assess the performance of
our automatic explanation method. A performance metric on
our method’s explanation power is the fraction of patients with
asthma whom our method could offer explanations for among
the patients whom our KPSC model correctly forecasted to
undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year.
We computed the average number of rules and the average
number of actionable rules that suit such a patient. A rule suits
a patient if all items on its left-hand side are satisfied for the
patient.

As our previous automatic explanation paper [26] showed,
several rules suiting a patient often differ by a single item on
their left-hand sides. When multiple rules suit a patient, the
amount of nonredundant information included in them is usually
much less than the number of rules in them. To plot a full picture
of the amount of information included in the automatic
explanations given to the patients, we computed 3 distributions
of the patients with asthma whom our KPSC model correctly
forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the
succeeding year: (1) by the number of actionable rules suiting
a patient, (2) by the number of different actionable items
included in all the rules suiting a patient, and (3) by the number
of rules suiting a patient.

Results

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Our
Patient Cohort
Remember that each data instance aims at a different (patient,
index year) pair. Tables 1 and 2 present the demographic and
clinical characteristics of our KPSC patient cohort during
2012-2016 and 2017, respectively. The two sets of
characteristics are sufficiently similar to each other. During
2012-2016, 2.42% (18,925/782,762) of data instances were
linked to asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year.
During 2017, this fraction was 2.13% (4353/204,744). Our
previous KPSC predictive model paper [25] provides a detailed
comparison of the two sets of characteristics.
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of our Kaiser Permanente Southern California patient cohort during 2012-2016.

Data instances
(n=782,762), n (%)

Data instances associated with asthma-
related hospital visits in the succeeding
year (n=18,925), n (%)

Data instances associated with no asthma-
related hospital visit in the succeeding year
(n=763,837), n (%)

Characteristics

Age (years)

110,950 (14.17)2288 (12.09)108,662 (14.23)≥65

424,446 (54.22)8557 (45.22)415,889 (54.45)18-65

193,622 (24.74)5039 (26.63)188,583 (24.69)6 to <18

53,744 (6.87)3041 (16.07)50,703 (6.64)<6

Gender

454,000 (58.00)10,590 (55.96)443,410 (58.05)Female

328,762 (42.00)8335 (44.04)320,427 (41.95)Male

Race

487,582 (62.29)10,040 (53.05)477,542 (62.52)White

7922 (1.01)230 (1.22)7692 (1.01)Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander

115,851 (14.80)4982 (26.33)110,869 (14.51)Black or African American

70,063 (8.95)1282 (6.77)68,781 (9.00)Asian

3831 (0.49)86 (0.45)3745 (0.49)American Indian or Alaska native

97,513 (12.46)2305 (12.18)95,208 (12.46)Unknown or unreported

Ethnicity

460,372 (58.81)10,577 (55.89)449,795 (58.89)Non-Hispanic

307,371 (39.27)8131 (42.96)299,240 (39.18)Hispanic

15,019 (1.92)217 (1.15)14,802 (1.94)Unknown or unreported

Insurance

106,703 (13.63)2224 (11.75)104,479 (13.68)Self-paid plan

223,789 (28.59)7469 (39.47)216,320 (28.32)Public

81,819 (10.45)1426 (7.54)80,393 (10.52)High deductible plan

39,785 (5.08)735 (3.88)39,050 (5.11)Exchange (also known as market-
place)

532,412 (68.02)11,311 (59.77)521,101 (68.22)Commercial (employer-paid)

271,328 (34.66)6064 (32.04)265,264 (34.73)Other

Number of years from the first visit related to asthma in the data set

450,849 (57.60)10,919 (57.70)439,930 (57.59)>3

331,913 (42.40)8006 (42.30)323,907 (42.41)≤3

Asthma medication fill

247,083 (31.57)10,837 (57.26)236,246 (30.93)Systemic corticosteroid

553,684 (70.73)16,242 (85.82)537,442 (70.36)Short-acting, inhaled beta-2 agonist

20 (0.00)0 (0.00)20 (0.00)Mast cell stabilizer

35,270 (4.51)1694 (8.95)33,576 (4.40)Long-acting beta-2 agonist

89,424 (11.42)4125 (21.80)85,299 (11.17)Leukotriene modifier

92,822 (11.86)3975 (21.00)88,847 (11.63)Combination of long-acting beta-2
agonist and inhaled corticosteroid

336,997 (43.05)11,841 (62.57)325,156 (42.57)Inhaled corticosteroid

Comorbidity

21,040 (2.69)575 (3.04)20,465 (2.68)Sleep apnea
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Data instances
(n=782,762), n (%)

Data instances associated with asthma-
related hospital visits in the succeeding
year (n=18,925), n (%)

Data instances associated with no asthma-
related hospital visit in the succeeding year
(n=763,837), n (%)

Characteristics

115,173 (14.71)2832 (14.96)112,341 (14.71)Sinusitis

17,297 (2.21)690 (3.65)16,607 (2.17)Premature birth

176,442 (22.54)4776 (25.24)171,666 (22.47)Obesity

103,958 (13.28)2778 (14.68)101,180 (13.25)Gastroesophageal reflux

85,369 (10.91)2944 (15.56)82,425 (10.79)Eczema

138 (0.02)3 (0.02)135 (0.02)Cystic fibrosis

28,387 (3.63)999 (5.28)27,388 (3.59)Chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease

263 (0.03)22 (0.12)241 (0.03)Bronchopulmonary dysplasia

164,950 (21.07)4231 (22.36)160,719 (21.04)Anxiety or depression

168,709 (21.55)4673 (24.69)164,036 (21.48)Allergic rhinitis

Smoking status

489,148 (62.49)11,885 (62.80)477,263 (62.48)Never smoker or unknown

136,326 (17.42)2870 (15.17)133,456 (17.47)Former smoker

157,288 (20.09)4170 (22.03)153,118 (20.05)Current smoker
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Table 2. Demographic and clinical characteristics of our Kaiser Permanente Southern California patient cohort in 2017.

Data instances
(n=204,744), n (%)

Data instances associated with asthma-
related hospital visits in the succeeding
year (n=4353), n (%)

Data instances associated with no asthma-
related hospital visit in the succeeding year
(n=200,391), n (%)

Characteristics

Age (years)

36,021 (17.59)679 (15.60)35,342 (17.64)≥65

112,021 (54.71)2052 (47.14)109,969 (54.88)18-65

44,868 (21.91)1012 (23.25)43,856 (21.89)6 to <18

11,834 (5.78)610 (14.01)11,224 (5.60)<6

Gender

120,495 (58.85)2482 (57.02)118,013 (58.89)Female

84,249 (41.15)1871 (42.98)82,378 (41.11)Male

Race

126,816 (61.94)2302 (52.88)124,514 (62.14)White

1952 (0.95)42 (0.96)1910 (0.95)Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander

27,939 (13.65)1075 (24.70)26,864 (13.41)Black or African American

18,874 (9.22)319 (7.33)18,555 (9.26)Asian

1018 (0.50)31 (0.71)987 (0.49)American Indian or Alaska native

28,145 (13.75)584 (13.42)27,561 (13.75)Unknown or unreported

Ethnicity

119,211 (58.22)2410 (55.36)116,801 (58.29)Non-Hispanic

80,021 (39.08)1868 (42.91)78,153 (39.00)Hispanic

5512 (2.69)75 (1.72)5437 (2.71)Unknown or unreported

Insurance

34,405 (16.80)647 (14.86)33,758 (16.85)Self-paid plan

66,631 (32.54)1904 (43.74)64,727 (32.30)Public

25,003 (12.21)356 (8.18)24,647 (12.30)High deductible plan

17,946 (8.77)269 (6.18)17,677 (8.82)Exchange (also known as market-
place)

130,144 (63.56)2420 (55.59)127,724 (63.74)Commercial (employer-paid)

84,783 (41.41)1675 (38.48)83,108 (41.47)Other

Number of years from the first visit related to asthma in the data set

118,901 (58.07)2616 (60.10)116,285 (58.03)>3

85,843 (41.93)1737 (39.90)84,106 (41.97)≤3

Asthma medication fill

67,475 (32.96)2597 (59.66)64,878 (32.38)Systemic corticosteroid

140,819 (68.78)3742 (85.96)137,077 (68.40)Short-acting, inhaled beta-2 agonist

0 (0.00)0 (0.00)0 (0.00)Mast cell stabilizer

11,810 (5.77)467 (10.73)11,343 (5.66)Long-acting beta-2 agonist

28,095 (13.72)1099 (25.25)26,996 (13.47)Leukotriene modifier

29,731 (14.52)1151 (26.44)28,580 (14.26)Combination of long-acting beta-2
agonist and inhaled corticosteroid

80,806 (39.47)2586 (59.41)78,220 (39.03)Inhaled corticosteroid

Comorbidity

13,144 (6.42)333 (7.65)12,811 (6.39)Sleep apnea
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Data instances
(n=204,744), n (%)

Data instances associated with asthma-
related hospital visits in the succeeding
year (n=4353), n (%)

Data instances associated with no asthma-
related hospital visit in the succeeding year
(n=200,391), n (%)

Characteristics

29,882 (14.59)680 (15.62)29,202 (14.57)Sinusitis

4513 (2.20)132 (3.03)4381 (2.19)Premature birth

49,738 (24.29)1190 (27.34)48,548 (24.23)Obesity

33,259 (16.24)797 (18.31)32,462 (16.20)Gastroesophageal reflux

21,159 (10.33)638 (14.66)20,521 (10.24)Eczema

42 (0.02)2 (0.05)40 (0.02)Cystic fibrosis

7591 (3.71)285 (6.55)7306 (3.65)Chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease

30 (0.01)1 (0.02)29 (0.01)Bronchopulmonary dysplasia

47,300 (23.10)1124 (25.82)46,176 (23.04)Anxiety or depression

40,933 (19.99)1084 (24.90)39,849 (19.89)Allergic rhinitis

Smoking status

127,908 (62.47)2663 (61.18)125,245 (62.50)Never smoker or unknown

36,743 (17.95)717 (16.47)36,026 (17.98)Former smoker

40,093 (19.58)973 (22.35)39,120 (19.52)Current smoker

The Number of Residual Association Rules
Taking the top 50 features that our KPSC model ranked with
the largest importance values, we mined 11,628,850 association
rules from the training set. Figure 1 displays the number of
residual rules versus the confidence difference threshold τ. This
number first drops quickly as τ rises and then drops slowly when
τ becomes ≥0.15. Accordingly, the value of τ was set to 0.15,
resulting in 954,493 residual rules.

An asthma clinical expert in our team labeled the values and
value ranges of the top 50 features that could have a positive

correlation with asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding
year. After we removed those rules involving any other value
or value range, 725,632 association rules remained. Each rule
provides a reason why a patient is forecasted to undergo future
asthma-related hospital visits. Almost all (725,623) of these
rules were actionable. Thus, our automatic explanation method’s
performance numbers are almost the same regardless of whether
all these rules or only the actionable rules were used. In the
remainder of this section, we present only the performance
numbers when only the actionable rules were used.

Figure 1. The number of residual rules versus the confidence difference threshold τ.

Example Association Rules Adopted by the Second
Model
To allow the reader to gain a sense of the association rules the
second model adopted, we present 5 example rules:

• Rule 1: The patient filled ≥89 asthma relievers in total in
the previous 12 months

→ The patient will undergo ≥1 asthma-related hospital
visits in the subsequent 12 months.

The use of many asthma relievers indicates poor asthma control.
An intervention tied to the item the patient filled ≥89 asthma
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relievers in total in the prior 12 months is to tailor prescribed
medications and to suggest the patient to maximize adherence
to asthma control medications or to improve avoidance of
asthma triggers.

• Rule 2: The patient had ≥25 nebulizer medication orders
in the previous 12 months

AND the patient incurred ≥16 major visits for asthma
in the previous 12 months

→ The patient will undergo ≥1 asthma-related hospital
visits in the subsequent 12 months.

The use of many nebulizer medications indicates a poor asthma
control. An intervention tied to the item the patient had ≥25
nebulizer medication orders in the prior 12 months is to tailor
prescribed medications and to suggest the patient to maximize
adherence to asthma control medications or to improve the
avoidance of asthma triggers.

As defined in our previous paper [24], major visits for asthma
cover outpatient visits linked to a primary diagnosis of asthma,
and ED visits and hospitalizations linked to an asthma diagnosis
code. Outpatient visits linked to a secondary, but not a primary,
diagnosis of asthma are deemed minor visits for asthma. Having
many major visits for asthma indicates a poor asthma control.
An intervention tied to the item the patient incurred ≥16 major
visits for asthma in the prior 12 months is to adopt control
strategies for the patient to avoid needing emergency care.

• Rule 3: The patient had 8 or 9 primary or principal asthma
diagnoses in the previous 12 months

AND the patient had ≥6 no shows in the previous 12
months

→ The patient will undergo ≥1 asthma-related hospital
visits in the subsequent 12 months.

Having many primary or principal asthma diagnoses indicates
a poor asthma control. An intervention tied to the item the
patient had 8 or 9 primary or principal asthma diagnoses in
the prior 12 months is to offer the patient suggestions on how
to improve asthma control.

Having many no shows correlates with poor outcomes. An
intervention tied to the item the patient had ≥6 no shows in the
prior 12 months is to give the patient social resources to handle
socioeconomic challenges to keep appointments.

• Rule 4: The patient incurred ≥8 ED visits in the previous
12 months

AND the patient was prescribed ≥28 short-acting
beta-2 agonist medications in total in the previous 12
months

AND the patient is Black or African American

→ The patient will undergo ≥1 asthma-related hospital
visits in the subsequent 12 months.

In the United States, Black and African American people tend
to have poorer asthma outcomes than others. Frequent ED visits
indicated a poor asthma control. An intervention tied to the item
the patient incurred ≥8 ED visits in the prior 12 months is to

adopt control strategies for the patient to avoid needing
emergency care.

Short-acting beta-2 agonists are rescue medications for the quick
relief of asthma symptoms. The use of many short-acting beta-2
agonists indicates a poor asthma control. An intervention tied
to the item the patient was ordered ≥28 short-acting beta-2
agonist medications in total in the prior 12 months is to tailor
prescribed medications and to suggest the patient to maximize
adherence to asthma control medications or to improve the
avoidance of asthma triggers.

• Rule 5: The highest exacerbation severity of all asthma
diagnoses recorded on the patient in the previous 12 months
is status asthmaticus

AND the patient incurred ≥11 and ≤17 visits with
same-day appointments in the previous 12 months

AND the admission type of the patient’s last visit in
the previous 12 months is nonelective

→ The patient will undergo ≥1 asthma-related hospital
visits in the subsequent 12 months.

Status asthmaticus is the most severe form of asthma
exacerbation. An intervention tied to the item the highest
exacerbation severity of all of the asthma diagnoses recorded
on the patient in the prior 12 months is status asthmaticus is to
offer the patient suggestions on how to improve asthma control.

Having many visits with same-day appointments indicates a
poor asthma control. An intervention tied to the item the patient
incurred ≥11 and ≤17 visits with same day appointments in the
prior 12 months is to improve support offered to the patient
between visits to enhance medication adherence, address asthma
triggers, and maximize the value of each visit.

A patient incurs a nonelective visit when the patient’s condition
requires an immediate medical attention, for example, when the
patient experiences severe asthma exacerbation. An intervention
tied to the item the admission type of the patient’s last visit in
the prior 12 months is nonelective is to adopt control strategies
for the patient to avoid needing emergency care.

The Performance of Our Automatic Explanation
Method
We evaluated our automatic explanation method on the test set.
Our method explained the forecasting results for 97.9%
(599/612) of the children (age <18 years) with asthma and
97.45% (1605/1647) of the adults (age ≥18 years) with asthma
our KPSC model correctly forecasted to undergo asthma-related
hospital visits in the succeeding year. Put together, our method
explained the forecasting results for 97.57% (2204/2259) of the
patients with asthma who were correctly forecasted to undergo
asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year. For every
such patient, on average, our method provided 1516.25 (SD
2161.30) explanations, each from one rule, and found 24.04
(SD 8.68) actionable items.

For the patients with asthma whom our KPSC model correctly
forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the
succeeding year, Figures 2 and 3 display the patient distribution
according to the number of actionable rules suiting a patient.
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Having a long tail, this distribution is significantly skewed
toward the left. As the number of rules suiting a patient
increases, the number of patients each covered by this number
of rules tends to decline nonmonotonically. The biggest number
of rules suiting a patient is fairly large (15,252). However, only
one patient matched this number of rules.

For the patients with asthma whom our KPSC model correctly
forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the
succeeding year, Figure 4 displays the patient distribution
according to the number of different actionable items included

in all the rules suiting a patient. The largest number of different
actionable items included in all the rules suiting a patient is 42,
much less than the largest number of actionable rules suiting a
patient. As noted in our previous automatic explanation paper
[26], 2 or more actionable items included in the rules that suit
a patient often connect to the same intervention.

Our automatic explanation method provided explanations for
67.61% (2943/4353) of patients with asthma who would undergo
asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year.

Figure 2. The patient distribution by the number of actionable rules suiting a patient for the patients with asthma whom our Kaiser Permanente Southern
California model correctly forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year.

Figure 3. The patient distribution by the number of actionable rules suiting a patient when this number is ≤250 for the patients with asthma whom our
Kaiser Permanente Southern California model correctly forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year.

Figure 4. The patient distribution by the number of different actionable items included in all the rules suiting a patient for the patients with asthma
whom our Kaiser Permanente Southern California model correctly forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The results presented in this paper are similar to those presented
in our previous automatic explanation paper [26]. For forecasting
asthma-related hospital visits, our automatic explanation method
exhibited an acceptable generalizability to KPSC. In particular,
our method explained the forecasting results for 97.57%
(2204/2259) of the patients with asthma who were correctly
forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the
succeeding year. This fraction is comparable with that (89.68%)
on Intermountain Healthcare data in our previous automatic
explanation paper [26] and is large enough to put our automatic
explanation method into daily clinical use. After further
development to boost its accuracy, our KPSC model combined
with our automatic explanation method could be used to guide
asthma care management’s use to help enhance patient outcomes
and reduce health care costs.

Our automatic explanation method provided explanations for
67.61% (2943/4353) of patients with asthma who would undergo
asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year. This
fraction is less than the 97.57% (2204/2259) success rate, at
which our method explained the forecasting results for the
patients with asthma our KPSC model correctly forecasted to
undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the succeeding year.
This is possibly due to the correlation between the association
rules’ and our KPSC model’s forecasting results. Among the
patients with asthma whom our KPSC model correctly
forecasted to undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the
succeeding year, many are easy cases for us to explain their
outcomes using association rules. Among the patients with
asthma who would undergo asthma-related hospital visits in the
succeeding year and whose outcomes were incorrectly forecasted
by our KPSC model, many are difficult cases for any model to
correctly explain or forecast their outcomes.

Displaying the Automatic Explanations
Many rules could suit a patient. In this case, it is undesirable to
list all of them simultaneously and overwhelm the user of the
automatic explanation function. Instead, we should rank these
rules and display the top few (eg, 3) of them by default. If
desired, the user can ask an automatic explanation function to
show more rules. In ranking the rules suiting a patient and the
items on the left-hand side of a rule, we consider the following
factors and strike a balance among them:

1. All else being equal, rules with fewer items on their
left-hand sides are easier to understand and should be ranked
higher.

2. All else being equal, rules with higher confidence are more
precise and should be ranked higher.

3. All else being equal, rules with a higher commonality cover
more patients with poor outcomes and should be ranked
higher.

4. The automatic explanation function’s user tends to read the
rules one by one in the display order. All else being equal,
the more items on the left-hand side of a rule appear in
higher-ranked rules, the less new information that the user

has not seen so far is contained in the rule and the lower
the rule should be ranked.

5. Consider the items on the left-hand side of a rule. The
automatic explanation function’s user tends to read the
items one by one in the display order. All else being equal,
the items that have appeared in higher-ranked rules contain
repeated information and should be put after the other items
that have not appeared in any of the higher-ranked rules.

6. The automatic explanation function’s user cares about
finding suitable interventions for the patient. Consider the
items on the left-hand side of a rule. All else being equal,
the actionable items should be placed before the
nonactionable items.

7. Actionable rules should be ranked higher than nonactionable
rules.

We are in the process of preparing a paper describing our
rule-ranking method in detail.

Related Work
As described in the book [34] and the survey paper [35], many
other researchers have proposed miscellaneous methods for
automatically offering explanations for the forecasting results
of machine learning models. Such explanations are typically
not in a rule format. Many such methods sacrifice a part of the
forecasting accuracy and/or are designed for a particular machine
learning algorithm. In addition, none of these methods can
automatically suggest customized interventions. In comparison,
our automatic explanation method supplies rule format
explanations for any machine learning model’s forecasting
results on tabular data and suggests customized interventions
with no accuracy loss. Rule format explanations are easier to
comprehend and can suggest customized interventions more
directly than other forms of explanations.

To the best of our knowledge, we were the first to use
association rules to automatically offer rule format explanations
for any machine learning model’s forecasting results on tabular
data and to suggest customized interventions with no accuracy
loss [30]. Our original method [30] was designed for relatively
balanced data and was initially tested in the case of forecasting
type 2 diabetes diagnoses. Subsequently, Alaa et al [36,37]
applied the original method to multiple medical prediction tasks.
So far, no researcher outside of our group has applied our
extended automatic explanation method [26], which can handle
imbalanced data, to any prediction task. Rudin et al [38] and
Ribeiro et al [39] used rules to automatically offer explanations
for the forecasting results of any machine learning model. These
rules are not association rules and are unknown before the
prediction time; hence, they cannot be used to automatically
suggest customized interventions at the prediction time. In
comparison, the association rules used in our automatic
explanation method are mined before the prediction time and
used to automatically suggest customized interventions at the
prediction time.

Limitations
This study has three limitations, all of which can be fine areas
for future work:
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1. For forecasting asthma-related hospital visits, our study
evaluated the generalizability of our automatic explanation
method to a single health care system. It would be nice to
assess our automatic explanation method’s generalizability
to other health care systems, such as academic ones, which
have different properties from Intermountain Healthcare
and KPSC. In comparison with nonacademic systems,
academic health care systems tend to handle more complex
and sicker patients [40]. To prepare for such an evaluation,
we are currently retrieving a data set of patients with asthma
from the enterprise data warehouse of the University of
Washington Medicine [41].

2. Our study evaluated the generalizability of our automatic
explanation method only for forecasting asthma-related
hospital visits. It would be nice to assess the generalizability

of our automatic explanation method for other diseases and
outcomes [41].

3. Our current automatic explanation method is designed for
structured data and traditional machine learning algorithms
that are not deep learning algorithms. It would be nice to
extend our method so it can also handle deep learning
models built directly on longitudinal data [41,42].

Conclusions
In its first generalizability assessment, our automatic explanation
method for imbalanced tabular data exhibited a decent
generalizability to KPSC for forecasting asthma-related hospital
visits. After further development to boost its accuracy, our KPSC
model combined with our automatic explanation method could
be used to guide asthma care management’s use to help enhance
patient outcomes and reduce health care costs.
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Abstract

Background: Obtaining accurate clinical information about recent acute care visits is extremely important for outpatient
providers. However, documents used to communicate this information are often difficult to use. This puts patients at risk of
adverse events. Elderly patients who are seen by more providers and have more care transitions are especially vulnerable.

Objective: This study aimed to (1) identify the information about elderly patients’ recent acute care visits needed to coordinate
their care, (2) use this information to assess discharge summaries, and (3) provide recommendations to help improve the quality
of electronic health record (EHR)–generated discharge summaries, thereby increasing patient safety.

Methods: A literature review, clinician interviews, and a survey of outpatient providers were used to identify and categorize
data needed to coordinate care for recently discharged elderly patients. Based upon those data, 2 guidelines for creating useful
discharge summaries were created. The new guidelines, along with 17 previously developed medical documentation usability
heuristics, were applied to assess 4 simulated elderly patient discharge summaries.

Results: The initial research effort yielded a list of 29 items that should always be included in elderly patient discharge summaries
and a list of 7 “helpful, but not always necessary” items. Evaluation of 4 deidentified elderly patient discharge summaries revealed
that none of the documents contained all 36 necessary items; between 14 and 18 were missing. The documents each had several
other issues, and they differed significantly in organization, layout, and formatting.

Conclusions: Variations in content and structure of discharge summaries in the United States make them unnecessarily difficult
to use. Standardization would benefit both patients, by lowering the risk of care transition–related adverse events, and outpatient
providers, by helping reduce frustration that can contribute to burnout. In the short term, acute care providers can help improve
the quality of their discharge summaries by working with EHR vendors to follow recommendations based upon this study.
Meanwhile, additional human factors work should determine the most effective way to organize and present information in
discharge summaries, to facilitate effective standardization.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25657)   doi:10.2196/25657
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Introduction

Rising rates of burnout among outpatient clinicians have been
linked to the adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) [1,2],
which are known to have poor usability [3,4]. Other work has
shown that updating EHRs is a burden for many outpatient
providers [5,6]. However, few researchers have explored how
inpatient providers’ adoption of EHRs impacted outpatient
clinicians’ ability to assimilate information about recently
discharged patients [7,8].

Most acute care facilities in the United States currently use
EHRs to generate documents intended to communicate important
information about patients and their recent acute care visits to
outpatient providers, including skilled nursing facilities (SNFs),
and long-term care facilities. These may be called transition of
care documents, clinical handover documents, end-of-visit
summaries, or, most commonly, discharge summaries (DSs).
Since each acute care organization’s EHR system is
“customized” during implementation, outpatient providers who
treat patients that utilize different acute care facilities must
extract information from DSs that can vary greatly in content,
format, and organization. Moreover, EHR customization is
performed by information technology professionals who work
for EHR vendors or inpatient providers. These professionals do
not possess a complete understanding of the data needs,
priorities, and information presentation preferences of outpatient
providers. Not surprisingly, acute care and outpatient providers
have different impressions about how useful EHR-generated
DSs are [9].

DSs that either make it difficult for outpatient providers to find,
or do not include, all of the information needed to coordinate
care put patients at risk of adverse events [10]. Elderly patients
(65 years old or older) are especially vulnerable: They tend to
have more comorbidities and thus are often followed by multiple
outpatient specialists, and they are more likely to have multiple
postacute care transitions than younger, less complex patients.
One study found discrepancies between medication lists from
a referring hospital and a home health care agency for all 770
elderly patient participants [11], putting them at risk of
medication errors. Other care transition–related adverse events
include treatment delays and unnecessary tests [12-14].
However, a literature search yielded only 1 study, conducted in
Canada nearly a decade ago, that suggests creating specialized
DSs for elderly patients [15].

A standard method of presenting information in US discharge
summaries could boost patient safety by (1) facilitating
information transfer, by making it easier for outpatient clinicians
to find the data needed to coordinate care for their patients and
(2) reducing risk of burnout-related adverse events, by
decreasing frustration associated with trying to extract
information from poorly organized documents [16]. A first step
towards standardizing all US DSs is identifying the data that
US outpatient providers need to coordinate care for recently

discharged patients who are transitioning to SNFs. We focused
on this scenario because we judged that medically complex
elderly patients would be more likely to transition from acute
care to a SNF setting than to other outpatient care settings.
Moreover, the data needed to coordinate care for adults
transitioning to SNFs should be a superset of the data needed
to coordinate care for other elderly patients and younger adults.

This study addresses 2 gaps in knowledge: (1) Through
qualitative methods, it identifies the information that clinicians
in US SNFs need to coordinate care for elderly patients who
were recently discharged from acute care and (2) through a
well-established human factors technique, called heuristic
evaluation, it provides insight into how well US acute care
providers’ DSs currently support outpatient providers who
coordinate care for elderly patients.

Methods

The study included 2 phases. First, the data requirements of
outpatient providers who coordinate care for elderly patients
were identified through an exploratory, descriptive effort, and
the knowledge gleaned from that effort was applied to specify
2 new guidelines for creating useful DSs. Second, the new
guidelines were combined with 17 previously developed medical
documentation usability heuristics [7] (see Multimedia Appendix
1) and applied to assess how well 4 examples of elderly patient
discharge summaries support care coordination. The second
part not only shed light on how difficult it can be for outpatient
providers to use the discharge summaries currently being
produced by inpatient providers’ EHRs but also yielded several
recommendations for improving the quality of EHR-generated
discharge summaries. All research processes and procedures
for both parts of this study were approved by Rowan
University’s Institutional Review Board, and exemptions were
granted by the institutional review boards of the 2 hospitals that
provided deidentified examples of discharge summaries.

Development of DS Content Guidelines
A literature review served as the first step towards identifying
the data that are necessary or helpful when coordinating care
for a recently discharged elderly patient. Aggregating the items
identified at the Transitions of Care Consensus Conference [17],
which includes 6 items that the Joint Commission mandates be
included in all DSs [18], with the items in the standardized DSs
used in Australia [19] and the items recommended in a Canadian
study that focused specifically upon creating DSs for elderly
patients [15], yielded a list of 26 items. See Multimedia
Appendix 2 for items recommended by different sources. Next,
15 outpatient care providers who frequently care for elderly
patients were interviewed. These care providers included
primary care physicians, nurse practitioners, directors of nursing,
social workers, transition-of-care nurses, and medical directors.
They were asked to categorize each of those 26 items as “always
necessary,” “helpful, but not required,” or “not
relevant/distracting” and then invited to name any additional
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data that they recommend be included in elderly patient DSs.
After the 15 interviews, the list had grown to 36 items. See
Multimedia Appendix 3 to view the structured interview
questions. Those items were included in an online survey sent
to 2500 members of a Continuing Care Risk Management
community that asked participants to categorize the 36 items
using the same 3 categories. See Multimedia Appendix 4 to
view the survey questions. A majority of the 58 respondents
indicated that all 36 items were helpful and that 29 of the 36
should always be included in elderly patient DSs. Thus, 2
content guidelines were established: One states that each of 29
items should be included in DSs, and the second recommends
that the remaining 7 items be considered for inclusion (see
Results section).

Creation of Simulated DSs
Two hospitals, which use systems from different EHR vendors,
each provided 10 deidentified elderly patient DSs that were

produced by their EHR system. Two of the DSs from each
hospital were randomly selected. Simulations of those 4 DSs,
which appeared the same as the original documents (eg, same
font size and style, layout, headings), were created to keep
heuristic evaluation participants blind to the hospitals. The safe
harbor method was applied in accordance with the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 Privacy
Rule. This entailed replacing not only all protected health
information about the patient (which had already been
deidentified) but also all doctors’ names and all health care
organization names with fictitious data. The 4 simulated DSs,
which are referred to as H1P1 (Hospital 1, Patient 1), H1P2
(Hospital 1, Patient 2), H2P1 (Hospital 2, Patient 1), and H2P2
(Hospital 2, Patient 2), were then reviewed for validity,
including faithful replication of formatting, layout, and
organization. Figures 1 and 2 show portions of 2 of the simulated
DSs. See Multimedia Appendices 5-8 to view the full simulated
DSs.

Figure 1. The top portion of a simulated discharge summary from hospital 1.
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Figure 2. The middle portion of a simulated discharge summary from hospital 2.

Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic evaluation is a usability assessment technique in which
3-5 trained experts independently apply a set of design best
practices, called heuristics, to identify potential usability
problems [20]. The participants also rate the severity of the
issues, and then all issues and ratings are analyzed collectively
[21]. Participants are not expected to discover the same issues,
but together they generally identify the most important usability
problems [22]. Proponents of heuristic evaluation recommend
developing a set of relevant heuristics for the particular type of
item being assessed, which can serve as guidance for developing
useable products as well as tools for assessing usability [20].

In this study, 5 human factors experts independently assessed
each of the 4 simulated discharge summaries. Next, 5 clinical
experts experienced in providing outpatient care each
independently rated the severity of all of the potential issues
identified by the human factors team. Clinical experts were also
given the opportunity to report any additional issues they found
in the simulated discharge summaries. This iterative approach
to heuristic evaluation, which reduces the time required by
clinical experts, has been used successfully to evaluate medical
technology [7,23]. This approach is also consistent with
Nielsen’s recommendation that experts first be asked to use
heuristics to identify issues and later be asked to rate the severity
of all issues [24].

The human factors team was given a set of 19 assessment tools:
17 previously developed medical document usability heuristics
[7] (see Multimedia Appendix 1) and the 2 new discharge
summary content guidelines (see Results section) and
instructions on how to apply the heuristics to assess discharge
summaries. The 5 human factors team members independently
identified potential usability issues by looking for violations of
the heuristics or the guidelines. Once each team member had
evaluated each document, the issues were aggregated into 4 lists
(one per simulated discharge document). Then, the items in the
lists were paraphrased, and duplicates were removed.

Each of the 4 issue lists was ordered and grouped based upon
the way information was presented in the simulated discharge
summaries and then described in a set of slides (see Figure 3).
Next, 5 clinical experts independently reviewed the simulated
discharge documents, provided severity ratings for each issue,
and reported and rated any additional usability issues they
identified. The clinical experts were provided with a 4-step
severity scale. We adapted Sauro’s 3-point scale [25] by adding
a level 0 for “not an issue” and then replacing the term “critical”
with the word “severe” for level 3. The latter change was
intended to prevent participants from avoiding use of that rating;
in prior work, some clinicians were reluctant to use “critical,”
reserving that for issues that indisputably cause harm [7]. Table
1 describes the levels and provides an example of an issue at
each level.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of a slide used to summarize potential issues found by the human factors team.

Table 1. Descriptions of the 4 levels used to rate the severity of issues found in simulated discharge summaries and examples of issues at each level.

Example issueDescriptionRating

Note stating that contents were produced using Dragon Dictate not neededNot a problem0

Redundant information found in hospital courseMinor: hesitation or slight irritation1

Nutritional status on discharge and Do not resuscitate orders “hidden” in
relatively lengthy hospital course section

Moderate: causes delays and moderate irritation2

No indication of whether medication is temporary or permanentSevere: causes frustration or potential for error; must be fixed3

In some cases, the evaluators suggested specific solutions to
issues (eg, restrict use of all CAPS, never abbreviate medication
names, include page numbers in the format “page X of Y”). All
solutions were summarized and grouped so that common themes
could be extracted. These themes were transformed into
recommendations (see Discussion section).

Results

The knowledge assembled during the literature review,
interviews, and survey was applied to develop 2 guidelines for
creating useful, easy-to-use discharge summaries. These
guidelines are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2. First new guideline, with the list of items that should be included in elderly patient discharge summaries and how many of the 4 simulated
discharge summaries were missing each item.

Number of docu-
ments missing this
item (n=4)

Guideline 1. Include each of the following in elderly patient discharge summaries

2Patient identifiers (eg, LAST name, first name, middle name, date of birth, age, gender, medical record number)

0Date of admission/discharge

0Hospital admission diagnosis

3Principal/primary diagnosis (responsible for the largest portion of the patient's stay)

0List of discharge diagnosis

0Discharge medications (when patient is discharged from acute care)

2History of present illness for hospitalization

0Hospital course (events occurring during patient’s hospital stay)

0Procedures performed in hospital

3Laboratory tests and investigation results (including pending results & tests due)

3Patient physical and cognitive functional ability at discharge

4Discharge status/Patient's discharge condition (how the patient is doing, relevant physical findings, patient's health status)

4Medication on hospital admission

4(Reasons for) Changes in medication during patient's stay in hospital

4Adverse reactions during stay (including allergies to medications and other allergies)

2Discharge instructions

2Appointments after discharge

3Life-sustaining treatments preferences (DNRa, lifesaving instructions, POLSTb)

3Nutritional status at discharge from hospital

4Immunization history

4Patient demographics (eg, address, phone number)

1Follow-up issues

4Emergency contact information

4Nutritional status at hospital admission

3Patient’s physical and cognitive functional ability at admission

4Goals of care and treatment plan during hospital stay

4Discharging physician contact information

4Contact information of clinician(s) who consulted patient in hospital

3Patient weight

aDNR: do not resuscitate.
bPOLST: portable medical orders.
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Table 3. Second new guideline, with the list of items that should be considered to be included in elderly patient discharge summaries and how many
of the 4 simulated discharge summaries were missing each item.

Number of simulated docu-
ments missing this item
(n=4)

Guideline 2. Consider including the following items in elderly patient discharge summaries

4Family history

4Social and lifestyle history

3Free-text comments (a field for clinicians to share miscellaneous notes about the patient)

4Type of medical devices or equipment (eg, bariatric beds) that are needed for the patient in the SNFa

4Goals of care and treatment plan post hospital discharge

4Activities of daily living (ADL) status

1Wound, skin, fall assessment

aSNF: skilled nursing facility.

When these 2 guidelines were combined with 17 previously
developed medical document usability items (shown in
Multimedia Appendix 1) and applied to assess the 4 simulated
discharge documents, the human factors team identified 98
issues. See Multimedia Appendices 9-12 for the Powerpoint
slides used to present these 98 issues to clinical experts. Clinical
experts identified 19 additional issues. The average severity
rating across all issues and all documents was 1.69, between
minor and moderate. The total number of issues and average
severity ratings for each of the simulated DSs were as follows:

H1P1: 40, 1.91; H1P2: 30, 1.67; H2P1: 21, 1.73; H2P2: 26,
1.36. The entire set of issues was combined and then grouped
based upon how they impact the 5 categories of document
usability identified in a previous study [7]: readability,
comprehensibility, minimalism, content, and organization. The
counts and average severity ratings of the issues associated with
each of these categories were as follows: comprehensibility: 8,
2.00; content: 42, 1.99; organization: 31, 1.77; readability: 36,
1.27; minimalism: 0. Finally, Table 4 lists all issues with average
severity ratings greater than or equal to 2.

Table 4. Usability issues with average severity ratings ≥2.

Average severity ratingIssue

3Postoperative patient with no wound care instructions

3Treatable condition listed in discharge diagnoses, but patient status, plan, and medication missing

3No indication whether medications are temporary or permanenta

3Formatting makes medication section difficult to read or understanda

3Medications need to be prioritizeda

3Medication frequency missinga

3Length of time on IVb meds is missinga

3No diagnosis linked to the medicationsa

3Medication is missing information on “PRN” (when is it needed?) a

2.67New and “old” medications are mixed in with one anothera

2.67Electronic signature gives name but no phone or email

2.5Indenting gives impression that patient discharge condition and time spent on discharge are subordinate to physical
exam

2.33Nutritional status and Do Not Resuscitate orders “hidden” in Hospital Course section

2.13No page numbers

2.08Follow-up appointments listed in Hospital Course section

2Heading with no content

2Formatting made significant findings section hard to read

aRelated to the section(s) listing medications.
bIV: intravenous.
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Each of the clinical experts indicated that the simulated
discharge summaries were representative of discharge
summaries that they had seen before. They further characterized
the examples as “fairly good” in quality when asked to compare
them to those that they typically encounter. However, they
agreed that each had significant room for improvement. They
also agreed that it would be beneficial if DSs from all acute care
providers could be standardized.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The knowledge developed through this effort may be broadly
applied by acute care organizations seeking to assess or improve
the usability of their discharge documents. More specifically,
acute care providers can work with EHR vendors to apply the
2 guidelines introduced here to help ensure that they produce
discharge summaries that contain the information that outpatient

providers need to coordinate care for elderly patients. In
addition, acute care providers should consider implementing
the recommendations listed in the following sections, which
are based upon the results of assessing 4 simulated discharge
summaries that were based on real documents. These
recommendations have been divided into 2 groups: The first
contains those that can be implemented in software, and the
second contains those that must be fulfilled by humans —
though EHR software could definitely provide prompts or help
verify these recommendations have been followed. See
Multimedia Appendix 13 to review how several of the issues
identified by clinical experts are associated with particular
recommendations.

Recommendations
Textbox 1 and Textbox 2 include the recommendations for
adapting EHRs so they produce more useable discharge
summaries.

Textbox 1. Recommendations for adapting electronic health records (EHRs).

1. Require users to make sure that medication information is complete.

a. For each medication, require and display the following: medication name; medication strength, dose, dosage unit, route of administration,
and frequency; indication for the medication (which diagnosis or complaint is targeted by this medication; if PRN, ensure that the “as needed”
criteria are defined within the medication section of the discharge summary); start date; end or refill date; indicator of whether the medication
is temporary (end at completion of course) or permanent or chronic (will need refills).

b. If any information (dose, frequency, end or refill date) is missing, prompt users to insert missing information.

2. Present all medication information clearly and consistently.

a. Apply formatting and layout to draw attention to needed information (eg, bold the medication name, separate information with spaces or
dashes).

b. Do not use abbreviations.

c. List medications by generic name only, not a mix of generic and brand names.

d. Differentiate new start versus continued medications versus medications that should be stopped.

3. Provide a section for durable medical equipment, so it can be separated from medications.

4. Require and display contact information so outpatient providers can follow-up with an inpatient provider.

a. Prompt for an email address or phone number if only a name is given.

5. Display start and end dates for all procedures.

a. Prompt for dates if any are missing.

6. Print page numbers, in the form “xx of yy pages” when documents are printed, and display page numbers when viewed online to facilitate
conversations where one person is viewing a print out and one is viewing online.

7. Use colors or shading that provide sufficient contrast if documents are printed in black and white.

8. Show all headings, even if there is no content in a section.

a. When no accompanying text is provided, prompt for input or obtain user’s approval to populate it with “—“ so readers can verify that the
section has been intentionally left blank.

9. Don't allow page breaks between section headings and section content.

10. Apply consistent font style, font sizing, spacing, layout, indentation, and heading style.

a. Font size of the text must be at least 12 points to be easily readable. In some cases (eg, older audiences), selective use of a larger font (14
points) may be advisable, since it can help readers more easily see and focus attention on the most important information. Since the font
size depends on the font type selected, maintain a size of 16 pixels at minimum [26].

b. Maintain a line height that is 130% to 150% larger than the font size [27].

c. Ensure that the section headings and subheadings stand out. Consider increasing the font size, or bold the heading text.
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Textbox 2. Recommendations that require user action (but that software can prompt or try to verify).

1. Provide an explanation of patient’s condition that includes at least a grade (eg, poor, good) and add a justification for any deviation from good.

2. Do not abbreviate medication or procedure names (eg, AMOX for amoxicillin) to ensure absolute clarity of the conveyed information.

3. Avoid using “all caps,” which makes the content hard to read.

4. Emphasize important information. Ensure that the date of exam(s) or lab test(s) is prominently mentioned.

5. Ensure that all procedures undergone during an acute visit are listed. Examples include the use of feeding tubes, dietary restrictions, total parenteral
nutrition (TPN), or urinary catheter.

6. Ensure that the content matches the headings and subheadings within each section.

Acute care providers may also consider working with EHR
vendors to redesign after visit summaries (AVSs) based upon
the these recommendations, since prior research has revealed
that AVSs are frequently used to develop care plans [7]. Using
an AVS, which is the document that is presented to a patient
upon discharge from acute care, as a surrogate for a DS is not
optimal practice. However, given the current practical limitations
in EHR system provider-to-provider communication, it is in
patients’ best interests for acute care providers to adapt their
AVSs so they contain the information that outpatient physicians
need to coordinate care for recently discharged patients.

Limitations
While this work represents a necessary starting point for
eventually standardizing adult patient discharge summaries, it
has several limitations. Since the only incentive offered to
survey recipients was access to survey results, only 58 out of
2500 (2.32%) of them responded, even after sending multiple
reminders. Accordingly, the lists of important “discharge
summary components” identified in this study need to be
verified by a larger number of outpatient providers. Furthermore,
a larger sample of discharge summaries or other usability testing
methods may have revealed more issues, leading to additional
recommendations. Finally, given the complexity and high level
of customization of hospital EHR systems, it is currently unclear
how difficult it would be for hospitals to configure their systems
to output documents that follow our recommendations or to
support users in following them. For example, some current
systems are designed to group medication list items into Stop,
Start, and Continue categories, which could make it hard to
separate durable medical equipment from medications. On the
other hand, it would make sense for inpatient providers to
request that EHR vendors use the recommendations from this
study to make changes to their products that could then be
pushed out as software upgrades to all inpatient providers.

Comparison With Prior Work
A heuristic evaluation of 4 AVSs generated by acute care
providers’EHR systems revealed formatting and organizational
issues that made those documents very difficult to use [7]. The
DSs evaluated in this study had fewer formatting and
organizational issues, and those issues were rated lower in terms
of severity than the ones found in the AVSs. The DSs in this
study also had much less irrelevant or unhelpful text than the
AVSs in the prior study. On the other hand, there were many
more issues related to missing or unclear content in the DSs,
and those issues were generally considered to be fairly severe
(rated 2-3). This is not surprising because the content guidelines

developed for this effort had not been established when the
AVSs were evaluated, so their content was only assessed
superficially, using the generic heuristics found in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Australia and the United Kingdom have developed national
standards for electronic DSs [18,28], and Canadian researchers
have explored standardizing DSs in Nova Scotia [29]. In
contrast, most US research aimed at increasing patient safety
during care transitions focuses upon improving discharge
planning processes (eg, training clinicians to generate more
useful discharge documentation [30,31] or involving patients
and caregivers in discharge planning [31,32]).

A few US organizations have developed templates, outlines, or
checklists to standardize their own DSs [33-35], but each of
them organizes patient information differently. Moreover, even
though a 2009 Transitions of Care Consensus Conference
produced a list of items that participants recommended be
included in transition records [17], recent research indicates
that EHR-generated discharge summaries in the United States
continue to omit data that outpatient providers need to
effectively coordinate care [27,36-39].

Conclusions
In summary, this project addresses 2 current gaps in knowledge
among inpatient providers and EHR vendors: (1) What data do
outpatient providers need to coordinate care for elderly patients
recently discharged from acute care facilities to an outpatient
facility? and (2) How well do the EHR-generated DSs currently
being produced by acute care providers meet outpatient
providers’ needs? This work revealed not only that documents
currently being produced do not fully meet outpatient provider
needs but also that 2 DSs produced by the same acute care
provider organization can vary significantly in layout,
organization, structure, and content. The current heterogeneity
among DSs makes it unnecessarily difficult for outpatient
providers to coordinate care for recently discharged patients.
This puts patients at risk of adverse events and may contribute
to outpatient provider burnout. This work is especially timely
given that the Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology and the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services recently released proposed rules to facilitate
“seamless and secure” electronic transfer of patient data [40].
Seamlessly and securely sharing patient information is not
sufficient to ensure high-quality care coordination. Patient data
must be delivered in a form that enables clinicians to quickly
and easily locate and understand the information most relevant
to them. In short, there is an urgent need for additional applied
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human factors research focused upon improving the quality of
the clinical documentation produced by EHR systems. This
research should be conducted in parallel with ongoing

interoperability efforts, so that once it is possible for EHRs to
seamlessly transfer patient data, they will be shared in a concise,
well-organized, easy-to-understand form.
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Abstract

Background: Acute kidney injury (AKI) is commonly encountered in clinical practice and is associated with poor patient
outcomes and increased health care costs. Despite it posing significant challenges for clinicians, effective measures for AKI
prediction and prevention are lacking. Previously published AKI prediction models mostly have a simple design without external
validation. Furthermore, little is known about the process of linking model output and clinical decisions due to the black-box
nature of neural network models.

Objective: We aimed to present an externally validated recurrent neural network (RNN)–based continuous prediction model
for in-hospital AKI and show applicable model interpretations in relation to clinical decision support.

Methods: Study populations were all patients aged 18 years or older who were hospitalized for more than 48 hours between
2013 and 2017 in 2 tertiary hospitals in Korea (Seoul National University Bundang Hospital and Seoul National University
Hospital). All demographic data, laboratory values, vital signs, and clinical conditions of patients were obtained from electronic
health records of each hospital. We developed 2-stage hierarchical prediction models (model 1 and model 2) using RNN algorithms.
The outcome variable for model 1 was the occurrence of AKI within 7 days from the present. Model 2 predicted the future
trajectory of creatinine values up to 72 hours. The performance of each developed model was evaluated using the internal and
external validation data sets. For the explainability of our models, different model-agnostic interpretation methods were used,
including Shapley Additive Explanations, partial dependence plots, individual conditional expectation, and accumulated local
effects plots.

Results: We included 69,081 patients in the training, 7675 in the internal validation, and 72,352 in the external validation cohorts
for model development after excluding cases with missing data and those with an estimated glomerular filtration rate less than
15 mL/min/1.73 m2 or end-stage kidney disease. Model 1 predicted any AKI development with an area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.88 (internal validation) and 0.84 (external validation), and stage 2 or higher AKI development
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with an AUC of 0.93 (internal validation) and 0.90 (external validation). Model 2 predicted the future creatinine values within 3
days with mean-squared errors of 0.04-0.09 for patients with higher risks of AKI and 0.03-0.08 for those with lower risks. Based
on the developed models, we showed AKI probability according to feature values in total patients and each individual with partial
dependence, accumulated local effects, and individual conditional expectation plots. We also estimated the effects of feature
modifications such as nephrotoxic drug discontinuation on future creatinine levels.

Conclusions: We developed and externally validated a continuous AKI prediction model using RNN algorithms. Our model
could provide real-time assessment of future AKI occurrences and individualized risk factors for AKI in general inpatient cohorts;
thus, we suggest approaches to support clinical decisions based on prediction models for in-hospital AKI.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24120)   doi:10.2196/24120

KEYWORDS

acute kidney injury; recurrent neural network; prediction model; external validation; internal validation; kidney; neural networks

Introduction

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a common clinical condition that
can be attributed to multiple causes in various clinical settings.
AKI increases mortality, morbidity, length of hospital stay, and
health care costs [1-4]. According to the National Confidential
Enquiry on Patient Outcomes and Death reports, approximately
17% of AKI is estimated to be avoidable and preventable [5].
Therefore, many research efforts have been expended to detect
AKI early on and to manage patients with high risk [6].
Nevertheless, the reported incidence of AKI is 17%-25% in the
hospital setting [7,8] and it has continued to rise globally during
the recent decades [9]. Markedly increasing amounts of
electronic health record (EHR) data and recent developments
in machine learning techniques offer greater possibilities for
the improvement of quality of care and medical research [10].
Various clinical decision support systems that use EHR and
machine learning have been increasingly reported for various
diseases [11-14]. Machine learning methods can incorporate
tremendously large number of features in the model compared
with conventional regression models and thus enable the use of
nonlinear algorithms. As a result, in AKI research, several
studies have adopted machine learning methods such as random
forest and neural network models and reported improved model
performance [15-17]. Major risk factors associated with
in-hospital AKI include the use of various nephrotoxins,
repeatedly measured laboratory findings, and vital signs that
are dynamic rather than static variables [18-20]. The recurrent
neural network (RNN) is a powerful tool used to handle such
sequential data [21]; various RNN models have shown excellent
performance in the field of natural language processing and
time-series forecasting models [22,23]. Although the RNN
model is a promising approach, time-updated predictive models
for AKI using the RNN algorithm are still in their infancy [24].
Only a few studies have investigated these, and they have not
been externally validated [20,25]. Moreover, despite their
enhanced performance, these neural network models cannot
provide insights into how to link clinical decision supports;
therefore, interpreting the output using these models can be
difficult. In this respect, neural network models have been
criticized as being black-box models [26]. Previous studies on
clinical decision support for AKI have not implemented
predictions for AKI development but have only served as alarm
systems for the timely diagnosis of AKI according to diagnostic
criteria [27,28]. Therefore, in this study, we propose an

externally validated RNN-based prediction model for in-hospital
AKI and aimed to provide a framework to link the developed
model with clinical decision support.

Methods

Study Population
This study was performed in accordance with the
recommendations laid out in the World Medical Association
Declaration of Helsinki. The study protocol was approved by
the Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) of the Seoul National
University Bundang Hospital (SNUBH; IRB No.
B-1912/583-406) and Seoul National University Hospital
(SNUH; IRB No. H-1911-043-1076). Written consent was
waived by the IRB because of the retrospective nature of the
study, and all data were completely anonymized. Study
populations comprised all patients aged 18 years or older who
were hospitalized for more than 48 hours at the SNUBH from
2013 to 2017 (training and internal validation cohorts) and at
the SNUH from 2013 to 2017 (external validation cohort). These
2 tertiary hospitals are affiliated with each other. However, they
are located in different regions of Korea and have different
patient populations and EHR systems. The exclusion criteria
were as follows: (1) no baseline or follow-up creatinine (Cr)
measurements, (2) baseline estimated glomerular filtration rate

(eGFR) less than 15 mL/min/1.73 m2 or Cr greater than 4.0
mg/dL or end-stage kidney disease at admission, (3) no other
laboratory test results used in the model, (4) no BMI or vital
sign measurements, and (5) an AKI diagnosis at admission (day
1).

Data Collection
All demographics, laboratory values, vital signs, and clinical
conditions were obtained from the EHR of each hospital. The
features that are considered as risk factors of AKI from the
related literature or are correlated with AKI development were
selected for model development [18]. A total of 107 variables
were included in the model. These are summarized in
Multimedia Appendix 1. Each variable was classified as either
static or dynamic. The static variables were assigned to
time-invariant values during hospitalization, and the dynamic
variables were assigned to values that were updated on a daily
basis. Demographics and comorbidities were static variables,
while laboratory tests, vital signs, and clinical conditions were
dynamic variables. The use of medications during admission
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was incorporated in the model as a dynamic categorical variable,
and medication history before admission was treated as a static
variable. Patient comorbidities were classified into 17 categories
according to the International Statistical Classification of
Disease and Related Health Problems (10th revision) codes
from which the Charlson Comorbidity Index was assessed [29].
BMI was calculated from the height and weight measured at
admission. Laboratory values included Cr, white blood cells,
hemoglobin, platelets, albumin, sodium, potassium, chloride,
aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, blood
urea nitrogen, total CO2, bilirubin, calcium, glucose, creatine
kinase, lipase, and troponin I. The means of laboratory values
that were measured more than once each day were used in our
model. Medications included well-known nephrotoxic agents,
such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, aminoglycoside,
vancomycin, and colistin. Vital signs included systolic, diastolic,
and mean arterial blood pressures; pulse; and body temperature,
which were usually measured 3 times a day in general wards.
Therefore, the mean, maximum, and minimum values of the
vital signs during a day were used as different variables.

AKI and Baseline Creatinine Definitions
AKI was defined according to the Kidney Disease: Improving
Global Outcomes (KDIGO) Clinical Practice Guideline for AKI
[30]. Because urine volume data were not available, AKI stage
was defined based on serum Cr levels. Baseline Cr levels were
determined by searching the minimum serum Cr level within a
period of 2 weeks before admission. If there were no serum Cr

measurements during this period, the minimum value of Cr
measured within 90 or 180 days before admission was used as
the baseline Cr. In the absence of Cr measurements up to 180
days before admission, the serum Cr value measured on the first
day of hospitalization was defined as the baseline Cr.

Data Preprocessing and Statistical Analysis
During data collection, error values were treated as missing,
and outliers of all variables were examined and removed after
review by domain experts. Patients with missing variables at
baseline were excluded according to the exclusion criteria. The
last observation carried forward method was used for missing
values after baseline. Variables were scaled using the min–max
normalization before training the neural network. For continuous
prediction of AKI, the training and validation data sets were
organized as multiple sliding windows of features and target
labels fed to the input layer of the RNN model (Figure 1A). The
length of the sliding window was selected as 7 days and features
up to 2 weeks after admission were utilized. Therefore, all time
points were considered for both patients with AKI and non-AKI
during the length of stay before AKI occurrence or discharge.
The SNUBH data set was divided into a training set
(69,081/76,756, 90%) and an internal validation set
(7675/76,756, 10%) using the stratified random split. Categorical
variables are expressed as numbers and percentages, and
continuous variables as means (SD). The chi-square test and t
test were used to compare differences in baseline characteristics
between the training and validation cohorts. P values <.05 were
considered statistically significant.
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Figure 1. Architectural overview of the developed model using the recurrent neural network (RNN). (A) The sliding window approach for handling
sequential data and (B) the 2-stage hierarchical model comprising models 1 and 2. Model 1 could predict the occurrence of acute kidney injury (AKI)
in the next 7 days from the present, and model 2 could provide the predicted value of serum creatinine (Cr) for the next 3 days.

Model Development and Assessment
We developed 2 different models (models 1 and 2) with stacked
RNN algorithms. Model 1 had a many-to-one architecture with
7 sequential inputs and 1 prediction output. The outcome
variable for model 1 was the occurrence of AKI in the next 7
days. Padding and masking techniques were used for instances
with sequences shorter than the length of the sliding window.
The padded sequences were not used in training and inference
processes. To compare the performance with model 1, we
developed an additional gradient boosting model based on the
same training data set. The gradient boosting model was trained
using the XGBoost algorithm. In model 2, we constructed a
prediction model of the trajectory of Cr values after 24, 48, and
72 hours with available Cr values during the observation
window. Model 2 had a many-to-many structure with an output
length of 3 on 7 input sequences. To improve the predictive
accuracy of model 2, we developed a 2-stage hierarchical RNN
prediction model. That is, based on the results of model 1,
different types of model 2 were applied. These are the models
for each patient group that are or are not predicted to have AKI.
The architectures of models 1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 1.
The optimal hyperparameters of each model were determined
using a fivefold cross validation. The tuned hyperparameters
include number of hidden RNN neurons, number of hidden
layers, dropout, activation functions, and batch size in the
stacked RNN model, and learning rate, depth of a tree, and
minimum child weight in the XGBoost model. Cross entropy

loss function and the AdamW optimizer were used to train the
RNN models. The entire data set was imbalanced due to the
relatively low incidence of in-hospital AKI. Therefore, we
applied a class weight parameter to the loss function to handle
class imbalances. Alpha dropout, L2 regularization, and early
stopping approaches were implemented to prevent overfitting.
Batch normalization was applied to each RNN layer for efficient

and effective learning. The learning rate was set to 10–4 for

pretraining, then to 10–6 for early stop learning. In the process
of model development, different sample sizes were tested to
evaluate the sensitivity of the developed models. As shown in
Table 1 in the Results section, the overall distribution of features
is quite different between the training and external validation
data sets. Therefore, we additionally fine-tuned our models to
overcome the heterogeneity of independent data sets.
Specifically, we refitted our model using a small proportion of
data (7234/72,352, 10%) from the external data set. The refitted
model was validated with the rest of the external data set
(65,118/72,352, 90%). Model performances were assessed based
on the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC), accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, negative predictive value, and F1 score for model 1 and
based on the mean-squared error (MSE) for model 2.

Model Explainability for Clinical Decision Support
The neural network algorithm cannot directly offer any
explanations regarding the clinical meaning of features.
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Therefore, to identify the association between multiple features
and response (the occurrence of AKI), we examined the
following approaches using model-agnostic methods in model
1: (1) global interpretation with Shapley Additive Explanations
(SHAP), partial dependence plots (PDPs), and accumulated
local effects plots; and (2) instance-wise interpretation with
individual conditional expectation (ICE) plots. The SHAP
method is based on Shapley values from game theory [31].
Shapley values indicate marginal contribution of a feature to
the difference between the actual prediction and the mean
prediction for all possible coalitions of features [32]. The global
feature importance was presented by SHAP feature importance
plots. PDP provides average marginal predictions across all
instances when the feature of interest is forced to be a certain
value [33]. Similarly, ICE plots indicate an average marginal
effect of a feature for individual instances. PDP and ICE plots
can intuitively show the relationship between specific features
and the outcome variable [34]. In model 2, we applied ICE to
predict the future Cr values, whereby the model output was
estimated from new instances with modified feature values as
well. Given that PDP is not reliable when the features are highly
correlated, we also presented accumulated local effects plots.
In an accumulated local effects plot, feature values are divided
by set intervals and the differences in the prediction between
the upper and lower bounds of the interval are calculated [33].
The estimated differences are accumulated, and the mean
prediction is centered at 0.

Results

Study Population
A total of 482,467 patients (182,976 in the SNUBH and 299,491
in the SNUH) were initially screened from the EHR data
obtained from each participating hospital. After considering the
exclusion criteria, 69,081 patients were finally included in the
SNUBH training data set, 7675 in the SNUBH internal
validation data set, and 72,352 in the SNUH external validation
data set (Multimedia Appendix 2). The characteristics of the
study population are listed in Table 1. Patients in the training
data set were older than those in the external validation data set
(59.8 versus 57.1 years). The mean baseline eGFR was higher
in the training data set than in the external validation data set

(94.9 versus 89.4 mL/min/1.73 m2). Although more patients
had hypertension or diabetes in the training data set, the mean
Charlson Comorbidity Index was higher in the external
validation data set. There was no difference in baseline
characteristics between the training and internal validation data
sets. During the 2-week period after admission, the cumulative
incidence of AKI (any stage) was 5.91% in the training data set
and 3.63% in the external validation data set (Multimedia
Appendix 3). The cumulative incidence of severe AKI (stages
2 or 3) was 1.58% and 1.11% in the training and external
validation data sets, respectively.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the training and validation data sets.

P valuecSNUHb validation set
(n=72,352)

SNUBH validation set
(n=7675)

SNUBHa training set
(n=69,081)

Variables

<.00157.1 (16.0)59.6 (16.6)59.8 (16.5)Age (years), mean (SD)

<.00137,405 (51.7)4114 (53.6)36,732 (53.2)Male sex, n (%)

<.00123.2 (3.5)23.8 (3.5)23.8 (3.5)Body mass index (kg/m2), mean (SD)

<.0016.9 (11.7)8.5 (10.4)8.7 (14.2)Stay length (days), mean (SD)

<.0012340 (3.2)475 (6.2)4478 (6.5)ICUd admission, n (%)

<.0011.1 (1.4)1.1 (1.4)1.0 (1.4)Charlson Comorbidity Index, mean
(SD)

Specific preexisting comorbidities

<.0016624 (9.2)995 (13.0)9455 (13.7)Hypertension, n (%)

<.0016513 (9.0)769 (10.0)7187 (10.4)Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

<.0016289 (8.7)790 (10.3)7452 (10.8)Ischemic heart disease, n (%)

<.001793 (1.1)169 (2.2)1500 (2.2)Heart failure, n (%)

<.00189.4 (21.9)94.6 (37.4)94.9 (38.9)Baseline eGFRe (mL/min/1.73 m2),
mean (SD)

<.00165,310 (90.3)6683 (87.1)60,201 (87.1)No CKDf or CKD 1 or 2 (≥60

mL/min/1.73 m2), n (%)

4188 (5.8)550 (7.2)4839 (7.0)CKD G3a (45-59 mL/min/1.73 m2), n
(%)

1940 (2.7)279 (3.6)2629 (3.8)CKD G3b (30-44 mL/min/1.73 m2), n
(%)

914 (1.3)163 (2.1)1412 (2.0)CKD G4 (15-29 mL/min/1.73 m2), n
(%)

.5413.0 (2.0)13.0 (2.1)13.0 (2.1)Hemoglobin (g/dL), mean (SD)

<.0014.1 (0.5)4.0 (0.6)4.0 (0.6)Albumin (g/dL), mean (SD)

.030.9 (1.5)0.9 (1.6)0.9 (1.5)Bilirubin (mg/dL), mean (SD)

<.0019.1 (0.6)8.8 (0.6)8.8 (0.6)Calcium (mg/dL), mean (SD)

<.001121.1 (48.9)125.8 (54.1)126.4 (55.5)Glucose (mg/dL), mean (SD)

<.001139.8 (3.3)138.8 (3.8)138.9 (3.8)Sodium (mEq/L), mean (SD)

<.0014.2 (0.4)4.2 (0.5)4.1 (0.4)Potassium (mEq/L), mean (SD)

<.001103.5 (3.5)102.5 (4.0)102.5 (4.0)Chloride (mEq/L), mean (SD)

<.00132.4 (108.7)46.7 (213.2)47.3 (245.3)ASTg (IU/L), mean (SD)

<.00130.5 (100.4)42.0 (154.1)42.6 (192.1)ALTh (IU/L), mean (SD)

<.00125.6 (3.6)24.7 (3.3)24.7 (3.3)Total CO2 (mEq/L), mean (SD)

<.001235.8 (479.1)232.3 (86.7)232.9 (85.0)Platelet (103/μL), mean (SD)

.107.3 (5.5)8.3 (8.3)8.2 (7.1)White blood cell count (cells/mm2),
mean (SD)

Medication use

.0076039 (8.3)610 (7.9)5494 (8.0)RASi blockers, n (%)

.143723 (5.1)381 (5.0)3437 (5.0)Diuretics, n (%)

<.00113,290 (18.4)1874 (24.4)16,974 (24.6)NSAIDsj, n (%)
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P valuecSNUHb validation set
(n=72,352)

SNUBH validation set
(n=7675)

SNUBHa training set
(n=69,081)

Variables

<.001124.8 (15.8)128.6 (16.5)128.7 (16.5)Systolic blood pressure (mmHg), mean
(SD)

<.00176.2 (10.7)74.0 (10.7)74.1 (10.8)Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg),
mean (SD)

<.00177.7 (14.2)78.7 (14.3)78.6 (14.4)Heart rate (beats/minute), mean (SD)

<.00136.5 (0.4)36.7 (0.5)36.7 (0.5)Body temperature (°C), mean (SD)

aSNUBH: Seoul National University Bundang Hospital.
bSNUH: Seoul National University Hospital.
cP value between the SNUBH training set and the SNUH validation set (variables are not statistically different between the SNUBH training set and
the SNUBH validation set).
dICU: intensive care unit.
eeGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate.
fCKD: chronic kidney disease.
gAST: aspartate aminotransferase.
hALT: alanine aminotransferase.
iRAS: renin–angiotensin system.
jNSAIDs: nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.

Prediction of AKI Development
First, we assessed the performance of model 1 to predict AKI
development (any stage and stage 2 or higher) within the next
7 days based on different algorithms. Overall, the AUC was
higher in the stacked RNN model than in the XGBoost model
for any AKI and stage 2 or higher AKI. The AUC of the RNN
model was 0.88/0.84 (internal/external validation) for any AKI
and 0.93/0.90 (internal/external validation) for stage 2 or higher
AKI, while the AUC of the XGBoost model was 0.86/0.82
(internal/external validation) for any AKI and 0.90/0.89
(internal/external validation) for stage 2 or higher AKI (Figure
2). Overall, better performance was found with the larger

training sample size, which might be due to the class imbalance
of the data set, suggesting that 80%-90% of the split ratio was
sufficient in training (Multimedia Appendix 4). The model
performance on the external validation set was slightly lower
than that on the internal validation set. However, the
performance of the updated model was improved, reducing the
difference in the AUC between the internal and external
validation sets. The RNN model to predict stage 2 or higher
AKI revealed the highest performance. The evaluation metrics
other than AUC are shown for different probability cutoff values
in Multimedia Appendices 5 and 6. We evaluated model 2 based
on model 1 for any AKI, considering the AKI incidence rate.
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Figure 2. The receiver operating characteristic curve for model 1. (A) The stacked RNN model for any AKI, (B) the stacked RNN model for AKI stage
2 or higher, (C) the XGBoost model for any AKI, and (D) the XGBoost model for AKI stage 2 or higher. AKI: acute kidney injury; RNN: recurrent
neural network.

Prediction of Creatinine Trajectory
We constructed and validated the prediction model (model 2)
for Cr trajectory separately in the positive and negative
prediction groups based on the prediction results of model 1 for
any AKI. The MSE values are presented in Table 2, and ranged

from 0.03 to 0.06 in the internal validation case, and from 0.06
to 0.09 in the external validation case. The refitted model in the
external validation data set showed the improved MSE of
0.03-0.08. Overall, the MSE values at different prediction points
(24, 48, and 72 hours) were comparable to each other.

Table 2. Predictive performance of model 2 for the future value of serum creatinine (Cr).

MSE at different time pointsSubgroup and validation method

72 hours48 hours24 hours

Positive prediction

0.060.040.04Internal validation

0.090.060.06External validation

0.080.060.05External validation (refitting)

Negative prediction

0.040.040.03Internal validation

0.080.060.06External validation

0.050.050.03External validation (refitting)

Application of Interpretability Techniques on the
Developed Models
Application of model 1 allows the identification of patients with
high AKI risk. Moreover, the future values of Cr can be
predicted using model 2. However, risk assessment and

predicted laboratory values are insufficient for the management
of patients with high risk. The prediction model itself could not
provide measures on how to manage or prevent AKI. First, we
examined feature importance obtained by mean SHAP values
in model 1 (Multimedia Appendix 7). Baseline eGFR and serum
Cr were the top 2 features in both RNN and XGBoost models.
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The remaining features showed relatively less impact on
prediction. To determine the feature importance in the RNN
model, the SHAP values were also averaged over the sequence
length (7 days); thus, many static variables were of high rank.
However, the importance ranking of some dynamic features,
such as pulse rate, diuretic use, and white blood cell count, was
found to increase over time (Multimedia Appendix 8). To
illustrate the relationships between the AKI risk and each
feature, we have presented PDP and ICE plots in Multimedia
Appendix 9, where yellow lines denote the average probability
of AKI versus the selected feature values in the studied patients
(PDP), and each black line represents an individual’s probability
(ICE plot). These plots provide global and instance-level model
explanations. They primarily offer visual representations of a
selected feature’s effect on AKI probability. Overall, substantial
changes in AKI probability with the level of features were
observed, especially for aspartate aminotransferase, platelet
count, white blood cell count, and vital signs (eg, blood pressure
and pulse rate). The patterns of ICE plots were quite different
in individual patients. However, PDP could not fully explain
the feature–response relationship in each patient. We did not

find a clear effect of some clinically meaningful features such
as hemoglobin and albumin on AKI prediction. However,
accumulated local effects plots better showed the association
between these features and AKI prediction (Figure 3). Therefore,
we performed an additional analysis using accumulated local
effects plots to evaluate the feature effects at different time gaps
from the prediction point (Figure 3 and Multimedia Appendix
10). Vital signs, white blood cell counts, and Cr levels had the
greatest effect the day before the prediction point, while albumin
and hemoglobin showed the greatest effect 5-6 days before the
prediction point. Some dynamic features, such as the use of
medication, could be considered as correctable features in actual,
clinical settings. In this regard, we estimated the predicted
trajectories of serum Cr values according to the use of
nephrotoxic drugs. Predicted values of Cr with and without
nephrotoxic drug administration are shown in Figure 4. The
presented cases represent the past Cr values (green lines),
predicted values (blue lines), and predicted values after the
discontinuation of nephrotoxic drugs (orange lines). These
approaches could help clinicians make decisions regarding the
prevention and intervention for future AKI occurrence.
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Figure 3. Accumulated local effects plots for the selected variables at the different time gaps from the prediction point. The same y-scale was used for
all plots. AST: aspartate aminotransferase; ALT: alanine aminotransferase; BUN: blood urea nitrogen; Hb: hemoglobin; WBC: white blood cell count.
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Figure 4. Individual interpretation with individual conditional expectations (green lines: the past Cr values; blue lines: predicted Cr values on certain
nephrotoxic drugs; orange lines: predicted Cr value when nephrotoxic drugs are discontinued; and dotted red lines: prediction point). Modified drugs
are NSAIDs in these 4 cases. AKI: acute kidney injury; Cr: creatinine; NSAIDs: nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we developed a continuous prediction model for
in-hospital AKI using the RNN algorithm with external
validation and demonstrated its applicability for the support of
clinical decision making. The developed model was constructed
for all general inpatients based on the use of various dynamic
and static clinical features, showing relatively good performance.
External validation was performed with data from an
independent center. Furthermore, we showed examples relevant
to the presentation of feature information to help actual clinical
decisions at the global and individual patient level using several
model-agnostic interpretation methods.

To prevent and manage AKI more effectively, timely diagnosis
and intervention are emphasized. Thus, AKI is an area of interest
for the application of predictive clinical models. To date,
numerous studies have been published on predictive models
related to AKI [18]. The identification and appropriate
management of patients with high risk could improve patient
outcomes and reduce economic burden in health care facilities
[35]. Nevertheless, previous studies of the AKI prediction model
have mainly focused on specific population groups, such as
patients who are critically ill or those who underwent
cardiovascular surgery, thus making generalization difficult
[36-38]. Moreover, most models have not been externally
validated, and there are only few models that are capable of
real-time assessments. In a recent report of artificial intelligence

research, only 6% of conducted studies performed external
validation [39]. Many predictive models used clinical or
laboratory data collected at the time of admission or at specific
time points, such as during the preoperative period or admission
[40-42]. However, the definition of AKI is dynamic and includes
the concept of time duration (Cr increase by at least 0.3 mg/dL
in 48 hours or 1.5 times over 1 week) as shown in the KDIGO
definition [30]. Not only the changes in Cr levels, but also the
changed rates or slopes were important in clinical decisions
[43]. In this regard, the RNN algorithms could have a
considerable strength and could fully utilize the sequential
information of feature values. The RNN models were found to
be effective in learning sequential data and demonstrated
superior model performance over conventional models
developed using data at one time point [44-46]. These reflect
the trends of clinical variables and are expected to be
advantageous for real-time risk assessment.

In this study, we developed 2-stage hierarchical prediction
models (model 1 and model 2) using the stacked RNN structure.
Model 1 focused on the distinction of patients with high risk of
AKI from those without risk. Model 1 using stacked RNN layers
predicted any AKI with an AUC of 0.84-0.88 and stage 2 or
higher AKI with an AUC of 0.90-0.93. In particular, the RNN
model outperformed the XGBoost-based model for both any
AKI and stage 2 or higher AKI. Gradient boosting algorithm
has been frequently utilized for the model of AKI prediction in
recent related studies. The overall performance of the gradient
boosting models was reported to have an AUC of 0.67-0.77 for
AKI stage 1 or higher and an AUC of 0.84-0.87 for AKI stage
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2 or higher in the next 48 hours [47-49]. Model 2 intended to
predict the future values of serum Cr that could help physicians
understand and interpret the models in a more intuitive manner.
We adapted a study design that is updated on a daily basis
because most laboratory tests or medications usually do not
change more than once a day in the general ward of institutions.
Similarly, to minimize the burden of real-time data processing,
a daily AKI alert system was implemented into the EHR, which
demonstrated its effectiveness for the diagnosis of unlooked
AKI [28]. In this study, the overall model performance was
somewhat different between the internal and external validation
cohorts. It may be attributed to different patient characteristics,
such as age and comorbidities, and to the patterns of clinical
practice in the 2 centers. Specifically, the incidence of AKI
stage 1 was quite different between the 2 centers. In this regard,
some authors suggest multiple external validations for a
generalized prediction model [50]. The construction of a
generalizable prediction model in superpopulations is
burdensome in terms of time and cost. Therefore, we
additionally fine-tuned our model to overcome the heterogeneity
of independent data sets. This approach has been employed in
recent related studies [32,49]. Although only a small amount
of data was used for refitting, the model performance was greatly
improved. The results of the refitted models were comparable
to those of the internal validation data set.

However, machine learning–based models do not explain why
their decisions are right, and it is uncertain how they relate the
results to clinical decision making. To apply the prediction
results in clinical practice, clinicians must understand how the
risk assessment is derived. Unlike conventional regression
models, neural network models process enormous amounts of
input data through complex, multiple hidden layers and weight
parameters that make it difficult for clinicians to understand
and interpret the network structure. In this context, machine
learning models are usually referred to as black boxes.
Therefore, we presented some model-agnostic interpretation
approaches, such as the SHAP feature importance, PDP with
ICE plots, and accumulated local effects plots. These methods
are practical and helpful in utilizing neural network–based

models and could help us identify correctable risk factors at the
individual patient level. ICE plots could offer insights into how
selected features affect prediction results in the black-box model.
As shown in ICE plots, quite different relationships between
feature values and prediction outcomes were observed in each
patient. This suggests interindividual heterogeneity of feature
contributions. PDP does not reflect the heterogeneous effects
between individuals and requires an assumption of independence
[33]. In this regard, the accumulated local effects plot provides
a better interpretation of the association between features and
predictions. Accumulated local effects plots are unbiased and
superior to the PDP when evaluating feature effects in data sets
with correlated features. Nevertheless, the interpretation methods
themselves do not indicate causal inferences between features
and the model output. Currently, various feature engineering
techniques are actively being studied and constitute promising
fields of artificial intelligence. Therefore, human-friendly
interpretable models that reflect possible causal inferences will
be developed in the future.

Limitations
There are some limitations associated with this study. First, we
used retrospective data in model training and validations. Thus,
our results do not indicate the performance of the model in
actual clinical practice. Second, because the model is updated
daily, its application is more appropriate for patients in general
wards than for those who are critically ill. Nevertheless, we
developed an AKI prediction model with a relatively high
performance and validated it externally. We presented the model
interpretation methods for the RNN model based on sequential
data and showed an example of the effective utilization of an
AKI prediction model.

Conclusion
Our study demonstrated how to support clinical decisions based
on RNN-based prediction models in the clinical setting. Our
model can provide real-time assessment of future AKI
occurrences and individualized risk factors for AKI in general
inpatient cohorts.
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Abstract

Background: Asthma affects a large proportion of the population and leads to many hospital encounters involving both
hospitalizations and emergency department visits every year. To lower the number of such encounters, many health care systems
and health plans deploy predictive models to prospectively identify patients at high risk and offer them care management services
for preventive care. However, the previous models do not have sufficient accuracy for serving this purpose well. Embracing the
modeling strategy of examining many candidate features, we built a new machine learning model to forecast future asthma hospital
encounters of patients with asthma at Intermountain Healthcare, a nonacademic health care system. This model is more accurate
than the previously published models. However, it is unclear how well our modeling strategy generalizes to academic health care
systems, whose patient composition differs from that of Intermountain Healthcare.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the generalizability of our modeling strategy to the University of Washington Medicine
(UWM), an academic health care system.

Methods: All adult patients with asthma who visited UWM facilities between 2011 and 2018 served as the patient cohort. We
considered 234 candidate features. Through a secondary analysis of 82,888 UWM data instances from 2011 to 2018, we built a
machine learning model to forecast asthma hospital encounters of patients with asthma in the subsequent 12 months.

Results: Our UWM model yielded an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.902. When placing the
cutoff point for making binary classification at the top 10% (1464/14,644) of patients with asthma with the largest forecasted
risk, our UWM model yielded an accuracy of 90.6% (13,268/14,644), a sensitivity of 70.2% (153/218), and a specificity of
90.91% (13,115/14,426).

Conclusions: Our modeling strategy showed excellent generalizability to the UWM, leading to a model with an AUC that is
higher than all of the AUCs previously reported in the literature for forecasting asthma hospital encounters. After further
optimization, our model could be used to facilitate the efficient and effective allocation of asthma care management resources to
improve outcomes.
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Introduction

Background
In the United States, 7.7% of people have asthma, which causes
188,968 hospitalizations, 1,776,851 emergency department
(ED) visits, and 3441 deaths annually [1]. To reduce asthma
hospital encounters covering both hospitalizations and ED visits,
many health care systems and health plans deploy predictive
models to prospectively find patients at high risk and offer them
care management services for preventive care. The University
of Washington Medicine (UWM), Intermountain Healthcare,
and Kaiser Permanente Northern California [2] are 3 examples
of such health care systems. Examples of such health plans
include those in 9 of the 12 metropolitan communities [3]. Once
a patient is deemed to be at high risk and enrolled in a care
management program, a care manager will regularly assess the
patient’s asthma control, adjust the patient’s asthma medications
if necessary, and help the patient make appointments for health
and related services. Using effective care management, as many
as 40% of future hospital encounters by patients with asthma
can be avoided [4-7].

Owing to its limited service capacity, a care management
program normally enrolls at most 3% of patients with a
particular condition [8]. To maximize the benefits of this
resource-intensive program, it is crucial for the program to only
enroll the patients who are at the highest risk. After all, the
deployed predictive model’s accuracy (or lack thereof) places
an upper bound on the program’s effectiveness. Several other
research groups have built multiple models for forecasting future
asthma hospital encounters of patients with asthma. Every model
examined only a few features [2,9-22]. Overlooking some
important features in the model degrades model accuracy,
making the model miss at least half of the patients who will
experience future asthma hospital encounters and incorrectly
forecast future asthma hospital encounters for many other
patients with asthma. These errors result in impaired patient
outcomes and wasted health care spending [23]. In nonmedical
fields, people frequently adopt the modeling strategy of
examining many candidate features to enhance the accuracy of
machine learning models [24-27]. Embracing this modeling
strategy for medical data, we built a new machine learning
model to forecast future asthma hospital encounters of patients
with asthma at Intermountain Healthcare, a nonacademic health
care system [23]. Our Intermountain Healthcare model raised
the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
to 0.859, which is higher than that of every previously published
model by 0.049 or more. Although this progress is encouraging,
it is unclear how well our modeling strategy generalizes to
academic health care systems, which normally care for more
complex and sicker patients than nonacademic health care
systems [28].

Objective
This study evaluates the generalizability of our modeling
strategy to the UWM, an academic health care system. Similar
to the Intermountain Healthcare model [23], our UWM model
uses clinical and administrative data to forecast future asthma
hospital encounters of patients with asthma covering both
hospitalizations and ED visits. There are 2 possible values of
the categorical dependent variable: whether the patient with
asthma will experience asthma hospital encounters in the
subsequent 12 months. This paper reports on the development
and evaluation of the UWM model.

Our Contributions
This study makes the following 3 innovative contributions:

1. We conducted the first evaluation of the generalizability of
our modeling strategy to an academic health care system.

2. We evaluated the predictive power of 71 new features,
which were not used in our previous study [23], for
forecasting asthma hospital encounters.

3. We evaluated the generalizability of our Intermountain
Healthcare model to the UWM and the generalizability of
our UWM model to Intermountain Healthcare. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate model
generalizability in both directions. Previously, model
generalizability was evaluated solely in one direction by
assessing the performance of a model built using one site’s
data on another site’s data [17].

Methods

Study Design and Ethics Approval
The institutional review boards of the UWM and Intermountain
Healthcare approved this secondary analysis study on clinical
and administrative data.

Patient Cohort
The UWM is the largest academic health care system in
Washington State. Its enterprise data warehouse contains clinical
and administrative data from 3 hospitals and 12 clinics for
adults. Our patient cohort covered adult patients with asthma
(age ≥18 years) who visited any of these UWM facilities
between 2011 and 2018. We defined a patient as having asthma
in a specific year if the encounter billing database contained at
least one asthma diagnosis code (International Classification of
Diseases, Ninth Revision [ICD-9]: 493.0x, 493.1x, 493.8x,
493.9x; International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision
[ICD-10]: J45.x) record of the patient in that year [10,29,30].
As the sole exclusion criterion, we eliminated patients who
passed away in that year.
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Prediction Target (Dependent Variable)
The prediction target was from our previous study [23]. We
defined an asthma hospital encounter as a hospitalization or an
ED visit with asthma as its principal diagnosis (ICD-9: 493.0x,
493.1x, 493.8x, 493.9x; ICD-10: J45.x). As Figure 1 shows, for

each patient deemed to have asthma in a specific year, we used
any asthma hospital encounter at UWM in the subsequent 12
months, that is, the 12 months after the end of this year, as the
outcome of interest. We adopted the patient’s data by the end
of this year to forecast the patient’s outcome in the subsequent
12 months.

Figure 1. The time periods used to compute the features and prediction target for an index year and patient pair. PCP: primary care provider.

Data Set
The UWM enterprise data warehouse supplied a structured data
set that contained clinical and administrative data on our patient
cohort’s encounters at the 3 UWM hospitals and 12 UWM
clinics between 2011 and 2019.

Features (Independent Variables)
Similar to our previous study [23], we examined 234 candidate
features describing a wide variety of characteristics. Table S1
of Multimedia Appendix 1 describes these features calculated
on the structured attributes in our data set, with the 71 new
features not used in our previous study [23] marked in italics.
Throughout this paper, every mention of the number of a
particular kind of items such as medications counts multiplicity
whenever the word differing is absent. For instance, consider a
patient who was ordered medications twice in a given year. The
first time, medications 1 and 2 were ordered for the patient. The
second time, medications 2 and 3 were ordered for the patient.
Then, the total number of medications ordered for the patient
in this year was 4. The total number of differing medications
ordered for the patient in this year was 3.

Every input data instance to the predictive model addresses a
unique index year and patient pair and is used to forecast the
patient’s outcome in the subsequent 12 months, that is, the 12
months after the end of the index year. For that pair, we
computed the patient’s age and primary care provider (PCP) on
the last day of the index year. The PCP identified was the
patient’s last PCP recorded in the electronic medical record
system on or before the last day of the index year. As Figure 1
shows, adopting the data in the preindex and index years, we
computed 1 feature: the percentage of the PCP’s patients with
asthma in the preindex year incurring asthma hospital encounters
in the index year. Using the data from 2011 to the index year,
we computed 25 features: the number of years from the first
encounter related to asthma in the data set, the number of years

from the first encounter related to chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease in the data set, family history of asthma, 15 features
related to the problem list, and 7 allergy features. We derived
the other 208 features from the data in the index year.

Data Analysis

Data Preparation
Our UWM data set included peak expiratory flow values, which
were absent in the Intermountain Healthcare data set adopted
in our previous study [23]. Adopting the lower and upper bounds
supplied by a clinical expert in our team, we deemed all peak
expiratory flow values more than 700 biologically implausible.
Adopting the data preparation approach used in our previous
paper [23] and this criterion, we pinpointed biologically
implausible values, marked them missing, and normalized data.
As the outcome of interest came from the subsequent year, our
data set included 8 years of effective data (2011-2018) over the
9-year period of 2011-2019. To be consistent with future model
use in practice, we used the 2011-2017 data to train the models
and the 2018 data to evaluate model performance.

Performance Metrics
As presented in Table 1 and the formulas below, we evaluated
model performance using 6 standard metrics: accuracy, AUC,
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and
negative predictive value (NPV).

Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) (1)

Sensitivity = TP/(TP + FN) (2)

Specificity = TN/(TN + FP) (3)

PPV = TP/(TP + FP) (4)

NPV = TN/(TN + FN) (5)

Here, TP stands for true positive. TN stands for true negative.
FP stands for false positive. FN stands for false negative.
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Table 1. The confusion matrix.

No future asthma hospital encounterFuture asthma hospital encountersOutcome class

False positiveTrue positiveForecasted future asthma hospital encounters

True negativeFalse negativeForecasted no future asthma hospital encounter

We performed a 1000-fold bootstrap analysis [31] to calculate
95% CIs for the 6 performance measures. For instance, we
computed our final UWM model’s performance measures for
each bootstrap sample of the 2018 data. The 2.5th and 97.5th
percentiles of the 1000 values we obtained for every
performance metric gave the 95% CI of the corresponding
performance measure. We rendered the receiver operating
characteristic curve to show the sensitivity-specificity tradeoff.

Classification Algorithms
As in our previous paper [23], our predictive models were built
using Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka)
Version 3.9 [32]. Weka is a core open-source software package
for data mining and machine learning. It integrates a large
number of popular feature selection techniques and machine
learning algorithms. We checked the extreme gradient boosting
(XGBoost) machine learning classification algorithm [33]
implemented in the software package XGBoost4J [34] and the
39 native classification algorithms in Weka listed in our previous
paper’s web-based multimedia appendix [23]. As an efficient
and scalable realization of gradient boosting, XGBoost is a form
of an ensemble of decision trees. As XGBoost accepts only
numerical features, we used one-hot encoding to transform
categorical features into numerical features before giving them
to XGBoost. We used the 2011-2017 training data and the
automatic machine learning model selection method developed
in our previous work [35] to automatically select the feature
selection technique, classification algorithm, data balancing
method for handling imbalanced data, and hyperparameter
values among all of the pertinent ones. On average, our method
can reduce the model error rate by 11% and search time by 28
times compared with the modern Auto-WEKA automatic
machine learning model selection method [35,36].

This study mainly evaluated our modeling strategy’s
generalizability to the UWM by using the UWM training set to
train multiple models and then checking their performance on
the UWM test set. In addition, we conducted 2 experiments to
evaluate the generalizability of our models across health
systems.

Evaluating the Generalizability of Our Intermountain
Healthcare Model to the UWM
In the first experiment, we evaluated the generalizability of our
Intermountain Healthcare model to the UWM. Previously, we

developed both a simplified model and a full model on the
Intermountain Healthcare data set [23]. Our simplified
Intermountain Healthcare model uses the top 21 features whose
importance values calculated by XGBoost on that data set are
≥0.01 [23]. Compared with our full Intermountain Healthcare
model using 142 features, our simplified Intermountain
Healthcare model retained nearly all of its predictive power.
Our UWM data set contained the top 21 features and missed
some other features adopted in our full Intermountain Healthcare
model. We evaluated the performance of our simplified
Intermountain Healthcare model on the UWM test set twice.
The first time, we retrained our simplified Intermountain
Healthcare model on the UWM training set. The second time,
we did not perform retraining and directly applied our original
simplified Intermountain Healthcare model trained on the
Intermountain Healthcare training set.

Evaluating the Generalizability of Our UWM Model to
Intermountain Healthcare
In the second experiment, we evaluated the generalizability of
our UWM model to Intermountain Healthcare. We used a
simplified UWM model, which used only the top features whose
importance values calculated by XGBoost on the UWM training
set were ≥0.01. For any top feature that was newly introduced
in this study and was not used in our previous study [23], we
computed the feature on the Intermountain Healthcare data set.
We evaluated our simplified UWM model’s performance on
the Intermountain Healthcare test set twice. The first time, we
retrained our simplified UWM model using the Intermountain
Healthcare training set. The second time, we did not perform
retraining and directly applied our simplified UWM model
trained on the UWM training set.

Results

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Our
Patient Cohort
Each data instance addresses a unique index year and patient
pair. Tables 2 and 3 show the demographic and clinical
characteristics of our UWM patient cohort during 2011-2017
and 2018, respectively. The characteristics were similar across
the 2 periods. During 2011-2017 and 2018, 1.74% (1184/68,244)
and 1.49% (218/14,644) of data instances were linked to asthma
hospital encounters in the subsequent 12 months, respectively.
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Table 2. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with asthma at the University of Washington Medicine during 2011-2017.

Data instances connecting to no asthma
hospital encounter in the subsequent
12 months (n=67,060), n (%)

Data instances connecting to asthma
hospital encounters in the subsequent 12
months (n=1184), n (%)

Data instances
(N=68,244), n (%)

Characteristic

Age (years)

22,993 (34.29)466 (39.36)23,459 (34.38)<40

33,306 (49.67)583 (49.24)33,889 (49.66)40-65

10,761 (16.05)135 (11.40)10,896 (15.97)>65

Gender

23,647 (35.26)551 (46.54)24,198 (35.46)Male

43,413 (64.74)633 (53.46)44,046 (64.54)Female

Race

1326 (1.98)32 (2.70)1358 (1.99)American Indian or Alaska native

5625 (8.39)96 (8.11)5721 (8.38)Asian

7900 (11.78)520 (43.92)8420 (12.34)Black or African American

659 (0.98)14 (1.18)673 (0.99)Native Hawaiian or other Pacific is-
lander

47,240 (70.44)507 (42.82)47,747 (69.97)White

4310 (6.43)15 (1.27)4325 (6.34)Unknown or not reported

Ethnicity

3444 (5.14)82 (6.93)3526 (5.17)Hispanic

55,247 (82.38)1062 (89.70)56,309 (82.51)Non-Hispanic

8369 (12.48)40 (3.38)8409 (12.32)Unknown or not reported

Insurance

39,585 (59.03)424 (35.81)40,009 (58.63)Private

28,031 (41.80)756 (63.85)28,787 (42.18)Public

1301 (1.94)65 (5.49)1366 (2.00)Self-paid or charity

Number of years from the first encounter related to asthma in the data set

59,887 (89.30)986 (83.28)60,873 (89.20)≤3

7173 (10.70)198 (16.72)7371 (10.80)>3

Asthma medication prescription

28,263 (42.15)626 (52.88)28,889 (42.33)Inhaled corticosteroid

21,516 (32.08)499 (42.15)22,015 (32.26)Inhaled corticosteroid and long-acting
β-2 agonist combination

7970 (11.88)201 (16.98)8171 (11.97)Leukotriene modifier

11,919 (17.77)374 (31.59)12,293 (18.01)Long-acting β-2 agonist

43 (0.06)4 (0.34)47 (0.07)Mast cell stabilizer

46,798 (69.79)1010 (85.30)47,808 (70.05)Short-acting inhaled β-2 agonist

18,085 (26.97)614 (51.86)18,699 (27.40)Systemic corticosteroid

Comorbidity

11,277 (16.82)172 (14.53)11,449 (16.78)Allergic rhinitis

19,513 (29.10)372 (31.42)19,885 (29.14)Anxiety or depression

1 (0)0 (0)1 (0)Bronchopulmonary dysplasia

3693 (5.51)133 (11.23)3826 (5.61)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

60 (0.09)1 (0.08)61 (0.09)Cystic fibrosis
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Data instances connecting to no asthma
hospital encounter in the subsequent
12 months (n=67,060), n (%)

Data instances connecting to asthma
hospital encounters in the subsequent 12
months (n=1184), n (%)

Data instances
(N=68,244), n (%)

Characteristic

3825 (5.70)66 (5.57)3891 (5.70)Eczema

12,053 (17.97)238 (20.10)12,291 (18.01)Gastroesophageal reflux

7668 (11.43)177 (14.95)7845 (11.50)Obesity

7172 (10.69)89 (7.52)7261 (10.64)Sinusitis

4468 (6.66)88 (7.43)4556 (6.68)Sleep apnea

Smoking status

13,826 (20.62)255 (21.54)14,081 (20.63)Current smoker

15,309 (22.83)221 (18.67)15,530 (22.76)Former smoker

37,925 (56.55)708 (59.80)38,633 (56.61)Never smoker or unknown
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Table 3. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with asthma at the University of Washington Medicine in 2018.

Data instances connecting to no asthma
hospital encounter in the subsequent 12
months (n=14,426), n (%)

Data instances connecting to asthma
hospital encounters in the subsequent 12
months (n=218), n (%)

Data instances
(N=14,644), n (%)

Characteristic

Age (years)

4746 (32.9)77 (35.3)4823 (32.9)<40

6683 (46.3)111 (50.9)6794 (46.4)40-65

2997 (20.8)30 (13.8)3027 (20.7)>65

Gender

5138 (35.6)100 (45.9)5238 (35.8)Male

9288 (64.4)118 (54.2)9406 (64.2)Female

Race

273 (1.9)8 (3.7)281 (1.9)American Indian or Alaska native

1307 (9.1)18 (8.7)1325 (9.1)Asian

1491 (10.3)79 (36.2)1570 (10.7)Black or African American

129 (0.9)2 (0.9)131 (0.9)Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
islander

10,103 (70)110 (50.5)10,213 (69.7)White

1123 (7.8)1 (0.5)1124 (7.7)Unknown or not reported

Ethnicity

830 (5.7)20 (9.2)850 (5.8)Hispanic

12,370 (85.7)196 (89.9)12,566 (85.8)Non-Hispanic

1226 (8.5)2 (0.9)1228 (8.4)Unknown or not reported

Insurance

10,692 (74.1)108 (49.5)10,800 (73.7)Private

7841 (54.3)182 (83.5)8023 (54.8)Public

459 (3.2)25 (11.5)484 (3.3)Self-paid or charity

Number of years from the first encounter related to asthma in the data set

10,442 (72.4)124 (56.9)10,566 (72.1)≤3

3984 (27.6)94 (43.1)4078 (27.8)>3

Asthma medication prescription

6069 (42.1)108 (49.5)6177 (42.2)Inhaled corticosteroid

4425 (30.7)83 (38.1)4508 (30.8)Inhaled corticosteroid and long-act-
ing β-2 agonist combination

2130 (14.77)46 (21.1)2176 (14.9)Leukotriene modifier

2456 (17.02)62 (28.4)2518 (17.2)Long-acting β-2 agonist

13 (0.09)1 (0.5)14 (0.1)Mast cell stabilizer

9540 (66.1)164 (75.2)9704 (66.3)Short-acting inhaled β-2 agonist

4043 (28)120 (55.1)4163 (28.4)Systemic corticosteroid

Comorbidity

2069 (14.3)26 (11.9)2095 (14.3)Allergic rhinitis

4284 (29.7)62 (28.4)4346 (29.7)Anxiety or depression

4 (0)0 (0)4 (0)Bronchopulmonary dysplasia

902 (6.2)30 (13.8)932 (6.4)Chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease

17 (0.1)0 (0)17 (0.1)Cystic fibrosis
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Data instances connecting to no asthma
hospital encounter in the subsequent 12
months (n=14,426), n (%)

Data instances connecting to asthma
hospital encounters in the subsequent 12
months (n=218), n (%)

Data instances
(N=14,644), n (%)

Characteristic

732 (5.1)11 (5.1)743 (5.1)Eczema

2611 (18.1)46 (21.1)2657 (18.1)Gastroesophageal reflux

1579 (10.9)25 (11.5)1604 (10.9)Obesity

1357 (9.4)15 (6.9)1372 (9.4)Sinusitis

1475 (10.2)24 (11.0)1499 (10.2)Sleep apnea

Smoking status

3193 (22.1)49 (22.5)3242 (22.1)Current smoker

3453 (23.9)41 (18.8)3494 (23.9)Former smoker

7780 (53.9)128 (58.7)7908 (54.0)Never smoker or unknown

As the Chi-square 2-sample test showed, for both the 2011-2017
and 2018 data, the data instances connecting to future asthma
hospital encounters and those connecting to no future asthma
hospital encounter exhibited the same distribution for anxiety
or depression occurrence (P=.74 for the 2018 data and P=.09
for the 2011-2017 data), bronchopulmonary dysplasia
occurrence (P=.99), cystic fibrosis occurrence (P=.99), eczema
occurrence (P=.99 for the 2018 data and P=.90 for the
2011-2017 data), gastroesophageal reflux occurrence (P=.29
for the 2018 data and P=.06 for the 2011-2017 data), and sleep
apnea occurrence (P=.79 for the 2018 data and P=.32 for the
2011-2017 data). These 2 sets of data instances exhibited
differing distributions for gender (P=.002 for the 2018 data and
P<.001 for the 2011-2017 data), ethnicity (P<.001), insurance
category (P<.001), race (P<.001), systemic corticosteroid
prescription (P<.001), inhaled corticosteroid prescription (P=.02
for the 2018 data and P<.001 for the 2011-2017 data), inhaled
corticosteroid and long-acting β-2 agonist combination
prescription (P=.02 for the 2018 data and P<.001 for the
2011-2017 data), short-acting inhaled β-2 agonist prescription
(P=.006 for the 2018 data and P<.001 for the 2011-2017 data),
long-acting β-2 agonist prescription (P<.001), leukotriene
modifier prescription (P=.01 for the 2018 data and P<.001 for

the 2011-2017 data), and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
occurrence (P<.001). For the 2011-2017 data, these 2 sets of
data instances exhibited differing distributions for mast cell
stabilizer prescription (P=.003), obesity occurrence (P<.001),
sinusitis occurrence (P<.001), allergic rhinitis occurrence
(P=.04), and smoking status (P=.003). For the 2018 data, these
2 sets of data instances exhibited the same distribution for mast
cell stabilizer prescription (P=.52), obesity occurrence (P=.89),
sinusitis occurrence (P=.25), allergic rhinitis occurrence (P=.36),
and smoking status (P=.19).

As the Cochran-Armitage trend test [37] showed, the data
instances connecting to future asthma hospital encounters and
those connecting to no future asthma hospital encounter
exhibited the same distribution for age (P=.06) in the 2018 data
and differing distributions for age (P<.001) in the 2011-2017
data. With regard to the 2018 and 2011-2017 data, these 2 sets
of data instances exhibited differing distributions for the number
of years from the first encounter related to asthma in the data
set (P<.001).

Table 4 shows the number of patients with asthma and their
number of visits in each year between 2011 and 2018.

Table 4. The number of patients with asthma and their number of visits in each year between 2011 and 2018.

Number of visits by patients with asthmaNumber of patients with asthmaYear

32,91068522011

40,73077682012

39,38577542013

58,95397852014

69,28510,5872015

78,60512,0722016

87,40313,4262017

94,87514,6442018

Classification Algorithm and Features Adopted by
Our Final UWM Model
Our automatic machine learning model selection method [35]
selected the XGBoost classification algorithm [33]. XGBoost

is a form of an ensemble of decision trees that can naturally
deal with missing feature values. As described in Hastie et al
[38] in detail, XGBoost automatically calculates the importance
value of each feature based on its apportioned contribution to
the model. Our final UWM model was formed using XGBoost
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and 71 features displayed in descending order of their
importance values in Table S2 of Multimedia Appendix 1.
XGBoost automatically removed the other features because
they had no additional predictive power.

Performance Measures Yielded by Our Final UWM
Model
On the UWM test set, our final model yielded an AUC of 0.902
(95% CI 0.879-0.924). Figure 2 shows the receiver operating
characteristic curve of the model. Table 5 lists the model’s
performance measures when the cutoff point for making binary
classification was placed at different top percentages of patients
with asthma with the largest forecasted risk. When the cutoff
point was placed at the top 10% (1464/14,644), the model
yielded an accuracy of 90.6% (13,268/14,644; 95% CI
90.13-91.06), a sensitivity of 70.2% (153/218; 95% CI
63.8-76.0), a specificity of 90.91% (13,115/14,426; 95% CI
90.45-91.38), a PPV of 10.45% (153/1464; 95% CI 8.90-11.97),
and an NPV of 99.51% (13,115/13,180; 95% CI 99.39-99.62).
Table 6 presents the confusion matrix of the model in this case.

Several features, such as a family history of asthma, were
calculated on 2 or more years of data. When we dropped these
features and checked solely those features calculated on 1 year
of data, the AUC of the model decreased from 0.902 to 0.899.
If we used only the top 17 features in Table S2 of Multimedia
Appendix 1 whose importance values are ≥0.01 and ignored
the other 217 features, the model’s AUC decreased from 0.902
to 0.898 (95% CI 0.874-0.919). In this case, when we placed
the cutoff point for making binary classification at the top 10%
(1464/14,644) of patients with asthma with the largest forecasted
risk, the model’s accuracy decreased from 90.6%
(13,268/14,644) to 90.59% (13,266/14,644; 95% CI
90.11-91.06), sensitivity decreased from 70.2% (153/218) to
69.7% (152/218; 95% CI 63.6-75.5), specificity remained at
90.91% (13,114/14,426; 95% CI 90.42-91.37), PPV decreased
from 10.45% (153/1464) to 10.38% (152/1464; 95% CI
8.82-11.97), and NPV decreased from 99.51% (13,115/13,180)
to 99.5% (13,114/13,180; 95% CI 99.38-99.61).

Figure 2. The receiver operating characteristic curve of our final University of Washington Medicine model.
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Table 5. Our final UWM model’s performance measures when the cutoff point for making binary classification was placed at different top percentages
of patients with asthma with the largest forecasted risk.

NPVbPPVaSpecificity
(N=14,426), n (%)

Sensitivity
(N=218), n
(%)

Accuracy
(N=14,644), n (%)

Top percentage of pa-
tients with asthma with
the largest forecasted risk
(%)

Nn (%)Nn (%)

14,49814,345 (98.9)14665 (44.5)14,345 (99.4)65 (29.8)14,410 (98.4)1

14,35214,225 (99.1)29291 (31.2)14,225 (98.6)91 (41.7)14,316 (97.8)2

14,20514,090 (99.2)439103 (23.5)14,090 (97.7)103 (47.3)14,193 (96.9)3

14,05913,951 (99.2)585110 (18.8)13,951 (96.7)110 (50.5)14,061 (96)4

13,91213,815 (99.3)732121 (16.5)13,815 (95.8)121 (55.5)13,936 (95.2)5

13,76613,677 (99.3)878129 (14.7)13,677 (94.8)129 (59.2)13,806 (94.3)6

13,61913,534 (99.4)1025133 (13)13,534 (93.8)133 (61)13,667 (93.3)7

13,47313,392 (99.4)1171137 (11.7)13,392 (92.8)137 (62.8)13,529 (92.4)8

13,32713,260 (99.5)1317151 (11.5)13,260 (91.9)151 (69.3)13,411 (91.6)9

13,18013,115 (99.5)1464153 (10.5)13,115 (90.9)153 (70.2)13,268 (90.6)10

12,44812,403 (99.6)2196173 (7.9)12,403 (86)173 (79.4)12,576 (85.9)15

11,71611,679 (99.7)2928181 (6.2)11,679 (81)181 (83)11,860 (81)20

10,98310,956 (99.7)3661191 (5.2)10,956 (75.9)191 (87.6)11,147 (76.1)25

aPPV: positive predictive value.
bNPV: negative predictive value.

Table 6. The confusion matrix of our final University of Washington Medicine model when the cutoff point for making binary classification was placed
at the top 10% (1464/14,644) of patients with asthma with the largest forecasted risk.

No future asthma hospital encounter, nFuture asthma hospital encounter, nOutcome class

1311153Forecasted future asthma hospital encounters

13,11565Forecasted no future asthma hospital encounter

Performance Measures Yielded by Our Simplified
Intermountain Healthcare Model on UWM Data
For our original simplified Intermountain Healthcare model
trained on the Intermountain Healthcare training set [23], when
we did not retrain the model and applied the model directly to
the UWM test set, the model yielded an AUC of 0.861 (95%
CI 0.835-0.885). When we placed the cutoff point for making
binary classification at the top 10% (1464/14,644) of patients
with asthma with the largest forecasted risk, the model yielded
an accuracy of 90.29% (13,222/14,644; 95% CI 89.81-90.77),
a sensitivity of 59.6% (130/218; 95% CI 53.4-65.7), a specificity
of 90.75% (13,092/14,426; 95% CI 90.28-91.20), a PPV of
8.88% (130/1464; 95% CI 7.46-10.34), and an NPV of 99.33%
(13,092/13,180; 95% CI 99.20-99.46).

After we used the UWM training set to retrain our simplified
Intermountain Healthcare model [23], the retrained model
yielded on the UWM test set an AUC of 0.874 (95% CI
0.848-0.896). When we placed the cutoff point for making
binary classification at the top 10% (1464/14,644) of patients
with asthma with the largest forecasted risk, the model yielded
an accuracy of 90.34% (13,230/14,644; 95% CI 89.85-90.80),
a sensitivity of 61.5% (134/218; 95% CI 54.6-67.7), a specificity

of 90.78% (13,096/14,426; 95% CI 90.32-91.23), a PPV of
9.15% (134/1464; 95% CI 7.62-10.66), and an NPV of 99.36%
(13,096/13,180; 95% CI 99.22-99.49).

Performance Measures Yielded by Our Simplified
UWM Model on Intermountain Healthcare Data
Our simplified UWM model used only the top 17 features with
importance values of ≥0.01. For our simplified UWM model
trained on the UWM training set, when we did not retrain the
model and applied the model directly to the Intermountain
Healthcare test set, the model yielded an AUC of 0.814 (95%
CI 0.798-0.830). When we placed the cutoff point for making
binary classification at the top 10% (1926/19,256) of patients
with asthma with the largest forecasted risk, the model yielded
an accuracy of 89.76% (17,285/19,256; 95% CI 89.32-90.18),
a sensitivity of 47.2% (383/812; 95% CI 43.8-50.6), a specificity
of 91.64% (16,902/18,444; 95% CI 91.24-92.03), a PPV of
19.90% (383/1925; 95% CI 18.16-21.60), and an NPV of
97.52% (16,902/17,331; 95% CI 97.28-97.75).

After we used the Intermountain Healthcare training set to
retrain our simplified UWM model, the retrained model yielded
on the Intermountain Healthcare test set an AUC of 0.846 (95%
CI 0.831-0.859). When we placed the cutoff point for making
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binary classification at the top 10% (1926/19,256) of patients
with asthma with the largest forecasted risk, the model yielded
an accuracy of 90.11% (17,351/19,256; 95% CI 89.64-90.56),
a sensitivity of 51.2% (416/812; 95% CI 47.6-54.5), a specificity
of 91.82% (16,935/18,444; 95% CI 91.43-92.21), a PPV of
21.62% (416/1,925; 95% CI 19.81-23.41), and an NPV of
97.72% (16,935/17,331; 95% CI 97.48-97.93).

Discussion

Principal Findings
We built a model on UWM data to forecast asthma hospital
encounters of patients with asthma in the subsequent 12 months.
Table 7 reveals that our final UWM model yielded an AUC that
was higher than the previously reported AUC of every existing
model [2,9-23], that is, our modeling strategy of examining
many candidate features to enhance model accuracy showed
excellent generalizability to the UWM. After further
optimization to boost its accuracy and automatically provide
explanations of its predictions [39,40] to allow clinical
interpretability, our UWM model could be used to facilitate
efficient and effective allocation of asthma care management
resources to improve outcomes.

In Table S2 of Multimedia Appendix 1, both the 5 most
important features and multiple other features within the top 17
indicate a loss of asthma control. It is important to note that the
loss of asthma control could be partly because of factors not
well captured in our data, such as socioeconomic circumstances,
variable management practices among providers, access to
subspecialty clinicians, and nonadherence to medications and

treatments. Variable asthma severity across patients over time
also influences this process.

We checked 234 candidate features. Our final UWM model
used 30.3% (71/234) of them. Despite being correlated with the
outcome, many unused features had no extra predictive power
on the UWM data set over the features adopted in our final
UWM model.

For our original simplified Intermountain Healthcare model
trained on the Intermountain Healthcare training set [23], when
we did not retrain the model on the UWM data and directly
applied the model, the model yielded an AUC of 0.861 on the
UWM test set. This AUC is 0.041 lower than our final UWM
model’s AUC, but is still larger than the previously reported
AUC of every existing model for forecasting future
hospitalizations and ED visits of patients with asthma (Table
7). Therefore, our simplified Intermountain Healthcare model
showed excellent generalizability to the UWM.

Compared with our full UWM model using 71 features, our
simplified UWM model retained nearly all of its predictive
power. For our simplified UWM model trained on the UWM
training set, when we did not retrain the model on the
Intermountain Healthcare data and directly applied the model,
the model yielded an AUC of 0.814 on the Intermountain
Healthcare test set. This AUC is 0.045 lower than our full
Intermountain Healthcare model’s AUC but is still larger than
the previously reported AUC of every existing model developed
by others for forecasting future hospitalizations and ED visits
of patients with asthma (Table 7). Therefore, our simplified
UWM model shows excellent generalizability to Intermountain
Healthcare.
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Table 7. A comparison of our final University of Washington Medicine model and several existing models for forecasting future hospitalizations and
emergency department (ED) visits of patients with asthma.

AUCcNPVb

(%)
PPVa

(%)

Specificity
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Classification al-
gorithm

Number of
features the
model adopted

Number of
data in-
stances

Prediction targetModel

0.90299.5110.4590.9170.2XGBoostd7182,888Asthma hospital
encounters

Our final UWM
model

0.85997.8322.6591.9353.69XGBoost142334,564Asthma hospital
encounters

Our Intermountain
Healthcare model
[23]

0.8————eLogistic regres-
sion

7611Asthma exacerba-
tion

Loymans et al [9]

0.78199.15.689.843.9Logistic regres-
sion

54197Asthma-induced
hospitalization in
children

Schatz et al [10]

0.71299.33.98744.9Logistic regres-
sion

36904Asthma-induced
hospitalization in
adults

Schatz et al [10]

0.689————Logistic regres-
sion

12858Asthma-induced
hospitalization

Eisner et al [11]

0.751————Logistic regres-
sion

32415Asthma-induced
ED visit

Eisner et al [11]

0.625————Classification and
regression tree

378Severe asthma ex-
acerbation

Sato et al [12]

0.81————Logistic regres-
sion

172821Asthma hospital
encounters

Miller et al [14]

0.7856826377Logistic regres-
sion

114888Lost day or hospi-
tal encounters for
asthma

Yurk et al [16]

0.79————Proportional-haz-
ards regression

716,520Asthma-induced
hospitalization

Lieu et al [2]

0.69————Proportional-haz-
ards regression

716,520Asthma-induced
ED visit

Lieu et al [2]

——18.583.649Classification and
regression tree

47141Asthma hospital
encounters

Lieu et al [18]

0.61493.2229225.4Logistic regres-
sion

414,893Asthma hospital
encounters

Schatz et al [19]

0.75————Scoring17615Severe asthma ex-
acerbation

Forno et al [21]

0.70————Recurrent neural
network

—31,433Asthma exacerba-
tion

Xiang et al [22]

aPPV: positive predictive value.
bNPV: negative predictive value.
cAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
dXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
eThe initial paper showing the model did not give the performance measure.

Comparison With the Previous Work
Researchers have built multiple models to forecast future
hospitalizations and ED visits of patients with asthma [2,9-23].
Table 7 compares our final UWM model with these models,
which cover all the relevant models described in the systematic
review by Loymans et al [17]. The final UWM model’s AUC
was 0.902. The AUC of our Intermountain Healthcare model
was 0.859. All other existing models have a previously reported

AUC 0.81 [2,9-22], which is lower than our final UWM model’s
AUC by at least 0.091.

It is important to consider the prevalence of the outcome of
interest when comparing the performance of different predictive
models. Compared with other existing models, the model by
Yurk et al [16] achieved a higher sensitivity and PPV mainly
because it adopted a different prediction target: asthma hospital
encounters or at least 1 day lost for diminished activities or
missing work for asthma. This prediction target had a 54%
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prevalence rate in patients with asthma and was therefore easier
to forecast. If the model by Yurk et al [16] were used to forecast
asthma hospital encounters, an outcome that had a <2%
prevalence rate in patients with asthma, the model’s sensitivity
and PPV would likely drop.

The recurrent neural network model by Xiang et al [22] reached
a low AUC of 0.7, mainly because it used mostly inpatient data
with little outpatient data; adopted only 3 types of attributes:
medication, diagnosis, and demographics; and did not merge
individual asthma medications into asthma medication categories
such as nebulizers and short-acting β-2 agonists, that is, the low
AUC does not prove that the recurrent neural network is
ineffective at predicting asthma outcomes, but is mainly because
of incomplete data and insufficient feature modeling. In
comparison, to build our final UWM model, we used both
inpatient and outpatient data, adopted many types of attributes,
and merged individual asthma medications into asthma
medication categories to better capture and model the
relationship among different asthma medications.

Excluding the model by Yurk et al [16], every existing published
model has a sensitivity 53.69%, which is significantly lower
than our final UWM model’s sensitivity of 70.2%. For patients
with asthma who will have future asthma hospital encounters,
sensitivity is the percentage of them identified by the model.
The difference in sensitivity can have a significant impact on
health care use. Owing to the high prevalence rate of asthma,
for every 10% increase in the identified percentage of patients
with asthma who would have future asthma hospital encounters,
up to 7759 more hospitalizations and 71,074 more ED visits
could be avoided in the United States each year with effective
care management [1,4-7].

The prevalence rate of targeted poor outcomes greatly impacts
the PPV of any predictive model [41]. In our UWM test data
set, 1.49% (218/14,644) of patients with asthma had future
asthma hospital encounters. When we placed the cutoff point
for making binary classification at the top 10% (1464/14,644)
of patients with asthma with the largest forecasted risk, an
impeccable model in theory would yield the highest possible
PPV of 14.89% (218/1464). Our final UWM model yielded a
PPV of 10.45% (153/1464), which is 70.18% of the highest
possible PPV in theory. In comparison, our Intermountain
Healthcare model achieved a PPV of 22.65% [23]. This is
53.69% of the highest possible PPV that an impeccable model
in theory would yield on the Intermountain Healthcare test set.
The model by Lieu et al [18] yielded a PPV of 18.5% on a data
set where 6.9% of patients with asthma had future asthma
hospital encounters. The model by Schatz et al [19] yielded a
PPV of 22% on a data set where 6.5% of patients with asthma
had future asthma hospital encounters. Compared with our case
with UWM, both populations have a higher prevalence of
asthma hospital encounters, which allows the PPV to be higher.
Excluding these PPVs and the PPV by the Yurk et al [16] model,
no other existing published model’s PPV exceeds 5.6%.

Our final UWM model and our Intermountain Healthcare model
[23] have similar top features with importance values of ≥0.01.
In both models, many top features are related to previous ED
visits and asthma medications. We did not identify several

candidate features at the time of constructing our Intermountain
Healthcare model. They appeared as top features and affected
the ranks and importance values of the other top features in our
final UWM model.

Differing models in Table 7 were built using different patient
cohorts and used similar but not necessarily identical prediction
targets. Some features used in the models built by other
researchers, such as certain features computed from
patient-reported outcomes and patient surveys, are unavailable
in our UWM data set. Therefore, we were unable to show the
performance measures that the models built by other researchers
would achieve on our UWM data set. However, we are confident
that the techniques used in this study improved prediction
accuracy. Our final UWM model was built using a
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm, XGBoost.
Compared with statistical methods such as logistic regression,
machine learning can enhance prediction accuracy with less
strict assumptions on data distribution [8,42,43]. Compared
with the models built by other researchers, our final UWM
model was built using more patients and a more extensive set
of candidate features constructed with careful feature
engineering, both of which are known to often help improve
prediction accuracy [24-27,32]. As partial evidence for this, we
built predictive models for asthma hospital encounters using
data from 3 health care systems: UWM, Intermountain
Healthcare [23], and Kaiser Permanente Southern California
[44]. For each of the 3 health care systems, we started model
building with approximately 20 candidate features and obtained
unsatisfactory accuracy. This motivated us to examine several
hundred candidate features. Ultimately, for each of the 3 health
care systems, we built a model with an AUC that is higher than
all of the AUCs other researchers previously reported in the
literature for forecasting asthma hospital encounters [23,44].
This demonstrates the generalizability of our modeling strategy
for forecasting asthma hospital encounters.

Considerations Concerning the Potential Clinical Use
Our final UWM model has an AUC that is higher than all of
the AUCs previously reported in the literature for forecasting
asthma hospital encounters, but still had a seemingly low PPV
of 10.4% (153/1464). Nevertheless, this model could be valuable
in clinical care. First, health care systems such as UWM,
Intermountain Healthcare, and Kaiser Permanente Northern
California [2] use proprietary models to allocate asthma care
management resources. These models and the models that were
formerly built by others have similar performance measures.
Our final UWM model has an AUC that is higher than the
previously reported AUCs of all these models.

Second, as explained earlier, even an impeccable model in
theory would reach a low PPV because the poor outcome of
interest has a low prevalence rate in our data set. For such an
outcome, sensitivity better reflects the model’s potential clinical
value than PPV. Our final UWM model had a higher sensitivity
than the previously reported sensitivity of every existing model
using a comparable prediction target. It is important to note that
while asthma hospital encounters have an overall low prevalence
rate in the population of patients with asthma, they have
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significant financial and clinical impacts at both the population
and individual patient levels.

Third, a PPV of 10.45% (153/1464) is useful for identifying
high-risk patients with asthma to receive low-cost preventive
interventions. The following are 4 examples of such
interventions: training the patient to record a diary about
environmental triggers, coaching the patient to use an asthma
inhaler correctly, coaching the patient to use a peak flow meter
correctly and giving it to the patient to self-monitor symptoms
at home, and asking a nurse to do extra follow-up phone calls
with the patient or the patient’s caregiver. These interventions
could have a significant impact on patient outcomes.

The final UWM model used 71 features. Reducing the number
of features could ease the clinical deployment of our model. To
this end, if a minor decrease in prediction accuracy could be
tolerated, one could adopt the top few features whose importance
values are greater than a given threshold, such as 0.01, and drop
the other features. The importance value of a feature varies
across health care systems. Ideally, the importance values of
the features should first be calculated on a data set from the
target health care system before choosing the features to retain.

As is typical with complex machine learning models, an
XGBoost model using many features is difficult to interpret.
This can limit clinical understandability and adoption,
particularly by clinicians who are resistant to using automated
tools. In the future, we plan to adopt our previously developed
method [39,40] to automatically explain the prediction results
of our final UWM model.

The final UWM model was constructed using XGBoost [33].
For binary classification of imbalanced data, XGBoost leverages
a hyperparameter, scale_pos_weight, to balance the weights of
the 2 outcome classes [45]. To maximize the AUC of our UWM
model, our automatic model selection method [35] altered
scale_pos_weight to a nondefault value to balance the 2 outcome
classes [46]. This incurs a side effect of significantly shrinking
the model’s forecasted probabilities of having future asthma
hospital encounters to values much less than the actual
probabilities [46]. This does not preclude us from choosing the
top few percent of patients with asthma with the greatest
forecasted risk to receive various preventive interventions. To
prevent this side effect from occurring, we could retain
scale_pos_weight at its default value of 1 without doing any
balancing. As a tradeoff, the AUC of the model would decrease
from 0.902 to 0.885 (95% CI 0.861-0.907); however, this

decreased AUC is still larger than all of the AUCs previously
reported in the literature for forecasting asthma hospital
encounters.

Limitations
This study has at least 4 limitations that could be interesting
topics for future work, as follows:

1. It is possible to further increase the model accuracy by using
features other than those checked in this study. For example,
features derived from environmental and physiological data
gathered by intelligent wearable devices can have this
potential.

2. This study used purely structured data and checked only
nondeep learning classification algorithms. It is possible to
further increase the model accuracy by using deep learning
as well as features derived from unstructured clinical notes
using natural language processing techniques [40,47].

3. Our UWM data set contained no data on patients’ health
care use outside of UWM. Therefore, we limited the
prediction target to asthma hospital encounters at UWM
instead of asthma hospital encounters anywhere. In addition,
the features we checked were derived from patients’
incomplete administrative and clinical data [48-51]. It would
be worth investigating how model accuracy would vary if
we have more complete administrative and clinical data of
patients [52].

4. This study evaluated the generalizability of our modeling
strategy to an academic health care system on a single
outcome of a complex chronic disease. We recently showed
that our modeling strategy also generalizes well to Kaiser
Permanente Southern California for the same predictive
modeling problem [44]. We plan to investigate our modeling
strategy’s generalizability to other diseases, outcomes, and
health care systems in the future.

Conclusions
In the first evaluation of its generalizability to an academic
health care system, our modeling strategy of examining many
candidate features to enhance prediction accuracy showed
excellent generalizability to the UWM and led to a model with
an AUC that is higher than all of the AUCs previously reported
in the literature for forecasting asthma hospital encounters. After
further optimization, our UWM model could be used to facilitate
the efficient and effective allocation of asthma care management
resources to improve outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: With the prevalence of cardiovascular diseases increasing worldwide, early prediction and accurate assessment
of heart failure (HF) risk are crucial to meet the clinical demand.

Objective: Our study objective was to develop machine learning (ML) models based on real-world electronic health records to
predict 1-year in-hospital mortality, use of positive inotropic agents, and 1-year all-cause readmission rate.

Methods: For this single-center study, we recruited patients with newly diagnosed HF hospitalized between December 2010
and August 2018 at the First Affiliated Hospital of Dalian Medical University (Liaoning Province, China). The models were
constructed for a population set (90:10 split of data set into training and test sets) using 79 variables during the first hospitalization.
Logistic regression, support vector machine, artificial neural network, random forest, and extreme gradient boosting models were
investigated for outcome predictions.

Results: Of the 13,602 patients with HF enrolled in the study, 537 (3.95%) died within 1 year and 2779 patients (20.43%) had
a history of use of positive inotropic agents. ML algorithms improved the performance of predictive models for 1-year in-hospital
mortality (areas under the curve [AUCs] 0.92-1.00), use of positive inotropic medication (AUCs 0.85-0.96), and 1-year readmission
rates (AUCs 0.63-0.96). A decision tree of mortality risk was created and stratified by single variables at levels of high-sensitivity

cardiac troponin I (<0.068 μg/L), followed by percentage of lymphocytes (<14.688%) and neutrophil count (4.870×109/L).

Conclusions: ML techniques based on a large scale of clinical variables can improve outcome predictions for patients with HF.
The mortality decision tree may contribute to guiding better clinical risk assessment and decision making.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24996)   doi:10.2196/24996
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Introduction

Heart failure (HF) syndrome is a life-threatening chronic
disorder with a global prevalence that has been rising
consistently over recent decades because of population aging,
shifts in disease spectrums, and improved survival rates among
patients with various cardiovascular diseases [1,2]. HF is
characterized by complex therapeutic regimens, frequent
hospitalizations, and a poor prognosis, resulting in a tremendous
health care burden [3]. In certain instances, these issues are also
fundamental targets of a strategy for HF prevention and
treatment [4,5]. It is crucial to discriminate accurately among
patients with HF to identify those who have a high risk of
in-hospital mortality and readmission, as well as to guide the
use of different therapies based on patients' features.

A prediction model was developed as an important risk
assessment tool and used in various health care areas over the
past decades. It has been recognized to facilitate early
identification of patients at disease or event risk and enables
effective interventions for those who might benefit most from
identifying specific risk factors [6,7]. Previous studies in the
field of cardiology, generally based on different populations
with HF, have constructed models that are relevant to prognosis
prediction, including the Seattle Heart Failure Model (SHFM)
[8], Munich score [9], Enhanced Feedback for Effective Cardiac
Treatment (EFFECT) scale [10], and Acute Decompensated
Heart Failure National Registry (ADHERE) [11]. Moreover,
several available parameters related to increased mortality have
been identified as well, such as age [10,12,13], concentration
of B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) [14,15], urea nitrogen level
[10,12], and systolic blood pressure (SBP) [9,13]. Although the
model’s construction from such cohorts or databases provides
a level of concrete evidence, it is typically limited to large
volumes of clinical resources and unstructured data [16]. Given
the growing popularity of big data use and mining, data derived
from electronic health records (EHRs) are becoming more
available and accessible for clinical research.

Besides this, predictive models have been constructed in various
health care domains with a certain degree of success by
automated mining of EHRs, combined with machine learning
(ML) approaches [17], specifically for the prediction of HF
outcomes [18-20]. In contrast to previous studies of predictive
models for HF outcomes that apply traditional methods, recent
research is adopting ML techniques for predicting HF mortality,
readmission, and medication adherence, which might
demonstrate better performance in their predictions because of
their consideration of higher order and nonlinear relationships
between multidimensional variables [21].

In our study, we explored the use of the traditional
method—logistic regression (LR)—and the four novel ML
approaches—support vector machine (SVM), artificial neural
network (ANN), random forest (RF), and extreme gradient
boosting (XGBoost)—to predict prognostic outcomes for
subjects with HF in real-world settings. We demonstrated the
development of EHR-based models to predict the 1-year
in-hospital mortality, use of positive inotropic agents, and
all-cause readmissions in a single year.

Methods

Patients and Data Source
We collected the EHR data from hospitalized patients diagnosed
with HF at the First Affiliated Hospital of Dalian Medical
University (Liaoning Province, China) over 7 years between
December 2010 and August 2018. All patients with HF were
diagnosed and treated according to institutional guidelines.
Because the diagnostic terminologies of EHRs have been
structured and normalized according to the International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems, 10th Revision (ICD-10 [22]), newly diagnosed
patients with HF (aged >18 years) were screened by a
dynamically updated big data intelligence platform developed
by an artificial intelligence technology company in collaboration
with hospitals (Yidu Cloud Technology Co., Ltd). Each patient’s
data were extracted from various EHR systems integrated into
a single platform, including the hospital information system,
electronic medical record, radiation information system,
laboratory information system, ultrasound system, and
electrocardiogram system. The study was finally approved by
the ethics committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Dalian
Medical University. Written informed consent was waived due
to the retrospective design.

Selection of Variables
The platform incorporates comprehensive and detailed data on
patients’ routine health care. Common and
cardiovascular-specific variables were structured and normalized
by natural language processing, ML techniques, and
well-defined logical rules. Considering the large scale of EHR
data and the advantages of ML techniques, candidate variables
with known clinical significance and inaccessible through
traditional medical records were collected in our study. We
excluded variables with missing values greater than 20%.
Finally, a total of 79 variables related to the first hospitalization
were extracted from a big data intelligence platform. The
features were as follows: demographics (age and sex), personal
history (smoking and drinking), history (comorbidities and
surgery), etiology, vital signs, routine laboratory examinations,
interventions, and medication use on admission (Multimedia
Appendix 1). Repeated measurements of vital signs and
laboratory tests from patients with HF were taken over different
periods to ensure data accuracy.

Outcomes
We established models using 5 algorithms separately to predict
the primary outcome: all-cause in-hospital mortality within 1
year. The secondary outcomes were (1) use of positive inotropic
agents for patients with HF and (2) all-cause readmission.
Mortality was defined as a clear record of death of an inpatient
within 1 year of hospitalization. The following commonly used
positive inotropic agents in clinical practice were selected for
our study: dopamine, dobutamine, milrinone, levosimendan,
and deslanoside. Readmission was defined as any patient with
an interval of more than 1 day from the last discharge until the
next admission; no readmitted patients died within 1 year of
hospitalization. Therefore, enrolled patients were labeled as
“deceased” or “survivors.”
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ML Model Development and Performance Evaluation
The synthetic minority oversampling technique was first
employed to address the imbalance in the data set, with a ratio
of 1:1 between deceased patients and survivors. It is common
for a minority to be oversampled by deriving new, “synthetic”
samples to alleviate imbalance [23].

The hold-out method was used to divide the data set into a
training/validation data set (90%) and a hold-out test set (10%).
Five approaches were explored with 10-fold cross-validation
for building models and adjusting parameters: LR, RF, SVM,
ANN, and XGBoost. The hold-out test set was used to evaluate
the best-performing models created with the training set. The
area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve was chosen as the primary evaluation
metric for our models, including accuracy, precision, and recall.
The Brier score (range of 0 to 1)—the average squared error
between the predicted and the actual value—was also commonly
represented as a “calibration” for overall measurement. Shapley
additive explanation (SHAP) values were used to evaluate
feature importance.

LR Method
LR is the most basic dichotomous linear method of model
selection that makes classification decisions. LR is superior in
measuring the probability between “0” and “1” based on the
relationships of binary classifications in continuous or
categorical variables [24]. We used the sklearn.linear module
to develop the LR models.

RF Method
RF is an algorithm that integrates multiple decision tree
classifiers. Each node of the decision tree represents a predictive
variable to separate the outcome classes by setting the optimal
threshold. The importance of features can also be obtained with
the sum of weights of the classifier’s nodes [25]. The RF method
is generally used to deal with thousands of input variables
without dimension reduction. We used the RF classifier from
the sklearn.ensemble module to develop the models. The related
parameters (n_estimators, max_features, max_depth, and
min_samples_split) were adjusted to prevent poor results and
overfitting.

SVM Method
As a dichotomous supervised algorithm, SVM can be used in
high-dimensional feature space. The best hyperplane can be
achieved using a kernel-based function for separating two
classes at maximum intervals [26].

ANN Method
A multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier was implemented
using the sklearn.neural_network module to develop models
[27]. MLP is a popular ANN method that generally consists of
neurons from the input, hidden, and output layers. The data
were processed through weighted connections and activation
functions in the hidden layers [28]. In our study, the two hidden

layers had 40 and 20 neurons. The rectified linear unit was
chosen as their activation function.

XGBoost Method
XGBoost is one of the boosting methods; this algorithm aims
to integrate weak classifiers into a single robust classifier in an
iterative fashion [29]. This algorithm constructs a scalable
classification and regression tree in a boosting ensemble manner
on a gradient boosting decision tree basis, which can learn
nonlinear relationships among variables and outcomes flexibly
and accurately [30]. The small learning rate (0.1) indicates better
generalization. The tree number and maximum depth were
limited to 80 (estimators) and 3, respectively.

Statistical Analysis
All ML algorithms were performed using the scikit-learn
(version 0.21.1) package in Python (version 3.6.5; Python
Software Foundation), and statistical analysis was conducted
using an open-source Scipy (version 1.3.0) database from Python
(version 3.6.3). All categorical data were presented as
percentages. All continuous data performing a normal
distribution were presented as mean (SD); otherwise, they were
expressed as median (IQR). Student t tests or chi-square tests
were applied for group comparisons. P values <.05 were
considered statistically significant.

Results

Baseline Characteristics
A total of 13,602 hospitalized patients with newly diagnosed
HF were enrolled in this study, of whom 3.95% (n=537) died
in hospital within 1 year. The usage rate of positive inotropic
agents was 20.43% (n=2779). The overall all-cause readmission
rates of 30 days, 60 days, and 1 year for patients with HF were
4.83%, 14.77%, and 21.16%, respectively (n=657, n=2009, and
n=2878, respectively, of 13,602 cases). The eligible population’s
baseline characteristics were compared between 2 groups
according to survival status (Table 1). Patients in the deceased
group were older than those in the survivor group (77 years,
IQR 66.5-83.0 years versus 72 years, IQR 63.0-80.0 years,
respectively). The proportion of male patients in both groups
was 52.5% (282/537 and 6860/13,065 in the deceased group
and survivor group, respectively). The number of patients with
comorbid diagnoses of diabetes, hypertension, and tumors was
remarkably different between the 2 groups (all P<.001).
Concerning the etiology of HF, the number of patients with
cardiomyopathy and cardiac arrhythmia was found to be
different between the deceased and survivor groups (both
P<.001). There was a significant difference in the vital signs
(heart rate and blood pressure) of patients with HF between the
2 groups (all P<.001). In-hospital medication use
(angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors [ACEIs] and
aldosterone receptor antagonists [ARBs]) was higher among
subjects who survived in the hospital (P<.001).
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical variables of the deceased and survivor groups (N=13,602).

P valueSurvivor groupDeceased groupVariables

13,065 (96.1)537 (3.9)Total patients, n (%)

Demographic information

.00372.0 (63.0-80.0)77.0 (66.5-83.0)Age (years), median (IQR)

.9976860 (52.5)282 (52.5)Gender (male), n (%)

.053282 (25.1)115 (21.4)Smoking history, n (%)

.191820 (13.9)64 (11.9)Drinking history, n (%)

Comorbidities, n (%)

<.0013593 (27.5)202 (37.6)Diabetes mellitus

<.0017073 (54.1)338 (62.9)Hypertension

.0038449 (64.7)313 (58.2)Dyslipidemia

.4750 (0.4)3 (0.5)COPDa

.005144 (1.1)13 (2.4)Chronic renal disease

<.001534 (4.1)46 (8.6)Tumors

Etiology of heart failure, n (%)

.027810 (59.8)349 (65.0)Coronary heart disease

<.0011207 (9.2)22 (4.1)Cardiomyopathy

.432389 (18.3)91 (16.9)Valvular heart disease

<.0015780 (44.2)193 (35.9)Cardiac arrhythmia

.222519 (19.3)115 (21.4)History of cardiovascular surgery

Vital signs, median (IQR)

Blood pressure (mmHg)

<.00180.0 (70.0-90.0)77.0 (68.0-84.0)Diastolic

<.001140.0 (120.0-152.0)130.0 (115.0-150.0)Systolic

<.00176.0 (68.0-90.0)84.0 (72.0-99.0)Heart rate (beats/min)

.6618.0 (17.0-19.0)19.0 (18.0-20.0)Respiratory rate (breaths/min)

.00336.2 (36.0-36.4)36.2 (36.0-36.5)Temperature

<.001NYHAb classification, n (%)

1424 (10.9)113 (21.0)IV

4006 (30.7)96 (17.9)III

1738 (13.3)22 (4.1)II

12 (0.1)0 (0)I

5291 (40.5)297 (55.3)None

Laboratory indicators at admission, median (IQR)

<.001322.9 (106.6-845.0)1053.5 (399.5-2383.3)BNPc

<.0010.03 (0.01-0.11)0.4 (0.1-5.2)hs-cTnld

<.0011.5 (0.8-2.6)2.8 (1.4-8.0)Creatine kinase MB (U/L)

<.001131.0 (117.0-144.0)115.0 (94.0-133.0)Hemoglobin (g/L)

.001193.0 (155.0-235.0)180.5 (125.8-242.0)Platelets

<.0016.6 (5.3-8.2)9.5 (6.4-14.0)White blood cells (×109/L)

<.0014.3 (3.9-4.8)3.9 (3.2-4.4)Red blood cells

.591.6 (1.1-2.1)1.1 (0.7-1.7)Lymphocytes
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P valueSurvivor groupDeceased groupVariables

<.0014.1 (3.1-5.5)7.1 (4.5-11.3)Neutrophils

.00410.7 (10.0-11.4)10.8 (10.0-11.7)Mean platelet volume (fL)

<.00138.7 (33.2-42.7)34.1 (26.1-39.7)Hematocrit

.550.02 (0.01-0.04)0.02 (0.01-0.03)Basophils (×109/L)

<.0010.5 (0.4-0.7)0.6 (0.4-0.9)Monocytes (×109/L)

<.0017.9 (6.4-9.7)6.7 (4.5-9.0)Monocytes (%)

.6291.0 (87.9-94.2)91.1 (87.8-94.2)Mean corpuscular volume (fL)

.200.1 (0.1-0.3)0.4 (0.1-1.9)Procalcitonin

<.00163.1 (55.5-71.1)78.3 (67.6-87.2)Neutrophils (%)

<.0010.4 (0.2-0.5)0.2 (0.1-0.4)Basophils (%)

<.0011.7 (0.9-2.9)0.8 (0.2-1.9)Eosinophils (%)

.0020.1 (0.1-0.2)0.1 (0.03-0.2)Eosinophils (×109/L)

<.00125.6 (18.2-32.7)12.7 (6.7-21.4)Lymphocytes (%)

<.00114.5 (10.5-20.5)16.3 (11.2-27.3)Total bilirubin (µmol/L)

<.0014.6 (3.2-6.9)5.4 (3.4-9.4)Direct bilirubin (µmol/L)

<.0015.5 (4.9-6.8)6.5 (5.1-9.3)Glucose (mmol/L)

.08152.1 (83.0-277.0)165.3 (84.7-307.5)Lipoprotein(a) (mg/L)

.011.5 (1.0-39.0)1.3 (0.9-34.0)High-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mmol/L)

.083.5 (2.3-90.0)3.2 (2.2-80.0)Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mmol/L)

.035.8 (4.2-155.0)5.3 (3.9-137.3)Total cholesterol (mmol/L)

.012.1 (1.1-91.0)1.8 (1.0-80.0)Triglycerides (mmol/L)

<.00120.0 (13.0-33.0)27.0 (14.0-61.0)Alanine aminotransferase (U/L)

<.00121.0 (16.0-30.0)36.0 (20.0-101.0)Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L)

<.00135.0 (22.0-63.0)46.0 (25.0-87.0)Gamma-glutamyl transferase (U/L)

<.00139.3 (36.2-41.9)35.0 (30.6-38.6)Albumin (g/L)

<.00126.7 (23.6-30.3)28.6 (24.4-32.9)Globulin (g/L)

<.0011.5 (1.3-1.7)1.2 (1.0-1.5)Albumin/globulin ratio

<.00165.9 (61.5-70.4)63.1 (58.1-69.3)Total protein (g/L)

<.00177.0 (62.0-98.0)110.0 (77.0-201.0)Creatinine (μmol/L)

<.001141.0 (138.8-143.0)138.5 (135.0-142.0)Sodium (mmol/L)

<.0014.0 (3.7-4.3)4.0 (3.7-4.5)Potassium (mmol/L)

<.0012.2 (2.1-2.3)2.1 (2.0-2.2)Calcium (mmol/L)

<.001390.0 (311.0-489.0)446.0 (321.8-611.3)Uric acid (μmol/L)

<.0017.1 (5.6-9.5)11.4 (7.4-19.3)Urea (mmol/L)

<.00174.0 (62.0-92.0)84.0 (69.0-116.0)Alkaline phosphatase (U/L)

<.001292.0 (229.0-363.0)210.5 (148.0-281.0)Acetylcholinesterase (U/L)

<.0011.1 (1.0-1.21)1.2 (1.1-1.4)International normalized ratio

<.00111.9 (11.0-13.2)13.2 (11.9-15.8)Prothrombin time (s)

<.0013.0 (2.5-3.7)3.6 (2.7-4.5)Fasting blood glucose (g/L)

<.00126.8 (23.9-30.8)31.7 (26.5-41.8)Activated partial thromboplastin time (s)

Use of devices during hospitalization, n (%)

.6942 (0.3)2 (0.4)Cardiac resynchronization therapy
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P valueSurvivor groupDeceased groupVariables

.6432 (0.2)0 (0)ICDe implantation

.002350 (2.7)3 (0.6)Permanent pacemaker

>.9915 (0.1)0 (0)Temporary pacemaker

Medication use during hospitalization, n (%)

<.0017967 (61.0)207 (38.5)ACEIf/ARBg

.2510,199 (78.1)408 (76.0)β-blocker

<.0018364 (64.0)266 (49.5)Aldosterone antagonist

.0028399 (64.3)310 (57.7)Statin

.478255 (63.2)331 (61.6)Aspirin

<.00110,927 (83.6)508 (94.6)Diuretic

.0042424 (18.6)73 (13.6)Digoxin

Outcome, n (%)

Positive inotropic agents use

<.0011407 (10.8)319 (59.4)Dopamine

<.001225 (1.7)39 (7.3)Dobutamine hydrochloride

<.001325 (2.5)52 (9.7)Milrinone

.00237 (0.3)7 (1.3)Levosimendan

<.0011132 (8.7)129 (24.0)Lanatoside C

Readmissions

<.001604 (4.6)53 (9.9)30 days

<.0011880 (14.4)129 (24.0)180 days

<.0012716 (20.8)162 (30.2)1 year

aCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
bNYHA: New York Heart Association.
cBNP: B-type natriuretic peptide.
dhs-cTnI: high-sensitivity cardiac troponin I.
eICD: implantable cardioverter defibrillator.
fACEI: angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor.
gARB: angiotensin receptor blocker.

1-Year In-Hospital Mortality Models
Predictive models for 1-year in-hospital mortality risk
assessment were conducted using 5 algorithms. Figure 1A shows
the performances of models in the form of AUC. The AUC
values for LR, RF, SVM, ANN, and XGBoost were 0.91, 1.00,
0.99, 0.99, and 0.99, respectively. RF had relatively higher AUC

than the other algorithms. The calibration plots of our 5 methods
are presented in Figure 2A. Four ML models had an accuracy
of higher than 95%. Regarding precision, the RF and ANN
algorithms emerged as the best, achieving the highest precision
(0.96), followed by the SVM (0.93) and XGBoost (0.91)
algorithms. The Brier score for RF and ANN was the lowest
(0.03) (Table 2).
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Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves using the synthetic minority oversampling technique for the logistic regression, random
forest, support vector machine, artificial neural network (ANN), and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) models in predicting (A) 1-year in-hospital
mortality, (B) use of positive inotropic agents, and (C) 1-year all-cause readmission. AUC: area under the curve.
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Figure 2. Calibration plots using the synthetic minority oversampling technique for the logistic regression, random forest, support vector machine,
artificial neural network (ANN), and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) models in predicting (A) 1-year in-hospital mortality, (B) use of positive
inotropic agents, and (C) 1-year all-cause readmission.

Table 2. Performance of the machine learning approaches for the estimation of 1-year in-hospital all-cause mortality.

Brier scoreF1RecallPrecisionAccuracyAUCaModel

0.120.830.800.860.830.91LRb

0.030.970.980.960.971.00RFc

0.160.940.960.930.940.99SVMd

0.030.970.980.960.970.99ANNe

0.050.940.980.910.940.99XGBoostf

aAUC: area under the curve.
bLR: logistic regression.
cRF: random forest.
dSVM: support vector machine.
eANN: artificial neural network.
fXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Furthermore, we explored the importance of the features that
affect mortality prediction by applying RF and XGBoost
approaches (Figure 3), with the weight assignment of each
feature expressed as a SHAP value based on whether it favored
judgment in survival. As shown in Figure 3A and 3B, blood
urea, high-sensitivity cardiac troponin I (hs-cTnI), creatinine,

aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and percentage of
lymphocytes were the top 5 related variables in mortality
prediction. In contrast, hs-cTnI was the most crucial marker
identified using the XGBoost algorithm, followed by urea,
respiration rate, percentage of basophils, and percentage of
neutrophils.
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Figure 3. Shapley additive explanation (SHAP) plots for the machine learning models in predicting (A) 1-year in-hospital mortality using the random
forest (RF) method, (B) 1-year in-hospital mortality using the extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) method, (C) use of positive inotropic agents using
the RF method, (D) use of positive inotropic agents using the XGBoost method, (E) 1-year all-cause readmission using the support vector machine
(SVM) method, and (F) 1-year all-cause readmission using the XGBoost method. ALB: albumin; ALP: alkaline phosphatase; APTT: activated partial
thromboplastin time; AST: aspartate aminotransferase; Baso: basophils; BNP: B-type natriuretic peptide; ChE: cholinesterase: CK-MB: creatine kinase
MB; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; Crea: creatinine; DBIL: direct bilirubin; Fbg: fibrinogen; GGT: gamma-glutamyl transferase; GLO:
globulin; Glu: glucose; Hct: hematocrit; HDL-C: high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HGB: hemoglobin; hs-cTnI: high-sensitivity cardiac troponin I;
INR: international normalized ratio; LDL-C: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; Lymph(%): percentage of lymphocytes; Mono: monocytes; MPV:
mean platelet volume; Na: sodium; Neut: neutrophils; NYHA: New York Heart Association; PT: prothrombin time; TC: total cholesterol; Systolic:
systolic blood pressure; TG: triglycerides; TP: total protein; UA: uric acid; WBC: white blood cells.
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Positive Inotropic Agent Use Models
Figure 1B demonstrates the ROC of the predictive models in
patients' use of positive inotropic agents. In comparing AUCs
among the 5 models, the XGBoost and RF models had the
highest AUC value (0.96), followed by the SVM model (0.91),

ANN model (0.90), and LR model (0.85). In consideration of
precision (0.85) and recall (0.91) values, RF was determined to
be the best method for prediction (Table 3). As shown in
calibration curves (Figure 2B), a nonparametric plot of the RF
algorithm was close along the ideal diagonal line and had the
lowest Brier score (0.10).

Table 3. Performance of the machine learning approaches for the estimation of use of positive inotropic agents.

Brier scoreF1RecallPrecisionAccuracyAUCaModel

0.160.780.790.770.780.85LRb

0.100.880.910.850.870.96RFc

0.170.840.880.830.850.91SVMd

0.120.840.940.780.830.90ANNe

0.110.860.940.790.840.96XGBoostf

aAUC: area under the curve.
bLR: logistic regression.
cRF: random forest.
dSVM: support vector machine.
eANN: artificial neural network.
fXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Interestingly, BNP, international normalized ratio (INR), pulse
rate, hs-cTnI, and AST were the top 5 markers predicting use
of positive inotropic agents by the RF approach. BNP was also
identified as a critical marker for forecasting positive inotropic
agent use in the XGBoost model, followed by basophil counts,
pulse rate, INR, and hs-cTnI (Figure 3C and 3D).

1-Year All-Cause Readmission Models
The discrimination of different models for 1-year all-cause
readmissions represented by AUCs is shown in Figure 1C. The
SVM method achieved the best performance in terms of 1-year
readmission prediction (AUC 0.96). XGBoost showed the lowest
Brier score for calibration plots (0.12), followed by RF (0.13),
SVM (0.16), ANN (0.18), and LR (0.24) (Figure 2C and Table
4).

Table 4. Performance of the machine learning approaches for the estimation of 1-year all-cause readmission.

Brier scoreF1RecallPrecisionAccuracyAUCaModel

0.240.580.590.570.570.63LRb

0.130.820.810.830.820.91RFc

0.160.910.960.860.900.96SVMd

0.180.740.750.740.740.82ANNe

0.120.830.840.820.830.92XGBoostf

aAUC: area under the curve.
bLR: logistic regression.
cRF: random forest.
dSVM: support vector machine.
eANN: artificial neural network.
fXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Of the 79 variables analyzed, the presence of diabetes was
identified as the most important marker for prediction of 1-year
all-cause readmission using the SVM method, whereas basophil
count was a significant predictor of readmission using the
XGBoost algorithm. There appeared to be a certain discrepancy
in the ranking of other features derived by the two methods
(Figure 3E and 3F).

Mortality Risk Assessment Model
The patients were divided into subgroups of high-, intermediate-,
and low-risk in-hospital mortality according to the cutoff value
of various variables obtained using the XGBoost algorithm
(Figure 4). Of the 79 variables, the hs-cTnI level (<0.068 μg/L)
was identified as the first single predictor to discriminate
between deceased and surviving patients. The next discriminator
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in the left node of hs-cTnI was the percentage of lymphocytes
at a discrimination level of <14.688%; conversely, the next
discriminator in the right node of hs-cTnI was neutrophil count

at a cutoff value of less than 4.870×109/L. Subsequently, the
patients with HF were stratified by these branch points: high
risk (hs-cTnI <0.068 μg/L, percentage of lymphocytes

<14.688%, and cholinesterase <187.916 U/L); low risk (hs-cTnI
<0.068 μg/L, percentage of lymphocytes ≥14.688%, and urea
<10.113 mmol/L); intermediate risk 1 (hs-cTnI ≥0.068 μg/L,

neutrophil count ≥4.870×109/L, and AST <29.003 U/L); and
intermediate risk 2 (hs-cTnI ≥0.068 μg/L, neutrophil count

<4.870×109/L, and respiratory rate <18.003 breaths/min).

Figure 4. Predictors of 1-year in-hospital mortality and risk stratification using an extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) algorithm. AST: aspartate
transaminase; ChE: cholinesterase; HF: heart failure; hs-cTnI: high-sensitivity cardiac troponin I; Lymph%: percentage of lymphocytes; neut: neutrophil
count; RR: respiration rate.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In our study, the EHR data–driven prognostic models based on
5 different ML algorithms were developed for predicting 1-year
in-hospital mortality, use of positive inotropic agents, and
all-cause readmissions within 1 year for patients with HF in a
single Chinese class A tertiary comprehensive hospital. These
ML models produced better predictive values for prognostic
outcomes by growing interpretability than traditional linear
methods. Besides, the novel ML techniques could take
advantage of a large scale of complex, high-dimensional
variables to widen the scope of HF predictive indicators
concerning prognostic outcomes.

An integrated EHR system comprises various data resources,
including patients’ demographic data, diagnostic information,
laboratory test results, and prescriptions. However, many experts
revealed that the availability of EHR-derived data is a
prerequisite for promoting real-world studies [31,32]. In our
study, the structured EHR data from over 10,000 patients in
different years can be used directly for analysis without bias of
data collection and clinical definitions. A total of 79 variables
were applied from EHRs, including demographic information
(n=4), current and previous disease history (n=8), HF diagnosis
(n=3), vital signs (n=5), laboratory measurements (n=48),
interventions (n=4), and medications (n=7). In general, the final
target of using rich data derived from mature EHR systems is
also patient outcome predictions. With the advancement of data
science, different kinds of ML techniques have been broadly
employed for model training because of their deep data
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processing and decision-making capabilities [33]. Compared
with previous studies using the traditional LR method [11,20],
our results provide better discrimination of risk for prognostic
outcomes in a population of patients hospitalized for HF by
using ML approaches. The strength of the algorithm could
establish complex models and make accurate decisions in
relevant big data sets. Besides, far more variables were allowed
for modeling by using ML algorithms. Given the 5 methods in
the present study, LR was considered the commonly used
method in various fields of medicine [12,18]. The RF algorithm
involves multiple decision tree creations that identify important
predictive features with better accuracy in processing large
numbers of highly nonlinear data [20,34]. ANN is a complex
network method connected by a large number of simple neurons
and simulates the human brain in parallel processing and
nonlinear transformation [35]. The SVM approach is designed
to build a good classifier using a nonlinear decision boundary
between classes of variables that enables the labels from one or
more feature vectors [36]. From the perspective of AUC values,
it is important to mention that XGBoost performed better than
the other 4 methods in predicting 1-year in-hospital mortality,
use of positive inotropic agents, and 1-year all-cause readmission
in patients with HF. The method’s dominant advantages are its
ability to deal with missing values and integrate the power of
weaker classifiers by creating combined and weighted variables.
Relevant parameters were set to particular values.

Several traditional prognostic models have been established to
estimate mortality in hospitalized patients with HF. Our results
are consistent with the previous studies of 1-year mortality
prediction while demonstrating a better predictive capability.
Our study, which predicted outcomes for 13,602 patients with
HF using 79 predictive variables, indicated that the ML
approaches are superior to the EFFECT method (AUC 0.77) in
predicting mortality, with an average AUC of 0.81 [10]. The
classic SHFM study showed mortality prediction results within
1 year with AUCs of 0.729-0.76 [37], although the AUC value
can be enhanced to 0.78 by combining the SHFM with the BNP
level [38]. Furthermore, variables known to be associated with
mortality in patients with HF were demonstrated in various
previous models. Age, SBP, and level of blood urea nitrogen
(BUN) were confirmed as the strongest independent predictors
by the EFFECT model [10]. In the landmark Randomized
Evaluation of Mechanical Assistance for the Treatment of
Congestive Heart Failure (REMATCH) trial model [39], platelet
counts, albumin, INR, and AST were associated with 1-year
mortality in the HF population with implantable devices. The
New York Heart Association class; use of beta-blockers, ACEIs,
or ARBs; and presence of heart valve disease or atrial fibrillation
remarkably influenced all-cause mortality in the Cardiac and
Comorbid Conditions Heart Failure (3C-HF) score [40]. Our
study obtained similar findings, demonstrating that in addition
to specific biomarkers of HF or myocardial damage, renal
function, coagulation indicators, and inflammation indicators
are also critical factors regarding prognosis. Therefore, perhaps
adopting a large scale of EHR-derived data could enhance
discrimination and the predictive range of prognostic outcomes.

Readmission rate is a common index used to assess the quality
of health care services for patient populations. Currently, most

hospitals and institutions still implement traditional readmission
risk models and certain variables to infer readmission probability
[41]. Like previous prediction models, we found that the
accuracy of mortality prediction was moderate, but the model
was relatively poor at predicting readmission rates. Golas et al
[42] suggested that the overall 30-day readmission rate was not
improved by various ML algorithms, with AUC values around
0.66. Even compared with the established models for HF
readmission (AUCs 0.6-0.7), our best ML model is still
encouraging [43]. The variables that influenced mortality in the
ML models were different from those of readmission among
patients with HF. We believe that conventional diagnostic
biomarkers (BNP) and vital signs (respiration rate and
temperature) could dominate readmission prediction. However,
diabetes, coronary heart disease, and gender were the top 3
significant features for predicting readmission using the SVM
method. At an interpretable level, a high model AUC does not
necessarily indicate that it best fits the scenario.

Positive inotropic agents are a kind of drug that can increase
myocardial contractility and cardiac output and are often used
to treat patients with HF. Among the drugs included in our
study, dopamine and dobutamine have mainly inotropic effects,
whereas milrinone, lanatoside C, and levosimendan have extra
vasodilation functions [44]. However, they have been gradually
limited because of poorer outcomes of patients after accepting
inotropic therapy. Thus, controversy still exists regarding their
reasonable use in clinical practice. Our study was found to have
better performance than two other prognostic models in
predicting the use of positive inotropic agents (AUCs in the
range of 0.87 to 0.96). Furthermore, this study’s findings are
consistent with Aljundi et al [45], who reported that the
conventional cardiac biomarker BNP was predictive of inotropic
agent use. Many studies have confirmed that
comorbidities—such as dyslipidemia, chronic renal and liver
impairment, and hyperglycemia—are associated with a higher
likelihood of accepting inotropic treatment. Other critically
associated variables (INR, AST, and basophil count) were
obtained from our models and showed consistent results with
common clinical thought. Our models provided good
discrimination among patients at high risk for mortality, use of
positive inotropic agents, and readmission. Incorporating more
variables based on traditional models is of great significance to
public health transformation for early identification and
individualized intervention of people at high risk of HF
outcomes.

The study’s strength was that we also developed a stratified risk
assessment tool for the prediction of 1-year in-hospital mortality
using the XGBoost algorithm. Far more features—including
hs-cTnl, percentage of lymphocytes, percentage of neutrophils,
cholinesterase, urea, respiratory rate, and AST—were identified
for the first time using an ML approach for mortality prediction.
Neutrophilia was reported to be associated with an increased
incidence of acute decompensated HF (ADHF) in patients with
acute myocardial infarction, and lymphopenia is related to poor
prognosis in patients with HF [46,47]. Results from Seo et al
[48] showed that cholinesterase was a simple marker for
predicting adverse outcomes in patients with ADHF and tended
to provide more accurate prognostic information than other
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objective nutritional features. These results can be attributed to
the dimensionality and breadth of EHR-based data, facilitating
the real-world study of HF in risk stratification, decision making,
and disease management from multiple perspectives. Various
HF risk models for predicting mortality have been developed
abroad. The ADHERE risk tree by regression analysis [12] has
demonstrated that patients with ADHF at low, intermediate,
and high risk for in-hospital mortality can be easily identified
using BUN, SBP, and creatinine obtained on hospital admission.
The MUSIC risk model [49] showed that risk markers including
atrial fibrillation, hyponatremia ≤138 mEq/L, N-terminal
pro-brain natriuretic peptide >1.000 ng/L, and troponin positive
were associated with cardiac mortality in a real-life setting.
However, a limitation of the previous model is that it was based
on a specific population of patients with HF (ie, symptomatic
chronic HF). It should be noted that the etiology, clinical
characteristics, and treatments of different phenotypes of HF
are quite distinct. Therefore, we compiled all types of patients
with HF in this study; it follows that the risk factors predicting
mortality are likely to have been more comprehensive and
provide new insights for further studies in specific subgroups.
These markers possibly provide a more accurate risk evaluation
of patients with HF, allowing early implementation of the
appropriate intervention in daily public health practice, which
leads to better outcomes in patients with HF.

There are several limitations to our study that are worth
mentioning. First, this was an in-hospital outcome prediction
study based on retrospective use of EHR-derived data. Although
our models’ performances were considerable on their own, the
predictive power could be further adjusted and compared with
the established reference tools. Second, the number of patients
who died was small compared with the number of surviving
subjects; although rich in terms of clinical variables, the
imbalance problem remained. Third, validation in an external
cohort was not done in the present study but is planned for
subsequent analysis. Fourth, different phenotypes of patients
with HF should be taken into account in further model
developments.

Conclusion
EHR-driven models, using novel ML algorithms, were
developed to predict 1-year in-hospital mortality, use of positive
inotropic agents, and 1-year all-cause readmission in patients
hospitalized with HF. The discrimination and performance of
our models also outperformed the existing tools constructed
using traditional techniques. Besides, identifying a greater range
of variables can further improve decisions regarding risk
assessment for patients with HF.
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Abstract

Background: Multimodal recruitment strategies are a novel way to increase diversity in research populations. However, these
methods have not been previously applied to understanding the prevalence of menstrual disorders such as polycystic ovary
syndrome.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to test the feasibility of recruiting a diverse cohort to complete a web-based survey
on ovulation and menstruation health.

Methods: We conducted the Ovulation and Menstruation Health Pilot Study using a REDCap web-based survey platform. We
recruited 200 women from a clinical population, a community fair, and the internet.

Results: We recruited 438 women over 29 weeks between September 2017 and March 2018. After consent and eligibility
determination, 345 enrolled, 278 started (clinic: n=43; community fair: n=61; internet: n=174), and 247 completed (clinic: n=28;
community fair: n=60; internet: n=159) the survey. Among all participants, the median age was 25.0 (SD 6.0) years, mean BMI

was 26.1 kg/m2 (SD 6.6), 79.7% (216/271) had a college degree or higher, and 14.6% (37/254) reported a physician diagnosis
of polycystic ovary syndrome. Race and ethnicity distributions were 64.7% (176/272) White, 11.8% (32/272) Black/African
American, 7.7% (21/272) Latina/Hispanic, and 5.9% (16/272) Asian individuals; 9.9% (27/272) reported more than one race or
ethnicity. The highest enrollment of Black/African American individuals was in clinic (17/42, 40.5%) compared to 1.6% (1/61)
in the community fair and 8.3% (14/169) using the internet. Survey completion rates were highest among those who were recruited
from the internet (159/174, 91.4%) and community fairs (60/61, 98.4%) compared to those recruited in clinic (28/43, 65.1%).

Conclusions: Multimodal recruitment achieved target recruitment in a short time period and established a racially diverse cohort
to study ovulation and menstruation health. There were greater enrollment and completion rates among those recruited via the
internet and community fair.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24716)   doi:10.2196/24716
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Introduction

Polycystic ovary syndrome, initially described in 1935 [1], is
now considered the most common endocrine disorder in
reproductive-aged women [2]. Affecting 10% to 15% [2],
prevalence estimates range from as low as 8% [3] to as high as
26% [4], depending on the definition used and population
studied. The disorder is characterized by clinical or biochemical
androgen excess, menstrual irregularity, and the presence of
polycystic ovarian morphology on ultrasound visualization [5].
Clinical androgen excess typically presents as acne, hirsutism,
or androgenic alopecia [6-8]. Women with polycystic ovary
syndrome may also experience infertility, insulin resistance,
and obesity [9-12].

Existing research on polycystic ovary syndrome is typically
conducted in either small clinical cohorts or larger epidemiologic
studies. The latter have variable ascertainment of the disease or
disease features which may increase misclassification of disease
state and bias estimates of risk [13]. Preliminary studies on
polycystic ovary syndrome in existing population-based cohorts
such as the Nurses’ Health Study 2, the Framingham Heart
Study, and the Cape Cod Health Study were limited by poor
correlation of polycystic ovary syndrome self-reports compared
to medical records [14], too few reported cases of menstrual
irregularity [15], and inadequate determination of phenotype
[16], respectively. Inaccurate classification using single yes or
no questions to identify women with polycystic ovary syndrome
may bias estimates of the disease.

Existing epidemiologic cohorts were also limited with respect
to race and ethnic diversity; more than 90% of participants were
White in these 3 cohorts [16-18], thereby limiting the ability to
detect differences in prevalence and etiological associations
across racial and ethnic groups. Racial and ethnic-specific
differences in androgen excess and metabolic syndrome
symptoms are well established but the reasons for this are not
well understood [19-21].

The Ovulation and Menstruation Health Pilot Study was
conducted to (1) determine the feasibility of enrolling
participants from diverse backgrounds using varied recruitment
modalities, and (2) understand how survey completion status
differed by participant characteristics.

Methods

Design
The Ovulation and Menstruation Health study website consists
of a short animated educational recruitment video, a web-based
consent form, screening questions, and a survey instrument.
The animated video was designed to appeal to a diverse
audience, as its illustrations included women of all races and
body types. The goal of the Ovulation and Menstruation Health
Pilot Study was to recruit at least 200 reproductive-aged women
over a 1-year period. Those who were menstruating or had the

capacity to menstruate were eligible (trans-male and other).
Individuals who were <18 years or >45 years of age; identified
as male; were pregnant at the time of the survey; had a
hysterectomy/oophorectomy, amenorrhea due to radiation, or
chemotherapy; or were unwilling or unable to provide an email
address were deemed ineligible. The survey instrument was
publicly accessible from August 21, 2017 to February 26, 2018
on the study website and was used in each recruitment modality.
The Boston Medical Center and Boston University Medical
Campus Institutional Review Boards approved the study (IRB
H-35075).

Incentive
The first 200 participants who completed the survey were
entered into a lottery for a US $200 gift card. All who were
approached for recruitment were offered free earphones.

Recruitment
The multimodal recruitment locations were in clinic, a
Boston-based community event, and the internet. The
recruitment approach was adapted to meet the needs of each
recruitment location.

In-Clinic
In-clinic recruitment occurred from September to October 2017.
Approximately 2000 informational recruitment letters including
the study website were sent during this recruitment period to
patients with an upcoming visit to the Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology (OB/GYN) at Boston Medical Center (BMC).
For 20 days, research assistants showed the study website and
the promotional video via an electronic tablet to interested
persons at 2 OB/GYN waiting rooms.

Community Event
A recruitment table was set up at the Boston Women’s Market
in the Jamaica Plain neighborhood of Boston on September 17,
2017. This community event was an opportunity for those who
identify as female or supporters of women’s causes to sell
products from their small businesses.

Internet
Internet-based recruitment methods included sending out email
communications, creating study social media engagement
accounts, and sharing recruitment materials on individual social
networks of the study staff. The study website and social media
pages were discoverable on any internet search. Boston
University Medical Campus (BUMC)–wide electronic
communications, which included a brief description of the study,
eligibility requirements, incentive, and study contact
information, began in September 2017 and ran for the duration
of the enrollment period. The study website link was shared on
personal networks of study personnel (RM, MN, AW) with the
Boston University Masters of Medical Science Class of 2018
and the Bates Feminist Collective Facebook groups in
September 2017.
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Physical flyers and business cards (paper materials) were posted
around the BUMC campus for the duration of the study, and at
Boston Skin Solutions, a center that treats excess facial and
body hair on September 27, 2017.

Informed Consent, Screening, and Survey Initiation
The web-based consent form included questions on a
participant’s interest in follow-up surveys, other studies, and
contributing biospecimens. Once consented, the individual was
presented with an eligibility screener. Eligible participants
recruited in clinic were able to start the survey in the waiting
room. For eligible participants from the community event and
the internet, a unique link to the survey was emailed to the
participant’s email address. For all enrolled participants, up to
3 reminders were sent on consecutive days to those who did not
complete the survey.

Survey Description
The Ovulation and Menstruation Health Pilot Study survey had
a total of 10 sections, with 219 questions; however, most
respondents had fewer questions due to skip patterns. The About
You section included questions on current residence and whether
they ever received care at BMC. The Demographics section
included questions on race and ethnicity, education, birth
country, and income. The Anthropometrics section captured
data regarding height, weight, and body shape using a pictorial
tool. The Menstrual Cycle section asked about menarche,
regularity of cycles, and cycle tracking. The Hormone Usage
section obtained data on hormonal contraceptive usage, history
and reasons for hormone usage. The Health and Body section
included questions for self-reported androgen excess using a
pictorial tool for androgenic alopecia and hirsutism based on
the modified Ferriman-Gallwey scale [22]; polycystic ovary
syndrome status (questions specific to polycystic ovary
syndrome diagnosis, symptoms for diagnosis, and medication
and supplement use, and family history of polycystic ovary
syndrome); reproductive health (history of infertility, uterine
fibroids, endometriosis, and premature ovarian failure); general
health (diagnosed medical conditions such as hypertension,
diabetes, and other chronic conditions and their treatment); diet
and lifestyle (limited questions about alcoholic, nonalcoholic
beverage consumption, and smoking habits); obstetric history
(ever pregnant, number of prior pregnancies, and each pregnancy
outcome, including stillbirths and miscarriages, and live births).
For every livebirth, an additional question was asked regarding
gestational length and birth outcomes such as birth weight.
Study data were recorded and stored on encrypted servers at

the Boston University School of Public Health Biostatistics &
Epidemiology Data Analytics Center. The Ovulation and
Menstruation Health Pilot Study survey can be found on the
Harvard Dataverse [23].

Data Analysis
Participant characteristics were evaluated by recruitment
location and survey completion. Those who started the survey
via the internet included those who input the link into their
web-browser after learning of the study from any web-based or
printed recruitment materials and completed the web-based
consent and screener. Survey initiation was defined as anyone
who started the “About You” section. Survey completion was
defined as having completed the first question of the “Pregnancy
and Birth History” upon entering the total number of pregnancies
experienced. Those who entered 0 pregnancies had no further
questions to complete. Those who entered 1 or more had
additional pregnancy related questions to complete. For both
nulliparous and multiparous responses, completing the survey
was as entering the total number of pregnancies experienced.
To assess the geographical catchment area associated with the
survey, participants’ self-reported home states were mapped.

Results

Recruitment and Enrollment
Recruitment exceeded our target of 200 women in 8 weeks.
During the 6-month recruitment window, 438 women began
the consent process, 384 were assessed for eligibility, and 345
women were screened and included (88.7% of those assessed
for eligibility). Of the 345, 278 women started the survey, of
whom 66 were recruited in clinic, 61 were recruited from the
community event, and 174 were recruited from the internet.
Figure 1 displays the study enrollment flow chart. Spikes in
cumulative enrollment coincided with the active in-clinic
recruitment and the community event (Figure 2). Out of the 384
participants who consented and completed screening, only 39
(10.2%) were excluded. Of the individuals who were excluded,
18 were no longer menstruating, 16 were unwilling or unable
to provide email addresses, and 5 were over the age of 45 years.
Among those who initiated the survey and responded to
re-contact questions, agreement for re-contact was high—96.0%
(266/277) consented to be re-contacted for additional
information, 81.2% (225/277) for biological samples, 96.4%
(267/277) for a follow-up survey, and 79.4% (220/277) for a
different research study.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of participants enrolled in the Ovulation and Menstruation Health Pilot Study.

Figure 2. Ovulation and Menstruation Health Pilot Study enrollment graph.

Participant Characteristics
Among the 278 women who started the survey, the average age
was 27.3 years and the median age was 25.0 (SD 6.0), with the

majority (224/273, 82.1%) born in the United States (Table 1).
Participants were White (176/272, 64.7%), Black/African
American (32/272, 11.8%), Latina/Hispanic (21/272, 7.7%),
and mixed race (27/272, 9.9%). Two individuals identified their
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gender as other (nonbinary or gender queer). While the majority
(216/271, 79.7%) had a 4-year college degree or more, 7.0%
(19/271) had a high school degree or less education. Participants
were distributed across all income categories, with 21.3%
(58/272) in the less than $25,000 category. The mean BMI was

26.1 kg/m2 (SD 6.6), with 15.4% (41/266) in the overweight

category; 13.1% (32/245) had smoked at least 100 cigarettes
over their lifetime. The reported prevalence of doctor-diagnosed
polycystic ovary syndrome was 14.6% (37/254), and 82.3%
(218/265) had ever used hormonal contraception. The
geographic distribution of the cohort included 20 states (Figure
3). The majority of the participants were recruited from
Massachusetts (n=173) and Missouri (n=50).

Figure 3. Ovulation and Menstruation Health Study participant population map.
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Table 1. Demographics in the Ovulation and Menstruation pilot study.

Value (n=278a) Characteristic

25.0 (6.0)Age (years), median (SD)

224 (82.1) Born in the United States, n (%) 

 Race, n (%) 

176 (64.7) White

21 (7.7) Latina/Hispanic 

32 (11.8) Black/African American 

16 (5.9) Asian 

27 (9.9) More than one race 

 Educational attainment, n (%) 

19 (7.0) High school graduate/GED or less education 

36 (13.3) Some college or 2-year degree 

101 (37.3) 4-year college graduate 

115 (42.4) More than 4-year college degree 

 Total annual household income, n (%) 

58 (21.3) Below $25,000 

70 (25.7) $25,000 to $49,999 

44 (16.2) $50,000 to $74,999 

20 (7.4) $75,000 to $99,999 

43 (15.8) $100,000 or more 

17 (6.3) Prefer not to answer 

20 (7.4) Don't know 

32 (13.1) Smoked at least 100 cigarettes over lifetime, n (%) 

 BMIb, n (%) 

8 (3.0) Underweight (<18.5 kg/m2)  

153 (57.5) Normal weight (18.5-24.9 kg/m2) 

41 (15.4) Overweight (25.0-29.9 kg/m2) 

64 (24.1) Obese (≥30.0 kg/m2) 

37 (14.6) Polycystic ovary syndrome diagnosis by doctor, n (%) 

42 (17.0) Ever pregnant, n (%) 

 Gravidityc, n (%) 

17 (40.5) 1 pregnancy 

10 (23.8) 2 pregnancies 

7 (16.7) 3 pregnancies 

8 (19.1) >4 pregnancies 

218 (82.3) Hormonal contraceptives ever use, n (%) 

 Self-rated current health, n (%) 

37 (14.1) Excellent

108 (41.2) Very good

91 (34.7) Good

25 (9.5) Fair

1 (0.4) Poor
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Value (n=278a) Characteristic

247 (88.9) Survey completed, n (%) 

aMissing—born in the United States n=5 (1.8%); race: n=6 (2.2%); education: n=7 (2.5%); income: n=6 (2.2%); smoking status: n=33 (11.9%); BMI:
n=12 (4.3%); polycystic ovary syndrome diagnosis: n=24 (8.6%); gravidity: n=26 (9.4%); ever pregnant: n=31 (11.2%); hormonal contraceptive: n=13
(4.7%); self-rated current health: n=16 (5.8%).
bBMI: body mass index.
cGravidity among women who were ever pregnant (n=42).

Population Demographic Characteristics by
Recruitment Location
Differences were found in age, birth country, race, educational
attainment, BMI, and physician-diagnosed polycystic ovary
syndrome, by location of recruitment (Table 2). Women
recruited in clinic tended to be older (median 34.0 years, SD
6.7), born outside the US (26/42, 61.9%), and with lower
educational attainment, 19.0% (8/42) were high school
graduate/GED or less education compared to women recruited
at the community fair and via the internet. Women recruited in
clinic were also more likely to be obese (18/38, 47.4%), have
had a physician diagnosis of polycystic ovary syndrome (12/33,
36.4%), and less likely to have ever used oral contraceptives
(23/37, 62.2%) compared to women recruited at the community
fair and via the internet. Those from the community fair and

internet were more likely to be born in the US (58/61, 95.1%
and 150/170, 88.2%, respectively), White (47/61, 77.0% and
121/169, 71.6%, respectively), and have greater than a 4-year
college degree (24/61, 39.3% and 83/168, 49.4%, respectively)
than those recruited from the clinic. Women recruited from
outside the clinic were younger (community fair: median 23.0,
SD 4.0; internet: median 25.0, SD 5.4 years), leaner BMI

(community fair: 23.3 kg/m2 SD 4.8; internet: 23.5 kg/m2 SD
7.0) and had a lower prevalence of physician diagnosed
polycystic ovary syndrome (community fair: 3/61, 4.9%;
internet: 22/160, 13.8%). Of note, 46.4% of women recruited
in clinic (13/28) had been pregnant compared to 3.3% (2/61)
and 17.0% (27/159) for the community fair and internet
participants, respectively. Income and smoking status were
similar among recruitment locations.
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Table 2. Demographic characteristics by recruitment location.

LocationCharacteristic

Internet (n=174)cCommunity fair (n=61)bClinic (n=43)a

25.0 (5.4)23.0 (4.0)34.0 (6.7)Age (years), median (SD)

150 (88.2)58 (95.1)16 (38.1)Born in the United States, n (%)

Race, n (%)

121 (71.6)47 (77.0)8 (19.0)White

7 (4.1)2 (3.3)12 (28.6)Latina/Hispanic

14 (8.3)1 (1.6)17 (40.5)Black/African American

12 (7.1)1 (1.6)3 (7.1)Asian

15 (8.9)10 (16.4)2 (4.8)More than one race

Educational attainment, n (%)

5 (3.0)6 (9.8)8 (19.0)High school graduate/GED or less education

14 (8.3)8 (13.1)14 (33.3)Some college or 2-year degree

66 (39.3)23 (37.7)12 (28.6)4-year college graduate

83 (49.4)24 (39.3)8 (19.1)More than 4-year college degree

Total annual household income, n (%)

41 (24.3)13 (21.3)4 (9.5)Below $25,000

38 (22.5)20 (32.8)12 (28.6)$25,000 to $49,999

24 (14.2)9 (14.8)11 (26.2)$50,000 to $74,999

16 (9.5)3 (4.9)1 (2.4)$75,000 to $99,999

32 (18.9)6 (9.8)5 (11.9)$100,000 or more

7 (4.1)2 (3.3)8 (19.1)Prefer not to answer

11 (6.5)8 (13.1)1 (2.4)Don't know

22 (14.0)5 (8.3)5 (17.9)Smoked at least 100 cigarettes over lifetime, n (%)

BMId, n (%)

107 (64.1)40 (65.6)14 (36.8)Normal weight or underweight (≤25 kg/m2)

24 (14.4)11 (18.0)6 (15.8)Overweight (25-30 kg/m2)

36 (21.6)10 (16.4)18 (47.4)Obese (≥30 kg/m2)

22 (13.8)3 (4.9)12 (36.4)Polycystic ovary syndrome diagnosis by doctor, n (%)

27 (17.0)2 (3.3)13 (46.4)Ever pregnant, n (%)

Graviditye, n (%)

11 (40.7)1 (50.0)5 (38.5)1 pregnancy

16 (59.3)1 (50.0)8 (61.5)2 or more pregnancies

141 (84.4)54 (88.5)23 (62.2)Hormonal contraceptives ever use, n (%)

Self-rated current health, n (%)

23 (14.0)8 (13.1)6 (16.2)Excellent

72 (43.9)29 (47.5)7 (18.9)Very good

52 (31.7)21 (34.4)18 (48.7)Good

17 (10.4)3 (4.9)6 (16.2)Fair to poor

159 (91.4)60 (98.4)28 (65.1)Survey completed, n (%)

aMissing—born in the US: n=1 (2.3%); race: n=1 (2.3%); education: n=1 (2.3%); income: n=1 (2.3%); smoking status: n=15 (34.9%); BMI: n=5 (11.6%);
polycystic ovary syndrome diagnosis: n=10 (23.3%); ever pregnant: n=15 (34.9%); hormonal contraceptive: n=6 (14.0%); self-rated current health: n=6
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(14.0%).
bMissing—smoking status: n=1 (1.6%).
cMissing—born in the US: n=4 (2.3%); race: n=5 (2.9%); education: n=6 (3.5%); income: n=5 (2.9%); smoking status n=17 (9.8%); BMI: n=7 (4.0%);
polycystic ovary syndrome diagnosis: n=14 (8.1%); ever pregnant: n=15 (8.6%); hormonal contraceptive: n=7 (4.0%); self-rated current health: n=10
(5.7%).
dBMI: body mass index.
eGravidity among women who were ever pregnant (n=42).

Survey Completion
Among the 278 women who started the survey, 247 (88.8%)
completed it. The median time to completion was 12.6 minutes
(range 1.03 minutes to 92 days); 7 participants took more than
24 hours to complete the survey. Women completing the survey
were more likely to be US born (210/246, 85.4% vs 14/27,
51.9%), White (165/245, 67.3% vs 11/27, 40.7%) and have 4

years of college education or more (200/244, 81.9% vs 16/27,
59.2%) compared to those who did not complete the survey
(Table 3).

We also found that the women who did not complete the survey
were older and had higher annual household income compared
to those who completed the survey. Among the 31 women who
did not complete the survey, dropout seemed equally distributed
across section categories (Figure 4).

Table 3. Demographic characteristics by survey completion status (N=278).

Incomplete (n=31)bComplete (n=247)aCharacteristic

29.0 (7.4)25.0 (5.7)Age (years), median (SD)

14 (51.9)210 (85.7)Born in the United States, n (%)

Race, n (%)

11 (40.7)165 (67.4)White

6 (22.2)15 (6.1)Latina/Hispanic

7 (25.9)25 (10.2)Black/African American

1 (3.7)15 (6.1)Asian

2 (7.4)25 (10.2)More than one race

Educational attainment, n (%)

5 (18.5)14 (5.7)High school graduate/GED or less education

6 (22.2)30 (12.3)Some college or 2-year degree

7 (25.9)94 (38.5)4-year college graduate

9 (33.3)106 (43.4)More than 4-year college degree

Total annual household income, n (%)

4 (14.8)54 (22.0)Below $25,000

7 (25.9)63 (25.7)$25,000 to $49,999

2 (7.4)42 (17.1)$50,000 to $74,999

1 (3.7)19 (7.8)$75,000 to $99,999

4 (14.8)39 (15.9)$100,000 or more

6 (22.2)11 (4.5)Prefer not to answer

3 (11.1)17 (4.5)Don't know

aMissing—born in the US: n=1 (0.4%); race: n=2 (0.8%); education: n=3 (1.2%); income: n=2 (0.8%).
bMissing—born in the US: n=4 (12.9%); race: n=4 (12.9%); education: n=4 (12.9%); income: n=4 (12.9%).
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Figure 4. Survey completion by last module answered in the survey.

Discussion

We determined the feasibility of a multimodal recruitment
approach for a study of ovulation and menstruation health by
comparing in-clinic, community-based, and internet-based
recruitment activities. Among the recruitment modalities, the
majority of women were recruited via the internet after
encountering advertising materials informing them of the study
website. The race and ethnicity of the cohort was notably similar
to the US population [24]. Based on census data from 2018, the
US population was comprised of 166,038,755 women which
was 50.8% of the total population. Of those women, 60.3%
were White, 17.8% were Latina or Hispanic, 12.9% were Black
or African American, 5.9% were Asian, and 2.2% identified as
being of more than one race [24].

The participant characteristics did differ by recruitment location,
suggesting that multimodal recruitment is a feasible solution to
increase the variation in participant characteristics including
race, ethnicity, and health characteristics such as BMI, oral
contraceptive use, and whether physician diagnosed. These
different characteristics may reflect differences in the source
population. For example, approximately 59% of the patients at
BMC come from an underserved population [25], whereas the
community event was held in Jamaica Plain, a neighborhood
that has a 53.6% White population and a median household
annual income of $55,861 [26]. While use of the internet usage
demographics are reported as 92% of White, 86% of Hispanic,
and 85% of Black individuals in the US [27], those accessing
the study via the internet were recruited through flyers, email
communications, and personal social media networks. The

geographic distribution of the participants was notable for the
majority in Massachusetts, with second-highest participation
in Missouri, corresponding to the personal network of 1 research
assistant.

Similarly, another study [28] was also successful in recruiting
racially and ethnically diverse participants using a combination
of 340 recruitment sites and digital campaigns. Among the core
participants of that study [28], 51% were considered non-White,
whereas participants in traditional reproductive health cohorts
have been 83% Caucasian [29] and 89% White [14].
Furthermore, while participants from the original Framingham
Heart Study were 100% White, racial diversity increased in
subsequent studies with inclusion of 28% African American,
42% Hispanic American, and 24% Asian American participants
within the Framingham-related Omni Cohort [30].

The completion rate among those who started our survey
(247/278, 88.8%) was high. This completion rate is comparable
to those of the Pregnancy Study Online [29], with 72% of
enrolled participants completing the baseline survey, and the
most recent Framingham Heart Study [31], with participants
using an electronic survey (85% completion). It is possible that
our survey was shorter than those used in those studies [29,31]
and as such had a slightly higher completion rate. Furthermore,
the Ovulation and Menstruation Health survey was designed
for an 8th grade reading level and underwent cognitive and
usability testing to facilitate question comprehension [32],
potentially supporting a pleasant participant experience. While
participants could skip any question, the rate of missing
responses was low. Birthplace outside of the US was a key
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variable noted to be missing among a small proportion of women
who did not complete the survey.

This study has several strengths. We achieved target recruitment
in half the expected time, which may have been due to the
appealing web-based study platform that included an educational
cartoon featuring women from multiple backgrounds or the
monetary incentive. Use of a cognitively tested survey designed
for an 8th grade reading level may also have facilitated the high
completion rate. The broad inclusion criteria also allowed for
those with and without polycystic ovary syndrome to be
included. Most importantly, the multimodal recruitment
approach enabled us to recruit a more diverse cohort, which is
comparable to those in other studies using a similar multimodal
recruitment strategy for other health conditions [33].

However, the study also has some key limitations. While racial
and ethnic diversity were improved compared to existing large
epidemiologic cohorts, the proportion of Latina or Hispanic
women was slightly lower than that in the US population,
possible due to language access issues. We recently translated
the Ovulation and Menstruation Health Platform for availability
in Spanish language to test in future studies. Also, completion
rate by those born outside the US may be improved by having
the survey in the primary language of the participant. In the
future, using paid advertisements may not only lead to high
click-through rates to the study website, but may also provide

for a unique opportunity to engage with specific targeted
demographics depending on advertisement dissemination. For
example, the Nurses’ Health Study 3 [17] sent recruitment
postcards to minority-dense zip codes doubling the enrollment
rate of African American and Hispanic women.

Furthermore, we considered whether bias in multimodal
recruitment exists. We do not believe that multimodal
recruitment increased the likelihood of selection bias since
enrollment would need to be related to both the exposure and
outcome under study for such a bias to occur [34-37]. The
multimodal recruitment strategy increases the generalizability
of the study and increases its ability to examine effect measure
modification by racial and ethnic group by ensuring sufficient
numbers in each category. Because differences exist in racial
or ethnic-specific risks for a variety of health outcomes
potentially due to structural racism and other inequities [38], a
multiethnic cohort is needed to assess health outcomes
subsequent to polycystic ovary syndrome diagnosis and to
determine ideal windows for risk-reducing interventions.

Multimodal recruitment was feasible and established a more
racially and ethnically diverse cohort for the study of ovulation
and menstruation health than those of prior studies [14,28,29].
Samples from 3 different recruitment locations demonstrated
variability in racial, ethnic, and other demographic and
health-related features.
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Abstract

Background: Most patients use the internet to search for health information. While there is a vast repository of searchable
information online, much of the content is unregulated and therefore potentially incorrect, conflicting, or confusing. Abortion
information online is particularly prone to being inaccurate as antichoice websites publish purposefully misleading information
in formats that appear as neutral resources. To understand how antichoice websites appear neutral, we need to understand the
specific website features of antichoice websites that impart an impression of trustworthiness.

Objective: We sought to identify the characteristics of false or misleading abortion websites that make these websites appear
trustworthy to the public.

Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. We used validated questionnaires
to ask participants to rate 11 antichoice websites and one neutral website identified by experts, focusing on website content,
creators, and design. We collected sociodemographic data and participant views on abortion. We used a composite measure of
“mean overall trust” as our primary outcome. Using correlation matrices, we determined which website characteristics were most
associated with mean overall trust. Finally, we used linear regression to identify participant characteristics associated with overall
trust.

Results: Our analytic sample included 498 participants aged from 22 to 70 years, and 50.1% (247/493) identified as female.
Across 11 antichoice websites, creator confidence (“I believe that the creators of this website are honest and trustworthy”) had
the highest correlation coefficient (strongest relationship) with mean overall trust (coefficient=0.70). Professional appearance
(coefficient=0.59), look and feel (coefficient=0.59), perception that the information is created by experts (coefficient=0.59),
association with a trustworthy organization (coefficient=0.58), valued features and functionalities (coefficient=0.54), and interactive
capabilities (coefficient=0.52) all demonstrated strong relationships with mean overall trust. At the individual level, prochoice
leaning was associated with higher overall trust of the neutral website (B=−0.43, 95% CI −0.87 to 0.01) and lower mean overall
trust of the antichoice websites (B=0.52, 95% CI 0.05 to 0.99).

Conclusions: The mean overall trust of antichoice websites is most associated with design characteristics and perceived
trustworthiness of website creators. Those who believe that access to abortion should be limited are more likely to have higher
mean overall trust for antichoice websites.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25323)   doi:10.2196/25323
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Introduction

Most patients use the internet to search for health information
[1-3]. While there is a vast repository of searchable information
online, much of the content is unregulated and therefore has
potential to be incorrect, conflicting, or confusing. As such, the
accuracy of online health information remains variable [4].
Despite warnings that patients should remain cautious when
accessing health-related websites, patients often view inaccurate
health information encountered online as trustworthy [5,6].

Abortion is one of the most common medical services in the
world, with approximately 30 million safe abortions accessed
annually [7]. Although the abortion rate in the United States
(abortions per 1000 females aged 15 to 49 years) has declined
over the last decade, internet searches for abortion-related
information have steadily increased [8,9]. As the demand for
online abortion information rises, many top search results
contain incorrect and misleading information [10]. Many
misleading websites are created by crisis pregnancy centers
(CPCs) and other antichoice organizations, which seek to
dissuade patients from accessing abortion and other reproductive
health care services [11]. These websites provide deliberately
incorrect information about reproductive health, including
abortion, often by overstating the risks of abortion and
contraceptive options [12,13]. In addition, these antichoice
organization websites often appear neutral in order to intercept
patients who are potentially seeking an abortion [14].

Previous research identified website design and layout,
interactive features, tone or partiality of content, owner’s
authority, and the website’s relationship with an organization
or sponsor as key elements impacting the perceived
trustworthiness of a website [15-25]. Abortion websites may
utilize these characteristics to make the misinformation they
seek to perpetuate seem trustworthy. It is therefore important
to understand what features of abortion websites impact
trustworthiness. In this study, we sought to identify the
characteristics of false or misleading abortion websites that
make these websites appear trustworthy to the public.

Methods

Recruitment
We conducted a cross-sectional study using an anonymous
online survey. We recruited respondents between March 14,
2019, and April 8, 2019, via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) platform. MTurk is an online crowdsourcing tool that
recruits anonymous users to participate in a variety of

computer-based tasks, including assessment of web content
[26]. Participants were eligible to respond if they were over 18
years of age, English speaking, and given the “Masters
Qualification” by MTurk. Amazon designates participants as
“Masters” if they demonstrate reliability in completing a large
number and variety of tasks posted by different requesters [27].
We advertised the survey task as “Public Opinion about
Abortion Websites.” We compensated participants US $2.50
to complete the assignment. After the first 425 responses, we
increased compensation to US $3.00 for the final 75 responses
in order to increase recruitment. Participants were limited to
responding to the survey once based on their unique worker ID
number that is assigned by Amazon and is attached to their
taxpayer number [27]. The study was reviewed and approved
by the Oregon Health & Science University institutional review
board.

Website Selection
We selected our websites from a database of abortion websites
used in a previous study [10]. For each website in that database,
three investigators determined the slant (prochoice, neutral, or
antichoice) and slant clarity (easy, moderate, or difficult to
determine website slant) based on their impression of the
website. All three researchers have published abortion-related
research. We then selected 11 websites categorized as both
“antichoice” and “difficult to determine” in slant (Multimedia
Appendix 1). These 11 antichoice websites included one state
government website (Alaska Department of Health and Social
Services), four CPC pages associated with brick and mortar
establishments, and six websites that detail abortion risks and
side effects. We included one website that was rated as being
“neutral” in slant and “easy to determine” in slant clarity (The
Louisiana Department of Public Health website on “Methods
& Medical Risks”). We selected the Louisiana website as a
comparator for the antichoice websites.

We used previously validated studies measuring website trust
[17-20,24,25] to develop our survey (Table 1). We included
items across the following four domains: creators, design,
content, and overall trust (Table 1). Participants viewed each
website and responded to statements about website
characteristics using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from −3
(“strongly disagree”) to 3 (“strongly agree”) [20,21,25,28]. We
assigned each participant to assess three randomly selected
antichoice websites and the Louisiana website. Therefore, all
participants viewed the Louisiana website but only a subset of
participants viewed each of the 11 antichoice websites. Our
survey displayed all four websites in random order, and users
had 18 minutes to complete the survey and rate all four websites.
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Table 1. Website questions.

Statement about the website characteristicQuestion tagQuestion numberCategory

I believe that the creators of this website are honest and trustworthy.Creator confidenceq0Creators

There are experts quoted or referenced on this website.Expert quoteq1Creators

This website notes an association with a trustworthy organization.Organizationq2Creators

Experts wrote information on this website.Expert infoq3Creators

This website is run by a nonprofit organization.Nonprofitq4Creators

I like the interactive aspects of this website.Interactiveq5Design

I like the use of images on this website.Imagesq6Design

This website appears up to date.Up to dateq7Design

I can distinguish ads from website content.Adsq8Design

I like the look and feel of this website.Lookq9Design

This website includes all relevant features/functionalities that I value on websites.Featuresq10Design

The design of this website is similar to websites I like to use.Designq11Design

This website appears professional.Professionalq12Design

This website is easy to navigate.Navigateq13Design

This website contains errors (spelling or grammar, not accuracy of content).Errorsq14Content

This website provides an address or phone number.Addressq15Content

This website makes it easy to contact its creators.Contactq16Content

This website has limited advertising or other promotional material.Promotionalq17Content

I trust information from this website.Info trustq18Overall trust

Overall, this website is a quality resource.Qualityq19Overall trust

This website is biased.Biasedq20aOverall trust

I would recommend this page to a friend who is searching for information on this
topic.

Recommendq21Overall trust

aQuestion 20 was removed from the overall trust domain owing to poor correlation with other overall trust questions.

We compiled our primary outcome (“mean overall trust”) by
averaging three of the four items comprising the overall trust
domain. During analysis, we excluded one item “this website
is biased” from the primary outcome owing to low correlation
with the other questions in the trust domain. We reverse coded
responses to items 14 “this website contains errors” and 20 “this
website is biased,” so that all positive Likert scale responses
become markers of a favorable characteristic.

After participants evaluated all four websites (responses were
not required to move on to the next question), we asked
sociodemographic questions, including questions on age,
race/ethnicity, gender, educational background, state of
residence, residential density (rural, urban, and suburban), and
internet use (hours per week online) [29]. Unfortunately, an
error in the MTurk survey assigned Alabama to those who did
not respond to the item regarding state of residence. Finally,
we asked about views on abortion, including whether abortion
should be legal (no law limiting abortion, some limits, severe
limits, or should be illegal in all circumstances) and self-rated
abortion knowledge (1-10, with 1 being no knowledge and 10
being expert knowledge).

Analysis
We used RStudio Version 1.2.1335 for all analyses [30]. We
used descriptive statistics to characterize the overall
demographics of our participants. Due to small numbers, we
collapsed race and ethnicity into a binary category (white vs
not white). We then conducted analyses for individual items
and domains at the website level and multivariate analysis to
determine relationships between demographic variables and
overall trust.

For each website, we calculated mean scores for responses to
the individual items as well as composite means for the four
domains, including the primary outcome of mean overall trust.
We tested bivariate associations between mean overall trust and
each survey item from Table 1. We used correlation coefficients
to measure the strength of the relationship of each individual
item in the survey with the items comprising the “overall trust”
category (info trust, quality, and recommend) as well as mean
overall trust itself. Correlation coefficient scores range from
“1” (perfect positive correlation) to “−1” (perfect negative
correlation), with “0” meaning there is no correlation between
two items. In order to test the robustness of our findings, we
assessed these correlations in the following three ways: for all
12 websites combined, for the antichoice websites combined,
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and for the prochoice Louisiana website alone. We set 0.5 as
the cutoff for a “marked” correlation and considered coefficients
between 0.4 and 0.5 as indicating “medium” correlation [31].

Last, we used linear regression to identify participant
characteristics associated with mean overall trust, where mean
overall trust was treated as a continuous variable. We excluded
participants with missing items in the trust domain from
multivariate modeling (36/498). We created two models. One
model was created for the antichoice websites, and another for
the Louisiana website alone in order to compare model findings
stratified by slant. Variables in our model included race, age,
self-rated abortion knowledge, abortion views, hours spent on
the internet per week, educational attainment, and residential
density. We selected these covariates based on bivariate
relationships and prior literature suggesting that these variables
impact website trust [24].

Results

Sample
We obtained surveys from 500 participants and excluded only
two respondents who did not complete 50% of the website
survey questions. We included all other partial responses. Of
the 498 respondents, 403 (80.9%) completed all questions for
all four websites. Of the 95 incomplete surveys, 53 (56%)

missed only one item on one website and fully completed the
other three website evaluations. An additional 20 (21%) missed
two or three items total across the four websites. A total of 6
(6%) participants missed all 22 items from one website but
completed all items from the other three websites.

Participant Characteristics
Full demographic characteristics are shown in Table 2.
Respondent age ranged from 22 to 70 years, and 50.1%
(247/493) identified as female. Just over half (279/495, 56.3%)
of the respondents attained at least a bachelor’s degree. The
majority of our respondents were white (327/495, 66.1%), and
an additional 20% identified as Asian. Participants were
distributed across the US census region, with 16.7% (83/498)
from the Northeast, 34.7% (173/498) from the South, 19.5%
(97/498) from the Midwest, 20.1% (100/498) from the West,
and 9.1% (45/498) not from the United States (Table 2). The
MTurk error makes it likely that 34.7% is higher than the true
proportion of respondents who are from the South. On average,
respondents reported spending 35.6 hours per week on the
internet (95% CI 1.0-72.8). The majority of participants
self-identified as prochoice, with 80.3% (399/497) indicating
that there should only be some limits or no law limiting access
to abortion. We found self-reported abortion knowledge in our
participants to be normally distributed with a mean of 5.9/10
(95% CI 2.4-9.4).
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Table 2. Sample characteristics.

Value, n (%) or mean (SD; min-max)Demographics

Gender (N=493)

247 (50.1)Female

245 (49.7)Male

1 (0.2)Other

 Education (N=495)

60 (12.1)Less than high school and high school

156 (35.12)Some college/associates

213 (43.0)Bachelor’s degree

66 (13.3)More than bachelor’s degree

Location (N=489)

100 (20.5)Rural

215 (44.0)Suburban

174 (35.6)Urban

Region (N=498)

83 (16.7)Northeast

173 (34.7)Southa

97 (19.5)Midwest

100 (20.1)West

45 (9.1)Not United States

Race (N=495)

327 (66.1)White

168 (33.9)Non-white

 Access (N=497)

182 (36.6)No law

217 (43.7)Some limits

68 (13.7)Severe limits

30 (6.0)Illegal

Other

37.9 (9.9; 22-70)Age (years)

5.9 (1.8; 1-10)Abortion knowledge score

35.6 (19.0, 1-107)Internet hours

aThose who left the region question blank were coded as from Alabama and subsequently the South.

Website Outcomes
Mean scores were calculated for each of the four domains
(content, creators, design, and overall trust). The mean score of
the overall trust domain is the primary outcome of mean overall
trust. Domain scores ranged from −0.66 to 1.89, where −3 is
highly unfavorable and 3 is highly favorable (Table 3). For the
primary outcome of mean overall trust, the Louisiana State

Health website had the highest score (1.89) and smallest
standard deviation (1.27) (Table 3). In addition, the Louisiana
State Health website had the lowest standard deviations in the
content (1.27) and design (1.65) domains. By comparison, the
Alaska State Health website received the highest score among
all websites for creators (1.41), a high score for mean overall
trust (1.63), and lower scores for content (1.05) and design
(0.97) (Table 3).
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Table 3. Responses by domain.

Domain scorea, mean (SD)Website

Mean overall trustDesignCreatorsContent

1.89 (1.27)1.30 (1.65)1.31 (1.64)1.77 (1.44)Louisianab

−0.24 (1.79)0.11 (1.88)0.32 (1.88)0.23 (1.80)Abortion Facts

−0.04 (1.85)0.48 (1.91)0.39 (1.91)0.30 (1.70)Abortion Pill Risks

0.49 (1.79)0.32 (1.91)0.99 (1.71)0.41 (1.71)Abortion Risks

1.63 (1.38)0.97 (1.77)1.41 (1.58)1.05 (1.70)Alaska

0.92 (1.72)1.04 (1.67)0.97 (1.76)1.26 (1.54)AmerPreg

0.09 (1.80)0.56 (1.80)−0.15 (1.64)0.02 (1.71)Baby Gaga

0.92 (1.61)1.16 (1.64)0.55 (1.67)1.61 (1.43)CareNet

1.45 (1.49)1.61 (1.31)0.82 (1.72)1.77 (1.42)PregCenter

0.37 (1.89)0.67 (1.80)0.37 (1.80)0.59 (1.75)RamaInternat

−0.66 (1.59)−0.23 (1.83)−0.54 (1.62)−0.14 (1.67)U Pregnancy

1.11 (1.73)1.05 (1.71)0.70 (1.89)1.70 (1.46)WomenRes

aFor each item, the maximum rating is +3 and minimum rating is −3.
bThe Louisiana website is displayed as a neutral website.

Eight of the 11 antichoice websites were associated with a
positive mean overall trust score (Table 3). Abortion Facts,
Abortion Pill Risks, and U Pregnancy received negative scores
for mean overall trust, ranging from −0.66 to −0.04. In addition,
Baby Gaga received a score of −0.15 in the creators domain
and U Pregnancy received scores of −0.14 for the content
domain, −0.54 for the creators domain, and −0.23 for the design
domain.

Pooled correlation coefficient matrices were used to compare
each item to the three items included in the primary outcome
of mean overall trust as well as to the primary outcome of mean
overall trust (Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6). We assessed if the
correlation between website characteristics and mean overall
trust was different for the antichoice websites and the neutral
Louisiana website. For both the antichoice websites and the
Louisiana website, the creator confidence item (“I believe that
the creators of this website are honest and trustworthy”)

correlated most highly with mean overall trust (Table 5 and
Table 6). For the Louisiana website, we found that the creator
confidence item was the only item markedly correlated with
mean overall trust (coefficient=0.66) (Table 6). In contrast, for
the antichoice websites, professional appearance
(coefficient=0.59), look and feel (coefficient=0.59), perception
that the information is created by experts (coefficient=0.59),
association with a trustworthy organization (coefficient=0.58),
valued features and functionalities (coefficient=0.54), and
interactive capabilities (coefficient=0.52) all demonstrated
marked relationships with mean overall trust. Up-to-date
appearance (coefficient=0.50), overall design (coefficient=0.49),
ability to navigate the website (coefficient=0.48), and presence
of images (coefficient=0.46) had medium correlation with mean
overall trust. We found no correlation between presence of
spelling or grammar errors and mean overall trust
(coefficient=−0.07) (Table 5).
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients between items in the primary outcome of mean overall trust and all individual items for all websites.

Items in the primary outcomeAll individual items

Mean overall trustRecommendQualityInfo trust

0.880.790.861.00Info trust

0.880.791.000.86Quality

0.861.000.790.79Recommend

0.720.650.740.76Creator confidence

0.610.590.640.61Professional

0.610.580.610.63Expert info

0.600.570.610.60Organization

0.580.580.590.57Look

0.540.530.560.53Features

0.520.500.550.52Up to date

0.490.460.520.49Navigate

0.480.480.480.47Design

0.470.480.470.47Interactive

0.430.440.430.43Address

0.420.420.430.40Contact

0.410.380.420.43Promotional

0.380.380.380.37Images

0.350.290.370.39Biased

0.330.310.340.34Expert quote

0.310.290.310.34Nonprofit

0.280.270.290.27Ads

−0.06−0.07−0.05−0.06Errors
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Table 5. Correlation coefficients between items in the primary outcome of mean overall trust and all individual items for all websites except Louisiana.

Items in the primary outcomeAll individual items

Mean overall trustRecommendQualityInfo trust

0.880.780.851.00Info trust

0.870.771.000.85Quality

0.851.000.770.78Recommend

0.700.640.730.74Creator confidence

0.590.580.620.58Professional

0.590.580.600.58Look

0.590.560.590.62Expert info

0.580.550.600.59Organization

0.540.530.570.53Features

0.520.520.530.51Interactive

0.500.480.520.49Up to date

0.490.490.500.48Design

0.480.440.510.48Navigate

0.460.460.460.46Images

0.380.380.400.37Contact

0.370.390.360.37Address

0.370.350.380.39Promotional

0.360.340.370.37Expert quote

0.340.280.360.38Biased

0.340.310.330.37Nonprofit

0.270.270.290.26Ads

−0.07−0.08−0.06−0.07Errors
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Table 6. Correlation coefficients between items in the primary outcome of mean overall trust and all individual items for Louisiana alone.

Items in the primary outcomeAll individual items

Mean overall trustRecommendQualityInfo trust

0.840.701.000.82Quality

0.840.690.821.00Info trust

0.801.000.700.69Recommend

0.660.560.690.72Creator confidence

0.460.420.480.49Expert info

0.460.410.510.45Professional

0.450.410.470.46Up to date

0.430.420.440.44Organization

0.430.430.430.43Features

0.400.430.380.39Look

0.400.370.420.41Navigate

0.320.340.320.31Design

0.300.250.350.31Promotional

0.290.330.260.28Interactive

0.260.230.260.28Expert quote

0.260.290.270.22Address

0.240.280.250.18Contact

0.210.190.250.20Ads

0.160.170.160.14Images

0.150.150.140.16Nonprofit

0.150.090.170.20Biased

−0.01−0.050.010.00Errors

Multivariate Analysis
We performed multivariate analysis to identify associations
between participant demographics and the primary outcome of
mean overall trust. We found that preference for fewer abortion
restrictions was associated with higher mean overall trust of the
Louisiana website (B=−0.43, 95% CI −0.87 to 0.01) and with

lower mean overall trust of the antichoice websites (B=0.52,
95% CI 0.05-0.99) (Table 7 and Table 8). In addition, white
race was associated with lower mean overall trust of the
antichoice websites (B=−1.41, 95% CI −2.26 to −0.55) (Table
8). Other participant characteristics were not associated with
mean overall trust.

Table 7. Association between individual demographic factors and the primary outcome of mean overall trust (N=462) for the Louisiana website.

95% CIEstimateVariable

2.75 to 7.575.16Intercept

−0.45 to 1.160.36White race

−0.03 to 0.040.004Age

−0.05 to 0.320.14Abortion knowledge

−0.02 to 0.020.0003Internet hours

−0.87 to 0.01−0.43Abortion access

−0.32 to 0.500.09Education

−0.90 to 1.000.05Urban residence

−1.35 to 0.49−0.43Suburban residence
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Table 8. Association between individual demographic factors and the primary outcome of mean overall trust (N=462) for all websites except the
Louisiana website.

95% CIEstimateVariable

−3.09 to 2.11−0.49Intercept

−2.26 to −0.55−1.41White race

−0.05 to 0.03−0.008Age

0.13 to 0.530.33Abortion knowledge

−0.01 to 0.030.01Internet hours

0.05 to 0.990.52Abortion access

−0.35 to 0.520.08Education

−0.92 to 1.130.10Urban residence

−1.56 to 0.40−0.58Suburban residence

Discussion

In this study, we analyzed which characteristics of antichoice
websites are highly correlated with mean overall trust. User
opinion of website creators had the strongest correlation with
mean overall trust, but esthetic and website interface factors
were also important. Moreover, even with our predominantly
prochoice respondent pool, eight out of the 11 antichoice
websites received positive mean overall trust scores, consistent
with their selection as websites with “difficult to determine”
slant. We also found that a viewer’s stance on abortion is
inversely related to the mean overall trust of antichoice websites.
If participants believed that abortion should be limited or
banned, they were more likely to have higher mean overall trust
in websites with incorrect information.

To examine the importance of website creators, we compared
the high-quality neutral-stance Louisiana state health website
with the poor-quality antichoice Alaska state health website.
While the antichoice Alaska website received lower scores in
the content, design, and overall trust domains than the neutral
Louisiana website, the Alaska website received a higher score
in the creators domain (1.41 vs 1.31) and was rated as the
website with the second highest mean overall trust. Furthermore,
we found that design items were less correlated with mean
overall trust for the Alaska website than they were for the other
antichoice websites. It is reasonable that users would be inclined
to assume that an official state health website is trustworthy.
Our results suggest that the belief that a website creator is
trustworthy can override other aspects of the website with
decreased vigilance to lower quality content.

To attract users, antichoice websites use a full array of internet
tools that draw from all trust domains to give the impression of
credibility [11]. In our study, nine out of 11 antichoice websites
received a positive score for the creators domain. These websites
use strategies similar to those that brick and mortar CPCs use,
such as deceptive advertising, to attract patients [32]. While
brick and mortar CPCs often present as though they offer
services similar to abortion clinics (ultrasound, “options”
counseling, and procedures), the online websites rely on website
cues that resemble high-quality resource websites. For instance,
many antichoice websites use generic URL titles like

“americanpregnancy.org” and include features like “FAQs” that
resemble accurate informational websites, but contain
misleading information that misrepresents rare or impossible
adverse outcomes and fail to refer patients to clinics that provide
abortion care. Our findings support that these methods are
effective by demonstrating that a website is more likely to have
high mean overall trust scores if its appearance and design are
highly rated.

Our trends are consistent with prior literature including research
examining user trust in other online health contexts
[17-20,24,25]. Shanley et al conducted a qualitative study on
the perceptions of abortion websites and found that creator
expertise and affiliation with an organization were important
criteria when assessing website trustworthiness [25]. In addition,
several studies describing the impact of health website
characteristics on credibility noted that creator “authority” and
esthetic attributes, such as design, are associated with
trustworthiness [19,21,24]. Of note, several studies indicated
that page ranking of search results affects user trust scores
[15,20]. On Google web search, many CPC websites pay to
become promoted search items and appear at the top of the page
[33]. In response to CPC website tactics, reputable organizations
should tackle search engine optimization, clearly identify
website creators, and prioritize website design.

Our findings should be interpreted with several limitations. We
only reviewed a limited sample of antichoice websites and
compared them to a single standard “neutral website” in order
to learn how these websites are perceived. However, our
websites were selected from those most commonly found on a
web search, and thus, they are more likely to be seen by the
general public. Moreover, compared to prior studies that used
qualitative interviews and contained small convenience samples,
each one of our websites received over 130 unique evaluations
from across the entire country [25]. Our participant pool leaned
toward white, higher-educated, and prochoice individuals,
consistent with previous studies on how MTurk workers may
be demographically skewed [34-36]. However, there is evidence
to suggest that MTurk studies are as reliable as studies involving
other survey platforms [37,38]. Our study population was
diverse as it included a nearly equal number of male and female
participants, a wide age range, and participants from all US
census regions. Furthermore our multivariate analysis allowed
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us to control for many demographic characteristics. Finally, our
study did not allow us to determine if causality exists between
different website factors and mean overall trust scores. For
example, study participants may have chosen to give high scores
to all items for websites they regarded as trustworthy. However,
many of our websites had low mean overall trust scores but still
received high ratings for items in other domains.

This study highlights the characteristics of antichoice websites
that are most associated with user trust and demonstrates that

many antichoice websites are viewed as trustworthy by a lay
audience. People who seek online medical information about
abortion may be susceptible to deceptive websites and
misinformation. For organizations and individuals seeking to
disseminate accurate information about abortion, this study
underscores that attention should be directed toward highlighting
the credentials of website creators in addition to providing
evidence supporting website content.
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Abstract

Background: Digital phenotyping, the measurement of human behavioral phenotypes using personal devices, is rapidly gaining
popularity. Novel initiatives, ranging from software prototypes to user-ready research platforms, are innovating the field of
biomedical research and health care apps. One example is the BEHAPP project, which offers a fully managed digital phenotyping
platform as a service. The innovative potential of digital phenotyping strategies resides among others in their capacity to objectively
capture measurable and quantitative components of human behavior, such as diurnal rhythm, movement patterns, and
communication, in a real-world setting. The rapid development of this field underscores the importance of reliability and safety
of the platforms on which these novel tools are operated. Large-scale studies and regulated research spaces (eg, the pharmaceutical
industry) have strict requirements for the software-based solutions they use. Security and sustainability are key to ensuring
continuity and trust. However, the majority of behavioral monitoring initiatives have not originated primarily in these regulated
research spaces, which may be why these components have been somewhat overlooked, impeding the further development and
implementation of such platforms in a secure and sustainable way.

Objective: This study aims to provide a primer on the requirements and operational guidelines for the development and operation
of a secure behavioral monitoring platform.

Methods: We draw from disciplines such as privacy law, information, and computer science to identify a set of requirements
and operational guidelines focused on security and sustainability. Taken together, the requirements and guidelines form the
foundation of the design and implementation of the BEHAPP behavioral monitoring platform.

Results: We present the base BEHAPP data collection and analysis flow and explain how the various concepts from security
and sustainability are addressed in the design.

Conclusions: Digital phenotyping initiatives are steadily maturing. This study helps the field and surrounding stakeholders to
reflect upon and progress toward secure and sustainable operation of digital phenotyping–driven research.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e20996)   doi:10.2196/20996
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digital phenotyping; mobile behavioral monitoring; passive behavioral monitoring; smartphone-based behavioral monitoring;
research data management; psychoinformatics; mobile phone
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Introduction

Background
Digital phenotyping is the practice of collecting and analyzing
objective, longitudinal, and possibly high-resolution data streams
from personal devices, such as smartphones and wearables,
which are descriptive of a person’s real life and real-time
behavior [1]. Digital phenotyping provides a new and much
more detailed perspective on human behavior, with the potential
to innovate both research and clinical outcome measures in the
health care space.

The field is currently still experimental, featuring many studies
reporting on methodologies and pilot data, but it has yet to
deliver replicable findings that may prove useful for clinical
translation [2]. At present, much of the current efforts
concentrate on correlating smartphone-derived data with clinical
diagnoses and symptoms domains, whereas the next steps will
examine to what extent such data can be exploited to bring about
real positive changes in clinical care [3]. In addition, the ethical
aspects of digital phenotyping are examined [4]. At any rate,
the pace of innovation is fast, the field is expanding rapidly,
and the sample size of studies is steadily increasing, raising the
question of whether the applications and services at the backend
of such programs are up to the task of continuing to support the
operations. More concretely, participating in large cohort studies
and operating in regulated research spaces require us to ensure
that our platforms are sustainable (ie, maintainable and scalable
[5]) and, most importantly, secure [6]. Human research
invariably requires the participation of individuals willing to
participate in studies after obtaining appropriate informed
consent. Establishing trust and continuity is key, given the
sensitivity of the data that we collect and the context in which
we operate [7].

The current state of the art shows that security and sustainability
are not at the forefront of design and execution of digital
phenotyping initiatives, despite some awareness of security and

privacy implications [8] and the high cost of sustainability [9]
in the currently available tools. However, the uptake in the field
dictates a necessary shift from the implementation of a limited
set of security measures to a more mature and holistic
conception of all aspects of sustainability and security as integral
parts of software engineering, starting at the very first stages of
design. In many current reports on behavioral monitoring
platforms, these factors are only discussed in a limited fashion
[10-12]. We do not want to suggest that these initiatives are
necessarily insufficient in this respect, but in general, there
appears to be a focus on the scope of phenotypic outcomes
captured by the platform, whereas attention to aspects related
to security and sustainability is relatively peripheral.

To address this gap, we present here a detailed description of
the requirements and guidelines to responsibly develop and
operate a behavioral monitoring platform, with specific
consideration of the aforementioned concerns.

About BEHAPP
This research is part of the BEHAPP project [13]. BEHAPP is
a research platform that features the following 2 components:

1. The front end (Figure 1): a mobile app originally
conceptualized for mobile passive monitoring (MPM) of
human subjects. As a subfield of digital phenotyping, MPM
refers to the practice of naturalistic observation through
personal mobile devices exclusively relying on the
collection of data that do not require any active input from
the participant (an example of active input would be queries
probing for emotions or situations such as in the experience
sampling methods [14]).

2. The backend, which is the focus of this study: the backend
is designed following the software as a service paradigm
supporting multicenter studies for international research
consortia, academic institutes, and the pharmaceutical
industry. The work presented stems directly from our
experience in accommodating the needs of industry partners
and research groups representing large-scale study cohorts.
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Figure 1. Screenshots of the installation and activation flow of the BEHAPP smartphone app.

BEHAPP is comparable with initiatives such as MindLamp
(Division of Digital Psychiatry, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center) [11], Beiwe (Onnela Laboratory, Harvard T H Chan
School of Public Health) [15], Funf Open Sensing Framework
[16], and the AWARE Framework [17]. All these platforms
have in common that they collect various data streams through
individual smartphones with the purpose of facilitating the study
of human behavior in real time and in a natural (real-world)

setting. BEHAPP also draws from a wide array of data collection
sources that can be tailored to the needs of specific studies.

From the backend perspective, however, BEHAPP is different
from the aforementioned initiatives. The alternatives require
research teams to set up, manage, monitor, and secure the basic
technical infrastructure themselves. Rather, BEHAPP is
designed to be offered as a fully managed service aimed at low
effort integration in (existing) studies. BEHAPP is currently
used as an exploratory research instrument in general behavioral
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and clinical intervention studies. From these studies, we have
provided a proof of principle demonstrating that these tools, the
resulting data, and the clinical measures that we extract can be
used to distinguish between neuropsychiatric patient and control
groups [18], courtesy of the Psychiatric Ratings Using
Intermediate Stratified Markers (PRISM) program [19]. For
example, as depicted in Figure 2, we highlight a feature of
communication app use. In this example, we observe that the

overall frequency of communication app use is lower for the
group with Alzheimer disease when compared with age-matched
healthy controls. The service is currently exclusively used as a
research instrument and is not employed as a tool to assist in
the diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment, or alleviation
of disease, that is, at this moment in time, BEHAPP is not a
medical device [20].

Figure 2. A group comparison data example on communication app use between Alzheimer disease patients and age-matched healthy controls (n=30)
demonstrating the ability to observe differences in behavior through the use of BEHAPP’s behavioral monitoring platform. We measured a statistically
significant difference in the number of times that communication apps were opened (median 746.5 and 226.0 times communication apps were opened;
P=.003). The median age was 66.5 years (60% male and 40% female).

Methods

Overview
We focus on security and sustainability as a starting point for
the development and operation of a behavioral monitoring
platform. Within the concept of security, we address measures
such as data isolation and encryption and highlight the
importance of organizational security. We continue to discuss
sustainability, explaining what is required to ensure that our
platforms remain in service in a secure and stable way.

Security
Security refers to the “absence of unauthorized access to
information systems” [21]. Given the sensitivity of the data
collected, the risk of (accidental) data leaks is a key
consideration in setting up the platform. The current state of
affairs on information security teaches us to step back and reflect
critically on the design of our systems [22]. Regulatory
frameworks such as the European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), in effect since 2018, must also be
considered, given their important impact on technology
development [23]. The GDPR expects initiatives involved with

personal data to carry out a data protection impact assessment
(DPIA) [24]. In a DPIA, we evaluate data sensitivity and how
these data must be handled to prevent unauthorized access to
and loss of personal data. Formulating a defense in-depth
strategy is one such approach to address these concerns [25].
Defense in-depth strategies aim to ensure security by layering
security measures at both the technical and organizational levels.

Data Isolation
Data isolation aims to minimize the exposure of data to data
consumers. Data consumers can be both technical elements,
such as (web) servers, and researchers interacting with data.
The intent is to keep high-risk technical elements away from
sensitive data. Technical elements connected to the public
internet are particularly high risk because anyone can interact
with and potentially exploit possible vulnerabilities of these
elements. The most threatening are zero-day exploits, which
are novel vulnerabilities that, by definition, are unpublished and
thus difficult to protect against [26]. To address these risks,
isolation of all sensitive data from publicly exposed technical
elements is essential. This was achieved through network
segmentation [27]. For BEHAPP, we established a public and
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private zone of operation, which are strictly separated (Figure
3). The public zone, which carries a higher risk profile, is
responsible for receiving participant data from the outside world

and immediately transmitting these data to the private zone.
The private zone, which has limited outside world connectivity,
receives and permanently stores participant data.

Figure 3. Public and private zone isolation overview featuring separated data storage.

Furthermore, we defined a set of rules specifying the flow of
data within the BEHAPP platform:

• Participant data may not be stored in a publicly exposed
zone: The platform needs access to the public internet to
receive data from smartphones and wearables. However,
as explained, exposure to public internet access carries the
risk of (part of) the platform (unknowingly) becoming
compromised. Therefore, as a rule, any technical element
that lives in BEHAPP’s public zone may not (temporarily)
store any sensitive participant data, regardless of its
encrypted state.

• Participant data may only flow in one direction, from the
public to the private zone: Publicly exposed elements may
only serve as an ingestion point for sensitive data to flow
through to isolated private zones. Technical elements in
BEHAPP’s public zone do not have any capability to
interact with or retrieve participant data from the private
zone and are completely unaware of the existence of these
data.

• Participant data must be stored in a separate database for
each study: The principle of least privileges dictates that
automated operations and researchers only need to be
assigned the absolute minimal set of authorizations to
perform their task [28]. Therefore, any data collected by
BEHAPP is segmented into separate data sets for each
study, thereby further isolating the data allowing for
granular access permissions. By separating study databases,

our researchers can be authorized to access only specific
studies. Furthermore, researchers are only given permission
to read the data, which guarantees data integrity. This limits
the potential fallout from data being lost or corrupted
because of accidental leaks or compromised user accounts.

Note that data isolation by itself does not necessarily limit the
processing of data. A private zone of operation can feature
technical elements that perform automated data analysis tasks
such as data enrichment and annotation, extraction of clinical
endpoints, and data compliance and quality control checks. The
results can then be written back to the public zone to enable
direct reporting to study partners on the condition that the
resulting information is fully anonymized. Finally, the resulting
information can also be used for signaling purposes, for
example, to address potential data quality and compliance issues
that are found during automated data analysis runs. At BEHAPP,
we are currently in the process of developing such capabilities.

Encryption
Data encryption is the practice of obfuscating data by
“converting information from an intelligible form into an
unintelligible form” [29], thus rendering data unusable in case
of a data leak. The main challenge lies not in the application of
encryption itself but in adequately managing encryption keys.
Protecting encryption keys is equally as important as protecting
raw data; otherwise, the added level of protection will be de
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facto limited or nonexistent. A layered approach allows for
responsible key and, subsequently, data management.

For BEHAPP, we employ a combination of symmetric and
asymmetric encryption techniques to establish a closed
encryption hierarchy. The main difference between both
encryption techniques is in the key material used for the
encryption and decryption of data. Symmetric encryption uses
one key that is used for both encryption and decryption purposes.
Asymmetric encryption uses 2 keys (a key pair), consisting of
a public key and a private key. The public key is meant to
encrypt data and therefore can be freely shared. The private key
is meant for decrypting data and therefore needs to be stored
safely [30].

The aforementioned encryption hierarchy consists of 2 levels:

1. Each study participant on the platform is assigned an
asymmetric key pair. The key pair is generated in a private
zone to prevent leakage of private key information. This
key pair is used for encryption and decryption operations
on sensitive participant data, such as the raw data that are
collected.

2. Each private key is then encrypted itself before being stored
in a central database. Private keys are encrypted using a

key management service (KMS) [31] using symmetric
encryption. A core characteristic of KMSs is that the key
material itself never leaves the service. Instead,
cryptographic operations are performed based on user
authorization. This closes the encryption hierarchy because
(unauthorized) database access by itself is not sufficient to
decrypt data. Instead, access to both the database and KMS
is required. For BEHAPP, we provide study-specific master
keys within our KMS, segmenting the encryption hierarchy.
The concept of isolation applies here as well, resulting in
limited access to cryptographic operations on a per-study
basis.

This results in a 3-step encryption model, where (1) the
researcher first loads the encrypted private key for a specific
participant, (2) the researcher requests a decrypted version of
this private key from the KMS, and (3) the researcher loads
encrypted participant data from the database and decrypts the
data using the decrypted private key obtained from the KMS
(Figure 4). Authorizations such as data access permissions and
permissions for cryptographic operations are checked at all
stages of this process.

Figure 4. Three-step encryption model: (1) load a participant-bound encrypted private key, (2) request a decrypted version of the private key from the
key management service, and (3) load participant data and decrypt with the decrypted private key.

Finally, we adhere to the following rule on the use of encryption
on the platform: data may only be collected, transported, and
stored in an encrypted state. Encryption measures are
continuously required to remain in place at all stages of the data
lifecycle. In other words, data are only decrypted when
necessary and discarded immediately after use. This means that
data must be encrypted directly when they are collected through
a smartphone or wearable device. For BEHAPP, we achieved
this goal relying on the use of asymmetric encryption, as
discussed earlier. We send a participant’s public key, which is
safe to share, to their privately owned devices to be used by our
app to encrypt any data that are collected. The encrypted data
then remain in this state until they arrive at their destination in
the private zone. Analytical workloads naturally require a
decrypted view of the data. They are performed by keeping
sensitive data in volatile memory only for the purpose of

exploration, experimentation, and extraction of outcome
measures. The data are then purged from memory.

Information Security Culture
Technical measures alone are not sufficient to protect sensitive
data collected by behavioral monitoring platforms. Users of
information systems, such as researchers, play an important role
in the secure use of information systems and, subsequently, any
data under study. Raising awareness about security issues and
safe practices is of paramount importance. Indeed, security
incidents as a consequence of lack of awareness or negligence
are common occurrences [32]. Researchers and newly entering
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) students, in particular, represent a
class of users who, by the nature of their work, require access
to sensitive data but who may not have any prior experience in
the safe handling of these data. The challenge is to balance
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between maintaining security while not inhibiting (experimental)
workflows of researchers [33]. We recommend the following
guidelines to promote information security: (1) provide training
and messaging to raise general security awareness and (2)
provide seamless security to end users only minimally
confronting them with security and compliance decisions [34].

First, raise awareness by establishing an information security
policy (ISP) and ensure that all research staff are given an
information security briefing. This briefing can be part of a
general onboarding process, and its contents must be based on
the ISP. An ISP is a document that defines “the rights and
responsibilities of information resource users” [35]. The aim of
this document is to explain how users responsibly handle
sensitive data on a daily basis as part of their work. An effective
document is understandable, practical, and inclusive of the needs
of researchers. The ISP of the BEHAPP project is targeted at
an audience with above-average computer literacy (PhD
students, postdocs, and principal investigators). Given this
audience and the sensitive data that we use, we specify concrete
rules for high-risk areas of attention, such as data flow. For
example, we concretely specify that data may only reside on
the central server and that local copies on individuals’ devices
may temporarily exist for analytical purposes only. We also
clearly specify that the data may not be uploaded or transferred
to any other service or device (eg, for data enrichment purposes)
without discussing the purpose and scope of this intention with
the team.

Second, seamless security is provided through software
development effort. We recommend investing in the
development of custom toolkits that are responsible for the
heavy lifting around safely loading, decrypting, exploring, and
analyzing data. Furthermore, user authentication should be based
on multifactor authentication strategies adhering to modern
password security guidelines, as defined in National Institute
of Standards and Technology 800-63-3 [36]. This considerably
eases the burden of security compliance–conscious behavior.
At BEHAPP, we developed an internal tool based on these exact
principles, called the behapp-data-kit. The kit is a Python
package or library aimed at ease of use and security, offering a
simple programming interface for data exploration and analysis.
Meanwhile, security compliance is handled hidden from the
researchers’perspective. For example, the data kit automatically
manages local copies of data, ensuring that these copies are
encrypted and removed when they are older than 14 days.
Furthermore, when loading the data into active working memory
for analysis, the kit ensures that the decryption keys necessary
for decrypting the data are only held in memory for the shortest
amount of time, explicitly deleting these keys when they are no
longer required. Finally, the kit relies on a single multifactor
authentication strategy, which results in a high level of trust
without researchers having to deal with multiple sets of
credentials.

Third, schedule and hold weekly team meetings to discuss any
(potential) use of sensitive data. Reflect on whether the use
complies with the ISP and if the ISP still holds relevance or if
an adjustment is required. Be especially mindful of shadow
security. Shadow security refers to ad hoc practices devised by
security-conscious employees that are not compliant with

formally prescribed security policies in an effort to achieve a
more optimal balance between getting work done and protecting
information security [37]. Kirlappos et al [37] recommend
learning from these practices, arguing that without engaging
with users on these practices, one cannot claim that a specified
security infrastructure exists as intended. For example, at
BEHAPP, over time, the security policy proved to be difficult
to accommodate to researchers who were not directly affiliated
with the team, such as graduate students working on temporary
assignments. The logistics of account and hardware security
key provisioning did not fit the short and temporary character
of these projects. Thus, the following shadow security practice
emerged: manual data exports were generated for graduate
students, but these exports were limited to fully anonymized
clinical measure overviews. Although initially any form of
manual data exports was formally prohibited, the adjustment
of providing anonymized exports offered a workable middle
ground and has been adopted as a standard practice.

Sustainability
Sustainability refers to the ability to ensure availability, support,
and improvement of the software products and services that we
create [38]. We highlight 3 qualities that are closely connected
to the concept of sustainability: maintainability, reliability, and
scalability [5].

Maintainability is the degree of effectiveness at which software
products can be modified [39-41], which depends on multiple
factors such as documentation, design, and the consistent
application of clean coding standards. Maintenance is an
essential part of operating a software service. The foundations
that we built upon, such as mobile operating systems and web
application frameworks, change continuously and thus require
frequent modification of our own code. Failure to do so results
in diminished service performance, possible loss of functionality,
and increased exposure to security threats. Maintenance is
especially relevant with regard to mobile apps that we employ
as our measurement instruments. Each yearly upgrade of mobile
platforms brings about changes that often directly impact the
quality of the data that we intend to collect. In addition,
noncompliance with continuously changing Apple’s App Store
and Google’s Play Store policies may result in apps being
removed altogether. Thus, keeping up with maintenance-related
tasks is essential in that it avoids or at the very least mitigates
the potential negative impact of platform upgrades and policy
changes. Unfortunately, negative changes cannot always be
avoided. For example, over the current 4-year development span
with BEHAPP, we have experienced many changes in Google’s
terms of service for the distribution of our Android (Google)
app through the Play Store. One change, in particular, revolved
around Google’s strides to curb malicious apps invading the
privacy of their users. This change, which came into effect in
March 2019, limited access to call and text messaging logs for
the majority of apps distributed through Google’s Play Store
[42]. This change was unfortunate, as call logs are very
expressive of the communicative behavior of participants.
Fortunately, we could work around this problem by directly
distributing our app to our end users and thus circumvent the
Play Store through sideloading.
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Reliability refers to the probability of failure-free operation of
a software product [43]. The goal is to ensure that our platforms
are highly available, keeping service downtime at a minimum.
However, it must be noted that experimental research initiatives
may typically have wider tolerances for service uptime
requirements. This changes when our behavioral monitoring
platforms evolve to a stage where they are involved with mission
critical workloads, for example, when their continuity is
essential to large-scale research endeavors or when they provide
important information to clinical care processes.

Scalability is the ability of a software product to adapt to
changing circumstances in demand [44]. The rapid adoption of
behavioral monitoring platforms and increasing cohort sizes
require us to ensure that our software products can sustain the
stresses of increases in demand.

Finally, note that the aforementioned quality attributes and the
corresponding responsibilities not only apply to the programs
and code behind our platforms but also to every supporting
information technology (IT) infrastructure element that is
required to bring our platform into service. This can span the
full range of elements such as networking, storage, physical
servers, virtualization, operating systems, and web server
software. All these elements require setup and maintenance for
stable and continued secure operation. The proverb that a chain
is only as strong as its weakest link applies here: a vulnerability
or weakness in any supporting IT element will affect the other
elements as well, including our behavioral monitoring platforms.
Thus, we are not only required to develop a secure and
sustainable behavioral monitoring platform but we also need
to ensure that the supporting IT infrastructure is equally secure
and sustainable. Unfortunately, both the knowledge and
resources required to do so are extensive and form a barrier to
entry.

At BEHAPP, we have built a service relying on fully managed
IT infrastructure components offered by large cloud providers,
focusing in particular on an upcoming class of products known
as serverless computing. With serverless computing, the cloud
provider is responsible for maintaining and securing the majority
of the required IT infrastructure, leaving us to focus on our
platform only [45]. This includes the ability to (rapidly) scale,
which means that we can flexibly meet any changes in demand.

Results

Here, we introduce the base BEHAPP data flow for the
collection and analysis of raw data (Figure 5). The flow
implements the requirements and guidelines, as discussed in
the aforementioned sections:

1. Data collection starts at the personal devices of participants
that run the BEHAPP smartphone app. The app
unobtrusively collects various types of data descriptive of
the participants’ behavior. Any data collected were
encrypted immediately and temporarily stored on the device.

2. The data are sent to the public facing the web application
server. The smartphone app is programmed to upload these
data on a fixed interval and attempts to do so on the
condition that a Wi-Fi (or unmetered network) is available.
Given that some modes of data collection can yield
substantial amounts of data, we do not want to risk
accidentally consuming the data plans of our participants.
Data transmission always occurs over a secured connection.
Once received, the web application server immediately
passes the data on to the data bridge.

3. The data bridge is not a formal concept but represents a
technical construct responsible for enforcing a one-way
data flow, which can be achieved in multiple ways.
BEHAPP employs message queues configured with
minimized permissions to realize unidirectional flow of
data.

4. The private zone receives data from the bridge and is
responsible for placing the raw data in the corresponding
study database. In this way, researchers can access only a
select number of databases instead of being able to access
the full data set.

5. Finally, researchers use a custom programming library, the
behapp-data-kit, designed for ease of use and security. The
kit supports data loading, exploration, and analysis and is
aimed at security and ease of use. Security compliance,
such as maintaining data encryption and enforcing
short-lived life cycles of decrypted and locally stored data,
is hidden from view. This allows researchers to focus on
the task of data analysis while maintaining a secure level
of use.
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Figure 5. BEHAPP data flow for the collection and analysis of data using smartphone-based participant data.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We present a data flow design that includes a set of requirements
and operational guidelines for the realization and responsible
operation of a digital behavioral monitoring platform. Having
done so, we recognize the following limitations in the proposed
work.

First, the proposed data isolation measures prevent the public
elements of the platform from accessing (raw) sensitive data.
In other words, by design, researchers will not be able to retrieve
sensitive data in an automated way. Instead, data are provided
(both raw and extracted features) manually on request. This
may not be an alluring policy, as it implies that researchers
cannot have immediate data access. However, given the risk
profile of publicly connected technologies, we opted to go for
a risk-averse approach and stand by the decision to strictly
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separate sensitive data to protect the participants under
observation by the platform. In line with the aforementioned
data isolation rules, once received, any form of sensitive data
may not leave the service through a publicly connected element.
However, there are ways to automate the retrieval of sensitive
data, for example, through the use of secure file transfer
mechanisms initiated in private zones, which should be the
focus of further development and future studies.

Second, by implementing both technical and organizational
measures to protect the data of our participants, we realize that
there is room for improvement on the data protection front by
the application of anonymization methods. BEHAPP’s data,
while fully encrypted, are not fully anonymous and have,
considering the location data that are collected from, the
potential for direct identification of individuals. However,
although strategies exist for anonymizing location data, its
effectiveness is still under debate [46]. As a consequence,
analytics endeavoring down the line could be limited by the
application of anonymization strategies. For example, we would
lose the ability to retrospectively annotate locations by adding
meaning to specific points (eg, schools, hospitals, and sports).
However, note that although raw location data are considered
as identifiable information, the behavioral features that we
extract and subsequently report are not. Features such as total
time spent at home and total number of unique places visited
are highly interpretable and expressive of one’s mobility without
having to refer to any geographical type of data and as such can
reside in publicly connected zones.

Third, considering our aforementioned proof of principle, we
demonstrate the capability to accurately distinguish between
patient and control groups. We feel it is time to look ahead and
ensure that the models that we intend to build, be it for predictive
or classification purposes, are not only properly validated but
also compliant and sustainable from an ethical perspective.
Many unintuitive and unverifiable inferences can be drawn from
personal data, which can potentially result in negative
consequences for the individuals for whom the inferences are
drawn. Although the GDPR demands model transparency, the
subject of inferential analytics is not well regulated [47]. Given
our medical scientific operating context, we should tread
carefully and actively work toward the creation of transparent
models with limited application scopes to avoid negatively
affecting our subjects under study.

Fourth, despite our efforts to simplify the design and minimize
the operational overhead of running a behavioral monitoring
platform, we realize that the level of complexity and the
demands imposed on a research team may still leave this type
of instrumentation out of reach for many independently
operating research groups. However, we strongly feel that this
is the minimum standard for responsibly operating such a
platform. Self-hosted open-source models may be vulnerable
in this regard and, therefore, are not the most secure and
sustainable way forward. As argued in this paper, the responsible

operation of such platforms extends beyond installing a client
and server application, and we have to consider the underlying
IT infrastructure as well. In our experience, the broad level of
responsibilities tied to operating a behavioral monitoring
platform warrants the inclusion of a dedicated team responsible
for development, maintenance, monitoring, and security tasks.
A more workable model would be to concentrate the required
operational effort in a limited number of initiatives capable of
supporting multiple studies. With BEHAPP, we aim to be one
of these initiatives.

However, the open-source model is not without merit. Indeed,
Torous et al [1,10] regularly raise a valid and important point
about the lack of interoperability and interpretability of results
across the whole spectrum of digital phenotyping initiatives.
The open-source model and, consequently, the free distribution
of these platforms is meant to address that problem by putting
the technology in the hands of many, thereby ultimately
contributing to a more uniform approach toward data collection
and analysis. However, we think that the solution to
interoperability and comparability does not rely on a single
developer, mainly because the underlying problem is an overall
lack of transparency in the methodology and specifications
descriptive of data collection and data processing flows.
Importantly, we need scientific reports to be accompanied with
metadata descriptive of the format of data (attributes, shape,
size, and semantics) at every stage of collection and analysis,
starting from raw data to the clinical measures that we extract.
These aspects, just as security and sustainability, are largely
overlooked in most scientific reports. With phenotypic outcomes
currently taking center stage, we unfortunately limit ourselves
in building collective knowledge toward enabling reproducible
science.

Conclusions
In search of strategies for secure and sustainable digital
phenotyping, we identified a gap in the available knowledge
related to the establishment of secure and sustainable platforms
that drive such research initiatives. Here, we address it by
providing a foundation including requirements and operational
guidelines focusing on key elements such as the application of
encryption, data isolation, and organizational security culture.
Members of ethical research boards should consider using the
security principles outlined in this manuscript in their evaluation
of the privacy of study participants in research proposals.
Principal investigators should account for these essential
components while budgeting their grant proposals, keeping in
mind that security and maintenance must be adequately
addressed in any research plan that includes the use of a digital
phenotyping platform. Taken together, this work contributes to
the foundations on which digital phenotyping strategies can be
operated in a safe and sustainable way, allowing for the
collection of real-time, quantitative, and longitudinal behavioral
data that are expected to generate novel insights and possibly
support concrete innovations in clinical care.
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Abstract

Background: Social media networks provide an abundance of diverse information that can be leveraged for data-driven
applications across various social and physical sciences. One opportunity to utilize such data exists in the public health domain,
where data collection is often constrained by organizational funding and limited user adoption. Furthermore, the efficacy of health
interventions is often based on self-reported data, which are not always reliable. Health-promotion strategies for communities
facing multiple vulnerabilities, such as men who have sex with men, can benefit from an automated system that not only determines
health behavior risk but also suggests appropriate intervention targets.

Objective: This study aims to determine the value of leveraging social media messages to identify health risk behavior for men
who have sex with men.

Methods: The Gay Social Networking Analysis Program was created as a preliminary framework for intelligent web-based
health-promotion intervention. The program consisted of a data collection system that automatically gathered social media data,
health questionnaires, and clinical results for sexually transmitted diseases and drug tests across 51 participants over 3 months.
Machine learning techniques were utilized to assess the relationship between social media messages and participants' offline
sexual health and substance use biological outcomes. The F1 score, a weighted average of precision and recall, was used to
evaluate each algorithm. Natural language processing techniques were employed to create health behavior risk scores from
participant messages.

Results: Offline HIV, amphetamine, and methamphetamine use were correctly identified using only social media data, with
machine learning models obtaining F1 scores of 82.6%, 85.9%, and 85.3%, respectively. Additionally, constructed risk scores
were found to be reasonably comparable to risk scores adapted from the Center for Disease Control.

Conclusions: To our knowledge, our study is the first empirical evaluation of a social media–based public health intervention
framework for men who have sex with men. We found that social media data were correlated with offline sexual health and
substance use, verified through biological testing. The proof of concept and initial results validate that public health interventions
can indeed use social media–based systems to successfully determine offline health risk behaviors. The findings demonstrate the
promise of deploying a social media–based just-in-time adaptive intervention to target substance use and HIV risk behavior.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e22042)   doi:10.2196/22042
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Introduction

Men who have sex with men are disproportionately affected by
HIV and other sexually transmitted infections. In the United
States, men who have sex with men accounted for two-thirds
of incident HIV infections and more than half of new syphilis
diagnoses in 2018 [1-3]. Substance use has been a persistent
driver of the ongoing HIV epidemic in men who have sex with
men. Research suggests substance use is highly associated with
high-risk sexual behaviors such as condomless anal sex, multiple
sex partners, and sex trading for drugs [4-6].

Web-based communication tools such as social networking sites
(eg, “hookup apps,” dating websites) have been used among
men who have sex with men to seek sexual partners and share
information and resources about substance use [7-10]. In the
early 2010s, 85% of men who have sex with men used the
internet to find sexual partners [9], and this figure grew to 96%
in 2019 [11]. However, the rising popularity of these
technologies has also raised concerns about their role in
facilitating sexual risk behaviors. Studies [12] have shown that
men who have sex with men are more likely to engage in
condomless anal sex with sex partners met online compared to
partners met offline and have demonstrated that men who have
sex with men who seek partners online have greater numbers
of sexual partners compared to those who do not seek partners
online. Furthermore, men who have sex with men who identify
sexual partners online have a greater likelihood of substance
use [13], although the evidence is equivocal [8,14,15]. Further
studies are needed to provide empirical evidence of the
association between online social networking technologies and
offline sexual and substance use behaviors.

With more than 40% of health care consumers utilizing social
media for their health-related decision making, social networks
have indeed caught the attention of the public health domain
[16]. Population-based analyses and in-person interventions are
costly, both in time and resources [17]. Health spending is
projected to grow at an average rate of 5.5% per year, totaling
$6.0 trillion by 2027, nearly one-fifth of the United States gross
domestic product [18]. Given these costs, the opportunity for
high user engagement, and accessibility of social media data,
social networks provide a new opportunity to public health. In
recent years, social media have been employed in behavioral
and public health research and has demonstrated its effectiveness
in prevention, education, and treatment [19,20]. For instance,
analyzing user activity on social media platforms has been an
effective way to estimate the risk and time of HIV infection
[21]. A separate study [22] found that the strength of
associations in a social network, its network shape, and size are
predictors of HIV and sexually transmitted infection risk.

Public health studies have also begun using social media
platforms to understand and intervene in sexual health and
substance use risk behaviors among men who have sex with
men; however, these methodologies remain nascent in that they
still rely on self-report and costly data collection as a means of
developing and testing interventions [23-25]. Research
demonstrates the need to utilize big data in social media and
machine learning to understand communication and patterns

about substance use and observe and predict real-time risk
behaviors [26-28]. These strategies can inform just-in-time
adaptive interventions [29] that are responsive to the individual
technology use patterns of research participants; however, before
deploying any social media–based intervention, the feasibility
and efficacy behind employing such a modality for public health
initiatives in risk reduction must be determined.

In practice, adaptive intervention systems are driven by an
ability to determine health risks. Placed in the context of social
media data, it is encouraging to learn that assessing health risk
using textual sources has shown promising results in
disease-specific risk evaluation and in identifying individuals
at higher risk of depression and self-harm [30-32]. While text
collection from electronic health records is extremely effective
in determining a diagnosis, it is not a readily available resource
for continuous risk assessment. Meanwhile, social media text
data have the advantage of being abundantly available and
cost-effective. While these data are not as domain constrained
as clinical notes, they remain promising channels to explore for
risk assessment.

Additionally, system interventions should be able to accurately
evaluate when an individual is about to engage in a targeted
health risk behavior with high probability followed by
successfully reducing such behaviors. Maher et al [33] reviewed
the effectiveness of past social network interventions,
concluding with a call for stronger evidence in interventions
that incorporate online social networks. Our paper responds to
this call by evaluating the efficacy of social media data in
determining health risk behavior. We are guided by the
following questions: (1) Can we further substantiate the
association between online social networking technologies and
offline sexual and substance use behaviors? (2) Can we extract
health risk scores from social media data that align with public
health expert evaluation?

In this paper, the practicality of social media as an intervention
modality is evaluated through social media data to identify
health risk behavior in a sample of men who have sex with men
from Los Angeles, California. The contributions of this paper
are the following: (1) an end-to-end platform that continuously
collects data from common social media platforms and
specialized social networks tailored to the men who have sex
with men community, and in tandem, biological data and
personal health questionnaires were collected at baseline,
1-month, and 3-months from intake; (2) health behavior risk
scores that are comparable to adapted risk scores created by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) using natural
language processing techniques; and (3) the application of
machine learning techniques to determine the extent to which
social media messages can be used to directly predict verified
biological outcomes of substance use and sexual risk, reflected
as sexually transmitted disease diagnoses.

Methods

Study Protocol
The study protocol consisted of 4 milestones: (1) screener, (2)
baseline visit, (3) 1-month follow-up, and (4) 3-month follow-up
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(Figure 1). In the screener, flyers, online advertisements, and
referrals were used to recruit potential participants. Further
screening took place over the phone or through an web-based

survey. Criteria such as age, sexual orientation, substance use,
online dating, and social media activity were used to determine
each participant's eligibility for the study.

Figure 1. Different phases of the study protocol and data collection.

Qualified participants were invited to an initial clinical visit to
review the study in detail, ask for informed consent, and answer
any of their remaining questions. Afterward, a series of lab tests
were conducted to determine their substance use and the
presence of sexually transmitted diseases. Site testing was
conducted for Chlamydia trachomatis and Neisseria
gonorrhoeae with pharyngeal, urethral, and anal swabs. Further
tests included a rapid plasma reagin blood test for syphilis, a
rapid oral test for HIV, and a urine drug screen. Additionally,
a survey was completed by the participants which asked a series
of questions regarding demographic characteristics, sexual risk
behavior, illicit substance use, and online behavior. Finally,
participants provided their log-in credentials for a set of social
media sites on which they had been. The user credentials were
registered in a custom data collection platform for each website
and the participants authorized the data collection system to
pull their daily online activity. We collected participant social
media data for up to 3 months after onboarding. We found this
to be a reasonable duration considering the need to follow
participants long enough to observe any changes in social media
use and behaviors over time that can be measured by follow-up
surveys and their biomarkers.

The system began collecting participants' daily social media
activity immediately after the baseline visit. One month into
the study, they were scheduled to revisit the clinic and redo lab
tests and surveys. A final follow-up was set for 3 months after
the baseline visit to recollect lab and survey data in addition to
conducting required off-boarding procedures, including the
discontinuation of participant data collection.

This study protocol was approved by the University of
California, Los Angeles institutional review board (IRB
17-000408). Informed consent was obtained from all individual
participants included in the study. Each participant was provided
with up to US $150 in cash incentives based on their
participation. Certain medical conditions identified within this
study were also reported to appropriate agencies as required by

federal and state laws. Proper consultation and referrals were
provided to each participant before and after reporting each
screening test.

System Architecture
Data from Facebook and Twitter was automatically collected
through official application programming interfaces (API). The
APIs were used to query the content (eg, messages, posts)
generated by each participant; however, it is important to note
that Facebook changed its API policy during the study. Standard
permission requests could no longer be used to access user data.
To mitigate this issue and re-enable the permission to read user
content, the participants enrolled as testers of a custom Facebook
app developed during the study.

In addition to these major social media platforms, we collected
similar data fields for men who have sex with men–specific
social networks. The software implementation slightly differed
from that of Facebook and Twitter in that a unique web scraper
was built to collect data. Due to the study's privacy protocol,
the name of each site was omitted. The websites, labeled
Website A and Website B, are one of the most established
websites in the men who have sex with men community, with
over 10 million users overall. Qualitative interviews and input
from a community advisory board further informed the decision
to include these websites. Each scraper used a combination of
browsing automation tools and web parsers to mimic a user
going online and accessing their profile. URL requests were
made using Selenium, a browsing tool that can conduct
automatic authentication, search, and navigate each site of
interest [34]. Participants explicitly provided consent and their
usernames and passwords per institutional review board protocol
approvals. These credentials were used by Selenium to automate
logging into a website and navigating to pages where the system
was able to collect profiles and messages between users. The
data were extracted from each website of interest using the
BeautifulSoup Python Package and later saved to the database
[35]. Figure 2 provides a visualization of the study's overall
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database schema. MySQL, a free and open-source database
server, was used to store and query user messages and metadata
including usernames and respective access tokens from each

website. To maintain high data-quality, a hashing of the data
and timestamp was created within the database to prevent
duplication.

Figure 2. A visualization of the database schema used in this study. MSM: men who have sex with men.

We validated that the system collected participant messages
consistently and reliably by maintaining a group of test users.
Before and throughout the study, various mixed-media data
were sent across these platforms to make sure all types of
generated data were correctly collected and accurately
represented. The data consisted of text, videos, and emojis.

Due to the sensitive nature of collecting online social media
activity, providing security and privacy was of paramount
importance. Therefore, the data collection system was designed
to offer protection on multiple levels: at the system-level and
the data-level. At the system-level, the user data were stored on
a dedicated private server behind a firewall, protecting against
outside cyber-attacks and malicious software. At the data-level,
the user data went through a data sanitation process. Participants'
identifiers in the data collection system were anonymized and
could only be matched with a reference datasheet stored
externally on a cloud storage service compliant with the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). The
cloud storage service was also used to store all other data, such
as participant questionnaires and drug screening results.

Defining Health Behavior Risk
Given the ambiguous nature of identifying health risk behavior
in social media messages, a map between commonly used

colloquial terminology and risk behavior topics was curated.
To gain a more nuanced understanding of online strategies and
behaviors around seeking drugs and sexual partners, 24 men
who have sex with men community members in Los Angeles
who self-disclosed risky sex, illicit drug use, and usage of dating
apps were qualitatively interviewed. The response to the
following question became the foundation for the risk behavior
dictionary: “What are some of the terms that you use on
websites, chatrooms, message boards, and apps to find drugs,
drug use partners, and/or sex partners?” The words were
organized into topics (Table 1). All terms were vetted by a
community advisory board throughout the study. The resulting
risk behavior dictionary was leveraged to facilitate the modeling
of the relationship between social media messages and health
behavior risk.

Sexual health and illicit drug use risk was also evaluated for
each participant using the CDC Risk Assessment Tool [36].
Each assessment was adjusted based on participants' weekly
text message diary responses on illicit substance use. Scores
for each participant were available at baseline intake, 1-month,
and 3-month checkpoints.
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Table 1. Sexual and substance use topics associated with colloquial terms found in text conversations based on qualitative interviews with men who
have sex with men community members.

WordsTopic

drunk, drinking, booze, party, liquorAlcohol

toke, pipe, weed, pot, mary janeMarijuana

crack, blow, snow, yayo, powderCocaine

meth, speed, ice, crank, crystalMethamphetamine

poppers, rush, pops, amylAmyl nitrate

dope, smack, junk, tarHeroin

X, Ex, molly, rolling, mdmaEcstasy

G, roll, waterGHB

KKetamine

pills, favors, DMT, party, party favorsType of substance other/general

snort, sniff, rack, rail, linesSnorting

smoke, blow clouds, hit, puffInhaling

straight to the point, straight to the poinT, slam, slamming, shoot, shootingInjection

booty bumping, butt rocket, plug, pluggingAnal insertion

gen, generous, friends with benefitsSubstance use behavior other/general

Do you have a connect, I can contribute, can you do me a big/little/huge favorBuying drugs

JO, jack, stroke, HJ, jack offMasturbation

blow, head, gloryhole, suck, BJOral sex

top, bottom, fuck, power top, power bottomAnal intercourse

3some, 3way, gang bang, orgy, bukkakeGroup sex

$, roses, generous, pro, GENSex work

anon, discreet, discrete, anonymous, random playAnonymous

condoms, rubber, safe sex, play safe, safeSex with condoms

Bareback, bare, raw, seed, seedingCondomless sex

Party and play, smoke and stroke, pnp, party, partyingSubstance use and sex

69Sexual behavior general/other

Data Set Processing and Auditing
Data were cleaned to maximize consistency and accuracy. The
messages were first screened using Python regular expressions
to pattern match texts identified as spam or in-app
advertisements. Pattern personal identifiable information such
as addresses and phone numbers were tokenized. For instance,
if a phone number was provided in a message, it was replaced
with “phonenumbertoken.” Data were deduplicated and the
privacy of those that communicated with our participants was
protected. This was done by only considering the participants'
sent messages, resulting in data for 48 individuals. Some
messages also consisted of notifications such as when a
participant's profile was seen, clicked on, or had a request to
unlock their photos—all of which were tokenized with the suffix
“token.” One data source in the study was excluded because it
failed to produce data due to changes in the site's data collection
policy. Furthermore, we focus our analysis on biomarkers that
were present in at least 10% of participants.

After data cleaning, the messages went through an automated
pattern matching pipeline using regular expressions to identify
terms in the risk behavior dictionary defined in Table 1. The
mapping was utilized to flag words and colloquial terms
associated with health risk behaviors in each message. As an
example, if the word in a given message was “rail,“ it was
matched to the topic of snorting.

Biomarker Prediction With Social Media Messages
The relationship between participants' social media behavior
and illicit substance use and sexual risk behaviors was examined;
data collected across social media accounts were leveraged to
predict participant’s respective offline substance use and sexual
health biomarkers.

Standardized counts of each tokenized word and text-summary
features, such as message length, were used as simple features
to predict drug use and sexually transmitted diseases. Each
outcome was treated as its own binary classification task.
Logistic regression, linear support vector machine, naïve Bayes,
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and random forest models were employed to predict the
outcomes at 1-month and 3-month follow-up. Given the
relatively small data set and the challenge of class imbalance,
stratified 5-fold cross-validation was used to assess the
generalizability of the predictive models. The performance of
each model was assessed using the precision, defined as true
positive / (true positive + false positive); recall, defined as true
positive / (true positive + false negative); and F1 score, defined
as 2 × precision × recall / (precision + recall).

Message-Based Risk Scores
Health risk behavior was assessed on a per-message level using
available social media text correspondence. A risk score was
given for each message based on how likely its words were
associated with those in the risk behavior dictionary.

Identifying Health Risk Behaviors Using Social Media
Messages
Natural language processing techniques were employed to create
a risk score using social media data. We employed a Skip-Gram
Word2Vec model which allowed us to extract word
representations to determine the association between words in
social media messages and words in the risk behavior dictionary
[37]. The Skip-Gram Word2vec model constructs a word
representation, or word embedding, based on how well it
predicts the words that surround it within a given radius. Given
all the words in the message corpus, w1, w2, w3,..., wT, the model
tries to predict the probability of observing the context word
wt+j given a target word wt.

The resulting model constructs a vector space that identifies
context-dependent similarity between words used by the
participants in the selected social networks monitored.

Health Behavior Risk Scoring
Once contextually similar instances of risky text messages are
found, a risk score is constructed with cosine similarity, similar
to the approach used by Kiros et al [38]. Given user i’s tth

message, the risk score is defined as the average cosine

similarity between the word in the message, , and the risky
word w from each risk topic d set of risky words.

The distance between the words found in messages and those
from the risk behavior dictionary was used to decide when a
user was displaying a risky textual correspondence. Afterward,
similarity between the risk scores generated by the model and
those provided by the CDC risk assessment tool was assessed
for each participant.

Results

Data
A total of 15,695 sent messages were collected in the 3-month
timeline for 48 participants across 4 different platforms: Twitter,
Facebook, Website A, and Website B after preprocessing. 6.5%
(1026) of the messages were advertisements filtered out by our
data processor. As shown in Table 2, the majority of messages,
75.7% (11,877), came from Website A, followed by Website
B with 21.2% (3327), Facebook at 2.2% (352), and Twitter with
0.89% (139) of messages. Participant activity across all
platforms is displayed as a heatmap in Figure 3, with participants
28, 40, and 42 showing the highest activity after initial
onboarding.

The distribution of each topic is visualized in Figure 4. The
topics with the most discussion across the social media sites
were anal intercourse and methamphetamines use. In the
messages themselves, tokens such as “clickedprofiletoken,”
“unlockedphotostoken,” and “phonenumbertoken” were the
highest occurring tokens across all messages. This makes sense,
as activity in dating sites is heavily based on interacting with
photos and other information exchange, potentially leading up
to an offline connection.

In terms of clinical data, the distribution of each outcome can
be seen in Table 3, where the majority of selected outcomes
suffer from a 10% to 15% imbalance.

Table 2. Messages sent across social media platforms by participants.

Cumulative messages sent, n (%a)Messages sent, n (%a)Source

139 (0.9)139 (0.9)Twitter

491 (3.1)352 (2.2)Facebook

3818 (24.3)3327 (21.2)Websiteb A

15,695 (100)11,877 (75.7)Websiteb B

aPercentage of total messages.
bSpecific to men who have sex with men.
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Figure 3. A heatmap of user activity across all sources of data during the study.
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Figure 4. Topics found in messages using the risk behavior word dictionary provided by public health experts.
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Table 3. Distribution of biomarker outcomes in a 1-month and 3-month follow-up after participants’ initial onboarding.

3-month follow-up (n=48), n (%)1-month follow-up (n=48), n (%)Test and outcome

Sexually transmitted disease

HIVa

23 (47.9)20 (41.7)Positive

25 (52.1)28 (58.3)Negative

Substance use

Amphetamine

21 (43.8)24 (50.0)Positive

27 (56.2)24 (50.0)Negative

Methamphetamine

22 (45.8)25 (52.1)Positive

26 (54.2)23 (47.9)Negative

THCb

18 (37.5)20 (41.7)Positive

30 (62.5)28 (58.3)Negative

aHIV: human immunodeficiency virus.
bTHC: tetrahydrocannabinol.

Biomarker Prediction
Of the 4 biomarkers, only 3 reflect an F1 score greater than
80%—HIV, amphetamine, and methamphetamine (Table 4).
Although the tetrahydrocannabinol outcome did not suffer from
severe class imbalance, one reason that may explain the
significantly poorer performance is that the topic was heavily

impacted by polysemy. As an example, participants alluded to
marijuana usage with words and phrases that had multiple
meanings. The phrase “blowing clouds” could refer to smoking
marijuana or smoking methamphetamines.

For these 3 offline biomarker outcomes, the random forest model
resulted in the highest F1 scores. Amphetamine usage was the
best predicted outcome for all 4 models.
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Table 4. F1 scores for each respective model and outcome in a 1-month and 3-month follow-up period after participants’ initial onboarding.

F1 Score, %Outcome and model

3-month follow-up1-month follow-up

HIVa

81.670.5Support vector machine

82.673.4Random forest

82.169.6Naïve Bayes

81.468.5Logistic regression

Amphetamines

85.988.2Support vector machine

85.988.3Random forest

85.588.0Naïve Bayes

85.888.1Logistic regression

Methamphetamines

85.188.3Support vector machine

85.388.3Random forest

84.888.1Naïve Bayes

85.088.2Logistic regression

THCb

7.411.1Support vector machine

0.55.0Random forest

4.724.0Naïve Bayes

9.110.9Logistic regression

aHIV: human immunodeficiency virus.
bTHC: tetrahydrocannabinol.

Associating Words With Health Behavior Risk
A dimensionality reduction technique, t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding, was used to observe the relationship
between word embeddings [39]. Figure 5 shows the resulting
vector space as words are projected onto a 2D plane. Intuitively,
the resulting proximity between words can be interpreted as
their similarity. As a result, natural groupings between drug and
sex-related words form. For instance, the word “Smurff,” a term

used to describe oral sex, is grouped with the term “head,” a
known colloquial term for oral sex.

Health behavior risk scores were calculated using the Word2Vec
word vector space. Risk scores were created each day for a
given user in addition to their average risk score along with risk
scores provided by public health experts. While the constructed
daily scores vary across time, there is a visible similarity
between the generated risk score and expert scores, on average
(Figure 6).
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Figure 5. A t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding visualization of the resulting vector space after running Word2Vec: drug-related words,
sex-related words, and randomly chosen words.
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Figure 6. Normalized expert risk evaluation for drug and sex at 1 month and 3 months.

Discussion

Principal Results
To our knowledge, our study is the first empirical evaluation
of a social media–based public health intervention framework
for men who have sex with men. Our qualitative work
highlighted the ways in which men who have sex with men use
coded language online to refer to specific substance use behavior
and HIV risk. We investigated the association between social
media data and offline health risk behavior by operationalizing
social media data across several networking sites. We built a
system that automated social media data collection, which
allowed us to predict offline substance use and sexual health
biomarkers and construct daily health behavior risk scores.

In conducting an exploratory data analysis to check for data
quality, we validated that the system was indeed able to collect
participant messages consistently and reliably using the proposed
system architecture. It was reasonable to observe that most
messages came from men who have sex with men–specific
social networks, as individuals may be more reserved around
topics related to health risk behaviors over platforms with a
larger audience such as Facebook and Twitter. Furthermore, we
observed that after the topic of anal intercourse, the topic of
methamphetamines was the most frequent in risk behavior
conversation (Figure 5).

We tested the extent to which social media data could provide
meaningful insight into health risk behaviors by predicting
offline sexual health and substance use biomarkers. We found
that across the models and clinical timelines, there was a
consistently high F1 score when predicting HIV, amphetamine,
and methamphetamine use. These results are validated by the
fact that methamphetamines are one of the most commonly used
drugs in among men who have sex with men [5]. Moreover,

these findings align with existing literature pointing to the
association between methamphetamine use and increased risk
for HIV [4-6,10,13]. Most importantly, we validate the
significance of social media data in its association with
substance use and sexual health biomarker outcomes.

Daily health risk scores were created for participants using only
social media data. The method was validated by the observation
that the constructed risk scores, on average, were comparable
to adapted risk scores created by the CDC risk assessment tool.
The results were promising at a fundamental level, as we
observed how words in social media messages can indeed cluster
with known drug and sex-related words when mapped to a
vector space (Figure 5). In constructing an average risk score
for participants, we used their text messages and respective
contexts to extract risk; we assumed that the public health risk
dictionary was most accurate and encompassing of health risk
behavior terminology. The health behavior risk scores were
constructed on a daily level. Only social media data were used
to construct the risk score, while public experts used biologically
verified results and self-reported data to construct monthly risk
scores by adapting a version of the CDC risk assessment tool.
Yet, even with this significant difference in methodology, the
average risk was still quite similar to the expertly assessed risk.
This suggests that the community-based participatory approach
used to create the data dictionary was crucial to the risk score
creation process. Hence, the success of using such an approach
heavily relies on involving end users in the creation of social
media tools.

Limitations
The technical setup and maintenance needed for a social media
data collection platform is an important consideration for
scalability. Extensive effort and resources were required to
achieve HIPAA compliance for our system. Additionally,
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creating the data collector required custom handling of each
data source. For instance, Facebook's policy change called for
a completely different approach to data collecting in the middle
of the study. To provide a scalable solution, the data collection
platform should be flexible enough to adjust to a new collection
regime due to circumstances outside of the study's control.

Several outcomes did not pass our exclusion criteria filter at the
beginning of the study due to a significant imbalance in their
respective distributions, leading to challenges for biomarker
prediction. Additionally, employing methods that handle class
imbalance may improve our current F1 scores. At a higher level,
it is also important to note that the scope of this paper is
somewhat limited since we only collected data from a few
websites, which may not be used by the entire community of
men who have sex with men.

Implications
Self-report is a common form of feedback for health behavior
interventions. While useful, it is often flawed because of biases
such as recall bias and social desirability bias. Therefore, the
health behavior data in this study were combined with
biologically verified data to calculate risk. We found that social
media may serve as a valid intervention modality as it provides
both valuable and relevant feedback. Overall, we determined

that combining self-report data with biologically verified
outcomes and social media data mining gives a more nuanced
and accurate picture of health behavior risk. These findings
suggest that it is feasible to use social media data for future
public health intervention.

Conclusions
In this study, we created an end-to-end system that leverages
social media data for health behavior risk identification, serving
as a proof of concept for social media–based behavioral
intervention. We demonstrated that it is possible to build an
integrative system across multiple platforms that effectively
collects meaningful social media data. We determined that social
media messages are a valuable source of examining the
relationship between health risk behaviors and biologically
verified sexual diseases such as HIV and illicit usage of
amphetamines and methamphetamines among men who have
sex with men. Adapted CDC health risk scores were compared
against social media–based behavioral risk scores and found to
be, on average, similar to the expertly assessed scores. This
validates the feasibility of employing a social media–based
behavioral intervention. The contributions made in this paper
are stepping stones toward building an automated, cost-effective,
fully scalable social media intervention system that serves the
public health domain.
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Abstract

Background: Digital mental health promotion interventions (MHPIs) present a scalable opportunity to attenuate the risk of
mental health distress among nonclinical cohorts. However, adherence is frequently suboptimal, and little is known about
participants’ perspectives concerning facilitators and barriers to adherence in community-based settings.

Objective: This study aimed to examine participants’ perceptions of facilitators and barriers to adherence in a web- and mobile
app–based MHPI for a nonclinical cohort.

Methods: This qualitative study used inductive, reflexive thematic analysis to explore free-text responses in a postintervention
evaluation of a 10-week digital MHPI. The intervention was administered using a web and mobile app from September to
December 2018. Participants (N=320) were Australian and New Zealand members of a faith-based organization who self-selected
into the study, owned a mobile phone with messaging capability, had an email address and internet access, were fluent in English,
provided informed consent, and gave permission for their data to be used for research. The postintervention questionnaire elicited
participants’ perceptions of facilitators and barriers to adherence during the intervention period.

Results: Key factors that facilitated adherence were engaging content, time availability and management, ease of accessibility,
easy or enjoyable practical challenges, high perceived value, and personal motivation to complete the intervention. The primary
perceived barrier to adherence was the participants’ lack of time. Other barriers included completing and recording practical
activities, length of video content, technical difficulties, and a combination of personal factors.

Conclusions: Time scarcity was the foremost issue for the nonclinical cohort engaged in this digital MHPI. Program developers
should streamline digital interventions to minimize the time investment for participants. This may include condensed content,
optimization of intuitive web and app design, simplified recording of activities, and greater participant autonomy in choosing
optional features. Nonetheless, participants identified a multiplicity of other interindividual factors that facilitated or inhibited
adherence.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25358)   doi:10.2196/25358
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Introduction

Background
Mental distress and disorders are increasingly prevalent [1], and
mental health promotion interventions (MHPIs) present
opportunities to enhance the well-being of nonclinical groups,
decreasing the risk of mental health distress. The widespread
availability of digital technology offers unprecedented
accessibility, portability, and cost-effectiveness for
implementing such interventions on a wide scale. However,
adherence, defined by Kelders et al [2] as “the extent to which
individuals should experience the content (of the intervention)
to derive maximum benefit from the intervention, as defined or
implied by its creators,” is often suboptimal [3], and little is
known about participants’ perceptions of facilitators of and
barriers to adherence for nonclinical cohorts in community-based
settings.

Considerable research has been undertaken by researchers and
program developers to facilitate optimum adherence to digital
health initiatives. Methods used to promote participant
adherence include the adoption of a robust set of persuasive
system design principles [2,4,5], provision of rewards and
incentives, positive feedback [6], implementation of
gamification techniques [7,8], and various forms of human
support [9]. However, adherence to digital interventions remains
to be problematic [3], and there is a paucity of research
elucidating participant perspectives on the factors that impact
adherence [10] in community-based, nonclinical groups.
Importantly, factors that may hamper adherence in a clinical
population (eg, disease and disorder symptoms) [11,12] may
be dissimilar to the influences on adherence in healthy
nonclinical cohorts.

Several qualitative studies have addressed participant
perspectives on perceived barriers to and facilitators of
adherence in MHPIs for nonclinical cohorts in workplace
settings. A stress management intervention, using mindfulness
training, found that participants’ attitudes (eg, motivation,
previous interest in mindfulness, and positivity toward change),
awareness of treatment effectiveness, curiosity, and alignment
with personal preferences for managing stress were facilitators
of adherence [13]. Conversely, barriers included insufficient
detail or evidence provided as a rationale for the strategy used,
length of time required for completing activities, and program
intensity [13]. Carolan and de Visser [14] explored employee
perspectives on workplace digital mental health interventions
and found that lack of time was considered the core barrier to
adherence. Notably, anonymity, convenience, and flexibility
were deemed to have dual impacts (ie, considered both a
facilitator and barrier). Employees described their ideal
workplace intervention as one that was short, that was easily
accessible, that was available for an indefinite period, updated
regularly, and that provided some form of e-coaching support
[14]. Research by Blankenhagel et al [15], which focused on
the perspectives of various stakeholders in digital stress
management programs, found that certain requirements of
interventions were needed for nonclinical users who often have
substantial work responsibilities. These intervention

requirements were prioritizing time efficiency (5- to 15-minute
sessions), splitting larger goals into smaller goals, providing
flexibility for users to design their own personal notification or
reminder schedule, featuring an intuitive and simple web or app
design, prioritizing individualization (ie, tailoring), providing
high autonomy, fostering some degree of human interaction,
facilitating comparability to peers, and offering high mobility
[15]. The aforementioned requirements related to a work-based
setting for a nonclinical cohort; however, although there may
be similarities, variant influences on adherence may be present
in a community-based context.

This study sought to broaden the understanding of factors that
both facilitate and hinder adherence in a nonclinical cohort
participating in a digital MHPI within a community-based
situation. This study builds on quantitative data collected during
a randomized comparative study that examined the impact of
different levels of human support on well-being outcomes [16]
and attrition and adherence [17] in a digital MHPI for a
nonclinical cohort. Quantitative data revealed improvements in
mental well-being irrespective of the level of human support
offered, and adherence did not differ significantly between
groups. Notably, using the aforementioned definition of
adherence by Kelders et al [2], participants were advised to
view one video weekly and complete daily and weekly
experiential activities over a 10-week period to gain optimal
benefit from the intervention. Overall, attrition and adherence
were suboptimal [17]. A total of 605 subjects indicated an
interest in the intervention by filling out a preliminary web-based
enrollment form, with 24.3% (147/605) of these subjects not
fully registering by failing to complete the prequestionnaire. Of
those who completed the prequestionnaire (n=458), a further
30.1% (138/458) did not complete the postquestionnaire,
resulting in a completion rate of 69.9% (320/458). Primary
adherence was measured by the number of videos viewed, with
34% (109/320) of the cohort watching less than half of the
videos, 18.9% (60/320) viewing 5 to 9 videos, and 47.1%
(151/320) viewing all 10 videos. Secondary adherence was
measured by the points scored for completing assigned daily
and weekly activities. Participants could score a total of 1000
points (ie, 100 points weekly throughout the 10-week
intervention) to be considered fully adherent. The mean score
for the cohort was 362, indicating low adherence to challenge
activities [17].

Objectives
This study aims to increase knowledge regarding participant
adherence in digital MHPIs by revealing participant perceptions
about the facilitators and barriers to watching the videos and
their completion of daily and weekly experiential activities. The
findings will assist researchers and developers to refine and
improve the design and implementation of interventions to
optimize the adherence of participants in future MHPIs in
nonclinical settings.

Methods

Overview
This qualitative study stems from the aforementioned study,
which reported the quantitative results of the intervention
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[16,17]. These qualitative responses were recorded as part of
the postquestionnaire administered at the conclusion of the
intervention. Participants were allocated a 2-week period,
immediately after the intervention period, to complete the
postquestionnaire on either the provided app or the web
platform. Therefore, the following section of this paper is a
summary of the methods used in the aforementioned study, with
details only provided for those areas related to the qualitative
components of this study.

Setting and Participants
Advertising was used to direct potential participants (Australian
and New Zealand members of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church) to a website that explained the intervention, outlined
the inclusion criteria, and provided an opportunity to self-enroll
as a potential participant. To be included in the study, subjects
were required to be aged above 18 years, own a mobile phone
with SMS text messaging capability, have internet access, be
an Australian or New Zealand resident, be fluent in English,
provide informed consent, and give permission for their data to
be used for research [16]. Participants who completed the MHPI
were invited to provide free-text responses to 2 statements within
the postquestionnaire.

Intervention
The intervention program, known as the Live More Project or
Lift Project, introduced participants to aspects of neuroscience
and a combination of evidence-based strategies to enhance
mental well-being from the disciplines of lifestyle medicine and
positive psychology. Designed to be implemented as a weekly
session for 10 weeks, the content of the program was shared in
a 30-minute audiovisual presentation followed by participation
in daily and weekly practical activities to consolidate learning.
Video sessions were released weekly with a lock/unlock system
so that participants watched the presentations in sequential order.
An intervention and activity overview is provided in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Subjects chose to access the program on a web-based learning
management system (eLMS) or a mobile app. Along with the
audiovisual content, the eLMS or mobile app included a place
to complete the pre- and postquestionnaire, a section to log
experiential activity and earn points, an opportunity to interact
with other participants through a public feed, and gamification
strategies (eg, points on a leaderboard or badges) to induce
adherence. As an optional extra, previously introduced
experiential activities could be repeated and logged in
forthcoming weeks to earn extra points. This resulted in an
increasingly longer list of activities to complete as the
intervention progressed. Screenshots of the web- and mobile
app design are shown in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Participants were divided into 3 groups that differed according
to the mode of human support allocation. The first group
received automated email support only, the second group
received automated email support along with text messages (2-3
times weekly), and the third group received weekly
videoconference support along with email support [16].

Data Collection
After completing the intervention, each participant was asked
to complete the postquestionnaire within a 2-week period on
either the web or mobile app. As part of the postquestionnaire,
participants responded to 2 adherence-related statements in an
expanding text box with no imposed word limits. These
statements were as follows:

• Statement 1: thinking about your personal experience as a
participant in the Live More Project over the last 10 weeks,
if it was easy for you to watch the video presentations and
complete the daily and weekly challenges, please
describe/list all the factors that contributed to this.

• Statement 2: thinking about your personal experience as a
participant in the Live More Project over the last 10 weeks,
if it was difficult for you to watch the video presentations
and complete the daily and weekly challenges, please
describe/list all the factors that contributed to this.

Data Analysis
An inductive, reflexive thematic analysis (RTA) approach
[18-20] was used to extract meaning from the data set. The
inductive approach is sometimes described as bottom-up, or
data-driven, as the themes are generated from within the data
[20]. The RTA method suited one researcher (MR) performing
the initial coding, followed by 2 additional coders reviewing
the progress. MR had multiple roles in the study and functioned
as the technical support person; therefore, this approach, in
which multiple coders reviewed the data (as recommended by
O’Brien et al [21]), reduced the possibility of personal bias.

The coding researcher adopted the 6 phases of thematic analysis
by Braun and Clarke [20] as a structured approach and used a
spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel) and a qualitative analysis program
(NVivo software) to assist in collation, analysis, and coding of
the deidentified data. All identifying information was removed
before coding, and participant identification numbers were used
instead. In phase 1, the researcher read through the data set
twice to maximize familiarity with the data. During phase 2, all
comments were systematically analyzed by constructing and
labeling codes in a descriptive and interpretive manner until all
data were coded. In an additional immersion stage, coding was
reviewed and code names were edited. In phase 3, the researcher
scrutinized the codes for patterns, relationships, and similarities.
The codes were clustered together based on broad themes.
During phase 4, after repeated scrutiny to ensure that the code
names accurately matched the data and that the developing
themes represented the participants’ descriptions of their most
typical experiences, clusters were formed into broad themes
and several subthemes to develop a thematic map, as
recommended by Braun and Clarke [18]. To ensure that the
themes and subthemes accurately reflected the original data set
as a whole, and the coded data, a final revision of the themes
and codes was undertaken by the original coding researcher in
consultation with 2 other researchers. During this process, the
coders analyzed the themes and subthemes in relation to the
original intention of the study. This procedure enabled the coders
to identify any mismatches between the theme and subtheme
names and the original data. Furthermore, the coders identified
any themes, subthemes, codes, or data within codes that were
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deemed of low relevance to the overall themes or this study’s
intention. This relevance-based scrutiny was followed by
analysis of any codes that were characterized by very few
participant quotes. This way, we were able to determine the
weightiness or key ideas across the entire data set. In cases
where relevance and the number of participant responses were
considered to be low, the subtheme or code was discarded from
the overall thematic map.

In the final phase of coding, the original coder and consulting
coders collaboratively identified the main focus and extent of
each theme. Some names of the main themes and subthemes
were also modified to increase the alignment between the
documented theme and subtheme labels and the data they each
contained. This refinement of the theme and subtheme
definitions informed the final write-up phase.

The Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research checklist was
used as a guide for reporting (Multimedia Appendix 3) [21],
and ethics approval was granted by the Avondale Human
Research Ethics Committee (approval 2018.09).

Results

Overview
Most participants were female (262/320, 81.9%), and 50.3%
(161/320) of the participants were aged 40 to 60 years. Almost
one-third of the cohort (91/320, 28.4%) were aged 25 to 39
years, 15.6% (50/320) were aged 61 to 81 years, and 5.6%
(18/320) were aged 18-24 years. Two-thirds of the cohort

(212/320, 66.2%) worked either full or part time, 6.2% (20/320)
identified as students, and the remaining 27.6% (88/320)
identified as being unemployed or doing home duties. The
majority of the cohort (240/320, 75%) provided a codable
response describing facilitators of adherence, and almost all
participants (314/320, 98.1%) provided codable responses
related to barriers.

As the participants were asked to respond to 2 separate
statements (one focusing on facilitators and the other focusing
on barriers), responses to these 2 statements were analyzed
separately. However, in some cases, participant responses
overlapped and issues were reported as both a facilitator and a
barrier. Broad themes that emerged were time, program
components, personal factors, system design, technology, and
human support. Notably, comment frequency regarding barriers
to adherence were more than double the comments specifying
facilitators of adherence. Table 1 (facilitators of adherence) and
Table 2 (barriers to adherence) outline the thematic framework
of responses.

During the development of the thematic map, it became evident
that there was strong alignment between themes and subthemes
in both sets of responses, that is, the thematic map illustrates
the two-fold nature of most themes, with the order of reporting
of the themes reflecting the most important themes first, as
assessed by the coding researcher, according to relevance and
volume of comments received. The issue of time emerged as a
dominant theme in the data, with the vast majority of participants
mentioning time across their responses.
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Table 1. Perceived facilitators of adherence—themes, subthemes, and codes.

Comments, nThemes, subthemes, and codes or category

Time

Availability

20Opportune circumstances

12Weekend

Efficiency

14Priority and planning

10Multitasking

Program components

Videos

70Highly engaging

5Length

Challenge or experiential factors

18Achievable

12Enjoyable

6Part of normal lifestyle

5Accountability

Overall program

8Easy or engaging

5Quality

Personal factors

Motivation

9High interest in personal health

5Commitment to complete

Perceived value

11Personally beneficial

5Reinforcement of positive habits

System design

Convenience

16Accessibility

14App

Usability

7Extra features

7Ease of use
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Table 2. Perceived barriers to adherence—themes, subthemes, and codes.

Comments, nThemes, subthemes, and codes or category

Time

Daily life

129Lack of time in general

58Work and study combination

40Family responsibilities

16Travel

8Full schedule

6Work and family combination

Life event

9Death

6Medical

5Relocation

5Other major change

Period

15Christmas

6Holiday travel

Program components

Challenge or experiential factors

33Perceived as difficult

22Time consuming

19Too many activities

18Disliked recording or logging activity

10Forgot to implement or record

5Confusion

Video factors

17Length

10Unappealing content or style

7Extra segments

Personal factors

Well-being

16Illness

10Fatigue

7Mental health distress or disorder

5Stress

Capacity

18Lack of motivation

17Lagging behind

16Not a priority, so forgot

System design

10Lock restrictions

9Features missing

8Gamification
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Comments, nThemes, subthemes, and codes or category

8Login and navigation

5Video playback

5Recording activity

Technology

Internet

28Internet and data access

Personal device

18Faulty

6Interrupted viewing

Human support

11Videoconferencing difficultiesa

8Lack of prompts

6Lack of accountability

5Preference for face-to-face

aVideoconferencing support was provided to 1 subgroup during the intervention (n=103).

Facilitators of Adherence

Time
Time was perceived as a facilitator of adherence when
participants believed that they had time available and efficiency
was optimized. Each weekly lesson was released on a Sunday,
and this timing was viewed positively. Expediency afforded by
being retired, living alone, or not working also facilitated
adherence:

I liked that the videos were released on Sunday, even
if some Sundays were busy and we couldn't make time
to watch them that day. Sunday is a day it’s easier to
make time to watch the full set of lesson videos. [ID
2614]

Some participants prioritized, scheduled, and multitasked to
ensure that the program components were completed each week.
Specific factors that permitted time availability or efficiency
included being at home, not traveling, completion of usual
duties, incorporation of tasks into daily activities, a high level
of organization or planning, and having children in a regular
sleep routine:

When I made specific time to sit down and watch the
program it made it easier to participate and plan how
I can incorporate the challenges. [ID 2278]

Program Components
This theme refers specifically to video content and the
completion of practical activities. A total of 3 subthemes related
to the program’s components emerged from the analysis: the
overall program, video presentations, and experiential activity.

Although some participants perceived that the overall program
was of high quality, easy to understand, and engaging, the key
program components perceived as facilitators of adherence were
the video presentations and the experiential challenges.

Engaging video content has been frequently reported as a
facilitator of adherence. The terms used to describe the videos
included humorous, entertaining, interesting, motivating, and
easy to understand. Participants appreciated the lighthearted
presentation style, which included just enough information and
interesting facts, to avoid information overload:

The videos were funny and engaging. Had enough
info to be interesting but not overly filled with
over-your-head stuff. [ID 2380]

The daily and weekly experiential challenges that participants
completed and recorded were perceived as fostering adherence
because they were relevant, easy to accomplish, enjoyable,
simple to log or record, and readily incorporated into daily life.
Some challenges could be easily doubled up and, for some
participants, recording their challenge activity provided a sense
of accomplishment:

The small daily challenges were able to be absorbed
into the day without having to find extra time and it
felt like many could become habits. [ID 2302]

I found a lot of the challenges crossed into another
which made it easier such as being in the green and
blue and going for a walk covered two challenges.
[ID 2550]

Personal Factors
There are numerous personal reasons that may influence
adherence, including beliefs, motivation, personal well-being,
and a broad array of diverse circumstances. During coding,
several key personal subthemes were developed that included
motivational factors, beliefs about the value or relevance of the
program, level of personal well-being, and individual capacity.

Motivation and perceived value were identified as subthemes
that positively influenced adherence at a personal level.
Participants reported positive motivation through a high level
of readiness, commitment to the intervention, and a personal
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desire to improve their health. Some participants were motivated
to maintain their adherence to the program based on their belief
that the intervention would be personally beneficial to them.
They recognized a number of enabling aspects of the program,
including the way it reinforced positive lifestyle choices;
recognized that even small changes would be worthwhile; and
identified the value of immediate effects. Participants also
benefited from the multifactorial approach:

I looked forward to the video presentations because
they were so relevant to my life, very interesting and
well presented. I have been experiencing problems
with sleep issues for many years and even taking
herbal sleeping supplements, but after applying the
information I received from the Live More sessions,
I’ve been a good 7 to 8 hours sleep every night. This
has been mainly the result of all the walking I’ve been
doing - between 1 to 2 hours a day and more. I’m
now taking more notice of nature and enjoying more
green and blue. Having recently moved from [name
of Country], I had no friends and felt lonely. So I went
to the local Library and Community Centre and got
a booklet with the different activities for retired
people. I joined a group of like-minded people and
enjoyed the activities they provided. [ID 2419]

System Design
This theme relates to the various design and accessibility
features of the web or mobile app and primarily includes the
methods used to disseminate weekly video content and record
experiential activities in the digital setting. Additional features
such as gamification (ie, earning points), the ability to view
what others were doing, and accessibility to extra resources
were also included. Similar to other themes, the system design
facilitated adherence for some participants and was perceived
as a barrier for an almost equal number.

Two key design concepts were reported by users as positive
influences on adherence: accessibility and convenience of the
mobile app. Participants appreciated flexible access to view and
review the content. This was amplified with easy portability
through a mobile app:

I could do it when it was suitable for me. Whether
10pm or 6am. The flexibility made it possible. [ID
2195]

Barriers to Adherence

Time
Participants overwhelmingly perceived lack of time as
problematic to adherence, with noticeably more comments
referencing time as a barrier to adherence rather than a
facilitator. Furthermore, time was mentioned substantially more
often than any other factor recognized as a barrier. The 3
subthemes generated in relation to lack of time were daily life,
life events, and the intervention period.

The demands of daily life were the foremost barriers and
predominantly included work, study, and family commitments
and the various combinations of all three:

Small child needing attention, lack of help from
spouse due to work commitments; other
extra-curricular activity; helping my elderly parents
with household tasks and other daily activities. [ID
2538]

Major life events were perceived as hindering adherence and
included the death of a loved one, relocation, major illness, or
a combination of trials that consumed major amounts of time:

The timing of this project was the one of the busiest
10 weeks in my life! Moved house. Solo parented for
4 weeks. My sister’s wedding. School holidays. The
sickest our family has been in 10 years. Term 4
after-hours school events as part of my work
responsibilities. We moved house the week the
program started and then went straight into school
holidays of which we were away the whole time. Then
we were really sick for three weeks whilst I was solo
parenting. So I just never got the chance to get
started. [ID 2214]

The intervention was conducted from September to early
December 2018. The lead up to Christmas and the added
pressures that often accompany the Christmas period in the
work and social environment were deemed barriers. In addition,
for this cohort (ie, a faith-based population), church activities
were perceived as adding further to the time pressures already
experienced at this time of year:

Making a commitment at this time of year was more
difficult than I thought; this time of year is hectic for
my job which also probably means my answers at the
end could actually be worse than at the start, because
of how tired I have been. [ID 2630]

If it was at another time of year I probably would
have completed it. This time of year is crazy for me
at work, I'm a preschool assistant, and I am involved
with helping with Road to Bethlehem [Christmas
program]. The last few weeks I just found it difficult
to think much about what I was doing. [ID 2417]

Program Components
Some users deemed the overall program too intense and too
long. Video segments were perceived as lengthy, and some
users found the content unappealing and disliked the
presentation style, describing it as cliché, corny, and over the
top:

The videos were too long. I'd prefer 2-3 shorter ones
per topic. That would be easier to watch while in train
or fitting between other things I had to do. [ID 2318]

While the actual science was interesting, much of the
video content felt patronising and the jokes fell flat.
[ID 2142]

Most perceptions about the program components were directly
related to difficulties with experiential activities. Time was
viewed as a hindrance for both completing and logging the
activity, and some participants perceived the activities as being
too hard. Although some participants completed the daily and
weekly experiential challenges, they disliked recording their
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activities, felt overwhelmed by the increasingly growing list of
activities to record, or simply forgot to log their activities:

Having the challenges compound each week to record
them meant that it was too overwhelming and I gave
up logging on to record. I think having reminders
about the previous weeks challenges is great, but
filling in that many challenges every day is too hard!
[ID 2287]

Personal Factors
Numerous personal factors hindering adherence were grouped
under 2 subthemes: personal well-being and capacity. Personal
illness was the dominant factor affecting well-being. Other
factors influencing well-being included the presence of a mental
disorder, stress, and fatigue, with several respondents
specifically identifying screen fatigue. Comments regarding
capacity were equally divided among 3 key areas: a reported
lack of motivation, discouragement at lagging behind in viewing
content or completing experiential activities, and simply not
prioritizing the intervention:

When I had downtime I didn't have the motivation to
intently watch the videos & do the thinking & work
required so it was easy to fall behind. [ID 2204]

Also, with working full time (looking at a screen) all
day, I really didn't want to sit in my home office to
look at another screen, so I failed to keep on top of
the weekly presentations. [ID 2563]

System Design
Several design features and difficulty navigating the website
were perceived as negative influences on adherence. Most
comments were made in relation to the lock restrictions, the
lack of some desirable features, dissatisfaction with the
gamification setup, and the perceived tedious system for logging
experiential activity. Although participants were provided with
a recommended 10-week schedule for engaging with the
intervention content, some participants emphatically opposed
the lack of autonomy in how and when they consumed the
information:

I don’t mind having to unlock videos - just please
don’t constrict it to a week at a time!!! And let me do
any or all of the challenges at the start or when I
unlock things in my own time - don’t make me wait 7
days / a fortnight / 3 weeks etc to engage in all the
challenges just because! Let me unlock them at my
pace. [ID 2142]

Desirable features that were noted as missing included an
audio-only option, the ability to predownload the video content,
and the option to read the material instead of viewing a video.
A readable script was actually provided, although it was not
explicitly recommended as an alternative to viewing video
content. Although gamification was included as a way to
enhance adherence, for some participants it was perceived
negatively and a deterrent to further adherence:

It's very demotivating having a leaderboard for
someone who's not near the top. [ID 2549]

The system setup for recording experiential activity was seen
as a barrier because it was perceived as difficult to use, with
one participant describing it as “glitchy and not particularly
intuitive” with “long and clunky lists” [ID 2142]:

Prompts on challenge input boxes were too vague
about what the user needs to write. Should the user
explain anything or just state that the challenge was
completed? It was not clear whether the user's
statement in the challenge input box would we shared
with others (user had to just try it and see what
happens during the first session). I could not log more
than one challenge on the interface at a time (I had
to change to another page and then come back to the
challenges to log another one). [ID 2391]

Technology
Technology (ie, data availability, internet access, and device
suitability) was deemed a barrier, mainly because of poor
internet accessibility or personal device problems.

Internet access problems included slow download speeds,
internet outages, and no internet access at home. Personal device
problems included old or faulty smartphones that could not
download the mobile app, small screen size, sound problems,
and perceived inability to correctly operate the device:

We had some difficulty watching the videos on my
tablet, the volume is not loud enough, we really need
a PC or to data project to a bigger screen for optimal
viewing/listening. [ID 1767]

Human Support
Human support offered to participants varied depending on the
group allocation they received. All participants received
automated email reminders to engage with video content and
record their practical activities. One group received regular text
messages, and the other group was offered weekly
videoconference sessions as an extra measure of support. Despite
human support being the focus of the original study [16],
perceptions about the support offered did not feature strongly.
However, some participants reported that adherence was
impeded because of human support factors or lack thereof. A
lack of prompting and accountability were stated as reasons for
difficulty in adherence. In the group that received
videoconferencing support, some of the group members reported
that videoconferencing support was problematic for a range of
reasons, most commonly that the meetings were held at an
unsuitable time:

Timing of online groups sessions didn’t work for me
with my responsibilities during that time period. I
needed a later evening session. 9pm! Or a 5:30am
session. The timing of the first 5 weeks would have
been difficult for me regardless. [ID 2214]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study provides novel insights into participants’perspectives
regarding facilitators and barriers to adherence in a digital MHPI
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for a community-based nonclinical population. Themes often
had dual impacts, deemed as both facilitators and barriers.
Facilitators of adherence included engaging in video content,
achievable experiential activities, time availability, user-friendly
web and mobile app design, and high personal interest or
motivation. Conversely, a perceived lack of time was the main
barrier to adherence. Completing and logging practical activities,
a range of personal influences, problematic design features,
technological issues, and a lack of support or prompting were
also identified as barriers.

As barriers were the predominant focus of participants’
perspectives, it is clear that an MHPI is a difficult endeavor for
a nonclinical group and that time is the foremost issue in relation
to adherence. Similarly, other qualitative studies in workplace
settings [14,15] have concluded that time scarcity is a major
inhibitor of adherence and that participants need interventions
requiring only small time commitments. It is evident that certain
features or problems (eg, difficult website navigation and
restrictions on video viewing) consumed inordinate amounts of
the participants’ time, thereby negatively impacting their
adherence. Similarly, such issues have previously been exposed
as barriers to the success of web-based learners in educational
settings [22,23]. Therefore, time efficiency must be a core
consideration by researchers in every aspect of the intervention
design. It is vital to design interventions to minimize time and
energy investment for participants while concurrently optimizing
outcomes.

An important element that underpinned the data was the
participants’ desire to easily incorporate core components of
the program (ie, videos and challenge activities) into their
everyday lives. A key priority in the design and development
of future interventions should be to collaborate with potential
users in designing interventions that enable autonomous, optimal
integration of the essential intervention elements into daily life.
Practical examples may include the provision of multiple options
to access the content (eg, video, print, or audio), choice of
methods to log activities, and recommendations on combining
some activities to make optimal use of time.

The preponderance of dual themes in this study sheds more
light on an important element that has been identified previously
[24], that is, individual differences have a substantial influence
on adherence to MHPIs. Although previous research by Banerjee
et al [13] identified several twofold themes in a qualitative study
focusing on engagement with a mindfulness intervention, a
study by Zarski et al [24] on adherence to a digital stress
management intervention noted that, even after accounting for
socioeconomic demographics, personal well-being status, and
human support, many individual variances in nonadherence
were inexplicable. This study highlights some of these
differences.

Understandably, the high prevalence of individual variance
confounds efforts to crystallize a precise set of factors
influencing adherence to digital interventions. Plausibly, future
research should embrace individual differences by examining
ways to prioritize participant autonomy in tailoring interventions
according to personal preferences. This could be achieved by
offering an eclectic, self-directed approach that encourages

participant choice in activating or deactivating a range of
optional features (eg, gamification or type and frequency of
human support) as desired. This constructivist-style approach,
commonly used in educational settings, is well supported by
research as an efficacious method [25,26].

The original study, from which this qualitative study was
derived, focused on the influence of varying levels of human
support on outcomes and adherence to an MHPI [16,17].
However, in this qualitative analysis, human support did not
have a strong influence on adherence. Considering that the
quantitative analysis revealed that adherence was not impacted
by different levels of support and that participants achieved
improvements in outcomes irrespective of the human support
provided, this is not surprising. Although numerous studies have
demonstrated that human support may improve outcomes
[9,27,28], there is substantial evidence that well-designed,
self-guided interventions can be successful without added human
support [9,29-32] and their associated costs.

Strengths and Limitations
The large cohort and inclusive age range (18-81 years) of
participants were strengths of this study. Furthermore,
participants were not restricted to the length of their responses
and could write as little or as much as desired. All comments
were coded, and participants received no guidance on what
topics to comment on, eliminating preconceptions by
researchers.

Recruitment bias could be seen as a potential limitation to this
study as participants were self-selected into the study, and the
target group were Seventh-day Adventist Church members who
typically share common health practices (eg, abstinence from
alcohol or smoking) and may be more inclined to take a greater
interest in health than the general population. In addition,
recruits were largely tertiary educated (262/320, 81.9%), White
(280/320, 87.5%), and female (262/320, 81.9%). Although a
high female proportion is the characteristic of an internet
intervention [33,34], it limits transferability to the wider
population. In addition, participants were not given the
opportunity to indicate whether they used the web-based
platform, the mobile app, or a combination of both, which
prohibited a comparison of data based on the different delivery
methods.

By allowing participants to comment freely on an open-ended
statement, the assumption must be made that participants only
reported on factors most relevant to their personal experiences.
Therefore, the study does not contain all the views of the
participants. As researchers, we adopt the position that the
predominant issues are exposed and that the volume of
comments depicts saturation on crucial issues.

Notably, 2 other factors may have inadvertently influenced
participants’ perceptions. First, barriers, particularly time, may
have been augmented by the period that the intervention was
conducted (mid-September to early December 2018). Avoiding
administering an intervention that ends in December is a learning
for future implementation. Second, the website and mobile app
design, in permitting recording of an increasing array of
experiential activities as the weeks progressed (rather than just
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the activities for the current week), may have augmented
dissatisfaction with the logging or recording component,
introducing an element that went beyond the intentions of the
original intervention design.

Conclusions
Although there are a diversity of factors influencing adherence,
highly engaging content encourages adherence and time
efficiency is a principal consideration for a nonclinical,
community-based cohort. Therefore, intervention designers
should place a concerted focus on streamlining interventions to
reduce the time required by participants and simplify all program

elements. Other considerations to increase adherence include
allowing participants to create their own experience by choosing
what optional features to include or exclude, enhancement of
the website and mobile app to facilitate a more intuitive
experience, shorter video presentations that are easily accessible
and provide high autonomy in the way they are consumed,
simplified and limited recording of experiential activities, and
options for personal choice in accountability. In future research,
it will be important to consider the views of users in relation to
adherence and respond with an adequate level of agility that
assures an ever-improving experience for participants to ensure
optimal adherence and sustainability.
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Abstract

Background: Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is clinically proven to reduce morbidity and mortality; however, many eligible patients
do not enroll in treatment. Furthermore, many enrolled patients do not complete their full course of treatment. This is greatly
influenced by socioeconomic factors but is also because of patients’ lack of understanding of the importance of their care and a
lack of motivation to maintain attendance.

Objective: This study aims to explore the potential benefits of virtual reality (VR) walking trails within CR treatment, specifically
with regard to patient knowledge retention, satisfaction with treatment, and the overall attendance of treatment sessions.

Methods: New CR patients were enrolled and randomized on a rolling basis to either the control group or intervention group.
Intervention patients completed their time on the treadmill with VR walking trails, which included audio-recorded education,
whereas control patients completed the standard of care therapy. Both groups were assisted by nursing staff for all treatment
sessions. Primary outcomes were determined by assessing 6-minute walk test improvement. In addition, secondary outcomes of
patients’ cardiac knowledge and satisfaction were assessed via a computer-based questionnaire; patient adherence to the
recommended number of sessions was also monitored. Cardiac knowledge assessment included a prerehabilitation education
quiz, and the same quiz was repeated at patients’ final visit and again at the 2-month follow-up. The satisfaction questionnaire
was completed at the final visit.

Results: Between January 2018 and May 2019, 72 patients were enrolled—41 in the intervention group and 31 in the control
group. On the basis of the results of the prerehabilitation and postrehabilitation 6-minute walk test, no significant differences
were observed between the intervention and control groups (P=.64). No statistical differences were observed between groups in
terms of education (P=.86) or satisfaction (P=.32) at any time point. The control group had statistically more favorable rates of
attendance, as determined by the risk group comparison (P=.02) and the comparison of the rates for completing the minimum
number of sessions (P=.046), but no correlation was observed between the study group and reasons for ending treatment.

Conclusions: Although no improvements were seen in the VR intervention group over the control group, it is worth noting that
limitations in the study design may have influenced these outcomes, not the medium itself. Furthermore, the qualitative information
suggests that patients may have indeed enjoyed their experience with VR, even though quantitative satisfaction data did not
capture this. Further considerations for how and when VR should be applied to CR are suggested in this paper.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03945201; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03945201

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23882)   doi:10.2196/23882
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Introduction

Background
Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is an underutilized but vital part of
recovery following a cardiac event. However, many patients do
not attend or complete the recommended number of treatment
sessions. According to the Million Hearts Initiative, only
approximately one-third of all eligible patients participate in
CR treatment [1]. Previous studies have shown that CR
decreases “morbidity and mortality, improves clinical outcomes,
enhances psychological recovery, and decreases the risk for
secondary cardiac events” [1] and that a 12-week program can
reduce cardiovascular risk factors for over a year post treatment
[2]. A myriad of social, economic, and cultural factors
contributes to the low percentage of patients who participate in
CR [3]. However, even among patients who can attend and
afford sessions, many do not complete their entire course of
treatment. Research has shown that a lack of motivation [4] and
a lack of understanding [5] contribute to this behavior.

A fundamental part of outpatient CR treatment is access to
education. At many CR centers, such as the Jefferson Health
Methodist CR facility, nursing staff conduct periodic lectures
while patients exercise. However, because of the number of
patients or timing of sessions, most educational materials are
distributed in paper format, either on bulletin boards or as
handouts.

To address the lack of interest in treatment and difficulties in
providing access to patient education, we decided to pursue the
use of digital technologies as an alternative, potentially more
engaging way of conveying information to patients. This was
founded on the work of the Digital Innovation and Consumer
Experience (DICE) Group. The DICE Group used technology
to advance the future of health care and education at Jefferson
Health. Originally formed within the DICE Group, the XR
(extended reality) Lab works to create a collaborative
environment in which health care meets XR technology. XR is
an all-encompassing term for augmented, virtual, and mixed
reality technology. This team studies the potential benefits of
XR technology for education and patient care and has pursued
projects using XR, including patient experiences during bone
marrow biopsies, advanced cardiac life support training for
resident physicians, anatomy education for medical students,
in-clinic vestibular therapy exercises, and nursing education for
patient falls prevention.

Virtual reality (VR) has previously been employed in areas of
health care, ranging from preoperative patient anxiety [6] to
poststroke patient education [7], but it has rarely been used in
conjunction with CR. Most notably, several studies have

examined VR in combination with stage 3 CR when patients
continue their physical activity at home. One survey revealed
that 64% of patients felt motivated to continue exercising with
the VR application after primary program completion [8]. At
the time of this project’s development, there was a lack of
conclusive evidence about VR’s effect on stage 2 outpatient
rehabilitation.

Objectives
This study intends to address the lack of interest and
comprehension exhibited by many CR patients, which may
contribute to incomplete treatment. Education was directly
incorporated into patient time on the treadmill, thereby
increasing the number of patient exposures to cardiac health
information. In addition, digital technologies, including VR,
were explored as an alternative way to increase patient
engagement with care. Overall, this study aims to evaluate
whether employing a VR program that incorporated patient
education could increase patients’ motivation, understanding,
and adherence to CR treatment.

Methods

Study Design
The study procedures were approved by the Jefferson
Institutional Review Board (IRB) in December 2017. Beginning
in January 2018, participants were selected from patients
enrolled in CR at the Jefferson Health Methodist CR program
on a rolling basis. Sample size calculations indicated that 68
patients were required to achieve a target power of 90%. Patients
were randomized via the Google random number generator,
limited to a range of 1-2—1 signifying the control group and 2
signifying the intervention group. To prevent patient bias, the
consenting process did not include VR terminology or any
reference to VR walking trails.

Participants
Participants were recruited between January 2018 and May
2019. All patients were emailed or mailed a copy of the consent
form to review with the rest of their welcome materials before
visiting the facility. At patients’ first visit, the facility staff
stratified patients according to their risk: low, moderate, or high,
as per facility standard guidelines. Initially, only moderate-risk
patients were enrolled, but this was subsequently expanded to
all risk-level stratifications (following approval from the IRB
in July 2018) to increase enrollment numbers. Patients were
deemed eligible to participate after agreement of 2 study staff
members (Textbox 1). If the staff determined that a patient was
eligible to participate, they were consented in a private room
on the same day.
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Textbox 1. Eligibility criteria for participation in trial.

Eligibility criteria

• Aged 18 years or older

• Ability to use a treadmill independent of aid (eg, walker and cane)

• Medically safe to use a treadmill for 15 minutes

• Ability to understand English

• Ability to give their own consent

At this time, patients were scheduled according to their assigned
study group—control patients at 9 AM and 11 AM sessions and
intervention patients at 8 AM, 10 AM, and 1:30 PM sessions.
Patients who could not attend during one of their randomized
time slots were excluded from the study and scheduled at their
preferred time. Normally, the facility accommodates 10 patients
per session. To account for space limitations, VR participants
were limited to 5 per session to allow for adequate time with 1
of the 2 VR systems. The other slots in sessions that already
contained 5 VR participants were filled by nonparticipants.

Admission to the study continued until 72 patients were enrolled:
31 in the control group and 41 in the intervention group. Patients
in both the control and intervention groups completed a 6-minute
walk test (6MWT) at their introductory visit to establish a
baseline.

Intervention

Study Procedures
Immediately after consenting to participate, patients were given
a 5-question education quiz (Textbox 2) to establish their
baseline cardiac education level.

Textbox 2. Education questions for pretest, posttest, and 2-month follow-up test.

Education quiz

• How often should you exercise?

• What are the most important things to consider when grocery shopping for heart-healthy foods?

• How often should you take your blood pressure medication?

• What are the symptoms of heart failure?

• What type of medicine is used to control your cholesterol?

For their first 3 visits, participants spent approximately 5
minutes on the treadmill, increasing at intervals of 1 minute if
deemed appropriate by the staff. The remainder of each session
took place on other types of exercise equipment, as per standard
of care. Beginning at their fourth visit, patients were allowed
to use the treadmill for up to 15 minutes at each visit. Patients
walked at a fixed walking speed as self-paced treadmills are not
used at the facility. In addition, research has shown that
participants using fixed walking speeds had increased stride
length compared with participants on self-paced treadmills [9].

All patients were scheduled to complete between 18 and 36
sessions, as decided by their care team and insurance provider.
Typically, low-risk patients were encouraged to complete
between 18 and 24 sessions, moderate-risk patients were
encouraged to complete between 24 and 30 sessions, and
high-risk patients were encouraged to complete between 30 and
36 sessions. CR staff recommended that patients complete the
maximum number of possible sessions for their risk level, but
the final number was decided by the patient.

Patients were contacted again 2 months after their final CR
treatment. It was decided to follow up with patients at 2 months
postrehabilitation, as, on average, patients were expected to
complete approximately 2 months of treatment. This phone call
was designed to follow up on patients’ health following
treatment and to assess their retention of education by repeating

the 5-question education test conducted at their initial and final
visits. Previous studies have shown that the use of VR increases
the retention of education in students learning complex
anatomical concepts [10]. Patients who could not be reached
by phone were contacted via email. Those who stopped
attending CR sessions before their determined treatment length
were also contacted to follow-up and debrief from the study.
At least three attempts were made to contact each participant
before considering them lost to follow-up.

Control
Patients allocated to the control group received standard of care
CR, with the option for additional time on the treadmill, up to
15 minutes, beginning at session 4. Standard of care CR includes
completing time on 4 types of exercise equipment, including
treadmills, stationary bikes, ellipticals, and hand rowing
machines.

Another standard part of CR is education on heart health.
Patients are exposed to educational materials to help them
understand how to better care for their heart during recovery
and to give them tools to continue improving their health in the
future. Control patients received standard of care education
through handouts, bulletin board displays, and periodic group
lectures.
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Finally, participants were debriefed at their last scheduled
session and informed about the VR intervention. At this time,
they were able to try the VR walking trails if desired.

VR Intervention
Participants in the VR intervention group completed the standard
of care CR for the majority of their exercise, except for time
spent on the treadmill. While using the treadmill, they used the
Bionautica Trails system [11], a VR walking trails platform
designed and produced by Plas.md [12]. Nursing staff logged
each patient with their unique study ID and allowed them to
select 1 of 6 walking trails, including 5 nature trails of different
themes and 1 outer space–themed trail (Multimedia Appendix
1).

At each log-in, patients had the option to continue from their
saved place on a trail from the previous session or select a new
one. As patients walked, visual tokens popped up on screen,
and when the patient walked through them, a randomly chosen
piece of cardiac education information was triggered to start
(Multimedia Appendix 2). These were programmed to filter
through all 109 audio files before repeating. These audio files
were taken directly from the handouts and CR textbooks used
by the nursing staff. A 2015 study showed that patients who
received both auditory and visual cardiac education were more
likely to participate in their treatment [13].

Materials
The VR platform, Bionautica Trails, was set up as a
high-definition flat-screen television, oriented vertically on a
stand in front of 1 of 2 treadmills designated for the study
(Figure 1). This system was selected over head-mounted VR
options for the safety of the patient. Each of the 2 systems was
run on an individual computer hard drive and connected to a
Bluetooth keyboard with a built-in trackpad. For the purposes
of the study, the Bionautica Trails platform was not updated
and remained frozen in the version initially used to maintain
consistency between participant experience regardless of when
they started treatment.

The educational audio files each intervention group patient
heard during their treatment were recorded in a deidentified
cloud-based server, via Microsoft Azure, to track individual
exposure to education and frequency. Patients used on-ear,
wireless headphones, connected to the walking trails via
Bluetooth, to better immerse themselves and allow other patients
to continue exercising without distraction. These were noise
reducing but not noise canceling to ensure that patients could
communicate properly with nursing staff. Headphones were
disinfected using AF3 antibacterial wipes provided by the
facility, as per standard infectious disease guidelines.
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Figure 1. Vertically oriented television screen in front of a treadmill showing an example of Bionautica Trails.

Instruments

Survey Tool
At their last scheduled session, after finishing their exercise,
patients completed a web-based survey housed on the Qualtrics
platform [14], a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act–compliant survey tool, through an anonymous link. This
survey was designed by the authors to address the patient
population at the Jefferson Health Methodist CR facility.
Patients completed the survey using their study ID number
rather than any identifying information, and only 1 member of
the study staff had access to responses for analysis to protect
patient privacy. The key variables measured in this self-report
questionnaire were knowledge retention, patient satisfaction,
and engagement (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Knowledge Retention
Knowledge retention for this study was defined as the
maintenance of cardiac health information over time. Patients
were asked a series of 5 questions (Textbox 2) at 3 time points:
their first visit, last visit, and 2-months post treatment. These
questions were identified by nursing staff as being vital to
patients’ recovery and common areas of confusion for patients.
Knowledge retention was scored out of 5 for all 3 time points,
with each question worth 1 point.

Patient Satisfaction
Patient satisfaction is contentment with the care received and
the overall experience of a health care interaction. Patients
completed 6 questions rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale
(extremely dissatisfied=1; dissatisfied=2; satisfied=3; extremely
satisfied=4). Each question covered a different subtopic of
satisfaction and was scored individually.
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Engagement
Patient engagement is defined as an intrinsic interest in and
participation in care. Patients completed 3 questions on their
engagement, rating each feature on a scale of 1-10 wherein 1
was “not at all engaged” and 10 was “extremely engaged.”

Statistical Analysis
This study was powered by an increase in the distance traveled
during the 6MWT. The 6MWT is considered the functional
walk test of choice for assessing clinical improvement in
cardiorespiratory patients [15]. To estimate the expected
improvement, equivalent data from patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease were used, which suggested an
average improvement of 446 m (SD 82 m) for moderate-risk
patients [16]. It was considered reasonable that the experimental
group would achieve an additional 15% increase in the distance
walked over that of the control group or an additional 67 m in
6 minutes because of their increased motivation and education
from the intervention. Power analysis showed that to detect a
between-group difference in the 6MWT at a power level of 0.90
and an α of .05, 34 participants were required in each group.

The 6MWT analysis was conducted using a t test allowing
unequal variances; the Levene test for the equality of variances
was used to determine equal variances for 6MWT improvement.
For knowledge retention, a 2-way multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) test was used to compare improvement
between groups at each of the following time intervals: pretest
to posttest, posttest to follow-up, and pretest to follow-up. The
MANOVA root included calculations for the Pillai trace statistic,
the Wilks λ statistic, the Hotelling trace criterion, and the Roy
largest test.

Results

Patient Demographics
Between January 2018 and May 2019, 72 patients (male: n=52;
female: n=20; age: range 32-81 years) were enrolled in the study
to either the control (n=31) or intervention (n=41) group (Table
1). Of these, 3 participants were excluded from the study
because of an inability to continue exercise on the treadmill,
and 35 participants (control: n=19; intervention: n=16)
completed all stages of the study (Figure 2).

Table 1. Patient demographic data (N=72).

PatientsCharacteristic

61 (9.9)Age (years), mean (SD)

Age (years), n (%)

2 (3)<40

7 (10)40-49

19 (26)50-59

32 (44)60-69

11 (15)70-79

1 (1)≥80

Sex, n (%)

52 (72)Male

20 (28)Female

Race, n (%)

2 (3)Asian

21 (29)Black (non-Hispanic)

3 (4)Hispanic

45 (63)White (non-Hispanic)

1 (1)Other
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of research design and patient completion status.

Outcomes

6MWT
All patients (N=72) completed the 6MWT during their first
treatment session. All patients who completed the program
(n=34) completed a postrehabilitation 6-minute walk test
(post-6MWT) as well. In addition, patients who chose to
terminate their program early by notifying staff completed the
post-6MWT (n=6) at their last scheduled session. All patients
who did not finish treatment and did not notify staff before
terminating their participation did not complete the post-6MWT
(n=32). For these patients, their final session’s distance walked
was used to estimate their post-6MWT results for primary
outcome improvement evaluation.

A blinded interim analysis was conducted in January 2019,
which showed no statistical difference between improved
distance walked relative to the 6MWT (P=.60; 95% CI −196.42
to 329.12). As no increased risk was seen in either group, it was
decided to continue with the original intended sample size for

complete analysis of the primary and secondary outcomes. At
the final review, patients in both groups showed improvement
between pre- and post-6MWT distances. The control group
improved by an average of 298 feet and intervention group by
340 feet, without significance between groups (P=.64; 95% CI
−224.14 to 139.52).

Knowledge Retention
Patient knowledge retention was evaluated at 3 time points: at
the first visit, at the last visit, and at 2 months post treatment.
Patients were asked to answer 5 multiple-choice questions at
all time points (Textbox 2). No significant difference was seen
between groups for baseline (P=.88; 95% CI −0.53 to 0.62),
final visit (P=.56; 95% CI −0.79 to 0.43), or follow-up (P=.50;
95% CI −1.09 to 0.54) quizzes (Figure 3). Overall, patients in
the intervention group improved by an average of 10.1%
between pretest and follow-up compared with 3.8% for the
control group (P=.86; 95% CI 0.71-0.59). Patients in the
intervention group received an average of 115 pieces of audio
education from a bank of 109 audio files, at an average of every
100 seconds of walk time.
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Figure 3. Average education test scores for pretest, posttest, and 2-month follow-up.

Patient Satisfaction and Engagement
At their final visit, the patients completed a survey on their
satisfaction. Patients were asked to rate their satisfaction with
the education they received and their CR experience, based on
several subtopics (Table 2). Participants from both groups
responded positively to their treatment, and no significant
difference was observed between the groups. Patients were also
asked to rate their enjoyment of time spent on the treadmill

(Table 3) and their engagement with this portion of their
treatment (Multimedia Appendix 4). Additional questions were
asked about patient engagement overall and specific to the
education they received to help understand the breakdown of
patient engagement. For education specific engagement, 56%
(22/39) of patients selected a rating of 10 out of 10. For overall
engagement, 70% (28/40) of patients selected a rating of 10 out
of 10. Again, no significant differences were observed between
the groups.

Table 2. Satisfaction survey questions (control: n=21 and intervention: n=19).

P valueIntervention, mean score (SD)Control, mean score (SD)Question

How satisfied are you with your CRa experience?

.323.9 (0.3)3.7 (0.7)How satisfied are you with your CR experience overall?

.453.6 (0.5)3.5 (0.7)How satisfied are you with your time spent on the treadmill?

.354.0 (0.0)3.9 (0.6)How satisfied are you with your interactions with staff?

How satisfied are you with your CR education?

.063.5 (0.5)3.8 (0.4)How satisfied are you with the delivery of your CR education?

.233.5 (0.5)3.7 (0.5)How satisfied are you with the personalization of your CR education?

.233.6 (0.5)3.8 (0.4)How satisfied are you with the clarity of information?

aCR: cardiac rehabilitation.
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Table 3. Patients’ response to “During most of your treatment sessions, you were allowed to use the treadmill for up to 15 minutes. Did you enjoy the
time spent on the treadmill?”

Intervention, n (%)Control, n (%)Answer choice

5 (26)6 (29)“Yes, I would have enjoyed even more than the time I was allowed to spend on the treadmill.”

14 (74)13 (62)“Yes, I enjoyed the time I spent on the treadmill. I did not need more than 15 minutes. It was the right
amount of time for me.”

0 (0)0 (0)“No, I did not enjoy it, so I did not use the full 15 minutes.”

0 (0)1 (5)“No, I did not enjoy the treadmill. I do not enjoy that form of exercise.”

0 (0)1 (5)“I am undecided.”

Patients in the intervention group also completed the
VR-specific questions (Table 4). Most participants responded
negatively (“disagree”) to negative statements and positively

(“agree”) to positive statements. Notably, the statement “I
wanted to spend longer on the treadmill” resulted in a mix of
positive, negative, and undecided responses.

Table 4. Virtual reality–specific satisfaction (n=19).

Agree, n (%)Undecided, n (%)Disagree, n (%)Question—“Because of the virtual reality walking trails...”

13 (68)5 (26)1 (5)“I looked forward to treatment sessions more.”

18 (95)0 (0)1 (5)“I enjoyed my treatment sessions more.”

17 (89)1 (5)1 (5)“I felt more engaged in my treatment.”

6 (32)6 (32)7 (37)“I wanted to spend longer on the treadmill.”

17 (89)0 (0)2 (11)“I gained a better understanding of my cardiac health.”

5 (26)1 (5)13 (68)“I did not see any impact on my treatment.”

2 (11)1 (5)16 (84)“I was unwantedly distracted from my treatment.”

2 (11)0 (0)17 (89)“I did not enjoy how I received my education.”

4 (21)0 (0)15 (79)“I felt isolated from the rest of my class.”

3 (16)1 (5)15 (79)“I dreaded my time on the treadmill.”

Attendance
In addition, total patient attendance was recorded by group
(Table 5). Each risk stratification had a different recommended
number of sessions, but the Jefferson Health Methodist CR
facility requires all patients to complete at least 18 sessions to
be considered finished with treatment. As such, attendance was
evaluated through both the recommended number of sessions
and the completion of at least 18 sessions. Of the patients who
were removed from or dropped out of the study (n=32), 4 control
and 3 intervention patients continued with or returned to CR
treatment after study dropout and were thus omitted from the
attendance totals.

The comparison of attendance between each risk group showed
that the control group had significantly higher completion rates
(P=.02; 95% CI 0.04-0.53), as did the comparison of the rates
for completing 18 sessions (P=.046; 95% CI 0.00-0.47).
However, patients who stopped attending treatment sessions
were asked to explain their choice, and no causal relationship
was seen between poor attendance and VR walking trails. The
reasons for ending treatment sessions early were mainly
associated with other health issues (n=7), such as chronic pain,
or a need to return to work (n=8); of those who needed to return
to work, 2 patients switched to a new class time and 1 patient
later returned to treatment but had already been debriefed about
the study. Of the 29 patients who stopped attending treatment
sessions, 11 left without explanation and could not be reached
for follow-up.

Table 5. Patient attendance by completion of minimum required sessions and by recommended number of sessions.

Intervention, n (%)Control, n (%)Attendance

Completion of the minimum required treatment sessions

16 (42)5 (19)Fewer than the required 18 treatment sessions completed

22 (58)22 (81)18 or more treatment sessions completed

Completion of the recommended number of treatment sessions

22 (58)8 (30)Fewer than the recommended number of treatment sessions

16 (42)19 (70)Met or exceeded the recommended number of treatment sessions
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This randomized controlled trial (RCT) focused on improving
patients’experiences during CR treatment through an alternative
VR solution. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first RCT
focusing on VR for knowledge retention and motivation
conducted in stage 2 outpatient rehabilitation. Previous studies
related to VR’s usage in stage 3 CR positively affected patient
motivation compared with controls. The results demonstrated
that there were no statistically significant outcomes, although
this study provides valuable insights into the application of a
virtual tool in outpatient CR.

Primary Outcome
It was hypothesized that VR-enhanced outpatient CR would be
superior to conventional outpatient CR in improving 6MWT
distances. This was chosen as the primary outcome as a means
of standardization, as it is a common measure of improvement
for patients undergoing CR. However, the results indicated that
the intervention and control groups had comparable
improvements in their 6MWT distances. These results may be
related to limitations of the 6MWT, including its use of
patient-initiated walking speed rather than the manual speed of
the treadmills, and the fact that patients completed exercises on
an average of 4 different types of equipment per session. These
factors may have limited the 6MWT’s ability to capture the
value that VR can bring to a CR environment.

Furthermore, 44% (32/72) of patients did not complete a
post-6MWT, severely limiting the sample size. We decided to
use these patients’ final treadmill sessions and extrapolate their
distance walked in 6 minutes. However, as these were from
manually set speeds, this extrapolation did not capture patient
effort during the 6MWT, which may have been impacted by
using Bionautica Trails.

Secondary Outcomes

Patient Engagement
Patient engagement was chosen as a secondary outcome because
of evidence that VR has motivational benefits for patients in
other rehabilitation settings, including during motor
rehabilitation [17] and stroke rehabilitation [18].

Subjective measures of engagement were assessed through the
patient survey, but an attempt was made to evaluate an objective
measure of engagement based on the time spent on the treadmill.
Patients were told they had up to 15 minutes of time on the
treadmill, a duration chosen by the nursing care team to ensure
patient safety and also fit within regularly scheduled sessions.
By allowing patients to choose how long to spend on the
treadmill, the hope was that they would spend time on the
treadmill proportional to their interest level, based on the
understanding that when participants are intrinsically motivated,
they adhere better to exercise regimens [19].

This inference proved to be incorrect, as 62.5% (45/72) of
patients, regardless of group, used the full 15 minutes at 60%
of sessions or more. Those who did not use the full time
typically cited coexisting health issues, such as arthritic joints,

as reasoning for completing less than the full 15 minutes. Most
patients likely chose to complete the full 15 minutes because
many patients, particularly those of this age group, hear health
care providers’ instructions as recommendations rather than as
choices [20]. To improve how engagement can be better
assessed in a similar outpatient environment, future studies
should explore how the phrasing of patient instructions affects
their choices.

Patient Satisfaction
It was unlikely that the intervention would improve overall
satisfaction, as at baseline, the Jefferson Health Methodist CR
center already had incredibly high satisfaction scores. This has
been largely attributed to the incredible care of the nursing staff.
Patients reported that “the positive attitude and support of the
staff was THE most critical factor” and the “staff took time to
check-in regularly on physical and emotional health - Program
clearly help[ed] me regain and improve my overall health not
just cardiac.”

Although no differences were seen between groups in terms of
satisfaction, it is worth noting that many patients responded
positively to Bionautica Trails. One participant reported, “It
took me out of the room for a little bit; I really imagined hiking
somewhere with my brothers,” and others highlighted how “the
walking trails made the walking experience enjoyable.” The
few patients who did not respond positively cited that they felt
isolated from the social environment of the center or felt that
the trails became repetitive. Although VR may not satisfy all
patients, it should be mentioned that Bionautica Trails is still
in use at the Jefferson Health Methodist CR center. Patients in
both the treatment and maintenance programs use it regularly,
and the nursing staff appreciate having the virtual trails as a
tool for maintaining the focus of patients who need more
attention.

Knowledge Retention
Previous research suggests that VR has the potential to improve
patient comprehension of information [21] and long-term
knowledge retention in students [10,22], possibly through spatial
learning [22] or by increasing motivation to learn [23]. The
knowledge retention test was limited to only 5 questions to
minimize the amount of time added to required sessions, but it
appears that this may have been too few questions to show a
distinction between groups.

In addition, the questions themselves may have been too
simplistic; at their initial visit, 86% (62/72) of patients knew
that statins are used to treat cholesterol and 94% (68/72) knew
how often blood pressure medication should be taken. It is
difficult to show a significant change when there is little room
for improvement. A more challenging set of questions, including
a wider variety of complexities, should be used in future studies
measuring the educational value of VR in this setting.

Attendance
Patient completion of the recommended number of rehabilitation
sessions indicated statistical significance in favor of the control
group. One possible explanation for this is that the enjoyment
of VR could not overcome the considerable social and economic
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factors that patients face, which contribute to low attendance
[3]. Patients who stopped attending treatment sessions were
asked to explain their choice, and no causal relationship was
seen between poor attendance and virtual walking trails. One
of the most common reasons for dropping out was the need to
return to work (n=8). Patients would often say that they had to
miss work to attend treatment or that their job would only cover
so much sick leave. In addition, although only 1 patient reported
dropping out of treatment because of their insurance, several
patients completed only 2 days per week of treatment—rather
than the recommended 3—to keep copay costs at a minimum.

Given the complexity of balancing work, finances, and treatment
schedules, VR did not work as a tool to increase patient
attendance at CR sessions. However, it highlights the importance
of introducing digital tools in conjunction with practical
strategies that address patients’ needs.

Patient Safety
In total, 3 patients were excluded from the study because of a
new inability to use the treadmill. Two of these patients
experienced a change in their ability to use the treadmill related
to their preexisting health conditions. The third patient
discontinued participation in the trial because of self-described
motion sickness, also referred to in the literature as
“cybersickness” [24]. During the course of the study, 41 patients
collectively completed 139.6 hours of virtual walking
trails—almost 6 full days of content—and the third patient was
the only patient to report any adverse side effects. Although
cybersickness should still be considered when conducting
research, the exceptionally low incidence rate in this study
supports the use of VR regardless of age or previous experience
using VR technology.

Blinding
Although not directly correlated to outcomes, it is worth
discussing the difficulties faced when designing RCTs using
VR. The nature of VR means that neither patients nor onsite
study staff could be blinded to the study arm. Instead, the terms
“virtual reality” and “virtual walking trails” were never
mentioned during the consent process to blind patients to the
study goal and limit response bias. Therefore, the patients were
debriefed on their participation at their final treatment visit. At
that time, those in the control group were offered the chance to
try the walking trails. Most participants did not wish to try them
when approached at the end of their last session, likely because
they had already completed their workout and did not wish to
spend additional time on the treadmill. However, post-6MWTs
were occasionally conducted 1-2 sessions before the patient’s
expected end date, typically when multiple patients were
expected to finish on the same day or if there was concern that
the patient might not return for the final treatment session. Those
who completed their post-6MWT early often chose to use
Bionautica Trails for their final time(s) on the treadmill. It is

unclear why this trend occurred, but based on qualitative
responses from patients, it supports positive patient engagement
with the trails. One such patient, when asked if they would have
enjoyed the VR walking trails during regular treatment sessions,
commented:

I feel like I missed out. It made the time pass so fast.
It was great. It’s different when you’re looking at a
picture, it makes it go quick [sic]

Future Research
The use of VR in rehabilitation is a growing field, and there are
numerous potential avenues for further research. Adaptations
to this project could include expanding Bionautica Trails to
other types of exercise equipment, such as a recumbent bike,
to assess how continuity between exercise equipment and
increased exposure would affect results. It would also be
valuable to conduct a similar trial with a more robust education
component, particularly expanding the number of questions and
including variable question complexity.

Beyond this specific trial, research should continue to explore
the gamification of treatment. In the version of Bionautica Trails
used for this study, each token that patients walked through
contributed to an overall score. These scores remained private,
but the creation of a social network scoreboard could potentially
increase the motivation to continue walking [25]. Furthermore,
the newest version of Bionautica Trails includes a story mode
that may encourage repeated use and promote behavioral
changes through narrative communication [26]. Although it
may still not increase attendance rates of this particular patient
population, given the socioeconomic factors discussed
previously, this addition may address patients’complaints about
the repetitive nature of the trails. In addition, the use of a story
mechanic lends itself particularly well to at-home or stage 3
treatment for maintaining user engagement without the external
motivators inherent to the gym setting. Further research is
needed to determine the most appropriate setting and population
for using VR in the CR treatment process.

Conclusions
Given the importance of CR treatment, it is vital to continue
studying methods of improving patient access to care and patient
experience while in care. Despite the need for CR, many patients
do not complete treatment. Although this particular tool did not
show statistically significant improvements in outcomes, it
provided anecdotal positive reactions from patients and their
health care providers. The limitations of the study design likely
contributed to the final results. Further studies are needed to
determine whether virtual walking trails are worth implementing
in stage 2 CR, particularly accounting for the numerous
socioeconomic factors that influence patient access to care. VR
tools such as Bionautica Trails should continue to be explored
to improve the overall patient experience.
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Abstract

Background: Preoperative anxiety is a common occurrence among children and is associated with a host of maladaptive
postoperative behaviors. Consequently, increased attention has been placed on interventions to reduce preoperative anxiety and
its associated outcomes. Child Life preparation prior to surgery includes evidence-based practices such as age-appropriate
distraction and therapeutic play. Virtual reality (VR) is a promising addition to the Child Life toolbox to address anxiety prior to
surgery. The current study evaluates the implementation and feasibility of a VR experience, “Doc McStuffins: Doctor for a Day
Virtual Reality Experience” (DocVR), developed by Disney Junior in collaboration with Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, to
target pediatric preoperative anxiety.

Objective: The primary aim of this study was to examine the feasibility and efficacy of DocVR for preoperative anxiety. A
secondary aim was to improve patient, caregiver, and health care provider satisfaction with the preoperative experience.

Methods: In this study, 51 patients (age 6-14 years) scheduled for surgery in the ambulatory surgery center and the main
operating room at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles were approached to participate in Disney’s DocVR experience. The patients
played the DocVR experience for an average of 18 minutes (3-55 minutes). Irrespective of surgical procedure, patients and their
families were eligible, as long as they had no known marked cognitive or visual impairments that would interfere with completing
the survey and engaging in the DocVR experience.

Results: Patients who tried the DocVR experience (n=51) responded overwhelmingly positively to both the VR technology and
to the game itself. Patients experienced a statistically significant decrease in anxiety following DocVR game play (Z=–3.26,
P=.001). On the Facial Affective Scale, the percentage of patients who chose the face with the most positive facial expression
to represent their affect increased from 23% (12/51) pre-VR to 49% (25/47) post-VR. Furthermore, 97% (38/39) of patients
reported feeling more comfortable at the hospital, and 74% (28/38) reported feeling less scared at the hospital after playing the
game. The game was enjoyed by 94% (46/49) of patients, and 88% (30/34) of patients reported feeling both “Interested” and
“Involved” in the game.

Conclusions: DocVR is a feasible and beneficial VR experience to relieve pediatric preoperative anxiety and improve satisfaction
in the preoperative area. The VR experience resulted in a decrease in overall anxiety and an increase in overall positive affect
during the preoperative time. Patients also responded positively to the game, confirming their interest in the content and affirming
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the quality of the DocVR experience. The positive response to the game indicates that DocVR has the potential to make the
overall preoperative experience less anxiety-producing and more comfortable, which leads to improved patient satisfaction.
Naturally, improved patient outcomes lead to improved caregiver and health care provider satisfaction.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25504)   doi:10.2196/25504

KEYWORDS

virtual reality (VR); pediatric; anxiety; preoperative; satisfaction; Doc McStuffins

Introduction

Nearly 5 million children undergo surgery in the United States
annually, and 50-75% of these children experience preoperative
anxiety [1]. Preoperative anxiety not only causes distress and
suffering in children prior to surgery but is also associated with
a slower, more painful recovery and negative postoperative
behavior changes, such as separation anxiety, sleep disturbances,
eating difficulties, and aggression towards authority [2,3].
Additionally, children who experience high preoperative anxiety
are more likely to develop emergence delirium, a state of
dissociated consciousness characterized by uncooperativeness,
inconsolable crying, irritation, and incoherency that occurs upon
waking from anesthesia [4,5].

Techniques for reducing preoperative anxiety in pediatric
patients fall into 4 broad categories: preoperative sedatives,
parental presence, preparation programs [6], and pain or anxiety
management interventions. Although preoperative sedatives are
regularly administered prior to surgery, anti-anxiety drugs can
synergistically interact with anesthetics to produce undesirable
side effects that prolong recovery [7]. Additionally, the use of
sedatives may delay hospital discharge and consequently
increase operational costs [6,8,9]. To date, research on the effect
of parental presence for preoperative anxiety has yielded mixed
results; although some studies have documented its efficacy,
other studies have found no significant differences between
anxiety levels of children whose parents were present versus
absent at various stages of the preoperative process [10]. Thus,
clinicians and researchers have long been interested in using
other nonpharmacological interventions, such as procedural
preparation programs and anxiety and stress management
interventions, to combat preoperative anxiety. These
combination interventions, which include Child Life programs
and virtual reality (VR), among others, can work in tandem to
provide potentially greater reductions in pediatric preoperative
anxiety and distress, thus ultimately diminishing known features
associated with medical trauma.

A variety of health care providers, including nurses, physicians,
and psychologists, deploy VR for an array of health care–related
interventions. In the preoperative space, Certified Child Life
Specialists (CCLSs) are often the frontline professionals
providing preparation and anxiety management strategies for
patients in pediatric facilities. CCLSs are professional health
care providers who help patients and their families cope with
the challenges of the medical world, including, but not limited
to, initial diagnoses, illness, hospitalization, and medical
procedures [11]. CCLSs have spent decades continuously adding
new innovations to their toolboxes to help children and families
manage pain and anxiety associated with medical procedures

[12-14]. For example, CCLSs capitalize upon the gate control
theory of pain to help children cope with the unpleasant
sensations caused by medical environments [15]. By providing
engaging distractions like age-appropriate toys, electronic
devices, and deep breathing techniques, CCLSs can divert the
child’s attention away from their upcoming procedure and close
the child’s “gate” for pain sensation. CCLSs also recognize the
role of mental preparation and education in reducing
preprocedural pain and anxiety. Numerous studies have shown
that preparation programs can significantly reduce children’s
negative responses to medical procedures [16-20]. Mentally
preparing patients and their families for upcoming procedures
can involve giving tours of the operating room (OR), allowing
children to familiarize themselves with medical equipment, and
facilitating medical play sessions with dolls [16]. Whether
providing distraction or education, CCLSs help align the
perspectives of patients, caregivers, and health care providers
to mitigate the oftentimes debilitating stresses of the medical
environment.

VR has emerged as a promising nonpharmacological
intervention to relieve pediatric preoperative anxiety and
improve satisfaction. Incorporation of visual, auditory, and
tactile stimulation within a 3D environment allows a child to
“escape” to another world. The current study utilized a
head-mounted display VR technology, which is the most
common mode of technology for VR intervention-based studies.
VR has been shown to reduce both pain and anxiety in pediatric
populations for a variety of procedures, including phlebotomy
[21], peripheral intravenous catheterization access [22], invasive
dental procedures [23], and wound care and dressing changes
[24]. A majority of pediatric VR studies for anxiety management
focus on periprocedural timeframes, as cited earlier in this
manuscript, and only a very limited number of studies have
examined the use of VR for preoperative anxiety [25,26].
Additionally, there has been a call for a greater focus on anxiety
management in VR research [27]. The current study’s focus on
both the preoperative timeframe and anxiety management makes
it particularly relevant as VR research continues to charge
forward.

Disney Junior, a television network owned by The Walt Disney
Company, is a familiar staple in children’s entertainment. Their
television shows and online interactive games keep children
engaged while reiterating life lessons of bravery, kindness, and
friendship [28-30]. One of these shows is “Doc McStuffins:
Toy Hospital,” which follows a young girl who acts out her
dream of becoming a pediatrician on her toys. Cast members
from multiple Disney teams created “Doc McStuffins: Doctor
for a Day” (DocVR), a VR experience to engage, educate,
entertain, and immerse patients into a “Doctor for the Day” role,
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virtually conducting routine medical procedures, while waiting
for their planned outpatient surgery. A multidisciplinary team
from Children’s Hospital Los Angeles (CHLA), including
psychology, Child Life, and general pediatrics, implemented
the Disney Junior DocVR experience. Considering the medical
context of the Doc McStuffins show, DocVR is well-matched
for pediatric medical centers, as it exposes and normalizes
medical experiences, all in the tried-and-true format of an
already beloved show. Incorporating VR, and particularly
DocVR, into the CCLS’s preoperative processes has promising
applications to more effectively manage preoperative anxiety.

This undertaking marks the first collaboration between Disney
Junior and a children’s hospital to build and pilot, respectively,
a VR experience. This study assessed the feasibility of the
DocVR experience for preoperative anxiety and overall
presurgical satisfaction. We hypothesized that DocVR would
reduce patient anxiety and overall distress, while improving
patient, caregiver, and health care provider satisfaction in the
ambulatory surgery center (ASC) or the main OR.

Methods

This study included data from 51 patients, ranging in age from
6 to 14 years old, collected from March 15, 2019 to April 12,
2019. Patients were accompanied by at least one caregiver in
the room during the VR experience. Given the time-sensitive
nature of the OR, patients were available to play DocVR and
to answer study questions for variable lengths of times. All
activities for the current study were approved by the institutional
review board.

Recruitment
Pediatric patients waiting for surgical procedures in either the
CHLA ASC or the CHLA main OR were approached to
participate in the feasibility pilot. Though most patients were
approached in the waiting rooms, some were approached in the

preoperative holding areas. The research team worked with
CCLSs in the ASC and OR to screen for and approach eligible
patients.

All patients between the ages of 6 and 18 years with normal
vision and typical cognitive development were eligible to
participate, irrespective of surgery type. Cognitive and visual
impairments rendered patients ineligible as these would interfere
with completing the survey or playing the DocVR game. Due
to the varied consensus on the minimum age for VR headsets,
6 years old was the minimum age for participation.

Development of DocVR

Preparation
In 2016, Disney Junior and CHLA had a series of meetings to
discuss creating a VR experience with Doc McStuffins for the
purposes of entertainment and to comfort children in the hospital
setting. After multiple brainstorming meetings, the Disney Junior
creative staff (termed “cast members”) iterated on the VR
environment and organized a demonstration day at the hospital
for CHLA stakeholders. Having received feedback regarding
the user experience of the prototype and what children typically
enjoy, the cast members finished the virtual environment, and
the team planned for a launch date, including decorating the
waiting rooms for the ASC and the main OR area. The Disney
team decorated the waiting areas with specific Doc McStuffins
decals, transforming the virtual experience into a “real” physical
space.

Virtual Reality
Inside the VR experience, users choose to enter either a toy
hospital (main experience; Figure 1) or a theater (supplementary
experience). If the toy hospital is chosen, users help Doc
McStuffins treat toy patients by completing a series of game-like
VR tasks. If the theater is chosen instead, users can watch a
selection of Doc McStuffins episodes and clips.
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Figure 1. Doc McStuffins in front of the Toy Hospital along with Lambie Lamb and Stuffy.

Upon choosing the toy hospital experience, users are greeted
by Dottie (“Doc”) McStuffins, who instructs them to click on
a set of doors to enter the virtual hospital (Figure 1). After
entering the hospital, users arrive at the OR front desk, where
Doc explains that users will assist as her “medical student for
the day.” Users are also introduced to Nurse Hallie Hippo and
fellow medical student Lambie Lamb. Users then click on a
book of patients to pick 1 of 5 toy characters to treat.

The 5 characters are a robot, Robot Ray; a blue dinosaur stuffed
animal, Stuffy; a purple plastic shark, Mr. Chomp; a green toy
monster, Globo; and a superhero action figure, Awesome Guy.
Each character has a health issue that the user helps Doc treat
(Figure 2). Robot Ray is sick with “Drainy Battery-itis,”

treatment of which requires users to open Robot Ray’s back
panel with a screwdriver, replace his batteries, and reclose the
battery compartment door. Stuffy is afflicted with “Ripped
Plush-Anemia,” healing of which requires the sewing up of a
rip in Stuffy’s fur. Mr. Chomp suffers from “Stuck-Junk-itis,”
for which users can remove junk objects from Mr. Chomp’s
mouth. Globo has a diagnosis of “No-Glow-Atosis,” which is
treated by pointing a Sunlight Power-Upper at his many moving
hands for recharging. Awesome Guy is aching from
“Crackety-Crackatosis,” recovery of which requires players to
scrub his cracks clean and seal them with paste. Each character
takes about 5 minutes to treat, amounting to a VR experience
lasting up to 25-30 minutes.
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Figure 2. A few examples of what a user sees when playing DocVR Experience.

Besides playing engaging games to treat the toys’ afflictions,
users are also exposed to the medical day-to-day of check-ups
and diagnoses. For example, they use blood pressure cuffs to
record the toys’ energy levels, stethoscopes to listen to
heartbeats, an x-ray machine to capture the toys’ internal
features, and magnifying glasses to examine cuts, cracks, and
rips. Furthermore, Doc puts some of the toys to sleep before
treating them, paralleling the experience of general anesthesia
in a real OR.

Study Procedures
In collaboration with CCLSs, patients were identified and
approached to pilot DocVR. After confirming the patient’s
interest, a research assistant administered a pre-DocVR

web-developed survey on Qualtrics using an iPad. Questions
in the survey assessed the patient’s current levels of anxiety
(Visual Analogue Scale [VAS] for Child Anticipatory
Anxiety/Procedural Anxiety), current overall mood (Facial
Affective Scale [FAS]), thoughts and feelings about the
upcoming surgery, and familiarity with both the Doc McStuffins
character and VR itself.

After the patient completed the pre-DocVR experience survey,
the research team launched the DocVR application on a Google
Pixel 2 phone and inserted it into the Google Daydream View
VR, before fitting the headset on the patient (Figure 3). Using
the handheld controllers, the patient was then instructed to click
through 2 floating bandage icons to begin the DocVR
experience.
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Figure 3. A Children's Hospital Los Angeles patient playing the DocVR Experience.

Following gameplay, the research assistant administered the
patient’s post-DocVR experience survey. The post-DocVR
survey, similar to the pre-DocVR survey, evaluated the patient’s
current/post-VR anxiety, satisfaction, and affect/emotions; issues
pertaining to immersion in the DocVR experience; issues related
to overall satisfaction; and an opportunity for general comments
and feedback about the DocVR experience.

At the conclusion of the VR experience, the patient was given
a Doc McStuffins–themed badge lanyard inscribed with Dr.
(child’s name), sticker sheets, and toys to celebrate completing
the DocVR experience.

To maintain good hygiene and eliminate infection disease
concerns, each patient wore a disposable felt face mask under
the VR headset and a hair net. Additionally, research staff
sanitized the controller and headset between each patient with
Sani-Cloth Germicidal Disposable Wipes.

Data Collection and Measures

VAS for Child Anticipatory Anxiety/Procedural Anxiety
The VAS anticipatory anxiety measure is a vertical VAS,
anchored with 0 at the bottom indicating the least amount and
10 at the top indicating the greatest amount, in response to the
instruction to rate “how nervous, afraid, or worried” they were
about the upcoming medical procedure or surgery. This
continuous measure also has color cues, graded from yellow at
the bottom to dark red at the top, as well as a neutral face at the
bottom and a face showing a negative expression at the top.

Prior research has used the VAS to rate anticipatory anxiety
and pain in children [19,31,32].

Facial Affective Scale (FAS)
The FAS is a cartoon face scale with 9 faces ranging from
smiling widely (Face 1: least distressed) to crying (Face 9: most
distressed) [33]. The scale measures both pain intensity and
emotional affect, giving insight to the child’s overall level of
discomfort, both physical and emotional. The scale can be used
objectively by caregivers and health care providers, or the child
can point to the face he feels represents how he feels at a given
point in time.

Additional Questions: VR Experience Survey
A Disney Junior/CHLA-developed survey was created to assess
various aspects of the patient’s experience with DocVR. The
questions assessed overall enjoyment of the DocVR game and
thoughts and feelings that occurred while playing the game.
The survey also included questions that asked patients about
game-specific elements, such as which characters they helped,
which characters were their favorite, what they liked most and
least about the game, and whether or not they found the game
difficult. Patients were asked various questions about how
familiar they were with both VR and Doc McStuffins before
playing the game and how often they thought about their
surgeries before and during the VR experience. Additionally,
the post-VR survey included a 14-item questionnaire that
assessed the degree of immersion in the VR experience. All
self-reported answers on the immersion questionnaire were
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scored on a 3-point Likert Scale reflecting “A Lot,” “A Little,”
or “No/Not at All.” Finally, a research assistant also noted the
patient’s gender, age, and number of minutes spent playing the
DocVR experience.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize quantitative data
from patient surveys. A nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was conducted with SPSS version 26 to calculate the change
in the pre- and postanxiety scores (VAS for anticipatory
anxiety), since this was a continuous variable with nonnormally
distributed data.

Results

Pre-DocVR
Though this study included 51 patients, due to the OR schedule
and based on which questions patients wanted to answer, the
response rates for each question varied and are noted as such.

Of the 51 patients, 76% (39/51) had heard of Disney Junior,
90% (46/51) had heard of Doc McStuffins, and 32 had watched
Doc McStuffins on television. Regarding VR play, 71% (36/51)

of patients had never played VR, and 29% (15/51) of patients
had played VR in the past. Those patients had used VR an
average of 2.4 times, but 4 patients had used it 4 or more times.
Overall, the patients were highly familiar with Disney Junior
and Doc McStuffins, but few had actually used VR in the past.

Time Spent Thinking About Their Surgeries
Before playing the VR experience (n=50), based on the 5-level
categorical ranking of time spent that morning thinking about
“today’s” surgery, 86% (43/50) of patients reported thinking
about their surgery “Sometimes,” “Often,” or “Almost Always,”
with just 14% (7/50) reporting “Never” or “Almost Never”
(Figure 4). While playing DocVR (n=38), 52% (20/38) of
patients reported thinking about the surgery “Sometimes,”
“Often,” or “Almost Always” while playing the game, while
48% (18/38) of patients reported that they “Never” or “Almost
Never” thought about their surgery during gameplay,
demonstrating a 34% decrease in “time spent thinking about
[their] surgery” between the pre-DocVR (n=50) and post-DocVR
(n=38) groups of patients (Figure 4). When patients were asked
what they were thinking about during DocVR, they reported a
variety of statements ranging from “fun” to “nothing” (Table
1).

Figure 4. Self-reported time spent thinking about their surgery before and during the DocVR experience.
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Table 1. Patients’ thoughts during gameplay with DocVR, in response to the question “What did you think about during ‘Doc McStuffins: Doctor for
a Day?’”

Number of patients (n=24)Response

10“It was fun”

4“I felt good”

2“Playing the game”

1“Nothing”

1“Excited”

1“It was cool”

1“It was hard”

1“Surgery”

1“I felt like a real doctor”

1“That Doc was helping a lot”

1“Nervous to help patients”

Pre- and Post-VR Affect and Anxiety
The median level of anxiety (n=51) reported by patients prior
to DocVR gameplay was 4.0 (IQR 0.60-7.43), while the median
level of anxiety following gameplay (n=46) was 0.91 (IQR
0.30-4.60). Patients displayed a statistically significant decrease
in anxiety after DocVR gameplay (Z=–3.26, P=.001).

Patients reported increases in positive affect from 23% (12/51)
to 49% (23/47) following DocVR gameplay (Figure 5).
Similarly, a breakdown of the 3 most positive faces chosen
versus the 3 most negative faces chosen shifted from 63%
(32/51) and 38% (19/51) to 81% (38/47) and 19% (9/47),
respectively, after playing the VR experience (Figure 5). Of the
9 faces in the FAS, no participants reported Faces 7-9 (faces
that represent the 3 most distressed facial affects) pre- and
post-DocVR.

Figure 5. Self-reported affect pre- and post-DocVR gameplay experience. Faces 7-9 (faces that represent the 3 most distressed affects) were not selected
by any participants pre- or post-DocVR and are thus not represented in the graph.

After DocVR gameplay (n=39), 97% (38/39) of patients reported
that playing the game made them feel more comfortable at the
hospital: 51% (20/39) reported feeling “A Lot” more
comfortable, and 46% (18/39) reported feeling “A Little” more
comfortable. In addition, 74% (28/38) of patients reported that

playing the game made them feel less scared at the hospital,
with 29% (15/38) reporting “A Lot” less scared and 45% (17/38)
reporting “A Little” less scared. When patients were asked about
their feelings during DocVR, they reported a variety of
statements ranging from “a little better” to “good” (Table 2).
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Table 2. Patients’ feelings during gameplay with DocVR, in response to the question “How did you feel while playing ‘Doc McStuffins: Doctor for a
Day?’”

Number of patients (n=23)Response

6“Good”

5“Happy”

3“Fun and excited”

2“Like a real doctor”

2“Nervous”

2“Cool”

1“Like I was helping”

1“Shy”

1“A little better, because they had to go into a little surgery too”

Self-Reported Satisfaction With DocVR
On a 3-point anchor scale with responses of “No,” “A Little,”
and “A Lot,” 94% (46/49) of patients enjoyed playing the game,
with 76% (37/49) reporting that they enjoyed the game “A Lot,”
and 18% (9/49) reporting “A Little.” Of the 29% (15/51) of all
patients who had played VR before, 100% (15/15) enjoyed
DocVR. Additionally, 88% (30/34) of patients reported feeling
both “Interested” and “Involved” in the game, while 56%
(19/34) reported their levels of interest and involvement as “A
Lot,” and 32% (11/34) reported it as “A Little.” Of the patients,
97% (34/35) reported that playing the game “grabbed [their]
attention”; 51% (18/35) reported it did so “A Lot,” and 46%
(16/35) reported it did so “A Little.”

Of the patients, 88% (28/32) reported that DocVR was also
interesting compared to other computer games they had played;
41% (13/32) reported the game as being “A Lot” more

interesting, and 47% (15/32) reported it as being “A Little”
more interesting.

Of the patients, 97% (33/34) reported that they felt like they
were “really” there in the VR world; 68% (23/34) reported
feeling “A Lot” like they were there, and 29% (10/34) reported
feeling “A Little” like they were there.

Of the patients, 53% (18/34) reported feeling sad or disappointed
when the game ended; 18% (6/34) reported the level of their
feelings of sadness or disappointment as being “A Lot,” and
35% (12/34) reported the level of these feelings as “A Little.”

No children reported known side effects to VR like dizziness,
nausea, or light-headedness.

When patients were asked about they liked most about DocVR,
they reported a variety of statements ranging from “airplanes”
to “helping people/patients/characters” (Table 3).

Table 3. Self-reported comments describing what the patients liked the most about the DocVR experience, in response to the question “What did you
like MOST about ‘Doc McStuffins: Doctor for a Day?’”

Number of patients (n=28)Response

12“Helping patients/people/characters”

3“Helping Mr. Chomp”

2“Everything”

2“Fixing Stuffy”

2“Playing”

2“Helping Robot Ray with the batteries”

1“Liked the patient going to sleep so it didn’t feel any pain”

1“It feels like I was really there”

1“Airplanes”

1“The surgery”

1“The whole 3D environment”

“Doctor for a Day” Implementation Feasibility
Of the patients, 88% (29/33) reported that they would like to
play the game again, with 61% (20/33) reporting “A Lot” and
27% (9/33) reporting “A Little.” Of the patients, 97% (32/33)

reported that they would recommend the game to another patient
in the hospital or friend, with 70% (23/33) reporting “A Lot”
and 27% (9/33) reporting “A Little.” Responses to other
feasibility questions are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Patients’ responses to a variety of virtual reality feasibility questions.

Response, n (%)Question

NoA LittleA Lot

6 (16)5 (13)27 (71)Did you get used to the game quickly? (n=38)

9 (24)7 (18)22 (58)Were the controls easy to use? (n=38)

5 (15)10 (30)18 (55)Did the things you saw look real? (n=33)

4 (12)15 (44)15 (44)Was the headset comfortable? (n=34)

27 (79)3 (9)4 (12)Were you worried about putting on the headset? (n=34)

6 (18)10 (29)18 (53)Did it feel like you were in control? (n=34)

5 (15)11 (33)17 (52)Did the way things moved look real? (n=33)

Discussion

The primary aim of this study was to assess the usability and
feasibility of DocVR, a novel, interactive, fully immersive 3D
experience developed by Disney Junior and implemented by
CHLA.

Key Findings
Findings suggest that the DocVR is feasible, effective, and
enjoyable and shows promise as a tool to alleviate pediatric
preoperative anxiety and improve overall patient, caregiver, and
health care provider experience during the preoperative period.

DocVR significantly decreased patients’ anxiety, leading them
to think about things other than their apprehension about their
procedures. Additionally, the virtual hospital setting of the VR
experience made patients more comfortable in and less scared
of the real medical space around them. Patients also responded
positively to the DocVR content, reporting that they enjoyed
the experience and found the game interesting. The game was
very immersive, with a vast majority of patients reporting that
they felt like they were “really there.” The hardware itself was
deemed both comfortable and user-friendly.

The authors found only 3 other studies that used VR as an
exposure tool to alleviate pediatric preoperative anxiety.
However, the VR experience for all 3 of these studies was an
immersive guided tour of the operating theater [25,26,34]. While
1 of these 3 VR tours was conducted by another familiar
childhood cartoon [26], the interactive nature of the DocVR
game allows patients to take an active role in medical play and
provides an important addition to VR’s cognitive load that
ultimately is the key to alleviating cognitive states like pain and
anxiety [35,36].

Patients’ reports confirmed the excellent quality of the game.
Many of the patients agreed that the virtual environment looked
“real,” and a large majority reported feeling like they were really
in the virtual world. Patients were both interested and engaged,
and a majority of patients said the game was also interesting
compared to other video games they had played.

Effectiveness of DocVR
Patients experienced a strong statistically significant decrease
in anxiety following DocVR gameplay. After playing the
DocVR experience, patients also reported more positive overall

affect, less fear, and less time spent thinking about their
upcoming procedure. The VR experience also made patients
more comfortable in the hospital, with 1 patient, when asked
his favorite part of the game, saying, “I liked the patient going
to sleep, so [the patient] didn’t feel any pain.” This response
demonstrates the power of familiarizing pediatric patients with
their upcoming procedures, putting them at ease for when the
time for the procedure comes. DocVR also made patients feel
“Good” and “Happy.”

While the hardware required for VR, including headsets and
controllers, is rapidly deemed out of date due to the rapid
expansion of VR innovation and development, the software
nature of DocVR makes it an effective product that can stay
relevant as the VR world surges forward.

VR Age Restrictions
There is still some debate around the appropriate age for the
use of VR in pediatrics. Most VR headset manufacturers (Sony,
Google, Samsung, HTC, Oculus) recommend that their products
should not be used by individuals younger than 12-14 years of
age. The Google Daydream, the headset used in this study,
“should not be used by children under the age of 13,” according
to the manufacturer’s website [37]. The concerns for pediatric
use can generally be thought of as being related to (1) legal and
liability concerns and (2) safety concerns. The 1998 Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) governs the collection
and use of data generated by children under the age of 13 years
by websites, mobile applications, and smart devices [38].
COPPA created rules for privacy policies, data collection,
parental consent, and parent access to and control over a child’s
data. Importantly, COPPA does not prohibit the collection of
data but, rather, creates a regulatory framework for how the
data should be collected [39]. Since many VR headsets include
creating user accounts, the COPPA rules apply to them. In our
study, we did not have study patients create user accounts. From
a regulatory standpoint, although a handful of VR applications
have been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration,
the regulatory environment is still evolving. In 2017, the Food
and Drug Administration released its Digital Health Innovation
Action Plan [40] and, in 2020, held a public workshop to
convene industry, investigators, providers, and regulators to
discuss best evaluation practices for medical extended reality
[41]. When VR is used for distraction or entertainment, such
as in this study, it is not considered a medical device [42].
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Safety concerns for pediatric VR have focused on the physical
fit of the device (headsets may be too big for some young
children and, if not worn correctly, can cause physical
discomfort), safety around device use (such as accidentally
bumping into objects in the real world), and health impacts of
VR. Some users experience dizziness, headaches, and motion
sickness during or after VR, but over 15 years of pediatric
studies have demonstrated the overall safety and minimal side
effects of VR in children as young as 6 years [21,22,43-46]. In
our study, which included 42 patients under the age of 12 years,
no patients reported any symptoms after using the VR headset.
While there have been concerns about the possible impact of
VR on vision, the American Academy of Ophthalmology states
that, although there have been no long-term studies, there is
little reason to be worried about VR’s impact on eye
development or function [47]. A 2019 study of 50 children aged
4-10 years showed no significant impact on visuomotor function
after VR use [48]. Finally, from a parenting and development
standpoint, the American Academy of Pediatrics has stated that
the 2016 media use guidelines [49] apply to a variety of media,
including VR [50]. Parents should make sure content is
developmentally appropriate for their children; that they adhere
to overall screen time recommendations; to balance media use
with media-free time for physical activity, education, play, sleep,
and bonding; and whenever possible, to coview or coexperience
media together. Various methods of delivering VR have been
implemented to validate these data and to ensure that VR is a
valid, ethical, and safe option for all pediatric patients [51].

Limitations
One limitation of this study is the small sample size that, though
not uncommon in feasibility research, may limit the
generalizability of the conclusions.

This pilot did not utilize a control group; all patients were given
the option to play VR. Therefore, researchers were unable to
compare the effects of playing DocVR with the anxiety of
children who did not play the game. Additionally, the observed
positive impact of the DocVR experience on the patients could
have been confounded by the positive impact of research
assistants’ general active engagement with patients.

Another limitation to the pilot is that not all patients completed
the entire DocVR experience. There were 2 scenarios that would
have prematurely terminated the VR experience: (1) the child
deciding to take the headset off or (2) the child being called to
the preoperative area by a health care provider.

A premature end to the VR experience resulted in incomplete
playing time and therefore, an incomplete assessment of DocVR
for managing pain and anxiety (dose effects). The average time
spent playing DocVR may have been higher if the pilot had
been conducted in a more controlled environment. However,
because the pilot was conducted in a dynamic setting, parts of
the protocol were adapted to accommodate clinical care. 

In the scenario where children were quickly called back to the
preoperative area by the health care provider, there was
insufficient time for the post-VR survey to be administered.
The results reported in this paper are thus impacted by
incomplete data collection.

Other potential confounds include that 90% (46/51) of patients
were familiar with Doc McStuffins, and 29% (15/51) of patients
had played VR before. This prior exposure may have primed
patients to benefit from a pre-existing relationship or experience
with Doc, enjoying the DocVR experience, or other content and
technology confounds. Nonetheless, this patient population
could be representative of a young, TV-watching population,
indicating that familiarity may, in fact, be a beneficial
component of relieving pediatric preoperative anxiety.

Conclusions
This is the first feasibility study on the use of DocVR to ease
preoperative anxiety in pediatric patients and one of a few
studies ever to use VR to address preoperative anxiety in
pediatric patients prior to surgery. These results demonstrate
the potential utility of VR and, particularly, DocVR in the
preoperative space. The present study capitalized on the fusion
of familiar and lovable characters with immersive VR gameplay
to transform the patient preoperative experience from unpleasant
and potentially frightening to fun. Given that health care
institutions continue to use patient and family satisfaction as a
metric of success [52], digital therapeutic solutions that patients
find enjoyable and distracting prove to be worthwhile
investments. Furthermore, developers in pediatric health care
would benefit from collaborating with children’s media
companies in order to capitalize upon pre-established characters
and the emotional experience or relationship between children
and best-loved characters. Continued research on emerging
technologies and VR experiences is essential to ensure that
science and an evidence base drive clinical interventions for
pain and stress management in a pediatric environment.
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Abstract

Background: eHealth literacy can potentially facilitate web-based information seeking and taking informed measures.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate socioeconomic disparities in eHealth literacy and seeking of web-based information
on COVID-19, and their associations with COVID-19 preventive behaviors.

Methods: The COVID-19 Health Information Survey (CoVHIns), using telephonic (n=500) and web-based surveys (n=1001),
was conducted among adults in Hong Kong in April 2020. The Chinese eHealth literacy scale (eHEALS; score range 8-40) was
used to measure eHealth literacy. COVID-19 preventive behaviors included wearing surgical masks, wearing fabric masks,
washing hands, social distancing, and adding water or bleach to the household drainage system. Adjusted beta coefficients and
the slope indices of inequality for the eHEALS score by socioeconomic status, adjusted odds ratios (aORs) for seeking of web-based
information on COVID-19 by socioeconomic status, and aORs for the high adherence to preventive behaviors by the eHEALS
score and seeking of web-based information on COVID-19 were calculated.

Results: The mean eHEALS score was 26.10 (SD 7.70). Age was inversely associated with the eHEALS score, but education
and personal income were positively associated with the eHEALS score and seeking of web-based information on COVID-19
(for all, P for trend<.05). Participants who sought web-based information on COVID-19 showed high adherence to the practice
of wearing surgical masks (aOR 1.56, 95% CI 1.15-2.13), washing hands (aOR 1.33, 95% CI 1.05-1.71), social distancing (aOR
1.48, 95% CI 1.14-1.93), and adding water or bleach to the household drainage system (aOR 1.67, 95% CI 1.28-2.18). Those
with the highest eHEALS score displayed high adherence to the practice of wearing surgical masks (aOR 3.84, 95% CI 1.63-9.05),
washing hands (aOR 4.14, 95% CI 2.46-6.96), social distancing (aOR 2.25, 95% CI 1.39-3.65), and adding water or bleach to
the household drainage system (aOR 1.94, 95% CI 1.19-3.16), compared to those with the lowest eHEALS score.

Conclusions: Chinese adults with a higher socioeconomic status had higher eHealth literacy and sought more web-based
information on COVID-19; both these factors were associated with a high adherence to the guidelines for preventive behaviors
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24577)   doi:10.2196/24577
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Introduction

Curbing of the spread of COVID-19 depends on the timely
adoption of appropriate preventive behaviors by the public.
Web-based health information is important in affecting
preventive behaviors, particularly when physical distancing and
stay-at-home orders during the pandemic have reduced
face-to-face health communication [1]. A recent study reported
that seeking of web-based information on COVID-19 from
social networking apps and internet-based news media are
associated with preventive behaviors [2]. A breadth of
information and misinformation has been disseminated on the
internet and rapidly propagated and evolved on social media
platforms [3]. Exposure to misinformation on the internet or
conspiracy theories regarding COVID-19 are associated with
decreased adherence to prevention guidelines and worse physical
and mental health outcomes [4,5]. The ability to seek,
understand, and appraise health information on the internet and
ultimately take well-informed action to handle health problems
can be assessed on the basis of eHealth literacy [6]. A higher
eHealth literacy is associated with more active information
seeking and scrutiny [7,8]. Lack of access or capacity to
understand health information on the internet, in contrast, is
associated with negligence toward health warnings and difficulty
in making health decisions [9].

Appropriate processing and utilization of health information is
complex during the COVID-19 pandemic, given the novel
outbreak patterns and evolving information regarding the disease
[10]. It is important to identify the characteristics of individuals
at the risk of lower eHealth literacy for effective health
promotion, including the provision of limited literacy resources
[11]. Previous studies have suggested that eHealth literacy is
affected by sociodemographic, environmental, and contextual
factors [12]. Disparities in eHealth literacy by education and
income have been previously reported [13], but incongruent
correlations between socioeconomic status and eHealth literacy
have been found across populations with different characteristics
[8,14,15]. The COVID-19 pandemic has disproportionately
affected the lower socioeconomic status (SES) group and has
limited access to health care, overcrowded living conditions
with a higher risk of disease transmission, and inconvenienced
individuals who are in occupations that do not allow working
from home [16], which have further accentuated existing
socioeconomic inequalities. Since eHealth literacy skill is not
static and evolves with changes in new social contexts [6], little
is known about the disparities in eHealth literacy in the unique
context of widening socioeconomic inequalities and the
overwhelming influx of COVID-19–related information (and
misinformation) being disseminated.

Hong Kong, the most developed and westernized city of China,
has a larger income gap (Gini index 0.539 in 2016) compared
to other developed countries [17], but internet use is prevalent
across individuals of different SES because of the advanced
cyber infrastructure and the low cost of internet access [18].
Nearly all individuals have sought web-based information during
the COVID-19 pandemic [19]. Our previous study in 2009-2012
reported that disparities in SES groups affected web-based health
information seeking behavior [20]. Considering that the context

of COVID-19 may stimulate universal web-based information
seeking behavior by triggering effective responses such as fear
and anxiety [21], it remains unknown whether SES disparities
in web-based health information seeking existed during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our study’s research questions were as
follows: (1) Are there socioeconomic disparities in seeking
web-based information on COVID-19 during the pandemic?
(2) Are there socioeconomic disparities in eHealth literacy
among these web-based information seekers? (3) Is seeking of
web-based information and eHealth literacy associated with
preventive behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic? In a
random cohort of adults in Hong Kong, we examined
socioeconomic disparities in seeking web-based information
on COVID-19 and eHealth literacy, and their associations with
personal preventive behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods

Design and Participants
This study was part of the COVID-19 Health Information Survey
(CoVHIns)—which is a cross-sectional survey among adults
in Hong Kong who are aged ≥18 years—which investigated
COVID-19–related information use, preventive behaviors, and
well-being. The survey was conducted on April 9-23, 2020,
after the peak of the second wave of the outbreak, and when
social distancing measures were implemented. Data were
collected using telephonic and web-based surveys. All
interviews were conducted by trained interviewers of Social
Policy Research Limited through the Web-based Computer
Assisted Telephone Interview system.

The details of CoVHIns have been reported previously [22,23].
Briefly, a 2-stage sampling method was adopted for the
telephonic survey. First, telephone numbers were retrieved from
the residential telephone directories and randomly listed for
interview. Invalid numbers, lack of responses (after being called
for a maximum of 5 times), and ineligible households (including
individuals aged <18 years or those who are unable to
communicate in Cantonese or Mandarin) were excluded. Second,
once a household was successfully contacted, the eligible family
member whose birth date was closest to the interview date was
invited to complete the interview. Each interview lasted
approximately 20 minutes. A total of 816 landline telephone
numbers were successfully sampled, and 500 participants
consented to and completed the interview (response
rate=61.3%).

In addition, web-based surveys randomly sampled participants
from a representative panel of >100,000 mobile phone users,
which was generated by sending text messages to a random list
of mobile phone numbers provided by the Numbering Plan for
Telecommunication Services (prefixes 5, 6, 9). Stratified random
sampling by sex and age was adopted. Text messages with an
invitation were sent to the randomly selected members in the
panel. Among 1623 eligible individuals contacted, 1001
participants consented to and completed the questionnaire on
the internet (response rate=61.7%). Ethics approval was granted
by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Hong
Kong/Hospital Authority Hong Kong West Cluster (approval#
UW-20-238).
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Measurements
Seeking of web-based information on COVID-19 was
self-reported (sought or no-sought). eHealth literacy was
assessed among individuals who had sought web-based
information on COVID-19, considering that eHealth literacy is
based on the experience of access to web-based information
[24]. We used the Chinese version of the eHealth literacy scale
(eHEALS) to measure eHealth literacy levels by asking
participants’ about their past experience in seeking web-based
information on COVID-19 (Multimedia Appendix 1). The
eHEALS contains 8 items scored with a 5-point Likert scale
(ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”). The
total score ranged from 8 to 40, with a higher score indicating
higher eHealth literacy [25]. A Cronbach α of .95 was used in
our study. Consistent with the Chinese version of eHEALS [25],
we observed a unidimensional structure of the Chinese eHEALS
with adequate model fitness (comparative fit index 0.974 [>0.95,
acceptable], root mean square error of approximation 0.097
[close to 0.06, acceptable], and Tucker-Lewis index 0.964 [>0.95
acceptable]) [26]. We divided the eHEALS score into 4
categories (Q1-Q4) based on quartile values (median 28, IQR
22-32) in accordance with previous studies, using the median
as the cutoff [7,27]. Specifically, Q1 was the interval of the
overall eHEALS score ranging from the lowest value (ie, 8) to
a score of 22; Q2, from 22 to 28; Q3, from 28 to 32; and Q4,
from 32 to the highest value (ie, 40).

Based on World Health Organization guidelines for COVID-19
prevention [28], we assessed personal preventive behaviors in
the past 7 days, including the following: “wearing surgical
masks when going out,” “wearing fabric masks when going
out,” “washing hands with alcohol-based sanitizer,” “adding
water/bleach to the household drainage system,” and “keeping
a social distance from people in public areas (eg, 1.5 meters),”
with responses of “never,” “occasionally,” “sometimes,” and
“often” (Multimedia Appendix 2). Adherence to personal
preventive behavior was dichotomized (low or high adherence)
on the basis of previous studies on the association between
eHealth literacy and health behaviors [14,24]. Responses of
“never,” “occasionally,” and “sometimes” were together
considered as low adherence and “often” was considered as
high adherence.

Education levels and income were considered as indicators of
SES. Education levels were measured as categorical variables
(“primary or below,” “secondary,” and “tertiary or above”) on
the basis of the highest education level attained. We measured
monthly personal income in accordance with 6 predefined
categories (from ≤HK $10,000-$50,001 [US $1=HK $7.8]).
Since few participants had an income of HK $40,001-$50,000
and ≥HK $50,001, the data were recoded in 4 categories
including ≤HK $10,000, HK $10,001-$20,000, HK
$20,001-$30,000, and >HK $30,000 to obtain robust outcomes
on regression analyses.

Other demographic data included sex, age, and marital status
(never been married, married or cohabitating, and divorced or
separated or widowed). Employment status was categorized as
economically active (full-time work or part-time work) and
economically inactive (student, homemaker, unemployed, and
retiree) [29]. Any chronic diseases were self-reported (any or
none).

Statistical Analysis
All data were weighted by sex, age, and education levels in
accordance with the 2016 population by census to improve the
representativeness of the sample.

First, disparities in seeking web-based information on
COVID-19 (dichotomized variable) by SES were assessed
through multivariable logistic regression, which yielded adjusted
odds ratios (aOR) for seeking web-based information on
COVID-19. Second, socioeconomic disparities in eHealth
literacy, being a continuous variable, were assessed through
linear regression, which yielded unstandardized regression
coefficients to reflect the change in the eHEALS score for a
unit change in the independent variable. Third, we used the
slope index of inequality (SII) to estimate the absolute difference
in the eHEALS score between the most advantaged and most
disadvantaged groups. The SII has been recommended by the
World Health Organization, and a high SII indicates severe
inequality [30]. Income categories were first ranked from the
lowest to highest, and the cumulative proportion of participants
were assigned to each category on the basis of the midpoint of
range as the code for each category. The eHEALS score was
then regressed against the cumulative proportion of each income
category [30]. A similar analysis was performed for
education-related SII. As each personal preventive behavior
was dichotomized as low and high adherence, the associations
(determined with aOR and 95% CI values) of seeking web-based
information on COVID-19 and the eHEALS score with each
personal preventive behavior were estimated through
multivariable logistic regression adjusted for demographic
variables, SES, and chronic disease. All analyses were
performed using Stata (version 15.1, Stata Corp).

Results

Table 1 shows the weighted sample (N=1501; females: n=829,
52.6%), with 495 (27.7%) participants aged ≥60 years.
Approximately two-third (66.1%) participants were married or
cohabitating, and 981 (62.9%) were economically active. Most
participants had attained secondary or tertiary and above
education. In total, 519 (37.5%) participants’ monthly personal
income was HK ≤$10,000, and 1040 (67.8%) participants
self-reported seeking web-based information on COVID-19.
The mean eHEALS score was 26.10 (SD 7.70).
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, chronic disease outcomes, and seeking of web-based information on COVID-19 among
the study participants (N=1501).

ParticipantsCharacteristics

Weighted %aUnweighted %Number

Sex

47.544.8672Male

52.655.2829Female

Age (years)

33.833.149718-39

38.533.950940-59

27.733.0495≥60

Marital status

24.723.5353Never been married

66.170.21053Married/cohabitating

9.26.395Divorced/separated/widowed

Education

23.216.5247Primary or below

45.457.6864Secondary

31.426.0390Tertiary or above

Income (HK $)b

37.534.6519≤10,000

30.734.651910,001-20,000

17.517.926820,001-30,000

14.313.0195>30,000

Employment status

62.965.4981Economically active

37.134.6520Economically inactive

Chronic diseasesc

15.012.5187Any

85.087.51314None

Seeking web-based information on COVID-19

67.869.31040Yes

32.230.7461No

aWeighted by sex, age, and education levels in accordance with the 2016 population by census.
bUS $1=HK $7.8.
cParticipants self-reported being diagnosed with any chronic disease (eg, hypertension, diabetes, or cancer).

Table 2 shows the inverse correlation between age and seeking
of web-based information on COVID-19 (P for trend<.001).
Education (secondary education: aOR 1.55, 95% CI 1.10-2.18;
tertiary or above education: aOR 2.98, 95% CI 1.84-4.81; P for

trend<.001), income (P for trend=.025), and the absence of
chronic diseases (aOR 1.56, 95% 1.11-2.21) were associated
with seeking of web-based information on COVID-19.
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Table 2. Associations among demographic variables, socioeconomic status, and chronic disease with seeking of web-based information on COVID-19
(N=1501).

AssociationNo-sought (n=461), n (%)aSought (n=1040), n (%)aCharacteristics

Adjusted ORc (95% CI)Unadjusted ORb (95% CI)

Sex

11191 (42.9)481 (49.6)Male

0.83 (0.65-1.06)0.82 (0.66-1.03)270 (57.1)559 (50.4)Female

Age (years)

1186 (17.8)411 (41.4)18-39

0.86 (0.60-1.23)0.69 (0.51-0.95)d118 (32.4)391 (41.4)40-59

0.40 (0.27-0.61)e0.19 (0.14-0.26)e257 (49.9)238 (17.1)≥60

Marital status

1163 (13.5)290 (30.1)Never been married

0.90 (0.62-1.30)0.43 (0.32-0.59)e351 (69.7)702 (64.4)Married/cohabitating

0.65 (0.37-1.15)0.22 (0.14-0.36)e47 (16.8)48 (5.5)Divorced/separated/widowed

Education

11142 (44.3)105 (13.2)Primary or below

1.55 (1.10-2.18)d3.02 (2.26-4.04)e267 (41.8)597 (47.1)Secondary

2.98 (1.84-4.81)e8.79 (5.98-12.93)e52 (13.9)338 (39.8)Tertiary or above

Income (HK $)f

11215 (55.9)304 (28.7)≤10,000

0.97 (0.69-1.36)1.60 (1.24-2.07)e159 (27.4)360 (32.3)10,001-20,000

1.06 (0.69-1.63)2.45 (1.75-3.43)e60 (11.0)208 (20.6)20,001-30,000

1.79 (1.04-3.06)d4.40 (2.83-6.85)e27 (5.7)168 (18.4)>30,000

Employment status

11227 (57.4)293 (27.5)Economically inactive

1.18 (0.84-1.65)2.47 (1.97-3.10)e234 (42.6)747 (72.5)Economically active

Chronic diseasesg

1196 (26.7)91 (9.5)Any

1.56 (1.11-2.21)d2.74 (2.01-3.74)e365 (73.3)949 (90.5)None

aThe proportion weighted by sex, age, and education levels in accordance with the 2016 population by census.
bOR: odds ratio
cMutually adjusted for the variables in the table.
dP<.05.
eP<.001.
fUS $1=HK $7.8.
gSelf-reported by participants if having been diagnosed with a chronic disease (eg, hypertension, diabetes, or cancer).

Table 3 shows the inverse correlation between age and the
eHEALS score (P for trend<.001). Education (secondary
education: adjusted β 3.58, 95% CI 1.98-5.18; tertiary or above
education: adjusted β 6.22, 95% CI 4.39-8.06; P for trend<.001)
and income (P for trend<.001) were associated with the
eHEALS score. The estimated difference in the eHEALS score

between participants of the highest and the lowest SES was
higher by education than by income (SII 13.27 vs 7.30). Sex,
marital status, employment status, and chronic diseases were
not associated with the eHEALS score after adjusting for age
and SES.
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Table 3. Associations among demographic variables, socioeconomic status, and chronic diseases with the eHealth literacy scorea among participants
seeking web-based information on COVID-19 (N=1040).

SIIcAdjusted β (95% CI)bUnadjusted β (95% CI)Mean (SD)Characteristics

N/AdSex

0026.00 (7.51)Male

–0.01 (–0.83 to 0.80)0.19 (–0.75 to 1.13)26.19 (7.86)Female

N/AAge (years)

0028.84 (6.07)18-39

–0.77 (–1.82 to 0.28)–1.67 (–2.61 to –0.72)e27.18 (6.12)40-59

–5.48 (–6.91 to –4.05)f–9.24 (–10.33 to –8.16)f19.60 (8.79)≥60

N/AMarital status

0028.99 (5.93)Never been married

–1.03 (–2.09 to 0.02)–3.92 (–4.95 to –2.90)f25.07 (7.93)Married/cohabitating

–1.83 (–3.93 to 0.27)–5.35 (–7.64 to –3.06)f23.65 (9.07)Divorced/separated/widowed

13.27fEducation

0017.56 (8.45)Primary or below

3.58 (1.98 to 5.18)f7.84 (6.42 to 9.26)f25.40 (6.80)Secondary

6.22 (4.39 to 8.06)f12.42 (10.92 to 13.92)f29.98 (6.34)Tertiary or above

7.30fIncome (HK $)g

0023.86 (8.27)≤10,000

–0.40 (–1.69 to 0.88)1.52 (0.38 to 2.65)e25.38 (7.63)10,001-20,000

0.62 (–0.86 to 2.10)3.88 (2.57 to 5.19)f27.74 (6.74)20,001-30,000

2.25 (0.63 to 3.88)e5.81 (4.41 to 7.22)f29.67 (6.07)>30,000

N/AEmployment status

0023.40 (8.75)Economically inactive

0.39 (–0.89 to 1.66)3.76 (2.74 to 4.78)f27.16 (6.97)Economically active

N/AChronic diseases

0026.42 (7.50)None

–0.85 (–2.31 to 0.60)–3.71 (–5.35 to –2.07)f22.71 (8.89)Any

aeHealth literacy scores ranged between 8 and 40, with higher scores indicating higher eHealth literacy.
bMutually adjusted for the variables in the table.
cSII: slope index of inequality; SII refers to the absolute difference in the eHEALS score between the most advantaged and most disadvantaged groups,
a higher score indicating a higher disparity in the eHEALS score.
dN/A: not applicable.
eP<.01.
fP<.001.
gUS $1=HK $7.8.

Table 4 shows that participants who had sought web-based
information on COVID-19 displayed higher adherence to the
practice of wearing surgical masks (aOR 1.56, 95% CI
1.15-2.13), washing hands with alcohol-based sanitizers (aOR
1.33, 95% CI 1.05-1.71), adding water or bleach to the
household drainage system (aOR 1.67, 95% CI 1.28-2.18), and
social distancing (aOR 1.48, 95% CI 1.14-1.93) than those who

did not seek web-based information on COVID-19. Seeking of
web-based information on COVID-19 was not associated with
the adherence to the practice of wearing a fabric mask. Among
those who sought web-based information on COVID-19, the
eHEALS score was associated with the adherence to the practice
of wearing surgical masks (Q2: aOR 1.44, 95% CI 0.91-2.30;
Q3: aOR 2.05, 95% CI 1.26-3.35; Q4: aOR 3.84, 95% CI
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1.63-9.05; P for trend<.001; overall score: aOR 1.04, 95% CI
1.01-1.07). Regarding the adherence to washing hands with
alcohol-based sanitizers, the aOR was 1.77 (95% CI 1.25-2.53)
for Q2, 2.16 (95% CI 1.52-3.09) for Q3, 4.14 (95% CI
2.46-6.96) for Q4 (P for trend<.001), and 1.06 (95% CI
1.04-1.08) for the overall eHEALS score. Similarly, the
eHEALS score was associated with the adherence to adding
water or bleach to the household drainage system (Q2: aOR

1.47, 95% CI 1.02-2.15; Q3: aOR 1.89, 95% CI 1.30-2.75; Q4:
aOR 1.94, 95% CI 1.19-3.16; P for trend=.001; overall score:
aOR 1.04, 95% CI 1.02-1.06) and social distancing (Q2: aOR
1.68, 95% CI 1.16-2.44; Q3: aOR 1.58, 95% CI 1.09-2.30; Q4:
aOR 2.25, 95% CI 1.39-3.65; P for trend=.002; overall score:
aOR 1.03, 95% CI 1.01-1.05). We observed no association
between the eHEALS score and the practice of wearing fabric
masks.

Table 4. Association between the adherence to preventive behaviors by seeking web-based information on COVID-19 and the eHealth literacy score.

Social distancing (eg, by

1.5 meters)a
Adding water or bleach
to the household drainage

systema

Washing hands with alco-

hol-based sanitizersa
Wearing a fabric maskaWearing a surgical maskaParameter

P for
trend
value

aOR
(95%
CI)

n (%)P for
trend
value

aOR
(95%
CI)

n (%)P for
trend
value

aOR
(95%
CI)

n (%)P for
trend
value

aOR
(95%
CI)

n (%)P for
trend
value

aORb

(95%
CI)

n (%)

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AcSought web-based informa-
tion on COVID-19 (n=1501)

1122
(26.5)

1122
(26.5)

1191
(41.4)

185
(18.4)

1359
(77.9)

No

1.48
(1.14-

1.93)d

377
(36.3)

1.67
(1.28-

2.18)f

385
(37.0)

1.33
(1.05-

1.71)e

572
(55.0)

0.84
(0.61-
1.15)

166
(16.0)

1.56
(1.15-

2.13)d

899
(86.4)

Yes

.002.001<.001.39<.001eHealth literacy score cate-
gories for seekers of web-
based information on
COVID-19 (n=1040)

176
(27.0)

183
(29.4)

1109
(38.7)

138
(13.5)

1224
(79.4)

Q1g

1.68
(1.16-

2.44)d

108
(38.0)

1.47
(1.02-

2.15)e

102
(35.9)

1.77
(1.25-

2.53)d

153
(53.9)

1.17
(0.72-
1.90)

44
(15.5)

1.44
(0.91-
2.30)

244
(85.9)

Q2

1.58
(1.09-

2.30)e

130
(37.7)

1.89
(1.30-

2.75)d

142
(41.2)

2.16
(1.52-

3.09)f

210
(60.9)

1.39
(0.86-
2.22)

64
(18.6)

2.05
(1.26-

3.35)d

309
(89.6)

Q3

2.25
(1.39-

3.65)d

63
(48.8)

1.94
(1.19-

3.16)d

58
(45.0)

4.14
(2.46-

6.96)f

100
(77.5)

1.12
(0.59-
2.12)

20
(15.5)

3.84
(1.63-

9.05)d

122
(94.6)

Q4

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AeHealth literacy score (contin-
uous variable) for seekers of
web-based information on
COVID-19 (n=1040)

1.03
(1.01-

1.05)d

1.04
(1.02-

1.06)f

1.06
(1.04-

1.08)f

1.01
(0.99-
1.04)

1.04
(1.01-

1.07)d

Overall
score

aAll preventive behaviors: high adherence (“often”) vs low adherence (“never,” “occasionally,” and “sometimes”).
baOR: adjusted odds ratio; the aOR was adjusted for sex, age, marital status, employment, education, income, and chronic diseases.
cN/A: not applicable.
dP<.01.
eP<.05.
fP<.001.
gThe eHealth literacy score was divided into 4 categories (Q1-Q4) on the basis of the quartile values (median 28, IQR 22-32); a higher score indicated
higher eHealth literacy.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This study is the first to report socioeconomic disparities in
seeking web-based information on COVID-19 and eHealth
literacy during the COVID-19 pandemic and their association
with a high adherence to COVID-19–related preventive
behaviors, including wearing surgical masks, washing hands,
adding water or bleach to the household drainage system, and
social distancing.

Seeking of web-based information on COVID-19 was observed
among younger participants in our study, concurrent with
previous studies on web-based health information seeking
behaviors [31]. A recent study also indicated that younger family
members sought web-based information for the elderly during
the pandemic [32]. Such an age disparity in information seeking
can be attributed to the higher penetration rate of internet devices
such as personal computers and smartphones among younger
rather than older individuals [18]. Small font sizes, crowded
visual presentations, and distracting flashes on most web-based
information sources could be barriers to web-based information
seeking among the elderly [33]. More frequent health
information seeking from traditional media such as the radio
and newspapers were observed among the elderly in our
previous population-based study [20]. Our finding that higher
SES including education levels and income is associated with
seeking web-based information on COVID-19 is consistent with
that of previous studies on seeking of web-based health
information conducted before the COVID-19 pandemic [13,31].
Compared to our previous study, which measured SES
disparities in seeking of web-based health information in
2009-2012, the ORs of web-based information seeking were
found to decrease (eg, tertiary or above education: 2.98 in 2020
vs 8.00 in 2009-2012) [20]. Such a reduction in the effect size
could result from the increased popularity of internet-accessible
devices in the general population in Hong Kong [34].
Alternatively, the decreased ORs could be attributed to increased
information seeking behaviors in crisis events, which were
suggested as a means of reducing situation uncertainty and
controlling risk [35].

Furthermore, we found age and SES disparities in eHealth
literacy, thus revealing disparities in locating, understanding,
and the utility of web-based information among those who
sought web-based information on COVID-19. The associations
between sociodemographic characteristics (eg, age and SES)
and eHealth literacy observed in our study were concurrent with
previous findings on health literacy [36,37]. Our study focused
on eHealth literacy because the Internet has been the major
platform for disseminating health information during the
COVID-19 pandemic, since it is easily available and can
instantly update information on, for example, preventive
behaviors and access to social and health services. Considering
that web-based information is complex and misinformation on
the internet has led to inappropriate behaviors [38], those who
used the internet for health information but with limited eHealth
literacy skills to discern the quality of different information
sources were the potential at-risk populations and require more

attention. We observed stronger associations between eHealth
literacy and education rather than income, which probably
reflects the notion that knowledge and skills are more affected
by cognitive function than by the available material. The
education-related disparity in eHealth literacy was larger than
the income-related disparity in our study, which suggest that
education plays a more crucial role than income in affecting
eHealth literacy. Other studies have also suggested that
disparities in eHealth literacy were due to knowledge gaps rather
than merely physical barriers to internet access [39].
Furthermore, we noticed that eHealth literacy and seeking of
web-based information on COVID-19 have similar risk factors
including an older age and a lower SES [13]. eHealth literacy
enables seeking of web-based information [8]; further studies
can explore the extent to which low eHealth literacy hinders
seeking of web-based information among older and low-SES
individuals.

Successful control of the COVID-19 pandemic would need
universal adherence to preventive behaviors, which have proven
very effective in reducing disease spread [40]. Seeking of
web-based information on COVID-19 is associated with the
adherence to preventive behaviors, suggesting the need to
understand the barriers to the low SES group, including low
eHealth literacy to use the internet to obtain health information.
Our participants with higher eHealth literacy showed high
adherence to personal preventive behaviors, which was
consistent with the results of previous non–COVID-19 studies
that eHealth literacy correlated with health behaviors such as
regular physical exercise and balanced diets [24,41,42]. Our
study extended those findings to COVID-19 preventive
behaviors in the specific context of the COVID-19 pandemic,
in which increasing misinformation has been disseminated
through the internet. Low eHealth literacy could lead to
difficulties in fact-checking and mistrust in peoples’ beliefs in
coronavirus conspiracies, which would impede the performance
of preventive behaviors [43]. Such disparities in eHealth literacy
have led to disparities in guidelines on preventive behaviors,
their profound consequence being health inequality [44].
Web-based information should be better designed to address
the eHealth literacy levels of target users, particularly those
with a low SES, to bridge the existing knowledge gap. Further
studies are needed to explore how to improve eHealth literacy
effectively and the approach involving the use of eHealth
literacy to facilitate better health behaviors.

Limitations
Our study has some limitations. First, the cross-sectional data
cannot confirm the causal association, although it is unlikely
that higher eHealth literacy or seeking of web-based information
on COVID-19 would lead to higher education and income.
Second, we measured the perceived eHealth literacy instead of
actual performance on the internet. Some studies have measured
performed eHealth literacy and reported a weak or moderate
correlation between perceived and performed eHealth literacy
[15,45]. Third, eHEALS, the most commonly used validated
scale, was developed at the early stage of internet technology;
its fit with Web 2.0-related technologies (social media) was not
clear because of the considerable changes on the internet (more
participatory and interactive web) [46]. Future studies are needed
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to improve the model of eHealth literacy with the evolution of
the internet and the COVID-19 pandemic [46,47]. Fourth, we
did not collect data on channels of web-based information on
COVID-19; hence, further studies should include details of the
frequency and channels on the internet for seeking information
on COVID-19.

Conclusions
This study provides the first evidence that Chinese adults with
a higher SES had higher eHealth literacy and sought web-based
information on COVID-19, and that both these factors are
associated with high adherence to the guidelines on preventive
behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic. Effective
interventions are needed to enhance the low eHealth literacy
skills of low-SES individuals to combat the COVID-19
pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: The United States is in an opioid epidemic. Passive decision support in the electronic health record (EHR) through
opioid prescription presets may aid in curbing opioid dependence.

Objective: The objective of this study is to determine whether modification of opioid prescribing presets in the EHR could
change prescribing patterns for an entire hospital system.

Methods: We performed a quasi-experimental retrospective pre–post analysis of a 24-month period before and after modifications
to our EHR’s opioid prescription presets to match Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines. We included all opioid
prescriptions prescribed at our institution for nonchronic pain. Our modifications to the EHR include (1) making duration of
treatment for an opioid prescription mandatory, (2) adding a quick button for 3 days’ duration while removing others, and (3)
setting the default quantity of all oral opioid formulations to 10 tablets. We examined the quantity in tablets, duration in days,
and proportion of prescriptions greater than 90 morphine milligram equivalents/day for our hospital system, and compared these
values before and after our intervention for effect.

Results: There were 78,246 prescriptions included in our study written on 30,975 unique patients. There was a significant
reduction for all opioid prescriptions pre versus post in (1) the overall median quantity of tablets dispensed (54 [IQR 40-120] vs
42 [IQR 18-90]; P<.001), (2) median duration of treatment (10.5 days [IQR 5.0-30] vs 7.5 days [IQR 3.0-30]; P<.001), and (3)
proportion of prescriptions greater than 90 morphine milligram equivalents/day (27.46% [10,704/38,976; 95% CI 27.02%-27.91%]
vs 22.86% [8979/39,270; 95% CI 22.45%-23.28%]; P<.001).

Conclusions: Modifications of opioid prescribing presets in the EHR can improve prescribing practice patterns. Reducing
duration and quantity of opioid prescriptions could reduce the risk of dependence and overdose.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24360)   doi:10.2196/24360
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Introduction

The opioid epidemic is a public health emergency unlike any
other [1-3]. The roots of this crisis are founded in over 30 years
of influential guidelines, marketing campaigns, and advertising
that led to an increase in opioid prescriptions [4-8].
Overprescribing has increased since the early 1990s [9]. In 2016,
there were 66.5 opioid prescriptions written for every 100
persons in the United States [10]. Prescription opioid abuse has
been associated with progression to use of heroin [11], and the
increased availability of both prescription and illicit opioids has
led to a rise in the rate of death [12]. Opioids caused over 67%
of drug-related deaths in 2017 and are responsible for nearly
400,000 deaths overall since 1999 [12].

Reductions in prescribing rates have become paramount to
combating the opioid epidemic. Higher doses and longer
durations of opioid therapy have been associated with an
increased risk of chronic opioid use, with a significant increase
in risk on treatment days 5 and 31 [13-15]. Therefore, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends
that caution be exercised when increasing doses to greater than
50 morphine milligram equivalents (MME) per day, and doses
greater than 90 MME/day should be avoided. The CDC also
states that 3 days or less is often sufficient for acute pain, and
more than 7 days is “rarely needed” [16,17].

The HITECH act of 2009 made electronic health records (EHRs)
ubiquitous. By 2017, 95% of hospitals in the United States are
using EHRs [18]. EHRs and the technologies associated with
them have been successfully utilized to combat the opioid
epidemic. Electronic prescribing of controlled substances can
improve medication safety, with a 2017 study demonstrating
that an increasing number of prescribers are prescribing
electronically [19]. Prescription drug monitoring programs,
which require prescribers to review prior controlled substance
prescriptions prior to prescribing, have shown reductions in
opioid prescribing rates [20]. Computerized provider order entry
(CPOE) systems are components of modern EHRs, and allow
for reduction in practice variation and medical error by
simplifying the prescribing of medications to an electronic
process [21].

In order to curb overprescribing and reduce quantities of tablets,
CPOE-linked interventions focus on preset defaulted
prescription settings [22-24]. Previous studies have shown that
the introduction or modification of opioid prescription presets
has demonstrated reductions of tablet quantities and prescription
MME for postsurgical patients [22], as well as significant
reductions in the number of tablet quantities dispensed in the
emergency department (ED) [23,25]. These studies suggest that
modification of EHR-linked CPOE settings is a simple,
inexpensive, and effective method of reducing the number of
tablets associated with opioid prescriptions. However, all
previous studies have focused on isolated emergency [23-27]
or surgery departments [22]. We are unaware of any research
examining the effects of modifications to opioid presets across
an entire hospital system.

Slovis et al [27] previously demonstrated a reduction in duration
of therapy and number of tablets dispensed when modifying

the opioid prescription presets in our ED [27]. The success of
this project prompted an enterprise-wide intervention to modify
opioid prescription settings in our EHR’s CPOE.

Our institution’s CPOE consists of 4 fields for oral tablet
prescription entry: (1) dose (number of tablets or milligrams
per dose), (2) frequency (doses per day), (3) duration (number
of days), and (4) quantity (number of tablets per prescription).
Prior to our intervention dose, frequency and quantity were
required for prescribing, but duration was not.

In August 2018, we implemented a number of interventions in
our EHR’s CPOE: (1) we made the duration of treatment for
an opioid prescription mandatory, (2) we provided a quick
button for 3 days’ duration on all opioid prescriptions while
removing all other quick buttons, and (3) we set the default
quantity to 10 tablets for all oral opioid formulations, and
removed any departmental variations. Prior to our intervention
there was variability in durations and quantity dispensed for
opioids (Multimedia Appendix 1). All interventions were passive
in nature, no decision support alerts were part of the design,
and there were no provider re-education measures nor large-scale
announcement as part of the implementation design.

The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of
modifications of opioid prescription default settings across an
entire institution. We hypothesize that modifications of these
settings can lead to reductions in duration of treatment, tablets
dispensed, and proportion of prescriptions greater than 90
MME/day for a hospital system for patients with nonchronic
pain. By demonstrating a reduction in prescribing at the hospital
system level we have the potential to reduce risk of dependence,
overdose, and possibly death.

Methods

Design, Setting, and Participants
In this quasi-experimental retrospective pre–post analysis, we
examined the effects on prescribing patterns at our institution
before and after modifications of opioid prescription settings.
Thomas Jefferson University Hospitals, as an enterprise, has
908 acute care beds and over 2700 physicians and practitioners
caring for more than 1.4 million people throughout the inpatient,
outpatient, and ED settings [28]. This study was performed at
the Center City Division, our urban academic institution
comprising a large tertiary-care hospital, a community hospital,
and multiple ambulatory clinics. Our study encompasses all
outpatient prescriptions for opioids written between September
1, 2017, and August 31, 2019, in our EHR (Epic Systems
Corporation) and the patients who received them. We did not
include prescriptions for buprenorphine or methadone as these
medications are used in medical assisted treatment (MAT) for
opioid use disorder [29]. We limited our analysis to only oral
capsule and tablet formulations (excluding oral liquid, buccal
films, patches, etc.).

Our interest was in the effect of our intervention on opioids
prescribed for acute pain. To this end, we excluded patients
with chronic pain from our analysis via a modified approach to
a validated algorithm [30]. Tian et al [30] achieved an accuracy
of 95% for the identification of patients with chronic diseases
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via (1) a single International Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision (ICD-9) code [31] “highly likely” to represent chronic
pain OR (2) 2 or more ICD-9 codes “likely” to represent chronic
pain separated by at least 30 days OR (3) receipt of at least 90
days of opioids OR (4) an ICD-9 code “likely” to represent
chronic pain AND 2 or more pain scores greater than or equal
to 4.

We mapped ICD-9 codes utilized in the algorithm to the 10th
Revision (ICD-10) [32] using the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services General Equivalence Mappings [33] via the
R package “touch” [34]. ICD code mappings were also manually
reviewed. There were 9476 prescriptions in our cohort that did
not include an ICD-10 and remained in our analysis as if they
did not meet criteria for exclusion. Our data set included
unreliable pain score documentation, so we eliminated this step
in the algorithm. Pain scores held the lowest positive predictive
value for identifying patients with chronic pain in the initial
study [30], and we presumed that excluding these patients would
only bias our results against our objective, as patients with
chronic pain are presumed to have long-term prescriptions.
Finally, we excluded all prescriptions written in the ED given
the results of our previous intervention.

Variables
Using our analytics software Qlik Sense (QlikTech
International), we identified all prescriptions for non-MAT
opioid medications written during the study period and extracted
a number of variables for each individual prescription and the
associated patient.

At the prescription level these variables were medication,
number of tablets, dosage unit (ie, mg), route of administration
(oral vs rectal), and frequency of administration. Using our
previously described method, we also included the calculated
duration of therapy [35]. We utilized this value to represent the
duration of the prescription as our prior work demonstrated that
what is documented in the prescription is at times unreliable
[35]. We also extracted precalculated MME/day for each
prescription. At the patient level we extracted demographic data
including age and sex.

Data Cleaning, Outcomes, and Statistical Analysis
In order to mitigate bias, all information was obtained through
the same data query, and all participants were selected in the
same way (eg, a script for an opioid medication). Participants
were retrospectively recruited from a continuous 24 months.

Participants were divided into 2 cohorts (12 months before and
after the intervention). The intervention was introduced on
August 24, 2018, so the month of August 2018 was included

in the preintervention cohort to avoid influencing
postintervention results.

We calculated and compared frequencies of missing values for
metrics of interest before and after the intervention.
Demographic information was compared to assess similarity
between the 2 cohorts.

The total number of prescriptions and unique patients were
evaluated before and after the intervention. To ensure our
intervention did not inadvertently cause an increase in the
frequency of opioid prescribing, we compared the median
number of prescriptions per patient per month as well as the
odds of a patient receiving more than 1 prescription or refills.

The proportion of prescriptions was calculated for each class
of opioid medication. Opioid class was determined by the active
ingredient in the compound. We chose not to separate by
schedule class as these can change [36,37]. We compared the
proportions of opioid classes before and after the intervention
and then measured if our intervention changed the quantity,
duration, or proportion of prescriptions greater than 90
MME/day for all prescriptions, as well as for each opioid class.

For statistical analysis, Wilcoxon rank-sum test was utilized for
nonparametric data, and t test for parametric data. Chi-square
and Fisher exact test were performed for comparison of
categorical values. Confidence intervals were included for all
appropriate analysis. Statistics were performed in R statistical
software (R Core Team).

Results

Overview of Prescriptions
There were 128,933 non-MAT opioid prescriptions written
during our study period. Of these, 103,338/128,933 (80.15%)
were written for oral tablet or capsule formulations. We
excluded 23,961/103,338 (23.19%) prescriptions that were
written for patients with chronic pain. Of the remaining 79,377,
we excluded 1131/79,377 prescriptions (1.42%) that were
written by the ED. The median duration for these ED
prescriptions was 2.7 days (IQR 2.5-3.3) with a median
dispensed quantity of 9 tablets (IQR 9-31).

The remaining 78,246 prescriptions were for 30,975 unique
patients. There were 38,976/78,246 (49.81%) prescriptions
written for 16,464/30,975 (53.15%) patients in the
preintervention period and 39,270/78,246 (50.19%) prescriptions
written for 17,399/30,975 (56.17%) patients in the
postintervention period. Figure 1 demonstrates the inclusion
and exclusion criteria leading to our study cohorts.
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Figure 1. Breakdown of our study cohort included excluded groups. ED: emergency department; MAT: medical assisted treatment.

Missing Data
Of the 78,246 prescriptions, 7167 (9.16%; 95% CI 8.96-9.36)
were missing a calculated duration. The proportion of missing
calculated durations decreased from 9.91% (7758/78,246; (95%
CI 9.62-1.02) to 8.41% (6578/78,246; 95% CI 8.14-8.70;
P<.001) before and after the intervention. In addition,
7156/78,246 (9.15%; 95% CI 8.94-9.35) prescriptions were
missing documented quantity dispensed with a reduction from
9.90% (7750/78,246; 95% CI 9.60-10.20) to 8.40%
(6570/78,246; 95% CI 8.13-8.68; P<.001) before versus after
the intervention. Finally, 1139/78,246 (1.46%; 95% CI
1.37-1.54) prescriptions were missing the MME/day field with
a significant increase in this proportion before versus after the
intervention (915/78,246 [1.17%; 95% CI 1.07-1.28] to
1358/78,246 [1.74%; 95% CI 1.61-1.87]; P<.001). Missing
values were excluded from their respective analysis.

Patient Demographics
Overall, 17,344/30,975 (55.99%; 95% CI 55.44%-56.55%) of
all unique patients were female. There was no significant
difference in patient sex before and after the intervention
(17,300/30,975 [55.85%; 95% CI 55.10%-56.61%] vs

17,237/30,975 [56.65%; 95% CI 55.91%-57.39%] female;
P=.14). The median age was 59, which did not change.

Rate of Prescribing
There was no significant change in the median number of
prescriptions written per month, before and after the intervention
(3254.5 [IQR 3176.25-3331.25] vs 3338 [3157.0-3391.5];
P=.59). The median monthly prescriptions per person remained
1 (IQR 1-2). The odds of getting more than 1 opioid prescription
after the intervention did not significantly increase (1.003, 95%
CI 0.967-1.04) and the odds of being prescribed a refill
decreased (0.801, 95% CI 0.747-0.858).

Types of Opioids Prescribed
The majority (48,261/78,246, 61.68%; 95% CI 61.34%-62.02%)
of prescriptions during the study period were for oxycodone.
Table 1 demonstrates the proportion of individual opioids.

There were small but significant reductions in the proportion
of prescriptions for morphine—6.30% (2456/38,976; 95% CI
6.06%-6.55%) to 5.95% (2335/39,270; 95% CI 5.72%-6.19%);
P=.04)—and oxymorphone—0.37% (143/38,976; 95% CI
0.31%-0.43%) to 0.24% (96/39,270; 95% CI 0.20%-0.30%;
P=.002). There was no change in the proportion of the other
opioids.
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Table 1. Proportion of each opioid during the study period with 95% confidence intervals.

95% CIProportiona (N=78,246), n (%)Medication

0.44-0.54379 (0.48)Codeine

0.009-0.0313 (0.02)Hydrocodone

4.95-5.263995 (5.11)Hydromorphone

0.04-0.0740 (0.05)Meperidine

5.96-6.294791 (6.12)Morphine

61.34-62.0248,261 (61.68)Oxycodone

0.27-0.35239 (0.31)Oxymorphone

0.19-0.26172 (0.22)Tapentadol

25.71-26.3220,356 (26.02)Tramadol

aProportion of the number of that individual opioid prescriptions from the total 78,246 opioid prescriptions.

Dispensing and Duration
There was a significant reduction in the overall median quantity
of opioid tablets dispensed before versus after the intervention
(54 [IQR 40-120] vs 42 [IQR 18-90]; P<.001). There was also
a reduction in median duration of treatment before and after the
intervention (10.5 days [IQR 5.0-30] vs 7.5 days [IQR 3.0-30];
P<.001). Finally, there was a significant reduction in the
proportion of prescriptions greater than 90 MME/day (27.46%
[10,704/38,976; 95% CI 27.02%-27.91%] vs 22.86%
[8979/39,270; 95% CI 22.45%-23.28%]; P<.001), despite no
change in the median of 45 MME/day per prescription before
and after the intervention. These results are displayed in Figure
2.

There was a significant reduction in all metrics for oxycodone.
Tramadol and codeine demonstrated a reduction in tablets
dispensed, while codeine also had a reduction in the duration
of treatment (P<.001 for all three metrics). Hydromorphone had
a significant reduction (P<.001) in MME greater than 90/day
despite no change in the other metrics. Table 2 demonstrates
the effect of our intervention overall, and on each type of opioid
medication before and after the intervention.

Given the majority of prescriptions were for oxycodone, Figure
3 demonstrates monthly numbers of tablets dispensed, median
duration of treatment, and proportion of prescriptions greater
than 90 MME/day for oxycodone.

Figure 2. Monthly median tablets prescribed pre and post-intervention, monthly median duration (days) pre and post-intervention and proportion of
prescriptions >90 MME/day pre and post-intervention for all opioids. MME: morphine milligram equivalents.
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Table 2. Quantity, duration of treatment, and proportion of MMEa/day >90 for all opioids and each individual opioid before and after the intervention.

P valueAfter the interventionBefore the interventionOpioid

All opioids

<.00142 (18-90)54 (40-120)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

<.0017.5 (3.0-30)10.5 (5.0-30.0)Duration in days (IQR)

<.0018979/39,270 (22.86); 22.45-23.2810,704/38,976 (27.46); 27.02-27.91>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Codeine

<.00120 (18-42)42 (40-42)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

<.0012.5 (1.7-5.0)5 (5-7.5)Duration in days (IQR)

00>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Hydrocodone

.9145 (30-90)42 (36-51)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

.5311.25 (8.75-15.63)15 (11-22.5)Duration in days (IQR)

>.994/9 (44.44); 15.34-77.351/4 (25.00); 1.32-78.06>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Hydromorphone

60 (20-120)60 (42-120)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

7.5 (3.3-20)7.5 (5-20)Duration in days (IQR)

<.001664/2010 (33.03); 30.99-35.15783/1985 (39.45); 37.29-41.64>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Meperidine

.41100 (100-120)144 (60-182)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

.936 (6.0-10.5)10.5 (5.0-15.0)Duration in days (IQR)

00>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Morphine

60 (60-90)60 (56-90)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

30 (20-30)30 (30-30)Duration in days (IQR)

.871048/2335 (44.88); 42.85-46.931092/2456 (44.46); 42.49-46.46>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Oxycodone

<.00142 (18-90)56 (42-120)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

<.0016 (2.5-30)10 (5.0-30.0)Duration in days (IQR)

<.0017190/24,299 (29.59); 29.02-30.178722/23,962 (36.40); 35.79-37.01>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Oxymorphone

.1862 (60-90)60 (56-90)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

30 (30-30)30 (30-30)Duration in days (IQR)

>.9958/96 (60.42); 49.89-70.1085/143 (59.44); 50.90-67.47>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Tapentadol

.29101 (60-120)112 (60-166)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

30 (30-30)30 (30-30)Duration in days (IQR)

.2115/90 (16.67); 9.93-26.3221/82 (25.61); 16.89-36.65>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

Tramadol

<.00130 (12-90)40 (28-97.5)Quantity in tablets (IQR)

10 (5-20)10 (7.5-20.0)Duration in days (IQR)

00>90 MME/day, n/N (%); 95% CI

aMME: morphine milligram equivalents.
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Figure 3. Monthly median number of tablets dispensed, median durations (days) of treatment and proportion of oxycodone prescriptions > 90 MME/day
pre and post-intervention. MME: morphine milligram equivalents.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this quasi-experimental pre–post study our intervention
resulted in a significant reduction (P<.001) in the duration of
treatment, quantity of tablets dispensed, and proportion of
prescriptions greater than 90 MME/day for all opioid
prescriptions written for patients with acute pain without an
increase in the rate of prescribing or MME/day per prescription,
while maintaining clinician autonomy. Our postintervention
median duration of treatment for all opioids was 7.5 days, which
is slightly longer than the CDC’s recommendations of 7 days
[16], but an improvement over our preintervention duration of
10 days. In addition, we improved compliance with CDC
recommendations that opioid dosing should not exceed 90
MME/day [16].

Oxycodone accounted for more than 60% (48,261/78,246,
61.68%) of our institutions prescriptions and was the only opioid
to demonstrate reductions in all metrics, while tramadol,
codeine, and hydromorphone had reductions in at least one
metric. Our results show an improved median duration of
treatment for oxycodone of 6 days, which is within CDC’s
recommendations for acute pain.

Modifications to prescription presets is a relatively simple and
effective way to combat the opioid epidemic. Our results are
similar to other studies of single departments. Delgado et al
[23] studied 2 EDs prescribing oxycodone. They examined the

difference in prescribing patterns before and after the
implementation of a new EHR, where they previously had no
prescribing presets and the new EHR was preset to 10 tablets
per prescription demonstrating a decrease in the median number
of tablets from 11.3 and 12.6 to 10 and 10.9, respectively, in
the 2 departments [23].

Chiu et al [22] looked at opioid prescribing in the outpatient
surgical setting. Their study included 3 hospitals examining
changes in preset opioid prescription quantities from 30 to 12
tablets. The intervention reduced the median number of tablets
prescribed from 30 to 20, with a decrease of 5.22 tablets and
34.41 MME per prescription, and no difference in refill rates
[22].

Despite their expectation of decreased tablets dispensed, Zwank
et al [26] showed an increase from 15.31 to 15.77 in the mean
number of tablets dispensed for hydrocodone and oxycodone
in the ED after they removed a 15-tablet preset and required
manual entry of a dispense quantity [26]. This may suggest that
presets are vital to reduce prescribing quantities; however, this
is contradicted by Santistevan et al [24] who demonstrated that
removal of a default of 20 tablets for hydrocodone and
oxycodone reduced the median number of tablets prescribed
from 20 to 15, although their preintervention presets were higher
than Zwank et al’s.

Montoy et al [25] implemented a block-randomization study at
2 EDs. They examined 6 possible opioid tablet quantity presets:
“status quo” 12 and 20, as well as “null,” 5, 10, and 15. They
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demonstrated that each tablet increase in preset yielded an
increase of 0.19 tablets prescribed, and lower default quantities
were associated with lower number of pills in 8 of 15 pairwise
comparisons [25]. These results support our approach that
modifications to prescription presets are an effective way to
enact change in opioid prescribing.

Despite a number of publications demonstrating reductions in
opioid prescribing through presets [22,23,25], to our knowledge
this research is the first to demonstrate reduction in overall
opioid prescribing and prescribing of multiple individual opioids
for an entire hospital system. Our hospitals and ambulatory
clinics are located in one of the most lethal counties in one of
the most lethal states associated with the opioid epidemic
[38-40]. The CDC estimates that the risk of chronic use of
opioids is 13.5% after 8 days of treatment [15] and the World
Health Organization estimates the annual rate for
opioid-dependent individuals overdosing at 45% and death at
0.65% [41]. We reduced our median duration of treatment from
10.5 to 7.5 (6 days for oxycodone), thus potentially bringing
more than half of our institutions’ opioid prescriptions below
this high-risk threshold.

Examining our hospital’s nearly 3300 prescriptions per month
and postintervention median reduction of 12 tablets per
prescription, we can estimate that our hospital system has
reduced nearly 39,600 opioid tablets from being prescribed per
month, or 475,200 tablets per year. Extrapolate this to the over
168 million prescriptions written in the United States in 2018
[42], and our simple intervention could potentially reduce the
number of tablets being prescribed each year by over 2 billion.
Our intervention excluded prescriptions for chronic pain, thus
these approximations are likely extreme, but even a small
percentage of these estimates is a net large and clinically
important reduction in opioid tablets. Significant reductions in
the number of opioid tablets prescribed, durations of treatment,
and doses greater than 90 MME/day can play an important role
in curbing the epidemic, improving quality of care, and
ultimately saving lives.

Limitations
Our findings have a number of limitations. First, although a
validated algorithm, we did not complete Tian et al’s [30]
algorithmic approach to identifying patients with chronic pain
with EHR data. We believe this is unlikely to significantly bias
our results as this was the least sensitive element in the original
study and exclusion of this step, if anything, biases our results
away from our objective (ie, including more patients with
chronic pain with presumably higher doses and longer
prescription durations in our data set). In addition, this algorithm
was designed for use with ICD-9 codes. We mapped ICD-9 to
ICD-10 codes and performed a manual review, but errors may
still have persisted. Second, with regard to our results, we did

demonstrate that morphine and oxymorphone had slight
reductions in proportion prescribed after the intervention;
however, this was unlikely to have biased our results. We also
should acknowledge that 9.16% (7167/78,246) of our study
cohort were missing calculated durations and quantity of tablets
dispensed and the percentage of these missing values decreased
after the intervention, while 1.46% (1139/78,246) of
prescriptions were missing MME/day and this increased after
the intervention. We believe the majority of missing calculated
durations are likely due to the missing dispense quantities, which
are required for the computation of this metric. Missing
MME/day is likely due to missing concentrations, doses, or
conversion factors of some formulations. Some of these missing
values may be due to prescriptions being refilled and bypassing
some of the new requirements we implemented. We excluded
missing data from our analysis, but it is possible this exclusion
influenced our results.

For our MME/day threshold we chose to use the CDC guidelines
for opioid prescribing as the CDC is a federal agency that
upholds “the health of the people of the United States.” [43] It
should be noted that individual states may have opioid
prescribing guidelines that deviate from those presented by the
CDC [44].

It should also be noted that our research was a
quasi-experimental pre–post study, and we cannot infer causality
with our intervention and the results observed. It is possible that
other influential factors could have played a role in the reduction
of opioid prescribing at out institution during this 2-year period,
as the opioid epidemic has come to the forefront of modern
medicine. However, we believe our results are encouraging,
and other studies have demonstrated similar outcomes to suggest
our intervention likely played at least a role in the reduction of
prescribing patterns at our institution. Finally, our region has
one of the highest opioid overdose and death rates in the nation,
making our results of high value to curbing the epidemic;
however, our results may not be generalizable to the rest of the
country.

Conclusions
In this quasi-experimental retrospective pre–post analysis, we
demonstrated that modifications of the opioid prescribing presets
in our hospital system’s EHR can improve prescribing practice
patterns and reduce the number of pills dispensed, duration of
treatment, and proportion of prescriptions greater than 90
MME/day. We have identified a simple and effective way to
reduce opioid prescribing, and to our knowledge, we are the
first to perform this kind of an intervention throughout an entire
hospital system, and not just at the department level. Reduction
in opioid prescribing may aid in curbing the opioid epidemic,
thus improving quality of care and potentially saving lives.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic health records (EHRs) are a central feature of care delivery in acute care hospitals; however, the
financial and quality outcomes associated with system performance remain unclear.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to evaluate the association between the top 3 EHR vendors and measures of hospital financial
and quality performance.

Methods: This study evaluated 2667 hospitals with Cerner, Epic, or Meditech as their primary EHR and considered their
performance with regard to net income, Hospital Value–Based Purchasing Total Performance Score (TPS), and the unweighted
subdomains of efficiency and cost reduction; clinical care; patient- and caregiver-centered experience; and patient safety. We
hypothesized that there would be a difference among the 3 vendors for each measure.

Results: None of the EHR systems were associated with a statistically significant financial relationship in our study. Epic was

positively associated with TPS outcomes (R2=23.6%; β=.0159, SE 0.0079; P=.04) and higher patient perceptions of quality

(R2=29.3%; β=.0292, SE 0.0099; P=.003) but was negatively associated with patient safety quality scores (R2=24.3%; β=−.0221,

SE 0.0102; P=.03). Cerner and Epic were positively associated with improved efficiency (R2=31.9%; Cerner: β=.0330, SE 0.0135,
P=.01; Epic: β=.0465, SE 0.0133, P<.001). Finally, all 3 vendors were associated with positive performance in the clinical care
domain (Epic: β=.0388, SE 0.0122, P=.002; Cerner: β=.0283, SE 0.0124, P=.02; Meditech: β=.0273, SE 0.0123, P=.03) but with

low explanatory power (R2=4.2%).

Conclusions: The results of this study provide evidence of a difference in clinical outcome performance among the top 3 EHR
vendors and may serve as supportive evidence for health care leaders to target future capital investments to improve health care
delivery.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23961)   doi:10.2196/23961

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

Background
In the first part of the 20th century, health care predominantly
revolved around a single health care provider, diagnosing and
treating patients within the confines of their office or in the
patient’s home, and patient medical histories were recorded on
paper. However, as the US health care industry has progressed
and modernized, the proliferation of information technology
has accelerated. In 2013, US health information technology
investment totaled US $2.8 billion; however, by 2017, it had
reached a staggering US $7.1 billion [1]. However, some reports
indicate that hospitals have struggled to remain profitable during
this same time frame [2]. Many health care executives are
questioning the return on investment in hospital technology and
wondering whether their capital outlay will result in improved
financial outcomes [3].

Numerous studies have noted the high expense of care delivery
yet low health care information technology proliferation in the
United States. Citing the advancement of similar technology in
other developed countries, researchers have indicated that
through increased investment in health information technology,
the United States can lower overall health care spending and
simultaneously improve quality of care and patient outcomes
[4,5]. As a result, the federal government has been heavily
involved in the modernization of health information technology.
As early as 2004, President George W Bush called for
computerized health records in his State of the Union address
and offered a strategy to provide Americans access to electronic
health records (EHRs); unfortunately, he did not earn sufficient
funding to change provider behavior [6]. In 2009, President
Barack Obama signed the Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act as part of
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and
originally set aside US $27 billion for an incentive program that
encouraged hospitals and providers to adopt EHR systems [7,8].
This legislation prompted the adoption of EHRs in 2014 and
established time frames for mandated EHR
adoption. Furthermore, with the passage of the Medicare Access
and CHIP Reauthorization Act, Medicare introduced the
Medicare EHR Incentive Program, and the Merit-Based
Incentive Payment System to advance the meaningful use of
EHRs. As a result, by 2015, 96% of hospitals and 87% of
physician practices implemented EHRs [9]. By mid-2016, the
total federal government investment in EHR rose to US $35
billion and continued to rise [10].

One could argue that the proliferation of health care technology
spending did not occur organically. The hospital and health care
industry shifted to the use of EHR systems primarily because
of the financial incentives incorporated within the ARRA and
HITECH legislation [11]. HITECH provided eligible
professionals who demonstrated the meaningful use of an EHR
qualified for payments of US $18,000 in the first year; US
$12,000 for the second year; US $8000 for the third year; US
$4000 for the fourth year; and US $2000 for the fifth year [12].
An eligible professional was generally considered to be a
physician. After 2015, physicians who failed to meaningfully

use EHRs were subject to reductions in Medicare and Medicaid
reimbursement. Meaningful use of an EHR includes 3
components: (1) the EHR must be certified and include
e-prescribing capabilities; (2) the technology must provide for
the electronic exchange of personal health information with
other EHR systems (interoperability); and (3) the system must
produce reports utilizing various clinical and quality metrics.

Beginning in 2011, incentive payments were also available for
eligible hospitals that showed meaningful use of EHR and that
submitted quality metrics based on criteria identified by the US
Department of Health and Human Services. Incentive amounts
were phased out in 2015 for hospitals that had not implemented
a meaningful EHR. In addition, incentive payments were not
available for hospitals that were not meaningful EHR users [13].
Despite the robust startup incentives offered by the federal
government and continuing support provided via increased
Medicare reimbursement, questions remain if the investment
in health care information technology is sustainable. The
adoption of a comprehensive EHR system can surpass several
billion dollars for a large health care system [14]. The
sustainability of these systems can approach several hundred
million dollars annually, and numerous health care systems
report significant implementation and sustainment cost overages
[15,16]. Furthermore, despite the prevalent adoption of EHR
systems since the passage of the HITECH Act, sharing of health
care data and interoperability of information technology remains
to be elusive. There remains to be little financial incentive to
share and use data to reduce costs or improve the quality of care
[17].

Thus, we seek to assess the association between investment in
information technology and the dominant EHR platforms each
have on the financial and quality outcomes of hospitals in the
United States. We hypothesize that there is a difference in
outcomes among the 3 vendors for each measure. Although
extensive research has focused on the perceived and actual
benefits of information technology in health care, this is an area
of research that has not been fully evaluated. The body of
literature predating the passage of the HITECH and Affordable
Care Acts is fairly robust; however, with the passage of these
legislative acts and the rate of change in technology, many of
these studies are now outdated, particularly with respect to the
direct impact of specific EHR vendors [18-20].

Literature Review
Two recent studies examined the relationships between health
information technology capital expenditure and both financial
and quality outcomes and aligned very closely with our work.
Wang et al [21] examined the impact of investment in health
information technology on hospital financial performance and
productivity. In a later study, Wang and Gibbs [22] offered a
framework to compare the performance of EHR systems. We
intend to build on these studies in a few key areas [21,22].

First, in the 2018 and 2019 studies, the key financial outcome
variable examined was return on assets (ROA). Net revenue per
staffed bed was also considered in the 2018 study. Broadly
speaking, financial performance can be assessed in 4 main areas:
(1) profitability or return on investment, (2) liquidity, (3)
leverage, and (4) operating efficiency. Within each category,
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there are several variables to consider. Although ROA and
revenue per bed are important, we believe that greater
operational clarity can be achieved with a specific focus on the
income statement and net income.

Second, quality was evaluated in the 2019 study via the Hospital
Value–Based Purchasing (HVBP) Total Performance Score
(TPS). These quality measures are all important to the field;
however, we view the level of utilization of beds as a suboptimal
measure of quality that is not well supported in the literature.
The number of times a bed turns over speaks more to the volume
of services demanded but offers little insight with respect to the
quality of those services. We intend to focus more on the
dimensions of HVBP and its subdomains. The contributory
factors that are evaluated to produce the TPS include patient
perceptions of care and measures of patient safety, process of
clinical care delivery, and efficiency and cost reduction.

Third, both the 2018 and 2019 studies included important market
characteristic variables as controls. These included hospital size,
market concentration index (MCI), payer mix (Medicare and
Medicaid; ie, the percentage of revenue coming from each of
those programs), uncompensated care cost, ownership
(governmental, proprietary, and nonprofit), teaching status,
geographic classification, and year fixed effects. We suggest
that additional variables may be insightful, as several other
factors have been shown to influence both financial and quality
outcomes [23-25]. Additional control variables worth
considering are the level of outpatient services rendered, urban
versus rural location, average length of stay, case mix index,
wage index, sole community provider status, system
membership, and geographic region [26]. These variables can
further clarify the strength of the association between the
independent variable of interest and our targeted dependent
variables, while also serving to diminish any possible omitted
variable bias.

Fourth, the 2019 study considers various EHR systems but does
not clearly identify which vendors perform better or worse based
on the available data. To the authors’ credit, they did not want
the research to be construed as the promotion of a particular
vendor. However, in our view, the health care industry is in an
era of evidence-based medicine and management. Thus, we
believe that it is appropriate to identify the system in question.
This more transparent approach, coupled with more specific
outcome data that clearly identifies practitioner actionable
evidence, should provide greater practical insight and facilitate
improved organizational decision making.

In the following sections, we integrate and broaden the
investigation of previous research efforts and evaluate the impact
of 3 of the largest EHR providers’ performance on measures of
finance and quality. Quite simply, we would like to determine
which EHR system performs the best and seek to provide health
care leaders with an additional evidentiary basis for making
EHR adoption decisions. Given the variation in EHR system
cost, options, ease of use, training requirements, and on-site
and follow-up support, we recognize that this can be a highly
complex decision. Although we hypothesize that there is a
difference in performance among the 3 EHR vendors in terms

of financial and quality performance, we are uncertain a priori
where each system will perform the best on the evaluation
measures we have selected.

Methods

Data and Sample
The data for this study were extracted from two primary sources:
the Definitive Health Care database and the American Hospital
Association (AHA) Annual Survey database for 2018. The
Definitive Health Care database provided the dependent and
independent variables of interest, in addition to most of the
control variables for this study. The Definitive Health Care
database compiles US hospital data sources including Medicare
Cost Reports, commercial claims data, Medicare Standard
Analytics Files, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) Hospital Compare, and many other data elements [27].
The cost report contains provider information such as facility
characteristics, utilization data, cost and charges by cost center
(in total and for Medicare), Medicare settlement data, and
financial statement data. The AHA Annual Survey database
provided the remaining data for the geographic region control
variables [28]. All variables were linked with the 2 contributing
data sources based on the Medicare provider number. Data on
a total of 2667 short-term acute care hospitals were accumulated
for analysis.

Measures—Dependent Variables
Table 1 shows the full complement of the study variables. Our
study included 2 types of dependent variables drawn from the
Definitive Health Care data set. The first set of data comes from
the hospital income statement: net income scaled in millions of
dollars. The second set of dependent variables is drawn from
the hospitals’ 2018 value-based purchasing scores and includes
(1) the TPS, (2) patient experience score, (3) clinical process
score, (4) efficiency score, and (5) the safety score. Each
hospital’s TPS is a weighted measure of performance based on
each of the other areas listed, while each subordinate measure
is an aggregation of several commonly tracked clinical and
administrative criteria, as shown in Figure 1.

Under the CMS HVBP Program, Medicare makes incentive
payments to hospitals based on how well they perform on each
measure compared with other hospitals’ performance during a
baseline period and how much they improve their performance
on each measure compared with the baseline reporting period
[29]. All value-based purchasing variables are unweighted and
based on a scale of 0 to 100, with higher scores being better,
and have been validated by CMS for validity and reliability
[30]. The total number of value-based purchasing participating
hospitals provided a size limit to the study. A missingness map
using Amelia, a program for missing data developed by Honaker
et al [31], revealed approximately 1% missing from 2667
observations and 32 variables (k). The maximum proportion
missing from any column was 12.5% and from any row was
10.1%; therefore, these values were conservatively imputed
with the median using R Statistical Software [32].
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Table 1. Variables and operational definitions.

DefinitionOriginal sourceVariable

Hospital using the Cerner EHRa as its primary EHR platformDefinitive Health CareCerner

Hospital using the Epic EHR as its primary EHR platformDefinitive Health CareEpic

Hospital using the Meditech EHR as its primary EHR platformDefinitive Health CareMeditech

The TPS is derived from 4 equally weighted domains in financial year 2018:CMScTPSb

• Clinical care
• Patient experience of care
• Safety
• Efficiency and cost reduction

Composite of 9 measures extracted from the hospital consumer assessment of health care providers and
systems survey

CMSPatient experi-
ence score

Composite of 3 mortality measures: acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumoniaCMSClinical care
score

Medicare Spending Per BeneficiaryCMSEfficiency and
cost reduction
score

Composite of 7 safety related rates: catheter-associated urinary tract infections, central line-associated
blood stream infection, clostridium difficile infection, methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus, patient

CMSSafety score

safety for selected indicators composite, elective delivery before 39 completed weeks gestation, and
surgical site infections

Hospitals operated by investor-owned organizationsDefinitive Health CareFor-profit sta-
tus

Number of staffed bedsDefinitive Health CareNumber of
beds

Hospital located in a nonmetropolitan county or a hospital within a metropolitan county that is far away
from the urban center, as defined by the Health Resource Services Administration

Definitive Health CareRural status

Hospitals operated by local, county, or state governmentDefinitive Health CareGovernment
status

Hospitals affiliated with universities, colleges, medical schools, or nursing schoolsDefinitive Health CareTeaching sta-
tus

Percent of care delivered in an outpatient settingDefinitive Health CareOutpatient ser-
vice mix

The average number of days that patients spend in hospital, measured by dividing the total number of
days stayed by all inpatients during a year by the number of admissions or discharges

Definitive Health CareAverage
length of stay

The case mix index is the average relative diagnosis related group weight of a hospital’s inpatient dis-
charges, calculated by summing the Medicare Severity-Diagnosis Related Group weight for each discharge
and dividing the total by the number of discharges

Definitive Health CareCase mix

The proportion of hospital reimbursement from governmental sources (Medicare, Medicaid, TRICARE,
etc)

Definitive Health CareGovernment
payer mix

A labor market area’s wage index value is the ratio of the area’s average hourly wage to the national
average hourly wage 

Definitive Health CareWage Index

A sole community hospital classified by specific criteria from CMS (distance from other like hospitals,
rural, travel time, number of beds, etc)

Definitive Health CareSole communi-
ty hospital

An entity that owns or has owned 2 or more hospitals. In addition, health systems may also maintain
ownership of other postacute or ambulatory sites of care

Definitive Health CareSystem mem-
ber

The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index measure of market concentration was used to determine market com-
petitiveness. It is calculated by squaring the market share of each firm competing in a market and then
summing the resulting numbers

Definitive Health CareMarket con-
centration

Average age of facility is calculated using the accumulated depreciation (total depreciation) and the de-
preciation expense (depreciation over a single period)

Definitive Health CareAverage age
of facility

Measure of utilization calculated as (inpatient days of care or bed days available)×100Definitive Health CareOccupancy
rate
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DefinitionOriginal sourceVariable

Regions of the United States as defined by the American Hospital AssociationAmerican Hospital Associ-
ation

Region

aEHR: electronic health record.
bTPS: total performance score.
cCMS: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.

Figure 1. Financial year 2018 Hospital Value–Based Purchasing program measures.

Measures—Independent and Control Variables
Our independent variables of interest included the top EHR
systems used by hospitals in the United States (ie, Cerner, Epic,
Meditech, or other), as reported in the Definitive Health Care
database. These variables were included in our analysis as a
dichotomous variable for each EHR system of interest (“1” if
the system was used, “0” if not). Consistent with previous
research, we also included several organizational-level control
variables to account for other explanatory factors that could
influence financial and quality outcomes. These variables
included for-profit ownership status, number of beds, rural or
urban geographic location, government ownership, teaching
status, outpatient service mix, average length of stay, case mix,
government payer percentage, wage index, sole community
provider designation, system membership, MCI, occupancy
rate, and geographic location by the AHA region. All analyses
were performed using collinearity diagnostics. The variance
inflation factor exceeded 10 in our analyses. Table 1 shows the
data sources and operational definitions of the variables used
in this study.

Results

Overview
Descriptive statistics and pairwise correlations were also
calculated. The distributions of most of the dependent variables
(income, TPS, experience score, clinical score, and safety) were
relatively normal; however, the HVBP efficiency score was

skewed to the right. Box-Cox analysis of the variable suggested
a negative square root transformation, but for interpretability,
it was not transformed. All dependent variables were min-max
scaled between 0 and 1 for easier interpretation as percentile
scores (eg, income percentile). All statistical analyses were
performed using the R Statistical Software [32]. In all the
analyses, a two-tailed P value <.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Table 2 provides detailed descriptive statistics for each variable.
Participating hospitals had a mean net income of US $15.01
million (SD US $109.04 million); TPS mean of 37.26 (SD
11.16); patient experience mean of 33.36 (SD 18.07); clinical
process score mean of 59.45 (SD 19.24); efficiency score mean
of 19.39 (SD 24.75); and safety score mean of 53.01 (SD 17.74).
In all cases, higher scores on the HVBP variables were better.
EHR vendors are represented in the following proportions in
our sample: Epic: 39.85% (1063/2667; SD 0.48); Cerner:
23.39% (624/2667; SD 0.42); Meditech: 19.98% (533/2667;
SD 0.39); and “other”: 16.78% (447/2667; SD 0.39).

Among the numerous organizational characteristics included
in our analysis as control variables, we observe 18.00%
(480/2667) of the hospitals in the study population are for-profit
facilities (SD 0.38), 22.98% (613/2667) are in rural locations
(SD 0.42), 45.97% (1226/2667) are teaching facilities (SD 0.49),
72.97% (1946/2667) are affiliated with a health care system
(SD 0.45), and that the hospitals are widely distributed across
each of the AHA geographic regions.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

Values, mean (SD)Variable

15.01 (109.04)Net income (in millions; US $)

37.26 (11.17)Total performance score

33.36 (18.07)Patient experience score (unweighted)

59.45 (19.24)Clinical process score (unweighted)

19.39 (24.75)Efficiency score (unweighted)

53.01 (17.74)Safety score (unweighted)

0.23 (0.42)EHRa-Cerner

0.40 (0.48)EHR-Epic

0.20 (0.40)EHR-Meditech

0.17 (0.39)EHR-other

0.18 (0.40)For-profit

214.75 (185.47)Beds

0.23 (0.42)Rural

0.13 (0.34)Government

0.47 (0.50)Teaching

0.53 (0.15)Outpatient service mix

4.30 (0.92)Average length of stay

1.61 (0.28)Case mix index

0.71 (0.11)Government payer percent

1.00 (0.20)Wage index

0.08 (0.28)Sole community provider

0.73 (0.45)System member

0.34 (0.330)Market concentration index

0.57 (0.17)Occupancy rate

12.95 (9.23)Average age of facility

0.04 (0.20)Region 1b (Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont)

0.12 (0.32)Region 2 (New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania)

0.08 (0.28)Region 3 (Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, and Washington, DC)

0.17 (0.37)Region 4 (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Puerto Rico)

0.17 (0.37)Region 5 (Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin)

0.08 (0.27)Region 6 (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota)

0.13 (0.35)Region 7 (Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas)

0.07 (0.260)Region 8 (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming)

0.13 (0.34)Region 9 (Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington)

aEHR: electronic health record.
bThe representative geographical region is American Hospital Association Region 1 (Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont).

Net Income
Table 3 reflects the results of our regression analyses of
hospitals’ utilization of the top 3 EHR vendors and the
associated hospital financial performance as measured by net
income. On the basis of our analysis of net income regressed

on EHR vendors (R2=10.6%), we see no significant results for

any of the vendors, when compared with facilities that fall into
the “other” category. Thus, we can say, on average, and when
controlling for the numerous organizational factors as controls,
none of the EHRs are associated with favorable or unfavorable
financial outcomes as measured by net income.

Table 3 also shows additional significant variables in our
analysis that are associated with hospital net income, including
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the number of hospital beds (β=.0001, SE 0.0000; P<.001),
hospital case mix (β=.0067, SE 0.0032; P=.04), hospital wage
index (β=−.0200, SE 0.0059; P<.001), and several geographic
variables. These findings indicate that with a point increase in

hospital case mix, net income increases by 0.67%, and with
each point increase in the hospital wage index, net income falls
by 2%.

Table 3. Analysis results for net income and total performance score.

Total performance score (adjusted R2=23.61%)Net income (adjusted R2=10.64%)Variable

Significance (P
value)

SEβSignificance
(P value)

SEβ

<.0010.0487.4027<.0010.0139.5591Intercept

—0.0080−.0021—a0.0023.0007Cerner

.040.0079.0159—0.0023−.0024Epic

—0.0079.0117—0.0023.0018Meditech

.020.6203−.0176—0.0021.0011For-profit

<.0010.0019−.0045<.0010.0000.0001Beds

<.0010.0084.0556—0.0024−.0012Rural

—0.0076−.0125—0.0022−.0017Government

.020.0055.0129—0.0016.0051Teaching

<.0010.0254.2137—0.0073−.0092Outpatient service mix

<.0010.0033−.0215—0.0009−.0015Average length of stay

.020.0111.0254.040.0032.0067Case mix

—0.0076−.0125—0.0022−.0017Government payer percent

.010.0204.0523<.0010.0059−.0200Wage index

<.0010.0095.0345—0.0027.0044Sole community provider

—0.0061.0061—0.0018.0002System member

<.0010.0098−.0380—0.0028.0014Market concentration

—0.0003.0000—0.0001.0000Average age of facility

—0.0183.0042—0.0053.0042Occupancy rate

—0.0135−.0166—0.0039−.0071Region 2b (New Jersey, New York, and Pennsyl-
vania)

—0.0151.0070—0.0043−.0077Region 3 (Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, and Washing-
ton, DC)

—0.0146−.0211<.010.0042−.0129Region 4 (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Puerto Rico)

—0.0135.0044—0.0039−.0060Region 5 (Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and
Wisconsin)

—0.0152.0200.050.0044−.0086Region 6 (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota)

—0.0150−.0187<.010.0043−.0132Region 7 (Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas)

—0.0155−.0138—0.0045−.0057Region 8 (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming)

—0.0140.0167<.0010.0040−.0218Region 9 (Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nevada,
Oregon, and Washington)

aNot significant.
bReferent geographical region is Region 1 (Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont); referent electronic health record is
“other.”
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Total Performance Score
Table 3 also shows the results of our regression analyses of the
association of EHRs with HVBP quality measures. On the basis

of our analysis of TPS regressed on EHR vendors (R2=23.6%),
Epic reflects only statistically significant results (β=.0159, SE
0.0079; P=.04). These results indicate that the Epic EHR is
associated with a 1.6% higher performance score when
compared with facilities that fall into the “other” category.
Neither Meditech nor Cerner were associated with significant
results.

Table 3 further indicates several control variables that are
significantly associated with TPS performance score. These
variables include for-profit ownership (β=−.0176, SE 0.6203;
P=.02), number of hospital beds (β=−.0045, SE 0.0019; P<.001),
rural designation (β=.0556, SE 0.0084; P<.001), teaching
designation (β=.0129, SE 0.0055; P=.02), outpatient service
mix (β=.2137, SE 0.0254; P<.001), average length of stay
(β=−.0215, SE 0.0033; P<.001), case mix (β=.0254, SE 0.0111;
P=.02), wage index (β=.0523, SE 0.0204; P=.01), sole
community provider designation (β=.0345, SE 0.0095; P<.001),
and the MCI (β=−.0380, SE 0.0098; P<.001).

Among other findings, these results imply, on average, for-profit
facilities perform 1.7% lower on the TPS measure. In addition,
with each day increase in average length of stay, we observed
a 2.2% decrease in TPS, and with each point increase in market
concentration, we see an associated 3.8% decrease in TPS
performance. However, with each point increase in the case mix
index, wage index, and outpatient service mix, we observed a

2.5%, 5.2%, and 21.4% increase in TPS outcomes, respectively.
Teaching hospitals are also associated with a 1.2% higher level
of performance than nonteaching facilities.

Efficiency Score
In Table 4, we also show the evaluation of efficiency

performance scores regressed on EHR vendors (R2=31.9%).
Cerner (β=.0330, SE 0.0135; P=.01) and Epic (β=.0465, SE
0.0133; P<.001) were positively associated with improved
efficiency quality scores approximately 3.3% higher (Cerner)
and 4.7% higher (Epic) than hospitals in the “other” category.
Meditech was not associated with any significant results.

Table 4 also indicates several variables that are significantly
associated with hospital efficiency. These variables include the
number of hospital beds (β=−.0001, SE 0.0000; P=.002), rural
designation (β=.0723, SE 0.0142; P<.001), outpatient service
mix (β=.4831, SE 0.0429; P<.001), average length of stay
(β=−.0233, SE 0.0055; P<.001), case mix (β=−.0698, SE
0.0188; P<.001), government payer percent (β=−.2486, SE
0.0375; P<.001), wage index (β=.1145, SE 0.0344; P<.001),
sole community provider designation (β=.0888, SE 0.0160;
P<.001), occupancy rate (β=.0656, SE 0.0310; P=.03), and
several regional variables. This implies, on average, there is a
statistically significant 2.3% decrease in efficiency score with
each day increase in average length of stay, a 6.9% decrease
with each point increase in the case mix index, and a 24.9%
decrease in efficiency is associated with each point increase in
government payer percentage.
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Table 4. Analysis results for efficiency score and patient experience score.

Patient experience score (adjusted

R2=29.3%)
Efficiency score (adjusted R2=31.98%)Variable

Significance (P
value)

SEβSignificance (P
value)

SEβ

<.0010.0612.3441—a0.0822.0012Intercept

—0.0100−.0002.010.0135.0330Cerner

.0030.0099.0292<.0010.0133.0465Epic

—0.0099.0157—0.0133.0161Meditech

<.0010.0093−.0542—0.0125−.0119For-Profit

<.0010.0000−.0001.0020.0000−.0001Beds

<.0010.0105.0517<.0010.0142.0723Rural

—0.0095.0044—−0.0065−.0065Government

<.0010.0069.0270—0.0093−.0050Teaching

<.0010.0320.3091<.0010.0429.4831Outpatient service mix

<.0010.0041−.0251<.0010.0055−.0233Average length of stay

<.0010.0140.0100<.0010.0188−.0698Case mix

<.0010.0095.0044<.0010.0375−.2486Government payer percent

—0.0256−.0744<.0010.0344.1145Wage index

—0.0119.0081<.0010.0160.0888Sole community provider

—0.0077−.0124—0.0103.0138System member

<.0010.0123−.0586—0.0165.0158Market concentration

—0.0003.0004—0.0005.0004Average age of facility

.0070.0230−.0618.030.0310.0656Occupancy rate

<.0010.0169−.0649<.0010.0227.1062Region 2b (New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania)

.0050.0189−.0522<.0010.0254.1627Region 3 (Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, North Carolina,
Virginia, West Virginia, and Washington, DC)

—0.0184−.0255<.0010.0247.0949Region 4 (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Puerto Rico)

—0.0170−.0254.0020.0228.0708Region 5 (Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin)

.010.0191−.0472<.0010.0257.2219Region 6 (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, and South Dakota)

—0.0189−.0066—0.0254.0481Region 7 (Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas)

<.0010.0195−.0977<.0010.0262.1702Region 8 (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico,
Utah, and Wyoming)

<.0010.0176−.0740<.0010.0237.2693Region 9 (Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and
Washington)

aNot significant.
bReferent geographical region is Region 1 (Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont); referent electronic health record is
“other.”

Patient Experience Score
Table 4 provides the final analysis results of our evaluation of
hospitals’ patient experience performance scores regressed on
EHR vendors. Epic was positively associated with higher patient
perceptions of quality scores 2.9% higher than hospitals in the

“other” category (R2=29.3%; β=.0292, SE 0.0099; P=.003).

Table 4 provides additional insight pertaining to the significant
association between the control variables included in our study
and patient experience scores. These variables include for-profit
ownership (β=−.0542, SE 0.0093; P<.001), number of beds
(β=−.0001, SE 0.0000; P<.001), rural status (β=.0517, SE
0.0105; P<.001), teaching (β=.0270, SE 0.0069; P<.001),
outpatient service mix (β=.3091, SE 0.0320; P<.001), average
length of stay (β=−.0251, SE 0.0041; P<.001), case mix
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(β=.0100, SE 0.0140; P<.001), government payer percent
(β=.0044, SE 0.0095; P<.001), market concentration (β=−.0586,
SE 0.0123; P<.001), occupancy rate (β=−.0618, SE 0.0230;
P=.007), and several geographic regions.

These results imply that, on average, the for-profit hospitals in
our study scored 5.4% lower on the HVBP patient experience
scores. In addition, for each additional day in the hospital, the
patient experience scores decreased by 2.5%. Each point
increase in market concentration and occupancy rate also
reduces patient experience by 5.9% and 6.2%, respectively.
Conversely, rural and teaching hospitals are associated with
higher patient experience, with associated increased scores of
5.2% and 2.7%, respectively.

Patient Safety Score
Table 5 provides insight into our research on patient safety

performance scores regressed on EHR vendors (R2=24.3%).
Epic (β=−.0221, SE 0.0102; P=.03) was negatively associated
with patient safety quality scores of 2.2% lower than hospitals

in the “other” category. Meditech and Cerner scores were not
associated with significant results.

Table 5 also provides details regarding the significant
associations between the control variables included in our study
and patient safety scores. These variables include the number
of hospital beds (β=−.0002, SE 0.0000; P<.001), rural status
(β=.0420, SE 0.0109; P<.001), teaching (β=.0168, SE 0.0071;
P=.02), outpatient service mix (β=.0965, SE 0.0330; P=.003),
average length of stay (β=−.0143, SE 0.0042; P<.001), case
mix (β=−.0812, SE 0.0144; P<.001), government payer percent
(β=.0746, SE 0.0288; P=.009), and occupancy rate (β=−.0919,
SE 0.0238; P<.001). These results indicate that patient safety
is negatively impacted by 1.4% for every day increase in average
length of stay and also declines by 8.1% for every point increase
in the case mix index. Furthermore, with each percent increase
in the hospital occupancy rate, patient safety scores declined
by 9.2%. Conversely, patient safety scores were positively
associated with rural and teaching hospitals by 4.2% and 1.7%,
respectively. In addition, with each percentage increase in
government payments, patient safety scores improved by 7.5%.
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Table 5. Analysis results for patient safety score and clinical process score.

Clinical process score (adjusted R2=4.19%)Patient safety score (adjusted R2=24.35%)Variable

Significance (P value)SEβSignificance (P value)SEβ

<.0010.0758.5974<.0010.0632.8251Intercept

.020.0124.0284—a0.0104−.0182Cerner

.0020.0122.0389.030.0102−.0221Epic

.030.0123.0274—0.0103−.0004Meditech

<.0010.0116.0512—0.0096.0022For-profit

.020.0000−.0001<.0010.0000−.0002Beds

—0.0131.0028<.0010.0109.0420Rural

.030.0118−.0264—0.0098−.0083Government

.050.0086.0167.020.0071.0168Teaching

—0.0396.0182.0030.0330.0965Outpatient service mix

—0.0051−.0094<.0010.0042−.0143Average length of stay

—0.0173.0223<.0010.0144−.0812Case mix

.020.0346−.0839.0090.0288.0746Government payer percent

—0.0317.0013—0.0264−.0314Wage index

—0.0148.0146—0.0123.0237Sole community provider

<.0010.0095.0329—0.0079.0082System member

.030.0152.0323—0.0127−.0174Market concentration

.040.0004.0009—0.0004−.0003Average age of facility

—0.0286−.0057<.0010.0238−.0919Occupancy rate

—0.0210−.0014—0.0174.0051Region 2b (New Jersey, New York, and
Pennsylvania)

—0.0235.0212—0.0196.0150Region 3 (Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland,
North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
and Washington, DC)

—0.0228.0156—0.0190−.0056Region 4 (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mis-
sissippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, and
Puerto Rico)

—0.0210.0275—0.0175.0200Region 5 (Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio,
and Wisconsin)

—0.0237−.0171—0.0197−.0013Region 6 (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South
Dakota)

—0.0234−.0126—0.0195.0055Region 7 (Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas)

—0.0242−.0457—0.0201−.0023Region 8 (Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming)

—0.0219.0181—0.0182.0142Region 9 (Alaska, California, Hawaii,
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington)

aNot significant.
bReferent geographical region is Region 1 (Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont); referent electronic health record is
“other.”

Clinical Care Performance Score
Finally, Table 5 shows the results of our evaluation of clinical
care performance scores regressed on EHR vendors. All 3
vendors were associated with positive performance with Epic
(β=.0388, SE 0.0122; P=.002), Cerner (β=.0283, SE 0.0124;

P=.02), and Meditech (β=.0273, SE 0.0123; P=.03), reflecting
positively associated higher clinical care performance scores
between 2.7% (Meditech) and 3.8% (Epic) higher than hospitals
in the “other” category. However, on this dependent variable,
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we recognize that the explanatory power of the regressors is

very low (R2=4.2%).

Table 5 also provides insight into the association between the
control variables in our study and clinical process outcomes.
The statistically significant variables in our analysis included
for-profit status (β=.0512, SE 0.0116; P<.001), number of
hospital beds (β=−.0001, SE 0.0000; P=.02), government
operated (β=−.0264, SE 0.0118; P=.03), teaching (β=.0167, SE
0.0086; P=.05), government payer percentage (β=−.0839, SE
0.0346; P=.02), system membership (β=.0329, SE 0.0095;
P<.001), market concentration (β=.0323, SE 0.0152; P=.03),
and the average age of the facility (β=.0009, SE 0.0004; P=.04).
These results indicate that government-operated hospitals are
associated with 2.6% lower clinical process scores, and for each
point increase in government payer percentage, there is also an
8.3% lower score. However, for-profit, teaching, and
system-owned hospitals appear to perform better on this measure
by 5.1%, 1.6%, and 3.3%, respectively. Hospitals in
concentrated markets also appear to perform better than those
in less concentrated markets. With each point increase in market
concentration, we observed an increase of 3.2%.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In general, our findings were insightful regarding the
performance of individual EHR vendors. We did not expect to
see a clearly obvious choice of EHR vendor with respect to
performance as defined by our financial and quality-focused
dependent variables. To this end, we did not ascertain that there
is a single EHR that outperforms all other competitors across
all of our study measures.

Our findings pertaining to financial outcomes were somewhat
interesting in that no single EHR demonstrated a significant
and positive association with net income. In most instances, the
capital allocation process is predicated on reasonable assurance
that there will be some tangible return on investment over a
reasonable amount of time. As EHR adoption is a major capital
investment and requires a major organizational change and
extensive training, some have argued that it may take the
organization a few years to see its effect on financial
performance. For instance, Collum et al [20] found a statistically
significant improvement in the total margin 2 years after EHR
adoption in hospitals. However, the authors attributed the
observed effect more to HITECH Act incentive payments than
operational improvements, primarily because the authors found
no significant association with operating margin. Thus, these
previous authors’observations, coupled with our own, continue
to indicate that EHR return on investment remains an unsettled
matter.

In our evaluation of TPS as a dependent variable, we note that
Epic was the singular EHR with a positive and significant
association with improved scoring. Given that the TPS is a
composite of the other variables in our analysis, it prompted us
to examine each of the subdomains’ performance scores more
closely. Although we did not see a positive association for Epic
in improved financial performance, this EHR recorded positive

and significant associations in clinical care, patient experience,
and efficiency scoring. Thus, when considered together, this
combination of scores across these 3 quality subdomains appears
to provide a performance advantage to Epic and a positive
association with TPS scoring.

However, Epic also demonstrated a statistically significant and
negative association with patient safety, which was not observed
in our other vendors’ performance. Although we did not expect
to observe a significant and negative association between any
EHR vendors and patient safety scoring, upon further research
on this topic, we note that our findings appear to be consistent
with several previous researchers’ results. Bowman [33] captures
these areas of concern very well in her synthesis of 64 studies
and papers highlighting numerous areas where EHRs can impose
undue burdens on health care providers and introduce the
possibility of errors. These include the potential for recording
erroneous data entry leading to patient safety hazards, system
design flaws, improper system use, inappropriate document
capture, erroneous application of copy and paste functions within
the medical record, rigid application of prepopulated templates,
and errors related to clinical decision support systems such as
alert fatigue [33]. In recent years, others have pointed to
potential problems with EHRs as a vector for increased risk to
patient safety with respect to incorrect use [34,35], malfunctions
[36,37], interoperability or system interaction [38], and health
information technology blackouts or downtime [36,39]. On the
basis of our findings, we can reasonably assume that many of
these issues persist.

Our research group discussed the possible reasons for these
results. In many ways, our results are supported by independent
research. The top vendors that we studied are often highlighted
in the KLAS, LLC Research for best in class, most user friendly,
and holding buyers’ attention [40]. It is a user-friendly variable
that could contribute to the software’s success in efficiency
measures. It is possible that all 3 vendors are equally capable
of achieving similar efficiency scores, but the fact that users are
more familiar with their function and more willing to explore
beyond the basic user training that renders Epic more effective
in the areas of TPS. One could reasonably assume that the
number of years since the hospital adopted the EHR system,
and also the stage of adoption, might have had an effect.
Hospitals that have adopted the EHR over several years may
be more efficient than hospitals that only recently adopted or
changed their EHR system. This could have an impact on levels
of customer service, capability to integrate modules together,
onboarding processes relating to the EHR, and the organization’s
capacity to facilitate initial and ongoing training.

Finally, another factor contributing to the success of one vendor
over the others could be ownership. Epic and Meditech have
proudly and defiantly maintained their private status. This factor
could make a vendor more agile in its software development
life cycle, enabling them to customize to order or correct flaws
rapidly.

Practice Implications
Those involved in purchasing decisions surrounding EHR should
carefully consider areas of focus in the facility, capital
expenditure cycles, strategic direction, and willingness of the
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organization to change EHR vendors. The significant decision
to switch EHR vendors is a complex process, and many factors
need to be aligned to set up the organization for success. Our
research may provide an evidentiary basis for vendor selection.
For example, an organization that struggles with improving
clinical care performance might consider Epic or Meditech with
an understanding that there are numerous other factors that
might influence outcomes. A similar choice might be considered
for facilities desiring to improve patient experience. However,
if patient experience or efficiency—in terms of Medicare
Spending Per Beneficiary—is an area of weakness, Epic might
be a preferred choice. Ultimately, an organization using a vendor
other than these 3 might look at the features that these vendors
offer that their vendor does not. Is there something their current
vendor could offer and increase measures of efficiency?
Regrettably, our research does not extend to the module level
of the EHR, so we cannot make any recommendations in that
regard.

Limitations and Recommendations for Future
Research
Our study had several limitations. First, this is a single year of
data drawn from the 2018 data pertaining to performance within
only short-term acute care HVBP participating facilities. Future
studies should consider examining the growth or decline of
EHR influence on these outcomes over time. Furthermore, as
a single-year study, our analysis also does not account for any
changes in EHR systems during the delay between baseline and
performance reporting periods from which HVBP scores were
determined, nor do we include the length of time the EHR has
been in place within the hospitals studied. A more in-depth
paired analysis could be considered to match the EHR system
with the exact time frame of performance. Additional financial
and quality outcome variables might also be considered, which
could broaden the study unit of observations beyond the HVBP
constraint. Finally, as more granular data becomes available
pertaining to the specific modules in use at the hospital level,

future studies might examine how specific module use is
associated with specific clinical outcomes.

Beyond the extensive implementation of EHRs, health care
providers, hospitals, and health care facilities invest heavily in
other forms of information technology to provide and enhance
care delivery. As the industry progresses toward value-based
care, organizations are increasingly investing in imaging,
telehealth, precision medicine, artificial intelligence, cloud-based
computing or data storage, consumer-facing technologies, and
disease management technologies. Furthermore, in the days
since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, telemedicine has
been showcased as an indispensable capability of the EHR.
Another aspect that should be evaluated in the future is the
telemedicine capabilities of these vendors. Future research
should carefully examine care delivered through this modality
and compare the outcomes across the top vendors.

Conclusions
The return on investment and outcomes associated with EHRs
have been a topic of intense focus and debate over the past 2
decades. Up to this point, a research gap has persisted pertaining
to the study and transparent disclosure of comparative studies
of major EHR vendors. In our analysis of the big 3
vendors—Epic, Cerner, and Meditech—we endeavored to fill
that gap. Yet, we can see that clearly answering which system
performs the best is complex. The implementation of any of
these products can take years, and success is not guaranteed.
However, our findings may provide some clarity to health care
leaders seeking to develop an evidence base to support future
capital investment in EHR systems. If an organization is already
considering a switch to a new EHR vendor, the organization
can devote sufficient funding for such an undertaking, and if
the leadership is willing to lead such a large organizational
change, then our study may provide some points of clarity
pertaining to the big 3 vendors that might be apt for
consideration.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile health (mHealth) apps are considered to be potentially powerful tools for improving lifestyles and
preventing cardiovascular disease (CVD), although only few have undergone large, well-designed epidemiological research.
“kencom” is a novel mHealth app with integrated functions for healthy lifestyles such as monitoring daily health/step data,
providing tailored health information, or facilitating physical activity through group-based game events. The app is linked to
large-scale Japanese insurance claims databases and annual health check-up databases, thus comprising a large longitudinal
cohort.

Objective: We aimed to assess the effects of kencom on physical activity levels and CVD risk factors such as obesity,
hypertension, dyslipidemia, and diabetes mellitus in a large population in Japan.

Methods: Daily step count, annual health check-up data, and insurance claim data of the kencom users were integrated within
the kencom system. Step analysis was conducted by comparing the 1-year average daily step count before and after kencom
registration. In the CVD risk analysis, changes in CVD biomarkers following kencom registration were evaluated among the
users grouped into the quintile according to their change in step count.

Results: A total of 12,602 kencom users were included for the step analysis and 5473 for the CVD risk analysis. The participants
were generally healthy and their mean age was 44.1 (SD 10.2) years. The daily step count significantly increased following
kencom registration by a mean of 510 steps/day (P<.001). In particular, participation in “Arukatsu” events held twice a year
within the app was associated with a remarkable increase in step counts. In the CVD risk analysis, the users of the highest quintile
in daily step change had, compared with those of the lowest quartile, a significant reduction in weight (–0.92 kg, P<.001),
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (–2.78 mg/dL, P=.004), hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c; –0.04%, P=.004), and increase in high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (+1.91 mg/dL, P<.001) after adjustment of confounders.
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Conclusions: The framework of kencom successfully integrated the Japanese health data from multiple data sources to generate
a large, longitudinal data set. The use of the kencom app was significantly associated with enhanced physical activity, which
might lead to weight loss and improvement in lipid profile.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e21622)   doi:10.2196/21622

KEYWORDS

mHealth; app; cardiovascular disease; physical activity; smartphone; mobile phone

Introduction

Reducing the burden of cardiovascular disease (CVD) is an
urgent public health issue. The major aspect of primordial
prevention is self-care behavior for the prevention of CVD, such
as healthy diet and exercise [1]. Long-term success in lifestyle
modification is multifactorial and needs cost-effective,
innovative approaches. With the widespread use of smartphones
in the last decade, numerous mobile health (mHealth) apps have
been developed and considered as potentially powerful tools
for this purpose because of their convenience and practicality
[2]. The core functions of mHealth apps are self-monitoring,
providing tailored information or feedback, and exercise goal
setting/reviewing [3,4]. Several apps have undergone scientific
evaluation for health effects, and meta-analyses have implicated
the favorable effects of mHealth apps on physical activity [5],
behavioral change [6], and multiple CVD risk factors [3].
However, previous studies generally targeted small populations
and may also have serious selection bias, warranting the need
for well-designed epidemiological research [3].

Furthermore, although mHealth apps may positively influence
the user’s lifestyle on a short-term basis, the attrition rates are
commonly high in long-term condition management [7]. Apps
must be optimized to increase the adherence to the app-guided
healthy lifestyles in order to practically reduce the user’s CVD
risk factors. For example, avoidance of manual data entry
increases app usage [8]. Providing immediate rewards in the
form of incentives may be effective to motivate individuals to
enhance physical activity [9]. A game-based design or positive
peer influence may also be effective to increase user
engagement, as is well shown in the Pokémon Go app [10]. To
date, only few mHealth apps could demonstrate the positive
impact of the user’s objective health status as represented by

CVD biomarkers, such as blood pressure (BP), lipid profile,
and glucose metabolism.

‘kencom’ is an mHealth app with integrated functions that
include providing tailored health information, automatically
gathered annual health check-up results, self-monitoring, and
feedback service to the users. It is also synchronized to
smartphone pedometers to count daily steps. The app is
optimized to keep a low attrition rate through the easy-to-use
user interface, incentive system, and regularly held events. Most
importantly, the app data can be linked to a large-scale Japanese
insurance database with detailed prescription information and
to Japanese annual health check-up data, thus making a large
longitudinal data set. In this study, we aimed to assess the effects
of kencom on physical activity levels and CVD risk factors such
as obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and diabetes mellitus in
a large Japanese population. We then discussed the plausible
mechanisms of kencom from the perspectives of behavioral
economics.

Methods

Overview and Functions of Kencom
kencom is a service developed by DeSC Healthcare, Inc. that
is available as an app on iOS and Android platforms as well as
through a web service. The kencom app is free to use and over
90% of the active users (ie, those who logged into kencom at
least one time a month) are app users. Individuals can use the
app for free if they live in Japan, are at least 19 years of age,
and have joined an affiliated society-managed,
employment-based health insurance association, one of the
major insurers of Japanese universal health coverage. The
affiliated society-managed, employment-based health insurance
associations pay a subscription fee to DeSC Healthcare Inc.
There are 5 core functions of kencom (Textbox 1; also see
Figure 1).
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Textbox 1. Core functions of kencom.

1. Displaying annual health check-up data

Users can check their own longitudinal, detailed health data based on the government-led annual health check-ups without manual input (Figure
1A).

2. Monitoring daily health data and goal setting

Steps are counted by each smartphone’s built-in pedometer and the data can be synchronized to the kencom app with the user’s agreement. Users
may set the daily goals of physical activity and the kencom app gives feedback to them according to self-checked achievements. Users may also
manually input weight, blood pressure, and blood sugar levels in the app (Figure 1B).

3. Providing tailored health information

Users receive tailored health information according to their lifestyle or disease risks, which is aimed to improve their health literacy. Every
original article is peer-reviewed by medical doctors or nutrition professionals.

4. Facilitating physical activity through team-based events

kencom regularly runs “Arukatsu” events to facilitate users’ physical activity. Up to 10 users form a team and the teams compete with each other
in the total step counts for 1 month. Individual step counts are shared with the team members, encouraging each member’s physical activity.
Game design elements were utilized in the event (Figure 1C).

5. Incentive system

kencom points are awarded for daily logging-in and engaging in various services including Arukatsu. Points were not basically rewarded for
daily activities or achieving goals. Users can get gift vouchers from kencom points that can be spent in the market place (Figure 1D).

Figure 1. Sample images of kencom app. A. Annual health check-up results; B. Trends of daily step counts; C. Arukatsu (a game event) team page
where individual step counts are shared with the team members, encouraging each member’s physical activity; D. Incentive system (kencom point).

Data
This cohort study was based on 3 data sources: Japanese health
check-up database, Japanese health insurance claims database,
and kencom database. These data were integrated, anonymized,
and stored in the affiliated local society-managed,
employment-based health insurance associations. DeSC
Healthcare Inc. then combined data from different
society-managed, employment-based health insurance
associations, making it a large, longitudinal database for research
purposes. Multimedia Appendix 1 summarizes the variables
from each data source. In brief, the Japanese health check-up
database consists of the results of questionnaires, physical
examinations, measurement of biomarkers, and imaging
examinations, which are conducted annually for the majority
of adults living in Japan. Japanese health insurance claims
database records monthly information about the patient
demographics, diagnoses according to the International
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 10th
Revision (ICD-10), medical procedures, and medications. The

kencom database is mainly about daily physical activity data
and the app usage.

The data anonymization was conducted under the “opt-out
agreement” between the users and the society-managed,
employment-based health insurance associations, in which the
users were notified of their data usage and they can propose the
deletion of their data. The study complied with the International
Society for Pharmacoepidemiology Guidelines for Good
Pharmacoepidemiology Practices. This study design was
approved by the institutional review board of Juntendo
University (approval number 2020045).

Study Population
This analysis targeted previously healthy adults living in Japan.
The inclusion criteria were the registration of kencom between
April 2016 and June 2018, and the availability of the baseline
insurance claims data, health check-up data, and step data before
and after kencom registration (12 months each) for the step
analysis; and further availability of the follow-up annual health
check-ups data for the CVD risk analysis. The baseline health
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check-up was defined as the check-up within 1 year before the
kencom registration, and the follow-up corresponds to the first
check-up conducted after 1-year usage of kencom (Figure 2).
These criteria were applied only to iOS users in whom the step
data prior to the app installation were automatically transferred
into the app. The exclusion criteria included previous medical

history of any cancer, end-stage renal disease requiring
hemodialysis, and those with too high variance in baseline steps
(top one percentile SD: over 7680 steps/day). From 15,363
kencom users with baseline information, 12,602 users met the
criteria for the step analysis and 5473 for the CVD risk analysis
(Figure 3).

Figure 2. Data collection timelines.

Figure 3. Study flow. CVD: cardiovascular disease.

Step Analysis
Pre- and post-registration daily step counts were defined as the
1-year average step count before and after kencom registration
(Figure 2). This definition allowed us to evaluate the change in
step (post- minus pre-registration daily step count), minimizing
the seasonal variation of step count [11]. The changes in average
daily steps following kencom registration (ie, the mean of each
user’s averaged steps over a year) were assessed for weekdays
and the weekend. Furthermore, we compared the average daily
step counts over each Arukatsu period, 1 month after the event,
1-2 months after the event, and 2-3 months after the event
between the Arukatsu participants and nonparticipants.

CVD Risk Analysis
The changes in CVD biomarkers (weight, systolic/diastolic BP,
low-density lipoprotein [LDL]/high-density lipoprotein [HDL]
cholesterol, triglyceride, and hemoglobin A1c [HbA1c]) over at
least 1-year usage of the app were assessed. Participants were
divided according to the quintile of the changes in daily steps
after kencom registration, and the changes in CVD biomarkers
(follow-up minus baseline check-up data) were evaluated with
the lowest quintile as the reference.

Statistical Analysis
Depending on the normality of variables, continuous data were
expressed as mean (SD) or median (IQR). The changes in daily
step count or biomarker levels following kencom app
registration were assessed by unpaired t test. We estimated the
associations between the changes in CVD biomarkers and the
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changes in step count following kencom registration by multiple
linear models with the biomarkers as the dependent variables.
Multivariable model 1 was adjusted for age (continuous), sex
(male/female), BMI (continuous), current smoking (yes/no),
and alcohol drinking (yes/no) at baseline health check-up.
Intention to improve lifestyle (“not interested,” “considering,”
and “working on”) was further adjusted in multivariable model
2, because this question in the Japanese annual health check-ups
has not been well scientifically validated. The linear trends in
relation to the changes in CVD biomarkers’ levels were assessed
with the use of quintiles of changes in daily steps following
kencom registration as continuous variables in which the median
change in the corresponding quintile groups was assigned.
Sensitivity analysis was performed among 4622 users not taking
any medications for hypertension, dyslipidemia, and diabetes
mellitus. All analyses were performed using R 3.6.1 (The R
Foundation). Statistical significance was set at a two-tailed
P<.05 and multiple comparisons were adjusted by the Bonferroni
method.

Results

Baseline Characteristics
Baseline cohort characteristics for the step and CVD risk
analyses are summarized in Table 1. Among 12,602 users for
the step analysis, the mean age was 44.1 (SD 10.2), and 52.25%
(6584/12,602) were male. Distribution of age is illustrated in
Multimedia Appendix 2. For the intention to improve their
lifestyles, 22.9% (1225/5339), 44.6% (2380/5339), and 32.5%
(1734/5339) of the users answered “not interested,”
“considering,” and “working on,” respectively. The median
(IQR) levels of BMI, systolic BP, LDL cholesterol, HDL
cholesterol, triglyceride, and HbA1c at baseline were 22.4

(20.4-24.7) kg/m2, 117 (107-128) mmHg, 119 (100-142) mg/dL,
63 (53-75) mg/dL, 80 (57-119) mg/dL, and 5.4 (5.2-5.6) %,
respectively. The users accessed the kencom app for a median
of 6.8 (IQR 2.6-14.1) days per month. The characteristics were
similar to those of the population for the CVD risk analysis
except for the male proportion (63.1% [3451/5473] in the CVD
risk analysis).

Table 1. Cohort characteristics.

CVDa risk analysis (n=5473)Step analysis (n=12,602)Characteristics

43.8 (10.2)44.1 (10.2)Age, year, mean (SD)

3451 (63.1)6584 (52.2)Male, n (%)

22.5 (20.5-24.7)22.4 (20.4-24.7)BMI (kg/m2), median (IQR)

1060/5463 (19.4)2724/12,389 (22.0)Current smoking, n/N (%)

3473/4589 (75.7)6408/8673 (73.9)Alcohol drink, n/N (%)

Intention to improve the lifestyle, n/N (%)

685/2895 (23.7)1225/5339 (22.9)Not interested

1258/2895 (43.5)2380/5339 (44.6)Considering

952/2895 (32.9)1734/5339 (32.5)Working on

117 (108-127)117 (107-128)Systolic BPb (mm/Hg), median (IQR)

72 (65-81)72 (65-81)Diastolic BP (mm/Hg), median (IQR)

119 (100-140)119 (100-142)LDLc cholesterol (mg/dL), median (IQR)

61 (52-73)63 (53-75)HDLd cholesterol (mg/dL), median (IQR)

82 (58-121)80 (57-119)Triglyceride (mg/dL), median (IQR)

5.4 (5.2-5.6)5.4 (5.2-5.6)HbA1c
e (%), median (IQR)

6 (1.8-13.2)6.8 (2.6-14.1)Average frequency of access per month, median (IQR)

aCVD: cardiovascular disease.
bBP: blood pressure.
cLDL: low-density lipoprotein.
dHDL: high-density lipoprotein.
eHbA1c: hemoglobin A1c

Effects of Kencom on Step Count
Mean step counts before and after kencom registration were
5642 (SD 2686) steps/day and 6152 (SD 2723) steps/day,
respectively. The daily step count was significantly increased

following kencom registration by a mean of 510 steps/day
(P<.001). Figure 4A visualizes the change in averaged daily
step count in each month before and after kencom registration.
The increase in step counts persisted for a year after kencom
registration. Physical activity levels were generally higher on
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weekdays than on the weekend, and the kencom app positively
influenced both step counts (step change: 534 steps/day, P<.001
for weekdays; 463 steps/day, P<.001 for the weekends; Figure
4B). The spikes in month 1 and month 7 might reflect the
Arukatsu event, in which users form teams and each team
competes in step counts over a month, thereby exerting a
positive peer influence on the participants to improve their
physical activity levels. The company promoted kencom when
the event was held, which led to increases in the number of
users, highlighting the first spike at month 1. The event has

been held almost 6 months apart; therefore, the users who
experienced Arukatsu at month 1 were likely to experience the
next event at month 7, represented as the next spike.

Table 2 describes the average daily step counts during and after
each Arukatsu event comparing participants and nonparticipants.
On average, the step counts were 1000-2000 steps higher in
Arukatsu participants than in the nonparticipants during the
event period. The differences in steps became smaller after the
event, while generally the participants had higher daily steps
than nonparticipants 3 months after the event.

Figure 4. Changes in average daily step count following kencom registration. Dots indicate the mean daily step count of 12,602 users according to the
months before/after kencom registration, and bars indicate the standard errors. In total cohort, the 1-year mean daily step count was increased from
5,642 steps/day to 6,152 steps/day following the registration (A). While the average step count was higher on weekdays compared with weekends, the
increase in step counts was documented similarly for weekdays and weekends (B).

Table 2. Association of Arukatsu event participation and average daily steps.

Month 2 to month 3a,
mean (SD)

Month 1 to month 2a,
mean (SD)

Event to month 1a,
mean (SD)

During the event, mean
(SD)

NEvent

2016 event

7105 (3019)6693 (2807)7067 (3020)8103 (3943)161Participants

6549 (2677)6160 (2534)6433 (2576)6575 (2553)2032Nonparticipants

2017 First event

6761 (2740)6815 (2713)7051 (2772)8056 (3639)2017Participants

5926 (2639)6133 (2716)6385 (2792)6296 (2764)3374Nonparticipants

2017 Second event

6353 (2962)6410 (3136)6727 (3277)7607 (4332)3083Participants

6170 (2941)5972 (2662)6238 (2781)6321 (2989)5306Nonparticipants

2018 First event

5966 (3109)6063 (3305)6274 (3289)7030 (3890)6898Participants

6046 (2915)6190 (2921)6415 (3129)6317 (2786)5434Nonparticipants

2018 Second event

7203 (3595)6865 (3409)7242 (3471)8295 (4205)5308Participants

6193 (3149)5876 (2998)6095 (3040)6327 (3156)6610Nonparticipants

aMonth X refers to the X month after the corresponding Arukatsu event.

CVD Risk Analysis
Baseline/follow-up CVD biomarkers were available for 5473
users. They were classified according to the quintile of the

change in daily steps (<–578, <–122, <248, <864, and ≥864)
and the changes in CVD biomarkers following kencom
registration were assessed. Baseline characteristics were similar
across the quintile groups except for “intention to improve the
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lifestyle” (Multimedia Appendix 3). Higher increase in daily
step count was associated with a higher prevalence of users
already working on improving their lifestyles and higher average
frequency of access to kencom.

Increase in step counts was significantly associated with the
improvement in weight, HDL cholesterol, and HbA1c (Figure
5; P<.001 for all 3; the adjusted threshold for the P value was
.007). In adjusted linear regression models, compared with the
lowest quintile, the highest quintile in daily step change was

associated with a significant reduction in weight (–0.92 kg,
P<.001), LDL cholesterol (–2.78 mg/dL, P=.004), HbA1c

(–0.04%, P=.004), and increase in HDL cholesterol (+1.91
mg/dL, P<.001; Table 3). Further consideration of “intention
to improve lifestyle” attenuated the improvement in LDL
cholesterol and HbA1c (P=.10 and .49, respectively), but changes
in weight and HDL cholesterol remained significant (P<.001
each, respectively). The adjusted threshold for the P value was
.007.

Figure 5. Changes in CVD biomarkers among users according to the changes in daily step count. Changes in CVD biomarkers following kencom
registration (follow-up data minus baseline data) were compared according to the quintile of the changes in the user’s step count (corresponding to Q1
to Q5 in the x-axis). Bars represent the average changes in the biomarker in each unit and the error bars indicate the standard errors. P values are for
the linear trend. BP: blood pressure; CVD: cardiovascular disease; HbA1c: hemoglobin A1c; HDL: high-density lipoprotein; LDL: low-density lipoprotein.
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Table 3. Association between the changes in step count and the changes in cardiovascular disease risk biomarkers among 5473 users whose biomarker

information was availablea,b.

P valuecQuintile 5Quintile 4Quintile 3Quintile 2Quintile 1Cardiovascular disease risk
biomarkers

Weight (kg)

<.001–0.92–0.53–0.45–0.43—Model 1d

<.001–0.84–0.50–0.32–0.39—Model 2e

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

.22–0.83–0.35–0.14–0.66—Model 1

.40–1.010.01–0.62–0.97—Model 2

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

.21–0.730.24–0.08–0.36—Model 1

.66–0.510.50–0.34–0.26—Model 2

Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mg/dL)

.004–2.78–2.48–2.85–1.33—Model 1

.10–1.87–1.55–1.92–0.37—Model 2

High-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mg/dL)

<.0011.910.900.350.48—Model 1

<.0011.970.730.380.47—Model 2

Triglyceride (mg/dL)

.04–8.14–3.951.74–6.37—Model 1

.17–8.10–1.357.80–4.82—Model 2

HbA1c (%)

.004–0.04–0.010.000.00—Model 1

.49–0.01–0.01–0.01–0.01—Model 2

aA total of 5473 users are divided into 5 groups according to the quintile of the change in the daily step count following kencom registration.
bValues are the mean changes compared with quintile 1.
cValues are for the linear trend.
dModel 1 was adjusted for age, sex, BMI, smoking, and alcohol drinking.
eModel 2 was further adjusted for the intention to improve lifestyle (“not interested,” “considering,” and “working on”).

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analyses were performed among 4622 healthy
participants who did not take any medications for hypertension,
dyslipidemia, and diabetes mellitus. They were divided into 5
groups according to their changes in step counts following

kencom registration (Table 4). After full adjustment for the
confounders, the highest quintile was associated with a
significant reduction in weight (–0.75 kg, P<.001) and increase
in HDL cholesterol (+1.84 mg/dL, P=.002) compared with the
lowest quintile.
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Table 4. Association between the changes in step count and the changes in cardiovascular disease risk biomarkers among 4622 users not taking any

drugs for hypertension, dyslipidemia, and diabetes mellitusa,b

P valuecQuintile 5Quintile 4Quintile 3Quintile 2Quintile 1Cardiovascular dis-
ease risk biomarkers

Weight (kg)

<.001–0.79–0.49–0.38–0.45—Model 1d

<.001–0.75–0.46–0.26–0.45—Model 2e

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

.26–0.79–0.20–0.29–0.49—Model 1

.51–0.980.01–1.06–1.23—Model 2

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

.10–0.820.02–0.22–0.25—Model 1

.48–0.640.12–0.67–0.46—Model 2

Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mg/dL)

.005–2.72–2.05–2.53–0.98—Model 1

.06–2.25–1.29–1.55–0.10—Model 2

High-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mg/dL)

<.0011.660.870.420.48—Model 1

.0021.840.600.400.51—Model 2

Triglyceride (mg/dL)

.10–7.11–4.780.07–7.44—Model 1

.30–6.64–2.826.97–6.43—Model 2

HbA1c
f (%)

.008–0.03–0.020.00–0.01—Model 1

.26–0.02–0.020.00–0.02—Model 2

aA total of 4622 users taking no drugs for hypertension, dyslipidemia, and diabetes mellitus are divided into 5 groups according to the quintile of the
change in the daily step count following kencom registration.
bValues are the mean changes compared with quintile 1.
cValues are for the linear trend.
dModel 1 was adjusted for age, sex, BMI, smoking, and alcohol drinking.
eModel 2 was further adjusted for the intention to improve lifestyle (“not interested,” “considering,” and “working on”).
fHbA1c: hemoglobin A1c

Discussion

Principal Findings
This is the first study to evaluate the effects of kencom, an
mHealth app with integrated functions for healthy lifestyles, on
physical activity levels and CVD biomarkers. The use of the
kencom app was associated with increased daily step counts by
a mean of 510 steps/day, and the higher increase in step counts
was related to subsequent weight loss and improvement of lipid
profile, in particular HDL cholesterol. The participations in
Arukatsu events consistently had increased daily steps.
Therefore, commitment to the kencom app might be associated
with improved CVD risks through increased physical activity.
Notably, this cohort study was conducted within the framework
of kencom, in which the Japanese health data from multiple
data sources were integrated; it may potentially become a much

larger platform of anonymized health data where various
epidemiological studies could be implemented.

Association of Kencom and Steps
The present result of an averaged increase of 510 steps/day was
not outstanding among incentive-based interventions, as a recent
meta-analysis of 12 randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
demonstrated an average increase of 607 steps/day by such
interventions [11]. However, the observed changes in the activity
level were after just registration of the app, unlike after the
interventions of the RCTs. Furthermore, the meta-analysis had
high heterogeneity due to the constituent small-sized RCTs and
was also likely to be confounded by publication bias [11]. The
present association of kencom registration and increase in daily
step counts was robust because the analysis based on almost
all-comers was the comparison of the average step counts over
a year, separately in weekdays and weekends, thus accounting
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for the selection bias and well-established confounding by
holiday period [4,12] and by seasons [13]. Although mHealth
apps have typically high attrition rate that attenuates the effects
[14], we observed that the increase in daily step counts after the
registration of the kencom app was sustained at least one year,
supporting the long-term efficacy of this app.

Insight of Behavioral Economics Into the Mechanisms
Theories of behavioral economics may offer the mechanistic
explanation as to why the kencom app can positively influence
the user’s behavior [15]. The dual process theory describes 2
different systems that trigger human behavior: intuition or
emotion-linked unconscious reasoning (System 1) and
rule-based, analytic conscious reasoning (System 2) [16]. System

1 is susceptible to cognitive biases that can lead to “irrationality”
dictated by the subjective reality, often precluding people’s
health-oriented behaviors. The kencom app has been designed
to modify the behaviors of individuals in contemplation stage
in which status quo bias (preference for the current state) [17],
present bias (tendency toward a small present reward compared
with a big future reward), and overoptimism (unrealistic belief
that one will less likely encounter negative events) play major
roles in their decision makings. The app leverages functions
that can work on System 1 and preclude the biases toward
sedentary behaviors while accelerating positive biases such as
peer bias. This characteristic satisfies the NUDGES framework
as summarized in Table 5 [18].

Table 5. NUDGES framework of kencom.a,b

Corresponding features of kencom (examples)ExplanationFramework components

kencom points for daily logging-in and entry/winning of Arukatsu events; users
can get gift vouchers from kencom points that can be spent in the market place

Incentives encourage the actioniNcentives

Easy and detailed description of Arukatsu events to prevent dropouts; tailored
articles and visualization of physical activity may appeal to the users’ emotion
that healthy behaviors may lead to mental, physical, and financial benefit

Understandings of the relations between
choice and welfare prevent dropouts

Understanding mappings

Positive, big images like savory dishes or beautiful landscapes are displayed
in the initial screen after logging-in (priming effect); no need to input step or
health data by users

Better default settings improve the usabil-
ity

Defaults 

Setting of the daily goals of physical activity (declaration of commitment) and
positive feedback according to the self-checked achievements; comment
function in Arukatsu to encourage the team members with each other

Positive feedback keep one’s motivationGiving feedbacks

One-click entry for Arukatsu to avoid procrastination; synchronization with
smartphone accelerometers to keep daily record and minimize measurement
errors

Prevention of expecting errors enhances
one’s commitment

Expecting errors

The simple design allows anyone including those not familiar with a smartphone
to use the app immediately; optimized user experience according to the frequen-
cy of user’s decision

Avoidance of complex options and opti-
mization of the structures lead to less
stressful experiences

Structure complex choices

aThe features of kencom that satisfy NUDGES framework are summarized [18].
bThe adherence to the NUDGES framework may lead to a better chance of altering one’s behaviors.

Some nudges have only short-term effects that inevitably limit
the health benefits. The structure of kencom aimed to overcome
this limitation by (1) providing multiple interventions in
appropriate timings and (2) offering health education that may
work on System 2 simultaneously with the nudge interventions.
The following points illustrate the detailed interventions,
potential effects, and the mechanisms of kencom:

• Incentives are offered for each daily login to kencom,
aiming at habituating the behavior.

• Positive, big images such as savory dishes or beautiful
landscapes are displayed on the initial screen after login,
consistent with priming effects. The user’s positive feeling
activated by the stimulus may sustain during the exploration
of the app.

• The tailored health information is designed to be read like
a newsfeed during commute or lunch time, when the users
are not yet exhausted in a day and maintain their
self-control. The contents generally focus on the “feasible
action (plan),” with the intention to shifting the user’s fixed
mindset into a growth mindset.

• The tailored health information is evidence based, which
may improve the user’s health literacy.

• Arukatsu events are announced through the app and
workplace. The participation may be prompted by the user’s
fostered growth mindset, incentives, and peer influence
from the colleagues.

• Arukatsu events leverage the use of game design elements
in nongame contexts (competition of total step counts of
the teams) [19], sharing of the step counts with team
members, and comment function. These features may
facilitate the participants’physical activity through positive
peer influence.

Comparison With Other mHealth Apps
Other interventions leveraging cognitive biases have been
evaluated for their efficacies in improving physical activities,
including the Shape Up Rhode Island state-wide campaign [20],
the SHAPE-UP program at a Northeastern university [21], and
more recently, the CARADA app [22]. The concept of an event
in the CARADA app was similar to Arukatsu, while the
evaluation was conducted in much fewer participants (n=175)
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by one-time intervention, without any analysis on the
postintervention periods [22]. Arukatsu events have been
repeatedly conducted almost by half a year, which could foster
the users’participation and commitment to the events and apps,
eventually contributing to the consistently increasing trend of
steps after kencom registration.

The structure of kencom systematically differs from that of
popular, scientifically evaluated mHealth apps such as
Sweatcoin [4] and Carrot Rewards [23,24], in which incentive
systems are leveraged as the main mechanism to stimulate the
users’ physical activity; in Sweatcoin, digital currency was
provided according to how many steps the users take; and in
Carrot Rewards, users can earn loyalty points by achieving daily
step goals. The “direct” incentives of these apps may efficiently
enhance daily activity levels as the observational studies
demonstrated an increase of over 1000 steps/day by using these
apps. However, caution is needed to interpret these findings;
the study on Sweatcoin could have serious selection bias because
only 5892 out of more than 30 million committed users were
analyzed [4]; and that of Carrot Rewards defined baseline steps
based on the steps taken by the users during the 2-week
induction period, potentially sensitive to the daily or seasonal
variation [23], compared with the 1-year baseline evaluation in
our study. In comparison, our analyses robustly support the
association of kencom usage and enhanced physical activity
with less bias, indicative of a novel mHealth approach toward
population immobility without “direct” incentives.

Implications on CVD Risks
The enhanced activity following kencom app registration was
associated with improvement in CVD biomarkers, especially
in weight and HDL cholesterol. This observation is in
accordance with previous studies showing the positive
relationship between walking exercise and HDL cholesterol
[25,26]. Such an objective improvement in CVD risk factors

further underscores the effectiveness of the use of the kencom
app. Although the associations were consistent even after
controlling for the semiquantitative intention to improve their
lifestyles, the effect sizes were not clinically remarkable; this
may highlight the characteristics of generally healthy, young
participants and the variations in the users’ commitment on the
app. Longitudinal analyses with longer follow-up data from
multiple perspectives may confer the more precise and detailed
effects and public health implications of the kencom app usage.

Limitations
The strengths of our study are the large sample size, minimum
exclusion criteria, rigorous definitions of baseline/follow-up
step counts by averaging over 1-year data, and assessments of
serial CVD biomarkers. Our study does have several important
limitations. Study participants were mainly healthy Japanese
and as such, our results may not be generalizable to other
populations. Step data could be biased because the data solely
from iPhone users were used, whereas there may be little
difference in demographics between iPhone and Android users
[27]. We cannot entirely rule out the possibility of unmeasured
confounding factors, whereas the homogeneity of this study
population minimized them. Finally, the current analysis was
among users of the kencom app and a comparison with controls
was not conducted. An RCT is warranted to infer causal effects
of kencom app use on health outcomes.

Conclusions
The use of an mHealth app “kencom” was associated with
enhanced physical activity, which was related to the weight loss
and increase of HDL cholesterol. This cohort study was
conducted within the framework of kencom, in which health
data from multiple data sources were anonymized and integrated,
implicating the future usage to build a much larger database to
provide reliable evidence.
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Abstract

Despite the growing popularity of digital health interventions, limitations of traditional behavior change theories and a lack of
theory integration hinder theory-driven behavior change applications. In this paper, we aim to review theories relevant to lifestyle
behavior change from the broader psychology literature and then integrate these theories into a new theoretical framework called
adaptive decision-making to address two specific problems. First, our framework represents lifestyle behaviors at two levels—one
of individual daily decisions (action level) and one of larger behavioral episodes (reflection level)—to more closely match the
temporal characteristics of lifestyle behaviors and their associated digital data. Second, the framework connects decision-making
theories and learning theories to explain how behaviors and cognitive constructs dynamically influence each other, making it a
suitable scaffold for building computational models. We map common digital intervention techniques onto the behavioral and
cognitive processes in the framework and discuss possible contributions of the framework to both theory development and digital
intervention design.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e17127)   doi:10.2196/17127
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Introduction

Background
Digital intervention systems have been considered as promising
tools to change people’s unhealthy lifestyle behaviors, such as
eating fast food, not exercising, or having suboptimal dental
routines [1-4]. In realizing the potential of such systems, many
researchers have advocated the role of behavior change theories,
especially their translation to digital lifestyle interventions
[3,5-8]. Ideally, behavior change theories and digital lifestyle
interventions should inform each other. Good theories, when
applied appropriately, are generally expected to increase the
effectiveness of interventions. They can be used to identify

behavioral determinants as intervention targets, translate general
behavior change techniques (BCTs) to fine-tuned features in
digital systems, and predict intervention outcomes. On the other
hand, the vast amount of behavioral data collected by digital
systems could potentially contribute to theory evaluation [9-11].
Compared with data from traditional behavioral experiments,
digital behavioral data can have larger and more diverse
samples, greater ecological validity, and higher temporal
resolution.

Despite these expectations, the synergy between theory
development and intervention practice is far from ideal [9]. The
role of behavior change theories in digital interventions is not
as prominent as hoped. Several surveys indicate that the
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application rate of theories in digital intervention trials and
commercial eHealth apps ranges between 19% and 52%
[6,12-19], and when theories are applied, only 3-5 classical
theories dominate the applications [15,17,19-21]. Moreover,
although some reviews and meta-analyses have suggested that
applying theories has benefits [22,23], other reviews found no
clear evidence [24-26] and questioned the value of applying
theories in real-world applications [27]. Finally, as for theory
development, data collected by digital systems are commonly
used to evaluate the effectiveness of specific interventions but
are rarely used to examine predictions derived from theoretical
models [25].

One factor contributing to this theory-interventiongap is the
lack of theory integration in the field of behavior change
research [28], especially integrations that are tailored to digital
lifestyle interventions. Even for a phenomenon as complex as
behavior change, the large number of individual theories
pertaining to behavior change (83 according to a systematic
review [20]) clearly suggests that some integration and
unification is probably beneficial for theory development in the
field. The sheer number of behavior change theories can be
overwhelming for intervention designers who want to grasp the
literature and selectively apply theories to their designs. Perhaps
the difficulty of orienting oneself with respect to the literature
can explain why only a limited set of theories are applied [20].
Many basic theoretical ideas in psychology, despite being highly
relevant, are underrepresented in applied research, such as
decision-making, reinforcement learning, self-control, and habit
formation.

The lack of impact of theories on interventions also raises the
question whether the current knowledge about lifestyle behavior
change is too limited to be fully useful. Two specific reasons
have been proposed to explain why traditional behavior change
theories are inadequate in the digital age [6]. First, many
prominent traditional theories are static rather than dynamic, in
the sense that they provide snapshot explanations of what factors
determine behavior. Temporal aspects are not taken into
consideration. Second, even when time is included in the
theories, there is often a mismatch between traditional theories
and digital interventions in terms of at what temporal scale
behaviors are represented. These two limitations are evident in
three of the most applied theories [15,17,19-21]. In the Theory
of Planned Behavior (TPB) [29], neither temporal dynamics of
the behavioral determinants in the model nor any mechanisms
to account for the reciprocal influences of behavior on its
determinants are specified. The influential Transtheoretical
Model (TTM) includes the temporal aspect of behavior change
stages [30]. However, although a healthy-eating app may
intervene in its users’ daily dietary choices, the TTM only
describes the stages of behavior change in terms of months. If
a theory represents behavior at a coarse temporal scale,
processes at finer scales are overlooked and time-intensive
digital interventions cannot be informed. Other theories, such

as the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) [31], consider more rapid
interactions between behavior and behavior determinants (eg,
self-efficacy); however, the dynamic interaction is theorized
only at a very abstract conceptual level without explicitly
modeling the role of time or how the interaction works [32].
Both criticisms also coincide with the recent advocates of paying
more attention to temporal aspects in health psychology to
improve theories and their translation into practice [32,33].

The two aforementioned points should not be considered as
criticism of the original theories. Although these theories have
been applied in the context of lifestyle behavior change and
digital intervention, they were either not meant to explain
lifestyle behaviors initially (eg, TPB) or developed at a time
when technologies for continuously monitoring lifestyle
behaviors were unavailable (eg, TTM or SCT). To advance
theories, it is useful to consider some of the often-overlooked
characteristics of lifestyle behaviors through the lens of modern
digital technologies. Lifestyle behaviors, such as eating,
exercising, or toothbrushing, are performed very frequently, as
part of everyday habits and routines, and on each occasion, they
are fast decisions that are not extensively deliberated. This type
of decisions (eg, choosing what to eat for dinner) may be
relatively inconsequential; however, they can form larger
behavioral episodes (eg, following a diet), which may affect
one’s health significantly over time. This characteristic of
hierarchical organization sets lifestyle behaviors apart from
single-time health behaviors or decisions, such as cancer
screening or vaccination. Moreover, unlike single-time
decisions, as lifestyle behaviors are repeated frequently, learning
and adaptation through repetitions plays a very significant role
in lifestyle changes and interventions. This requires the inclusion
of temporal dynamics in behavior change theories.

Objectives
On the basis of the aforementioned rationale, we propose a new
integrative theoretical framework, called adaptive
decision-making, which specifically focuses on lifestyle
behaviors and incorporates temporal dynamics. In doing so, the
new framework represents lifestyle behaviors at two temporal
levels: a lower level (action level) that matches the daily
individual decisions and the time-intensive interventions realized
by digital systems and a higher level (reflection level) that
matches the episodes of repeated decisions (Figure 1). In
addition, both decision-making processes (how behaviors are
determined or decisions are made) and learning processes (how
earlier behaviors or decisions influence later ones through
cognitive variables) at each level will be included in the
framework. The goal is to incorporate both traditional and more
recent theoretical ideas about behavior change in a single
framework and reinterpret these ideas in light of a fine-grained
temporal perspective. We hope this effort will facilitate a more
integrated approach for developing more precise theories (eg,
computational models) and intelligent intervention systems.
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Figure 1. A two-level representation of lifestyle behavior (change).

In the remainder of this paper, we first review important
theoretical ideas relevant to lifestyle behavior changes from a
broad psychology literature. To facilitate theory integration,
individual theories are compared in terms of their temporal
scales and their emphasis on learning or decision-making. Next,
the adaptive decision-making framework is introduced by
integrating the relevant but disparate theoretical ideas into a
2-level representation of lifestyle behavior changes presented
earlier (Figure 1). Afterward, we relate the framework to
intervention practice by mapping common BCTs used in digital
systems to the behavioral processes in the framework. The paper
concludes with a general discussion on the added value of the
framework to behavior change theorists and digital intervention
designers.

Review of Individual Theories Relating to
Lifestyle Behavior Change

Overview
There are two distinct and complementary traditions for
explaining human behavior—a learning tradition and a
decision-making tradition [34]. The learning tradition, as its
name suggests, focuses on the time course of learning a
behavior—in particular, the interdependence among behavioral
occasions in a sequence rather than the exact determinants of
each occasion. In contrast, researchers in the decision-making
tradition care more about what factors determine a behavior on
specific occasions and what information is processed at such
moments but much less on how repeated decisions are
interrelated. As both learning and decision-making aspects are
crucial for developing a dynamic framework, this review is
organized based on the roots of theories in either tradition. After
the review, we briefly discuss whether each theory focuses
primarily on explaining individual daily decisions (action level)
or episodic behavioral processes (reflection level).

Theories in the Learning Tradition

Reinforcement Learning Theory
Reinforcement learning, or learning by outcomes, is a
fundamental form of learning discovered in the early years of
modern psychology [35] and is still influential in today’s
behavioral and brain sciences [36] and artificial intelligence
research [37]. Humans and other organisms are theorized to

adapt their behaviors through their interactions with changing
environments to survive and thrive. If a behavior results in
goodness to an organism, the frequency of performing the same
behavior increases; conversely, if a bad outcome follows, the
behavior will be performed less often in the future. This is
summarized as the law of effect [38].

Reinforcement theory becomes more complex when one also
considers the law of exercise [38]. The aforementioned
response-outcome learning, or goal-directed learning, is
accompanied by stimulus-response learning, also known as a
process of habit learning [36]. The distinction between
goal-directed learning and habit learning has been demonstrated
in instrumental learning experiments where animals or humans
are trained to acquire reward-generating responses (eg, pressing
a lever to receive food): when a response is overly trained, it
persists to be triggered by the corresponding stimulus even when
the reward becomes goal irrelevant (eg, when a rodent is
satiated) [39]. The recent resurgence of interest in habit
formation in social and health psychology also follows the
theory of defining habits as mental associations between
behaviors and environmental cues [40-42]. When a behavior
becomes strongly habitual, goal-related determinants of
behavior, such as attitude and intention, cease to influence
behavior [43].

Control Theory of Self-regulation
The classical reinforcement learning theory focuses on the role
of external immediate rewards in controlling behavior but
neglects the role of distal behavioral outcomes that may be
cognitively represented. Following criticism of this limitation
[44], the control theory of self-regulation assumes that people
can mentally represent distal outcomes of goals, and the
regulation of behavior is generally toward reducing the
discrepancies between the goals and people’s current status
[45,46]. When a behavior leads to a reduced discrepancy, the
reduction itself becomes a reinforcer of the behavior, similar to
external rewards. This discrepancy-reduction mechanism is
analogous to feedback control systems in engineering, where
discrepancies between perceived states and a reference value
are constantly monitored to maintain homeostasis.

The control theory also hierarchically represents goals and
self-regulation. A 9-level hierarchical control system was
proposed by Carver and Scheier [45], in which a behavior output
from a higher level serves as the goal reference to the next lower
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level. For lifestyle behaviors, it is sufficient to consider three
levels: long-term goals (eg, improving health), short-term goals
(eg, walking 10,000 steps a day), and actions (eg, taking a
specific walk). Taking actions leads to the fulfillment of
short-term goals, which in turn brings a person closer to the
long-term objectives. Self-regulation operates most frequently
at the action level (ie, making daily decisions); however,
people’s attention can be shifted to higher or lower levels.
Downward shifting occurs when lower-level motor control,
which is normally highly automated, becomes temporarily
impeded during action executions (eg, when learning a new
motor skill or when a dysfunctional action has to be inhibited
[47]). Upward shifting can be understood as self-reflective
moments when a person reconsiders the attainability of a
higher-level goal, which is more difficult to predict (Psarra
[48]).

Social Cognitive Theory
SCT, proposed by Albert Bandura, is one of the most cited and
applied theories in behavior change research [20,21]. The theory
encompasses three key concepts: social learning [49],
self-efficacy [50], and proactive control [31]. First, based on
research on children’s learning behaviors [51], Social Learning
Theory posits that behaviors or attitudes are acquired not only
through direct reinforcement but also by observing the behaviors
and their corresponding consequences to others [49]. For many
health-related behaviors, long-term health consequences are
often learned by observing other people’s behavioral outcomes.
Second, based on organizational decision-making research [52],
it was found that subjective belief in one’s ability to perform a
behavior was closely related to actual performance. According
to the control theory mentioned earlier, this self-efficacy belief
can be understood as a cognitive mechanism that simulates a
series of future actions (eg, dinner choices every day) in an
extended episode of goal pursuit (eg, adherence to a diet). If the
mentally simulated actions fail to bring sufficient progress, a
person may decide to abandon the goal pursuit altogether. Third,
Bandura [31] was among the earliest scholars to discuss a
discrepancy-production process called proactive control, in
which a person sets higher goals to further motivate behavior.
Thus, it complements the discrepancy-reduction mechanism at
the core of the control theory. The idea that goals are susceptible
to changes also allows the possibility of adjusting an
unattainable goal downward to reduce its discrepancy to the
current status. Altogether, the three concepts contribute to
extending reinforcement learning and control theory by
incorporating flexibilities in complex human behaviors.

Theories in the Decision-Making Tradition

Expected Utility Theory
Across behavioral sciences (eg, psychology and economics),
many mathematical models have been developed to describe
how people make choices, given a fixed set of alternatives
(options, eg, fries or salad) and attributes (eg, healthiness or
tastiness). A fundamental theoretical idea behind many models
is the expected utility theory. The theory assumes that people
integrate multiple attributes of choice alternatives (their potential
for satisfying different personal goals) into a unidimensional
construct called expected utility and then choose the alternative

with the highest utility [53]. Formally, the expected utility is

computed as , where V(xjn) is the subjective value function
for the nth possible value of attribute j, and P(xjn) is the
probabilistic belief that attribute j takes that value [54,55]. The
equation implies that the expected utility of one choice
alternative increases when choosing the alternative is likely to
produce certain outcomes (large P(xjn)) and when the outcomes
are highly valuable (large V(xjn)). For example, whether people
choose salad over fries depends on both their beliefs about their
respective benefits for health and their valuations of good health.
The theory does not imply that people always consciously follow
the equation to compute utilities but rather reflects key neural
mechanisms that underlie decision-making [56]. In reality,
conscious and deliberative computations are more common for
single-time important decisions (eg, comparing different health
insurance policies) than for fast daily lifestyle decisions.

Sequential Sampling Models
Empirical data from choice experiments have repeatedly shown
that people are less rational than those suggested by classical
choice models [57]. People are prone to be influenced by
information that is seemingly irrelevant, for example, the
addition of an inferior choice option [58] or framing of losses
versus gains [59]. To account for these anomalies, a sequential
sampling approach has been developed to dynamically model
the cognitive process of decision-making, such as the
multialternative decision field theory [60] and the associative
accumulation model [57]. The new models share the idea that
preferences for different choice alternatives are accumulated
over time (eg, a few seconds) and the choice that is made is the
choice whose preference signal is first to exceed a decision
threshold. At each time step, the preference signals of choice
alternatives fluctuate according to a process of utility
comparison based on one [57] or multiple attributes (as in drift
diffusion models [61]). The stochastic property of sequential
sampling models enables them to explain the sensitivity of
choices to subtle changes in choice sets and to predict decision
time [56]. Finally, sequential sampling models suggest a
mechanism for habitual choices, where repeatedly choosing an
alternative may shift its starting position of preference
accumulation toward a decision threshold at the baseline ([60],
Zhang et al, unpublished data, 2021).

Reasoned Action Approach
Influenced by the expected utility theory [62] but with a strong
focus on application, the reasoned action approach [63] has
produced some of the most applied theories in behavior change
research, such as the TPB [29,64] and the Health Belief Model
[65]. From a decision-making perspective, this approach
categorizes attributes in certain choice situations into a smaller
set of behavioral determinants that are generalizable to a wide
range of behaviors and measurable by self-report. For example,
in the TPB, regardless of the specific alternatives and attributes
considered, factors affecting choices are categorized into three
determinants, namely attitude, social norm, and perceived
behavioral control [64]. When a specific behavior is considered
(eg, dinner choice), attitude toward a choice alternative is further
determined by many attributes [29], such as taste, nutrition, and
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price, whereas social norms are influenced by the perceived
social consequences of choosing an alternative (eg, presenting
oneself to be environmentally friendly). Perceived behavioral
control, similar to self-efficacy, measures one’s confidence in
maintaining certain choices in the future. TPB was explicitly
considered by Prochaska and DiClemente [29] as a model for
behavioral prediction rather than for explaining the processes
underlying overt behaviors or decisions or how such processes
can be influenced.

The reasoned action approach also makes a strong assumption
on the intentionality of behavior [66]. For example, behavioral
intention is a prerequisite for actual behavior in the TPB [64].
Thus, this approach considers behaviors as planned or intended,
resulting from careful deliberations on the pros and cons of
certain behaviors. Such a theoretical position is reasonable
because the reasoned action approach was developed to mainly
deal with single-time decisions or the planning of behavioral
episodes, rather than small daily decisions. When applied to
lifestyle behaviors, this approach relies on aggregated behavior
representations over a substantive period [67].

Dual-Processing Models
A recurrent idea in psychology is that humans possess two
distinct modes or systems for processing information and
making decisions. Although different dual-system models use
different terminologies [68], it is widely accepted that one
system is fast, impulsive, and largely automatic, and the other
system is slow, reflective, and deliberate [69].

The Reflective-Impulsive Model [70] is a representative of this
approach, and it has been explicitly applied to health-related
behaviors [71,72]. The reflective system hosts various
higher-order mental operations that rely on controlled processes
and symbolic representations, including deliberate judgments,
planning for goal pursuit, and inhibition of prepotent responses.
In contrast, the impulsive system operates fast on associative
clusters in long-term memory that group stimuli, affective states,
and behavioral responses together. At the moment of a specific
decision, the success of self-control depends on the relative
ability of the processes in the two systems to activate the

corresponding behavioral schemas. Several boundary conditions
have been proposed to moderate the relative strengths of the
two systems [72]. For example, people are believed to behave
more impulsively when their behaviors are highly habitual,
when their cognitive loads are high, and when their moods are
positive.

Temporal Scales Used in the Aforementioned Theories
Figure 2 summarizes the learning and decision-making theories
based on the temporal scales of behavior representation. A
similar distinction was made by Karoly [66], where theories at
the action level were called online theories and theories at the
reflection level were called offline theories.

In the learning tradition, the reinforcement learning theory
clearly represents behavior at the action level, as the outcome
of each specific action or decision is modeled to have concrete
impacts on the frequency of repeating the same action in the
future. Reinforcement learning experiments also involve
repeated trials within a relatively short period (eg, a few hours).
The control theory of self-regulation, because of its hierarchical
structure, covers both behavioral processes at the reflection
level and the action level. SCT and its processes of self-efficacy
and proactive control apply mainly to behaviors at the reflection
level. Although the two processes may have counterparts at a
lower level, as in the control theory, Bandura’s [31] focus was
clearly on voluntary and deliberative human behaviors.

In the decision-making tradition, mathematical models as part
of the expected utility theory and the sequential sampling
approach can be equally applied to decisions at both temporal
scales, as long as decisions with clearly defined choice sets are
considered. As discussed earlier, theories in the reasoned action
approach deal mainly with decisions at the reflection level
because of its assumption of intentionality. In contrast,
dual-process models are mainly intended to account for small
daily decisions, for which both reflective and impulsive
processes play a role. There is a difference between reflective
used in dual-processing theories and what we mean by reflection
level, which will become clear after theory integration.
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Figure 2. Categorization of reviewed theories based on their theoretical traditions and temporal scales (theories that apply to both temporal scales are
underlined).

Theory Integration: An Adaptive
Decision-Making Framework

Overview
To reiterate, our goal of theory integration is to develop a unified
framework that identifies and connects all relevant
decision-making and learning processes at both the action and
reflection levels of lifestyle behavior change. Most processes
in the framework came directly from the theories reviewed
earlier, but efforts were made to unify different terminologies
from different theories to form a coherent framework and to
tailor the framework to lifestyle behaviors. Taking dietary
behavior as a primary example, the framework should explain
not only how daily meal choices are made and how each
decision outcome influences future choices but also how the
goal of adhering to a specific diet is made and how such goals

are evaluated. The following sections introduce the adaptive
decision-making framework in four parts: action-level
decision-making, action-level learning, reflection-level
decision-making, and reflection-level adaptation.

Action-Level Decision-Making: Daily Meal Choices
Daily lifestyle decisions, such as daily meal choices, can be
modeled as a two-step process—option generation and option
evaluation (Figure 3). The framework assumes that when
choosing a meal, different meal options must be generated or
recalled by a decision maker first, before evaluations of a few
options can be made to inform a final choice [73,74]. The notion
of option generation has not been examined in any of the
decision-making theories reviewed, probably because most of
the theories are based on laboratory choice experiments, where
options are simply provided by the experimenters. For lifestyle
behaviors in daily environments, how choice alternatives are
generated is an important question.
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Figure 3. A two-step model of daily lifestyle decision making.

In general, behavioral options can be generated using three
different methods. First, if an option is habitual, it will be
activated when the associated cues are encountered, such as
location and time (eg, lunch at the office) or a combination of
contextual cues (eg, a busy Wednesday evening). Second,
options may be remembered at the right moments because
people intentionally try to maintain them in their prospective
memory (ie, not to forget to do something in the future [74,75]).
This usually happens when there is a salient goal guiding daily
decisions, such as the goal of adhering to a low-carb diet. People
may also intentionally associate important options with external
cues so that encountering cues is likely to trigger the options
[76]. Third, options can be triggered by direct external
suggestions at the decision moments, for example, a coaching
message from a mobile health app that recommends healthy
foods [73]. Through these means, behavioral options that are
sufficiently activated (eg, by passing an activation threshold)
will be evaluated.

Option evaluation can be modeled as a process of comparing
several options and then choosing the one with the highest
goal-satisfying value. The exact computation of utilities can
follow either classical expected utility models or more dynamic
sequential sampling models. Here, it is sufficient to identify
three main cognitive variables in the evaluation process. First,
when multiple personal goals are relevant for a daily decision,
these goals can be regarded as more or less important by a
decision maker, thus entailing higher or lower goal values. For
example, between the goals of living a healthy life and enjoying
delicious food, a person who regards the former goal as more
valuable would be more likely to choose food options for meals
that satisfy their health goals.

Second, for each personal goal, a behavioral option has its
perceived attribute value relating to that goal, which determines
the total utility of the option. These attribute values are
subjective beliefs held by people about the causal relationships
or contingencies between choosing certain behavioral options

and the realizations of personal goals. Although goal values are
relatively more stable within-person, attribute values are more
context-dependent and prone to changes through learning and
experience. For example, the perceived taste of a particular meal
option may depend on a person’s momentary appetite, and it
may change over time through repeated tasting of the food (ie,
habituation [77]).

There is a particular challenge for making healthy decisions, as
usually two distinct types of attributes are considered: an
immediate hedonic aspect such as tastiness and a long-term
consideration of health consequences. From a decision-making
perspective, this challenge is essentially a problem of
self-control [78]. According to the idea of temporal discounting
in decision-making theories [79,80], as any reward from
potential health improvements is delayed in time when compared
with the immediate hedonic aspects, the value of the attribute
healthiness is discounted before it is integrated in option
evaluation [81,82]. Another reason why health aspects are often
weighted less than hedonic aspects in actual decisions is that
the former are more abstract concepts so they might be more
difficult or take longer to be processed [83-86]. Finally, from
a dual-processing perspective (eg, [54]), dietary self-control
may sometimes succeed because people can voluntarily exert
top-down cognitive control on the option evaluation process,
especially if a momentary preference for a meal option conflicts
strongly with a diet goal. It has been shown experimentally that
cognitive control may either modulate the valuation process to
be more in favor of healthiness rather than tastiness [87] or filter
people’s attention away from hedonic attributes in the early
stage of option evaluation [88]. Effective top-down control
depends on many contextual variables, such as motivation [89],
mental fatigue [90], stress level [91], and daily affective states
[92].

Third, habit values or habit strengths, which represent the history
of choosing certain behavioral options, may influence the
evaluation of options. As mentioned earlier, learning
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experiments have shown convincingly that even when two
options are provided to decision makers, habitual options are
more likely to be chosen than nonhabitual options [36,39]. In
sequential sampling models, the influence of habits on the
dynamic process of option evaluation can be understood as
positively biasing the baseline preferences for habitual options
([60], Zhang et al, unpublished data, 2021). As an intuitive
example, if someone often chose fast food in the past, fast food
is by default more favorable than other options when no
additional deliberations are made.

Action-Level Learning and Adaptation: Developments
of Eating Habits
Action-level learning processes can be added to the framework
by integrating the ideas of goal-directed learning and habit
learning from the reinforcement learning theory to the two-step
decision-making model proposed earlier (Figure 4). First,

feedback from decision outcomes to perceived attribute values
represents goal-directed learning. For example, when a new
canteen is opened at a workplace, employees may have initial
but very uncertain beliefs about the tastes and calories of
different lunch options; however, after a few weeks of trying
them out, they gradually form more accurate perceptions about
the options. Computationally, the updates of perceived attribute
values can be done through model-based and model-free
reinforcement learning algorithms (eg, temporal difference
learning [37]) or Bayesian belief update [93]. For health-related
attributes, because concrete decision outcomes are infrequent
except for extreme cases (eg, food poisoning), it is less clear
how direct learning from experience works, if it is possible at
all (Gershman and Daw [94]). People’s beliefs about the health
consequences of different foods are more susceptible to social
learning and education.

Figure 4. Action-level learning processes added to the decision-making model.

Second, there is direct feedback from decisions to habit values,
as in the process of habit formation or habit learning. Although
daily lunch decisions in a new canteen are driven primarily by
goal-related attribute values, through repeated decisions, mental
associations between frequently chosen food options and
environmental cues (eg, the physical setting of the canteen or
lunchtime) are gradually strengthened. These associations, as
habit values, influence future decisions through both the option
generation and option evaluation processes, as discussed earlier.
The exact mechanism of habit learning is beyond the scope of
this paper; however, it has been modeled in the literature
[48,72,95,96].

Third, there is also a direct link between decisions and the
activation values of options, which has been discussed much
less in the learning literature. When a decision is made and the
corresponding behavior is executed, the behavior execution
increases the activation level of the behavioral option in
memory, although such an increase has been shown to be very
small empirically [72]. As discussed earlier, the dynamics of
activation values are primarily memory processes and are mostly
affected by physical and social stimuli in the environment.

Fourth, with repeated daily actions and exposure to the sensory
outcomes of the actions, people’s neurological responses to the
same sensory stimuli, depending on the parameters, may either
intensify (sensitization) or fade away (habituation) [97]. This
action-level adaptation is especially important for eating
behavior, for which the exact same food becomes less palatable
over time and accordingly its consumption will decrease [77].
This explains why the large variety in the modern food industry
is considered a contributor to obesity [98]. In our framework,
sensitization or habituation can be represented as an additional
mechanism of sensory feedback from decision outcome to
attribute value, in addition to the more cognitive process of
goal-directed learning.

Reflection-Level Decision-Making: Dietary Goal
Setting
Action-level decision-making and learning processes cover a
substantial part of what people do in their daily lives. They
depict lifestyle behaviors as repeated decisions without much
purpose. However, people also have moments when they reflect
on their health status, contemplate possible improvements, and
make concrete plans. According to the control theory [45], these
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reflective processes require short-term goals that bridge people’s
abstract long-term goals (ie, what they pursue in their lives) and
action-level daily decisions. Short-term goal setting can also be
understood as a process of decision-making, albeit at the
reflection level rather than the action level. The decisions made
are commitments to goals that guide future daily decisions rather
than overt behaviors that trigger motor programs.

Therefore, the two-step model of action-level decisions also
applies to the setting of short-term goals. In selecting a dietary
plan, for example, people first search for diet options that serve
their long-term goals and then evaluate the options on relevant
attributes, such as taste, ease of preparation, and expenses. At
the reflection level, these attributes are often categorized into
a few determinants, such as attitude, social norm, and perceived
behavior control [29]. Nonetheless, goal setting differs from
action-level decisions in some respects. First, because goal
setting is less frequent than daily decisions, strong habits are
unlikely to be formed to influence decision-making processes.
Potential biases by habits are further reduced because people
are more careful and take more time to generate goal options
and evaluate them. Second, because people set goals for an
extensive period of time in the future, they may form a more
abstract mental construal [99], which is detached from direct

sensory information and visceral attributes, such as effort and
tastiness. Thus, the self-control problem for daily lifestyle
decisions is less prevalent in goal setting. Third, self-efficacy
plays an important role in goal setting [50]. People may carefully
consider the feasibility of different diet goals by mentally
simulating a series of daily dietary choices in the future.

Motivating Functions of Short-Term Goals
When short-term goals are generated, they can influence daily
lifestyle decisions through both option generation and option
evaluation (Figure 5). First, setting up a short-term goal can
increase the activation values of desirable behavioral options
through a process termed planning. Planning can be done
through two mechanisms discussed earlier: an effortful
prospective memory process (eg, rehearsing eating salads [75])
or an implementation intention process, that is, mentally
associating a behavioral option with certain environmental cues
(eg, eating an apple when watching television [76]). Second,
compared with long-term goals, short-term goals are more
concrete; therefore, complying with these goals brings
immediate satisfaction [100]. Goal-compliance satisfaction
functions as an additional attribute that competes with other
hedonic attributes in the option evaluation.

Figure 5. A full representation of the adaptive decision-making framework (reflection-level processes and interactions between the 2 levels added to
the previous decision-making model).

Reflection-Level Learning and Adaptation:
Self-monitoring and Re-evaluation of Dietary Goals
Short-term goals must be re-evaluated in reflection moments
periodically to change the goals that are too difficult, too easy,
or no longer relevant. Such reflection-level adaptation processes
are well described by the control theory [45] and SCT [31].
Goal re-evaluation first requires inputs from action-level
processes through self-monitoring. Through repeated daily

dietary choices, past choices and their outcomes are stored in
episodic memory and are later retrieved and integrated into a
mental representation of overall past performance (Figure 5).
Next, discrepancy between a goal reference (eg, a dietary plan)
and a performance representation is computed and used to
inform the reflection-level adaptation. Depending on the size
of discrepancies and other contextual factors, people may
motivate themselves further to make healthy daily dietary
choices to reduce the goal performance discrepancies. However,
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when discrepancies are deemed too large, people may instead
lower their goal standards (eg, be less strict on calorie intake)
or abandon their goals altogether (eg, give up a diet). Instead,
when performance matches or even exceeds current goal
standards, they may proactively adjust their goal standards
upward to further improve their health [31].

Mapping Digital Intervention Techniques
to the Framework

We define digital intervention techniques as BCTs or behavior
change methods that target lifestyle behaviors and are
implemented in digital systems (eg, web, mobile, or wearable
systems). BCTs, in turn, are generally defined as the active
ingredients of interventions that can influence behaviors in
desirable ways [34,101,102]. Mapping BCTs to theoretical
constructs is an important exercise when trying to evaluate and
enhance the effectiveness of the techniques; such mappings
have been carried out previously [102,103]. Focusing on their
implementations in digital intervention systems, our mapping
exercise is the first to connect BCTs to theoretical constructs
in a single unified framework. Specifically, we categorize and
interpret digital BCTs according to targeted behavioral processes
and cognitive variables in the framework. The strengths and
limitations of some techniques are discussed based on the
implications of the framework.

Digital Intervention Techniques Targeting
Action-Level Decision-Making
As digital systems are prevalent in people’s daily lives, they
are well positioned to influence people’s daily lifestyle decisions
at the time of the decision. The ability to target action-level
decisions is considered by many as a promising direction for
digital lifestyle interventions, as reflected in research on
ecological momentary interventions [1] and just-in-time adaptive
interventions (JITAIs) [104-108]. According to our framework,
there are many different ways in which digital intervention
systems can influence online decision-making processes,
depending on whether the techniques target option generation
or option evaluation and which cognitive variables are targeted;
four main categories can be distinguished.

Option-Based Techniques
Option-based techniques make certain desirable behavioral
options salient but leave the evaluation of options to users
themselves. When a desirable behavior is obvious but may not
be constantly salient to users, digital systems can simply prompt
users to actively make decisions to engage in that behavior, for
example, to take breaks when overly sedentary behaviors are
detected by the system [109,110]. Otherwise, it might be
possible to provide users with new options that are better than
those known by users themselves [73]. Finding such attractive
options relies on a system’s sensor network and smart
algorithms, which potentially make it more knowledgeable than
its users in a given behavioral domain or context. For example,
a smart system was developed to recommend new commuting
routes to users in situ to increase physical activities, based on
automatic detection of users’ habitual routes and Google Maps
data [111].

Attribute-Based Techniques
Attribute-based techniques aim to change users’ beliefs about
the attribute values of options by providing health-related
knowledge or facts. They are referred to as providing
information about behavior-health links or providing
information about consequences in the taxonomy of BCTs [101].
Given the common assumption that humans are rational decision
makers, providing information about attribute values is a logical
approach to behavior change and has been used extensively in
traditional health education campaigns. However, attribute-based
techniques alone do not guarantee successful behavior change,
as attribute value is only one of many factors that influence
decision-making. It is also questionable whether digital systems
are better tools for providing such information when compared
with human experts (eg, lifestyle coaches). Nonetheless,
information about attribute values can be provided to justify
the recommendations of behavioral options whenever
appropriate in digital systems (eg, calorie information for
different meal choices).

Goal-Based Techniques
As goal values modulate attribute values in option evaluation,
activating health-related goals in the decision moments provides
yet another type of intervention technique. When implemented
in digital systems, they link the suggestions of concrete
behavioral options with the reminder of associated short-term
or long-term goals. For example, when a mobile app prompts
a user to take a lunch walk, the user’s goal of walking 10,000
steps a day (and the achieved steps) can be presented along with
the option of taking a lunch walk.

Structure-Based Techniques
Structure-based techniques differ from previous types because
they neither change the availability of options nor alter users’
existing beliefs about attribute values. As they require less
processing effort and are less susceptible to reactance from users
than other techniques, structure-based techniques have attracted
significant research interest [112,113], usually under the name
of nudging or choice architecture [114,115]. For example,
people can become more likely to choose the desirable options
when they are presented as default options [116] or an additional
option is introduced to change their perceptions of choice sets
(context effects [57]). Lee et al [117] adopted the default
technique to promote healthy snacking in an online environment
by making healthier options the default choices. Zhang et al
[118] built on a context effect called the compromise effect to
promote physical exercise at work using a mobile app. Intensive
exercise options were added to make moderate exercise options
appear more achievable and thus more attractive [118].

A challenge for all JITAIs is that most lifestyle behaviors are
physical rather than digital in nature. When making decisions
about snacking, exercising, or toothbrushing, people do not
naturally come to digital applications. In contrast, in
e-commerce, for example, people are accustomed to shopping
online; therefore, e-commerce sites such as Amazon never miss
the opportunity to influence consumers in their decision
moments. To influence lifestyle decisions at critical moments,
interfaces between the information in digital systems and
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people’s spontaneous behaviors in the physical world need to
be created. Current approaches include predicting users’
spontaneous decision-making moments using sensor networks
(eg, predicting about-to-eat moments [119]) and initiating
decisions when interventions are predicted by the system to be
most valuable (eg, predicting stressful moments [120]). This
challenge will continue to stimulate new intelligent digital
solutions and at the same time debates on the associated ethical
implications [121].

Digital Intervention Techniques Targeting
Action-Level Learning
Digital intervention techniques targeting action-level learning
processes operate in between rather than at decision moments.
The goal is to support either goal-directed learning or the
formation of healthy habits. If these techniques are effective,
the cognitive variables that influence decision-making will be
in a health-promoting state, so that users are expected to
maintain the learned healthy behaviors without continuous
intervention by digital systems.

A main challenge for lifestyle behavior change is learning the
causal relationships between one’s behaviors and health
consequences, as these consequences are usually delayed. As
discussed, researchers have speculated on the role of episodic
memory in tracking internal and external events to support this
type of learning [94]. In this regard, the self-tracking function
of many digital systems can support learning by externalizing
the user’s memory systems [98]. Behavioral and contextual data
can be objectively recorded and reviewed later by users when
consequential health events occur. As self-tracking studies
mostly focus on the effectiveness of the technology as a whole,
evidence regarding its specific role in supporting goal-directed
learning is lacking [122]. Some interview data indicated that
users of self-tracking systems believed that they acquired
knowledge about behavior-health links through self-tracking
technology [123,124].

Instead of directly supporting the learning of health
consequences, another popular approach is to provide extra
rewards that may reinforce desirable behaviors. In the so-called
gamification systems, the most common extra rewards are virtual
rewards, such as points, badges, or rankings in leaderboards
[125-127]. These virtual rewards are expected to steer users to
healthy behavioral options by competing with the inherent
hedonic values of many unhealthy behaviors.

Despite its popularity, the effectiveness of virtual rewards in
their simplest forms is questionable, as empirical studies found
no positive effects in several health domains, such as physical
activity [128] and sexual protection behavior [129]. Moreover,
users in one study perceived such virtual rewards implemented
in an exercise-promoting app as not motivating or even
unnecessary [130]. Our framework implies that the problem
with virtual rewards is not in the learning of the contingencies
between behavioral responses and rewards but in the
corresponding goal values of these rewards: the goal values of
virtual rewards are often low, when compared with other
hedonic attributes, such as tastiness and reduced effort. Future
research on gamification should focus on making virtual rewards
more goal relevant and meaningful [131], for example, by

embedding them as a game mechanic that users care about [132],
using tangible rather than intangible rewards [133,134], or
making the rewards socially meaningful [135,136].

Another technique in this category is habit formation support,
usually by reminding users about a new and desirable behavioral
option. This is especially valuable at the beginning of habit
formation when new options are not always remembered by
users themselves. Unlike the technique of suggesting options
at decision moments, reminders that support habit formation
are sent offline and according to time-based schedule (eg, once
every morning). They do not persuade users to act immediately
but to increase the activation values of certain options so that
they are more likely to be generated when decision moments
arrive. Reminders have been widely used and have been shown
to be effective in domains where forgetting is the main obstacle
for behavior change [137,138]. More research is warranted to
understand its value in changing more complex lifestyle
behaviors when the activation value is one of several cognitive
variables.

Digital Intervention Techniques Targeting
Reflection-Level Decision-Making
Setting up a short-term goal as a reflection-level
decision-making process is often the starting point of
self-directed behavior change [139]. Without external
interventions, goal setting can be triggered under specific
conditions, for example, when someone has learned new
health-related knowledge (eg, become aware of the risk of
smoking) or has experienced a sudden change in their health
status (eg, being diagnosed with diabetes). Thus, a
straightforward intervention technique is to proactively prompt
users to set up new goals to improve their lifestyles. In many
digital systems, following a goal-setting prompt, a user can
choose a goal and then record it in the system, which allows
the system to remind the user of the goal when needed.

As goal setting is a decision-making process, most techniques
discussed in the section on targeting action-level
decision-making also apply to goal setting, including option-,
attribute-, and structure-based techniques. As a particularly
promising direction, digital systems may use their data-gathering
power and artificial intelligence to recommend novel and
attractive options for short-term goals [73]. To address the
subtlety and complexity of goal setting in the health domain,
the systems need to personalize options based on users’ abilities
[140] and based on their unique life experiences and personal
context [141-144]. In the future, the difficult task of setting up
challenging, motivating, yet realistic goals may indeed be
transferred from people to intelligent intervention systems, at
least in part.

After the goal-setting step, digital systems can go further to
support the planning phase that connects short-term goals to
daily decisions in the future. A simple technique is to prompt
users to make concrete plans in the system, for example, by
adding activities to a calendar. Data provided by users allow
digital systems to check user adherence and send reminders
when necessary. In addition to this time-based planning
technique, digital systems may encourage users to use the
event-based planning technique of implementation intention
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[76]. Implementation intention has been shown to be effective
in the health domain [145,146], and it has also been
implemented in digital interventions where no human
instructions are required [147,148]. A recent system even uses
sensor data to automatically generate if-then rules adapted to
the living contexts of individual users [149].

Digital Intervention Techniques Targeting
Reflection-Level Adaptation
At the level of reflection-based adaptation, providing behavioral
feedback to users to support self-monitoring is the most
commonly used BCT in digital systems [19,150-153].
Technically, with the development of increasingly powerful
sensors, digital systems are able to track lifestyle behaviors and
related variables more accurately and in greater detail than
people’s own memories. Moreover, these systems can transform
the rich raw data into numerical or visual information (eg,
weekly summary of step count) to facilitate better comparison
with short-term goal references [122].

Although self-monitoring as a general BCT has been identified
as effective [154], the evaluation of this technique in digital
systems has yielded mixed results [153,155]. The evaluation is
also impeded by the lack of high-quality studies and a lack of
focus on self-monitoring per se [122]. It is evident that the
abundance of self-tracking devices has not solved the problem
of lifestyle behavior changes. From an evolutionary perspective,
as people’s natural self-monitoring function has existed long
before the existence of digital systems and quantitative data, it
is not self-evident that technology-enhanced information would
lead to better functioning. A recent study indicates that some
self-tracking users may have an exaggerated focus on numeric
feedback as the replacement of bodily experience as feedback,
potentially leading to negative consequences such as rumination
[156]. The bottom line is that even if technology-enhanced
self-monitoring is beneficial to some extent, our framework
implies that it is only one step in reflection-level adaptation.
Future research should investigate how digital systems can also
support reflective processes that immediately follow
self-monitoring, including the comparison between goal
references and monitored performance and the adjustments of
goals and behaviors.

Discussion

Overview
Understanding and changing lifestyle behaviors in the digital
age require a theoretical perspective that combines
decision-making and learning and a representation of behavior
at the level of both daily decisions and episodic reflections.
These two requirements have guided our review of individual
theories and their integration, and the outcome is temporally
fine-grained, dynamic, and process-oriented theoretical
framework of lifestyle behavior change. Through a mapping
exercise, we also linked common digital intervention techniques
to behavioral processes and cognitive constructs in the
framework.

Theoretical Contributions and Comparisons With
Previous Integration Works
The primary objective of developing an adaptive
decision-making framework is to address the mismatch between
theory and digital intervention in terms of temporal granularity
[6]. This was done by considering lifestyle behaviors at two
different timescales, one representing the individual daily
decisions or actions and one grouping the repeated daily
decisions into a larger episode and incorporating self-regulatory
processes. This 2-level representation adds value over previous
integration attempts that were based on the stage model of
change [30], such as the computerized behavior intervention
(COMBI) model [157,158] and the i-Change Model [159].
Although the COMBI and i-Change Model postulate a more
general process of behavior change (eg, through contemplation,
preparation, action, and maintenance), our framework allows
one to zoom to a finer level of granularity to explain how
repeated daily actions, with the help of reflection-level
regulatory processes, lead to maintenance. With time-intensive
behavioral monitoring becoming more accessible, our
framework compliments earlier work by motivating future
intelligent systems that update users’ behavioral and cognitive
states after every daily lifestyle decision (eg, computing
self-efficacy [160]). In our own work, we proposed a system
that computes users’ habit strengths of toothbrushing based on
sensor-measured behaviors [161].

There are previous frameworks that are more similar to our
adaptive decision-making framework when it comes to behavior
representation. Both PRIME (Plan, Responses, Impulses,
Motives, and Evaluations) theory [162] and Temporal
Self-Regulation Theory [163] model behavior change as a
continuous process rather than a series of discrete stages.
However, our framework explicitly distinguishes between the
two distinct levels of lifestyle behaviors and the different
timescales involved. Note that similar to many other dichotomies
used in psychology (eg, impulsive vs reflective, unconscious
vs conscious), although our 2-level dichotomy is a simplification
of a potential continuum of processes, it is still useful for
developing new theories, empirical research, and applications.
The conceptual distinction is important because it enables our
framework to represent lifestyle behaviors at the same temporal
granularity with time-intensive behavioral data while
incorporating cognitive processes that are detached from daily
decisions (eg, goal setting or planning).

A second limitation in the current literature is the lack of
dynamic processes in traditional behavior change theories [6].
By integrating theories from both learning and decision-making
tradition, our framework depicts a dynamic bidirectional
relationship between behaviors and cognitive variables that
influence behaviors. The framework complements previous
frameworks that focused exclusively on learning processes,
such as the framework of evolutionary learning processes [97]
and Action Change Theory [164]. More broadly, we believe
that the need to capture the complexities of lifestyle behaviors
for designing better digital interventions provides a strong and
timely motivation to integrate decision-making and learning
theories in basic psychological research [165].
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Furthermore, this study may stimulate some rethinking about
the popular dual-processing models, in which health behaviors
are assumed to be driven by two distinct forces, one reflective
and one impulsive [72]. In our view, such dichotomous
categorization of diverse processes and constructs might be too
coarse for a full understanding of the dynamic lifestyle behavior
change process. The adaptive decision-making framework
suggests several dualities. First, there is a contrast between
long-term health benefits and immediate hedonic rewards in
option evaluation, where effortful cognitive control is required
to battle impulses. Second, goal-directed evaluation based on
attributes (both long-term and short-term) competes with the
influences of habits. This has been discussed extensively in the
learning literature as a dual action control by goals and habits
[166]. Third, the faster processes at the action level can certainly
be contrasted with the more deliberative processes at the
reflection level, which also operate on a much slower timescale.
Note that this distinction between action and reflection levels
certainly reminisces the classical distinction between motivation
and volition [167] and the related Rubicon model of action
phases [168].

Finally, the process-oriented nature of our framework makes it
an ideal scaffold for developing new dynamic computational
models envisioned by many researchers [6,104,169,170]. The
processes and mechanisms in the framework are described at a
level of specificity that allows their transformation into
computational models by introducing additional assumptions
and formal algorithms. For example, key cognitive variables
are defined for option evaluation, but the exact computational
process of how these variables are integrated to produce
decisions is left open to different modeling possibilities [44,171].
Similarly, although the framework acknowledges the joint
influence of habit and goal-directed control, the exact arbitration
between the two is subjected to different computational accounts
[96,172,173].

Added Value to the Synergy Between Theory and
Digital Intervention
The adaptive decision-making framework was developed with
the aim of narrowing the gap between behavior change theories
and digital intervention applications. As a first step, the
framework provides a summary of the main theoretical ideas
in psychology relevant to applied behavior change research. As
such, it can be used as a reference if practitioners want to read
more about specific theories and computational models. The
integration of both traditional and more cutting-edge theories
in the framework should help practitioners to see familiar
theories (eg, self-efficacy and goal setting) in a new light and
hopefully motivate them to experiment with new ideas (eg, habit
formation or sequential sampling models of decision-making).
What is especially promising is the prospect of designing
intelligent close-loop intervention systems based on
computational models informed by our framework. In the current
best practice, behavior change determinants and corresponding
BCTs are identified and then carefully translated into functions
in digital applications; however, their effects on behavior are
simply speculated (open loop). By relying on computational
models, intelligent systems can monitor behaviors that are
targeted and use behavioral data to update the cognitive variables

of users to deliver JITAIs for each individual user [107,174].
Examples of such close-loop systems can be found in recent
works by other researchers [160] and ourselves [161].

Moreover, our framework’s emphasis on behavioral processes
and their corresponding digital intervention techniques should
contribute to the identification, implementation, and evaluation
of intervention techniques. First, similar to an intervention
mapping approach [102], our framework makes a clear
distinction between people’s behavioral processes and the
techniques that may influence these processes, which is not
always made in other coding taxonomies. For example, habit
formation has been considered a BCT [101]; however, it is
essentially a behavioral process that also operates without
interventions and is driven by multiple lower-level processes.
It is more informative and actionable for system designers if
they are informed about the specific processes underlying habit
formation and how they can be changed rather than simply
implementing a technique called habit formation. Second, by
mapping digital intervention techniques to behavioral processes
in our framework, it should become clear that a technically
well-defined function often targets multiple distinct behavior
processes. For example, self-tracking may increase users’
knowledge about behavior-health links but may also support
self-monitoring [122]. We argue that evaluation research (eg,
review and meta-analysis) should focus more on the effects that
specific intervention techniques have on individual processes
rather than the effectiveness of broadly defined categories of
technologies (eg, feedback system [155]), to gain a better
understanding of how and why certain intervention techniques
work. Third, when combining multiple intervention techniques
within a single digital system, our framework can inform
designers about whether the techniques target complimentary
processes and constructs or the same process and construct. In
the latter case, the combination of techniques as a package may
not necessarily be more effective than its components, and more
careful analysis is needed. For example, as implementation
intention and just-in-time reminder both increase the activation
values of desirable options, it is questionable whether combining
them would yield better results (Luszczynska et al [147]).

The adaptive decision-making framework may also help to
encourage the use of digital lifestyle intervention systems to
advance basic human behavior sciences. We have emphasized
in this paper the unique opportunities of bringing psychology
laboratories to the real world [175,176] and exploiting the
time-intensive and ecologically valid behavior data generated
by digital systems [9-11]. The integration of fundamental
psychological processes in the framework, such as reinforcement
learning and sequential sampling models of decision-making,
can increase the awareness of scientists in these fields to the
practical value of their research and the great potential value of
using digital systems in the field as data collection tools for
fundamental social science research. We also hope that by
summarizing and structuring the theoretical landscape for digital
system designers, they can find their potential collaborations
with behavioral scientists more efficiently. Finally, the clear
mapping between intervention techniques and the processes
and constructs in the framework makes it easier to search for
the required data and manipulations to be used for theory testing.
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Scope and Limitation of the Framework
Given the ambitious goal of the framework to incorporate a
wide range of theoretical traditions and to connect to the full
gamut of digital intervention techniques, it is important to
discuss the scope and limitations of our framework. First, the
adaptive decision-making framework is not a new theory in
itself or a model to be directly tested or falsified in a strong
empirical sense. It is a framework that integrates existing
theoretical ideas into a novel representation of lifestyle
behaviors. In other words, it identifies relevant explananda in
the course of lifestyle behavior change and provides
explanations based on the most recent theoretical advances
available. The usefulness of the framework should be judged
by whether it succeeds in informing new computational models
and intelligent intervention systems in the future, and predictions
derived from the framework and its associated computational
models should be rigorously tested using empirical data.

Second, proposing an integrated framework is not meant to
discourage the use of individual theories in digital interventions.
The adaptive decision-making framework is a framework of
basic behavioral and cognitive processes in lifestyle behavior
changes that are generalizable to a wide range of behavioral
domains. However, there is also large heterogeneity across
different behavioral domains and target populations, in terms
of which processes in the framework are more critical and which
variables or parameters are more changeable. For this reason,
specialized theories are always needed, even if future theoretical
advances might allow a single unified theory of basic

psychological mechanisms. Therefore, it makes perfect sense
for digital intervention systems to focus on one or a few
processes or to target only a small set of variables for change
based on domain-specific theories. The theoretical scope of the
framework itself is focused on explaining individual lifestyle
behaviors. It does not address interactions between individuals
or larger socioeconomic processes.

Third, the adaptive decision-making framework is a theoretical
framework of behavior change but not a framework of digital
intervention systems. We have discussed the educational and
heuristic value of the framework for digital intervention
designers to help them understand and apply theories. It can
potentially also motivate and facilitate the development of
intelligent intervention systems that model user behaviors and
cognitive states [161,174]. However, the framework should not
be considered as a cookbook in the sense of prescribing specific
design choices or requirements in specific interventions.

Conclusions
We developed an adaptive decision-making framework in the
hope that it will benefit behavior change theorists and digital
system designers and, most importantly, facilitate better
communication between the two communities. A stronger
synergy will potentially help bring us closer to a future where
digital systems live up to their potential to promote healthy
lifestyles at scale. In the meantime, a wider adoption of more
effective and theory-driven digital interventions will offer ample
opportunities for building and testing new theories of human
behavior.
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Abstract

Background: Machine learning algorithms have been drawing attention at the joining of pathology and radiology in prostate
cancer research. However, due to their algorithmic learning complexity and the variability of their architecture, there is an ongoing
need to analyze their performance.

Objective: This study assesses the source of heterogeneity and the performance of machine learning applied to radiomic,
genomic, and clinical biomarkers for the diagnosis of prostate cancer. One research focus of this study was on clearly identifying
problems and issues related to the implementation of machine learning in clinical studies.

Methods: Following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) protocol, 816 titles
were identified from the PubMed, Scopus, and OvidSP databases. Studies that used machine learning to detect prostate cancer
and provided performance measures were included in our analysis. The quality of the eligible studies was assessed using the
QUADAS-2 (quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy studies–version 2) tool. The hierarchical multivariate model was applied

to the pooled data in a meta-analysis. To investigate the heterogeneity among studies, I2 statistics were performed along with
visual evaluation of coupled forest plots. Due to the internal heterogeneity among machine learning algorithms, subgroup analysis
was carried out to investigate the diagnostic capability of machine learning systems in clinical practice.

Results: In the final analysis, 37 studies were included, of which 29 entered the meta-analysis pooling. The analysis of machine
learning methods to detect prostate cancer reveals the limited usage of the methods and the lack of standards that hinder the
implementation of machine learning in clinical applications.

Conclusions: The performance of machine learning for diagnosis of prostate cancer was considered satisfactory for several
studies investigating the multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging and urine biomarkers; however, given the limitations
indicated in our study, further studies are warranted to extend the potential use of machine learning to clinical settings.
Recommendations on the use of machine learning techniques were also provided to help researchers to design robust studies to
facilitate evidence generation from the use of radiomic and genomic biomarkers.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e22394)   doi:10.2196/22394

KEYWORDS

prostate cancer; machine learning; systematic review; meta-analysis; diagnosis; imaging; radiomics; genomics; clinical; biomarkers

Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most diagnosed cancer
worldwide in men [1,2]. To guarantee cancer-specific survival,

early detection of PCa is essential at a treatable stage. The most
common method to diagnose PCa is via transrectal
ultrasonography (TRUS) [3]. The rapid development of medical
imaging techniques and modalities has demonstrated great value
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in the screening, diagnosis, treatment response measurement,
and prognosis evaluation of PCa. In particular, radiomic
investigation, defined as computationally extracting quantitative
image features for the characterization of disease patterns [4],
has been intensively applied to tumor detection, localization,
staging, aggressiveness assessment, treatment decision-making
assistance, and patient follow-up in PCa [5] .

More recently, multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging
(mpMRI) has been demonstrated to be a better radiomic
biomarker than systematic TRUS biopsy, achieving high
diagnostic accuracy and becoming a clinical routine
investigation for suspected PCa patients [6,7]. The second
version of the Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System
(PI-RADS-V2) was updated in regard to minimum technical
acquisition parameters and image interpretation [8]. It describes
a standard prostate mpMRI protocol that combines anatomical
T2-weighted images with functional sequences, that is,
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) or dynamic
contrast-enhanced (DCE) sequences.

Alongside radiomic investigation, there are numerous Food and
Drug Administration–approved genomic biomarkers underlying
the biomolecular functions most strongly associated with clinical
outcomes. In fact, a major focus of personalized medicine has
been the biomolecular characterization of tumors by integrating
genomics into clinical oncology to identify unique druggable
targets and generate higher-order tumor classification methods
that can support clinical treatment decisions [9]. They are mainly
used to decide whether biopsy screening is necessary and
whether patients require primary treatment (such as radical
prostatectomy or radiation therapy) [10]. The combination of
biopsy screening and evaluation of the Gleason score still
remains the most widely accepted grading system in the
evaluation of prostatic adenocarcinoma [11]. The Gleason
grading system is based on a morphologic continuum of
architectural dedifferentiation and is directly correlated with
response to therapy and mortality rate. However, novel
biomarker tests that can potentially detect PCa from blood,
urine, tissue, and semen samples continue to be investigated.
Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is the most commonly used
biomarker for the management of PCa [12]. Increased PSA
density has been shown to be associated with increased risk of
PCa compared to healthy or benign prostatic hyperplasia patients
[13]. The Prostate Health Index and 4Kscore utilize isoforms
of PSA and its precursors to help risk-stratify patients with an
abnormal PSA level. In addition, microRNAs have an important
role during tumor progression, and their combination with PSA
serum can improve prediction of PCa status [14-16]. Other
proposed biomarkers that belong to various classes of biological
compounds, including proteins and metabolites, have shown to
be noninvasive methods with high diagnostic potential [17].

Over the last decade, the landscape for PCa detection tools has
expanded to include novel biomarkers, clinical information,
genomic assays, and noninvasive imaging tests. The prospect
of detecting PCa using readily available clinical and
demographic health information is a potentially innovative part
of improving screening practices [18].

In this scenario, machine learning (ML) is helping researchers
in identifying and discovering new biomarkers to detect PCa.
ML is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques based
on the development and training of algorithms by learning from
data and the performance of predictions. ML methods are able
to improve and learn over time in a more efficient way than
classical statistical approaches [19]. Therefore, ML has been
widely used in radiology and recently in the field of
bioinformatics [6,20]. A recent field of ML, deep learning (DL),
is based on artificial neural networks, which offer superior
problem-solving capabilities applied to large heterogenous data
sets [20,21]. Specifically, ML allows the integration or
combination of different layers of data, such as those from
medical images, laboratory results, clinical outcomes,
biomarkers, and other biological features, for better
prognostication and stratification of patients toward personalized
medicine [22,23]. However, the accuracy of such algorithms
can be highly impacted by the complex workflows adopted to
develop and generalize such ML algorithms [24,25]. High
heterogeneity is expected, as ML problems are usually regarded
as black boxes, and the consideration of all possible risk factors
and transformation is tremendously difficult [26,27]. Moreover,
there are no clear guidelines on how to develop ML approaches
for medical studies.

Therefore, this study aimed to suggest an integrated estimate
of the accuracy for use of ML algorithms in detecting PCa
through a systematic review and meta-analysis of the available
studies. Due to the internal heterogeneity of ML algorithms,
subgroup analyses helped in investigating the diagnostic
capability of ML systems and highlighting the sources of bias
and common pitfalls to avoid in order to assure reproducibility
among studies. Subgroup analyses were mainly based on the
model choice, model development, and validation methods to
identify potential covariates that could influence the diagnostic
performance of ML.

This review helps to support ML studies in rising up the pyramid
of evidence. In fact, we identify and discuss recurrent factors
that hinder the uptake of these studies in clinical settings.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no systematic
review and meta-analysis studies evaluating the performance
and estimating the current status of existing approaches on PCa
detection. Therefore, this study aims to fill the gap in the existing
literature and gather recommendations on ML model
development to achieve robust results to automatically detect
PCa.

Methods

We conducted and reported this meta-analysis in accordance
with PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [28]. Two researchers
(RC and MF), who were blinded to the articles’ author
information, conducted the study inclusion, data extraction, and
assessment of the risk of bias independently. A third author
(CC) was consulted in case of disagreements.
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Search Strategy
The PubMed, Scopus, and OvidSP (ie, Embase) databases were
searched to identify studies evaluating the accuracy of radiomic,
clinical, and genomic biomarkers in the diagnosis of PCa. The
following criteria were used to limit the research: papers
published in the last 5 years (from 2015 to 2020) to guarantee
homogeneity among radiomic studies, as the new protocol
(PI-RADS) for mpMRI was updated in 2015 [8]; study on adult
humans (ie, not animals); language (English); and full-text
publications. The search took place on February 24, 2020. The
reference lists of the included studies were checked, and the
authors were contacted if required. The search strategy and
queries for each search database are presented in Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

An author (RC) retrieved the initial search results and removed
duplicates via Excel (Microsoft). Subsequently, another author
(MF) manually searched for and removed any remaining
duplicates. Finally, RC and MF independently screened the
studies by title, abstract, and keywords, after which the full texts
of the selected studies were assessed by inclusion and exclusion
criteria. The main considerations for study inclusion were if
machine learning was fully applied in distinguishing individuals
or lesions with clinically diagnosed PCa from controls and if
the study assessed the accuracy of such applications. Detailed
inclusion and exclusion criteria are reported in Table S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Data Extraction and Outcomes of Interest
After the evaluation was completed, two authors extracted the
following information from the selected literature: literature
data—the first author, publication date, study population,
number of patients, study design, and data collection; basic
research information—age, Gleason score, and PSA level, where
possible; information regarding the reference standard used in
individual studies; definitions of positive and negative PCa (PCa
positive and control) and methodologies to distinguish
individuals or lesions with PCa from the control group; specific
methodologies to process and classify data for use in machine
learning algorithms; and the sensitivity, specificity, and, if
available, true-positive (TP), true-negative (TN), false-positive
(FP), and false-negative (FN) rates.

The authors independently graded the quality of the eligible
studies using the quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy
studies–version 2 (QUADAS-2) tool [29]. The full process is
provided in the supplementary materials in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Meta-analysis Paper Inclusion Criteria and Subgroup
Analysis
For radiomic analysis, due to the very low number of included
studies investigating central gland and transition zone (TZ)
prostate tumors, only studies investigating the peripheral zone
were included in the meta-analysis. This was also due to the
fact that central gland and TZ prostate tumors have significantly
different quantitative imaging signatures [30], and they could
have highly biased the final results.

Due to the low number of studies employing 3D volumes of
interest (VOIs) to extract quantitative features, only studies
delineating 2D regions of interest (ROIs) were included in the
meta-analysis to reduce the risk of bias. This was mainly due
to the fact that significant differences were found between
prediction performance when using 3D VOIs and that when
using 2D ROIs [31]. If studies investigated several diagnostic
imaging techniques via ML, only classification models using
mpMRI sequences were included in the meta-analysis.

To reduce heterogeneity among the selected studies, subgroup
analyses were carried out for radiomic and genomic studies due
to their intrinsic differences in data acquisition, analysis, and
feature extraction. Radiomic subgroup analyses helped to
investigate the role of the mpMRI biomarker in detecting PCa
via ML, whereas genomic subgroup analyses were carried out
to understand the role of genomic biomarkers in detecting PCa
via ML.

Several covariates suitable for subgroup analysis were identified
during the review process where the individual peculiarities of
the studies, which may affect the outcome, were investigated.

The included studies were investigated if they explored a patient-
or lesion-based model, validation approaches (cross-validation,
hold-out approach or external validation, or no validation), ML
algorithms (regression-based model, tree-based model, or deep
learning algorithms), whether the studies used a DL or ML
approach, or whether the employed data set was balanced or
unbalanced. For genomic studies, the use of different specimens
(ie, urine, serum, semen, and tissue) was also investigated in a
subgroup analysis. One study [17] investigated both urine and
serum specimens separately; therefore, ML performance was
included for both predictors in the meta-analysis.

In case a study investigated multiple ML algorithms, only the
method achieving the highest area under the curve (AUC) was
included in the meta-analysis, as AUC is a good estimator of
ML performance.

Statistical Analysis and Software Tools
This meta-analysis was conducted via the Open Meta-Analyst
Software tool, and statistical significance was expressed with
95% CIs. Pooled estimates for sensitivity and specificity with
the corresponding 95% CIs were used to determine the accuracy
of machine learning for detecting PCa in radiomic and genomic
studies. From these data, we generated a hierarchical summary
receiver operating characteristic curve (HSROC) and coupled
forest plots by random-effects model. Heterogeneity among
studies was assessed by calculation of the inconsistency index

(I2) and evaluation of the Cochran χ2 test (Q test). An I2 of ≥50%
and P<.001 indicated substantial between-study heterogeneity.
The TP/FP/TN/FN values were extracted or calculated from
each independent study. A correction factor of 0.5 was added
if any of the TP/FP/TN/FN rates reported a value of 0, in order
to prevent zero cell count problem [32].

In our meta-analysis, a multivariate random-effects model was
used to consider both within- and between-subject variability
and threshold effects [33]. The HSROC curve was specified by
pooled sensitivity and specificity point. Attempts were made
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to resolve the heterogeneity by performing a subgroup analysis
[34].

Results

Literature Search
According to the search strategy described above, 877 titles
were identified in PubMed, Scopus, and OvidSP. After removing
duplicates, 816 titles were considered. Of these, 708 were

excluded after reading of the abstracts because they did not meet
the inclusion criteria. From the remaining 108 full-text articles,
71 were removed due to the exclusion criteria. Finally, 37 full
texts were included in the qualitative analysis, and 29 studies
were considered appropriate for inclusion in the meta-analysis.
A flowchart of the literature search is shown in Figure 1.

The distribution of the risk of bias evaluated via the QUADAS-2
tool for the included studies is presented in the supplementary
materials (Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flowchart of literature search: included/excluded titles,
abstracts, and full papers. ML: machine learning; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; PCa: prostate cancer; TZ: transition zone; VOI: volume of interest.

Characteristics of the Included Studies
The publication years ranged from 2015 to 2020 to guarantee
homogeneity among radiomic studies, as the new PI-RADS

was updated in 2015 [8]. All patients were diagnosed with PCa
by biopsy. The main characteristics of the studies are reported
in Table 1. The extracted raw data are presented in Tables S3
and S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of 37 studies included in the systematic review.

Patients (average over the number of studies), nStudies, nCharacteristics

Study type 

2210 (276.25)8Prospective 

6414 (221.17)29Retrospective 

Data set type

7760 (235.15)33Private data set 

399 (199.5)2Public database (SPIE-AAPM-NCIa PROSTATEx challenge) 

465 (232.5)2Mixed (private and public) data set 

Classification algorithms

1621(405.25)4Random forest 

4678 (233.9)20Regression-based models 

180 (90)2Partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) 

531Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

65 (32.5)2Support vector machine (SVM) 

671Classification and regression tree (CART) 

1012 (506)2Artificial neural networks (ANNs) 

1951Deep neural networks (DNNs) 

696 (232)3Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 

571Deep learning: SNCSAEb 

Predictor type

5058 (252.9)20Multiparametric MRIc 

3132 (240.92)13Genetic or molecular biomarker 

930 (155)6Urine  

901 (300.3)3Serum  

108 (54)2Semen  

800 (400)2Tissue  

2812 (703)4Clinical data 

Validation method 

6540 (225.52)29Internal validation 

1380 (460)3External validation 

3641Internal and external validation 

704 (140.8)5Unknown 

aSPIE-AAPM-NCI: International Society for Optics and Photonics–American Association of Physicists in Medicine–National Cancer Institute.
bSNCSAE: stacked nonnegativity constraint sparse autoencoders.
cMRI: magnetic resonance imaging.

Quantitative Analysis (Meta-analysis)
Of the final 37 papers, 29 were considered for the meta-analysis.
Eight studies were excluded to reduce heterogeneity among the
studies. Of those, 2 studies were excluded because they extracted
radiomic features from VOIs [35,36], and 2 studies [37,38] were
excluded because they only focused on detecting TZ tumors.
Due to the low number of studies investigating TZ tumors, a
comparative assessment of the results for the peripheral zone,
central gland, and TZ was not possible.

Studies [18,39-41] employing only clinical information were
excluded because a minimum sample of 5 studies is
recommended for a meta-analysis [34,42]. In fact, 5 or more
studies are needed to reasonably achieve power from
random-effects meta-analyses [43].

Radiomic
All the included studies for the radiomic analysis are reported
in Table 2. A total of 4438 independent samples were inspected
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from 16 studies with sensitivity and specificity ranging from
0.62 to 0.99 and 0.51 to 0.98, respectively.

Multivariate meta-analysis via the HSROC model was assessed
for all the studies (Figure S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The
pooled sensitivity and specificity were 0.815 (95% CI
0.410-0.999) and 0.828 (95% CI 0.424-0.999), respectively.

The calculated heterogeneity values for pooled sensitivity and
specificity were 84% and 79% (P<.001), respectively; therefore,
a random-effects model was adopted to generate coupled forest
plots (Figure S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Subgroup Analysis

To resolve the heterogeneity, subgroup analysis was conducted
for different covariates. The subgroup analysis per model-based
covariate is shown in Figure 2. Subgroup 1 included the studies
that employed a lesion-based ML approach. Those studies
[44-54] employed multiple lesions for each patient enrolled in
the study. Subgroup 2 gathered those studies [55-59] that
enrolled two distinct groups (PCa and controls) and employed
a patient-based ML approach. The heterogeneity in the
subgroups was greater than 70% (subgroup 1: P<.001, subgroup
2: P=.002).
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Table 2. Accuracy measures of radiomic studies for the systematic review.

Spek (lower-
upper)

Senj (lower-
upper)

TN,i nFP,h nFN,g nTP,f nMLd

methodse
Crossvalc/
split/none

Total sample

(PCa+, PCa-)b
Patients,
n

Model

basisa
Study, year

0.890

(0.829-0.932)

0.620

(0.517-0.713)

130163557ANN120 (60, 60)238 (92, 146)71LBZhao, 2015
[44]

0.981

(0.880-0.997)

0.962

(0.861-0.991)

531251LDANone106 (53, 53)53LBValerio, 2016
[45]

0.801

(0.751-0.844)

0.886

(0.817-0.931)

2305714109RFCrossval410 (123, 287)224LBLay, 2017
[46]

0.964

(0.786-0.995)

0.963

(0.779-0.995)

271126SNCSAECrossval53 (26, 27)18LBReda, 2017
[47]

0.890

(0.841-0.925)

0.907

(0.868-0.936)

1942427264LRCrossval509 (291, 218)169LBStarobinets,
2017 [48]

0.839

(0.750-0.900)

0.696

(0.587-0.787)

78152455DCNNCrossval172 (79, 93)172PBWang, 2017
[36]

0.956

(0.905-0.980)

0.899

(0.837-0.939)

129614125multi-
modal
CNN

275 (139,
135)

913 (463, 450)364LBLe, 2017 [52]

0.909

(0.834-0.952)

0.875

(0.733-0.947)

909535LASSO
LR

Crossval191 (36, 155)204LBKwon, 2018
[49]

0.906

(0.746-0.969)

0.870

(0.665-0.957)

293320DNN55 (23, 32)547 (261, 286)195LBSong, 2018
[50]

0.983

(0.891-0.998)

0.982

(0.884-0.997)

591155LR155 (55, 60)381 (182, 199)381PBChen, 2019
[56]

0.875

(0.614-0.969)

0.753

(0.648-0.835)

1422061LRCrossval97 (81, 16)65LBDevine, 2019
[51]

0.934

(0.878-0.965)

0.994

(0.958-0.999)

12791161SVMCrossval297 (161, 136)11LBGholizadeh,
2019 [54]

0.865

(0.714-0.943)

0.955

(0.836-0.989)

325242LRNone81 (44, 37)81PBMa, 2019 [58]

0.513

(0.360-0.664)

0.981

(0.876-0.997)

2019151CART91 (52, 39)170 (102, 68)67LBMazaheri,
2019 [53]

0.921

(0.782-0.974)

0.821

(0.636-0.924)

353523LR66 (28, 38)199 (85, 114)199PBQi, 2019 [57]

0.815

(0.625-0.921)

0.700

(0.473-0.859)

225614RFCrossval140 (60, 80)140PBZhang, 2019
[59]

aLB: lesion-based model; PB: patient-based model.
bPCa: prostate cancer.
cCrossval: cross-validation techniques.
dML: machine learning.
eANN: artificial neural networks; LDA: linear discriminant analysis; RF: random forest; SNCSAE: stacked nonnegativity constraint sparse autoencoders;
LR: logistic regression; DCNN: deep convolutional neural networks; LASSO: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; DNN: deep neural
networks; SVM: support vector machine; CART: classification and regression tree.
fTP: true-positive.
gFN: false-negative.
hFP: false-positive.
iTN: true-negative.
jSen: sensitivity.
kSpe: specificity.
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Figure 3 shows the subgroup analysis among studies that
employed internal cross-validation techniques (subgroup 1)
[46-49,51,54,55,59], split validation approaches (subgroup 2)

[44,50,52,53,56,57], and no validation (subgroup 3) [45,58].
The heterogeneity for subgroups 1 and 2 was around 80%
(P<.001).

Figure 2. Subgroup analysis for the model-based covariate in radiomic studies. Subgroup 1: lesion-based models; subgroup 2: patient-based models.
FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 3. Subgroup analysis for the validation covariate in radiomic studies. Subgroup 1: internal cross-validation; subgroup 2: hold-out approach or
external validation; subgroup 3: no validation. FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 4 shows the subgroup analysis for regression-based
models (subgroup 1) [45,48,49,51,56-58], tree-based models
(subgroup 2) [46,53,59], and DL methods (subgroup 3)
[44,47,50,52,55]. One study was not included [54], as it was
the only study employing a support vector machine model. The
heterogeneity among groups oscillated between 74% and 86%
(subgroup 1: P=.001, subgroup 2: P=.01, subgroup 3: P<.001).

The results of the subgroup analysis to discriminate among
machine and deep learning methods are reported in Figure 5.
Subgroup 1 included the studies [45,46,48,49,51,53,56-59]
employing ML methods, whereas subgroup 2 comprised the
studies [44,47,50,52,55] employing DL methods (based on
artificial neural networks) such as convolutional neural networks

and deep neural networks. The I2 statistics for subgroups 1 and
2 were 76% and 86% (P<.001), respectively.

Figure 6 shows the subgroup analysis based on whether the
studies employed a balanced or unbalanced data set. A data set
was defined as unbalanced if it had more than 30% of the total
observations in one specific class rather than the other (PCa and
controls) and did not apply any correction on performance (eg,
synthetic minority oversampling technique [SMOTE] or voting
techniques). The heterogeneity of subgroup 1 [36,44,51,53] was
around 58% (P=.005). As a result, among the several covariates,
the imbalance covariate was the only one by which the
heterogeneity could be partially resolved.

Therefore, Devine et al [51], Wang et al [36], Mazaheri et al
[53], and Zhao et al [44] were excluded from the coupled forest
plot (Figure 7).

Figure 8 shows the HSROC curve for the studies employing
balanced data sets to automatically detect PCa. The pooled
sensitivity and specificity were 0.808 (95% CI 0.38-0.999) and
0.831 (95% CI 0.41-0.999), respectively.
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Figure 4. Subgroup analysis for the machine learning algorithm covariate in radiomic studies. Subgroup 1: regression-based models; subgroup 2:
tree-based models; subgroup 3: deep learning methods. FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 5. Subgroup analysis for the machine learning or deep learning covariate in radiomic studies. Subgroup 1: machine learning–based models;
subgroup 2: deep learning methods. FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 6. Subgroup analysis for the imbalance covariate in radiomic studies. Subgroup 1: balanced data sets; subgroup 2: unbalanced data sets. FN:
false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.
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Figure 7. Subgroup analysis for the model-based covariate in a subset of radiomic studies. Subgroup 1: lesion-based models; subgroup 2: patient-based
models. FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 8. Overall hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic curve (HSROC) for a subset of radiomic studies. HSROC was calculated for
radiomic studies with low heterogeneity, excluding 4 studies [36,44,51,53].

Genomic
All the included studies for the genomic analysis are reported
in Table 3. A total of 3221 independent samples were inspected
from 14 studies and included in the meta-analysis, with
sensitivity and specificity ranging from 0.67 to 0.95 and 0.15
to 0.97, respectively.

An HSROC model was assessed for all genomic studies (Figure
S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The pooled sensitivity and
specificity were 0.883 (95% CI 0.541-0.999) and 0.734 (95%
CI 0.330-0.999), respectively.

The calculated heterogeneity values for the pooled sensitivity
and specificity were 73% and 92% (P<.001), respectively;

therefore, a random-effects model was adopted to generate the
coupled forest plots (Figure S5 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Subgroup Analysis

To resolve this heterogeneity, subgroup analyses were conducted
for several covariates. The subgroup analysis for model-based
covariates is shown in Figure 9. Subgroup 1 included the studies
[60,61] that used malignant lesions and benign-adjacent tissue
from PCa patients. Subgroup 2 gathered those studies
[15-17,62-69] that enrolled two distinct groups (PCa and
controls) and employed a patient-based ML approach. The
heterogeneity for subgroup 1 was greater than 80%, whereas
for subgroup 2 it was around 60%. However, subgroup 2 only
included 2 studies.
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Table 3. Accuracy measures of genomic studies for the systematic review.a

Spej

(lower-upper)

Seni

(lower-upper)

TN,h nFP,g nFN,f nTP,e nCrossvald/
split/none

Total sample

(PCa+, PCa-)c
Patients,
n

Predic-
tor

Model

basisb
Study, year

0.208

(0.141-0.295)

0.899

(0.817-0.947)

2284980None195 (89, 106)195UrinePBDonovan, 2015
[62]

0.385

(0.263-0.522)

0.917

(0.587-0.988)

2032111Crossval66 (12, 54)66SemenPBRoberts, 2015
[16]

0.975

(0.941-0.99)

0.7

(0.612-0.775)

19553684320 (120,
200)

580 (180, 400)580SerumPBZhang, 2015
[63]

0.836

(0.732-0.904)

0.768

(0.694-0.829)

611235116Crossval224 (15, 73)224UrinePBMengual, 2016
[64]

0.814

(0.706-0.889)

0.822

(0.717-0.894)

57131360None143 (73, 70)143UrinePBSalido-Guadar-
rama, 2016 [15]

0.969

(0.65-0.998)

0.675

(0.449-0.841)

15061334 (19, 15)89 (49, 40)89SerumPBDereziński,
2017 [17]

0.733

(0.467-0.896)

0.895

(0.663-0.974)

11421734 (19,15)89 (49, 40)89UrinePBDereziński,
2017a [17]

0.918

(0.802-0.969)

0.845

(0.79-0.888)

45433180262 (213,
49)

398 (286, 112)101TissueLBKirby, 2017
[60]

0.722

(0.481-0.879)

0.917

(0.721-0.979)

135222None42 (34, 18)42SemenPBBarceló, 2018
[65]

0.896

(0.773-0.956)

0.93

(0.805-0.977)

435340Crossval91 (43, 48)91UrinePBAmante, 2019
[66]

0.687

(0.433-0.864)

0.923

(0.609-0.989)

11511229 (13, 16)94 (42, 52)94UrinePBBrikun, 2019
[67]

0.773

(0.556-0.902)

0.873

(0.756-0.938)

17574877 (55, 22)183 (108, 75)183UrinePBGao, 2019 [69]

0.933

(0.769-0.983)

0.939

(0.897-0.964)

28213199242 (212,
30)

795 (699, 96)699TissueLBPatel, 2019 [61]

0.71

(0.643-0.769)

0.937

(0.782-0.984)

14258230None232 (32, 200)232SerumPBSantotoribio,
2019 [68]

aAll studies employed regression-based models.
bLB: lesion-based model; PB: patient-based model.
cPCa: prostate cancer.
dCrossval: cross-validation techniques.
eTP: true-positive.
fFN: false-negative.
gFP: false-positive.
hTN: true-negative.
iSen: sensitivity.
jSpe: specificity.

The subgroup analysis among studies that employed internal
cross-validation techniques (subgroup 1) [16,64,66], split
validation approaches (subgroup 2) [17,60,61,63,67,69], and

no validation (subgroup 3) [15,62,65,68] is shown in Figure 10.
For subgroups 1 and 2, the heterogeneity was greater than 50%.
In subgroup 3, the heterogeneity was around 20%.
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Figure 9. Subgroup analysis for the model-based covariate in genomic studies. Subgroup 1: lesion-based models; subgroup 2: patient-based models.
FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 10. Subgroup analysis for the validation covariate in genomic studies. Subgroup 1: internal cross-validation; subgroup 2: hold-out approach or
external validation; subgroup 3: no validation. FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

A subgroup analysis was also carried out based on the specimen
used by the genomic studies (ie, urine [15,17,62,64,66,67,69],
semen [16,65], serum [17,63,68], and tissue [60,61] biomarkers).
The subgroup of studies investigating urine biomarkers to
automatically detect PCa presented a lower heterogeneity than
studies employing tissue and serum biomarkers and included
more than 5 studies (Figure 11).

An inspection of ML algorithms among genomic studies was
not possible because all the included studies employed a
regression-based model (Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Finally, the effect of using balanced or highly unbalanced data
sets in ML approaches was investigated (Figure 12). Seven
studies were included in subgroup 2, as they employed highly
unbalanced data sets. The heterogeneity of subgroup 1 was
around 36%, whereas subgroup 2 showed a high heterogeneity

(I2=84%, P<.001).

As a result, among several covariates, the imbalance covariate
was the only one by which the heterogeneity could be partially
resolved for more than 5 studies.

By inspecting Figure 12, Donovan et al [62] presented a very
low value for specificity; this was due to the fact that they fixed
the sensitivity threshold value at 90%.

Five studies employing urine specimens and balanced data sets
showed a very low heterogeneity (Figure 13) [15,17,66,67,69].

The HSROC curve for the studies employing balanced data sets
to automatically detect PCa via urine biomarkers is shown in
Figure 14. The pooled sensitivity and specificity were 0.812
(95% CI 0.577-0.999) and 0.8101 (95% CI 0.544-0.999),
respectively.
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Figure 11. Subgroup analysis for the predictor covariate in genomic studies. FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 12. Subgroup analysis for the imbalance covariate in genomic studies. Subgroup 1: balanced data sets; subgroup 2: unbalanced data sets. FN:
false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN: true-negative; TP: true-positive.

Figure 13. Coupled forest plots for balanced studies. The included studies investigated urine specimens. FN: false-negative; FP: false-positive; TN:
true-negative; TP: true-positive.
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Figure 14. Hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic curve (HSROC) for a subset of genomic studies. HSROC was calculated for genomic
studies with low heterogeneity [15,17,66,67,69].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper presents the results of a systematic literature review
with meta-analysis of articles investigating machine learning
algorithms to detect PCa via radiomic or genomic analysis. One
research focus of this study was on clearly evaluating how the
implementation of different ML approaches impacts the clinical
results. At this stage, due to the high heterogeneity of methods
and tools employed in the existing literature, no clear clinical
relevance on the use of ML for PCa can be drawn from this
study. This review shows that ML has helped to improve the
diagnostic performance of the detection of PCa, but challenges
still remain for clinical applicability of such methods, and more
research is needed. The presented literature aims to help in
building an ML system that is robust and computationally
efficient to assist clinicians in the diagnosis of PCa via radiomic
and genomic biomarkers.

In this review, 37 studies were shortlisted, and 29 studies were
included in a meta-analysis. All patients were diagnosed with
PCa by biopsy. However, not all the included studies reported
full information on the methods used to carry out biopsy (eg,
direct MRI-guided, cognitive fusion, or MRI-TRUS fusion
biopsy).

In the radiomic and genomic meta-analysis, 16 and 14 studies
were included, respectively. Heterogeneity among radiomic and
genomic studies was 84% and 73%, respectively. This was
expected, as ML methods are usually regarded as black boxes,
and the consideration of all possible transformations is onerous.

Moreover, there are no clear guidelines on how to develop AI
approaches for medical studies, even though a few
recommendations have been summarized by Foster et al [24]
and Chen et al [25]. Another font of heterogeneity in radiomic
studies may be due to the inclusion of PI-RADS score 3 and
Gleason score 3+3 lesions, which are equivocal and should be
disregarded in classification processes.

To partially solve the heterogeneity for the included studies,
subgroup analyses were conducted based on several covariates.
In the field of ML, applications where repeated measures or
records have been captured on each subject can affect the overall
performance. In most studies, the main aim is to predict if a
given subject is “sick” or a “control” subject. In these
applications, each subject has a single label type (eg, “sick” or
control case). Nonetheless, there are other classification
problems where each subject can have multiple labels. For
instance, multiple lesions can be extracted from the same
subject, and the control part can be represented by the
benign-adjacent prostate lesion. It has been demonstrated that
this phenomenon, known as identity confounding, can cause
discrepancy in classification performance [70,71]. Therefore,
the studies included in the meta-analysis were investigated to
determine whether they explored patient- or lesion-based
models. A patient-based model could be defined as a model that
is developed and assessed in a “subject-wise” fashion, where
all the records of each subject are considered as a group in the
training and testing set and when assessing the model
performance; conversely, a lesion-based model could be defined
as a model that is developed and assessed in a “record-wise”
fashion, where each measurement or record contributes to both
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the training and test sets and when assessing the model
performance [70].

In both radiomic and genomic studies, patient-based models
presented lower heterogeneity and performance than
lesion-based models; this could be due to the fact that
lesion-based models employed a bigger size sample, but the
models may be overfit due to repeated measures.

A second important covariate to examine in ML problems is
the data set construction. In particular, the data set is usually
divided into training and testing sets in order to reduce
overfitting problems [70,71]. The training set is often further
split into a training set and a validation set, which is used to
update model parameters. At least one procedure of internal or
external validation is required in ML approaches.
Cross-validation techniques are preferred if availability of data
is not a problem. It is also strongly suggested to retrain on a
subset of data or use an independent data set for external testing.
Therefore, “validation approach” was used as a covariate in
subgroup analysis. Validation approaches were divided into
cross-validation, hold-out approach (split) or external validation,
and no validation. In both radiomic and genomic analysis,
studies employing cross-validation techniques and hold-out
approaches had very high heterogeneity and similar
performances among them. High heterogeneity may be due to
the different cross-validation techniques used (eg, bootstrapping
[16,40,52], Monte Carlo cross-validation [17]) or the choice of
number of folders used in cross-validation methods; if an
external data set was used [52,60,61,63], differences in the study
protocols may have increased the bias among studies. Moreover,
few studies in radiomic [50,53,57,59] and genomic [17,67]
analysis employed both cross-validation and external testing.
Studies employing no validation showed very low heterogeneity
(only 2 studies in radiomic analysis), which may be due to the
absence of other confounding variables, and high performances
may be due to overfitting problems. A lower specificity was
only noted in genomic analysis; this was due to Donovan et al
[62], which used a fixed threshold for sensitivity at 90%.

Different ML approaches were also investigated among radiomic
studies as a possible covariate factor. There were no relevant
differences in heterogeneity or performance among subgroups
(Figure 4). All genomic studies employed regression-based
models. In fact, one limitation of the genomic studies was that
none of the selected studies explored the potential of ML
techniques at full capacity. Subgroup analysis was also
conducted among radiomic studies employing ML or DL (ie,
based on artificial neural networks) approaches. As expected,
heterogeneity among DL studies was higher than among the
studies employing other ML approaches to detect PCa. This
could be mainly due to the high complexity of DL methods and
hyperparameters. Moreover, DL approaches showed lower
performance due to the small sample sizes used; they need large
volumes of data to automatically identify patterns and achieve
high performance.

The imbalance covariate was crucial in this study. Unbalanced
and small data sets are very common in the medical field, and
ML algorithms tend to produce unsatisfactory classifiers when
handled with imbalanced data sets. Therefore, several techniques

to overcome this problem have been proposed over time [72].
In this review, none of the studies included in the subgroup of
unbalanced data sets had used any techniques to overcome the
problem. Only one study [56] used SMOTE, but it did not
employ a highly unbalanced data set.

For radiomic studies, after excluding studies that employed
highly unbalanced data sets, the heterogeneity was less than
50%. The final pooled sensitivity and specificity for the use of
mpMRI were 0.808 (95% CI 0.38-0.999) and 0.831 (95% CI
0.41-0.999), respectively.

For genomic studies, the heterogeneity dropped to 36% and
reached a value close to zero when Donovan et al [62] was
excluded because they fixed a threshold of 90% for sensitivity.
The final pooled sensitivity and specificity were 0.812 (95%
CI 0.577-0.999) and 0.8101 (95% CI 0.544-0.999), respectively.
The predictor used to estimate the final pooled sensitivity and
specificity was urine specimen.

Only 4 studies [18,39-41] investigating clinically based models
were identified through the search. All the included studies
adopted internal validation techniques (3 cross-validation
[39-41] and 1 internal split validation [18]). Two studies [40,41]
employed regression-based models, one [39] employed a
tree-based model, and lastly, one employed a DL approach [18].

Heterogeneity was very high among them (I2=96%, P=.01) due
to different sample sizes and diversity of predictors. However,
contributions from genomic and imaging biomarkers should be
considered to improve the overall performance of the clinically
based diagnostic models.

Comparison among genomic and radiomic studies was not
possible because they describe two different but complementary
prospective approaches to the disease. However, the pooled
sensitivity and specificity for both mpMRI and urine biomarkers
were around 80%, showing them to be promising biomarkers
in the detection of PCa via ML in clinical practice. The use of
mpMRI has shown great diagnostic potential [73]; however, its
analysis and interpretation are quite challenging, and there is
not a consensus on how to optimally extract significant
information. On the other side, genomic analyses have
significantly increased our understanding of PCa and greatly
improved patient risk classification, thus impacting treatment
decision making. Therefore, a new prospective approach is the
integration of radiomic and genomic signatures, commonly
known as radiogenomics [74-76], in order to improve the overall
performance of diagnostic tools to automatically detect PCa. In
the existing literature, only a few studies have investigated
“radiophenotypes” to complement existing validated clinical
and genomic risk stratification biomarkers [77-79].

In this scenario, a typical ML postprocessing pipeline for
radiomic and genomic analysis to automatically detect PCa may
be constituted of a few crucial steps. In the case of radiomic
studies, a common pipeline may be constituted of (1)
examination of mpMRI; (2) image segmentation through the
delineation of ROIs or VOIs, which can include whole gland
volume, a specific zone, and one or multiple lesions, which
should be explicitly specified in the manuscript; (3) image
preprocessing; (4) filtering; (5) feature extraction; (6) integration
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of radiomic data with clinical data, genomic data, or both; (7)
feature selection in relation to the target class; and (8) algorithm
training, validation, and testing. Alternatively, a DL approach
would only require the examination of the images and annotation
of the ROIs or VOIs of the whole image, according to the
desired classification output.

The image processing pipeline should be carefully described in
the manuscripts, and the spatial coregistration of DWIs is a
critical factor in the correct analysis of diffusion tensor imaging
data, which has often been used as a predictor of PCa diagnosis.
Moreover, the use of endorectal coil can cause high deformation
of the prostate compared with other coils and may not provide
adequate MR image quality [80]. Therefore, further processing
of the images should also be considered, especially when the
study is multicenter and different protocols have been adopted.

Due to the high heterogeneity of genomic studies, a standard
pipeline configuration could be structured into (1) missing value
management; (2) filtering to remove low-variance features; (3)
data normalization due to data coming from heterogeneous
formats; (4) a feature selection step to remove irrelevant features
due to the high dimension of data; (5) dealing with class
imbalance distribution present in this type of large-scale data
set; and (6) algorithm training, validation, and testing.
Alternatively, a DL approach would handle filtering and feature
selection to generate handcrafted features. Deep learning is a
powerful tool to integrate different “omics” and increase the
computational power of diagnostic tools.

Further general recommendations on how to avoid bias and
pitfalls in applying ML to medical problems are as follows: (1)
in the case of multicenter studies, it is recommended to use
batch effect approaches to prevent any bias due to different
study protocols and feature normalization procedures to reduce
within-subject bias [81]; and (2) for classifier performance, it
is necessary to report if any threshold has been used to identify
sensitivity and specificity and whether the performance was
reported on patient-based or lesion-based data sets.

Limitations
Our study presents several limitations. Some variability still
remains due to the actual thresholds between studies. However,
the multiple hierarchical model accounts for between- and

within-subject variability among studies, including threshold
effects. Another factor that could have affected the heterogeneity
among studies is the use of different predictors among radiomic
and genomic studies. Moreover, several studies reported little
or incomplete information on the parameters used to develop
ML models. Therefore, the number of parameters that are
estimated by each technique was not investigated as a possible
source of heterogeneity among studies. Additional heterogeneity
in the observed results is due to the variability of calibration
differences between equipment and differences between readers
or observers, as well as variation in the implementation of tests.
Another possible bias may be due to the preprocessing
techniques on the extracted data and feature selection and feature
normalization methods.

We limited the search to English-only studies; although this is
common in systematic reviews, this exclusion criterion could
have reduced the generalizability of the findings. However, the
extent and effects of language bias have recently diminished
because of a shift toward publication of studies in English [82].
At this stage, we also excluded PCa risk stratification studies
to reduce bias and heterogeneity among studies, but further
investigation on the use of ML methods to assess risk
stratification biomarkers could give a comparative perspective
on the treatment selection.

Finally, publication bias was not assessed in our analysis, as
there are currently no statistically adequate models in the field
of meta-analysis of diagnostic test accuracy [29].

Conclusion
ML has shown its potential to empower clinicians in the
detection of prostate cancer. The accuracy of ML algorithms
for diagnosis of PCa was considered acceptable, in terms of
heterogeneity, for 12 radiomic studies investigating mpMRI
and 5 genomic studies using urine biomarkers.

However, given the limitations indicated in our study, further
well-designed studies are warranted to extend the potential use
of ML algorithms to clinical settings. Recommendations on the
use of these techniques were also provided to help researchers
to design robust studies aiming to identify radiomic and genomic
biomarkers to detect cancer.
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DCE: dynamic contrast-enhanced
DL: deep learning
DWI: diffusion-weighted imaging
FN: false-negative
FP: false-positive
HSROC: hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic curve
ML: machine learning
mpMRI: multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging
PCa: prostate cancer
PI-RADS-V2: Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System
PRISMA: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
PSA: prostate-specific antigen
QUADAS-2: quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy studies–version 2
ROI: region of interest
SMOTE: synthetic minority oversampling technique
TN: true-negative
TP: true-positive
TRUS: transrectal ultrasonography
TZ: transition zone
VOI: volume of interest
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Abstract

Background: In a previous study, we examined the use of deep learning models to classify the invasion depth (mucosa-confined
versus submucosa-invaded) of gastric neoplasms using endoscopic images. The external test accuracy reached 77.3%. However,
model establishment is labor intense, requiring high performance. Automated deep learning (AutoDL) models, which enable fast
searching of optimal neural architectures and hyperparameters without complex coding, have been developed.

Objective: The objective of this study was to establish AutoDL models to classify the invasion depth of gastric neoplasms.
Additionally, endoscopist–artificial intelligence interactions were explored.

Methods: The same 2899 endoscopic images that were employed to establish the previous model were used. A prospective
multicenter validation using 206 and 1597 novel images was conducted. The primary outcome was external test accuracy. Neuro-T,
Create ML Image Classifier, and AutoML Vision were used in establishing the models. Three doctors with different levels of
endoscopy expertise were asked to classify the invasion depth of gastric neoplasms for each image without AutoDL support, with
faulty AutoDL support, and with best performance AutoDL support in sequence.

Results: The Neuro-T–based model reached 89.3% (95% CI 85.1%-93.5%) external test accuracy. For the model establishment
time, Create ML Image Classifier showed the fastest time of 13 minutes while reaching 82.0% (95% CI 76.8%-87.2%) external
test accuracy. While the expert endoscopist's decisions were not influenced by AutoDL, the faulty AutoDL misled the endoscopy
trainee and the general physician. However, this was corrected by the support of the best performance AutoDL model. The trainee
gained the most benefit from the AutoDL support.

Conclusions: AutoDL is deemed useful for the on-site establishment of customized deep learning models. An inexperienced
endoscopist with at least a certain level of expertise can benefit from AutoDL support.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25167)   doi:10.2196/25167

KEYWORDS

convolutional neural network; deep learning; automated deep learning; endoscopy; gastric neoplasms; neural network; deep
learning model; artificial intelligence
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) using deep learning (DL), which
mimics the intellectual function of humans, has been
increasingly adopted in clinical medicine, especially for
cognitive function in computer vision [1-3], including automated
image recognition, classification, and segmentation tasks [4-6].
Application of AI to endoscopic examination is noninvasive
and can further help in detecting hidden or hard-to-detect lesions
in real time. Moreover, automated determination of the optimum
classification—providing delineation of the lesions—may be
helpful to endoscopists, especially for inexperienced physicians.
Optimizing classification facilitates the appropriate selection
of high-risk patients who need additional workup or treatment
[4,7]. Current established AI models are in the research-based
format, which tend to have limited value in real-world clinical
practice. However, AI models can potentially be used as add-on
testing as a secondary assistant observer for endoscopists.

The accurate prediction of invasion depth for gastric neoplasms
is an essential skill of endoscopists [8,9]. Gastric neoplasms
confined to the mucosa or superficial submucosa are potential
candidates for endoscopic resection [9]. Thus, precisely
predicting the invasion depth is essential for determining the
therapeutic strategy. Prediction of the invasion depth is based
on the gross morphology of the lesions, and there are no standard
criteria for classifying invasion depth. Therefore, current practice
is limited by the inevitable interobserver variability and
inaccurate determination of the invasion depth in gastric
neoplasms [9].

The authors previously established DL models for classifying
the invasion depth (mucosa-confined versus submucosa-invaded)
of gastric neoplasms from endoscopic images using transfer
learning of pretrained convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
based on the PyTorch platform [10]. The external test accuracy
was able to reach 77.3% [9]. However, the establishment of a
DL model requires substantial time, and high performance is
needed before applying these models to real-world clinical
practice.

Automated deep learning (AutoDL) techniques, which enable
fast searching of optimal neural architectures and
hyperparameters without complex coding, have been widely
developed. This “off-the-shelf” software or platform can be
used without professional AI expertise and can easily be applied
to clinical practice with simple inference structures [11].

However, the performance of AI models established by data
scientists in the traditional manner and AutoDL models
established by health care researchers for the gastrointestinal
endoscopy field have not been directly compared. Moreover,
there are scarce data in terms of human-AI interactions. For
example, the reaction of endoscopists (ie, approval, indolence,
or disregard) to diagnoses made using an AI model remains
unknown [12]. This study aimed to establish AutoDL models
classifying invasion depth of gastric neoplasms using endoscopic
images and compare the diagnostic performance of the AutoDL
models with previous CNN models established in the traditional
way. Additionally, endoscopist-AI interactions using the newly
established model were further examined.

Methods

Construction of the Data Set
This study extends the previous research on this topic [9] by
constructing (Figure 1) and evaluating (Figure 2) experimental
DL models with AutoDL tools. In order to compare the
diagnostic performance of AutoDL–based models to the
previous CNN models, the same input images (2899 white-light
imaging endoscopic images) that were used to establish the
previous model were used again. The detailed data collection
process was described previously [9]. Briefly, between 2010
and 2017 in the Chuncheon Sacred Heart Hospital (Republic
of Korea), we enrolled consecutive patients with any type of
gastric neoplasms discovered during upper gastrointestinal
endoscopy and histologically confirmed. Endoscopic images
were collected from the in-hospital database in JPEG format,
with a minimum resolution of 640×480 pixels [9]. The same
previously used external test data set (206 white-light imaging
endoscopic images) was also used in classifying the performance
of the AutoDL models. This external test data set was
constructed by collecting images from consecutive patients who
underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy between 2019 and
2020, and all the images were mutually exclusive from those
of the training and internal validation data set (Table 1) [9].

To guarantee the generalizability of the performance of the
newly developed AutoDL model, an additional performance
verification (prospective validation) test with another external
test data set was conducted. This second external test data set,
including 1597 images, was collected from consecutive patients
who underwent upper gastrointestinal endoscopy at the Hallym
University Sacred Heart Hospital from 2018 to 2020 (Table 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic flow for the establishment of automated deep learning models in data construction.

Figure 2. Schematic flow for the establishment of automated deep learning models in performance evaluation.

Table 1. Summary of images in each data set.

Number of images

External test data set 2External test data set 1Training and internal validation data setInvasion depth of gastric neoplasms

15972062899Overall

13441261900Mucosa-confined lesions

73468727Low-grade dysplasia

11021421High-grade dysplasia

50037752Early gastric cancer

25380999Submucosa-invaded lesions

15523282Early gastric cancer

9857717Advanced gastric cancer

AutoDL Tools Used in the Study
AutoDL tools including Neuro-T (version 2.0.2; Neurocle Inc),
Create ML Image Classifier (Apple Inc), and Google Cloud
AutoML Vision (Google LLC) were used in this study.

Neuro-T has been defined as an AutoDL software that can
establish DL algorithms on its own for image recognition and
classification based on a graphical user interface (GUI). The
software’s algorithm analyzes the features of the data set and
self-discovers optimal hyperparameters, thus making it easy for
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non-AI experts to build the best models. Neuro-T also offers a
platform to establish anomaly detection models (supervised
anomaly detection based on the clustering algorithm with deep
neural networks). Anomaly detection is the identification of
observations that raise suspicions by differing significantly from
the majority of the training data. The neural network clustering
algorithm clusters each training sample and makes its own
cluster decision boundary for classifying the test sample into
normal class or abnormal class. Meanwhile, Create ML is
defined as a framework used to establish customized DL models
on the Mac operating system (Apple Inc); Image Classifier can
be accessed by GUI or Swift language code. DL models can be
established using image data sets through the self-learning
process of specific features. Google Cloud AutoML Vision is
a web-based service to build customized DL models with
automatic neural architecture searching and feature extraction.
These 3 AutoDL tools were used based on the manner of the
GUI (ie, no coding tool required) to build the DL models.

Preprocessing of Images
The authors used data augmentation methods—such as rotation,
and horizontal or vertical flipping of included images—and
image normalization with linear transformation in terms of 3
RGB channels in order to build the previous DL model [9].
However, AutoDL tools are determined to have data
preprocessing functions. Neuro-T has an automated image
normalization process with a resizing function for input images.
All of the included images were resized with a resolution of
512×480 pixels while building the Neuro-T–based models.
Create ML Image Classifier offers GUI–based data
augmentation options. These include 6 image data augmentation
methods, such as “add noise,” “blur,” “crop,” “expose,” “flip,”
or “rotate” functions. In order to identify the best models, we
conducted multiple experiments (with or without data
augmentation and single or combination data augmentation
options) in Create ML. In terms of AutoML Vision, no
GUI-based data augmentation option was determined.
Developers can add image augmentation codes using a Python
application programming interface. However, considering that
the aim of this study was to develop AutoDL models without
complex coding or AI expertise, we only selected the GUI-based
function without data augmentation while building the AutoML
Vision–based models.

Training of AutoDL Models
The 2899 input images were uploaded to each AutoDL tool.
Neuro-T and Create ML were considered on-premise software;
however, AutoML Vision is a cloud-based service. The input
images were uploaded to Neuro-T and Create ML, and a bucket
in Google Cloud Storage system was used for data uploading
in the AutoML Vision. After selecting data preprocessing
options (as described above, including resizing/normalization
in Neuro-T and image augmentation in Create ML), AutoDL
models were trained in each specified way of self-learning.

Images were then randomly split into training and internal
validation sets. The Neuro-T variable options—such as 9:1, 8:2,
or 7:3—were set as per the user’s preference. Multiple
experiments were further conducted to determine the model
with the best performance with variable splitting ratios.
However, Create ML Image Classifier automatically sets an
internal validation set using approximately 5.1% of the images;
thus, 149 images were allocated in the internal validation data
set. In AutoML Vision, the ratio of training, internal validation,
and internal test sets was 8:1:1. For the training of the anomaly
detection model in Neuro-T, only images with mucosa-confined
lesions could be used. Therefore, 1714 mucosa-confined images
were used for training, and 186 mucosa-confined images and
999 submucosa-invaded images were used for the internal
validation set. The number of iterations in training can be set
for Create ML. Experiments for the different iteration numbers
were conducted to prevent overfitting (ie, model learns too much
about training images, and predictions are not well generalized
to new images) [3].

The hardware system used for the training included NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti graphics processing units (GPUs), dual
Intel Xeon central processing units (CPUs), and 256 GB RAM
for the Neuro-T–based AutoDL models. Create ML–based
models were established on both the MacBook Pro laptop (2019
version, AMD Radeon Pro 5500M GPU, Intel Core i9 CPU,
and 32 GB RAM) and the Mac Pro workstation (2019 version,
AMD Radeon Pro Vega II GPU, Intel Xeon W CPU, and 192
GB RAM) environments in order to compare the training time
according to the hardware system.

Endoscopist-AI Interactions
Three doctors with different levels of endoscopy expertise were
asked to classify the invasion depth of gastric neoplasms for
each endoscopic image without AutoDL support, with faulty
AutoDL support, and with the support of the best performance
AutoDL in sequence (Figure 3). A board-certified endoscopist
with more than 7 years of endoscopic submucosal dissection
experience, an endoscopy trainee, and a general physician with
minimal endoscopy expertise participated in the blind test.
Endoscopic images (206 images from the external test data set)
without information about invasion depth were used. The first
test was conducted without AI support. To find the interaction
between endoscopists and poor-quality AI, blind testing was
conducted while providing the poor-quality model’s (faulty AI)
answers with only 50.0% external test accuracy. Another round
of blind testing was performed while providing the answers
from the best performance AutoDL model (89.3% external test
accuracy). The confidence of the raters in their answers was
recorded for each test.

A detailed description of the primary outcome and statistics are
described in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Figure 3. Schematic flow for the establishment of automated deep learning (AutoDL) models in endoscopist–artificial intelligence interaction test.

Results

Characteristics of the Included Images
The detailed characteristics of the images included in this study
were described in the previous report [9]. In brief, 65.5% of the
images were mucosa-confined lesions and 34.5% were
determined to be submucosa-invaded lesions (2899 images for
the training and internal validation set). For the first external
test (206 images), 61.2% and 38.8% of the images were
determined to be mucosa-confined lesions and
submucosa-invaded lesions, respectively. For the second
external test (1597 images), 84.2% and 15.8% were identified
to be mucosa-confined lesions and submucosa-invaded lesions,
respectively. Table 1 shows a summary of the images used in
this study.

Diagnostic Performance of AutoDL Models for the
First External Test
The Neuro-T–based classification model reached 89.3% (95%
CI 85.1%-93.5%) accuracy, 89.1% (95% CI 84.8%-93.4%)
average precision, 88.4% (95% CI 84.0%-92.8%) average recall,
and 88.7% (95% CI 84.4%-93.0%) F1 score in the external test.
The total training time was approximately 13 hours. The external
test accuracy of the Neuro-T–based model was significantly
higher than that of the previous CNN model with the best
performance (ie, 77.3%, 95% CI 75.4%-79.3%; P=.005). The
confusion matrix for the Neuro-T–based model in the external
test is illustrated in Multimedia Appendix 2A. The detailed
information of the established model is as follows: batch size,

80; epochs, 84; number of layers, 53; optimizer, Adam; and
input height and width, 480×512 pixels. All images were resized
with interlinear interpolation, and the initial learning rate was
0.002.

The anomaly detection model established by Neuro-T was able
to reach 49.5% (95% CI 42.7%-56.3%) accuracy, 51.0% (95%
CI 44.2%-57.8%) average precision, 51.0% (95% CI
44.2%-57.8%) average recall, and 51.0% (95% CI
44.2%-57.8%) F1 score in the external test. The training time
was approximately 20 minutes. The confusion matrix for the
anomaly detection model is illustrated in Multimedia Appendix
2B.

For the Create ML Image Classifier, data augmentation options
combining “blur” and “rotate” provided the best performance
after 25 iterations. The external test accuracy reached 83.5%
(95% CI 78.4%-88.6%). The training time was approximately
76 minutes in the laptop environment, which was determined
to be not significantly different from the training time in the
workstation environment. Furthermore, the external test
accuracy of the Create ML–based model was not statistically
different from that of the previous model (P=.26). The confusion
matrix for the Create ML–based AutoDL model with the best
performance is presented in Multimedia Appendix 2C.

The fastest model establishment with high performance was
achieved by data augmentation options combining “add noise”
and “blur” after 25 iterations. The external test accuracy reached
82.0% (95% CI 76.8%-87.2%). The training time was
determined to be only about 13 minutes in the laptop
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environment, which was not different from the training time in
the workstation environment. Also, the external test accuracy
of the Create ML–based model was not statistically different
from that of the previously established CNN model (P=.45).
The confusion matrix for the Create ML–based AutoDL model
with the fastest building time and high performance is illustrated
in Multimedia Appendix 2D.

For the Google Cloud AutoML Vision model, external test
accuracy reached 83.0% (95% CI 77.9%-88.1%). The training

time was only 25 minutes (web cloud–based environment). The
external test accuracy for the AutoML Vision–based model was
not statistically different from that of the previous CNN model
(P=.31). The confusion matrix for the AutoML Vision–based
model is illustrated in Multimedia Appendix 2E.

The summary statistics of external test accuracy with internal
validation accuracy are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of external test accuracy with internal validation accuracy for each automated deep learning (AutoDL) model.

Training time
(minutes)

F1 score, % (95%
CI)

Recall, % (95% CI)Precision, % (95%
CI)

Accuracy, % (95%
CI)

AutoDL model

826Neuro-T–based model

M: 94.4 (91.1-
97.7); SM: 88.4
(82.1-94.7)

M: 96.8 (94.3-99.3);
SM: 84 (76.8-91.2)

Ma: 92.0 (88.1-

95.9); SMb: 93.3
(88.4-98.2)

92.4 (89.3-95.5)Internal validation performance
(n=290)

M: 91.3 (86.4-
96.2); SM: 86.1
(78.6-93.6)

M: 92.8 (88.3-97.3);
SM: 84.0 (76.0-
92.0)

M: 89.9 (84.6-95.2);
SM: 88.3 (81.3-
95.3)

89.3 (85.1-93.5)External test performance (n=290)

20Neuro-T–based anomaly detection model

M: 27.7 (21.3-
34.1); SM: 88.6
(86.6-90.6)

M: 23.7 (17.7-29.7);
SM: 91.0 (89.2-
92.8)

M: 33.3 (26.6-40.0);
SM: 86.2 (84.1-
88.3)

80.2 (77.9-82.5)Internal validation performance
(n=1185)

M: 51.4 (42.6-
60.2); SM: 47.5
(36.6-58.4)

M: 44.0 (35.3-52.7);
SM: 58.0 (47.3-
68.7)

M: 61.8 (53.3-70.3);
SM: 40.2 (29.5-
50.9)

49.5 (42.7-56.3)External test performance (n=206)

76Create ML–based model 1

M: 84.7 (77.0-
92.4); SM: 77.7
(67.6-87.8)

M: 89.3 (82.7-95.9);
SM: 72.3 (61.4-
83.2)

M: 80.6 (72.2-89.0);
SM: 83.9 (75.0-
92.8)

81.9 (75.7-88.1)Internal validation performance
(n=149)

M: 87.2 (81.3-
93.1); SM: 76.7
(67.5-85.9)

M: 92.8 (88.3-97.3);
SM: 69.1 (59.0-
79.2)

M: 82.3 (75.6-89.0);
SM: 86.2 (78.7-
93.7)

83.5 (78.4-88.6)External test performance (n=206)

13Create ML–based model 2

M: 84.4 (76.6-
92.2); SM: 78.4
(68.4-88.4)

M: 86.9 (79.7-94.1);
SM: 75.4 (64.9-
85.9)

M: 82.0 (73.8-90.2);
SM: 81.7 (72.3-
91.1)

81.9 (75.7-88.1)Internal validation performance
(n=149)

M: 86.1 (80.0-
92.2); SM: 73.4
(63.8-83.0)

M: 94.4 (90.4-98.4);
SM: 63.0 (52.5-
73.5)

M: 79.7 (72.6-86.8);
SM: 87.9 (80.8-
95.0)

82.0 (76.8-87.2)External test performance (n=206)

25AutoML Vision–based model

M: 88.6 (84.0-
93.1); SM: 77.2
(69.1-85.3)

M: 90.2 (86.0-94.4);
SM: 74.5 (66.0-
83.0)

M: 87.0 (82.3-91.7);
SM: 80 (72.2-87.8)

84.7 (80.6-88.8)Internal validation performance
(n=295)

M: 87.3 (81.5-
93.1); SM: 74.5
(65.0-84.0)

M: 96.0 (92.6-99.4);
SM: 63.0 (52.9-
73.1)

M: 80.0 (73.0-87.0);
SM: 91.1 (84.9-
97.3)

83.0 (77.9-88.1)External test performance (n=206)

aM: mucosa-confined lesions.
bSM: submucosa-invaded lesions.

Additional Performance Verification to Gain
Generalization Potential in the Second External Test
For the 1597 images in the second external test, the AutoDL
model was determined to perform the best (Neuro-T–based),

reaching 88.6% (95% CI 87.0%-90.2%) accuracy, 83.7% (95%
CI 81.9%-85.5%) average precision, 68.5% (95% CI
66.2%-70.8%) average recall, and 75.4% (95% CI
73.3%-77.5%) F1 score.
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Hypothetical Application of AutoDL Model
Hypothetical clinical application of the established AutoDL
model with the best performance was conducted using the first
external test data set, assuming that the AutoDL was applied in
order to determine the treatment (ie, endoscopic resection or
surgical resection), based on the invasion depth of the lesion.
Among the lesions with endoscopic resection (n=117), 2 lesions
(1.7%) were found to invade the submucosa and were resected
with additional surgery after endoscopic resection. The AutoDL
model correctly determined that these were submucosa-invaded
lesions. Thus, the model has the potential to prevent unnecessary
endoscopic procedures. Among the lesions with surgical
resection (n=89), 11 lesions (12.4%) were identified to be
mucosa-confined, having the potential for endoscopic resection.
The AutoDL model correctly determined the mucosa-confined
lesions in 7 of the 11 patients (7.9%). Thus, the model has the
potential to prevent unnecessary surgeries (Multimedia
Appendix 3).

Endoscopist-AI Interactions
Figure 4 and Table 3 show the external test accuracy of the 3
raters. The expert endoscopist’s decision was determined to
have not been influenced by the support of the AutoDL in the
consecutive tests. The faulty AutoDL model misled the decisions
of the endoscopy trainee and general physician, but the
difference was not statistically significant. However, support
from the best performance AutoDL model corrected this
misdirection. The endoscopy trainee benefited the most from
the support of the AutoDL model (P=.002). In the analysis of
whether the raters were sure of their answers, confident answers
showed a similar pattern to that of the overall results. In the
“unconfident answers” subgroup, the expert endoscopist’s
decisions were not influenced, and the trainee gained a
statistically significant benefit, even with the support of the
poor performance AutoDL model (P<.05). However, the general
physician did not benefit from the support of the AutoDL
models.

Figure 4. Endoscopist–artificial intelligence interactions. AutoDL: automated deep learning.
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Table 3. Summary of external test accuracy in endoscopist–artificial intelligence (AI) interactions.

P valuesExternal test accuracy, % (95% CI)

First test vs
third test

First test vs
second test

Third test: endoscopist with
best performance AI

Second test: endoscopist with
faulty AI

First test: endoscopist aloneRater

Expert endoscopist

.87.8790.3 (86.3-94.3), (186/206)90.3 (86.3-94.3), (186/206)90.8 (86.8-94.8), (187/206)All answers

.24.2390.6 (86.6-94.6), (184/203)90.6 (86.6-94.6), (182/201)93.8 (91.7-95.9), (181/193)Confident answer

.52.2066.7 (13.4-99.9), (2/3)80.0 (44.9-99.9), (4/5)46.2 (19.1-73.3), (6/13)Unconfident answer

Endoscopy trainee

.002.6781.6 (76.3-86.9), (168/206)66.5 (60.1-72.9), (137/206)68.4 (62.1-74.7), (141/206)All answers

.004.0692.2 (87.8-96.6), (130/141)71.1 (63.2-79.0), (91/128)80.6 (74.4-86.8), (125/155)Confident answer

.004.00258.5 (46.5-70.5), (38/65)59.0 (48.1-69.9), (46/78)31.4 (18.7-44.1), (16/51)Unconfident answer

General physician

.84.3864.1 (57.5-70.7), (132/206)62.1 (55.5-68.7), (128/206)65.0 (58.5-71.5), (134/206)All answers

.53.2774.2 (67.5-80.9), (121/163)71.6 (64.5-78.7), (111/155)77.4 (70.0-84.8), (96/124)Confident answer

.02.1425.6 (12.6-38.6), (11/43)33.3 (20.4-46.2), (17/51)46.3 (35.5-57.1), (38/82)Unconfident answer

Attention Map for Explainability
A class activation map to localize the discriminative regions
used by the AutoDL model to determine a specific class in the

image is presented for the Neuro-T model. Figure 5 shows the
correctly and incorrectly determined samples in the external
test using the Neuro-T–based AutoDL model.

Figure 5. Representative samples of the attention map (Neuro-T–based model). AutoDL: automated deep learning.

Discussion

AutoDL models were established using only GUI-based systems,
which surpassed or had a similar accuracy to that of the previous
model for the determination of the invasion depth of gastric
neoplasms using endoscopic images. The best performance
model showed an external test accuracy of 89.3%, which is

deemed much higher than the previous CNN model built in the
traditional manner. Furthermore, the authors performed an
external test to determine the generalizability, and the external
test was found to exhibit robust performance. As far as the
authors know, this is the highest performance achieved by an
AutoDL model in the context of gastric neoplasms. In previous
studies, the internal validation accuracy was 64.7% to 94.5%
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for the discrimination of invasion depth in gastric cancers
[13-16]. However, these models can only be applied after a
definite diagnosis of gastric cancer, which has limited value
due to various types of gastric neoplasms in real-world clinical
practice [9]. Moreover, no single study evaluated the external
test accuracy; thus, the previous tests lacked generalizability.

Creating a classification model using medical images through
transfer learning based on high performance CNNs is a
representative establishment method for AI models. However,
health care researchers often lack the AI expertise to directly
apply the models to clinical data to create the AI model [17].
Data scientists and endoscopists can collaborate to create AI
models. However, this process usually takes a substantial
amount of time and does not immediately reflect the unmet
needs of clinical practice.

AutoDL technology makes it possible for nonexperts to create
high-quality DL models even without AI expertise. These tools
are easy-to-use and only require data uploading to the
on-premise software or web cloud platform and simple labeling
for the correct classification [18]. After self-learning and model
fitting, AutoDL tools provide models ready for direct inference
or deployment in real-world practice. Establishing a model
requires considerably less time than traditional platform-based
model generation. In this study, the fastest establishment time
was only 13 minutes and provided an external test accuracy
(82.0%) that was similar to that of the previous CNN models
based on the laptop environment. In addition, Apple’s Create
ML and Google Cloud AutoML Vision are publicly available
platforms that anyone can download from the App Store or
access from the web cloud platform.

Endoscopists produce an enormous amount of image data in
their daily practice; often, they are forced to make instantaneous
medical judgments even during endoscopic procedures.
However, the burnout phenomenon of endoscopists is a serious
concern that needs to be addressed, as it affects concentration
and, possibly, medical judgment [19]. A previous study on
human-AI interactions suggested that applying a high-quality
DL model to clinical decision making improves diagnostic
performance compared with either DL models or physicians
alone; thus, it was deemed particularly beneficial for
less-experienced doctors [7].

Although AI is potentially efficacious in clinical practice, data
regarding endoscopist-AI interactions remain to be scarce. Based
on the findings in this study, inexperienced endoscopists with
at least a certain level of expertise can benefit from AutoDL
support. The endoscopy trainee—but not the general physician
or expert endoscopist—benefited from AI support in this study.
Most of the answers by the expert endoscopist were rated as
confident and were not influenced by the AI support (ie, possible
disagreement with or disregard for the AI answers). The
proportion of unconfident answers in the first test was the
highest for the general physician, and this proportion was

markedly decreased with the support of the faulty AI in the
second test. In the third test, the general physician appeared to
be confused by changes in the AI answers (from the faulty AI
answers to the best performance AI answers). The sequential
support by the faulty AI and then the best performance AI
confused the general physicians because of their minimal
endoscopy expertise. This highlights not only the importance
of robust answers provided by the AI but also the importance
of the baseline level of experience of AI users. Therefore, the
conclusion from the previous study [6] that inexperienced
doctors would benefit the most from AI support was not
reproduced in this study. Rather, endoscopists having at least
a certain level of expertise benefited from AI support.

Although this study established a high performance AutoDL
model and rigorously validated the model's performance, this
analysis has several inevitable limitations originating from
potential bias in data sets. First, the training images were
retrieved from a single institution, which might infer a selection
or spectrum bias. Because of the unique characteristics of
patients in each institution, medical AI models developed from
a single institution usually have limitations for widespread
implementation, indicating the importance of the external test
[5]. To compensate for this pitfall, we performed two rounds
of prospective validations and included images from another
institution. Second, the efficacy of inference for each established
model was not measured in clinical practice. Each established
AutoDL model employs a specified inference method, such as
website-based inference or edge computing–based application
inference. The efficacy of inference includes inference speed,
accuracy, easy applicability, simple control flow, energy
efficiency, and model size. Because inference is a different field
from that of this study, another comparative study will have to
be conducted for the best inference AutoDL model. Recently
developed machine learning or DL models in gastrointestinal
endoscopy are focused on improving the effectiveness rather
than the interpretability or efficiency. The most accurate model
in our study also showed longer establishment time than the
other models. There have been efficiency-effectiveness
trade-offs in the field of DL models. Although real-world
clinical application or inference time was not the primary
outcome in this study, efficiency-effectiveness trade-offs should
be considered in the context of real-world settings. Third, a
relatively small number of raters were included in the
endoscopist-AI interaction test. We only included one
representative physician in each endoscopy expertise level.
Large-scale studies evaluating more discrete expertise levels
would elucidate the future perspectives for the implementation
of AutoDL models in the clinical setting.

AutoDL has been considered as a useful tool for the on-site
establishment of customized DL models, and anyone can create
an AI model with the help of AutoDL. An inexperienced
endoscopist with at least a certain level of expertise can benefit
from AutoDL support.
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Abstract

Background: Undifferentiated type of early gastric cancer (U-EGC) is included among the expanded indications of endoscopic
submucosal dissection (ESD); however, the rate of curative resection remains unsatisfactory. Endoscopists predict the probability
of curative resection by considering the size and shape of the lesion and whether ulcers are present or not. The location of the
lesion, indicating the likely technical difficulty, is also considered.

Objective: The aim of this study was to establish machine learning (ML) models to better predict the possibility of curative
resection in U-EGC prior to ESD.

Methods: A nationwide cohort of 2703 U-EGCs treated by ESD or surgery were adopted for the training and internal validation
cohorts. Separately, an independent data set of the Korean ESD registry (n=275) and an Asan medical center data set (n=127)
treated by ESD were chosen for external validation. Eighteen ML classifiers were selected to establish prediction models of
curative resection with the following variables: age; sex; location, size, and shape of the lesion; and whether ulcers were present
or not.

Results: Among the 18 models, the extreme gradient boosting classifier showed the best performance (internal validation
accuracy 93.4%, 95% CI 90.4%-96.4%; precision 92.6%, 95% CI 89.5%-95.7%; recall 99.0%, 95% CI 97.8%-99.9%; and F1
score 95.7%, 95% CI 93.3%-98.1%). Attempts at external validation showed substantial accuracy (first external validation 81.5%,
95% CI 76.9%-86.1% and second external validation 89.8%, 95% CI 84.5%-95.1%). Lesion size was the most important feature
in each explainable artificial intelligence analysis.

Conclusions: We established an ML model capable of accurately predicting the curative resection of U-EGC before ESD by
considering the morphological and ecological characteristics of the lesions.
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Introduction

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is indicated for the
treatment of patients with early gastric cancer (EGC) satisfying
prespecified criteria, including histology, according to the
differentiation, specific lesion size, morphology, and whether
ulcers are present or not in the target lesion. The long-term
prognosis following ESD for cases of EGC meeting the ESD
criteria (achievement of curative resection) is comparable to
that achieved with surgical resection [1,2]. In the context of
histology, the undifferentiated type of EGC (U-EGC) generally
refers to poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma, signet-ring cell
carcinoma, or mucinous adenocarcinoma [3,4]. Although
U-EGC is included among the expanded indications of ESD
(mucosal U-EGC<2 cm without ulceration and without evidence
of lymphovascular invasion), the rate of curative resection in
U-EGC has remained very low—reported previously as 61.4%
in a meta-analysis and 36.4% in a nationwide cohort study in
Korea [5,6]. This implies that an unmet need persists regarding
the accurate prediction of curative resection in U-EGC (ie,
difficulty in adopting a precise ESD indication). Therefore,
proper candidate selection prior to ESD is important.

Endoscopists predict the probability of curative resection by
considering the size and shape of the lesion and whether ulcers
are present or not. These components together compose the
indications of ESD. In addition, lesion location, which can
suggest the expected technical difficulty during the procedure
and hint at the general condition of the patient, is also considered
prior to conducting ESD. However, U-EGC has distinctive
growth patterns relative to differentiated-type EGC [3,4,6,7].
U-EGC is known to extend laterally along the proliferative zone
in the intermediate layer of the mucosa (subepithelial spreading),
and the development pattern from the intermediate layer could
lead to nonexposure to the surface mucosa, limiting the precise
measurement of lesion size [5,8]. Subepithelial-spreading
signet-ring cell carcinoma is more prevalent than the
epithelial-spreading type in cases with background atrophy or
intestinal metaplasia of the gastric mucosa [9,10]. Further, ESD
of poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma presents a stronger
association with submucosal invasion relative to that of
signet-ring cell carcinoma [6]. Although adopting a precise
indication is a key ability of endoscopists, U-EGC itself is a
risk factor for a greater out-of-indication rate, leading to
noncurative resection [11,12].

With the extensive production and collection of ongoing medical
data, the application of artificial intelligence has been attempted
in clinical practice [13]. Machine learning (ML) is a
mathematical artificial intelligence algorithm automatically
built from given data to predict precise outcomes in uncertain
conditions without being explicitly programmed [14]. Examples
of ML include Bayesian inferences, decision trees, support
vector machines, deep neural networks, or ensemble methods

(bagging or boosting) [14]. In short, ML is a type of applied
statistical technique and is characterized by high accuracy. We
aimed to establish an ML model to better predict the possibility
of curative resection in U-EGC prior to ESD.

Methods

Ethical Statement
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of
the Chuncheon Sacred Heart Hospital, Korea (no. 2020-07-019).
It adhered to the principles expressed in the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Data Sets
A nationwide cohort of 2703 U-EGCs treated by ESD (n=967)
or surgery (n=1736) from 2006 to 2015 composed the training
and internal validation groups. Eligible subjects were
retrospectively enrolled from 18 university hospitals in Korea.
Separately, an independent data set involving the Korean ESD
registry with 275 U-EGCs and an Asan medical center data set
with 127 U-EGCs treated by ESD were used for external
validation. Subjects in the Korean ESD registry data set were
retrospectively identified from 8 institutions of Korea [6], having
been treated with ESD from 2006 to 2015, while subjects in the
Asan medical center data set were treated by ESD from 2007
to 2013. All these data sets were mutually exclusive.

ML Models
All the currently available types of supervised ML classifiers
were tested for the establishment of a curative resection
prediction model in U-EGC. In total, 18 ML classifiers were
assessed, including naïve Bayes in Bayesian inferences,
linear-discriminant analysis, logistic regression in generalized
linear modeling, linear support vector machine, stochastic
gradient descent, decision tree, k-nearest neighbors, deep neural
networks, bagging ensemble methods (bagging classifier,
random forest, and voting classifier), boosting ensemble methods
(gradient boosting, adaptive boosting, categorical Boosting,
extreme gradient boosting [XGBoost], light gradient boosting
machine, histogram-based gradient boosting), and a stacking
ensemble method (stacking classifier). The Gaussian Naïve
Bayes classifier is a model based on the Bayes’ theorem
encompassing the assumption that there is independence
between the features. A generalized linear model is the extension
of a linear model set up to include cases where the dependent
variable is not normally distributed. We adopted the logistic
regression classifier for this study. The support vector machine
is a model that defines a decision boundary (hyperplane), that
is, a reference line for classification. The stochastic gradient
descent is a model for linear classifiers under convex loss
functions such as support vector machine and logistic regression
[15]. The decision tree is an algorithm that automatically finds
rules in the data and creates tree-based classification rules.
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k-nearest neighbors is a classification or clustering algorithm
that relies on distance metrics measures for similarity. Deep
neural networks refer to an artificial neural network with
multiple hidden layers between the input and output layers that
learns from input data and optimizes the output classification
with mathematical calculations. Ensemble algorithms combine
multiple classification models to achieve better performance
and can be classified as either bagging, boosting, or stacking
methods. Bagging is a parallel ensemble method that fits
individual random samples of the data set and aggregates the
predictions of each model for the final classification (bootstrap
aggregation) [15]. This meta-estimator can reduce the variance
of each classification model by introducing randomization for
the model establishment and then creating an ensemble out of
it. As such, bagging reduces overfitting of the ML model [15].
Separately, boosting algorithms attempt to conduct ensemble
modeling sequentially by learning from the errors of the previous

model and updating the weight of subsequent models to optimize
the loss functions and reduce the overall bias. In contrast with
learning from homogenous weak models in the bagging and
boosting algorithms, stacking algorithms learn from
heterogeneous models, creating a meta-model for the final
classification. For the current ML analysis of this study, we
used bagging classification, random forest, and voting
classification for the bagging ensemble methods and gradient
boosting, adaptive boosting, categorical boosting, XGBoost,
light gradient boosting machine, and histogram-based gradient
boosting for the boosting methods. For the stacking algorithm,
we chose stacking classification. All the ML classifiers were
imported from the scikit-learn package version 0.23.2 using the
Python programming language (version 3.8.5, Python Software
Foundation). Figure 1 shows the types of ML classifiers
examined in this study.

Figure 1. Machine learning classifiers used in this study. AdaBoost: adaptive boosting; CatBoost: categorical boosting; DNN: deep neural network;
HistGradientBoosting: histogram-based gradient boosting; kNN: k-nearest neighbors; ML: machine learning; LightGBM: light gradient boosting
machine; LDA: linear discriminants analysis; SGD: stochastic gradient descent; SVM: support vector machine; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Variables, Primary Outcome, and Data Splitting
A total of 18 ML classifiers were used for the establishment of
prediction models of curative resection with the following
variables: age; sex; location, size, and shape of the lesion; and
whether ulcers were present or not. The primary outcome was
the accuracy of the established ML models for the prediction
of curative resection with the given variables of the lesions.
Thus, the main metric was the classifying accuracy. Each data
set was prepared in the .csv file format. After uploading .csv
files to the Google Colaboratory analysis platform, 2703 U-EGC
data points were randomly split into training and internal
validation sets according to a ratio of 9:1.

Definitions of the Variables
Among the variables used in this study, patient age and the size
of the lesion were the continuous variables and the others were
considered as categorical variables. The location of the lesion
was categorized by both longitudinal location (lower-third,
mid-third, and upper-third) and circular location (lesser
curvature, greater curvature, posterior wall, and anterior wall).
The shape of the lesion was defined in accordance with the
Japanese classification: elevated, flat, or depressed according
to the morphological characteristics. According to this system,

type I (protruded) and type IIa (superficial elevated) were
considered as elevated, type IIb (flat) and type IIc (superficial
depressed) were considered as flat, and type III (excavated) was
considered as depressed [4]. Curative resection was defined as
complete resection of U-EGC with a diameter of 2 cm or less
and a lesion confined to the mucosa, with negative lateral and
deep resection margins and lymphovascular invasion.
Noncurative resection referred to cases in which the resected
lesion did not fulfill these criteria.

Statistical Analysis and Explainable Artificial
Intelligence
Continuous variables were expressed as mean (SD) and
categorical variables were expressed as numbers and
percentages. Descriptive synthesis was conducted to reveal the
baseline characteristics of the training and internal validation
data set and external validation data set. To add to the
interpretability of the established ML model, we performed an
explainable artificial intelligence analysis. To elucidate the
variables associated with lesions either accurately or inaccurately
determined by the ML model, univariable analysis was
conducted (Student t test and Fisher exact test for continuous
and categorical variables, respectively). A two-tailed P value
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of less than .05 was adopted as the threshold for statistical
significance. These analyses were performed using SPSS version
24.0. (IBM Corporation). Additionally, a feature importance
(or permutation importance) analysis was completed to reveal
which variables primarily contributed to the model’s decision
process [16,17]. This assessment measures the predictive error
when a certain feature value is randomly shuffled; therefore,
insignificant features do not affect the performance of the model
[15]. Feature importance is measured by the F-score, which
represents the ratio between the explained and the unexplained
variance [17]. A decision process tree was plotted to visualize
the step-by-step process of the decision making of the
established ML model using the Graphviz package (version
0.14.1; AT&T Labs Research). A partial-dependence plot tool
box (version 0.2.0) in the scikit-learn package to visualize the
important features for the ML model was adopted and the target
plot and interaction plot were visualized [18,19]. A Shapley
additive explanations (version 0.35.0) analysis is an approach
used to explain the output of any ML model using Shapley
values and the degree of independence between features. The
Shapley value expresses how much each feature contributes to
creating the overall performance and represents feature
importance while maintaining consistent and locally accurate
additive feature attribution for a particular prediction [20].

Results

Characteristics of the Training, Internal Validation,
and External Validation Data Sets
The training and internal validation data sets contained not only
endoscopically resected cases but also surgically removed cases

of U-EGC. The first external validation data set was composed
of a nationwide cohort of cases of ESD performed for U-EGC,
while the second external validation data set consisted of cases
of ESD performed for U-EGC from a single hospital with the
largest degree of ESD experience to date in Korea. Therefore,
the included data sets were marked by different clinical
characteristics. Table 1 presents the detailed clinical
characteristics of the included lesions in this study. A male sex
predominance was consistently observed in all data sets. Patient
age ranged from 64.1 (SD 13.0) years to 67.8 (SD 12.0) years.
In the context of endoscopic findings, the lower-third part in
the longitudinal location (2069/2703, 76.5% and 214/275,
77.8%) and lesser curvature in the circular location (97/275,
34.5% and 945/2703, 34.9%) were the most frequent lesion
positions in the training and internal validation dataset and first
external validation data set, respectively. Meanwhile, the
mid-third part was the most frequent lesion location in the
longitudinal location (61/127, 48.1%) for U-EGC in the second
external validation data set. The mean endoscopic size of the
included lesions ranged from 21.7 (SD 12.5) mm to 27.9 (SD
16.2) mm. Depressed lesions (type IIc) were observed as the
most frequent morphological type in the training and internal
validation data set and second external validation data set
(1762/2703, 65.2% and 62/127, 48.8%, respectively), while the
first external validation presented an even distribution of
elevated, flat, and depressed lesion morphologies. Meanwhile,
63 (22.9%) and 16 (12.6%) cases had ulcers in the first and
second external validation data sets, respectively. The overall
rate of curative resection ranged from 36.4% (100/275) to 74.4%
(2010/2703).
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the included data sets.

Second external validation
set (n=127)

First external validation set
(n=275)

Training and internal valida-
tion set (n=2703)

Characteristics

Sex, n (%)

80 (62.9)165 (60.0)1427 (52.8)Male

47 (37.0)110 (40.0)1276 (47.2)Female

64.1 (13.0)67.8 (12.0)65.9 (12.4)Age (years), mean (SD)

Longitudinal location, n (%)

53 (41.7)214 (77.8)2069 (76.5)Lower-third

61 (48.1)28 (10.2)336 (12.4)Mid-third

13 (10.2)33 (12.0)298 (11.0)Upper-third

Circular location, n (%)

49 (38.6)95 (34.5)945 (34.9)Lesser curvature

27 (21.3)58 (21.1)557 (20.6)Greater curvature

22 (17.3)68 (24.7)585 (21.6)Posterior wall

29 (22.8)54 (19.6)607 (22.5)Anterior wall

0 (0)0 (0)9 (0.3)More than 2 areas involved

21.7 (12.6)27.9 (16.2)21.7 (12.5)Endoscopic size of the lesion (mm), mean (SD)

Morphology, n (%)

28 (22.1)101 (36.7)375 (13.9)Elevated

37 (29.1)98 (35.6)566 (20.9)Flat

62 (48.8)76 (27.6)1762 (65.2)Depressed

Ulcer, n (%)

16 (12.6)63 (22.9)504 (18.6)Present

111 (87.4)212 (77.1)2199 (81.4)None

Curative resection, n (%)

87 (68.5)100 (36.4)2010 (74.4)Yes

40 (31.5)175 (63.6)693 (25.6)No

Internal Validation Performance
Table 2 shows the prediction performance of 18 ML classifiers
for internal validation. The XGBoost classifier demonstrated
the best performance as follows: internal validation accuracy
93.4%, 95% CI 90.4%-96.4%; precision 92.6%, 95% CI
89.5%–95.7%; recall 99.0%, 95% CI 97.8%-99.9%; and F1
score 95.7%, 95% CI 93.3%-98.1%. In detail, the XGBoost
classifier required several parameter settings for the
establishment of the ML model. The initial classifying
performance of the XGBoost classifier established by us was
as follows: internal validation accuracy 79.0%, 95% CI

74.1%-83.9%; precision 80.9%, 95% CI 76.2%-85.6%; recall
94.1%, 95% CI 91.3%-96.9%; and F1 score 87.0%, 95% CI
83.0%-91.0%. To discern the optimal hyperparameter setting
for the establishment of the ML model, we relied on the
GridSearchCV library (version 0.22) [15] to automatically
search among multiple optimal parameter values to fit estimators
of an ML model. By using the GridSearchCV analysis, we found
the optimal hyperparameters for the best performance as follows:
learning rate 0.4, maximum depth 6, and number of estimators
100. Figure 2 shows the confusion matrix for the XGBoost
classifier in the internal validation data set.
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Table 2. Internal validation performance for the prediction of curative resection of undifferentiated type of early gastric cancer by using 18 machine
learning classifiers.

F1 score (%) (95% CI)Recall (%) (95% CI)Precision (%) (95% CI)Accuracy (%) (95% CI)Machine learning classifier

81.5 (76.9-86.1)77.2 (72.2-82.2)86.2 (82.1-90.3)73.8 (68.6-79.0)Gaussian Naïve Bayes

85.9 (81.8-90.0)96.5 (94.3-98.7)77.4 (72.4-82.4)76.4 (71.3-81.5)Linear discriminant analysis classifier

85.9 (81.8-90.0)92.1 (88.9-95.3)80.5 (75.8-85.2)77.5 (72.5-82.5)Logistic regression classifier

85.4 (81.2-89.6)99.9 (98.8-99.9)74.5 (69.3-79.7)74.5 (69.3-79.7)Linear support vector machine classifier

84.4 (80.1-88.7)92.6 (89.5-95.7)77.6 (72.6-82.6)74.5 (69.3-79.7)Stochastic gradient descent classifier

85.4 (81.2-89.6)99.9 (98.8-99.9)74.5 (69.3-79.7)74.5 (69.3-79.7)Decision tree classifier

82.2 (77.6-86.8)86.6 (82.5-90.7)78.1 (73.2-83.0)72.0 (66.7-77.3)k-nearest neighbors classifier

86.2 (82.1-90.3)92.6 (89.5-95.7)80.6 (75.9-85.3)77.9 (73.0-82.8)Deep neural network

Ensemble (bagging)

81.2 (76.5-85.9)81.2 (76.5-85.9)81.2 (76.5-85.9)72.0 (66.7-77.3)Bagging classifier

82.1 (77.5-86.7)84.2 (79.9-88.5)80.2 (75.5-84.9)72.7 (67.4-78.0)Random forest classifier

89.8 (86.2-93.4)91.6 (88.3-94.9)88.1 (84.2-92.0)84.5 (80.2-88.8)Voting classifier

Ensemble (boosting)

85.9 (81.8-90.0)92.1 (88.9-95.3)80.5 (75.8-85.2)77.5 (72.5-82.5)Gradient boosting classifier

86.0 (81.9-90.1)91.6 (88.3-94.9)81.1 (76.4-85.8)77.9 (73.0-82.8)Adaptive boosting classifier

90.2 (86.7-93.7)97.5 (95.6-99.4)83.8 (79.4-88.2)84.1 (79.7-88.5)Categorical boosting classifier

95.7 (93.3-98.1)99.0 (97.8-99.9)92.6 (89.5-95.7)93.4 (90.4-96.4)Extreme gradient boosting classifier

84.4 (80.1-88.7)88.1 (84.2-92.0)80.9 (76.2-85.6)75.6 (70.6-80.8)Light gradient boosting machine

classifier

90.8 (87.4-94.2)97.5 (95.6-99.4)84.9 (80.689.2)85.2 (81.0-89.4)Histogram-based gradient boosting

classifier

85.0 (80.7-89.3)92.6 (89.5-95.7)78.6 (73.7-83.5)75.6 (70.5-80.7)Ensemble (stacking)
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Figure 2. Confusion matrix for the extreme gradient boosting classifier in the internal validation cohort. XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

External Validation Performance in the XGBoost
Classifier
For the first external validation data set, the XGBoost classifier
demonstrated its performance as follows: external validation
accuracy 81.5%, 95% CI 76.9%-86.1%; precision 83.6%, 95%
CI 79.2%-88.0%; recall 61.0%, 95% CI 55.2%-66.8%; and F1
score 70.5%, 95% CI 65.1%-75.9%. Then, for the second

external validation data set, the XGBoost classifier demonstrated
its performance as follows: external validation accuracy 89.8%,
95% CI 84.5%-95.1%; precision 90.2%, 95% CI 85.0%-95.4%;
recall 95.4%, 95% CI 91.8%-99.0%; and F1 score 92.7%, 95%
CI 88.2%-97.2%. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the confusion
matrices for the XGBoost classifier in the first and second
external validation data sets, respectively.
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Figure 3. Confusion matrix for the extreme gradient boosting classifier in the first external validation cohort. XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Figure 4. Confusion matrix for the extreme gradient boosting in the second external validation cohort. XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Explainable Artificial Intelligence
Table 3 shows the univariable analysis for the associated factors
of lesions determined accurately or inaccurately in the curative

resection of U-EGC by the XGBoost classifier. Notably, there
was no single significant factor associated with lesions
determined either accurately or inaccurately by the XGBoost
classifier.
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Table 3. Univariable analysis of the associated factors of lesions determined accurately or inaccurately in the curative resection of undifferentiated
type of early gastric cancer by the extreme gradient boosting classifier.

Second external validation setFirst external validation setCharacteristics

P valueInaccurately deter-
mined by XGBoost
classifier (n=13)

Accurately deter-
mined by XGBoost
classifier (n=114)

P valueInaccurately deter-
mined by XGBoost
classifier (n=51)

Accurately deter-

mined by XGBoosta

classifier (n=224)

.37.06Sex, n (%)

10 (77)70 (61.4)37 (73)128 (57.1)Male

3 (23)44 (38.6)14 (28)96 (42.9)Female

.6665.5 (10.4)63.9 (13.3).0970.0 (9.2)67.3 (12.6)Age (years), mean (SD)

.33.22Longitudinal location, n (%)

3 (23)50 (43.9)41 (80)173 (77.2)Lower-third

8 (62)53 (46.5)7 (14)21 (9.4)Mid-third

2 (15)11 (9.6)3 (6)30 (13.4)Upper-third

.29.38Circular location, n (%)

3 (23)46 (40.4)21 (41)74 (33.0)Lesser curvature

4 (31)23 (20.2)13 (26)45 (20.1)Greater curvature

1 (8)21 (18.4)10 (20)58 (25.9)Posterior wall

5 (39)24 (21.1)7 (14)47 (20.9)Anterior wall

.1617.1 (11.4)22.2 (12.7).2525.5 (14.7)28.4 (16.4)Endoscopic size of the lesion (cm),
mean (SD)

.93.36Morphology, n (%)

3 (23)25 (21.9)23 (45)78 (34.8)Elevated (I, IIa, and IIa+IIc)

3 (23)34 (29.8)17 (33)81 (36.2)Flat (IIb)

7 (54)55 (48.2)11 (22)65 (29)Depressed (IIc)

.21.86Ulcer, n (%)

3 (23)13 (11.4)11 (22)52 (23.2)Present

10 (77)101 (88.6)40 (78)172 (76.8)None

aXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

Figure 5 shows the feature importance plot for the XGBoost
classifier. Age, endoscopic size, and morphology of the lesions
were the three most significant factors for the establishment of
the ML model, in sequence. Multimedia Appendix 1 illustrates
the decision process tree for the XGBoost classifier prior to
adopting the GridSearchCV library. This simplified tree shows
the step-by-step determination process of the ML model. The
final leaf score is inserted in the following equation: p(x) = 1 /

1 + e–leaf score. Any value over 0.5 (50%) indicates curative
resection and any value less than 0.5 indicates noncurative
resection, as predicted by the XGBoost classifier [21].
Multimedia Appendix 2 shows the final decision process tree
for the XGBoost classifier after adopting the GridSearchCV
library, which presented the best performance in the internal
validation. Endoscopic size of the lesion, patient age, and
longitudinal location of the lesion were the important factors,
in sequence. Multimedia Appendix 3 shows the
partial-dependence target plot for the feature of endoscopic size
of the lesion in the first external validation assessment. The
probability of curative resection for the lesions with sizes
ranging from 4 mm to 10 mm reached 80%. Meanwhile, U-EGC

lesions with sizes ranging from 20.78 mm to 26.22 mm showed
the lowest probability of curative resection at 16.1%. Multimedia
Appendix 4 presents the two-way partial-dependence target plot
for the features of endoscopic size of the lesion and patient age
in the first external validation cohort. Given that the color of
the circle above the imaginary line of Y=X is darker than that
below the line, the endoscopic size and age are suggested to be
correlated with curative resection of U-EGC. Multimedia
Appendix 5 shows the partial-dependence interaction plot for
the features of endoscopic size of the lesion and age in the first
external validation group. Given that the contour lines are
generally parallel to the Y-axis, the probability of curative
resection is more dependent on the endoscopic size of the lesion.
Since the feature importance analysis measures the prediction
error after permutating the features’ values, the results can be
skewed when the said features exhibit dependency. However,
the Shapley value considers the influence of the features on
each other. Multimedia Appendix 6 and Multimedia Appendix
7 demonstrate the summary plot and bar plot of the Shapley
additive explanations analysis, respectively, where endoscopic
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size of the lesion and age are the important features for the model output.

Figure 5. Feature importance plot for the extreme gradient boosting classifier in the internal validation cohort. The average F-score was calculated
through 50 repetitions of five-fold cross-validation in the training data set.

Discussion

This study introduces the good performance of an ML model
applied to the prediction of curative resection of U-EGC prior
to ESD, suggesting the possibility of a beneficial effect of ML
modeling for decision making in this part of clinical practice
[22]. Moreover, thorough external validations confirmed the
higher rate of curative resection predicted by ML modeling as
compared with curative resection rates reported by clinicians.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to establish and confirm
the predictive performance of an artificial intelligence model
for the therapeutic outcomes of ESD for U-EGC. Indeed, ML
is characterized as a computer-aided prediction method and its
most important benefit in this context consists of the
improvement in predictive accuracy for curative resection prior
to ESD. The proper selection of candidates for ESD is essential
before beginning ESD. The most fundamental hypothesis is that
endoscopic resection can be performed with curative intent in
cases of EGC without lymph node metastasis. Therefore,
indications of ESD were established using a combination of
factors associated with a negligible lymph-node metastasis rate
from the retrospective analysis of surgically resected specimens
[3]. These indications are categorized by differentiated-type
EGC and U-EGC according to the differentiation, specific size,
and morphological and histological conditions of the involved
lesion. However, optical endoscopic determination of the factors
stated above involves operator-dependent characteristics. In the
study of a Korean multicenter registry of ESD for U-EGC, there
was a discrepancy between pre-ESD indications and post-ESD
criteria in 36.7% of all the lesions [6]. Underestimation of the
size was the most common reason for noncurative resection
(71.4%), followed by underestimation of the depth of invasion
(32%) and unpredictability of lymphovascular invasion (14.9%)
[6]. Although adopting a precise indication is important, U-EGC
itself is a risk factor for an enhanced out-of-indication rate,
leading to noncurative resection; therefore, more strict
indications might be necessary for pursuing the ESD of U-EGC
[11,12].

Another important finding of this study is the presentation of
the determination reason or process of the ML model through
the explainable artificial intelligence analysis. Notably, there
is a tradeoff between accuracy and interpretability in the
classification model of ML [14]. Although the ML approach
exhibited high degrees of accuracy based on complex

calculations, it is characterized by low interpretability (artificial
intelligence is more generally characterized as being of a
“black-box nature”) [14]. Conventional statistical analyses such
as univariate or multivariate logistic regression analyses in
previous studies have shown the reasons underlying the lower
curative resection rate of ESD for U-EGC [5,6]. However, there
is a limitation in the explanatory power of the overall model
(low accuracy) in these studies. The XGBoost classifier used
parallel-tree boosting analysis to provide highly efficient and
accurate predictions. Through the ensemble model and extensive
explainable artificial intelligence analysis, we identified the size
of the lesion as being the most important feature for the
successful prediction of curative resection in the ESD of U-EGC.
Although a prospective trial of ESD for U-EGC that satisfied
the expanded indication reported an excellent long-term survival
rate [6,23,24], more cautious application or restriction of ESD
indications has been recommended, especially regarding the
size categorization [3,25]. Most recently published studies have
also indicated that small intramucosal U-EGC lesions measuring
less than 1.0 cm or 1.5 cm without lymphovascular invasion
should be considered as the ESD candidate [26,27]. The
explainable artificial intelligence analysis in our study also
revealed that U-EGC lesions of less than 1 cm have the greatest
probability of curative resection (Multimedia Appendix 3).
Considering that the aim of this study was not the validation of
current ESD criteria, further studies with robust analysis would
elucidate the value of these findings.

In the context of ecological factors, age and gender have been
tested with the endoscopic factors for the potential variable for
the curative resection rate prediction. However, these variables
were not consistently identified as important indicators for
predicting curative resection [28-30]. Although feature
importance analysis (Figure 5) or Shapley additive explanations
analysis (Multimedia Appendix 6) in our study revealed that
age is an important variable for the ML determination process,
explainable artificial intelligence analysis is currently an
experimental method to understand how ML judges. It is
presumed that the reason ML shows higher accuracy than
traditional statistics is that it performs a complex operation that
considers all variables. It is true that age is an important factor
influencing ML judgment, but further explainable artificial
intelligence statistics can explain how much it affects the actual
curative resection.
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Although this study established and rigorously validated the
predictive performance of the designed ML model, several
inevitable limitations became apparent. First, there was some
discrepancy in the validation performance between the first and
second external data sets. The indications of ESD for U-EGC
have not been approved by all endoscopists. Therefore, practice
patterns adopting ESD indications for U-EGC have been
heterogenous depending on the institution. The first external
validation data set was more heterogenous with respect to the
baseline characteristics and therapeutic outcomes. However,
the second data set was collected from a single institution, thus
providing a more discrete application pattern of the ESD
indication for U-EGC. Second, patient age was an important
feature in the explainable artificial intelligence analysis;
however, this feature does not perfectly reflect the general
condition of the patient. Further, there is no age factor for ESD
indications. However, the general condition of the patients is
frequently considered in the determination of whether to pursue
ESD. Therefore, clinical factors that reliably reflect patients’

health status other than age should be developed and considered
so as to attain the most favorable therapeutic outcomes of ESD.
Third, the training and internal validation data sets included
cases that were surgically resected as well as endoscopically
resected cases. Endoscopists decide whether to perform ESD
or surgery when they detect U-EGC. In other words, it has not
been determined which U-EGC is a candidate for ESD or
surgery. All the U-EGCs resected with surgery or ESD were
included as it was not always accurate and appropriate for the
endoscopists to differentiate between ESD or surgery. If only
U-EGCs that were resected by ESD were collected, a clear ESD
candidate would have been collected, which in itself may be a
selection bias. In conclusion, we established an ML model
capable of accurately predicting the curative resection of U-EGC
prior to ESD by considering the morphological and ecological
characteristics of the lesions. A clinical application study in a
randomized controlled manner would elucidate the real value
of this ML model.
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features for the model output.
[DOCX File , 507 KB - jmir_v23i4e25053_app6.docx ]

Multimedia Appendix 7
Bar plot of the Shapley additive explanations analysis. Endoscopic size of the lesion and patient age are the important features
for the model output.
[DOCX File , 265 KB - jmir_v23i4e25053_app7.docx ]
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Abstract

Background: Artificial intelligence (AI) applications are growing at an unprecedented pace in health care, including disease
diagnosis, triage or screening, risk analysis, surgical operations, and so forth. Despite a great deal of research in the development
and validation of health care AI, only few applications have been actually implemented at the frontlines of clinical practice.

Objective: The objective of this study was to systematically review AI applications that have been implemented in real-life
clinical practice.

Methods: We conducted a literature search in PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Central, and CINAHL to identify relevant articles
published between January 2010 and May 2020. We also hand searched premier computer science journals and conferences as
well as registered clinical trials. Studies were included if they reported AI applications that had been implemented in real-world
clinical settings.

Results: We identified 51 relevant studies that reported the implementation and evaluation of AI applications in clinical practice,
of which 13 adopted a randomized controlled trial design and eight adopted an experimental design. The AI applications targeted
various clinical tasks, such as screening or triage (n=16), disease diagnosis (n=16), risk analysis (n=14), and treatment (n=7).
The most commonly addressed diseases and conditions were sepsis (n=6), breast cancer (n=5), diabetic retinopathy (n=4), and
polyp and adenoma (n=4). Regarding the evaluation outcomes, we found that 26 studies examined the performance of AI
applications in clinical settings, 33 studies examined the effect of AI applications on clinician outcomes, 14 studies examined
the effect on patient outcomes, and one study examined the economic impact associated with AI implementation.

Conclusions: This review indicates that research on the clinical implementation of AI applications is still at an early stage
despite the great potential. More research needs to assess the benefits and challenges associated with clinical AI applications
through a more rigorous methodology.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25759)   doi:10.2196/25759

KEYWORDS

artificial intelligence; machine learning; deep learning; system implementation; clinical practice; review

Introduction

Background
Artificial intelligence (AI) has greatly expanded in health care
in the past decade. In particular, AI applications have been

applied to uncover information from clinical data and assist
health care providers in a wide range of clinical tasks, such as
disease diagnosis, triage or screening, risk analysis, and surgical
operations [1-4]. According to Accenture analysis, the global
health AI market is expected to reach US $6.6 billion by 2021
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and has the potential to grow more than 10 times in the next 5
years [5].

The term “AI” was coined by McCarthy in the 1950s and refers
to a branch of computer science wherein algorithms are
developed to emulate human cognitive functions, such as
learning, reasoning, and problem solving [6]. It is a broadly
encompassing term that includes, but is not limited to, machine
learning (ML), deep learning (DL), natural language processing
(NLP), and computer vision (CV).

Researchers have devoted a great deal of effort to the
development of health care AI applications. The number of
related articles in the Google Scholar database has grown
exponentially since 2000. However, their implementation in
real-life clinical practice is not widespread [1,7]. Several reasons
may account for this research-practice gap. Specifically, AI
algorithms may be subject to technical issues, such as data set
shift, overfitting, bias, and lack of generalizability [8], limiting
the safe translation of AI research into clinical practice. Further,
practical implementation of AI applications can be incredibly
challenging. Examples of key challenges that need to be
addressed include data sharing and privacy issues, lack of
algorithm transparency, the changing nature of health care work,
financial concerns, and the demanding regulatory environment
[1,3,9-13]. However, the huge potential of health care AI
applications can only be realized when they have been integrated
into clinical routine workflows.

Research Gap
To the best of our knowledge, this review is the first to
systematically examine the role of AI applications in real-life
clinical environments. We note that many reviews have been
carried out in the area of health care AI. One stream of reviews
provided an overview of the current status of AI technology in
specific clinical domains, such as breast cancer diagnosis [14],
melanoma diagnosis [15], pulmonary tuberculosis diagnosis
[16], stroke diagnosis and prediction [17], and diabetes
management [18]. Another stream of reviews focused on
comparing clinician performance and AI performance to provide
the evidence base needed for AI implementation [19-21]. In
contrast, our work differs from previous reviews in at least three
aspects. First, we review clinical AI applications that provide
decision support more broadly and hence do not restrict our
scope to a specific clinical domain. Second, we focus on studies
that reported the evaluation of clinical AI applications in the
real world. We hence exclude studies that discussed the
development and validation of clinical AI algorithms without
actual implementation. Finally, we report a wide range of
evaluation outcomes associated with AI implementation, such
as performance comparison, clinician and patient outcomes,
and economic impact.

On the other hand, we note that several viewpoint articles have
provided a general outlook of health care AI [1-3,7,9,22]. These
articles mainly provided insights into the current status of health
care AI and selected a few clinical AI applications as illustrative
examples. They might have also discussed the challenges
associated with the practical implementation of AI. However,
these articles did not discuss the progress of AI implementation
that had been made in detail. In contrast, our work aims to

provide a comprehensive map of the literature on the evaluation
of AI applications in real-life clinical settings. By doing so, we
summarize empirical evidence of the benefits and challenges
associated with AI implementation and provide suggestions for
future research in this important and promising area.

Objective
The objective of this systematic review was to identify and
summarize the existing research on AI applications that have
been implemented in real-life clinical practice. This helps us
better understand the benefits and challenges associated with
AI implementation in routine care settings, such as augmenting
clinical decision-making capacity, improving care processes
and patient outcomes, and reducing health care costs.
Specifically, we synthesize relevant studies based on (1) study
characteristics, (2) AI application characteristics, and (3)
evaluation outcomes and key findings. Considering the
research-practice gap, we also provide suggestions for future
research that examines and assesses the implementation of AI
in clinical practice.

Methods

Search Strategies
The systematic review was conducted following the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) guidelines [23]. We searched PubMed, Embase,
Cochrane Central, and CINAHL in June 2020 to identify
relevant articles on AI applications that had been implemented
in clinical practice. We limited our search to English-written
peer-reviewed journal articles published between January 2010
and May 2020. We chose 2010 as the start period because health
care AI research has since taken off.

We used two groups of keywords to identify terms in the titles,
abstracts, and keywords of the publications. The first group of
keywords had AI-related terms, including “artificial
intelligence,” “machine learning,” and “deep learning.” It is
worth noting here that AI is a broadly encompassing term and
also includes specific AI techniques, such as neural networks,
support vector machines, decision trees, and NLP. However,
studies using these techniques are highly likely to use “artificial
intelligence” or “machine learning” in abstracts or keywords
[24]. The second group of keywords had terms related to clinical
implementation, including “clinical,” “health,” “healthcare,”
“medical,” “implement,” “implementation,” “deploy,”
“deployment,” and “adoption.” Details of the search strategy
can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Eligibility Criteria
We downloaded and imported all of the identified articles using
EndNote X9 (Thomson Reuters) for citation management. After
removing duplicates, two researchers (JY and KYN)
independently screened the titles and abstracts of the identified
articles to determine their eligibility. Disagreements were
resolved by discussion between the authors until consensus was
reached. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) the study
implemented an AI application with patients or health care
providers in a real-life clinical setting and (2) the AI application
provided decision support by emulating clinical decision-making
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processes of health care providers (eg, medical image
interpretation and clinical risk assessment). Medical hardware
devices, such as X-ray machines, ultrasound machines, surgery
robots, and rehabilitation robots, were outside our scope.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) the study discussed
the development and validation of clinical AI algorithms without
actual implementation; (2) the AI application provided
automation (eg, automated insulin delivery and monitoring)
rather than decision support; and (3) the AI application targeted
nonclinical tasks, such as biomedical research, operational tasks,

and epidemiological tasks. We also excluded conference
abstracts, reviews, commentaries, simulation papers, and
ongoing studies.

Data Extraction and Charting
Following article selection, we created a data-charting form to
extract information from the included articles in the following
aspects: (1) study characteristics, (2) AI application
characteristics, and (3) evaluation outcomes and key findings
(Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Components of the data-charting form.

Study characteristics

• Author, year

• Study design

• Involved patient(s) and health care provider(s)

• Involved hospital(s) and country of the study

Artificial intelligence (AI) application characteristics

• Application description

• AI techniques used (eg, neural networks, random forests, and natural language processing)

• Targeted clinical tasks

• Targeted disease domains and conditions

Evaluation outcomes and key findings

• Performance of AI applications

• Clinician outcomes

• Patient outcomes

• Cost-effectiveness

Results

Overview
Our initial search in June 2020 returned a total of 17,945 journal
articles (6830 from PubMed, 9124 from Embase, 839 from
CINAHL, and 1152 from Cochrane Central) (Figure 1). We
first identified and excluded 2541 duplicates. After that, we

excluded 15,322 articles after screening the titles and abstracts.
Thus, 82 articles remained for full-text review, of which 45
were included in this review. Additionally, we identified six
relevant articles by examining the references of the included
articles, browsing through ClinicalTrial.gov using AI-related
keywords, and hand searching premier computer science
journals and conferences in AI (Multimedia Appendix 1).
Finally, a total of 51 articles met our inclusion criteria.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the literature search based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement.

Study Characteristics
Table 1 summarizes the authors, year of publication, study
design, involved patients and health care providers, and involved
hospitals [25-75]. As shown in Figure 2, there was a rising trend
in the number of included studies in the last decade, with a
recent peak in 2019, suggesting accelerated research activity in
this area.

Regarding study design, the 51 studies included 20 observational
studies (17 prospective studies and three retrospective studies),
13 randomized controlled trials (RCTs), eight experimental
studies, four before-and-after studies, three surveys, one
randomized crossover trial, one nonrandomized trial, and one
structured interview. It is important to note that observational
studies can be categorized into prospective and retrospective
studies based on the timing of data collection. In prospective
studies, researchers design the research and plan the data
collection procedures before any of the subjects have the disease

or develop other outcomes of interest. In retrospective studies,
researchers collect existing data on current and past subjects,
that is, subjects may have the disease or develop other outcomes
of interest before researchers initiate research design and data
collection.

Of the 51 studies, 29 (57%) explicitly mentioned the involved
patients, two of which had a sample size smaller than 30. On
the other hand, 28 (55%) studies provided information about
the involved health care providers, of which 17 studies had 10
or fewer providers.

Additionally, 46 (90%) studies mentioned the involved hospitals
or clinics (Figure 3). Of these, 36 studies were conducted in
developed countries, with 20 conducted in the United States,
five in the United Kingdom, two each in Australia, Canada, and
Japan, one each in Germany, Israel, Spain, and the Netherlands,
and one in the United States and South Korea. On the contrary,
10 studies were conducted in developing countries, with eight
conducted in China, one in India, and one in India and Kenya.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies.

Evaluation outcomesHospital (country)Sample characteristicsStudy designAuthor, year

APa (sensitivity, specificity,
imageability rate)

10 primary care clinics (Unit-
ed States)

819 patientsObservational study
(prospective)

Abràmoff et al, 2018
[25]

COb (reading time, mucosal
break detection rate)

The University of Tokyo
Hospital (Japan)

6 physiciansExperimental study (cross-
over design)

Aoki et al, 2020 [26]

AP (AUCd, accuracy, sensitivi-
ty, specificity)

CO (time to diagnosis)

Geisinger Health System
(United States)

347 routine head CTc scans
of patients

Observational study
(prospective)

Arbabshirani et al, 2018
[27]

POf (ICUg transfer, hospital

mortality, hospital LOSh)

Barnes-Jewish Hospital
(United States)

20,031 patientsCrossover RCTeBailey et al, 2013 [28]

AP (AUC)

CO (diagnostic accuracy)
NRi3 radiologistsExperiment (within sub-

jects)
Barinov et al, 2019 [29]

AP (number of triggered recom-
mendations, precision, recall,
accuracy)

Centre hospitalier universi-
taire de Sherbrooke (Canada)

350 patients (515 prescrip-
tions)

Observational study
(prospective)

Beaudoin et al, 2016
[30]

AP (AUC)

CO (specificity, sensitivity, ac-
curacy)

Stanford University Medical
Center (United States)

9 clinical expertsExperimental study (within
subjects)

Bien et al, 2018 [31]

AP (AUC)

CO (risk assessment changes,
AUC, usability)

An academic quaternary care
institution (United States)

20 physiciansNonrandomized trialBrennan et al, 2019
[32]

CO (blind spot rate)Renmin Hospital, Wuhan
University (China)

437 patientsRCTChen et al, 2020 [33]

PO (renal recovery rate, other
clinical outcomes, care process)

Royal Free Hospital, Barnet
General Hospital (United
Kingdom)

2642 patientsBefore-after studyConnell et al, 2019 [34]

AP (sensitivity, specificity,
species identification accuracy,
device parasite count)

Apollo Hospital, Chennai (In-
dia); Aga Khan University
Hospital (Kenya)

6 expert microscopistsObservational study
(prospective)

Eshel et al, 2017 [35]

AP (sensitivity, specificity)

PO (mortality, discharge dispo-
sition, ICU transfer, time to

3 urban acute hospitals under
University of Pennsylvania
Health System (United States)

22,280 patients in the silent
period, 32,184 patients in the
alert period

Before-after studyGiannini et al, 2019
[36]

ICU transfer, clinical process
measures)

CO (nurse and provider percep-
tions)

A tertiary teaching hospital in
Philadelphia (United States)

43 nurses and 44 health care
providers

SurveyGinestra et al, 2019
[37]

AP (accuracy)

CO (system perceptions)

A Spanish National Health
System hospital (Spain)

1800 patients (2569 samples)Observational study (retro-
spective)

Gómez-Vallejo et al,
2016 [38]

AP (e-ASPECTS performance)A comprehensive stroke cen-
ter (Germany)

15 patients, 3 neuroradiolo-
gists

Observational study (retro-
spective)

Grunwald et al, 2016
[39]

AP (sensitivity, specificity,

PPVj, NPVk)

A primary care practice in
Midland (Australia)

193 patients, 4 physiciansObservational study
(prospective)

Kanagasingam et al,
2018 [40]

AP (sensitivity and specificity,
assessment time)

PO (patient acceptability)

St Vincent’s Hospital, Univer-
sity Hospital Geelong (Aus-
tralia)

96 patientsSurveyKeel et al, 2018 [41]

AP (accuracy)

CO (accuracy)

Stanford University Medical
Center (United Kingdom)

11 pathologistsExperimental study (within
subjects)

Kiani et al, 2020 [42]

AP (system performance)

CO (usability)

Chorleywood Health Centre
(United Kingdom)

2 health care providersObservational study
(prospective)

Lagani et al, 2015 [43]
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Evaluation outcomesHospital (country)Sample characteristicsStudy designAuthor, year

AP (accuracy, PPV, NPV)

CO (time to diagnosis)

PO (patient satisfaction)

5 ophthalmic clinics (China)350 patientsRCTLin et al, 2019 [44]

AP (AUC)

CO (sensitivity, specificity,
misinterpretation rate)

Hospital for Special Surgery
(United States)

40 practicing emergency clin-
icians

Experimental study (within
subjects)

Lindsey et al, 2018 [45]

CO (ADRl, PDRm, number of
detected adenomas and polyps)

No. 988 Hospital of Joint Lo-
gistic Support Force of PLA
(China)

1026 patientsRCTLiu et al, 2020 [46]

AP (AUC, sensitivity, specifici-
ty)

CO (AUC, interreliability, in-
trareliability)

13 different medical centers
(United States)

15 physiciansExperimental study (within
subjects)

Mango et al, 2020 [47]

AP (sensitivity, PPV)

PO (ACSCn, care-supported
activities)

13 different medical centers
(United States)

214 patientsObservational study
(prospective)

Martin et al, 2012 [48]

PO (hospital mortality, hospital
LOS, readmission rate)

Cape Regional Medical Cen-
ter (United States)

1328 patientsBefore-after studyMcCoy and Das, 2017
[49]

CO (decision making)John Theurer Cancer Center
(United States)

3 breast cancer expertsObservational study
(prospective)

McNamara et al, 2019
[50]

AP (NPV)

CO (time to diagnosis)

Showa University Northern
Yokohama Hospital (Japan)

791 patients, 23 endoscopistsObservational study
(prospective)

Mori et al, 2018 [51]

PO (patient care and clinical
outcomes)

Royal Berkshire Hospital
(United Kingdom)

1 patientObservational study (retro-
spective)

Nagaratnam et al, 2020
[52]

AP (sensitivity, specificity)Dispensaries under Municipal
Corporation of Greater Mum-
bai (India)

213 patientsObservational study
(prospective)

Natarajan et al, 2019
[53]

AP (day 30 dosimetry)

CO (planning time)

Sunnybrook Odette Cancer
Centre (Canada)

41 patientsRCTNicolae et al, 2020 [54]

CO (specificity, sensitivity, ac-
curacy interrater agreement,
time to diagnosis)

Stanford University Medical
Center (United States)

8 cliniciansExperimental study (within
subjects)

Park et al, 2019 [55]

CO (attitudes about AIo in the
workplace)

3 primary-care clinics in
Southwest Wisconsin (United
States)

81 clinical staffPre-post surveyRomero-Brufau et al,
2020 [56]

CO (system evaluations)

PO (early clinical interventions,
patient evaluations)

NHS, Surrey and Hampshire
(United Kingdom)

204 patients, 204 caregiversRCTRostill et al, 2018 [57]

CO (diagnostic errors, diagno-
sis relevance, number of
workup items)

Boston Children’s Hospital
(United States)

16 pediatric neurologistsObservational study
(prospective)

Segal et al, 2014 [58]

CO (diagnostic errors)Boston Children’s Hospital
(United States)

26 cliniciansObservational study
(prospective)

Segal et al, 2016 [59]

CO (system perceptions)Geisinger Health System and
Intermountain Healthcare
(United States)

10 medical specialistsStructured interviewsSegal et al, 2017 [60]

AP (accuracy, clinical validity,
and usefulness)

PO (changes in medical orders)

Sheba Medical Center (Israel)3160 patients (315 prescrip-
tion alerts)

Observational study
(prospective)

Segal et al, 2019 [61]

PO (LOS, in-hospital mortality)University of California San
Francisco Medical Center
(United States)

142 patientsRCTShimabukuro et al,
2017 [62]
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Evaluation outcomesHospital (country)Sample characteristicsStudy designAuthor, year

AP (sensitivity, FPPIp)

CO (sensitivity, FPPI, decision
change)

4 medical centers (United
States and South Korea)

12 radiologistsObservational study
(prospective)

Sim et al, 2020 [63]

CO (sensitivity, average review
per image, interpretation diffi-
culty)

NR6 anatomic pathologistsExperimental study (within
subjects)

Steiner et al, 2018 [64]

CO (ADR, PDR, number of
adenomas and polyps, with-
drawal time, adequate bowel
preparation rate)

Qilu Hospital of Shandong
University (China)

623 patients, 6 endoscopistsRCTSu et al, 2020 [65]

CO (time to diagnosis, queue
of urgent cases)

NR2 radiologistsRCTTitano et al, 2018 [66]

CO (decision concordance, de-
cision modification)

NR1 pathologist and 2 HER2
raters

Observational study
(prospective)

Vandenberghe et al,
2017 [67]

CEq (average total costs per
patient)

PO (numbers of patients with
clostridium difficile and antibi-
otic-resistant infections, LOS,
antibiotic use)

Five Rivers Medical Center,
Pocahontas (United States)

NRBefore-after studyVoerman et al, 2019
[68]

CO (ADR, PDR, number of
adenomas per patient)

Sichuan Provincial People’s
Hospital (China)

1058 patients, 8 physiciansRCTWang et al, 2019 [69]

CO (anticoagulation prescrip-
tions)

4 primary care clinics affiliat-
ed with Brigham and Wom-
en’s Hospital (United States)

75 patientsRCTWang et al, 2019 [70]

CO (ADR, PDR, number of
adenomas and polyps per
colonoscopy)

Caotang branch hospital of
Sichuan Provincial People’s
Hospital (China)

962 patientsRCTWang et al, 2020 [71]

PO (median time-weighted av-
erage of hypotension, median
time of hypotension, treatment,
time to intervention, adverse
events)

Amsterdam UMC (Nether-
lands)

68 patientsRCTWijnberge et al, 2020
[72]

AP (AUC)

CO (ophthalmologist-to-popu-
lation service ratio)

3 ophthalmologists, communi-
ty healthcare centers (China)

3600 residentsObservational study
(prospective)

Wu et al, 2019 [73]

AP (accuracy, completeness of
photo documentation)

CO (blind spot rate, number of
ignored patients, inspection
time)

PO (adverse events)

Renmin hospital of Wuhan
University (China)

303 patients, 6 endoscopistsRCTWu et al, 2019 [74]
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Evaluation outcomesHospital (country)Sample characteristicsStudy designAuthor, year

AP (sensitivity, specificity,
PPV, NPV, accuracy)

CO (sensitivity, specificity,
PPV, NPV, accuracy)

NR (Korea)50 patients, 1 radiologistObservational study
(prospective)

Yoo et al, 2018 [75]

aAP: application performance.
bCO: clinician outcomes.
cCT: computed tomography.
dAUC: area under the curve.
eRCT: randomized controlled trial.
fPO: patient outcomes.
gICU: intensive care unit.
hLOS: length of stay.
iNR: not reported.
jPPV: positive-predictive value.
kNPV: negative-predictive value.
lADR: adenoma detection rate.
mPDR: polyp detection rate.
nACSC: ambulatory care sensitive admissions.
oAI: artificial intelligence.
pFFPI: false-positive per image.
qCE: cost-effectiveness.

Figure 2. Distribution of the included articles from 2010 to 2020.
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Figure 3. Country distribution of the involved hospitals.

Quality Assessment
Considering the heterogeneity of study types included in the
review, we only assessed the risk of bias of 13 RCTs using the
Cochrane Collaboration Risk of Bias tool (Multimedia Appendix
2) [76]. Overall, the total score of the RCTs ranged from 0 [57]
to 6 [44,65,69], with a mean value of 3.84. Specifically, eight
studies reported random sequence generation [33,44,
62,65,69,71,72], and three studies explicitly stated that the
allocation was concealed [62,65,72]. Only two studies were
double blinded [66,71]. Blinding of participants was
unsuccessful in two studies [62,72] and was unclear in six
studies [44,46,54,57,69,70]. Blinding of outcome assessment
was unsuccessful in seven studies [33,46,62,65,69,70,74] and
was unclear in one study [57]. Three studies did not clearly state
whether they had complete data for the enrolled participants
[57,66,77]. All of the 13 studies had a low risk of selective
reporting bias. Other potential sources of bias included a small
sample size [62,70,72], a short study period [62], and a lack of
detailed information regarding RCTs and follow-ups [57,66].

AI Application Characteristics
Among the 51 studies, two did not disclose any information
regarding the AI techniques used. Among the remaining 49
studies, the most popular ML technique was neural networks
(n=22), followed by random forests (n=3), Bayesian pattern
matching (n=3), support vector machine (n=2), decision tree
(n=2), and deep reinforcement learning (n=2). We also found
that the included AI applications mainly provided decision
support in the following four categories of clinical tasks: disease
screening or triage (n=16), disease diagnosis (n=16), risk
analysis (n=14), and treatment (n=7). Further, AI applications
in 46 (94%) studies targeted one or more specific diseases and
conditions. The most prevalent diseases and conditions were
sepsis (n=6), breast cancer (n=5), diabetic retinopathy (n=4),
polyp and adenoma (n=4), cataracts (n=2), and stroke (n=2).

Details of AI application characteristics are provided in
Multimedia Appendix 3.

Evaluation Outcomes
We categorized the evaluation outcomes in our review studies
into the following four types: performance of AI applications,
clinician outcomes, patient outcomes, and cost-effectiveness,
as can be seen in Table 1 and Multimedia Appendix 4.

Performance of AI Applications
Twenty-six studies evaluated the performance of AI applications
in real-life clinical settings [25,27,29-32,35,36,38-43,45,47,
48,51,52,54,61,63,73-75,78]. Commonly used performance
metrics included accuracy, area under the curve (AUC),
specificity, sensitivity, positive-predictive value (PPV), and
negative-predictive value (NPV). Of these, 24 studies reported
acceptable and satisfactory performance of AI applications in
practice. For example, one study [25] conducted a pivotal trial
of the IDx-DR diagnostic system (IDx, LLC) to detect diabetic
retinopathy in 10 primary clinic offices in the United States.
They reported that IDx-DR had a sensitivity of 87.2%, a
specificity of 90.7%, and an imageability rate of 96.1%,
exceeding prespecified endpoints. Based on the results, IDx-DR
became the first Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)–authorized AI diagnostic system, with the potential to
improve early detection of diabetic retinopathy and prevent
vision loss in thousands of patients with diabetes.

On the contrary, two studies found that AI applications failed
to outperform health care providers and needed further
improvement [40,44]. In particular, one RCT [44] examined
the performance of CC-Cruiser, an AI-based platform for
childhood cataracts, in five ophthalmic clinics in China. The
authors found that CC-Cruiser had considerably lower accuracy,
PPV, and NPV than senior consultants in diagnosing childhood
congenital cataracts and making treatment decisions. Another
study [40] evaluated the performance of an AI-based diabetic
retinopathy grading system in a primary care office in Australia
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and found that the AI system had a high false-positive rate with
a PPV of 12%. Specifically, of the 193 patients who consented
to the study, the AI system identified 17 patients with severe
diabetic retinopathy that required referral. However, only two
patients were correctly identified, and the remaining 15 patients
were false positives.

Clinician Outcomes
Thirty-three studies examined the effect of AI applications on
clinician outcomes, that is, clinician decision making, clinician
workflow and efficiency, and clinician evaluations and
acceptance of AI applications [26,27,29,31-33,37,38,
42-47,50,51,54-60,64,65,67,69-71,73-75].

AI applications have the potential to provide clinical decision
support. From our review, 16 studies demonstrated that AI
applications could enhance clinical decision-making capacity
[31-33,45-47,50,55,58,59,63,64,67,69,71,74,75]. For example,
Brennan et al [32] found that clinicians gained knowledge after
interacting with MySurgery, an algorithm for preoperative risk
assessments, and improved their risk assessment performance
as a result. On the contrary, two studies did not find any
evidence for enhanced decision-making [26,42]. One possible
explanation is that AI may provide misleading
recommendations, offsetting the benefits of AI. Specifically,
Kiani et al [42] evaluated the effect of a DL-based system for
live cancer classification on the diagnostic performance of 11
pathologists and found that AI use did not greatly improve the
diagnostic accuracy. They further noted that AI improved
accuracy when it provided correct predictions and harmed
accuracy when it provided wrong predictions. Aoki et al [26]
examined the impact of a DL-based system for mucosal break
detection on endoscopists in reading small bowel capsule
endoscopy. They found that the system failed to improve the
mucosal break detection performance of endoscopists,
particularly trainees.

Seven studies were aimed at clinician workflow and efficiency
[26,27,44,51,54,66,73]. Of these, six studies found that AI
accelerated the time needed for clinical tasks and improved the
existing workflow [26,27,44,51,54,66]. For example, Titano et
al [66] found that a DL-based cranial image triage algorithm
processed and interpreted images 150 times faster than human
radiologists (1.2 seconds vs 177 seconds) and appropriately
escalated urgent cases, enhancing the triage of cases in the
radiology workflow. The only exception is the work of Wu et
al [74], which assessed the quality improvement system
WISENSE for blind-spot monitoring and procedure timing
during esophagogastroduodenoscopy. This study found that
WISENSE helped endoscopists monitor and control their time
on each procedure and increased inspection time as a result.

Finally, clinician perceptions and acceptance of AI applications
were examined in seven studies [32,37,38,43,56,57,60].
Particularly, five out of the seven studies reported overall
positive perceptions of AI applications [32,38,43,57,60]. For
example, Brennan et al [32] asked 20 surgical intensivists to
use and evaluate MySurgeryRisk for preoperative risk prediction
in a simulated clinical workflow. Most respondents indicated
that MySurgeryRisk was useful and easy to use and believed
that it would be helpful for decision making. On the other hand,

the remaining two studies reported mixed or even negative
evaluations of AI [37,56]. Specifically, Ginestra et al [37]
assessed physician evaluations of an ML-based sepsis prediction
system in a tertiary teaching hospital and found that only 16%
of health care providers perceived system-generated sepsis alerts
to be helpful. The negative evaluations could be attributed to
providers’ low confidence in alerts, low algorithm transparency,
and a lack of established actions after alerts. Romero-Brufau et
al [56] reported survey results from implementing an AI-based
clinical decision support system in a regional health system
practice and found that only 14% of clinical staff were willing
to recommend the system. Staff feedback revealed that some
system-recommended interventions were inadequate and
inappropriate.

Patient Outcomes
Fourteen studies reported patient outcomes [28,34,
36,41,44,48,49,52,57,61,62,68,72,74]. In 11 of the 14 studies,
researchers examined the effect of AI on clinical processes and
outcomes, such as hospital length of stay, in-hospital mortality,
intensive care unit (ICU) transfer, readmission, and time to
intervention [28,34,36, 48,49,52,57,61,62,68,72,74]. The results
were inconsistent. Most studies reported improved clinical
outcomes (n=8) [36,48,52,57,61,62,68,72,74]. For example,
one RCT [62] implemented and assessed an ML-based severe
sepsis prediction algorithm (Dascena) in two ICUs at the
University of California San Francisco Medical Center. They
found that the algorithm implementation greatly decreased the
hospital length of stay from 13.0 days to 10.3 days and decreased
the in-hospital mortality rate from 21.3% to 8.96%. However,
three of the studies did not find evidence for improved clinical
outcomes, indicating the limited applicability of the algorithms
in their current form [28,34,36]. In particular, Bailey et al [28]
examined the effect of an ML-based algorithm that generated
real-time alerts for clinical deterioration in hospitalized patients.
They found that providing alerts alone could not reduce the
hospital length of stay and the in-hospital mortality. Connell et
al [34] examined the effect of a novel digitally enabled care
pathway for acute kidney injury management and found no step
changes in the renal recovery rate and other secondary clinical
outcomes following the intervention. Giannini et al [36]
developed and implemented a sepsis prediction algorithm in a
tertiary teaching hospital system. The results showed that the
algorithm-generated alerts had a limited impact on clinical
processes and could not reduce mortality, discharge dispositions,
or transfer to the ICU. Future algorithm optimization is thus
needed.

Three studies examined how patients evaluated AI applications,
and all of them reported positive results [41,44,57]. Keel et al
[41] evaluated patient acceptability of an AI-based diabetic
retinopathy screening tool in an endocrinology outpatient setting.
They found that 96% (92/96) of the screened patients were
satisfied with the AI tool and 78% (43/55) of the patients in the
follow-up survey preferred AI screening over manual screening,
suggesting that the AI tool was well-accepted by patients. Lin
et al [44] assessed patient satisfaction with CC-Cruiser for
childhood cataracts and found that patients were slightly more
satisfied with CC-Cruiser in comparison with senior consultants.
One explanation is that childhood cataracts may cause
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irreversible vision impairment and even blindness without early
intervention. Therefore, parents of patients appreciated the faster
diagnosis of CC-Cruiser. Rostill et al [57] assessed an Internet
of Things (IoT) system for dementia care and found that
dementia patients trusted the system and would like to
recommend it.

Cost-Effectiveness
The economic impact of AI implementation in clinical practice
was addressed in only one study [68]. This study reported that
the implementation of an ML-based system for antibiotic
stewardship reduced costs by US $25,611 for sepsis and US
$3630 for lower respiratory tract infections compared with usual
care.

Discussion

Principal Findings
AI applications have huge potential to augment clinician
decision making, improve clinical care processes and patient
outcomes, and reduce health care costs. Our review seeks to
identify and summarize the existing studies on AI applications
that have been implemented in real-life clinical practice. It yields
the following interesting findings.

First, we note that the number of included studies was
surprisingly small considering the tremendous number of studies
on health care AI. In particular, most of the health care AI
studies were proof-of-concept studies that focused on AI
algorithm development and validation using retrospective
clinical data sets. In contrast, only a handful of studies
implemented and evaluated AI in a clinical environment. To
ensure safe adoption, however, an AI application should provide
solid scientific evidence for its effectiveness relative to the
standard of care. Therefore, we urge the health care AI research
community to work closely with health care providers and
institutions to demonstrate the potential of AI in real-life clinical
settings.

Second, more than two-thirds of the included articles were from
developed economies, of which more than half were from the
United States, suggesting that developed countries are at the
forefront of health care AI development and deployment. This
is consistent with the fact that top health AI companies and
start-ups (eg, Google Health, IBM Watson Health, and Babylon
Health) are mainly located in the United States and Europe.
This finding should be interpreted with caution because we
excluded non-English–written articles, even though our search
had identified 890 non-English publications. We did not include
these non-English articles because it is difficult to conduct an
unbiased analysis owing to translation difficulty and variation.
The imbalanced distribution of articles by country or economic
development status could be attributed to the fact that
researchers from low-income countries have a very low
publication rate.

However, it is worth noting that 8 (16%) of our articles were
from China, suggesting that China has been extensively applying
health care AI and conducting health care AI research. Indeed,
hospitals, technology companies, and the Chinese government
have been driving clinical AI deployment with the aim to

alleviate doctor shortages, relieve medical resource inequality,
and reduce health care costs [79-82], and Chinese researchers
have acquired the capability to publish in international English
journals.

Third, the quality of research on clinical AI evaluation needs
to be improved in the future. Our review revealed that only 13
(26%) studies were RCTs and most of them suffered from
moderate to high risk of bias. Eight studies were experimental
studies, and all of them adopted a cross-over design or
within-subjects design and were hence susceptible to
confounding effects. With respect to sample information, only
8 (16%) studies provided information on both patients and health
care providers, and 14 (28%) studies used a sample size smaller
than 20 (Table 1), limiting the generalizability of their results.
Regarding the evaluation design, one-third of the studies (n=17,
33%) did not include a comparison group (Multimedia Appendix
4), limiting the ability to identify the added value of AI
applications compared with the current best practice. Given that
health care providers may hold different perceptions toward
different AI systems of varying performance and reliability, it
would be helpful if the studies provide a transparent description
of the AI system’s architecture, accuracy or reliability
performance, and possible risks. Unfortunately, in our review,
21 studies did not provide adequate information about the
architecture of the AI applications [25,29,32,34,
37,44,46,50,52,54,56-62,65,68,70,75] and 22 studies did not
reveal the performance and possible risks of AI under evaluation
[26,29,34,37,39,46,48-50,52,54,56-62,64,65,68,69]. Further,
considering that some self-evolving adaptive clinical AI
applications continuously incorporate the latest clinical practice
data and published evidence, it is important to undertake
periodic monitoring and recalibration of AI applications to
ensure that they are working as expected. Finally, we found that
more than half of the studies (n=29, 57%) investigated only one
aspect of evaluation outcome (Multimedia Appendix 4). We
encourage future research to conduct a more comprehensive
assessment of the quality of clinical AI applications as well as
their impacts on clinicians, patients, and health care institutions.
This will facilitate the comparison and selection of alternative
AI solutions in the same clinical domain.

Fourth, our analysis indicated that AI applications could provide
effective decision support, albeit in certain contexts. For
instance, the augmenting role of AI in clinical decision-making
capacity can be affected by the level of expertise. In particular,
two studies suggested that junior physicians were more likely
to benefit from AI than senior physicians because they had a
higher tendency to reconsider and modify their clinical decisions
when encountering disconfirming AI suggestions [38,47].
However, it is worth noting that AI can be misleading
sometimes. For example, one study from our review speculated
that trainee endoscopists may feel confused about false-positive
results from an AI screening tool owing to limited reading
experience and, as a result, ignore AI-marked lesions of
small-bowel mucosal breaks [26]. It is therefore important for
future research to examine under what circumstances physicians
could benefit more from AI applications. However, we are
sanguine that when AI technology is sufficiently mature and
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accurate to become the evidence-based best practice, its use
would become part of routine clinical care in the future.

With respect to AI acceptance, we observed that health care
providers expressed negative feelings toward AI in two studies
[37,56], indicating that barriers existed in the incorporation of
AI into the routine workflow. However, an elaboration of AI
implementation barriers will be lengthy and is beyond the scope
of this work, and we refer interested readers to the reports by
Kelly et al [8], Ngiam and Khor [83], Lysaght et al [84], Shaw
et al [10], and Yu and Kohane [12] for more details.

Fifth, for most of the included studies on patient outcomes, we
found that they did not examine the clinical processes and
interventions in detail. However, AI applications without
appropriate and useful interventions may be ineffective at
improving patient outcomes. For example, Bailey et al [28]
found that simply notifying the nursing staff of clinical
deterioration risks was not able to improve the outcomes of
high-risk patients. Effective patient-specific interventions are
needed. Therefore, future research may design and evaluate
patient-directed interventions to enhance the clinical
effectiveness of AI applications.

Moreover, three of the included studies suggested that patients
and their families were highly satisfied with health care AI
owing to its convenience and efficiency [41,44,57]. However,
this may not always be the case. Prior research has shown that
patients preferred to receive primary care from a human provider
than AI even if the care from the health provider entailed a
higher misdiagnosis risk [85]. The reason is that they perceived
AI to be less capable in considering their unique circumstances.
Additionally, patients may disparage physicians aided by a
clinical decision support system and perceive them as less
capable and professional than their unaided counterparts [86].
Further studies to explore the possible patient concerns and
resistance toward health AI applications should be considered.

Finally, according to an Accenture survey, more than half of
health care institutions are optimistic that AI will reduce costs
and improve revenue despite the high initial costs associated
with AI implementation [87]. However, only one included study
documented the economic outcomes of AI implementation. This
highlights the need to conduct more cost-effectiveness analyses
of AI applications in clinical practice.

Limitations
This review has several limitations. First, we only included
peer-reviewed English-written journal articles. It is plausible
that some relevant articles were written in other languages or
published in conferences, workshops, and news reports. As
noted earlier, this may partly explain the imbalanced country
distribution of the reviewed articles. Moreover, we did not
include articles that were published before 2010 because AI
only started to make in-roads in the clinical field in the last
decade, as evident in our search results. Moreover, we only
reviewed premium computer science conferences and journals
without comprehensively examining engineering and computer
science databases. This should be less of a concern here because
we found that computer science conferences and journals mainly
focus on the training and validation of novel AI algorithms
without actual deployment. Still, future research can expand
the search scope to gain deeper insights into state-of-the-art
clinical AI algorithms.

Another concern is that some AI applications may have been
implemented in real-world clinical practice without any openly
accessible publications. For example, IDx-DR, the first
FDA-approved AI system, has been implemented in more than
20 health care institutions such as University of Iowa Health
Care [88]. However, our search only identified one related
published result [25]. Clinical practitioners should take a more
active role in reporting AI evaluation and use results in their
daily practice in the future.

Conclusions
AI applications have tremendous potential to improve patient
outcomes and improve care processes. Based on the literature
presented in this review, there is great interest to develop AI
tools to support clinical workflows, with increasing high-quality
evidence being generated. However, there is currently
insufficient level 1 evidence to advocate the routine use of health
care AI for decision support, hindering the growth of health
care AI and presenting potential risks to patient safety. We thus
conclude that it is important to conduct robust RCTs to
benchmark AI-aided care processes and outcomes to the current
best practice. A rigorous, robust, and comprehensive evaluation
of health care AI will help move from theory to clinical practice.
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Abstract

Background: Owing to the COVID-19 pandemic and the imminent collapse of health care systems following the exhaustion
of financial, hospital, and medicinal resources, the World Health Organization changed the alert level of the COVID-19 pandemic
from high to very high. Meanwhile, more cost-effective and precise COVID-19 detection methods are being preferred worldwide.

Objective: Machine vision–based COVID-19 detection methods, especially deep learning as a diagnostic method in the early
stages of the pandemic, have been assigned great importance during the pandemic. This study aimed to design a highly efficient
computer-aided detection (CAD) system for COVID-19 by using a neural search architecture network (NASNet)–based algorithm.

Methods: NASNet, a state-of-the-art pretrained convolutional neural network for image feature extraction, was adopted to
identify patients with COVID-19 in their early stages of the disease. A local data set, comprising 10,153 computed tomography
scans of 190 patients with and 59 without COVID-19 was used.

Results: After fitting on the training data set, hyperparameter tuning, and topological alterations of the classifier block, the
proposed NASNet-based model was evaluated on the test data set and yielded remarkable results. The proposed model's performance
achieved a detection sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 0.999, 0.986, and 0.996, respectively.

Conclusions: The proposed model achieved acceptable results in the categorization of 2 data classes. Therefore, a CAD system
was designed on the basis of this model for COVID-19 detection using multiple lung computed tomography scans. The system
differentiated all COVID-19 cases from non–COVID-19 ones without any error in the application phase. Overall, the proposed
deep learning–based CAD system can greatly help radiologists detect COVID-19 in its early stages. During the COVID-19
pandemic, the use of a CAD system as a screening tool would accelerate disease detection and prevent the loss of health care
resources.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27468)   doi:10.2196/27468
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Introduction

In 2020, the rapid global spread of COVID-19 made the World
Health Organization declare the first pandemic of the 21st
century, with the highest level of alert worldwide. Based on the
WorldMeters statistics, until January 5, 2021, more than 86
million people worldwide contracted this disease, with more
than 1,870,000 confirmed deaths due to COVID-19. Early
detection of COVID-19 is essential not only for patient care but
also for public health by ensuring patients’ isolation and
controlling disease spread [1,2]. The first and most important
step to control this pandemic is the rapid detection of infected
patients and monitoring of positive cases. Various diagnostic
methods for the rapid detection of COVID-19 have been
introduced by different studies and by the WHO, with the
reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT–PCR) test
being the most prominent diagnostic method. Although RT–PCR
is the gold standard for COVID-19 detection, owing to its
time-intensiveness and high cost, infected individuals, as a
source of transmission, can transmit the virus to many people
while they are waiting to receive the results of their RT–PCR
test. Moreover, previous studies have reported that the RT–PCR
test has a high false-negative rate; this is a major limitation of
this diagnostic test and reduces its sensitivity. Furthermore, this
leads to delayed detection, treatment, and—in advanced stages
of the disease—an increased mortality rate [3-8]. A high influx
of patients at diagnostic centers during the pandemic has led to
excessive use of resources and a shortage of RT–PCR test kits.
Regardless of the need of RT–PCR tests for suspected
individuals, the multiple repeats of these tests for patients have
imposed a heavy burden on health care sources. The
time-consuming nature of laboratory tests, coupled with the
molecular and nonspecific nature of serological tests, has
necessitated the use of a cheaper test focusing on findings in
the lung tissue. As major lung health monitoring tools,

radiological tests have attracted the attention of clinical
specialists. For COVID-19 evaluation, computed tomography
(CT) is a more sensitive and specific detection method than
chest X-ray imaging, and, in many cases, lung involvement and
ground-glass opacities (GGO) can be viewed on CT even before
the onset of clinical symptoms and before obtaining positive
results on an RT–PCR test. This implies that, in many cases,
before the emergence of the first clinical symptoms and a
positive RT–PCR finding, the complications of COVID-19 can
be detected in the lungs. Based on previous reports and the
WHO’s recommendations, chest CT has emerged as a valuable
tool for the early detection and triaging of individuals suspected
with COVID-19 [4,9,10]. In a study on 1014 patients with
COVID-19, CT enabled more sensitive detection than RT–PCR
[11]. Despite the success of this radiological modality in
detecting COVID-19–related lung damage, certain problems
are associated with its use. Despite the WHO’s
recommendations, chest CT findings are normal in some patients
at the outset of the disease, and this lends a negative predictive
value to CT alone. The low-specificity of CT can deter disease
detection in non–COVID-19 cases. In addition, ionizing
radiation from the CT scanner can cause problems to patients
who require multiple CT scans during the course of their disease
[12-16]. In the past decade, numerous computer-based methods
have been employed for improving the efficiency of medical
imaging techniques. One such method is the use of machine
learning algorithms, which has had remarkable success in
medical imaging. Among different types of machine learning
methods, deep learning models have achieved high precision
in machine vision tasks rapidly after the emergence of
COVID-19. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have high
potential for feature extraction and analysis. Upon the emergence
of COVID-19, and owing to the limitations of diagnostic tests,
numerous machine learning techniques have been adopted to
improve the precision of diagnostic methods. Table 1 lists some
relevant studies.
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Table 1. Studies evaluating machine learning algorithms used for COVID-19 detection.

Evaluation resultsModels usedPopulationStudy objectiveStudy (country)

Convolutional multiview
feature pyramid network
with positron-aware atten-
tion and a 3D U-Net

14,531Automatic detectionNi et al (China)
[15]

• F1 score=97%

• Sensitivity=100%

Densenet121-feature
pyramid network

5372Diagnostic and prognostic
analysis

Wang et al (Chi-
na) [17]

• Area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve=87%-88%

• Sensitivity=80.3%-79.35%

Long short-term memory
classifier

321Diagnosis (classification)Hasan et al (Iraq)
[18]

• Accuracy=99.68%

ResNet-50852Classification (detection)Pathak et al (In-
dia) [19]

• Accuracy=93.01%

10 pretrained convolution-
al neural networks:
AlexNet, VGG-16,
VGG-19, SqueezeNet,
GoogleNet, MobileNet-
V2, ResNet-18, ResNet-
50, ResNet-101, and
Xception

194DetectionArdakani et al
(Iran) [20]

• Best performance: ResNet-101 and
Xception

• Sensitivity (ResNet-101)=100%
• Sensitivity (Xception)=98.04%
• Specificity (ResNet-101): 99.02%
• Specificity (Xception)=100%
• Accuracy (ResNet-101)=99.51%
• Accuracy (Xception)=99.02%

RestNet50 as the back-
bone of the main model

4356Automatic detectionLi et al (China)
[21]

• Sensitivity=90%
• Specificity=96%

Inception-ResNet-V2905Rapid diagnosisMei et al (United
States) [22]

• Correctly identified 17 of 25 (68%)
patients with COVID-19

Bidirectional generative
adversarial network

227DiagnosisSong et al (Chi-
na) [23]

• Sensitivity=85%
• Specificity=88%

Methods

Study Overview
Based on the success of CNNs in machine vision tasks, we
designed and implemented a model for the classification of CT
images of individuals with and those without COVID-19 through
a deep neural network based on a Neural Search Architecture
Network (NASNet) [24] feature extractor.

Data Set
The data set comprised 10,153 CT scans, of which 7644 belong
to 190 patients with COVID-19 and 2509 belong to 59 people
without COVID-19, including those with pneumonia and
otherwise healthy individuals who visited the hospital owing
to a suspicion of COVID-19 [25]. All these images were
collected from the radiology centers of teaching hospitals in
Tehran, Iran. The disease status in suspected individuals was
confirmed in this set after an RT–PCR test. Figure 1 shows the
CT scans of some patients with COVID-19 and their
counterparts with suspected disease.
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Figure 1. Axial computed tomography scan slices of the lung. (A, B, C) Non–COVID-19 cases including those of pneumonia and healthy individuals;
(D, E, F) infected lungs of patients with COVID-19.

Proposed Method
To detect COVID-19 in patients at an early stage of the disease
from multiple lung CT scans, a state-of-the-art model based on
a NASNet CNN feature extractor was proposed. Based on the
proposed model, a computer-aided detection (CAD) system was
designed.

Data Preparation and Preprocessing
For data preparation, lung CT scans were first received in the
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine format as
the output of the picture archiving and communications system
of a diagnostic center. In the preprocessing stage, the images
were converted to the commonly used JPG format, and the order
of the color channels was changed from the default BGR to
RGB to prepare the images for processing.

Based on the literature, the success of medical image visual
tasks in deep learning is not merely attributed to CNN models;
rather, a major part of this success results from image
preprocessing [26]. Data normalization to maintain the integrity
of the images was performed as the first step of preprocessing,
which plays a key role in the analysis of CT scans [27]. To this
end, first, the pixel-level global mean (SD) values were
calculated for all the images; thereafter, the data were
normalized using the following equation:

where is the global mean of the image set X, σ is the SD,
and ε=1e–10 is an insignificant value to prevent the denominator
from becoming 0.

After normalization, for standardizing the images to achieve a
unified scale for the input of the deep neural network, the values
of the pixels of each image were scaled by transferring to (0,255)
and then by transforming to the (0,1) interval, such that the

images would be standard during training. Since CNNs depend
on a large number of data to enhance their efficiency and prevent
model over-fitting [28,29]; at this stage, data were augmented
for the training data set through random rotation, contrast
alteration, illumination alteration, and gamma correction.

All the images of the sets were shuffled such that the network
would not necessarily see the data of only a certain class during
training, and each batch would include images with different
labels belonging to both COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 classes.
The dimensions of the input images were changed to
224×224×3; however, this method can be used on images with
any other dimensions. The data set with the 64:16:20 ratio was
randomly divided among the training, validation, and test sets,
respectively, whereby 20% of the data were allocated to the test
set, the remaining 80% to the training set, and 20% of the
training set was assigned to the validation set.

Feature Extraction and Classification
Convolutional layers were used in the feature extraction block.
Immediately after each Conv2D layer, the useful statistics were
collected using the Max-Pooling module and, after normalizing
them using batch normalization, passed to the next CNN block.
To prevent model overfitting, in addition to batch normalization,
weight regularization and dropout methods were also applied.
For regularization, the Euclidean norm (L2) was used with
different coefficient values in the (0.001-0.01) interval after
activation using the LeakyReLU activation function and dropout
of 20%-30% of the weights. Inspired by the transfer learning
approach, for better feature extraction, the preliminary blocks
of the pretrained NASNetLarge network were used. NASNet
has a scalable architecture for image classification and consists
of 2 repeated motifs termed the normal cell and the reduction
cell. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of these convolutional
cells. All parameters were initialized using the weights obtained
from fitting NASNetLarge on the ImageNet data set. After the
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feature extraction block, the weights were transferred to 3 dense
or fully connected layers by using a global average pooling

flatten layer in the form of a 1-dimensional tensor.

Figure 2. Architecture of the NASNet’s convolutional cells with B=5 blocks. The input (white) is the hidden state from previous activations (or input
image). The output (pink) is the result of a concatenation operation across all resulting branches. Each convolutional cell is the result of B blocks. A
single block corresponds to 2 primitive operations (yellow) and a combination operation (green) [23].

In these layers, batch normalization, regularization, and weight
dropout were performed as well. The first dense layer used a
ReLU activation function, the next layer utilized a LeakyReLU,
and the last layer, which actually is the classifier layer, employed
a Softmax multiclass activation function.

During the training process, in the first phase, the feature
extraction block was frozen and contained nontrainable
parameters, and Adam was used as the optimizer. In this phase,
the initial learning rate of 1e–3 and the binary cross-entropy
loss function were used. If validation loss remained stable in
every 10 epochs, the learning rate would be reduced by 20% to
a minimum of 1e–6 in case of no further improvement. If the
validation loss remained stable up to 20 epochs, the process of
training would stop. Eventually, only the best weights were
saved. After training the dense layers, in the second phase the
feature extraction block was unfreezed, and the network—this
time fully trainable—was fitted once more on the same data; in
this phase, the stochastic gradient descent optimizer with the
initial learning rate of 1e–4 was utilized. The batch size was
32; the number of epochs in the first phase was assumed to be
200, and 1000 iterations were considered in the second phase.

CAD System Based on the Proposed Model
Many studies have recommended the use of CT scans for
COVID-19 detection, many of which have used machine

learning–based computer methods to enhance the results of
chest CT. All machine learning methods have attempted to
detect COVID-19 in the images with a single CT slice
[10,12,30-33]; however, in real time, radiologists confirm or
reject COVID-19 on the basis of overall slices of a patient’s CT
scan. This study aimed to design a computer-aided diagnostic
system to detect COVID-19 with multiple CT images for each
person. In the CAD system designed on the basis of the proposed
model, 4 CT slices were obtained from a person suspected with
COVID-19 and the system estimates the final result from the
output average mean of classifying all the slices. However, the
proposed system can receive a different number of slides and
does not depend on the number of inputs. This increases the
reliability of the results obtained from the proposed model.
Figure 3 provides a schematic representation of the proposed
model.

In the experiments, the proposed model successfully detected
all the cases of COVID-19 with high accuracy and differentiated
all the positive and negative cases without any discernible error.
Figures 4 and 5 display the performance of the proposed model
by presenting the results of detection on the first 25 samples
and 25 random ones from the test set, respectively.
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Figure 3. Proposed deep convolutional neural network–based CAD system for COVID-19 detection using multiple lung computed tomography scans.
CT: computed tomography.

Figure 4. Results of the detection on the first 25 samples from the test set. “I” is the image index, “P” is the predicted value, and “L” is the grand truth
label. Green indicates correct detection and red indicates incorrect detection.
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Figure 5. Results of detection on 25 random samples from the test set. “I” is the image index, “P” is the predicted value, and “L” is the grand truth
label. Green indicates correct detection and red indicates incorrect detection.

In the case of COVID-19, the lack of an early and accurate
diagnosis leads to the spread of the disease among other
individuals, which has irreversible effects on the control of the
pandemic. The proposed CAD system, which detects cases of
COVID-19 from multiple CT slices can perform more accurately
because, owing to the error of not showing the area of the GGO
in some CT slices, the data of many slices may have been
missed. Moreover, in models that detect COVID-19 from a
single slice, there is a risk of error in viewing the infected area
of the lung or ROI owing to operator errors, the angle of the
slices, or problems with the CT scanner tube. Thus, by using a
multislice CAD system, the disease can be detected in its early
stages, and the initial signs of lung involvement can be
discovered with maximum precision.

Implementation
The proposed method was implemented using the Python
programming language by Keras, which is a high-level library
for TensorFlow machine learning framework which also utilized
a Compute Unified Device Architecture deep learning network
library for parallel processing on the graphics processing unit.
The computer system had an Intel Core i7 7700K CPU, 32 GB
RAM, and an Nvidia T4 GPU accelerator. Implementation codes
and the pretrained model are available on GitHub [34].

Results

Metrics
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and F1 score

evaluation criteria were determined on the basis of the model’s
performance by using a confusion matrix. Here, sensitivity was
defined as the ratio of COVID-19 cases correctly detected by
the model to all the actual COVID-19 cases. Specificity was
defined as the ratio of the non–COVID-19 cases correctly
detected by the model to all the actual non–COVID-19 cases.
Moreover, accuracy was defined as the rate of all the COVID-19
and non–COVID-19 cases accurately detected on the basis of
the CT images.

Experimental Results and Evaluation
In this study, we used traditional measures to evaluate the
performance of the proposed model, using a confusion matrix.
Based on this confusion matrix, the specificity and sensitivity
in measuring and analyzing the performance of the proposed
CAD model were calculated, where specificity was defined as
the ability of the classifier to correctly identify individuals
without COVID-19 (true-negative rate). Sensitivity was defined
as the classifier’s ability to identify individuals with COVID-19
correctly (true-positive rate). These evaluations were performed
using the following equations:

Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix for the evaluation in the
test set for 2 classes. The evaluation criteria based on the
confusion matrix are provided in Table 2.
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Figure 6. (A) Confusion matrix and (B) normalized confusion matrix of the model performance for the test data.

Table 2. Performance of the proposed method in the test data set.

ValueMetric

99.9Sensitivity

98.6Specificity

99.6Accuracy

The learning curve of the proposed model for the training and
validation sets is illustrated in Figure 7. On assessing the
behavior of the proposed model in handling new validation data,
we observed that with increased epochs, the model had a lower
error rate, and thus enhanced accuracy for the unknown data,
which suggests that the model has high potential for detecting
new cases of COVID-19 from the CT scans. The mean square

error in detecting all the COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 cases
from among the test set images was 0.003938, which was
significantly lower than that reported in previous studies.

The metrics of positive predictive value and negative predictive
value, as well as the F1 score, for the proposed model are shown
in Table 3.

Figure 7. Training and validation loss and accuracy.
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Table 3. Evaluation of the proposed model for the test set.

Value (%)Metric

99.8%Positive predictive value = True positive / Positive calls

99.7%Negative predictive value = True negative / Negative calls

99.8%F1 score = (True positive / True positive) + 0.5 (False positive + False
negative)

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model further in
real-life applications and present a comparable evaluation, we
tested our model on a publicly available and well-known data
set [30] using the cross–data set evaluation approach. The results

shown in Table 4 compare the proposed method with other
state-of-the-art approaches, including traditional deep neural
networks and pretrained networks [30-33,35].

Table 4. Comparison of the performance of different models for detecting COVID-19 using various evaluation metrics.

Evaluation MetricsModel

F1 scoreRecallPrecisionAccuracy

95.296.294.295.1SqueezeNet

97.599.096.197.5ShuffleNet

91.893.590.291.7GoogleNet

94.995.494.094.9VGG-16

93.692.294.993.7AlexNet

95.097.193.094.9ResNet50

98.898.699.098.8Xception

95.196.793.695.1AdaBoost

79.883.176.879.4Decision Tree

97.395.599.197.3Explainable deep learning [30]

96.296.296.296.2DenseNet201 [31]

94.394.095.395.0Modied VGG19 [32]

90.085.088.590.7COVID CT-Net [33]

90.885.895.790.8Contrastive Learning [35]

99.599.899.699.4Proposed

Discussion

Principal Findings
RT–PCR is the definitive method for diagnosing COVID-19.
However, the nucleic acid test is very time-consuming, and
sputum analysis may take several days. This test’s high cost
and low sensitivity have caused major problems to health care
systems during the pandemic. Consequently, people with
false-negative findings on RT–PCR have been a source of virus
transmission and have spread the virus to others. When the
WHO emphasized the need to increase diagnostic tests and
comprehensively evaluate suspected individuals, physicians
and health care systems were encouraged to utilize cheaper and
faster tests [36-38]. When attempting to detect COVID-19 in
its initial stages, a lung CT scan does not always demonstrate
the lung consolidation areas, and no GGO findings are observed
in many cases. Machine learning models can enhance the
efficiency of radiological diagnostic methods and serve as a
suitable alternative to the RT–PCR test. The core of the CAD
system designed in this study is based on a deep CNN

architecture and uses an input with 4 slices. NASNet was utilized
here because it could determine the best architecture for feature
engineering [24]. No previous study has employed this
technological model for analyzing the CT scans of individuals
suspected with COVID-19. Further examination of medical
image processing revealed the remarkable performance of this
model in image feature extraction. This study achieved
maximum sensitivity and precision in detecting COVID-19
compared to previous studies. Considering the algorithm and
the use of multiple chest CT scan slices for a single patient, the
proposed system can be employed at diagnostic centers as a
reliable method to detect individuals with COVID-19 with high
precision in the early stages of the disease. In the future, this
CAD can be included in the picture archiving and
communications systems of radiology wards to achieve an
automated and more efficient diagnosis.

Conclusions
Using the CAD system for detecting COVID-19 during the
pandemic minimizes the time of image interpretation and
consequently the number of patients waiting at radiology centers.
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Furthermore, by increasing the number of images produced by
the CT scanner and increasing the population size, better

classification results for differentiating positive and negative
cases can be expected.
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Abstract

Background: Although Pinterest has become a popular platform for distributing influential information that shapes users’
behaviors, the role of recipes pinned on Pinterest in these behaviors is not well understood.

Objective: This study aims to explore the patterns of food ingredients and the nutritional content of recipes posted on Pinterest
and to examine the factors associated with recipes that engage more users.

Methods: Data were collected from Pinterest between June 28 and July 12, 2020 (207 recipes and 2818 comments). All samples
were collected via 2 new user accounts with no search history. A codebook was developed with a raw agreement rate of 0.97
across all variables. Content analysis and natural language processing sentiment analysis techniques were employed.

Results: Recipes using seafood or vegetables as the main ingredient had, on average, fewer calories and less sodium, sugar,
and cholesterol than meat- or poultry-based recipes. For recipes using meat as the main ingredient, more than half of the energy
was obtained from fat (277/490, 56.6%). Although the most followed pinners tended to post recipes containing more poultry or
seafood and less meat, recipes with higher fat content or providing more calories per serving were more popular, having more
shared photos or videos and comments. The natural language processing–based sentiment analysis suggested that Pinterest users
weighted taste more heavily than complexity (225/2818, 8.0%) and health (84/2828, 2.9%).

Conclusions: Although popular pinners tended to post recipes with more seafood or poultry or vegetables and less meat, recipes
with higher fat and sugar content were more user-engaging, with more photo or video shares and comments. Data on Pinterest
behaviors can inform the development and implementation of nutrition health interventions to promote healthy recipe sharing on
social media platforms.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25757)   doi:10.2196/25757
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Introduction

Background
Healthy eating patterns and their effect on disease prevention
have been demonstrated robustly across the scientific literature
[1-9]. The US government has dedicated enormous resources
to improve Americans’ eating patterns through programs such
as the National School Lunch program and the Special
Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and
Children. In 2015, the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee
published the 2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americans,
providing guidance for choosing a healthy diet. Despite such
efforts, between 2003 and 2016, although the intake of sugar
by Americans decreased by 4.8 teaspoons per day, no
appreciable changes occurred in the intake of vegetables, total
meat, poultry, and seafood [10]. Although from 2003-2004 to
2015-2016, Americans increased whole grain consumption, the
mean intake of grains, vegetables, and dairy continued to be
lower than the Dietary Guidelines recommendations [10]. Only
42% of the US population met dietary recommendations
between 2013 and 2014, and less than half of the older adults
met the recommendations between 2013 and 2016 [11,12].

Social media has become a new and efficient way to distribute
and consume influential information that shapes people’s dietary
behaviors [13,14]. Several internet-based intervention programs
have been implemented to enhance individuals’ knowledge of
healthy eating [15,16]. With the growing popularity of social
media, there is an urgent need to assess the contents of healthy
food and nutrition information on social media and their
associations with user engagement among both posters and
information seekers.

Pinterest, launched in 2010, is a unique social media platform
where users can save images (pins) and upload it to the board
(a collection of pins from different users) [17]. It has also
become a popular social media site for users to share recipes.
According to a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center
in 2018, 28% of US adults reported that they had used Pinterest
[18], and over 60% of active users made a new recipe inspired
by Pinterest in 2015 [19]. Pinterest provides us with a platform
and unprecedented opportunities to study the effect of social
media on dietary behaviors and, consequently, public health
[20]. This study aims to examine the patterns in which nutrition
information on recipes is received and shared among Pinterest
users and identify the key elements of recipes that influence the
perceptions and preferences of Pinterest users. Our findings will
shed light on future social media–based dietary intervention
program design and implementation.

Objectives
To the best of our knowledge, no prior study has evaluated the
recipe content on Pinterest. This study provides a first glimpse
of this domain to advance the understanding of the relationship
between social media use and dietary behavior. We aim to
achieve the following 2 goals. First, we aim to examine the
patterns of food ingredients and nutrients prescribed by recipes
posted on Pinterest. Second, by employing both traditional
content analysis and a natural language processing (NLP)

technique, we sought to understand the factors that distinguish
the most popular recipes among users.

Methods

Data Collection
Data were collected between June 28 and July 12, 2020.
Although there is no “rule of thumb” on how long the data
collection should persist, we adapted a proper time frame based
on previous literature that specifically focused on Pinterest
[21,22]. All samples were collected using the Pinterest search
engine by 2 new user accounts with no search history, no posts
and boards or pins, 0 followers, and 0 following. The keywords
recipe, breakfast, lunch, and dinner were used to identify
samples on Pinterest. Pins with recipes containing all the
required information were selected by scrolling down the search
results page for each keyword. This approach was developed
based on previous studies on Pinterest content [21,22]. Pins that
were duplicates or missing any of the following information
were excluded: eating occasion, cooking method, cooking time,
ingredients, and nutrition information. A total of 207 collected
pins or boards that met our criteria and all comments (2818
comments) under the 207 recipes were included in the analysis.
A codebook was developed in an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft
Corp) to document the URL, time of data collection, comments,
number of replied photos and videos, poster’s number of
followers, eating occasion, cooking method, cooking time,
ingredients, and nutrition information.

Data Analysis
For the content analysis, following the 2015-2020 United States
Department of Agriculture Dietary Guidelines, food ingredients
were classified as dark green vegetables, red and orange
vegetables, legumes (beans and peas), starchy vegetables, other
vegetables, fruits, seafood, meats, poultry, eggs, nuts or seeds
or soy products, dairy, oil, and butter [23]. The recipes were
then categorized into 4 types based on their primary ingredients:
meat, poultry, seafood, and vegetable recipes. Recipes that only
contained meat, poultry, or seafood were further categorized
according to whether they contained any vegetables. All
measurement units were converted into grams per serving. The
variables measured at the nutrient level included total energy
(calories per serving); sodium (mg per serving); and, in grams
per serving, fat, protein, carbohydrate, fiber, sugar, and
cholesterol. Each pinner’s number of followers was classified
based on a tertile distribution. Overall, 2 coders independently
analyzed all study samples and performed cross-checks to ensure
intercoder reliability. The raw agreement rate was 0.97 for all
variables.

For the comment analysis, 3 keyword dictionaries were created
with keywords related to health (eg, health, healthy, calorie,
and cholesterol), taste (eg, yummy, delicious, tasty, and creamy),
and the complexity of the recipe (eg, quick, easy, sample, and
difficult). Keyword searching was applied to assess sentiment
of comments posted by Pinterest users.

Descriptive analyses were performed for each type of food
ingredient and their corresponding nutrient content. In addition,
the popularity of recipe ingredients was assessed by the number
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of recoded followers (presented in tertiles). The level of
engagement for each recipe was also evaluated by categorizing
comments and shared photos or videos into tertiles, with regard
to the fat, sugar, and fiber content of the recipes. Comments
and shared photos or videos were chosen as indicators of
engagement based on prior literature that suggested that, in the
context of Pinterest, the number of likes on each pin indicates
relatively low engagement (users simply acknowledge or agree
with content), whereas the number of comments indicates
medium engagement (users created and shared such content)
[24]. High engagement is indicated by actual offline
participation and can be captured by users’ shared photo or
videos (images of what they made based on the same recipes)
[24]. To process and analyze natural language data from the
comments, both keyword search and sentiment analysis

technology were applied. The sentiment analysis method we
used was VADER (valence aware dictionary and sentiment
reasoner). VADER performs sentiment analysis on textual data
to determine whether the sentiment of a text is positive, negative,
or neutral. VADER is a lexicon- and rule-based sentiment
analysis method. It was developed specifically to analyze the
sentiment of English text in microblog-like social media [25].
VADER requires no training data and provides high-speed
analysis [26]. VADER helped us categorize all comments as
being positive, neutral, or negative by polarity, that is, the
representation of sentiment. All statistical analyses were
conducted using STATA 15.1 (StataCorp LP) and Python 3.6
(Python Software Foundation). Figure 1 shows the entire data
collection and analysis process.

Figure 1. Process of data collection and analysis.

Results

Summary Statistics
Table 1 describes the quantity of food ingredients and nutrients
served by meat, poultry, seafood, and vegetable recipes.
Although not statistically significant, 7 patterns were identified
in the data. First, we found that meat, poultry, and seafood
weighed more in recipes that only served these main dishes than
those that also contained vegetables. For example, 124.79 g
meat was served in meat-only recipes compared with 100.65 g
in meat recipes that also contained vegetables. Second, recipes
containing vegetables provided more total energy than recipes

served without vegetables. For instance, poultry recipes that
contained vegetables provided an average of 442.79 calories
per serving compared with 433.31 calories provided by
poultry-only recipes. Third, seafood recipes (329.38 calories
per serving) or vegetable recipes (293.67 calories per serving)
provided lower total energy content compared with meat- or
poultry-based recipes (430-490 calories per serving). Fourth,
48.6% (230/473) and 56.5% (277/490) of the total energy in
meat-only and meat-with-vegetable recipes came from fat,
higher than the other types of recipes. Fifth, meat recipes, in
general, contained higher fat (25.62-30.13 g per serving) than
poultry- and seafood-based recipes (16.79-22.35 g per serving).
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Sixth, seafood recipes tended to contain less sodium and sugar
than meat and poultry recipes. Seventh, 38.2% (112/293) of
total energy in vegetable-based recipes came from carbohydrate,

with less sodium (483.63 mg per serving) and cholesterol (47.65
g per serving), compared with other types of recipes.

Table 1. The ingredient and nutrient distributions of meat, poultry, seafood, and vegetable recipes.

Vegetablea,b with

eggsc (n=59),
mean (SD)

SeafoodaPoultryaMeataRecipes

Seafood with veg-

etablec (n=13),
mean (SD)

Seafood only
(n=6), mean
(SD)

Poultry with veg-

etablec (n=76),
mean (SD)

Poultry only
(n=35),
mean (SD)

Meat with veg-

etablec (n=45),
mean (SD)

Meat only
(n=25),
mean (SD)

Food ingredients (g per serving)d

113.3 (0)29.5 (15.4)N/A49.6 (14.1)N/A75.6 (0)N/AeDark vegetable

72.5 (88.6)N/AN/A29.5 (21.3)N/A90.6 (189.8)N/ARed and other veg-
etable

70.8 (0)N/AN/A81.5 (35.1)N/A42.5 (0)N/ALegumes and beans

144.7 (129.2)N/AN/A81.5 (35.1)N/A132.3 (26.8)N/AStarchy vegetable

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/A100.7 (98.2)124.8
(128.5)

Meat

N/AN/AN/A100.4 (88.9)106.7 (94.5)N/AN/APoultry

N/A118.4 (73.0)122.8 (66.2)N/AN/AN/AN/ASeafood

28.3 (23.4)N/AN/A16.6 (6.3)14.5 (5.7)51.4 (111.0)51.4 (111.0)Eggs

293.6 (131.6)329.3 (178.5)320.6
(126.5)

442.7 (185.7)433.3
(225.5)

473.8 (246.8)490.9
(280.1)

Total energy (calories per
serving)

Nutrients (g per serving)

14.8 (9.7)16.7 (13.7)18.5 (9.6)20.9 (13.0)22.3 (13.8)25.6 (17.4)30.1 (17.9)Fat

44.840.450.541.846.748.556.6Percentage of energy

from fat (%)f

12.3 (10.0)27.1 (16.6)23.5 (14.9)36.8 (50.2)32.6 (19.5)28.5 (19.2)26.4 (11.9)Protein

16.433.130.734.930.925.224.2Percentage of energy

from protein (%)f

29.1 (24.1)16.3 (17.1)12.6 (17.1)27.1 (24.6)20.9 (24.2)27.3 (20.0)24.7 (17.7)Carbohydrates

38.324.914.523.817.925.622.7Percentage of energy
from carbohydrates

(%)f

4.0 (5.1)1.7 (2.1)0.8 (0.7)2.9 (3.6)1.3 (1.2)3.8 (7.6)2.2 (2.)Fiber

483.6 (389.1)777.3 (659.1)489.8
(431.6)

767.0 (559.5)911.0
(510.6)

775.6 (683.3)861.2
(655.9)

Sodium (mg per
serving)

4.73 (7.81)3.5 (4.2)1.3 (1.0)6.6 (7.9)5.7 (8.0)6.7 (11.6)6.5 (12.9)Sugar

47.6 (66.5)152.9 (177.2)98.5 (100.6)109.3 (69.8)126.5 (71.4)97.2 (113.1)114.6
(135.5)

Cholesterol

aRecipes that included a main dish only and those that included a main dish served with vegetables were mutually exclusive. For example, a meat-only
recipe was defined as a recipe that only included meat, whereas recipes that included both meat and vegetables were listed in the meat with vegetable
category.
bNo recipes were purely vegan; therefore, we reported ovo-lacto recipes.
cThe calculation of sample average used only complete data, that is, some of the denominators were smaller than 45 and did not have standard errors.
dThe food ingredients were categorized based on the guidelines of the United States Department of Agriculture.
eN/A: not applicable.
fThe sum of column percentages of each recipe class may exceed 100% because each value was calculated separately as the percentage of energy from
specific nutrients divided by the total energy provided in a recipe class.
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Relationship Between Popularity and Ingredients of
Shared Recipes
The bar charts in Multimedia Appendix 1 describe the
relationship between the pinner’s popularity and the ingredients
of their shared recipes. Popularity was measured as the number
of followers per pinner, stratified by tertile. Pinners in third
tertile had more followers. Although not statistically significant,
3 patterns emerged. First, as the number of followers increased,
the amount of meat served in the recipe decreased. Second,
recipes with greater followings contained more poultry and
seafood but fewer red and other vegetables. Third, starchy
vegetables were distributed similarly, regardless of the number
of followers.

Relationship Between Photo or Video and Comments
Sharing and Recipe Features
Multimedia Appendix 2 presents the mean number of shared
photos or videos and comments under the recipes according to
the absolute amount of fat per serving in the recipes, classified
in tertiles. Recipes in the third tertile had the highest fat content.
Data showed that more photos or videos and comments were
shared as the absolute amount of fat per serving increased.
Although not statistically significant, among the 172 recipes
with complete information, the average number of shared photos
or videos and comments increased from 25 to 35 between the
first and third tertiles, suggesting that recipes with higher fat
content, such as creamy garlic butter chicken, were more popular
among Pinterest users.

Multimedia Appendix 2 also presents the mean number of shared
photos or videos and comments under recipes based on the
recipes’ sugar content. Among 166 recipes that had complete
sugar information, the mean number of photos or videos and
comments were distributed as an inverse U shape. Although

not statistically significant, this pattern indicated an upward
trend in the number of shared photos or videos and comments
received (between the first and second tertiles) when a recipe
contained high sugar content, but the trend turned down when
the recipe’s sugar level reached the third tertile. In terms of
sugar, our data suggested that the number of comments was
similar regardless of the fiber content. However, although not
statistically significant, recipes containing the highest amount
of fiber (third tertile) were less popular, having fewer shared
photos and videos compared with those in the first or second
tertile.

Multimedia Appendix 2 further presents the mean number of
shared photos or videos and comments based on the recipes’
number of calories per serving. Data suggested that the number
of shared photos and videos and the number of comments were
positively correlated with the number of calories per serving.
Recipes that provided more calories per serving (in the second
and third tertiles) were more popular than recipes that provided
fewer calories per serving (in the first tertile), with fewest shared
photos or videos and comments.

Comment Analysis
Table 2 shows sample comments, corresponding sentiment
polarity, and related topic. Figure 2 shows the results of text
mining from all 2818 comments analyzed. Out of 544 comments
deemed as taste related, 25.9% (141/544) were positive,
significantly higher than negative (72/544, 13.2%) and neutral
(33/544, 6.1%; P<.05). The complexity of a recipe and its health
attributes were commented on less frequently: less than 8%
(225/2818) of the comments contained text related to
complexity, and less than 3% (84/2828) of the comments
contained text related to health. We found that taste and
complexity were the most important factors in shaping Pinterest
users’ sentiments.

Table 2. Comment samples and polarity.

TopicKeywordSentiment polarityComment

N/AN/AaNeutral“How long do I leave them in the oven?”

HealthCaloriesNeutral“How many calories is this?”

N/AN/ANegative“I do not like brown sugar in my meatloaf...ugh”

TasteSalty and greasyNegative“Definitely way too salty and too greasy for me.”

ComplexityEasyPositive“It’s easy! I did this again and LOVED it!”

TasteDeliciousPositive“It turned out amazing!! Very delicious.”

aN/A: not applicable.
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Figure 2. Pinterest users’ attitudes toward different aspects of recipes.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, recipes posted on Pinterest were collected,
analyzed, and compared for ingredients and nutrients. We found
that, in most cases, recipes using seafood or vegetables as the
main ingredient, for example, tuna salad (main ingredient: tuna;
other ingredients: celery, onion, flat-leaf parsley, mayonnaise,
mustard, and black pepper), had, on average, fewer calories and
less sodium, sugar, and cholesterol than meat- or poultry-based
recipes, for example, crispy chicken wraps (main ingredient:
popcorn chicken; other ingredients: tomatoes, cheddar cheese,
buffalo wing sauce, and flour tortillas) and Mongolian beef
(main ingredient: flank steak; other ingredients: cornstarch,
canola oil, ginger, garlic, soy sauce, dark brown sugar, and
scallions). Recipes using meat as the main ingredient, for
example, creamy herbed pork chops (main ingredient: pork
chops; other ingredients: milk, Montreal steak sauce, butter,
flour, basil, black pepper, and instant beef bouillon granules),
provided more energy by fat. Although the most followed
pinners tended to post recipes containing more poultry or
seafood and less meat, recipes serving higher fat or providing
more calories per serving were more popular, having more
shared photos or videos and comments. Sentiment analysis
based on text mining showed that Pinterest users, in general,
valued taste more than health qualities when making comments
or sharing photos or videos.

With the sharp increase in the number of social media users,
platforms such as Pinterest have become influential mechanisms
to transform knowledge sharing and acquisition, including
dietary choice [27]. According to a survey conducted by the
Pew Research Center in 2018, about 28% of US adults used
Pinterest [18]. Although evidence has shown that intervention
tactics through tailored web-based platforms can help promote
evidence-based nutrition education to the public [28,29],
members of the academic community have urged for more
research evaluating the mutual influence between social media
users and information or content providers [30]. Our study

provides the first glimpse into how recipe information is
disseminated and viewed from 2 distinct perspectives: Pinterest
posters (pinners) and users.

From the perspective of content providers, we found that the
most popular pinners, by sharing recipes containing more
seafood and poultry (Multimedia Appendix 1) with less sodium,
sugar, and cholesterol, are overall more health conscious. This
finding can be understood in terms of the social cognitive theory.
The social cognitive theory states that a human is an agent that
has not only been a forethinker but also a motivator and
self-regulator. In a sense, humans learn by observing others’
actions and their consequences [31]. In our case, pinners are
more likely to imitate posts that are socially rewarded. Early
research on popular food blogs (webpages that can be pinned
to Pinterest) aligned with our findings, suggesting that vegetarian
and seafood recipes had significantly lower nutrition risks and
more health benefits compared with red meat and poultry recipes
[32]. Many health-conscious social elites do not eat meat at all;
they only eat vegetables or seafood. It is not surprising that
celebrities or social influencers, such as those with many
followers on Pinterest, embrace this elite social norm,
considering that most Pinterest users are from high-income
households [18], which reinforced the role of self-reactiveness
portrayed in the social cognitive theory [31]. In theory, an agent
acts intentionally [31]. Popular pinners, such as celebrities,
might be more health orientated and have implicitly or explicitly
engaged in education, inspiration, and activism—the 3 stages
of celebrity narratives—when they post recipes on Pinterest
[33]. Red meat, for example, is classified as probably
carcinogenic to humans (group 2A) by the Working Group of
the International Agency for Research on Cancer [34] and is
associated with type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases,
malignancies, and other diseases [35,36]. Such joint activity
requires commitment to a shared intention [31,37]. Pinners may
or may not be aware of this fact, but by posting recipes
containing less red meat, they may have contributed to shifting
public dietary choices to a healthier direction.

From the users’ perspective, they are often learners in pursuit
of inspirational recipes [38]. We found that recipes with higher
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fat and sugar content tended to generate higher user engagement
and greater numbers of shared photos or videos and comments.
High engagement refers to actual offline use of the recipe rather
than simply clicking like on a particular pin [24]. The social
cognitive theory postulates that people are more motivated when
they consider a subject worthwhile [37]. Our sentiment analysis
corroborated the theory and literature by showing that users
attached more importance to the taste of a recipe than its
healthfulness and complexity. The social cognitive theory of
mass communication also shows that behavior changes of an
agent can be directly affected by media and indirectly influenced
by connections to social systems that are diffused by media.
The diffusion process relies heavily on the social-prompting
power of the modeling [31]. Previous qualitative research
showed that learners often quickly assumed the role of an expert
or teacher when sharing nutrition information from social media
[38]; therefore, it is concerning that ordinary people paid more
attention to taste and were motivated by fat- and sugar-heavy
pins. A likely downstream effect of these preferences of ordinary
people is that tasty recipes will be disseminated quickly on
social media through users’ social networks (a part of the social
system) and make their way into regular recipe rotations for
more people [39]. Our findings suggest a high priority area for
future social media–based nutrition interventions.

There appears to be a discrepancy between what pinners posted
and how users consumed information, leading to an opportunity
for future health interventions via Pinterest. Previous studies
have shown that social media interventions can have a positive
effect on nutritional outcomes [14]. Strategies to increase users’
health consciousness can include, but are not limited to, (1)
encouraging pinners to provide healthier (low sugar and
cholesterol) alternative ingredients, (2) promoting recipes
provided by health professionals and supported by
evidence-based research [40,41], and (3) designing and
promoting healthy recipes that are tasty and easy to prepare.

Limitations
This study had some limitations. First, because of the restrictions
imposed by Pinterest, the content scrolling process is not
automated. The manual data collection resulted in a relatively
small sample size and a large margin of error. To address the
issues related to the small sample size, we applied a machine
learning technique to mine text from the comments. A total of
100 comments were randomly selected to assess sentiment error
rates. We found that the error rate was 18%, which is better than
the acceptable level used in previous studies by convention [42].
Second, only recipes posted in English were included. Thus,
the sample was not representative of non–English-speaking
cultures or users. Third, the measurement of healthfulness was
assessed based on the types of food ingredients and amount of
fat, sugar, and fiber; other aspects of health, such as cooking
methods, were not included. Future research should incorporate
these aspects. Finally, demographic information such as gender
or race and ethnicity of the Pinterest users was unavailable from
Pinterest. Our sample was restricted to those who could adopt
the food culture embedded in Pinterest. As seafood- or
vegetable-only recipes are often more expensive or beyond the
reach of low-income populations, more research is needed to
address the potential socioeconomic disparities inherent in
popular social media platforms.

Conclusions
In this study, we used both content analysis and NLP techniques
to analyze recipes posted on Pinterest. Seafood-based recipes
and vegetarian recipes had fewer calories and less sodium, sugar,
and cholesterol than meat-based recipes. Although the most
popular pinners tended to exhibit more health consciousness by
posting recipes with more seafood, poultry, and vegetables and
less meat, recipes with higher fat and sugar content had higher
user engagement, as demonstrated by the higher numbers of
photo or video shares and comments. Population health could
be improved with targeted interventions to address this disparity
through efforts to enhance interest in and adoption of healthy
recipes by Pinterest users.
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Abstract

Background: An accurate understanding of dietary supplements (DS) is a prerequisite for informed decisions regarding their
intake. However, there is a need for studies on this understanding among the public based on validated research tools.

Objective: This study aims to assess the knowledge about DS among Polish internet users with no medical education and to
identify its determinants and design an appropriate predictive model.

Methods: The study protocol was prospectively registered with a statistical analysis plan. Polish users of a web-based health
service and a social networking service were administered a survey consisting of the recently developed questionnaire on knowledge
about DS, the questionnaire on trust in advertising DS, the beliefs about medicines questionnaire, and several other health-related
single-item measures and sociodemographic questions. The results were subjected to general linear modeling.

Results: A total of 6273 participants were included. Of the 17 yes or no questions in the questionnaire of knowledge about DS,
the mean number of correct responses was 9.0 (95% CI 8.9-9.1). Health service users performed worse than social networking
users by 2.3 points (95% CI 2.1-2.5) in an analysis adjusted for potential confounders. Internet users had fewer true beliefs about
DS if they presented higher trust in their advertising (adjusted β=−.37; 95% CI −.39 to −.34), used DS (adjusted β=−.14; 95%
CI −.17 to −.12), experienced their positive effect (adjusted β=−.16; 95% CI −.18 to −.13), were older or younger than 35 years
(adjusted β=−.14; 95% CI −.17 to −.12), expressed interest in the topic of DS (adjusted β=−.10; 95% CI −.13 to −.08), reported
getting information about the products from friends (adjusted β=−.13; 95% CI −.15 to −.11), and believed that medicines are
harmful (adjusted β=−.12; 95% CI −.15 to −.10). The proposed 5-predictor model could explain 31.2% of the variance in knowledge
about DS. The model appeared resistant to overfitting and was able to forecast most of the observed associations.

Conclusions: Polish internet users with no medical education exhibit some false beliefs regarding DS. Trusting the advertising
of DS appears to conflict with knowledge about them. There is an urgent need for effective web-based educational campaigns
on DS and the promotion of advertising literacy. After the proposed predictive model is externally validated, it may help identify
the least informed target audience.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25228)   doi:10.2196/25228
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Introduction

Background
Dietary supplements (DS) are consumed by approximately half
of the adult population in developed countries [1-3]. They are
used not only to fill potential nutrient gaps, as they are intended
to, but also ostensibly to improve and maintain overall health
and well-being, prevent or treat diseases, enhance cognitive and
sports performance, and extend life expectancy [3-8]. The
recommendations of health care providers seem to play only a
minor role in the decision to use DS [4]. Instead, media,
including the internet, appear to shape DS consumption patterns
[5,9]. The internet is able to build a highly positive picture of
DS [10-15]. In contrast, recent findings of large-scale,
high-quality research studies highlight overall negligible benefits
[2,16] and potential threats [2,17,18] related to DS use. It is
important to evaluate the actual knowledge about DS held by
the public and its determinants, not only for cognitive reasons
but also for tailoring educational campaigns capable of fostering
informed decisions regarding DS consumption [3,19-22].

Knowledge about DS has already been examined in numerous
research studies worldwide, in multiple populations [3,23-29],
including the general public [30-33]. Most participants were
likely internet users [34]. Although the findings consistently
reported an inadequate knowledge level, a systematic review
could not draw any conclusions regarding knowledge about DS
because of the heterogeneity of the data [35]. Moreover, most
of the reports had multiple methodological limitations: the
sample sizes were fairly low and selected with highly
nonprobabilistic techniques, and the methods applied to examine
knowledge about DS presented modest or vaguely described
validity proofs. Apart from a general nutrition knowledge
questionnaire [36] and similar measures for health care workers
[28,37], no satisfactorily validated tool was available to test
knowledge about DS in the general population until such a test
was developed in 2019 [38]. The questionnaire exhibited
acceptable and well-documented validity and was designed to
screen commonly identifiable beliefs that are important from
the public health perspective. This questionnaire was developed
in the same country and the same language as this research was
performed, thus allowing a valid assessment of knowledge about
DS and its determinants on a large scale.

Objectives
This study aims to evaluate the level of knowledge about DS
and identify its determinants among adult Polish internet users
without medical education. The following research questions
were addressed: (1) what is the level of knowledge about DS
among Polish internet users? (2) what are the characteristics of
the population members who are unknowledgeable about DS?
and (3) how can the level of knowledge about DS be modeled
in this population? These research questions were additionally
addressed to some subpopulations with a high impact on public
health: older people, residents of rural areas, and people with
low earnings.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the Bioethics Committee of the
Medical University of Lodz, Poland (KE/1382/19, received on
October 15, 2019). Expressing informed consent in an electronic
manner was mandatory to participate in the study. The study
protocol with the data analysis plan was prospectively registered
on November 26, 2019, in the public repository Open Science
Framework (Center for Open Science; Open Science
Framework) [39]. A few changes to the preregistered study
protocol were made after the study commencement, which are
presented and discussed in Multimedia Appendix 1. DOZ.pl
(Pelion), a web-based health service entity, was the research
partner in this study. The only role of DOZ.pl was to prepare
promotional materials (each one approved by the researchers)
to help recruit participants and to enter the survey content
(authored by the researchers with no influence of DOZ.pl) into
an external web-based survey system (see section Research
Instruments). This paper was outlined according to the STROBE
(Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in
Epidemiology) guidelines for cross-sectional studies [40] and,
to some extent, the TRIPOD (Transparent Reporting of a
multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or
Diagnosis) guidelines [41].

Study Design
This was a nationwide cross-sectional study conducted among
Polish internet users. A self-administered survey was accessed
on the web. Each participant was asked to complete the survey
once.

Research Instruments
The survey was created using the Survio web-based survey
system (Survio). It was pretested in a qualitative manner by 5
nonmedically educated people (3 women; mean age 52.0 years,
SD 19.1 years) for readability, understanding, appearance, face
validity, and time to survey completion according to the
procedure described in a study by Hilton [42]. The survey was
modified according to the feedback received to construct the
final version.

The survey comprised 5 consecutive parts:

1. Introduction: the first page provided the volunteers with
basic information about the purpose of the study, the
structure of the survey, the rights of participants, and contact
person data. This page also included a statement of informed
consent, which was to be expressed electronically by ticking
a Start the survey now button.

2. Knowledge about DS: this part included a recently
developed and validated questionnaire on knowledge about
DS in its original Polish language version [38]. The
questionnaire consisted of 17 true-or-false statements; the
respondent received a point for each correct answer with a
maximum of 17 points. The questionnaire was formed of
2 subscales to examine general and specific knowledge.
Knowledge about DS–general assessed “familiarity with
the useful facts concerning the legal status of DS in general”
[38]. It included 7 items related to DS definition, DS quality
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standards, and DS package labeling. Knowledge about
DS–specific assessed “familiarity with common,
scientifically proven and useful facts about popular dietary
supplements” [38]. It included 10 items related to the
efficacy of vitamin C, vitamin D, multivitamin, calcium,
magnesium, and antioxidants and their adverse effects and
oral absorption. The content of each questionnaire item is
presented in Multimedia Appendix 2. The sum of correct
answers in knowledge about DS–general and knowledge
about DS–specific formed knowledge about DS–total, which
operationalized the construct of knowledge about DS.

3. Dietary supplement advertising: this part included a
single-item measure of having contact with DS
advertisements within the past week and a recently
developed and validated questionnaire on trust in advertising
DS in its original Polish version [38]. The tool consisted
of 8 pairs of opposing expressions characterizing DS
advertisements and information conveyed by them to be
assessed on a 5-point semantic differential scale. The
questionnaire was formed from the reliability, intelligibility,
and affect subscales. The sum of scores on the subscales
operationalized the construct of the trust in advertising DS.

4. Beliefs about medicines: this part included the Polish
version [43] of the beliefs about medicines questionnaire
(BMQ) [44]. The tool included in this study involved only
the BMQ-General, as it may be used separately from
BMQ-Specific to assess ideas about medicines in general
among people who may take no medicines [44]. The
BMQ-General consisted of 8 statements for a respondent
to express their opinions using a 5-point Likert scale. The
BMQ-General was composed of 2 separate 4-item subscales
to operationalize the construct of beliefs that medicines are
overused by doctors (BMQ Overuse) and the construct of
beliefs that medicines are harmful, addictive, poisonous,
and should not be taken continuously (BMQ Harm).

5. Other medical and sociodemographic data: this part
included a set of single-item measures of health (4-point
Likert scale), diet and physical activity (5-point semantic
differential scale), use of any DS within the past 30 days
(further called use of DS; 2-point Likert scale), personal
experience of positive (or negative) effect of DS (further
called positive [or negative] effect of DS, for DS users only;
both 2-point Likert scale), interest in DS (5-point semantic
differential scale), sources of getting knowledge about DS
(assessed in 5 categories: medical doctors, pharmacists,
dieticians, friends with no medical education, and media
such as magazines, television, radio, and internet; each of
the categories assessed in 4-point Likert scale), and
conventional cigarette smoking and electronic cigarette use
(both as 3-point Likert scales: never; no, but I smoked/used
in the past; and yes). A measure of self-rated diet used in
this study was found in a pretest study (a convenience
sample of 117 healthy adults from the general population
and medical students) to significantly correlate (Pearson
r=0.48; P<.001) with the Polish version (own translation
with no full validation) of the Starting the Conversation
scale, a brief dietary assessment tool [45]. In the same
pretest study, a measure of self-rated physical activity was
found to significantly correlate with the Polish version of

the International Physical Activity Questionnaire Short
Form [46] (Pearson r=0.49; P<.001). Demographic data in
the survey used in this study included age, sex, educational
level (with 5 options to choose from), having medical
education (no or yes), number of inhabitants in a place of
residence, and monthly net household earnings per family
member (both with 4 options to choose from).

None of the survey questions employed forced answering. In
all semantic differential scales, the central value was set as the
default answer. It was predicted that the survey would take 5
to 10 minutes to complete. After completing the survey,
participants were provided with correct answers to the
knowledge about DS questionnaire with expert comments for
educational purposes. A survey could be completed only once
from a single internet protocol address to avoid duplicate
records.

The detailed characteristics of the survey questions and their
method of operationalization are described in the study protocol
[39]. The questions asked in the survey and its layout are
presented in Polish (original version) and English in Multimedia
Appendix 3.

Participants
The desired sample size was set to 10,000 participants. It was
determined not according to the analysis of statistical power
but based on the estimated ability of DOZ.pl to reach the
audience. A nonprobability convenience sampling technique
was used to recruit internet users. They were accessed through
a web-based health service and a general social networking
website between November 26, 2019, and March 11, 2020.
DOZ.pl was used as the health service, whereas Wykop.pl
(Wykop; modeled after the American Digg service) was the
social networking service. In the 3 months from December 2019
to February 2020, when the study was conducted, DOZ.pl was
the sixth most popular web-based health service and the first
most popular web-based pharmacy in Poland, with a mean of
37.91 million page views and 4.39 million unique users (15.72%
of internet users in Poland) per month. In the same period,
Wykop.pl was the fifth-to-sixth most popular web-based social
networking service in Poland, with 74.31 million page views
and 4.28 million unique users (15.36% of internet users in
Poland) each month [47].

Apart from the refusal of electronic informed consent, there
were no specific exclusion criteria in the study. The survey
could be completed by anybody who reached it on the web;
however, a knowledge of Polish was needed to complete it.

Procedure
Throughout the period during which the study was conducted,
promotional material encouraging participation with a link to
the survey was temporarily placed in a slider on the main
DOZ.pl website and some subpages, DOZ.pl social media
(Facebook), and some other DOZ.pl channels. Moreover, the
invitation to participate was emailed twice to the subscribers of
DOZ.pl newsletter. Similarly, the promotional material with a
link to the survey was posted on the Wykop.pl website to be
entered and promoted by service users.
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Data Analysis
Each survey record was assumed to be completed by a single
respondent. Before performing the analysis, survey data were
cleaned by removing records considered potentially meaningless
[48] (as detailed in Multimedia Appendix 4). The number,
frequency, and pattern of missing values were examined
(Multimedia Appendix 5). Before any further analysis, the
missing values were completed using a multiple imputation by
chained equation procedure under a missing at random
assumption about the unobserved data.

Details of the data analysis are depicted in a preregistered data
analysis plan [39]. Briefly, descriptive statistics were presented,
and participants’ characteristics from the 2 web-based services
were compared using the asymptotic Mann-Whitney U test,
Pearson chi-square test, and general linear models (GLMs).
Then, the associations between all the examined characteristics
of participants and knowledge about DS–general, knowledge
about DS–specific, and knowledge about DS–total were tested.
The associations were examined in raw analyses and with
adjustment for potential confounders (age, following its
transformation; sex; education; the number of inhabitants;
earnings; type of web service through which the survey was
accessed; and calendar year in which a participant completed
the survey). Adjustment for calendar year was performed to
correct for the potential effect of “Broadcasting agreement about
the rules and regulations for advertising dietary supplements,”
which was signed in Poland and became effective on January
01, 2020. Although the Likert and semantic differential scale
data should be perceived as ordinal variables, parametric tests
were used to allow for multivariate modeling with GLM.
Sensitivity analysis of the associations was performed in 2 steps.
First, univariate associations were tested using a corresponding
nonparametric procedure (Spearman rho). Second, all parametric
associations were repeated in a complete case database before
data imputation. The Benjamini and Hochberg procedure was
used to reduce the false discovery rate to 0.05, which was
inflated by testing multiple hypotheses.

The predictive model of knowledge about DS was built using
multivariate linear regression analysis. The selection of
knowledge about DS predictors was based on the following
criteria: first, the characteristics substantially associated with
the knowledge about DS–total were preferred. Second, objective
measures, which reflect the underlying constructs with strong
proof of validity, were favored. Third, a set of predictors with
negligible collinearity was retained. Collinearity was assessed
using explanatory factor analysis and Pearson r correlation
matrix. Data transformation was also considered. The final
model was selected according to the best subset selection
algorithm to promote model simplicity based on the Akaike and
Bayesian information criteria. Its performance was illustrated
with a calibration plot as well as mean absolute error (MAE)

of prediction (the mean difference between predicted and
observed knowledge about DS–total score) and root mean
squared error (RMSE). The final model was internally validated
using a 10-fold cross-validation procedure to correct for
overfitting bias.

P lower than Benjamini-Hochberg corrected significance level
or P<.05 were considered statistically significant. The analyses
were performed using STATISTICA software version 13.3
(Statsoft) and R software version 4.0.0 (package mice version
3.8.0; R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

Results

Database
The survey was displayed 24,400 times and completed 7632
times (7632/24,400, 31.28% of the displayed surveys). A total
of 6273 records (6273/7632, 82.19% of the completed records)
were retained in the final database following the cleaning
procedure, which is detailed in Multimedia Appendix 4. Missing
data comprised 0.38% of the values in the database, and
convincing evidence was found against the pattern of missing
completely at random. Details of the data missingness analysis
are presented in Multimedia Appendices 5 and 6. Participants
completed the survey in a median time of 6 minutes and 25
seconds (first to third quartile: 5 minutes and 9 seconds to 8
minutes and 34 seconds).

Study Participants Characteristics
Following the missing data imputation, out of 6273 study
participants, 3640 (58.03%) were female. The study participants’
mean age was 38.4 years (SD 13.4 years; range 18-90 years).
A total of 64.05% (4018/6273) of participants accessed the
survey through the health service and 35.95% (2255/6273)
through the social networking service.

Substantial differences were found between the participants
from different web-based services. Those from the health
service—according to their reports—were older, mostly women,
living in a smaller place of residence, and a little better educated
but earning less money. Although they reported having worse
overall health, they tended to eat a healthier diet, engage in more
physical activity, and were less likely to smoke cigarettes or
use e-cigarettes. Health service visitors were more negative
about medicines, more likely to use DS, and were more
interested in DS issues. They also declared having more contact
with DS advertisements and trusting them more. Media were
reported to be the major source of knowledge about DS,
irrespective of the type of web-based service used, followed by
pharmacists, medical doctors, friends, and dieticians. Detailed
characteristics of the study participants, with differences
between the participants from 2 web-based services, are
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics, health-related characteristics, and dietary supplement–related characteristics of the study participants. Data
for the total sample and the comparison of participant characteristics from different web-based services are provided.

Differences between the type of web-based serviceTotal sample
(N=6273)

Characteristics

Test statistics and P values for the

comparisona
Social networking ser-
vice users (n=2255)

Health service
users (n=4018)

P valueχ2 (df)Z value

Sociodemographic

<.001N/Ab32.86Age

31.1 (7.2)42.6 (14.3)38.4 (13.4)Values (years), mean (SD)

30 (26-35)40 (31-53)35 (28-46)Values (years), median (Q1-Q3)c

<.0012305.1 (1)N/ASex

408 (18.09)3232 (80.44)3640 (58.03)Female, n (%)

1847 (81.91)786 (19.56)2633 (41.97)Male, n (%)

.002N/A3.05Education

12 (0.53)30 (0.75)42 (0.67)Primary, n (%)

669 (29.67)1205 (29.99)1874 (29.87)Secondary or vocational, n (%)

536 (23.77)686 (17.07)1222 (19.48)Bachelor, n (%)

1003 (44.48)1997 (49.70)3000 (47.82)Master, n (%)

35 (1.55)100 (2.49)135 (2.15)Doctorate, n (%)

<.001N/A−6.87Number of inhabitants

251 (11.13)532 (13.24)783 (12.48)Below 5000, n (%)

385 (17.07)865 (21.53)1250 (19.93)5000-50,000, n (%)

728 (32.28)1377 (34.27)2105 (33.56)50,000-500,000, n (%)

891 (39.51)1244 (30.96)2135 (34.03)Over 500,000, n (%)

<.001N/A−23.67Earnings, PLNd (US $)

72 (3.19)297 (7.39)369 (5.88)Below 1000 (256), n (%)

257 (11.40)1139 (28.35)1396 (22.25)1000-2000 (256-512), n (%)

536 (23.77)1320 (32.85)1856 (29.59)2000-3000 (512-768), n (%)

1390 (61.64)1262 (31.41)2652 (42.28)Over 3000 (768), n (%)

Health-related

Overall health

<.001N/A−9.60Health status

2.71 (0.80)2.52 (0.78)2.59 (0.79)Values, mean (SD)

3 (2-3)3 (2-3)3 (2-3)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A17.73Diet

3.09 (0.98)3.53 (0.85)3.37 (0.92)Values, mean (SD)

3 (2-4)4 (3-4)3 (3-4)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A4.68Physical activity

2.68 (1.16)2.81 (1.05)2.76 (1.10)Values, mean (SD)

3 (2-4)3 (2-4)3 (2-4)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

Nicotine status

<.00165.5 (1)N/A384 (17.03)401 (9.98)785 (12.51)Current cigarette smoker, n (%)
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Differences between the type of web-based serviceTotal sample
(N=6273)

Characteristics

Test statistics and P values for the

comparisona
Social networking ser-
vice users (n=2255)

Health service
users (n=4018)

P valueχ2 (df)Z value

<.00113.3 (1)N/A505 (22.39)746 (18.57)1251 (19.94)Past but not current cigarette
smoker, n (%)

<.001211.6 (1)N/A249 (11.04)94 (2.34)343 (5.47)Current e-cigarette user, n (%)

<.00177.1 (1)N/A160 (7.10)100 (2.49)260 (4.14)Past but not current e-cigarette us-
er, n (%)

Beliefs about medicines

<.001N/A14.98Overuse

12.0 (3.4)13.4 (3.5)12.9 (3.5)Values, mean (SD)

12 (9-15)14 (11-16)13 (10-16)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A15.28Harm

8.6 (8.6)10.0 (3.4)9.5 (3.3)Values, mean (SD)

8 (6-11)10 (7-12)9 (7-12)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

DSe-related

Use

<.001448.7 (1)N/A1304 (57.83)3311 (82.40)4615 (73.57)Use of DSf, n (%)

<.00118.7 (1)N/A832 (63.80)2330 (70.37)3162 (68.52)Positive effectg of DS, n (%)

.410.7 (1)N/A43 (3.30)126 (3.81)169 (3.66)Negative effectg of DS, n (%)

Advertising

<.001103.5 (1)N/A1815 (80.49)3603 (89.67)5418 (86.37)Having contact with DS adver-

tisementsh, n (%)

<.001N/A27.96Trust in DS advertisements

15.0 (4.5)19.2 (5.9)17.7 (5.8)Values, mean (SD)

15 (12-18)19 (15-24)17 (13-22)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A26.45Interest in DS

2.4 (1.1)3.2 (1.0)2.9 (1.1)Values, mean (SD)

2 (1-3)3 (3-4)3 (2-4)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

Getting knowledge from

<.001N/A11.93Medical doctors

0.57 (0.77)0.80 (0.81)0.72 (0.81)Values, mean (SD)

0 (0-1)1 (0-1)1 (0-1)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A18.63Pharmacists

0.62 (0.78)1.02 (0.86)0.88 (0.85)Values, mean (SD)

0 (0-1)1 (0-2)1 (0-1)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A6.77Dieticians

0.38 (0.73)0.51 (0.81)0.47 (0.78)Values, mean (SD)

0 (0-1)0 (0-1)0 (0-1)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A9.98Friends

0.55 (0.69)0.75 (0.78)0.68 (0.76)Values, mean (SD)
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Differences between the type of web-based serviceTotal sample
(N=6273)

Characteristics

Test statistics and P values for the

comparisona
Social networking ser-
vice users (n=2255)

Health service
users (n=4018)

P valueχ2 (df)Z value

0 (0-1)1 (0-1)1 (0-1)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

<.001N/A12.61Media

1.19 (1.06)1.53 (1.00)1.41 (1.04)Values, mean (SD)

1 (0-2)2 (1-2)1 (1-2)Values, median (Q1-Q3)

aAsysmptotic Mann-Whitney U test (Z statistic is provided) or chi-square test (χ2
df is provided); Benjamini-Hochberg corrected significance level:

0.048.
bN/A: not applicable.
cQ1-Q3: 1st to 3rd quartile.
dPLN: Polish złoty. PLN was converted to US $ according to the average exchange rate on the study beginning date (source: Narodowy Bank Polski).
eDS: dietary supplements.
fWithin the past 30 days.
gFrequency calculated in relation to the number of dietary supplements users.
hWithin the past week.

Knowledge About DS
The knowledge about DS of web-based service users could be
assessed as low, being not much better than a random guess,
the success rate of which is 50% for binary questions.
Knowledge about DS–general presented overall better results
than knowledge about DS–specific. Knowledge about DS of
health service users was lower than that of social networking

users in both its subscales, approaching an effect size of 6%, as
expressed by partial eta-squared, in an analysis adjusted for
potential confounders. Details of the knowledge about DS
analysis of web-based service users are presented in Table 2.
The numbers and frequencies of correct answers to each item
of the knowledge about DS questionnaire are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 2.
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Table 2. Knowledge about dietary supplements among web-based health service users and social networking service users.

Differences between the type of web-based serviceTotal sample
(N=6273)

Variable

Test statistics and P values for the
comparison

Effect size of the

differenceb
Social net-
working ser-
vice users
(n=2255),
mean (95%
CI)

Health ser-
vice users
(n=4018),
mean (95%
CI)

Type of anal-

ysisa

P valueF test (df)F test (df)Mean
(95%
CI)

pη2 val-

ue (%)c

95%
CI

Mean

4.4-
4.5

4.4Knowledge about
dietary supple-

ments–Generald

<.001N/Ae595.4
(1,6271)

−1.3
(−1.4 to
−1.2)

8.75.3 (5.2-5.3)4.0 (3.9-4.1)Raw

<.001129.7
(1,6265)

N/A−0.9
(−1.0 to
−0.7)

2.05.0 (4.9-5.1)4.1 (4.1-4.2)Adjusted

4.5-
4.6

4.5Knowledge about
dietary supple-

ments–Specificf

<.001N/A1008.1
(1,6271)

−1.5
(−1.6 to
−1.4)

13.85.5 (5.4-5.6)4.0 (3.9-4.0)Raw

<.001411.9
(1,6265)

N/A−1.4
(−1.5 to
−1.3)

6.25.5 (5.4-5.5)4.0 (4.0-4.1)Adjusted

8.9-
9.1

9.0Knowledge about
dietary supple-

ments–Totalg

<.001N/A1237.9
(1,6271)

−2.8
(−3.0 to
−2.7)

16.510.8 (10.7-
10.9)

8.0 (7.9-8.1)Raw

<.001393.4
(1,6265)

N/A−2.3
(−2.5 to
−2.1)

5.910.5 (10.3-
10.6)

8.2 (8.1-8.3)Adjusted

aRaw analyses: performed only with the variables reported; adjusted analyses: adjusted for |Age−35|, sex, education, number of inhabitants, earnings,
and calendar year—all included as linear factors; estimates in adjusted analyses reported as estimated marginal means.
bReported as a partial eta-squared (pη2) and a difference between knowledge about dietary supplements of health service users and knowledge about
dietary supplements of social networking service users (95% CI).
cpη2: partial eta-squared.
dAn expected result of random guess is 3.5.
eN/A: not applicable.
fAn expected result of random guess is 5.
gAn expected result of random guess is 8.5.

Determinants of Knowledge About DS
As depicted in Table 3, people less knowledgeable about DS
were female, older, had a lower education status, lived in an
area with fewer inhabitants, and earned less money per family
member. Age appeared to be not linearly linked with knowledge
about DS; people around 35 years were the most knowledgeable,
and any increase or decrease in age from this point was linked
to lower knowledge about DS in a nearly linear manner (such

a curvilinear relationship was stable across the type of
web-based service and after adjusting for potential confounders).
Health-related habits were negligibly linked to knowledge about
DS after adjusting for potential confounders. People who
believed medicines were harmful or overprescribed by doctors
had lower levels of knowledge about DS. Using a DS within
the past 30 days was also an indicator of lower knowledge about
DS. Among DS users, DS’s perceived beneficial effect was a
negative modulator of knowledge about DS, whereas the harmful
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effect was a positive modulator. Trust in advertising DS
appeared to be the strongest negative predictor of knowledge
about DS, which was equal in both knowledge about DS
domains. The effect of trust in advertising DS on knowledge
about DS was particularly high among those who had contact
with the respective advertisements. Interestingly, having contact
with DS advertisements, without taking trust in advertising DS
into account, had a somewhat positive effect on knowledge
about DS. Being interested in DS was linked to a lower level
of knowledge about DS. Although reported as the major source
of knowledge about DS for web-based service users, internet
and traditional media were negatively but weakly associated
with knowledge about DS. Instead, the major source of false
information regarding DS was found to be friends with no
medical education. Among health care specialists, pharmacists
appeared to be a misleading source of knowledge about DS.

High compatibility was found between nonparametric and
parametric tests for the sensitivity analysis of the associations
reported in Table 3 (the correlation of Spearman rho with
Pearson r coefficients in univariate analyses was r=0.9985; 95%
CI 0.9976-0.9990, and the median absolute difference between
the corresponding coefficients was 0.004 of a maximum value
of 0.034). Sensitivity analysis performed using GLM methods
in a database of complete cases only (n=5633) was also highly
consistent with the analysis performed in the original database
following missing data imputation (the correlation of
corresponding β regression coefficients was r=0.9991; 95% CI
0.9988-0.9993, and the median absolute difference between the
corresponding coefficients was 0.003 of a maximum value of
0.018).
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Table 3. Association between characteristics of the study participants and their knowledge about dietary supplements. Analyses were performed in the
total sample of 6273 internet users. The results presented in italics are statistically significant at the Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected significance level
of 0.036.

Adjusted analysesbRaw analysesaCharacteristics

Knowledge about
DS–total

Knowledge about
DS–specific

Knowledge about
DS–general

Knowledge about
DS–total

Knowledge about
DS–specific

Knowledge about

DSc–general

P val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

Sociodemographic

<.001−.11
(−.13 to
−.08)

<.001−.12
(−.15 to
−.10)

<.001−.05
(−.08 to
−.03)

<.001−.25
(−.28 to
−.23)

<.001−.26
(−.28 to
−.24)

<.001−.16
(−.18 to
−.13)

Aged

<.001−.14
(−.17 to
−.12)

<.001−.13
(−.16 to
−.11)

<.001−.10
(−.13 to
−.08)

<.001−.26
(−.28 to
−.24)

<.001−.23
(−.26 to
−.21)

<.001−.19
(−.22 to
−.17)

|Age−35|

<.001.06 (.03
to .08)

<.001−.00
(−.03 to
.03)

<.001.09 (.06
to .12)

<.001.27 (.24
to .29)

<.001.22 (.19
to .24)

<.001.22 (.20
to .25)

Sex (0=female and
1=male)

<.001.06 (.03
to .08)

.08−.02
(−.05 to
.00)

<.001.11 (.08
to .13)

<.001.08 (.06
to .11)

.89−.00
(−.03 to
.02)

<.001.13 (.11
to .16)

Education

<.001.06 (.04
to .08)

.002.04 (.01
to .06)

<.001.06 (.03
to .08)

<.001.11 (.09
to .14)

<.001.07 (.05
to .09)

<.001.11 (.09
to .14)

Number of inhabitants

<.001.04 (.02
to .07)

.13.02 (−.01
to .05)

<.001.05 (.02
to .07)

<.001.20 (.18
to .23)

<.001.14 (.12
to .16)

<.001.19 (.16
to .21)

Earnings

Health-related

.22−.01
(−.04 to
.01)

.67.01 (−.02
to .03)

.02−.03
(−.05 to
−.00)

<.001.08 (.06
to .11)

<.001.08 (.05
to .10)

<.001.06 (.03
to .08)

Health status

.53.01 (−.02
to .03)

.96.00 (−.02
to .02)

.36.01 (−.01
to .04)

<.001−.09
(−.12 to
−.07)

<.001−.10
(−.12 to
−.08)

<.001−.06
(−.08 to
−.03)

Diet

.07−.02
(−.04 to
.00)

.54−.01
(−.03 to
.02)

.03−0.03
(−.05 to
−.00)

.05−.04
(−.06 to
−.01)

.01−.03
(−.06 to
−.01)

.03−.03
(−.05 to
−.00)

Physical activity

.01−.03
(−.05 to
−.01)

.08−.02
(−.04 to
.00)

.02−.03
(−.05 to
−.00)

.68.01 (−.02
to .03)

.13.02 (−.01
to .04)

.44−.01
(−.03 to
.02)

Current cigarette smoker

.61.01 (−.02
to .03)

.03−.03
(−.05 to
−.00)

.0060.03 (.01
to .06)

.11.02 (−.00
to .04)

.33−.01
(−.04 to
.01)

<.001.04 (.02
to .07)

Past but not current
cigarette smoker

.37.01 (−.01
to .03)

.74−.00
(−.03 to
.02)

.10.02 (−.00
to .04)

<.001.09 (.06
to .11)

<.001.07 (.04
to .09)

<.001.07 (.05
to .10)

Current e-cigarette user

.26.01 (−.01
to .04)

.310.01
(−.01 to
.03)

.450.01
(−.01 to
.03)

<.001.06 (.04
to .08)

<.001.06 (.03
to .08)

.001.04 (.02
to .07)

Past but not current e-
cigarette user

<.001−.07
(−.09 to
−.05)

<.001−.11
(−.13 to
−.09)

.54−.01
(−.03 to
.02)

<.001−0.16
(−.19 to
−.14)

<.001−.19
(−.21 to
−.16)

<.001−.08
(−.10 to
−.05)

Beliefs that medicines
are overused

<.001−.12
(−.15 to
−.10)

<.001−0.09
(−.11 to
−007)

<.001−.11
(−.13 to
−.09)

<.001−.22
(−.24 to
−.20)

<.001−.17
(−.20 to
−.15)

<.001−.19
(−.21 to
−.16)

Beliefs that medicines
are harmful

DS-related
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Adjusted analysesbRaw analysesaCharacteristics

Knowledge about
DS–total

Knowledge about
DS–specific

Knowledge about
DS–general

Knowledge about
DS–total

Knowledge about
DS–specific

Knowledge about

DSc–general

P val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

<.001−.14
(−.17 to
−.12)

<.001−.21
(−.23 to
−.18)

.005−.03
(−.06 to
−.01)

<.001−.24
(−.26 to
−.22)

<.001−.29
(−.32 to
−.27)

<.001−.11
(−.13 to
−.08)

Use of DS

<.001−.16
(−.18 to
−.13)

<.001−.20
(−.22 to
−.17)

<.001−.06
(−.09 to
−.04)

<.001−.23
(−.26 to
−.21)

<.001−.27
(−.29 to
−.24)

<.001−.12
(−.14 to
−.09)

Positive effect of DS

<.001−.11
(−.14 to
−.08)

<.001−.12
(−.15 to
−.09)

<.001−.06
(−.09 to
−.04)

<.001−.14
(−.17 to
−.11)

<.001−.14
(−.17 to
−.11)

<.001−.09
(−.12 to
−.06)

Positive effect of DS
with adjustment for DS
use

.003.03 (.01
to .06)

.03.03 (.00
to .05)

.01.03 (.01
to .05)

.18.02 (−.01
to .04)

.36.01 (−.01
to .04)

.22.02 (−.01
to .04)

Negative effect of DS

<.001.05 (.02
to .07)

<.001.04 (.02
to .07)

.006.03 (.01
to .06)

<.001.04 (.02
to .07)

<.001.04 (.02
to .07)

.04.03 (.00
to .05)

Negative effect of DS
with adjustment for DS
use

.003.03 (.01
to .06)

.26.01 (−.01
to .04)

<.001.04 (.02
to .07)

.11−.02
(−.05 to
.00)

.004−.04
(−.06 to
−.01)

.88.00 (−.02
to .03)

Having contact with DS
advertisements

<.001−.37
(−.39 to
−.34)

<.001−.29
(−.31 to
−.27)

<.001−.31
(−.33 to
−.28)

<.001−.48
(−.50 to
−.46)

<.001−.39
(−.41 to
−.37)

<.001−.39
(−.41 to
−.37)

Trust in advertising DS

.005−.12
(−.21 to
−.04)

.18−.06
(−.15 to
.03)

.004−.14
(−.23 to
−.04)

.007−.12
(−.21 to
−.03)

.21−.06
(−.16 to
.03)

.004−.14
(−.23 to
−.05)

Having contact with DS
advertisements×trust in

advertising DSe

<.001−.10
(−.13 to
−.08)

<.001−.17
(−.19 to
−.14)

.61−.01
(−.03 to
.02)

<.001−.24
(−.26 to
−.21)

<.001−.28
(−.30 to
−.26)

<.001−.11
(−.13 to
−.08)

Interest in DS

.52.01 (−.02
to .03)

.49.01 (−.02
to .03)

.73.00 (−.02
to .03)

.25−.02
(−.04 to
.01)

.31−.01
(−.04 to
.01)

.38−.01
(−.04 to
.02)

Getting knowledge about

DS from medical doctorsf

.03−.03
(−.05 to
−.00)

.03−.03
(−.05 to
−.00)

.18−.02
(−.05 to
.01)

<.001−.10
(−.13 to
−.07)

<.001−.09
(−.11 to
−.06)

<.001−.08
(−.11 to
−.05)

Getting knowledge about

DS from pharmacistsf

.59−.01
(−.03 to
.02)

.21−.02
(−.04 to
.01)

.74.00 (−.02
to .03)

.84..00 (−.02
to −.03)

.33−.01
(−.04 to
.01)

.23.02 (−.01
to .04)

Getting knowledge about

DS from dieticiansf

<.001−.13
(−.15 to
−.11)

<.001−.13
(−.15 to
−.11)

<.001−.09
(−.11 to
−.06)

<.001−.14
(−.16 to
−.11)

<.001−.14
(−.16 to
−.11)

<.001−.09
(−.12 to
−.07)

Getting knowledge about

DS from friendsf
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Adjusted analysesbRaw analysesaCharacteristics

Knowledge about
DS–total

Knowledge about
DS–specific

Knowledge about
DS–general

Knowledge about
DS–total

Knowledge about
DS–specific

Knowledge about

DSc–general

P val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

P
val-
ue

Value, β
coeffi-
cient
(95% CI)

.003−.03
(−.06 to
−.01)

<.001−.09
(−.12 to
−.07)

.006.03 (.01
to .06)

<.001−.10
(−.13 to
−.08)

<.001−.16
(−.18 to
−.13)

.20−.02
(−.04 to
.01)

Getting knowledge about

DS from mediaf

aPerformed only with the variables reported.
bAdjusted for |Age−35|, sex, education, number of inhabitants, earnings, type of web-based service, and calendar year—all included as linear factors.
cDS: dietary supplement.
dAdjusted analyses do not include |Age−35|; the asociation between Age and Knowledge about dietary supplements seemed to be an inverted-U shape
with a maximum in knowledge for age of about 35 years; consequently, Age was transformed in further analyses to |Age−35| to approximate the
association to linear; the assoction between Age and Trust in advertising dietary supplements similarly looked as a nonlinear U shape with a minimum
of trust for age of about 30 years.
eAdjusted for contact with dietary supplements advertisements and trust in advertising dietary supplements; having contact with dietary supplements
advertisements in this model associated with knowledge about dietary supplements total in adjusted analysis with β of .11 (95% CI .04 to .18), P=.001;
Moreover, trust in advertising DS associated with knowledge about dietary supplements—total in adjusted analysis among those who reported having
contact with dietary supplements advertisements with β of −.38 (95% CI −.41 to −.36), P<.001, and those who did not report having contact with β of
−.24 (95% CI −.31 to −.18), P<.001.
fThe associations of knowledge about dietary supplements with getting knowledge about dietary supplements from a particular source were adjusted
for all other sources of knowledge about dietary supplements.

Prediction Model of Knowledge About DS
The variables selected for knowledge about DS modeling were
trust in advertising DS, BMQ Harm, Age (following
transformation to |Age−35|), Sex, and Getting knowledge about
DS from friends. The model explained 31.2% of the variance
in knowledge about DS. The predictors in the model were
intercorrelated to a low extent, with a median absolute
correlation coefficient of 0.114 and a maximum of 0.214 for
trust in advertising DS and sex. The assumption of a linear
contribution of predictors to the model was satisfactory. The
model characteristics are listed in Table 4. According to this
model, knowledge about DS can be predicted using the
following formula:

Knowledge about DS = 19.397539 − 0.412775 × Trust
in advertising DS − 0.23657 × BMQ Harm −
0.113879 × |Age − 35| + 1.850937 × Sex − 0.691575
× Getting knowledge about DS from friends

In the formula, Trust in advertising DS represents trust in
advertising DS operationalized with the questionnaire on trust
in advertising DS, ranging from 8 to 40; BMQ Harm represents
BMQ operationalized with the BMQ questionnaire, subscale
Harm, ranging from 4 to 20; |Age−35| is the absolute value of
the difference between age (years) and 35; Sex was
operationalized as 0 for females and 1 for males; and Getting
knowledge about DSfrom friends represents a self-reported
declaration on the extent of getting knowledge about DS from
friends with no medical education (operationalized as 0 for not
at all, 1 for to little extent, 2 for to medium extent, and 3 for to
large extent).

Table 4. Characteristics of a model to describe knowledge about dietary supplements. The total sample of 6273 internet users was included. Test

statistics, P value and coefficient of determination of a full model are F(5,6267)=568.2; P<.001; R2=0.312, respectively.

P valueF test (df)Effect sizePredictor

pη2 (%)a95% CIβ coefficient

<.001123.4 (1,6267)16.4−.41 to −.37−.39Trust in advertising DSb

<.001143.1 (1,6267)2.2−.15 to −.11−.13Beliefs that medicines are harmful

<.001251.2 (1,6267)3.9−.19 to −.15−.17|Age−35|

<.001187.7 (1,6267)2.9.13 to .17.15Sex (0=female and 1=male)

<.00162.0 (1,6267)1.0−.11 to −.06−.08Getting knowledge about DS from friends

apη2: partial eta-squared.
bDS: dietary supplement.

The model could predict knowledge about DS with an MAE of
2.52 and an RMSE of 3.19 points (median 2.09, 1st to 3rd

quartile 1.00-3.60). Although this performance was far from
ideal, it was significantly better than a random guess based
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solely on knowledge about DS distribution that yielded MAE
of 3.82 and RMSE of 4.76 points (median 3.23, 1st to 3rd
quartile 1.59-5.49). Results of the model internal validation
indicated that predictions of a bias-corrected model almost
overlapped the original model with MAE of 2.51 and RMSE
of 3.17 points (median 2.09, 1st to 3rd quartile 1.00-3.58), and
the correlation between knowledge about DS values predicted
by the original model and the bias-corrected one was very close
(r=0.99986; 95% CI 0.99985-0.99986). Extreme values
predicted by the bias-corrected model did not exceed an upper
limit of 17 points; however, a lower limit was below zero due
to the Age component not being restricted (36, ie, 0.57% of
observations were below zero, with a minimum of −5.76). The
model could predict relatively well the knowledge about DS
values around its central value of 8.99 but exhibited worse
performance with extreme knowledge about DS values, which
was reflected by the deviation of a calibration plot from linearity.
A calibration plot of the model is shown in Figure 1.

The 5 predictors could model not only knowledge about
DS–total but also knowledge about DS–general and knowledge

about DS–specific separately, with each of the predictors making
a significant contribution to modeling both constructs, reaching
determination coefficients of 20.4% and 22.0%, respectively.
Importantly, although the model did not include as a predictor
the type of web-based service through which a study participant
accessed the survey, the model could predict (though
overestimate) that the health service users had lower knowledge
about DS than the users of the social networking service (7.6,
95% CI 7.5-7.7 vs 11.5, 95% CI 11.4-11.6, respectively; P<.001;
a bias-corrected model). Moreover, the knowledge about DS
score predicted by the bias-corrected model was found to be
associated with the other participant characteristics examined
in this study in a similar pattern as the associations of the
observed knowledge about DS scores. The link between both
associations, as expressed by Pearson r, was 0.95 (95% CI
0.91-0.97); the median absolute difference between the
corresponding β coefficients was 0.03 (1st to 3rd quartile
0.01-0.09), and the maximum absolute difference was 0.38.
Associations between knowledge about DS, predicted with the
biased-corrected model and characteristics of the study
participants, are reported in Multimedia Appendix 7.

Figure 1. Calibration plot of the model to describe knowledge about dietary supplements. Black lines represent lowess (locally weighted scatterplot
smoothing) fitted curves with a smoothing parameter of 0.25. The solid black line denotes the original (apparent) model, whereas the dotted black
resulted from cross-validation (bias-corrected). The gray diagonal line represents hypothetical ideal prediction. Gray-filled circles depict individual data
points predicted by the bias-corrected model. The circles are partially transparent; thus, the intensity of gray shadings reflects the density of points in
an area.

Knowledge About DS in Selected Subpopulations
Knowledge about DS was determined in some subpopulations
thought to be critical to public health: older people aged 60
years or more, residents of rural areas (below 5000 inhabitants),
and people with low earnings (below 1000 PLN [US $256] of
monthly net household earnings per family member). All these
subpopulations were found to have lower knowledge about DS
than the remaining internet users. However, after adjusting for
potential confounders, the effect persisted only for the older
people and, to some extent, rural residents. For people with low

earnings, the effect shrank to insignificant, as explained by
confounders. The analysis of knowledge about DS in
subpopulations is presented in Table 5. The proposed 5-predictor
model to describe knowledge about DS worked well for rural
residents and people with low earnings: all the predictors
significantly contributed to prediction and presented a similar
prediction error to other people. On the other hand, knowledge
about DS among older people was not efficiently predicted by
the 5-predictor model, with only trust in advertising DS and
Age contributing significantly. The model performance
according to subpopulations is presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Knowledge about dietary supplements and the model performance in subpopulations.

SubpopulationType of analysis or model characteris-
tics

People with low earningsa (<1000 PLNb

[US $256]; n=369)

Rural residents (<5000 inhabitants;
n=783)

Older people (≥60 years;
n=695)

Difference in knowledge about DSc–total between a subpopulation and the remaining internet users

Raw differenced

−1.0−0.5−2.1Values, mean

−1.3 to −0.6−0.8 to −0.3−2.4 to −1.895% CI

<.001<.001<.001P value

Adjusted differencee

−0.2−0.3−1.1Values, mean

−0.5 to 0.1−0.5 to −0.0−1.3 to −0.995% CI

.18.02<.001P value

Performance of the proposed 5-predictor model in a subpopulation

Predictors evaluation

Trust in advertising DS

−.37−.44−.34Values, β coefficient

−.46 to −.28−.50 to −.38−.42 to −.2795% CI

<.001<.001<.001P value

Beliefs that medicines are harmful

−.15−.18−.06Values, β coefficient

−.24 to −.06−.24 to −.12−.13 to .0195% CI

.002<.001.08P value

|Age−35|

−.20−.13−.10Values, β coefficient

−.29 to −.11−.19 to −.08−.18 to −.0395% CI

<.001<.001<.001P value

Sex (0=female and 1=male)

.13.11.01Values, β coefficient

.04 to .22.05 to .17−.06 to .0895% CI

.005.001.76P value

Getting knowledge about DS from friends

−.14−.07−.04Values, β coefficient

−.23 to −.05−.12 to −.01−.11 to −.0395% CI

.002.03.31P value

Other indices

Full model statistics

N/AN/Af2.4 (5,689)F test (df)

N/A8.2 (5,777)N/AF test (df)

28.1 (5,363)N/AN/AF test (df)

<.001<.001<.001P value

0.2790.3400.129R-squared
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SubpopulationType of analysis or model characteris-
tics

People with low earningsa (<1000 PLNb

[US $256]; n=369)

Rural residents (<5000 inhabitants;
n=783)

Older people (≥60 years;
n=695)

2.522.512.96MAEg,h

3.253.173.70RMSEg,i

aMonthly net household earnings per family member.
bPLN: Polish złoty. PLN was converted to US$ according to the average exchange rate on the study beginning date (source: Narodowy Bank Polski).
cDS: dietary supplements.
dPerformed only with the variables reported.
eAdjusted for |Age-35|, sex, education, number of inhabitants, earnings, type of web-based service, calendar year—all expressed as linear factors—with
the exclusion of a variable differentiating a subpopulation.
fN/A: not applicable.
gAssessed in a biased-corrected model.
hMAE: mean absolute error of prediction.
iRMSE: root mean squared error.

Discussion

Principal Findings
There is an ongoing debate over DS [49,50]. Recently, in
Poland, several influential high-quality reports suggested
unsatisfactory control over the DS market, resulting in
inadequate safety [21,22,51]. These reports highlight the need
for adequate public education to make informed decisions
regarding DS intake [21,22]. This study fits into this discourse
by examining knowledge about DS among Polish internet users.
The results indicate the level of knowledge to be low and not
much different from the previous preliminary report, which
used the same research tool [38]. Several characteristics were
found to be associated with knowledge about DS, with trust in
advertising DS being the most influential; this study outlines a
predictive model that could explain almost a third of the variance
in knowledge about DS.

Although the results indicate the level of knowledge to be low,
such a pessimistic diagnosis appears incomplete. A low level
of knowledge about DS is not only derived from the
unavailability of knowledge or ignorance; it should be
interpreted rather as holding a false belief [52] that DS are
thoroughly controlled, well tested, effective, and harmless or
an expression of the overall confidence in DS properties, as
outlined by the other authors [3,25,53]. A qualitative study
aimed at exploring beliefs about DS and their use confirmed
such interpretation as it identified that beliefs about DS people
hold are largely related to their definition, effectiveness in health
enhancement and illness prevention, and risks [54], which are
the areas covered by the knowledge about DS questionnaire
used in this study.

Our results indicate that the users of a web-based health service
presented false beliefs about DS to a greater extent than the
users of a web-based social networking service. This can be
explained in at least three ways. First, health services may attract
people who believe DS are effective and safe, as confidence in
a product coexists with seeking information about it [55].
Second, web-based health services may not be efficient in

promoting evidence-based facts regarding DS, which is obscured
by advertising [56]. Third, social networking services users may
be influenced to a strong degree by the nature of this
environment [57] and may hence not fully engage with the
survey and provide biased responses.

In general, people with low knowledge about DS presented such
characteristics as interest in the topic of DS, tendency to seek
information about them and eagerness to know more, use of
DS, and subjective experience of their positive effects without
negative effects. The literature on the relationship between DS
intake and knowledge about DS appears confusing, with some
of the studies reporting positive links [30] and others negative
links [38]. However, this is only an apparent discrepancy, as
the result depends on the method used. DS users seem to present
high subjective awareness and confidence in DS [25], which
are, in fact, objectively false beliefs [33]. The major reason why
subjective and objective knowledge are not in line was outlined
by the Dunning-Kruger effect [58], stating that unknowledgeable
people tend to overestimate their ability [53]. However, the
reason why some people do not achieve high scores in objective
knowledge about DS, despite the efforts made, should be sought
in the quality of information sources they use to learn about DS.
Popular beliefs about DS are in conflict with evidence-based
facts. Media coverage, particularly DS advertisements, often
reinforces popular beliefs rather than providing facts [10-15].
For example, Wierzejska [59], while analyzing the Polish DS
market, found that most DS advertisements promise beneficial
effects to the human body, going beyond the standards
established for food. Trusting such messages may contribute to
the accumulation of false beliefs regarding DS.

trust in advertising DS was found to be the strongest among the
examined predictors of knowledge about DS and was expressed
in a negative way. trust in advertising DS was particularly
negatively linked with knowledge about DS among those who
reported having contact with DS advertisements recently;
however, it could associate with knowledge about DS even
among those who did not. Interestingly, having contact with
DS advertisements itself, irrespective of trust in advertising DS,
was weakly associated with knowledge about DS, but in a
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positive way. Developing trust, particularly in its cognitive
form, is a long-lasting process that requires deeper commitment
than just having a contact [60,61]. The DS consumer who trusts
advertisements is dependent on a message and therefore exposed
to a significant risk [62] of being misinformed by DS
advertisements, which spread unverified and misleading claims
regarding health benefits of DS [59]. On the other hand, having
contact with DS advertisements appears incapable of deceiving
consumers. Moreover, being chronically exposed to DS
advertisements may result in the opposite effect of advertising
fatigue [63], leading to advertising distrust, which may, in turn,
promote prudence and true beliefs regarding DS.

Causal relationship between knowledge about DS and trust in
advertising DS is not evident, although possible [38]. The idea
of gaining false beliefs about DS in response to high trust in
advertising DS is particularly attractive to opponents of
advertising. This is to some extent supported by our findings,
as people reporting to get information about DS from media
presented lower knowledge about DS. On the other hand, the
idea of trust in advertising DS being shaped as a result of
holding false beliefs about DS appears similarly likely and may
reflect the natural phenomenon of gaining confidence in
messages that appear to be true [55].

This study found the media (magazines, television, radio, and
the internet) to be the primary source of information about DS
to internet users. This is not surprising regarding the nature of
the population studied and is in line with some [4,31], but not
all [28], previous studies. The top rank of media may be
regarded as undermining the unwavering position of health care
specialists in providing health-related information [3,64,65].
Considering that web-based resources about DS leave much to
be desired [10-15] and are full of deceitful DS advertisements,
one could suspect that using the internet as a source of
information about DS blurs the knowledge about DS to a large
degree. Strikingly, the link presents merely a small effect size,
and for knowledge about DS–general, the association was even
positive. Although some popular internet resources about DS
suggest their therapeutic benefits (possibly contributing to lower
knowledge about DS–specific), they present the true
characteristics of the products, quoting the definition or
introducing the regulatory framework (possibly contributing to
an increase in knowledge about DS–general) [66-68]. Similarly,
the association of interest in DS and use of DS was found to be
negative only with knowledge about DS–specific but not (or
almost not) with knowledge about DS–general. Finally,
accessing web-based DS information should not be perceived
as a source of criticism. Quite the opposite, it offers new
opportunities to improve the patient-physician relationship and,
in turn, verify and reinforce true beliefs about DS [69].

Concerns should be raised about the negative link between
knowledge about DS and getting information about DS from
friends with no medical education. Word-of-mouth advertising
was suggested to be efficient in spreading ideas long ago [70].
It is considered more credible than a commercial and may be
successfully applied to informal promotions of health-related
products [71]. As internet users report experiencing positive,
much more frequently than negative, DS effects (according to
our results) and word-of-mouth is likely to transmit

subjective—yet unproven—information, it may strengthen false
beliefs about DS.

Among health care practitioners, only obtaining information
about DS from pharmacists was associated with lower
knowledge about DS. Although the effect size was very small,
it may mean that pharmacist advice contributed to strengthening
false beliefs about DS. This is particularly worrying, as
pharmacists were reported as the second most important source
of information about DS and the first personal one. Concerns
related to the ethics of DS being sold in pharmacies have already
been raised, and a conflict between dispensing and counseling
on DS has been identified [72]. Yet this is the role of
pharmacists to educate patients about these products [73].

Our results indicate a negative association between knowledge
about DS and both subscales of the BMQ-General, implying a
link between confidence in DS and overall negative views about
medicines. This association reflects an existing conflict between
alternative and conventional medicine [74,75]. This confirms
previous findings that individuals who advocate alternative
medicine distrust or are dissatisfied with conventional care
[76-78]. Our results support the need for reconciliation and
integration of both attitudes for the sake of patients [74,75].

Some sociodemographic determinants of knowledge about DS
were identified in this study. Women exhibited lower knowledge
about DS than men. However, the result was not replicated by
other knowledge about DS studies, which found insignificant
[23,25,38] or inconsistent [28] differences between sexes. The
effect size of the difference in this study, although very small
following adjustment for confounders, was significant. It could
partially reflect the overall tendency for women to use DS more
than men [1,6,28,79] or hold more positive attitudes toward
advertising [80], associated with more confidence in DS and
lower objective knowledge about DS, as discussed above. A
detailed consideration of the reasons why women are apparently
more willing to use DS is presented elsewhere [5]. This study
also found that people who are generally better educated, living
in larger places of residence, or having more money for living
presented higher knowledge about DS, particularly in its general
domain. A previous preliminary study using the same knowledge
about DS measuring tool also reported such findings for the
overall education status [38]. Better educated people tend to
rely less on advertising [81,82], which is a factor linked to better
knowledge about DS. This finding may support our results.

Age presented the most complicated pattern of a relationship
with knowledge about DS, with its peak observed in people
around 35 years. There is a scarcity of literature linking age to
knowledge about DS. In the only study that could be mentioned,
knowledge about DS was tested in the general population of
young adults with a mean age of 25 years and an SD of 5 years.
A subgroup of participants aged >31 years was able to provide
the definition of supplementation (objective knowledge about
DS) in a greater percentage in comparison with younger
participants. Moreover, there was a trend for younger
participants to express higher levels of subjective, possibly false
knowledge [33]. Although the cited study is in line with this
study concerning young adults, it did not include older people.
Studies examining DS intake across various age groups
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suggested that older people used more DS [31,83], possibly
having more false-positive beliefs about DS, or no significant
difference was found [26,30]. It is not surprising that there is
no clear replication of these results in the literature, as the
knowledge about DS–age pattern revealed is not linear and
would require an explorative research approach and a large
sample size. Obtaining such results was not possible until this
study was performed. Research on advertising attitudes may
help to explain this phenomenon. Consumers aged 40 years or
more were found to have a more positive attitude toward
advertisements [81]. Older adults were also more likely to be
persuaded by advertising messages [84]. In another study, a
more favorable attitude was expressed by younger people aged
less than 30 years [85]. None of these studies found a curvilinear
relationship between age and susceptibility to advertising;
however, their synthesis may approximate such an association.
Interestingly, in this study, trust in advertising DS, which is a
similar construct to the one considered above, also achieved its
minimum in young adults around 30 years old and increased in
both younger and older people. As trust in advertising DS is
closely associated with knowledge about DS, it may contribute
to the explanation of this phenomenon. On the other hand, not
all the reports replicate the above findings [80], and such
interpretation should not be regarded as straightforward.

In the culminating part of this study, a predictive model of
knowledge about DS was built using a multivariate linear
regression strategy. The model was able to explain almost
one-third of the knowledge about DS variability and included
5 predictors. Although the choice of the predictors was based
to some extent on statistical significance, the most objective
characteristics outlined a priori in the study protocol [39] were
reflected in the final model, which makes it partially based on
subject matter knowledge as generally advised [86]. The
proposed model was simple enough not to be prone to
overfitting, as tested by the internal validation procedure, and
versatile enough to predict differences between the 2 web-based
services tested and forecast most of the associations tested. The
model worked well in subpopulations of rural citizens and
people of low income, but worse in older people, whose beliefs
related to DS require special attention [26]. This is likely the
model will predict the outcome not much worse in an external
validation study and in practice. It also has the potential for
electronic application. Although the model still made significant
mistakes, leaving more than two-thirds of knowledge about DS
variance unallocated, it may help scientists recognize further
paths of research: health care workers identify people
endangered with illusory beliefs about DS, and educators tailor
campaigns to the public to induce behavioral change [20,87,88].

The issue of generalizability requires some debate before any
conclusions are drawn. First, a convenience sample of internet
users from a restricted number of services may present a barrier
to these findings’ generalizability to the entire web-based
community. Health and social networking services presented
extreme demographics, likely covering the scope of internet
users in general. Considering the relatively large number of
possibly not overlapping users of both services [47], this study
could capture a broad range of internet users in Poland. Labeling
the sample as representative, however, should be avoided.

Similarly, the sample should not be regarded as reflecting the
overall Polish population. Although most young people access
the internet, more than three-fourths of Poles aged 65 years or
more remain offline [89], and the group may represent different
attitudes toward DS [26].

Apart from generalizability issues, this study has some
limitations that warrant mention while interpreting the results.
First, the results come from self-reported declarative data, which
may be shifted according to the social desirability bias theory
[90]. Such results may only approximate the true beliefs and
behaviors of study participants and require cautious
interpretation [91]. Second, the study did not include external
validation of the findings, particularly the predictive model of
knowledge about DS. External validation is essential before
implementing the model in practice [92]. Third, although
single-item measures have the potential to accurately reflect the
construct assessed [93], some of the measures in this study were
not rigorously validated, although they were used in the same
form elsewhere [25]. Fourth, the study did not examine other
potential knowledge about DS predictors such as general
medical knowledge [94], experience with particular DS products,
or personality traits. The survey did not include these variables
to keep it short and to minimize the burden of responding [95].
This study, however, substantially reduced possible bias through
prospective registration of the study protocol, using some valid
research instruments, reporting data transparently, and
performing sensitivity analyses.

This report requires further testing to establish the results’
external validity among different groups of internet users to
account for their diversity. Further investigation into the
mechanisms explaining the relationships between the analyzed
constructs is needed; this should be supplemented with more
qualitative research to confirm the obtained results and reveal
a deeper understanding of the problem. Finally, this and any
follow-up studies should aim to develop and implement an
effective strategy for public education regarding DS, ideally in
a web-based form, to ensure rational use of the products for the
public’s greatest benefit.

Conclusions
Internet users in Poland with no medical education, particularly
those attending a health service, exhibit some false beliefs
regarding the quality requirements, efficacy, and safety of DS.
Holding such false beliefs is positively associated with trusting
DS advertising; their intake, particularly when positive effects
are subjectively experienced; being interested in the issues of
DS; getting information about them through word-of-mouth;
beliefs that medicines are harmful or overused; and some
demographic characteristics. The proposed 5-predictor model
to forecast knowledge about DS can explain almost a third of
its variability and appears resistant to overfitting. The results
call for implementing efficient education about DS, including
the promotion of advertising literacy, to correct consumers’
attitudes toward DS. The results also underline the need to
introduce more conservative regulatory frameworks for DS
marketing. Further research is needed for external validation of
the results and to obtain a more comprehensive understanding
of the revealed phenomena.
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DS: dietary supplement
GLM: general linear model
MAE: mean absolute error
RMSE: root mean squared error
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Abstract

Background: The availability and use of mobile apps in health and nutrition management are increasing. Ease of access and
user friendliness make diet-tracking apps an important ally in their users’ efforts to lose and manage weight. To foster motivation
for long-term use and to achieve goals, it is necessary to better understand users’ opinions and needs for dietary self-monitoring.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify the key topics and issues that users highlight in their reviews of diet-tracking
apps on Google Play Store. Identifying the topics that users frequently mention in their reviews of these apps, along with the user
ratings for each of these apps, allowed us to identify areas where further improvement of the apps could facilitate app use, and
support users’ weight loss and intake management efforts.

Methods: We collected 72,084 user reviews from Google Play Store for 15 diet-tracking apps that allow users to track and
count calories. After a series of text processing operations, two text-mining techniques (topic modeling and topical n-grams) were
applied to the corpus of user reviews of diet-tracking apps.

Results: Using the topic modeling technique, 11 separate topics were extracted from the pool of user reviews. Most of the users
providing feedback were generally satisfied with the apps they use (average rating of 4.4 out of 5 for the 15 apps). Most topics
referred to the positive evaluation of the apps and their functions. Negatively rated topics mostly referred to app charges and
technical difficulties encountered. We identified the positive and negative topic trigrams (3-word combinations) among the most
frequently mentioned topics. Usability and functionality (tracking options) of apps were rated positively on average. Negative
ratings were associated with trigrams related to adding new foods, technical issues, and app charges.

Conclusions: Motivating users to use an app over time could help them better achieve their nutrition goals. Although user
reviews generally showed positive opinions and ratings of the apps, developers should pay more attention to users’ technical
problems and inform users about expected payments, along with their refund and cancellation policies, to increase user loyalty.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25160)   doi:10.2196/25160

KEYWORDS

diet-tracking apps; mobile apps; user reviews; topic modeling; n-grams; mHealth; nutrition; diet; well-being

Introduction

Obesity and overweight are the result of a plethora of
environmental factors that are known to influence individuals’
food intake and physical activity [1,2]. As obesity is a global
public health challenge that leads to numerous health, social,
and economic difficulties [3], it is important to help individuals

make better and healthier dietary choices. Changing lifestyles
(eg, the modern sedentary lifestyle) along with other features
of an obesogenic environment (eg, physical design challenges;
political, social, and cultural factors; the (in)ability to promote
an active lifestyle; better food choices) have created a complex
environment for consumers to manage their weight and diet
[4,5]. Despite this dysfunctional environment, people are aware
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of the negative impact that inappropriate diets can have on their
health and well-being, and are generally interested in making
healthier choices and educating themselves about the foods they
consume and their nutritional value [6].

Technological advancements, including those related to mobile
devices, are enabling developments of an increasing number of
tools to help individuals take control of their health and nutrition.
Mobile apps have become an important source of information
for their users. A study conducted in the United States showed
that more than half of the population using a mobile phone has
downloaded at least one health-related app. Most of these were
fitness and nutrition apps, which also have the highest reported
usage rates [7,8].

Particularly in the area of nutrition, people use apps for a variety
of purposes, including to learn about products, read or contribute
recipes, interact in app community forums, evaluate their food
choices, check product labels, and obtain an overview of the
healthiness of products [9], as well as to track their food intake
and diets [8]. Given the importance of self-monitoring and diet
tracking in motivating behavior change and persistence in
healthier eating [8,10], we have been focusing on the nutrition
apps that provide a calorie-tracking option (ie, diet-tracking
apps). These apps promote diet tracking and maintenance of
healthier habits and do not necessarily include weight loss as a
goal, which has often been the focus of previous studies (eg,
[7]).

The low inclusion of behavior change strategies in diet tracking
apps may hinder their ability to help users achieve their
long-term diet and nutrition goals [11,12]. However,
diet-tracking apps that successfully employ behavior change
strategies can have a positive effect on their users’ motivation,
habits, and diet and nutrition outcomes [13-16]. These apps
have also proven to be helpful in behavioral control and weight
management [15]. Self-monitoring is considered the cornerstone
of successful weight management [17], and can be particularly
helpful when combined with tailored goals [16]. Goal setting,
which diet-tracking apps enable, is one of the relevant factors
influencing behavior change, along with motivation and
self-efficacy [15]. Together with apps that offer personalized
meal planning programs [18], there is evidence that diet-tracking
apps can efficiently support behavior change and weight
management [18,19].

Nevertheless, the usability of diet-tracking apps in the weight
management process has not always been positively assessed.
Intervention studies focusing on diet-tracking apps show that
users sometimes dislike the apps due to their complexity, lack
of personalization and long-term support for users, and the focus
on calorie counting, which can easily become an obsession [20].
Maintaining high levels of motivation throughout the weight
management journey is challenging for most people, and
diet-tracking apps sometimes fail to provide proper motivational
support for sustainable weight loss and weight management
[20,21]. In addition, the long-term effects of diet-tracking apps
on food intake and user behavior remain unexplored [16]. These
issues indicate that additional research on diet-tracking apps
and their features is needed [7].

As consumers increasingly rely on apps to support their daily
activities, they also generate invaluable feedback for both
developers and potential users through app reviews and ratings.
These reviews typically contain information that is valuable for
app evaluation, including user opinions about the app,
information about their experiences with the app, and bug
complaints or feature suggestions [22]. A previous study showed
that almost a quarter (23.3%) of app reviews contain an app
feature request or app assessment [23].

App developers and companies have recognized the value of
user reviews and frequently examine these reviews to improve
the user experience. Most mobile health apps are free to use,
with the option to upgrade profiles to paid premium options
(for more features or personalized advice). The initial free
download and use make these apps easily disposable and users’
decision to switch between them is widespread [24]. This drives
app developers’ interest in listening to users’ comments,
complaints, ideas, and suggestions [25]. In reviews, users are
text producers for other potential consumers, businesses, and
society at large. This text can then be used to predict and
understand user preferences and behaviors [26].

To increase usage and enable better health and nutrition
outcomes, it is necessary to better understand user needs. It is
evident that users are not simply looking for pure information
when using mobile health apps. The way the information is
presented; the usability of the app; the degree to which it
engages and connects users; and its effectiveness, timeliness,
design, and functionality are also important considerations [27].
A deeper analysis of user reviews of apps can lead to better
knowledge of desired features and user preferences, and ideally
increase the usability, appeal, and effectiveness of the app in
achieving users’ health and nutrition goals [7]. These aspects
require more academic research into user reviews [22],
especially as functionality and appearance often have greater
contributions to the popularity of dieting apps than the quality
of the information provided by the app [28].

Owing to their presence and relevance in the dieting field,
diet-tracking apps have attracted the interest of many researchers
who have used app evaluation strategies in an attempt to better
understand and evaluate app features [29-32]. The influence of
diet-tracking apps on users’ food choices and their opinions
about these apps have been tested using experimental and survey
data collection methods [10,15,18,33]. Previous studies also
assessed the consistency of information provided by different
apps, and recommended further collaboration and harmonization
of information [34,35].

To improve the understanding of user opinions on diet-tracking
apps, this study was performed based on the collection and
analysis of the textual reviews and numerical ratings that users
leave for these apps. We focused on identifying the main
positive and negative aspects that users express about
diet-tracking apps and openly share in app reviews. By
identifying the features or functions that attract consumers’
attention, this study suggests areas for app development and
improvement that have potential to increase users’ positive
evaluation and motivation, leading to nutrition/health
improvement.
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Methods

Data Collection
To evaluate users’ views on diet-tracking apps, we used a
different methodology from the experimental and survey data
collection methods previously reported [10,15,18,33]. We
performed a thorough content analysis of the app user reviews
available on Google Play Store. The text mining method was
used to detect the word and topic combinations that are
frequently mentioned in user reviews. These word combinations
(n-grams) were evaluated and the most frequent combinations
were selected for further analysis. The identified topics were
named and are briefly discussed.

The search for diet-tracking apps in Google Play Store included
the following keywords: “nutrition apps,” “diet apps,” “calorie

counter apps,” “food scanner,” “calorie app,” “calorie tracker,”
and “calorie scanner.” We identified 131 unique apps that offer
calorie information (eg, calorie tables, calorie tracking, diet
diaries). These apps were further reviewed to determine if they
offered a calorie counting option for food items and an intake
diary for users, and if their operating language was English.
Final app selection was based on the number of downloads and
reviews (impact evaluation; apps with over 1 million downloads
and at least 10,000 user ratings were selected), which is a
standard procedure in the app assessment process (eg, [7,30]).
A total of 15 apps were identified that met all of the above
conditions (Table 1), and their reviews were scraped from
Google Play Store using a custom-written Python script. In total,
81,660 of the latest user reviews for these apps were collected
at this stage.

Table 1. Overview of apps included in the study.

Number of ratingsNumber of downloadsMean app ratingApp

>20,000>1 million4.1Health Pal-Fitness, Weight Loss Coach, Pedometer

>20,000>1 million4.2iEatBetter: Food Diary

>20,000>1 million4.1Health & Fitness Tracker with Calorie Counter

>300,000>10 million4.7Calorie Counter by Fat Secret

>100,000>10 million4.6Calorie Counter by Lose It!

>15,000>1 million4.4Fooducate-Eat better. Lose weight. Get healthy.

>40,000>1 million4.6Calorie Counter-MyNetDiary, Food Diary Tracker

>100,000>10 million4.5Healthify me-Calorie Counter, Weight Loss Coach

>30,000>1 million4.6MyPlate Calorie Tracker

>2 million>50 million4.4Calorie Counter-My Fitness Pal

>200,000>10 million4.4Lifesum-Diet Plan, Macro Calculator & Food Diary

>200,000>10 million4.4Noom: Health & Weight

>300,000>10 million4.6YAZIO Calorie Counter, Nutrition Diary & Diet Plan

>50,000>1 million4.5Calorie, Carb & Fat Counter

>10,000>1 million4.5Calorie Counter Calories!

Data Analysis

Text Mining Approaches
With the increase in publicly available user-generated content
due to the proliferation of internet-assisted communication,
researchers have developed several automated approaches to
identify, summarize, and classify the available information
[26,36]. The development of new tools allows researchers to
obtain more information about users’ opinions and sentiments
in their writing. There is a trend to shift the focus of opinion
mining from studying long texts to shorter user posts on various
social media platforms and websites [22]. The rapid
development and increase in the efficiency and capabilities of
text mining and natural language processing (NLP) algorithms
is evident, and they are becoming an important part of social
science research in the study of user-generated content [37,38].
Speed, reproducibility, and reliability are considered some of

the most important advantages of text mining when it comes to
classifying and categorizing text [39].

In this study, we applied two text mining methods to our dataset:
topical n-grams identification and topic modeling. Both methods
work by identifying and grouping words that occur
simultaneously in the text (user reviews in our case). Data
analysis required preprocessing of the raw data, which was
performed through several procedures commonly used in data
preparation and preprocessing for text mining analysis [40].

Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing is a data mining technique that transforms
raw data into an understandable format. Real-world data are
often incomplete, inconsistent, contain a substantial amount of
redundant information, and are likely to include many errors
[41]. This is a critical and time-consuming process as the output
depends on the quality of the data.
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Since both the topical n-grams identification and topic modeling
approaches have the same preprocessing steps, the same
preprocessed dataset was used in both methods. For these tasks,
we used the Python programming language in combination with
its data science–specific tools (ie, libraries) that made this
process possible given the large amount of data. The Python
libraries numpy and pandas, which are well known in the data
science community, were used extensively throughout the
process, along with several other libraries, each specialized for
a particular task. The following data preprocessing steps were
applied.

First, we removed all non-English reviews. We were only
interested in English reviews at this point since our dataset
contains reviews in different languages such as Portuguese,
Spanish, and German. These reviews make up about 12% of
our dataset (9576 reviews), and it was safer to remove them
than to translate them into English. A total of 72,084 user
reviews in English were identified in this step using the Python
library langdetect. These reviews were used for all analyses
performed in this study.

We then converted the text to lowercase, performed an extensive
spell check of every review, and made necessary corrections
using the Speller Python library. Words such as “I,” “are,”
“and,” and “the” were considered “stop words” and removed,
as such common words tend to dominate the results. We further
removed any special characters and numbers from the reviews.

Second, lemmatization was performed, which is a process of
grouping the inflected forms of words so that they can be
analyzed as a single item. These forms are identified by the
lemma of the word (ie, both “tracking” and “tracks” share the
same lemma and become “track”). The lemmatization algorithm
considers the morphological analysis of the words during data
preparation [42]. Finally, we applied part-of-speech tagging,
which determines the category of the word (eg, noun, adjective,
adverb, verb) based on both its definition and context [43].

After data preprocessing, a new dataset was obtained with
cleaned data that could be used for both topic modeling and
n-grams identification. This new dataset comprised a collection
of arrays of words. For example, the item in the previous dataset
‘’I love this app and it’s easy to use’’ is converted into the word
array “love app easy use,” which was used as such for further
analysis.

Topical N-Grams Identification
The use of topical n-grams is common in text and topic mining,
as is the NLP approach when tracking word or phrase
frequencies [44,45]. For the purpose of this study, we
implemented the analysis of the most frequent trigrams (ie,
groups of three words used together) occurring in user reviews
(textual user evaluation of the app). For example, applying this
to our previously mentioned word array from the cleaned dataset
“love app easy use,” we could extract exactly two trigrams:
(love, app, easy) and (app, easy, use).

These two trigrams would then be added to the trigrams
extracted from other reviews, resulting in a total of 744,808
trigrams from 72,084 reviews.

Evaluation of the word combination was then used in
conjunction with the users’ numerical app assessment (ie,
rating), which is often used as a proxy for sentiment (eg,
[46,47]). User ratings for apps in Google Play Store are scored
on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is the worst and 5 is the best
rating an app can receive. In our study, scores below 3 were
associated with a negative app assessment, whereas scores of
4 and 5 were considered positive. This approach is common in
studies in this field (eg, [46]). The ratings were averaged by
grouping ratings from reviews containing given trigrams.

Topic Modeling
Topic modeling is another text-mining and NLP method that is
commonly used to discover latent topics in a corpus of text.
Topic modeling has been shown to be useful for clustering
documents or text, and is considered a probabilistic statistical
technique for semantic structures [48]. In this study, we used
the Python Gensim library, which is commonly used in NLP,
for topic modeling analysis. This library helped us to build a
mathematical model that could classify each review by topic.
The list of possible topics was determined during model training,
and we predetermined the number of possible topics. To find
the most appropriate number of topics, we used the coherence
score. Topic coherence measures the degree of semantic
similarity between the highly scored words in the topic, which
can help to distinguish between topics that are semantically
interpretable and topics that are artifacts of statistical inference
[49]. This value is given after each model training process and
helped us determine the performance of our trained model.

Finding the best number of topics that would give optimal results
required several trials, starting with a randomly selected number
of topics until we narrowed down to the model with the best
score. We would simply select this model and apply it to our
dataset. For example, if our model found 11 topics in the dataset,
for each review in our dataset, the model would provide us with
the probabilities of how likely the review is to belong to each
of the 11 topics.

Results

Topic Modeling

Topic Selection Process
Since topic modeling is an unsupervised method, it was not
constrained by certain predefined standards (ie, number of
topics). Instead, for the first run, we programmed the script to
start with only 2 topics, repeat and increase by 4 (since this is
a computationally intensive and demanding process, we had to
minimize the number of runs) until reaching 30 (ie, finding
optimal number of topics anywhere between 2 and 30 topics).
This high number was randomly chosen to find the optimal
range for our topic number. This analysis revealed that the
number of topics with the best coherence score was between 6
and 13 (Figure 1). For the second iteration, we again
reprogrammed the script to repeatedly run in this range, this
time increasing by 1 to more accurately determine the best score.
The best coherence (0.646) was achieved with 11 topics (Figure
2, Table 2).
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Figure 1. Topics coherence score (range between 2 and 30 topics). Num: number.

Figure 2. Topics coherence score (range between 6 and 13 topics). Num: number.

Table 2. Coherence scores for 6 to 13 topics.

Coherence scoreNumber of topics

0.596

0.6187

0.6178

0.6149

0.61410

0.64611

0.61812

0.62213

Identified Topics
Most of the identified topics included the use of positive words
when describing apps in the reviews. In their feedback, users

often use words such as “love,” “nice,” “easy,” “good,” and
“amaze” to describe the apps. Positively rated topics were more
common than negatively rated topics. Users who leave feedback
for diet-tracking apps positively rate the possibility to track their
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food intake; use food scanners and create/access food databases
in the apps; and consider the apps to be user-friendly,
convenient, and easy to use overall. Weight loss was another
important topic, appearing in 10% of user reviews (Table 3).

By pairing the topics with the average ratings of user reviews
from the topic, we found that difficulties with cancellations,
payment plans, and charges seem to bother users the most (topic
average rating 2.32). One of the users described her experience
as follows:

Personally I felt company was highly interested in
my weight loss journey before I activated plan then
no one cares about me, or I noticed they've charged

me for another 3 months subscription which I did not
authorize. I've made 3 attempts via email to make
contact with [app] to end my membership and request
a refund and I received an email back stating they'll
be in contact in the next 48hrs but I have never heard
back from them.

In addition, technical difficulties appear to create issues in using
the app (average topic rating 2.84):

Good app when it works. Otherwise, there's too many
bugs. It lags too often and takes a long time to load…

Stopped working. When I try to add food or search
it's a blank screen. Please fix!

Table 3. Modeling results for 11 selected topics.

Proportion of reviews (%)Mean ratingWordsTopic

10.004.413731App, great, work, good, health, step, fitness, tracker, sync, googleHealth and fitness tracking

8.134.590072App, great, love, track, awesome, carbs, fat, diet, macro, featureMacros tracking

7.344.342717App, good, food, thing, lot, find, put, log, info, prettyApp praising

7.214.264332Give, room, program, coach, support, day, information, follow, people,
plan

App support

8.962.329310Free, pay, version, plan, premium, cancel, money, charge, month, trialApp charges

10.944.697312Weight, lose, week, goal, loss, start, pound, year, month, setWeight loss

10.064.578164Calorie, track, exercise, intake, count, daily, day, water, great, burnIntake tracking

8.773.872253Food, add, meal, option, item, database, recipe, enter, list, searchFood adding and database

12.674.709999Easy, love, food, helpful, scan, user, simple, find, scanner, featureApp “loving”

8.374.780649Eat, make, change, diet, healthy, recommend, choice, learn, life, habitDiet change

7.532.848619Time, work, log, update, day, star, back, phone, issue, problemTechnical issues

Topical Trigrams

Overall Ratings
Similar to the topic modeling results, our overall trigram analysis
suggested that, on average, users rate the diet-tracking apps
positively in their reviews (Table 4). Trigrams indicating the
apps’ ease of use and helpfulness (21/50 top trigrams by

frequency of mention), the expression of liking/loving the app
(13/50 top trigrams by frequency of mention), and the apps’
tracking option (19/50 top trigrams by frequency of mention)
dominated the top 50 trigrams identified from the pool of user
reviews. These topics were also frequently associated with high
average app ratings; 49 of the top 50 trigrams by frequency
attained ratings over 4.
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Table 4. Top 50 most frequently mentioned trigrams.

CategoryMean ratingCountTrigram

Easy Use/Help4.772152948(app, easy, use)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.773184895(help, keep, track)

Tracking4.626058591(keep, track, calorie)

Easy Use/Help; Weight Loss4.628009457(help, lose, weight)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.837681345(help, stay, track)

Tracking4.750733341(app, keep, track)

App Liking4.281553309(really, like, app)

Easy Use/Help4.856678307(app, really, help)

Tracking4.669967303(track, calorie, intake)

Tracking4.733108296(keep, track, eat)

Easy Use/Help; App Liking4.858621290(easy, use, love)

Tracking4.614841283(track, food, intake)

Tracking4.653992263(keep, track, food)

Tracking4.701550258(app, track, calorie)

Easy Use/Help; App Liking4.857724246(love, app, help)

Easy Use/Help; App Liking4.831967244(love, app, easy)

App Liking; Tracking4.726141241(great, app, track)

App Liking; Easy Use/Help4.861925239(great, app, easy)

N/Aa4.199153236(bar, code, scanner)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.804255235(app, help, keep)

App Liking; Easy Use/Help4.774336226(great, app, help)

Easy Use/Help4.843750224(easy, use, great)

Tracking4.729730222(way, keep, track)

Easy Use/Help4.847222216(easy, use, helpful)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.803922204(really, help, keep)

N/A4.779412204(make, good, choice)

Weight Loss4.731343201(weight, loss, journey)

N/A4.129353201(use, app, year)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.850746201(easy, keep, track)

Weight Loss; Easy Use/Help4.755000200(app, help, lose)

Easy Use/Help4.858639191(easy, use, help)

Easy Use/Help4.781915188(really, easy, use)

Weight Loss4.688172186(weight, loss, program)

Easy Use/Help4.911111180(super, easy, use)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.809249173(easy, use, keep)

App Liking; Tracking4.719298171(great, app, keep)

Easy Use/Help4.666667171(easy, use, app)

Tracking4.869822169(keep, track, everything)

App Liking4.426036169(really, good, app)

NA4.230303165(use, free, version)

App Liking; Tracking4.595092163(good, app, track)

Weight Loss4.714286161(weight, loss, goal)
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CategoryMean ratingCountTrigram

N/A4.387500160(start, use, app)

N/A4.227848158(scan, bar, code)

Weight Loss4.414013157(try, lose, weight)

Tracking4.779221154(use, keep, track)

App Liking4.790850153(absolutely, love, app)

App Liking4.472222144(love, app, use)

N/A3.638889144(would, give, star)

App Liking4.929577142(best, app, ever)

aN/A: not applicable; no relevant category.

The number of mentions of positive and negative trigrams in
user reviews also showed a trend of positive evaluation
dominance among users leaving reviews. The top 50 most
frequent positive trigrams appeared 12,723 times, while the top
50 most frequent negative trigrams were mentioned 1270 times
in our dataset of 72,084 user reviews.

Positively Evaluated App Characteristics
With respect to positively valenced user ratings, we identified
a significant presence of reviews praising the apps in general.
Most of the top 50 positively rated user reviews refer to the
apps’ ease of use and helpfulness (21/50 top positive trigrams
by frequency of mention), intake and calorie tracking (20/50
top positive trigrams by frequency of mention), and weight loss
(6/50 top positive trigrams by frequency of mention) (Table 5).
Users generally characterized the apps as “very easy to use and
intuitive” and “easy to use and pretty straightforward.” The

ability to track their intake is described as “keeps me
accountable” and “very informative about the diets you choose.”
Some users also viewed the apps as contributors to their better
and healthier food choices:

Helps get a better understanding of the different foods
calorie loads so I can make better choices.

Easy to check total carb, fat and protein content and
individual food values so I can make better choices
next day.

Similar comments were found for weight loss:

Teaches you how and why you need to change your
eating habits;

Mind changing weight loss program;

This is about sustainable weight loss...
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Table 5. Top 50 “positive” trigrams (most frequently mentioned trigrams with ratings over 4).

CategoryMean ratingCountTrigrams

Easy Use/Help4.772152948(app, easy, use)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.773184895(help, keep, track)

Tracking4.626058591(keep, track, calorie)

Easy Use/Help; Weight Loss4.628009457(help, lose, weight)

Tracking; Easy Use/Help4.837681345(help, stay, track)

Tracking4.750733341(app, keep, track)

App Liking4.281553309(really, like, app)

Easy Use/Help4.856678307(app, really, help)

Tracking4.669967303(track, calorie, intake)

Tracking4.733108296(keep, track, eat)

Easy Use/Help; App Liking4.858621290(easy, use, love)

Tracking4.614841283(track, food, intake)

Tracking4.653992263(keep, track, food)

Tracking4.701550258(app, track, calorie)

Easy Use/Help; App Liking4.857724246(love, app, help)

Easy Use/Help; App Liking4.831967244(love, app, easy)

App Liking; Tracking4.726141241(great, app, track)

App Liking; Easy Use/Help4.861925239(great, app, easy)

N/Aa4.199153236(bar, code, scanner)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.804255235(app, help, keep)

Easy Use/Help; App Liking4.774336226(great, app, help)

Easy Use/Help4.843750224(easy, use, great)

Tracking4.729730222(way, keep, track)

Easy Use/Help4.847222216(easy, use, helpful)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.803922204(really, help, keep)

N/A4.779412204(make, good, choice)

Weight Loss4.731343201(weight, loss, journey)

N/A4.129353201(use, app, year)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.850746201(easy, keep, track)

Weight Loss; Easy Use/Help4.755000200(app, help, lose)

Easy Use/Help4.858639191(easy, use, help)

Easy Use/Help4.781915188(really, easy, use)

Weight Loss4.688172186(weight, loss, program)

Easy Use/Help4.911111180(super, easy, use)

Easy Use/Help; Tracking4.809249173(easy, use, keep)

App Liking; Tracking4.719298171(great, app, keep)

Easy Use/Help4.666667171(easy, use, app)

Tracking4.869822169(keep, track, everything)

App Liking4.426036169(really, good, app)

N/A4.230303165(use, free, version)

App Liking; Tracking4.595092163(good, app, track)

Weight Loss4.714286161(weight, loss, goal)
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CategoryMean ratingCountTrigrams

N/A4.387500160(start, use, app)

N/A4.227848158(scan, bar, code)

Weight Loss4.414013157(try, lose, weight)

Tracking4.779221154(use, keep, track)

App Liking4.790850153(absolutely, love, app)

App Liking4.472222144(love, app, use)

App Liking4.929577142(best, app, ever)

Tracking4.549296142(app, track, food)

aN/A: not applicable; no relevant category.

Negatively Evaluated App Characteristics
Based on our results, an aggressive approach to advertising
premium app options, and unclear policies of subscription
charges and cancellations seem to be particularly problematic
(15/50 top negative trigrams by frequency of mentions). The
reviews also indicate that constant display of ads and reminders
about premium app options often lead users to delete the app,
as illustrated by the following excerpts from the reviews:

Every time I open the app it pushes its premium
service at me. I get that they are here to make money,
but seriously, just throw a nonintrusive ad window
in somewhere and don't pester me.

Go for alternatives until these guys stop giving you
ads for paid plans.

NO MONEY BACK NO MATTER WHAT. This app
didn’t work for me since I'm not overweight. I tried
it to give it a chance thinking it was what I was
looking for, but it wasn’t. and then found out that NO
MATTER what, you can’t get your money back once
they have charged the subscription even if it's on THE
SAME DAY.

Given the size of the apps in question and their numbers of
users, it is easy to see how the ability to upload content could
be difficult to manage from a technical perspective.
Nevertheless, 14 of the 50 most frequently mentioned negative
trigrams refer to technical issues experienced by users (Table
6), which include app crashing, inability to use or open the app,
and similar:

It freezes every time I try to add food or exercise.

Not sure what's going on however ever since paid ads
keep popping up the app has just gone down hill.

Today in particular has been awful. Screen goes
black, freezes. Constant crashing. I've used this app
for 3 years now and am seriously looking at using
another app.

I really wanted to give this app 5 stars, especially
since it's helped me to lose more than 20 pounds in
the last 6 weeks. Unfortunately, the app itself is so
laggy & buggy that I can't give it more than 1-star.
Every time I shift between apps, [app] needs 15-60
seconds to start up. The whole app crashes on me at
least 10 times a day.

Some content-related complaints could also be found in reviews,
such as “need to be able to add new food with more than the
100 grams” or “needs an option to let users easily add new foods
and correct scanned foods that have incorrect nutritional data.”

Adding new foods creates additional issues for users (5/50 top
frequent negative trigrams). Namely, users’ complaints in this
area usually refer to the inability to add a product to the database
due to technical challenges:

There's an option to add a new food item, but no way
to save it.

Would have been a perfect app but becomes utterly
useless when trying to input my own foods. Everyone
I enter the nutritional info it changes everything I put
in to insane numbers like 2800 calories for cottage
cheese.

The reason I gave this a 4 is because the app doesn't
always keep my information I add about new foods.
It constantly says it's downloading the database for
days on end.
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Table 6. Top 50 negative trigrams (most frequently mentioned trigrams with ratings lower than 3).

CategoryMean ratingCountTrigrams

Technical issues2.08000075(every, time, try)

N/Aa2.47887371(use, love, app)

Charges/Ads1.24000050(get, money, back)

Charges/Ads1.67441943(day, free, trial)

NA1.65000040(can, not, get)

Adding Food2.43589739(try, add, food)

Technical issues2.68571435(since, last, update)

Charges/Ads1.30303033(sign, free, trial)

Technical issues2.48484833(every, time, open)

Technical issues2.36666730(time, open, app)

N/A1.63333330(can, not, use)

Technical issues2.10714328(app, keep, crash)

N/A1.65384626(even, use, app)

Adding Food2.88461526(add, food, meal)

N/A1.00000026(bad, app, ever)

N/A2.69230826(get, new, phone)

N/A2.88461526(heart, rate, monitor)

Charges/Ads2.56000025(pay, monthly, fee)

Charges/Ads1.16000025(want, money, back)

Technical issues2.88000025(every, time, go)

Charges/Ads1.16666724(try, cancel, subscription)

Technical issues1.91666724(app, stop, work)

N/A1.16666724(waste, time, money)

Adding Food2.25000024(can, not, add)

Charges/Ads1.04166724(charge, credit, card)

Adding Food1.95238121(never, use, app)

Technical issues2.14285721(app, can, not)

Technical issues2.40000020(every, single, time)

N/A2.25000020(wish, could, give)

Technical issues1.73684219(get, error, message)

Technical issues1.38888918(something, go, wrong)

N/A2.66666718(change, serve, size)

N/A1.88888918(try, use, app)

N/A2.94444418(would, great, app)

Charges/Ads1.47058817(free, trial, end)

N/A2.94117617(use, different, app)

N/A2.70588217(use, app, without)

N/A2.47058817(able, use, app)

Charges/Ads1.47058817(try, get, refund)

Charges/Ads1.47058817(give, money, back)

Technical issues2.05882417(can, not, log)

Technical issues1.29411817(create, new, account)
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CategoryMean ratingCountTrigrams

Technical issues2.47058817(can, not, enter)

Charges/Ads1.23529417(cancel, free, trial)

Charges/Ads1.43750016(want, cancel, subscription)

N/A1.87500016(message, goal, specialist)

Adding Food2.93750016(create, new, food)

Charges/Ads2.87500016(two, week, trial)

Charges/Ads2.81250016(buy, pro, version)

Charges/Ads1.73333315(ad, pop, every)

aN/A: not applicable; no relevant category.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Despite extensive literature on nutrition apps and individual
usage patterns in health and nutrition research, the investigation
of these apps from the perspective of user-generated content
(ie, publicly available user reviews) is in its infancy. Previous
research has mainly focused on app development issues and
feature evaluation to make apps more accessible and
user-friendly (eg, [7,31]). Numerous studies have examined
consumer opinions of existing apps through surveys, interviews,
and qualitative content analysis. This existing research captured
an overall positive assessment/evaluation of the available apps
(ie, app liking), as well as users’ perceptions of these apps as
helpful and easy to use (eg, [8,15,50]). These findings were
supported by our results, as was the importance of the
diet-tracking feature to users [8] and the deterrent effect of ads
[8,15]. In contrast to other studies that have incorporated user
reviews to assess user perspectives on diet and nutrition apps
using simple research methods to manually evaluate a smaller
set of user reviews (eg, [8,50]), this study extends this
knowledge, and includes over 70,000 user reviews that were
evaluated and classified using text mining and NLP techniques.

In our study, we focused on the user perspective, and aimed to
evaluate the diet-tracking apps and their features that are most
frequently commented on by users in app reviews. Although
users rated the apps they use very highly on average (the overall
rating for all apps was 4.4 out of 5, with individual app ratings
ranging from 4.1 to 4.7), some features could still be improved
to enhance the user experience.

The predominant positivity in comments and reviews left by
users online has already been noted in a recent study including
25 online platforms [51]. We can also support these findings
for diet-tracking app reviews, as our results suggest that the
users leaving reviews for diet-tracking apps generally tend to
give positive ratings. The extracted topics show the prevalence
of positive words used in reviews to describe apps, as well as
the average ratings of user reviews. To provide diet-tracking
app users with an even better experience, we recommend paying
more attention to the food databases and the features for adding
new foods to the app’s database. Users are generally satisfied
with the apps’ functionality, while a richer database would make
it easier for them to make choices, and they would likely feel

more motivated than if they had to search for substitutes or go
through long procedures to add a product. This is especially
valid for apps that do not offer the option of adding products
by taking a picture. As this is also one of the features associated
with several complaints about technical issues (ie, difficulty in
adding new, personalized food items or food scanning), working
on advanced technological solutions, enriching the database, or
working on a stronger network of products within food
categories could reduce the negative evaluation of user
experience.

Hidden costs and inadequate communication about the cost of
using the app are some of the main reasons reported for users
to stop using an app [8]. We also identified these issues as a
source of numerous complaints from users leaving app reviews,
along with the users’ inability to get their money refunded.
Therefore, to retain users and keep them satisfied and loyal, an
app should provide adequate, clear, and respectful
communication regarding the costs that may be incurred through
app use (eg, paid premium versions, in-app purchases, refund
policies).

Limitations
Although this study provides valuable insight into user opinions,
it is not without limitations. Owing to feasibility constraints,
we focused on available reviews and introduced a set of
constraints that allowed us to structure and summarize the
otherwise diverse user-generated content in the form of app
reviews. Future research could apply other text-mining
approaches for data collection, cleaning, and analysis. In
performing similar studies, it may be beneficial to differentiate
users and their motivations for using the diet-tracking app. This
can be done (to a certain extent) by a deeper investigation of
the review content and its sentiment.

The use of additional methods (eg, surveys, focus groups, or
interviews) would be necessary to include and understand the
opinions of users who do not leave feedback in the form of a
review and to generalize the findings to the entire population
of diet-tracking app users.

In addition, users from different cultures may have different
app needs (eg, product availability, serving size differences,
religious and other food restrictions). To ensure the
generalizability and applicability of such findings to a specific
market, the results should also include analysis of additional
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apps and reviews (both global and local apps) in the local
language.

This study focused on apps that offer their users the ability to
count their calories and track their diets (ie, diet-tracking apps).
Although these features are present in apps that are widely
applicable (ie, nutrition apps), the results obtained in this study
cannot be generalized to the entire segment of nutrition apps.
The inclusion of additional selection criteria and apps would
be necessary to claim broader applicability of the results.
Similarly, reviewers (consumers who write reviews) have been
shown to differ from other customers in terms of income,
education, and purchasing behavior [52]. Since only a small
proportion of users provide openly worded text, an analyst
should be aware of nonresponse bias and how a reviewer’s
sentiments can be directly correlated with the sentiments of
previous reviews, which affects the corpus in which posts are
public [53]. Hence, our results cannot be generalized to the
entire population of app users.

In addition, only apps that had the highest download numbers
in the market were selected for this study. This selection was
made due to their greater impact and ability to influence more
individuals. Moreover, these apps make frequent updates to
provide better service to their users, support the growing
network of users, and avoid technical issues that are usually the
subject of user complaints, including those in reviews. Because

of these efforts, the apps used in this study were also quite
homogenous in terms of their ratings (all 15 apps were rated
above 4.1 out of 5). Including a broader range of apps (both in
terms of greater variation in ratings and in terms of number of
users and downloads) may reveal additional challenges users
face when using diet-tracking apps.

Conclusions
Assessment of 72,084 user reviews for diet-tracking apps
revealed an overall positive user evaluation. Users highly value
the ability to track their food intake and manage their weight.
Nonetheless, there is significant room for improvement,
particularly in the area of charges associated with app use and
features that enable adding food to the apps’ databases. The
findings of this study provide relevant insights into user opinions
and evaluations of diet-tracking apps.

The implications of this study go beyond those for app
developers as stakeholders; for example, in cases concerning
health and nutrition, public policy and official institutions should
be involved. Digital participation of current and future
generations is increasing; there is also evidence that mobile
apps are a potentially useful tool for shaping and tracking users’
diets [8,14]. By exploring users’ experiences with apps, along
with their suggestions and comments, it is possible to better
support the apps they need and improve their eating habits,
health and diet management, and nutrition-related well-being.
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Abstract

Background: Supported self-management for asthma reduces acute attacks and improves control. The internet of things could
connect patients to health care providers, community services, and their living environments to provide overarching support for
self-management.

Objective: We aimed to identify patients’ and clinicians’ preferences for a future internet-of-things system and explore their
visions of its potential to support holistic self-management.

Methods: In an exploratory sequential mixed methods study, we recruited patients from volunteer databases and charities’
social media. We purposively sampled participants to interview them about their vision of the design and utility of the internet
of things as a future strategy for supporting self-management. Respondents who were not invited to participate in the interviews
were invited to complete a web-based questionnaire to prioritize the features suggested by the interviewees. Clinicians were
recruited from professional networks. Interviews were transcribed and analyzed thematically using PRISMS self-management
taxonomy.

Results: We interviewed 12 patients and 12 clinicians in the United Kingdom, and 140 patients completed the web-based
questionnaires. Patients expressed mostly wanting a system to log their asthma control status automatically; provide real-time
advice to help them learn about their asthma, identify and avoid triggers, and adjust their treatment. Peak flow (33/140, 23.6%),
environmental (pollen, humidity, air temperature) (33/140, 23.6%), and asthma symptoms (25/140, 17.9%) were the specific data
types that patient most wanted. Information about asthma and text or email access to clinical advice provided a feeling of safety
for patients. Clinicians wanted automated objective data about the patients’ condition that they could access during consultations.
The potential reduction in face-to-face consultations was appreciated by clinicians which they perceived could potentially save
patients’ travel time and health service resources. Lifestyle logs of fitness regimes or weight control were valued by some patients
but were of less interest to clinicians.

Conclusions: An automated internet-of-things system that requires minimal input from the user and provides timely advice in
line with an asthma action plan agreed by the patient with their clinician was preferred by most respondents. Links to asthma
information and the ability to connect with clinicians by text or email were perceived by patients as features that would provide
a sense of safety. Further studies are needed to evaluate the usability and effectiveness of internet-of-things systems in routine
clinical practice.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e22432)   doi:10.2196/22432
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Introduction

Asthma is a chronic disease, affecting 235 million people
worldwide [1]. Supported self-management reduces emergency
use of health care resources, improves asthma outcomes, and
reduces morbidity [2-4]. The PRISMS (Practical Systematic
Review of Self-Management Support for Long-term Conditions
[5]) taxonomy consists of a 14-item list of strategies that have
been used to support self-management in long-term conditions
and which readers can select according to applicability to their
context. In the context of asthma, these strategies include
information about the condition, an action plan agreed upon
between the patient and their clinician, self-monitoring of asthma
status with feedback, recording of physiological measures, use
of equipment, lifestyle, and social support. Technology can help
support self-management [6], and many patients are interested
in a broad range of self-management support strategies, with a
seamless link to their clinician if needed [7]. The internet of
things (IoT)[8] and wireless networks such as The Things
Network (TTN; [9]), long-range wide area networks
(LoRaWAN), Wi-Fi, and mobile networks, enable asthma status
to be logged automatically by smart devices (eg, smart inhalers,
smart peak flow meters, smart watches). Long-life invisible
environmental sensors with embedded intelligence supported
by Raspberry Pi [10] and Arduino [11] can measure indoor and
outdoor environmental triggers which can be correlated to
asthma logs that alert patients to changes status, give real-time
advice on self-management, and can share data with health care
advisors if necessary.

The IoT is a giant system comprising networks linking
web-based services and clouds with online sensors and actuators.
Sensors are able to communicate with each other to make
distributed intelligent decisions in real time [12-15] An app or
webpage can be provided to give users a door to interact with
the system (eg, to view data dashboards; to receive advice; to
receive reminders to collect data, reorder medication, or make
appointments with their clinician). The IoT health care network
has defined an IoT topology [16], which is an architecture and
platform that can be used for diagnosis, personalized medication,
emergency service, home rehabilitation, remote surgery remote
monitoring, and self-management of conditions such as diabetes
[17-20], hypertension [18,21], and asthma [18,22,23]. The
implementation of 5G IoT will increase data transmission speed
and reduce the transmission latency, allowing a faster and
seamless service [16]. IoT interconnectivity between patients
and their health care providers, the community services, and
their living environment can be used to provide overarching
and personalized patient self-management support.

There are many asthma-related smart devices in the market (eg,
smart inhalers [24], smart spirometers and peak flow meters
[25], respiratory rate sensors, wearable sensors that detect
wheezing and sleeping patterns [26-28], and digital fraction of
exhaled nitric oxide meters [29]), some of which have
laboratory-proven accuracy [24,29,30]. Few, however, are able
to be personalized to a patient’s clinical profile, social

preferences, and environmental context or integrated with a
patient’s electronic health records. Mobile systems that connect
asthma smart devices and pull data from electronic health
records [22,23] and apps that support asthma self-management
[31] have been developed, but often, technology researchers
focus on novelty and ensuring acceptability of their technology
[32], rather than exploring the breadth of functionality that could
support patients’ everyday life of living with a condition and
meet the demands of clinicians providing routine clinical care
[33]. In contrast, clinical research typically focuses on evaluating
older, established digital health technologies and their impact
on patient health outcomes [34,35]. To our knowledge, there is
no research that explores which IoT features are desired by
patients and clinicians in the context of asthma self-management.
We, therefore, aimed to explore the perspective of patients and
clinicians on which self-management features (as defined by
the PRISMS taxonomy) they would want in a future IoT system.

Methods

Ethical Approval
This mixed methods study was conducted between May 2019
and January 2020, with the approval of the National Health
Service (NHS) London Fulham Research Ethics committee (ref
19/LO/0703). The study was sponsored by the University of
Edinburgh and the NHS Lothian (Academic and Clinical Central
Office for Research and Development). All participants were
fully informed about the study and provided their consent.

Design
We used qualitative interviews and a web-based questionnaire
to explore patients’ and professionals’ vision for future IoT
features. We adopted an exploratory sequential design [36],
using qualitative interviews with purposively selected patients
and clinicians to identify the preferred IoT features, which in
turn were used to inform a web-based questionnaire in a wider
asthma patient community enabling triangulation of interview
findings.

Patient and Clinician Recruitment

Patient Recruitment
We included UK-based adult patients who were actively using
treatment for asthma [37] and excluded anyone who needed
carers’ support to manage their asthma. We recruited patients
from volunteer databases and asthma charities social media.
We identified patients in the Scottish Health Research Register
(SHARE) [38], Register for Asthma Research (REACH), and
Asthma UK volunteer database [39]. People registered in these
databases have given consent to be contacted about asthma
research. Eligible patients were invited with emails sent by
SHARE, REACH, and Asthma UK, which included a
recruitment link on behalf of the research team. We also posted
advertisements on Asthma UK and Asthma UK Centre for
Applied Research (AUKCAR) Facebook and Twitter that
included a recruitment link. People who were interested in the
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study used the link to register their interest. They were asked
to read the information leaflet, confirm their eligibility, provide
basic demographics, and give consent to be contacted (via the
contact details they provided) in order complete the registration.

Sampling for Qualitative Interviews
We purposively recruited a maximum variation sample of 12
patients to take part in individual interviews. Sampling was
based on age (16-25 years, 26-45 years, 16-65 years, 65 years
or older); ownership of an action plan (or not); duration of
asthma (diagnosed <6 months, 6-12 months, 1-10 years, >10
years); hospital admission in the previous 12 months (or not);
confidence with using technology (ability to download apps by
themselves, need help, never tried).

Clinician Recruitment
We recruited health care professionals from primary and
secondary care through newsletters and social media (the NHS
Research Scotland Primary Care Network and professional
bodies such as the Primary Care Respiratory Society and the
NHS Lothian Respiratory Managed Clinical Network). We also
approached individual professionals who were actively involved
in clinical care or research through personal networks.

Data Collection

Think-Aloud Qualitative Interviews
We adopted a think-aloud approach [40] to explore patients’
and professionals’ preferences on the future design and utility
of IoT systems to support asthma self-management.

We asked patients to complete 2 tasks in the interview. For task
1, we provided a list of the most wanted app features
(Multimedia Appendix 1) identified in our previous study [7]

and asked patients to think about their previous usage of asthma
apps and their previous asthma self-management experience to
decide the features that they would want to be included in a
future IoT system, and how often they think they would use
them. For task 2, we provided images of current and future
potential smart devices in the market (smart inhaler, smart peak
flow meter, smart fabric, smart watch, voice assistant, smart
purifier, human robot, and robot pet) and available data and
asked patients to discuss their future potential. Specifically we
asked them to use the images to create a IoT system that they
would want to support their daily self-management, and if, how,
and when they would use each device for self-monitoring and
what data (if any) they would want to be able to send to their
health care professionals and their health carers, for example,
parents or spouse. (Figure 1 is an example of a task completed
by a participant.)

At the end of each task, participants were asked to add any
features, data, or smart devices that they thought would be useful
but that were not included in the list or images (or were not yet
available).

Professionals were asked to think about their previous
experiences providing care for people with asthma and select
the features from the list [7] that could support self-management
and data that they would like to receive in order to assist their
consultations with patients.

Finally, we showed participants a prototype app (an interface
app which included many wanted features [7]) to stimulate their
thoughts on how they would like to interact with a
self-management support IoT system (Multimedia Appendix
2).
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Figure 1. An example of a task completed by a participant.

Development of the Web-Based Questionnaire
The web-based questionnaire aimed to quantify the features
wanted by interviewees and their perceived usefulness enabling
us to triangulate the findings. Participants’ feedback in the
qualitative interview informed the features listed.

The questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 3) collected basic
demographic information (age group and gender) and asked
questions regarding what data that they would want an IoT
system to collect and where they would want the data to be
collected. The flow of questions reflected the sequence that we
used in the interviews. To reduce instances of missing data,
each question had to be completed before progressing to the
next. First, we offered a list of features based on our previous
research [7] and the interview responses. Survey participants
were asked to select the top 5 types of data that they would like
collected by the IoT system and to prioritize them. A free-text
option was provided. Second, we asked participants to choose
where it would be most useful for the technology to collect these
data. The choices were informed by the interviews—“home,”
“at work/office/school,” “the place where they are at leisure
activities that they do regularly (eg, gym, running, etc),” and
“others.” If participants chose the leisure option, we asked the
participants to specify which leisure scenario they thought was
relevant to that data type. We offered a variety of activities
informed by the interviews and a free text option.

Administration of the Web-Based Questionnaire
We used Bristol Online Survey, a secure web-based survey
platform that complies with ISO27001 information security
standards and the General Data Protection Regulation, to build
the web-based questionnaire and collect data. To test content
validity and readability, we invited a patient volunteer and an
independent researcher to try out the questionnaire
independently. Their feedback was incorporated in the
questionnaire before it was sent to participants. Potential
participants who had not been selected for an interview and who
had given permission to be contacted regarding the survey were
emailed a participant information sheet and a link to the
questionnaire.

Data Analysis and Synthesis

Qualitative Analysis
Interviews were digitally recorded, transcribed, and coded in
NVivo (version 12; QSR International). We used PRISMS
taxonomy [3] as a framework to categorize the IoT features
(themes) that emerged from the interviews. In addition, our
thematic analysis explored issues of particular importance to
the participants. One reviewer (CYH) coded 2 interviews
(patient, professional) independently, and another reviewer (HP)
reviewed the coded transcriptions to standardize the coding,
which was then applied (by CYH) to all the transcriptions. CYH
(reviewed by HP) coded features suggested by patients and
professionals separately and extracted the features, which were
then combined in tables for comparison. We categorized the
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individual assessments of the features as would “always use,”
“often use,” “use when needed,” or “less likely to use” according
to the words used in the interviews (Table 1). In our previous
study [7] on self-management features wanted by patients’ and

clinicians’, no new app features were generated after 15
interviews. We estimated that a sample size of 12 would be
likely to achieve data saturation and was within our resources
for conducting individual interviews.

Table 1. Defining patients’ perceptions of potential future usage.

Examples of words used by patient intervieweesUsage

“always use,” “would always use,” “very helpful,” “would be good,” “more important,” “definitely a must”Always use

“would often use,” “would be good,” “really/extremely useful,” “it might be useful,” “something that I’d probably use
often, if I could, or if I can”; “once a month,” “quite/might be/ useful,” “might interest me”

Often use

“safety net,” “absolutely need it,” but like “rare occurrences,” “once a year,” “very important just to remind yours oc-
casionally,” “it wouldn’t be like every day,” “a bit of a waste of time if you have that popping up every day,” “check
in on regularly”

Use it when needed

Unlikely to use because “I know what to do” “the factors do not affect me”, “the feature is already provided by the
current practice”, “no need to have this feature as an extra”; or they “hope not to use this feature very often” or “would
not rely on it”; or they “haven’t used it before”.

Less likely to use

“Does not apply to them”; “no point in it”Not applicable

Quantitative Analysis and Triangulation of Findings
We used descriptive statistics to analyze patients’ preference
ratings for the data they would like a future IoT system to collect
and in which circumstances the system would be most useful.
We used data from the survey to quantify the features wanted
by interviewees and their perceived usefulness.

Interpretation
The findings, data synthesis, and interpretation were discussed
regularly within the multidisciplinary study team, which
included a patient representative, technology developer, health
care professionals, and researcher. The researcher had an
engineering and technology background and clinical research
experience with patients and clinicians in asthma app
development.

Results

Participants

Patients
Invitations were sent by email to 572 patients (SHARE n=211;
Asthma UK n=220; REACH n=141). Advertisements were
posted to the Asthma UK’s Facebook and Twitter (185,800
followers) and AUKCAR Twitter (1224 followers). Of 362
patients who expressed interest in the study, 297 (82.0%) were

from Asthma UK’s social media, email, or website; 42 (11.6%)
were from the AUKCAR Twitter; 10 (2.8%) were from SHARE;
3 (0.8%) were from REACH, 2 (0.6%) were recommended by
their hospital or a relative, 8 (2.2%) received an e-mail invitation
from Asthma UK and others responded to our advertising. Of
the 362 patients, 12 were selected for an interview, and the
remaining 350 were invited to complete the web-based
questionnaire: 3 rejected the invitation (2 were no longer
available to take part and 1 declined when they realized there
was no payment), and 29 were undeliverable emails. Thus, 318
were sent the web-based questionnaire link, of whom 140
(44.0%) completed the questionnaire. Of the 140 participants,
139 participants (99.3%) completed the questionnaire within
15 minutes, and 1 person (0.7%) appeared to take 3 hours and
42 minutes to complete the questionnaire (most likely because
the thank you page was not closed after completion). There were
no instances of missing data.

Of 152 participants (12 interviewees and 140 web-based
questionnaire respondents), most (74/152, 49%) were 46 years
to 65 years of age, 69.1% (105/152) were female, 54.6%
(83/152) had an action plan, 75.0% (114/152) had been
diagnosed with asthma for more than 10 years, 12.5% (19/152)
had been admitted to hospital in the previous 12 months, and
86.2% (131/152) were confident that they could download apps
themselves (Table 2).
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Table 2. Characteristics of patient participants.

Questionnaire respondents (n=140), n (%)Interviewees (n=12), n (%)Patient characteristics

Age (years)

2 (1.4)3 (25.0)16-25

39 (27.9)2 (16.7)26-45

71 (50.7)3 (25.0)46-65

28 (20.0)4 (33.3)>65

Gender

97 (69.3)8 (66.7)Female

42 (30.0)4 (33.3)Male

1 (0.7)0 (0.0)Prefer not to say

Action plan ownership

79 (56.4)4 (33.3)Yes

16 (11.4)3 (25.0)No

45 (32.1)5 (41.7)No asthma action plan but I have been told what to do

Diagnosed with asthma

1 (0.7)0 (0.0)Less than 6 months

1 (0.7)0 (0.0)Between 6 months and 1 year

32 (22.9)4 (33.3)Between 1 year and 10 years

106 (75.7)8 (66.7)More than 10 years

Admission to the hospital because of asthma in the last 12 months

125 (89.3)8 (66.7)No

5 (3.6)1 (8.3)Yes and now my asthma care is provided by general practitioner/asth-
ma nurse

10 (7.1)3 (25.0)Yes and I am still attending the hospital (specialist) clinic

App download experience

119 (85.0)12 (100)I download apps by myself

5 (3.6)0 (0.0)I usually ask someone to download apps for me

16 (11.4)0 (0.0)I have never downloaded an app

Professionals
Twelve professionals were recruited from primary, secondary,
and tertiary care in the United Kingdom. All provided care for

people with asthma, and some had research experience using
digital technology to monitor patients’ medication use and
symptoms for respiratory patients (Table 3).
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Table 3. Characteristics of professional participants.

Additional descriptionExperienceanProfessional role

Primary care: respiratory lead n=1; accident & emergency experience n=1>8 years2General practitioner

General practice asthma-trained nurse n=2>20 years2Asthma nurse

Respiratory pharmacists n=3; community pharmacist n=1 (reviewing patients during asthma ad-
missions or when referred by general practitioner or asthma nurse; checking inhaler technique,
choosing devices, addressing medication adherence)

1-20 years4Pharmacist

Secondary and tertiary care (severe asthma center and community lead)—b1Consultant chest
physician

Lead consultant in a pediatric asthma service n=1; Using smart inhaler n=1; 30 years of pediatric
asthma research experience n=1 (looking after children with a range of asthma severities, conducting
face-to-face consultation, determining patients’ symptoms, making management plans, offering
advice to general practitioners, and reviewing test results)

—b3Asthma pediatrician

aExperience seeing patients with asthma on a regular basis.
bInformation not available.

Mixed Methods Assessment: Features and Their
Perceived Usefulness

Interview Themes
Perceptions of the 12 patients about the potential usefulness of
features were mapped to the PRISMS taxonomy (Table 4; the
full version can be found in Multimedia Appendix 4). Features
wanted by patients reached saturation within 10 interviews, and
we stopped sampling at 12 interviews.

Patients decided the usefulness of potential IoT features based
on their own past asthma self-management experiences (eg,
ownership or use of action plan and smart peak flow meter, their
relationship with their clinicians, medication usage, use of
emergency services), their asthma triggers, their curiosity about
what affected their asthma, the severity and control of their

asthma condition, and what they considered (or had been told
by professionals) was best practice for asthma.

Monitoring, supported by feedback advice, was the feature that
most patients wanted to see in an IoT system. Information about
asthma and an action plan were also priorities. Flexible access
to follow-up advice with a general practitioner or asthma nurse
by text or email service were “safety net” features that most
patients thought would create a sense of “staying connected”
with clinicians, although they stated they would only use it when
needed. One patient with hearing problems who struggled to
communicate during an exacerbation wanted a panic button to
automatically text for emergency help. Perceptions on
monitoring of control, and feedback are presented in more detail
below. Other features were wanted by patients but were lower
priority (Multimedia Appendix 4).
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Table 4. Summary of the potential usefulness of features mapped to the PRISMS taxonomy [5].

CliniciansPatientFeaturesTheoretically
based support

Professionals considered that reputable informa-
tion such as inhaler technique videos, treatment
information, why and how the medication should
be taken were important for patient self-manage-
ment

Online information was of interest, ideally person-
alized to clinical context and individual situation
(eg, broad range of information for newly diag-
nosed, safety net information for experienced pa-
tients)

Information about asthma
management

Information about
asthma and avail-
able resources

Most clinicians suggested an action plan to remind
about medication adjustment and agreed actions
if patients’ condition was getting worse

Most patients wanted a (digital) action plan to re-
mind them what to do when they forgot the agreed
actions when their conditions were getting worse

What to do when condi-
tion gets worse

Provision of action
plan

Most professionals thought reminders would en-
courage attendance, and agreed remote consulta-
tions were convenient though not always clinically
appropriate

Most patients wanted reminders for the yearly re-
view. Some preferred web-based or teleconsulta-
tion consultation for regular reviews to save travel
time

Routine review reminder;
remote options.

Regular clinical re-
view

Most clinicians thought objective data would help
them assess status and help patients understand
their triggers. They were skeptical that reminders
would improve adherence to logging. Flagging
excess or increasing use of recuse medication
could alert patients and professionals to poor
control

Most patients wanted automatic logging with in-
telligent feedback and the facility to transfer data
to the hospital or general practitioner practice.
Reminders could be useful though ideally only
generated when their asthma was bad. Some pa-
tients wanted alerts when they had increased use
of rescue inhaler

Logging asthma symp-
toms, peak flow, and
medication use.

Monitoring condi-
tion with feedback

Clinicians wanted medication adherence logs and
agreed with low-medication alerts to facilitate re-
ordering. Warning about overordering were also
important.

Flu vaccination reminders should pop up in both
patients and clinicians’ system

Some patients thought reminders to take medica-
tion were useful if they were busy or forgetful but
would not change opinions. Automatic prompting
reordering of medication was wanted. Most pa-
tients wanted flu vaccine alerts

Medication reminders
and support

Practical support
with adherence

Clinicians generally interested in how the whole
technology system, as opposed to how individual
smart device can support patients

Most patients wanted to try smart devices (in-
halers, peak flows, activity trackers)

Smart devicesProvision of equip-
ment

Clinicians generally considered this was a dupli-
cate emergency system, though might be useful
for brittle high-risk asthma

A few patients suggested this would be helpful
because it could be difficult to speak during exac-
erbations

Panic button for emergen-
cy

Provision of easy
access to support
when needed

Clinicians agreed with a flexible approach to re-
views, including text services for quick follow up
questions, though resources would be needed

Most patients wanted flexibility to ask quick fol-
low up questions, and a patient with hearing
problems found WhatsApp useful

Emails, texts, and What-
sApp messages

Communication
with health care
professionals

Clinicians were less interested in these data,
though some thought environmental information
could help patients to understand (and avoid)
triggers

Most patients wanted environmental features, and
some young patients (16-25 years old) suggested
it could identify triggers and help them to plan
their day

Air pollution/pollen high
alert

Training for every-
day activities

Most clinicians wanted inhaler technique checks
with real-time alerts for patients recorded for dis-
cussion at a review

Most patients thought it was good to be prompted
when their inhaler technique was incorrect

Incorrect inhaler tech-
nique alert

Training for self-
management activi-
ties

Most clinicians were keen to encourage patients
to do breathing exercises to improve asthma
symptoms

Some patients wanted breathing exercises to keep
themselves calm and considered it would help
their asthma

Breathing exerciseTraining for psy-
chological strate-
gies

One clinician suggested a social media page to
enable sharing of experiences

One patient wanted a friend alerted when she was
admitted to the hospital

Social media and alertsSocial support

One clinician suggested an individualized fitness
program for people with severe asthma, and 2
clinicians wanted individualized weight manage-
ment plans

Some patients wanted to connect asthma logs with
their activity tracker, while others would use a
weight watching facility

Physical activity and
weight loss

Lifestyle advice
and support

Survey Findings and Triangulation With Interview
Themes
The responses to the survey are illustrated with a bubble plot
(Figure 2). In keeping with the priorities of the interviewees,
the largest bubbles represent monitoring of symptoms

(prioritized by 25/140, 17.9%) and peak flow measurement
(33/140, 23.6%). For most respondents (24/32, 75.0%), this was
a task to be undertaken at home, though some considered that
symptom monitoring could be useful at home, work, or leisure
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locations. Monitoring environmental asthma triggers (pollen, humidity, air temperature) was prioritized by 23.6% (33/140).

Figure 2. Information that patients want internet-of-things system features to capture. FeNO: fractional exhaled nitric oxide.

Qualitative Perceptions of Specific Features

Smart Devices for Monitoring Asthma Control
Some patients explained that a peak flow was “useful” and
“needed” to help clinicians assess their asthma. Most
professional interviewees agreed with this and thought that a
log of peak flows, symptom scores, and medication use would
engage patients and could inform assessment of control and
management strategies.

I see particularly important is logging asthma
symptoms and medication use. Peak flow, maybe less
so, but the symptoms and medication use I think are
very important. although peak flow is far from perfect,
it just shows that the patient has engaged to some
degree, that they’re seeing differences, whether it’s
in the morning or evening or when they...after
exercise and they’re engaged with that, so I know
when I ask them some questions about their symptom
experience that they’re thoughtful about it. [Health
care professional 7, general practitioner]

However, in contrast to the priority attached to logging, most
patients acknowledged that in reality they checked their peak
flow “rarely” or “only when their asthma was getting worse.”
The reasons for not measuring every day were varied. Some
“forgot,” while others felt “weird doing it in front of people,”
but many suggested it was unnecessary as they knew their
asthma and could assess status by how they felt.

Not very often. I do sometimes, if I get chest infections
or if I get tight chested or if it’s not, if I just feel
there’s something wrong, then I test what my peak

flow is, just to see what it is. [Patient 4, 26-45 years
old, male]

I’m a big believer in logging things so that if you’ve
got a history... I mean to log things, but I forget, so
it would be good to have something there. [Patient 5,
>65 years old, male]

Several suggestions were made about how an IoT system could
help overcome this discrepancy. A word that was used
frequently was “automatic.” Most patients wanted an IoT system
that could automatically log their asthma condition. They were
interested in trying smart devices (eg, smart peak flow meter);
some explicitly mentioned that this would enable them to capture
data automatically though they were not clear how the devices
could capture their asthma status without some effort on their
part. A device with an automated data transfer feature still
requires the user to blow the air into the meter, and patients
acknowledged that to do this regularly would require motivation
such as a request from researchers or their clinician. Patients
had different opinions on using voice assistants, smart watches,
smart fabrics, smart purifiers, human robots, and robot pets to
collect additional data automatically:

Smart peak flow would be the way forward I think, it
really would, because it’s recording it (my peak flow).
If you say to me record it every day, I would record
it every day...I very rarely use it (the current
mechanical peak flow). But if this smart peak flow is
going to record my peak flow at that particular time
each day or twice a day, that’s only going to be good
to help me and to help my doctor understand, you
know. [Patient 2, >65 year old, male]
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It would be good to have something that I could just
quickly tell it what’s happening. Probably not when
I’m having an asthma attack because I can’t talk.
[Patient 1, 46-65 years old, female]

I don’t have my inhalers with me and my other sensors
in the office, so for me, given I’m going in and out of
meetings and various other things and travelling
about and stuff, it’s probably easier if I just have the
watch and any clothing or something with sensors on
it that can do it, in an ideal world. [Patient 4, 26-45
years old, male]

(Voice assistant) It’s not very secure, I don’t like that.
[Patient 5, >65 years old, male]

How the data were used was an important motivator. Most
patients said it was “good” or even “essential” that data from
smart peak flow meters and inhalers were transferred
automatically to the system so these logs could be correlated
with other data and displayed graphically on a mobile phone.
Some suggested that they would log peak flows if their clinicians
asked them to do so.

Clinicians were keen to see a record of medication use to enable
assessment of adherence. They favored automated logging of
this information via a smart inhaler as that was perceived to be
more accurate.

It would be very useful if the patient is logging their
asthma symptoms and peak flow, medication
use...because that’s then helping us to adjust on
treatment. I would love to know if they were taking it
(prescribed medication) every day like they’re telling
me they are. [Health care professional 4, prescribing
support pharmacist]

Feedback and Advice
Patients in the interviews suggested a broad range of information
and advice that could be usefully provided through an IoT
system such as a timely alert when their asthma control changed;
the amount of medication to be taken according to asthma
control to reduce medication side effects; the numbers of doses
taken and remaining in the inhaler, ideally with an option to
order a repeat prescription when the medication was running
low; and correct inhaler technique.

The clinician interviewees concurred with these priorities,
especially the need for detecting poor inhaler technique and
linking to information about correct use of an inhaler. They also
saw value in feedback supporting treatment adjustment
according to an action plan.

Environmental Data
Outdoor environmental data such as pollen, humidity, and air
temperature were considered “good to know” and “useful” data
by many patients. Patients who were newly diagnosed with
asthma wanted to learn which environmental factors affected
their asthma, whereas those who already knew what triggered
their asthma wanted to use daily environmental data to plan
their day.

(The outdoor environmental data) could maybe
suggest like how likely they are to be actual triggers

as opposed to me just thinking. Then if it suggests
that I’m really triggered by something then I could
put more effort to avoid that. [Patient 10, 16-25 years
old, female]

These data were of less interest to clinicians though some
suggested that, together with indoor triggers, outdoor pollution,
exercise intensity, weight, peak flow, and symptoms, data could
provide real-time feedback and help patients understand which
factors affected their asthma in order to avoid them.

Discussion

Principal Results
Both patients and clinicians expressed their interest in automated
monitoring with real-time feedback within an IoT system that
could support a wide range of self-management tasks. In the
qualitative interviews, patients mostly wanted the system to log
peak flow, asthma symptoms, and environmental triggers
(pollen, humidity, air temperature); provide advice on relevant
actions or medication adjustment to suit different levels of
asthma control; and provide alerts about the number of doses
of medication remaining and inhaler technique. The
questionnaire responses quantified these preferences with the
most wanted features being monitoring peak flow (33/140,
23.6%), environmental asthma triggers (pollen, humidity, air
temperature) (33/140, 23.6%), and symptoms (25/140, 17.9%).
Clinicians wanted automated objective logs about patient
condition that they could access during a consultation. Patients
considered that easy access to information and clinical advice,
such as text or email communication via the system, provided
a feeling of safety, while clinicians appreciated the potential
reduction in face-to-face consultations because it would reduce
patient travel time and the use of health service resources.
Lifestyle logs (fitness regimes or weight control) were wanted
by some patents but were of less interest to clinicians.

Strengths and Limitations
Our study identified the preferred IoT features for patients and
clinicians and the type of data that they wanted the system to
collect; however, there are some limitations. First, due to limited
resources and time, we excluded children under 16 years old
from patient interviews though we included experienced
pediatricians to provide insights on the needs of children with
asthma and their carers. Second, we did not manage to interview
any patients who were newly diagnosed with asthma (within
the previous year) who may well have had specific needs for
information and support. Similarly, all our participants were
familiar with downloading and using apps, suggesting that our
recruitment strategy of using social media reached a
technologically experienced population. Although this approach
will have resulted in some perspectives being overlooked, the
sample included in the study were demographically diverse,
with a range of experiences of living with asthma, and could
provide a range of perspectives on the potential of technological
support. Increasingly, the global population is becoming more
familiar with digital communication. However, we reached data
saturation [41,42] in the qualitative analysis, and the web-based
questionnaire, which attracted a broader range of patients,
provided findings that were consistent with the qualitative data.
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Third, though the features that participants said that they wanted
were related to participants’ past experience, we also used
images of emerging technologies and stimulated discussion
about novel features that could potentially contribute to
managing their asthma.

Reflexivity
The researchers had engineering and research experience in
developing asthma apps. To reduce the influence on the
interview findings of the researcher’s background, the coding
and interpretation of results were discussed with study team
members from different backgrounds and with different
experiences, including general practitioners, a patient, and a
technology developer. This range of expertise enabled the study
to present a balanced interpretation.

Comparison With Published Literature
IoT is an option to support self-management. Asthma action
plans, asthma education, and regular consultations with
clinicians are core component of effective self-management;
which aims to support patients achieve good control by
recognizing when their asthma is getting worse and responding
promptly and appropriately [43]. The features that patients
wanted from the IoT system resonated with these aims (ie, such
as facilitating learning about asthma and its triggers, logging
asthma status, providing alerts to highlight deterioration and
offering feedback advising on treatment adjustment and other
actions). Features such as monitoring how much medication is
left and inhaler technique can be delivered by smart inhalers
that are already on the market.

There is, however, an anomaly. Most patients wanted features
that enabled regular monitoring of peak flow and symptoms,
but the literature suggests that this is rarely, if ever, achieved
in real life [7]. For example, in the context of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, patients who are more severely affected by
their disease (ie, those who might find monitoring most helpful)
were less likely to use communication technologies such as
mobile phones, text messaging, email, and video chat [44]. Our
interviewees acknowledged this discrepancy by explaining that
they actually only logged their asthma control when they were
concerned about increasing symptoms, but that, most of the
time, they did not see the necessity of monitoring because they
already knew the status of their asthma. Reminders are unlikely

to solve the problem of nonadherence to logging because, when
patients did not complete logs, it was typically intentional and
not due to forgetfulness [45]. A solution suggested by both
patients and professionals was to simplify data collection by
automating the process and increase motivation by providing
useful graphical feedback or linking with professional advice,
though even this requires some input from the patient. Further
advances may require the development of systems that that
silently monitor use of rescue medication with a smart inhaler
that requires no input by the patient and only alerts patients in
the event of unusual behavior patterns (eg, increased usage)
with advice from their action plan on jhow to regain control.

Monitoring is also influenced by whether the patients’ clinician
is interested in the results. Home monitoring with feedback has
shown promise as a self-management strategy for people with
hypertension [46] and diabetes [47]. The sense of having the
ongoing interest and support of a clinician is a factor in
maintaining motivation to self-manage [48]. Our interviewees
felt “safe” if they had an easy way (text or email) to contact
clinicians when they had concerns or needed clarifications. A
recent review [49] of patients with asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease revealed similar preferences for
accessible support. Similarly, patients with type 2 diabetes
wanted technology that allowed 2-way text communication with
their clinicians.[50]. The professional interviewees in our study
considered that, when text and email are offered as options, they
have the potential to reduce face-to-face consultations and save
health care resources.

Conclusion
An IoT system can encompass the range of components needed
to support asthma self-management. Patients and clinicians
preferred features that monitor asthma status (preferably using
automated silent monitoring), provide timely advice in line with
an agreed upon asthma action plan, and allow observation of
environmental factors in relation to asthma control. Our
technologically literate participants appreciated the ability to
connect to asthma information, as well as easy access to
clinicians by text or email. Sustained use was acknowledged as
a challenge. Large-scale evaluation of usability, health
outcomes, and resource implications are needed to realize the
potential benefits of silent monitoring connected IoT systems.
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Abstract

Background: Blockchain technology has the potential to enable more secure, transparent, and equitable data management. In
the health care domain, it has been applied most frequently to electronic health records. In addition to securely managing data,
blockchain has significant advantages in distributing data access, control, and ownership to end users. Due to this attribute, among
others, the use of blockchain to power personal health records (PHRs) is especially appealing.

Objective: This review aims to examine the current landscape, design choices, limitations, and future directions of
blockchain-based PHRs.

Methods: Adopting the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) guidelines, a
cross-disciplinary systematic review was performed in July 2020 on all eligible articles, including gray literature, from the
following 8 databases: ACM, IEEE Xplore, MEDLINE, ScienceDirect, Scopus, SpringerLink, Web of Science, and Google
Scholar. Three reviewers independently performed a full-text review and data abstraction using a standardized data collection
form.

Results: A total of 58 articles met the inclusion criteria. In the review, we found that the blockchain PHR space has matured
over the past 5 years, from purely conceptual ideas initially to an increasing trend of publications describing prototypes and even
implementations. Although the eventual application of blockchain in PHRs is intended for the health care industry, the majority
of the articles were found in engineering or computer science publications. Among the blockchain PHRs described, permissioned
blockchains and off-chain storage were the most common design choices. Although 18 articles described a tethered blockchain
PHR, all of them were at the conceptual stage.

Conclusions: This review revealed that although research interest in blockchain PHRs is increasing and that the space is maturing,
this technology is still largely in the conceptual stage. Being the first systematic review on blockchain PHRs, this review should
serve as a basis for future reviews to track the development of the space.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25094)   doi:10.2196/25094

KEYWORDS

blockchain; personal health records; electronic health records; distributed ledger; systematic review

Introduction

Background
Personal health records (PHRs) are a form of electronic health
records (EHRs). PHRs are unique in that patients themselves

can access, manage, and share their health information [1]. The
benefits of PHRs include patient empowerment, which leads to
improved outcomes and reduced health care costs [2,3].
Although interest in PHRs has been increasing, their adoption
remains low [4,5]. One of the oft-cited reasons is related to
privacy and security concerns owing to an increasing trend of
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health information breaches [6,7]. Another reason is the lack
of perceived usefulness to patients [7].

Blockchain technology was introduced through Bitcoin in 2008
[8]. It is considered a general-purpose technology and has since
been successfully applied across several different industries
[9,10]. In the health care industry, EHRs were found to be the
most commonly used case for blockchain applications [11-14].
Compared with conventional data management methods that
rely on on-premise data servers or third-party cloud services,
blockchain’s distributed ledger technology offers a novel
alternative. This could potentially address the privacy and
security concerns surrounding EHRs [15]. Specifically for
application to PHRs, blockchain also has the ability to
decentralize control and incorporate incentive mechanisms
through smart contracts, which can further entice its general
use and increase adoption [16]. These advantages, among others,
have motivated efforts to test the feasibility and implement
blockchain PHRs [17-19].

The research space in which EHRs and blockchain intersect is
still in its infancy, with the first blockchain EHR introduced in
2016 [20]. Systematic reviews covering this space so far have
considered EHRs as a collective entity. Mayer et al [21]
provided an overview of the ecosystem of blockchain EHRs
while also proposing a taxonomy for the space. Shuaib et al
[22] looked at the main areas of focus when implementing a
blockchain EHR and the remaining issues to be addressed,
whereas Vazirani et al [23] assessed the feasibility of blockchain
as a method of managing health care records efficiently.

Given that one of the inherent properties of blockchain is its
decentralized nature, in which data ownership is placed in the

hands of individual users, some have proposed that blockchain
may be more suitably applied to PHRs specifically rather than
EHRs in general [19,24-26]. In this paper, we aim to
systematically review the following: (1) the current landscape
and trends of blockchain-based PHRs (blockchain PHRs), (2)
the attributes of various blockchain PHRs that have been
described, and (3) the current limitations and future directions
for blockchain PHRs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first systematic review examining blockchain with PHRs. We
hope that this review will serve as a useful reference, especially
for those intending to develop a blockchain PHR and for future
reviews in this area.

To provide more context for subsequent sections of this paper,
we will first explain pertinent blockchain concepts and take the
opportunity to introduce some terminology specific to
blockchain. This is by no means an exhaustive explanation of
blockchain.

What Is a Blockchain?
A blockchain can be thought of as a shared (or distributed)
database that is spread across multiple sites and participants.
For new data to be added to a blockchain, they are first compiled
into a block, which is simply a collection of records to be added
to the database. The block is then combined with some data (a
hash key) from the previous block through a cryptographic
technique called hashing before it is added. As it combines the
previous block’s hash key, each new block is tied to all its
predecessors in the form of a chain—hence the term blockchain
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Illustration of how blocks of data are linked together in a blockchain through hashing. To add a new record (eg, Record #7) to the blockchain,
this is first grouped with other records (Records #6, #8, and #9). The group of records is then combined with a hash key from the previous block (hash
key 2) and then put through a hashing algorithm to produce a new hash key (hash key 3). The new records, along with hash keys 2 and 3, are now part
of a new block (Block N+3) that has been added to the blockchain. This process continues as new records are added.
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Types of Blockchains and Their Properties
Before data can be added to a blockchain, its users need to agree
or reach consensus. This is achieved through a consensus
algorithm. A well-known consensus algorithm is the proof of
work (PoW) algorithm. PoW is used in the Bitcoin and Ethereum
blockchain network protocols [8,27]. In the PoW algorithm,
users (also known as miners) compete in computational tasks
to reach consensus. The winning miner of each block’s task is
usually given a reward [28].

Blockchains can be classified into the following three types,
depending on which participants are allowed in the consensus
algorithm [28]:

1. Public: anyone can participate in the consensus algorithm.
Examples include Bitcoin and Ethereum [8,27].

2. Consortium: a select (or permissioned) group of entities
can participate in the consensus algorithm. Examples
include Hyperledger Fabric (HF), Quorum, and Corda
[29-31].

3. Private: only a single entity operates the consensus
algorithm and controls the addition of new data.

Public blockchains are sometimes referred to as permissionless
blockchains, whereas consortium and private blockchains are
collectively termed permissioned blockchains.

The three types of blockchains differ in the following properties:

1. Decentralization: unlike traditional databases that are owned
by a specific entity, a decentralized blockchain can allow
every user to own the data collectively. Using the
illustration in Figure 1 as an example, a decentralized
blockchain would contain all the records, but only one user
owns records #1, #3, #4, #6, and #8, and another user
separately owns records #2, #5, #7, and #9.

2. Immutability: because of the underlying chain structure,
once data have been added to the blockchain, they cannot
be tampered with. Changing a record would alter the hash
key and effectively cause a break in the chain.

3. Transparency (with privacy): the entire blockchain can be
made publicly viewable while preserving privacy by
masking each individual record using cryptography. To
unmask one’s own records, a private key is required.

Table 1 provides a summary of the different types of blockchains
and their properties, with an example of each type in the health
care setting.

Table 1. Comparison of public, consortium, and private blockchains.

Type of blockchainVariables

PrivateConsortiumPublic

A single entitySelect (or permissioned) group of enti-
ties

AnyoneParticipation in consensus
protocol

NoPartialYesDecentralization

Could be tampered withCould be tampered withTamperproofImmutability

Can be public or restrictedCan be public or restrictedPublicTransparency

An institution-based EMR system in
which only a single institution main-
tains the health records of its own pa-
tients

A national EMR system in which select-
ed health care institutions collectively
maintain the health care records of their
patients

A transnational, open EMRa system in
which anyone (eg, health care institu-
tions, patients) may choose to con-
tribute their own resources to maintain
health records of all patients who use
the EMR system

Example in health care
setting

aEMR: electronic medical record.

Scalability and Smart Contracts
Finally, we will briefly explain the two concepts of scalability
and smart contracts, which will be relevant to subsequent parts
of this paper.

Scalability refers to the capacity of a blockchain to store and
process transactions. It generally relates to the size and
frequency of transactions a blockchain can handle. For example,
Bitcoin’s block size is limited to 1 megabyte, and each block
is added every 10 minutes. This translates to a rate of
approximately 7 transactions per second. Various solutions have
been proposed to improve scalability. One such solution is to
store data off-chain (instead of on-chain), and another solution
is to use side-chains (linked to the main chain) to enable larger
transaction volumes to be processed in parallel. Given that health
care data are estimated to reach as much as 2314 exabytes
generated yearly by 2020, it is crucial for almost all

blockchain-based health care applications to achieve a certain
level of scalability [32].

Smart contracts are programmable computer rules. Blockchain
is a digital database that allows for the implementation of smart
contracts, which can be automatically triggered to execute when
predefined conditions are satisfied. For example, a smart
contract can be programmed to issue tokens on the blockchain
each time a user records his or her blood pressure. These tokens
can then be used to pay for health care services. Such smart
contracts can thus potentially be used to enable incentive
structures to encourage certain positive user behaviors.

In this systematic review, particularly focused on the blockchain
component of blockchain PHRs, we will pay particular attention
to the (1) type of blockchain, (2) scalability solutions, and (3)
smart contract–based incentive structures.
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Methods

Study Design
While conducting and reporting this systematic literature review,
the guidelines described in the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) statement
were adopted [33]. This type of literature review was selected
because the goal was to identify articles on blockchain PHRs
and to summarize the current landscape, design choices,
limitations, and future directions. Unlike a meta-analysis, this
review did not require any data synthesis. Quality assessment
was not performed because the intention was to achieve a
collective understanding of the efforts and ideas rather than
judging the quality of various blockchain PHRs.

The presented systematic review was carried out by defining
the following activities:

1. Research questions
2. Search strategy
3. Article selection
4. Data abstraction

Research Questions
For this review, there were 3 research questions we aimed to
address:

1. What are the current landscape and trends of blockchain
PHRs in terms of interest groups, geography, and maturity
level?

2. What were the key design decisions made for the blockchain
PHRs described?

3. What are the current limitations faced by blockchain PHRs
and future directions?

Search Strategy
The following search string was used: “blockchain” AND
(“health record*” OR “medical record*” OR “*EHR*” OR
“*EMR*” OR “*PHR*”). Articles in the following databases
were searched: (1) ACM, (2) IEEE Xplore, (3) MEDLINE, (4)
ScienceDirect, (5) Scopus, (6) SpringerLink, (7) Web of
Science, and (8) Google Scholar. For databases whose search
engines did not enable the use of wildcards, the search was
widened to include abstracts and keywords, and Microsoft Excel
was subsequently used to filter the returned list by applying the
search string to the titles.

As the space is still in its infancy stage, Google Scholar was
included as a search database to incorporate relevant gray
literature in this review. This decision was supported by
systematic reviews by Holbl et al [34] and Kuo et al [35] on
blockchain in the health care domain, which had found valuable
information residing in gray literature.

Article Selection
Once the articles were obtained, we applied the following
inclusion and exclusion criteria to select articles for the final
review. The inclusion criteria were as follows: a health record
system that had (1) a patient-facing component and (2) used
blockchain in its health record system. The exclusion criteria
were as follows: (1) duplicate articles, (2) review articles, (3)

articles that did not have full text available, and (4) articles
whose full text was not in English.

The selection was performed in a stepwise manner. First,
duplicate articles returned from multiple databases were
excluded. Second, the titles of the articles were reviewed and
those that were not relevant to the topic were discarded. Third,
the abstracts of the articles were reviewed and those whose main
focus was not on blockchains and EHR or PHR and those that
were review articles were also discarded. Those that looked at
EHRs at this stage were retained because some EHRs would
have a patient-facing component but might not have been
explicitly mentioned in the title or abstract. Finally, the full text
was reviewed and those that did not have a PHR element in the
EHR were discarded. At this stage, those that did not have full
text available or whose full text was not in English were also
excluded.

Data Abstraction
For data abstraction, a standardized data collection form was
developed using Microsoft Excel. A full-text review of each
selected study was performed independently by 3 reviewers
who are knowledgeable about blockchain and health records.
For discrepancies in the abstracted data, the reviewers performed
a repeat review of the articles together to reach a consensus.

For the interest groups, author affiliations, publishers, and
publications were used as a proxy. As this space is situated at
the intersection of computer science (CS), engineering, and
medicine, we classified the publications into either (1) CS or
engineering, (2) medical, or (3) general. For maturity level, the
classification used by Chukwu et al [12] was modified, and the
projects were classified as concept/model/framework, prototypes,
and pilots or implementations. A prototype was considered to
have both a working front-end and back-end system, and a pilot
or implementation had to be a product that was released for use
in the real world. If an article described systems at multiple
levels of maturity (eg, a framework and a prototype), only the
more mature level described was abstracted.

Many design choices must be made when developing a
blockchain PHR. To keep this review manageable, the review
focused on high-level design decisions [36]. To ensure a
comprehensive list of possible design parameters, the PHR
taxonomy proposed by Roehrs et al [37] and EHR in a
Blockchain taxonomy proposed by Mayer et al [21] were used
as starting points. Next, through a consensus-driven process of
elimination, 10 design parameters were selected for abstraction.
These were (1) blockchain type, (2) data storage, (3) scaling
solution, (4) incentive smart contract, (5) PHR type, (6) data
owner, (7) read and write ability, (8) semantic standards, (9)
privacy standards, and (10) user interface (UI).

For limitations and future directions, the issues and areas for
improvement brought up across the articles reviewed were
identified, consolidated, and presented as a list of unique issues.
We did not delve into a more in-depth analysis such as ranking
the unique issues because the frequency of mention was not
necessarily associated with importance or criticality. Moreover,
the articles may not have fully listed all their limitations, as it
was not their primary aim.
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In total, 23 data elements were extracted from each article. Table
2 provides a complete list of the extracted data elements and a

description of each element.

Table 2. List of data elements extracted from the selected articles.

DescriptionTypes of data elements

General

First author’s last nameAuthor

Title of the articleTitle

Publication year of the articleYear

First author’s affiliated countryCountry

Type of article (eg, journal article, conference paper, book chapter, and whitepaper)Type

Name of publisher of the articlePublisher

Blockchain

Name of the blockchain PHR (if any)Name of blockchain PHRa

Maturity level of the blockchain PHR described (ie, concept/framework, prototype, and pilot/implemen-
tation)

Maturity

Type of blockchain (ie, public, consortium, private, or a combination)Blockchain type

Name of the blockchain used (if any)Blockchain name

Type of data storage mechanism (ie, on-chain, off-chain, or hybrid)Data storage

Type of scaling solution used in the blockchain PHR (if any)Scaling solution

Was a smart contract used to incentivize use of the blockchain PHR? (yes or no)Incentive smart contract

PHR

Type of PHR (ie, standalone or tethered to an existing EMRb system)PHR type

Party that owned the data from the blockchain PHR (ie, patient, provider, or both)Data owner

Was the patient given read and/or write access in the blockchain PHR? (yes or no)Read-write access (for patients)

Was the provider given read and/or write access in the blockchain PHR? (yes or no)Read-write access (for providers)

Were other parties given read and/or write access in the blockchain PHR? (yes or no)Read-write access (for other parties)

Type of semantic standard adopted (eg, HL-7c and FHIRd)Semantic standard

Type of privacy standard adopted (eg, HIPAAe and GDPRf)Privacy standard

Modality of accessing the blockchain PHR (ie, web, mobile, or desktop application)User interface

Additional

Current limitations of the blockchain PHRLimitations

Future directions and opportunities describedFuture directions

aPHR: personal health record.
bEMR: electronic medical record.
cHL-7: health level 7.
dFHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource.
eHIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.
fGDPR: General Data Protection Regulation.

Results

Overview of Articles
The search performed on July 6, 2020, yielded 325 articles, of
which 158 were unique articles. From the article selection

process, 51 articles were selected for review. An additional 7
articles were added via snowballing (review of the references
from the included articles) of the full texts screened (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) flow diagram of the article selection process. The title and
author screen involved removing duplicate articles that had the same title and authors. The abstract screen involved reviewing article abstracts to remove
review articles and those not related to blockchain and electronic health records. The full text screen involved reviewing the full articles to exclude
those that did not meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and those whose full text was not available or in English. ACM: Association of Computing
Machinery; EHR: electronic health record; IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; PHR: personal health record.

A total of 58 studies were included in the final review
[17,19,37-92]. The complete list of articles, with identifiers
used in this study, are presented in Table 3. The completed data
collection form for these articles can be found in Multimedia

Appendix 1. An overview of the articles with the publication
year, publisher, article type, country, and interest group is
presented in Multimedia Appendix 2 [17,19,37-92].
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Table 3. List of articles included in the final review.

Article titleAuthorsArticle identifier

How blockchain technology can enhance EHRa interoperabilityBurniske [37]A01

Patientory: A Healthcare Peer-to-Peer EMRb Storage NetworkMcFarlane et al [38]A02

OmniPHR: A distributed architecture model to integrate personal health recordsRoehrs et al [39]A03

Multi-tier blockchain framework for IoTc-EHRs systemsBadr et al [40]A04

Blockchain based electronic health record management for mass crisis scenarios: A feasibility
study

Boiani [41]A05

Blockchain-Based Medical Records Secure Storage and Medical Service FrameworkChen et al [42]A06

Ancile: Privacy-preserving framework for access control and interoperability of electronic health
records using blockchain technology

Dagher et al [43]A07

Secure and Trustable Electronic Medical Records Sharing using BlockchainDubovitskaya et al [44]A08

Blockchain as a Technology to Facilitate Privacy and Better Health Record ManagementGebremedhin [45]A09

MedRec: Patient Control of Medical Record DistributionLippman et al [46]A10

MedicalchainMedicalchain [47]A11

MEDICHAIN: A Secure Decentralized Medical Data Asset Management SystemRouhani et al [48]A12

Blockchain Based Secret-Data Sharing Model for Personal Health Record SystemThwin and Vasupongayya
[49]

A13

BHEEMd: A Blockchain-Based Framework for Securing Electronic Health RecordsVora et al [50]A14

Blockchain Support for Flexible Queries with Granular Access Control to Electronic Medical
Records (EMR)

Zhang and Poslad [51]A15

Using blockchain technology to enhance the use of personal health recordsAbouzahra [52]A16

Blockchain technology applied to electronic health recordsAlkhushayni et al, [53]A17

Patient Privacy and Ownership of Electronic Health Records on a BlockchainRay Chawdhuri [54]A18

A Blockchain Architecture for the Italian EHR SystemCiampi [55]A19

MedChain: A Design of Blockchain-Based System for Medical Records Access and Permissions
Management

Daraghmi et al [56]A20

Scaling Blockchains to Support Electronic Health Records for Hospital SystemsDonawa et al [57]A21

A novel EMR integrity management based on a medical blockchain platform in hospitalHang et al [58]A22

Blockchain technology for managing an architectural model of decentralized medical recordHarika et al [59]A23

MedBloc: A Blockchain-Based Secure EHR System for Sharing and Accessing Medical DataHuang et al [60]A24

A Blockchain Framework for Patient-Centered Health Records and Exchange (HealthChain):
Evaluation and Proof-of-Concept Study

Hylock and Zeng [61]A25

Patients-Controlled Secure and Privacy-Preserving EHRs Sharing Scheme Based on Consortium
Blockchain

Jiang et al [62]A26

Performance Analysis of BlockChain-based Medical Records Management SystemKoushik et al [63]A27

PHRe system using blockchain technologyLee [64]A28

MediBloc Technical WhitepaperMediBloc [65]A29

MediLOT WhitepaperMediLOT [66]A30

MedRec: A Network for Personal Information DistributionNchinda et al [67]A31

Blockchain for Secure EHRs Sharing of Mobile Cloud Based E-Health SystemsNguyen et al [68]A32

Is Blockchain Technology Suitable for Managing Personal Health Records? Mixed-Methods
Study to Test Feasibility

Park et al [17]A33

EACMS: Emergency Access Control Management System for Personal Health Record Based
on Blockchain

Rajput et al [69]A34

Decentralized patient centric e-Health record management system using blockchain and IPFSeReen et al [70]A35
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Article titleAuthorsArticle identifier

Electronic Health Record System using BlockchainSangeetha [71]A36

Using Blockchain for Electronic Health RecordsShahnaz et al [72]A37

Cloud-chain: Revamp Health Record System Using BlockchainShekhawat [73]A38

Blockchain-Based Access Control Model to Preserve Privacy for Personal Health Record SystemsThwin and Vasupongayya
[74]

A39

Blockchain-based secure medical record sharing systemTian [75]A40

PACEX: Patient-centric EMR exchange in Healthcare Systems using BlockchainToshniwal et al [76]A41

Blockchain-Based Personal Health Records Sharing Scheme With Data Integrity VerifiableWang et al [77]A42

Cloud-Assisted EHR Sharing with Security and Privacy Preservation via Consortium BlockchainWang et al [78]A43

Electronic medical record security sharing model based on blockchainWu and Du [79]A44

A P2P Optimistic Fair-Exchange Scheme for Personal Health Records Using Blockchain Tech-
nology

Al Goni et al [80]A45

Blockchain-Based Decentralized and Secure Lightweight E-Health System for Electronic Health
Records

Arunkumar and Kousalya
[81]

A46

Design of AYUSH: A blockchain-based health record management systemAswin et al [82]A47

Hybrid blockchain–based privacy-preserving electronic medical records sharing scheme across
medical information control system

Cao et al [83]A48

Sefra: A secure framework to manage eHealth records using blockchain technologyCharanya et al [84]A49

Data sharing and privacy-preserving of medical records using blockchainKavathekar and Patil [85]A50

Design of Secure Protocol for Cloud-Assisted Electronic Health Record System Using BlockchainKim et al [86]A51

Personal Health Record in FHIRf Format Based on Blockchain ArchitectureKung et al [87]A52

An Architecture and Management Platform for Blockchain-Based Personal Health Record Ex-
change: Development and Usability Study

Lee et al [19]A53

Secure Cloud Storage Architecture for Digital Medical Record in Cloud Environment using
Blockchain

Sharma et al [88]A54

Preserving the Privacy of Electronic Health Records using BlockchainSharma and Balamurugan
[89]

A55

Application of Blockchain to Maintaining Patient Records in Electronic Health Record for En-
hanced Privacy, Scalability, and Availability

Tith et al [90]A56

Architecture and value analysis of a blockchain-based electronic health record permission man-
agement system

Verdonck and Poels [91]A57

Secure Personal Health Records Sharing Based on Blockchain and IPFSgWu et al [92]A58

aEHR: electronic health record.
bEMR: electronic medical record.
cIoT: internet of things.
dBHEEM: Blockchain-based framework for efficient storage and maintenance of electronic health records
ePHR: personal health record.
fFHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource.
gIPFS: Interplanetary File System.

Current Landscape and Trends of Blockchain PHRs

Interest Group
The level of academic interest in the space has been rising,
supported by an increasing trend in the number of published
articles since 2016. In terms of interest groups, 45 articles were
CS-or engineering-related publications or from CS- or

engineering-related authors. Seven were published in medical
journals, all of which were related to medical informatics. Of
the 6 remaining articles that were classified as General, 5 were
whitepapers. The articles from the CS or engineering interest
group showed a sharp rise from 2017 to 2019 and may have
started to plateau, whereas those from medical journals have
been following a gradual, steady increase since 2016 (Figure
3).
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Figure 3. Trend of blockchain personal health record articles by interest group. The trend from 2019 to 2020 (represented by dashed lines) is a projection
because only data from the first half of the year 2020 was available at the time of the search. Count refers to the number of articles published in that
year.

Geographic Distribution
The articles originated from 23 different countries. The majority
were from India (n=13), United States (n=9), China (n=8), and
South Korea (n=5), with Canada, Switzerland, Taiwan, and
Thailand having 2 articles each and the remaining countries
having 1 article each (Figure 4). Although the research interest

in blockchain PHR is multinational, there clearly are a few
countries that are leading the pack. Among these leading
countries, there has been an increasing number of publications
from India over the years, whereas China, South Korea, and the
United States have shown a slowing trend. Apart from these
countries, the aggregated output from the rest of the countries
is also increasing (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Distribution of articles published by geography. The number of articles refers to the total number of articles selected for the final review.
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Figure 5. Trend of blockchain personal health record articles by country. Only countries with 5 or more articles in the final review were plotted
individually. The other countries were grouped under an Others category. The trend from 2019 to 2020 (represented by dashed lines) is a projection
because only data from the first half of the year 2020 was available at the time of the search. Count refers to the number of articles published in that
year.

Maturity Level
The blockchain PHR space is maturing, with the proportion of
articles describing prototypes showing an upward trend (Figure
6). In addition, the first paper to describe an implementation

was also published in the first half of 2020 by Lee et al [19].
Their blockchain PHR implementation was deployed across
Southeast Asia via an information network and became the first
PHR management platform for cross-regional medical data
exchange.

Figure 6. Trend of blockchain personal health record maturity. Note that the trend from 2019 to 2020 (represented by dashed lines) is a projection
because only data from the first half of the year 2020 was available at the time of search. Count refers to the number of articles published in that year
(2018).

Key Design Choices for Blockchain PHRs

Blockchain Attributes
Most blockchain PHRs are described using a private (n=24) or
consortium (n=22) blockchain, whereas 4 others used a
public-permissioned hybrid design. Only 4 cases of using a
public blockchain were described. In the remaining 4 cases, the
blockchain type was not clearly stated. An Ethereum-based
blockchain was the most commonly used (n=26), with HF being
the next most common (n=20). Among these, 3 articles used
both Ethereum and HF.

For data storage, the majority used off-chain data storage (n=40),
14 stored EHR data on-chain, and 4 described hybrid data

storage. For off-chain storage, 10 articles, all from 2019 onward,
used the Interplanetary File System (IPFS). In terms of other
scaling solutions, 9 articles considered new consensus
algorithms such as Proof-of-Authority, 4 used a tiered-chain
architecture, and 1 used both side-chain and algorithmic methods
to improve the blockchain scaling capacity.

Among the articles, 5 described an incentive structure in the
blockchain PHR using smart contracts. Four of these were
whitepapers, which proposed incentivizing stakeholders through
the issuing of tokens (digital currency of value) from smart
contracts. In these cases, once an action warranting
compensation had taken place, the smart contract automatically
triggered the issuance of tokens. Table 4 provides additional
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details of the tokens and how they can be earned and used as
part of the incentive structure. Unlike the others, Daraghmi et
al [56] proposed a novel, nonmonetary incentive. Their system
kept score using degrees based on the effort in maintaining the

quality of records and creating new blocks. Those with higher
degrees would have a lower probability of performing the
computation task of creating new blocks. In this way, it is meant
to achieve fairness and sustainability of the system.

Table 4. Incentive structure proposed by blockchain personal health record systems.

Token useCompensationParty compensatedToken nameArticle identifier

ProviderPatientory issued to-
kens

A02 •• Renting storage space on the plat-
form

On the basis of how effective
provider ensures improvement in
care quality and outcomes • Execution of smart contracts

PatientsMedTokenA11 •• Lower insurance premiumsSharing of personal health data on
health care data marketplace • Payment for use of applications (eg,

tele-consultations)

ProviderMediBloc coinA29 •• Tradable for monetary valuePerforming computational task of
producing blocks

PatientsLOTa tokenA30 •• Analytics services (eg, personalized
health reports)

Contribute data
• Compliance to health care recom-

mendations • Payment to retail and pharmaceuti-
cal partners

aLOT: token used in the MediLOT system.

PHR Attributes
A total of 18 articles described a tethered blockchain PHR that
interfaced with an existing electronic medical record (EMR)
system. All of these were of the Concept/Framework/Model
maturity level. Those that were prototypes, pilots, or
implementations were all standalone PHR systems.

In the majority (n=45) of the articles, the patient was the data
owner. Of the remaining articles, providers were data owners
in 9 of them, whereas 2 had both patients and providers as

owners. It was unclear who the data owner was in the last 2
articles.

In most articles, both patients and providers had read and write
abilities. Most blockchain PHRs granted providers with both
read and write abilities (n=40), and only 4 blockchain PHRs
did not grant providers any read or write abilities. Table 5 is a
matrix representing the distribution of read and write capabilities
for patients and doctors among the various articles and article
codes refer to article identifier in Table 3.

Table 5. Matrix of various read and write models among the blockchain personal health records reviewed.

PatientProvider

Read and writeWrite onlyRead only

A04, A15, A32, A42, A48, A50, A52,
A58

——aRead only

——A07, A14, A18, A31Write only

A02, A03, A06, A09, A11, A21, A22,
A26, A34, A35, A37, A38, A39, A44,
A45, A46, A53, A54, A55, A57

A25, A51A01, A05, A08, A10, A12, A17, A19,
A20, A23, A24, A27, A28, A30, A33,
A40, A41, A43, A47, A49, A56

Read and write

A13, A29, A36A16—Neither

aNot available.

Most articles did not mention the adoption of any semantic
standard. For those that did, the 2 standards mentioned were
Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource (FHIR) and health
level 7 (HL-7) in 5 and 2 articles, respectively. Similarly, most
did not mention adopting any privacy standards. For those that
did, 4 mentioned compliance with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), 1 with the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and 1 with both the HIPAA
and GDPR.

Among the blockchain PHRs that were either prototypes or
implementations, 9 developed a web UI, whereas 2 had both a
mobile phone application UI and a desktop UI.

Current Limitations of and Future Directions for
Blockchain PHRs

Current Limitations
Most of the current limitations can be grouped into 1 of the
following 3 main categories: (1) scalability, (2) privacy, and
(3) usability. Scalability issues pertained to the inability of
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blockchain PHR to store large file sizes such as medical images
[44,53,54] or to the slowness in confirming transactions,
especially with the incorporation of streaming data from internet
of things devices [45,76].

The inability of blockchain PHRs to ensure full privacy has
been highlighted in a few articles. Although records on the
blockchain are encrypted, there are possible means to infer the
information, such as through blockchain analysis [17,43,54].
Another privacy issue raised was the inability to erase one’s
records, as blockchains are inherently immutable [17,70]. This
limitation would make it difficult for blockchain PHRs to
comply with privacy regulations such as the GDPR, which
stipulates data subjects’ right to erasure (Article 17 of the
GDPR).

One of the usability limitations was the affordability of the
blockchain PHR, as each transaction typically required users
to pay a transaction fee [45,71]. Another practical usability issue
described by Charanya et al [84] was that, unlike conventional
PHRs that had password recovery mechanisms, patients would
not be able to access their records if they lost their private keys
on blockchain PHRs. Incapacitated or unconscious patients also
present a similar problem with blockchain PHRs that do not
have built-in access control when emergency health care
providers would need permission to access records.

Apart from these 3 main categories, there were other limitations
inherent to certain types of popular blockchains such as
Ethereum. For example, Gebremedhin [45] highlighted that
Solidity (Ethereum’s programming language) was unable to
implement nested string data types, whereas Kung et al [86]
mentioned the need to batch upload data in a certain file format
as a limitation of their Ethereum-based PHR.

Future Directions
The current limitations provide direction to some future work
areas for blockchain PHRs. Scalability solutions have already
been studied and experimented on, such as Proof-of-Authority
and the novel Byzanthine fault tolerance (BFT) consensus
mechanisms [44,56,67]. Other methods include enhancing the
blockchain architecture through tiered-chain [40,64] or
side-chain structures [57]. Although privacy solutions were
more limited in our review, we came across one by Reen et al
[70] who proposed storing InterPlantary Naming System records
instead of the conventional hash of the medical records directly
on the blockchain. In this way, users may retain the ability to
revoke access to the record if desired.

Many suggestions have been made to improve the usability of
the system. These suggestions could be grouped into (1) user
experience, (2) integration with existing systems, and (3)
compliance with regulations and development of governance
processes. Table 6 summarizes the suggestions proposed in the
articles reviewed.

Table 6. Suggestions for improving blockchain personal health record usability from the selected articles.

Article identifiersSuggestion

User experience

A10, A31, A55Improving user interface of blockchain PHRsa

A40Biometric user authentication

A40Allowing next-of-kin or caregiver to access records if patient grants access or is incapable of self-access

A56Incorporating incentives for users

A32, A53Incorporating analytics capabilities for personal health insights and management

A37, A55Adding on payment functions for health care services

Integration with existing systems

A07, A08, A19, A20, A52,Integrating with existing EMRb systems

A03, A09, A17, A53Adopting health care data standards

A32Integrating with IoTc devices

A17, A18, A33Integrating with open, public blockchain systems

Compliance with regulations and development of governance processes

A07, A18Complying with regulations on health care data privacy

A38Developing governance processes for the blockchain PHRs

aPHR: personal health record.
bEMR: electronic medical record.
cIoT: internet of things.

Apart from improving usability, another aspect of future work
is the validation of blockchain PHRs. Among the areas for
validation, several articles suggested data validation when data

were transferred to off-chain storage [77], security validation
[48,58,79], and real-world validation in terms of
cost-effectiveness [52,53,71]. Validating these components
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would be relevant to obtain stakeholder and user confidence in
deciding where to implement and adopt blockchain PHRs.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this first ever systematic review on blockchain PHRs, we
adopted a broad search strategy across medical and CS and
engineering databases and included gray literature. We focused
on the scope of blockchain PHRs to allow for more targeted
data abstraction. Through our study, we found that there was a
growing interest in blockchain PHRs and that the space has
been steadily maturing over the past few years, albeit still much
in the conceptual stage. As the space is still fairly new, a lion’s
share of the research and innovation has been happening at the
technical level to discover new ways to solve problems. This
is evidenced by the overwhelming proportion of articles that
have come from the CS and engineering domain.

One of the major areas regarding blockchain PHRs that is still
undergoing much research is scalability. We came across a few
ideas such as Proof-of-Authority, novel BFT consensus
mechanisms, and other modified blockchain architectures such
as tiered-chains and side-chains [40,44,56,57,64,67]. Apart from
blockchain PHR teams working on this, the space may also
benefit from parallel innovations from the larger blockchain
ecosystem. As Ethereum is looking forward to a new version
release (version 2), it is considering various scaling solutions,
of which rollups is a strong contender [93]. Rollups solution
essentially involves keeping transaction data on-chain while
pushing the computational load off-chain. If adopted into
Ethereum 2.0, this could automatically benefit many
Ethereum-based PHRs.

Although some areas are actively evolving, others are beginning
to consolidate. As found in other systematic reviews, most
blockchain PHR project teams have gravitated toward Ethereum
and HF as their blockchains of choice [22]. In addition, in terms
of data storage, we see more projects opting for IPFS as a
complementary off-chain data store for their blockchain PHRs
[68,72,83,92]. Outside of this review, we are also aware that
there are efforts happening in other public blockchains. An
example is NEO, whose core developers are developing a
similarly distributed, decentralized object storage network
known as NEO file storage system (NeoFS), which will
seamlessly integrate with its native blockchain [94,95]. We did
not come across any NEO-based PHRs in this review. NeoFS
could potentially be a game changer, so it would be interesting
to track its development in this area.

In this review, we also identified some current limitations that
blockchain PHRs need to address. We broadly classified them
into scalability, privacy, and usability limitations. In addition
to identifying the current limitations, this review also revealed
some possible solutions. For example, to address the privacy
issue of inferring information from chain analysis, Ray
Chawdhuri [54] introduced zero-knowledge provable mixing,
whereas Park et al [17] proposed the zero-knowledge succinct
non-interactive argument of knowledge technique. Another
example is the solution of using biometric authentication

mentioned by Tian [75] to address the issues of verifiable user
authentication and patients losing their private keys.
Medicalchain has also described an emergency bracelet that can
be scanned, giving access to essential health information in
unconscious patients who are unable to access their private keys
[47].

The first blockchain PHR has already been piloted, and this will
undoubtedly augur a move of the space toward deployment
[19]. With this in mind, blockchain PHRs will need to comply
with the privacy standards within the jurisdictions they intend
to become operational. In addition, to enable integration with
existing health care EMR systems, it is necessary to design
blockchain PHRs that follow established semantic standards
such as HL-7 and FHIR. Looking further ahead, to realize true
decentralization, it may be necessary to consider building a
PHR atop public blockchains.

Finally, in terms of geographic interest, we found that although
interest in blockchain PHR was multinational, there were
obvious leaders in this space. Looking deeper among the leading
countries, we noticed that since 2018 there has been an increase
in publications from India, whereas those from China, South
Korea, and the United States started to level off or decrease. A
possible reason for this could be that in 2017, in the midst of
an initial coin offering (ICO) fever that drove unusually high
interest in blockchain, the latter 3 countries’ relevant authorities
had issued bans or indicated legal restrictions on ICO activities
with stiff penalties [96-98]. This may suggest further research
into the different factors, including sociopolitical, economic,
and cultural factors, which could significantly impact the
development of this space. In terms of interest groups, our
findings should also provide a sense of where most of the
developments are occurring, and this may guide government
and private sector funders in their allocation of resources.

Limitations
We acknowledge that this review is not exhaustive and that
there are many other areas that were excluded. These areas
include other smart contract uses, performance evaluation, and
the type of vocabulary standard such as Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms, 10th revision of the
International Classification of Diseases, and Logical Observation
Identifiers Names and Codes. We also recognize that greater
detail about the read and write models could be studied, such
as their validity periods and whether other stakeholders (eg,
researchers and insurance companies) were given access. Future
reviews should consider delving deeper into these areas.

Furthermore, despite our best efforts to capture as much material
available as possible, we are aware that the exclusion of articles
whose full text was not in English would have limited the scope
of this review. In addition, there may also be other developments
in this space that have not been made publicly available for
commercial or other reasons.

Conclusions
This cross-disciplinary systematic review on the blockchain
PHR space has revealed that as of now, much of the
development is still in the conceptual stage. However, there is
a trend of growth and maturation. We believe that this provides
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consolidated evidence for researchers to continue following this
space and, more optimistically, to spur them to contribute ideas
and efforts to accelerate its development. Those in the medical
informatics community will undoubtedly play an increasingly
larger role in the development and implementation of blockchain

PHRs, especially when the need to integrate with EMR systems
and adopt health care data standards becomes more prominent.
In addition, as the first systematic review covering blockchain
PHRs, we expect this to be an important basis for subsequent
reviews to track how the space has progressed in the future.
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Abstract

Background: Despite the prevalent use of geosocial networking dating apps (GNDAs), there is limited research on their impact
on sexual health outcomes among young music festivals attendees.

Objective: This study aims to explore the use of GNDAs and risky sexual behaviors of young adults attending a music festival.

Methods: The music festival attendees (N=862) completed a cross-sectional questionnaire study encompassing demographics,
dating app use, and risky sexual behaviors in the past year. Associations between these variables were estimated using bivariate
and multivariate logistic regression analyses.

Results: Of the respondents, 51.9% (448/862) had used GNDAs in the previous year. Compared with people who had 1 partner,
people who had 2-5 sexual partners in the previous year had almost 7 times the odds of using dating apps (odds ratio [OR] 6.581,
95% CI 4.643-9.328) and those who had more than 5 partners had 14 times the odds of using dating apps (OR 14.294, 95% CI
8.92-22.906). Condom users were more likely to be app users (P<.001), as were those who relied on emergency Plan B (P=.002),
but people using hormonal contraception were less likely to use dating apps (P=.004). After adjusting for sexual orientation and
relationship status, those having casual sex had 3.096 (95% CI 2.225-4.307; P<.001) times the odds of using dating apps and
those having multiple sexual partners had 3.943 (95% CI 2.782-5.588; P<.001) times the odds of using dating apps. Similarly,
after adjusting for sexual orientation, relationship status, and number of sexual partners, people who had no discussions before
having sex about sexually transmitted infections (STIs) or boundaries were more likely to use dating apps (OR 1.755, 95% CI
1.232-2.500; P=.002). Those who perceived the risk of having sex without contraception to be very high had 2.486 (95% CI
2.213-5.096; P=.01) times the odds of using dating apps than those who perceived no risk. Compared with those who perceived
no risk, people who thought that the risk of having multiple sexual partners was low to high had 1.871 (95% CI 1.024-3.418;
P=.04) times the odds of using dating apps. A significant number of app users (389/440, 88.4%) indicated that GNDAs should
promote safe sex.

Conclusions: This study identified that festival goers engaging in certain high-risk sexual behaviors, including casual sex,
having multiple sexual partners, and having sex without discussion about STI status and boundaries, are more likely to use dating
apps. Festival goers who perceived sex without any form of contraception, having sex while drunk, and having multiple sexual
partners as risky were more likely to be app users. Policy makers and GNDA developers should acknowledge the vulnerability
of their users to adverse sexual health outcomes and use GNDAs as a platform to promote risk-reduction practices.
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Introduction

Background
Geosocial networking dating apps (GNDAs) provide users with
a web-based platform to make social, romantic, or sexual
connections. These apps connect users to potential partners
based on their location. Such platforms have become
increasingly popular since the launch of Tinder in 2012, which
has grown to over 10 million users per day, with similar apps
(Bumble and OkCupid) joining the market [1]. In Australia,
web-based dating has become the second most preferred way
to meet new partners after introductions from family and friends,
surpassing more traditional methods of meeting [2]. A Dutch
study on the primary motivations for Tinder use showed that in
addition to dating, GNDAs may be used to ease communication
and obtain self-worth or validation and for excitement or
trendiness [1].

Young adults, the primary users of GNDAs [3], have a higher
tendency toward risky sexual behaviors. For example, they often
lack safe-sex discussions before intercourse [4], a significant
risk factor for sexually transmitted infections (STIs).
Consequently, in Australia, young adults (15-24 years) account
for 50% of newly acquired STIs [5].

GNDA use has been directly associated with risky sexual
behaviors. A meta-analysis concluded that GNDA users were
more likely to contract STIs [6]. Similarly, Shapiro et al [7]
found that Tinder users were more likely to report 5 or more
previous sexual partners and a positive STI screen. This is
concerning, given the high rate of GNDA use and promotion
at music festivals [8]. Furthermore, a recent review of 99 studies
on GNDAs and sexual health identified that the most common
theme was risky sexual behaviors [9] and tended to focus on
the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ+)
community [9].

Music festival attendees have also demonstrated significant
risky sexual behaviors. An Australian study found that half of
the music festival attendees reported taking illicit drugs in the
last 12 months and had engaged in risky sexual behaviors such
as sex without condoms, casual sex, and a lack of STI screening
[10]. The environment of a music festival is particularly risky
for dating app use because of the proximity of hundreds of
young people, many of whom use dating apps and do not
practice safe sex. Therefore, the proximity of congregated youth
creates an environment conducive for increased app use and,
in turn, greater potential for risky sexual behavior. There is
evidence to suggest that GNDAs can be used for safe-sex health
promotion, and several reviews have identified the potential
effectiveness of mobile phone (or app based) interventions on
delivering safe-sex information among young people [11,12].
Despite this potential, a 2016 study investigated 60 dating apps
to determine whether they included any sexual health content.

Huang et al [13] found that only 9 dating apps had sexual health
content and 7 of these only targeted men having sex with men.

Objective
In summary, GNDA use is prevalent among young adults, and
festival goers are a higher risk group, but the association
between sexual health and dating app use among young people
attending festivals has, to our knowledge, not been investigated
yet. Therefore, this study aims to explore GNDA use and risky
sexual behavior among young adults attending a music festival.

Methods

Study Design
This study was a cross-sectional survey. People aged 18 years
and above attending a music festival in 2019 in New South
Wales, Australia, were eligible to participate in the study.

Data Collection
Data were collected at a major 3-day music festival in 2019 in
New South Wales, Australia. Recruitment was conducted by 5
of the authors who were on-site during the festival. Attendees
who approached a permanent health promotion stall within the
campgrounds were invited to take part and people within the
target demographic were approached. Those approached were
screened by age and given a participant information survey.
The information sheet outlined the study aims, what they would
be asked to do, the benefits of taking part and potential
downsides, how the study was paid for, data storage, an
explanation about study withdrawal, and how to contact the
ethics committee or researchers. If willing to participate, paper
surveys were distributed, completed anonymously, and placed
in closed boxes for confidentiality. Survey completion was
obtained as consent. Owing to the size, timing, and location of
the festival, the data were collected via convenience sampling.
The number of individuals who declined to participate was not
recorded. No visibly intoxicated people were allowed to
complete the study, and no incentives were provided. The data
were entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Survey Development
The questionnaire development was guided by public health
and sexual health experts and included questions about
demographics, sexual behavior, risk perception, and dating apps.
Risky sexual behaviors were selected from the Safer Sex
Behavior Questionnaire (SSBQ) by Dorio et al [14] and were
used to develop questions in relation to dating apps and sexual
health. Akin to the SSBQ, the questionnaire covered condom
use, impact of intravenous drug use history in a sexual partner,
drinking alcohol before sex, and discussion about safe sex with
a partner before sexual activity. The SSBQ covered more risky
sexual behaviors, such as engagement in anal intercourse and
sexual intercourse on the first date. However, these were
excluded to reduce survey fatigue, as it was necessary to keep
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the survey relatively brief. The survey was piloted (n=13) with
university students, representing the target population and
refined before being approved by the Western Sydney University
Human Research Ethics Committee (H11327). The survey
questions used in this study are listed in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Outcome Measures
GNDA use and nonuse were determined by asking whether they
had used a dating app in the last 12 months. Dating app users
were also asked: “Should dating apps share educational
messages about safe sex?”

The survey asked about reasons for use and sexual behavior
with partners meeting off GNDAs. However, data were not
captured in this study as it did not allow the comparison of users
versus nonusers.

All participants were asked about their age, gender, sexual
orientation, relationship, whether they had engaged in sexual
activity in the last 12 months, and the number of sexual partners
in the last 12 months. The survey explained the definition of
sexual activity to be defined as oral and/or penetrative sex.

Participants were also asked what forms of contraception they
used regularly, including none; condoms; Plan B (morning-after
pill); the pill; intrauterine devices(IUDs), such as Mirena and
Paragard; spermicide; Implanon—the rod;pulling out method;
or other methods. These were then categorized as follows for
further analyses: no contraception at all, condom use, Plan B,
pulling out, and hormonal contraception, with the latter
including the pill, IUD (Mirena and Paragard), spermicide,
and Implanon—the rod.

With respect to sexual health behavior, participants were first
asked about their actual behavior and then about their risk
perception of this behavior. Participants were asked if they had
engaged in the following 8 behaviors in the last 12 months: sex
without any form of contraception; sex without condom but
with other contraception, for example, the pill; casual sex;
having sex while drunk; lack of discussion about STI status and
sexual boundaries before sexual activity; having multiple sexual
partners; having unprotected sex with a partner who has ever
injected drugs; and finally having sex with a partner who has
an STI. For each behavior, participants were asked to rate their
perception of sexual risk on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from
no risk to very high risk.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS, version 25. Bivariate analysis
was used to compare categorical demographics, contraception,
specific risky sexual behaviors, and related risk perceptions

with dating app use. Statistical significance was defined as
P=.05. Logistic regression analyses were used to estimate crude
odds ratios (ORs) to determine the factors associated with using
GNDAs. Contraceptive and specific sexual behavioral variables
that were statistically significantly associated with GNDA use
in bivariate analyses were then analyzed in a multivariate model,
which was adjusted for sexual orientation, relationship status,
and number of sexual partners.

Results

Demographics
About half (448/862, 51.9%) of the participants had used
GNDAs within the past 12 months. A significant number of
dating app users (389/440, 88.4%) indicated that GNDAs should
promote safe sex. The study (N=862) was predominantly
completed by those between the ages of 21 and 24 years
(395/862, 45.8%), closely followed by those aged between 18
and 21 years (383/862, 44.4%; Table 1). The highest proportion
of respondents were female (558/860, 64.9%), heterosexual
(770/862, 89.3%), and sexually active (813/862, 94.3%). The
majority were in exclusive relationships (362/858, 42.2%),
whereas the rest were single and not dating (310/858, 36.1%)
or casually dating or in open relationships (186/858, 21.7%).
Of the sexually active participants (n=812), most had 2 to 5
sexual partners within the past 12 months (341/812, 41.9%),
followed by those who had one sexual partner (311/812, 38.3%).

People identified as LGBTQ+ had almost twice the odds (OR
1.846, 95% CI 1.175-2.900; P=.008) of using GNDAs as
compared with their heterosexual counterparts. Participants in
exclusive relationships had a lower proportion of app usage
(109/362, 30.1%) compared with casual daters (141/186, 75.8%)
and singles (195/310, 62.9%). Casual daters were 7.273 times
(95% CI 4.857-10.891; P<.001) more likely to have used
GNDAs within 12 months compared with those in exclusive
relationships. Participants who were single and not dating were
3.936 times (95% CI 2.853-5.430; P=.003) more likely to use
GNDAs.

People who had more sexual partners were more likely to be
dating app users. Of the participants with 1 partner, only 21.9%
(68/311) were GNDA users, compared with 64.8% (221/341)
of those with 2 to 5 partners and 80% (128/160) of those with
more than 5 partners. Compared with those with only 1 partner
in the last 12 months, participants with 2 to 5 partners had 6.581
times the odds (95% CI 4.643-9.328; P<.001) of using dating
apps, whereas people with more than 5 partners had 14 times
the odds of using dating apps (OR 14.294, 95% CI 8.92-22.906;
P<.001).
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Table 1. Logistic regression of geosocial networking dating app users and demographics (N=862).

P valueDating app users, crude odds ratio (95% CI)Nonusers, n (%)Users, n (%)Total, n (%)Characteristics

Age (years) (N=862)

.831.054 (0.657-1.691)191 (49.9)192 (50.1)383 (44.4)18-20

.351.253 (0.782-2.007)180 (45.6)215 (54.4)395 (45.8)21-24

N/AbRefa43 (51.2)41 (48.8)84 (9.7)25-30

Gender (n=860)

N/ARef267 (47.8)291 (52.2)558 (64.9)Female

.891.020 (0.771-1.350)146 (48.3)156 (51.7)302 (35.1)Male

Sexual orientation (N=862)

N/ARef382 (49.6)388 (50.4)770 (89.3)Heterosexual

.0081.846 (1.175-2.900)Nonheterosexual

6 (24.0)19 (76.0)25 (2.9)Homosexual

22 (40.7)32 (59.3)54 (6.3)Bisexual

4 (30.8)9 (69.2)13 (1.5)Other

Relationship status (n=858)

.0033.936 (2.853-5.430)115 (37.1)195 (62.9)310 (36.1)Single, not dating

<.0017.237 (4.857-10.891)45 (24.2)141 (75.8)186 (21.7)Casual dating or open relationship

N/ARef253 (69.9)109 (30.1)362 (42.2)Exclusive

Sexually active (N=862)

N/ARef396 (48.7)417 (51.3)813 (94.3)Yes

.111.635 (0.900-2.907)18 (36.7)31 (63.3)49 (5.7)No

Sexual partners in the past 12 months (n=812)

N/ARef243 (78.1)68 (21.9)311 (38.3)1

<.0016.581 (4.643-9.328)120 (35.2)221 (64.8)341 (42.0)2-5

<.00114.294 (8.92-22.906)32 (20.0)128 (80.0)160 (19.7)5+

aRef: reference (this is the comparison group used to establish the odds ratio).
bN/A: not applicable.

Risky Sexual Behavior and User Status

Contraception
Table 2 shows that participants who used condoms had 1.914
times (95% CI 1.448-2.531; P<.001) the odds of using GNDAs.
Participants who relied on emergency contraception as Plan B
were more likely to use dating apps (OR 2.357, 95% CI
1.381-4.087; P=.002), whereas those who used hormonal

contraception such as IUDs, the oral contraceptive pill, and the
rod were less likely to use dating apps (OR 0.660, 95% CI
0.496-0.879; P=.004).

Table 3 shows that after adjusting for sexual orientation,
relationship status, and number of sexual partners, no association
was found between any form of contraception use and dating
app use.
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Table 2. Logistic regression of geosocial networking dating app users and sexual behaviors.

P valueDating app users, crude odds ratio
(95% CI)

Nonusers, n (%)Users, n (%)Total, n (%)Behavior

Contraception (n=811)

.241.334 (0.828-2.162)32 (43.3)44 (57.9)76 (15.7)No contraception at all

<.0011.914 (1.448-2.531)170 (40.8)247 (59.2)417 (51.4)Condom use

.0022.357 (1.381-4.087)20 (29.9)47 (70.1)67 (8.3)Plan B

.381.152 (0.841-1.578)97 (46)114 (54)211 (26)Pulling out

.0040.660 (0.496-0.879)265 (52.5)240 (47.5)505 (62.3)Hormonal

Specific sexual behaviors (n=788)

.151.227 (0.928-1.623)180 (46.8)205 (53.2)385 (48.9)Sex without any form of contraception

.620.927 (0.690-1.246)262 (50)262 (50)524 (66.5)Sex without a condom but with other contra-
ception

<.0014.567 (3.383-6.167)133 (32.8)280 (67.8)413 (52.4)Casual sex

.351.165 (0.848-1.600)281 (48.4)300 (51.6)581 (73.7)Sex while drunk

<.0013.024 (2.223-4.113)89 (30)189 (70)278 (35.3)No discussion about STIa status and/or
boundaries before sex

<.0015.592 (4.043-7.736)71 (24.3)221 (75.7)292 (37.1)Multiple sexual partners

.041.756 (1.018-3.028)22 (36.7)38 (63.3)60 (7.6)Having unprotected sex with a PWIDb

.012.110 (1.161-3.835)17 (32.7)35 (67.3)52 (6.6)Having sex with a partner with an STI

aSTI: sexually transmitted infection.
bPWID: person who injects drugs.

Table 3. Multivariate logistic regression models of geosocial networking dating app use and sexual behaviors.

Chi-square (df)Coefficient of determination (R2)P valueDating app users, adjusted odds
ratio (95% CI)

Characteristics

Contraception (n=811)

2.899 (1)0.341.091.334 (0.958-1.859)Condom usea

0.639 (1)0.338.421.276 (0.698-2.331)Plan Ba

0.955 (1)0.338.330.844 (0.601-1.186)Hormonala

Specific sexual behaviors (n=788)

45.346 (1)0.272<.0013.096 (2.225-4.307)Casual sexb

9.705 (1)0.357.0021.755 (1.232-2.500)No discussion about STIc status and/or

boundaries before sexa

62.261 (1)0.295<.0013.943 (2.782-5.588)Multiple sexual partnersb

0.444 (1)0.345.511.247 (0.649-2.399)Having unprotected sex with an PWIDa,d

1.988 (1)0.347.161.645 (0.815-3.319)Having sex with a partner with an STIa

aAdjusted for sexual orientation, relationship status, and number of sexual partners.
bAdjusted for sexual orientation and relationship status.
cSTI: sexually transmitted infection.
dPWID: person who injects drugs.

Specific Sexual Behaviors
Table 2 shows that participants who had casual sex (P<.001),
those who had no discussion about STIs or boundaries before
having sex (P<.001), those with multiple sexual partners

(P<.001), those having unprotected sex with a person who
injects drugs (P=.04), and those having sex with a partner with
an STI (P=.01) had higher odds of using GNDAs. Table 3 shows
that after adjusting for sexual orientation and relationship status,
those having casual sex have 3.096 times (95% CI 2.225-4.307;
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P<.001) the odds of using dating apps and those having multiple
sexual partners have 3.943 times (95% CI 2.782-5.588; P<.001)
the odds of using dating apps compared with those who have
not. Similarly, after adjusting for sexual orientation, relationship
status, and number of sexual partners, people who had no
discussions before having sex about STIs or boundaries were
more likely to use dating apps (OR 1.755, 95% CI 1.232-2.500;
P=.002). However, no association was found between dating
app usage and having unprotected sex with a person who injects
drugs or having sex with a person with an STI, after adjusting
for sexual orientation, relationship status, and number of sexual
partners (Table 3).

Risk Perception of Risky Sexual Behavior and User
Status
Table 4 shows that those who perceived the risk of having sex
without any form of contraception to be very high had 2.486

times (95% CI 2.213-5.096; P=.01) the odds of using dating
apps than those who saw no risk.

Those who felt that the risk of having sex while drunk to be low
to high had 1.659 times (95% CI 1.067-2.581; P=.03) the odds
of using dating apps compared with those who saw no risk.
Similarly, those who felt the risk of having sex when drunk was
very high were 2.151 times (95% CI 1.087-4.256; P=.03) more
likely to use dating apps compared with those who felt there
was no risk. Finally, people who thought that the risk of having
multiple sexual partners was low to high had 1.871 times (95%
CI 1.024-3.418; P=.04) the odds of using dating apps compared
with people who thought having multiple partners posed no
risk.
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Table 4. Logistic regression of geosocial networking dating app users and the perceptions of risky sexual behavior.

P valueDating app users, crude odds ratio (95% CI)Nonusers, n (%)Users, n (%)Total, n (%)Behavior and risk perception

Sex without any form of contraception (n=628)

N/AbRefa25 (62.5)15 (37.5)40 (6.4)No risk

.161.607 (0.825-3.131)222 (50.9)214 (49.1)436 (69.4)Low to high risk

.012.486 (2.213-5.096)61 (40.1)91 (59.9)152 (24.2)Very high risk

Sex without condom but with other contraception (n=663)

N/ARef41(59.4)28 (40.6)69 (10.4)No risk

.091.545 (0.929-2.568)273 (48.7)288 (51.3)561 (84.6)Low to high risk

.301.556 (0.675-3.585)16 (48.5)17 (51.5)33 (5)Very high risk

Casual sex (n=610)

N/ARef42 (43.7)52 (55.3)94 (15.4)No risk

.920.977 (0.627-1.524)219 (45.2)265 (54.8)484 (79.3)Low to high risk

.481.346 (0.591-3.066)12 (37.5)20 (62.5)32 (5.2)Very high risk

Sex while drunk (n=700)

N/ARef58 (60.4)38 (39.6)96 (13.7)No risk

.031.659 (1.067-2.581)264 (47.9)287 (52.1)551 (78.7)Low to high risk

.032.151 (1.087-4.256)22 (41.5)31 (58.5)53 (7.6)Very high risk

No discussion about STIsc and/or boundaries before sex (n=580)

N/ARef22 (55)18 (45)40 (6.9)No risk

.341.377 (0.715-2.652)174 (47)196 (53)370 (63.8)Low to high risk

.151.664 (0.832-3.327)72 (42.4)98 (57.6)170 (29.3)Very high risk

Multiple sexual partners (n=581)

N/ARef28 (58.3)20 (41.7)48 (8.3)No risk

.041.871 (1.024-3.418)199 (42.8)266 (57.2)465 (80.3)Low to high risk

.181.671 (0.792-3.524)31 (45.6)37 (54.4)68 (11.7)Very high risk

Having unprotected sex with an IVDUd (n=497)

N/ARef24 (52.2)22 (47.8)46 (9.3)No risk

.971.012 (0.534-1.915)110 (51.9)102 (48.1)212 (42.7)Low to high risk

.391.323 (0.703-2.490)108 (45.2)131 (54.8)239 (48.1)Very high risk

Having sex with a partner with an STI (n=493)

N/ARef21 (50)21 (50)42 (8.5)No risk

.951.022 (0.493-2.118)46 (49.5)47 (50.5)93 (18.9)Low to high risk

.681.144 (0.603-2.168)167 (46.6)191 (53.4)358 (72.6)Very high risk

aRef: reference (this is the comparison group used to establish the odds ratio).
bN/A: not applicable.
cSTI: sexually transmitted infection.
dIVDU: intravenous drug user.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study explored the link between risky sexual behaviors,
risk perceptions, and GNDA use among festival goers. After
adjusting for confounders, statistically significant associations
existed between GNDA use and lack of discussion about safe

sex, engaging in casual sex, and having multiple sexual partners.
Festival goers who perceived sex without any form of
contraception, having sex while drunk, and having multiple
sexual partners as risky were more likely to be app users. A
high proportion of dating app users (389/440, 88.4%) also
thought that GNDAs should promote safe sex.
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Condom users were more likely to use dating apps, which can
be seen as a protective factor; however, this was not significant
after adjusting for confounders. People having unprotected sex
with a person who injects drugs and having sex with a partner
with an STI were about twice as likely to use dating apps. After
adjusting for confounders, this effect was no longer apparent;
however, this may have been because of the relatively small
number of people in these categories. Given the prevalence of
risky sexual behavior in this music festival population, it would
be appropriate for GNDA companies and public health experts
to include targeted health promotion interventions on such
platforms [1,9,15].

Most participants were heterosexual (770/862, 89.3%), directly
reflective of the general Australian population, where 11%
identify as LGBTQ+ [16]. The LGBTQ+ group were almost
twice as likely to use dating apps, a rate comparable with recent
literature [3,4,9]. Rosenfeld et al [17] stated that over 60% of
same-sex couples met on the web in 2008 and 2009 in the United
States, positing a thin dating market for LGBTQ+ individuals.
It is not surprising that those who are in an exclusive relationship
are less likely to use dating apps, whereas those with multiple
sexual partners are much more likely to use dating apps.

This study found that music festival attendees who engage in
casual sex, do not discuss safe sex, have multiple partners, have
unprotected sex with intravenous drug users, or someone with
an STI are more likely to use dating apps. Peter and Valkenburg
[18] had a similar finding that individuals who scored highly
on sexual permissiveness—having more tolerant attitudes and
higher engagement in risky sexual behaviors—were more likely
to use GNDAs. Chan [19] also demonstrated that GNDA users
have more casual relationships and sexual partners.

This high rate of casual sex in GNDA users attending music
festivals is significant because of the increased STI risk [20].
In Australia, the rates of notifiable STIs such as gonorrhea and
chlamydia have risen significantly in recent years [21], implying
that there is a risk involved with having multiple sexual partners.
In this study, people with multiple sexual partners were more
likely to use dating apps. However, the effective use of barrier
protection greatly diminishes the likelihood of STI contraction,
with the male condom offering 90% protection against
gonorrhea [22]. Those who perceived the risk of sex with no
form of contraception to be very high were 2.5 times more likely
to use dating apps and those using condoms were almost twice
as likely to use dating apps, potentially signaling that dating
app users are aware of the risks involved. A 2016 study found
that young Australians have high rates of condom failures, with
48% experiencing the condom slipping off during intercourse
and because of high rates of inconsistent or incorrect use [23].
In addition, the cost of condoms impedes their use, even in
developed countries [24]. Therefore, a practical method to
minimize STI contraction could be to promote awareness about
correct use as opposed to increasing risk perception and the
services that offer free condoms such as Aboriginal medical
services and Family Planning New South Wales [25].

Furthermore, despite perceiving no contraception use to be at
a very high risk, GNDA users at the festival had low rates of
hormonal contraception and relied on emergency contraception.

MacPhail et al [26] found that despite 75% of Australian
university students having positive attitudes toward condom
use, only 50% used condoms during their last encounter. Thus,
an increasing perception of risk may not always translate to
safer sexual behaviors. Given that Australia’s abortion rates are
among the highest in the developed world [27], it is important
to have greater health promotion on practical methods of
reducing unintentional pregnancies. Those who did not use
efficacious hormonal contraceptive options such as the oral
contraceptive pill and IUDs [28] had higher odds of using
GNDAs. Despite the high uptake of barrier contraception, its
efficacy tends to be user dependent, as mentioned earlier [23].
Distributing information encouraging longer-acting
contraceptive devices and correct contraceptive use via dating
apps may be an effective means of curbing accidental
pregnancies [28,29]. In addition, this study found that 37.1%
(292/788) of sexually active respondents had multiple sexual
partners in the last 12 months and that 48.9% (385/788) reported
having not used any form of contraception. This is comparable
with the study by Lim et al [30], which was conducted at the
Big Day Out festival in 2007, with 48% of respondents reporting
multiple partners in the last 3 months and 43% not using a
condom because of substance abuse. Thus, it seems that over
the past 13 years, no significant reduction in engagement in
risky sexual behaviors among Australian music festival
populations can be noted, and it remains an area in need of
targeted sexual health promotion strategies.

Limitations and Strengths
Study limitations included the use of a binary measure of dating
app usage in the last 12 months, self-report, selection bias, and
the inability to show causal effects because of the cross-sectional
design. A longitudinal study method should be conducted to
determine the relationship between GNDA use and sexual health
behaviors and outcomes over time. Although the survey used
evidence-based, risky sexual behaviors [14], the SSBQ was
abridged to ensure respondents remained engaged and avoid
survey fatigue. This may be problematic, as the study may not
have captured the full breadth of risky sexual behaviors within
the target demographic. Respondents were willing to complete
the survey because the topic is of interest to the study
population; however, we did not record how many people
declined to partake.

Another study limitation is the potential influence of relationship
status and sexual orientation on dating app usage. Our study
found that LGBTQ+ people are twice as likely as heterosexuals
to use dating apps. This may influence the results about the
performance of risky sexual behaviors, as it has been shown
that people of sexual minorities, especially men who have sex
with men, engage in risky sexual behaviors. Similarly, an
increased number of sexual partners and not being in an
exclusive relationship were predictors of GNDA use. However,
this was adjusted for in multivariate analyses. It should also be
noted that participants could have been under the influence of
drugs or alcohol, the data were therefore collected early in the
day, and people who were perceived to be under the influence
were excluded. Finally, the terminologies casual sex and
multiple sexual partners may be considered vague and
interpreted differently between participants. Thus, the results
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from questions in which these terms were used need to be
interpreted with caution.

Practical Implications
An overwhelming number of festival attendees who were GNDA
users (389/440, 88.4%) indicated that safe-sex messaging should
be included in GNDAs. Our study also demonstrated that young
festival attendees engaging in more high-risk sexual behaviors
were more likely to be app users. Therefore, as GNDA use at
music festivals is promoted by app companies [8], it is
recommended to focus on safe-sex messaging. This provides a
platform for health strategists to target at-risk demographics.
However, health professionals should be aware that a 2018
Australian survey found that although 88.7% of those aged
between 18 and 29 years noticed sexual health promotion, only
40.9% considered it relevant and only 32% felt an increase in
knowledge [15]. Therefore, the success of safe-sex messaging
relies on whether the material will be relevant to users and
increase their knowledge of risky sexual behavior. However,
as stated earlier, increasing the perception of risk may not always
translate to safer sexual behaviors. Despite relatively high levels
of risk perception, health promotion messages to lower risk
among music festival patrons should be further explored. Areas
of future research include examining which GNDAs have the
riskiest user bases and which strategies are most effective for
harm reduction in this population. Focus groups with festival
participants could be conducted to help ensure that messaging
is relevant and targeted.

Major GNDAs such as Tinder and Bumble run web-based
promotional subsidiaries, including SwipeLife (Tinder) [31],
The Buzz (Bumble) [32], and blogs that incorporate safe-sex
articles. As stated previously, less than 19% of heterosexual
app users saw safe-sex messages in dating apps [9], despite
existing literature identifying the importance of web-based safe
sexual health messages to users [9,15,33]. Safe-sex messages
may therefore need to appear more prominently within the apps
themselves. This is further confirmed by our study, in which
an overwhelming majority of participants were in favor of in-app
sexual health resources. The fact that Tinder has released

coronavirus safety messages in March 2020 demonstrates their
ability and willingness to use health promotion messages [31].
In addition, intervention research for safer dating app use has
also emerged [34]. Finally, there is evidence that mobile phone
interventions can be successful in delivering safe-sex messages
[35,36] and strengthens the argument that safe-sex messaging
could appear more prominently within dating apps. However,
a recent systematic review on new digital media interventions
for sexual health promotion among young people reported that
it should be taken into account that the technology itself does
not necessarily lead to success [11]. The authors suggest that
interventions should use high-quality, evidence-based content
that engages with young people. Formative research [37] among
Swedish youth on the development of a mobile phone app to
promote safe sex identified that the following features would
engage youth and therefore useful for the app development:
Condom Obstacles and Solutions; Quiz; Games; Self-Refection;
Challenges; Stories by Peers (stories from peers and information
from a doctor); Condom Tips, Pep Talk, and Boosting; and
Random Facts. Further guidelines are available for complex
messaging in health promotion when developing interactive
eHealth apps [38].

Conclusions
This study identified that festival goers engaging in certain
high-risk sexual behaviors, including casual sex, having multiple
sexual partners, and having sex without discussion about STI
status and boundaries, are more likely to use dating apps.
Festival attendees who perceived sex without any form of
contraception, having sex while drunk, and having multiple
sexual partners as risky were more likely to be app users. A
high proportion of dating app users support the notion that
GNDAs should promote safe sex. The results of this study
contribute to the growing body of knowledge surrounding the
changing landscape of dating, sexual behaviors, and health
impacts in the era of GNDAs. Policy makers and GNDA
developers should acknowledge the vulnerability of their users
to adverse sexual health outcomes and use GNDAs as a platform
to promote risk-reduction practices.
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Abstract

Background: Internet hospitals in China are in great demand due to limited and unevenly distributed health care resources,
lack of family doctors, increased burdens of chronic diseases, and rapid growth of the aged population. The COVID-19 epidemic
catalyzed the expansion of online health care services. In recent years, internet hospitals have been rapidly developed. Ping An
Good Doctor is the largest, national online medical entry point in China and is a widely used platform providing online health
care services.

Objective: This study aims to give a comprehensive description of the characteristics of the online consultations and inquisitions
in Ping An Good Doctor. The analyses tried to answer the following questions: (1) What are the characteristics of the consultations
in Ping An Good Doctor in terms of department and disease profiles? (2) Who uses the online health services most frequently?
and (3) How is the user experience of the online consultations of Ping An Good Doctor?

Methods: A total of 35.3 million consultations and inquisitions over the course of 1 year were analyzed with respect to the
distributions of departments and diseases, user profiles, and consulting behaviors.

Results: The geographical distribution of the usage of Ping An Good Doctor showed that Shandong (18.4%), Yunnan (15.6%),
Shaanxi (7.2%), and Guangdong (5.5%) were the provinces that used it the most; they accounted for 46.6% of the total consultations
and inquisitions. In terms of department distribution, we found that gynecology and obstetrics (19.2%), dermatology (17.0%),
and pediatrics (14.4%) were the top three departments in Ping An Good Doctor. The disease distribution analysis showed that,
except for nondisease-specific consultations, acute upper respiratory infection (AURI) (4.1%), pregnancy (2.8%), and dermatitis
(2.4%) were the most frequently consulted diseases. In terms of user profiles, females (60.4%) from 19 to 35 years of age were
most likely to seek consultations online, in general. The user behavior analyses showed that the peak times of day for online
consultations occurred at 10 AM, 3 PM, and 9 PM. Regarding user experience, 93.0% of users gave full marks following their
consultations. For some disease-related health problems, such as AURI, dermatitis, and eczema, the feedback scores were above
average.

Conclusions: The prevalence of internet hospitals, such as Ping An Good Doctor, illustrated the great demand for online health
care services that can go beyond geographical limitations. Our analyses showed that nondisease-specific issues and moderate
health problems were much more frequently consulted about than severe clinical conditions. This indicated that internet hospitals
played the role of the family doctor, which helped to relieve the stress placed on offline hospitals and facilitated people’s lives.
In addition, good user experiences, especially regarding disease-related inquisitions, suggested that online health services can
help solve health problems. With support from the government and acceptance by the public, online health care services could
develop at a fast pace and greatly benefit people’s daily lives.
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Introduction

Background
Internet hospital is an innovative type of hospital where
professional physicians provide health care services on the
internet. The online health care services at these hospitals
include, but not limited to, health-related consultations, disease
diagnoses, medication prescription, and chronic disease
management [1].

In this study, internet hospitals generally refer to all applications
that provide online health services for disease consultation and
treatment through information technology. Services by internet
hospitals include a combination of offline medical treatment
and online follow-up consultation, telemedicine, online medical
consultation, and online health management. Internet hospitals
are sometimes referred to worldwide as telehealth [2]. In the
United States, each state’s laws, regulations, and Medicaid
program policies for telehealth differ significantly. However,
the common aspect they share is that most states and
Washington, DC, provide reimbursement via Medicaid for some
form of live video as a fee-for-service [3]. In the European
Union, most countries have no formal definition of telemedicine
services [4]. There is an online consultation system in South
West England that allows adult patients to contact their general
practitioner, but evidence indicates that the use of
e-consultations is very low [5]. Compared with developed
countries, telehealth could be more meaningful in developing
countries because of limited medical resources and poor health
care services [5,6].

Internet hospitals have been rapidly established in China in
recent years [7-9]. As of May 2019, there were 158 internet
hospitals in China [10], and as of October 28, 2020, there were
about 900 of them operating in China [11]. The expansion of
internet hospitals is due to the following five reasons.

First, health care resources are limited and unevenly distributed
by geography in China [12]. By 2019, there were only 2.77
licensed physicians per 1000 people [13]; for city residents,
there were 4.10 licensed physicians per 1000 people, while that
number was 1.96 for rural residents [13]. There are 3-tier health
care systems in China [14,15]. Primary health care providers
are usually community based and are expected to play the role
of general practitioner and to perform health care management.
Secondary and tertiary health care providers include more
specialists and focus on more complicated clinical problems.
However, tertiary health care providers are mainly located in
the eastern cities of China where the economies are more
developed. The top 100 hospitals in China have mostly been
located in big cities, such as Beijing and Shanghai, and
provincial capitals [16]. As a result, residents in rural areas or
western cities have had limited access to high-quality health
care services [16].

Second, family doctor systems in China have been
underdeveloped [17,18]. As the family doctor plays a
gatekeeping role in developed countries, it is convenient for
one to seek health care services for mild problems. Although
the Chinese government launched a series of policies and
regulations to accelerate family doctors’ contracting services
during the last decades, family doctor systems are still at an
early stage in China [17]. The number of general practitioners
was not sufficient due to the large population, wide geographic
area, and uneven distribution of health care resources. As a
consequence, the effect of family doctor systems was
compromised in practice [19]. With low public awareness of
diseases, patients with moderate symptoms also visited the
tertiary hospitals, putting more stress on health care resources.
According to the China Health Statistics Yearbook 2020, tertiary
hospitals covered 53.5% of patient visits in China, while primary
hospitals only accounted for 6.0% [13]. Internet hospitals are
easy to access and serve as a supplement to family doctors.
Therefore, internet hospitals meet the population’s need for
convenient access to professional medical help in China.

Third, clinical data sharing has been hindered by unconnected
hospital systems. Such information islands result in patients
having to endure repeated examinations when changing to a
new hospital. However, with internet hospitals, patients are able
to upload their existing examination results, which avoids
wasting clinical resources.

Fourth, with the increasing burden of medical insurance, the
Chinese government proposed the Healthy China 2030 plan
[20] and put more focus on health-driven management instead
of traditional disease-driven treatment. For the increasing aged
population, health care providers should intervene at the onset
of chronic diseases and take advantage of artificial intelligence
technology to manage the disease at the same time.

Last but not least, after the outbreak of COVID-19, offline
treatment channels were blocked and the Chinese government
had adopted a series of administrative measures to encourage
the development of internet hospitals [21]. Unnecessary
face-to-face contact was avoided with internet hospitals,
providing safer and more convenient health care services than
in-person, offline hospitals. As suggested by recent work,
internet hospitals helped control the COVID-19 epidemic
[22,23] and made access to health care services more convenient
[24].

In terms of the types of initiators, internet hospitals in China
can be divided into government-led, hospital-led, and
enterprise-led services [8]. In 2012, the Guangdong Second
Provincial General Hospital built the first internet hospital in
China, which belonged to the first type of internet hospital (ie,
government-led) [14]. Compared with government-led and
hospital-led internet hospitals, enterprise-led internet hospitals
have the advantages of stronger capabilities in market
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exploration and faster product iterations. Enterprises are more
open to advanced technology and pay more attention to
improving the efficiency of consultation.

Ping An Good Doctor has been one of the leading companies
of enterprise-led internet hospitals [21]. It provides health care
services via a mobile app of the same name, Ping An Good
Doctor. Ping An Good Doctor aimed to create a one-stop,
whole-process, online-to-offline service platform and integrated
online health service platform with offline health services, such
as private clinics, pharmacies, health checkup and test centers,
and so on [25]. It was rapidly developed, as there was an urgent
need for internet hospitals in China. The use of Ping An Good
Doctor was nationwide. There were 346 million registered users,
more than 1800 staff members working for in-house medical
teams, and about 10,000 external experts by the middle of 2020.
There were more than 820 million online consultations and
inquisitions in total from 2014 until now, which covered a wide
range of departments and diseases. The number of cumulative
visits during the COVID-19 epidemic—from the period of
January 20 to February 10, 2020—reached 1.11 billion [26].
Besides Ping An Good Doctor, Ali and JD are also major players
in internet health care in China [27]. However, Ping An Good
Doctor has the largest average daily consultation volume
[28-30].

Any user with a cell phone can use the health care services
provided by the Ping An Good Doctor app anytime and
anywhere. Users can ask any health-related questions or seek
health care services whether or not they have a specific health
problem. In general, a dialogue in the absence of health
problems is referred to as a consultation, while seeking clinical
help for specific health problems is called an inquisition. In the
latter scenario, users are expected to submit their chief complaint
and other clinical materials about their health status; the
physician would then make the diagnosis and provide

corresponding health care services, including prescriptions if
needed. Medications, if needed, would be delivered if the users
chose to buy them online. All consultations and inquisitions are
documented for further quality examination. At the end of the
process, users are also asked to score the consultation, where 1
stands for the least satisfaction and 5 for the most satisfaction.

Study Objectives
Despite the rapid development of internet hospitals in China,
there exist limited studies examining the characteristics of the
departments and diseases of internet hospitals. To fill this gap,
we carried out analyses regarding the nationally utilized Ping
An Good Doctor platform, aiming to provide a comprehensive
description of online medical care in China. Our primary focus
was on answering the following three questions: (1) What are
the characteristics of the consultations and inquisitions in Ping
An Good Doctor in terms of department and disease profiles?
(2) Who most often use the platform’s online health services?
and (3) How do users experience the online consultations of
Ping An Good Doctor?

Methods

Data Collection
To eliminate the influence of seasonal patterns, we analyzed
the online consultations and inquisitions of Ping An Good
Doctor from the past year (ie, from August 2019 to August
2020). Here, consultation referred to the asking of health-related
questions, while inquisition meant being treated online for health
problems. For all consultations and inquisitions, four types of
information were extracted: (1) demographic information about
the clients, (2) health care–related variables, (3) details about
the consultation process, and (4) consultation evaluations
collected after the consultation finished. A detailed description
of all variables involved in this study is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Variables considered in this study.

Responses (N=113,805,518a), n (%)Description of variablesType of information and variables

Demographic information

111,844,894 (98.3)Gender of the userGender

110,502,135 (97.1)Age of the userAge

103,786,537 (91.2)Province (ie, location) of the userProvince

Health care–related variables

81,574,890 (71.7)Diagnosis as given by the physicianDiagnosis

113,805,518 (100)Subentity of the online hospital, such as dermatologyDepartment

Details about consultation process

113,805,518 (100)Number of rounds of dialogue between the user and the physicianDialogue rounds

113,805,518 (100)Time of day when the user described their chief complaintsConsultation time

Consultation evaluation

6,879,529 (6.0)Scores given by the user after the consultation and/or inquisitionSatisfaction score

aThis value represents all consultations and inquisitions combined.
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Data Selection
The number of consultations and inquisitions accumulated
between August 20, 2019, and August 22, 2020, was around
113.8 million. The detailed process of data selection is illustrated
in Figure 1. Four types of consultations and inquisitions were
excluded before the analyses of departments and diseases. First,
invalid consultations, where the consultations and inquisitions
had not started, were removed. Second, consultations from the
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) department were excluded
since the diagnosis system of TCM is distinct from that of the
International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision
(ICD-10), and is poorly standardized. Third, consultations and

inquisitions from some temporal consultation channels, such
as the special consulting channel during COVID-19, that would
bias the distributions of departments and diseases were also
omitted. Lastly, we removed consultations that were labeled as
“medical guide,” which was an automatic diagnosis label
assigned under certain circumstances, such as the unexpected
end of a consultation due to the extended nonresponse of the
user. After the four data-filtering steps, there were 35.3 million
consultations and inquisitions remaining. After standardization
of the departments, those data were used for department- and
disease-related analyses. To further analyze user satisfaction of
the online consultations, data that had no satisfaction scores
were filtered out.

Figure 1. The process of data selection and the data sets that were used for different analyses.

Data Preprocessing
The diagnoses from the inquisitions were mainly based on the
ICD-10 coding system [31], while consultations were assigned
self-defined diagnosis labels, such as general consultations,
specific consultations, and lifestyle-related questions. Here, the
term general consultations was a vague definition referring to
asking questions about any nonspecific aspect of health
problems, such as how one should take exercise if one has had
a stroke. Specific consultations referred to asking questions
about a specific disease, such as diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases. Lifestyle-related questions referred to asking questions
about how to stay healthy without mentioning specific health
problems, such as what tea to drink to protect eyesight.

Generally, the diagnosis labels for inquisitions and consultations
were standardized as one-by-one mapping to ICD-10 or
self-defined codes.

It should be noted that for 20.2% (7,140,917/35,296,169) of the
consultations and inquisitions, there existed multiple diagnoses.
In this case, the diagnosis distribution was calculated by splitting
the multiple diagnoses of one sample into multiple samples,
each sample with a distinct diagnosis. All analyses in terms of
diagnoses were based on this splitting approach of diagnosis
statistics, such as user experience for each diagnosis.

Statistical Analysis
Data were extracted from the database using Structured Query
Language and were preprocessed by the pandas library in
Python 3.6 (Python Software Foundation).
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Results

Overview of the Online Consultations and Inquisitions
The overall statistics of our data set are shown in Table 2. There
were 35,296,169 valid consultations and inquisitions in total.
During the study period, 12,446,838 users participated in
consultations via Ping An Good Doctor. A total of 40.3% of
the consultations and inquisitions were made by male users,
and the mean age of the users was 27.3 years (SD 17.2). There
were, on average, 7.3 (SD 5.3) rounds of conversation between
users and physicians. After standardization, there were 76
departments and 1419 diseases covered in the cross section that
we studied.

As shown in Figure 2, which was drawn using the pyecharts
library in Python 3.6, the consultations and inquisitions came
from all the provinces, municipalities, and autonomous regions
of China. Shandong (19,067,141/113,805,518, 18.4%), Yunnan

(16,192,209/113,805,518, 15.6%), Shaanxi
(7,439,540/113,805,518, 7.2%), and Guangdong
(5,672,425/113,805,518, 5.5%) were the four leading provinces
and accounted for 46.6% (48,371,315/113,805,518 ) of the total
consultations and inquisitions in our data set. A city-level rank
was also calculated. Table 3 lists the top 10 cities in yearly visits
to Ping An Good Doctor. It was interesting to note that big cities

such as Beijing and Shanghai only ranked 9th and 5th,
respectively, accounting for 34.4% (1,699,251/4,932,918) and
54.7% (2,700,223/4,932,918) of the total visits, relative to the
top city, Kunming.

Longitudinally, the COVID-19 epidemic activated the daily
visits to Ping An Good Doctor. As shown in Table 4 [32,33],
the average daily visits increased by 23.2% during the outbreak
of COVID-19 in China. It was encouraging that the average
daily visits increased more even after the outbreak of COVID-19
in China.

Table 2. Characteristics of the current data set.

ValueCharacteristic

35,296,169Total consultations and inquisitions, N

14,063,178/34,904,918 (40.3)Consultations and inquisitions by male users, n (%)

12,446,858Users of the platform, n

27.3 (17.2)Age of users who submitted consultations and inquisitions (years), mean (SD)

7.3 (5.3)Rounds of dialogue between physicians and users, mean (SD)

76Departments represented in the data set, n

1419Diseases represented in the data set, n

Figure 2. The number of consultations and inquisitions from all over China out of the original 113.8 million data points. Red dots indicate the capital
city of each province and the black dot indicates the city of Kunming. Kunming had the largest volume of consultations and inquisitions in Ping An
Good Doctor at the city level.
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Table 3. Top 10 cities by visits to Ping An Good Doctor from August 2019 to August 2020.

Relative yearly visit amountaProvinceCity

1YunnanKunming

0.915ShaanxiXi’an

0.835ShandongYantai

0.559ShandongQingdao

0.547ShanghaiShanghai

0.424ChongqingChongqing

0.410ShandongLinyi

0.385YunnanHonghe Hani and Yi Autonomous Prefecture

0.344BeijingBeijing

0.305HenanZhengzhou

aValues are based on the original 113.8 million data points; relative yearly visits of each city are calculated by setting the yearly visit amount by Kunming
as a reference.

Table 4. Average daily visits to Ping An Good Doctor before, during, and after the outbreak of COVID-19 in China.

Daily visits, mean (SD)Time rangePhase

74,893.92 (5843.34)August 20, 2019, to January 22, 2020Before the COVID-19 outbreak

92,246.74 (20,411.83)January 23, 2020a, to February 29, 2020bDuring the COVID-19 outbreak

114,898.50 (11,708.20)March 1, 2020, to August 22, 2020After the COVID-19 outbreak

aThe city of Wuhan closed on January 23, 2020, indicating the start of the outbreak of COVID-19 in China [32].
bAs of February 29, 2020, the number of newly diagnosed COVID-19 cases per day in China was less than 1000 [33].

Characteristics of Departments and Diseases in Online
Consultations

Distribution of Departments
Although there were 76 departments represented in our data
set, about 14 (18%) departments accounted for more than 99%
of the consultations and inquisitions. As shown in Figure 3 (a),
the most popular department was gynecology and obstetrics,
which was represented in 19.2% (5,868,172/30,579,297) of the
consultations, followed by 17.0% (5,204,805/30,579,297) for
the dermatology department and 14.4% (4,394,634/30,579,297)
for pediatrics. We further analyzed the change ratios of
distribution for the top 14 departments during and after the
COVID-19 outbreak to investigate the effect of the COVID-19

epidemic on the distribution of departments. The result is shown
in Figure 3 (b); for most of the departments, the change ratios
were within ±10% during and after the COVID-19 outbreak. It
should be noted that the fraction of consultations represented
by dermatology increased by more than 10%, both during (from
15. 9% to 17.5%) and after (from 15.9% to 17.7%) the
COVID-19 outbreak. In addition, the fraction of consultations
represented by general internal medicine increased by 36.5%
(from 11.7% to 16.0%) and 22.7% (from 11.7% to 14.4%)
during and after the COVID-19 outbreak, respectively. Although
the fractions of consultations represented by stomatology and
oncology both had a sharp increase, their absolute fractions
increased by 0.47% and 0.51% after the COVID-19 outbreak,
respectively.
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Figure 3. Departments represented in the consultations and inquisitions: (a) distribution of the departments; (b) change ratios of the distribution of the
top 14 departments during and after the outbreak of COVID-19 in China.

Distribution of Diseases
There were 1419 diseases represented in our data set, and the
top 30 diseases accounted for 53.6% (17,911,125/33,409,879)
of the total consultations. As illustrated by the blue line in Figure
4, consultations were the key components in terms of yearly
visits to Ping An Good Doctor; these included general
consultations, lifestyle-related questions, specific consultations,
health examinations, and pregnancy-related conditions. The
change ratios of disease distribution during and after the
COVID-19 outbreak were also analyzed. As shown by the red

bars in Figure 4, diseases labeled as unconfirmed pregnancy,
cough, consultations, and specific consultations increased the
most during the COVID-19 outbreak. In addition, eczema and
allergic dermatitis also had a significant increase. To
summarize, diseases that increased in popularity during the
COVID-19 outbreak, as represented in consultations and
inquisitions, included those with respiratory or dermatology
symptoms. After the COVID-19 outbreak, the inquisitions that
included respiratory symptoms decreased, while the inquisitions
that included characteristics of other diseases and consultations
remained.

Figure 4. Distribution of the top 30 diseases represented in the yearly visits to Ping An Good Doctor; change ratios of the distribution of diseases during
and after the outbreak of COVID-19 in China are also shown.

Disease Profiles for the Most Popular Departments
We further analyzed the disease profiles for the five most
popular departments to see if major diseases existed in each

department. The results are illustrated in Figure 5; for each
department, the top 20 diseases are shown.
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Figure 5. Disease profiles of the top five departments: (a) gynecology and obstetrics, (b) dermatology, (c) pediatrics, (d) general internal medicine,
and (e) urology and andrology.

From Figure 5, pediatrics had the most obvious head effect
regarding disease profiles, while acute upper respiratory
infection (AURI) accounted for 16.5% (876,786/5,074,566) of
all the consultations. In addition, urology and andrology had
the least head effect regarding disease profiles, suggesting a
relatively high degree of disease diversity.

User Profiles

Demographic Characteristics
To better understand the users of Ping An Good Doctor, we
analyzed the user profiles for the top 14 departments. Male users

accounted for 39.6% (12,098,998/30,579,308) of the
consultations; this proportion varied little except for the
reproductive-related departments, as shown in Figure 6 (a). For
most of the departments, users aged 19 to 35 years constituted
the largest proportion of users as compared with other age
groups, as listed in Figure 6 (b). For pediatrics, there were many
more consultations and inquisitions for children under 6 years
of age than for children older than 6 years of age. For the
respiratory medicine department , there was a relatively higher
proportion of users aged 36 to 45 years as compared with the
overall age groups. For oncology, the proportion of users in the
senior age ranges increased.

Figure 6. User profiles for the top 14 departments: (a) percentiles of male users by department; (b) age distribution.
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User Behaviors
The user profiles for the top diseases had concordant
observations with those for the department analyses. We further
investigated user consultation behaviors with respect to different
diseases; namely, the times of day when users began to seek
consultations and the rounds of dialogue between users and
physicians.

As shown in Figure 7 (a), there were three peaks regarding times
of day for consultations; these were 10 AM, 3 PM, and 9 PM.
The diseases could be roughly divided into three groups
according to the relative proportions for different time-of-day
peaks as indicated in Figure 7 (a). Figure 7 (b) shows the
distribution of rounds of dialogue between the users and
physicians. For inquisitions, the number of rounds of dialogue
peaked at around the 6 to 10 range; for consultations, at least
half of the dialogues went through 0 to 5 rounds.

Figure 7. Characteristics of users' behaviors regarding the top 15 diseases: (a) distribution of times of day of consultations; (b) distribution of rounds
of dialogue between users and physicians.

Users’ Satisfaction With Online Consultations
Among all the 35.3 million consultations, there were 5.2 million
that had satisfaction scores. A total of 93.0%
(6,408,143/6,879,529) of these satisfaction scores were 5,
suggesting that the vast majority of the users had a good
experience when using Ping An Good Doctor, as seen in Figure
8 (a). We also analyzed user satisfaction in terms of different

diseases. As shown in Figure 8 (b), consultations related to the
top 20 diseases all had average satisfaction scores above 4.6.
For some specific diseases, the average satisfaction scores were
even higher, such as for AURI and dermatitis, which were also
popular topics of consultation in our internet hospitals. For
general consultations and specific consultations, the satisfaction
scores were relatively low.

Figure 8. Users’ satisfaction with the online consultations: (a) the distribution of satisfaction scores; (b) the proportion of users who scored the
consultations and inquisitions and the corresponding scores related to the top 20 diseases. Scores range from 1 (least satisfaction) to 5 (most satisfaction).
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Analyses in this study answered the three questions proposed
in the Introduction section. First, the distributions of departments
and diseases in Ping An Good Doctor differed from those of
offline hospitals. The gynecology and obstetrics department
and the dermatology department were the top two departments
in Ping An Good Doctor in terms of number of consultations,
which differed from offline hospitals. The popularity of
gynecology and obstetrics came from about 22% of the users
being female, aged 19 to 35 years, who were in the reproductive
age group. The popularity of dermatology suggested that users
found it suitable and more acceptable to seek consultations
about dermatological diseases online. Consultations and diseases
with moderate symptoms were commonly seen in terms of
disease profiles. Second, we found that most of the users of
Ping An Good Doctor were between 19 and 35 years of age,
and females were slightly more highly represented compared
to males. The gender distribution was in agreement with
previous work by Qiu et al, though their results were based on
one city with a much smaller population [34]. Last, the users
had a good experience with Ping An Good Doctor, in general.
We observed an average satisfaction score of 4.6 out of 5,
suggesting that users were comfortable with Ping An Good
Doctor as a health care service.

Our results provided the distribution profiles of departments
and diseases. By examining those distributions, we could gain
an increased understanding about which diseases can be
diagnosed and treated online. The user profile analysis described
the current user market of internet hospitals; a new strategy to
explore the market should be based on this user profile analysis.

Open Attitudes Were the Key Factor for Developing
Internet Hospitals
Based on the geographical distribution of the Ping An Good
Doctor visits, we found that Shandong, Yunnan, Shaanxi, and
Guangdong were the four leading provinces in terms of volume
of visits; the reasons for this were four-fold. First, Shandong
and Guangdong have large populations. Second, high-quality
health care services are limited in these four leading provinces;

Shandong, Yunnan, Shaanxi, and Guangdong ranked 17th, 24th,

20th, and 19th, respectively, in terms of number of tertiary
hospitals per 100,000 persons, according to the China Health
Statistics Yearbook 2020 [13]. Third, Guangdong and Shandong
have a relatively high internet penetration rate [35]. Fourth,
open attitudes toward internet technology were the key factor
for developing internet hospitals. Guangdong was the pioneer
in online health care services. The Guangdong government
funded the first internet hospital in China [14]. Shandong has
the most online physicians in a web-based medical consultation
service in China, which suggests an open mind on the part of
the physicians [36]. The Yunnan and Shaanxi governments also
have an open attitude toward the internet-related industry and
the public has a high acceptance of internet technology.

It was interesting to note that the usage of internet hospitals was
not centered in big cities. For example, Beijing and Shanghai

ranked 9th and 5th, respectively, among all the cities, although
these two are megalopolitan cities with populations of more
than 20 million. Kunming, the capital of Yunnan province with
a population of around 7 million, had more yearly visits than
Shanghai. The geographical distribution of yearly visits to Ping
An Good Doctor suggested that internet hospitals provided
accessible health care services to anyone in need and could
relieve the uneven distribution of health care services across
China.

Nondisease-Specific Consultations and Moderate
Health Problems Were Popular in the Top Five
Departments
The top five departments represented in Ping An Good Doctor
were gynecology and obstetrics, dermatology, pediatrics, general
internal medicine, and urology and andrology. As the
characteristics varied across departments, we will discuss them
one by one.

In gynecology and obstetrics, the most common consultations
and inquisitions were focused on menstruation, vaginitis, and
cyesis. These were mild health issues as compared with those
in offline hospitals where cancers; cervical disease, such as
hysteromyoma and ovarian cyst; and obstetric complications
were seen in higher proportions. These profiles were consistent
with the highest ratio of users who sought consultations in
gynecology and obstetrics being aged 19 to 35 years, as seen
in Figure 6 (b).

For dermatology-related concerns, the most common diseases
were dermatitis and eczema, as seen in Figure 5 (b). The same
pattern was also reported in other work [37]. It was interesting
to note that disease inquisitions played a major role as compared
with consultations. The most important reason for this was that
the online health care service could replicate the offline clinical
scenarios to the largest extent. Users were able to upload pictures
of their skin, which played a vital role in diagnoses and
treatments in the dermatology department. In addition, the
efficiency and timeliness of online health services encouraged
users to choose online inquisitions when they had dermatological
problems. Online consultations also allowed patients to avoid
the potential embarrassment of exposing themselves to
physicians face-to-face.

In pediatrics, the most common inquisitions were about AURIs
as well as growth and development, such as nutrient deficiency.
Recent work on a pediatric map of Hangzhou also found that
AURI was the top disease discussed in all the outpatient visits
they considered. However, the next most popular category of
diseases in their study was common symptoms, such as fever,
abdominal pain, and vomiting, which was distinct from the
pattern we found in the online health service [38]. Internet
hospitals provide a way to efficiently and conveniently acquire
knowledge about children’s growth and development, relieving
parents’anxiety. Educated with knowledge about their children’s
growth and development, parents can make proper and timely
decisions when needed. Mild medical cases were able to be
resolved online, which reduced unnecessary visits to offline
hospitals and also relieved the stress experienced by them.
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The diseases that were part of the general internal medicine
department were mostly chronic, indicating that health
management was in high demand. This was in agreement with
previous findings from Di Tommaso et al [39]. Meanwhile,
health management was vital for reducing fatality rates and
disability rates. The proper management of chronic diseases
could reduce the occurrences of complications and acute
episodes. Traditionally, physicians mainly focus on chronic
diseases at the time of patient in-person, offline visits; they have
no time to conduct daily management for patients with chronic
diseases. With developments in artificial intelligence and
wearable devices, health care data are easy to collect and
analyze. With well-educated patients and automatic tracking of
physical measures, smart health care management has relieved
physicians from tedious work and helped patients to maintain
clinical conditions. Meanwhile, patients can benefit from advice
on diet, exercise, and medication as given by smart health care
management.

In the urology and andrology department, the consultations and
inquisitions were focused on sexual function and urinary system
infections. The online consultations were private and allowed
users to avoid the embarrassment of face-to-face inquiries about
sexual function problems. Urinary system infections were also
common in both online and offline hospitals, but other frequent
diseases seen in offline hospitals, such as cancer, urinary stones,
and surgical trauma, were uncommon in online consultations.

To summarize, the common diseases seen in internet hospitals
included moderate health problems. In this sense, internet
hospitals play the role of general practitioner, which partially
fills a gap that exists in the family doctor system in China.

Relationship Between the COVID-19 Epidemic and
Internet Hospitals
The COVID-19 epidemic promoted widespread use of internet
hospitals in China. From Table 4 and Figure 4, we observed
that consultations and inquisitions did not decrease even after
the first outbreak of COVID-19, from January 23, 2020, to
February 29, 2020. COVID-19 provided people with an
opportunity to change their behavior when seeking health care
services. With the epidemic under control, the development of
internet hospitals has normalized [40]. On the other hand,
internet hospitals played a vital role in China's defense against
COVID-19, from sharing knowledge on virus control and
providing health consultations to follow-up treatment for chronic
diseases and drug delivery. Ping An Good Doctor also played
a positive role during the COVID-19 pandemic, suggesting that
internet hospitals are a valuable resource in dealing with
large-scale public health emergencies [41].

More Advantages of Internet Hospitals
In addition to the pros mentioned above, internet hospitals had
many other advantages. First, internet hospitals had a positive
effect on the physician-patient relationship [42]. Online health
services made health information more accessible to patients,
reducing the communication barrier between physicians and
patients.

Second, for the physicians, providing health care services via
internet hospitals was a way to not only increase their income

but to widen and deepen their clinical experience of patients.
The patients they met were not limited to their local regions.
Meanwhile, physicians had the opportunity to inspect the whole
disease process for the patients, from the onset to the prognosis.

Finally, internet hospitals could accelerate the reform of
government health care insurance in China and possibly the
world. Medical insurance costs increase year by year. The total
cost reached 2085.4 billion yuan (US $299 billion) in 2019 in
China, and had increased by 12.2% compared to 2018 [43].
Internet hospitals could help control four aspects of medical
insurance costs. First, because the process of consultations and
inquisitions was documented and all data were traced, it is
feasible to conduct quality control and fraud detection. Second,
equipped with artificial intelligence, standardized diagnosis and
treatment procedures were simplified; for example, a robot helps
to collect basic information before the consultations begin.
Therefore, with increased efficiency, the cost of consultations
in internet hospitals would decrease. Third, the whole process
of health management in internet hospitals controls the rate of
chronic diseases and, in the end, reduces medical insurance
costs. China has a large population living with chronic diseases.
Until 2019, there were 116.4 million people with diabetes in
China [44]. The glucose control rate was 10.2% in China and
was 49.9% in America [45]. A higher control rate is related to
slower disease progression, lower comorbidity risk, lower
disability rate, and lower costs. Efficient health management
could help to increase the control rate and reduce medical costs.
Fourth, internet hospitals could promote the separation of
medical services and medications, which would prevent doctors
from receiving rebates from drugs.

Limitations
We described the characteristics of internet hospitals in terms
of the distributions of departments, diseases, user profiles, user
behaviors, and user experiences. However, treatment—an
important aspect of clinical practice—was not investigated and
evaluated, but will be targeted in our future work. To deepen
our understanding of the characteristics of internet hospitals,
our future efforts will include additional comparisons between
offline hospitals and internet hospitals.

Conclusions
As the largest entry point to online medical services in China,
Ping An Good Doctor provides accessible health care services
nationwide, breaking the geographical boundary for high-quality
clinical resources. The COVID-19 epidemic accelerated the
expansion of online health services. This also provided an
opportunity to test the feasibility of such online modes of health
care delivery. It should be emphasized that after the outbreak
of COVID-19, the number of daily visits kept increasing,
suggesting that online health services satisfied peoples’ needs
for convenient and contactless health services. Our analyses
showed that nondisease-specific consultations and moderate
health problems accounted for the majority of online visits to
Ping An Good Doctor. This indicated that online health services
played a similar role as family doctors. The positive feedback
received from most users showed that online health services
would be their preferred option in many circumstances. The
changes in people’s attitudes and behaviors, together with
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support from the government, would further promote the
development of online health services, leading to great benefits

for both patients and health care providers.
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Abstract

Background: Heart failure (HF) is a major public health problem that places a significant disease burden on society. Self-care
is important in the management of HF because it averts disease progression and reduces the number of hospitalizations. Effective
nursing interventions promote HF self-care.

Objective: This study aims to explore participants’ perspectives on a nurse-led, home-based heart failure self-management
program (HOM-HEMP) in a randomized controlled trial conducted in Singapore to gain insight into the effectiveness of the study
intervention.

Methods: A descriptive, qualitative approach was used. English- or Chinese-speaking participants from the intervention arms
were recruited through a purposive sampling method from January 2019 to July 2019. Individual, face-to-face, semistructured
interviews were conducted with 11 participants. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim, with the participant
identifiers omitted to ensure confidentiality. The thematic analysis approach was used to identify, analyze, and report patterns
(themes) within the data.

Results: A total of six themes emerged from the process evaluation interviews and were categorized according to the Donabedian
structure-process-outcome framework as intervention structure, intervention process, and intervention outcome. These six themes
were manageability of the intervention, areas for improvement, benefits of visiting, personal accountability in self-care, empowered
with knowledge and skills in self-care after the intervention, and increased self-efficacy in cardiac care.

Conclusions: The findings of the process evaluation provided additional information on participants’perceptions and experiences
with the HOM-HEMP intervention. Although a home visit may be perceived as resource intensive, it remains to be the preferred
way of engagement for most patients. Nurses play an important role in promoting HF self-care. The process of interaction with
the patient can be an important process for empowering self-care behavior changes.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e28216)   doi:10.2196/28216
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Introduction

Background
Heart failure (HF) is a major public health problem that places
a significant disease burden on society. It is one of the most
common causes of hospital admissions and readmissions,
leading to an increased demand for hospital beds, staff resources,
subsidies, and insurance coverage [1]. Southeast Asians are at
particular risk of HF because of the high prevalence of risk
factors such as hypertension and diabetes. They also have an
earlier onset of HF than Americans and Europeans [2].
Furthermore, the incidence and prevalence of HF are closely
related to age. As one gets older, the condition becomes more
common [3]. Singapore has one of the fastest aging populations
among developed countries worldwide. Therefore, it is expected
that the number of people with HF is likely to surge in the near
future.

To sustain the health care system, the Ministry of Health in
Singapore recently announced three paradigm shifts: beyond
hospital to community, beyond quality to value, and beyond
health care to health [4]. With this change, more patients with
chronic conditions will be managed in the community, and
nurses will need to embrace new knowledge and skills that
match the care needs of their patients. Simultaneously, as
hospital stays become shorter and less frequent, there is a need
for patients and families to acquire disease self-care skills to
achieve the success of managing their conditions outside the
hospital.

In HF, self-care encompasses a range of behaviors, including
adhering to medication and treatment, avoiding excessive fluid
and salt intake, monitoring daily weight, engaging in exercise,
monitoring and identifying exacerbating symptoms, and taking
appropriate steps to intervene if symptoms worsen [5]. Self-care
is the cornerstone of HF management. Patients who practice
constant self-care have been shown to avert 30% of hospital
admissions and more than half of the readmissions [6]. Despite
its importance, several studies have reported gaps in patients’
knowledge and skills regarding HF self-care, with many patients
finding HF self-care challenging, especially when transitioning
from hospital care to home and community care [7,8].
Traditionally, hospital nurses have provided disease education
with information on the value of medication adherence and
lifestyle risk modification. Most of these education programs
are done as part of discharge instructions and/or as part of
inpatient education. However, the severity of symptoms during
stressful hospital stays (eg, breathlessness and fatigue) precludes
patients from being physically and psychologically ready to
absorb any information. As a result, many patients feel
underinformed when they return home [8].

We recently conducted a 3-arm stratified randomized controlled
trial to evaluate the effectiveness of a newly developed,
nurse-led, home-based psychosocial and educational intervention
(home-based heart failure self-management program
[HOM-HEMP]) for patients with HF in Singapore
(ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03108235) [Jiang Y, unpublished data,
2021]. The development of the intervention and its detailed
description have been published previously [9]. In brief, the

HOM-HEMP intervention is a 6-week, multicomponent
self-management program designed to promote HF self-care.
It consisted of an HF patient education and self-care toolkit and
three biweekly home visits by the research nurse. The toolkit
included an HF education manual, a drinking cup marked with
fluid volume, picture cards of common local foods and their
associated sodium content, a weight scale, a weight monitoring
calendar, and a pillbox with an alarm clock that reminded
patients to take their medications (Multimedia Appendix 1).
The toolkit provided cues (eg, a visual reminder of fluid intake
and alarm reminder for medication adherence) of self-care
activities in the context of daily life, whereas biweekly home
visits provided an opportunity for the research nurse to interact
with patients face-to-face, during which the research nurse also
employed motivational interviewing to promote patient self-care
engagement. In addition, a supplementary smartphone app was
developed based on the study intervention (Multimedia
Appendix 2), which was only available to participants in the
experimental group B (one of the intervention arms). The
smartphone app offered features such as educational content;
customized scheduled medication and medical appointment
reminders; weight, blood pressure, and symptom logs; and a
chat room to communicate with the research nurse via text
message. The research nurse reviewed the patient’s symptoms
on the back end through a secured web portal.

The aims of the research project are to evaluate the effectiveness
of the HOM-HEMP intervention in improving patients’ HF
self-care, cardiac self-efficacy, psychological well-being,
health-related quality of life, social support, and clinical
outcomes. Consenting participants were randomly assigned to
a control group, an experimental group A, and an experimental
group B. All study participants received usual care provided by
the study hospital. Participants in the experimental group A and
experimental group B received usual care and the HOM-HEMP
intervention. In addition, participants in the experimental group
B received a supplemental smartphone app. The purpose of
having 2 experimental groups was to explore the effects of the
mobile health (mHealth) component on the study outcomes.
The findings of this trial are reported elsewhere [Jiang Y,
unpublished data, 2021].

Objectives
This study details the process evaluation of the study
intervention, which is part of the HOM-HEMP research project
[9]. Process evaluations are recommended by the UK Medical
Research Council guidance to provide additional information
to understand how an intervention might or might not work in
a specific context or whether the outcomes of the trial can be
reproduced [10]. It is an important step in the evaluation of a
complex intervention, as it allows researchers and practitioners
to understand whether improvements in outcomes have resulted
from the intended intervention process, whether the intervention
causes poor outcomes, or even sometimes whether good
outcomes are produced by the intervention that is actually less
satisfactory [10].

To better understand participants’ views and experiences
regarding the HOM-HEMP intervention provided to them, the
Donabedian structure-process-outcome framework was
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employed in the process evaluation [11]. In his model,
Donabedian proposed structure, process, and outcome of care
as the key aspects of quality of care [12]. The framework
recognizes that outcomes are associated with the relationships
between the context and actions of patients and care providers
and that understanding the implementation of an intervention
requires not only what is delivered but also the mechanism
through which the intervention is delivered [11]. In this study,
structure refers to physical components of the intervention and
the organization of the intervention, such as the duration and
frequency of the intervention; process refers to the participants’
experiences of interactions and encounters during the study
intervention; and outcome refers to changes in participants as
a result of the intervention and/or interactions with the research
nurse during the intervention.

The aim of this process evaluation is to explore participants’
views and experiences with regard to the HOM-HEMP
intervention and to understand the mechanism by which the
intervention had an impact.

Methods

Study Design and Participants
A descriptive, qualitative approach was used. One-to-one
semistructured interviews were conducted to elicit participants’
responses to their overall experiences with the HOM-HEMP
intervention. An interview guide was developed to guide the
one-to-one semistructured interviews and to ensure uniform
data collection across all participants. The questions in the
interview guide were reviewed by the members of the
researcher’s team, all of whom had experience in conducting
qualitative research. The semistructured interview offers some
flexibility that allows participants to voice out their views in a
naturalistic narrative fashion while ensuring that all question
areas were discussed with each participant [13]. Compared with
group interviews, the one-to-one interview format provides a
less threatening environment for the participants to share their
personal views and/or describe their experiences [13].

Participants were recruited through a purposive sampling method
from January 2019 to July 2019 at a tertiary public hospital in
Singapore. Participants from the intervention arms with either
positive or negative differences in any of the study outcomes
were included in the process evaluation if they were willing to
be audio recorded. The inclusion criteria for the HOM-HEMP
research project were patients who were aged ≥21 years, had
been clinically diagnosed with HF, were able to read and
understand English or Chinese, owned and used a smartphone
in their everyday lives, and were able to be followed up at home
after discharge from the hospital. The exclusion criteria were
patients who had unstable angina, resting tachycardia, or severe
arterial hypertension; had a terminal illness other than HF that
affects their self-care ability and/or completion of the study, for
example, end-stage cancer; had a psychiatric condition or
impaired cognitive functioning that affects their understanding
of the study intervention; were bed- or wheelchair-bound
affecting their mobility and self-care ability; and had no internet
access at home. To ensure a diverse sample of participants,
participants’ ethnicity, age, and socioeconomic status were taken

into consideration when choosing the cases in this study to
identify important patterns across variations [13].

Sample Size
There is no established rule for sample size in qualitative
evaluations. In this study, the sample size was determined based
on information needs and the concept of data saturation [13].
Recruitment for the process evaluation interview stopped when
no new information emerged and redundancy was achieved.

Data Collection
At the end of the HOM-HEMP study, participants from either
experimental group A or experimental group B were approached
based on the purposive sampling criteria. Details regarding the
interview process and objectives were explained to the
participants. In addition, they were informed that the session
would be audiotaped. Written informed consent was obtained
from the participants before the interviews commenced.
Interviews were arranged at a place convenient for the
participant.

Qualitative data were obtained from individual, face-to-face,
semistructured interviews. All interviews were conducted by a
research nurse who delivered the study intervention. Interviews
were conducted in either English or Chinese, depending on the
participants’ language preference. Before the start of the
interview, the research nurse reassured the participants that all
the information they provided would be kept confidential and
that the interview would be like a conversation with no right or
wrong answers to the questions asked. Rapport was established
by one or two warm-up questions before putting forward the
topics on the interview guide. Open-ended questions were used
to encourage participants to talk freely on the questions asked.
If the participants’ family members were present during the
process evaluation interview, their role was limited to helping
to relay the point the participant was trying to make when the
participant had difficulties in explaining his or her point of view
clearly. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed
verbatim. The participant identifiers were omitted from the
transcripts to maintain confidentiality. The transcripts were
cross-checked by a second researcher to ensure accuracy.

Ethical Considerations
Ethical approval was obtained from National Healthcare
Group-Domain Specific Review Board (NHG DSRB ref:
2017/00249) before the commencement of the HOM-HEMP
research project. Voluntary participation, confidentiality, the
right to withdraw, and potential risks and benefits were
explained. Informed consent was obtained from each participant
before the study commenced. Participants were also reassured
that declining to participate in the study would not lead to any
penalties or any differences in treatment or care.

Data Analysis
Descriptive data analysis was performed to profile the sample
characteristics based on participants’ sociodemographic and
clinical data. Frequencies and percentages were used to describe
the categorical variables, such as gender, race, marital status,
highest education level, employment status, types of housing,
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smoking status, the New York Heart Association functional
classification, and the presence of comorbidities.

The thematic analysis approach was used to identify, analyze,
and report the patterns (themes) within the data, as they are not
reliant on any theoretical framework and provide sufficient
flexibility for data analysis [14]. Specifically, the thematic
analysis process involved five different phases, including
familiarizing the data, generating initial codes, collating codes
into potential themes, reviewing themes, and defining and
naming those themes [14]. The transcripts were coded
independently by the research nurse and a second researcher.
The results were cross-checked for consistency and revised as
required. The primary coding and collation of codes into themes
were manually performed. To ensure that themes were formed
coherently and accurately, the initial themes were reviewed and
refined based on discussions with team members. Illustrative
quotations were translated into English if they were in Chinese.
Repeated words and grammatical errors were edited for ease of
understanding, but no substantive changes were made. The
translations were cross-checked by two researchers proficient
in both English and Chinese.

Trustworthiness
The trustworthiness of the qualitative approach in the process
evaluation was established by ensuring the feasibility and
adequacy of the semistructured interview guide in eliciting
appropriate data to achieve the evaluation objectives. The
questions in the interview guide were reviewed by members of
the research team and the author’s supervisor, all of whom had
experience in conducting qualitative research. In addition, to
ensure the accuracy and authenticity of the data, the interviews
were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. The transcribed
data and data analysis were cross-checked by two researchers,

and thematic agreement was reached through discussion. These
steps provided a complete and accurate description of the
participants’ responses, thus ensuring the credibility of the
process evaluation. The confirmability was to ensure that the
themes were a true representation of the participants’
experiences and perceptions [13]. It was established by recording
the participants’ quotations to support the results. Auditability
was established by keeping records of the data analysis process,
such as records of the evolution of findings and emergence of
themes. Finally, transferability was established by providing a
detailed research context to allow readers to relate to the
conclusions drawn from this study.

Results

Sociodemographic Data and Clinical Characteristics
of the Participants
A total of 11 participants were approached and invited to
participate in the process evaluation interview, of which 6 were
from experimental group A and 5 were from experimental group
B. The average duration of the interviews was 9.24 minutes,
ranging from 5 to 17 minutes. Of 11 participants, 7 (82%) were
Chinese speaking. The descriptive statistics of the participants’
baseline sociodemographic data and clinical characteristics are
presented in Table 1. Of the 11 participants, 7 (64%) were male
and 4 (36%) were female. Their age ranged from 44 to 85 years
(mean 64.45, SD 12.58 years). Of the 11 participants, 6 (55%)
participants were still working full time or on a part-time basis.
None of the participants drank alcohol, but 9% (1/11) of the
participants had smoked in the past 4 weeks. From the 11
participants, 9 (82%) had coronary heart disease, 7 (64%) had
diabetes, 6 (55%) had hypertension, and 7 (64%) had high
cholesterol.
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Table 1. Sociodemographic data and clinical characteristics of the participants (N=11).

ValuesVariables

64.45 (12.58)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

7 (64)Male

4 (36)Female

Race, n (%)

10 (91)Chinese

1 (9)Indian

Marital status, n (%)

9 (82)Married

2 (18)Unmarried, widowed, divorced, or separated

Highest education level, n (%)

7 (64)Primary school or no formal education

4 (36)Tertiary (university, ITEa, polytechnic, or junior college)

Employment status, n (%)

6 (55)Working part time or full time

5 (45)Not working or retired

Monthly household income, SGDb (US $), n (%)

6 (55)<1000 (745)

1 (9)1000-3000 (745-2236)

2 (18)3001-5000 (2237-3727)

2 (18)>5000 (3727)

Main caregiver, n (%)

8 (73)Family

3 (27)Other (maid, friend, or alone)

Type of housing, n (%)

3 (27)2-3 rooms

6 (55)4-5 rooms

2 (18)Executive maisonette, private, or landed

2 (18)Ex-smoker, n (%)

1 (9)Smoking (in the past 4 weeks), n (%)

0 (0)Alcohol drinking, n (%)

The New York Heart Association Functional Classification, n (%)

1 (9)I-II (mild to moderate)

10 (91)III-IV (severe)

9 (82)Coronary heart disease, n (%)

7 (64)Type 2 diabetes, n (%)

6 (55)Hypertension, n (%)

7 (64)High cholesterol, n (%)

aITE: institute of technical education.
bSGD: Singapore dollars.
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Qualitative Findings
The findings are organized and presented based on the
Donabedian framework. A total of six underlying themes
representing participants’ overall experience and perceptions
of the study intervention were identified. They were grouped

under intervention structure, intervention process, and
intervention outcome (Table 2). The emerging themes were
manageability of the intervention, areas for improvement,
benefits of visiting, personal accountability in self-care,
empowered with knowledge and skills in self-care after the
intervention, and increased self-efficacy in cardiac care.

Table 2. Themes and subthemes.

SubthemesThemes

Intervention structure

1. Manageability of the intervention • Ease of learning
• Essential topics were covered
• Convenient to participate
• Different views on the use of technology

2. Areas for improvement • Participants’ different preferences for frequency and duration of intervention
• Intervention format can be more flexible
• Some of the self-care tools did not match the participants’ usage habits
• To include topics related to chronic diseases

Intervention process

3. Benefits of visiting • Allow patients to better express themselves
• Preferred personalized advice over information from other resources
• Felt nurses can better understand patients’ problems
• Reassurance for family members
• Worries and burden are being addressed

4. Personal accountability in self-care • You have to help yourself first
• Self-discipline is required

Intervention outcomes

5. Empowered with knowledge and skills in self-care
after the intervention

• Monitoring inculcated in daily life
• Able to sustain effort after intervention

6. Increase self-efficacy in cardiac care • Increased initiative
• Improved self-awareness of health status
• Determination to change a certain lifestyle

Intervention Structure

Theme 1: Manageability of the Intervention

Most participants reported that overall, the intervention was
easy to manage with no added burden. It covered all the essential
topics that participants wanted to know with an adequate amount
of information. The most helpful aspects of the intervention
included coaching on weight monitoring and controlling fluid
and salt intake. One participant mentioned that it was important
that the intervention be as simple as possible so that it would
help them apply what they had learned easily:

...[the programme] is really very good, because I have
learnt a lot of things that I did not know last time, like
how to read the sodium amount in the food label...
[P2, aged 46 years]

...[the most helpful aspects] are weight monitoring,
coz it tells me if I have water retention...also
controlling my water intake and diet...I try to keep
my water intake to 1L/day, and eat less oily and salty
food... [P6, aged 76 years]

I think the best is simple and useful...yes...because we
need to work, if it is too complex, we feel very
troublesome. So, I think the simpler the better...And
also, we are not that young now, sometimes we cannot
remember so many things. [P9, aged 59 years]

In addition, home visits reduced the travel needs of the
participants. Convenience of participation through home visits
encouraged participants to participate in the study. For some
participants, the flexibility of scheduled home visits allowed
them to plan ahead between different commitments:

Look, instead of you asking patients come over [to
the hospital], you are visiting them now. So it is more
convenient for the patients as well. Rather than you
ask them to come to the hospital, you are meeting
them halfway at their premises. It is a good thing and
I think a lot of patients will like it. It is easier. If you
ask me to go down to the hospital I might be like “ah,
cannot today, tomorrow cannot.” I may want to push
the appointment for the later dates. [P8, aged 58
years]
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I think it is good because you will call me to confirm
home visit appointment before you come, and if I
cannot make it, I can also give you a call. This is very
good... [P6, aged 76 years]

In terms of the mHealth component of the study intervention,
participants had different views on the usability and acceptability
of the technology. Some participants reported that employing
the smartphone app in health monitoring increased their
awareness of their personal health condition and found it
convenient to record and monitor their condition via the app.
Importantly, having the nurse and other health care professionals
accessing and monitoring the participants’ conditions at the
backend was especially useful in motivating them to use the
app. However, older patients needed to rely on their helper to
monitor their health data because of difficulties in using a
smartphone:

...initially, it was not easy to use, there were some
errors in [Chinese] translation...subsequently, this
problem has been fixed, we can understand [the
meaning], and it becomes very easy to use...app is
preferred over paper and pen, because you just need
to press a few buttons, if [you] record on paper, you
need to first look for a pen, then write it down... [P6,
aged 76 years]

...I prefer the app...I really appreciated that. It gives
you a purpose that you want to do it every morning
to key in whatever information. So that it can be
shared all over in the hospital. They are also looking
at it. And it’s so easy. I think the app is user friendly.
No problem. [P8, aged 58 years]

We don’t know how to use smartphone, it is difficult
for our age, so I have to ask my helper to key in the
record. [P3, aged 83 years]

Theme 2: Areas for Improvement

Participants also made suggestions on intervention frequency,
duration, and content coverage for future improvement. A male
participant believed that the interval (ie, every 2 weeks) between
home visits was too short and the duration of the intervention
program (ie, 6 weeks) was too long. In contrast, female
participants felt that the frequency and duration of home visits
could be increased. The participants also preferred that the
disease education and self-care content provided by the research
nurse could cover other topics related to chronic disease
management and not just HF. Furthermore, one participant
wanted the research nurse to relay his information to the doctors
so that he did not need to repeat himself during the doctor’s
consultation, as consultations are usually very short:

Personally, I feel that the home visit interval is too
close, may be one or two months will be ok...yes, both
are ok, if home visit interval increased, give a
telephone call in between home visits is also fine...
[P9, aged 59 years]

I hope that your programme duration won’t be so
short, it will be good if you can visit the patient two
to three times a month. Or perhaps, visit more
frequently at the start, and if patient is stable, can

slowly [reduce the frequency]...but will continue to
see them... [P2, aged 46 years]

..., but now you can only teach us about heart
problems...Sometimes it’s inevitable that there will
be other diseases, although I hope I won’t be so
unlucky as to have other diseases after this heart
problem...But things like high blood pressure, high
cholesterol, and high blood sugar are common and
can be discussed... [P10, aged 58 years]

I hope that whatever you saw during home visit, [you]
can let my doctor know too...my problems...because
doctor’s consultation is very short, only have 10
minutes...but during home visit, I can tell you more...
[P3, aged 83 years]

Finally, not all participants used all the tools in the HF self-care
toolkit provided by the research team for self-care. Participants
felt that some of these tools did not fit their usage habits. The
size of the pillbox in the self-care toolkit was too small, and the
weight monitoring calendar was too complex to use. Participants
preferred to record their weight in their own way, rather than
following it on weekly pages, as instructed:

...among all the things you gave me, I did not use the
table [referring to the weight monitoring calendar],
and the pillbox is too small, not big enough to put all
my medication in, you should have given me a bigger
one... [P2, aged 46 years]

the pillbox in the self-care toolkit is less useful,
because if I put my medication inside, I cannot see
the medication instructions and the name of the
medication, also the size of the box is too small... [P6,
aged 76 years]

Basically, everything is ok, but...except for the weight
record calendar, it is too complicated, I only need to
keep my own record... [P9, aged 59 years]

Intervention Process

Theme 3: Benefits of Visiting

Participants reported that they preferred a nurse to visit them
for a variety of reasons, including better clarity and
understanding with face-to-face interaction for both the nurse
and participant, enabling increased depth of discussion and the
family being reassured with an understanding of their conditions,
and that they were well taken care of. Participants also felt that
their thoughts and existing problems could be better understood
during home visits. Older adult patients stated receiving too
much information from the news and internet nowadays, which
can confuse them sometimes. However, through face-to-face
interactions, the nurse can probe and discover minor problems
encountered by the patient that might otherwise go unnoticed:

I find it hard to communicate clearly through phone,
it is better to talk face-to-face, it is much clearer in
this way...[P6, aged 76 years]

I preferred face-to-face interaction, because
sometimes, we wanted to clarify something...I mean
when you are trying to describe some problems, it is
very hard to talk over the phone. Therefore, I think
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home visit and face-to-face interaction are much
better. [P9, aged 59 years]

I think it is very important to talk face-to-face,
because you received too much conflicting
information from computer...the newspaper said
coffee is good for the heart yesterday but now it said
[coffee] is not good [for the heart], so you don’t know
which information is correct...and become very
confused... [P3, aged 83 years]

In addition, some participants, especially those who were staying
alone or only with their spouse who is an older adult, identified
that the relational component in the intervention process made
a difference to them. Perceived caring presence can be as simple
as individual attention, understanding of their concerns, or
comfortable interactions. During face-to-face home visits, a
participant felt that the ability to voice out his problems to a
nurse who is knowledgeable about HF was helpful in unloading
his burden:

...I would love to see you coming...otherwise the house
will be so quiet... [P4, aged 58 years]

Yes, yes I do. And I really appreciate that because
you took your time to come to my home, be there. It
wasn’t a very formal meeting. It’s like talking to
friends. So, it is good...we can just talk, not just about
medical advice. We can sit down and talk, and have
a good conversation. [P8, aged 58 years]

When you are talking to somebody, you are putting
whatever your problem or whatever elements, you
are just voicing out. Just like some help to unload the
burden that you’ve been carrying along. And talking
to you, whoever the interviewer is, they know about
the subject. So, it helps, you know they might
understand. But talking to family member is just the
basic, I don’t know. They may not understand. So, it
is very much helpful. [P8, aged 58 years]

Theme 4: Personal Accountability in Self-Care

During the intervention process, participants recognized their
own personal responsibility in HF self-care and felt that
self-discipline was required to benefit from the study
intervention:

actually, it’s very helpful. At the same time when
people try to help you, you yourself must help you.
You have to be disciplined as well. That means
whatever the doctor or the nurse advises you, you
have to follow it. But at the same time, you have to
gauge all these yourself, to see whether the conditions
suit you or not. But most important thing is to
discipline yourself. If you don’t discipline yourself,
nobody can help you. [P11, aged 57 years]

Intervention Outcomes

Theme 5: Empowered With Knowledge and Skills in
Self-Care After the Intervention

A couple of participants mentioned that they will continue to
use the intervention materials, such as the measuring cup and
weighing scale, to monitor HF even after the intervention ended.

They expressed sustained confidence in incorporating changes
after the intervention, as regular weight monitoring and control
of diet have been inculcated in daily life:

I feel my physical health and mood have improved...I
used to be less energetic, but now I feel my energy
level goes up...and I feel more confident [to manage
my condition] after someone taught me these
methods...yes, yes, I will definitely continue to
maintain healthy diet, control my water intake...will
follow the instructions... [P5, aged 69 years]

last time, I did not know soup can be salty, so I keep
drinking soup and I thought that was good...but now
I cut it down totally...when I go to supermarket, I will
also look at the food label and pay attention to the
sodium content...in the past, I only look at place of
production and nothing else... [P2, aged 46 years]

...I have been following the instructions on the HF
manual...I have done that...see I used the measuring
cup you gave me to make tea, with no sugar...I like
to use the [measuring] cup, I have been using it and
I also keep track of my weight every day, it was 65
point something in the past, now is 62.5, 63.8 and
then no further increase...I lost some weights and
[feel] less tired...I prefer to keep my current weight,
and I am happy about it. [P4, aged 58 years]

Theme 6: Increased Self-Efficacy in Cardiac Care

Participants reported that one of the biggest changes after the
study intervention was the ease of control of symptoms due to
a better understanding of the HF condition. They felt that they
were gaining more control in managing their HF symptoms. A
few of them showed increased initiative to control their
symptoms. For example, a participant would control his activity
level to reduce dyspnea. Another participant reported that he
kept track of his weight to better understand his current health
and adjust his diet accordingly. When necessary, they would
take the initiative to act quickly:

I can control my condition more easily because I have
more knowledge about how my condition is right
now...I am quite confident... [P11, aged 57 years]

I walk, but not very fast...and avoid strenuous
exercises. I still practise tai Chi for a while, but not
too long... [P3, aged 83 years]

...I think after quitting smoking, finally I am getting
on my way. And there is a way... [P8, aged 58 years]

it is better to record down as it helps me to better
understand my current health condition...and I started
to pay more attention to my diet, so as not to
aggravate my condition...I started to control, so I
cook myself... [P10, aged 58 years]

Discussion

Principal Findings
A total of six themes (manageability of intervention, areas for
improvement, benefits of visiting, personal accountability in
self-care, empowered with knowledge and skills in self-care
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after the intervention, and increased self-efficacy in cardiac
care) emerged from the process evaluation and summarized
participants’ experiences and perspectives after receiving the
HOM-HEMP study intervention. Overall, participants expressed
more advantages than disadvantages of the study intervention.
In addition, participants appeared to be more attuned to the
process of the intervention and the experience of interacting
with the research nurse than to the content and form of the
intervention. Thus, the strengths they expressed were more
focused on the intervention process than on the intervention
components. This was also reflected in the fact that although
the HF self-care toolkit provided by the research team was not
perfect, this did not prevent them from using other methods for
self-care.

In this study, home visits remained to be the preferred method
of engagement for most patients. Although home visits may be
perceived as resource intensive, they have intangible values.
Face-to-face interactions allowed for more authentic and
in-depth exchanges between the participants and the research
nurse. Participants felt that they were being listened to, rather
than being rushed to end the conversation, and gave the nurse
an opportunity to probe and discover problems that might
otherwise have gone unnoticed. In addition, human touch and
care remain to be important in the healing process. Personal
encounters help foster therapeutic nurse-patient relationships
that will further enhance their recovery process [15]. This was
further demonstrated when some participants reported that the
relational component and the perceived caring presence in the
intervention process had an impact on them. This finding is
consistent with the results of a previous review on the effective
mechanisms of disease management interventions in HF [16].
In their review, Clark et al [16] found that studies with effective
health professional supports were those with sufficient
consultation time, who incorporated patient goals into care,
providing rapid feedback, and who had a consolidated
patient-professional relationship. Conversely, interventions are
less effective when health care providers focus too much on
mere information giving or prioritizing treatment goals over the
patient’s own goals [16].

In this study, participants reported that they became more
confident in self-care as a result of increased knowledge and
understanding of symptom monitoring and interpretation.
Effective intervention promoted the understanding of many
complex links between HF symptoms and self-care tasks [17].
Although a plethora of accessible health information exists on
the internet, in newspapers, and on instant messaging tools such
as WhatsApp, a considerable proportion of patients are left with
either an incomplete or an incorrect understanding of their
condition, as they are not equipped to discern this vast amount
of information. Even when they have the right information,
guidance in translating their knowledge and skills into pragmatic
actions is needed. As such, the consultative role of the nurse
has evolved from simply providing health information to helping
patients sift through and ascertain the credibility and authority
of the informational sources, identify knowledge gaps, dispel
confusion, and provide personalized advice. Participants seemed
to particularly value this kind of support from health care
professionals. This can be seen in the participants who expressed

the wish that the research nurse could have also included
education topics on other chronic disease management besides
HF. Individualized interventions that are responsive to individual
learning needs and preferences, with personalized reinforcement
of specific salient information, have been shown to be effective
in promoting self-care behavior change [17-19].

Although mHealth and telemedicine have great potential to
overcome many barriers to health care delivery [19], especially
in the context of the current COVID-19 pandemic [20],
participants had different views on the use of technology in the
study. Some believed that employing a smartphone app in health
monitoring was not only convenient but also increased their
awareness of personal health. One of the main motivations for
participants to use the app was that they knew that their recorded
data on the app would be monitored backend by the research
nurse. Athilingam et al [21] reported that mHealth apps have
the potential to improve self-care by providing patients with
real-time access to health care providers. Similar observations
were found in an unpublished local study in which
postmyocardial infarction patients highlighted that the greatest
advantage of telemedicine interventions was the ability to have
direct access to their health care providers [22]. Although
participants commended the many benefits of using a
smartphone app in their health monitoring, older patients needed
to rely on their caregivers to monitor their health data because
of the difficulties in using a smartphone. Past research has
reported that the efficacy of mobile phone–based telemonitoring
in improving HF outcomes may depend on the characteristics
of the patient population [23,24]. In this regard, further trials
are needed to explore the effectiveness of mHealth apps in
defined patient subgroups.

In this process evaluation, participants provided a lot of valuable
feedback to maximize the study intervention in future studies,
particularly on the structure of the intervention. First,
interventions should be kept simple and manageable so as not
to overwhelm or intimidate the user. Second, there should be
some flexibility in the implementation of study interventions.
Depending on the patient’s progress, the interval between home
visits can be extended or shortened. Long intervals between
home visits can be augmented by telephone calls to check on
the patient. In addition, one interviewee suggested that the
intervention duration be extended as needed. Finally, although
the HF self-care toolkit was designed to help patients establish
a systematic self-care process and provide some tangible help
in integrating self-care into their daily lives, not all of the items
in the toolkit were user-friendly. Consequently, some
participants did not like to follow up on tracking their weight
trends and managing their medication in the way they were told.

Limitations
It is inevitable that this study had limitations that may affect
the transferability of the research findings. First, as the research
nurse for this study delivered both the study intervention and
conducted the interviews for the process evaluation, this may
have led to bias in the collection of participant feedback because
of an established rapport between the participants and the
research nurse. However, the development of rapport is not only
a limitation but can also be seen as a strength. When participants
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are familiar with the interviewer, they will be more open to
speaking and sharing their genuine opinions. Moreover, as the
interviews were semistructured, in addition to discussing the
parts of the intervention that were found to be helpful, we made
a point of exploring with participants where the research
interventions were least helpful and where future improvements
were needed. These measures facilitated a relatively balanced
discussion with participants. Second, some participants were
very reticent during the interview process; even after much
probing, they just answered everything is fine or repeated what
they had already mentioned. As a result, some of the interviews
were very short, which may have affected the authenticity of
the data.

Conclusions
Despite these limitations, the findings of the process evaluation
provided additional information about participants’perceptions

and experiences with the HOM-HEMP intervention. Although
a home visit may be perceived as resource intensive, it remains
to be the preferred way of engagement for most patients. During
the intervention, the nurse played an active and essential role
in the individual’s healing process, further demonstrating that
not only does the value of nursing come from the content of the
intervention but that interactions with the patient can be an
important empowering process for self-care behavior changes.
These findings shed light on why and how the intervention
worked and areas for improvement in future studies. It allows
researchers and practitioners to better understand the mechanism
by which an intervention generates impact. Therefore, future
intervention programs can leverage these mechanisms and adapt
them to different contexts for better intervention effectiveness.
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Abstract

Background: Gender imbalances in academia have been evident historically and persist today. For the past 60 years, we have
witnessed the increase of participation of women in biomedical disciplines, showing that the gender gap is shrinking. However,
preliminary evidence suggests that women, including female researchers, are disproportionately affected by the COVID-19
pandemic in terms of unequal distribution of childcare, elderly care, and other kinds of domestic and emotional labor. Sudden
lockdowns and abrupt shifts in daily routines have had disproportionate consequences on their productivity, which is reflected
by a sudden drop in research output in biomedical research, consequently affecting the number of female authors of scientific
publications.

Objective: The objective of this study is to test the hypothesis that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a disproportionate adverse
effect on the productivity of female researchers in the biomedical field in terms of authorship of scientific publications.

Methods: This is a retrospective observational bibliometric study. We investigated the proportion of male and female researchers
who published scientific papers during the COVID-19 pandemic, using bibliometric data from biomedical preprint servers and
selected Springer-Nature journals. We used the ordinary least squares regression model to estimate the expected proportions over
time by correcting for temporal trends. We also used a set of statistical methods, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and
regression discontinuity design, to test the validity of the results.

Results: A total of 78,950 papers from the bioRxiv and medRxiv repositories and from 62 selected Springer-Nature journals
by 346,354 unique authors were analyzed. The acquired data set consisted of papers that were published between January 1, 2019,
and August 2, 2020. The proportion of female first authors publishing in the biomedical field during the pandemic dropped by
9.1%, on average, across disciplines (expected arithmetic mean yest=0.39; observed arithmetic mean y=0.35; standard error of
the estimate, Sest=0.007; standard error of the observation, σx=0.004). The impact was particularly pronounced for papers related
to COVID-19 research, where the proportion of female scientists in the first author position dropped by 28% (yest=0.39; y=0.28;
Sest=0.007; σx=0.007). When looking at the last authors, the proportion of women dropped by 7.9%, on average (yest=0.25; y=0.23;
Sest=0.005; σx=0.003), while the proportion of women writing about COVID-19 as the last author decreased by 18.8% (yest=0.25;
y=0.21; Sest=0.005; σx=0.007). Further, by geocoding authors’ affiliations, we showed that the gender disparities became even
more apparent when disaggregated by country, up to 35% in some cases.

Conclusions: Our findings document a decrease in the number of publications by female authors in the biomedical field during
the global pandemic. This effect was particularly pronounced for papers related to COVID-19, indicating that women are producing
fewer publications related to COVID-19 research. This sudden increase in the gender gap was persistent across the 10 countries
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with the highest number of researchers. These results should be used to inform the scientific community of this worrying trend
in COVID-19 research and the disproportionate effect that the pandemic has had on female academics.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25379)   doi:10.2196/25379

KEYWORDS

science of science; gender disparities; research evaluation; COVID-19

Introduction

As of the date of this writing, the COVID-19 pandemic has
claimed hundreds of thousands of lives worldwide and disrupted
almost all aspects of human society. The socioeconomic impacts
of the pandemic are yet to be assessed and the impending
economic crisis and recession are becoming evident [1-3].
During recessions, men are more likely to lose their jobs, as
men work in industries that are heavily affected by the
slowdown in economic activity, such as manufacturing and
construction. Compared to previous economic crises, the current
crisis has disproportionately affected female workers [4-11].
One of the reasons for such disparity is women’s
overrepresentation in occupations in industries that are most
affected by the closures and movement restrictions imposed by
public health policies, such as restaurants and hospitality.
Another large part of the gender disparity is related to the
unequal division of labor in the household, as women are
traditionally expected to continue to devote more time to
childcare and domestic chores than their partners [4]. In the
case of dual-earner, heterosexual married couples with children,
the partners have unequally adjusted their work time during the
pandemic. Mothers with young children have reduced their
work hours 4 to 5 times more than fathers, which contributes
to the increased gender gap in earnings [5]. Working mothers
affected by the unequal distribution of working hours and the
additional burden of domestic chores have reported lower work
productivity and job satisfaction than men [6].

Stay-at-home orders, lockdowns, and school closures have
affected scientists as well, especially those caring for children
or other family members [12,13]. Female scientists reported
that their ability to devote time to their research has been
substantially affected, and the impact is most pronounced for
female scientists with young dependents [14]. The sudden shift
in daily activities makes it hard to balance between increasing
professional requirements and childcare.

As a result, the research productivity of female scientists appears
to have decreased [15-18]. Early evidence suggests that the
proportion of publications with female authors is lower during
the pandemic with the evident gendered authorship disparities
in journal submissions [19,20]. Reports from journal editors in
the fields of international studies, political science, economics,
medicine, and philosophy indicate that the proportion of
submissions authored by women has dropped in most cases
[21]. Even though female academics are still submitting
manuscripts for publication during the crisis, they are submitting
less of their own work than men [22].

A similar effect has been observed with publications on preprint
servers. The proportion of female authors publishing on the

most popular economics preprint servers is lower than expected
[23,24], with only 14.6% of female authors; comparably, they
usually make up about 20% of the authors in these databases.
Similarly, women publish less in other disciplines, such as
physics, earth science, and sociology [25]. In regard to medical
and related sciences, on top of the exacerbated gender disparity
in publishing during the pandemic, the proportion of female
scientists publishing research specifically about COVID-19 is
much lower than expected, by almost 23% [25-27].

Motivated by ongoing research efforts, we expand on the
previous research by analyzing a large bibliographic data set in
the biomedical field; we also employ different modeling
techniques that can further improve our understanding of this
phenomenon. The aim of this study is to quantify how the
COVID-19 crisis exacerbates the gender gap in scientific
publishing in the biomedical field.

Methods

Data
Bibliometric data on published papers were collected from three
separate sources:

1. The bioRxiv repository contains 51,171 papers and 225,110
authors; Rxivist is the application programming interface
(API) provider for bioRxiv publications [28].

2. The medRxiv repository contains 8845 papers and 52,364
authors; data are scraped directly from medrxiv.org.

3. The Springer-Nature repository contains 19,525 papers and
91,257 authors; data from 62 journals are collected using
the Springer-Nature OpenAccess API. Springer-Nature data
include high-impact journals, such as Nature Genetics,
Nature Medicine, and Nature Immunology, as well as
multiple BMC journals, such as BMC Bioinformatics and
BMC Genomics.

We included the data from all journals in the biomedical field
for which Springer-Nature provides data. A complete list of
journals used in the analysis is available in Table S1 of
Multimedia Appendix 1. All the papers from the data set were
published between January 1, 2019, and August 2, 2020. The
earliest publication on medRxiv is from June 25, 2019.

For each source, we collected the relevant metadata. For each
paper in bioRxiv and medRxiv, we kept the date of publishing.
For Springer-Nature journals, we kept the date of manuscript
submission, which is the most comparable date to publication
dates in bioRxiv and medRxiv. We additionally stored the title
and the abstract of each paper as well as the scientific discipline
of each paper. There were a total of 112 scientific disciplines
represented in the data, and each paper belonged to a single
discipline. The complete list of all disciplines is provided in
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Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1. For each author, we
preserved the name, affiliation, and the authorship order. We
removed the papers with group authors, such as scientific
consortiums and projects (~0.1% of all papers), as they do not
represent individuals. We used socioeconomic data on countries,
including their respective gross domestic product (GDP) per
capita provided by Our World in Data [29].

Identifying Authors’ Genders
To infer each author's gender from their name, we used a
state-of-the-art tool, namely the genderize.io API [30]. Given
an input name, the model returns a gender and a confidence
score between 0.5 and 1. The uncertainty is greater for Asian
names, which often are not gender specific [31]. We filtered
out all authors for which the confidence scores were lower than
0.8. Overall, 19% of names yielded a score below this threshold,
with Chinese and Korean names topping the ranking at 54%
and 41%, respectively.

In our data set, we identified the most likely gender of 466,836
authors in total. Out of these, the gender of 348,506 (74.7%)
unique authors (214,095 male [61.4%] and 134,411 female
[38.6%]) could be inferred with high accuracy, with confidence
scores from genderize.io higher than 0.8.

Identifying Authors’ Countries
To identify each author’s country in the bioRxiv and medRxiv
data sets, we first located a toponym in each author's affiliation
and assigned to it the most likely country code. If there was no
toponym, we queried the Global Research Identifier Database,
found the institution with the most similar name, and assigned
the institution’s country to that author. Additionally, we
manually checked the location of the most common affiliation
names from the data set that covered most of the authors. The
countries of approximately 80% of all authors were determined
using this method. The countries of the authors in the
Springer-Nature data set were already provided by the API.

Identifying COVID-19 Papers
The papers that dealt specifically with COVID-19 and similar
topics were identified by the set of keywords that appeared in
their titles or abstracts.

Calculating the Differences Between the Expected and
Observed Proportions
To measure the discrepancy between the expected and observed
proportions of female authors, we first established baselines,
which were the expected proportions of female researchers that
appeared as authors of publications. The expected proportions
were calculated using the ordinary least squares (OLS) model
and historical data from January 2019 to March 2020 (see the
Model section). We then calculated the true observed

proportions of female authors who published during the
COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and compared it to the expected
baselines. The error for the predicted value was the mean
standard error of the prediction. The error of the observed value
was calculated as the standard error of the mean: SE = σ/√n.

The percentage change is calculated as diff = (fexp – fobs)/fexp,

where fexp is the expected proportion and fobs is the observed
proportion. The errors for the percentage change were calculated
as the total sum of the errors of predicted and observed values.

Model
Using historical data from before March 15, 2020, we calculated
the proportion of female authors who published each week. We
fit an OLS regression model, f = βt + c, where f is the proportion
of female authors, which serves as a response variable; t is the
predictor variable—time of publication/submission (to the
nearest week); and β and c are the slope and the intercept,
respectively. We fit the separate models depending on the level
of disaggregation (country, publisher, etc). The model is
illustrated in Figure 1. From the model, we derived the expected

fraction, fexp = ∑f/n, which is the mean fraction of all predicted

values for the observed period and fobs = ∑ftrue/n. To estimate
the expected number of papers and authors, we used a similar
approach, where the response variables were the numbers of
papers and authors rather than the proportion of female authors.
We used the statsmodels [32] package in Python 3.6 (Python
Software Foundation) for this purpose.

The OLS model tends to weight all data points equally,
regardless of the number of samples. To guarantee the validity
of the statistical analysis, we established the conditions under
which the data points would be evaluated. The number of data
points used to fit the OLS model before March 2020 and the
number of data points after March 2020 were at least 10 each.
This way, we limited the impact of small-sample observations
that could skew the estimate.

We additionally evaluated the model by applying the generalized
linear model with binomial errors and a logit link function, as
the OLS model could overestimate the proportions in binary
variables. Both models performed similarly, and the OLS model
did not provide any out-of-norm estimates. For the sake of better
interpretability and consistency with modeling the nominal
number of authors and papers, we decided to use the OLS model.

To better capture the productivity of the population, we counted
each publication from each author separately, effectively
modeling the proportion of papers authored by the population
of female authors. Considering that multiple authorships in the
observed period were relatively rare (<5% of all first authors
and <10% of all last authors had >1 paper), we considered each
authorship independently.
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Figure 1. Statistical model. Schematic illustration of the ordinary least squares model used to calculate the expected numbers and proportions. d:

difference; fexp: expected proportion; fobs: observed proportion.

Regression Discontinuity Design
To estimate the potential causal effects of the pandemic on the
proportion of female researchers, we devised a typical
nonparametric regression discontinuity design (RDD) with a
local linear regression in time, with the following general form:

Y = α + τD + β1(X – c) + β2D(X – c) + ε

where c is the treatment cutoff and D is a binary variable equal
to 1 if X ≥ c. In our case, we assumed that the date c of a policy
change was mid-March 2020. For all dates t > c, the unit was
treated, and for all dates t < c, the unit was not. This regression
discontinuity setup used time-series data and, in this case,
weekly observations, both globally and on a country level. By
comparing observations lying closely on either side of the
temporal threshold, we estimated the average treatment effect.
We made sure to focus on observations not too far in time from
the threshold, avoiding potential bias from unobservable
confounders [33].

The falsification, or placebo, tests were performed by using
fake cutoffs before and after mid-March 2020 and comparing
the treatment effect. We identified the optimal cutoff point c0

as the point in time when the treatment effect was the most
prominent, c0 = c|max (|τ|). The RDD was implemented using
the rdd package in Python [34].

Data Availability and Reproducibility
The data and source code for reproducing the results are
available at GitHub [35].

Results

The Gender Gap in Research During the COVID-19
Pandemic
Overall, during the pandemic, scientists posted papers on
preprint servers at an increasing rate. On average, we observed
31.2% more papers than expected and a 41.6% increase in the
number of authors (39.2% increase for females and 42.9%
increase for males). Despite the absolute increase in the numbers
of papers and authors across publishers (see Figure S1 and
Tables S3-S5 in Multimedia Appendix 1), the proportion of
female authors was lower than expected.

In biology, medicine, and related disciplines, the most active
contributors are usually listed first. The author listed last is the
most senior author, typically the head of the lab. To address the
high variability of the number of authors on the publications
(μ=7.4, σ=9.2), we analyzed the proportion of women,
separately, who appeared as the first author, the last author, an
author regardless of authorship order, and the solo author.
Additionally, we performed a separate analysis on the papers
with topics that were directly related to COVID-19 (see Table
1).
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Table 1. The expected and observed proportions of female authors disaggregated by the order of authorship and the topic.

Drop, %Observed proportionExpected proportionAuthor order and paper topic

σx
dycSest

byest
a

First

9.1420.0040.3530.0070.389All

28.0310.0070.2800.0070.389COVID-19

2.3720.0040.3800.0070.389Non-COVID-19

Last

7.9610.0030.2360.0050.257All

18.8120.0070.2090.0050.257COVID-19

4.4160.0030.2460.0050.257Non-COVID-19

Any

1.5780.0020.3480.0030.354All

3.5300.0090.3410.0030.354COVID-19

0.9340.0020.3510.0030.354Non-COVID-19

Solo

34.5860.0080.1370.0300.210All

34.5140.0230.1370.0300.210COVID-19

19.8020.0130.1680.0300.210Non-COVID-19

ayest: the arithmetic mean of the estimate.
bSest: the mean standard error of the estimate.
cy: the arithmetic mean of the observation.
dσx: the standard error of the mean of the observation.

The aggregate results suggest that the proportion of female
authors publishing on all topics as the first author decreased by
9.1% (expected arithmetic mean yest=0.38; observed arithmetic
mean y=0.35; standard error of the estimate, Sest=0.007; standard
error of the observation, σx=0.004). The percentage drop became
unusually prominent when we analyzed the papers about
COVID-19. The proportion of female scientists who wrote on
COVID-19-related topics as the first author was lower by 28%
(yest=0.38; y=0.27; Sest=0.007; σx=0.007). When considering
the last authors, the proportion of women writing about
COVID-19 decreased by 18.8% (yest=0.25; y=0.2; Sest=0.005;
σx=0.007). However, when we focused only on papers that did
not deal with COVID-19, we saw a smaller change both for the
first author (2.3%) and the last author (4.4%). The proportion
of women publishing papers on topics other than COVID-19
on medRxiv increased by 14%, on average. The results are
shown in Table 1 and are illustrated in Figure 2. The expected
proportions are plotted as the green bars, and the true proportions
are plotted in orange. The standard errors were relatively small
(see Methods section for details about the error calculation).

Additionally, we focused our analysis on the papers with a single
author and discovered an even greater disparity. We observed
34.5% (yest=0.21; y=0.13; Sest=0.03; σx=0.008) fewer female

solo authors during the pandemic who published on all topics
across the platforms (see Figure S2 in Multimedia Appendix).
A similar disparity appeared in case of the solo authors
publishing papers about COVID-19. Note that only 3.2%
(2551/79,528) of all papers were authored by a single author,
hence, the relatively large standard errors of both the estimate
and the observation, especially for papers published on
medRxiv. The effect still exists, although much less prominently,
when we observed all authors regardless of the order of
authorship. More detailed information is provided in Table S3
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

The results suggest that the aggregate gender disparity in
academia during the pandemic was due to the increased
publication rate of papers about COVID-19 authored by men.
To further explore this possibility, we tracked the individual
publication records and calculated the probability that the author
would publish work about COVID-19. Around 3.7% of men
who had publication records in our data set would publish at
least one paper about COVID-19, compared to ~2.2% of women.
Men who already had a publication before the pandemic were
37% more likely to publish a paper about COVID-19. This
suggest that women are getting excluded from critical research
about COVID-19.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the expected and observed proportions of female authors that published during the COVID-19 pandemic. Green bars represent
the expected proportion of female authors, estimated by the ordinary least squares model from the historical data from 2019. Orange bars represent the
observed proportion of female authors that published during the COVID-19 pandemic. The standard errors of the aggregate analyses are represented
as the vertical lines on top of the bars. The papers are divided by topic into three groups: (1) all papers from the data set, (2) papers that deal directly
with COVID-19 and related topics, and (3) papers that are not about COVID-19 or related topics. The first row shows the results from all publishers
combined. The following rows represent the results for each publisher separately.

When disaggregated by publisher, the relative drop in the
proportion of female first authors for COVID-19-related research
was 12.6%, 23.2%, and 2.1% for bioRxiv, medRxiv, and
Springer-Nature journals, respectively (see Figure 2). A similar
disparity was observed for last authors, with a relative drop of
20.1%, 30.8%, and 23.6%, and for authors regardless of the
authorship order, with a relative drop of 2.2%, 10.7%, and
16.1% for bioRxiv, medRxiv, and Springer-Nature journals,
respectively. In the case of solo papers, the average drop across
the platforms was 34.5%. The proportion of females publishing
on topics other than COVID-19 remained within the standard
error of the estimate, without strong evidence of decrease. Note
the large standard errors in the estimated proportion of women
publishing COVID-19-related papers in Springer-Nature journals
due to the lack of data. Only published papers have metadata
available through the Springer-Nature API, and many papers

submitted during the pandemic that will ultimately be published
have not yet been accepted and published (see Methods section).

Additionally, we checked whether there was a significant change
in the proportion of women authors that occurred in mid-March
2020. To test the hypothesis, we performed an RDD analysis
in time (see Methods section). We estimated a vertical
discontinuity of the proportion of women over time by the
coefficient τ at the cutoff point c0 = March 15, 2020. For all the
papers, regardless of the topic, we obtained τ=–0.008 with
P=.03. However, when considering only the papers about
COVID-19, the discontinuity became clearer with τ=–0.049
and P<.001. To assert the robustness of our model, we
performed a placebo test (see Methods section) to confirm that
the discontinuity was likely aligned with the start of the
pandemic, and that it happened at or around March 2020 and
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not during any time in 2019. When RDD analysis was performed
at the country level, we confirmed that, for most countries, the
cutoff threshold fell between mid-March and mid-April 2020
(see Table S6 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The RDD analysis
suggests that there was a drop in the proportion of female
authors at the beginning of April 2020 that was more significant
than any other fluctuation that occurred in 2019 or after April
2020.

Further, we checked whether we could confidently use the
proportion of women who published before the pandemic as
the reference to estimate the proportion of women who published
papers specifically about COVID-19. A hypothesis is that before
the pandemic, women were less likely to be represented in the
scientific disciplines that would produce COVID-19 research.
To check this hypothesis, we first performed a chi-square test
on the distribution of disciplines involved in COVID-19
research. We discovered that some disciplines, such as infectious
diseases, epidemiology, public health, and global health, were
overrepresented (P<.001). Then, we tested whether the
proportions of women in COVID-19 disciplines were
significantly different from non-COVID-19 disciplines. By

performing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we compared the
distributions of the proportion of women across two groups of
disciplines and we obtained P=.84. We conclude that the two
groups were sampled from populations with the same
distributions, and we can be confident that we can use the data
on the proportion of women from before the pandemic to model
the proportion of women that publish about COVID-19.

Some Trends During the Pandemic
To assess the temporal trends during the pandemic, we built the
linear model f(t) = α + βt + ε, where f(t) is the proportion of
female scientists, and t is the time in weeks after mid-March
2020. The regression coefficient β is used to quantify the trend.
We did not identify a significant change in the proportion of
female first authors (see Table 2). However, we observed a
small but significant increase in the proportion of female
scientists appearing as the last author (β=.001, P=.002) and as
an author regardless of authorship order (β=.001, P<.001). An
even stronger positive trend was observed for the
COVID-19-related research for the last author (β=.003, P<.001)
and for an author regardless of authorship order (β=.005,
P<.001) (see Table S7 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Table 2. Parameters of the linear model of the proportion of female authors over time during the pandemic.

Solo authorAll authorsLast authorFirst authorPaper topic

P valueβP valueβP valueβP valueβa

>.99.000<.001.001.002.002.08–.002All

.12–.005<.001.005<.001.003.28.001COVID-19

.13.004.17.000.03.001.02–.002Non-COVID-19

aβ is a regression coefficient.

Country-Level Analysis
We identified the most likely country of the authors based on
their affiliations (see Methods section) and measured the
difference between the expected and observed proportions of
female authors during the pandemic. Figure 3 shows the
pandemic-related gender gap across the countries with the
largest share of authors. The values represent percentage
differences between the expected and observed fractions of
female authors publishing in bioRxiv, medRxiv, and selected
Springer-Nature journals between March and August 2020.
Points to the left of the midline (orange) represent countries
with less than expected fractions of female authors, and points
to the right of the midline (in green) represent countries an
increase in the fractions of female authors. The left-hand plots
are for all papers regardless of topic, the middle plots are only
for COVID-19-related papers, and the right-hand plots are only
for papers that are not related to COVID-19. More detailed
information is provided in Tables S8-S10 in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

A significant drop in the proportion of female first authors was
consistent across the countries. Regardless of the topic, we
observed a 24.9% drop in Italy (yest=0.526; y=0.395; Sest=0.046;
σx=0.024), followed by Canada (19.7%), Sweden (15.9%),
Japan (14.5%), India (13.4%), and France (11.1%). For research
dealing explicitly with the topic of COVID-19 (see Figure 3,

middle panels), we observed a greater gender gap than with
papers on other research topics (see Figure 3, right-hand panels).
In Germany, for example, the relative drop in the proportion of
female first authors was 36% (yest=0.39; y=0.25; Sest=0.02;
σx=0.027), indicating that male scientists affiliated with German
institutions are publishing disproportionately more than their
female colleagues about COVID-19. Similar considerations
applied to India, France, Italy, Great Britain, Canada, and the
United States. The opposite was true for Japan, where the
proportion of women publishing about COVID-19 as the first
author increased by 23.7%. A similar disparity applied to the
last authors (see Figure 3, second row). Missing points indicate
that there were not enough data from the pandemic period to
calculate the observed mean.

When we observed the proportion of female authors regardless
of the authorship order, the drop became less prominent but still
consistent across the countries. For example, in Canada, a drop
in the proportion of female authors for COVID-19-related papers
was 15.7% (yest=0.387; y=0.318; Sest=0.014; σx=0.018), with
similar-sized drops for Germany, Italy, Great Britain, and France
(see Figure 3, third row). On the other hand, there was an
increase of 6% in the proportion of female authors writing about
COVID-19 in Japan (yest=0.155; y=0.164; Sest=0.010; σx=0.017).
The increase in the proportion of female authors in China (2.4%)
was within the margin of error.
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The gender gap for non-COVID-19-related research (see Figure
3, right-hand panels) was found to exist during the pandemic,
but it is smaller than for COVID-19 research. Again, we
observed stark differences between countries, with the
proportion of female first authors publishing during the

pandemic significantly decreasing in Italy, Canada, Japan, and
France. Note that the plots for the single-author papers are
missing, as the samples became too small when disaggregated
by country.

Figure 3. Percentage drop in proportion of female authors during the pandemic across countries. Orange points mark the percentage decrease in
proportion of female authors; green points mark the increase. Horizontal lines represent standard errors. The analysis is divided by topic into three
groups: (1) all papers from the data set, (2) papers that deal directly with COVID-19 and related topics, and (3) papers that are not about COVID-19 or
related topics. Missing points indicate insufficient sample size.

Further, we explored whether there were any commonalities
among the countries with respect to the participation of women
in research. Figure 4 illustrates the proportion of female authors
(upper panel) and the percentage change in the proportion of
female authors (lower panel) as a function of GDP. When
disaggregated by region, we observed that the wealthier

countries—those with higher per capita GDP—had
proportionally fewer female researchers, with Asian countries
exhibiting the most pronounced gender disparity. However, the
countries with a higher GDP per capita demonstrated a smaller
drop in the proportion of women publishing during the
pandemic.
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Figure 4. Gender disparity in research and gross domestic product (GDP). The proportion of women active in research is higher in countries with lower
per capita GDP (upper). The proportion of female authors of research articles decreased more than expected in countries with lower per capita GDP
(lower).

Discussion

Principal Findings
We analyzed bibliographical data from biomedical preprint
servers and Springer-Nature journals and showed that the
fraction of women publishing during the COVID-19 pandemic
dropped significantly across disciplines and research topics.
Since the announcement of the global pandemic and the start
of lockdowns, we observed a drop of 9.1% in the number of
women publishing biomedical scientific papers as the first
author. Women were significantly excluded from
COVID-19-related research, as we measured a 28% drop in
female first authors in that area of research. This confirms some
earlier suggestions that female first authors contributed less to
COVID-19 studies than to research in other areas [25]. Women
remain underrepresented, even though we observed an increased
publishing rate for both genders during the pandemic. A similar
disparity can be observed for last authors as well as
solo-authored papers. The increased gender gap in publishing
is persistent across the 10 countries with the highest number of
researchers.

For papers on topics other than COVID-19, we did not observe
this high discrepancy, and, in the case of medRxiv, we observed
more women than projected by the model. The overall gender
disparity in research during the pandemic was mostly driven

by the higher publication rate of papers on COVID-19 and
related topics. It seems that such research is conducted
disproportionately by men, as male authors are more likely to
appear in first author positions on papers posted on preprint
servers and published in peer-reviewed journals.

It appears that the most significant drop in proportion of female
authors happened early in the pandemic. The proportion of
women has been increasing gradually for some authorship
categories. Note that the observed gradual increase is statistically
significant but is very slow. One can think that a possible
explanation for such a sudden drop and a subsequent gradual
increase is that most of the COVID-19 papers published early
during the pandemic were various epidemic models focusing
on cases and death counts. Many of the authors’ affiliations
were departments of engineering, mathematics, and physics,
which might have a different proportion of women than the
population of scientists in biology and medicine. Since research
in the biomedical field usually takes longer to conduct and
publish, it could lead to a shift in the gender distribution later.
However, this argument does not explain the phenomenon
entirely, as the base gender gap in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics fields is not higher than in biology
[31]; therefore, future publications from biologists are not
expected to narrow the gender gap. On the contrary, they might
even increase it.
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Another likely explanation of a sudden drop in the proportion
of female authors is that caregiving demands have exploded
during the pandemic, and these have mostly fallen on women
[12,36,37]. These include childcare demands [38], elderly care,
and other kinds of domestic and emotional labor. Sudden
lockdowns and other preventive measures unevenly increased
the burden on certain populations, causing the productivity of
female scientists to decrease. As the world started fighting off
the pandemic, people got used to the “new normal” and scientists
started returning to their routines. That can partially explain the
gradual increase in the proportion of female authors.
Nevertheless, further research and more time is needed to
investigate the reasons for such a sudden drop and gradual
revival of the proportion of papers published by female scientists
during the pandemic.

The global pandemic has touched almost every nation on the
planet. Countries, however, responded differently in containing
the spread of the disease. The variability of the measures and
their timing, combined with differences in cultural norms and
outbreak severity, have had a variable impact on researchers
across the world. Country-level analysis better reveals global
trends, as the aggregate data can be skewed by countries with
a disproportionately large number of publications, such as the
United States, which represents almost 29% of all authors in
the data set (see Table S11 in Multimedia Appendix 1).
Additionally, our analysis can reveal regional, political, and
cultural differences between the nations. It is known that gender
disparities in research are strongly associated with a country’s
wealth [39]. The wealthier countries—those with higher per
capita GDP—have proportionally fewer female researchers,
with Asian countries exhibiting the most pronounced gender
disparity. However, the countries with higher GDP per capita
were more resilient to the effects of COVID-19 on gender
imbalance. In addition, wealthier countries showed a smaller
pandemic-related drop in women’s participation in research
than poorer countries, with wealthier Asian countries
experiencing an increase in the proportion of active female
researchers. This suggests that women experience bigger life
disruptions in poorer countries, which affects their productivity.
Additionally, women are more excluded from COVID-19
research in poorer nations. This certainly should not imply any
purpose or deliberate action, but rather the disproportionate
variations in the social environments across nations, caused by
the various expectations for the female members of households.

Implications
Gender imbalances in academia have been evident historically
and still persist today. Various measures of research output,
including the proportion of authors, fractionalized authorships
[40], tenure decisions, and number of research grants [41],
indicate the significant gender gap that is observed worldwide.
For the past 60 years, we have witnessed an increase in
participation by women in science across scientific disciplines
[31] and lower levels of discrimination [42], demonstrating that
the gender gap is shrinking over time [43]. Thus, a sudden drop
in women’s research output in biomedical research about
COVID-19 appears as a surprising reverse trend.

The factors that led to such extreme and consistent differences
in the proportion of female scientists can be numerous. The
already existing barriers for female participation in science vary
across countries. In some nations, men are more favorably
placed than women [44-47] and can be more likely to receive
quick funding for COVID-19-related research. Additionally,
traditional gender norms differ and can affect the genders
differently. Caregiving demands have mostly fallen on women.
At the same time, new challenges bring new opportunities, and
men who are likely to engage in more aggressive self-promotion
[48,49] and pursue careers more forcefully [43] can be motivated
to push for faster publication. Identifying the exact reasons for
an increased gender gap can be an important topic for future
studies.

The global pandemic caused this unforeseen crisis that will most
certainly affect academia. All the difficulties female scientists
faced previously may possibly be exacerbated by the extended
lockdowns and sudden shift in work-life dynamics. It is
important to understand the impact of such an extraordinary
circumstance on the scientific community that will
disproportionately affect research outputs as well as prospects
for tenure and promotions [21]. Future research evaluation
practices should be informed by our findings to account for and
mitigate the penalizing effects that COVID-19 is having on
female researchers.

Strengths and Limitations of the Study
The strengths of our study include the use of a relatively large
and diverse data set from three different publishing platforms.
The focus on preprint papers allows for the assessment of the
observed effects in a timely manner. We focused on a structured
and rigorous statistical analysis, making sure that the results are
significant. The data and the code to reproduce the results are
available.

Potential limitations warrant consideration. First, the gender of
a publication’s author can be wrongly identified. Even though
we excluded the results that had a low confidence, a small
fraction of the authors could have been misgendered.
Additionally, we acknowledge that automated gender classifiers
do not recognize the various nonbinary gender identities [50],
and we assigned the gender label based on the historical
distribution of typical male and female names. As awareness
of the nature of gender and identity shift, so may the number
of researchers who do not identify within the binary categories
of male and female. Such researchers face additional layers of
discrimination that our study does not consider. While we
understand that binary gender can be an oversimplification that
can introduce some amount of bias and inaccuracy, the problem
that we highlight hopefully can bring some attention to the
multifaceted issue of gender, identity, and discrimination.
Second, the algorithm that identified the authors’countries relies
on recognizing the names of the toponyms in the names of the
authors’ affiliated institutions. Even though we made sure that
the most popular institutions were properly localized and we
optimized the localization resolution, some errors are possible.
Third, throughout the paper, the word “productivity” was used
to refer to the rate of publication output of scientists in terms
of publications per week and it did not capture changes to
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scientists’other inputs. For example, female scientists appearing
less productive in terms of publications per week may simply
reflect that they were not able to spend as much time on their
research (ie, hours worked were not captured). We are aware
that there are other preprint servers and journals that publish
papers in the biomedical field. By analyzing the data from the
two largest preprint servers and the largest publisher of
peer-reviewed papers, we aimed to cover a representative sample
of papers and authors from the field. Finally, our analysis was
focused on the first 6 months of the pandemic and might not
accurately evaluate the effects that can be observed later in the
pandemic.

Conclusions
Our findings documented a decrease in the proportion of female
authors in the biomedical field who published research papers
during the global pandemic. This effect was particularly
pronounced for papers related to COVID-19, indicating that
women are producing fewer publications related to COVID-19
research. A sudden increase in this gender gap was persistent
across the 10 countries with the highest number of researchers.
The results should be used to inform the scientific community
of this worrying trend in COVID-19 research and the
disproportionate effect the pandemic has had on female
academics’ research outputs.
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Abstract

Background: Lifestyle diseases, because of adverse health behavior, are the foremost cause of death worldwide. An eCoach
system may encourage individuals to lead a healthy lifestyle with early health risk prediction, personalized recommendation
generation, and goal evaluation. Such an eCoach system needs to collect and transform distributed heterogenous health and
wellness data into meaningful information to train an artificially intelligent health risk prediction model. However, it may produce
a data compatibility dilemma. Our proposed eHealth ontology can increase interoperability between different heterogeneous
networks, provide situation awareness, help in data integration, and discover inferred knowledge. This “proof-of-concept” study
will help sensor, questionnaire, and interview data to be more organized for health risk prediction and personalized recommendation
generation targeting obesity as a study case.

Objective: The aim of this study is to develop an OWL-based ontology (UiA eHealth Ontology/UiAeHo) model to annotate
personal, physiological, behavioral, and contextual data from heterogeneous sources (sensor, questionnaire, and interview),
followed by structuring and standardizing of diverse descriptions to generate meaningful, practical, personalized, and contextual
lifestyle recommendations based on the defined rules.

Methods: We have developed a simulator to collect dummy personal, physiological, behavioral, and contextual data related to
artificial participants involved in health monitoring. We have integrated the concepts of “Semantic Sensor Network Ontology”
and “Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine—Clinical Terms” to develop our proposed eHealth ontology. The ontology has
been created using Protégé (version 5.x). We have used the Java-based “Jena Framework” (version 3.16) for building a semantic
web application that includes resource description framework (RDF) application programming interface (API), OWL API, native
tuple store (tuple database), and the SPARQL (Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language) query engine. The logical and structural
consistency of the proposed ontology has been evaluated with the “HermiT 1.4.3.x” ontology reasoner available in Protégé 5.x.

Results: The proposed ontology has been implemented for the study case “obesity.” However, it can be extended further to
other lifestyle diseases. “UiA eHealth Ontology” has been constructed using logical axioms, declaration axioms, classes, object
properties, and data properties. The ontology can be visualized with “Owl Viz,” and the formal representation has been used to
infer a participant’s health status using the “HermiT” reasoner. We have also developed a module for ontology verification that
behaves like a rule-based decision support system to predict the probability for health risk, based on the evaluation of the results
obtained from SPARQL queries. Furthermore, we discussed the potential lifestyle recommendation generation plan against
adverse behavioral risks.

Conclusions: This study has led to the creation of a meaningful, context-specific ontology to model massive, unintuitive, raw,
unstructured observations for health and wellness data (eg, sensors, interviews, questionnaires) and to annotate them with semantic
metadata to create a compact, intelligible abstraction for health risk predictions for individualized recommendation generation.
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Introduction

Overview
Lifestyle diseases are an economic burden to an individual,
household, employer, and government, and lead to financial
and productivity risks for poor and rich countries alike [1-3].
The key risk factors behind lifestyle diseases are the excessive
use of alcohol, inappropriate food plan, physical inactivity,
excessive salt intake, saturated fat consumption, and tobacco
use [1-3]. These result in excess weight gain, elevated blood
glucose, high blood pressure (BP), elevated total cholesterol in
the blood, and social isolation. Obesity is one of the foremost
lifestyle diseases that lead to other noncommunicable diseases
such as cardiovascular diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, cancer, diabetes type II, hypertension, and depression
[1-3]. eHealth monitoring has become increasingly popular,
providing information and communications technology
(ICT)–based remote, timely care support to patients and health
care providers [1-3]. An eHealth virtual coaching
recommendation system can guide people and convey the
appropriate recommendations in context with enough time to
prevent and improve living with lifestyle diseases. It requires
capturing physiological (vital signs such as BP, pulse, lipid
profile, glycemic response, BMI), behavioral (sleep, diet,
exercise), and contextual data (position, and weather) from
secure wearable sensors, manual interactions, feedback, and
customized questionnaires over time, to train an artificial
intelligence (AI) model for behavior analysis and early
prediction of wellness trends and risks [4-6]. However, data
collection from heterogenous sources may lead to data
interoperability, annotation, and semantization problem.

Background and Problem Description
Health and wellness data collected from heterogeneous sources
(eg, multimodal sensors, interviews, questionnaires) are of
different format and lead to well-known problems in health
informatics, which are related to logical data representation,
aggregation, data analysis, data standardization, and data
interoperability [7,8]. Targeted personal, habitual, physiological,
activity, and nutrition data are generally collected via secure
wearable sensors, manual interactions, interviews, web-based
interactions, smartphone apps, customized questionnaires, and
feedback forms over time. Weather application programming
interfaces (APIs) and external weather sensors are useful for
the collection of contextual weather data over time. The
wearable activity monitors need to connect to a personal
smartphone via Bluetooth nearfield communication technology
(Bluetooth low energy [BLE]) [9,10]. The device can seamlessly
measure and transfer high-resolution raw acceleration data and
multiple activity parameters to a secure storage to process the
data further with a machine intelligence module [11]. High-end,
time-dependent activity data collection with wearable BLE
devices has become accessible and feasible for ubiquitous

monitoring. Some of the activity data, such as nonwear time or
intensive activity details, are questionnaire dependent.

Physiological data are collected either invasively (eg, glycemic
response, cholesterol level) or noninvasively (eg, weight, BP,
heart rate, body assessment data). The questionnaire-dependent
nutrition data are collected either daily or on an alternate day
or on a weekly basis. The assessment of nutrition data helps to
determine the type of food, amount of food, conceptual
information (temporal/spatial), dietary pattern, and intake of
alcohol or energy drinks. Some baseline data (medical history,
habit, preference, personal details, initial weight and height,
initial BP, and initial body assessment data) are collected during
the initial recruitment of the participant or every month for
either demographic statistics or population clustering or
individual goal assessment. Each data have their unit and range
following a standard guideline based on the context and domain
(eg, data on temperature are applicable for both health and
environment domain with a different range, meaning, and
context). Therefore, each measurement process owns separate
challenges related to logical or semantic data representation,
proper usage of data, and improving data reusability. The data
usability involves the transformation of data into an
understandable computer format. It creates a challenge to
systematically and syntactically analyze health and wellness
data in aggregation with other clinical data. Incorporation of
physical activity, diet as a care procedure, or investigating how
it afflicts healthy outcomes involves a more detailed and diverse
representation of participant’s behavioral level and physiological
condition [7,8,12,13].

Furthermore, the challenges of reusing the existing physiological
and behavioral data of a participant within the electronic health
record remain and include concerns related to opacity and
semantic inconsistency [7,8]. Besides, these health and wellness
data are still mostly hidden in clinical narratives with highly
variable forms of expression. In this regard, ontology can
provide a framework to allow the mentioned heterogeneous
health and wellness data to be organized, compact, structured,
consistent, machine understandable, and queried through
high-level specifications. Ontology helps to annotate diverse
health and wellness data with semantic metadata to increase
interoperability among heterogeneous networks, data integration,
discovery, and situation awareness. An eHealth ontology can
reuse the concept of existing, proven, well-accepted ontologies
(eg, semantic sensor network [SSN] ontology [14], Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine—Clinical Terms [SNOMED CT]
ontology [15]) to enhance its vocabularies and better semantic
representation.

A rule-based decision support system (DSS) can use such an
eHealth ontology model to measure and predict health risks,
and to generate useful personalized recommendations following
proven clinical rules. If the collected health and wellness data
are not annotated accurately with semantic metadata in the
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medical domain, then the DSS may fail to deliver accurate
decisions to both physicians and patients or participants in the
form of incorrect recommendation plan, goal setting, and goal
evaluation. DSS decision inaccuracy may appear primarily due
to the following effects—improper design of knowledge base
(KB), the inadequacy of tools or technologies applied in the
execution of DSS, problems related to the ontology reasoning
engine, and issues associated with inferring new knowledge.

Aim of the Study
After studying existing ontology models, we found that many
ontologies and regulated terminologies cover aspects of obesity
and related chronic illness domains, but concept analysis remains
incomplete. After reviewing relevant ontologies, we proposed
a freshly created OWL-based ontology to deal with different
data inputs (internet of things [IoT] sensors, interviews, and
questionnaires) and annotate them with semantic data. The
proposed ontology will support data interoperability, logical
representation of collected health and wellness data in context,
and to build a rule-based DSS for health risk prediction related
to obesity and afterward generation of lifestyle recommendations
for a healthy lifestyle.

We have not evaluated the impact of the suggested
recommendations on participants as we executed the complete
scenario under a simulated environment. Still, we evaluated the
performance of the proposed ontology model. In the proposed
ontology, we annotated every participant’s data with semantic
web language rules and stored the generated OWL file in a
triple-store format for better readability (Multimedia Appendix
1). The proposed ontology model allows automatic inferencing,
efficient knowledge representation, balancing a trade-off
between complexity and eloquence, and reasoning about formal
knowledge. The entire study is divided into the following 2
segments: (1) ontology design and development and (2) its
verification. This study addresses the following identified
research questions:

(RQ-1) How to annotate distributed, heterogenous health and
wellness data received from sensors, questionnaires, and
interviews into meaningful information to build a future machine
learning model for health risk prediction for obesity?

(RQ-2) How to integrate existing IoT and medical ontologies
to design and develop proposed eHealth ontology for obesity
study case?

(RQ-3) How to verify the proposed ontology with rule-based
behavioral recommendation generation?

For this set of semantic data, which will be considered as
asserted true facts, the primary goal of the paper is to trigger
logical rules of the shape (A IMPLIES B) or trigger rules in a
logically equivalent way, that is, (NOT(A) OR B). If some
specific variables are inferred to be true, then some
recommendations shall be provided to the user from whom the
semantic data are originating.

Related Work
This section offers existing background knowledge applicable
for this research. It includes (1) a discussion of existing, relevant
eHealth ontology models for chronic illness, health monitoring,

and ontology-based DSS, (2) ontologies in the IoT domain for
modeling sensor data, and (3) ontologies in the medical domain.

Existing eHealth Ontology Models
Different research groups have conducted different studies on
eHealth ontology modeling for chronic illness, health
monitoring, and ontology-based clinical decision support system
(CDSS). For example, Kim et al [16] developed an ontology
model for obesity management with the nursing process in the
mobile device domain for spontaneous participant engagement
and continuous weight monitoring. The scope of the obesity
management included behavioral interventions, dietary
recommendations, and physical activity, and for this purpose,
the study included assessment data (BMI, sex, and hip-to-waist
circumference), inferred data for representing diagnosis results,
evaluations (cause of obesity, success, or failure of behavioral
modifications), and implementation (education, suggestion,
intervention). Sojic et al [17] modeled an obesity
domain–specific ontology with OWL to design inference
patterns to individualize health condition assessment as age and
gender specific. The ontology helped classify personal profiles
based on the changes of personal behavior or feature over time
and infer personal health status automatically, which are
important for obesity evaluation and prevention. The ontology
rules were written in semantic web rule language (SWRL). Kim
et al [18] proposed an ontology model for physical activity
(PACO) to support physical activity data interoperability. The
ontology was developed in Protégé (version 4.x), and the
FaCT++ reasoner verified its structural consistency. Lasierra
et al [19] developed an automatic ontology–based approach to
manage information in home-based scenarios for telemonitoring
services based on the automatic computing paradigm, namely,
MAPE (monitor, analyze, plan, and execute). They proposed
another 3-stage ontology-driven solution [20] (stage 1: ontology
design and implementation; stage 2: ontology application to
study personalization issues; and stage 3: software prototype
implementation) for giving personalized care to chronic patients
at home. The proposed ontology was designed in OWL DL
language in Protégé-OWL version 4.0.2 ontology editor and
was verified using FACT++ reasoner. The ontology
development involved data from heterogeneous sources, such
as clinical knowledge, data from medical devices, and patient’s
contextual data. Yao and Kumar [21] proposed a novel
CONFlexFlow (Clinical cONtext based Flexible workFlow)
approach using ontology modeling for incorporating flexible
and adaptive clinical pathways into CDSS. They developed 18
SWRL rules for practical explanation of heart failure. The model
was verified with the Pellet Reasoner Plug-in for Protégé version
3.4. Additionally, they developed a “proof-of-concept” prototype
of the proposed approach using the Drools framework. Chi et
al [22] constructed a chronic disease dietary consultation system
using web ontology language (OWL) and SWRL. The KB
involved heterogeneous sources of data and interaction of
factors, such as the illness stage, the physical condition of the
patient, the activity level, the quantity of food intake, and the
critical nutrient constraints. Rhayem et al [23] proposed an
ontology-based system (HealthIoT) for patient monitoring with
sensors, radiofrequency identification devices, and actuators.
They claimed that data obtained from medically connected
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devices are enormous, and thereby lack repressibility and
understandability, and are manipulated by other systems and
devices. Therefore, they proposed an ontology model to
represent both the connected medical devices and their data
based on a semantic rule, followed by model evaluation with
the proposed IoT Medicare system that supports decision making
after analyzing the vital signs of the patients. Galopin et al [24]
proposed an ontology-based prototype CDSS to manage patients
with multiple chronic disorders following clinical practice
guidelines. The KB decision rules were based on the “if–then”
rules following clinical practice guidelines and patient
observation data. Sherimon et al [25] proposed an ontology
system (OntoDiabetic) using OWL2 language to support a CDSS
for patients with cardiovascular disease, diabetic nephropathy,
and hypertension following clinical guidelines and “if–then”
decision rules. Hristoskova et al [26] proposed another
ontology-driven ambient intelligence framework to support
personalized medical detection and alert generation based on
the analysis of vital signs collected from the patients diagnosed
with congestive heart failure. The DSS system can classify
personalized congestive heart failure risk stages, and thereby,
notify patients through ambient intelligence’s inference engine.
Riaño et al [27] proposed an ontology-based CDSS for
monitoring and intervening chronically ill patients to prevent
critical conditions, such as incorrect diagnoses, undetected
comorbidities, missing information, and unobserved related
diseases. Jin and Kim [7] designed and implemented an eHealth
system using the IETF YANG ontology based on the SSN
concept. The approach assisted in the autoconfiguration of
eHealth sensors (responsible for collecting body temperature,
BP, electromyography, and galvanic skin response) with the
help of internet and communication technologies and querying
the sensor network with semantic interoperability support for
the proposed eHealth system. The proposed eHealth system
consisted of 3 main components: SSN (eHealth sensors, patient,
unified resource identifier [URI]), internet (eHealth server, KB),
and eHealth clients (patient, and professionals). The proposed
semantic model used a “YANG to JSON translator” to convert
YANG semantic model data to JSON semantic model data for
semantic interoperability before storing them in the database
(KB). Ganguly et al [28] proposed an ontology-based model to
manage semantic interoperability problems in eHealth in the
context of diet management for diabetes. The development of
the framework included rules of dialogue games, DSS with KB
(rule base and database), a dialogue model based on decision
mechanism, the syntax of dialogue game, decision mechanism,
and translational rules.

Ontologies in the Internet of Things Domain
Ontology [29] provides a framework for describing sensors.
SSN-XG (W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator Group)
developed the SSN ontology to model sensor devices, systems,
processes, and observations. SSN annotates sensor data with
semantic metadata (semantic sensor web) to increase
interoperability among diverse networks, data integration,
discovery, and situation awareness. The Sensor Model Language
(SensorML) was developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC), which provides syntactic descriptions using XML to
describe sensors, observations, and measurements. While

SensorML provides an XML schema for defining sensors, it
lacks the repressibility provided by ontology languages such as
OWL [30-32]. Semantic sensor web, a combination of sensor
and semantic web technologies, helps to annotate spatial,
temporal, and thematic semantic metadata for the more artistic
representation of sensor data, advanced access, formal analysis
of sensor resources, and data standardization. SSN ontology is
used to describe sensor devices; sensing; sensor measurement
capabilities; and sensor observations, process, and systems
[30-32]. SSN allows its network, sensor devices, and data to be
installed, structured, managed, queried, and controlled through
high-level specifications. Sensors Annotation and Semantic
Mapping Language offers XML schema to transfer sensor data
and sources into the instances of SSN ontology based on a
predefined XML-based document (resource description
framework [RDF]), which is achieved automatically with sensor
data to RDF mapping algorithm [33]. “M3 Ontology”
(machine-to-machine) was developed based on the “SenML”
protocol (designed for simple sensor measurement), which is
an extension of SSN, to enable the interoperable design of
domain-specific or cross-domain-specific applications which
are termed as Semantic Web of Things [13]. AeroDAML, KIM,
M3 Semantic Annotator, MnM, and SemTag are different
available semantic annotators for sensor observations for their
corresponding semantic models (DAML, KIMO, M3, Kmi, and
TAP) [34]. Like SSN, there are other IoT-based contextual
ontologies, such as IoT-Ontology, IoT-Lite, and IoT-O [35].
SCUPA, CoBrA-Ont, CoDAMoS, PalSPOT, the delivery
context ontology, and Fuzzy-Onto are different IoT-based
ontologies for activity recognition [34]. URI, HTTP, HTML5,
REST, SOAP, Web Socket, Web feed, MQTT, CoAP, and
AMQP are some standard IoT protocols applicable to Web of
Things [14,34,36,37]. In this study, we integrated the concept
of SSN ontology to model sensor observations.

Ontologies in Medical Domain
SNOMED CT, 11th edition of the International Classification
of Diseases (ICD-11), Unified Medical Lexicon System (UMLS
semantic network), Foundational Model of Anatomy, OpenEHR,
Gene Ontology, DOLCE, Basic Formal Ontology, Cyc’s upper
ontology, Sowa’s top-level ontology, the top level of GALEN,
and Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC)
are biomedical ontologies introduced to deliver semantic
interoperability and complete knowledge related to the specific
biological and medical domains [38]. Most laboratory and
clinical systems send out data using the HL7 (version 2) protocol
and in an HL7 message, the LOINC codes represent the
“question” for a laboratory test or experiment and the SNOMED
CT code represents the “answer.” In this study, we have reused
the SNOMED CT ontology for modeling the health condition
based on health and wellness data, and recommendation
generation [8]. SNOMED CT was designed in 1965 as a
controlled medical vocabulary licensed and supported by the
International Health Terminology SDO. It is an organized list
of a wide variety of clinical terminology defined with unique
codes (ICD). It covers a wide range of medical terminologies
for disorders and findings (what were observed!), procedures
(what was done!), events (what happened!),
substance/medication (what was consumed or administered!),
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and anything related to medical data. It offers a shared language
that enables a reliable way of indexing, storing, reclaiming, and
accumulating clinical data across fields and care sites. It is a
complete, multilingual clinical terminology that gives clinical
content and clarity for clinical documentation and reporting
[8,38,39].

As described above, most studies have developed ontologies
using OWL to solve the data interoperability problem. Still,
integration among the electronic health data, semantic rules,
semantic annotation, clinical guidelines, health risk prediction,
and personalized recommendation generation remains an issue
in eHealth. This study addresses it and proposes a prototype
ontology model for obesity as a case study, to integrate data
from heterogeneous sources (eg, sensor, questionnaire, and
interview) in order to enable data interoperability, information
search and recovery, and automatic interference. We integrated
SSN and SNOMED CT ontologies into our proposed eHealth
ontology because of their vast vocabularies, appropriateness,
and semantic capabilities as discussed above [40-43].

Methods

Basics of Ontology
Ontology commenced as a philosophical discipline studying
the existence and being and expanded into information
technologies. Ontology is a formalized model for specific

domains with the following essential elements:
individuals/objects, classes, attributes, relations, and axioms.
A class diagram of a program written in object-oriented
programming [44] is a visual representation of an ontology.
Ontology is a philosophy that has been around for thousands
of years, and it allows for design flexibility by reusing existing
ontologies [45]. It follows the open world assumption knowledge
representation style using OWL, RDF, and RDF schema (RDFS)
syntaxes. It can be optimized with ontology patterns, and its
logical and structural consistency is verified with ontology
reasoners.

Overview
The proposed eHealth ontology encompasses the following
steps: (1) ontology design approaches and used vocabularies;
(2) ontology modeling in Protégé; (3) defining the scope; (4)
integrating existing IoT and medical ontologies in the proposed
ontology to annotate sensor and clinical observations; (5)
ontology implementation (mapping the concepts to the proposed
ontology classes and their properties in Protégé); and (6) rule
expression (rule base) and basic SPARQL queries as a part of
ontology verification. We further discuss how rule-based
lifestyle recommendation messages (regarding activity and
nutrition) could be delivered to the participants following an
asserted hierarchy in the proposed eHealth ontology model, as
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Asserted hierarchy for lifestyle recommendation for obesity management.

Ontology Design Approaches and Used Terminologies
Ontology design approaches can be classified into the following
5 categories: inspirational, inductive, deductive, synthetic, and
collaborative [46]. We adopted a combination of inspirational
and deductive approaches in our ontology design and
development. The inspirational approach helped us identify the
need for the ontology (what to design?) and obtain expert views
to create the ontology (how to design?). The deductive approach
helped us to adopt and adapt general principles to create the
intended ontology tailored toward obesity as a study case. It
includes the general notions being filtered and refined to be
personalized to a specific domain subset (obesity). The overall
approaches are divided into 5 phases as follows: in phase 1, we
performed a systematic literature review to understand the need
for an ontology to support the logical representation of
observable and measurable data for healthy lifestyle
management targeting obesity as a case study. In phase 2, we
consulted experts with a research background in ICT, eHealth,
nursing, and nutrition for designing the ontology. In phase 3,
we developed the ontology to model and annotate health and
wellness data observations with semantic metadata to create a

lightweight, intelligible abstraction for health risk predictions
for the personalized generation of recommendations based on
rule-based decision making. In phase 4, we created rules for
SPARQL queries and personalized recommendation generation
(rule-based deduction). In phase 5, we verified the ontology
with simulated data based on rule-based decision support.

The semantic web is W3C recommended, and it allows the
specification of metadata that permit automatic reasoning
[47,48]. The W3C-maintained specifications related to this study
are XML, URI, RDF, turtle, RDFS, ontology web language
(OWL), SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL), and SWRL. The following terminologies are
relevant for our eHealth ontology representation and processing:
propositional variable (an atomic name of a truth value that may
change from one model to another), constant (the unique
propositional variables TRUE and FALSE such that their truth
value cannot be changed), and operators (the set of logical
connectors in each logic). Besides, in this case, we use the
operators (NOT, AND, OR, IMPLIES, and EQUIV); quantifiers
(the set of logical quantifiers in a given logic; FORALL for the
universal quantifier and EXISTS for the existential quantifier);
quantified clause (a set of propositional variables linked together
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by operators and quantifiers); clause (a quantified clause without
any quantifiers); formula (a collection of clauses and quantified
clauses related together by logical operators); and model of the
procedure (a group of assignments for each propositional
variable, such that when simplified, it leads the procedure to
the constant TRUE).

Protégé, TopBraid Composer ($), NeOn Toolkit, FOAF editor,
WebOnto, OntoEdit, Ontolingua Server, Ontosaurus, and
WebODE are some popular ontology editors [49]. These
ontology editors are open-source ontology development tools
with OWL support. A reasoner is a crucial component for
working with OWL ontologies. It derives new truths about the
concepts that are being modeled with OWL ontology. Practically
all querying of an OWL ontology (and its import closure) can
be done using a reasoner [50,51]. That is why knowledge in an
ontology might not be explicit, and a reasoner is required to
deduce implicit knowledge so that the correct query results are
obtained. The OWL API includes various interfaces for
accessing OWL reasoners. For accessing reasoner via the API,
a reasoner implementation is necessary. Reasoners can be
classified into the following groups: OWL DL (Pellet 2.0*,
HermiT, FaCT++, RacerPro), OWL EL [CEL, SHER, snorocket
($), ELLY], OWL RL [OWLIM, Jena, Oracle OWL Reasoner
($)], and OWL QL (Owlgres, QuOnto, Quill) [50-57]. In this
study, we utilized Protégé ontology editor and HermiT reasoner
to create and validate the structure of the ontology.

Apache Jena is a Java-based framework used for building
semantic web applications. It provides an API to extract data
from and write to RDF graphs. A Jena framework includes the
following: (1) RDF API to parse, create, and search RDF models
in XML, N-triple, N3, and Turtle formats. Triples can be stored
in memory or database; (2) ARQ Engine/SPARQL API, which
is a query engine for querying and updating RDF models using
the SPARQL standards; (3) tuple database engine as a
high-performance RDF store on a single machine; (4) ontology
API for handling OWL and RDFS ontologies; and (5) Apache
Jena Fuseki, which is the SPARQL server for supporting query
and update. It is tightly integrated with tuple database to deliver
a robust, transactional persistent storage layer. The framework
has internal reasoners and an OWL API [58,59]. In this study,

we used Apache Jena Fuseki for SPARQL processing with triple
database.

Knowledge representation in computer-understandable form is
well accepted among AI communities. Knowledge
representation with symbols facilitates inferencing and the
creation of new elements of knowledge. By contrast, the KB is
a database for knowledge management. It provides a means for
information to be collected, organized, shared, queried, and
utilized for inferring new information. Knowledge engineering
helps to obtain specific knowledge about some subject and
represents it in a quantifiable form. KB consists of terminology
models or TBox (atomic and complex) and assertions model
instance or ABox (asserted and inferred). Inferred statements
come as a logical outcome of the asserted statements and logical
rules [35,60,61]. A KB is a pair (T, A) where T is a TBox and
A is an ABox. The idea behind this paper is that the TBox
concepts and relations are coming from the freshly created
ontology and the ABox is a list of clauses assigning truth values
to some variables. The TBox is coming from integration with
the SSN Ontology and the SNOMED CT ontology plus
additional concepts specific to the recommendation test case
considered. The ABox is the semantic data, coming from the
different data inputs (IoT sensors, interviews, and
questionnaires). The satisfiability of the KB, and thus the model
output, is obtained by using the hyper-tableau-based [62]
reasoning solver HermiT [55]. The whole approach has been
tested with 4 generated test cases to ensure that the whole
mechanism can indeed set the propositional variables to true
and thus send the corresponding recommendation message when
needed.

Ontology Modeling
An ontology can be modeled with the following 2 ways in
Protégé: frame based and OWL based. The Protégé frame editor
ensures ontology development following the Open Knowledge
Base Connectivity Protocol with the help of classes, properties,
relationships, and instances of classes (objects). By contrast,
the Protégé OWL editor (applied in this study) enables ontology
development for the Semantic Web with the help of classes,
properties, instances, and reasoning. We have used the steps
detailed in Textbox 1 to model our proposed OWL-based
eHealth ontology using the Protégé OWL editor.
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Textbox 1. Steps to model the proposed OWL-based eHealth ontology.

Step 1

Create a new empty OWL project in Protégé and save it as a local file with “owl” or “ttl” extension (“ttl” signifies the turtle resource description
framework [RDF] format).

Step 2

Create named classes under the “owl:Thing” super class following consistency

• Create a group of meaningful and required classes

• Define disjoint classes

• Define subclasses and disjoint subclasses

Step 3

Create OWL properties

• Object properties (associates object to object)

• Data properties (relates object to XML schema datatype or rdf:literal)

• Annotation properties (to add annotation information to classes, individuals, and properties)

Step 4

Define object properties if they are subproperties, inverse properties, functional properties, inverse functional properties, transitive properties, symmetric
properties, and reflexive properties.

Step 5

Define property domain and ranges for both object and data properties (it is used as axioms in reasoning).

Step 6

Define property restrictions as follows:

• Quantifier restrictions (existential and universal)

• Cardinality restrictions (one or many)

• hasValue restrictions (eg,, string/integer/double)

Step 7

Ontology processing with a reasoner to check consistency in OWL DL, and to compute the inferred ontology class hierarchy.

• Blue color class in the inferred hierarchy signifies that the class has been reclassified.

• Red color class in the inferred hierarchy signifies an inconsistent class.

Step 8

Remove inconsistencies before importing the ontology file in Apache Jena for further processing, querying (Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language
[SPARQL]), and storing it into tuple database for persistence. Tuple database supports the full range of Jena application programming interfaces. It
can be used as a high-performance RDF store on a single machine.

Scope of the Proposed Ontology
We have planned to integrate the proposed eHealth ontology
into a simulated eCoach system used for automatic rule-based
recommendation generation to inspire individuals to manage
healthy lifestyles with early health risk predictions. The planned

system will have 2 main modules, as depicted in Figure 2: a
data collection module and a data annotation module. The data
collection module will collect identified fabricated set of habit,
baseline, nutrition, personal, contextual, activity, and
physiological data over time via a simulator, as depicted in
Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Proposed eCoach system architecture for data semantization.
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Figure 3. Types of data to be collected from participants.

The accumulated data were annotated with semantic metadata
(RDF triple store graph) and stored in tuple database in turtle
format. The DSS, rule base, SPARQL, risk prediction, and
recommendation generation modules are not the core, and they
are used for ontology verification as a test engine. The scopes
of DSS are as follows: (1) periodic querying of the ontology
with Jena framework using preset SPARQL queries [63-65] to
assess the health condition; and (2) mapping the query result to
preset clinical rules in “rule base” to generate lifestyle
recommendations. This study involves 4 different user types:
administrator, researcher, participants, and health professionals
(eg, nurses; Figure 4). The ontology is protected from personal
identity disclosure as no unique identifiers (eg, national
identifiers) of participants were collected and stored in the

simulated environment in accordance with the Norwegian Centre
for Research Data guidelines [66]. Core eCoach and DSS
concepts, AI integration for health and wellness data (activity
and nutrition) analysis, real-world data collection from actual
participants through web applications/mobile apps, real-life
personalized recommendation generation, goal evaluation,
pregnancy, genetics, child obesity, and obesity in older adults
are beyond the scope of this study. This study’s primary focus
is to design and develop an eHealth ontology for the obesity
case and to verify it with artificial data and behavioral
recommendation generation with a rule-based DSS. Defined
rules for test setup may vary with change in the context and is
not the key focus of this paper.
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Figure 4. Different types of users involved in the eCoach System.

We simulated habit, nutrition, contextual, activity, and
physiological data for 4 dummy participants (2 healthy weight
[N] and 2 overweight [O] participants aged between 18 and 40)
for the very first day (day-n; n>0); see Multimedia Appendix
2. We assumed all the dummy participants are from the same
region, so the contextual information is the same. Rule-based
recommendations based on data analysis on “day-n” will be
carried out by targeted participants on “day-(n+1).”
Recommendations inform individual participants about their
daily activity (sedentary or not), dietary intake, and
activity/dietary plans. For dietary assessment, we have relied
on the daily self-reported questionnaire, rather than on direct
calorie calculation for basal metabolic rate. Baseline data help
to compare (at the end of each month until the process ends)
whether any improvement or deterioration occurred as a result
of behavior change based on lifestyle recommendations. For
example, reduction in BMI and BP for a person who is

obese/overweight, and maintaining safe BMI and BP for a
person with healthy weight upon following the behavioral
recommendations is a good indication of maintaining a healthy
lifestyle. We consulted with 5 experts with a research
background in ICT, eHealth, nursing, and nutrition for
simulating activity and nutrition data. Obesity-related
information and guidelines were obtained from the World Health
Organization (WHO) [67], the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) [68], and the Norwegian Dietary
Guidelines [69].

Integration With SSN Ontology and SNOMED CT
We integrated the SSN ontology [30,36,70-72] into our proposed
eHealth ontology to describe sensors (activity sensors and
external weather sensors), their observations, and methods
adopted for sensing individual activities and context (Figure 5).
Observation data related to activity and external weather are
annotated with SSN ontology concepts and object properties.
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Figure 5. Asserted hierarchy for sensor-based data collection with OWLViz.

Concepts and object properties in the ontology are commented
and connected with “rdfs:label,” “rdfs:isDefinedBy,”
“rdfs:seeAlso,” “rdfs:comment,” “dc:source,” “isProxyFor,”
“has value,” “is produced by,” “has property,” “hasTimeStamp,”
“isRegionFor,” “attached system,” “in deployment,” “has
measurement capability,” “detects,” “hasOutput,” “observes,”
“implements,” “has deployment,” “has operating range,” “has
subsytem,” “has survival range,” “on platform,” “deployment
process part,” “deployed on platform,” “deployed system,” “is
property of,” “feature of interest,” “observation result time,”
“observation sampling time,” “observed property,” “quality of
observation,” “sensing method used,” “includesEvent,” and
“observedBy.” The SSN ontology is constructed on the
foundation of a central ontology design pattern, so-called the
stimulus–sensor–observation pattern to describe relationships
between sensors, stimulus, and observations [30], and the same
concept is reused in our proposed eHealth ontology model. The
perspectives of SSN ontology can be classified as follows [30]:
a sensor perspective, an observation perspective, a system

perspective, and a feature and property perspective. Namespaces
for the SSN and DUL ontologies are reused in our ontology
prefixing concepts and properties as ssn: and dul:, respectively.
“PhysicalDeviceThing” (a class), which behaves as a superclass
of classes related to sensor-based observations, is a subclass of
“owl:Thing,” the universal ontology superclass.

We incorporated selected concepts from SNOMED CT [73]
into our proposed ontology model to define how information
about the participant’s state is to be structured and processed.
The SNOMED CT ontology combines hierarchical “is-a”
relationships and other related relationships for vital signs,
process, body measurements, and observations to describe
clinical attributes as depicted in Figure 6. SNOMED CT
simplifies the search for respective diseases, process, function,
clinical state, measurements, and vital signs, and every concept
is identified with an SCTID or SNOMED CT identifier with an
object property “hasSCTID” (eg, Obese_finding hasSCTID
value “414915002”^^xsd:long) [74].
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Figure 6. Asserted hierarchy of SNOMED_CT concept with OWLViz.

Figures 7-9 describe the class hierarchy to process participant’s
clinical information using the SNOMED CT hierarchy for the
vital signs (eg, BP, pulse) and body measurement (eg, obese or
overweight) based on the observable entities [75-79]. Observable

entities and clinical findings are linked with the objectProperty:
isFoundBy. The proposed ontology model can be extended for
additional clinical findings [73,74].
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Figure 7. SNOMED CT class hierarchy based on selected concepts.
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Figure 8. SNOMED CT ontology visualization with OntoGraf based on selected concepts.

Figure 9. Selected concepts from SNOMED CT Ontology for vital signs, body measurement, and observations.

Ontology Implementation
In Figure 10 we describe how we implemented the proposed
eHealth ontology for our future eCoach system with required
classes, object properties, and data properties to annotate
collected data. The administrator, health professionals,
researchers, and participants are subclasses of the “Human”
class. They have their designated role, password, and userId to
authorize themselves in the system with the following associated
objectProperties: hasRole, hasPassword, and hasUserId,
respectively. Administrator, health professionals, and researchers
have their office address (hasOfficeAddress), and personal data

(hasPersonalData) to describe themselves. Their office address
consists of a phone number, a postcode, and a room number
with the following associated dataProperties: hasOfficePhone,
hasOfficePostCode, and hasRoomNo, respectively. Their
personal data include age, designation, email, first name, last
name, gender, and mobile number with the corresponding
dataProperties hasAge, hasDesignation, hasEmail,
hasFirstName, hasLastName, hasGender, and hasMobile. The
“Participant” is an important class and participants are at the
core of the system. Participants have their health record, personal
data obtained through interview process by trained health
professionals, status (active/inactive), and recommendation with
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the associated objectProperties hasHealthRecord,
hasInterviewPersonalData, hasStatus, and
hasReceivedRecommendation as depicted in Figure 11.
“ActivityData,” “BaselineData,” “HabitData,” “NutritionData,”
“PhysiologicalData” are subclasses of the
“ParticipantHealthRecord” class as depicted in Figure 11.
Activity data are an observable entity and are planned to be
collected via activity sensors (activity bouts, steps, sleep time,
activity duration, sedentary bouts, metabolic rate, nonwear time)
and questionnaire (duration of intensive activity and nonwear
sensor time) daily. Intensive activities are running, weightlifting,
cycling, swimming, and skiing. Based on the activity type,
participants can be classified into the following 4 groups:
sedentary, light active, moderate active, and active. Baseline
data (blood glucose, waist-to-hip ratio, BP, lipid profile, height,
weight, BMI, and physical condition) are planned to be collected

by trained health professionals at the time of recruitment of
participants and on a monthly basis following an interview
process. Habit data (smoking, snus, and alcohol consumption)
and nutrition data (types of foods and drinks with amount) are
planned to be collected daily with a pre-set questionnaire.
Physiological data (pulse, weight, and BMI) are planned to be
collected daily via activity sensors and pre-set questionnaire,
as depicted in Figure 12. Personal data (age, gender, education,
mobile, email, income group, social participation status, habit,
sleep duration, and postcode) of healthy participants are planned
to be collected following an interview process by trained health
professionals during recruitment. Gender, education, income
range, and social participation are essential for demographic
classifications. The data properties related to data collection are
depicted in Figure 13.

Figure 10. Proposed eHealth Ontology implementation in Protégé 5.x.
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Figure 11. The class hierarchy of the proposed eHealth ontology and the description of participant class.
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Figure 12. The asserted class hierarchy of participant’s health record with OWLViz.

Figure 13. Data properties related to data collection.

The asserted class hierarchy of the methods used for
participant’s data collection is depicted in Figure 14. Each
method ensures a collection of simulated data sequences,
maintaining a timestamp as depicted in Figure 15. Contextual
data are observable weather-related data (weather status, current
temperature, rain forecast, snow forecast, storm forecast, sunny

forecast, high and low temperature forecast, fog forecast), which
are planned to be collected daily via sensing devices. The
relationship between data and data collection methods are linked
with the objectProperty: hasBeenCollectedBy and
hasConductedBy (for interview).
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Figure 14. The asserted class hierarchy of participant’s data collection methods with OWLViz.

Figure 15. Ontology for data collection from simulated input.

Behavioral recommendations for a healthy lifestyle can be
classified in the following 2 categories: activity (A) and dietary
(D). Each recommendation is personalized and contextual.
Therefore, the recommendation generation depends on
evaluating participants’ health status (health risk, vital signs,
body measurement data) and contextual information. Each
generated recommendation consists of a message and the
corresponding timestamp (Figure 16). A bad habit (H) has a
significant impact on healthy dietary practice. Activities are
related to the context (C). Contextual data help recommend

participants to plan for indoor/outdoor activities based on the
following day’s external weather conditions. The data properties
of “RecommendationMessages” for activities are
“hasActivityMessages” and “hasContextualMessages,” whereas
those for the diet are “hasDietaryMessages” and
“hasHabitRelatedMessages.” The identified set of
recommendation messages for test setup (ontology verification)
is presented in Multimedia Appendix 3, and is prepared based
on the positive psychology [79] and the persuasion [80] concept.
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Figure 16. Ontology for recommendation generation.

Description logic [35,81] is a formal knowledge representation
of the ontology language that offers a good trade-off between
expressivity, complexity, and efficiency in knowledge
representation and reasoning about structured knowledge. To
ensure that the paper is perfectly understood, we have the
propositional variables with their linked recommendation
messages. Now, we need a set of clauses such that some models
will assign these variables to true and thus trigger the sending
of a recommendation. The description logic SROIQ [82,83],
which is logic providing a formal underpinning of OWL2, has
been used as the formal logic to reason in this paper (Multimedia
Appendix 4).

Rule Creation for Querying, Recommendation
Generation, and Ensuring Satisfiability
A rule consists of a premise (antecedent) and a conclusion
(premise). For every condition mentioned in Multimedia

Appendix 3, DSS executes SPARQL queries daily to determine
what type of recommendation message is to be delivered to
each participant as depicted in the unified modeling language
sequence diagram (Figure 17). The execution of every
predefined semantic rule as specified in Multimedia Appendix
4 relies on the SPARQL query execution, and the rules are
created following clinical guidelines, as stated in Multimedia
Appendix 5 [62,84-92]. In this study, 20 semantic rules are
subdivided into activity-level classification (8), habit-related
classification (3), dietary classification (4), weather-level
classification (1), obesity-level classification (3), and
satisfiability (1) (please also see Multimedia Appendix 4).
Moreover, except for the already-existing ontologies used, to
ensure some consistency regarding what a participant is, what
are the participant health records, etc., the concepts and the rules
added are relatively easy to follow, and therefore they will be
relatively easy to use.
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Figure 17. UML sequence diagram for recommendation generation and delivery.

The observable and measurable parameters associated with
activities, habit, nutrition, and context (as described in
Multimedia Appendix 4) for individual participants on a
timestamp are obtained based on the execution of SPARQL
queries by DSS on a daily scheduled interval as specified in
Multimedia Appendix 6. The rules 17-19 in Multimedia
Appendix 4 assign truth values to variables that ensure
consistency with concepts already existing in the SNOMED
CT ontology, where the body measurement is defined. We have
confirmed with HermiT that for 4 specific cases the correct
recommendation messages are triggered. However, one would
need to ensure that there is not a combination of variables such
that the whole formula is unsatisfiable (ie, no model can satisfy
the procedure). One would also need to ensure that only 1
message can be triggered at a time. In this study, we have a
formal guarantee that 2 “once-a-day” messages can neither be
triggered simultaneously nor for every possible combination of
variables, there is, every time, a model output by HermiT. If
we put the different variables used in the first 19 rules
(Multimedia Appendix 4) into propositional variables, we would
have an exponential number of “possible participants.” One
formal way to ensure a model’s existence is to negate all our
rules and ensure the same. Then, the formula is indeed
unsatisfiable. As 2 messages cannot be triggered at the same
time, and to satisfy the same, we added a rule (rule 20) on the
variables used in the recommendations started “once-a-day.” If

rule 20 is false, then the whole set of rules (considered as a large
conjunction) will be set to false. It will result in “no execution”
of the proposition (see Multimedia Appendix 3) and will help
us to debug our defined semantic rules (rules 1-19) as defined
in Multimedia Appendix 4. If it is set to true, we have a formal
guarantee that no 2 “once-a-day” messages can be triggered at
the same time, no matter the truth values we put into our ABox.

Results

The test setup to verify the proposed eHealth ontology’s
performance and reliability consisted of a DSS module (health
risk prediction and recommendation generation for a healthy
lifestyle), SPARQL, and rule base. As an outcome of ontology
verification, we generated personalized and contextual
recommendations (behavioral) following semantic rules to
balance individual weight change with adopting healthy behavior
to balance a trade-off between physical activity, healthy habit,
and a healthy diet as depicted in Figure 18. We executed all the
semantic rules as stated in Multimedia Appendix 4 in the form
of SPARQL queries using the Jena ARQ engine on each
participant’s simulated data as mentioned in Multimedia
Appendix 2. We then determined what type of recommendation
messages would be required to be delivered for each participant
to manage his/her healthy lifestyle. These findings are detailed
in Table 1.
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Figure 18. Behavioral recommendation generation (pivot) for the management of healthy lifestyle (a trade-off between physical activity, healthy habit,
and healthy diet).

Table 1. Recommendation generation for participants for Day-(n+1) [n>0].

Recommendation(s) for Day-(n+1)Physically active
on Day-n

Healthy diet on
Day-n

Healthy habit on
Day-n

SCTIDProfileParticipant

H-1, D-2, D-3, A-4, C-1YesNoNo43664005Normal weightIndividual_1

H-1, H-2, D-4, A-3, C-1NoYesNo43664005Normal weightIndividual_2

H-2, D-1, D-2, D-3, A-2, A-5, C-1NoNoNo162863004OverweightIndividual_3

D-1, D-2, A-1, C-1NoNoYes162863004OverweightIndividual_4

Discussion

Principal Findings
According to Table 1, “Individual_1” and” Individual_2” are
healthy weight participants, and “Individual_3” and
“Individual_4” are overweight participants as assessed based

on their daily (“Day-n”) BMI (weight/height2) value. According
to Figure 1, a healthy weight is a trade-off between healthy
habits, healthy diet, and physical activity. On “Day-n” (n>0),
“Individual_1” has been physically active, and this is the reason
he has been encouraged to keep up the same activity level (A-4).
By contrast, he has shown some addiction toward “snus,” sweet
beverages, and fried/processed foods, which might grow
negative behavior in the participant and increase his weight.
Therefore, he has been recommended to reduce tobacco
consumptions (H-1) and to refrain from discretionary food items
(D-2 and D-3). The simulated data for “Individual_2” has
demonstrated that she is inclined to a healthy diet (D-4), but
growing some negative behavior with consumption of alcohol
and tobacco (H-1, H-2). She is just one step behind to become
physically active (A-3). Hence, she has been recommended to
take a healthy dietary plan, refrain from tobacco and alcohol,
and increase activity level to become active. “Individual_3” is
neither physically active nor adhered to healthy habits or healthy
dietary plans. He is addicted to alcohol, fried/processed foods,
sweet beverages, sweet food/milk products. His consumed
number of vegetables and fruits is not adequate for a healthy
diet (<400 g). Therefore, he has been recommended to reduce
alcohol consumption (H-1), to follow a healthy dietary habit

(D-1, D-2, D-3), and to become more physically active (A-2)
with adequate sleeping (A-5). The fabricated data for
“Individual_4” has shown that she has an unhealthy diet plan,
and she is mostly leading a sedentary lifestyle. Therefore, she
has been recommended to stay away from discretionary food
items (D-2), to incline on “core-foods” (D-1), and to increase
activity level by one step (A-1). The analysis of contextual data
reveals that the weather on “Day-(n+1)” is suitable for outdoor
activities. The purpose of the individualized recommendation
generation is to guide and encourage individual participants to
keep up a healthy lifestyle by maintaining a balance between
healthy habit, healthy diet, and physical activity. It encourages
people with a normal weight to maintain their healthy weight,
and those with obesity/overweight to reduce their weight.

The rule-based decision support has generated personalized and
contextual recommendations (Table 1) using SPARQL queries,
as depicted in Figure 19, based on the proposed ontology without
any “false-positive” case. The proposed ontology’s reasoning
time has been measured as <30.0 seconds in Protégé with
HermiT reasoner without reporting any inconsistencies. The
reading time of the ontology after loading it in the Jena
workspace was about 2.0-3.5 seconds with the
“OWL_MEM_MICRO_RULE_INF” ontology specification in
the “TTL” format (OWL full), “in-memory” storage, and
“optimized rule-based reasoner with OWL rules.” Then, we
queried ontology classes, ontologies, “predicate, subject, and
object” of every statement using Jena in <1.5 seconds, <0.5
seconds, and <3.5 seconds, respectively. Each ontology model
(complete RDF graph) is related to a document manager (default
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global document manager: “OntDocumentManager”) to assist
with the processing and handling of ontology documents. All
the classes in the ontology API that represent ontology values
have “OntResource” as a common super-class with attributes
(versionInfo, comment, label, seeAlso, isDefinedBy, sameAs,
and differentFrom) and methods (add, set, list, get, has, and
remove). We used the implementation of the RDF interface,
provided by Jena, to store the modeled ontology and its instances
persistently in the tuple database and load it back to process
further. Jena Fuseki is tightly integrated with tuple database to
provide a robust, transactional persistent storage layer (Figure
20).

In the future study, the recommendation process can be
automated with the amalgamation of a hybrid DSS system (rule

based and data driven) and AI algorithms. The scope of the
proposed ontology can be enhanced with the integration of (1)
real sensor activity devices; (2) mood assessment of participants;
(3) collection of nutrition data on a detailed level through
multiple questionnaires (daily, on every alternative day, and
weekly); (4) semantic annotation of the recommended messages;
(5) weekly suggestion generation after evaluating daily
generated recommendations, and followed by a ranking of
participants based on their weekly performances; (6) help-desk
management for technical support; (7) assessment of baseline
data; (8) trend analysis of health risks as a function of habit,
diet, and activity with machine intelligence; and (9) automated
interview management by trained health professionals (nurses).

Figure 19. Sample SPARQL query for recommendation finding (e.g., “Individual_1”).
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Figure 20. Integration of TDB with Jena Fuseki for ontology store in the “ttl” format and querying.

Conclusions
In health care, with the research advancement on the IoT
domain, an increasing number of sensors, actuators, mobile,
and web-based health monitoring devices are deployed into our
daily life for remote health monitoring. It produces enormous
personalized health and wellness observable and measurable
data with hidden patterns. Data collected by multichannel
sensors or devices demonstrate significant differences in data
formats, types, and domains, which might lead to a problem in
machine understandability. Therefore, a semantic representation
of collected health and wellness data from heterogeneous
sources is necessary, and the ontology serves the purpose. In
this pilot study, we have proposed an eHealth ontology model
in association with SSN and SNOMED CT, to support a
semantic representation of collected observable and measurable
data to manage a healthy lifestyle focusing on obesity as a case
study. The ontology represents collected data with OWL-based

web language in RDF triple-store format. The performance of
the proposed ontology has been evaluated with the simulated
data (eg, sensor, interview, and questionnaire) of 4 dummy
participants. The proposed ontology’s structural and logical
consistency has been evaluated with a Protégé reasoner (HermiT
1.4.3.x). The proposed ontology model has been used by a
rule-based DSS to generate personalized and contextual
recommendations with the execution of SPARQL queries against
a preset rule base (with the help of Apache Jena library) to
promote a healthy lifestyle for obesity management. In the future
study, we will recruit real participants following inclusion and
exclusion criteria and provide them real activity devices to
replicate the whole scenario and evaluate the efficacy of the
recommendation generation plan. The proposed ontology can
be extended to annotate observable and measurable data for
other related lifestyle diseases, such as diabetes type II, chronic
obstructive pulmonary diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and
mental health.
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Abstract

Background: Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology has been rapidly adopted in clinical practice, with the scope
extended to early diagnosis, disease classification, and treatment planning. As the number of requests for NGS genomic testing
increases, substantial efforts have been made to deliver the testing results clearly and unambiguously. For the legitimacy of clinical
NGS genomic testing, quality information from the process of producing genomic data should be included within the results.
However, most reports provide insufficient quality information to confirm the reliability of genomic testing owing to the complexity
of the NGS process.

Objective: The goal of this study was to develop a Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR)–based web app, NGS
Quality Reporting (NGS-QR), to report and manage the quality of the information obtained from clinical NGS genomic tests.

Methods: We defined data elements for the exchange of quality information from clinical NGS genomic tests, and profiled a
FHIR genomic resource to enable information exchange in a standardized format. We then developed the FHIR-based web app
and FHIR server to exchange quality information, along with statistical analysis tools implemented with the R Shiny server.

Results: Approximately 1000 experimental data entries collected from the targeted sequencing pipeline CancerSCAN designed
by Samsung Medical Center were used to validate implementation of the NGS-QR app using real-world data. The user can share
the quality information of NGS genomic testing and verify the quality status of individual samples in the overall distribution.

Conclusions: This study successfully demonstrated how quality information of clinical NGS genomic testing can be exchanged
in a standardized format. As the demand for NGS genomic testing in clinical settings increases and genomic data accumulate,
quality information can be used as reference material to improve the quality of testing. This app could also motivate laboratories
to perform diagnostic tests to provide high-quality genomic data.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26261)   doi:10.2196/26261
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Introduction

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology has been rapidly
adopted in clinical practice, with the scope extended to early
diagnosis, disease classification, and treatment planning [1-3].
To implement clinical NGS applications, health care providers
operate their own NGS laboratories or request genomic tests to
external laboratories. The NGS genomic testing reports provide
information regarding genomic variations and related data.
However, different templates and data elements are used
depending on the laboratory, and most reports are provided in
text or PDF format [4,5]. As the number of requests for NGS
genomic testing increases, considerable efforts have been made
to deliver the testing results clearly and unambiguously [6-10].
Moreover, international standards development organizations
have developed reporting standards such as the Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (FHIR) Genomics Reporting
Implementation Guide and International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) standards to exchange complex clinical
genomic data and interpretations [11-14].

For the legitimacy of clinical NGS genomic testing, the quality
information from the process of producing the genomic data
should be included within the test results [15-17]. The demand
for genomic testing of small tissue samples and needle biopsies
is increasing [18], and it remains challenging to determine the
reliability of the genomic test results. When testing small
quantities or low-quality samples, including low-purity
specimens and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE)
specimens, quality information can be considered for the
interpretation of diagnostic results as evidence. Confirming that
there is no specific variation is a particular challenge, especially
without quality information. For the validity and utility of
clinical NGS genomic testing, the US Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services regulates all laboratory tests performed on
humans through the Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments, and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
requires information regarding the clinical validity for genomic
tests [19,20]. In Korea, the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety
(MFDS) has initiated the clinical laboratory accreditation
program since 2017 [21]; however, this provides accreditation
of the entire NGS process rather than the reliability of individual
samples. When a clinician performs NGS genomic testing for
diagnostic purposes, quality information can be used to interpret
the results for individual samples. In addition, when constructing
a reference database using these samples, it is essential to
include this quality information.

The successful practice of precision medicine depends on
clinical genomic data sharing and knowledge-based
interpretations of genomic variant data at the point of care [11].
To improve interoperability as part of precision medicine, health
care stakeholders encourage the use of application programming
interfaces (APIs) and app-based ecosystems such as SMART
on FHIR, CDS Hooks, and SMART Markers [22-26]. These
platforms enable easy implementation for health care use cases
and facilitate functional extensibility. There are several apps
based on clinical genomics use cases on the SMART on FHIR
platforms, such as the SMART Precision Cancer Medicine and
SMART Cancer Navigator apps [27-29].

In this study, we developed the NGS Quality Reporting
(NGS-QR) app to exchange the quality information of clinical
NGS genomic testing. To exchange the information in a
standardized format, we profiled a FHIR genomic resource
based on ISO/TS 22692:2020 Genomics Informatics-Quality
Control Metrics for DNA sequencing, which defines the
quality-related data for the entire NGS process, including sample
preparation, library preparation, sequencing, and data processing
[15]. This app enables the performance comparison of clinical
NGS genomic testing and monitoring of the quality status of
the current sample as the data accumulate.

Methods

Overview
This study describes the development of the NGS-QR app, a
FHIR-based web app, to report, manage, and monitor the quality
information from the process of producing genomic data. As
shown in Table 1, the development was composed of the
following phases: (1) requirement analysis, (2) design, (3)
implementation, and (4) testing. In the requirement analysis
phase, we defined use cases and selected data elements such as
DNA purity and integrity, library input amount and size, and
sequencing running quality, in accordance with standards and
guidelines. In the design phase, we profiled a FHIR resource
on the existing genomic resource to exchange quality
information in a standardized manner. We also designed user
interfaces and functions for the NGS-QR app. In the
development phase, we developed the three following
components: web app (NGS-QR app), FHIR server, and R Shiny
server. The web app includes a FHIR resource handler to
generate and parse FHIR resources. Finally, in the testing phase,
the NGS-QR app was validated using real-world data collected
from the NGS pipeline, a targeted sequencing platform.
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Table 1. Overview of development of the next-generation sequencing-quality reporting (NGS-QR) app.

DescriptionDevelopment phase

Requirement analysis

Define use cases for quality information exchange of clinical NGSa genomic testingUse cases

Select data elements in accordance with standards and guidelines (eg, ISOb, US FDAc, ACMGd)Data elements

Design

Profile a FHIR resource on the existing genomic resource, MolecularSequenceFHIRe genomic profile

Design user interfaces and functions of the NGS-QR appSystem components

Implementation

Develop user interfaces and functions of the web app; develop a FHIR resource handler to generate and
parse FHIR resources

Web app (NGS-QR app)

Develop a FHIR server and repository; apply the FHIR QcMetrics profile to the FHIR serverFHIR server

Develop R code for statistical analysis of NGS experimental dataR Shiny server

Testing

Collect real-world data generated from the NGS pipelineData collection

Exchange real-world data between the FHIR server and NGS-QR app using FHIR APIsfData exchange

Check the quality information of NGS genomic testing using the dashboard and statistical analysisQuality management

aNGS: next-generation sequencing.
bISO: International Organization for Standardization.
cUS FDA: US Food and Drug Administration.
dACMG: American College of Medical Genetics.
eFHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources.
fAPIs: application programming interfaces.

Use Cases
We defined two use cases: quality information reporting and
quality management for clinical NGS genomic testing. The first
use case is related to the quality information reporting for
clinical NGS genomic testing, as shown in Figure 1a. The
laboratory reports the results of NGS genomic testing to the
hospital along with quality information. This use case assumes
that the hospital information system provides the FHIR APIs.
The laboratory requested for the NGS genomic testing sends
the results using the NGS-QR app, which acts as an FHIR client.
When the user fills out the reporting form in the NGS-QR app,
a FHIR resource is created in JSON format and then the resource
is sent to the server via the FHIR API. Hospitals that request
NGS genomic testing to multiple laboratories can receive

information in the same format through this standardized
method.

The second use case is related to the quality management for
clinical NGS genomic testing, as shown in Figure 1b. Users
such as health care providers and performers of NGS testing
manage and monitor the quality status of the genomic data
received from the laboratories. Through the NGS-QR app, users
can retrieve experimental data from the FHIR server and view
the summary such as the total number of genomic tests and the
number of tests based on the year or specimen type for all
genomic test results. Moreover, quality information such as
DNA purity, integrity, and data quality for each sample can be
compared through statistical analysis. This step can be used to
determine the reliability of clinical NGS genomic testing.
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Figure 1. Use cases for exchanging the quality information of clinical next-generation sequencing (NGS) genomic testing. (a) Quality reporting for
clinical NGS genomic testing. (b) Quality management for clinical NGS genomic testing. FHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources.

Data Elements Selection
The NGS workflow involves complex procedures consisting of
several steps, which are broadly divided into sample preparation,
library preparation, sequencing, and data processing. In this
process, various types of experimental conditions and results

are generated and captured. As shown in Table 2, we selected
data elements based on the ISO 22692 [15] and guidelines such
as those of the FDA [20], American College of Medical Genetics
[30], and College of American Pathologists [31] for quality
management and comparative analysis. For this study,
approximately 30 data elements were selected.
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Table 2. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) workflow and data elements.

Data elementsNGS workflow

Sample preparation

sequencing type, target geneSample sequencing type

specimen type, sampling dateSample information

Library preparation

DNA extraction kit, DNA purity (eg, ODa 260/280, OD 260/230), DNA integrity (eg,
DNA median size)

DNA extraction

library input amount, library input size, library construction kitLibrary construction

Sequencing

sequencing instrument, read length, sequencing direction, running modeSequencing information

error rate, percent data quality (>Q30)Running quality

Data processing

total reads, mean coverage, uniformity, on-target rate, Q30, PRb scoreData quality

mapping algorithm, sequencing alignment softwareSequencing alignment

variant calling software, quality score, allelic read percentageVariant calling

germline filter criteria, reference databaseVariant filtering and annotation

aOD: optical density.
bPR: pass rate.

FHIR Genomics Resource Profile
We profiled a FHIR genomic resource by defining constraints
and extensions for exchanging quality information with a
standardized method. Since the results of NGS genomic testing
include genomic variant information and its quality-related data,
the FHIR R4 MolecularSequence resource [32] was used for

tailoring the NGS data to the use cases in this study. We created
a QcMetrics element (a FHIR extension) in the resource and
added data elements for each process under QcMetrics. Textbox
1 shows an example of a FHIR genomics resource that includes
the QcMetrics profile. We uploaded the profile to the public
FHIR registry SIMPLIFHIR.NET [33].
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Textbox 1. Example of the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources genomic resource that includes the QcMetrics profile.

{

“resourceType”: “MolecularSequence”,

“extension”: [

{

“url”: “http://example.org/fhir/StructureDefinition/QcMetrics”,

“extension”: [

{

“url”: “dnaExtraction”,

“extension”: [

{

“url”: “dnaExtractionKit”,

“valueString”: “qiagen allprep DNA/RNA mini kit”

},

{

“url”: “dnaPurity”,

“extension”: [

{

“url”: “od260280”,

“valueDecimal”: 2.1

},

{

“url”: “od260230”,

“valueDecimal”: 2.3

}]

},

{

“url”: “dnaIntegrity”,

“units”: “bp”,

“valueDecimal”: 60000

}]

},

…

}

Implementation
We developed the following three major components: the
NGS-QR app (FHIR client), FHIR server, and R Shiny server,
as shown in Figure 2. The NGS-QR app was developed using
Node.js (v12.13.1), which is composed of user interfaces (UIs),
a FHIR resource handler, and a REST API module. The app
has been deployed to the App Gallery of SMART on FHIR,
which is an open platform for substitutable third-party health
apps to connect to electronic medical record (EMR)/electronic
health record (EHR) systems with appropriate security
guarantees [34,35]. The source code of the app is available at

GitHub [36]. The FHIR server was locally installed using the
HAPI FHIR server (v4.0.0), which is an open-source Java
implementation of the FHIR specification. The QcMetrics
profile was added to the FHIR server. The source code for
operating the R Shiny server was written in RStudio Cloud (R
version 3.6.3) and the server was deployed to the R cloud
platform, Shinyapp.io [37]. The R Shiny server fetched the data
used for statistical analysis from the FHIR server. The R source
code is available at GitHub [38].

FHIR has a set of security recommendations that identifies
communications security, authentication, authorization, access
control, and auditing [39]. We applied Transport Layer Security
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(TLS) and OAuth 2.0, which are industry-standard protocols
for communications security and authentication [40,41]. The
TLS was used for the encryption of FHIR resources transmitted
between the NGS-QR app and the FHIR server. The OAuth 2.0
protocol was used to grant the NGS-QR app access to the FHIR

server. The NGS-QR app requests an access token by
authenticating with the Authorization Server. The Authorization
Server authenticates the NGS-QR app and issues an access
token. The access token was used for security credentials for
the NGS-QR app to make API requests on behalf of a user.

Figure 2. Concept model of the NGS-QR app, FHIR server, and R Shiny server. FHIR: Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources.

Results

Data Collection
Samsung Medical Center (SMC) has developed and utilized a
cancer panel sequencing pipeline, namely CancerSCAN, to
determine effective treatment methods for patients based on
data from more than 15,000 panel sequencing studies since 2014
[17,42,43]. The SMC received clinical laboratory accreditation
by the MFDS in 2017, and CancerSCAN is clinically used for
the diagnosis and prognosis of cancer patients [17]. For this
study, approximately 1000 data entries were collected from
CancerSCAN. They contained the experimental conditions and
results for FFPE specimens, fresh cells, and cell lines.

User Interfaces and Functions
In the reporting UI, input data are converted to a FHIR genomic
resource in JSON format using the FHIR resource generator,
and the resource is sent to the FHIR server using the POST
method, as shown in Figure 3. In the dashboard UI, genomic
resources in the FHIR server are compiled using the GET
method to display the summary of data such as the total number
of genomic tests and the number of tests based on the year and
specimen type for the complete genomic test results. In the
statistics UI, the user can select the group of samples, and view
the distribution and threshold of each experimental parameter.
The user can also check the current quality status of each sample
in the overall distribution, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Screenshots of the user interface: reporting quality information of clinical next-generation sequencing (NGS) genomic testing.

Figure 4. Screenshots of the user interface: quality management of clinical next-generation sequencing genomic testing.

Data Statistics
We validated the utility of the NGS-QR app using real-world
data from the NGS pipeline CancerSCAN in SMC. All data
were converted to FHIR genomic resources and sent to the FHIR

server using the NGS-QR app. Figure 5 shows the statistics of
the experimental data used in this study. As expected, fresh cell
samples had better quality than FFPE samples in almost every
category.
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Figure 5. Statistics of the experimental data used in this study. FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; OD: optical density; PR: pass rate.

Discussion

Principal Results
NGS technology has been widely adopted in clinical practice,
which will play a prominent role in precision medicine.
Although many countries and international institutions have
developed NGS guidelines to implement clinical NGS
applications, the quality criteria for determining the reliability
of NGS genomic testing have not yet been standardized due to
the complexity of the NGS technology. Since the scope and
purpose of NGS applications are very diverse, it remains
challenging to evaluate the validity and utility of clinical NGS
genomic testing. At present, most individual laboratories have
their own processes and criteria; thus, it is important to share
quality information from the process of generating genomic
data.

In this study, we propose the NGS-QR app to exchange quality
information for clinical NGS genomic testing. This study
provides the following main contributions to the field. First, we
demonstrated that the quality information managed only by
individual laboratories could be shared using a standardized

format. In the NGS workflow, the experimental conditions
change depending on the purpose of the tests and the status of
the samples. Thus far, it has been difficult to determine the
conditions under which the genome data were generated. This
study defined quality-related elements and profiled the FHIR
genomic resource to report the experimental conditions and
results produced in NGS genomic testing. Since our proposed
method is based on ISO/TS 22692 and HL7 FHIR standards to
interoperably share the quality-related data of clinical genomic
testing, the app can communicate with any EMR/EHR systems
that conform to these standards.

Second, this study facilitated the verification of the quality status
of each sample as experimental data accumulate. The quality
of genome data is determined through comparative analysis
based on the characteristics of NGS technology. As shown in
Figure 6, the results from different types of specimens cannot
be directly compared because this may lead to incorrect
conclusions. Therefore, it is important to select the target groups
and determine the performance of individual samples within
them. The NGS-QR app allows users to select various
experimental conditions and compare the produced data with
the correct target group to check the exact data quality.
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Figure 6. Example of comparative analysis based on specimen type using the NGS-QR app. FFPE: formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; PR: pass rate.

Conclusions
This study successfully demonstrated how the quality
information of clinical NGS genomic testing can be exchanged
using a standardized method. As the demand for NGS genomic

testing increases and genomic data accumulate, quality
information can be used as reference material for improving the
quality of testing. This approach can also motivate laboratories
to perform diagnostic tests to provide high-quality genomic
data.
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Related Article:
 
Correction of: https://www.jmir.org/2020/6/e15171
 

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e29452)   doi:10.2196/29452

In “Spelling Errors and Shouting Capitalization Lead to Additive
Penalties to Trustworthiness of Online Health Information:
Randomized Experiment With Laypersons” (J Med Internet
Res 2020;22(6):e15171) one error was noted after publication.

One reviewer of this paper, L Sbaffi, was listed twice in the
originally published paper due to a system error. The duplicate
instance of the reviewer’s name has been removed from the
corrected version.

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on April 13, 2021, together with
the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made
after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to
those repositories.
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(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e29629)   doi:10.2196/29629

In “Theory Integration for Lifestyle Behavior Change in the
Digital Age: An Adaptive Decision-Making Framework” (J
Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e17127) the authors noted one
error.

In the originally published manuscript, the heading “Mapping
Digital Intervention Techniques to the Framework” was
incorrectly set as a level 3 subheading rather than a level 2

heading. This has been changed to a level 2 heading in the
corrected version of the manuscript.

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on April 15, 2021, together with
the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made
after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to
those repositories.
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Related Article:
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(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e29598)   doi:10.2196/29598

In “Assessing Public Interest Based on Wikipedia’s Most Visited
Medical Articles During the SARS-CoV-2 Outbreak: Search
Trends Analysis” (J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26331) the
authors noted two errors.

Due to a system error, the name of one author, Wojciech
Fendler, was replaced with the name of another author on the
paper, Dariusz Jemielniak. In the originally published paper,
the order of authors was listed as follows:

Jędrzej Chrzanowski; Julia Sołek; Dariusz
Jemielniak; Dariusz Jemielniak

This has been corrected to:

Jędrzej Chrzanowski; Julia Sołek; Wojciech Fendler;
Dariusz Jemielniak

In the originally published paper, the ORCID of author
'Wojciech Fendler' was incorrectly published as follows:

Wojciech Fendler: 0000-0002-3745-7931

This has been corrected to:

Wojciech Fendler: 0000-0002-5083-9168

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on April 15, 2021, together with
the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made
after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to
those repositories.
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In “Potential Correlates of Internet Gaming Disorder Among
Indonesian Medical Students: Cross-sectional Study” (J Med
Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25468) the authors noted two errors.

Due to a system error, the name of one author, Andree
Kurniawan, was replaced with the name of another author on
the paper, Ryan Yudistiro. In the originally published paper, the
order of authors was listed as follows:

Kristiana Siste; Enjeline Hanafi; Lee Thung Sen;
Petra Octavian Perdana Wahjoepramono; Ryan
Yudistiro; Ryan Yudistiro

This has been corrected to:

Kristiana Siste; Enjeline Hanafi; Lee Thung Sen;
Petra Octavian Perdana Wahjoepramono; Andree
Kurniawan; Ryan Yudistiro

In the originally published paper, the ORCID number of author
Ryan Yudistiro was incorrectly published as follows:

0000-0002-5219-9029

This has been corrected to:

0000-0003-1418-2661

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on April 21, 2021, together with
the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made
after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to
those repositories.
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(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e29877)   doi:10.2196/29877

In “Health Care Cybersecurity Challenges and Solutions Under
the Climate of COVID-19: Scoping Review” (J Med Internet
Res 2021;23(4):e21747) the authors noted one error.

In the originally published manuscript, a footnote was
erroneously displayed in the authorship list noting equal
contribution only for author Cunjin Luo.

This footnote has been removed from the corrected manuscript,
as no equal contribution should be noted in the authorship list.

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on April 28, 2021, together with
the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made
after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to
those repositories.
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In “Work-Related and Personal Factors Associated With Mental
Well-Being During the COVID-19 Response: Survey of Health
Care and Other Workers” (J Med Internet Res
2020;22(8):e21366) the authors noted two errors in the reference
list.

In the originally published paper, the following reference was
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Promote Institutional Resilience. Annals of Internal
Medicine 2020 Jun 16;172(12):822-823. [doi:
10.7326/m20-1236]

This citation has been inserted as Reference 3 in the corrected
version of the paper.

In addition, References 20 and 21 were duplicate references in
the originally published paper. In the corrected version, this
reference (McGinty et al) remains as Reference 21. The
remaining references have been renumbered accordingly to
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references appears below and in the corrected paper.
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after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 cases resurged worldwide in the second half of 2020. Not much is known about the changes in public
responses to containment measures from the initial outbreak to resurgence. Monitoring public responses is crucial to inform policy
measures to prepare for COVID-19 resurgence.

Objective: This study aimed to assess and compare public responses to containment measures during the initial outbreak and
resurgence of COVID-19 in China.

Methods: We curated all COVID-19–related posts from Sina Weibo (China’s version of Twitter) during the initial outbreak
and resurgence of COVID-19 in Beijing, China. With a Python script, we constructed subsets of Weibo posts focusing on 3
containment measures: lockdown, the test-trace-isolate strategy, and suspension of gatherings. The Baidu open-source sentiment
analysis model and latent Dirichlet allocation topic modeling, a widely used machine learning algorithm, were used to assess
public engagement, sentiments, and frequently discussed topics on each containment measure.

Results: A total of 8,985,221 Weibo posts were curated. In China, the containment measures evolved from a complete lockdown
for the general population during the initial outbreak to a more targeted response strategy for high-risk populations during
COVID-19 resurgence. Between the initial outbreak and resurgence, the average daily proportion of Weibo posts with negative
sentiments decreased from 57% to 47% for the lockdown, 56% to 51% for the test-trace-isolate strategy, and 55% to 48% for the
suspension of gatherings. Among the top 3 frequently discussed topics on lockdown measures, discussions on containment
measures accounted for approximately 32% in both periods, but those on the second-most frequently discussed topic shifted from
the expression of negative emotions (11%) to its impacts on daily life or work (26%). The public expressed a high level of panic
(21%) during the initial outbreak but almost no panic (1%) during resurgence. The more targeted test-trace-isolate measure
received the most support (60%) among all 3 containment measures in the initial outbreak, and its support rate approached 90%
during resurgence.

Conclusions: Compared to the initial outbreak, the public expressed less engagement and less negative sentiments on containment
measures and were more supportive toward containment measures during resurgence. Targeted test-trace-isolate strategies were
more acceptable to the public. Our results indicate that when COVID-19 resurges, more targeted test-trace-isolate strategies for
high-risk populations should be promoted to balance pandemic control and its impact on daily life and the economy.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26518)   doi:10.2196/26518
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Introduction

In December 2019, COVID-19 emerged in Wuhan, and
propagated rapidly across China and worldwide [1]. In response,
many countries implemented stringent large-scale containment
measures such as lockdowns, quarantines, and suspension of
mass gatherings. Following these containment measures, the
number of new COVID-19 cases decreased significantly from
its peak in the first half of 2020 [2-6]. In China, the government
adopted a rapid nationwide lockdown in late January 2020
during the Chinese New Year holiday, which included
stay-at-home orders, transportation block, closure of shops and
schools, suspension of gatherings, and suspension of work after
the national Spring Festival holiday (the Chinese New Year),
when most individuals in China would travel across cities or
provinces for family gatherings. The lockdown measure aimed
to prevent movement and mass gatherings in order to limit
community transmission of COVID-19. As the then epidemic
was under control, many provinces lifted containment measures
from late February 2020 [7].

Although very few COVID-19 cases were thereafter reported
in China [7], smaller-scale resurgences occurred. On June 11,
2020, a confirmed case, not linked to international travel, was
reported in Beijing, ending the city’s almost 2-month span of
zero incidence of local infections [8-10]. During the resurgence,
Beijing adopted a more targeted response strategy instead of
the city-level lockdown that was implemented during the initial
outbreak. This targeted response strategy, namely
“test-trace-isolate,” principally consisted of nucleic acid testing
of individuals who had contact with known cases, tracing of
close contacts of confirmed or suspected cases, and isolation of
vendors and customers of Xinfadi Market (the epicenter of
COVID-19 resurgence in Beijing). By rapidly identifying
Xinfadi Market as the disease epicenter, most businesses and
schools in Beijing were allowed to remain operational.
Furthermore, instead of suspending all modes of transport,
restrictions were promptly applied to passengers or goods
entering or leaving Beijing, which prevented the virus from
spreading outside Beijing. Moreover, the health code system
was widely used to identify the exposure risk within the
population [11]. One month later, no new cases were reported,
with a total of 335 confirmed cases, and on July 19, 2020,
Beijing lifted its response strategy. Worldwide, there has also
been a resurgence of COVID-19 since August 2020, and
evidence-based response strategies are thus needed to fully
prepare for yet another resurgence [6,12-15].

The public response may change from that during the initial
outbreak to resurgence and hence needs to be monitored.
Previous studies have reported that the public frequently
discussed the containment measures on social media, including
lockdown, test-trace-isolate strategies, suspension of gatherings,
personal protection, social distancing, travel restrictions, and
workplace closures [16-18]. At the early stage of the COVID-19
pandemic, the public complied with containment measures in
many countries, but their compliance gradually weakened as

the pandemic progressed [19]. Studies also reported that both
Weibo and Twitter users expressed more negative sentiments
in the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic [20-22]. In late
2020, many countries faced a COVID-19 resurgence and
restarted containment measures. In India, Twitter users held a
positive viewpoint to the second lockdown, but the majority
held a negative opinion regarding the third lockdown [23]. In
the Philippines, the negative sentiments increased owing to food
shortage and helplessness during the lockdown [24]. Prolonged
containment measures may lead to decreased risk perception,
increased negative sentiments, and fatigue with sustaining
containment measures [25-27]. Therefore, it is necessary to
continuously monitor the public’s response to containment
measures and design effective public communication strategies.
Previous studies have reported that public risk perception and
negative sentiments (such as depression, anxiety, and frustration)
were highly correlated with the implementation of containment
measures [16,26,28,29]. However, to our knowledge, none of
these studies has assessed public responses to containment
measures during COVID-19 resurgence and compared them
across different stages of the pandemic.

With the protraction of pandemics, containment measures need
to be adjusted accordingly, and it is imperative to gain timely
feedback on containment measures from the public. Social
media has been increasingly recognized as a platform for social
surveillance [7,30]. Compared to surveys, social media not only
allows for the monitoring of fluctuations in public sentiment
and responses over a longer period but also is limited by a low
recall bias. Using a machine learning approach based on social
media data, this study aimed to assess and compare public
responses to containment measures during the initial outbreak
and resurgence of COVID-19 in China, including the level of
public engagement, sentiments expressed, and frequently
discussed topics. This study presents primary data on the
evolution of public responses toward the progression of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which would help inform adjustments
in containment measures. Understanding the shifts of public
responses could be essential for policymakers to prepare for
future resurgence of COVID-19 globally.

Methods

Study Design
This is a comparative study based on social media data. With
over 500,000,000 users, Sina Weibo (China’s version of Twitter)
is the most influential social media platform in China [31].
Weibo allows users to share information and opinions in real
time through posts and has been widely used to identify public
concerns during the COVID-19 pandemic. We compared the
public response to containment measures between the initial
outbreak and resurgence on the basis of the following indicators:
(1) the number of relevant Weibo posts, (2) the prevalence of
negative sentiments in Weibo posts, and (3) the proportion of
frequently discussed topics on Weibo. All data in this study are
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publicly available, and this study is exempt from ethical
approval.

Data Collection
Weibo posts that contain specific words can be retrieved through
Sina Weibo’s keyword search function. We programmed a
crawler in Python to curate publicly available Weibo posts
through a keyword search. Since COVID-19 spread across China
during the initial outbreak and only propagated in Beijing during
resurgence, we retrieved all COVID-19–related Weibo posts in
China for the initial outbreak and posts in Beijing for resurgence.
For both surges of the pandemic, we curated Weibo posts from
1 week before the outbreak to the time when affected areas
began to lift their responses (January 13 to February 28, 2020,
for the initial outbreak and June 4 to July 20, 2020, for

resurgence). In total, we curated 8,985,221 Weibo posts, and
the data set is available on GitHub [32].

Data Preprocessing
The initial pool of Weibo posts was preprocessed using a Python
script to exclude duplicates, remove hashtags, links, uniform
resource locators, and user handles from each post to clean the
text [33,34]. We extracted the last user’s comment if it was a
repost, and we excluded Weibo posts that were irrelevant to the
public’s response by matching patterns with Python [35].
Finally, keyword matching was carried out from all
COVID-19–related Weibo posts to extract Weibo posts targeting
3 primary containment measures: lockdown, the test-trace-isolate
strategy, and suspension of gatherings (Table 1). A flowchart
of data collection and preprocessing is shown in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Table 1. Keywords related to containment measures associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.

KeywordsContainment measure

“封城”(city lockdown), “封村”(village lockdown), “封路”(block road), “封闭”(close), “响应”(public health
response), “停运”(stop traffic), “暂时关闭”(temporarily closed)

Lockdown

“体温监测”/“测温”(body temperature monitoring), “检测”(test), “排查”(trace), “隔离”(isolate), “强制”(en-
force/enforcement), “控制”(control)

Test-trace-isolate strategy

“暂停”(suspension of gathering), “停止”(call off), “取消”(cancel), “推迟”(put off school opening or returning
to work), “延期”(postpone), “延长”(prolong vacation)

Suspension of gatherings

Data Analysis
We analyzed public engagement, sentiments, and frequently
discussed topics related to each of the 3 containment measures
and compared them between COVID-19 resurgence and the
initial outbreak. Public engagement toward containment
measures was assessed on the basis of the daily number of
related Weibo posts, which was compared with the daily number
of new COVID-19 cases locally reported by the National Health
Commission of China and Beijing Municipal Health
Commission. Public sentiment toward containment measures
was analyzed using the Baidu open-source sentiment analysis
application programming interface and measured from the
proportion of Weibo posts with negative sentiments. Frequently
discussed topics regarding containment measures on social
media were identified through latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
topic modeling combined with manual annotation.

Topic modeling is an unsupervised machine learning technique
that can automatically identify underlying topics or clusters by
identifying groups of words that often co-occur in a textual data
set (ie, Weibo posts) [9,17,36]. LDA is a widely used topic
modeling algorithm to identify the most common topics across
social media platforms [36,37]. In LDA, each document (ie, a
Weibo post) is assumed to contain different topics, and each
topic can be captured from a set of words. This helps map the
given documents to the set of topics, such that the words in each
document can be mostly captured by those topics. We applied
LDA topic modeling by separating all documents into 30
machine-generated topics, and every Weibo post was assigned

to a topic that it most likely belonged to according to the LDA
model. LDA outputs provide keywords of the 30 LDA-generated
topics for each containment measure during the initial outbreak
and resurgence (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Since LDA is an unsupervised text classification algorithm
based on the “bag-of-words model” [38], it may sometimes
misclassify documents or misidentify topics [39-41]; therefore,
it is important to manually assess representative documents (in
our case, Weibo posts). In this study, LDA outputs was verified
and improved by 2 independent researchers (YS and QW) to
analyze key words generated by the LDA model and manually
review sample posts for each topic. If the Weibo posts in one
of the machine-generated 30 topics were found to contain several
exclusive subtopics, that topic was manually reviewed. Finally,
a random sample of Weibo posts (>10%) and their assigned
topics were reviewed by 2 independent researchers (YS and
QW) for quality control.

Results

Findings Overview
We compared the public sentiment to 3 containment measures
during the initial COVID-19 outbreak in China and resurgence
in Beijing (Figure 1): lockdown, the test-trace-isolate strategy,
and suspension of gatherings. Generally, these measures evolved
from a complete lockdown for the general population during
the initial outbreak to a more targeted response strategy for
high-risk populations during resurgence.
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Figure 1. Timeline of containment measures during the initial outbreak and the resurgence of COVID-19 in China. Containment measures relevant to
the lockdown, the test-trace-isolate measure, and suspension of gatherings are shown in chronological order. NAT: nucleic acid testing.

Public Engagement With Containment Measures
The COVID-19 pandemic received marked engagement from
the public nationwide. During both the initial outbreak and
resurgence in China, test-trace-isolate measures had the most
engagement from the public, and suspension of gatherings had
relatively low engagement; one difference between these 2
periods is that lockdown measures had high engagement during
the initial outbreak but the lowest engagement during resurgence
(Figure 2). In both periods, the number of Weibo posts related
to containment measures increased drastically after outbreak
announcement and the implementation of containment measures,
remained high for approximately 1-2 weeks, and then
plummeted. From 1 week before to 1 week after the
confirmation of human-to-human transmission (on January 20,

2020) in China, the average daily number of Weibo posts
increased from 14 to 4168 for the lockdown measure, 69 to
2003 for the suspension of gatherings, and 340 to 6298 for the
test-trace-isolate measure. Similarly, the average daily number
of Weibo posts during the week before resurgence (on June 11,
2020) were 41 for the lockdown measure, 118 for the suspension
of gatherings, and 179 for the test-trace-isolate measure. In
comparison, this number approached 256 for the lockdown
measure, 321 for the suspension of gatherings, and 803 for the
test-trace-isolate measure in the week after resurgence.
Furthermore, Weibo activity peaked approximately 1-2 weeks
before the peak in COVID-19 cases, which indicated that Weibo
seemed to track policy changes (eg, lockdown) rather than the
actual number of cases.
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Figure 2. Number of Weibo posts on containment measures and new COVID-19 cases during the initial outbreak and the resurgence of COVID-19 in
China. The lines show the daily number of Weibo posts on the lockdown, test-trace-isolate measure, and the suspension of gatherings. The bars show
the daily number of new confirmed COVID-19 cases in China and Beijing.

Public Sentiment Toward Containment Measures
The overall negative sentiment toward all 3 containment
measures during resurgence (average daily proportion of Weibo
posts with a negative sentiment: 47% for the lockdown, 51%
for the test-trace-isolate measure, and 48% for the suspension
of gatherings) was lower than that during the initial outbreak
(average daily proportion: 57% for the lockdown, 56% for the
test-trace-isolate measure, and 55% for the suspension of
gatherings) (Figure 3). During the initial outbreak,
approximately 80% of the public immediately expressed
negative sentiments toward the lockdown and suspension of
gatherings after a lockdown was imposed in Wuhan, and
approximately 60% of people expressed negative sentiments

toward the test-trace-isolate measure. Thereafter, negative
sentiments rapidly started to decrease for approximately 1 week
and fluctuated surrounding a low level. However, for the
test-trace-isolate measure, the proportion of negative sentiments
varied through a smaller range than that for the other 2
containment measures. One exception is the spike in negative
sentiments toward the lockdown on February 6, 2020, which
might be related to concerns regarding the lack of medications
or treatments for patients with other diseases; this accounted
for a large proportion of posts expressing a negative sentiment
on that day. During COVID-19 resurgence in Beijing, the
negative sentiment toward containment measures was relatively
lower and displayed lesser variation than that during the initial
outbreak.
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Figure 3. Proportion of Weibo posts with negative sentiments on containment measures during the initial outbreak and the resurgence of COVID-19
in China.

Frequently Discussed Topics Related to Containment
Measures
Weibo posts during the first two weeks of the initial outbreak
and COVID-19 resurgence were used to identify frequently
discussed topics on each containment measure.

Topics Related to the Lockdown Measure
For the initial outbreak, the top 3 topics related to the lockdown
measure were attitudes towards the lockdown in Wuhan
(n=5915/36,027, 16.42%), discussions on containment measures
other than the lockdown (n=5120/36,027, 14.21%), and
expressions of negative sentiments owing to the pandemic, such
as fear, worry, depression, and panic (n=4090/36,027, 11.35%)
(Figure 4). Among posts related to attitudes toward the
lockdown in Wuhan, 2473 of 5915 (42%) posts expressed
support for the policy, while 220 (4%) expressed opposition

toward the policy, along with 720 (12%) posts that indicated
that the lockdown should have been implemented earlier.
Regarding resurgence in Beijing, the leading 3 topics were
public containment measures (n=867/2619, 33.10%), impacts
on daily life (n=681/2619, n=26.00%), and nucleic acid tests
for COVID-19 (n=220/2619, 8.40%). Since more targeted
responses had been used during the resurgence, containment
measures excluding lockdown became the main focus of Weibo
posts, whereas posts related to the lockdown decreased from
16.42% to 5.88%. After the resumption of work, people paid
more attention to how containment measures would affect their
daily lives or work, and thus the proportion of relevant posts
increased from 10.88% to 26.00%. Consequently, there were
discussions about the impact of containment measures on the
economy and industry. Noticeably, people expressed more
biases by ascribing the emergence and spread of the pandemic
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to Wuhan residents during the initial outbreak; in contrast, this
was barely mentioned during resurgence in Beijing. Other topics
during the initial outbreak included an appeal for personal
protection (10.36%), lockdowns outside Wuhan (6.68%), people

leaving Wuhan (6.51%); shortages in the supply of medical
equipment, including masks, were not widely discussed (3.11%).
Topics such as vaccines and nucleic acid tests only emerged
during resurgence.

Figure 4. Proportion of posts related to frequently discussed topics on the lockdown measure during the initial outbreak and the resurgence of COVID-19
in China. The columns show the proportion of posts on each topic among all posts related to the lockdown measure. Pie charts show the proportion of
various attitudes toward some topics during the initial outbreak.

Topics Related to the Test-Trace-Isolate Measure
During the initial outbreak, 30,826 of 63,644 (48.44%) posts
related to the test-trace-isolate measure were opinions on
pandemic control, which expressed hope or trust in rapid control
of the pandemic and contained suggestions about specific
containment measures and descriptions of the status of its spread
(Figure 5). During resurgence, the percentage of posts
expressing opinions on pandemic control decreased to 27.13%
owing to public confidence in effective response measures. The
second-most popular topic during the initial outbreak was
quarantine and protective measures, which were only indicated
in 1.62% of posts during resurgence. In the initial outbreak,
7.8% of posts expressed public attitudes toward the
test-trace-isolate measure, while during resurgence, 46.39% of
users expressed their attitudes. This further illustrates how the
discussion’s focus shifted from the status of pandemic control

to targeted response measures. Interestingly, public attitudes
toward the test-trace-isolate measure differed between these 2
periods of the pandemic in China. In the initial nationwide
outbreak, only 3921 of 6506 (60%) posts supported the
test-trace-isolate strategy. However, during resurgence in
Beijing, the proportion of posts supporting the test-trace-isolate
policies increased to 90% (n=3853/4292). Posts indicating panic
decreased from 21% to 1%, and those related to queries
decreased from 15% to 5%. Users expressing reluctance to be
tested or quarantined accounted for 4% of posts during these 2
periods. Furthermore, different topics emerged during these 2
periods. During the initial outbreak, some posts (2.86%)
discussed medical equipment and health professionals, while
during resurgence, people discussed the impact of the
test-trace-isolate measure on schooling, work, daily lives, and
the status of the pandemic worldwide.
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Figure 5. Proportion of posts related to frequently discussed topics on the test-trace-isolate measure during the initial outbreak and the resurgence of
COVID-19 in China. The columns show the proportion of posts on each topic among all posts related to the test-trace-isolate measure. Pie charts show
the proportion of various attitudes toward the test-trace-isolate measure between the initial outbreak and resurgence.

Topics Related to the Suspension of Gatherings
Among posts on the suspension of gatherings, 7487 of 19,466
(38.46%) and 834 of 3487 (23.92%) posts indicated the
cancellation of travel plans and small-scale gatherings during
the initial outbreak and resurgence, respectively (Figure 6). The
proportion of posts describing the suspension of mass gathering
events increased drastically from 3.07% during the initial
outbreak to 31.09% during resurgence, which indicates that the
public response was much more sensitive to the suspension of

mass gathering events such as sports and concerts, during
resurgence. Other common topics during these 2 periods
included travel restrictions, closure of public places, and
elimination of unnecessary daily outings. In addition, 2735 of
19,466 (14.05%) posts discussed the extension of the Spring
Festival holiday and postponing of the return to work during
the initial outbreak, among which, 55% of users supported the
extension of the holiday. During resurgence, discussions on
issues regarding population movement emerged, such as visas
and immigration.

Figure 6. Proportion of posts related to frequently discussed topics on the suspension of gatherings during the initial outbreak and the resurgence of
COVID-19 in China. The columns show the proportion of posts on each topic among all posts related to the suspension of gatherings. Pie charts show
the proportion of various attitudes toward some topics during the initial outbreak.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Through social media surveillance, we analyzed and compared
the level of public engagement, sentiment expressed, and

frequently discussed topics related to 3 primary containment
measures during the initial outbreak and the resurgence of
COVID-19 in China. As the pandemic control strategy switched
from lockdown to a targeted response during resurgence, public
responses became more rational. During the initial outbreak,
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the number of Weibo posts escalated drastically after the
lockdown in Wuhan, a high proportion of posts indicated a
negative public sentiment toward all 3 primary containment
measures, and topics related to discrimination emerged. During
resurgence, however, the public showed less engagement and
less negative sentiments, were more supportive towards
containment measures, and shifted their focus to the impacts of
containment measures on their daily lives or their work.

Monitoring of public responses for pandemic control strategies
is crucial for obtaining rapid feedback and informing strategy
adjustments during a pandemic. Previous studies have reported
that social mobilization and community engagement were central
to the Ebola response in West Africa [42-44]. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, especially during the initial outbreak,
Weibo users in China raised questions regarding the pandemic’s
source, shortage of medical equipment, and discrimination
against Wuhan residents. A considerable number of Weibo posts
expressed panic or queries regarding containment measures.
This is worth noting, since previous studies have reported that
panic and queries regarding containment measures and
discrimination may inhibit community engagement and dampen
pandemic control [19]. During resurgence, public concerns
regarding containment measures changed to focus on their
impact on daily life. Policymakers should pay close attention
to these changes in the public response to track the most vital
needs of the population during the different stages of the
pandemic and to address public concerns through timely and
effective communication [45,46]. This can improve public
compliance and engagement with containment measures and
facilitate their implementation [47,48].

During COVID-19 resurgence in Beijing, a more targeted
response strategy was applied for the high-risk population, and
the general population was less impacted. Frequently discussed
topics on Weibo during resurgence suggested that the lives of
the public were returning to normal; there were no longer topics
regarding discrimination and the shortage of supplies, and the
overall negative sentiment toward all containment measures
was lower during resurgence than during the initial outbreak.
The shifts in discussed topics and the public sentiment might
also be related to the reduced stringency of these containment
measures. Concurrent with previous reports, stricter measures
were followed by a more marked negative sentiment [16]. The
public may become fatigued to containment measures when the
pandemic resurges. In our study, public responses were more
sensitive to the suspension of mass gathering events during
resurgence than during the initial outbreak. Therefore,
governments should balance the benefits of containment
strategies to their impacts on daily life and the economy to
formulate tailored response strategies during COVID-19
resurgence.

As more information on COVID-19 and its control has become
available, governments have found alternatives to tailor their
response strategies to its resurgence. Using the test-trace-isolate
measure for high-risk populations, Beijing flattened the
contagion curve and gained control over the pandemic within
1 month. Our study indicates that this targeted response strategy
better matches public concerns. With the normalization of the
pandemic, people cared more about their life and the economy.

during the pandemic, such as the return to school or work, going
to concerts, traveling, immigration, and sports events. The
targeted response strategy focuses on high-risk populations and
has less restrictions on most people's lives, which might help
reduce the negative public sentiment during resurgence. A
modeling study predicted that, compared with the
community-wide lockdown strategy, the targeted response
strategies would be less costly [49] and could help revive
industries and the economy. China's economy data revealed that
its gross domestic product decreased by 6.8% in the first quarter
of 2020 during the complete lockdown but increased by 3.2%
and 4.9% in the second and third quarters of 2020, respectively,
with the test-trace-isolate measure targeting high-risk
populations [50]. Therefore, more targeted response strategies
should be promoted during subsequent COVID-19 resurgence.

Overall, the public reaction to the initial outbreak indicated a
drastic escalation in public engagement, as evident from the
increased number of negative sentiments after implementation
of the lockdown, and, in comparison, targeted containment
measures during resurgence gained more rational responses and
greater support. The public expressed a high level of panic
(21%) during the initial outbreak but virtually no panic (1%)
during resurgence. Only 4% of the public expressed reluctance
to be tested or quarantined during both the initial outbreak and
resurgence, which is an important consideration for public health
efforts to achieve universal compliance. The targeted
test-trace-isolate measure received the greatest support among
all 3 containment measures during the initial outbreak, and its
support rate approached approximately 90% during resurgence.
The evolution of public responses toward containment measures
indicated that targeted test-trace-isolate strategies were more
acceptable to the public. Governments should take public
responses on social media into consideration, and develop more
targeted test-trace-isolate strategies to prepare for the future
resurgence of COVID-19.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, Weibo is more widely
used by younger people, and some users simply read Weibo
posts but do not post their own content. Therefore, caution
should be exercised when interpreting our findings in the context
of the general public. We used Python to curate all relevant
Weibo posts for analysis; therefore, our data are valid enough
to reflect the opinions and responses of the Weibo users. Second,
as an unsupervised text classification algorithm based on the
“bag-of-words model” [38], LDA may lead to misclassification
of Weibo posts. However, such misclassification is random;
that is, it does not specify a certain direction (positive or
negative) [51]. Therefore, it does not cause an interpretation
bias in a comparative study. To control for this potential bias,
we randomly sampled and manually classified Weibo posts to
rectify for misclassification and improve accuracy. Future
studies should perform real-time social media surveillance with
more advanced machine learning techniques (eg, bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers), and conduct
long-term, multilingual, and multiplatform public response
surveillance for the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Conclusions
Compared to the initial outbreak, the public became more
rational during COVID-19 resurgence. The public expressed
less engagement and less negative sentiment on containment
measures, were more supportive towards containment measures,
and shifted their focus to the impact of containment measures

on their daily life or work during resurgence. Targeted
test-trace-isolate strategies were more acceptable to the public.
This study indicates that pandemic control strategies should be
more targeted during subsequent COVID-19 resurgence, such
as test-trace-isolate strategies targeting high-risk populations,
to balance pandemic control and its impact on daily life and the
economy.
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Abstract

Background: Global efforts toward the development and deployment of a vaccine for COVID-19 are rapidly advancing. To
achieve herd immunity, widespread administration of vaccines is required, which necessitates significant cooperation from the
general public. As such, it is crucial that governments and public health agencies understand public sentiments toward vaccines,
which can help guide educational campaigns and other targeted policy interventions.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop and apply an artificial intelligence–based approach to analyze public sentiments
on social media in the United Kingdom and the United States toward COVID-19 vaccines to better understand the public attitude
and concerns regarding COVID-19 vaccines.

Methods: Over 300,000 social media posts related to COVID-19 vaccines were extracted, including 23,571 Facebook posts
from the United Kingdom and 144,864 from the United States, along with 40,268 tweets from the United Kingdom and 98,385
from the United States from March 1 to November 22, 2020. We used natural language processing and deep learning–based
techniques to predict average sentiments, sentiment trends, and topics of discussion. These factors were analyzed longitudinally
and geospatially, and manual reading of randomly selected posts on points of interest helped identify underlying themes and
validated insights from the analysis.

Results: Overall averaged positive, negative, and neutral sentiments were at 58%, 22%, and 17% in the United Kingdom,
compared to 56%, 24%, and 18% in the United States, respectively. Public optimism over vaccine development, effectiveness,
and trials as well as concerns over their safety, economic viability, and corporation control were identified. We compared our
findings to those of nationwide surveys in both countries and found them to correlate broadly.

Conclusions: Artificial intelligence–enabled social media analysis should be considered for adoption by institutions and
governments alongside surveys and other conventional methods of assessing public attitude. Such analyses could enable real-time
assessment, at scale, of public confidence and trust in COVID-19 vaccines, help address the concerns of vaccine sceptics, and
help develop more effective policies and communication strategies to maximize uptake.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26627)   doi:10.2196/26627
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Introduction

The imminent availability of COVID-19 vaccines poses a
pressing need to continually monitor and better understand
public sentiments in order to develop baseline levels of
confidence in them among the general public and enable the
identification of early warning signals of loss in confidence [1].
This will help address the concerns of vaccine sceptics [2-4]
and develop the required public trust in immunization [5,6] to
realize the goal of generating herd immunity [7].

Traditionally, governments use surveys to understand public
attitude; however, these typically have limitations including
small sample sizes, closed questions, and limited spatiotemporal
granularity. In order to overcome these limitations, we argue
that social media data can be used to obtain more, real-time
insights into public sentiments and attitudes with considerable
spatiotemporal granularity. Over half of the worldwide
population, including approximately 70% the populations of
the United Kingdom and the United States, are active social
media users, and social media usage has significantly increased
during the pandemic; for instance, Facebook usage increased
by 37%. Since social media data are largely unstructured, they
are amenable to the application of established artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques such as machine learning, deep
learning (DL) [8], and natural language processing (NLP) [9]
to extract topics and sentiments from social media posts.

Sentiment analysis involves categorizing subjective opinions
from text, audio, and video sources [9] to determine polarities
(eg, positive, negative, and neutral), emotions (eg, anger,
sadness, and happiness), or states of mind (eg, interest vs
disinterest) toward target topics, themes, or aspects of interest
[10]. A complementary approach, termed stance detection [11],
assigns a stance label (favorable, against, and none) to a post
on a specific predetermined target, which in itself may not be
referred to or be the target of opinion in the post. Such
approaches are currently underutilized in health care research.
In particular, there is significant untapped potential in drawing
on AI-enabled social media analysis to inform public policy
research.

Methods

Ethics
Since the data analyzed in this study were completely in the
public domain, no ethics review was necessary. We conducted
a thorough assessment of the privacy risk that our study posed
to individuals, in accordance with previous reports [12,13], to
ensure compliance with relevant sections of the General Data
Protection Regulation. We strived to comply with best practices
for user protection [14,15], ensuring that nonpublic material is

not included in our data set. Further, to comply with privacy
laws and social network policies in accordance with the General
Data Protection Regulation to collect data from Twitter [16]
and Facebook CrowdTangle [17] platforms, we have not shared
or published direct tweets or posts by individuals, quotes from
individuals, or names or locations of users who are not public
organizations or entities.

Data Sources
We used data from both Facebook and Twitter, two of the most
popular and representative social media platforms [16]. We
used Facebook posts and tweets that were posted in English in
the United Kingdom and the United States from March 1 to
November 22, 2020. Facebook posts were obtained through the
CrowdTangle platform [17] and Twitter posts from a publicly
available Twitter API. We used hydrated tweets from the global
COVID-19 data set [18], which collects up to 4,400,000 tweets
per day (including retweets) and up to 1,100,000 cleaned tweets
without retweets. The total number of tweets hydrated and used
in this study was >158,000,000. Facebook posts and tweets
were thematically filtered for both COVID-19– and
vaccine-related keywords and then geographically filtered for
the United Kingdom and the United States. The first step in
filtering COVID-19–related keywords involved widely used
terms from the data set of Banda et al [18] (Multimedia
Appendix 1). Vaccine-related terms used for second step
filtering were selected by our team: “vaccine,” “vaccination,”
“immunise,” “immunize,” “immunisation,” and “immunization.”
A 2-step thematic filtering process was applied using these
keywords before processing and analysis.

Analysis
The filtered data set was initially preprocessed (eg, removing
links, hashtags, and stop words) and a new hierarchical hybrid
ensemble–based AI model was developed for thematic sentiment
analysis. This utilized an average weighting ensemble [19] of
2 lexicon-based methods: Valence Aware Dictionary for
Sentiment Reasoning (VADER) [20] and TextBlob [21]. These
were combined with a pretrained DL-based model, Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [22], using
a rule-based ensemble method (Figure 1).

A random 10% sample of Facebook posts and tweets was then
manually annotated by the team and screened against our hybrid
ensemble AI model’s sentiment classifications for refinement
and validation. The hybrid ensemble model was optimized on
the basis of the validation results, with sensitivity and specificity
analysis revealing that the lexicon-based methods provided
generally better accuracy for positive sentiments, and the BERT
model generally provided better accuracy for neutral and
negative sentiments, as illustrated using normalized confusion
matrices (Multimedia Appendix 1).
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Figure 1. Hierarchical hybrid-ensemble–based artificial intelligence model and data pipeline for thematic sentiment analysis. BERT: Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers, VADER: Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning.

VADER and TextBlob were combined though weighted
averaging (VADERx0.45 + TextBlobx0.55), with TextBlob
assigned a marginally higher weight of 0.55 owing to its
performance. The weighted averaged output from the lexicons
was combined with the output of the BERT model, using a final
rule–based ensemble. The final output was combined through
“If” and “Else” statements on the basis of the model’s output
sentiments.

A number of established NLP techniques were used to analyze
the processed data (Multimedia Appendix 1). Specifically, in
addition to analyzing averaged sentiment trends and their
geospatial mappings in the United Kingdom and the United
States, we statistically analyzed the trends with Pearson
correlation coefficient (r) and compared the findings with those
of independent surveys. Sentiment word cloud and N-gram
analyses were performed for specific periods of interest, around
points of inflexion on sentiment trend graphs, to identify topics
of discussion and to gain insight into the positive and negative
content of online discourses. The analysis was also carried out
over the entire study period to identify underlying themes and
topics. Findings were validated, and further insights were

obtained through manual reading of randomly selected posts
around target points of interest by our team. Relevant social
media data sets and outputs were anonymized, and statistical
aggregates were made openly accessible for transparency and
reproducibility (additionally through a publicly available
dashboard [23]).

Results

Temporal Sentiment Trends
Monthly volume trends of the filtered Facebook posts and tweets
in the United Kingdom and the United States for the target study
period are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. Figure 2 shows
the averaged (weekly) positive, negative, and neutral Facebook
sentiments in March-November 2020 in the United Kingdom
and the United States. We identified topics of discussion on
points of interest in the graphs. These are referred to in our
descriptive analysis of the graphs below, and some are
highlighted in Figures 2 and 3. It was interesting to note that
the difference between the averaged positive and negative
sentiment trends was more pronounced on Facebook than on
Twitter.

Figure 2. Averaged weekly trends in Facebook sentiments for (A) the United Kingdom and (B) the United States.
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Figure 3. Average weekly trends in Twitter sentiments for (A) the United Kingdom and (B) the United States.

For the United Kingdom, positive sentiments on Facebook
displayed the most prominent trend (Figure 2A), showing a
steady increasing trend since May 2020, corresponding to the
initiation of vaccine trials and the recruitment of the first trial
volunteer. We observed a peak in mid-August 2020, which was
potentially associated with news on vaccine development in the
United Kingdom and Russia. Negative sentiments on Facebook
displayed an inverse trend to that of positive sentiments, and
discourse was centered around vaccine conspiracies and halting
of trials. For the United States, positive sentiments on Facebook
displayed the most prominent trend, showing a small peak in
August 2020, which was associated with posts relating to
research on the COVID-19 vaccine in Russia. Moreover,
negative sentiments on Facebook displayed a slight increase in
mid-September 2020, which was associated with posts relating
to the accelerated development of the COVID-19 vaccine
(Figure 2B). More recently, from mid-October 2020, the trend
of positive sentiments on Facebook in the United Kingdom and
the United states increased, partly because of announcements
from Pfizer Inc and Moderna Inc on successful vaccine trials
[24].

Figure 3 illustrates the positive, negative, and neutral sentiments
on Twitter from March to November 2020 for the United
Kingdom and the United States. Figure 3A shows that in the
United Kingdom, positive sentiments on Twitter displayed the
most prominent trend, showing a small peak at the end of April
and July of 2020, the former related to the first human vaccine
trial. The negative sentiment trend on Twitter displayed peaks
in July and October of 2020, simultaneously with the United
Kingdom opting out of the European Union vaccination scheme
and halting of the phase III vaccine trials at the University of
Oxford owing to safety concerns [25]. Figure 3B shows that in
the United States, positive sentiments on Twitter displayed the
most prominent trend, showing major peaks from end-September
to end-November of 2020, which was related to claims by
ex-President Donald Trump regarding a vaccine being ready in
a few weeks and an increase in Twitter discourse due to his
reference to the “herd mentality.” We observed a small peak in
the negative trend graph in mid-September 2020, which was
related to halting of the phase III vaccine trial at the University
of Oxford.

For both the United Kingdom and the United States, we
observed a marked increase in the positive sentiment trend,
since end-October 2020, which was related to recent
breakthrough announcements by Pfizer Inc and Moderna Inc.
Analysis of social media conversations indicated public
optimism, with trial results being hailed as “good” and
“amazing” and with “hope” prevailing for the “new year”
(Multimedia Appendix 1). A notable peak in the negative
sentiment trends for both countries, in approximately
mid-October 2020, was associated with the growing
antivaccination movement and with concerns regarding “fake
news” and “misinformation.”

Statistical Analysis of Sentiment Trends
Statistical analysis (results detailed in Multimedia Appendix 1)
involved the assessment of the strength of the association
between the predicted sentiment in the trend graph and the
accuracy of the labeled data. Overall, regarding COVID-19
vaccines, we observed stronger sentiments on Twitter for the
United States, with both positive and negative sentiments
displaying stronger increasing and decreasing trends,
respectively, compared to the United Kingdom. Public
sentiments on Facebook reflected a reduction in positive
sentiments and an increase in neutral sentiments in both the
United Kingdom and the United States, with positive sentiments
displaying a slightly stronger decreasing trend in the United
Kingdom than in the United States.

Sentiment Word Clouds and Text N-Gram Analysis 
We performed sentiment word cloud and text N-gram analyses
for the entire study period to identify and analyze notable events
that were of interest to social media users, and the findings are
summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1 (some of these were
also identified in the aforementioned analysis, on the sentiment
trend graphs).

Geospatial Sentiment Analysis
A geospatial map of overall (averaged) sentiments at the state
level in the United States is shown in Figure 4 (left), and it
indicates that most states had a negative sentiment. The states
with an overall negative sentiment toward COVID-19 vaccines
were concentrated in the West and Midwest regions,
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namely Idaho, Kansas, New Hampshire, West Virginia, and
Alabama. The states with an overall positive sentiment were in
the East, namely Maine, Colorado, Georgia, and Hawaii.

A geospatial map of averaged sentiments toward COVID-19
vaccines at the county level in the United Kingdom is shown
in Figure 4 (right). In contrast with the United States, most

counties in the United Kingdom had an overall positive
sentiment toward COVID-19 vaccines. The counties with the
most positive sentiments included Cornwall, Kent, East Sussex,
Surrey, and Dorset in England and Aberdeenshire, Angus, and
Stirlingshire in Scotland. Furthermore, the counties with the
most negative sentiments were West Sussex, Somerset, North
Yorkshire, and Durham in England.

Figure 4. Geospatial mapping of averaged social media public sentiments in the United States (left) and the United Kingdom (right) toward COVID-19
vaccines (1 or green: positive sentiments, 0: neutral sentiments, and -1 or red: negative sentiments).

Overall Averaged Sentiments
Overall averaged sentiments in the United Kingdom and the
United States on Facebook and Twitter are shown in Figure 5
and in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 5. Overall averaged sentiments: (A) Twitter sentiments in the United Kingdom, (B) Twitter sentiments in the United States, (C) Facebook
sentiments in the United Kingdom, and (D) Facebook sentiments in the United States.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
We analyzed temporal variations in public sentiments toward
COVID-19 vaccines in the United Kingdom and the United
States. We identified, evaluated, and mapped the key events
impacting positive, negative, and neutral sentiments to the
temporal trends. We also mapped spatial variations in public
sentiment to regions in the United Kingdom and states in the
United States. Our geospatial maps can help identify areas with
more negative sentiments toward COVID-19 vaccines, which
can be further studied for potential interventions, to allay the
underlying public fears and concerns.

Our findings indicate that online public discourse on Facebook
and Twitter across the United Kingdom and the United States
is evolving, with both complementary and contrasting insights
obtained from the 2 popular platforms. Comparative analysis
revealed that over the 9-month study period, averaged public
sentiment toward COVID-19 vaccines has been mostly positive
and similar in both the United Kingdom and the United States
across both platforms (57.70% average across both platforms
for the United Kingdom vs 56.80% for the United States).
Positive sentiments were related to public opinions on vaccine
development, related trials, and news related to vaccine
availability. 

On both platforms, overall averaged negative sentiments were
found to be similar for the United Kingdom (22.50%) and the
United States (24.10%). It is interesting to note that Twitter
sentiments appeared more negatively biased, with the proportion
of negative sentiments being almost 2-fold those on Facebook,
for both the United Kingdom (27.95% vs 17.04%) and the
United States (30.57% vs 17.73%), which potentially reflects
their respective user demographics. This finding appears
consistent with those of Waterloo et al [16], who reported that
public opinions were often more negatively biased on Twitter
than on Facebook, with public opinions being more positively
biased on Facebook. Negative sentiments in our study were
related to public apprehensions and concerns regarding delays
or pauses in vaccine trials, vaccine safety, corporations, and
governments influencing vaccine availability and rights
exclusivity for economic benefits.

A comparative analysis with independent surveys was carried
out. Our findings related to trends of averaged positive and
negative sentiment across the United Kingdom and the United
States were found to correlate broadly. In the United States,
during the early stages of the pandemic, polling indicated that
a significant minority had low trust in a vaccine; for example,
a Yahoo News/YouGov survey in May 2020 [26] reported that
only 55% of people in the United States intended to get
vaccinated against COVID-19, while almost 1 in 5 (19%)
individuals would not get vaccinated. A similar survey in July
2020 [27] reported that 42% of people in the United States
would get vaccinated (27% would not get vaccinated), while a
survey in September 2020 [28] reported that only 36% of people
in the United States were certain they would get vaccinated
(32% would not get vaccinated). More recently, an Axios-Ipsos
survey in November 2020 reported, consistent with the findings

of our social media analysis, a marked increase in the proportion
of individuals who are likely to get vaccinated (51% were “very”
or “somewhat” likely to take the first-generation vaccine; this
proportion would increase to 70% if the vaccine was proven
safe and effective by public health officials) [29].

In the United Kingdom, a YouGov survey in June 2020 [30]
reported that 41% of respondents would “probably” or
“definitely” get vaccinated, while 1 in 6 (16%) respondents
would “definitely” or “probably” not get vaccinated. The survey
also reported that individuals who used social media more than
traditional media as their source of news were 9% less likely
to be in favor of being vaccinated. A more recent YouGov
survey in the United Kingdom in November 2020 [31], related
to the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, reported that 67% of
individuals were “very” or “fairly” likely to take the vaccine
when available, and approximately 1 in 5 (21%) individuals
were unlikely to take it. While there has been a slight increase
in the proportion of individuals unlikely to take the vaccine, the
proportion of those likely to get vaccinated has increased,
indicating a reduction in the number of individuals who were
previously unsure. This could be attributed in part to the recent
announcements by vaccine manufacturers, and our results
corroborate this finding with a marked increase in positive
sentiments since mid-October 2020, in both the United Kingdom
and the United States, across the 2 social media platforms.
Further studies on changes in sentiments could further the
current understanding of factors that have contributed to this,
with particular focus on the impact of government education
programs.

Limitations
It is important to consider the limitations of our data sources
and techniques and the related challenges and opportunities
they present for future research. While we attempted to gauge
nationwide public sentiments in the United Kingdom and the
United States by analyzing posts in English on both Facebook
and Twitter, our data may not be representative of the broader
population of both countries. Users are known to differ in their
usage and preferences regarding social media platforms on the
basis of their sociodemographics (eg, age, socioeconomic status,
and political affiliation). Vaccines are likely to be preferentially
targeted at older populations and possibly ethnic minorities,
communities with historically lower rates of vaccine uptake
[32,33]. Further exploration is therefore imperative to increase
our understanding of the public perception toward vaccines and
their underlying behavioral determinants [34]. Social network
analysis [35,36] can be performed in conjunction with DL
methods to effectively identify sources of fake news or
misinformation and their social networks to help deal with
infodemic challenges [37,38]. Demographic data including age,
gender, race, and geographic origin can also be inferred from
social media profiles of users by using AI techniques [39]. This
can help categorize distinct groups and inform the development
of demographic-level engagement and tailored communication
strategies to promote diversity and inclusion in vaccination
campaigns. These can also effectively account for the fact that
there are genuine knowledge voids being filled by
misinformation [34].
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The technical limitations of our approach include challenges in
determining the geographic location of users and issues relating
to the accuracy of the AI techniques (eg, interpreting sarcasm
and implicit context). Alternative deep neural networks [40-42]
and fuzzy-based approaches [43,44] can be explored and
potentially integrated as part of our ensemble model in an
attempt to further refine the present findings. The 2-step
keyword-based thematic filtering process and the use of
geotagged posts in this study resulted in relatively small sample
sizes. This could be improved by using more sensitive filtering
and data-driven search mechanisms, network metadata (such
as likes and retweets), and additional social media and
web-based platforms. On account of the current study
limitations, our approach should only be used in conjunction
with other techniques for understanding public sentiments, such
as focus groups, input from civil society organizations, surveys,
and public consultations.

Future studies could consider conducting periodic public surveys
over the period of interest being explored through social media
analysis. This would ensure that both methodologies were
informed by each other over the course of the study to enable
more granular spatiotemporal analysis, thus allowing more
robust comparisons from reciprocal findings and deeper insights
for policymakers. These could also complement other qualitative
methods, such as in-depth interviews and ethnographic studies,
as part of mixed-study approaches. Manual annotation or
labeling of datasets is imperative when training AI models for
NLP tasks to ensure accuracy and generalizability. These can
be affected by the skill of annotators and the proportion of the
data set that is labeled. Confounding factors, such as political
affiliations, should also be included in future studies, by
applying further filters to screen strategies and through targeted

demographic analysis, to further the current understanding of
the underlying determinants of public sentiments. Attitudes
toward different vaccine manufacturers could also be explored
to identify and assess effective public engagement strategies to
build support for ethical principles and maximize the uptake of
the imminently available vaccines.

Conclusions
One of the main threats to the resilience of vaccination programs
globally is the rapid and global spread of misinformation. Public
confidence in COVID-19 vaccines can be exacerbated by
unproven concerns regarding vaccine safety, which seed doubt
and distrust. Furthermore, there have been cases where vaccine
debates have been purposefully polarized, thus exploiting the
doubting public and system weaknesses for political purposes,
while waning vaccine confidence elsewhere may be influenced
by a general distrust in the government and scientific elites.
Recent surveys and polls in the United Kingdom and the United
States have indicated the fragility of support for vaccination,
which furthers the requirement for a better understanding of
underlying public concerns and attitudes, both at scale and in
real time. Retrospective analysis of 2 popular and most
representative social media platforms in this study demonstrates
the potential of AI-enabled real-time social media monitoring
of public sentiments and attitudes to help detect and prevent
such fears and also to enable policymakers to understand the
reasons why some social groups may be reluctant to be
vaccinated against COVID-19. This can inform more effective
policy-making and promote participatory dialogue on complex
vaccine deployment issues, under conditions of uncertainty,
including decisions on prioritization and equitability, to help
maximize the uptake of imminently available vaccines.
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Abstract

Background: Limited information is available about the present characteristics and dynamic clinical changes that occur in
patients with COVID-19 during the early phase of the illness.

Objective: This study aimed to develop and validate machine learning models based on clinical features to assess the risk of
severe disease and triage for COVID-19 patients upon hospital admission.

Methods: This retrospective multicenter cohort study included patients with COVID-19 who were released from quarantine
until April 30, 2020, in Korea. A total of 5628 patients were included in the training and testing cohorts to train and validate the
models that predict clinical severity and the duration of hospitalization, and the clinical severity score was defined at four levels:
mild, moderate, severe, and critical.

Results: Out of a total of 5601 patients, 4455 (79.5%), 330 (5.9%), 512 (9.1%), and 301 (5.4%) were included in the mild,
moderate, severe, and critical levels, respectively. As risk factors for predicting critical patients, we selected older age, shortness
of breath, a high white blood cell count, low hemoglobin levels, a low lymphocyte count, and a low platelet count. We developed
3 prediction models to classify clinical severity levels. For example, the prediction model with 6 variables yielded a predictive
power of >0.93 for the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. We developed a web-based nomogram, using these
models.

Conclusions: Our prediction models, along with the web-based nomogram, are expected to be useful for the assessment of the
onset of severe and critical illness among patients with COVID-19 and triage patients upon hospital admission.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25852)   doi:10.2196/25852
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Introduction

COVID-19, an infectious disease, is currently spreading at an
unprecedented pace. The World Health Organization declared
COVID-19 a public health emergency of worldwide concern
on January 30, 2020, and subsequently a pandemic on March
11, 2020. The COVID-19 pandemic has posed challenges to
public health systems worldwide [1,2].

The clinical spectrum of SARS-CoV-2 infection ranges from
asymptomatic to fatal, requiring mechanical ventilation [3].
According to initial data from China, the clinical spectrum of
COVID-19 is broad, with most infected individuals experiencing
only mild or subclinical illnesses, especially in the early phase
of the disease [4]. However, a recent study reported that
approximately 14%-30% of hospitalized patients diagnosed
with COVID-19 develop a severe respiratory failure that requires
intensive care [5-7]. The wide range of outcomes observed,
ranging from subpopulations that are mainly asymptomatic to
those with substantial fatality rates, calls for risk stratification.

Although dexamethasone and remdesivir have recently been
considered a preferred treatment strategy, it is still difficult to
use them universally for all patients with COVID-19 [8]; hence,
supportive treatments to protect multiorgan functions are a major
resource for reducing mortality [9,10]. Several promising
innovative drugs and treatment strategies are under investigation;
however, until they become commercially available, the capacity
of the medical system remains limited, prompting the need for
making rationing decisions [10,11]. We argue that early
identification of patients at the risk of severe respiratory failure
would facilitate better resource planning and help set up
effective organizational and clinical interventions, including
early pharmacotherapy to prevent admission to the intensive
care unit.

Since COVID-19 is a pandemic, many studies have assessed
regional clinical features among patients. Pandemic preparedness
and strategies differ among countries, and the clinical
characteristics of patients admitted to medical facilities seem
to vary in different cohorts.

We obtained data on 5628 confirmed patients with COVID-19
admitted to hospitals in Korea and analyzed their clinical
features and clinical findings upon admission. Therefore, the
objectives of this study are to (1) develop models that predict
which individuals are at a high risk of severe disease and their
duration of hospitalization in a cohort of hospitalized patients
with a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 and (b) generate a
web-based nomogram based on these models. Our results are
expected to provide clinicians with a better understanding of
the clinical course of COVID-19 and a guideline for critical
care rationing.

Methods

Data Source and Study Design
This is a retrospective, multicenter cohort study conducted in
Korea. The data used in this study were public data provided
by the Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency (KDCA)
in Korea. Data were collected by the KDCA from physicians
at multiple centers. The study cohort included 5628 patients
with COVID-19 confirmed through the RT–PCR test and
hospitalized or released from quarantine upon recovery by April
30, 2020.

A total of 41 variables were recorded for each patient. These
41 variables are classified into 7 types (Multimedia Appendix
1, Table S1). Among the 41 variables provided by KDCA, 35
were used as predictors, including demographics, physical
measurements, initial vital signs, comorbidities, and laboratory
findings collected upon admission. We excluded 6
pregnancy-related variables because they were applicable only
to women. This study was approved by the institutional review
board of Seoul National University (protocol# E2008/003-004).

Definitions of the Primary and Secondary Outcomes
In this study, the primary outcome of interest is the maximum
clinical severity score (CSS). The original CSSs provided by
the KDCA have 8 levels (Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S2).
The CSSs contain ordered information about the clinical severity
of patients with COVID-19. For example, the lowest level (ie,
level 1) represents no activity restrictions and the highest level
(ie, level 8) represents death. As shown in Figure 1, each patient
may go through different CSS levels during the course of
hospitalization. For each patient, the “max CSS” was defined
as the maximum level of CSS reported through their hospital
duration (Figure 1). Instead of the original 8 levels, the severity
was reclassified into 4 levels depending on the patient’s
condition to determine the appropriate treatment in our study.
Accordingly, the modified CSS (mCSS) was defined as mild,
moderate, severe, and critical (Multimedia Appendix 1, Table
S2). The mild group included patients with no activity
restrictions, which corresponded to 1 in the original CSS levels.
The moderate group displayed limited activity but did not
require oxygen therapy. This group corresponded to the original
CSS level of 2. Patients who received oxygen therapy were
classified under the severe group and those who received
ventilation or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation or those
who died were classified under the critical group. The severe
group corresponded to original CSS levels of 3 and 4, and the
critical group corresponded to original CSS levels of 5, 6, 7,
and 8.

The secondary outcome was the total duration of hospitalization
from the time of admission to discharge. In Korea, once a patient
tests positive for COVID-19 on the RT–PCR test, he/she would
be admitted to hospital or an isolation facility immediately. Our
data set contains data on only the hospitalized patients with
COVID-19 having clinical findings such as blood test results.
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the definition of the maximum clinical severity score. CSS: clinical severity score.

Data Preprocessing
Among 35 predictor variables, 7 variables including body
temperature, heart rate, and 5 laboratory results were continuous
variables, while all the other variables were categorical
variables. Among the 7 continuous variables, body temperature
and heart rate were recategorized. Specifically, body temperature
was divided into 2 categories with 37.5°C considered the
threshold, and the heart rate was divided into 3 groups of <60
beats/min, 60-100 beats/min, and ≥100 beats/min. Among the
28 original categorical variables, age, body mass index (BMI),
systolic blood pressure (SBP), and diastolic blood pressure
(DBP) were recategorized. Age was originally grouped into
10-year-old intervals: <10 years, 10-19 years, 20-29 years, 30-39
years, 40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69 years, 70-79 years, and
≥80 years. Of these groups, the values of the age groups of 0-9
years and 10-19 years were merged into 1 group. For BMI, 5

groups were formed: <18.5 kg/m2, 18.5-22.9 kg/m2, 23-24.9

kg/m2, 25-29.9 kg/m2, and ≥30 kg/m2. Of these groups, values

ranging 25-29.9 kg/m2 and ≥30 kg/m2 were merged into 1 group.
For SBP, 5 groups were initially formed: <120 mmHg, 120-129
mmHg, 130-139 mmHg, 140-159 mmHg, and ≥160 mmHg.
For DBP, 4 groups were initially formed: <80 mmHg, 80-89
mmHg, 90-99 mmHg, and ≥100 mmHg. SBP and DBP were
divided into 2 groups based on the values of 140 mmHg and 90
mmHg, respectively.

To analyze the primary outcome (ie, mCSS), 5601 samples were
used, excluding missing observations. To analyze the secondary

outcome (ie, the duration of hospitalization), 5387 samples were
used after excluding patients who died through the course of
hospitalization. The median duration of hospitalization was 24
days. Accordingly, we classified the duration of hospitalization
into two treatment groups: short-term and long-term.

Predictive Marker Selection Through Univariate
Analysis
To identify candidate predictive markers related to the primary
and secondary outcomes, univariate analysis was first performed.
On univariate analysis, mCSS was considered a continuous
variable. We performed correlation analysis between mCSS
and continuous predictors using the Pearson, Spearman, and
Kendall rank correlation tests [12,13], two-tailed t test for binary
predictors, and analysis of variance for multilevel categorical
predictors. Furthermore, we performed the Cochran–Armitage
Trend test [14] to identify predictors with a linear trend of
mCSS. For the duration of hospitalization, we used a Cox
proportional hazards (CoxPH) model to identify candidate
predictive markers [15].

Development and Evaluation of the Prediction Model
Figure 2 shows the workflow for model development and
evaluation. To avoid overfitting, we evaluated testing errors by
splitting the total data set into training and testing data sets in
a ratio of 2:1 in a stratified manner, by considering the ratio of
the max CSS 4 levels and the long- or short-term group. To
maintain the same scale for predictor variables, we standardized
each predictor variable.
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Figure 2. Workflow for model building and evaluation. AUC: area under the curve, LASSO: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, SVM:
support vector machine.

In order to develop models that predict the max CSS, the 4-level
mCSS was combined into two levels in three ways such as (1)
y1: mild (mCSS=1) vs above moderate (mCSS≥2), (2) y2: below
moderate (mCSS≤2) vs above severe (mCSS≥3), and (3) y3:
below severe (mCSS≤3) vs critical (mCSS=4). We fit 3 logistic
regression models for binary responses. For multiple marker
selection, stepwise variable selection was performed on the
basis of the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) [16], and we used the least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator (LASSO) regression method [17,18]. For
both stepwise and LASSO variable selections, 5-fold
cross-validation was performed. For prediction models, we
considered logistic regression, random forest (RF) classification,
and a support vector regression machine [19,20]. Each prediction
model was fit using markers selected through stepwise and
LASSO regression analyses. The performance of each model
was evaluated on the basis of the AUC, sensitivity, and
specificity. The optimal threshold for sensitivity and specificity
was selected as the threshold value with the maximum balanced
accuracy. All analyses were implemented in the R package
(version 3.6.1, The R Foundation).

Results

Demographics and Clinical Characteristics
The demographics and clinical characteristics of the 5628
patients, with particular focus on the risk predictors for mCSS
or the duration of hospitalization, are presented in Table 1. A
complete list of all predictors is provided in Multimedia
Appendix 1, Table S3. Among them, 1785 (31.8%) patients
were aged over 60 years, and 2320 (41.2%) were male. In total,
1299 (29.4%) patients were overweight or obese by Asia-Pacific
BMI criteria. At the time of initial admission, 1936 (35.3%)
patients had an SBP of ≥140 mmHg, and 887 (15.9%) had a
body temperature of ≥37.5°C. At the time of diagnosis, the
patients experienced the following symptoms: fever (n=1305,
23.2%), sputum production (n=1619, 28.8%), shortness of breath
(SOB) (n=666, 11.8%), and altered consciousness or confusion
(ACC) (n=35, 0.6%).

The patients had the following underlying comorbidities:
diabetes mellitus (DM) (n=691, 12.3%), hypertension (HTN)
(n=1201, 21.4%), heart failure (HF) (n=59, 1.0%), asthma
(n=128, 2.3%), and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) (n=40, 0.7%). Initial mean laboratory values were 13.3
(SD 1.8) g/dL for hemoglobin, 39.2% (SD 5%) for hematocrit,
29.1% (SD 11.7%) for the proportion of lymphocytes,
236,733/µL (SD 82,921/µL) for the platelet count, and 6126/µL
(SD 2824/µL) for the white blood cell (WBC) count.
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Table 1. Demographics and clinical characteristics of the study participants with COVID-19a (N=5624).

P value for differences in the duration
of hospitalization

P value for differences in the modified
clinical severity score

ValueVariables

<.001<.001Age (years), n (%)

272 (4.8)0-19

1119 (19.9)20-29

564 (10.0)30-39

742 (13.2)40-49

1146 (20.4)50-59

916 (16.3)60-69

545 (9.7)70-79

324 (5.8)≥80

N/Ab<.001Sex, n (%)

2320 (41.2)Male

3308 (58.8)Female

N/A.002BMI (kg/m2), n (%)

260 (5.9)<18.5

1867 (42.2)18.5-22.9

1039 (23.5)23.0-24.9

260 (5.9)≥25

.005<.001Systolic blood pressure (mmHg), n (%)

3550 (64.7)<140

1936 (35.3)≥140

N/A.003Heart rate (beats/min), n (%)

108 (2.0)<60

4563 (83.0)60-100

828 (15.1)≥100

<.001<.001Body temperature, (°C), n (%)

4699 (84.1)<37.5

887 (15.9)≥37.5

<.001<.001Fever, n (%)

4319 (76.8)No

1305 (23.2)Yes

<.001.06Cough, n (%)

3283 (58.4)No

2341 (41.6)Yes

<.001.002Sputum, n (%)

4005 (71.2)No

1619 (28.8)Yes

N/A<.001Sore throat, n (%)

4743 (84.3)No

881 (15.7)Yes

N/A<.001Runny nose or rhinorrhea, n (%)

5003 (89.0)No
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P value for differences in the duration
of hospitalization

P value for differences in the modified
clinical severity score

ValueVariables

621 (11.0)Yes

.001N/AMuscle aches or myalgia, n (%)

4698 (83.5)No

926 (16.5)Yes

.09<.001Fatigue or malaise, n (%)

5390 (95.8)No

234 (4.2)Yes

<.001<.001Shortness of breath or dyspnea, n (%)

4958 (88.2)No

666 (11.8)Yes

N/A<.001Headache, n (%)

4657 (82.8)No

967 (17.2)Yes

.04<.001Altered consciousness or confusion, n (%)

5589 (99.4)No

35 (0.6)Yes

<.001<.001Vomiting or nausea, n (%)

5380 (95.7)No

244 (4.3)Yes

<.001<.001Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

4934 (87.7)No

691 (12.3)Yes

<.001<.001Hypertension, n (%)

4424 (78.6)No

1201 (21.4)Yes

.03<.001Heart failure, n (%)

5566 (99.0)No

59 (1.0)Yes

.006<.001Chronic cardiovascular disease (except heart failure), n (%)

5430 (96.8)No

179 (3.2)Yes

N/A.003Asthma, n (%)

5497 (97.7)No

128 (2.3)Yes

.02<.001Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, n (%)

5585 (99.3)No

40 (0.7)Yes

N/A<.001Chronic kidney disease, n (%)

5570 (99.0)No

55 (1.0)Yes

.07<.001Cancer, n (%)

5479 (97.4)No
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P value for differences in the duration
of hospitalization

P value for differences in the modified
clinical severity score

ValueVariables

145 (2.6)Yes

N/A.004Chronic liver disease, n (%)

5219 (98.4)No

83 (1.6)Yes

.002<.001Dementia, n (%)

5075 (95.8)No

38 (0.7)Yes

<.001<.00113.3 (1.8)Hemoglobin (g/dL), mean (SD)

<.001<.00139.2 (5.0)Hematocrit (%), mean (SD)

<.001<.00129.1 (11.7)Lymphocytes (%), mean (SD)

<.001<.001236734 (82921)Platelet count (/μL), mean (SD)

N/A<.0016126 (2824)White blood cell count (/μL), mean
(SD)

aP values were obtained through Pearson correlation analysis for the modified clinical severity score and with the Cox proportional hazards model for
the duration of hospitalization.
bN/A: not applicable.

The Severity of COVID-19
Based on the severity of COVID-19, determined from the mCSS,
patients were divided into four levels: mild (n=4455, 79.5%),
moderate (n=330, 5.9%), severe (n=512, 9.1%), and critical
(n=304, 5.4%). Among patients aged >60 years, 1157 (64.8%)
1567 (87.8%) belonged to the severe and critical levels,
respectively. Specifically, patients in the severe and critical
levels and aged ≥60 years accounted for 135 (26.4%) and 58
(19.1%), respectively, of the mCSS cohort. Patients in the severe
and critical levels and aged ≥70 years accounted for 125 (24.4%)
and 89 (29.3%), and those aged ≥80 years accounted for 72
(14.1%) and 120 (39.5%), respectively. Furthermore, with
respect to the duration of hospitalization, patients aged >60
years were more frequently found in the long-term treatment
group than in the short-term treatment group.

Univariate Analysis
Table 2 shows the association between the 30 key prediction
markers and the mCSS, determined through univariate analysis
at a 5% significance level. Patients with an older age; high BMI;
SBP of ≥140 mmHg; high heart rate; body temperature of
≥37.5°C; 6 subjective clinical findings including fever, sputum,
fatigue or malaise, SOB, ACC, and vomiting or nausea (VN);
or 10 comorbidities including DM, HTN, HF, chronic
cardiovascular disease (CCD), asthma, COPD, chronic kidney
disease, cancer, chronic liver disease, and dementia were likely
to have a higher risk of severe disease. Men were found to be
at a higher risk of having a high mCSS than women (P<.001).
Furthermore, patients with a high WBC count or low values of
4 laboratory findings (hemoglobin, hematocrit, lymphocytes,
and platelets) tended to be at a higher the risk of severe disease
(P<.001).
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Table 2. Significant markers associated with the modified clinical severity score of the study participants with COVID-19a.

Kendall rank correla-
tion analysis

Spearman correlation
analysis

Pearson correlation analysisCochran–Armitage
trend test

t test (or ANOVA)Variable

P valueTP valueρP valuerP valueTP valuet (or F)

Qualitative

<.0010.32<.0010.38<.0010.41N/AN/A<.001N/AbAge

.01–0.03.01–0.03<.001–0.05N/A(1)c<.001–0.08Sex

.0070.04.0070.04.0020.05 (.002)N/AN/A<.001N/ABMI

<.0010.05<.0010.05<.0010.06 (P<.001)<.001N/A<.0010.11Systolic blood pres-
sure

.030.03N/A0.03 (.03).0030.04N/AN/A<.001N/AHeart rate

<.0010.18<.0010.18<.0010.18<.001N/A<.0010.43Temperature

<.0010.19<.0010.19<.0010.19<.001N/A<.0010.39Fever

.0060.04.0060.04.0020.04<.001N/A.0020.08Sputum

<.001–0.06<.001–0.06<.001–0.07N/A1<.001–0.17Sore throat

<.001–0.06<.001–0.07<.001–0.07N/A1<.001–0.19Runny nose or rhinor-
rhea

<.0010.05<.0010.05<.0010.06<.001N/A<.0010.24Fatigue or malaise

<.0010.30<.0010.31<.0010.36<.001N/A<.0010.95Shortness of breath

<.001–0.05<.001–0.05<.001–0.05N/A1<.001–0.12Headache

<.0010.14<.0010.14<.0010.18<.001N/A<.0011.98Altered consciousness
or confusion

<.0010.06<.0010.06<.0010.06<.001N/A<.0010.26Vomiting or nausea

<.0010.19<.0010.19<.0010.21<.001N/A<.0010.56Diabetes mellitus

<.0010.24<.0010.25<.0010.27<.001N/A<.0010.57Hypertension

<.0010.13<.0010.13<.0010.14<.001N/A<.0011.22Heart failure

<.0010.11<.0010.12<.0010.12<.001N/A<.0010.6Chronic cardiovascu-
lar disease

<.0010.04.0050.04.0030.04.001N/A.010.23Asthma

<.0010.08<.0010.08<.0010.09<.001N/A<.0010.93Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease

<.0010.12<.0010.12<.0010.14<.001N/A<.0011.19Chronic kidney dis-
ease

<.0010.07<.0010.07<.0010.08<.001N/A<.0010.43Cancer

.0050.04.0050.04.0040.04.002N/A.020.28Chronic liver disease

<.0010.28<.0010.29<.0010.29<.001N/A<.0011.26Dementia

Quantitative

<.001–0.15<.001–0.19<.001–0.22N/AN/AN/AN/AHemoglobin

<.001–0.17<.001–0.21<.001–0.24N/AN/AN/AN/AHematocrit

<.001–0.28<.001–0.35<.001–0.38N/AN/AN/AN/ALymphocytes

<.001–0.17<.001–0.22<.001–0.19N/AN/AN/AN/APlatelets

.020.03.020.04<.0010.12N/AN/AN/AN/AWhite blood cells

aFor each test, a variable with positive coefficient represents the predictor positively associated with an increase in clinical severity.
bN/A: not applicable.
cSex: Female=1, Male=0; clinical findings or comorbidities; Yes=1, No=0.
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The results of univariate analysis for the duration of
hospitalization are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S4.
We identified 20 key prediction markers associated with the
duration of hospitalization. Patients with an older age; SBP of
≥140 mmHg; body temperature of ≥37.5°C; 7 subjective clinical
findings including fever, cough, sputum, muscle aches or
myalgia, SOB, ACC, and VN; 6 comorbidities including DM,
HTN, HF, CCD, COPD, and dementia; or low values of blood
parameters including hemoglobin, hematocrit, lymphocytes,
and platelets tended to have a long duration of hospitalization.

Development and Evaluation of the Prediction Model
To develop prediction models for mCSS and the duration of
hospitalization, we selected multiple markers using AUC-based
stepwise selection and the LASSO method. For the application
of statistical and machine learning models, we defined three
binary response variables by regrouping the 4 levels of mCSS
into two levels as follows; (1) y1: mild (mCSS=1) vs above
moderate (mCSS≥2), (2) y2: below moderate (mCSS≤2) vs
above severe (mCSS≥3), and (3) y3: below severe (mCSS≤3)
vs critical (mCSS=4). Table 3 shows the results of variable
selection and evaluation for each y. Details regarding the
selected variables are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1, Table
S5. For each case, we aimed to develop a parsimonious model
with higher predictive power. Variables selected through the
LASSO method were determined as the final model for each y.
For y1, predictors including older age, high body temperature,
SOB, low lymphocyte value, and low platelet count were
selected as risk factors. The prediction model with these 5
predictors had an AUC of ≥0.83 (ie, AUC=0.830,
sensitivity=0.710, and specificity=0.843 for the RF model). For
y2, older age, high body temperature, SOB, low hematocrit and
lymphocyte values, and low platelet count were selected as risk

factors. The prediction model with these 6 predictors yielded
an AUC of ≥0.865 (ie, AUC=0.865, sensitivity=0.772, and
specificity=0.842 for the RF model). For y3, older age, SOB,
high WBC count, low hemoglobin and lymphocyte values, and
low platelet count were selected as risk factors. The prediction
model with these 6 predictors yielded an AUC of ≥0.933 (ie,
AUC=0.933, sensitivity=0.895, and specificity=0.865 for the
RF model).

Based on these 3 prediction models, we developed a prognostic
nomogram to predict the mCSS for each patient. The nomogram
is available on the internet for clinical use [21]. Figure 3 shows
an example of the developed nomogram. The fitted results of
the logistic model used to develop the nomogram are shown in
Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S6. Based on the standardized
β coefficients of the fitted results, we ranked the importance of
the predictors for each model (Figure 4) [22]. In Figure 4, the
x-axis represents the standardized β coefficient, and the relative
importance of the predictors is shown in descending order for
each model. In all 3 prediction models, the SOB ranked first.
The temperature selected in the 2 prediction models ranked
second in both models, y1 and y2. In all 3 prediction models,
lymphocytes ranked third.

We performed similar analyses for the duration of
hospitalization. The results of variable selection and evaluation
are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S7. The
prediction model selected 13 predictors through stepwise
selection, including age, hematocrit, cough, FM, platelets,
muscle aches or myalgia, dementia, asthma, VN, lymphocytes,
WBC count, diarrhea, and body temperature. This model yielded
an AUC of ≥0.601. With the LASSO method, only age was
selected, and the prediction model yielded a performance of up
to 0.571.
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Table 3. Prediction model and performance for the modified clinical severity score.

TestingTrainingModelSample sizeVariables, nVariable selec-
tion method

Re-
sponse

Speci-
ficity

Sensitivi-
ty

Area un-
der the
curve

Specifici-
ty

Sensitivi-
ty

Area un-
der the
curve

TestingTraining

0.7970.7750.8530.7450.8310.865Logistic re-
gression

1331264316Stepwisey1
a

0.7920.7650.8410.8880.8880.958Random for-
est

0.750.830.8560.8060.7830.87Support vec-
tor machine

0.8120.7450.8470.7940.7550.85Logistic re-
gression

135426865Least absolute
shrinkage and
selection oper-
ator

y1

0.8430.710.830.8470.7670.905Random for-
est

0.840.7390.8480.7870.770.854Support vec-
tor machine

0.7650.820.8640.8070.8030.891Logistic re-
gression

1459293114Stepwisey2
b

0.8370.7570.8340.850.8320.901Random for-
est

0.6870.8680.8540.7710.8340.887Support vec-
tor machine

0.7930.8120.8770.8320.7570.881Logistic re-
gression

134826836Least absolute
shrinkage and
selection oper-
ator

y2

0.8420.7720.8650.8410.870.943Random for-
est

0.8160.8120.8790.7680.8350.886Support vec-
tor machine

0.7660.9820.940.7950.9520.939Logistic re-
gression

1460293111Stepwisey3
c

0.910.8070.8630.9250.8710.931Random for-
est

0.8950.8420.9350.7890.9440.933Support vec-
tor machine

0.880.8840.9440.8730.860.923Logistic re-
gression

135726916Least absolute
shrinkage and
selection oper-
ator

y3

0.8650.8950.9330.9490.9840.991Random for-
est

0.9060.8740.9430.9180.8120.918Support vec-
tor machine

ay1: mild vs above moderate.
by2: below oderate vs above severe.
cy3: below severe vs critical.
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Figure 3. An example of our web-based nomogram.
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Figure 4. Importance of the predictors. SOB: shortness of breath, WBC: white blood cell.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we retrospectively assessed the characteristics of
5628 patients with COVID-19 from multiple hospitals in Korea
and identified the risk factors for predicting the maximum
clinical severity and duration of hospitalization. Older patients
aged >60 years accounted for 31.8% of the total, and patients
with mild disease accounted for 79.5% of the total. Through
univariate analysis for each outcome, we identified 30 risk
factors for mCSS and 20 risk factors for the duration of
hospitalization. Common risk factors between mCSS and the
duration of hospitalization included age, SBP, body temperature,
fever, sputum, SOB, ACC, VN, DM, HTN, HF, CCD, COPD,
dementia, hemoglobin, hematocrit, lymphocytes, and platelets.

We successfully developed 3 prediction models for mCSS by
combining mCSS with 4 levels into 2 levels and developed a
web-based nomogram [21] by using these models. Our results
indicate that age, body temperature, SOB, lymphopenia, a low
hematocrit, low hemoglobin, a low platelet count, and a high
WBC count were risk factors positively associated with the
maximum clinical severity of COVID-19. These 8 variables
have been reported as important predictor variables in the
medical literature [23-28]. Specifically, age, shortness of breath,
body temperature, lymphocytes, and hemoglobin have been
reported as variables for predicting admission to the intensive
care unit [23,25], critical illness [24,29], or severe disease
[26,27,30]. In particular, Wu et al [26] reported that the severe
group had a significantly lower platelet and higher WBC counts
than the nonsevere group. Furthermore, Zhang et al [28] reported
that hematocrit was significantly lower in the severe group than
in the nonsevere group. Our study provides a list of useful risk
predictors that can be widely used in a large health care
organization during the pandemic.

With an increase in the number of confirmed patients, the
number of severely symptomatic patients is also increasing,
thus posing a challenge to the management of severe patients
during COVID-19 outbreaks. The wide range of outcomes
observed, ranging from subpopulations that are mainly
asymptomatic to those with markedly high fatality rates, calls

for risk stratification. Timely identification of patients at a high
risk of developing acute respiratory distress syndrome or
multiple organ failure and performing risk stratification
management can facilitate more personalized treatment plans
and optimized use of medical resources and help prevent further
deterioration. To define identify individuals at a high risk of
severe disease, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
defined the following criteria for a high risk of severe disease:
age ≥65 years, living in nursing homes, and having at least one
underlying comorbidity including chronic lung disease, serious
heart conditions, severe obesity, diabetes, chronic kidney
disease, liver disease, or an immunocompromised status.

Age and the male gender identified as risk factors of severe
COVID-19 in our study have been previously confirmed as risk
factors in other countries [31,32]. An elevation in the body
temperature is the result of the progression of the infection;
hence, if the body temperature is high (≥37.5°C), the prognosis
is likely to be poor. In addition, shortness of breath can be
considered a symptom that occurs in the course of the disease,
since COVID-19 is a type of respiratory disease [33,34]. Among
the hematologic abnormalities we observed, we shall consider
2 variables: lymphocytes and platelets. Because lymphopenia
and immune dysregulation may impact disease severity,
especially because SARS-CoV-2 can directly infect
T-lymphocytes, which may be the underlying mechanism of
lymphopenia [35]. Regarding the finding of platelet
abnormalities, it can be explained that the development of
autoimmune antibodies or immune complexes induced by viral
infection may play an important role in inducing
thrombocytopenia. In addition, SARS-CoV-2 can also directly
infect hematopoietic stem or progenitor cells, megakaryocytes,
and platelets to inhibit growth and induce apoptosis;
furthermore, increased platelet consumption or decreased platelet
production in damaged lungs is a potential alternative
mechanism that may contribute to thrombocytopenia in severe
critical pulmonary conditions [36].

Limitations
Wynants et al [34] reviewed 50 COVID-19 prediction models
and reported that most of the models have a high risk of bias
when evaluated with the prediction model risk of bias
assessment tool [37]. They found that 2 common causes of bias
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in prediction models for COVID-19 were the lack of external
validation and selection bias. Our study also has these
limitations. Since the cohort of patients with COVID-19 in this
study includes those whose clinical course has not yet been
completed and those who may still potentially develop severe
disease, there is a chance that discharged patients without any
indication of severe disease during hospitalization would later
develop severe disease outside of hospital. In addition, our
model was not validated with an external cohort (including
foreign data), even though we divided the cohort into a training
and testing set to evaluate the predictive power of the developed
models. This limitation is mainly due to the limited research
environment and the time provided by KDCA to prevent data
leakage. Another study limitation is that the data did not include
smoking status, which is a very important aspect of an
individual's lifestyle, and medication history, especially their
history of taking corticosteroids, was not identified. This is an
important factor that is closely associated with the exacerbation
of the clinical course of COVID-19. The KDCA did not provide
information on the smoking status of these individuals because
these data were largely missing. In the future, it is expected that
more variables from a larger set of patients with COVID-19 be
included in the data set to increase the accuracy of the analysis
[38,39].

Recently, these prediction tools have been presented in various
ways worldwide, but variables with predictive power are
identified slightly differently depending on the characteristics
of the study population, including nationality and race. In
addition, these prediction models can be updated in the current

situation where the number of patients continues to rise.
Therefore, to develop a model with higher predictive power, it
is necessary to constantly compare and validate the results of
various studies.

Conclusions
In this study, we developed models that predict the clinical
severity of patients with COVID-19. Compared to previous
studies that focused on predicting admission to the intensive
care unit [23,25], critical illness [24,29], or severe disease
[26,27,30], our model used the largest cohort and showed higher
performances, even with a limited number of laboratory
variables. Specifically, in the case of the model for predicting
the critical group, the predictive power was >0.93. Furthermore,
we developed a web-based nomogram [21] that can be easily
applied visually.

These models are expected to be used as decision supporting
tools at the initial stage of treatment; that is, they can be used
to predict patients who might need intensive care owing to
deterioration among most patients hospitalized with mild or
asymptomatic conditions. They can also help hospitals that
manage in-patients acquire and use facilities such as negative
pressure beds, mechanical ventilation systems, and
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation equipment that must be
provided to patients with severe symptoms. If further validated
through a prospective study, our prediction model might serve
for both rationing decisions at health care levels and selecting
patients for randomized controlled trials on new treatment
options.
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Abstract

Background: The dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic vary owing to local population density and policy measures. During
decision-making, policymakers consider an estimate of the effective reproduction number Rt, which is the expected number of
secondary infections spread by a single infected individual.

Objective: We propose a simple method for estimating the time-varying infection rate and the Rt.

Methods: We used a sliding window approach with a Susceptible-Infectious-Removed (SIR) model. We estimated the infection
rate from the reported cases over a 7-day window to obtain a continuous estimation of Rt. A proposed adaptive SIR (aSIR) model
was applied to analyze the data at the state and county levels.

Results: The aSIR model showed an excellent fit for the number of reported COVID-19 cases, and the 1-day forecast mean
absolute prediction error was <2.6% across all states. However, the 7-day forecast mean absolute prediction error approached
16.2% and strongly overestimated the number of cases when the Rt was rapidly decreasing. The maximal Rt displayed a wide
range of 2.0 to 4.5 across all states, with the highest values for New York (4.4) and Michigan (4.5). We found that the aSIR model
can rapidly adapt to an increase in the number of tests and an associated increase in the reported cases of infection. Our results
also suggest that intensive testing may be an effective method of reducing Rt.

Conclusions: The aSIR model provides a simple and accurate computational tool for continuous Rt estimation and evaluation
of the efficacy of mitigation measures.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24389)   doi:10.2196/24389

KEYWORDS

compartmental models; COVID-19; decision-making; estimate; infection rate; infectious disease; modeling; pandemic; prediction;
reproduction number; SARS-CoV-2; United States

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic is currently underway. As of
September 2, 2020, over 6,000,000 individuals in the United
States have been reported positive for COVID-19. Modeling
studies are key to understanding the factors that drive the spread
of the disease and for developing mitigation strategies. Early
modeling efforts forecasted very large numbers of infected
individuals, which would overwhelm health care systems in
many countries [1-3]. These forecasts served as a call to action

for policymakers to introduce policy measures including social
distancing, travel restrictions, and eventually lockdowns to
avoid the predicted catastrophe [4-6]. The mitigating policy
measures have been successful in changing the dynamics of the
pandemic and in “flattening the curve,” such that fewer people
have needed to seek treatment at any given time, and this has
prevented the health care system from getting overwhelmed.

One of the most fundamental metrics that describes the
pandemic’s dynamics is the reproduction number Rt, which is
the expected number of secondary infections spread by a single
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infectious individual [7]. In 1906, Hamer [8] speculated that
the course of an epidemic is determined by the rate of contact
between susceptible and infectious individuals. Later, Kermack
and McKendrick [9] reported that epidemics end not when there
are no susceptible individuals left, but rather when each
infectious individual can infect, on average, <1 more individual.
The Rt depends on three factors: (1) the likelihood of infection
per contact, (2) the period during which infectious individuals
freely interact with susceptible individuals and spread the
disease, and (3) the rate of contact. The likelihood of infection
per contact (factor 1) is determined on the basis of pathogen
virulence and protective measures such as social distancing or
wearing masks. Free interactions between infectious and
susceptible individuals (factor 2) occur until the infectious
individual is self-quarantined or hospitalized, either when the
individual tests positive or experiences severe symptoms.
Finally, the rate of contact (factor 3) is strongly affected by
public health measures to mitigate risk [10], such as lockdowns
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, Rt is determined on the
basis of the biological properties of the pathogen and multiple
aspects of social behavior. When Rt>1, the number of cases is
expected to increase exponentially. The pandemic is considered
to have been contained when Rt decreases and remains at <1.
Real-time Rt estimation is critical for determining the effect of
implemented mitigation measures and future planning.

We propose a method for continuous estimation of the infection
rate and Rt to investigate the effect of mitigation measures and
immunity acquired by those who recover from the disease. We
estimated Rt with a Susceptible-Infectious-Removed (SIR)
model [9] that describes the dynamics of population
compartments as follows: individuals are initially “susceptible,”
contract the viral infection and become “infectious,” and are
then moved to the “removed” compartment once they are
quarantined or hospitalized, recover, or die. The SIR model is
one of the simplest epidemiological models that still captures
the main properties of an epidemic [11,12], and it has been
widely used in epidemic modeling studies. In most SIR
modeling studies, the model parameters were constant. An SIR
model with constant parameters, however, cannot be applied
for the COVID-19 pandemic because various mitigating
measures were introduced during pandemic progression. The
effect of policy changes on COVID-19 dynamics has been
modeled using the combination of an SIR model and Bayesian
inference [13,14]. In these modeling studies, the rate of infection
spread was assumed to be piece-wise linear among the 3 dates
of the implementation of policy changes. In another approach,
continuous estimation of Rt and an assessment of the effect of
mitigation measures were carried out on the basis of estimates
of the distribution of the serial intervals between symptom onset
in the primary and secondary cases [15-17]. Bayesian inference
and methods based on estimations of the serial interval include
multiple parameters whose values are not estimated from the
data. In contrast, we propose an adaptive SIR (aSIR) model in
which only one parameter—the removal rate—is determined
from the literature, while the second parameter—the infection
rate—is continuously estimated from the data through a sliding
window approach. A continuous Rt estimate is then obtained

using the infection rate estimate. The SIR model is described
as a system of differential equations, and the key idea in our
proposed method is that the initial conditions for each window
are considered as values estimated for the previous window.
The only additional hyperparameter is the length of the sliding
window. The proposed method retains the conceptual and
computational simplicity of SIR-type models and can be easily
extended through the introduction of additional compartments
supported by data.

Methods

Data
Data on daily and cumulative confirmed cases between February
29 and September 2, 2020, were obtained from John Hopkins
University (JHU), and the dates of interventions by state (eg,
state of emergency and stay-at-home orders) were obtained from
Wikipedia. The JHU data were available at 2 levels of
aggregation: county and state. JHU considers many sources for
reporting these data; county-level information was extracted
from the websites of the states’ departments of health, and
state-level data were extracted directly from the website of the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Model
The SIR model is a system of ordinary differential equations:

Here, S is the number of susceptible individuals, I is the number
of infectious individuals who freely interact with others and can
transmit the infection, R is the number of individuals excluded
from the other 2 compartments because they are quarantined or
hospitalized, have recovered and acquired immunity, or have
died. Several sources of government data on COVID-19 provide
the daily number of newly confirmed cases and a cumulative
number of confirmed cases. Careful consideration is required
to determine whether these numbers should be attributed to the
I or R compartment. In the United States, once an individual
has been confirmed positive for COVID-19, he/she is expected
to be either self-isolated or hospitalized. Therefore, we assigned
the data on confirmed cases to the R compartment, and we fit
the model to the cumulative number of confirmed cases.

The infection rate is determined as follows:

β = p × c           (2)

where p is the probability of being infected upon contact with
an infectious individual, and c is the average number of contacts
per day. We have no data that would allow us to estimate p and
c separately; hence, we directly estimated β, as is usually
performed when using SIR models.

The removal rate γ determines the rate at which infected
individuals are moved from the I to the R compartments. In the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, γ is determined from the
time taken for the appearance of severe symptoms, such that
the individual can be tested and is self-quarantined or
hospitalized, as required. Therefore, we assumed the duration
of the infectious period as the average time taken for the infected
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individual to be isolated, not the overall time for recovery. We
assumed that an individual is infectious from the day he/she
contracts the infection before symptom onset [18-20]. The
average time to symptom onset is 5-6 days [21-23]. We assumed
that the infectious period before the development of severe
symptoms is 6 days; hence, γ=1/6.

Time-Variant Parameter Estimation
The aSIR model contains two parameters, β and γ, with γ=1/6
obtained from the literature, and β estimated from the reported
data for each region of interest. The time-variant β(t) was
estimated using a sliding window of τ=7 days and step of s=1
day, with the estimated values for S and I obtained from the
previous window used as the initial conditions for the next
window.

The reproduction number was calculated as follows:

Rt(t) = β(t)/γ           (3)

For the first window, we determined the date when the number
of confirmed cases began to increase exponentially. This is
important because for many states or counties, very few
confirmed cases were initially reported for a number of days or
even weeks, which suggests that either the epidemic had not
started or the true number of infected individuals was unknown.
It is not reasonable to apply an SIR model for this initial period.
We considered the onset of the pandemic as the first of the 4
consecutive days in which the number of reported confirmed
cases increased in at least 3 days. The initial conditions for
system (1) for window 0 were as follows:

S0(0) = N           (4)

where N is the population in the region of interest, I0(0)=1, and
R0(0)=0. The infection rate βi and S(t), I(t) for t [0, τ—1] were
estimated from the initial conditions and actual R.

The window was slid by s=1 point. For the new i+1 window,
the initial conditions were considered as the estimated values
from the previous window Si+1(0)=Si(s), Ii+1(0)=Ii(s), and actual
Ri+1(0)=R(s). The actual values of R(t) were used, and the
infection rates βi+1 and Si+1(t), and Ii+1(t) were estimated.

For each window, the Rt.i was determined as follows:

Rt.i = βi/γ           (5)

The Rt.i was assigned to the last time point of the window. To
obtain a smooth estimate of Rt, we used a rolling average of 5
points.

Results

We fit the model for each state and county in the United States.
Model performance was evaluated by calculating the quality of
fit as the root mean squared error between the actual and fitted
R data for all windows concatenated (wRMSE). The fit was
excellent with wRMSE<6 across all states. Furthermore, we
calculated 1-day, 3-day, and 7-day forecasts of R after each
window (Figure 1A). The mean absolute prediction error for
the forecasts is provided in Table 1. The 1-day forecast error
did not exceed 2.6% across all states, while the 7-day forecast
error was large and approached 16.2% for New York. In
particular, the 7-day forecast strongly overestimated the number
of cases when Rt was rapidly decreasing (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. (A) Estimated Infectious and forecast Removed. (B) Estimated reproduction number Rt. The shaded region indicates the dates of the lockdown.
While the 1-day and 3-day forecasts are accurate, the 7-day forecast exhibits marked errors when Rt>1 and is rapidly decreasing.
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Table 1. Reproduction numbers and forecast accuracy for 50 US states.

MAPE (7-day forecast), %MAPE (3-day forecast), %MAPEb (1-day forecast), %Rt
a maxState

10.04.21.52.9Alabama

11.33.71.62.8Alaska

10.12.91.33.3Arizona

12.64.01.52.8Arkansas

6.32.91.72.5California

7.32.91.12.6Colorado

9.33.12.04.1Connecticut

7.92.91.72.4Delaware

4.41.80.82.1District of Columbia

9.34.42.03.6Florida

7.43.71.83.0Georgia

9.73.62.02.7Hawaii

13.64.82.43.4Idaho

8.52.51.34.0Illinois

10.44.01.43.8Indiana

8.03.61.82.8Iowa

8.63.51.63.0Kansas

11.24.92.63.0Kentucky

12.14.01.83.7Louisiana

6.72.81.22.0Maine

6.22.81.23.3Maryland

9.73.61.33.4Massachusetts

12.83.51.64.5Michigan

8.02.91.32.7Minnesota

9.33.01.22.9Mississippi

11.43.31.83.6Missouri

11.93.71.63.3Montana

9.74.12.02.5Nebraska

10.03.82.32.9Nevada

8.53.31.72.3New Hampshire

7.82.31.54.1New Jersey

7.33.42.22.3New Mexico

16.24.21.54.4New York

7.22.41.33.2North Carolina

12.64.81.82.4North Dakota

9.83.41.23.3Ohio

10.23.51.43.1Oklahoma

6.62.81.32.5Oregon

6.32.91.73.2Pennsylvania

6.83.11.52.4Rhode Island

10.64.32.13.5South Carolina

8.73.21.32.1South Dakota
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MAPE (7-day forecast), %MAPE (3-day forecast), %MAPEb (1-day forecast), %Rt
a maxState

12.54.82.23.5Tennessee

9.33.92.03.6Texas

8.33.11.43.2Utah

7.72.40.82.9Vermont

5.12.11.12.5Virginia

8.64.82.03.0Washington

14.03.91.63.5West Virginia

10.03.21.53.6Wisconsin

14.24.71.92.9Wyoming

aRt: reproduction number.
bMAPE: mean absolute prediction error.

The estimated time course of Rt for New York and Nassau
county, one of the most affected counties since the beginning
of the COVID-19 pandemic, are shown in Figure 1. The
estimated daily number of infectious individuals rapidly
increased and then gradually declined after the lockdown was
implemented on March 22, 2020 (Figure 1A). The estimated Rt

also declined upon implementation of the lockdown (Figure
1B). The time course of Rt exhibits weekly seasonality, which
likely reflects the effect of social interactions and possibly the
effect of fluctuations in case reporting on weekdays vs
weekends. For New York and Nassau county, Rt initially
increased, which may reflect the fact that the pandemic in New
York was continuously seeded by travelers arriving at John F
Kennedy International Airport until a ban on international travel
was implemented on March 12, 2020. This may also reflect the
fact that not all severe cases were initially recognized and
reported as COVID-19 cases. In Florida, Rt decreased to almost
1 by mid-April but then began increasing at the end of May
(Figure 1B). In June 2020, Florida authorities introduced more
stringent measures to control the pandemic, which is reflected
in the reduction in Rt in the second half of July 2020. The
opening of multiple states since June 2020 has been

accompanied by an increase in Rt beyond 1 (data not shown),
and close monitoring of Rt is needed to contain another wave
of the pandemic.

Next, we compared aSIR with the model developed by Cori et
al [15], implemented as R package EpiEstim, and a model
implemented by Systrom, Vladeck, and Krieger in rt.live [24]
(Figure 2). In EpiEstim, we assumed an equal probability of
infection within the infectious period of 6 days, the Rt estimate
was smoothed with a 7-point rolling average window, same as
that in aSIR. While all 3 models show similar estimates when
Rt approaches 1, their estimates differ considerably in the
beginning of the pandemic. In particular, the rt.live model [24]
returned a lower maximum Rt than the other 2 models and
estimated that Rt already decreased to 1 by the time the
lockdown was announced in New York on March 22, 2020
(Figure 2, shaded region). The EpiEstim and aSIR models
estimated similar peak values of Rt, and both models estimated
that Rt decreased and approached 1 in the first week of April
2020. Although both models show a rapid reduction in Rt in
March, the aSIR model shows a lagged change. However, we
are not aware of the ground truth data to determine which model
yields a more accurate estimate.
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Figure 2. Comparison of models that generate continuous Rt estimates. The three Rt estimates differ widely in the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In particular, the Rt estimated using the rt.live model of Systrom, Vladeck, and Krieger [24] decreased to 1 at the onset at the lockdown on March 22,
2020 (shaded region). aSIR: adaptive Susceptible-Infectious-Removed.

Finally, we investigated the effect of an abrupt increase in testing
on the estimated Rt (Figure 3). We assumed a step-wise 50%
increase in testing, which persisted after April 12, 2020 (Figure
3, left panel). Both aSIR and EpiEstim models exhibited a spike
in Rt. However, an increase in testing would help identify and
quarantine infectious individuals sooner, resulting in a shorter

infectious period and larger removal rate γ, in turn decreasing
Rt. We did not model a potential increase in γ. Instead, we
assumed that the underlying dynamics of the pandemic did not
change, and within 2 weeks both models returned to the Rt time
course estimated without an increase in testing.

Figure 3. Effect of a step-wise 50% increase in testing (left panel, dashed line). The 1-day forecast by the aSIR model adapts within a week. For the
Rt estimate, both EpiEstim and our aSIR models produced a spike, followed by a reduction (right panel, dashed lines) before returning to the unperturbed
Rt time course (solid lines). aSIR: adaptive Susceptible-Infectious-Removed.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We developed a simple approach to adaptively estimate the
time-varying parameters of the SIR model, using reported data
on the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases. This approach
adds to the already large literature on COVID-19 modeling in
2 ways. First, we estimate the parameters of the SIR model with
a sliding window of a limited duration (7 days) to account for
rapid changes in transmissibility and contact patterns in response
to changes in social behavior and government mitigation

measures. The window duration is a hyperparameter that can
be changed as needed, the trade-off being the accuracy of the
parameter estimates versus the rapid reaction to changes in the
underlying pandemic. Because the proposed model is so simple,
a number of scenarios can be explored as needed.

Second, we attribute the data on reported cases to the Removed
compartment rather than the Infectious compartment. This
modeling decision is based on the realities of the COVID-19
pandemic in the United States, where individuals with confirmed
COVID-19 are supposed to self-isolate or be hospitalized.
Although these individuals remain infectious and can infect
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other family members or caregivers even when self-isolated or
hospitalized, they would not freely interact with the susceptible
population, as would be required to attribute them to the I
compartment. The addition of a new X compartment in the SIR
model has been proposed to model symptomatic quarantined
infectious individuals [25]. However, we have no data to
independently estimate this additional parameter of quarantine
rate. For the same reason, we did not use the
Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed (SEIR) model because
we are not aware of reliable data on the duration of the exposure
period during which an infected person is not yet infectious.
Moreover, it has been reported that the SIR model performed
better than the SEIR model in representing the information
contained in the confirmed-case data on COVID-19 [26].

The reported number of positive COVID-19 cases represents a
fraction of infected individuals because of the limited testing
capacity in March and April 2020; consequently, only those
who developed severe symptoms were tested. Up to 80% of
infected individuals may have been asymptomatic or may have
experienced mild symptoms [27] and were not tested; hence,
for that period, our model applies only to the small
subpopulation with severe symptoms. However, this
subpopulation is of particular interest because it represents those
who are at the greatest risk, and Rt estimated from these limited
data can be used to guide policy decisions aimed at protecting
the most vulnerable population [28]. As the number of the tested
individuals increases, the short sliding window approach makes
our model adaptable to an increasing proportion of the
population (Figure 3).

Across all US states, the maximal Rt values were estimated for
New York (4.4) and Michigan (4.5) (Table 1), which is similar
to the mean value of 4.34 estimated for Italy [29] but higher
than that obtained with a stochastic transmission model [30,31].
The wide range of maximal values of Rt of 2.0-4.5 (Table 1)
likely reflects the differences in contact rates owing to the
population density [32,33]. Increased social distancing is
required to contain the spread of the pandemic [34,35], with
more stringent mitigation measures, including lockdown,
considered necessary to decrease the contact rate in high-density
states and counties. Another measure to decrease Rt is to
increase the removal rate γ through intensive testing and
quarantining of individuals who test positive. This targeted
intervention would strongly decrease the interaction between
infectious and susceptible individuals and maintain an Rt of <1
until a vaccine is available and while vaccination efforts are
ramping up. Intensive testing combined with social distancing
and mask wearing, followed by the isolation of individuals
confirmed with COVID-19, are key features of reopening
strategies for schools and universities [36-38]. Our model allows
researchers and policymakers to monitor Rt in different
geographic regions of the United States, better understand the
effect of government policies on the dynamics of the pandemic,

and develop further mitigation strategies as we continue to battle
COVID-19 [39,40].

Limitations
The SIR model is perhaps the simplest model that captures the
dynamics of a pandemic. It is based on several assumptions that
are valid only to some degree as we consider real-life scenarios.
The 2 main limitations of the original SIR model are that it has
constant parameters and it is deterministic. Our proposed aSIR
model allows us to estimate time-varying parameters and thus
removes the first limitation. The other limitation remains,
however. It is assumed that infectious individuals freely interact
with the susceptible population. The infection rate β
encompasses both the probability of transmission and the
average number of contacts per day. The SIR model does not
reflect interaction dynamics that are stochastic in nature and are
described by stochastic epidemiologic models [15-17,41]. In
its simplest form, the SIR model does not reflect the
heterogeneity of viral transmission reflected in overdispersion
or superspreading where few numbers of infected individuals
infect a large number of susceptible individuals [42-44]. The
removal rate γ is an average number of days until an infectious
individual is excluded and does not reflect the variability of this
interval, nor does it allow one to model a possibility of a
subsequent, albeit reduced transmission to caregivers or other
susceptible individuals as may happen in a real-life scenario.
Consequently, Rt, which is calculated using constants β and γ
rather than their distributions, does not reflect the stochastic
nature of the dynamics of the pandemic. Parameter distributions
can be obtained by applying Bayesian methods to SIR modeling
[45]. Moreover, a single value of Rt estimated for a large
population does not reflect differences in subpopulations, such
as age groups, which is especially relevant for COVID-19
[46-48]. The generation of a bank of aSIR models for each
subpopulation or region can provide a more realistic insight
into the dynamics of the pandemic across a larger population
[49,50]. Another critical assumption is that once an individual
is infected and recovers, he/she is no longer susceptible to
repeated infection; however, this assumption does not appear
strongly violated. Although some cases of repeated infection
with SARS-CoV-2 have been reported [51-53], the risk of
re-infection is considered low [54,55]. Overall, the SIR model
is a trade-off between the computational simplicity and veracity
of describing the real-life complexities of a pandemic.

Conclusions
SIR type models, particularly the proposed time-variant aSIR
model, have an advantage over more complex models in the
initial stages of a pandemic when critical public policy decisions
need to be made while the empirical data on interaction
dynamics, transmission rates, and the disease progression and
contagiousness from the moment of infection are not yet readily
available. Our model provides a simple and efficient method to
assess the efficacy of interventions as the pandemic progresses.
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Abstract

Background: Controlling the COVID-19 outbreak in Brazil is a challenge due to the population’s size and urban density,
inefficient maintenance of social distancing and testing strategies, and limited availability of testing resources.

Objective: The purpose of this study is to effectively prioritize patients who are symptomatic for testing to assist early COVID-19
detection in Brazil, addressing problems related to inefficient testing and control strategies.

Methods: Raw data from 55,676 Brazilians were preprocessed, and the chi-square test was used to confirm the relevance of
the following features: gender, health professional, fever, sore throat, dyspnea, olfactory disorders, cough, coryza, taste disorders,
and headache. Classification models were implemented relying on preprocessed data sets; supervised learning; and the algorithms
multilayer perceptron (MLP), gradient boosting machine (GBM), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), extreme gradient
boosting (XGBoost), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), support vector machine (SVM), and logistic regression (LR). The models’
performances were analyzed using 10-fold cross-validation, classification metrics, and the Friedman and Nemenyi statistical
tests. The permutation feature importance method was applied for ranking the features used by the classification models with the
highest performances.

Results: Gender, fever, and dyspnea were among the highest-ranked features used by the classification models. The comparative
analysis presents MLP, GBM, DT, RF, XGBoost, and SVM as the highest performance models with similar results. KNN and
LR were outperformed by the other algorithms. Applying the easy interpretability as an additional comparison criterion, the DT
was considered the most suitable model.

Conclusions: The DT classification model can effectively (with a mean accuracy≥89.12%) assist COVID-19 test prioritization
in Brazil. The model can be applied to recommend the prioritizing of a patient who is symptomatic for COVID-19 testing.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27293)   doi:10.2196/27293

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; test prioritization; classification models; medical diagnosis

Introduction

Overview
In modern medical systems, health care professionals, managers,
and governments use information and data analysis to make

decisions [1]. Data is stored, enabling rapid access and sharing
during the diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment of patients.
Therefore, there are propositions of eHealth and mobile health
(mHealth) systems to assist health care professionals and policy
makers with decision making [2,3]. Such systems are relevant
to provide decision support advice based on patients’ data,
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helping health care professionals and policy makers address
problems related to inefficient COVID-19 testing and control
strategies (eg, limited testing resources) in low- and
middle–income countries [4]. For example, people who live in
low- and middle–income settings, remote settings, and
hard-to-reach settings are the most affected by precarious health
care. Such a situation is even more critical in a pandemic
scenario.

COVID-19 is a disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 [5]. In
December 2019, the first cases of COVID-19 appeared in
Wuhan, Hubei Province, China [6]. Due to the high growth of
COVID-19 confirmed cases worldwide, on January 30, 2020,
the World Health Organization considered the COVID-19
outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern
[7].

Motivation and Problem Statement
As the number of COVID-19 confirmed cases continuously
increases, health care professionals and policy makers need to
define guidelines to prevent the disease, delaying the
transmission rates. Such guidelines are relevant due to the high
probability of collapse in health services and shortages of
medical supplies (eg, testing resources) [8]. Confirmation of
the first COVID-19 case in Brazil was in March 2020, and since
then, there has been an upward trend in confirmed cases and
deaths. Unfortunately, the Brazilian government has reported
more than 13 million cases, with more than 333,000 deaths.
Currently, Brazil is one of the most affected countries by
COVID-19, with insufficient control measure implementation.
Controlling the COVID-19 outbreak in Brazil is a challenge of
continental proportions due to the population’s size and urban
density, inefficient maintenance of social distancing and testing
strategies, and limited availability of testing resources [9].

This study addresses the COVID-19 testing prioritization for
patients who are symptomatic to assist early COVID-19
detection in Brazil. Addressing this problem is relevant due to
the need for prioritization guidelines to improve testing and
control strategies’ efficiency. Therefore, the main research
question (RQ) is can demographic characteristics and symptoms
that do not require expensive exams effectively assist the test
prioritization for early COVID-19 detection in Brazil? From
the main RQ, the four secondary RQs are (1) what demographic
characteristics are relevant to conduct the test prioritization?
(2) what symptoms are suitable to drive the test prioritization?
(3) what is the most suitable classification model for test
prioritization? and (4) what are the impacts of the reduction of
reported symptoms in the test prioritization?

Aim of the Study
The study relied on preprocessing a raw data set with
information on 55,676 patients, aiming to provide a

classification model that effectively recommends or not the
prioritization of patients who are symptomatic for COVID-19
testing (ie, a binary classification problem). The implementation
of classification models also relied on supervised learning and
the algorithms multilayer perceptron (MLP), gradient boosting
machine (GBM), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF),
extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), k-nearest neighbors
(KNN), support vector machine (SVM), and logistic regression
(LR). The algorithms were trained and tested using preprocessed
data sets composed of demographic characteristics and reported
symptoms that do not require expensive exams [10]. Use of
such symptoms is a relevant strategy for COVID-19 test
prioritization due to the majority of the Brazilian population’s
high poverty levels [11].

Our findings also provide insights for developers of eHealth
and mHealth systems when choosing the most suitable
classification model for COVID-19 testing prioritization. Such
insights are also relevant for health care professionals and policy
makers who envision applying a classification model to
prioritize patients who are symptomatic for testing. The study
enhances the state of the art by providing three main
contributions: (1) the preprocessing of raw data from 55,676
Brazilians, with the availability of data related to patients who
are symptomatic [10]; (2) the implementation of classification
models, along with reports of feature ranking, to support
COVID-19 test prioritization [12]; and (3) a comparative
analysis of the classification models.

Methods

Overview
This study’s research methodology consists of data
preprocessing, the definition of new data sets, English
translation, feature selection, 10-fold cross-validation, statistical
comparisons, and feature ranking (Figure 1). The raw data from
55,676 Brazilians were preprocessed to define new data sets
with information about patients who are symptomatic tested for
COVID-19 using reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) and rapid tests (antibody and antigen). The textual
descriptions of six preprocessed data sets (ie, RT-PCR
unbalanced, RT-PCR balanced, rapid unbalanced, rapid
balanced, both unbalanced, and both balanced) were translated
from Portuguese into English for public data availability. The
chi-square test was applied in the new data sets to support the
feature selection with a P<.01, verifying the relevance of
features for the classification task by dependence and
independence relations [13]. The chi-square test for
independence compared two variables in a contingency table
to verify if they relate to each other.
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Figure 1. Overview of the research methodology applied for the study. The methodological steps consist of data preprocessing, the definition of new
data sets, English translation, feature selection, 10-fold cross-validation, statistical comparisons, and feature ranking. AUPR: area under the precision-recall
curve; AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; DT: decision tree; GBM: gradient boosting machine; KNN: k-nearest neighbors;
LR: logistic regression (weak regularization); LRR: logistic regression (strong regularization); MLP: multilayer perceptron; RF: random forest; RT-PCR:
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; SVM: support vector machine; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

We applied the 10-fold cross-validation method, with five
repetitions, to validate the MLP, GBM, DT, RF, XGBoost,
KNN, SVM, and LR (weak/strong regularization) classification
models using the six data sets. We selected such algorithms
because they have different characteristics such as using neural
layers, tree combinations, and calculating the distance between
data. The mean results for classification metrics were also
calculated: precision, accuracy score, recall, Brier Score, area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC),
and area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC). The recall
results were further analyzed using the Friedman and Nemenyi
statistical tests to improve the classification models’
comparisons. We used the Friedman test to verify the differences
between classification models. We applied the Nemenyi test to
group classification models based on the verification of
differences using multiple comparisons. Finally, we conducted
features’ ranking for each classification model with the highest
performance using the permutation feature importance method,
providing average importance and SD. The source code for
replication is available in a GitHub repository [12].

Data Collection
The raw data from 55,676 Brazilians included information on
tested patients in a spreadsheet format. However, the data
collection is not a contribution of this study. The raw data was
collected by the public health agency of the city of Campina
Grande, Paraíba State in Northeast Brazil. Such a public agency

is informed by all the COVID-19 exams performed in the city
of Campina Grande. The health agency employees removed
patient identification, and the data made available were reused
to enable this study. The raw data set comprises categorical
features such as health professional, security professional,
ethnicity, test type, fever, sore throat, dyspnea, olfactory
disorders, cough, coryza, taste disorders, headache, additional
symptoms, test result, comorbidities, test status, and symptoms
description.

Data Preprocessing
We conducted the data preprocessing using the Python
programming language. The raw data set was preprocessed by
applying string matching algorithms to correct inconsistencies.
One example of inconsistency was the occurrence of empty
columns of symptoms; however, the same symptoms were in a
column for the general description of symptoms.

Furthermore, the following instances from the total 55,676
sample were removed due to our exclusion criteria: patients
with uncompleted tests or undefined final classifications
(n=12,929, 23.22%), duplicated instances (n=251, 0.45%),
outliers related to input errors (n=10,408, 18.69%), test types
that are not RT-PCR or rapid (n=771, 1.38%), undefined gender
(n=27, 0.05%), and patients who were asymptomatic (n=11,269,
20.24%). Patients who were asymptomatic were removed
because the inputs for the algorithms rely on demographic
characteristics and symptoms.
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Removing the feature related to the symptoms’ descriptions
provides dimensionality reduction in the raw data set feature
space. For example, fatigue was removed because the symptom
was reported by 228 (0.41%) of the 55,676 patients. Given the
main focus on symptoms, the data sets did not include
comorbidities and the remaining features (eg, ethnicity). As
inclusion criteria, the most frequently reported symptoms (ie,
fever, sore throat, dyspnea, olfactory disorders, cough, coryza,

taste disorders, and headache) and relevant demographic
characteristics (ie, gender and health professional) were selected
as features of unbalanced and balanced data sets (Table 1).
Health care professionals were considered relevant due to the
frequency of exposure to SARS-CoV-2. However, for gender,
there is no consensus if there is a difference in the proportions
of males and females infected with SARS-CoV-2 (usually a
relatively even distribution) [14,15].

Table 1. Demographic and symptoms from patients who are symptomatic of both test type data sets.

Balanced (n=3128)Unbalanced (n=20,021)Features

Demographic characteristics

1639 (52.40)8919 (44.55)Gender: male, n (%)

475 (15.19)2485 (12.41)Health professional, n (%)

Symptoms

1856 (59.34)9169 (45.80)Fever, n (%)

848 (27.11)5976 (29.85)Sore throat, n (%)

1082 (34.59)3704 (18.50)Dyspnea, n (%)

522 (16.69)1967 (9.82)Olfactory disorders, n (%)

1944 (62.15)11,641 (58.14)Cough, n (%)

266 (8.50)1159 (5.79)Coryza, n (%)

387 (12.37)1596 (12.37)Taste disorders, n (%)

577 (18.45)4034 (20.15)Headache, n (%)

The categorical data were converted into binary representations
during the preprocessing. For the feature gender, the number 0
represents a female patient, and 1 represents a male. For the
features health professional, fever, sore throat, dyspnea,
olfactory disorders, cough, coryza, taste disorders, and
headache, the number 0 represents a positive response, and 1
represents a negative response. For each data set, the test result
was the class that can be labeled as 0 for recommending a patient
who is symptomatic for COVID-19 test prioritization or 1 for
not recommending such patient’s prioritization.

The preprocessing included undersampling using the near-miss
technique [16], considering COVID-19 positive and negative
cases. Undersampling was applied instead of oversampling to
prevent the use of synthetic data in training and testing sets.
However, as stated, unbalanced data were also considered,
without undersampling, to improve the experiments’
representativity and to achieve a scenario closer to a real-world
setting, with more negative than positive COVID-19 cases.

Using the chi-square test for the both unbalanced and both
balanced data sets, the independence hypothesis was only
confirmed for headache. For the RT-PCR unbalanced data set,
the independence hypothesis was confirmed for sore throat,
dyspnea, headache, and coryza. In the rapid unbalanced data
set, the independence hypothesis was confirmed for sore throat
and health professionals features. For the RT-PCR balanced
data set, the independence hypothesis was confirmed for
dyspnea, cough, headache, and coryza; while for the rapid
balanced data set, the hypothesis was only confirmed for sore
throat. Such information was used for feature selection during
the experiments, presenting scenarios with different numbers
of symptoms to implement classification models. Furthermore,
we used a correlation matrix to analyze the correlation
coefficients between the features for each data set (Figure 2).
For example, fever was among the features with the highest
correlation coefficients for all data sets.
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Figure 2. Correlation matrix for (A) RT-PCR unbalanced data set, (B) RT-PCR balanced data set, (C) rapid unbalanced data set, (D) rapid balanced
data set, (E) both unbalanced data set, and (F) both balanced data set. RT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.

The both unbalanced data set was composed of 20,021 patients
tested by both RT-PCR and rapid tests. The reduction in the
number of patients occurred due to the uncompleted tests,
duplicated instances, outliers related to input errors, test type,
and patients who were asymptomatic. The both unbalanced
data set contained 1564 (7.81%) positive and 18,457 (92.19%)
negative COVID-19 cases, while the balanced one included
1564 cases of each class. From the female patients, 496 (2.48%)

were positive and 10,606 (52.97%) were negative cases. For
male patients, 1068 (5.33%) were positive and 7851 (39.21%)
were negative cases. Cough was the most frequent symptom
(n=11,641, 58.1%). Fever was the second most common
symptom (n=9169, 45.8%). The remaining symptoms were
reported by at most 5976 (29.9%) patients who were
symptomatic (Figure 3A).
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The both balanced data set contained 3128 patients tested by
RT-PCR and rapid tests. The near-miss technique reduced the
number of negative cases to be equal to positive cases; 496
(15.86%) were positive and 993 (31.75%) were negative cases
from the female patients. For males, 1068 (34.14%) were

positive and 571 (18.25%) were negative cases. Cough and
fever continued to be the first and second most frequently
reported symptoms, respectively. The remaining symptoms
were also reported by at most 1082 (34.6%) patients (Figure
3B).

Figure 3. (A) The frequency of symptoms for the 20,021 patients who were symptomatic of the both unbalanced data set and the number of CCs. Top
values are frequencies; numbers on the geometric forms are the CC for frequency. (B) The frequency of symptoms for the 3128 patients who were
symptomatic of the both balanced data set and the number of CCs.

Finally, the RT-PCR unbalanced data set included 916 (32.96%)
positive and 1863 (67.04%) negative COVID-19 cases, while
the balanced one included 916 cases of each class. The rapid
unbalanced data set included 648 (3.76%) positive and 16,594
(96.24%) negative COVID-19 cases, while the balanced one
included 648 of each class. The six scenarios’presentations aim
to compare the classification models’ results using various test
types. Thus, there was no requirement to implement different
clinical protocols or select patients with specific profiles for
testing based on the results related to the six scenarios presented
in this paper.

Algorithms
We implemented the classification models using supervised
learning and the MLP, GBM, DT, RF, XGBoost, KNN, SVM,
and LR algorithms. An MLP machine learning (ML) algorithm
[17] of one hidden layer learns the function:

where W1 represents the weights of the input layer, W2 represents
the hidden layer, b1 is the bias added to the hidden layer, b2 is
the output layer, and g is the activation function.

The GBM is a fixed-size DT that uses a boosting strategy [18].
This ML algorithm has a built-in feature selection and aims to

provide the estimation or approximation or the function F
* (x) that maps x to y, minimizing the expected value using a

loss function L(y, F(x)) over the joint distribution [19], given
by:

F * = arg minFEy,xL(y,F(x)) = arg minFEx[Ey(y,F(x)) | x] (2)

A DT is an ML algorithm that usually uses a divide and conquer
strategy to generate a directed acyclic graph by applying division
rules based on information gain [20]. The algorithm has a
built-in feature selection, and the information gain is guided by
the concept of entropy H, which measures the randomness of a
discrete random variable A (with domain a1, a2,..., an), given
by:

where pi is the probability of observing each value a1, a2,..., an.
This algorithm enables a straightforward interpretation of results
by following the decision rules of a unique tree.

The RF is an ML algorithm that relies on classification and
regression trees, following specific tree growing rules, tree
combination, self-testing, and postprocessing [21]. The
algorithm has a built-in feature selection, assessed by the Gini
impurity criterion index. The binary split of a node n is given
by:
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where pj is the relative frequency of class j. This algorithm also
enables a straightforward interpretation of results by following
the decision rules of the trees.

As a variant of the GBM, the XGBoost is a regression tree with
the same decision rules as a DT [22]. If the XGBoost ML
algorithm consists of K DTs, the optimization objective function
is given by:

where fk is an independent tree with leaf scores, and F is the
space of a regression tree. Both algorithms enable a
straightforward interpretation of results.

The KNN is a distance-based ML algorithm that identifies a
new instance based on a neighbor’s distance [23]. An instance
represents a point in the space, and the algorithm calculates the
distance between two points using a metric such as the Euclidean
distance, given by:

where xi and xj are vectors representing objects in the space,

and and are the l-th elements of the vectors.

The SVM is a ML algorithm that handles binary data using a
line to achieve the maximum distance between the data. The
algorithm comprises four basic concepts: separation hyperplane,
maximum margin hyperplane, soft margin, and kernel function
[17]. For instance, the maximization of the margin hyperplane
is given by:

where yi are the output variables, xi are input vectors, b is the
bias, K is a dot products function (Kernel), and αi is calculated
by the maximization of:

where xj are the named support vectors when αi is greater than
0.

Finally, the LR is an extension of linear regression that estimates
relations between variables using a sigmoid function during
probabilistic classifications [24], given by:

where z is the weighted sum of the evidence of a class.
Regularization can also be used to prevent overfitting. We
applied the LR algorithm to compare a compact and linear
model’s performance with the previous ML approaches.

We used the Python programming language and the SciPy
library [25] to implement and validate the classification models
based on such algorithms. We applied the random search method

to configure the algorithms’ hyperparameters to improve
performance carefully. The configurations can be verified in
the GitHub repository [12].

Classification Metrics
We calculated the precision, accuracy score, recall, Brier Score,
AUROC, and AUPRC for the classification models [26]. The
precision represents the proportion of classifications that are
true positives and is given by:

where TP is the true positives and FP is the false positives. The
accuracy score presents fractions of correct classifications and
is given by:

where A is the accuracy score, is the classified value of a
sample, yi is the corresponding true value, n is the number of
samples, and I(x) is the indicator function.

The recall calculates the actual positives that are correctly
positives and is given by:

where FN is the number of false negatives. It is relevant for
evaluating classifications related to diagnosis due to the highly
undesired impacts of false negatives.

The Brier Score provides the mean squared difference between
predicted probabilities and expected results, given by:

where ft is the predicted value, ot is the expected value, and n
is the number of samples.

Finally, the AUROC provides an overview of the diagnostic
abilities of the models. However, the use of the AUPRC is
usually recommended when handling problems using
unbalanced data.

Results

The implementations of classification models using the MLP,
GBM, DT, RF, XGBoost, KNN, SVM, and LR algorithms are
available in the GitHub repository [12]. Using 10-fold
cross-validation with five repetitions, the mean values of
precision, accuracy score, recall, and Brier Score of the
DT-based classification models were among the best results
(Table 2). Such models presented similar results using the six
data sets. For the RT-PCR unbalanced/balanced and both
unbalanced/balanced data sets, the LR algorithm was
outperformed by the other models. In the results, LR and LRR
stand for models with weak and strong regularization,
respectively.
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Table 2. Results of 10-fold cross-validation for the classification models using the unbalanced and balanced data sets.

Brier ScoreRecall (%)Accuracy score (%)Precision (%)Data sets and models

RT-PCRa unbalanced and balanced

0.04 (0.04)97.08 (95.80)96.24 (95.81)97.33 (95.86)MLPb, unbalanced (balanced)

0.04 (0.04)97.17 (95.47)96.30 (95.70)97.32 (95.95)GBMc, unbalanced (balanced)

0.04 (0.04)97.46 (95.97)96.55 (96.00)97.42 (96.06)RFd, unbalanced (balanced)

0.04 (0.04)97.04 (95.32)96.33 (95.91)97.49 (96.50)DTe, unbalanced (balanced)

0.04 (0.04)97.13 (95.10)96.30 (95.52)97.36 (95.94)XGBoostf, unbalanced (balanced)

0.03 (0.05)97.50 (95.04)96.55 (95.48)97.38 (95.92)KNNg, unbalanced (balanced)

0.04 (0.04)97.18 (95.34)96.19 (95.58)97.17 (95.84)SVMh, unbalanced (balanced)

0.13 (0.18)94.37 (90.93)86.72 (81.70)86.97 (76.86)LRRi, unbalanced (balanced)

0.13 (0.19)94.33 (88.53)86.72 (80.63)87.00 (76.56)LRj, unbalanced (balanced)

Rapid unbalanced and balanced

0.01 (0.05)99.32 (94.10)98.70 (95.40)99.33 (96.66)MLP, unbalanced (balanced)

0.01 (0.05)99.34 (94.50)98.72 (95.33)99.33 (96.18)GBM, unbalanced (balanced)

0.01 (0.05)99.44 (93.98)98.76 (95.21)99.26 (96.42)RF, unbalanced (balanced)

0.01 (0.05)99.27 (93.67)98.69 (94.59)99.37 (95.51)DT, unbalanced (balanced)

0.01 (0.05)99.34 (93.94)98.72 (95.41)99.33 (96.83)XGBoost, unbalanced (balanced)

0.01 (0.05)99.49 (91.63)98.84 (94.58)99.31 (97.43)KNN, unbalanced (balanced)

0.01 (0.04)99.37 (93.85)98.73 (95.60)99.30 (97.30)SVM, unbalanced (balanced)

0.04 (0.16)99.53 (87.93)96.23 (84.22)96.65 (82.00)LRR, unbalanced (balanced)

0.04 (0.15)99.32 (86.32)96.14 (85.33)96.75 (84.75)LR, unbalanced (balanced)

Both unbalanced and balanced

0.05 (0.11)99.20 (84.23)94.82 (89.18)95.36 (93.53)MLP, unbalanced (balanced)

0.05 (0.11)99.25 (84.38)94.73 (89.31)95.23 (93.67)GBM, unbalanced (balanced)

0.05 (0.11)99.32 (84.04)94.87 (89.22)95.31 (93.81)RF, unbalanced (balanced)

0.05 (0.11)99.10 (83.87)94.79 (89.12)95.43 (93.75)DT, unbalanced (balanced)

0.05 (0.11)99.21 (84.24)94.78 (89.22)95.32 (93.60)XGBoost, unbalanced (balanced)

0.09 (0.11)94.81 (83.86)91.09 (88.63)95.50 (92.77)KNN, unbalanced (balanced)

0.05 (0.11)99.30 (84.73)94.75 (89.33)95.21 (93.36)SVM, unbalanced (balanced)

0.08 (0.20)99.48 (80.11)92.04 (80.48)92.45 (80.79)LRR, unbalanced (balanced)

0.08 (0.19)99.36 (79.14)91.98 (81.08)92.49 (82.44)LR, unbalanced (balanced)

aRT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.
bMLP: multilayer perceptron.
cGBM: gradient boosting machine.
dRF: random forest.
eDT: decision tree.
fXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
gKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
hSVM: support vector machine.
iLRR: logistic regression (strong regularization).
jLR: logistic regression (weak regularization).

When removing features according to the chi-square results,
there was a considerable decrease in the classification models’

performances (Multimedia Appendix 1). However, in general,
the classification models continued presenting good
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performances. For example, the KNN classification model
presented the lowest accuracy score (77.42%) using the RT-PCR
balanced data set. The remaining classification models,
considering all data sets, presented accuracy scores between
80.15% and 97.58%. Depending on the preprocessed data set,
the LR (weak/strong regularization) continued to be
outperformed by the other algorithms. Presenting such scenarios
is relevant to analyze how the algorithms behave when models
are implemented with reduced reported symptoms.

In addition, by computing the AUROC using the RT-PCR, rapid,
and both test scenarios, the trade-offs between sensitivity
(true-positive rate) and probability (false-positive rate) were
identified, evidencing the diagnostic abilities of the classification
models when the discrimination threshold is varied (Figure 4).
The classification models presented high discriminatory power
for all scenarios, with the curves closer to each graphic
representation’s upper left corner. However, for such scenarios,
the KNN and SVM classification models presented the lowest
discriminatory power.

Given the three unbalanced data sets, there were more negative
than positive COVID-19 cases. We computed the AUPRC to
verify the classification models when handling the minority
class, analyzing the trade-off between precision and recall for
different decision thresholds (Figure 5). The AUPRC was
summarized using the average precision (AP), as a weighted
mean of precision. The RT-PCR unbalanced data set was mildly
unbalanced, with a baseline AUPRC of 0.33. The rapid
unbalanced data set was highly unbalanced, with a baseline
AUPRC of 0.04. This was also the case for the both unbalanced
data set, with a baseline AUPRC of 0.08. The DT and XGBoost
achieved the best AP value (65%) using the RT-PCR unbalanced
data set. For the remaining scenarios, the classification models
presented AP values between 80% and 96%.

We also applied the Friedman and Nemenyi tests to improve
confidence in evaluating the classification models, observing
that the experiments’ results were statistically significant. The
classification models were compared over the 6 data sets using
the Friedman test [27]. This comparison focused on the recall
results due to the highly undesired impacts of false negatives
in the COVID-19 application scenario (Figure 6). The null
hypothesis was that all classification models are equivalent and
have equal mean ranks. The tests resulted in a P<.001 for the
RT-PCR unbalanced (t=307.16), RT-PCR balanced (t=328.72),
rapid unbalanced (t=247.43), rapid balanced (t=239.20), both
unbalanced (t=226.98), and both balanced (t=343.10) data sets.
The results showed that the difference between the mean recall
values was probably real (P≤.1). The Friedman test ranked the
classification models for each data set, resulting in an average
rank for each classification model.

Based on the Friedman test results, the Nemenyi test [27] was
applied to compare the classification models using the mean
ranks. The critical difference (CD) between the classification
models was verified using the Nemenyi test, with α=0.1. The
CD is relevant to highlight if the classification models are
separated by an interval less than the CD, meaning that the

classification models were statistically indistinguishable. Thus,
for most of the data sets, the difference between LRR/LR
(statistically indistinguishable) and the other classification
models was highlighted by the CD using the mean recall results
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Depending on the data set, MLP and
GBM were also statistically indistinguishable, as was the case
of DT, RF, XGBoost, KNN, and SVM.

From the classification metrics results and the Friedman and
Nemenyi tests (Figure 6), the top five features of the
classification models with the highest performances (ie, MLP,
GBM, DT, RF, XGBoost, and SVM) were ranked using the
permutation feature importance method. Each average
importance and SD values were presented for the DT-based
classification models and the RT-PCR, rapid, and both types
scenarios (Table 3). The average importance and SD information
relate to reducing the feature importance when a feature is not
considered. For example, according to the frequency of
symptoms and the number of confirmed cases (Figure 3), fever
showed higher average importance values for almost all
scenarios than other reported symptoms. We also applied the
permutation feature importance method for the unbalanced data
sets (Multimedia Appendix 3).

We also present the results achieved using the permutation
feature importance method for detailing the feature ranking for
classifications with MLP and SVM models (Table 4). For
example, similar to the DT-based classification models, fever
presented higher average importance values for almost all test
scenarios than other symptoms reported by patients. For such
algorithms, we also present the average importance and SD for
the unbalanced data sets (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Therefore, the top five most significant features vary depending
on the algorithm used to implement the classification model
(Table 5). For the RT-PCR balanced data set, all algorithms
prioritized the same top two features (ie, fever and gender),
slightly differing in the top three and top five, while, for the
rapid balanced data set, all algorithms prioritized the same top
two features (ie, dyspnea and olfactory disorders), also slightly
different in the top three, top four, and top five. For the both
balanced data set, the algorithms prioritized the top two features
similar to the classifications with the RT-PCR balanced data
set. We also applied the permutation feature importance method
to rank features using the unbalanced data sets (Multimedia
Appendix 3).

In addition, to improve the experiments conducted to assist the
COVID-19 test prioritization, we combined the classification
models to define voting ensemble models using the majority
voting strategy (Multimedia Appendix 4). Two combinations
of classification models were considered for each data set:
DT-based models (ie, GBM, DT, RF, and XGBoost) and non-DT
models (ie, MLP, SVM, KNN, LRR, and LR). In general, for
the voting ensemble models implemented with the six data sets,
the mean results of classification metrics using 10-fold
cross-validation were similar to those of the MLP, GBM, DT,
RF, XGBoost, KNN, SVM, LRR, and LR models (Table 2).
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Figure 4. The models' ROC curves with (A) RT-PCR unbalanced, (B) RT-PCR balanced, (C) rapid unbalanced, (D) rapid balanced, (E) both unbalanced,
and (F) both balanced. AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; GBM: gradient boosting machine; KNN: k-nearest neighbors; LR:
logistic regression (weak regularization); LRR: logistic regression (strong regularization); Mlp: multilayer perceptron; ROC: receiver operating
characteristic; RT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; SVM: support vector machine; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
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Figure 5. Models' precision-recall curve with (A) RT-PCR unbalanced data set, (B) rapid unbalanced data set, and (C) both unbalanced data set. AP:
average precision; GBM: gradient boosting machine; KNN: k-nearest neighbors; LR: logistic regression (weak regularization); LRR: logistic regression
(strong regularization); Mlp: multilayer perceptron; PR: precision-recall; RT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; SVM: support
vector machine; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
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Figure 6. (A) The mean recall for the MLP, GBM, RF, DT, XGBoost, KNN, SVM, LRR, and LR classification models using the unbalanced data sets
for RT-PCR, rapid, and both types. (B) The mean recall for the MLP, GBM, RF, DT, XGBoost, KNN, SVM, LRR, and LR classification models using
the balanced data sets for RT-PCR, rapid, and both types. DT: decision tree; GBM: gradient boosting machine; KNN: k-nearest neighbors; LR: logistic
regression (weak regularization); LRR: logistic regression (strong regularization); MLP: multilayer perceptron; RF: random forest; RT-PCR: reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction; SVM: support vector machine; XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
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Table 3. The average importance and SD values for each feature for the decision tree–based classification models using the balanced data sets.

XGBoostd, mean (SD)RFc, mean (SD)DTb, mean (SD)GBMa, mean (SD)Data sets and features

RT-PCRe balanced

0.233 (0.013)0.238 (0.013)0.245 (0.013)0.233 (0.013)Gender

0.042 (0.005)0.051 (0.005)0.055 (0.005)0.045 (0.005)Health professional

0.262 (0.013)0.267 (0.013)0.263 (0.012)0.260 (0.012)Fever

0.101 (0.006)0.100 (0.007)0.102 (0.007)0.100 (0.007)Sore throat

0.092 (0.007)0.098 (0.007)0.100 (0.007)0.096 (0.007)Dyspnea

0.016 (0.003)0.014 (0.004)0.029 (0.003)0.026 (0.004)Olfactory disorders

0.082 (0.008)0.084 (0.007)0.096 (0.007)0.087 (0.007)Cough

0.014 (0.003)0.022 (0.004)0.027 (0.004)0.026 (0.004)Coryza

0.024 (0.003)0.027 (0.004)0.040 (0.004)0.030 (0.004)Taste disorders

0.002 (0.003)0.018 (0.004)0.024 (0.005)0.021 (0.004)Headache

Rapid balanced

0.123 (0.010)0.122 (0.010)0.109 (0.009)0.135 (0.009)Gender

0.027 (0.005)0.020 (0.004)0.027 (0.005)0.026 (0.005)Health professional

0.109 (0.010)0.114 (0.011)0.124 (0.012)0.120 (0.012)Fever

0.013 (0.004)0.023 (0.004)0.030 (0.005)0.019 (0.005)Sore throat

0.179 (0.013)0.187 (0.013)0.179 (0.012)0.184 (0.012)Dyspnea

0.154 (0.012)0.180 (0.014)0.178 (0.013)0.175 (0.012)Olfactory disorders

0.080 (0.008)0.080 (0.008)0.084 (0.011)0.076 (0.009)Cough

0.052 (0.005)0.087 (0.007)0.092 (0.009)0.090 (0.008)Coryza

0.071 (0.007)0.053 (0.007)0.081 (0.009)0.078 (0.008)Taste disorders

0.035 (0.007)0.035 (0.006)0.030 (0.007)0.035 (0.007)Headache

Both balanced

0.156 (0.007)0.153 (0.007)0.160 (0.007)0.159 (0.007)Gender

0.025 (0.004)0.023 (0.004)0.024 (0.004)0.025 (0.004)Health professional

0.209 (0.010)0.213 (0.010)0.215 (0.011)0.211 (0.010)Fever

0.078 (0.005)0.082 (0.005)0.081 (0.005)0.080 (0.005)Sore throat

0.076 (0.005)0.073 (0.005)0.075 (0.005)0.077 (0.006)Dyspnea

0.046 (0.005)0.050 (0.005)0.050 (0.005)0.059 (0.006)Olfactory disorders

0.060 (0.005)0.054 (0.005)0.058 (0.005)0.060 (0.005)Cough

0.044 (0.004)0.040 (0.003)0.042 (0.003)0.047 (0.004)Coryza

0.069 (0.005)0.072 (0.005)0.079 (0.006)0.063 (0.006)Taste disorders

0.045 (0.005)0.044 (0.005)0.046 (0.005)0.042 (0.005)Headache

aGBM: gradient boosting machine.
bRF: random forest.
cDT: decision tree.
dXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
eRT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.
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Table 4. The average importance and SD for each feature for the MLP and SVM models and the balanced data sets.

SVMb, mean (SD)MLPa, mean (SD)Data sets and features

RT-PCRc balanced

0.230 (0.013)0.236 (0.013)Gender

0.042 (0.005)0.048 (0.005)Health professional

0.257 (0.013)0.262 (0.013)Fever

0.098 (0.006)0.103 (0.006)Sore throat

0.088 (0.007)0.096 (0.007)Dyspnea

0.015 (0.004)0.027 (0.004)Olfactory disorders

0.078 (0.007)0.084 (0.008)Cough

0.013 (0.004)0.025 (0.004)Coryza

0.020 (0.004)0.031 (0.004)Taste disorders

0.002 (0.003)0.023 (0.003)Headache

Rapid balanced

0.117 (0.010)0.120 (0.009)Gender

0.029 (0.005)0.033 (0.006)Health professional

0.105 (0.011)0.115 (0.010)Fever

0.023 (0.004)0.012 (0.005)Sore throat

0.177 (0.014)0.177 (0.013)Dyspnea

0.149 (0.012)0.157 (0.012)Olfactory disorders

0.076 (0.008)0.082 (0.009)Cough

0.058 (0.006)0.064 (0.006)Coryza

0.055 (0.006)0.072 (0.007)Taste disorders

0.028 (0.005)0.036 (0.006)Headache

Both balanced

0.154 (0.007)0.161 (0.007)Gender

0.024 (0.004)0.025 (0.004)Health professional

0.193 (0.009)0.207 (0.010)Fever

0.075 (0.005)0.084 (0.005)Sore throat

0.088 (0.006)0.078 (0.006)Dyspnea

0.049 (0.005)0.055 (0.006)Olfactory disorders

0.071 (0.005)0.062 (0.005)Cough

0.046 (0.003)0.035 (0.003)Coryza

0.068 (0.005)0.071 (0.006)Taste disorders

0.045 (0.005)0.051 (0.005)Headache

aMLP: multilayer perceptron.
bSVM: support vector machine.
cRT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.
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Table 5. The five most significant factors for COVID-19 test prioritization using the classification models with the highest performances and the data
sets.

Top fiveTop fourTop threeTop twoTop oneData sets and models

RT-PCRa balanced

CoughDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverMLPb

CoughDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverGBMc

CoughDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverRFd

CoughDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverDTe

CoughDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverXGBoostf

CoughDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverSVMg

Rapid balanced

CoughFeverGenderOlfactory disordersDyspneaMLP

CoryzaFeverGenderOlfactory disordersDyspneaGBM

CoryzaFeverGenderOlfactory disordersDyspneaRF

CoryzaGenderFeverOlfactory disordersDyspneaDT

CoughFeverGenderOlfactory disordersDyspneaXGBoost

CoughFeverGenderOlfactory disordersDyspneaSVM

Both balanced

Taste disordersDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverMLP

Taste disordersDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverGBM

Taste disordersDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverRF

DyspneaTaste disordersSore throatGenderFeverDT

Taste disordersDyspneaSore throatGenderFeverXGBoost

CoughSore throatDyspneaGenderFeverSVM

aRT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.
bMLP: multilayer perceptron.
cGBM: gradient boosting machine.
dRF: random forest.
eDT: decision tree.
fXGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.
gSVM: support vector machine.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The raw data set’s data preprocessing enabled the
implementation, validation, and comparison of classification
models with different characteristics such as using neural layers,
tree combinations, and calculating the distance between data.
The preprocessing also resulted in the public data availability
of patients who were symptomatic tested using RT-PCR and
rapid tests [10]. Thus, the data sets can be reused by other
studies to improve the state of the art.

The algorithms were trained and tested using the unbalanced
and balanced data sets, improving data representativity. The
best classification metrics results were related to the RT-PCR
and rapid tests scenarios using unbalanced and balanced data.
Although the classification models’ performance was similar

for the RT-PCR and rapid tests scenarios, the RT-PCR test
scenario is the most clinically relevant one due to the RT-PCR
testing’s high confidence. The RT-PCR test’s precision increases
confidence in the diagnosis, even if the patient was tested in the
first days after symptoms onset. For both test scenarios with
unbalanced data, although presenting a low Brier Score and
high precision, accuracy score, and recall, the classification
models presented a lower AUROC because of the higher
negative than positive COVID-19 cases. For both test scenarios
with balanced data, the Brier score continued to be low. The
precision, accuracy, and AUROC were higher; however, the
recall results were slightly decreased if compared to the
unbalanced data results.

The recall metric is relevant due to the undesired impacts of
false negatives in clinical practice. Thus, we improved the
classification models’ quality of comparisons by applying the
Friedman and Nemenyi tests based on the six data sets’ recall.
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We used such statistical comparison results for defining the
MLP, GBM, DT, RF, XGBoost, and SVM as the classification
models with the highest performances for COVID-19 test
prioritization in Brazil.

Given the classification models with the highest performances
and the five most significant features for COVID-19 test
prioritization, the fever’s importance as one of the top two
features is according to the aforementioned statistics (Figure
3). The statistics showed that fever was the second most frequent
symptom reported by patients who were symptomatic, confirmed
as COVID-19 cases. Gender and dyspnea were also among the
highest-ranked features used by classification models. For
example, for the RT-PCR balanced data set, observing the DT
model’s decision rules to get an overview of the role of gender
in classifications, positive or negative decisions for males and
females differed based on reported symptoms and the health
professional feature. However, further investigation about the
role of gender in classifications is recommended for future
works.

Therefore, secondary RQ 1 was answered by showing that
gender and health professional features are related to relevant
demographic characteristics to support the COVID-19 test
prioritization in Brazil (Tables 4 and 5). Secondary RQ 2 was
also answered, showing that fever, sore throat, dyspnea,
olfactory disorders, cough, coryza, taste disorders, and headache
are relevant symptoms.

All DT-based classification models considered in this study are
among the classification models with the highest performances,
grouped based on the results of classification metrics and
statistical tests. This fact is relevant due to the high levels of
DTs’ interpretability, positively impacting health care
professionals’ final decision making. In clinical practice,
ML-based applications’ acceptance increases when health care
professionals can easily understand and interpret classification
models’ outputs to track decision-making logic [28]. Given the
grouping of models with similar performances, we used the
criterion of easy interpretability to answer secondary RQ 3.
Thus, the DT classification model was considered the most
suitable for COVID-19 test prioritization in Brazil. We
configured the model with the Gini impurity criterion, best split
strategy, no maximum depth, a minimum number of two samples
split and one sample leaf, no minimum weighted fraction leaves
and no impurity decrease and split, unlimited number of features
and leaves, global random state instance, no class weight, and
no pruning. As one of the classification models with the highest
performances, DT provides a simple tree representation of the
decision making, enabling a unique tree’s straightforward
interpretation by health care professionals.

To answer secondary RQ 4, we analyzed the DT model’s
classification results, observing that a considerable fraction of
the incorrectly classified instances occurred when patients
reported only one, two, or three symptoms. Furthermore, we
conducted an experiment to verify the impacts of reducing
features in the performance of the implemented classification
models (Multimedia Appendix 1). For example, with the both
RT-PCR balanced data set, when the symptoms of sore throat,
dyspnea, headache, and coryza were not considered to

implement the DT classification model, the performance results
decreased considerably. This reduces the ability of the model
to distinguish between positive and negative cases.

Although the DT is considered the most suitable model, all the
other classification models that presented high performance
were relevant to address COVID-19 test prioritization. In Brazil,
due to other epidemics (eg, dengue fever [29]), many people
report symptoms that may or may not be related to COVID-19.
As a limited-income country, Brazil also has inefficient testing
strategies such as shortages of COVID-19 tests. One of the
available classification models can be applied for COVID-19
test prioritization during primary health care, with a mean
accuracy score of at least 88.63%.

Comparison With Prior Work
The relevance of research addressing viral infection outbreaks
is evidenced from the public administration (eg, surveillance
systems) to the diagnosis viewpoint. For example, Son et al [30]
used a South Korean time series of influenza incidence for early
outbreak detection, aiming to assist the definition of control
policies. Chatterjee et al [31] analyzed COVID-19 data sets to
identify risks of spreading, identify correlated factors associated
with the disease’s spread, identify the impact of social isolation,
and experiment with univariate long short-term memory models
for forecasting of total cases and total deaths. In general,
infectious disease research is guided by trends in data analytics
[32].

Indeed, the COVID-19 pandemic is an example of a problematic
scenario. Kumar [33] applied cluster analysis to study and
improve the monitoring of SARS-CoV-2 infections in India,
providing insights on clusters of affected Indian states and union
territories. Besides aiming to improve the management of
available resources, Khakharia et al [34] developed outbreak
classification models for COVID-19 using data sets with
information about patients who live in India, Bangladesh, the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Pakistan, China, Philippines,
Germany, Indonesia, Ethiopia, and Nigeria. Vaid et al [35]
implemented and validated models (eg, XGBoost) to predict
mortality and critical events using electronic health records of
patients who tested positive for COVID-19 in New York City.

To assist COVID-19 detection, Brinati et al [36] validated
models implemented using DT, extremely randomized trees,
KNN, LR, naive Bayes, RF, and three-way RF algorithms. The
authors considered COVID-19 detection using routine blood
exams, gender, and age. The accuracy of the models ranged
between 82% and 86%. However, the large number of required
blood exams (ie, 13) was a limitation, which may compromise
this approach’s feasibility in low- and middle–income countries.

Ahamad et al [21] used a Chinese data set to assist the
COVID-19 detection considering symptoms (ie, fever, cough,
pneumonia, lung infection, coryza, muscle soreness, and
diarrhea), gender, age, travel history, and isolation. The authors
validated the XGBoost, SVM, DT, RF, and GBM models.
XGBoost presented the highest accuracy with more than 85%,
varying according to age. However, lung infection use, detected
by chest images, increases costs and may limit the disease’s
rapid screening.
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Aiming to improve confidence in screening COVID-19, Mei et
al [37] used computerized tomography (CT) images along with
symptoms (ie, fever, cough, and cough with sputum), exposure
history, laboratory testing (ie, white blood cells, neutrophils,
percentage neutrophils, lymphocytes, and percentage
lymphocytes), age, gender, and temperature. They applied the
deep convolutional neural network to analyze images, besides
comparing the performance of SVM, RF, and MLP models,
showing that MLP presented the highest accuracy score.
Afterward, the authors combined images and clinical
information. Similarly, requiring images increases costs and
may limit the rapid screening of COVID-19 in low- and
middle–income countries.

Finally, Zoabi et al [4] used gender, age, symptoms (eg, cough,
fever, sore throat, shortness of breath, and headache), and
contact with a confirmed case to classify positive and negative
COVID-19 cases. The authors implemented a GBM model
based on data reported by the Israeli Ministry of Health. The
GBM model presented an AUROC of 86% and 90% using a
reduced set of features and the complete set, respectively.
Similar to our study, the authors reported the high importance
of gender during the classifications. We also improved the state
of the art by presenting a comparison of other implementations
of classification models. Besides cough, fever, sore throat,
shortness of breath, and headache, we used the symptoms of
olfactory disorders, coryza, and taste disorders to improve the
results.

In contrast to such prior works, we focused on raw data from
55,676 Brazilians and used features that do not require expensive
exams such as CT images and blood tests. Symptoms included
fever, sore throat, dyspnea, olfactory disorders, cough, coryza,
taste disorders, and headache. The gender and health
professional features were the additional information required
to conduct the COVID-19 test prioritization using the
classification models. Gender was also used as a feature by
prior works [4,20,36,37]. The use of exams such as CT images
and blood tests limits classification models’ application
scenarios because it is necessary to prioritize patients who are
symptomatic for testing in the first days after symptoms onset.

Limitations
By preprocessing the 55,676 raw data, the RT-PCR balanced
data set only included 1832 patients who were symptomatic,
the rapid balanced data set included 1296 patients who were
symptomatic, and the both balanced data set included 3128
patients who were symptomatic. However, to improve the
strength of results and decrease size limitation, we also
considered 3 unbalanced data sets. For example, the both
unbalanced data set was composed of 20,021 patients who were
symptomatic and tested for COVID-19.

Furthermore, in a real-world scenario, the number of patients
who were asymptomatic with COVID-19 can also be considered
a limitation to the classification models’ applicability. In this
case, this study continues to be relevant due to the remaining
symptomatic cases that also require health care professionals
and the government’s attention. The evaluation of patients who
are symptomatic is also relevant to prevent the unplanned use
of COVID-19 testing resources due to other disease outbreaks

in Brazil caused by other viral infections (eg, dengue, Zika, and
chikungunya). Such viral infections present similar symptoms
that may complicate health care professionals’ decision on the
adequate testing type needed.

The reduced number of symptoms reported by a patient who is
symptomatic can also negatively impact the reuse classification
models. Nevertheless, the feature ranking and other information
(eg, contact with infected people) are relevant to complement
the classification models during the decision making conducted
by health care professionals and policy makers. We verified the
impacts of reducing features in the performance of implemented
classification models (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Finally, the number of classification models implemented,
validated, and compared is another limitation of our study, given
the wide variety of available algorithms and ensemble strategies.
This limitation was reduced by selecting well-known algorithms
based on trees, linear regression, statistical learning, distance,
and the concept of neurons.

Clinical Practice Context
The availability of eHealth and mHealth systems is relevant to
assist decision making in different scenarios. One such scenario
is detecting COVID-19 in patients who reside in remote and
hard-to-reach locations (eg, Amazonia or Latin America) [38].
Developers can integrate eHealth and mHealth systems with
services that enable health care professionals to be alerted when
the risk of disease is detected. The use of eHealth and mHealth
systems should be encouraged, considering that the early
detection of COVID-19 is essential in clinical practice to enable
early medical attention, possibly reducing the negative impacts
of late treatments. This type of eHealth and mHealth system
can also benefit public health systems when factors related to
the human condition (eg, fatigue and lack of experience) and
the collapse of health services negatively influence health care
professionals’ decision making during patients’ evaluation.
Such scenarios are authentic in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic [39].

Therefore, the implemented classification models can be the
basis for eHealth and mHealth systems to support health care
professionals and policy makers during the COVID-19 test
prioritization. To be applied in clinical practice and integrated
with the current clinical workflow, the availability of the DT
classification model and the use of feature ranking information
through web services to be consumed by an eHealth or mHealth
system is recommended. Such a system shall present
classification results for health care professionals in a
user-friendly manner. The straightforward interpretation of
classification models is relevant to increase health care
professionals’confidence in classification results. For example,
the web services can be integrated with Brazilian public health
facilities’ systems to prioritize the reduced COVID-19 testing
resources.

We present an application scenario integrating a clinical
workflow and the DT classification model (Figure 7). The DT
is used to prioritize patients who are symptomatic for COVID-19
testing. However, when the number of reported symptoms is
too low, the classification models cannot distinguish between
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positive and negative cases. In this case, health care
professionals can reuse the feature ranking and other information
(eg, contact with infected people) to make decisions about
COVID-19 testing. Thus, the use of feature ranking information
is guided by the answer of secondary RQ 4. If the result is not
prioritized, the patient’s clinical condition should be further
investigated in regard to other viral diseases.

For the application scenario, there are five possible flows: (1)
confirmed case with classification model and rapid test result,

(2) confirmed case with classification model and RT-PCR test
result, (3) confirmed case using feature ranking and rapid test
result, (4) confirmed case using feature ranking and RT-PCR
test result, and (5) negative case with the recommendation of
investigation of other viral diseases. It is relevant to consider
the days between the onset of symptoms and COVID-19 testing:
closed interval of 3-7 days for RT-PCR test, from the eighth
day for the rapid antibody test, and closed interval of 2-7 days
for the rapid antigen test [40-42].

Figure 7. An application scenario to connect the decision tree classification model with a clinical workflow. The model guides the test prioritization
of patients who were symptomatic suspected of COVID-19. RT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction.

Conclusions
The results showed the relevance of using classification models
for COVID-19 test prioritization in Brazil, mainly based on the
symptoms that do not require expensive exams. By comparing
the classification models using raw data from 55,676 Brazilians,
the 10-fold cross-validation method, classification metrics, and
the Friedman and Nemenyi tests, the MLP, GBM, DT, RF,
XGBoost, and SVM presented the highest performances with
similar results.

DT-based classification models’high performances are relevant
for our application scenario due to the high levels of DTs’
interpretability, positively impacting health care professionals’
final decision making. Therefore, applying the easy
interpretability as an additional comparison criterion, DT was
considered the most suitable classification model, effectively
assisting in the decision making for prioritizing patients who
are symptomatic for testing. Information about the features
gender, health professional, fever, sore throat, dyspnea,
olfactory disorders, cough, coryza, taste disorders, and
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headache enable the COVID-19 test prioritization for patients
who are symptomatic. The use of symptoms that do not require
expensive exams contributes to assisting patients who live, for
example, in needy and hard-to-reach communities. The results
of feature ranking reported in this paper are also relevant to
support a more detailed analysis in a scenario where a patient
reports a reduced number of symptoms.

To improve testing prioritization, we plan to investigate the
relationship between the symptoms reported by patients with
COVID-19 and other widespread diseases in Brazil, such as
dengue fever, Zika fever, and chikungunya. Thus, we aim to
include implementing and validating classification models and
developing and validating an eHealth system to support health
care professionals and policy makers in decision making for
testing strategies.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 has plagued the globe, with multiple SARS-CoV-2 clusters hinting at its evolving epidemiology.
Since the disease course is governed by important epidemiological parameters, including containment delays (time between
symptom onset and mandatory isolation) and serial intervals (time between symptom onsets of infector-infectee pairs), understanding
their temporal changes helps to guide interventions.

Objective: This study aims to characterize the epidemiology of the first two epidemic waves of COVID-19 in Hong Kong by
doing the following: (1) estimating the containment delays, serial intervals, effective reproductive number (Rt), and proportion
of asymptomatic cases; (2) identifying factors associated with the temporal changes of the containment delays and serial intervals;
and (3) depicting COVID-19 transmission by age assortativity and types of social settings.

Methods: We retrieved the official case series and the Apple mobility data of Hong Kong from January-August 2020. The
empirical containment delays and serial intervals were fitted to theoretical distributions, and factors associated with their temporal
changes were quantified in terms of percentage contribution (the percentage change in the predicted outcome from multivariable
regression models relative to a predefined comparator). Rt was estimated with the best fitted distribution for serial intervals.

Results: The two epidemic waves were characterized by imported cases and clusters of local cases, respectively. Rt peaked at
2.39 (wave 1) and 3.04 (wave 2). The proportion of asymptomatic cases decreased from 34.9% (0-9 years) to 12.9% (≥80 years).
Log-normal distribution best fitted the 1574 containment delays (mean 5.18 [SD 3.04] days) and the 558 serial intervals (17
negative; mean 4.74 [SD 4.24] days). Containment delays decreased with involvement in a cluster (percentage contribution:
10.08%-20.73%) and case detection in the public health care sector (percentage contribution: 27.56%, 95% CI 22.52%-32.33%).
Serial intervals decreased over time (6.70 days in wave 1 versus 4.35 days in wave 2) and with tertiary transmission or beyond
(percentage contribution: –50.75% to –17.31%), but were lengthened by mobility (percentage contribution: 0.83%). Transmission
within the same age band was high (18.1%). Households (69.9%) and social settings (20.3%) were where transmission commonly
occurred.
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Conclusions: First, the factors associated with reduced containment delays suggested government-enacted interventions were
useful for achieving outbreak control and should be further encouraged. Second, the shorter serial intervals associated with the
composite mobility index calls for empirical surveys to disentangle the role of different contact dimensions in disease transmission.
Third, the presymptomatic transmission and asymptomatic cases underscore the importance of remaining vigilant about COVID-19.
Fourth, the time-varying epidemiological parameters suggest the need to incorporate their temporal variations when depicting
the epidemic trajectory. Fifth, the high proportion of transmission events occurring within the same age group supports the ban
on gatherings outside of households, and underscores the need for residence-centered preventive measures.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26645)   doi:10.2196/26645
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Introduction

The novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), which causes
COVID-19, first appeared in Wuhan, China, in late December
2019 and quickly plagued the globe. The World Health
Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 12,
2020. As of September 27, 2020, there have been 32.7 million
cases and almost one million deaths worldwide [1]. Countries
are experiencing the resurgence of COVID-19. For example,
in the week of September 21-27, 2020, there were about 420,000
new cases in Europe [1], triggering another round of lockdown
measures [2]. Researchers promptly summarized the case
epidemiology during the early phase of the pandemic [3,4].
However, the enactment of nonpharmaceutical interventions
and the presence of multiple genetic SARS-CoV-2 clusters [5]
hint at important changes in the epidemiology of COVID-19.

Hong Kong is no exception with regard to COVID-19. The first
epoch of the first wave of COVID-19 in Hong Kong took off
after the first imported case reported on January 23, 2020 [6,7].
Initially, the epidemic was under control after prompt bundled
public health interventions [8]. With the number of infections
surging worldwide in mid-March 2020, Hong Kong faced the
second epoch of the first wave of infection. Compulsory
laboratory tests for all arriving passengers followed by 14-day
compulsory quarantine spurred overseas residents to return,
resulting in a small influx of imported cases. After peaking in
March 2020, the number of cases remained low until a surge of
local cases in July 2020, signifying the second wave of the
epidemic in Hong Kong. This second wave represented the
largest local outbreak in Hong Kong, which was likely
attributable to initiation by imported cases coupled with the
easing of social-distancing measures in July 2020.

The disease course of COVID-19 is governed by important
epidemiological parameters, including containment delay and
serial interval. The former has been shown to be associated with
the infection source and number of doctor consultations [6],
which in turn vary as the epidemic progresses, whereas the latter
varies by virus type and subtype [9,10], the contact patterns
between susceptible and infectious individuals [10], and the
implementation of nonpharmaceutical interventions during
epidemics [11].

Parameterization of mathematical models that account for the
temporal variation of epidemiological characteristics would

improve decisions regarding mitigation strategies. Moreover,
containment delay increases opportunities for transmission and
affects the effectiveness of control measures, whereas
investigating ways to reduce containment delay could enhance
control measures [12]. As such, we analyzed
laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 case series in Hong Kong
between January 2020 and August 2020 to quantify and identify
the factors associated with the containment delay and serial
interval.

Methods

Data Retrieval
We analyzed the case series provided by the Hong Kong Centre
for Health Protection (HKCHP) from January 23, 2020, to
August 2, 2020, from which we extracted the following:
demographics, case classification, travel history, epidemiological
links among cases, date of symptom onset, date of isolation,
and the report date. Based on the order of settings embedded in
a cluster and the case classification (cases, or close contact of
cases), we compiled a line-list database of infector-infectee
pairs (hereafter denoted as “paired data”).

Definitions
A laboratory-confirmed case (hereafter denoted as “a case”)
and a cluster were defined previously [6]. In short, a case refers
to an individual with SARS-CoV-2 detected in a clinical
specimen, and a cluster refers to at least two cases that are
epidemiologically linked. Further, a local cluster is defined as
a cluster that consists of at least one local case. A cluster
encompasses one or more orders of settings, referred to as
primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary settings.

Containment delay and serial interval were defined previously
[6]. In short, containment delay is the time elapsed between the
first onset of symptoms and mandatory isolation of a case [6],
and serial interval is the time interval between the symptom
onset of an infector and an infectee [13]. Further, secondary
transmission refers to the first generation of infections induced
by a case, and infections caused by infectees of a secondary
transmission are referred to as tertiary transmission.
Accordingly, subsequent orders of transmission are named based
on the aforementioned rationale. Effective reproductive number
(Rt) is the average number of secondary cases generated by a
primary case at any given time. It measures real-time
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transmissibility in response to control measures. The epidemic
will shrink if Rt is consistently smaller than 1, and vice versa.

Classifications of Cases
The HKCHP classified cases into six types according to their
likely source of infection: imported cases, local cases, possibly

local cases, and cases with epidemiological linkage with
imported, local, or possibly local cases. Based on their travel
history during the 14 days preceding the first symptom onset
and their involvement in local clusters, the latter four types of
cases were reclassified (Table 1) such that there were only three
types of cases: (1) imported, (2) local, and (3) unclassified.

Table 1. Reclassification regime of cases.

Number of cases (N=3512)Reclassified classificationOriginal classification

1045Imported casesImported cases

901Local casesLocal cases

2Local casesaPossibly local cases

71Imported casesbPossibly local cases

30Unclassified casescPossibly local cases

31LocalClose contact of imported cases

1370LocalClose contact of local cases

62LocalClose contact of possibly local cases

aCases without travel history during the 14 days before their first symptom onset.
bCases that had travel history during the 14 days before their first symptom onset and were not involved in any local cluster.
cCases who either had travel history during the 14 days before their first symptom onset and were linked to a local cluster or did not have an onset/arrival
date.

Symptom Profile
Symptoms manifested by cases, if any, were grouped based on
the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems (ICD-10) and the national ambulatory
medical care survey [14] into 8 categories (Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1), including general (such as fever and
headache) and respiratory (such as cough and sore throat)
symptoms.

Mobility Index
The index is generated by Apple Maps, and represents the
relative volume of routing requests (walking) for directions in
Hong Kong compared to the baseline volume on January 13,
2020 [15]. The higher the index value is from the baseline, the
higher the level of mobility. For ease of presentation, this index
was further normalized with the value on January 18, 2020, set
as 100.

Statistical Analysis
Characteristics of cases and epidemiological parameters were
summarized with mean, standard deviation, percentage,
frequency, and bootstrapped confidence interval. Missing
isolation dates were replaced by rounding up the mean of
available isolation days in a stratum, which was made up of
cases that had the same likely source of infection, asymptomatic
indicator, quarantine status, mode of detection, and report dates.
If there was no available isolation date in a stratum, the mean
day differences between report dates and isolation dates were
calculated, and the missing isolation dates were imputed as
follows: the corresponding report dates minus the mean day
difference. For containment delay, only local cases who were
neither quarantined nor under medical surveillance and had
nonnegative containment delay were analyzed. For serial

intervals, only settings that linked 2-4 cases, had identifiable
infectors, and were related to local transmission were used to
generate infector-infectee pairs for analysis. For Rt, only
symptomatic local cases were considered.

A Markov chain Monte Carlo with doubly interval-censored
likelihood [16] was adopted to fit the empirical containment
delay and serial interval with four candidate distributions
(gamma, lognormal, weibull, and normal) with credible intervals
computed. The smallest value of the leave-one-out
cross-validation information criterion (LOOIC) [17] indicates
the best fitted distribution. Assuming the best fitted distribution
for serial intervals as the weighted infectivity function, incidence
data of local cases by dates of symptom onset with an 8-day
window (to reflect the time between exposure to SARS-CoV-2
and symptom onset) were fitted by a novel and statistically
robust tool for estimating Rt [18].

Assuming the respective best fitted distributions as the
likelihood function, multivariate linear regression models were
used to examine the associated factors for containment delays
and serial intervals. The effect of each factor was measured in
terms of percentage contribution as previously described [19],
which is defined as the percentage change in the predicted value
of the outcome (from the regression models) relative to a
comparator set of covariate values (referred to as “the
comparator”). The comparator refers to a transmission event
fulfilling these conditions: the case (for containment delay) or
the infector (for serial interval) was female, aged 0-30 years,
free of chronic diseases, free of general and respiratory
symptoms; the transmission happened in a household, during
wave 1, and is of the secondary generation; and (for serial
interval only) the mobility index being the baseline value on
the onset date of the infector. Specifically, ln(αi + j + 1) and
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ln(βi + k + 1) were defined as the response variables for the
multivariable regression analyses, where αi and βi are the

containment delay and serial interval of the ith case, respectively,
and j and k are the maximum absolute values for the nonpositive
containment delays and the nonpositive serial intervals,
respectively.

A statistical significance of .05 was specified. All analyses were
performed in R (version 3.6.3; R Foundation for Statistical
Computing) [20] with the RStan package (version 2.19.3).

Ethical Statement
This study was approved by the Survey and Behavioral Research
Ethics Committee of The Chinese University of Hong Kong
(reference: SBRE-19-595).

Data Statement
The availability of the data set is subject to approval from
HKCHP and relevant government departments.

Results

Characteristics of the Two Epidemic Waves
The report date, June 14, 2020, defined two epidemic waves in
Hong Kong: (1) January 23-June 14, 2020 (wave 1) and (2)
June 15-August 2, 2020 (wave 2). This cut-off date separated
the clusters in both waves without overlap. Two epochs were
further defined within wave 1: (1) January 23-February 29, 2020
(epoch 1) and (2) March 1-June 14, 2020 (epoch 2). Wave 1
was initially dominated by imported cases from mainland China
and local cases (epoch 1) and subsequently by imported cases
from Europe and the Americas (epoch 2), whereas wave 2 was
composed mainly of local cases (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Epidemic curve of COVID-19 and timeline for major interventions in Hong Kong. A1: School closure, January 25-May 26, 2020. A2: School
closure, July 13, 2020 to ongoing as of August 2, 2020. B1: The government spearheaded work-from-home arrangements, January 29-March 1, 2020.
B2: The government spearheaded work-from-home arrangements, March 23-May 3, 2020. B3: The government spearheaded work-from-home
arrangements, July 20, 2020 to ongoing as of August 2, 2020. C1: Regulations imposed on dine-in services, March 28-April 23, 2020: (1) tables ≥1.5
meters apart, (2) ≤4 persons per table, and (3) number of customers ≤50% of capacity. C2: Regulations imposed on dine-in services, April 24-May 7,
2020: (1) tables ≥1.5 meters apart and (2) ≤4 persons per table. C3: Regulations imposed on dine-in services, May 8-June 18, 2020: (1) tables ≥1.5
meters apart and (2) ≤8 persons per table. C4: Regulations imposed on dine-in services, June 19-July 10, 2020: tables ≥1.5 meters apart. C5: Regulations
imposed on dine-in services, July 11-July 14, 2020: (1) tables ≥1.5 meters apart, (2) ≤8 persons per table, and (3) number of customers ≤60% of capacity.
C6: Regulations imposed on dine-in services, July 15-July 28, 2020: (1) tables ≥1.5 meters apart, (2) ≤4 persons per table, (3) number of customers
≤50% of capacity, and (4) no dine-in service from 6 PM to 4:59 AM every day. C7: No dine-in service at any time, July 29-July 30, 2020. C8: Regulations
imposed on dine-in services, July 31, 2020 to ongoing as of August 2, 2020: (1) tables ≥1.5 meters apart, (2) ≤2 persons per table, (3) number of
customers ≤50% of capacity, and (4) no dine-in service from 6 PM to 4:59 AM every day.

The government of Hong Kong has enacted multipronged
interventions, and the major ones include school closures,

work-from-home arrangements, and limiting customer flow and
time for dine-in services (Figure 1). In addition, the public
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voluntarily reduced their mobility substantially, such that the
mobility index dropped from 100.2 initially to as low as 28.0
as the epidemic progressed (Figure 1).

Rt was generally below 1 throughout the epidemic, but it peaked
at 2.39 in wave 1 and 3.04 in wave 2. This elevated Rt, coupled
with the short doubling time of the epidemic size in wave 2
(Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1), suggested that Hong
Kong was on the verge of an uncontrolled outbreak during wave
2.

Characteristics of Cases
As of August 2, 2020, 3512 cases were reported. The mean age
of cases was 43.91 (SD 20.27) years, with half of them being

male (1748/3512). In addition, 6.2% (216/3512) had consulted
with a doctor before case confirmation, and 9.7% (339/3512)
had chronic conditions (Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).
Most cases (2649/3512, 75.4%) were symptomatic, with fever
(929/2649, 35.1%) and cough (805/2649, 30.4%) being the most
common symptoms (Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The
proportion of asymptomatic cases decreased from the younger
age groups to the older ones (0-9 years: 34.9%; 10-19 years:
34.9%; 20-29 years: 21.7%; 30-39 years: 22.4%; 40-49 years:
18.7%; 50-59 years: 16.1%; 60-69 years: 12.7%; 70-79 years:
21.7%; and ≥80 years: 12.9%). In terms of the probable source
of infection, 67.4% (2366/3512) were locally acquired cases
(Table 1), among whom 1575 cases were symptomatic and
neither quarantined nor under medical surveillance (Table 2).

Table 2. Classification of 3512 cases in Hong Kong, as of August 2, 2020.

Total (n=3512), n (%)Wave 2 (n=2402), n (%)Wave 1 (n=1110), n (%)Case classification

Imported case

648 (18.5)94 (3.9)554 (49.9)Symptomatic

420 (12)231 (9.6)189 (17)Asymptomatic

48 (1.4)48 (2)0 (0)Missing

Local case

Symptomatic

189 (5.4)158 (6.6)31 (2.8)Quarantinea

Nonquarantine

216 (6.2)125 (5.2)91 (8.2)Medical surveillance

1575 (44.8)1399 (58.2)176 (15.9)Othersb

285 (8.1)246 (10.2)39 (3.5)Asymptomatic

101 (2.9)101 (4.2)0 (0)Missing

30 (0.9)0 (0)30 (2.7)Unclassified

aThis included home/hotel confinee cases, camp/center quarantine cases, and cases released from home/hotel quarantine before getting infected.
bThis included cases with these modes of case detection: enhanced lab surveillance, enhanced surveillance in private, enhanced surveillance at general
outpatient clinics and accident and emergency departments, meeting reporting criteria, diagnosed in private clinic, test at private clinic, and being under
Tier 7 classification.

Containment Delay
After excluding one case with negative containment delay, 1574
cases were included in the estimation. Log-normal distribution
(mean 5.18 [SD 3.04] days) fitted the empirical containment

delay best (LOOIC: 7525.6; Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix
1), which ranged from 4.38 days (95% empirical CI [eCI]
3.80-4.95) for cases belonging to the secondary settings or
beyond in a cluster to 6.48 days (95% eCI 6.15-6.82) for cases
identified through a private mode of detection (Table 3).
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Table 3. Estimates of and factors associated with containment delay based on 1574 cases.

Percentage contribution (95% CI)Subgroup-specific estimates (95% empirical CI)Cases, n (%)Factors

Age group (years)

Referencec4.87 (4.55, 5.18)301 (19.1)0-30

0.04 (–7.82, 8.48)4.86 (4.58, 5.14)358 (22.7)31-45

6.86 (–1.14, 15.41)5.27 (4.99, 5.55)448 (28.5)46-60

11.29 (3.05, 20.09)5.52 (5.21, 5.82)467 (29.7)≥61

Sex

Referencec5.15 (4.95, 5.35)834 (53)Female

2.11 (–3.17, 7.63)5.20 (4.98, 5.42)740 (47)Male

Number of general symptoms

Referencec5.38 (5.20, 5.56)985 (62.6)0

–12.45 (–17.39, –7.27)4.83 (4.58, 5.08)589 (37.4)≥1

Number of respiratory symptoms

Referencec5.17 (4.99, 5.35)1002 (63.7)0

–1.25 (–7.09, 4.91)5.20 (4.91, 5.49)459 (29.2)1

1.86 (–8.77, 13.57)5.08 (4.54, 5.62)113 (7.2)≥2

Order of settings

Referencec5.71 (5.43, 6.00)423 (26.9)None

–10.08 (–15.44, –4.43)5.03 (4.85, 5.22)1045 (66.4)Primary

–20.73 (–29.61, –10.93)4.38 (3.80, 4.95)106 (6.7)Secondary or beyond

Mode of case detection

Referencec6.48 (6.15, 6.82)347 (22)Privatea

–27.56 (–32.33, –22.52)4.80 (4.64, 4.96)1227 (78)Publicb

Wave

Referencec5.29 (4.78, 5.80)176 (11.2)1

–7.23 (–15.58, 1.82)5.16 (5.00, 5.31)1398 (88.8)2

aPrivate mode includes diagnosis in private, enhanced surveillance in private, and private test.
bPublic mode includes enhanced lab surveillance, enhanced surveillance at general outpatient clinics and accident and emergency departments, meeting
reporting criteria, Tier 6, and Tier 7.
cThe reference is a common comparator across all variables.

Containment delay varied by several factors (Table 3; Figure
S2A in Multimedia Appendix 1). Notably, the percentage
contribution (relative to the comparator) significantly increases
with older age (≥61 years) by 11.29% (95% CI 3.05%-20.09%).
On the contrary, the percentage contribution decreases with the
following: (1) the presence of general symptoms (12.45%, 95%
CI 7.27%-17.39%); (2) the transmission event originating from
a primary setting of a cluster (10.08%, 95% CI 4.43%-15.44%);
(3) the transmission event originating from a secondary setting
or beyond of a cluster (20.73%, 95% CI 10.93%-29.61%); and
(4) private mode of case detection (27.56%, 95% CI
22.52%-32.33%). The containment delay was shorter in wave
2 than in wave 1, though not statistically significant; the
percentage contribution by wave 2 was –7.23% (95% CI
–15.58% to 1.82%).

Serial Interval
Initially, there were 847 settings linking at least two cases. After
removing 144 settings consisting of solely imported cases, 72
settings with ≥5 cases (as the simultaneous presence of a large
number of cases in a setting obscures the transmission link
between cases), and 104 settings in which the infectors could
not be identified (for example, there was no, or more than one,
index case), 528 settings remained. From these 528 settings,
757 infector-infectee pairs were generated. After further
removing 4 pairs with duplicated infectees and 195 pairs with
missing onset dates of infectors/infectees, 558 paired data were
included in the analysis. The mean number of infectees per
infector was 1.46.

There were 17 negative serial intervals (range: –5 to –1 days).
Log-normal distribution (mean 4.74 [SD 4.24] days) fitted the
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overall empirical serial intervals best (LOOIC: 3095.5; Table
S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The serial intervals were 6.70
days (95% eCI 5.45-7.95) and 4.35 days (95% eCI 4.00-4.70)
in waves 1 and 2, respectively. Further, the subgroup estimates

of serial intervals ranged from 2.18 days (95% eCI –0.52 to
4.88) for quaternary transmission or beyond to 5.85 days (95%
eCI 4.57-7.13) among the infector-infectee pairs with infectors
with chronic conditions (Table 4).

Table 4. Estimates of and factors associated with serial interval based on 558 infector-infectee pairs.

Percentage contribution (95% CI)Subgroup-specific estimates
(95% empirical CI)

Pairs, n (%)Factors

Age group of infector (years)

Referencec4.12 (3.41, 4.83)77 (13.8)0-30

–0.24 (–16.50, 17.88)4.43 (3.53, 5.33)121 (21.7)31-45

10.47 (–6.17, 28.92)4.84 (4.26, 5.43)179 (32.1)46-60

7.57 (–9.28, 26.33)5.12 (4.42, 5.82)181 (32.4)≥61

Sex of infector

Referencec4.83 (4.34, 5.33)295 (52.9)Female

–5.52 (–14.81, 4.37)4.64 (4.10, 5.18)263 (47.1)Male

Presence of chronic conditions among infectors

Referencec4.58 (4.20, 4.95)485 (86.9)No

0.41 (–15.17, 17.67)5.85 (4.57, 7.13)73 (13.1)Yes

Number of general symptoms presented by infectors

Referencec4.78 (4.32, 5.25)338 (60.6)0

–6.34 (–16.48, 4.53)4.69 (4.09, 5.28)220 (39.4)≥1

Number of respiratory symptoms presented by infectors

Referencec4.22 (3.83, 4.61)336 (60.2)0

8.29 (–3.07, 20.48)5.54 (4.84, 6.23)222 (39.8)≥1

Type of setting

Referencec4.83 (4.41, 5.25)390 (69.9)Household

4.05 (–30.27, 47.56)5.00 (2.59, 7.41)10 (1.8)Institution

–9.17 (–20.78, 3.41)4.27 (3.54, 4.99)113 (20.3)Social activity

–4.00 (–21.02, 15.12)5.16 (3.12, 7.19)45 (8.1)Work

Wave

Referencec6.70 (5.45, 7.95)94 (16.8)1

–33.90 (–45.08, –21.63)4.35 (4.00, 4.70)464 (83.2)2

Order of transmission

Referencec4.89 (4.49, 5.30)445 (79.7)Secondary

–17.31 (–28.84, –4.75)4.36 (3.46, 5.27)102 (18.3)Tertiary

–50.75 (–72.53, –23.45)2.18 (–0.52, 4.88)11 (2)Quaternary or beyond

0.83 (0.32, 1.33)N/AN/AdRelative mobility indexa,b,c

aAn 8-day lag was assumed to account for the time between exposure to SARS-CoV-2 and the first symptom onset, based on the estimated 7.76-day
incubation period [21].
bThe original mobility index was further adjusted relative to January 18, 2020, which has a value of 100.
cThe reference is a common comparator across all variables.
dN/A: not applicable.

Serial intervals varied by several factors (Table 4; Figure S2B
in Multimedia Appendix 1). They were significantly shorter in

wave 2 than in wave 1: the percentage contribution by wave 2
was –33.9% (95% CI –45.08% to –21.63%). Serial intervals
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also decreased with a tertiary transmission (percentage
contribution: –17.31%, 95% CI –28.84% to –4.75%), and a
quaternary transmission or beyond (percentage contribution:
–50.75%, 95% CI –72.53% to –23.45%). On the other hand,
the 8-day lagged relative mobility index (assuming an incubation
period of 7.76 days [21], which reflected the possible exposure
date for each infector-infectee pair) lengthened the serial interval
(percentage contribution: 0.83%, 95% CI 0.32%-1.33%).

Transmission Events
Transmission events that occurred within the same age band
were high (101/558, 18.1%) when using 5-year age bands
(Figure 2A). Similar age transmission patterns were also

observed in households (Figure 2B) and in social settings (Figure
2C), but were less obvious in work (Figure 2D) and institutional
(Figure 2E) settings. In the household setting, transmission from
infectors in older age groups (50-70 years) to infectees in
younger age groups (15-40 years) was commonly observed
(Figure 2B). The age transmission matrix asymmetry in all
settings well reflected this phenomenon as well as the lack of
transmission from younger age groups to older ones (Figure
2A).

Importantly, households (390/558, 69.9%) and social settings
(113/558, 20.3%) were the two most common settings for
transmission in Hong Kong (Table 4) in both epidemic waves
(Table S5 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Figure 2. Age-specific transmission events in (A) all settings, (B) households, (C) social settings, (D) work settings, and (E) institutions.

Discussion

Summary of Study Findings
Understanding the evolving epidemiology of an infectious
disease is vital for guiding infection control policies. From the
case series between January 23, 2020, and August 2, 2020, we
identified two waves of epidemics. Rt was in general below the
outbreak threshold, suggesting that interventions, whether
adopted voluntarily by the community [22] or institutionalized
by the government [8], successfully interrupted the transmission
of COVID-19. As the epidemic grew in Hong Kong,
containment delays and serial intervals were shortened over
time. The shortening of the former was associated with the
manifestation of general symptoms, involvement in clusters,
and public mode of case detection, whereas that of the latter
was associated with later transmission generations and lower
mobility. The occurrence of intra–age group transmission is

more common than inter–age group transmission, and
households and social settings together account for 90.14% of
all identified transmission events.

Result Implications
Our results have five implications. First, the factors associated
with a reduction in containment delay suggested that
government-enacted interventions were useful in achieving
COVID-19 outbreak control in Hong Kong and should be further
encouraged. Containment delay played a major role in
determining whether an outbreak was controllable; assuming
80% of contacts can be traced, the chance of controlling an
outbreak fell from 89% to 31% if the containment delay
increased from 3.43 days to 8.09 days [23]. The difference in
containment delay experienced by cases detected by different
modes (private: 6.48 days; public: 4.80 days) pinpointed the
worthiness of continual investment in public modes of case
detection, including setting up community testing centers and
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mobile specimen collection stations. Further, as reflected by
the percentage contribution by cases involved in a cluster
(–20.73% to –10.08%), contact tracing and the follow-up
quarantine of individuals with epidemiological links with cases
were useful in reducing containment delay; contact tracing
should involve a high tracing ratio (preferably ≥80%) and should
be done when there are only a few initial cases [23].

Second, the association between decreasing serial intervals over
time and lower mobility aligned with the contention that serial
intervals are shortened by nonpharmaceutical interventions [11].
Reduced serial intervals indicated faster case generation
replacement, which may be attributable to the institutionalized
social-distancing policies (Figure 1) that diminished the
geographical reach of citizens. This is a tradeoff between time
spent in a place versus number of places visited in a limited
time, such that citizens may stay in confined locations (eg,
home) longer. Although the underlying mechanisms remain
undetermined, we hypothesize that confined geographical
movement would, in reality, intensify the proximity of contacts
between successive case generations. This hypothesis is in line
with earlier findings that more time spent in close proximity to
the index case shortened serial intervals of influenza [10].
Although the adopted mobility index remained composite,
empirical contact surveys—such as the ones by Mossong and
colleagues [24] and Kwok and colleagues [19]—that disentangle
the interplay of contact dimensions will advance research in the
area of evolving epidemiology. On one hand, it is of interest to
dissect the role of different contact dimensions on disease
transmission; on the other, the potential of other composite
social mobility measures—such as the Twitter Social Mobility
Index [25]—in estimating epidemiological parameters should
be explored.

Third, the presence of negative serial intervals, suggestive of
presymptomatic transmission and asymptomatic cases, is a
reminder for the community to stay on guard against the
resurgence of COVID-19. Infections happening before symptom
onset would impede the effectiveness of control measures. This
presymptomatic fraction appeared to be low in this study
(17/558; 3.05%), but it can be as high as 12.6% [26].
Meanwhile, the proportion of asymptomatic local cases was
12.0% (285/2366) and the number of accumulated infections
so far (ie, 3512 cases among more than 7 million people in Hong
Kong) is not high enough to confer herd immunity when
compared with the conservative 5.66% previously suggested
[27]. Together, coupled with the fact that vaccinations will take
some time, these results suggest that the community should
remain vigilant against any resurgence.

Fourth, temporal variations of key epidemiological parameters
should be considered. It is common to assume that the empirical

data (of the epidemiological parameters) resembles theoretical
distributions. However, the correlation of lower mobility (as
proxy to voluntary or compulsory social distancing en masse),
involvement in local clusters (as proxy to early government
actions on case tracing), and government-level case
identification with either containment delay or serial interval
observed in this study suggests that epidemiological parameters
are dynamic throughout the epidemic. Furthermore, with
SARS-CoV-2 transcending international borders, it has mutated
into different clusters or subtypes [28-30]. These subtypes differ
by their intrinsic properties, exhibiting variations in COVID-19
epidemiology [30]. Therefore, caution must be taken to interpret
findings from infectious disease models that assume static
epidemiological parameters.

Fifth, the high proportion of transmission events within the
same age group supports the ban on gatherings outside of
households. The observed intra–age group transmission of
COVID-19 echoed the contact assortativity by age of the Hong
Kong population [19], and is in line with earlier research [31]:
social contact should be considered together with age when it
comes to determining the driving force of the incidence of
respiratory infections. Further, the asymmetric age transmission
matrix revealed that children rarely infected others in the first
two epidemic waves. This phenomenon may be attributable to
the continual school closure, resulting in fewer social
interactions than usual among children in Hong Kong. With the
reopening of schools, and hence more social mixing among
children, transmission chains branching from children are
possible; therefore, older adults who are frequently in contact
with children should be prioritized to receive the COVID-19
vaccine, as older adults have a higher risk of COVID-19–related
mortality [32]. In addition, the abundance of transmission events
in households underscores the need for residence-centered
preventive measures, as per the lesson learned from aerosol
transmission (through defective plumbing) of the 2003 severe
acute respiratory syndrome virus in the Amoy Gardens housing
complex in Hong Kong [33].

Study Limitations
There are two study limitations that bear mentioning. First, the
data in this study, including self-reported symptoms and contact
history, were subject to recall bias. However, the medical
surveillance in place to monitor the contacts of cases may lessen
the data uncertainties. Second, some cases might not have been
captured by the present surveillance system in Hong Kong due
to the underdiagnosis of mild cases and asymptomatic
individuals, who might play a role in the transmission chain
involving unlinked local cases.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 is an emerging infectious disease that has created health care challenges worldwide. Pregnant women
are particularly affected by this disease.

Objective: The aims of this study are to assess the levels of perceived threat (susceptibility, severity, impact), negative emotions
(fear, worry), and self-efficacy of pregnant women in China related to COVID-19 and to examine their associations with mental
health (depression and anxiety) and personal protective behavior (wearing a face mask).

Methods: A total of 4087 pregnant women from China completed a cross-sectional web-based survey between March 3 and
10, 2020.

Results: The prevalence of probable depression and anxiety was 48.7% (1989/4087) and 33.0% (1347/4087), respectively;
23.8% participants (974/4087) reported always wearing a face mask when going out. Of the 4087 participants, 32.1% (1313) and
36.4% (1490) perceived themselves or their family members to be susceptible to COVID-19 infection, respectively; 3216-3518
(78.7%-86.1%) agreed the disease would have various severe consequences. Additionally, 2275 of the 4087 participants (55.7%)
showed self-efficacy in protecting themselves from contracting COVID-19, and 2232 (54.6%) showed efficacy in protecting their
family members; 1303 (31.9%) reported a high level of fear of the disease, and 2780-3056 (68.0%-74.8%) expressed worry about
various aspects of COVID-19. The results of the multivariate multinominal logistic regression analyses showed that perceived
severity, perceived impact, fear, and worry were risk factors for probable depression and anxiety, while self-efficacy was a
protective factor. The results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that perceived susceptibility was associated
with always wearing a face mask.

Conclusions: Chinese pregnant women showed high levels of mental distress but low levels of personal protective behavior
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Interventions are needed to promote the mental health and health behavior of pregnant women
during the pandemic.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24053)   doi:10.2196/24053
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Introduction

COVID-19 as an Emerging Infectious Disease
In December 2019, a cluster of viral pneumonia cases of
unknown cause, later named COVID-19, were detected in
Wuhan, Hubei Province. After that, more cases of new infections
and deaths were reported across cities in China. Due to the
highly contagious nature of the disease, the COVID-19 outbreak
spread worldwide in less than three months. As of February 1,
2021, a total of 102,339,513 confirmed cases of COVID-19 and
2,217,005 deaths were reported worldwide [1]. The outbreak
of COVID-19 represents a public health emergency of
international concern.

Measures to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in China
Following the initial outbreak of COVID-19 in Wuhan,
numerous measures were enacted to prevent further spread of
the disease to other parts of China. On January 23, 2020, the
Chinese government shut down Wuhan and two additional cities
(Wenzhou and Shenzhen) by suspending all modes of
transportation to and from these cities. Other measures included
cancelling or postponing large public events (ie, Chinese New
Year celebrations), prohibition of attendance at school and work,
and closure of public amenities. These measures were part of
the social distancing policies, which aimed to limit social
contacts and human-to-human transmission [2]. Moreover,
public information and education campaigns that encouraged
personal protective behaviors were promoted through social
media marketing and traditional media. A number of protective
measures were also implemented to prevent the spread of
COVID-19 among members of the workforce who wished to
return to work [3]. These measures included enhancing the
practice of hand hygiene and wearing a face mask, as well as
organizational measures such as improvement of workplace
hygiene; tracking the physical health status of employees; and
dissemination of facts about COVID-19 prevention [3]. On
February 2, 2020, the National Health Commission of China
issued a new notice proposing a list of guidelines and
recommendations for pregnant women and health care
professionals in response to COVID-19. This notice urged
strengthening of health counselling, screening, and follow-ups
for pregnant women. Recommendations on personal protective
measures, including social distancing, hand hygiene, and the
use of a face mask when going out, were also stated in the notice
[4].

Possible Impact of COVID-19 on Pregnant Women
Due to the immunological changes that occur during pregnancy,
pregnant women are generally susceptible to respiratory
pathogens and the development of severe pneumonia. Therefore,
it is believed that pregnant women may be more susceptible to
COVID-19 [5]. Recent reviews found that the most commonly
reported symptoms of COVID-19 in pregnant women were
fever and dry cough, followed by fatigue, diarrhea, dyspnea,
lymphocytopenia with elevated C-reactive protein, sore throat,
and myalgia [6-8]. These clinical characteristics of COVID-19

are similar to those of nonpregnant adult patients [6-8]. More
complications were observed in symptomatic pregnant women,
including intensive care unit admissions, mechanical ventilation,
and death [9,10]. Moreover, studies have shown that infected
pregnant women are at significantly higher risk for caesarean
delivery and preterm birth than the general pregnant population
[6,7,11], which is associated with increased risk and
complications in both mothers and neonates. A number of fetal
and neonatal complications, such as stillbirth, neonatal death,
low birth weight, fetal distress, thrombocytopenia accompanied
by abnormal liver function, neonatal asphyxia, and death, were
also reported [7,12]. Although some reviews reported a low risk
of vertical transmission [8,13], it is important to note that most
studies to date have found no conclusive evidence of vertical
transmission of COVID-19 [6,7,10,11,14]. According to the
World Health Organization, mothers with suspected or
confirmed COVID-19 are recommended to initiate and continue
breastfeeding and mother-infant contact because the benefits
of breastfeeding and mother-infant contact substantially
outweigh the potential risks of transmission of COVID-19 to
the child [15]. As the situation of COVID-19 is constantly
changing worldwide, understanding the effect of COVID-19
on pregnancy would be important and beneficial for the
development of treatment and management to reduce the
morbidity and complications of COVID-19 in both mothers and
neonates. Very few studies to date have examined the
perceptions, emotions, and mental and behavioral responses to
COVID-19 of pregnant women in China.

Mental Health and Personal Preventive Behavior
During the COVID-19 Period
The uncertainty of COVID-19 has caused substantial
psychological distress to the public. In studies among Chinese
people, it was found that during the COVID-19 epidemic, 53.8%
of respondents rated the psychological impact of the COVID-19
outbreak as moderate or severe [16], between 16.1% and 20.1%
Chinese people scored higher than the cutoff for depression
[12,17], and between 20.4% and 35.1% scored higher than the
cutoff for anxiety [12,17,18]. Recent studies have revealed that
females experience much greater levels of anxiety, depression,
and stress than their male counterparts during the COVID-19
pandemic [19-21]. Studies have also shown that pregnant women
experienced greater psychological distress than the general
population during the COVID-19 epidemic [22,23], as they may
face difficulties in accessing health care services due to
suspension of transportation and other nonemergency services.
Health services for pregnant women may also become limited
as the health system is strained by the increasing number of
infections. Furthermore, visiting clinics and hospitals for medical
checkups may place pregnant women at increased risk of
infection. Given the potential risk of COVID-19 infection in
pregnancy, pregnant women may feel anxious visiting these
facilities and worry about being infected during antenatal
checkup. Furthermore, other studies that examined the effect
of lockdown and quarantine on the mental health of pregnant
population demonstrated a higher prevalence of symptoms of
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psychological distress (ie, anxiety, depression, posttraumatic
stress symptoms, and insomnia [24,25]). As antenatal stress and
mental health problems are associated with multiple adverse
outcomes for the child [26,27], it would be pertinent to examine
the prevalence and associated factors of mental distress among
pregnant women during the COVID-19 period so that early
interventions could be designed.

The virus of COVID-19 can be transmitted through respiratory
droplets and contacts. From the experience of past epidemic
outbreaks, personal protective behaviors such as wearing a mask
are recommended to offer protections against virus infection.
A recent study reported that the frequency of always wearing
a face mask in the past week was 76.1%-85.5% among
participants in Wuhan and Shanghai during the COVID-19
period [18]. Research has shown that countries with higher
proportions of citizens that used face masks had fewer
COVID-19 cases and controlled the epidemic much earlier than
countries that discouraged the use of face masks [28]. The
frequent use of face masks was found to be associated with a
lower number of COVID-19 cases; the perceived benefits of
wearing a face mask (eg, effectiveness in preventing virus spread
from asymptomatic patients) also boosted confidence and
reduced the risk of adverse mental health among Chinese people
[28]. Studies among pregnant women during the severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak in Hong Kong found
that approximately 70% wore a mask all or most of the time
[29]. It was expected that the frequency of wearing a face mask
among pregnant women would be high during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Factors Related to Mental Health and Personal
Protective Behavior
Cognitions are important determinants of health behaviors and
mental health. Protection motivation theory is a prominent
theory that highlights the important role of cognition in health
[30]. Protection motivation theory posits that two parallel
cognitive processes function to predict an individual’s
motivation to perform a health behavior: threat
appraisal and coping appraisal. Threat appraisal focuses on
perceived susceptibility (ie, estimation of the possibility of harm
from a threat) and perceived severity (ie, estimation of the
degree of harm resulting from the threat), while coping appraisal
focuses on self-efficacy (ie, level of confidence in coping with
the threats) and other factors that may increase or decrease the
adaptive response. The perception that the pandemic has caused
a significant impact on one’s life may decrease the probability
of the adaptive response. According to protection motivation
theory, increased levels of threat and coping appraisal increase
individuals’ protection motivation, leading to the performance
of a health behavior. Protection motivation theory has been
applied to COVID-19 preventive behavior among health care
workers and the general public [31,32]. A meta-analysis also
confirmed that increases in perceived susceptibility, perceived
severity, and self‐efficacy facilitated adaptive intentions or
behaviors [33]. 

Consistent with protection motivation theory, extensive studies
have also demonstrated the important role of perceived threats
on behavioral and psychological responses to a disease. A

review by Bish and Michie [34] identified perceived
susceptibility to the disease and perceived severity of the disease
as important predictors of protective behaviors during a
pandemic. A recent study revealed that individuals’ perceived
severity of the COVID-19 outbreak is related to an increased
level of mental health problems in the Chinese public [35].
Studies from other countries, such as the Philippines, Vietnam,
and Turkey, also supported the findings that the perceived
impact, perceived susceptibility, and perceived severity of
COVID-19 are related to increased levels of mental health
problems and preventive behaviors [20,21,36].

The literature has also suggested self-efficacy as an important
determinant of mental health and behavior. Studies on epidemic
outbreaks, such as SARS and H1N1, have found that
self-efficacy was associated with better mental health [37] and
higher levels of protective behaviors [38,39], while a lower
level of self-efficacy was associated with higher fear related to
the disease [40]. Studies during the COVID-19 epidemic also
demonstrated that stronger self-confidence, stronger confidence
in one’s health care providers, and having a good perception of
one’s health status were significantly associated with lower
risks of anxiety, depression, and stress as well as with a lower
psychological impact of the pandemic [18,20].

The literature has also highlighted the importance of emotional
factors in mental health and behavior. According to the appraisal
tendency theory, emotions guide specific cognitive response or
appraisal, leading to an effect on mental and behavioral
outcomes [41]. Negative emotions, such as fear and worry, are
associated with a tendency to perceive a situation as uncertain
and less controllable, which prompts individuals to engage in
precautionary behaviors. Furthermore, negative emotions may
impair individuals’ cognitive processes in coping with stressful
encounters [42], which drives them to perform a range of
precautionary behaviors regardless of their scientific value.
Supporting this notion, studies conducted during pandemics,
such as H1N1 [43-45] and COVID-19 [36], have shown that
negative emotions, such as fear of the pandemic, are associated
with the practice of protective behaviors. Negative emotions
related to epidemic outbreaks have also been consistently found
to be detrimental to mental health [40,46]. It is therefore
conjectured that during the COVID-19 pandemic period,
pregnant women who showed negative emotions toward
COVID-19 may have poorer mental health but be more likely
to adopt protective behaviors.

This Study
This study examined the prevalence and identified factors for
depression, anxiety, and frequency of face mask wearing during
the COVID-19 period among pregnant women in China. Based
on the protection motivation theory and the appraisal tendency
theory, the roles of perceived susceptibility, perceived severity,
perceived impact of COVID-19, self-efficacy, and negative
emotions (ie, fear and worry about COVID-19) were examined.
It was hypothesized that perceived threat and negative emotions
would be risk factors for depression and anxiety, while
self-efficacy would be a protective factor. Furthermore,
perceived threat, negative emotions, and self-efficacy were
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hypothesized to be protective factors of the frequency of wearing
a face mask.

Methods

Participants
The target participants were pregnant women who were
currently using health care services from maternal health care
institutions in Mainland China. Pregnant women who intended
to continue the pregnancy were eligible for the study, and those
who planned to terminate their pregnancy were excluded.

Procedure
A web-based cross-sectional survey was conducted from March
3-10, 2020. Participants were recruited from maternal health
care centers in various provinces of China (ie, Beijing,
Chongqing, Guangdong, Guangxi, Hainan, Shandong, Tianjin,
and Xinjiang). These maternal health care centers provided
antenatal health services to all pregnant women within the
region, they contained a record and contact details of those
women who were using their health services. Eligible women
were first identified from the record and were invited to take
part in the survey through WeChat. A quick response (QR) code
and link to the web-based survey was provided; interested
participants could directly access the web-based survey through
scanning the QR code or clicking the link. Information about
the purpose and procedure of the survey was provided on the
first page of the web-based survey. Participants were assured
that no direct identifiers (eg, name, email address, ID number)
were collected, all data collected would remain confidential,
and only the research team would have access to the data.
Refusal to take part in the survey would not affect the services
they would obtain at the health care center. Women who agreed
to take part in the survey were asked to provide informed
consent by clicking the “I agree” button before starting the
web-based survey. The survey took 15-20 minutes to complete.
Participants received no incentive for their participation. Ethical
approval was obtained from the Survey and Behavioral Research
Ethics Committee of The Chinese University of Hong Kong
(SBRE-19-395). Approximately 5540 invitation messages were
sent out, and a total of 4087 completed responses were collected
(response rate: 73.8%).

Measures

Sociodemographic Characteristics
Participants were asked to report their age, education level, and
employment status.

Pregnancy-Related Characteristics
Participants were asked to report their parity, gestational age,
and whether they had any pregnancy-related complications.

Perceived Susceptibility to COVID-19
The participants’ perceived susceptibility to COVID-19 was
measured by 2 items on the likelihood of oneself and one’s
family members contracting COVID-19. Items were rated on a
4-point Likert scale from 1, very little, to 4, very much, with a
higher score indicating a higher level of perceived susceptibility.

The internal reliability of the items was satisfactory (Cronbach
α=.94).

Perceived Severity of COVID-19
The participants’ perception of the severity of COVID-19 was
measured by 3 items (eg, “Would maternal infection with
COVID-19 affect the health of the newborn?”). These items
were rated on a 4-point Likert Scale from 1, very little, to 4,
very much, with a higher score indicating a higher level of
perceived severity. The internal reliability of the items was
satisfactory (Cronbach α =.92).

Perceived Impact of COVID-19
Participants were given a checklist and were asked to rate
whether COVID-19 had affected any part of their daily lives
(ie, work, financial income, family relationship, social
interactions, others). The number of items endorsed reflected
the level of impact. The possible score ranged from 0 to 5, with
a higher score indicating a higher level of perceived impact of
COVID-19.

Self-efficacy
Self-efficacy was measured by 2 items. Participants were asked
to rate their level of confidence of protecting themselves and
their family members from contracting COVID-19. Items were
rated on a 4-point Likert scale from 1, very little, to 4, very
much, with a higher score indicating a higher level of
self-efficacy. The internal reliability of the items was satisfactory
(Cronbach α=.94).

Fear
Fear was measured by a single item. Participants were asked to
rate their level of fear of COVID-19 on a 4-point Likert scale
from 1, very little, to 4, very much, with a higher score
indicating a higher level of fear.

Worry
Worry was measured by 4 items. Participants were asked to rate
their level of worry regarding different aspects related to
COVID-19 (eg, “You will be infected with COVID-19 when
you attend the prenatal check-up”). Items were rated on a 4-point
Likert scale from 1, very little, to 4, very much, with a higher
score indicating a higher level of worry. The internal reliability
of the items was satisfactory (Cronbach α=.92).

Frequency of Face Mask Wearing
Participants were asked to report their frequency of wearing a
face mask when going out on a 4-point Likert scale from 1,
never, to 4, always. A cutoff of always wearing a face mask
was set in this study; this cutoff has been used in previous
studies [44,47].

Depression
Depression was measured by the 9-item Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-9) [48]. The Chinese version has been
validated and used in the Chinese population [49,50].
Participants were asked to rate how often they have been
bothered by symptoms in the past 2 weeks on a 4-point Likert
scale from 0, not at all, to 3, almost every day. The total score
ranges from 0 to 27, with a higher score indicating a higher
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level of depression. Scores of 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19, and 20-27
represent minimal, mild, moderate, moderately severe, and
severe depression, respectively.

Anxiety
Anxiety was assessed by the 7-item General Anxiety Disorder
scale (GAD-7) [51]. It is a brief, self-reported scale for
identifying probable cases of generalized anxiety disorder
(GAD). The Chinese version has been validated and used in the
Chinese population [52,53]. Participants were asked how often
they experienced each symptom in the past 2 weeks on a 4-point
Likert scale from 0, not at all, to 3, nearly every day. The GAD-7
total score ranges from 0 to 21, with a higher score indicating
a higher level of anxiety. Scores of 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, and 15-21
represent minimal, mild, moderate, and severe anxiety,
respectively.

Analysis
Descriptive statistics on the participants’ sociodemographic and
pregnancy-related characteristics, perceived threat, self-efficacy,
negative emotions, and prevalence of depression, anxiety, and
frequency of face mask wearing are presented. To identify
significant factors of depression and anxiety, univariate
multinominal logistic regressions were first conducted to
examine the association between all factors with depression and
anxiety, and respective odds ratios derived from univariate
logistic regression (ORus) and 95% confidence intervals are
presented. To control for the potential effect of
sociodemographic and pregnancy-related characteristics, all
sociodemographic characteristics, pregnancy-related

characteristics, and independent variables with P<.05 in the
univariate multinominal regression models were then subjected
to multivariate multinominal logistic regression analysis; the
resulting multivariate odds ratios (ORms) are reported.

To identify significant factors of always wearing a face mask
when going out, univariate logistic regressions were first
conducted to examine the association between all factors and
the outcome, and the respective ORus and 95% confidence
intervals are presented. To control for the potential effect of
sociodemographic and pregnancy-related characteristics, all
sociodemographic characteristics, pregnancy-related
characteristics, and independent variables with P<.05 in the
univariate logistic regressions were then subjected to a
multivariate logistic regression analysis, and the resulting ORms
were reported. Data analyses were performed using SPSS
version 21.0 (IBM Corporation), with a P value of <.05 being
considered statistically significant.

Results

Descriptive Statistics of the Participants
Slightly more than two-thirds (2743/4087, 67.1%) of the
participants were aged 30 years or less. Nearly half of the
participants (1989/4087, 48.7%) had received a postsecondary
level of education. Approximately half of the participants
(2022/4087, 49.5%) were nulliparous, and a similar number
(1860/4087, 45.5%) were in their third trimester. A small
number of participants (6.6%) reported having some
pregnancy-related complications (Table 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the participants (N=4087).

Value, n (%)Characteristic

Sociodemographic characteristics

Age (years)

57 (1.4)≥19

872 (21.3)20-25

1814 (44.4)26-30

1055 (25.8)31-35

239 (5.8)36-40

50 (1.3)≥41

Education level

111 (2.7)Primary or below

1072 (26.2)Junior secondary

915 (22.4)Senior secondary

1051 (25.7)Matriculation

831 (20.3)Undergraduate

107 (2.6)Postgraduate or above

Pregnancy-related characteristics

Parity

2022 (49.5)Nulliparous

1820 (44.5)Primiparous

245 (6.0)Multiparous

Gestational age

855 (21.2)First trimester (12 weeks or below)

1362 (33.3)Second trimester (13-26 weeks)

1860 (45.5)Third trimester (27 weeks or above)

Pregnancy-related complications

3816 (93.4)No

271 (6.6)Yes

Personal protective behavior

Frequency of wearing a face mask when going out

1262 (30.9)Never

1398 (34.2)Seldom

453 (11.1)Sometimes

974 (23.8)Always

Mental health

Depression (measured by PHQ-9a)

2098 (51.3)Minimal (0-4)

1163 (28.5)Mild (5-9)

504 (12.3)Moderate (10-14)

227 (5.6)Moderately severe (15-19)

95 (2.3)Severe (20-27)

Anxiety (measured by GAD-7b)
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Value, n (%)Characteristic

2740 (67.0)Minimal (0-4)

919 (22.5)Mild (5-9)

318 (7.8)Moderate (10-14)

110 (2.7)Severe (15-21)

aPHQ-9: 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire.
bGAD-7: 7-item General Anxiety Disorder Scale.

Prevalence of Depression, Anxiety and Frequency of
Wearing a Face Mask
The prevalence of mild to severe depression (PHQ score >5)
and mild to severe anxiety (GAD-7 score >5) was 48.7%
(1989/4087) and 33.0% (1347/4087), respectively. Less than a
quarter of the participants (974/4087, 23.8%) reported always
wearing a face mask when going out (Table 1).

Perceived Threats, Negative Emotions, and
Self-Efficacy
One-third of the 4087 participants perceived that they (1313,
32.1%) or their family members (1490, 36.4%) were likely to

be infected with COVID-19 (ie, perceived susceptibility), and
a sizable number of participants (3216, 78.7%, to 3518, 86.1%)
agreed that the disease would have various severe consequences,
such as mother-to-child transmission (ie, perceived severity;
Table 2). Approximately one-fifth of respondents (894/4087,
21.9%) reported a score of 3 or above on perceived impact
(Table 3). Slightly more than half were confident that they could
protect themselves (2275/4087, 55.7%) or their family members
(2232/4087, 54.6%) from contracting COVID-19.
Approximately one-third (1303/4087, 31.9%) reported a high
level of fear of the disease, and more than two thirds (2780/4087,
68.0%, to 3056/4087, 74.8%) showed worry about various
aspects of COVID-19 (Table 2).

Table 2. Perceived threats, negative emotions, and self-efficacy of pregnant women during the COVID-19 period (N=4087).

Value, n (%)Variable

Very muchMuchLittleVery little

Perceived susceptibility

369 (9.0)944 (23.1)1986 (48.6)788 (19.3)Likelihood of oneself contracting COVID-19

438 (10.7)1052 (25.7)1884 (46.1)713 (17.4)Likelihood of one’s family members contracting
COVID-19

Perceived severity

1102 (27.0)2114 (51.7)610 (14.9)261 (6.4)COVID-19 will be transmitted from mother to child

1322 (32.3)2074 (50.7)479 (11.7)212 (5.2)Maternal infection of COVID-19 will be more dif-
ficult to cure than in the general population

1574 (38.5)1944 (47.6)366 (9.0)203 (5.0)Maternal infection of COVID-19 will affect the
health of the child

Self-efficacy

687 (16.8)1588 (38.9)1334 (32.6)478 (11.7)Confidence of protecting oneself from contracting
COVID-19

631 (15.4)1601 (39.2)1412 (34.5)443 (10.8)Confidence of protecting family members from
contracting COVID-19

Fear

312 (7.6)991 (24.2)2118 (51.8)666 (16.3)Level of fear of COVID-19

Worry

1073 (26.3)1983 (48.5)773 (18.9)258 (6.3)Worry about being infected with COVID-19 when
attending a prenatal checkup

939 (23.0)1841 (45.0)936 (22.9)371 (9.1)Worry about one’s hospital delivery arrangement
being affected due to COVID-19

980 (24.0)1844 (45.1)865 (21.2)398 (9.7)Worry that accompanied delivery will not be
available due to COVID-19

1045 (25.6)1957 (47.9)746 (18.3)339 (8.3)Worry that child health services will be affected
after delivery due to COVID-19
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Table 3. Scores of perceived impact of COVID-19 (N=4087).

Value, n (%)Total score of perceived impact

2138 (52.3)1

1055 (25.8)2

592 (14.5)3

302 (7.4)4-5

Multinominal Logistic Regression Models for
Depression
The results of the univariate multinominal logistic regression
analyses showed that among all the background characteristics,
being multiparous was a protective factor for mild depression
(ORu 0.63, 95% CI 0.45-0.88) and being a farmer was a
protective factor for moderately severe depression (ORu 0.72,
95% CI 0.53-0.96) (Table 4). Among the cognitive and
psychological variables, perceived susceptibility (ORu
1.17-1.26), perceived severity (ORu 1.14-1.52) and fear (ORu
1.46-2.12) were risk factors for all levels of depression, and
perceived impact was a risk factor for mild, moderate, and
moderately severe depression (ORu 1.14-1.32). On the other

hand, self-efficacy (ORu 0.89, 95% CI 0.82-0.96) was a
significant protective factor for moderately severe depression
(Table 4). The results of the multivariate multinominal
regression analyses showed that after adjusting for significant
background variables, perceived severity (ORm 1.08 and 1.09
for mild and moderate depression, respectively), perceived
impact (ORm 1.08 and 1.12 for mild and moderate depression,
respectively), fear (ORm 1.26-1.70 for all levels of depression),
and worry (ORm 1.05 and 1.27 for moderate and severe
depression, respectively) were significant risk factors, while
self-efficacy was a protective factor (ORm 0.79-0.87 for
moderate to severe depression) to different levels of depression
(Table 5).
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Table 4. Univariate multinominal logistic regression of depression among pregnant women (N=4087).

ORua (95% CI)Variable

Severe depressionModerately severe de-
pression

Moderate depressionMild depression

Sociodemographic characteristics

Age (years)

1111≤19b

0.63 (0.18-2.21)1.31 (0.39-4.44)1.21 (0.49-3.00)0.94 (0.50-1.77)20-25

0.36 (0.10-1.23)0.88 (0.26-2.96)1.21 (0.50-2.96)1.08 (0.58-2.00)26-30

0.37 (0.10-1.31)1.19 (0.35-4.02)1.06 (0.43-2.61)0.97 (0.52-1.81)31-35

0.47 (0.11-2.00)0.79 (0.20-3.04)1.14 (0.43-3.00)1.05 (0.53-2.06)36-40

0.59 (0.09-3.76)0.58 (0.09-3.75)0.88 (0.26-3.03)0.38 (0.14-1.07)≥41

Education level

1111Primary or belowb

3.87 (0.52-28.70)0.60 (0.17-2.11)0.70 (0.40-1.23)1.07 (0.65-1.76)Junior secondary

2.90 (0.38-21.91)0.52 (0.23-1.19)0.85 (0.48-1.50)1.40 (0.85-2.30)Senior secondary

2.17 (0.29-16.48)0.73 (0.33-1.61)0.83 (0.47-1.45)1.54 (0.94-2.52)Matriculation

1.87 (0.24-14.52)0.52 (0.23-1.19)0.81 (0.46-1.44)1.61 (0.98-2.65)Undergraduate

2.40 (0.21-27.25)0.60 (0.17-2.11)0.87 (0.39-1.94)1.90 (1.01-3.58)Postgraduate or above

Employment

1111Unemployed/housewife/studentb

0.84 (0.54-1.30)0.72 (0.53-0.96)*0.96 (0.78-1.18)1.01 (0.86-1.18)Farmer

0.99 (0.45-2.18)1.16 (0.72-1.88)0.98 (0.67-1.45)0.87 (0.65-1.18)Employed

Pregnancy-related characteristics

Parity

1111Nulliparousb

1.30 (0.84-1.99)1.30 (0.97-1.73)0.87 (0.71-1.07)0.90 (0.77-1.04)Primiparous

1.31 (0.57-2.99)1.59 (0.95-2.67)0.89 (0.59-1.34)0.63 (0.45-0.88)**Multiparous

Gestational age

1111First trimester (12 weeks or below)b

0.75 (0.41-1.38)0.94 (0.65-1.36)0.95 (0.72-1.25)1.00 (0.82-1.22)Second trimester (13-26 weeks)

1.18 (0.70-2.01)0.82 (0.58-1.17)1.15 (0.89-1.48)0.95 (0.79-1.15)Third trimester (27 weeks or above)

Pregnancy-related complications

1111Nob

0.81 (0.32-2.02)1.03 (0.59-1.79)1.02 (0.69-1.51)1.12 (0.84-1.48)Yes

Cognitive and psychological variables

1.22 (1.09-1.38)**1.26 (1.17-1.37)***1.25 (1.18-1.32)***1.17 (1.12-1.22)***Perceived susceptibility

1.52 (1.34-1.72)***1.22 (1.14-1.31)***1.20 (1.15-1.26)***1.14 (1.10-1.18)***Perceived severity

1.13 (0.92-1.39)1.32 (1.16-1.51)***1.20 (1.09-1.33)***1.14 (1.06-1.22)**Perceived impact

0.90 (0.80-1.01)0.89 (0.82-0.96)*0.96 (0.91-1.02)1.01 (0.97-1.05)Self-efficacy

2.12 (1.66-2.71)***2.10 (1.78-2.49)***1.86 (1.65-2.10)***1.46 (1.33-1.60)***Fear

1.41 (1.29-1.53)1.20 (1.15-1.26)1.15 (1.12-1.19)1.09 (1.07-1.12)Worry

aORu: odds ratio derived from univariate multinominal logistic regression.
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bReference category.
*P<.05.
**P<.01.
***P<.001.

Table 5. Multivariate multinominal logistic regression of depression among pregnant women (N=4087).

ORma (95% CI)Variable

Severe depressionModerately severe depres-
sion

Moderate depressionMild depression

0.93 (0.81-1.07)1.02 (0.92-1.13)1.04 (0.96-1.12)1.05 (0.99-1.12)Perceived susceptibility

1.14 (0.97-1.35)1.02 (0.93-1.12)1.08 (1.01-1.15)**1.09 (1.04-1.14)*Perceived severity

0.99 (0.81-1.23)1.22 (1.07-1.40)1.12 (1.02-1.24)**1.08 (1.00-1.17)**Perceived impact

0.82 (0.72-0.93)**0.79 (0.72-0.86)*0.87 (0.82-0.93)*0.96 (0.92-1.00)Self-efficacy

1.70 (1.24-2.32)**1.91 (1.53, 2.40)*1.65 (1.40-1.94)*1.26 (1.11-1.42)*Fear

1.27 (1.13-1.43)*1.11 (1.03-1.19)**1.05 (1.00-1.10)**1.01 (0.98-1.05)Worry

aORm: odds ratio derived from multivariate multinominal logistic regression that included all sociodemographic variables, pregnancy-related variables,
and cognitive and psychological variables that were significant at the P<.05 level in the univariate multinominal logistic regression analysis.
*P<.001.
**P<.05.

Multinominal Logistic Regression Models for Anxiety
Results from univariate multinominal logistic regressions
showed that among all the background characteristics, being
multiparous was a risk factor (ORu 2.51, 95% CI 1.32-4.75),
while being a farmer was a protective factor (ORu 60, 95% CI
0.40-0.90) for severe anxiety. Education level (ORu 0.32 to
0.46 for matriculation and undergraduate level) was a protective
factor for moderate anxiety. Among the cognitive and
psychological variables, perceived susceptibility (ORu
1.20-1.24), perceived severity (ORu 1.19-1.52), fear (ORu
1.62-3.03), and worry (ORu 1.16-1.41) were risk factors for all

levels of anxiety, and perceived impact was a risk factor for
mild and moderate anxiety (ORu 1.16-1.29). On the other hand,
self-efficacy (ORu 0.90-0.93) was a significant protective factor
for moderate and severe anxiety (Table 6). The results from the
multivariate multinominal regression analysis showed that after
adjusting for significant background variables, fear (ORm
1.36-2.88) and worry (ORm 1.09-1.22) were risk factors, while
self-efficacy was a protective factor (ORm 0.77-0.90) for all
levels of anxiety. Furthermore, perceived severity (ORm 1.07,
95% CI 1.02-1.13) was a risk factor for mild anxiety, and
perceived impact (ORm 1.22, 95% CI 1.09-1.37) was a risk
factor for moderate anxiety (Table 7).
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Table 6. Univariate multinominal logistic regression of anxiety among pregnant women (N=4087).

ORua (95% CI)Variable

Severe anxietyModerate anxietyMild anxiety

Sociodemographic characteristics

Age (years)

111≤19b

0.59 (0.17-2.03)0.99 (0.38-2.61)0.57 (0.22-1.50)20-25

0.32 (0.10-1.10)0.74 (0.29-1.93)0.92 (0.47-1.80)26-30

0.53 (0.15-1.81)0.76 (0.29-2.00)0.75 (0.40-1.41)31-35

0.51 (0.13-2.07)0.57 (0.19-1.70)0.77 (0.41-1.42)36-40

0.63 (0.10-4.00)0.57 (0.13-2.56)0.72 (0.38-1.35)≥41

Education level

111Primary or belowb

5.25 (0.72-38.54)0.58 (0.32-1.04)0.99 (0.59-1.64)Junior secondary

2.45 (0.32-18.49)0.69 (0.38-1.23)1.21 (0.73-2.02)Senior secondary

2.05 (0.27-15.46)0.46 (0.25-0.83)*1.19 (0.72-1.98)Matriculation

1.94 (0.25-14.91)0.32 (0.17-0.59)**1.31 (0.79-2.19)Undergraduate

2.11 (0.19-23.87)0.60 (0.25-1.44)1.36 (0.70-2.63)Postgraduate or above

Employment

111Unemployed/housewife/studentb

0.60 (0.40-0.90)*0.78 (0.61-1.00)1.08 (0.92-1.27)Farmer

1.00 (0.51-1.97)1.09 (0.71-1.68)0.66 (0.93-0.68)Employed

Pregnancy-related characteristics

Parity

111Nulliparousb

1.32 (0.88-1.98)1.06 (0.84-1.35)0.88 (0.76-1.03)Primiparous

2.51 (1.32-4.75)*1.37 (0.86-2.17)0.86 (0.62-1.21)Multiparous

Gestational age

111First trimester (12 weeks or below)b

0.84 (0.48-1.48)1.22 (0.88-1.70)0.97 (0.78-1.20)Second trimester (13-26 weeks)

1.36 (0.82-2.24)1.21 (0.88-1.66)1.31 (1.07-1.60)*Third trimester (27 weeks or above)

Pregnancy-related complications

111Nob

.90 (0.39-2.08)1.33 (0.86-2.06)1.39 (1.04-1.84)*Yes

Cognitive and psychological variables

1.24 (1.11-1.38)***1.28 (1.20-1.37)***1.20 (1.15-1.26)***Perceived susceptibility

1.52 (1.35-1.71)***1.19 (1.12-1.26)***1.21 (1.16-1.25)***Perceived severity

1.15 (0.95-1.38)1.29 (1.15-1.44)***1.16 (1.08-1.25)***Perceived impact

0.90 (0.80-0.99)*0.93 (0.87-0.99)*0.98 (0.94-1.02)Self-efficacy

3.03 (2.41-3.81)***2.13 (1.85-2.45)***1.62 (1.47-1.78)***Fear

1.41 (1.30-1.53)***1.20 (1.15-1.25)***1.16 (1.13-1.19)***Worry

aORu: Odds ratio derived from univariate multinominal logistic regression.
bReference category.
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*P<.05.
**P<.01.
***P<.001.

Table 7. Multivariate multinominal logistic regression of anxiety among pregnant women (N=4087).

ORma (95% CI)Variable

Severe anxietyModerate anxietyMild anxiety

0.88 (0.74-1.02)1.03 (0.94-1.13)1.04 (0.98-1.10)Perceived susceptibility

1.12 (0.96-1.31)0.99 (0.91-1.07)1.07 (1.02-1.13)*Perceived severity

1.03 (0.85-1.24)1.22 (1.09-1.37)**1.07 (0.99-1.16)Perceived impact

0.77 (0.68-0.87)***0.83 (0.77-0.89)***0.90 (0.86-0.95)***Self-efficacy

2.88 (2.15-3.88)***1.88 (1.55-2.29)***1.36 (1.19-1.55)***Fear

1.22 (1.09-1.37)***1.12 (1.05-1.19)***1.09 (1.05-1.13)***Worry

aORm: odds ratio derived from multivariate multinominal logistic regression that included all sociodemographic variables, pregnancy-related variables,
and cognitive and psychological variables that were significant at the P<.05 level in the univariate multinominal logistic regression analysis.
*P<.05.
**P<.01.
***P<.001.

Logistic Regression Models for Always Wearing a Face
Mask When Going Out
Results from the univariate logistic regression analyses showed
that among all the background characteristics, being in the third
trimester (ORu 0.64, 95% CI 0.53-0.77) and pregnancy-related
complications (ORu 0.69, 95% CI 0.50-0.95) were risk factors
for always wearing a face mask when going out. Having a
postgraduate level of education or above was a protective factor
for always wearing a face mask (ORu 2.78, 95% CI 1.53-5.05)

(Table 8). Among the cognitive and psychological variables,
perceived susceptibility (ORu 1.07, 95% CI 1.02-1.11),
perceived severity (ORu 1.05, 95% CI 1.02-1.09), and worry
(ORu 1.03, 95% CI 1.00-1.05) were associated with always
wearing a face mask. The results of the multivariate logistic
regression analysis showed that after adjusting for significant
background variables, perceived susceptibility was the only
significant factor (ORm 1.05, 95% CI 1.00-1.10) for always
wearing a face mask (Table 8).
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Table 8. Logistic regression of always wearing a face mask when going out among pregnant women (N=4087).

Always wearing a face mask when going outVariable

ORmb (95% CI)ORua (95% CI)

Sociodemographic characteristics

Age (years)

N/Ad1≤19c

N/A1.36 (0.68-2.75)20-25

N/A1.61 (0.81-3.20)26-30

N/A1.32 (0.66-2.65)31-35

N/A1.51 (0.72-3.17)36-40

N/A2.42 (0.99-5.95)≥41

Education level

11Primary or belowc

0.92 (0.56-1.49)1.98 (0.60-1.58)Junior secondary

0.84 (0.51-1.39)0.92 (0.57-1.50)Senior secondary

1.20 (0.73-1.98)1.31 (0.81-2.12)Matriculation

1.45 (0.87-2.41)1.57 (0.97-2.55)Undergraduate

2.43 (1.31-4.54)**2.78 (1.53-5.05)***Postgraduate or above

Employment

11Unemployed/housewife/studentc

0.99 (0.83-1.19)1.25 (1.06-1.46)*Farmer

0.91 (0.66-1.26)0.88 (0.65-1.20)Employed

Pregnancy-related characteristics

Parity

N/A1Nulliparousc

N/A0.86 (0.74-1.00)Primiparous

N/A0.99 (0.73-1.35)Multiparous

Gestational age

11First trimester (12 weeks or below)c

0.90 (0.74-1.09)0.86 (0.70-1.04)Second trimester (13-26 weeks)

0.68 (0.56-0.83)***0.64 (0.53-0.77)***Third trimester (27 weeks or above)

Pregnancy-related complications

11Noc

0.70 (0.51-0.97)*0.69 (0.50-0.95)*Yes

Cognitive and psychological variables

1.05 (1.00-1.10)*1.07 (1.02-1.11)**Perceived susceptibility

1.04 (.99, 1.09)1.05 (1.02-1.09)**Perceived severity

N/A1.07 (1.00-1.15)Perceived impact

N/A1.00 (0.97-1.05)Self-efficacy

N/A1.07 (0.98-1.17)Fear

1.02 (0.98-1.05)1.03 (1.00-1.05)*Worry

aORu: odds ratio derived from univariate logistic regression.
bORm: odds ratio derived from multivariate logistic regression that included all socio-demographic variables, pregnancy-related variables, and cognitive
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and psychological variables that were significant at the P<.05 level in the univariate logistic regression analysis.
cReference variable.
dN/A: not applicable.
*P<.05.
**P<.01.
***P<.001.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The COVID-19 pandemic is an emerging and rapidly evolving
situation. People receive information from various sources may
form different perceptions about COVID-19. In this study,
between 32.1% (1313/4087) and 36.4% (1490/4087) of the
participants perceived that they or their family members were
susceptible to the disease, and between 78.7% (3216/4087) and
86.1% (3518/4087) believed that the disease would have various
serious consequences. Participants also reported that the disease
has affected various parts of their lives. The perceived
susceptibility and severity of COVID-19 were considerably
higher compared to those observed in a study conducted among
residents of Wuhan and Shanghai, which showed that
12.5%-18.6% of participants perceived that they were likely to
be infected with COVID-19 and 12%-19.9% rated the disease
as serious [18]. The figures were also higher compared with
those in studies conducted during other epidemics, such as
SARS (eg, approximately 20% of pregnant women considered
themselves likely to contract SARS during the SARS epidemic
period) [29]. Our findings suggest that a substantial number of
pregnant women overestimated their risk of contracting
COVID-19 and the severity of infection. Furthermore, slightly
more than half of the participants reported high levels of
self-efficacy. However, this figure was significantly lower than
that in the study conducted in Wuhan and Shanghai, which
showed that 86.8% to 87.8% of participants perceived a high
level of confidence in taking measures to protect themselves
from COVID-19 [18].

Negative emotions towards COVID-19 were commonly
documented in this study. Approximately one-third of the 4087
participants (1303, 31.9%) showed high levels of fear towards
the disease, and more than two thirds (2780, 68.0%, to 3056,
74.8%) reported different worries related to the COVID-19
pandemic, including worries of contracting the infection when
attending antenatal checkups and worries that their delivery and
child health services would be affected due to the epidemic.
The level of negative emotions is comparable to that documented
among pregnant women and the general public during the SARS
period in Hong Kong, for which studies found that more than
half of the participants worried about themselves or their family
members contracting SARS and two-thirds of the women were
scared of going to the hospital for antenatal visits [29,54]. Due
to the high level of transmissibility of COVID-19 and the
disruptions that the pandemic has caused in daily life, it is not
surprising that high levels of fear and worry related to the
disease were reported in this study. The psychological impact
of an epidemic outbreak on pregnant women warrants immediate
attention.

It is important to note that nearly half of this sample (1989/4087,
48.7%) scored above the cutoff for probable depression, and
one-third (1347/4087, 33.0%) scored above the cutoff for
probable anxiety. The prevalence was significantly higher than
that reported in the general population of pregnant women [55]
as well as that reported among the general public during the
COVID-19 period [12,17,18]. These findings were also in line
with those conducted in countries such as Canada and Japan,
which also showed elevated depression and anxiety among
pregnant women during the COVID-19 pandemic [56,57]. Our
findings suggest that mental health problems were heightened
among pregnant women during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Furthermore, it is surprising that although a high level of
perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, and perceived
impact were reported, less than a quarter of the sample
(974/4087, 23.8%) reported always wearing a mask when going
out. The prevalence of wearing a face mask was substantially
lower compared to that reported in studies among pregnant
women and the general public during the SARS epidemic (ie,
approximately 70%) [29,54], and the one reported in Wuhan
and Shanghai during the COVID-19 pandemic [18]. Our findings
show that pregnant women reported poor mental health and
personal protective behavior during the COVID-19 epidemic.
Efforts should be made to provide education to this specific
at-risk group.

This study also identified some factors associated with mental
health and protective behavior. The results of the multivariate
analyses showed that among the cognitive variables, perceived
severity and perceived impact of COVID-19 were associated
with higher levels of depression and anxiety. These findings
are in line with those of previous studies of epidemic outbreaks
such as SARS, in which individuals who had a negative
appraisal of the disease reported mental health problems [40,46].
Individuals who endorsed higher levels of negative impact of
COVID-19 on their daily lives and perceived that they would
experience serious consequences of the disease may have been
more likely to exhibit negative emotional responses.
Furthermore, perceived susceptibility was associated with higher
likelihood of wearing a face mask when going out. These
findings are consistent with the extant theories, such as
protection motivation theory, that higher perceptions of risk
and threat are associated with higher levels of engagement in
health behaviors [33].

Consistent with previous studies that documented a positive
association between self-efficacy and mental health outcomes
[37,58], this study found that self-efficacy was associated with
lower levels of depression and anxiety. Individuals with higher
level of self-efficacy may have better ability to regulate the
distress and negative mental health impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. They may be more likely to use more positive coping
strategies to manage their emotions when encountering
adversities associated with the disease. Surprisingly, despite
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the extensive evidence on the positive role of self-efficacy in
explaining a range of health behaviors, self-efficacy had no
significant association with wearing a face mask when going
out in this study. In this study, self-efficacy was conceptualized
as the perceived capability of protecting oneself or one’s family
members from being infected with COVID-19; it was not
behavior-specific in nature and may therefore have failed to
predict face mask–wearing behavior.

Consistent with the literature that documented the negative
impact of negative emotions and mental health [59,60], fear
and worry were associated with higher levels of depression and
anxiety in this study. However, no significant association
between fear and worry with always wearing a mask when going
out was found in this study. The findings suggest that the current
sample of pregnant women may be more likely to regulate their
negative emotions through mental health rather than behavioral
response. More research is needed to elucidate the association
between negative emotions and mental and behavioral outcomes
under different contexts.

Implications
The findings of this study provide implications for health care
professionals and policy makers to address the threats posed to
pregnant women by COVID-19 and by any possible future
incidences of epidemic outbreaks. As poor health of pregnant
women will lead to undesirable outcomes of both the mother
and child, interventions to mitigate the negative effects of
COVID-19 in this population is highly essential. First, this study
found that cognitive perceptions on perceived threats of
COVID-19 were associated with wearing a mask. To promote
realistic risk perceptions and effective precautions of
COVID-19, communication through various channels is
essential. There is a need for governments and health care
professionals to provide scientific information on the
transmissibility and consequences of the disease and the efficacy
of protective measures. However, because perceived threats are
also associated with worse mental health outcomes, it is
important to aim these health messages at increasing individuals’
threat-related beliefs while at the same time reducing
misconceptions and adverse emotional and mental health
outcomes.

Increasing self-efficacy should also be considered, as it has been
found to be associated with better mental health. This increase
can be achieved through cognitive restructuring of perceived
capability in self-care and reappraisal of stressors related to the
COVID-19 epidemic, as well as by providing encouragement
and role modelling of positive behaviors. Digital psychotherapy,
namely internet cognitive behavioral therapy (iCBT), has been
demonstrated to be effective in combating the growing
prevalence of mental health problems related to COVID-19
[61]. Previous studies have found that iCBT is efficacious in
treating depression, anxiety, and insomnia [61,62]. In the context
of COVID-19, iCBT could be a useful means for pregnant
women to obtain mental health support without concern about

contracting the disease from face-to-face contact [63]. As health
care professionals are well-placed to recognize potential mental
health problems at an early stage, routine screening for
depression and other mental health conditions in pregnant
women should be considered in obstetrical settings during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, support from family, friends,
and health care professionals can also promote the mental health
of pregnant women by enhancing their perceived efficacy in
coping with the disease.

Finally, the negative associations between negative emotions
and mental health also suggest that health education should seek
ways to disseminate a realistic level of risk that will not induce
excessive worry and fear. It has also been shown that uncertainty
can cause fear during pregnancy [64]. It is important to equip
women with adequate knowledge about COVID-19 to reduce
their fear and worry regarding the disease. Emotion regulation
training can also be offered to improve their skills in regulating
negative emotions.

Limitations
The study was cross-sectional in nature, so causality cannot be
assumed. Data were collected in a few cities; therefore, the
findings may not be representative of the entire population of
pregnant women in China. This study mainly used self-reported
questionnaires to measure psychiatric symptoms and did not
make clinical diagnoses. The standard for establishing a
psychiatric diagnosis involves a structured clinical interview
and functional neuroimaging [65,66]; therefore, the prevalence
of mental health problems might have been overestimated. In
addition, as participation was voluntary, the provinces that
agreed to take part might have provided better services and
support to pregnant women during the pandemic, leading to
bias in the mental health and protective behaviors of the sample.
Caution is needed when generalizing the findings to the
population of pregnant women in China. In addition, the income
levels of the pregnant women were not recorded. Lastly, as no
validated scale on measuring perceptions of COVID-19 is
available, variables were assessed by self-developed items with
references to previous studies on other epidemics (eg, SARS),
and some variables (ie, level of fear) were measured by a single
item. The reliability of the items should be interpreted with
caution.

Conclusion
This study provided important insights on pregnant women’s
perceptions of and emotional reactions to COVID-19 as well
as their potential influence on behavioral and mental health.
This study demonstrated that pregnant women reported a high
level of perceived threat towards COVID-19; however, the
frequency at which they wore a mask when going out was
suboptimal. Most of the women showed negative emotions and
mental responses. Our findings provide an important guide for
health care professionals and policy makers to develop strategies
to alleviate the negative effects of the COVID-19 epidemic.
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Abstract

Background: In the current era of widespread access to the internet, we can monitor public interest in a topic via
information-targeted web browsing. We sought to provide direct proof of the global population’s altered use of Wikipedia medical
knowledge resulting from the new COVID-19 pandemic and related global restrictions.

Objective: We aimed to identify temporal search trends and quantify changes in access to Wikipedia Medicine Project articles
that were related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: We performed a retrospective analysis of medical articles across nine language versions of Wikipedia and
country-specific statistics for registered COVID-19 deaths. The observed patterns were compared to a forecast model of Wikipedia
use, which was trained on data from 2015 to 2019. The model comprehensively analyzed specific articles and similarities between
access count data from before (ie, several years prior) and during the COVID-19 pandemic. Wikipedia articles that were linked
to those directly associated with the pandemic were evaluated in terms of degrees of separation and analyzed to identify similarities
in access counts. We assessed the correlation between article access counts and the number of diagnosed COVID-19 cases and
deaths to identify factors that drove interest in these articles and shifts in public interest during the subsequent phases of the
pandemic.

Results: We observed a significant (P<.001) increase in the number of entries on Wikipedia medical articles during the pandemic
period. The increased interest in COVID-19–related articles temporally correlated with the number of global COVID-19 deaths
and consistently correlated with the number of region-specific COVID-19 deaths. Articles with low degrees of separation were
significantly similar (P<.001) in terms of access patterns that were indicative of information-seeking patterns.

Conclusions: The analysis of Wikipedia medical article popularity could be a viable method for epidemiologic surveillance,
as it provides important information about the reasons behind public attention and factors that sustain public interest in the long
term. Moreover, Wikipedia users can potentially be directed to credible and valuable information sources that are linked with the
most prominent articles.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26331)   doi:10.2196/26331
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Introduction

After the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak began, a new concern
for public health emerged—predicting and preventing the spread
of the disease. The increased media coverage on the COVID-19
pandemic focused the public’s attention and likely affected the
most popular internet search terms, thus altering people’s
behavior worldwide [1,2]. The public consumption of
COVID-19 information in digital media is directly associated
with preventive behaviors, including regularly washing hands
with soap and water, staying away from crowded places, and
wearing face masks in public [3]. Bragazzi et al [4] have
suggested that internet search trend data can be used to build
predictive models of disease spread and help with containing
the pandemic. Bento et al [5] has shown that the internet search
term “coronavirus” increased in popularity immediately after
the day of the first COVID-19 case announcement. However,
the term’s popularity returned to the baseline level in less than
1-2 weeks. After this period, other terms that pertained to
community-level policies (ie, quarantine, school closures, and
COVID-19 tests) or personal health strategies (ie, masks,
grocery delivery, and over-the-counter medications) emerged
as the most-searched terms [5]. Other studies have shown that
public interest in specific search terms is more associated with
reported deaths and media coverage than with real epidemiologic
situations [6]. Moreover, it has been observed that people
quickly experience information overload, which results in
information avoidance [7]. Therefore, it seems logical to identify
the most credible and reliable sources and use them to inform
the public during the “information-hungry” period of any
subsequent pandemics that may occur.

Wikipedia is considered a key web-based source of health
information, and people are more willing to seek information
that is published in Wikipedia than information from any other
health websites [8]. Wikipedia’s quality has been a highly
debated topic, and many researchers are highly skeptical of the
platform [9]. Nevertheless, in 2005, a comparative study that
was published in Nature reported that Wikipedia was competing
head-to-head with Britannica [10]. Since then, many different
studies on Wikipedia's accuracy have shown that it is quite on
par with published professional sources, as it provides reliable
information [11,12]. Studies have reported that the quality of
medical information that is available in Wikipedia is consistently
high [13,14]. It has also been reported that Wikipedia is more
reliable than several published sources, despite its low
readability [15]. Medical articles in Wikipedia are based on
reliable sources and mainly skew toward the most prominent
academic journals [16]. More and more scholars have embraced
the use of Wikipedia in the classroom [17,18]. The wide
acceptance of Wikipedia is also related to institutional
recognition. The American Psychological Association and the
Association for Psychological Science have encouraged their
members to edit Wikipedia articles [19,20].

With regard to medical information, Wikipedia's popularity
exceeds that of the National Health Service, WebMD, Mayo
Clinic, and World Health Organization (WHO) websites
combined. This is mostly due to the highly accurate information
that is provided by the editors of Wikiproject Medicine [21].
Wikiprojects are edited by self-organized groups of volunteers
who are involved in curating information on a specific topic
[13]. Since their reliability in providing medical information is
so high, the WHO has partnered with the Wikimedia Foundation
to expand access to trusted COVID-19–related information on
Wikipedia [22]. Several studies have indicated that medical
students who use Wikipedia to prepare for their exams receive
better grades than students who only rely on textbooks [23].
Wikipedia has become a vital tool for global public health
promotion [24].

The quality and popularity of Wikipedia's medical content make
analyzing the most popular medical articles extremely interesting
from a medical professional’s point of view. Additionally,
changes in viewership and peaks in interest are of high relevance
to public health specialists. Given that Wikipedia has over 300
language variations that differ significantly in terms of rules,
culture, and the presentation of knowledge [25], it is also
interesting to compare changes in the popularity of Wikipedia
medical articles across languages. Hence, to better understand
public interest in high-quality health information during the
COVID-19 pandemic, we conducted an analysis of daily visits
to Wikipedia articles that were published from 2015 to 2020
and sought to identify possible factors for attracting public
attention.

Methods

Detecting and Quantifying the Surge in
COVID-19–Related Searches
We collected a list of 37,880 articles that were curated by the
English Wikipedia Medicine Project. We derived the daily
access counts (ie, from July 1, 2015, to September 13, 2020) of
these articles by using ToolForge (ie, a pageview analytics tool).
Daily access was defined as each visit to a given article on a
given date. These data did not contain user-specific information.

We limited our selection to the 100 most accessed English
Wikipedia Medicine Project articles that were published from
July 1, 2015, to September 12, 2020. No other filters were
applied to included Wikipedia articles. By using an interwiki
mechanism (ie, cross-references for different language versions
of Wikipedia), we identified articles that reported on the same
subject in nine other language versions of Wikipedia (ie, French,
German, Swedish, Dutch, Russian, Italian, Spanish, Polish, and
Vietnamese). The articles were matched, and their daily access
counts from July 1, 2015, to September 13, 2020 were obtained.
These data were stored in an Excel sheet that used English
Wikipedia article names. Extracted daily access data are
provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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To provide additional context with regard to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, we also obtained pandemic-related data.
We decided not to use reports on the total number of daily
confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection cases due to the possible
influencing effect of introducing different public testing
schemes. Other factors, such as the total number of daily deaths,
are less likely to be altered by regional politics and health care
discrepancies. Thus, we decided to measure the effect of the
COVID-19 pandemic by analyzing the total number of global
deaths and region-specific deaths, which were defined as the
cumulative number of deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2
infection for all reported countries and language-specific
countries, respectively. These data were obtained from
standardized public information in the Our World in Data
University of Oxford initiative website [26].

The preprocessing of Wikipedia article access data was
performed in Python 3.8, Excel version 2011 (Microsoft
Corporation). Due to the influences of day-to-day differences
in Wikipedia access and absolute differences in access to the
different language versions of Wikipedia, we standardized
access data by calculating daily article access as percentages of
language-specific access to Wikipedia on a given day.

To identify deviations in the stability of article visits, we chose
articles that exhibited the least altered access patterns throughout
the investigated period. Articles were selected based on their
relative stability (ie, the SD of percent article access in a 30-day
moving window divided by the 30-day moving average [ie,
mean] of percent article access), which was calculated for the
full duration of investigated period. Relative stability was
assessed to identify articles that exhibited relatively unchanged
access patterns throughout the studied period. Reference articles
were defined as the 20 most stable articles across all languages.
These articles provided the highest mean daily access
percentages for all evaluated periods. As such, a reference article
could be used for direct comparisons with other highly accessed
articles. They also provided metrics that were the least affected
by changes in Wikipedia use.

Statistical Analysis
A statistical analysis was conducted to identify access patterns
in Wikipedia and Wikipedia Medicine Project articles that were
published in 2020 and to determine these patterns’ association
with the COVID-19 pandemic. First, we investigated the
association between Wikipedia access before and during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Second, we determined whether there
were specific articles of interest before and during the
COVID-19 pandemic (ie, excluding the years that were
associated with other epidemics that were covered in media).
We also investigated whether the total number of global and
regional deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 were associated
with increased access to articles of interest during the COVID-19
pandemic.

We also investigated whether there was a difference between
navigation to Wikipedia articles of interest before and during
the COVID-19 pandemic. To this end, we determined the
minimum number of links required to navigate between two
articles within Wikipedia (ie, the degree of separation [DOS]).

The statistical analysis was conducted in Python 3.8 and
Statistica 13.3 (Statsoft, TIBCO Software Inc, Dell Inc). The
DOS was assessed by using the PHP (hypertext preprocessor)
language and jQuery library, which were implemented in the
Degrees of Wikipedia tool [27]. To facilitate the straightforward
representation of DOS results, we provided the DOSs of articles
of interest that were found across the highest number of
Wikipedia language versions. Due to the observed lack of a
normal distribution in article access, we used nonparametric
methods. We considered a P value of <.05 to be statistically
significant.

Abnormalities in Wikipedia access patterns that occurred from
July 1, 2015, to September 13, 2020, were investigated by using
the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test. To identify the qualitative
changes in the annual top 10 most accessed Wikipedia Medicine
Project articles, we used word clouds as graphical
representations of access patterns.

Identifying Shifts in Search Patterns Before and
During the COVID-19 Pandemic
We determined whether the COVID-19 pandemic altered
temporal article access patterns. This was achieved by using a
k-nearest neighbor (kNN) unsupervised clustering method for
analyzing selected Wikipedia language versions. As we were
interested in the patterns of access to articles that were of
increased user interest in a given period, we performed separate
unsupervised clustering analyses for the 2017-2019 and 2020
periods. We excluded the 2015-2016 period due to the possible
influence of the Zika virus epidemic, which could have
promoted interests in the general population that were similar
to interests during the COVID-19 pandemic. As such, we were
able to identify articles of user interest during the 2017-2019
and 2020 periods.

We provided a tabular representation of kNN-recognized articles
that were associated with increased access before and during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The weights that were detected by
the kNN algorithm were used to analyze monthly changes in
the public’s interest in overrepresented articles during the
COVID-19 pandemic and these articles’ relation to the total
number of global and regional deaths resulting from
SARS-CoV-2 infection. This correlation was tested by
performing a Spearman rank correlation analysis. We further
divided the data by month (ie, March to September 2020) to
evaluate whether the correlation changed between months.

We compared navigation patterns between articles of interest
that were published before and during the COVID-19 pandemic
by using the DOSs of reference articles. These patterns were
tested with the Kruskall-Wallis test, Dunn posthoc test, and U
Mann-Whitney test.

Results

Characteristics of Wikipedia Medicine Project Articles
We analyzed visits to Wikipedia Medicine Project articles that
were published in 10 language versions of Wikipedia from 2015
to 2020. These languages included English, French, German,
Swedish, Dutch, Russian, Italian, Spanish, Polish, and
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Vietnamese. We analyzed 100 articles from English Wikipedia
after mapping the other language versions of Wikipedia (ie, 100
articles from French Wikipedia, 98 from Dutch Wikipedia, 98
from Spanish Wikipedia, 97 from Russian Wikipedia, 96 from
Italian Wikipedia, 95 from German Wikipedia, 94 from Polish
Wikipedia, and 93 from Vietnamese Wikipedia). Due to its low
coverage (ie, <90 matched articles, as determined via the
interwiki mechanism), Swedish Wikipedia was removed from
the analysis. Wikipedia articles without coverage across all
languages included the following: “Bed bug” (25% coverage),
“Coronavirus” (50% coverage), “Adderall” (62.5% coverage),
“Bubonic plague” (62.5% coverage), “Chronic traumatic
encephalopathy” (62.5% coverage); “Plantar fasciitis” (75%
coverage), “Alprazolam” (87.5% coverage), “Cancer” (87.5%
coverage), “Elizabeth Holmes” (87.5% coverage),
“Escitalopram” (87.5% coverage), “Ketogenic diet” (87.5%
coverage), “Lorazepam” (87.5% coverage), “Project MKUltra”
(87.5% coverage), “Psychopathy” (87.5% coverage), and
“Trypophobia” (87.5% coverage). Full lists of articles that are
available for each language are provided in Multimedia
Appendix 2, Supplementary Table S1.

In the 2015-2020 period, there were a total of 2,258,621,012
Wikipedia entries in the top 100 most accessed articles and
775,791,941,485 overall visits to Wikipedia across all selected
languages (Wikipedia access across all languages: median
0.41%; range 0.29%-0.46%). Annual access to Wikipedia
significantly and gradually decreased from 2015 to 2020
(r=−0.0513; P=.03). Significant increases in use (P<.001) were
observed for the English (r=0.0619), Polish (r=0.1237), Dutch
(r=0.0481), Italian (r=0.2197), and Vietnamese (r=0.7480)
versions of Wikipedia. Significant decreases in use (P<.001)
were observed for the German (r=−0.2654), Spanish
(r=−0.1085), and Russian (r=−0.4338) versions of Wikipedia.

For the top 100 most accessed Wikipedia medical articles, we
observed a 1.5-fold to 3.8-fold increase in access across all
language versions of Wikipedia in 2020 (ie, compared to access
in previous years).

Surge in Article Visits During Early 2020
To determine the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on
Wikipedia use, we used a graphical representation of total daily
Wikipedia access (Figure 1). Due to the suspected increase in
Wikipedia use during 2020, we constructed a generalized
additive model by using a limited-memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno fitting algorithm that was
implemented in the FBProphet tool to predict Wikipedia use in
2020 based on previous access patterns. We based the model
on data from the 2015-2019 period to identify expected
behaviors in 2020 and compare them to observed access
patterns. The global pattern for Wikipedia access was indicative
of seasonal behaviors (Figure 1). This pattern changed across
all language versions of Wikipedia in March 2020, and it
returned to normal in September 2020, as predicted by our
models. The Chi-square goodness-of-fit test values for monthly
Wikipedia access had P values of <.001 across all eight
languages (Figure 1).

To determine how abnormal Wikipedia access altered the
relative search stability of articles, we needed to pick a point of
reference. We determined that the “Sexual intercourse” article
demonstrated high yet stable monthly access within the
evaluated period. By comparing the “Sexual intercourse” article
to the “Spanish flu” article, we were able to determine that the
relative access to these articles before the COVID-19 pandemic
changed during the pandemic (“Spanish flu” article: P<.04;
“Sexual intercourse” article: P<.001; Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The disruption in annual Wikipedia visit patterns. (A) The pattern of general English Wikipedia access from 2015 to 2020 (Multimedia
Appendix 3). Data for other language versions of Wikipedia are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4, Supplementary Figures S1a-S9a. (B) The FBProphet
prediction model was created based on data from the 2015-2019 period. The model compared expected behaviors in 2020 (ie, the blue line) to observed
access (ie, the orange line). Data for the other language versions of Wikipedia are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4, Supplementary Figures S1b-S9b.
(C) A summary of monthly general access to Wikipedia across all Wikipedia language versions from September 2019 to September 2020. Solid lines
represent Chi-square goodness-of-fit values and the dashed line represents the cutoff value. (D) The stability of the two reference Wikipedia articles
across all languages in the 2015-2019 and 2020 periods (ie, the moving SD divided by mean percent access across a 30-day window). DE: German;
EN: English; ES: Spanish; FR: French; IT: Italian; NL: Dutch; PL: Polish; RU: Russian; SV: Swedish; VI: Vietnamese.

Effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic on the Annual Top
10 Most Commonly Accessed Articles in Wikipedia
We provided a graphical representation of the annual top 10
most accessed articles by creating word clouds for articles that
were published from 2015 to 2020 (Multimedia Appendix 3,
Multimedia Appendix 4, Supplementary Figures S10-S17).
English Wikipedia word clouds are shown in Multimedia
Appendix 3, and those for other language versions of Wikipedia
are shown in Multimedia Appendix 4, Supplementary Figures
S10-S17. We investigated how the 10 most viewed articles
changed each year. In the 2015-2019 period, we observed a set
of articles that were constantly among the top 10 most accessed
articles each year. These articles were as follows: “Leonardo
da Vinci” (appearance frequency: 37/45), “Asperger syndrome”
(appearance frequency: 36/45), and “Bipolar disorder”
(appearance frequency: 28/45). Compared to previous years,
there was a distinctive difference in the top 10 most accessed
articles in 2020; the “Pandemic” (appearance frequency: 9/9),
“COVID-19 pandemic” (appearance frequency: 9/9),

“Coronavirus disease 2019” (appearance frequency: 8/9), and
“Spanish flu” (appearance frequency: 8/9) articles became the
most frequently accessed articles. We found 8 new articles
among the top 10 most accessed articles in 2020 that have never
appeared in this list. Of these articles, 2 were created after the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic (ie, the “COVID-19 pandemic” and
“Coronavirus disease 2019” articles), while the other 6 were
present within Wikipedia before the pandemic (ie, the
”Pandemic,” “Spanish flu,” “Coronavirus,” “Bubonic plague,”
”Influenza,” and “World Health Organization” articles).

Identifying Cross-Language Similarities in Article
Access Prior to and During the COVID-19 Pandemic
via Unsupervised Clustering
The across-language abnormality that was observed in
Wikipedia and Wikipedia Medicine Project access frequency
in 2020 was further investigated. By conducting an unsupervised
analysis, we identified differences between article access before
and during the COVID-19 pandemic. Articles that were
published in 2020 and recognized by the kNN algorithm were
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considered COVID-19–related articles. These included the
following eight articles: “Coronavirus,” “Spanish flu,”
“Coronavirus disease 2019,” “COVID-19 pandemic,
“Influenza,” “Pandemic,” “Virus,” and “Black Death.” The
group of articles that were unrelated to COVID-19 included 25
articles. We selected the four articles from this group that were
present in most language versions of Wikipedia (ie, the “Sexual
intercourse,” “Leonardo da Vinci,” “Bipolar disorder,” and
“Borderline personality disorder” articles).

We compared the DOSs of COVID-19–related articles to the
DOSs of articles that were unrelated to COVID-19. We used
the “COVID-19 pandemic” article as a point of reference for
COVID-19–related articles and the “Sexual intercourse” article
as a point of reference for articles unrelated to COVID-19. The
analysis showed that the DOSs between articles unrelated to
COVID-19 and the “Sexual intercourse” article were
significantly higher than the DOSs between COVID-19–related
articles and the “COVID-19 pandemic” article (Kruskall-Wallis
test and posthoc Dunn test: P<.001; Table 1). This indicated
that COVID-19–related articles were more closely connected,
which we suspected due to the observed similarities in themes.

We performed a Spearman rank correlation analysis on articles
to provide additional context. We observed that articles unrelated
to COVID-19 had higher median correlation values across
languages than those in the COVID-19–related article group
(Table 1). In the COVID-19–related article group, the highest
median correlation value (ie, across all languages) was found
between the “COVID-19 pandemic” and “Coronavirus disease
2019” articles (R=0.7022), and the lowest median correlation
value was found between the “COVID-19 pandemic” and
“Influenza” articles (R=0.0330). In the group of articles
unrelated to COVID-19, correlation values were higher. The

highest median correlation value was found between the “Sexual
intercourse” and “Bipolar disorder” articles (R=0.8657), and
the lowest median correlation value was found between the
“Sexual intercourse” and “Leonardo da Vinci” articles
(R=0.4631).

We also compared the DOSs between all articles that were
analyzed in detail and the “COVID-19 pandemic” article.
COVID-19–related articles had significantly lower DOSs
compared to articles unrelated to COVID-19 (U Mann-Whitney
test: P<.001; Table 1).

Finally, we investigated how the patterns in articles access (ie,
those identified by unsupervised clustering) were associated
with the total number of global and region-specific deaths
resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection. To this end, we
standardized each measure. We used ordinary least squares
linear regression to identify correlations across each month in
the March to September 2020 period (Figure 2, Multimedia
Appendix 2, Supplementary Table S3).

Upon further investigation, we found that the kNN-derived
pattern in COVID-19–related articles’ access was significantly
associated with both the total number of global and
region-specific deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection
for articles across all Wikipedia language versions (Figure 2).
There was a notable difference in the correlation between article
access and the total number of deaths resulting from
SARS-CoV-2 infection, which appeared linear for
region-specific deaths and negatively exponential for global
deaths (Figure 2). This was also reflected by the low absolute
Spearman rank coefficients between article access and the total
number of global deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection
for the months after June 2020 (Figure 2).
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Table 1. Degrees of separation (DOSs) between investigated articles and reference articles within and across article clusters for the 2016-2019 and
2020 periods.

DOSs across articlesd (IQR)DOSs within groupsc (IQR)Spearman Rb (within groups)Prevalencea, %Wikipedia articles

COVID-19–related article group

1 (1-1)1 (1-1)0.277080Coronavirus

ReferenceeReferenceeReferencee77.8COVID-19 pandemic

2 (1.75-2)2 (1.75-2)0.445155.6Spanish flu

1 (1-1.25)1 (1-1.25)0.702255.6Coronavirus disease 2019

1 (1-1)1 (1-1)0.434144.4Pandemic

2 (2-2)2 (2-2)0.433233.3Black death

2 (1-2)2 (1-2)0.385111.1Virus

1.5 (1-2)1.5 (1-2)0.033011.1Influenza

Group of articles unrelated to COVID-19

3 (2-3)ReferenceeReferencee88.9Sexual intercourse

2 (2-2.5)2 (1.5-2)0.463188.9Leonardo da Vinci

3 (2.75-3)3 (2-3)0.865777.8Bipolar disorder

3 (3-3)2.5 (2-3)0.835277.8Borderline personality disorder

aRefers to the presence of an article in k-nearest neighbor–determined groups across all available languages.
bThe Spearman R value for an article.
cThe DOS of an article within a k-nearest neighbor–determined group.
dThe DOS across all articles that were investigated in detail.
eThe article of reference for calculating DOSs.
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Figure 2. Access to COVID-19–related Wikipedia articles in 2020 and the total number of deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection. (A) The
percentage of daily article access (ie, the "COVID-19 pandemic," "Spanish flu," "Leonardo da Vinci," and "Sexual intercourse" articles) to English
Wikipedia and total number of global deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection (ie, per 1 million people). Data for other language versions of
Wikipedia are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4, Supplementary Figures S18-S25. (B) Heatmap of Spearman absolute regression coefficients for
COVID-19–related articles and the total number of global deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection across languages and months. (C) Access to
COVID-19–related articles (ie, the kNN-determined relevance values across selected Wikipedia language versions) versus the total number of
region-specific deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection. The graph shows correlations between region-specific deaths and COVID-19–related
articles. (D) Access to COVID-19–related articles (ie, the kNN-determined relevance values across selected Wikipedia language versions) versus the
total number of global deaths resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection. DE: German; EN: English; ES: Spanish; FR: French; IT: Italian; kNN: k-nearest
neighbor; NL: Dutch; PL: Polish; RU: Russian; SV: Swedish; VI: Vietnamese.

Discussion

Principal Results
Our study shows that the pandemic has significantly influenced
patterns in Wikipedia access. There was an apparent surge in
interest for infectious disease, which somewhat surprisingly
and quickly declined despite the mounting death toll. This is
the first study on the impact of the previously recognized change
in society’s interest, which resulted from the COVID-19
pandemic. In this study, this impact was reflected by changes
in Wikipedia access patterns. Moreover, the analysis of different
Wikipedia language versions allowed us to confirm that the
observed effect of these changes is reflected by both the regional
and global impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our study
provides proof that an unsupervised clustering method for
analyzing data on daily access to medical information could be
used to identify interests in global health issues.

Recent studies have indicated that the global lockdown is a
possible reason for the change in internet use [28]. We noticed
a pronounced increase in the total number of visits to Wikipedia
in March 2020. Not only did we observe more frequent visits
to Wikipedia, but we also observed a distinctive change in
searched topics. The list of the top 10 most accessed articles in

2020 included articles that have not appeared in such lists during
previous years. Moreover, the DOS between most of the articles
of interest was low, suggesting that navigation was relevant to
the observed change. This finding, combined with the
correlations between article access, indicated that during the
pandemic, people had an increased interest in topics that were
not directly related to COVID-19 but were related to pandemics
in general. Correlations in access to the “Spanish flu,” “Black
Death,” and “Bubonic plague” articles show that the general
public has rapidly gained interest in the topic of previous
infectious disease–related health crises. We suspect that these
observed correlations are associated with the COVID-19
Wikiproject, which curates articles to provide users with
valuable information. The COVID-19 Wikiproject, which is
managed by 1200 editors, has resulted in the addition of more
than 6500 entries to Wikipedia [29].

Our study shows that similar changes in public interests have
already occurred in recent years. We noticed an increase in
access to the 2016 “Zika virus” article in 5 of the 9 investigated
language versions of Wikipedia. This could be associated with
the epidemic that was announced by the WHO in November
2016. This association was also confirmed in the Bragazzi et al
[30] and Hickmann et al [31] studies on H1N1-related and Zika
virus–related articles and these viruses’ respective outbreaks.
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Other studies have focused on the increased amount of searches
for terms related to anosmia (ie, a characteristic symptom of
COVID-19) and have shown its correlation with the
SARS-CoV-2 outbreak in many countries [32]. Moreover, trends
in the amount of searches for the terms “wash hands,” “hand
sanitizer,” and “antiseptic” have successfully predicted the rising
number of COVID-19 cases in many countries, which indicates
that search trends can potentially be used in epidemiologic
surveillance [33]. In our analysis, we noticed an increase in the
popularity of a Wikipedia article about the WHO. This result
may indicate that the general public has decided to learn more
about the organization, making the WHO a focal point for the
outbranching of searches. Conversely, this increase in popularity
could be linked with President Donald Trump’s attempts to
discredit the WHO for the way that they handled the COVID-19
outbreak. These attempts were highly amplified by mainstream
media and Twitter [34].

We were interested in identifying the aspect of the pandemic
that specifically drove people’s growing interest in COVID-19
from March to June 2020. Our unsupervised clustering analysis
showed that the total number of global deaths significantly
correlated with the temporal increase in the number of searches
for COVID-19–related articles (ie, from March to June 2020).
Interestingly, despite the continuous rise in the number of global
deaths, the number of visits to COVID-19–related articles
decreased after June 2020. This could be interpreted as a gradual
decline in global interest toward the pandemic. Data on interest
in COVID-19–related articles suggest that there is an increased
interest in contagious diseases and that an opportunity to raise
awareness through Wikipedia-centered strategies will arise
during future outbreaks of infectious diseases. However, the
stable correlation between the region-specific number of deaths
and the frequency of searches for COVID-19–related articles
that persisted until September 2020 is a noteworthy finding. A
study by Gozii et al [35] showed that public attention and
response are mostly driven by media coverage instead of disease
spread. Interestingly, they also showed that the media sharply
shifted their focus toward domestic situations as soon as the
first death was confirmed in a person’s home country [35].
Therefore, we conclude that reporting about region-specific

death reshapes individuals’perceptions of risk and significantly
impacts public interest, thereby affecting the
information-seeking behaviors of people from affected areas.

Our study's limitations include the fact that our analysis was
restricted to article access data, which did not contain detailed
information on user-specific article access patterns or users’
demographic characteristics (eg, age, gender, and educational
status). However, we refrained from performing such analyses
to maintain the privacy of Wikipedia users. Our study proves
that it is possible to identify the global and regional effects of
a health crisis on people's behavior. The in-depth analysis of
users’ behaviors can be unethical due to its potential for
targeting region-specific populations and spreading
disinformation, which are ever-present concerns due to the
malicious spread of fake news.

Language bias may have also slightly skewed our results, as
preferences for English may have resulted in an underreporting
of native language–specific searches. Moreover, several
idiomatic phrases that are specific to the English
vocabulary—“black death” being the prime example—may not
directly translate to other languages. To mitigate this bias, we
assumed that analyzing data from English Wikipedia would
account for most of the global population’s language
preferences. Further, we used search data from the other
language versions of Wikipedia to validate our results. This
strategy yielded a cohesive and surprisingly uniform sample of
COVID-19–related search data.

Conclusions
Our results support the idea that Wikipedia can be used as a
tool for successfully surveilling trends in public interest. The
increase in interest toward COVID-19–related articles was
followed by a progressive decline. This shows that the potential
optimal window for efficient information dissemination via
Wikipedia is the early phase of a pandemic. Wikipedia articles
that directly link to major articles about a major health crisis
can contribute to the spread of global anxiety and the promotion
of prevention behaviors. Therefore, Wikipedia articles should
be carefully selected.
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Abstract

Background: With the approval of two COVID-19 vaccines in Canada, many people feel a sense of relief, as hope is on the
horizon. However, only about 75% of people in Canada plan to receive one of the vaccines.

Objective: The purpose of this study is to determine the reasons why people in Canada feel hesitant toward receiving a COVID-19
vaccine.

Methods: We screened 3915 tweets from public Twitter profiles in Canada by using the search words “vaccine” and “COVID.”
The tweets that met the inclusion criteria (ie, those about COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy) were coded via content analysis. Codes
were then organized into themes and interpreted by using the Theoretical Domains Framework.

Results: Overall, 605 tweets were identified as those about COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy. Vaccine hesitancy stemmed from
the following themes: concerns over safety, suspicion about political or economic forces driving the COVID-19 pandemic or
vaccine development, a lack of knowledge about the vaccine, antivaccine or confusing messages from authority figures, and a
lack of legal liability from vaccine companies. This study also examined mistrust toward the medical industry not due to hesitancy,
but due to the legacy of communities marginalized by health care institutions. These themes were categorized into the following
five Theoretical Domains Framework constructs: knowledge, beliefs about consequences, environmental context and resources,
social influence, and emotion.

Conclusions: With the World Health Organization stating that one of the worst threats to global health is vaccine hesitancy, it
is important to have a comprehensive understanding of the reasons behind this reluctance. By using a behavioral science framework,
this study adds to the emerging knowledge about vaccine hesitancy in relation to COVID-19 vaccines by analyzing public discourse
in tweets in real time. Health care leaders and clinicians may use this knowledge to develop public health interventions that are
responsive to the concerns of people who are hesitant to receive vaccines.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26874)   doi:10.2196/26874
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Introduction

The approval of the Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna vaccines
sent waves of excitement and relief across the world. However,
some people remain hesitant about receiving a vaccine for
COVID-19 [1,2]. The World Health Organization noted in 2019
that one of the greatest threats to global health was vaccine
hesitancy [3]. Emerging international evidence on COVID-19
vaccine hesitancy suggests that there is a range of reasons for
this reluctance, including doubts about the safety and efficacy
of the vaccine, political or pharmaceutical mistrust, belief in
natural immunity, and the belief that the virus is mild or not
life-threatening [4-6].

For herd immunity to any communicable disease to be effective,
a considerable portion of the population needs to be vaccinated
or have antibodies present from being recently infected.
Achieving herd immunity is difficult when a large portion of
the public is not vaccinated. For herd immunity to be effective
for measles and polio, 95% and 80% of the population need to
be vaccinated, respectively [7]. The exact percentage required
for herd immunity to COVID-19 is difficult to estimate [7].

A Statistics Canada survey conducted in September 2020 (before
a vaccine was approved) indicated that 75% of Canadians were
either likely or somewhat likely to receive a vaccination [8].
An Angus Reid Institute [4] study conducted between December
8 and 11, 2020 found that 48% of Canadians sampled wanted
to be vaccinated immediately if a vaccine was available, and
31% wanted to be vaccinated but preferred to wait. Additionally,
7% of respondents indicated that they were unsure if they would
receive a vaccination, and 14% indicated that they would not
get vaccinated [4].

In the context of influenza vaccinations, there remains a broad,
ethical imperative to respect others’agency over personal health
decisions (eg, choosing to not get vaccinated). However, from
a public health ethics perspective, the decision to not be
vaccinated creates a conflict between population safety and
personal liberty [9]. As of yet, COVID-19 vaccination has not
been deemed mandatory by any nation, but conversations about
whether such a public mandate should exist are emerging [10].
Whether vaccines are mandated, it is worthwhile for public
institutions to understand how to change behaviors concerning
vaccine hesitancy to ensure that informed decision-making
practices are being exercised.

Previous research has suggested that behavioral change
interventions are more successful when they are grounded in
theory [11]. Thus, we selected a behavioral change framework
to guide this study. The Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF)
was selected because of its ability to help identify the barriers
and facilitators to behavior change while taking into account
social and environmental factors [12]. Other public health
interventions have used the TDF. For example, Garbutt et al
[13] used this framework to improve human papillomavirus
vaccine uptake in primary care settings. The use of such theories
can facilitate the development of comprehensive health
education programs [11], but this requires correctly identifying
the attributes of individuals and their surroundings, which
influence behavioral patterns [14]. As Bandura [15] and other

behavioral theorists have posited, social norms, social
relationships, and social networks have a substantial and
persistent influence on behaviors [15]. It is worth understanding
public discourse about vaccine hesitancy in order to develop
interventions that are responsive to the needs of the population
and effectively address their concerns.

In the past decade, there has been a particular interest in the
utility of Twitter as a tool for monitoring and surveilling public
health [16], detecting trends [17], conducting research, and
disseminating information [18,19]. A systematic review of using
Twitter data for health research found that most studies were
in the overlapping fields of public health (23%) and infectious
disease (20%) [18]. With 187 million active users worldwide
as of January 2021 [20], Twitter has become a powerful social
network for disseminating important public health information.

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, social networking
platforms like Facebook and YouTube have become stricter
with their oversight of the spread of COVID-19 misinformation
by deleting false information and providing hyperlinks to
government websites containing credible and validated
information on COVID-19. Twitter took a similar screening
approach in May 2020 [21], yet the scale, spread, and speed of
information sharing has made this process challenging. Further,
at the start of the pandemic, Twitter introduced a system for
verifying COVID-19 experts (indicated with a blue checkmark),
including physicians, epidemiologists, scientists, and academics,
to provide credible information concerning COVID-19 [22].
Yet, there continues to be influential individuals who have also
been verified by Twitter and have enough public credibility to
contradict expert opinions or present false information.

We can combat the spread of misinformation by creating
targeted approaches to changing behaviors and promoting the
understanding of vaccines. Thus, the purpose of this study was
to identify the reasons behind vaccine hesitancy among people
in Canada by conducting a content analysis of tweets through
the lens of behavioral science. Our findings can be used to
develop behavior change strategies and policies that are
responsive to target populations.

Methods

Study Design
Twitter is a social media platform that allows users to microblog
and socially network. Each user is allowed up to 280 characters
in a post (called a tweet). Users can post text, pictures, videos,
or links to websites. Users who have registered for an account
can tweet, like, and comment on another user’s tweet and repost
tweets (called a retweet). Registered users can also follow
accounts and send private messages to each other. Unregistered
users can read tweets, retweets, and comments but cannot engage
in any interactions [23].

Twitter was selected because of its ability to capture real-time
data [19]. Other studies have used Twitter to capture data on
vaccine hesitancy. One study compared survey results about
vaccine hesitancy in 2018 (before the COVID-19 pandemic) to
data captured from Twitter and found that the data were similar
to each other [24]. The study argued that Twitter could
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potentially be used instead of surveys in some contexts and
similar results would be obtained [24]. Another study went as
far as saying that Twitter is a “sentinel tool” for identifying
public opinions on vaccinations [25]. Thus, Twitter was selected
as the site of data collection because it offers a publicly available
repository of discourse data (ie, tweets) that are captured in a
specific point in time for a specific geographic area.

This study did not require research ethics approval, as it was
based on data that were publicly available. Other
Canadian-based studies [26] have forgone ethical review by
using publicly available Twitter data, as some sources are
anonymous or unidentifiable. Only the Twitter user’s username
(ie, handle), city or town, and tweet content were extracted.
This paper only presents aggregated data. Moreover, no
interaction occurred between the authors of this study and any
of the Twitter users.

Data Collection
After the researcher (JG) was approved for a developer account
on Twitter, she received credentials for accessing Twitter’s
application programming interface. By using a Jupyter
environment, the researcher created a Python program to access
Twitter’s application programming interface. Twitter allows
access to tweets up to 1 week after they are posted. Thus, the
researcher collected data from two time periods (December 18
and 23, 2020) to access 2 weeks’ worth of tweets. Tweets that
contained the words “COVID” and “vaccine” were extracted.
Similar to a library search, tweets were returned based on

variations of these words, such as “COVID-19,” “COVID19,”
“vaccination,” and “vaccinate.”

Data were extracted from tweets from December 10, 2020, to
December 23, 2020. These dates were selected because they
followed the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine approval announcement
in Canada (December 9, 2020) and included the dates for the
first vaccine administration in Canada (December 14, 2020)
and the approval of the Moderna vaccine in Canada (December
23, 2020). This date range also accounted for the time frame
when the highest number of searches for terms that included
both “COVID” and “vaccine” occurred on Google, which
perhaps indicated a spike in interest [27]. Thus, our data reflects
a time period when receiving a COVID-19 vaccine was close
to becoming a reality. Figure 1 provides a graph that shows
when data were extracted and when COVID-19–related events
occurred in Canada.

To only include tweets from Canada, the researchers used five
geographic radiuses that covered most of Canada. However,
several small areas were unintentionally omitted (Figure 2). It
was not possible to know how many tweets were missed.

Demographic data beyond users’ locations (ie, city or town)
were not collected. It was possible to obtain estimates for other
demographic information, such as age and gender, from
third-party companies. However, this study was operating within
the confines of publicly available data so as to disseminate the
findings sooner.

Figure 1. A graph depicting Google Trends data for the combined search terms “covid” and “vaccine” aligning with vaccine approval and administration
dates in Canada. Tweets that were posted between December 10 and 23, 2020 were eligible for analysis. This date range aligned with the time when
the highest peaks in related Google search activity occurred in Canada. This figure indicates that the number of searches on Google for the combined
words “COVID” and “vaccine” was highest in December 9, 2020. All other searches were relative to this highest peak. For example, on December 14,
2020, roughly 70% of related searches occurred in December 9, 2020 [28]. It was not possible to obtain more detailed numbers.
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Figure 2. A map of where Twitter users were located. Tweets from outside of Canada (ie, those from the United States) were excluded.

Data Analysis
The results were exported to a comma-separated values file and
were analyzed in Microsoft Excel. Tweets were randomized
(ie, reordered) in Excel so that tweets were not included based
on date. As we expected, the number of tweets extracted was
insurmountably high for manual analysis. Therefore, we
randomly selected 20% of the tweets to be screened for
eligibility. This exceeded the number of randomly selected
tweets in other studies, which only included 10% of returned
tweets for screening [28]. Double screening was performed for
10% of the tweets to ensure consistency. Manual analysis was
selected because this study was exploratory in nature; it was
unclear what themes might emerge a priori. As such, training
an automated analysis program was unfeasible.

Eligible tweets included any tweets from a Canadian location
that contained an expression of hesitancy toward COVID-19
vaccines. These included tweets that provided links to articles
or other media that expressed hesitancy toward any COVID-19
vaccine. Eligible tweets also included those with graphics that
expressed sentiments of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy. Tweets
that expressed positive or unclear sentiments toward COVID-19
vaccines were excluded. Tweets captured from the United States
(given the country’s geographic proximity to Canada) were also
excluded. As data were extracted on two dates, several duplicate
tweets were present. These were identified and deleted in Excel.

All tweets that were deemed eligible after screening were
analyzed (ie, qualitatively coded) by 2 authors (JG and HMVM).
These researchers had expertise in qualitative coding.
Additionally, 10% of the eligible tweets were double-coded to
ensure consistency.

In Excel, a content analysis was performed on all eligible tweets.
The majority of health studies that use Twitter data (56%) have
conducted content analyses [18]. Content analysis was
performed as described by Sutton et al [28]; the content of each
tweet was systematically reviewed by at least 1 researcher. The
researcher(s) then coded the content of tweets according to their
meaning. The resulting codes were then organized into thematic

categories. Each eligible tweet could be coded into one or more
themes.

Once themes emerged from the content analysis, they were
mapped onto the TDF. The TDF was selected because it applies
a theory-based approach to understanding behavior and has
been used extensively in implementation science research. The
TDF consists of the following 14 domains: knowledge; skills;
social and professional roles and identities; beliefs about
capabilities; optimism; beliefs about consequences;
reinforcement; intentions; goals; memory, attention, and decision
processes; environmental context and resources; social
influences; emotion; and behavioral regulation. It has been used
in other research pertaining to seasonal flu [29] and human
papillomavirus vaccine hesitancy [13] to identify barriers to
vaccine uptake and plan for implementation interventions.

Results

Tweet Characteristics and Themes
In total, 18,132 tweets were returned as search results. Overall,
3915 tweets were screened for eligibility. These tweets
represented 21.6% of the total number of tweets. It took
approximately 1 hour to manually screen 100 tweets. The 10%
(400/3915) of tweets that were double-screened resulted in a
Cohen κ coefficient of 0.89, indicating an almost perfect
agreement. After screening, 605 tweets met the inclusion criteria.
This was represented in a modified PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
diagram (Figure 3).

Through content analysis, the included tweets were grouped
into the following major themes concerning vaccine hesitancy:
safety, political skepticism, influence from authority figures, a
lack of knowledge, and legal liability. The final theme included
medical legacies. This theme was different from the other
categories of vaccine hesitancy. The themes were not mutually
exclusive. Examples of tweets were not provided with the
presentation of the themes to preserve the anonymity of Twitter
users. In the following subsections, each theme will be
described.
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Figure 3. Modified PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) diagram of the data extraction process.

Safety
Overall, 48.3% (292/605) of tweets were about safety. These
were largely centered around the worry that the vaccine would
cause more harm than good. These tweets also expressed
concerns that the COVID-19 vaccine was developed more
quickly than other vaccines and that the COVID-19 vaccine
was not tested to the same rigorous extent as other vaccines.
Apprehension over severe side effects was also noted from
tweets, including those that reported on nurses fainting and
vaccine trial participants experiencing Bell palsy.

Political Skepticism
Another major theme found in 32.4% (196/605) of tweets was
skepticism toward the political motivations behind vaccine
development. Several Twitter users presented conspiracy
theories about the COVID-19 vaccine being a vehicle for
exerting political control over citizens. Other participants felt
that the vaccine was not tested enough due to political pressures
to reopen the economy. Several Twitter users in Canada were
also highly influenced by politics in the United States; they
cited rumors about the White House threatening the leadership
of the US Food and Drug Administration to rush vaccine
approval or face forced resignation. Tweets also indicated
concern over the influence of big, government-backed
pharmaceutical companies (“Big Pharma”) that were motivated
by profits instead of the desire to help people.

Deficits in Medical and Epidemiologic Literacy
Concerning the Benefits of Vaccination
Many tweets (159/605, 26.3%) indicated a lack of knowledge
about vaccines among Twitter users. For example, several users
expressed the idea that if those who contracted COVID-19 had

a ≥99% survival rate, then they should not have to receive a
vaccine that is said to be 95% effective. Additionally, Twitter
users questioned why anyone else should be concerned if they
do not receive the vaccine, indicating a lack of understanding
of herd immunity. Twitter users also reported concerns about
how the vaccine would alter human DNA. Several Twitter users
also felt that a lack of a vaccine for cancer, heart disease, and
AIDS was proof that a new virus could not be cured.
Additionally, Twitter users viewed COVID-19 as a mild disease;
therefore, their interest in undergoing vaccination was low.

Authority Figures
Another theme we found was mistrust toward the COVID-19
vaccine resulting from Canadian and international authority
figures not taking the vaccine (51/605, 8.4%). For example,
several tweets highlighted users’ mistrust toward the CEO of
Pfizer and political figureheads in Canadian politics like Doug
Ford (the elected provincial leader of Ontario), as they were not
taking the vaccine. However, later tweets criticized public
figures such as Dr Bonnie Henry (the Provincial Health Officer
of British Columbia) and Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez (a member
of the US House of Representatives) for receiving the vaccine
before frontline workers and older adults.

Legal Liability
To a smaller extent (19/605, 3.1%), Twitter users also expressed
mistrust toward vaccines that was based on reports of not being
able to take legal action against drug companies if a person
experiences any side effects. Additionally, news of the Federal
Vaccine Injury Compensation Program in Canada resulted in
further skepticism toward vaccine safety.
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Medical Legacies
The final theme was unlike all of the other themes of vaccine
hesitancy in this paper—the legacy of harm caused by health
care institutions that have traditionally targeted the Black,
Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) community and the
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer+ (LGBTQ+)
community. Tweets (24/605, 4%) in this theme highlighted the
lack of trust toward the COVID-19 vaccine resulting from how
marginalized groups, such as the BIPOC and LGBTQ+
communities, have been historically targeted by the medical
community. For example, the Tuskegee syphilis experiments
were referenced in several tweets. Moreover, the first people
who were vaccinated in the United States were Black health
care workers, and several Twitter users viewed this as forced
participation in medical experiments. Additionally, a poster

promoting COVID-19 vaccination was viewed as paralleling
the stigmatization of people who take pre-exposure prophylaxis,
a medication for people living with HIV.

Theoretical Domains Framework
Themes were mapped to the TDF and categorized into the
following five domains: knowledge, beliefs about consequences,
environmental context and resources, social influence, and
emotion. The mapping of themes to TDF domains was an
interpretive and consensus-driven exercise that was conducted
by two study authors (JG and HM). Disagreement was
reconciled by a third study author (HMVM). Figure 4 displays
a representation of the themes that were mapped to the TDF.
We provide insight into this framework in the Discussion
section. Overall, themes were not mutually exclusive; themes
were classified according to several TDF domains.

Figure 4. Themes were categorized based on the TDF. The TDF domains are represented by the dark-gray circles. The themes from the content analysis
(smaller colored circles) were mapped to relevant TDF domains. TDF: Theoretical Domains Framework.

Discussion

Principal Results
Through content analysis and TDF application, this study
identified the reasons behind vaccine hesitancy among Twitter
users in Canada. The major themes that emerged included
concerns over safety, suspicion about political or economic
forces driving the COVID-19 pandemic or vaccine development,
a lack of knowledge about the COVID-19 vaccine, messages
from authority figures, and a lack of legal liability from vaccine
companies. An additional theme regarding the historical impact
of medical mistrust among marginalized communities was also
presented. These themes were categorized into the following
five TDF constructs: knowledge, beliefs about consequences,
environmental context and resources, social influence, and
emotion. Thus, efforts to overcome vaccine hesitancy should
focus on targeting these constructs.

Although evidence concerning vaccine hesitancy toward the
COVID-19 vaccine is still emerging, our findings are consistent
with previous studies. A study from Israel found that COVID-19
vaccine hesitancy was related to concerns about safety and
efficacy and the belief that the disease is mild [5]. This was
similar to our study, wherein concerns about safety was the top
reason for vaccine hesitancy. The efficacy of the vaccine and
the belief that the virus is mild were grouped into the lack of
knowledge theme, which was another top reason for vaccine
hesitancy in our study. Another study surveyed individuals from
Canada and the United States in May 2020 and reported that
vaccine hesitancy correlated with a lack of trust about a
vaccine’s benefit, concerns about safety (ie, unknown future
health consequences), commercial profiteering, and a belief in
natural immunity [6]. Of note, these respondents were more
likely to receive a vaccine if there was evidence of rigorous
testing and safety measures [6]. Both of these studies were
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conducted prior to the development and implementation of a
COVID-19 vaccine. As such, their results were hypothetical.

This study identified the particular reasons why people in
Canada may be hesitant to receive a vaccine, so that
implementation scientists who are responsible for vaccine
rollouts can become responsive to these concerns. Although the
analyzed tweets were from Canada, we believe that the tweets’
themes may be generalizable to other contexts. To our
knowledge, no other study has analyzed tweets to determine
the reasons behind COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy. This study’s
contribution is especially important because the timing of our
study coincided with the approval of the first two vaccines (ie,
the Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna vaccines) and the first
vaccine administration in Canada.

Our results relate to vaccine hesitancy in general (ie, past
research on non–COVID-19 vaccines), as prior related research
has provided similar findings. For example, the influence of the
media and people’s knowledge about vaccines, past experiences,
perceptions of risk, and trust have all been documented [30].
However, hesitancy toward the COVID-19 vaccines presents
new, unprecedented challenges; namely, the global COVID-19
pandemic is unlike any pandemic that has been experienced in
the past century, herd immunity depends on vaccine participation
on a global scale, and new SARS-CoV-2 strains can emerge if
the virus has opportunities (ie, time and vectors) to mutate.

Additionally, the long-term health consequences of COVID-19
are unknown [31].

Our recommendation for the organizations responsible for
implementing vaccination programs is to create behavioral
interventions that are responsive to the concerns presented in
this study. The mapping of these themes to the TDF provided
us with preliminary insights into how to best target these
behavioral interventions. For example, safety was a top concern
that was found in the tweets, and we mapped safety to both
knowledge and beliefs about consequences. Thus, targeting
vaccine literacy may be beneficial, and this can be done by
explaining how vaccines work, why they are safe, and how no
steps were missed in the expedient process of COVID-19
vaccine development. However, trust in politicians and
pharmaceutical companies is a vaccine hesitancy factor that is
difficult to target because both groups are necessarily involved
in vaccine rollouts. One approach to targeting this concern might
be to have trusted physicians speak to their patients about why
it is important to be immunized. This approach falls under the
domain of emotion in the TDF.

Although providing details on interventions for responding to
vaccine hesitancy was beyond the scope of this study, Table 1
provides example suggestions for interventions based on each
TDF domain.

More research is necessary to determine whether addressing
these concerns is effective in overcoming vaccine hesitancy.

Table 1. Reasons for vaccine hesitation fell under several Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF) constructs (left column). The rightmost column
provides examples of intervention suggestions for responding to vaccine hesitancy in relation to the TDF construct.

Example suggestionsContent analysis themeTDF constructs

Lack of knowledgeKnowledge • Introduce campaigns that educate the public about using clear lan-
guage in media that are commonly used to digest content (eg, social
media).

AuthoritySocial influence • Have nonpolitical, respected older adult Canadian celebrities take
the vaccine as an example.

• Such celebrities could be retired athletes or musicians.

Political skepticismEnvironmental context and re-
sources

• Emphasize that vaccines are rooted in science and not politics. This
is a difficult quality to understand.

• In action, this could be done by having messages come from trusted
physicians instead of politicians.

SafetyEmotion and beliefs about conse-
quences

• Highlight examples of instances when the vaccine has worked.
• Reiterate the safety of the vaccine.
• Reiterate the fact that the steps in the scientific development of the

vaccine were not missed.

Limitations
As of January 2021, roughly 6.45 million (~17%) Canadians
use Twitter [32]. Therefore, the perspectives on vaccine
hesitancy presented in this paper are not wholly representative
of the perspectives of all people in Canada. All users included
in this study represent people in Canada with broadband internet
access, which, as the COVID-19 pandemic has illustrated, is
an important determinant of health [33]. As such, we likely
missed the perspectives of those who face challenges when
accessing the internet. It is also possible that nonhuman Twitter

users (bots) were represented in our sample. Previous research
has found that Twitter bots have manipulated public opinion
and fueled cascades of negative emotions related to topics about
COVID-19 [34]. Without any way to systematically identify
and exclude these tweets, we suspect that several such tweets
were included in our analysis. We also searched for English-only
tweets due to limitations in language expertise among this
study’s authors. A more comprehensive content analysis that
is representative of all people in Canada should include tweets
that are written in other languages. This limitation may have
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resulted in themes not being identified, including those related
to culturally specific concerns.

It was not possible to collect demographic data such as age,
gender, and ethnicity while also preserving users’ anonymity.
Thus, we were unable to analyze the demographic characteristics
of Twitter users who expressed vaccine hesitancy.

Although the search strategy could have been expanded to
include many more terms related to vaccination (eg, “shot,”
“jab,” “immunization,” etc), the search results would have been
insurmountable for conducting our manual analysis process.
Additionally, terms related to hoax beliefs were not included;
the inclusion of such terms would have likely produced more
results. Although saturation was achieved for our search, we
may have missed themes that used alternative language to
express vaccine hesitancy.

Of note, the examples of interventions presented in Table 1 are
merely suggestions. A behavioral scientist may have more
informed suggestions about how to combat vaccine hesitancy
according to the TDF.

Finally, the tweets related to the medical legacies discussed in
this paper should not be viewed as tweets about vaccine
hesitancy or conflated with those under the categories of safety,
a lack of knowledge, political skepticism, messages from

authority figures, and legal liability. As Mosby and Sridrovich
[35] have emphasized, health care providers need to understand
the history of “racially segregated health care and medical
experimentation.” Additionally, Boyd [36] stated that the
“hyper-focus on hesitancy implicitly blames Black communities
for their undervaccination, and it obscures opportunities to
address the primary barrier to COVID-19 vaccination: access.”
Building trust in the medical system goes far beyond the
suggestions presented in this paper.

Conclusions
Overall, this study identified the reasons why people in Canada
may feel hesitant toward receiving a COVID-19 vaccine. These
reasons fell under the following themes: safety concerns,
suspicions about political or economic forces, a lack of
knowledge, messages from authority figures, and a lack of legal
liability from vaccine companies. Additionally, other tweets
revealed the historical impact of medical mistrust among
marginalized communities, which should not be viewed as
hesitancy or as the result of the reasons identified in this paper.
Overall, behavioral, implementation, and public health scientists
can use theory-based approaches like the TDF to design
interventions that are tailored to address the concerns that people
have and improve the uptake of the COVID-19 vaccine, thereby
increasing the chances of achieving the threshold necessary for
herd immunity.
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Abstract

Background: Population mobility is closely associated with COVID-19 transmission, and it could be used as a proximal indicator
to predict future outbreaks, which could inform proactive nonpharmaceutical interventions for disease control. South Carolina is
one of the US states that reopened early, following which it experienced a sharp increase in COVID-19 cases.

Objective: The aims of this study are to examine the spatial-temporal relationship between population mobility and COVID-19
outbreaks and use population mobility data to predict daily new cases at both the state and county level in South Carolina.

Methods: This longitudinal study used disease surveillance data and Twitter-based population mobility data from March 6 to
November 11, 2020, in South Carolina and its five counties with the largest number of cumulative confirmed COVID-19 cases.
Population mobility was assessed based on the number of Twitter users with a travel distance greater than 0.5 miles. A Poisson
count time series model was employed for COVID-19 forecasting.

Results: Population mobility was positively associated with state-level daily COVID-19 incidence as well as incidence in the
top five counties (ie, Charleston, Greenville, Horry, Spartanburg, and Richland). At the state level, the final model with a time
window within the last 7 days had the smallest prediction error, and the prediction accuracy was as high as 98.7%, 90.9%, and
81.6% for the next 3, 7, and 14 days, respectively. Among Charleston, Greenville, Horry, Spartanburg, and Richland counties,
the best predictive models were established based on their observations in the last 9, 14, 28, 20, and 9 days, respectively. The
14-day prediction accuracy ranged from 60.3%-74.5%.

Conclusions: Using Twitter-based population mobility data could provide acceptable predictions of COVID-19 daily new cases
at both the state and county level in South Carolina. Population mobility measured via social media data could inform proactive
measures and resource relocations to curb disease outbreaks and their negative influences.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27045)   doi:10.2196/27045
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Introduction

Since the first confirmed case of COVID-19 in the United States
on January 21, 2020, countrywide COVID-19 outbreaks have
surged. As of March 5, 2021, there were 28,580,198 cumulative
confirmed cases and 517,224 COVID-19–related deaths in the
United States [1]. South Carolina, a state located in the
southeastern United States, had its first confirmed cases on
March 6, 2020. From March to May 2020, the trend of daily
new cases was flat, with an average daily increase in cases of
less than 500. However, the daily new cases in South Carolina
have risen sharply since June 2020. On July 14, 2020,
COVID-19 cases in South Carolina surpassed 60,000, with more
than 2200 daily new cases, the second highest increase in one
day in the United States [2]. Between August and October 2020,
the transmission rate slowed down with the further
implementation of nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs),
such as dine-in service restrictions and face-covering
requirements, but increased steadily after October. By March
5, 2021, there were 448,275 reported cases and 7697 deaths in
South Carolina [3].

Given the rapid transmission of COVID-19 and limited options
in terms of medical interventions, forecasting is of critical
importance as it could predict the spread of disease, estimate
the impacts of NPIs, and inform further decision making
regarding public health interventions [4]. During the COVID-19
pandemic, decision makers in the United States need to balance
the net losses arising from social interruptions, economic
damage, and indirect effects on health caused by NPIs with the
direct health benefits of disease control [5]. Accurate and
reasonable forecasting of COVID-19 could minimize the disease
burden in health care settings and the loss of health and life in
different phases of reopening plans [5,6].

Existing literature has suggested that population mobility may
reflect the influences (both positive and negative) of NPIs,
reopening actions, and public holidays [7-9]. For instance, in
the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, the governor of
South Carolina issued a series of NPIs, such as shelter-in-place
and the closure of schools and nonessential businesses, to reduce
social interaction. These NPIs showed positive effects in
suppressing the statewide spread of COVID-19. Later, in May
2020, reopening policies and public holidays diluted the
implementation of NPIs, leading to increased social interactions
and statewide COVID-19 spread [10,11]. At present, it may be
difficult to directly measure the real-time impact of reopening
policies, public holidays, and NPI implementation fidelity.
Therefore, population mobility may be a proximal indicator
allowing for real-time COVID-19 transmission forecasting.

Social media platforms, such as Twitter, collect geospatial
information and closely monitor changes in population mobility
[12,13]. Indeed, the tremendous volume of user-generated
geoinformation from social media enables the real-time or near
real-time surveillance of population mobility and provides timely
data on how population mobility changes in response to different

phases of the COVID-19 outbreak, policy reactions, and public
holidays [14-16]. Several studies have leveraged mobility data
from social media (eg, Google, Facebook, Twitter) to investigate
the relationship between population mobility and COVID-19
transmission [9,11,17-19]. These studies identified a consistently
positive relationship between population mobility and
COVID-19 incidence. However, few studies used population
mobility as a predictor to forecast further outbreaks and to
evaluate prediction accuracy in addition to performing
correlation analysis. A study by Wang and Yamamoto [19]
predicted COVID-19 daily new cases in Arizona using disease
surveillance data, the Google Community Mobility report, and
partial differential equations. They found an acceptable
prediction accuracy for the next 3 days, but the time window
of prediction did not cover the duration of viral incubation (ie,
14 days). Furthermore, this study only split Arizona into three
regions (ie, central, northern, and southern) rather than
examining prediction accuracy at both the state and county level.
In fact, there may be geospatial differences in population
mobility due to the plausible differential implementation fidelity
of NPIs and reactions to reopening policies by county [20,21].
Additionally, there may be geospatial differences in the
estimation of population mobility on social media as the number
of users and their demographic characteristics may differ by
county. All these differences may result in variations in
prediction accuracy at the county level, and further studies are
needed in this regard.

Prior research has predicted COVID-19 incidence using disease
surveillance data and several different time series methods.
Most of the studies successfully incorporated the association
of the current incidence with the previous incidence using time
series methods such as autoregressive, moving average,
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), and
Holt-Winters [22]. Some studies used generalized linear
regression with continuous outcomes (eg, rate and count),
without including time series [23]. However, there were few
studies that simultaneously considered time-varying population
mobility. Recently, Liboschik and colleagues [24] suggested
that count time series following generalized linear models could
overcome the limitations of classic time series methods. Based
on the generalized linear model methodology, a suitable
distribution for count data and appropriate link function could
be specified, and the effect of the time-varying covariate could
be tested and integrated into forecasting. In this study, we
adopted the Poisson count time series model and time-varying
population mobility data extracted from Twitter, which may
increase the accuracy of COVID-19 prediction.

To address these knowledge gaps, by leveraging disease
surveillance data and Twitter-based population mobility, this
study aimed to construct Poisson count time series models of
COVID-19 daily new cases, investigate the relationship between
them, and evaluate the prediction accuracy of daily new cases
for the next two-week window at both the state and county level
in South Carolina.
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Methods

COVID-19 Incidence Data
Cumulative confirmed cases of COVID-19 through November
11, 2020, at both the state and county level in South Carolina
were collected from The New York Times data set, which was
deposited in GitHub [25]. The data set was compiled using data
from state and local governments and health departments,
ensuring its accuracy. Within the study period (March 6, 2020
[date of first COVID diagnosis in South Carolina] to November
11, 2020 [251st day]), daily new cases were calculated by
subtracting the cumulative confirmed cases of the previous day
from the total cases for the entire state and its five counties with
the largest numbers of cumulative confirmed cases (ie,
Charleston, Greenville, Horry, Spartanburg, and Richland). The
study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board
at the University of South Carolina.

Population Mobility
Population mobility was determined using the number of people
(Twitter users) with a moving distance greater than 0.5 miles
per day in South Carolina and the selected counties. The
methodology of extracting daily population movement
(origin-destination flows) from geotagged tweets is discussed
elsewhere [26,27]. Briefly, geotagged tweets during the study
periods were collected and used for calculation. Only users who
posted at least twice per day or posted tweets on at least two
consecutive days were included in the calculation. Daily travel
distance was calculated for each user based on the derived
origin-destination flows and used to generate a variable of how
many people moved each day (with a travel distance greater
than 0.5 miles). This method of capturing population mobility
using Twitter has been previously validated [16,26].

Statistical Analysis
First, daily new cases of COVID-19 and population mobility
at both the state and county level were described using line
charts in R (version 3.6.3; R Foundation for Statistical
Computing; “ggplot” package). Daily new cases and mobility
were also described using five quantiles (ie, minimum, 25th
percentile, 50th percentile, 75th percentile, and maximum) for
each month.

Second, a Poisson count time series model was used to model
the impact of population mobility on the daily new cases of
COVID-19 at the state level. Time series models were built at
various time windows. For the first-round selection, a total of
17 time windows (by 7-day increments) were considered,

including 1-7 days, 1-14 days,…, and 1-119 days. The daily
new cases from the first to the 234th day were used as the
training data set, and those from the next 3 days (days 235-237)
were used as a testing data set for the purpose of model
evaluation. With the smallest prediction error (equation 1) and
good interpretation, the predictive model with the best time
window was selected. After the best time window in the first
round selection was determined, second- and third-round
selections were conducted to narrow down the time window
and obtain the final model with the smallest prediction error.
The final model was used to predict the COVID-19 daily new
cases for the next 3, 7, and 14 days (days 238-251). The
cumulative difference (equation 2) between observed and
predicted cases and mean absolute percentage accuracy
(equation 3) for each time frame were reported [19]. The
equations used are as follows:

In equations 1-3, d represents the day; n is the next 3, 7, or 14
days; o is the observed value, p is the predicted value, and x
represents the daily new cases.

Finally, a similar analytic procedure was performed to construct
the final model at the county level for each of the top five
counties (ie, Charleston, Greenville, Horry, Spartanburg, and
Richland) in South Carolina. A Poisson count time series model
was conducted using an R package (“tscount”). Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1 provides a detailed description of the
data acquisition process, scripts for analysis and figures, and a
link to data resources.

Results

Descriptive Statistics
Figure 1 shows the changes in COVID-19 daily new cases at
both the state and county level. By October 31, 2020, there were
176,612 cumulative confirmed COVID-19 cases in South
Carolina. The cumulative confirmed cases in Charleston,
Greenville, Horry, Spartanburg, and Richland were 17,384,
18,021, 12,591, 9290, and 17,531, respectively. At the state
level, the daily new cases from March to the end of May were
less than 500. From June to the middle of July, the number of
daily new cases rose, with 2217 new patients with confirmed
COVID-19 on July 14. After that, the transmission rate
decreased, with most daily new case counts staying under 1500.
However, since October 2020, the daily new cases have steadily
increased.
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Figure 1. Daily COVID-19 new cases at both state and county level in South Carolina. SC: South Carolina.

At the county level, the top five counties showed a similar trend
of COVID-19 outbreaks and accounted for more than 40% of
the total cases in South Carolina. The daily new cases increased
earlier in Greenville than in the other four counties (ie,
Charleston, Horry, Spartanburg, and Richland).

Trends for population mobility at both the state and county level
were similar. The number of people in South Carolina (Twitter
users in our data) with a moving distance of more than 0.5 miles
decreased from 1400 to 550 between March 6 and April 9, 2020.

Although there were slight increases from the middle of April
to that of June, the numbers were consistently around 1000 after
this timeframe. At the county level, each of the five counties
had less than 200 people with a moving distance greater than
0.5 miles after the middle of March. Figure 2 shows the changes
in population mobility at both the state and county level. Table
S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 presents the descriptive statistics
of population mobility and COVID-19 new cases at both the
state and county level.

Figure 2. Daily population mobility at both state and county level in South Carolina.
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Model Selection of Time Series Analyses
Following the model selection procedure, a Poisson count time
series model of COVID-19 incidence at the state level was
constructed using daily new cases and population mobility.
Population mobility was positively associated with state-level
COVID-19 daily new cases (β=.818, 95% CI .761-.876), and
the model using the past 7 days (1-7 days) as the time window
had the smallest prediction error (Table 1). The prediction error
of new cases in the next 3 days (days 235-237) was 0.294.

At the county level, a similar modelling procedure was
employed. Population mobility was consistently and positively
associated with new cases of COVID-19 across the top five
counties. The best time windows for Charleston, Greenville,
Horry, Spartanburg, and Richland were 9, 14, 28, 20, and 9
days, respectively. Table 1 displays the detailed results of the
final model, the correlation analysis, and the 3-day prediction
error at both the state and county level.

Table 1. The impacts of population mobility on COVID-19 outbreaks in South Carolina.

County levelState levelParameters

RichlandSpartanburgHorryGreenvilleCharleston

Model training

1-91-201-281-141-91-7Time windows (days)

0.157 (0.067-
0.246)

0.270 (0.118-
0.422)

0.395 (0.275-
0.515)

0.278 (0.165-
0.390)

0.486 (0.338-
0.634)

0.818 (0.761-
0.876)

Coefficient of population mobil-
ity (95% CI)

0.3960.4273.1460.2142.0320.294Model evaluation (3-day predic-
tion error)

3-day forecasting

816640283042Cumulative difference

72.27669.093.385.198.7Accuracy (%)

7-day forecasting

14417545147110670Cumulative difference

76.868.385.985.276.790.9Accuracy (%)

14-day forecasting

3294522175412722858Cumulative difference

73.660.372.674.572.181.6Accuracy (%)

COVID-19 Daily New Cases Forecasting
Table 1 also presents the results of forecasting and prediction
accuracy. Using the final models with the selected time
windows, COVID-19 daily new cases were forecasted for the
next 14 days at both the state and county level. At the state level,
the 3-day cumulative difference and prediction accuracies were
42 and 98.7%, respectively. As compared to the 3-day prediction
accuracy, the 7- and 14-day accuracies reduced to 90.9% and
81.6%, respectively. At the county level, among the top five
counties, the 3-day prediction accuracy ranged from
69.0%-93.3%. The prediction accuracy deceased in Charleston,
Greenville, and Spartanburg with increased time span. In
contrast, the prediction accuracy in Horry and Richland
increased in the 7-day prediction but decreased in the 14-day
prediction. The 14-day prediction accuracies for Horry and
Richland were closer to their values in the 3-day prediction.
Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 presents the predicted and
observed cases of COVID-19 in the final models.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study leveraged disease surveillance data and Twitter-based
population mobility data to test the relationship between

mobility and COVID-19 daily new cases and forecast
transmission during the next 14 days at both the state and county
level in South Carolina. Results revealed that population
mobility was significantly and positively associated with new
daily COVID-19 cases. Using the selected models to forecast
COVID-19 transmission, we found that although the prediction
accuracy at the state level and most of the selected counties
decreased as the time span increased, the prediction accuracy
remained acceptable. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study that combined correlation analysis and forecasting
together to investigate the impacts of population mobility on
COVID-19 transmission at both the state and county level.

Population mobility could reflect the impacts of NPIs, reopening
policies, and public holidays, and estimate social movement
during the current COVID-19 pandemic. It is closely related to
COVID-19 outbreaks, which is in accordance with the findings
of prior research [9,11,17-19]. This study adds value to previous
studies by examining the impacts of population mobility on
COVID-19 incidence at both the state and county level in South
Carolina. The results revealed a positive association of
population mobility with daily new COVID-19 cases. However,
it should be noted that the population mobility data used in our
study only reflected the mobility of people who used Twitter,
although such mobility data have been validated to be a good
proxy of actual human movement during the pandemic
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[16,26,27]. Additionally, those Twitter users tended to be young,
which might influence how much and what they tweet. The
sociodemographic characteristics of Twitter users may be
potential confounders, which were not controlled for in our
study. Thus, caution is needed when interpreting our findings.
Future studies are needed to consider and control for the
sociodemographic characteristics of Twitter users.

Using Twitter-based mobility data to predict daily new
COVID-19 cases could yield acceptable accuracy, which could
also justify the prediction efficacy of this indicator. The high
prediction accuracy at the state level was consistent with Wang’s
finding in Arizona [19]. However, such a high prediction
accuracy was not found at the county level. One possible
explanation for this finding is that we did not capture or account
for the influences of contextual factors (ie, population density)
and the roles of mitigating factors (eg, wearing a face mask,
practicing social distancing) [18,19,28]. Additionally, the
Twitter-based mobility data did not differentiate between social
movement at different locations, such as parks, workplaces, and
retail locations, which have different impacts on COVID-19
incidence [9]. Finally, in this study, we only captured population
mobility at the state and county level, while population mobility
at the zip code level might provide a more accurate prediction.
Nevertheless, the findings generated from our study confirmed
the spatial-temporal relationship between Twitter-based mobility
and COVID-19 outbreaks in South Carolina and the acceptable
prediction efficacy of population mobility.

Our findings provide empirical evidence to support the
application of Poisson count time series and time-varying
population mobility data in improving the accuracy of
COVID-19 forecasting. Compared with the existing literature,
our models yielded acceptable prediction accuracy for two-week
forecasting at both the state and county level. Time-varying
population mobility could be incorporated into other forecasting
models, such as classic time series methods and machine
learning [22,24]. Since we are particularly interested in count
data, we preferred the Poisson count time series model. When

modelling rate, ARIMA and Holt-Winters are more appropriate
than the Poisson count time series model. Regarding machine
learning, most models are applied to the prediction of binary or
categorical variables, and future studies are needed to apply
them to predicting the count outcome with time-varying
population mobility.

The use of population mobility data has potential implications
for future research and practices to curb COVID-19 outbreaks.
From a research perspective, research on mobility and
COVID-19 could be studied at the state, county, and/or zip code
level. In addition, mobility around different locations could
provide detailed information regarding COVID-19 transmission,
identify the most relevant mobility associated with daily new
cases, and inform tailored interventions on social distancing by
location to control disease outbreaks. Furthermore, the geospatial
difference in the prediction accuracy of population mobility for
daily new cases by county suggested that contextual
factors—such as demographic characteristics and the
implementation fidelity of NPIs at the county level—should be
accounted for in future research. Finally, since the incubation
and transmission of COVID-19 are closely associated with
time-varying factors, such as temperature and weather, such
impacts should be accounted for in forecasting studies [29].
Regarding the practice of disease control and prevention,
leveraging social media platforms to monitor daily population
mobility could improve predictions of further COVID-19
transmission, inform proactive NPIs, and guide the allocation
of health care resources to reduce disease morbidity and
mortality [30,31].

Conclusions
Population mobility was positively associated with COVID-19
transmission at both the state and county level in South Carolina.
Using Twitter-based mobility data could enable acceptable
predictions of COVID-19 daily new cases. The use of social
media data to monitor population mobility and predict
COVID-19 spread could inform proactive measures to curb
disease outbreaks and plan coordinated responses.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic is probably the greatest health catastrophe of the modern era. Spain’s health care system
has been exposed to uncontrollable numbers of patients over a short period, causing the system to collapse. Given that diagnosis
is not immediate, and there is no effective treatment for COVID-19, other tools have had to be developed to identify patients at
the risk of severe disease complications and thus optimize material and human resources in health care. There are no tools to
identify patients who have a worse prognosis than others.

Objective: This study aimed to process a sample of electronic health records of patients with COVID-19 in order to develop a
machine learning model to predict the severity of infection and mortality from among clinical laboratory parameters. Early patient
classification can help optimize material and human resources, and analysis of the most important features of the model could
provide more detailed insights into the disease.

Methods: After an initial performance evaluation based on a comparison with several other well-known methods, the extreme
gradient boosting algorithm was selected as the predictive method for this study. In addition, Shapley Additive Explanations was
used to analyze the importance of the features of the resulting model.

Results: After data preprocessing, 1823 confirmed patients with COVID-19 and 32 predictor features were selected. On bootstrap
validation, the extreme gradient boosting classifier yielded a value of 0.97 (95% CI 0.96-0.98) for the area under the receiver
operator characteristic curve, 0.86 (95% CI 0.80-0.91) for the area under the precision-recall curve, 0.94 (95% CI 0.92-0.95) for
accuracy, 0.77 (95% CI 0.72-0.83) for the F-score, 0.93 (95% CI 0.89-0.98) for sensitivity, and 0.91 (95% CI 0.86-0.96) for
specificity. The 4 most relevant features for model prediction were lactate dehydrogenase activity, C-reactive protein levels,
neutrophil counts, and urea levels.

Conclusions: Our predictive model yielded excellent results in the differentiating among patients who died of COVID-19,
primarily from among laboratory parameter values. Analysis of the resulting model identified a set of features with the most
significant impact on the prediction, thus relating them to a higher risk of mortality.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26211)   doi:10.2196/26211
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most prominent health
catastrophes of the modern era. This is not exclusive to the
health field, as the far-reaching economic and social
consequences of this crisis are still unquantifiable [1]. The
disease primarily affects the respiratory system, causing
respiratory failure, and in certain patients, results in severe
inflammatory syndrome. This is mediated by proinflammatory
cytokines and can lead to marked systemic complications, which
may be fatal in many cases [2].

The lack of knowledge of this virus led the World Health
Organization, together with the US Center for Disease Control
and Prevention, to define a profile of high-risk patients; this
included factors such as age over 65 years, living in nursing
homes, and having at least one of the following health problems:
chronic lung disease, severe heart disease, obesity, diabetes,
kidney failure, liver disease, or an immunocompromised status.
The result has been a highly uneven response to the pandemic,
both with respect to treatment and the diagnostic and prognostic
criteria for the disease [3].

The exponential increase in COVID-19 cases over a short
period, lack of experience and knowledge of the virus, and the
shortcomings in health resources and health care personnel
(many of whom were infected) have caused hospitals to become
saturated, especially intensive care units, which have received
a very high number of patients every day, many of whom
required long stays. Pressure on the health care system after the
first wave of the pandemic led to a search for different resources
in order to help understand and accurately predict how each
patient would react on interacting with the virus. The availability
of tools to enable us to classify at-risk patients is crucial because
microbiological diagnostics are slow, the PCR test takes more
than 4 hours, and emergency physicians do not usually receive
the results for up to 24 hours after collecting the sample.
Furthermore, the treatments are based on vital support that is
not always effective, and potentially gives rise to a large number
of adverse events; furthermore, drug availability is sometimes
limited. Developing tools that allow us to classify patients at
the risk of complications, such those with a prothrombotic status,
or an increase in the number of inflammation parameters in a
blood sample, would help alleviate the saturation of the health
system, optimize resources, and save time in resolving clinical
complications [4].

Hence, we developed a model to predict the mortality risk from
the laboratory parameters obtained during patients’ hospital
stay [5]. With this model, we aimed to evaluate how laboratory
parameters are related to the risk of a more (or less) severe
disease, so that when a patient presents at the emergency
department at a hospital, the mortality risk can be predicted on
the basis of the blood parameters.

Methods

Data Description
This study is based on anonymized clinical data obtained from
a private hospital group in Spain (HM Hospitales), with centers

primarily in the Autonomous Communities of Madrid and
Galicia and in Barcelona. This group made its data available to
the scientific community for research purposes. Using these
electronic case histories, we accessed data on individuals
suspected with COVID-19 admitted to their centers between
March and June 2020. From all the data tables provided, we
selected the following: (1) a main table containing specific data
on hospitalization and patients (2547 records) and (2) a
laboratory data table with the results of the various tests
requested for each patient during hospitalization and those
presenting at the emergency department (584,136 records).

In the table, an “Outcome” feature is present, with 5 possible
values: “Death,” “Home,” “Transfer to hospital,” “Transfer to
sociosanitary center” and “Voluntary discharge.” This Outcome
feature is the aim of the predictive model developed in this
study.

Data Preprocessing
Before developing the model, and as a prior step in any machine
learning procedure, the information in the 2 tables was
preprocessed as follows:

1. Only those patients with a confirmed diagnosis of
COVID-19, and whose “Outcome” feature was either
“Home” or “Death,” were selected.

2. Data from both tables were combined in accordance with
the patient ID. Since the patients can present a variable
number of measurements for each laboratory parameter,
the mean value was calculated and assigned to each of them.

3. Owing to the large number of missing values, we decided
to filter records and features in order to handle data without
missing values. Some machine learning algorithms can
function by directly using data with missing values, and
imputation methods can also be used. In this study, for the
sake of uniformity and simplicity, the following procedure
was used: first, those features having missing values in
>10% of all records were eliminated; thereafter, only those
records that had value in all the remaining features were
selected.

4. Features such as “Sex” and “Outcome” were properly
encoded as binary values. No other preprocessing such as
normalization or scalarization was applied to the data.

Machine Learning Techniques
A range of machine learning methods to obtain predictive
models have been developed, such as those based on logistic
regression, linear discriminant analysis, instance-based learning,
artificial neural networks, decision trees, and ensemble learning.
This study applied the gradient boosting method to develop a
predictive model.

Gradient Boosting
Gradient boosting is a machine learning technique used to
resolve regression and classification problems and yields a
predictive model through an ensemble of weak prediction
models, usually decision trees. As in other boosting methods,
it builds the model incrementally by incorporating weak
prediction models, but it optimizes an arbitrary differentiable
loss function. Finally, the prediction for a new case is obtained
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by aggregating the predictions of all the individual decision
trees that constitute the model. By combining many trees,
nonlinearity and interactions between predictor features are
achieved [6].

Extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) is a relatively new
gradient boosting implementation that has achieved excellent
results in many classification tasks. It is an open-source software
library that provides a gradient boosting framework designed
to be highly efficient and flexible [7]. It has also been
successfully applied in medicine; for example, for the prediction
of diabetes risk [8], hypertension [9], drug responses [10], or
kidney injury [11].

Shapley Additive Explanations
A fundamental feature of studies performed with machine
learning techniques is the interpretability of the results. In
medicine, this feature is essential for health care professionals
to draw conclusions and take decisions based on the results
obtained from machine learning algorithms. Doshi-Velez and
Kim [12] defined interpretability as the “ability to explain or to
present in understandable terms to a human.” This renders
interpretability in machine learning a favorable model
characteristic.

Recently, the Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) framework
has been applied to interpret derived machine learning models
[13]. SHAP is based on the game theory [14] and helps evaluate
feature contributions toward model prediction, identifying the
features that most prominently influence the prediction. SHAP
values are associated with each feature’s marginal contribution
when aggregated to the model. The XGBoost method has an
additional advantage when SHAP is used, in that being based
on decision trees we can use TreeSHAP, a fast variant of SHAP
for tree-based machine learning [15].

Model Training and Evaluation
In order to obtain a mortality predictive model (“Outcome”
feature), a gradient boosting model was trained using previously
described data. Input features were “Age,” “Sex,” and each of
the laboratory values (mean values) in accordance with the data
preprocessing described above. For this, the XGBoost model
was developed using the existing implementation for Python.

To initially assess the performance of the XGBoost algorithm
in relation to other models in the literature, a comparison was
made with 8 representative classifiers in machine learning:
decision tree, K-nearest neighbors, linear discriminant analysis,
logistic regression, multilayer perceptron, Gaussian naive Bayes,
random forest, and support vector machines. For this, the
corresponding implementation in the Python Scikit-learn library
[16] was used. The metrics analyzed were the area under the
receiver operator characteristic curve (AUROC), the area under
the precision-recall curve (AUPRC), accuracy, and F-score (F1).
To assess a value for these metrics, bootstrap validation was
used.

For each classifier, the most relevant model parameters
(hyperparameters) were adjusted by selecting the best values
after an iterative tuning procedure, and leaving the rest with
their default values. Hyperparameter values were identified
using hyperopt, a Python library for distributed hyperparameter
optimization [17]; the metric and the algorithm used in the
optimization were AUROC and the 3-structured Parzen
estimator. To estimate the AUROC value, k-fold stratified
cross-validation (k=10) was employed. Thus, each tuning cycle
involved 10 training-test executions using different
nonoverlapping test data (each with 10% of the total records).
Through cross-validation, the variance of the estimates can be
reduced, and the estimation of the generalization performance
was improved [18].

Once the results were analyzed, suitable behavior was confirmed
in most of the metrics obtained using XGBoost. To further
improve its performance, the final model parameters were
adjusted using a more exhaustive tuning procedure. Among the
variety of parameters available in XGBoost, the ones considered
more relevant were selected for tuning. The 6 selected
parameters influence the number of gradient boosted trees and
their structure (n_estimators, max_depth, and
min_child_weight), and the learning process (learning_rate,
subsample, and colsample_bytree).

Following this parameter tuning phase, the final model was
assessed through bootstrapping. The performance metrics were
as follows: AUROC, AUPRC, accuracy, F1, Youden's index,
sensitivity, and specificity. Finally, the relative importance of
the features in the model was obtained using SHAP (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Procedure for obtaining the model parameters, validation, and feature importance. AUC: area under the curve, SHAP: Shapley Additive
Explanations.

Results

Study Population and Features
Following the initial data preprocessing phase, the combination
of the data in the 2 tables produced a data set composed of 1823
records and 33 features. All the data correspond to patients with

a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19. Tables 1 and 2 show
prevalence and clinical laboratory values, respectively. The
median age of all patients was 68 (IQR 57-79) years, and 1114
(61.1%) were male. The “Death” outcome had a prevalence of
approximately 14% in the resulting subset of patients after data
preprocessing.

Table 1. Prevalence for the “Age,” “Sex,” and “Outcome” features.

Patients, n (%)Feature

Age (years)

7 (0.4)0-25

235 (12.9)25-50

942 (51.7)50-75

635 (34.8)75-100

4 (0.2)100-125

Sex

1114 (61.1)Male

709 (38.9)Female

Outcome

1561 (85.6)Home

262 (14.4)Death
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Table 2. Clinical laboratory values for the features in the data set.

Reference valueMedian (IQRa)Feature (units)

<4031.7 (19.2-55.7)Alanine transaminase (U/L)

<4031.8 (22.2-47.3)Aspartate transaminase (U/L)

11.5-14.513.0 (11.9-14.1)Anisocytosis coefficient (%)

0-10.3 (0.2-0.5)Basophils (%)

0-0.10.02 (0.01-0.03)Basophil count (10-3/µL)

<552.8 (24.1-94.0)C-reactive protein (mg/L)

0.6-1.00.8 (0.7-1.0)Creatinine (mg/dL)

<500885 (492-1883)D-Dimer (ng/mL)

2-70.8 (0.2-1.6)Eosinophils (%)

0.1-0.60.05 (0.01-0.10)Eosinophil count (10-3/µL)

70-105110 (97-132)Glucose (mg/dL)

40-5439.5 (36.5-42.5)Hematocrit (%)

13.5-17.513.3 (12.1-14.3)Hemoglobin (g/dL)

120-230507 (402-654)Lactate dehydrogenase (U/L)

4.4-11.37.0 (5.5-9.2)Leukocyte count (10-3/µL)

20-4818.4 (12.1-25.5)Lymphocytes (%)

1.2-3.41.2 (0.9-1.6)Lymphocyte count (10-3/µL)

28-3329.7 (28.6-30.8)Mean corpuscular hemoglobin (pg)

33-3633.5 (32.7-34.2)Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (g/dL)

80-9588.4 (85.5-91.5)Mean corpuscular volume (fL)

7.4-10.410.3 (9.7-11.0)Mean platelet volume (fL)

1-118.1 (6.0-10.5)Monocytes (%)

0.1-10.6 (0.4-0.7)Monocyte count (10-3/µL)

40-7571.0 (62.5-80.1)Neutrophils (%)

1.5-7.54.9 (3.6-7.1)Neutrophil count (10-3/µL)

150-450250 (195-317)Platelet count (10-3/µL)

3.5-5.14.3 (4.0-4.6)Potassium (mmol/L)

4.1-5.94.5 (4.1-4.9)Erythrocyte count (10-6/µL)

135-145138 (136-140)Sodium (mmol/L)

5-5038 (29-54)Urea (mg/dL)

aIQR: Q1-Q3 values.

Model Performance
In the initial evaluation of XGBoost's performance, a comparison
with several well-known classifiers was carried out. Table 3
shows the results of this comparison. XGBoost yielded the best
results for 3 measures and the second-best results for the F1.

These results reaffirm the choice of XGBoost as the predictive
method for this study. Figure 2 displays the resulting receiver
operator characteristic and precision-recall curves for XGBoost,
and Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the corresponding ones for
the other methods.
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Table 3. Comparison of the outcomes of methods after bootstrap validation.

F1c, mean (95% CI)Accuracy, mean (95% CI)AUPRCb, mean (95% CI)AUROCa, mean (95% CI)Method

0.60 (0.52-0.68)0.89 (0.85-0.92)0.67 (0.58-0.74)0.89 (0.84-0.92)Decision tree

0.41 (0.29-0.50)0.88 (0.86-0.90)0.55 (0.46-0.64)0.87 (0.85-0.90)K-nearest neighbors

0.75 (0.70-0.82)0.94 (0.92-0.95)0.85 (0.80-0.90)0.96 (0.94-0.97)Linear discriminant analysis

0.76 (0.70-0.82)0.94 (0.92-0.95)0.84 (0.79-0.89)0.96 (0.94-0.98)Logit

0.73 (0.65-0.79)0.93 (0.91-0.94)0.79 (0.71-0.86)0.95 (0.93-0.97)Multilayer perceptron

0.68 (0.62-0.76)0.91 (0.89-0.92)0.74 (0.66-0.82)0.94 (0.91-0.96)Naive Bayes

0.73 (0.67-0.79)0.93 (0.91-0.95)0.84 (0.76-0.90)0.96 (0.95-0.98)Random forest

0.21 (0.11-0.31)0.87 (0.85-0.88)0.62 (0.53-0.71)0.91 (0.88-0.94)Support vector machines

0.76 (0.71-0.81)0.94 (0.92-0.95)0.85 (0.79-0.91)0.97 (0.96-0.98)XGBoost

aAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
bAUPRC: area under the precision-recall curve.
cF1: F-score.

Figure 2. The receiver operator characteristic curve (left) and precision-recall curve (right) in the XGBoost model after bootstrap validation. AUROC:
area under the receiver operator characteristic curve, AUPRC: area under the precision-recall curve, XGBoost: extreme gradient boosting.

In an attempt to improve XGBoost's performance, the final
model parameters were adjusted through a more exhaustive
tuning procedure using the Python hyperopt library. Setting the
number of iterations (max_eval) at 8000 yielded the

hyperparameter values presented in Table 4. The remaining
hyperparameters retained their default values. The model used
110 decision trees, with a maximum depth of 3.

Table 4. Final values of the tuned hyperparameters in the extreme gradient boosting model.

ValueHyperparameter

110Number of gradient-boosted trees

3Maximum tree depth

5Minimum sum of instance weight needed in a child

0.094Boosting learning rate

0.928Subsample ratio of the training instances

0.474Subsample ratio of columns
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With these hyperparameter values, bootstrap validation was
again used to obtain model results for the performance metrics,
after 300 bootstrap iterations. Through this process, the values
obtained were 0.97 (95% CI 0.96- 0.98) for AUROC, 0.86 (95%
CI 0.80- 0.91) for AUPRC, 0.94 (95% CI 0.92-0.95) for
accuracy, and 0.77 (95% CI 0.72- 0.83) for the F1. We observed
a slight improvement owing to more processing in the
hyperparameter search process (8000 vs 1000 iterations).
Furthermore, the associated sensitivity and specificity values
were calculated using the receiver operator characteristic curve
values to determine the cut-point that maximizes the Youden
index. These calculations yielded a value of 0.85 (95% CI
0.80-0.90) for the Youden index, 0.93 (95% CI 0.89-0.98) for
sensitivity, and 0.91 (95% CI 0.86-0.96) for specificity.

Feature Importance
After applying the tuned XGBoost model to the total data set,
the SHAP values associated with this model were calculated.
Each feature’s overall performance can be determined on the
basis of these SHAP values in accordance with their average
impact on model output. Figure 3 shows SHAP summary plots
for the 16 most important features. Based on the mean absolute
SHAP values, 5 features, including lactate dehydrogenase,
C-reactive protein, neutrophil (%), urea, and age, had a greater
average impact on model output. Among these, the feature’s
highest values (red) are generally associated with a higher SHAP
value and, by extension, to a greater likelihood of the “Death”
outcome. In other cases, for example eosinophil (%) and alanine
aminotransferase, the feature’s lowest values (blue) are
associated with a greater risk of the “Death” outcome.

Figure 3. SHAP summary plots for the 16 most important features in accordance with their mean absolute values. Beeswarm plot (left), where each
dot corresponds to an individual patient, showing the impact of the feature on the model’s prediction for that patient. The graph on the right shows the
average impact on model output. ALT: alanine transaminase, AST: aspartate transaminase, CRP: C-reactive protein, LDH: lactate dehydrogenase,
MCHC: mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration, SHAP: Shapley Additive Explanations.

Plots developed using SHAP values are displayed in Multimedia
Appendix 1; these highlight the relationship between these
features and the mortality risk. Every dot represents an
individual patient. Furthermore, Multimedia Appendix 1
contains boxplots that describe value distribution between
recovered and dead patients for the same features.

Discussion

Principal Findings
COVID-19 mortality is strongly linked to 2 events. There are
patients who develop a severe inflammatory syndrome, which
results in uncontrolled activation of the immune system and a
massive release of proinflammatory cytokines, which translates
into an increase in acute-phase reactants such as C-reactive
protein, interleukin-6, ferritin, cell destruction markers such as
lactate dehydrogenase, and an increase in proinflammatory cells
such as neutrophils. This severe inflammatory syndrome has
been described as a cause of mortality in most patients with
complications arising from a SARS-CoV-2 infection. In such

patients, lactate dehydrogenase is associated with an increase
in cell destruction, which results in a reduction in lymphocytes,
rupture of the lung parenchyma due to inflammation, cell
damage, cell remodeling, and lung fibrosis [19,20]. Our study
data are concurrent with this trend, with lactate dehydrogenase,
C-reactive protein, and neutrophils having the greatest impact
on mortality among these patients. Another important
complication described in these patients is acute renal failure
[21]; our data show that the laboratory parameter that most
influences mortality in relation to renal function is urea, a marker
of renal function at the prerenal level, which indicates whether
renal filtering is effective. Urea levels tend to increase when
patients are dehydrated or experience excessive fluid loss [3].

From among clinical laboratory findings, it is essential to
establish a biochemical panel of acute-phase reactants that
facilitate the identification of patients susceptible to an acute
inflammatory syndrome. In this case, we propose lactate
dehydrogenase and C-reactive protein as the best candidates
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according to the data obtained, to which interleukin-6 ferritin
should be added, at the very least.

Another complication that results in high mortality in these
patients is coagulation disorders. COVID-19 results in a
systemic hypercoagulation state, producing pulmonary
thromboembolisms, ischemic strokes, and other disorders, and
a markedly large number patients experience severe
complications. This complication can be assessed on the basis
of 2 laboratory parameters: D-Dimer and platelets. As a
degradation product of a previously formed clot, the increase
in this parameter will thus be proportional to the number of
previously formed clots. In the first step of the coagulation
process, a reduction in the number of platelets would indicate
that clots are being formed. Accordingly, a risk factor would
be an increase in D-dimer levels and a reduction in the platelet
count [22].

Approximately 30% of patients with COVID-19 complications
have hypercoagulation disorders; hence, it is important to be

able to predict these complications in order to establish
prophylactic anticoagulant treatment as early as possible in
patients in whom this blood disorder is identified. Some studies
have compared the hypercoagulation status resulting from
COVID-19 to that appearing in patients with an antiphospholipid
syndrome, who present with the same complications and in
whom the treatment is identical [23]. Of note, we have
established a strong relationship between coagulation parameters
and mortality in the predictive model we developed in this study.

Figure 4 shows the most interesting parameters—from the
clinical point of view—and their relation to mortality. The 3
graphs have a common relationship; that is, from a certain value,
the curve that relates the value of the variable to mortality
increases significantly. At this point, the medical intervention
could change the clinical course of patients since, as seen in the
graph, very high values in these tests represent a higher mortality
risk, while low levels relate to a more favorable prognosis.

Figure 4. Plots developed using SHAP values, displaying the relationship between laboratory values—including LDH, CRP, and D-Dimer—and
mortality risk. Every dot represents an individual patient. Higher values of these features indicate an increase in the mortality risk, and lower ones are
associated with a more favorable prognosis. CRP: C-reactive protein, LDH: lactate dehydrogenase, SHAP: Shapley Additive Explanations.

At the beginning of the pandemic, one of the main risk factors
by which patients were classified was age; as expected, higher
morbidity and mortality rates prevail among older individuals.
In our predictive model, age ranks in fifth position, which is
important, but mortality is still more prominent among those
patients who develop a severe inflammatory syndrome.
Therefore, if we relate age as an independent variable to the

main biochemical markers of severe inflammation, we can
estimate patient mortality on the basis of their age and a clinical
laboratory value (Figure 5). On the other hand, Figure 6 shows
the difference in different clinical laboratory values from among
patients who die or are discharged from hospital. We observed
a clear difference between different laboratory values depending
on each group.

Figure 5. Partial dependence plots representing the model output associated with age and other features (LDH, CRP, and urea). Red zones indicate a
greater influence on mortality risk. CRP: C-reactive protein, LDH: lactate dehydrogenase.
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Figure 6. Boxplots describing value distribution between recovered and dead patients on the basis of the laboratory values of LDH, CRP, Urea, and
D-Dimer. CRP: C-reactive protein, LDH: lactate dehydrogenase.

It is not easy to establish strict criteria for mortality in patients
with COVID-19, as they are influenced by other unquantified
variables and environmental factors. The comorbidities in these
patients prior to them contracting COVID-19 are very important
when managing these patients and predicting complications
[24]. Patients with chronic pathologies such as hypertension or
diabetes have a higher number of complications and rate of
mortality than those who do not; however, the underlying reason
remains unclear. It has been hypothesized that these patients
have higher expression levels of angiotensin-converting enzyme
2 receptors through which the virus penetrates the cells to
replicate; such patients are candidates for a stronger and more
severe disease. Furthermore, Fang et al [25] reported that
polymorphisms in the gene that encodes this receptor increases
the severity of the disease.

Carrasco-Sánchez et al [26] collected data from approximately
20,000 patients in Spain and reported that mortality can be
predicted among those patients who arrive at an emergency
department and are then found to have high blood glucose levels,
during their hospital stay, provided they are not in a critical
condition. Blood glucose is thus one of the most prominent
predictors of patient mortality, which is concurrent with our
hypothesis. Therefore, glycemic control among patients before

and during their hospital stay is essential to increase their
survival.

Limitations
Clinically, this study has a series of limitations. First, this study
has a small patient cohort; previous similar studies have included
a markedly larger patient cohort [21,26]. Second, we did not
record the comorbidities of these patients; therefore, we cannot
assess their role in relation to other variables and their potential
to predict a patient's mortality. Finally, it is very important to
perform a battery of laboratory tests, which facilitates the
evaluation of an inflammatory syndrome with more parameters,
such as interleukin-6 and ferritin.

Conclusions
This study aimed to develop a model to predict the mortality of
patients with COVID-19, which can assess mortality from
laboratory values with a high degree of accuracy. The use of
machine learning techniques, in this case the XGBoost predictive
method, has yielded excellent results for several performance
metrics. The analysis of the resulting model enables us to
identify a set of features with a markedly high prediction
potential, which can be useful for improving care decisions and
increasing patient survival.
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Abstract

Background: Accompanying the rising rates of reported mental distress during the COVID-19 pandemic has been a reported
increase in the use of digital technologies to manage health generally, and mental health more specifically.

Objective: The objective of this study was to systematically examine whether there was a COVID-19 pandemic–related increase
in the self-reported use of digital mental health tools and other technologies to manage mental health.

Methods: We analyzed results from a survey of 5907 individuals in the United States using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk);
the survey was administered during 4 week-long periods in 2020 and survey respondents were from all 50 states and Washington
DC. The first set of analyses employed two different logistic regression models to estimate the likelihood of having symptoms
indicative of clinical depression and anxiety, respectively, as a function of the rate of COVID-19 cases per 10 people and survey
time point. The second set employed seven different logistic regression models to estimate the likelihood of using seven different
types of digital mental health tools and other technologies to manage one’s mental health, as a function of symptoms indicative
of clinical depression and anxiety, rate of COVID-19 cases per 10 people, and survey time point. These models also examined
potential interactions between symptoms of clinical depression and anxiety, respectively, and rate of COVID-19 cases. All models
controlled for respondent sociodemographic characteristics and state fixed effects.

Results: Higher COVID-19 case rates were associated with a significantly greater likelihood of reporting symptoms of depression
(odds ratio [OR] 2.06, 95% CI 1.27-3.35), but not anxiety (OR 1.21, 95% CI 0.77-1.88). Survey time point, a proxy for time, was
associated with a greater likelihood of reporting clinically meaningful symptoms of depression and anxiety (OR 1.19, 95% CI
1.12-1.27 and OR 1.12, 95% CI 1.05-1.19, respectively). Reported symptoms of depression and anxiety were associated with a
greater likelihood of using each type of technology. Higher COVID-19 case rates were associated with a significantly greater
likelihood of using mental health forums, websites, or apps (OR 2.70, 95% CI 1.49-4.88), and other health forums, websites, or
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apps (OR 2.60, 95% CI 1.55-4.34). Time was associated with increased odds of reported use of mental health forums, websites,
or apps (OR 1.20, 95% CI 1.11-1.30), phone-based or text-based crisis lines (OR 1.20, 95% CI 1.10-1.31), and online, computer,
or console gaming/video gaming (OR 1.12, 95% CI 1.05-1.19). Interactions between COVID-19 case rate and mental health
symptoms were not significantly associated with any of the technology types.

Conclusions: Findings suggested increased use of digital mental health tools and other technologies over time during the early
stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. As such, additional effort is urgently needed to consider the quality of these products, either
by ensuring users have access to evidence-based and evidence-informed technologies and/or by providing them with the skills
to make informed decisions around their potential efficacy.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26994)   doi:10.2196/26994

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; digital technologies; mHealth; mental health; anxiety; depression; MTurk; e-mental health; digital health; distress;
self-management

Introduction

Background
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization designated
the COVID-19 outbreak a global pandemic, which, among other
things, has led to unprecedented hazards to mental health
globally [1]. Individual states within the United States began
to implement measures to contain the spread of the virus,
including limiting travel, mandating physical distancing, and
limiting nonessential medical visits. By April 2020, nearly
200,000 cases of COVID-19 and more than 5000 deaths had
been reported in the United States [2].

In addition to the unpredictability and uncertainty of the
pandemic itself, policy efforts to mitigate risk, such as
stay-at-home orders and/or social distancing, introduced a
number of additional stressors including social isolation,
inactivity, loss of income, and lack of access to basic services,
to name but a few [3]. This may be why, mirroring the increase
in COVID-19 cases and deaths, there has been an increase in
mental distress [1,4-6]. For example, data from the US Census
Bureau reported that adults assessed as part of a nationally
representative survey in April and May 2020 were more than
three times as likely to screen positive for depressive disorders,
anxiety disorders, or both, relative to a comparable sample in
2019 [7]. In a similar vein, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported significantly elevated levels of adverse
mental health conditions, substance use, and suicidal ideation
resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, with these mental
health conditions disproportionately affecting specific
populations, such as young adults, Hispanic persons, Black
persons, essential workers, unpaid caregivers of adults, and
those receiving treatment for preexisting psychiatric conditions
[8].

As medical organizations and hospital systems, including those
that address mental health, quickly pivoted to digital platforms
such as videoconferencing/teleconferencing and patient-provider
SMS text messaging [9], the documented growth in and reliance
on eHealth/telehealth use emerged as a viable solution to
continue providing health and mental health services [10-12].
Indeed, it has been suggested that the COVID-19 pandemic is
serving as a “black swan” moment for mental health care—an
unforeseen event that will permanently shift mental health care

provision toward online prevention, treatment, and care [12].
Given the increase in mental health issues resulting from the
pandemic, digital platforms also offer the potential to provide
scalable, nonconsumable mental health resources, as they may
be less reliant on trained providers [13]. A nonconsumable
treatment is one that, once used, retains its therapeutic potential.
Unlike a dose of medication, which will not benefit another
person once used, digital resources can be used by many people
and continue to be helpful [14].

In tandem with this increase in the use of telehealth services
and digital platforms, technology companies have also reported
increased demand for digital mental health products and
therapeutics since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic [15].
However, there have been no empirical studies examining rates
of use of these digital mental health products and therapeutics
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Examination of marketplace
trends through app analytics platforms (eg, App Annie) indicate
that downloads and engagement have increased since the onset
of COVID-19 [16]. However, it is unclear if reported rates of
growth relate to the pandemic or represent an already
documented gradual trend of engagement [17]. In light of the
transformative changes that have occurred in the delivery of
health and mental health care resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic, understanding potential changes in consumer
behavior pertaining to the use of digital mental health tools and
other technologies during the COVID-19 pandemic is needed.

Current Study
To this end, this study examined the following questions:

1. To what extent was the likelihood of having symptoms
indicative of clinical depression and anxiety associated with
the county COVID-19 case rate and time?

2. Were individuals with moderate to high self-reported
depressive or anxious symptomatology more likely to use
digital mental health tools and other technologies compared
to individuals who endorsed low depression or anxiety
symptom experiences?

3. If so, did the differences in use of these digital mental health
tools and other technologies among those with high versus
low symptom endorsement vary according to the COVID-19
case rate?
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Methods

Participants and Procedures
Participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk), an online crowdsourcing platform commonly used in
behavioral science studies [18]. Survey data collection occurred
across all 50 states and Washington DC during 4 one-week
periods in April, May, June, and July 2020, starting on
approximately the 6th of each month. At the first time point,
we aimed to recruit approximately 1250 people. At each of the
following time points, we aimed to recruit approximately 1750
people.

MTurk allows researchers to collect a large amount of quality
data quickly and for relatively little cost [19-21]. On MTurk,
requesters are people who post or request tasks (eg, surveys) to
be completed, whereas workers are people who are paid for task
completion. Requesters can customize the tasks to be available
to certain MTurk workers. MTurk workers are able to read
descriptions of tasks and select the tasks they are interested in.

For the purpose of this study, study participants had to meet
three eligibility criteria: (1) be at least 18 years old, (2) currently
reside in the United States, and (3) not have completed the
survey in a prior wave. If eligible, participants completed the
survey via Qualtrics and received US $6 via MTurk as
compensation upon completion. The protocol was approved by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB#2019-5406) at the
University of California, Irvine.

Measures

Symptoms Indicative of Clinical Depression and Anxiety
The Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) [22] is a self-report
measure used to assess depressive symptoms. It consists of the
nine criteria upon which the diagnosis of major depressive
disorder is based, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV). The questionnaire uses
a 4-point Likert scale (0=not at all, 1=several days, 2=more than
half the days, 3=nearly every day) to gauge responses to
questions about participants’ mental health over the previous
2-week period. Scores on the PHQ-9 can range from 0-27, with
0-4 suggesting no depression symptoms, 5-9 mild symptoms,
10-14 moderate symptoms, 15-19 moderately severe symptoms,
and 20-27 more severe depression [23], with a cut-off score of
10 or above being used in this study to indicate the presence of
clinically elevated levels of depression symptoms (0=minimal
or mild depressive symptomatology and 1=moderate to severe
depressive symptomatology). This cut-off has been shown to
have high sensitivity (88%) and specificity (88%) [22]. In the
present sample, reliability was strong (unweighted α=.92).

The Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 Questionnaire (GAD-7)
[24] was used to assess generalized anxiety disorder.
Respondents rate answers (0=not at all, 1=several days, 2=more
than half the days, 3=nearly every day) to 7 questions assessing
anxiety symptoms experienced over the past two weeks, with
the total score ranging from 0-21; scores from 0-4 suggest
minimal symptoms, 5-9 mild symptoms, 10-14 moderate
symptoms, and 15-21 severe symptoms. A cut-off score of 10

or above was used in this study to indicate the presence of
elevated levels of anxiety symptoms (0=minimal to mild anxiety
symptomatology and 1=moderate to severe anxiety
symptomatology). This cut-off has high sensitivity (89%) and
specificity (82%) [24]. Reliability in the present study was high
(unweighted α=.92).

Digital Mental Health Tools and Other Technologies to
Support Mental Health
Participants were asked how frequently (never, rarely,
sometimes, often, or always) they used 20 different types of
technology in the last 7 days to manage or support their mental
health. Responses were dichotomized (0=never, rarely,
sometimes and 1=often or always). The 20 technology types
included the following: (1) mental health online forums or
communities (eg, Mental Health Forum, BeyondBlue), (2)
m e n t a l  h e a l t h  w e b s i t e s  ( e g ,  NA M I ,
StudentsAgainstDepression.org), (3) mental health apps (eg, 7
Cups, Headspace, Moodpath), (4) phone-based or text-based
crisis lines (eg, Crisis Text Line, Suicide Prevention Lifeline),
(5) other health online forums or communities (eg, MyFitnessPal
forum), (6) other health websites (eg, WebMD, WHO), and (7)
other health apps (eg, LoseIt, MapMyRun, Sleep Cycle, Flo).
Additionally, participants were also asked about their use of the
following technologies to manage their mental health: (8) social
media (eg, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat), (9) blogs,
(10) online, computer, or console gaming/video gaming, (11)
online calendar, checklist, or planner, (12) Word, Notepad, or
Google Docs, (13) spreadsheet or Google Sheets, (14) email,
(15) texting or messaging software, and (16) video conferencing
software. Participants were also able to select the following
options: (17) other general online forums or communities, which
may include mental health communities (eg, Reddit); and writing
in (18) other types of websites, (19) other apps, and (20) other
types of technologies not listed [25].

The technologies were collapsed into seven categories by theme:
(1) mental health forums, websites, or apps, (2) phone-based or
text-based crisis lines, (3) other health forums, websites, or
apps, (4) social media and blogs, (5) online, computer, or
console gaming/video gaming, (6) online calendar, checklist,
planner, Word, Notepad, Google Docs, spreadsheet, or Google
Sheets, and (7) email, texting or messaging software, or video
conferencing software [25].

County COVID-19 Case Rate
The COVID-19 Data Repository maintained by the Center for
Systems Sciences and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University
has provided the COVID-19 case count of each county in the
United States on a daily basis since January 22, 2020 [2]. Using
participants’ zip codes, the case count in each participant’s
county on the date each participant began the survey was merged
with the data collected from MTurk. The county case count was
converted into the rate of cases per 10 people by dividing the
count by each county’s total population and multiplying this
number by 10. Total county population was obtained from the
US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey 2018 5-year
estimates [26].
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Survey Time Period
Survey response windows that reflected the states’ population
sizes were made available during 4 week-long periods in April,
May, June, and July of 2020. As such, this variable also serves
as a proxy indicator of time. The time point variable was treated
as a continuous variable in the analyses.

Covariates
Additional variables were included as covariates. These
encompassed standard demographic characteristics, including
age, sex (1=male, 2=female), race/ethnicity (1=non-Hispanic
White, 2=Latino, 3=non-Hispanic Asian, 4=non-Hispanic Black
or African American, 5=other), marital status (1=married or
living with a partner, 2=single or not living with a partner,
3=separated, divorced, or widowed), employment status (1=no
change in employment status due to COVID-19, 2=reduced
hours due to COVID-19, 3=lost job due to COVID-19), income
level, and education level (1=completed high school or less,
2=some college or more). Covariates also included a variable
representing state fixed effects.

Analytic Sample
A total of 6704 survey responses were collected. After omitting
ineligible people due to duplicate or missing MTurk worker
identification numbers, the total sample included 5907
participants. Of this group, 2.22% had missing data for at least
one question from the PHQ-9 and 1.64% had missing data for
at least one question from the GAD-7. Participants’ average
PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores were imputed if at least 50% of the
scale questions were answered. Less than 5.51% of
sociodemographic data was missing. Binary and continuous
variables underwent mean imputation. An additional category
for missing data was created for all other sociodemographic
covariates. Where participants had a missing zip code, but
provided their state of residence, the average county case count
and the average county population in the participant’s state were
used to calculate the county case rate per 10 people. After mean
imputation was executed and missing county case rates were
replaced with average rates, the analytic sample included 5899
individuals.

Statistical Analyses
Summary statistics were calculated to describe the
sociodemographic characteristics of and prevalence of anxiety
and depression symptoms in the sample. The use of digital
mental health tools and other technologies in the sample was
also described. Means, standard errors, and proportions were
reported.

To examine the extent to which the likelihood of having
symptoms indicative of clinical depression and anxiety was
associated with the county COVID-19 case rate and time, we
estimated two separate logistic regression models, one for each
mental health outcome. Adjusted models included age, sex,

race/ethnicity, marital status, employment status, income level,
education level, and state fixed effects.

To evaluate whether individuals with moderate to high
self-reported depressive or anxious symptomatology were more
likely to use digital mental health tools and other technologies
compared to individuals who endorsed low depression or anxiety
symptom experience, we estimated seven different logistic
regression models, one for each of the technology types defined
above. Symptoms of anxiety, symptoms of depression, county
case rate per 10 people, and time point were the independent
variables. Adjusted models included age, sex, race/ethnicity,
marital status, education level, income level, and state fixed
effects. To descriptively assess the use of digital mental health
tools and other technologies over time, the predicted
probabilities of employing each type of tool or technology were
plotted at each time point, while holding the covariates at their
mean values. We also plotted the total number of respondents
using each type of technology at each time point.

Finally, to understand if differences in use among those with
high versus low symptom endorsement varied according to the
rate of COVID-19 cases, we further tested the inclusion of two
interactions examining the following in these adjusted models:
(1) county-level COVID-19 case rate with depression and (2)
county-level COVID-19 case rate with anxiety.

Probability weights were generated to account for oversampling
and undersampling of participants in each state. Use of
probability weights allowed for the proportion of participants
from each state to reflect the proportion of the US population
that each state population comprises. Weights were generated
using data from the American Community Survey 2018 5-year
estimates of US state populations. Survey weights were
employed when estimating summary statistics and multivariable
regression. Additionally, a Šidák-corrected cut-off P value
(P<.0037) was employed to identify significant findings and
account for the increased type I error rate that resulted from the
use of multiple models [27]. All analyses were conducted in
Stata 16 (StataCorp LLC) [28].

Results

Table 1 shows the weighted means and standard errors for
continuous variables, as well as the weighted proportions of
individuals within each categorical variable group. Overall, the
average age was 36.99, and most of the sample was male,
non-Hispanic White, and married or living in a marital-like
relationship. Most of the sample did not experience a change
in employment status due to the COVID-19 pandemic, had an
income level greater than US $50,000, and had greater than a
high school education. Close to half of the sample experienced
symptoms indicative of clinical levels of depression (45.45%)
or anxiety (40.04%).
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Table 1. Characteristics of analytic sample (N=5899).

ValuesaSociodemographic characteristics

0.069 (0.0023)County case rate per 10 people, mean (SE)

36.99 (0.17)Age, mean (SE)

45.45Symptoms of depression, %

40.04Symptoms of anxiety, %

Sex, %

57.58Male

42.42Female

Race/ethnicity, %

61.07Non-Hispanic White

11.69Latino

6.54Asian

7.85Black/African American

12.85Other

Marital status, %

62.20Married/living in a marital-like relationship

31.76Single/never married

6.04Separated, divorced, or widowed

Employment status, %

64.42No change in employment status due to COVID-19

26.88Reduced hours due to COVID-19

8.70Lost job due to COVID-19

Income level (US $), %

4.670-10,000

7.4210,001-20,000

11.7120,001-30,000

11.9130,001-40,000

11.8540,001-50,000

12.1450,001-60,000

8.7560,001-70,000

8.6070,001-80,000

5.2480,001-90,000

6.1490,001-100,000

11.56>100,000

Education level, %

19.35High school or less

80.65More than high school

Use of digital mental health tools and other technologies to manage mental health, %

27.39Mental health forums, websites, or apps

17.74Phone-based or text-based crisis lines

34.48Other health forums, websites, or apps

47.73Social media or blogs

33.55Online, computer, or console gaming/video gaming
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ValuesaSociodemographic characteristics

44.55Online calendar, checklist, planner, Word, Notepad, Google Docs, spreadsheet, or Google Sheets

55.50Email, SMS texting or messaging software, or video conferencing software

aThe proportion of missing data ranged from 0.0%-5.51%.

Table 2 shows the results of the two adjusted models regressing
the prevalence of clinically meaningful symptoms of depression
and anxiety, respectively, on the county COVID-19 case rate
per 10 people, time point, and the covariates. As shown,
COVID-19 case rate was significantly associated with an
increase in the likelihood of experiencing clinically meaningful
symptoms of depression (odds ratio [OR] 2.06, 95% CI

1.27-3.35), but not anxiety (OR 1.21, 95% CI 0.77-1.88).
Additionally, the likelihood of experiencing symptoms of
depression or symptoms of anxiety increased over time (OR
1.19, 95% CI 1.12-1.27 and OR 1.12, 95% CI 1.05-1.19,
respectively). Results associated with each covariate are shown
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Table 2. Association between symptoms indicative of clinical levels of depression and anxiety and rates of COVID-19 cases and time: estimates based

on two separate logistic models (N=5899)a.

Model 2: Symptoms of anxiety, odds ratio
(95% CI)

Model 1: Symptoms of depression, odds ratio
(95% CI)

Variables

1.21 (0.77-1.88)2.06b (1.27-3.35)County-level COVID-19 case rate per 10 people

1.12c (1.05-1.19)1.19c (1.12-1.27)Survey time point

aModels adjusted for the following covariates: age, sex, race/ethnicity, marital status, employment status, income level, education level, and fixed state
effects.
bP<.0037 (Šidák-corrected P value).
cP<.001.

The adjusted association between depression, anxiety, county
case rate per 10 people, time point, and use of each of the seven
categories of digital mental health tools and other technologies
is presented in Table 3. Results pertaining to each covariate are
shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. Both symptoms of depression
and anxiety were significantly associated with the likelihood
of using each type of tool and technology. Those with depressive
symptoms were three to six times more likely to use digital
mental health tools than those without depressive symptoms.
Those with symptoms of anxiety were two to three times more
likely to use digital mental health tools than those without
symptoms of anxiety. Specifically, those with depressive
symptoms or symptoms of anxiety were more likely than those
without symptoms to use mental health forums, websites, or
apps (OR 6.01, 95% CI 4.70-7.70 and OR 2.95, 95% CI
2.37-3.66, respectively), phone-based or text-based crisis lines
(OR 4.98, 95% CI 3.66-6.77 and OR 2.85, 95% CI 2.22-3.66,
respectively), and other health forums, websites, or apps (OR
3.44, 95% CI 2.81-4.20 and OR 2.55, 95% CI 2.11-3.10,
respectively).

The findings pertaining to digital mental health tools mirrored
the results from models assessing use of other technologies not
necessarily related to health. Specifically, those with symptoms
indicative of depression and anxiety were more likely, as
compared to those without symptoms, to engage in use of social
media and blogs (OR 1.56, 95% CI 1.31-1.86 and OR 1.80,
95% CI 1.51-2.14, respectively); online, computer, or console
gaming/video gaming (OR 1.63, 95% CI 1.36-1.95 and OR

1.67, 95% CI 1.40-1.99, respectively); online calendar, checklist,
planner, Word, Notepad, Google Docs, spreadsheet, or Google
Sheets (OR 1.91, 95% CI 1.60-2.28 and OR 2.09, 95% CI
1.75-2.50, respectively); and email, texting or messaging
software, or video conferencing software (OR 1.66, 95% CI
1.39-1.98 and OR 1.82, 95% CI 1.52-2.17, respectively).
However, in general, even though significant, the odds ratios
for these other technologies tended to be much smaller, with
the largest being 2.09 and all others below 2.00, while all the
odds ratios for the mental health technologies were well above
2.00, ranging from 2.55 to 6.01.

With regard to the association between county-level COVID-19
case rate and digital mental health tool and other technology
use, a higher county case rate per 10 people was associated with
increased likelihood of using digital mental health tools,
specifically mental health forums, websites, or apps (OR 2.70,
95% CI 1.49-4.88) and other health forums, websites, or apps
(OR 2.60, 95% CI 1.55-4.34). Additionally, over time, there
was an increase in the likelihood of using mental health forums,
websites, or apps (OR 1.20, 95% CI 1.11-1.30); phone-based
or text-based crisis lines (OR 1.20, 95% CI 1.10-1.31); other
health forums, websites, or apps (OR 1.12, 95% CI 1.05-1.20);
and online, computer, or console gaming/video gaming (OR
1.12, 95% CI 1.05-1.19). The predicted probabilities of using
each type of technology at each time point while holding the
covariates at their mean values are graphed in Multimedia
Appendix 2. Multimedia Appendix 3 shows the total number
of respondents using each type of technology at each time point.
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Table 3. Associations between use of digital mental health tools and other technologies and prevalence of mental illness symptoms and the rate of

COVID-19 cases: estimates based on seven separate logistic modelsa.

Model 7: Email,
texting or messag-
ing software, or
video conferenc-
ing software
(n=5849)

Model 6: Online
calendar, checklist,
planner, Word,
Notepad, Google
Docs, spreadsheet,
or Google Sheets
(n=5835)

Model 5: Online,
computer, or con-
sole gaming/video
gaming (n=5866)

Model 4: Social
media and blogs
(n=5788)

Model 3: Other
health forums,
websites, or
apps (n=5854)

Model 2:
Phone-based or
text-based crisis
lines (n=5831)

Model 1:
Mental health
forums, web-
sites, or apps
(n=5849)

Variables

OR (95% CI)OR (95% CI)OR (95% CI)OR (95% CI)OR (95% CI)OR (95% CI)ORb (95% CI)

1.66c (1.39-1.98)1.91c (1.60-2.28)1.63c (1.36-1.95)1.56c (1.31-
1.86)

3.44c (2.81-
4.20)

4.98c (3.66-
6.77)

6.01c (4.70-
7.70)

Symptoms of de-
pression

1.82c (1.52-2.17)2.09c (1.75-2.50)1.67c (1.40-1.99)1.80c (1.51-
2.14)

2.55c (2.11-
3.10)

2.85c (2.22-
3.66)

2.95c (2.37-
3.66)

Symptoms of
anxiety

1.77e (1.09-2.89)2.04e (1.26-3.30)1.65e (1.07-2.56)1.49 (0.95-2.36)2.60c (1.55-
4.34)

1.81e (1.02-
3.19)

2.70d (1.49-
4.88)

County-level
COVID-19 case
rate per 10 people

1.08e (1.02-1.14)1.08e (1.01-1.15)1.12c (1.05-1.19)1.08e (1.02-
1.15)

1.12d (1.05-
1.20)

1.20c (1.10-
1.31)

1.20c (1.11-
1.30)

Survey time point

aModels adjusted for the following covariates: age, sex, race/ethnicity, marital status, employment status, income level, education level, and fixed state
effects.
bOR: odds ratio.
cP<.001.
dP<.0037 (Šidák-corrected P value).
eP<.05.

Lastly, models assessing the interaction of county-level
COVID-19 case rate and symptoms indicative of anxiety or
depression did not yield significant findings (analyses available
on request). For this reason, interaction terms were not subject
to further analyses.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine rates of use
of digital mental health tools and other technologies to manage
one’s mental health among a sample of people during the early
stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. Similar to other studies [29],
rates of COVID-19 cases were associated with increased rates
of depressive symptoms. Both depressive and anxiety symptoms
and COVID-19 county case rates were associated with the
largest increased likelihood of using digital mental health tools,
specifically mental health forums, websites, and apps;
phone-based/text-based crisis lines; and other health forums,
websites, and apps, reflecting the greatest increase in likelihood
of use for products designed specifically for health and mental
health. Interestingly, we also found a general increase in the
likelihood of using other technologies to support one’s mental
health, including gaming and work products, among those
experiencing symptoms of mental illness. This increase in the
use of other technologies may reflect the transition to working
from home that occurred for many people.

We also sought to examine if the likelihood of using these tools
and technologies was the highest among people who were both
living in counties with high COVID-19 case rates and exhibiting
symptoms indicative of clinically meaningful levels of
depression or anxiety. The findings suggested, in fact, that there

was no additional significant likelihood of increased use among
respondents with depressive or anxious symptoms living in
counties with high COVID-19 case rates compared to
individuals with similar symptom levels in counties with low
COVID-19 rates. Of course, it is likely that other factors, such
as the impacts of policy measures aimed at mitigating risks (eg,
physical distancing, working from home, or school closures)
may have had a greater impact on mental health symptoms,
resulting in people turning to digital tools for mental health
support. In the absence of in-person connections or services,
digital tools appear to play an important role in combatting the
mental health impact of the pandemic.

We also found that the odds of having used these technologies
generally increased over time. This increase in use of digital
mental health tools and other technologies may be due, in part,
to increased access to some of these technologies. For example,
cities like New York City [30] have made technologies freely
available to their residents and/or shared recommendations for
particular products that have been vetted. Additionally, health
insurance companies, such as Kaiser Permanente and others,
have also made mental health products freely available for their
enrollees [31]. It might also be due to the fact that people are
spending more time interacting with technologies and these
may be convenient ways to receive mental health support.

Our findings that people are increasingly using various
technologies—both those specifically designed for mental health
support as well as those that are not—are consistent with studies
that explore the various ways people use technology to
self-manage their mental health [32-34]. These findings also
support recent calls for understanding how the technology
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ecosystem might impact mental health and lead to opportunities
for prevention and intervention tools [35]. Some efforts, such
as Google’s integration of mental health screening into their
search engine, have been launched [36]. In light of our findings,
it appears as though there is consumer interest for such
resources. Furthermore, an important consideration for future
work is to ensure that consumers find effective and safe
resources, and have the proper support for using such resources
appropriately.

Indeed, despite this increased use and interest, evidence-based
and safe resources are rarely available for consumers. One study
has suggested that only 2.08% of publicly available psychosocial
wellness and stress management mobile apps have published,
peer-reviewed evidence of feasibility and/or efficacy [37].
Furthermore, few products provide sufficient information to
gauge their safety and privacy [38], and even among those that
do, many share information with third parties in ways that might
not be disclosed in those policies [39]. Although various efforts
have been launched that either evaluate or offer evaluative
frameworks for mental health apps (including One Mind
PsyberGuide [40], ORCHA [41], and the American Psychiatric
Association app evaluation framework [42]), no widely accepted
or coordinated effort at regulation and evaluation exists in the
United States, despite multiple calls for such models (see
National Institutes of Health, National Advisory Work Group
[43]). Indeed, better regulation and better access to information
at point-of-access could be a significant improvement in helping
guide consumers [44], who are demonstrating a clear interest
in such resources, and might serve an important need in light
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Several study limitations should be noted. First, this survey was
completed by MTurk workers who regularly use the computer,
and therefore have the necessary technology, mobility, and
digital literacy to participate [45]. This might contribute to the
rates of technology use reported and the ability to use
technologies—both those designed for mental health and
otherwise—to support their mental health. Additionally, it is
likely that people with the lowest socioeconomic status, those
that are the most isolated, and those with limited access to
technology were omitted from the study. These individuals may
represent those most affected by COVID-19 and thus may have
the greatest mental health needs [46]. Second, the survey was
only available in English, and thus the findings may not hold
among groups with limited English proficiency who also might
be less likely to use these technologies, especially because many
are not designed for diverse populations [47]. Third, this study
only included people living in the United States, and thus,
findings cannot be generalized to other countries [1]. Fourth,
there exist a number of scales pertaining to examining the
self-reported impact of COVID-19 on mental health [48-51].
These works were primarily published during the development
and implementation of this survey, and as such, they were not

included in this study. Fifth, there exists the possibility that at
least some of the survey responses were bot-generated. To test
for the potential influence of bots, we executed post hoc
diagnostics previously suggested by Chmielewski and Kucker
[52]. Removing those responses suspected to be bot-generated
did not substantially change the findings. Thus, we reported on
those findings generated from the full analytic sample. However,
we also have included the results garnered after removing tagged
responses (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Finally, this study focused on examining the extent to which
people used mobile health technologies throughout the early
period of the pandemic. The findings do not shed light on the
effectiveness of these particular strategies for managing mental
health. For many, engagement in digital mental health tool and
other technology use has been critical for enhancing social
connectedness, managing stress and anxiety, and providing
greatly needed entertainment [53]. Although the vast majority
of the increase in digital technology use is adaptive, it is
important to note that there are likely negative impacts of this
growth, including the spread of false information [54-56].
Furthermore, there exist subgroups of vulnerable individuals
that are at risk of developing problematic usage patterns [53].
Excessive engagement in specific online activities such as video
gaming, social media use, and shopping has been linked with
severe problems and can elevate the risk of disordered or
addictive use [57,58].

In conclusion, this study provides an important description of
the prevalence of symptoms of anxiety and depression and
digital mental health tool and other technology use during the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, we found
evidence of an increased likelihood of experiencing depressive
symptoms both when considering differences between county
COVID-19 case rates and changes over time. Furthermore,
COVID-19 case rate and time were generally associated with
an increased likelihood of using digital mental health tools and
other technologies. Lastly, those experiencing symptoms of
depression or anxiety were more likely than those without such
symptoms to use tools and technologies to manage their mental
health.

As the pandemic is expected to continue well into the spring
and summer of 2021, and as depression [59,60], anxiety [7,61],
and suicidal ideation rates continue to climb [1,8,62], the
importance of providing easy access to tools and technologies
to manage one’s mental health will become even more
important. The current shortage of mental health professionals
demands the need to explore more scalable solutions that might
be able to be adapted and deployed to meet the needs of various
populations. The findings from this study—as well as future
research that may address more specific issues designed to
understand how digital mental health tools and other
technologies can be more accessible and effective for the
populations who need them—could inform public health efforts.
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Abstract

Background: The number of deaths from COVID-19 continues to surge worldwide. In particular, if a patient’s condition is
sufficiently severe to require invasive ventilation, it is more likely to lead to death than to recovery.

Objective: The goal of our study was to analyze the factors related to COVID-19 severity in patients and to develop an artificial
intelligence (AI) model to predict the severity of COVID-19 at an early stage.

Methods: We developed an AI model that predicts severity based on data from 5601 COVID-19 patients from all national and
regional hospitals across South Korea as of April 2020. The clinical severity of COVID-19 was divided into two categories: low
and high severity. The condition of patients in the low-severity group corresponded to no limit of activity, oxygen support with
nasal prong or facial mask, and noninvasive ventilation. The condition of patients in the high-severity group corresponded to
invasive ventilation, multi-organ failure with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation required, and death. For the AI model input,
we used 37 variables from the medical records, including basic patient information, a physical index, initial examination findings,
clinical findings, comorbid diseases, and general blood test results at an early stage. Feature importance analysis was performed
with AdaBoost, random forest, and eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost); the AI model for predicting COVID-19 severity
among patients was developed with a 5-layer deep neural network (DNN) with the 20 most important features, which were
selected based on ranked feature importance analysis of 37 features from the comprehensive data set. The selection procedure
was performed using sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, balanced accuracy, and area under the curve (AUC).

Results: We found that age was the most important factor for predicting disease severity, followed by lymphocyte level, platelet
count, and shortness of breath or dyspnea. Our proposed 5-layer DNN with the 20 most important features provided high sensitivity
(90.2%), specificity (90.4%), accuracy (90.4%), balanced accuracy (90.3%), and AUC (0.96).

Conclusions: Our proposed AI model with the selected features was able to predict the severity of COVID-19 accurately. We
also made a web application so that anyone can access the model. We believe that sharing the AI model with the public will be
helpful in validating and improving its performance.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a major impact on health
care systems globally. Since early 2020, COVID-19 has spread
rapidly around the world, exceeding 100 million cases and 2
million deaths [1]. In the COVID-19 pandemic situation, the
most important issue in the management of COVID-19 patients
is to triage patients at high risk of mortality and provide tailored
treatment, so that medical costs and mortality rates can be
reduced.

Several models have been proposed to predict the severity or
mortality of COVID-19 patients using artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques. The majority of them have been developed
based on limited information or variables, such as medical
images [2-7], blood and/or urine information [8,9], clinical
characteristics [10-12], individual-level epidemiological data
sets [13], and electronic health records (ie, demographics,
laboratory results, medical history, and vital signs) during
hospitalization [14]. However, most of them were developed
based on relatively small samples from limited data sources,
which makes their generalization problematic. More specifically,
the numbers of patients used for training of some models were
375 [15], 443 [16], 548 [17], and 663 [18].

To overcome the generalization issue, we aimed to develop an
AI prediction model based on confirmed nationwide patient
data obtained from the South Korean government, which
included 5601 patients from more than 100 hospitals. In this
model, we used comprehensive data sets composed of 37 factors,
including basic demographic information, vital signs, physical
examination results, clinical symptoms and severity, comorbid
diseases, and general blood test results. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to develop an AI model to
predict the severity of COVID-19 based on a nationwide cohort
and comprehensive data set in South Korea.

Methods

Data Sets
This study was approved by the Korea Disease Control and
Prevention Agency (KDCA) in South Korea. Informed consent
was waived. The KDCA has been managing comprehensive

data from COVID-19–confirmed patients in Korea obtained
from approximately 100 hospitals. The KDCA discloses this
data to few selected researchers during a specific study period.
Thus, we investigated this data between September 15 and
October 5, 2020, under the approval of the KDCA.

Table 1 describes the KDCA data set. The basic patient
information includes the patient’s ID, age, gender, outcome,
quarantine period, pregnancy status, and pregnancy week. The
physical index includes body mass index. The initial
examination findings include systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, heart rate average, and body temperature at the hospital
admission stage. The clinical findings include the status of fever,
cough, sputum production, sore throat, rhinorrhea, myalgia,
malaise, dyspnea, headache, confusion, nausea, and diarrhea.
The current or previous comorbid diseases include diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, heart failure, chronic heart disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic kidney disease,
cancer, chronic liver disease, rheumatism or autoimmune
disease, and dementia. The clinical severity has two categories:
low and high severity. The conditions of patients in the
low-severity group correspond to no limit of activity, oxygen
support with nasal prong or facial mask, and noninvasive
ventilation. The conditions of patients in the high-severity group
correspond to invasive ventilation, multi-organ failure with
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation required, and death. The
general blood test results include levels of hemoglobin,
hematocrit, lymphocytes, platelets, and white blood cells.

Out of 5628 COVID-19 patient records, the clinical severity
information was missing in 27 patient records, so we excluded
them from our study. Thus, we used 5601 patient data records
to develop the AI prediction model for clinical severity. For
each patient data record, we used 37 variables as model inputs;
these variables are summarized in Table 1 without ID, outcome,
quarantine period, and clinical severity. As the model output,
we used clinical severity, which is a binary component
composed of low and high severity.

Table 2 summarizes the clinical features from the high-severity
group (271/5601, 4.8%) and the low-severity group (5330/5601,
95.2%). Notably, in the high-severity group, 241 out of 271
patients were deceased (88.9%), while no patients died in the
low-severity group.
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Table 1. Description of COVID-19 patient data.

DescriptionTypeItem category and data

Basic patient information

AnonymousNumberID

0-9 (0), 10-19 (1), 20-29 (2), 30-39 (3), 40-49 (4), 50-59 (5), 60-69 (6), 70-79 (7), ≥80
(8)

9 categoriesAge (years)

Male (0), female (1)2 categoriesGender

Survived (0), deceased (1)2 categoriesOutcome

Days (0 if confirmed after death)ContinuousQuarantine period

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesPregnancy

Weeks (0 if not pregnant)NumberPregnancy week

<18.5 (0), 18.5-22.9 (1), 23.0-24.9 (2), 25.0-29.9 (3), ≥30 (4)5 categoriesPhysical index: BMI (kg/m2)

Initial examination findings

<120 (0), 120-129 (1), 130-139 (2), 140-159 (3), ≥160 (4)5 categoriesSystolic blood pressure

<80 (0), 80-89 (1), 90-99 (2), ≥100 (3)4 categoriesDiastolic blood pressure

Heart rateNumberHeart rate

TemperatureNumberTemperature

Clinical findings

No (0), yes if higher than 37.5 °C (1)2 categoriesFever

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesCough

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesSputum production

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesSore throat

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesRunny nose or rhinorrhea

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesMuscle aches or myalgia

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesFatigue or malaise

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesShortness of breath or dyspnea

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesHeadache

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesAltered consciousness or confusion

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesVomiting or nausea

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesDiarrhea

Current or previous comorbid diseases

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesDiabetes mellitus

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesHypertension

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesHeart failure

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesChronic cardiac disease

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesAsthma

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesChronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesChronic kidney disease

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesCancer

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesChronic liver disease

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesRheumatism or autoimmune diseases

No (0), yes (1)2 categoriesDementia
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DescriptionTypeItem category and data

Low severity, including no limit of activity, oxygen support required with nasal prong
or facial mask, and noninvasive ventilation (0); high severity, including invasive ventila-
tion, multi-organ failure, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, and death (1)

2 categoriesClinical severity

General blood test results

g/dLNumberHemoglobin

%NumberHematocrit

%NumberLymphocytes

109/LNumberPlatelets

109/LNumberWhite blood cells
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Table 2. Statistical summary of clinical features from the low-severity group and high-severity group (N=5601).

P valueHigh-severity group (n=271)Low-severity group (n=5330)Participant data

Basic patient information

<.0017.05 (1.08)4.26 (1.92)Age categorya, mean (SD)

<.001Gender, n (%)

144 (53.1)2166 (40.6)Male

127 (46.9)3164 (59.4)Female

.330 (0)19 (0.4)Pregnancy status (yes), n (%)

N/AN/Ab16.50 (10.01)Pregnancy week, mean (SD)

.541.84 (1.13)1.79 (1.02)Physical index: BMI categoryc, mean (SD)

Initial examination findings, mean (SD)

.0081.98 (1.46)1.75 (1.31)Systolic blood pressure categoryd

.110.90 (1.00)1.00 (0.97)Diastolic blood pressure categorye

<.00189.05 (19.64)85.66 (14.79)Heart rate (beats per minute)

<.00137.11 (0.80)36.94 (0.54)Temperature (°C)

Clinical findings (low-severity group n=5326), n (%)

<.001105 (38.7)1197 (22.5)Fever

.00892 (33.9)2239 (42.0)Cough

.8979 (29.2)1532 (28.8)Sputum production

<.00114 (5.2)858 (16.1)Sore throat

<.0018 (3.0)609 (11.4)Runny nose or rhinorrhea

.00226 (9.6)894 (16.8)Muscle aches or myalgia

.0418 (6.6)215 (4.0)Fatigue or malaise

<.001134 (49.4)531 (10.0)Shortness of breath or dyspnea

<.00117 (6.3)946 (17.8)Headache

<.00126 (9.6)9 (0.2)Altered consciousness or confusion

.0618 (6.6)226 (4.2)Vomiting or nausea

.2820 (7.4)496 (9.3)Diarrhea

Current or previous comorbid diseases, n (%)

<.001106 (39.1)582/5327 (10.9)Diabetes mellitus

<.001164 (60.5)1034/5327 (19.4)Hypertension

<.00120 (7.4)39/5327 (0.7)Heart failure

<.00129 (10.7)150/5311 (2.8)Chronic cardiac disease

.00513 (4.8)115/5327 (2.2)Asthma

<.0019 (3.3)31/5327 (0.6)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

<.00118 (6.6)37/5327 (0.7)Chronic kidney disease

<.00122 (8.1)123/5326 (2.3)Cancer

.177 (2.6)76/5004 (1.5)Chronic liver disease

.443 (1.1)35/4998 (0.7)Rheumatism or autoimmune diseases

<.00176 (28.0)148/5001 (3.0)Dementia

General blood test results, mean (SD)

<.00111.89 (2.23)13.37 (1.69)Hemoglobin (g/dL)

<.00135.28 (6.56)39.51 (4.72)Hematocrit (%)
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P valueHigh-severity group (n=271)Low-severity group (n=5330)Participant data

<.00115.08 (10.69)30.08 (11.12)Lymphocytes (%)

<.001188.51 (87.38)239.96 (81.57)Platelets (109/L)

<.0017.99 (5.10)6.00 (2.55)White blood cells (109/L)

aAge categories were as follows (years): 0-9 (0), 10-19 (1), 20-29 (2), 30-39 (3), 40-49 (4), 50-59 (5), 60-69 (6), 70-79 (7), ≥80 (8).
bN/A: not applicable; there were no pregnant participants in the high-severity group.
cBMI categories were as follows (kg/m2): <18.5 (0), 18.5-22.9 (1), 23.0-24.9 (2), 25.0-29.9 (3), ≥30 (4).
dSystolic blood pressure categories were as follows (mm Hg): <120 (0), 120-129 (1), 130-139 (2), 140-159 (3), ≥160 (4).
eDiastolic blood pressure categories were as follows (mm Hg): <80 (0), 80-89 (1), 90-99 (2), ≥100 (3).

Imputation and Standardization
In the data set, some features were missing (Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1). To handle the missing data, we
calculated the mean value from the training data set for each
feature and replaced the missing data with the mean value in
both the training and testing data sets. We then performed
standardization of the data set, which is a common requirement
for machine learning algorithms. The standardization changes
the data distribution of each feature with a mean of zero and
standard deviation of one:

where mean(train) and SD(train) are the mean and standard
deviation values, respectively, for each feature from the training
data set. We applied the standardization to both the training and
testing data sets.

Data Split
For the feature importance analysis and the AI prediction model
development, we performed a grid search with a 5-fold

cross-validation and 10-time repetition. For that, we divided
the 5601 records into training (4480/5601, 80.0%) and testing
(1121/5601, 20.0%) data sets in a stratified fashion (Table 3).
We used 4480 records as the training data set (4260/4480, 95.1%
low severity and 220/4480, 4.9% high severity) and 1121 records
as the testing data set (1070/1121, 95.5% low severity and
51/1121, 4.5% high severity). The testing data set was isolated
and used only for evaluating the performance of the proposed
model.

The training data set (n=4480) was randomly shuffled and
partitioned into 5 equal folds in a stratified manner: each fold
included 433 low-severity records and 15 high-severity records.
Of the 5 folds, a single fold was retained as the validation data
set for testing the model, and the remaining 4 folds were used
as the training data. We repeated the process 10 times, with
each of the 10 folds used exactly once as the validation data.
Here, since the number of low-severity records was much higher
than the number of high-severity records, we up-sampled the
high-severity data by randomly copying the data to prevent the
model’s bias toward the low-severity data by balancing the
amount of data in the two groups.

Table 3. Summary of training and testing data sets.

Records, n (%)Data set

High-severity groupLow-severity group

220 (4.9)4260 (95.1)Training (n=4480)

51 (4.5)1070 (95.5)Testing (n=1121)

271 (4.8)5330 (95.2)Total (N=5601)

Feature Selection
In order to select important features that influence clinical
severity, we first investigated the contribution of each of the 37
input variables on severity via feature importance analysis using
AdaBoost [19,20], random forest [21], and eXtreme Gradient
Boosting (XGBoost) [22] algorithms. After analyzing the feature
importance values from each classifier algorithm, we normalized
and averaged the values to calculate the combination feature
importance values.

By repeating the 5-fold cross-validation 10 times, we found the
best hyperparameters. For AdaBoost, we set the hyperparameters
as follows: the number of tree estimators was set to 50 and the
learning rate was set to 0.4. For random forest, we set the
number of tree estimators to 100, the maximum depth to 4, and

the maximum features to 5. For XGBoost, we set the maximum
depth to 2, the learning rate to 0.2, the number of tree estimators
to 100, the value of the regularization parameter α to 1.0, the
fraction of observations to 0.9, and the fraction of columns to
0.9.

The 10-time repeated 5-fold cross-validation provided 50 sets
of feature importance values for each classifier (ie, AdaBoost,
random forest, and XGBoost). We then averaged the 50 sets of
importance values and normalized them so that the importance
values from each classifier were in the range from 0 to 1.
Finally, we averaged the importance values for the final ranked
feature importance value. Moreover, we determined the optimal
number of top features to incorporate into the AI prediction
model based on the cross-validation results.
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AI Prediction Model Development
To develop the final AI model for severity prediction, we used
a deep neural network (DNN). In the DNN approach, we
investigated up to 5 hidden layers and each layer depth (ie, node)
up to the previous layer depth (ie, node). For the input layer,
we first ranked the features according to their importance and
increased the number of top features used in the input layer
from 1 to 37. For the fully connected (FC) layers as hidden
layers, we applied dropouts by changing the dropout rate from
0 to 0.5 with 0.1 increments. The last FC layer was fed into a
sigmoid layer, which is an output layer providing the
probabilities for the patient severity. We trained the models
with the Adam optimizer and binary cross-entropy cost function
with a learning rate of 0.0001 and batch size of 64. We
implemented the models using R, version 4.0.2 (The R
Foundation), with TensorFlow, version 1.13.1, for DNN;
scikit-learn, version 0.22.1, for machine learning algorithms;
and xgboost, version 0.6.4, for the XGBoost algorithm.

For each set of top features, we found the best cross-validation
accuracy using the metrics of area under the curve (AUC) and
balanced accuracy:

Given the cross-validation accuracy analysis, we finally modeled
with the 5-layer DNN using the top 20 features. The 5-layer
DNN comprised an input layer, 3 FC layers as hidden layers,
and an output layer. The input layer was fed into a series of 3
FC layers consisting of 20, 16, and 8 nodes, respectively. In the
first 2 FC layers, we used a dropout rate of 0.5. Then, the last
FC layer was fed into a sigmoid layer.

Performance Evaluation
We evaluated the prediction performance of our proposed
5-layer DNN model with the isolated testing data set (n=1121).
To compare the prediction performance of the DNN model with
those of other external AI models, we separately trained the
following models: logistic regression, decision tree, random

forest, support vector machine, XGBoost, AdaBoost, GradBoost,
and HistBoost. We evaluated the prediction performance of
these AI models as single models as well as ensemble models.

Results

Feature Selection
Figure 1 shows the results of the ranked feature importance
analysis from AdaBoost, random forest, XGBoost, and their
combination. Results from AdaBoost indicate that platelet count
had the highest importance value, followed by lymphocyte level,
age, and body mass index (Figure 1, a). Results from random
forest indicate that age had the highest importance value,
followed by lymphocyte level, shortness of breath or dyspnea,
and platelet count (Figure 1, b). Results from XGBoost indicate
that platelet count had the highest importance value, followed
by age, lymphocyte level, and temperature (Figure 1, c). By
averaging the values obtained from the three models, age had
the highest importance value, followed by lymphocyte level,
platelet count, and shortness of breath or dyspnea (Figure 1, d).
On the other hand, cancer, fatigue or malaise, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, sputum production, chronic
cardiac disease, heart failure, asthma, rheumatism or
autoimmune diseases, pregnancy, and pregnancy week rarely
contributed to the predictive model. The normalized feature
importance values from AdaBoost, random forest, and XGBoost,
as well as the combined ranked feature importance values with
those averages, are summarized in Table S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

We investigated the cross-validation performance with the
metrics of AUC and balanced accuracy (Figure 2). The results
show that both AUC and balanced accuracy reached the highest
values when the top 20 features from the combination of
AdaBoost, random forest, and XGBoost were used for the input
layer. Therefore, we incorporated the top 20 features into the
AI prediction model, which yielded a sensitivity of 88%,
specificity of 90%, accuracy of 90%, balanced accuracy of 89%,
and AUC of 0.96 (Table 4).
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Figure 1. Results of normalized feature importance analysis from (a) AdaBoost, (b) random forest, and (c) eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) as
well as (d) the combined average ranked feature importance. ACC: altered consciousness/confusion; BMI: body mass index; CCD: chronic cardiac
disease; CKD: chronic kidney disease; CLD: chronic liver disease; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; DBP: diastolic blood pressure;
DEMEN: dementia; DIARR: diarrhea; DM: diabetes mellitus; FM: fatigue/malaise; HCT: hematocrit; HEADA: headache; HF: heart failure; HGB:
hemoglobin; HR: heart rate; HTN: hypertension; LYMPHO: lymphocyte; MAM: muscle aches/myalgia; PLT: platelets; Preg: pregnancy; PregWk:
pregnancy weeks; RDAD: rheumatism/autoimmune disease; RNR: runny nose/rhinorrhea; SBP: systolic blood pressure; SOB: shortness of breath/dyspnea;
SPUTUM: sputum production; ST: sore throat; Temp: temperature; VN: vomiting/nausea; WBC: white blood cells.
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Figure 2. The influence of feature importance values on cross-validation accuracy. AUC: area under the curve.

Table 4. Cross-validation results.

Cross-validation measures (n=448), mean (SD)Model

Area under the curveBalanced accuracyAccuracySpecificitySensitivity

0.96 (0.01)0.89 (0.04)0.90 (0.02)0.90 (0.02)0.88 (0.06)5-layer deep neural network

Performance of the AI Prediction Model
With the isolated testing data set (n=1121), our proposed 5-layer
DNN showed a sensitivity of 90.20%, specificity of 90.37%,
accuracy of 90.37%, balanced accuracy of 90.28%, and AUC
of 0.96. Table 5 shows the prediction performances on the
testing data set. First, we compared the accuracy metrics when
the synthetic minority oversampling technique was applied, and
we found that both balanced accuracy and AUC were slightly
lower. Second, we compared the accuracy metrics when
principal component analysis (PCA)–based feature reduction
was applied with eight dimensions, and we found that both

balanced accuracy and AUC were also slightly lower. Table 5
[19-28] also shows the prediction performances of various AI
models; it can be seen that our proposed 5-layer DNN method
provided higher accuracy, balanced accuracy, and AUC values
than the other external AI models (ie, logistic regression,
decision tree, random forest, support vector machine, XGBoost,
AdaBoost, GradBoost, and HistBoost).

Furthermore, we investigated the prediction performance of
ensemble AI models (ie, combination of AI models); none of
the ensemble AI models outperformed our proposed 5-layer
DNN model (Table 6).
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Table 5. Testing data results and comparison with other machine learning algorithms.

AUCiBAhAccgSpefSeneTPdFNcFPbTNaModel

0.96170.90280.90370.90370.90204651039675-layer DNNj: copying

0.95550.88140.91610.91960.8431438869845-layer DNN: SMOTEk [23]

0.95490.88180.86350.86170.90204651489225-layer DNN with PCAl (8 features)

0.95630.89070.91610.91870.862744787983Linear regression [24]

0.92520.87860.85730.85510.9020465155915Decision tree [25]

0.95900.89720.89300.89250.9020465115955Random forest [21]

0.95880.89720.89300.89250.9020465115955Support vector machine [26]

0.95580.88280.88310.88320.8824456125945XGBoostm [22]

0.95860.88880.87690.87570.9020465133937AdaBoost [19,20]

0.95250.87860.87510.87480.8824456134936GradBoost [27]

0.95350.87950.89470.89630.8627447111959HistBoost [28]

aTN: true negative.
bFP: false positive.
cFN: false negative.
dTP: true positive.
eSen: sensitivity.
fSpe: specificity.
gAcc: accuracy.
hBA: balanced accuracy.
iAUC: area under the curve.
jDNN: deep neural network.
kSMOTE: synthetic minority oversampling technique.
lPCA: principal component analysis.
mXGBoost: eXtreme Gradient Boosting.
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Table 6. Test result comparison with ensemble approaches.

AUCiBAhAccgSpefSeneTPdFNcFPbTNaModel

0.96170.90280.90370.90370.90204651039675-layer deep neural network (DNN)

(proposed)

0.95890.89730.91080.91210.882445694976DNN + linear regression (LR)

0.95720.90280.90370.90370.9020465103967DNN + random forest (RF)

0.96070.90190.90190.90190.9020465105965DNN + AdaBoost

0.94900.89120.89920.90000.8824456107963DNN + eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)

0.95630.90050.89920.89910.9020465108962DNN + support vector machine (SVM)

0.95150.89680.89210.89160.9020465116954RF + AdaBoost

0.95790.90280.90370.90370.9020465103967DNN + RF + AdaBoost

0.95560.90050.89920.89910.9020465108962DNN + RF + SVM

0.95850.90100.90010.90000.9020465107963DNN + RF + LR

0.95710.89210.88310.88220.9020465126944DNN + RF + AdaBoost + XGBoost

0.95620.89910.89650.89630.9020465111959DNN + RF + AdaBoost + SVM

0.95720.89820.91260.91400.882445692978DNN + RF + AdaBoost + XGBoost + SVM

aTN: true negative.
bFP: false positive.
cFN: false negative.
dTP: true positive.
eSen: sensitivity.
fSpe: specificity.
gAcc: accuracy.
hBA: balanced accuracy.
iAUC: area under the curve.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our proposed AI model, the 5-layer DNN using the selected
top 20 features, was able to predict the severity of COVID-19
patients at the hospital admission stage with excellent prediction
performance: 90.2% sensitivity, 90.4% specificity, and 90.4%
accuracy. The model has several unique characteristics. First,
it was developed based on nationwide confirmed COVID-19
patient data obtained from the KDCA. In South Korea, all
confirmed cases must be reported to the KDCA; thus, the KDCA
data are very accurate and updated on a daily basis [4]. The
Korean government designated more than 100 general hospitals,
including 20 tertiary hospitals, as specialized infection control
hospitals equipped with isolation and negative pressure rooms.
These designated hospitals should report important clinical
information about COVID-19 patients to the KDCA, especially
for patients who are admitted to hospitals or show severe
conditions. When we were allowed to access the KDCA data
sets in September 2020, there were data from 5601 patients with
comprehensive clinical information that we could use to develop
an AI prediction model. This is the largest cohort with a
sufficient amount of data to develop reliable and generalizable
AI prediction models.

Second, our AI prediction model development started with
feature importance analysis of the 37 features in the

comprehensive data set. Of these, 20 were selected based on
ranked feature importance analysis results in order to develop
an accurate AI prediction model. The cross-validation
demonstrated that the AI prediction model showed higher
accuracy using the selected 20 features compared to using all
37 features. In addition, the selected 20 features (ie, age,
lymphocyte level, platelet count, shortness of breath or dyspnea,
temperature, hemoglobin level, white blood cell count, body
mass index, hematocrit level, heart rate, systolic blood pressure,
dementia, hypertension, altered consciousness or confusion,
diabetes, gender, cough, sore throat, chronic liver disease, and
runny nose or rhinorrhea) can be easily acquired from patient
history, basic physical examinations, and routine laboratory
tests. Thus, our AI prediction model can be easily incorporated
into routine clinical practice. Furthermore, we observed that
PCA-based feature selection also provided as good of a
performance as did the feature importance analysis. In particular,
we expect that many researchers will be able to flexibly diversify
the model for predicting the severity of COVID-19 patients, in
that a similar level of accuracy could be obtained with only
eight features.

In terms of our feature selection process, we combined
AdaBoost, random forest, and XGBoost machine learning
algorithms to rank the important features. The AdaBoost
algorithm is part of the family of boosting algorithms and
sequentially growing decision trees as weak learners [19]. It is
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well known that it rarely overfits in low-noise data sets [20].
The random forest algorithm is based on a bagging approach,
which is based on the aggregation of a set of weak learners [21].
XGBoost is a recently introduced algorithm with optimized
gradient boosting [22]. In low-dimensional or highly separable
data, all of the classifiers generally provide reasonably good
performance. However, they may provide different performances
depending on various factors, such as feature dimension, data
separability, data balancing, and feature correlation. That is the
reason we have combined the three algorithm results.

We named our proposed AI prediction model KOVIDnet,
indicating the deep learning algorithm for Korean COVID-19
patients. Owing to its high accuracy and generalizability in
Korea, we expect that KOVIDnet will be able to provide
treatment priority guidance at the time of admission regarding
who should be treated intensively. Although most patients with
COVID-19 showed mild and self-limiting illness, some patients
became severely and critically ill, showing the rapid progression
to acute respiratory failure, sepsis, septic shock, multi-organ
failure, and eventual death [29-32]. The mortality rate of severe
cases is about 20 times higher than that of mild cases [30,33].
This indicates that early identification of patients at risk of
mortality is important for the management of COVID-19
patients.

Limitations and Future Work
In our earlier study, we grouped the patients into eight
subgroups. Subgroup 1 patients had no limits to their activity.
Subgroup 2 patients had limits to their activity, but did not need
oxygen. Subgroup 3 patients needed oxygen with a nasal prong.
Subgroup 4 patients needed oxygen with a facial mask.
Subgroup 5 patients needed noninvasive ventilation. Subgroup
6 patients needed invasive ventilation. Subgroup 7 patients had
multi-organ failure or underwent extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation. Subgroup 8 patients died. For the multiclass
classification, we also trained the model through the same
procedure as mentioned above, but the accuracy when using
the testing data was not satisfactory (Table S3 in Multimedia

Appendix 1). It may be because there was no distinct difference
in features according to each subgroup or because the number
of training data values was insufficient. In addition, the data
were extremely imbalanced: the imbalance ratio was 405 (Table
S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1). After analyzing the results from
the eight-subgroup multiclass classification problem, we
considered the binary classification problem, where the
low-severity group included subgroups 1 to 4 and the
high-severity group included subgroups 5 to 8. Not only was
the binary classification problem the most realistic in training
the predictive model based on our current data, but it was also
useful to convey clinically important implications. We believe
that we can extend our model to the multiclass classification
problem based on more extensive data.

Our study also has additional limitations. First, our proposed
AI prediction model was validated with an isolated test data set
(n=1121), which was a data set that was split from the entire
data set. It may be necessary to validate our AI model with
external data sets, such as prospectively collected data. To
validate and update KOVIDnet, we made a web application
[34] so that anyone can access the model. We believe that
sharing the AI model with the public will be helpful in validating
and improving its performance. Second, our data did not include
patients of other races, such as Caucasian or Middle East Asian.
In the near future, we have a plan to apply our AI model to
various data sets, including data from patients of other races.
To realize this goal, we will establish a real-time training
framework that can train our model using prospectively collected
data from all over the world. We believe that we can improve
KOVIDnet for better generalization based on the extended data.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we developed our AI model with 20 selected
features based on a large nationwide data set, and it was able
to predict the severity of COVID-19 accurately. We believe that
our model can help health care providers to effectively treat
COVID-19 patients at an early stage and ultimately reduce
deaths.
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Abstract

Background: During the COVID-19 pandemic, health professionals have been directly confronted with the suffering of patients
and their families. By making them main actors in the management of this health crisis, they have been exposed to various
psychosocial risks (stress, trauma, fatigue, etc). Paradoxically, stress-related symptoms are often underreported in this vulnerable
population but are potentially detectable through passive monitoring of changes in speech behavior.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the use of rapid and remote measures of stress levels in health professionals working
during the COVID-19 outbreak. This was done through the analysis of participants’ speech behavior during a short phone call
conversation and, in particular, via positive, negative, and neutral storytelling tasks.

Methods: Speech samples from 89 health care professionals were collected over the phone during positive, negative, and neutral
storytelling tasks; various voice features were extracted and compared with classical stress measures via standard questionnaires.
Additionally, a regression analysis was performed.

Results: Certain speech characteristics correlated with stress levels in both genders; mainly, spectral (ie, formant) features, such
as the mel-frequency cepstral coefficient, and prosodic characteristics, such as the fundamental frequency, appeared to be sensitive
to stress. Overall, for both male and female participants, using vocal features from the positive tasks for regression yielded the
most accurate prediction results of stress scores (mean absolute error 5.31).

Conclusions: Automatic speech analysis could help with early detection of subtle signs of stress in vulnerable populations over
the phone. By combining the use of this technology with timely intervention strategies, it could contribute to the prevention of
burnout and the development of comorbidities, such as depression or anxiety.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24191)   doi:10.2196/24191
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Introduction

In December 2019 in the Chinese city of Wuhan, a new
coronavirus pneumonia, COVID-19, emerged. The pathogen
involved is SARS-CoV-2. Here, we will refer to the pathology
as COVID-19. COVID-19 has spread very rapidly in China but
also in many other countries [1]. On March 11, 2020, the World
Health Organization declared that the COVID-19 outbreak had
become a pandemic [2].

According to previous studies on SARS or Ebola epidemics,
the onset of a sudden and immediately fatal disease could put
extraordinary pressure on health care professionals [3]. Increased
workloads, physical exhaustion, inadequate personal equipment,
nosocomial transmission, and the need to make ethically difficult
decisions about rationing care can have dramatic effects on their
physical and mental well-being. Their resilience may be further
compromised by isolation and loss of social support, risk or
loss of friends and relatives, and radical, often worrying changes
in working methods. Health care workers are, therefore,
particularly vulnerable to mental health problems, including
fear, anxiety, depression, and insomnia [4,5]. Initial results
estimate that 23% and 22% of health care workers experienced
depression and anxiety, respectively, during the COVID-19
pandemic [6].

Paradoxically, health care workers do not tend to seek
professional help, and stress-related symptoms are often not
immediately reported: “burnout, stress, and anxiety will have
to wait.” Most of the time there will not even be a demand for
care. Early implicit stress detection is of great importance in
this population and would allow for timely intervention
strategies in order to prevent escalation and complete
occupational burnout.

To measure stress in clinical practice, various scales and
questionnaires are available, such as the Perceived Stress Scale
(PSS) [7], the Stressful Life Event Questionnaire [8], the Stress
Overload Scale [9], and the Trier Inventory for Chronic Stress
[10]. However, the present health crisis pushed research teams
to investigate the use of new technological tools in this specific
population. One possible avenue is the use of automatic speech
analysis allowing extraction of voice features during standard
consultation or over a simple phone call.

Psychological stress induces multiple effects on the body,
including increased muscle tension, increased breathing rate,
and changes in salivation rate, which may, in turn, affect vocal
production [11,12]. Under psychological stress, voice pitch (ie,
the acoustic correlate of fundamental frequency [F0]) usually
increases, as it is inversely related to the rate of vocal fold
vibration, which stretches under stress and becomes tenser
together with an increase in subglottal pressure and vocal
intensity [13,14]. Indeed, an increase in voice pitch is the most
commonly reported finding in studies examining speech under
stress. However, stress can also affect other voice parameters,
such as an increase in speech prosody [11,13]. In depression,
the analysis of speech characteristics has recently attracted
considerable research attention [15-17]. Studies revealed that
patients show flattened affect, reduced speech variability,
monotonicity in pitch and loudness, increased pause duration,

and reduced speech rate [18-20]. A recent study investigated
the use of speech parameters extracted from audio recordings
to differentiate patients suffering from posttraumatic stress
disorder from healthy controls [21].

Thus, the detection of subtle events in the voice may offer a
window into assessing the impact of stress in situations where
circumstances make it difficult to monitor stress directly but
need to be addressed urgently [22].

In this work, we aim to investigate the use of a rapid and remote
measure of stress levels in health professionals working during
the COVID-19 outbreak, utilizing the automatic analysis of
their speech behavior during a short phone call conversation.

Firstly, speech samples of health care professionals were
collected over the phone during the COVID-19 pandemic, and
various voice features were extracted and compared with
classical stress measures. Secondly, based on the extracted
features, scores from the completed stress scale that were
obtained by participants were predicted. The purpose of this
pilot study was to assess whether this technological method
could be of interest to support early screening of subtle signs
of stress.

Methods

Participants
Health care professionals were recruited through outreach
telephone calls. They worked during the COVID-19 outbreak
in the local university hospital center of Nice, France, in either
private practices or as independent workers in the
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region. They could occupy any
function in these structures. The only criterion for noninclusion
was the subjects’ refusal to participate in the study. Inclusion
of participants was carried out from May 5 to June 7, 2020.

The study was approved by the Ethical Board for
noninterventional studies of the University Côte d’Azur, France
(approval 2020-58). Participants were given all the information
about the study prior to the call so they could give informed
consent. For those interested, the option for a follow-up call
with a clinician was provided.

Procedure
The telephone calls were made by psychiatrists (n=3) or
psychologists (n=1) belonging to the Cognition Behavior
Technology research team and the memory clinic of the
University Côte d’Azur. Calls lasted about 15 minutes and were
composed of the following:

1. An informative part explaining the reasons for the call and
its structure and how the study is conducted. The
participant’s consent was requested to continue and to
proceed with a recording of his or her voice.

2. The Motivation Stress Affect (MSA) questionnaire. The
MSA questionnaire is a self-administered questionnaire
composed of 11 questions that must be answered by “yes”
or “no.” The first five questions assess motivation [23], the
next two questions assess depression, and the last four
questions assess stress [24].
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3. Three open standardized questions: neutral, positive, and
negative storytelling. In order to capture natural speech,
but within a limited time frame, the participant was asked
to talk about something emotionally neutral (ie, describe
where he or she is), to talk about a negative event in his or
her life, and, finally, to talk about a positive event in his or
her life. Each answer should have lasted about 1 minute
and was recorded in a secure and encrypted way. It was not
specified whether the event had to be experienced during
COVID-19; thus, it was open to the participant to recall
whatever event first came to mind. These free-speech tasks
were used in previous studies [18,25] and allowed for a
greater range of induced emotional effects, potentially
sensitive to signs of stress and depression. The comparison
of speech features between neutral and emotionally loaded
questions may give insight into the affective state of
participants.

4. The PSS. This scale [7] is a hetero-questionnaire composed
of 10 questions to be answered by “never,” “almost never,”
“sometimes,” “quite often,” or “often.”

5. An open listening part aimed at exploring certain points in
greater depth in order to refine the clinical needs.

6. Decision and advice. Following the above steps, the
psychiatrist or psychologist offered or did not offer
psychological follow-up depending on whether he or she
considered that the patient was at risk of developing or had
a mood or anxiety disorder. He or she may also have offered
advice on intervention strategies (eg, relaxation, yoga,
physical activity, and national call platform for
psychological support for caregivers).

Materials
To perform the phone calls for this study, the phone version of
the DELTA application [26] was used. The DELTA solution
allows for the use of a dedicated interface in the form of an iOS
app to make phone calls and locally record these calls on the
internal memory of an iPad. The phone calls were made directly
with the iPad and through its internal microphone.

These recordings were then automatically transmitted—the iPad
had to be connected to the internet—to the DELTA application
programming interface (API) for analysis of acoustic and
semantic parameters. Once the analysis was complete, the results
were displayed directly on the DELTA interface. The recordings
were made locally on the phone, the connection between the
interface and the DELTA API was secure and encrypted, and
the recordings were destroyed from the DELTA servers once
the analysis was complete and the results sent to the
experimenter.

Analysis
Audio features were extracted directly and automatically from
the recorded audio signals of the three open standardized
questions (see item #3 in the Procedure section). Characteristics
were extracted from four main areas:

1. Prosodic characteristics, on long-term variations in
perceived stress and speech rhythm. Prosodic features also
measure alterations in personal speech style (eg, perceived
pitch and speech intonation).

2. Formant characteristics represent the dominant components
of the speech spectrum and convey information about the
acoustic resonance of the vocal tract and its use. These
markers are often indicative of articulatory coordination
problems in motor speech control disorders.

3. Source characteristics that are related to the source of voice
production, the airflow through the glottal speech
production system. These features make operational
irregularities in the movement of the vocal fold (eg, voice
quality measurements).

4. Temporal characteristics include measures of the proportion
of speech (eg, duration of pauses and duration of speech
segments), speech segment connectivity, and overall speech
rate.

Features were extracted using Python 3.7 (Python Software
Foundation) [27] and free and publicly available packages. For
the temporal features, the My-Voice Analysis [28] package was
used. This package was built off of the speech analysis research
tool praat [29]. Temporal features were actualized as the speech
rate, syllable count, rate of articulation, speaking duration, total
duration, and ratio of speaking to nonspeaking. This package
was also used to extract prosodic features, namely the F0 values:
mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and upper and
lower quartiles. The F0 value is the representation of what is
known as the pitch.

Formant features were calculated using the Python Speech
Features library [30]. To characterize this aspect of speech, the
original sound recording was refit according to a series of
transformations commonly used for speech recognition that
yield a better representation of the sound called the
mel-frequency cepstrum (MFC). From this new representation
of the sound form, the first 14 coefficients of the MFC were
extracted. The MFC values were extracted given that they
describe the spectral shape of the audio file, generally with
diminishing returns in terms of how informative they are, which
is why we only considered the first 14 coefficients. If we were
to select a greater number of MFC values, it would result in a
potentially needlessly more complex machine learning model
using less informative features.

From each of these waves, the mean, variance, skewness, and
kurtosis were calculated for the energy (static coefficient),
velocity (first differential), and acceleration (second differential).

The Librosa package [31] was used to calculate the mean,
maximum, minimum, and standard deviation of the root mean
square value, centroid, bandwidth, flatness, zero-crossing rate,
loudness, and flux of the spectrogram, or the visualization of
the recording.

The source characteristics were extracted using the
Signal_Analysis package, version 0.1.26, to extract the
micromovements of the sound wave: harmonics-to-noise ratio
(HNR), jitter, shimmer, and glottal pulses. Jitter and shimmer
are two features of vocal signals that describe the frequency
variation from cycle to cycle of the sound wave and the
waveform amplitude, respectively [32,33]. While jitter rises
with the growing lack of control of vocal cord vibration, higher
shimmer is coupled with increased breathiness. HNR is the ratio
between periodic components and nonperiodic components that
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constitute a voiced speech segment [34]. These components
correspond to the vibration from vocal cords and glottal noise,
respectively.

Speech features vary naturally between males and females due
to differences in the length of the vocal tract. These differences
have been leveraged in gender classification through speech
analysis based on pitch and formant frequencies [35], HNR
[36], linear predictive components, and mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs) [37]. Previous work found differences in
speech depending on gender in the effects of depression and
the effectiveness of classifiers for its detection [38]. This is why
this study considers males and females separately.

Statistical Analysis
The data collected were described using mean and standard
deviation for quantitative variables, and frequency and
percentage for qualitative variables. Demographic
characteristics, such as age and gender, were compared between
different groups of caregivers using a chi-square test for
qualitative variables (eg, gender) and an analysis of variance
performed for quantitative variables (eg, age). Similarly, the
data measured for voice and scores were compared between
different groups of caregivers. The normality of the collected
data was tested using a Shapiro test. In order to test the
relationship between the different voice measures and the
measured scores, Spearman correlations were used. In addition,
to test the link between the voice measures and the therapist’s
decision, Student t tests or Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests were
performed. A P value of less than .05 was considered significant.
The analyses were performed using the free statistical software
RStudio 4.0.0 [39]. Further, regression analyses were performed

with the extracted vocal features to determine the error rate for
predicting the participants’ stress scores.

Results

Participants
In total, 89 French-speaking health professionals, aged between
20 and 74 years, accepted the outreach phone calls and their
speech samples were recorded and analyzed. Their demographic
characteristics are presented in Table 1.

The mean age of the participants was 40.53 years (SD 14.19).
The mean stress score on the PSS was 22.43 (SD 7.16) and on
the MSA questionnaire was 2.92 (SD 2.09). The majority of
the participants scored below 26 on the PSS but above 0 on the
MSA questionnaire. Results on the PSS and on the MSA stress
scale were proportional. We found that 27% (24/89) of the
recorded health professionals experienced intense stress, and
28% (25/89) experienced occasional stress. Only 16% (14/89)
of the participants requested a follow-up. The stress level was
gender dependent, with females reporting higher stress levels.
For males, stress levels tended to drop with age. Figure 1 shows
a distribution of the total stress scores across genders. The total
stress scores in the female group are more dispersed than in the
male group and are generally higher. A total of 14 out of 88
(16%) participants (11/57, 19% of all females; 3/31, 10% of all
males) asked for a follow-up call. Their mean PSS score (mean
31.78, SD 7.40) and mean MSA scale score (mean 5.57, SD
1.34) were significantly higher than for those who did not ask
for a follow-up, whose mean PSS score was 20.60 (SD 5.63)
and mean MSA scale score was 2.38 (SD 1.8).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for participant characteristics (N=89).

P valueaParticipants, n (%)Characteristic

Female (n=58)Male (n=31)Total (N=89)

N/Ab58 (65)31 (35)89 (100)Gender

.03Education (years) (n=81)

18/53 (34)1/28 (4)19 (23)<12

35/53 (66)27/28 (96)62 (77)≥12

.03Timing of call

27 (47)7 (23)34 (38)During lockdown

31 (53)24 (77)55 (62)After lockdown

.47Perceived Stress Scale score

24 (41)16 (52)40 (45)Knows how to manage stress (<21)

16 (28)9 (29)25 (28)Generally knows how to cope with stress (21-26)

18 (31)6 (19)24 (27)Life is a constant threat (>26)

.99Motivation Stress Affect (MSA) scale score

15 (26)8 (26)23 (26)0

43 (74)23 (74)66 (74)>0

.47MSA motivation scale score

18 (31)12 (39)30 (34)0

40 (69)19 (61)59 (66)>0

.32MSA depression scale score

35 (60)22 (71)57 (64)0

23 (40)9 (29)32 (36)>0

.36Follow-up request (n=88)

46/57 (81)28 (90)74 (84)No

11/57 (19)3 (10)14 (16)Yes

aChi-square test or Fisher exact test.
bN/A: not applicable; the P value was not calculated for gender.

Figure 1. Stress score distribution across genders.
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Correlations
First, vocal and nonvocal features were analyzed in relation to
the stress level. The data set was quite small and, therefore,
rather than training a classifier, we performed correlation
analysis between the features computed for each speech task
and the reported stress level. Further, only extracted speech
features were considered; a priori, nonmeaningful features, like
ID, were removed.

We performed a selection of the top k features based on their
descriptive power for the target variable total stress score. Vocal
features might be gender dependent. Therefore, we performed
a selection of top features for male and female data sets
separately. We used Spearman correlation, since we had both
ordinal and continuous features: the target total stress score is
ordinal. Since Spearman correlation uses only the ranks of the

variables and not their raw values, we could omit the
normalization step. We considered absolute values of the
correlation coefficient for feature scoring. Results are presented
in Table 2.

The main speech parameters correlating with stress levels in
both genders were spectral (ie, formant) features, namely the
MFCCs. These features characterize the spectrum of speech,
which is the frequency distribution of the speech signal at a
specific time. MFCCs were derived by computing a spectrum
of the log-magnitude mel-spectrum of the audio segment. The
lower coefficients represent the vocal tract filter and the higher
coefficients represent periodic vocal fold sources [18].
Moreover, in males’ prosodic characteristics, such as the F0,
and in females with the positive storytelling, pitch ranges were
associated with stress levels.

Table 2. Correlation between stress levels and speech features.

Spearman correlationTaskTop 10 features for each data set

Female data set

0.49Positive storyMFCCa3 acceleration skewness

0.44Neutral storyMFCC2 mean

0.44Positive storyPitch range

0.43Negative storyMFCC3 acceleration skewness

0.44Positive storyMFCC2 mean

–0.42Negative storyMFCC5 acceleration kurtosis

0.43Negative storyMFCC2 mean

–0.40Negative storyMFCC5 velocity kurtosis

0.39Neutral storyMFCC3 acceleration skewness

0.39Negative storyMFCC5 velocity kurtosis

Male data set

–0.54Neutral storyUpper quartile F0b

–0.50Positive storyPronunciation posteriori probability score percentage

0.52Positive storyEnergy acceleration mean

–0.51Neutral storyMean F0

0.41Positive storyMFCC9 kurtosis

–0.44Positive storyMFCC9 variance

–0.47Negative storyUpper quartile F0

–0.40Positive storyMFCC4 acceleration mean

–0.47Positive storyUpper quartile F0

–0.42Neutral storyMFCC12 acceleration skewness

aMFCC: mel-frequency cepstral coefficient; the numbers following MFCC are part of the feature names presenting their location on a spectrum.
bF0: fundamental frequency.

For female participants, correlation analyses between negative,
positive, and neutral features and the target feature total stress
score were performed. Among the top 5 features, we have
MFCC acceleration skewness, which correlates with the stress
level by 0.45 and 0.37 in the positive and neutral tasks,
respectively. The other features among top 5 features are task

specific. Thus, for each task there is a different set of features
associated with stress level.

For male participants, the selection was performed analogously.
The top features are task specific as well, and they differ from
the features for the female data set. In this sample, we obtained
more negatively correlating features than for the female data
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set; this meant that features, for instance, related to F0 of low
value (mean F0 in the neutral story with –0.51, upper quartile
F0 in the negative and positive story with –0.47, and upper
quartile F0 in the neutral story with –0.54) are associated with
high stress scores. In general, low values represent a smaller
pitch range.

Regression
Stress scores were regressed against measurements for positive,
neutral, and negative tasks. Similarly, the regression for tasks
of different sentiments was performed for groups of female and
male participants to allow for possible impacts of gender on
stress levels. For the regressors, we used linear, support vector
machine (SVM), and random forest regressors to predict the
stress scores.

The first regression approximated the stress score by estimating
coefficients for each feature in the training data, where greater
coefficients indicate a greater influence over the predicted value.
Linear regression models are fast, highly interpretable, and
commonly used for prediction of stress scores from audio
features and speech analysis, according to previous studies
[40-42]. The random forest regressor created a number of
decision trees that were constructed based on random sampling
from the training data; each tree then attempted to determine
the best way to predict the scores given the data it received.
Each decision tree outputted a predicted value and the mode
value was selected. Decision tree methods have shown high
accuracy with good interpretability in similar studies where
vocal and linguistic features were employed for detection of
emotions, social signals, and mental health problems [43-45].
The SVM regressor took each set of features and projected them
as a vector onto a space and attempted to find the optimal way
to separate the data. The stress score was then based on the
distance from that separator. Stress modeling with inputs from

physiological sensors or audio sources using SVM has also been
previously reported to give high model performance [46-48].
In recent studies, both SVM and random forest provided notably
high prediction and classification strength for stress detection
using various speech features [49-51].

The caret package from R, version 3.4.2 (The R Foundation),
was used for data training and validation. A 10-fold
cross-validation was performed and performance was evaluated
using the mean absolute error (MAE): the average of the
absolute difference between the predicted and actual values
from our models for all participants. The score ranges from 0
to infinity, where a score closer to 0 indicates a better-fitting
model.

The prediction of total stress scores using all or a subset of tasks
among male or female subjects was carried out using various
baseline regression models, whose performances were evaluated
by the plots in Figure 2, where the MAE values are presented
on the y-axis. Overall, the prediction strength in males was
better than in females for all sentiments, as shown by a trend
of lower errors (lowest MAE for males was 3.84; lowest MAE
for females was 5.56). It is notable that stress score regression
models based on negative tasks in males and neutral tasks in
females performed relatively poorly compared to other tasks.
For both male and female participants, using positive tasks for
regression yielded equivalent or better results than using all
tasks, suggesting that a subset of tasks could be employed for
accurate and less time-consuming prediction of stress scores.
An overview of the lowest scores for each testing scenario is
presented in Table 3.

All regression models outperformed their respective baseline
MAE values (4.46 and 6.35 in males and females, respectively).
Linear models and the SVM regressor were the most precise
for the prediction of total stress scores in general.
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Figure 2. Performances of different computerized regression models in predicting stress levels based on vocal features. Boosted: boosted linear model;
ElasticNet: mix of L1 and L2 regularized linear regression; MAE: mean absolute error; Poly: support vector machine with polynomial basis function
kernel; Quantile: quantile regression forest; Radial: support vector machine with radial basis function kernel; SVM: support vector machine.

Table 3. The lowest scores for each testing scenario.

Negative tasksNeutral tasksPositive tasksParticipant
group

ModelMAE (SD)ModelMAE (SD)ModelMAEa (SD)

PolySVMd5.34 (0.35)QuantileRFc5.25 (0.28)ElasticNetb5.31 (0.25)All

PolySVM4.37 (0.43)BoostedLMe4.40 (0.37)QuantileRF3.84 (0.43)Male

PolySVM5.68 (0.45)RadialSVMf5.84 (0.42)ElasticNet5.56 (0.41)Female

aMAE: mean absolute error.
bElasticNet: mix of L1 and L2 regularized linear regression.
cQuantileRF: quantile regression forest.
dPolySVM: support vector machine with polynomial basis function kernel.
eBoostedLM: boosted linear model.
fRadialSVM: support vector machine with radial basis function kernel.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this study was to investigate the potential of
using automatic speech analysis for the detection of stress in
health care professionals during the current COVID-19
pandemic. This would potentially lead to earlier and timely
prevention among this high-risk population. Firstly, speech
samples were collected over the phone, and various voice
features were extracted and compared with classical stress
measures. Secondly, based on the extracted features, scores
obtained by participants on the completed stress scale were
predicted.

The main outcome of this study was the demonstration of this
approach’s feasibility under the given context, as all participants
were cooperative and appreciated the initiative of rapidly
applying this existing technology to this specific use case.
Moreover, from phone call recordings, a number of vocal
correlates of stress have been identified, namely in the area of
spectral features (ie, MFCC) as well as prosodic features such
as F0, which seem to be the most commonly reported features
in well-controlled trials [11]. Stress scores could be predicted
based on speech features with relatively small errors.

Spectral features characterize the speech spectrum; the frequency
distribution of the speech signal at a specific time indicates
information in some high-dimensional representation [18]. The
features capture information regarding changes in muscle tension
and control and have consistently been observed to change with
a speaker’s mental state. A few depression studies reported a
relative shift in energy with increasing depression severity
[52,53].

Another result we obtained was that most identified vocal
features were task dependent as well as gender dependent.
Interestingly, in the female group, MFCC features seemed to
be associated with stress levels during all tasks, meaning that
it did not matter what participants were talking about; as long
as sufficient speech was captured, meaningful information could
be extracted and subtle signs of stress level could be detected.
On the other hand, in the male data set, the upper quartile F0
appeared as a task-independent feature sensitive to stress levels.
Overall, in the male data set, we observed more features with
a negative correlation than we did for the female data set.

Voice production can be divided into three processes: breathing,
phonation, and resonance stress [54]. For the second process,
phonation, the vocal folds must close and open again to create
vibration. The frequency rate of these pulses determines the F0
of the vocal source contributing to the perceived pitch of the
sound.

Previous research showed that increased muscle tension tends
to be caused by stress [55,56], resulting in a tensing of the vocal
folds, which, in turn, most likely causes a raising of F0. A recent
review on voice analysis in stress [22] stated that the parameter
F0 has been considered as a “universal stress indicator,” whereas
increased levels of F0 might be linked with acute bottom-up
processes of sympathetic arousal. Similar studies of analysis of
phone call recordings during situational stress situations revealed

an increase in F0 and intensity with presumed levels of stress
[55,57,58]. Our findings seem consistent with the majority of
acoustic studies, pointing to F0 as one important marker of
stress levels.

However, most correlations we found were with resonance (ie,
formant) parameters, which are involved in the quality of sound
shaping and vowel and consonant pronunciation and are
produced by the muscle activity involved in the shaping of the
resonant cavities of the vocal tract system [59]. These
parameters are less documented in regard to stress. The MFCC,
in particular, can be indicative of breathiness in the voice [60].
Interestingly, one study found a circadian pattern in MFCCs
due to sleep deprivation. For this, voice perturbations were
compared with classical sleep measures [61] and correlations
were found between fatigue scores and MFCCs. This might
eventually explain our results, as most participants also reported
signs of fatigue during the interviews.

Another study examined speech in students under exam stress
and a few days later; in this case, heart rate was measured to
control for the actual stress levels. Under stress, students’ heart
rates increased, F0 and F0 SD increased, first formant (F1) and
second formant (F2) frequencies increased, and MFCCs
decreased in relation to baseline levels [62].

It can be hypothesized that given our recorded population who
reported relatively mild to moderate levels of stress, rather subtle
changes in voice parameters were found and, therefore, weaker
correlations were observed. However, it is important to underline
that changes in features that we found to be sensitive to stress
levels were gender dependent but not necessarily task dependent.
They were most likely too small to be detectable by the human
ear but were captured by the automatic speech analysis. We
assume that by applying this technology to regular check-up
calls with people experiencing high stress levels, such as health
care professionals, very early signs of stress can be detected in
their voices, allowing for timely preventive strategies.

Regression models using vocal features performed relatively
well in predicting stress scores, namely in the positive story
task for both genders (MAE of 5.31). It shows that the
technology could capture indicative patterns from even a short
amount of time, possibly even from one task, to recognize
tendencies of stress levels in a fragile but healthy population;
this represents a promising rapid tool for prediction of stress
scores.

Strengths of This Study
This study is a first step into the early identification of stress in
an at-risk population, such as caregivers, who do not directly
express their psychological suffering. We can imagine extending
this technique to other fragile populations for early screening
of stress, such as teenagers who are victims of school harassment
or women who are victims of abuse, where timely management
could potentially prevent the development of comorbidities,
such as depression and anxiety. Moreover, patient populations
who have difficulty expressing their problems, such as those
with autism spectrum disorder or dementia, could benefit from
this technology.
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Generally, remote psychological counseling is controversial.
Nevertheless, it is becoming necessary due to current economic,
social, and health constraints, but has been received by
professionals and patients with mixed feelings. Indeed, the
nonverbal part of communication is lost and the dynamics of
interaction are not the same. However, contrary to these
preconceived ideas, we have noticed during this work that it is
easier for certain participants to open up and speak about
personal issues during these interviews in a liberating manner,
similar to a confessional. Not being in the physical presence of
the listener may facilitate personal expression, with less fear of
being judged. This aspect is very interesting during a screening
because it considerably accelerates the process of detection and
diagnosing of psychological symptoms.

Weaknesses of the Study
This project has been rapidly implemented, initially with an
approach of qualitative and quantitative data analysis, that
should contribute to the early and timely assistance of health
professionals during the COVID-19 pandemic. The staff
members available to participate in the study were limited.
Patient selection was done on a voluntary basis. It is conceivable
that the population studied were more concerned about their
state of psychological suffering and, therefore, potentially had
a selection bias.

Although the voice recordings were made in the middle of the
interview without this time being precisely stated, it is possible
that some patients may have suspected this, which could have
been anxiety provoking and skewed our results. Recording
throughout the interview for parameters not affected by the tasks
would provide more data and more robust results.

Finally, the obtained correlations can be considered as rather
moderate, which makes it difficult to draw any strong
conclusions. A larger data set, ideally of a longitudinal nature,
with more precise characterization of the speakers is needed in
order to verify whether the correlating features represent real
markers of stress.

Future Perspective
For future work, we propose to perform this analysis on a larger
data set and to build a prediction model. In case of an
insufficient number of observations per stress level, the number
of stress levels can be reduced by binning. Binning can also be
carried out on characteristic values.

Further studies with acoustic measurements and stress
questionnaires at regular time intervals would allow for the
analysis of the kinetics of the markers and a better perception
of their sensitivity and specificity. In addition, adding clinical
measurements of psychiatric symptoms, such as the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition [63],
would make it possible to perceive whether one of the markers
is predictive of an anxiety or depression disorder. The use of
the tool could be combined with the delivery of preventive
strategies, such as physical exercises, adaptation of diet,
psychotherapy, meditation, or the use of symptomatic
treatments, and it could be employed at the same time for the
evaluation of the obtained effects. However, in order to produce
a real-world application of this technology, larger validation
studies have to be performed to demonstrate clinical
meaningfulness by comparing its performance to standardized
measurement tools.
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Abstract

Background: During the COVID-19 response, nonclinical essential workers usually worked overtime and experienced significant
work stress, which subsequently increased their risk of mortality due to cardiovascular diseases, stroke, and pre-existing conditions.
Deaths on duty, including deaths due to overwork, during the COVID-19 response were usually reported on web-based platforms
for public recognition and solidarity. Although no official statistics are available for these casualties, a list of on-duty deaths has
been made publicly available on the web by crowdsourcing.

Objective: This study aims to understand the trends and characteristics of deaths related to overwork among the frontline
nonclinical essential workers participating in nonpharmaceutical interventions during the first wave of COVID-19 in China.

Methods: Based on a web-based crowdsourced list of deaths on duty during the first wave of the COVID-19 response in China,
we manually verified all overwork-related death records against the full-text web reports from credible sources. After excluding
deaths caused by COVID-19 infection and accidents, a total of 340 deaths related to overwork among nonclinical essential workers
were attributed to combatting the COVID-19 crisis. We coded the key characteristics of the deceased workers, including sex, age
at death, location, causes of death, date of incidence, date of death, containment duties, working area, and occupation. The temporal
and spatial correlations between deaths from overwork and COVID-19 cases in China were also examined using Pearson correlation
coefficient.

Results: From January 20 to April 26, 2020, at least 340 nonclinical frontline workers in China were reported to have died as
a result of overwork while combatting COVID-19. The weekly overwork mortality was positively correlated with weekly
COVID-19 cases (r=0.79, P<.001). Two-thirds of deceased workers (230/340, 67.6%) were under 55 years old, and two major
causes of deaths related to overwork were cardiovascular diseases (138/340, 40.6%) and cerebrovascular diseases (73/340, 21.5%).
Outside of Hubei province, there were almost 2.5 times as many deaths caused by COVID-19–related overwork (308/340, 90.6%)
than by COVID-19 itself (n=120).

Conclusions: The high number of deaths related to overwork among nonclinical essential workers at the frontline of the
COVID-19 epidemic is alarming. Policies for occupational health protection against work hazards should therefore be prioritized
and enforced.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23311)   doi:10.2196/23311

KEYWORDS

nonpharmaceutical interventions; on-duty deaths; COVID-19; overwork death; crowdsourced data; intervention; mortality;
casualty; cross-sectional; overwork; stress
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Introduction

The first wave of the COVID-19 epidemic in China was brought
under control within 3 months—from mid-January 2020 (when
human-to-human transmission of COVID-19 was confirmed)
to the end of April 2020 [1]. The effective containment of the
initial wave of COVID-19 in China was credited to not only
the frontline medical response but also swift, massive, and
aggressive nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) [2].
Implementation of such interventions was time-sensitive and
labor-intensive, demanding the continuous efforts of staff from
all sectors to meet community health care and logistical needs,
such as setting up checkpoints for temperature screening,
conducting travel history inquiries to screen for suspected cases,
and protecting incarcerated people in prisons and detention
houses. However, although COVID-19 cases and related deaths
among medical professionals have been well acknowledged [3],
the health of nonclinical essential workers engaged in NPIs to
contain the spread of COVID-19 should not be overlooked.

In China, these frontline workers have suffered from high levels
of psychological and physical stress, and they have worked long
hours without sufficient rest for weeks, even months, due to the
rapid acceleration of the epidemic and understaffing [4]. It has
long been recognized that “overwork” can kill [5], as prolonged
working hours and heightened psychological stress increase the
risk of coronary heart disease and stroke by inducing increased
catecholamine secretion, eventually leading to increased
mortality risk [6-8]. However, the hidden casualties of these
deaths from overwork have not been studied. Deaths on duty
during the COVID-19 response were usually reported by
web-based news platforms for reasons of public recognition
and solidarity, but there are no official statistics concerning
these casualties. Fortunately, a list of on-duty deaths in the
combat against the COVID-19 crisis has been made publicly
available on the social media platform Weibo [9] by
crowdsourcing and has been recognized by the Chinese public.
This study aims to conduct a comprehensive search of
web-based news reports to describe the trends and characteristics
of deaths from overwork in the fight against the COVID-19
epidemic in China.

Methods

Based on a widely recognized list of on-duty deaths in the fight
against COVID-19 in China, from January 20 to April 26, 2020,
a total of 496 deaths on duty were included in this study, with
no duplication [9]. All records of deaths in the line of duty were
verified with the corresponding full-text, reports on the web
from credible news platforms such as Xinhua News Agency,
People’s Daily, Sohu.com, and Sina.com, as well as official
government websites (detailed sources are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 1). If the on-duty death reports explicitly
mentioned overwork and the deaths were not attributed to
COVID-19 or accidents, then those deaths would be identified
as deaths related to overworks. After excluding the deaths
caused by COVID-19 or accidents, we found that 340 of the
496 (68.5%) deaths related to overwork among nonclinical

essential workers were attributed to combatting the COVID-19
crisis.

We coded the key characteristics of the 340 deceased workers,
including sex, age at death, location, causes of death, date of
incidence, date of death, containment duties, working area, and
occupation (see Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The date
of incidence refers to the date when the frontline worker’s health
condition deteriorated suddenly due to overwork, and they could
no longer perform their duties, whereas the date of death refers
to the date when the overwork-related death occurred. If a
frontline worker died from overwork immediately or was found
dead, the date of incidence and the date of death would be the
same. However, if the frontline worker’s health condition
deteriorated suddenly due to overwork, but they died only after
several days of rescue and treatment at the hospital, then the
date of incidence and date of death would be different. This
study only used the date of incidence to analyze the trends and
correlation of deaths from overwork and COVID-19 incidence,
as it reflected the timely physical and psychological stress
caused by the severity of the epidemic.

In addition, the number of daily deaths from overwork and daily
COVID-19 incidences were aggregated into weekly COVID-19
incidence to reflect the time trends of deaths from overwork
and COVID-19 incidence [10]. The temporal correlation
between weekly overwork mortality and COVID-19 incidence
and the spatial correlation between provincial deaths from
overwork and COVID-19 case counts were also examined using
Pearson correlation coefficient (r); the correlation was
considered statistically significant at P<.05. As a sensitivity
analysis, we analyzed cases in which the death occurred within
2 days of the date of incidence to examine the correlation. This
study was approved by the institutional review board of
Research Center for Public Health, School of Medicine,
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China (THUSM/PHREC
2020400-009).

Results

The earliest deaths from overwork occurred on January 24,
2020, and during the 14 weeks from January 20 to April 26,
2020, at least 340 nonclinical frontline workers in China were
reported to have died due to overwork in the fight against the
COVID-19 epidemic. Both the number of COVID-19 cases
(n=30,396) and the number of deaths from overwork (n=53)
reached the peak in the fourth week after January 20 (Figure
1). Weekly overwork mortality was positively correlated with
weekly COVID-19 cases (r=0.79, P<.001). A total of 86.5%
(294/340) of cases died within 2 days of the incidence. As
indicated by the sensitivity analysis, if only considering the
deaths within 2 days of incidence, the temporal correlation
between weekly overwork mortality and weekly COVID-19
cases would increase to 0.81 (P<.001).

Among those individuals who died due to overwork (Table 1),
the mean age at death was 49.50 (SD 9.13) years, with
two-thirds (230/340, 67.6%) of them under 55 years old. Two
of the major specified underlying causes of death were
cardiovascular diseases (138/340, 40.6%), including myocardial
infarction and sudden cardiac arrest, and cerebrovascular
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diseases (73/340, 21.5%), including stroke. A majority of the
deaths from overwork were among men (324/340, 95.3%) in
China; this reflected that the epidemic containment
responsibilities were carried out by village leaders (111/340,
32.6%), police (96/340, 28.2%), and civil servants (58/340,
17.1%), which are traditionally male-dominated occupations in
China. Most deceased workers were involved in community
mobilization and support (217/340, 63.8%), including
community closure and access control, temperature screening,
travel history collection, and delivery of daily necessities,
followed by public security (77/340, 22.6%). Apart from
working in rural (156/340, 45.9%) and urban (132/340, 38.8%)

settings, 15.3% (52/340) of the deceased workers used to work
at traffic checkpoints on expressways and in prisons and
detention houses.

In addition, 32 of the 340 (9.4%) deaths from overwork occurred
in Hubei province, which reported the highest prevalence of
COVID-19 in China. Among the remaining 308 (90.6%) deaths
reported outside Hubei province, provincial deaths related to
overwork were positively correlated with the number of
COVID-19 cases (r=0.55, P=.002). If only considering the
deaths that occurred within 2 days of incidence, the correlation
coefficient remains nearly the same (r=0.55, P=.002).

Figure 1. Trends of weekly overwork-related deaths and COVID-19 incidence between January 20 and April 26, 2020, in China.
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Table 1. Characteristics of documented frontline workers who died due to overwork during the emergency response to COVID-19 in China between
January 20 and April 26, 2020 (N=340).

Value, n (%)Characteristic

Sex

16 (4.7)Female

324 (95.3)Male

Age range (years)

21 (6.2)25-34

69 (20.3)35-44

140 (41.2)45-54

92 (27.1)55-64

15 (4.4)65-71

3 (0.9)Unspecified

Working area

156 (45.9)Rural

132 (38.8)Urban

52 (15.3)Othera

Underlying cause of death

138 (40.6)Cardiovascular diseases

73 (21.5)Cerebrovascular diseases

27 (7.9)Other specific causesb

102 (30)Unspecified

Epidemic containment duty

217 (63.8)Community mobilization and support

77 (22.6)Public security

30 (8.5)Traffic checkpoint and control

17 (5)Otherc

Occupation

111 (32.6)Village leaders

96 (28.2)Police

58 (17.1)Civil servant

32 (9.4)Volunteer

26 (7.1)Other public sectorsd

17 (5)Corporate employee

Location

32 (9.4)Hubei province

308 (90.6)Outside Hubei province

Difference between date of incidence and data of death (days)

244 (71.8)0

36 (10.6)1

14 (4.1)2

46 (13.5)>2

aOther working areas include prisons, detention houses, and traffic checkpoints at the expressway.
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bOther causes of death include acute hepatic failure, acute pancreatitis, and pre-existing conditions.
cOther epidemic containment duties include logistics, electricity or telecommunication maintenance, and health communication.
dOther public sectors include schools and institutions funded by the government.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study utilized the manually verified crowdsourced data
available on the internet to illustrate the trends and
characteristics of deaths from overwork, which were casualties
of the effort to contain the COVID-19 epidemic in China. The
340 deaths from overwork reveal a hidden “epidemic within
the epidemic” that has not been documented thus far and has
further sounded the alarm of fatigue and occupational burnout
among nonclinical frontline workers. The severity of the
epidemic presented a considerable health burden to those who
were involved in the battle against COVID-19, and it explains
why the peak of deaths from overwork was synchronized with
the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic. Notably, outside Hubei
province, there were over 2.5 times as many deaths caused by
COVID-19–related overwork (308/340, 90.6%) than deaths
caused by the disease itself (n=120) [10], and these provincial
deaths related to overwork were correlated with COVID-19
case counts, signaling the high intensity of NPIs to curb the
COVID-19 epidemic.

This epidemic embodies the health threats that all nonclinical
essential workers faced. First, nonclinical essential workers had
mental distress due to the fear of contracting COVID-19. Unlike
ordinary residents under home quarantine, nonclinical essential
workers had to work outside to perform their duties, especially
screening for suspected COVID-19 cases. During the early
stages of the epidemic in China, all personal protective
equipment (PPE) was prioritized for clinical staff [11]; thus,
nonclinical workers faced a shortage of PPE, which may have
heightened their fears of COVID-19 infection. Second, most of
the containment strategies were implemented by public sector
employees, and they were accountable by the law and regulation
for containing the epidemic. Thus, they experienced considerable
work stress and workload due to understaffing, especially in
provinces other than Hubei. The Chinese central government
dispatched many clinical and nonclinical workers from other
provinces to support Hubei province [12], whereas for other
provinces, they had to manage to contain the transmission of
COVID-19 largely on their own. Nonclinical essential workers
worked overtime at the peak of the epidemic, which may have

increased the risk of death due to cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases [6,7]. Third, due to understaffing, many
workers with pre-existing conditions joined the workforce in
the intensive battle against COVID-19. Those workers did not
have enough time to rest and recover, and their pre-existing
poor health conditions may have deteriorated and contributed
to the observed deaths from overwork.

The high number of deaths from overwork among essential
workers serving at the frontline during the COVID-19 epidemic
is alarming. Although protection for health care workers in the
line of duty against COVID-19 has been a global focus [11,13],
policies for occupational health protection against work hazards
such as adequate training, sufficient PPE, and proper working
shifts, should be prioritized and enforced. Counseling services
should also be provided to mitigate the psychosocial impacts.
The possibility of a second wave of COVID-19 cannot be ruled
out [14], so NPIs will likely remain in place until there is a
breakthrough in treatment or a vaccination becomes widely
available.

Limitations
Our study also has some limitations. First, the deaths related to
overwork were identified based on news reports on the web,
not from the hospital health records; hence, some
misclassification of data may exist. We verified the full-text
reports of all deaths from overwork by using credible and
official sources to minimize this misclassification. Second, the
length and details of the individual death reports varied and, as
such, some characteristics could not be retrieved and coded.
Finally, the number of deaths from overwork was likely to be
underestimated, as not every incident was reported on the
internet.

Conclusions
This cross-sectional study based on web-based crowdsourced
data emphasizes that deaths related to overwork among
nonclinical essential workers should be acknowledged.
Corresponding policies for occupational health protection
against deaths due to overwork should be implemented.
Nonclinical essential workers are the unsung heroes, and their
safety and well-being should be prioritized as they constitute
society’s frontline of defense against COVID-19.
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Abstract

Background: A central component of the public health strategy to control the COVID-19 pandemic involves encouraging mask
wearing and social distancing to protect individuals from acquiring and transmitting the virus.

Objective: This study aims to understand the psychological factors that drive adoption or rejection of these protective behaviors,
which can inform public health interventions to control the pandemic.

Methods: We conducted an online survey of a representative sample of 1074 US adults and assessed three novel potential
predictors of COVID-19 behaviors: trait reactance, COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs, and COVID-19 apocalypse beliefs. Key
outcomes (dependent variables) included an index of COVID-19 protective behaviors, the number of trips taken from the home,
and COVID-19 knowledge.

Results: In bivariate analyses, all three predictors were significantly correlated in the hypothesized direction with the three
COVID-19 outcomes. Specifically, each predictor was negatively (P<.01) correlated with the COVID-19 protective behaviors
index and COVID-19 knowledge score, and positively correlated with trips taken from home per week (more of which was
considered higher risk). COVID-19 protective behaviors and COVID-19 knowledge were significantly lower in the top median
compared to the bottom median for all three predictors. In general, these findings remained significant after adjusting for all novel
predictors plus age, gender, income, education, race, political party, and religiosity. Self-identified Republicans (vs other political
affiliations) reported the highest values for each of the novel predictors.

Conclusions: This study can inform the development of health communication interventions to encourage the adoption of
COVID-19 protective behaviors. Interestingly, we found that higher scores of all three novel predictors were associated with
lower COVID-19 knowledge, suggesting that lack of an accurate understanding of the virus may be driving some of these attitudes;
although, it is also possible that these attributes may interfere with one’s willingness or ability to seek and absorb accurate health
information. These individuals may be particularly immune to accepting new information and yielding their beliefs. Health
communication professionals may apply lessons learned from countering similar beliefs around climate change and vaccine
hesitancy. Messages designed for individuals prone to reactance may be more effective if they minimize controlling language
and emphasize the individual’s independence in adopting these behavioral recommendations. Messaging for those who possess
conspiracy beliefs should similarly not assume that providing evidence contrary to these beliefs will alone alter behavior. Other
communication techniques such as rolling with resistance, a strategy used in motivational interviewing, may be helpful. Messaging
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for those with apocalyptic beliefs may require using religious leaders as the message source and using scripture that would support
the adoption of COVID-19 protection behaviors.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23488)   doi:10.2196/23488

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; protective behavior; psychological predictors; reactance; conspiracy beliefs; public health; health communication;
communication; protection; behavior; psychology

Introduction

A central component of the public health strategy to control the
spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated morbidity
and mortality is to encourage behaviors that protect individuals
from acquiring and transmitting the virus. Key protective
behaviors that have been recommended by US and global health
organizations such as the World Health Organization and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention include consistent
wearing of a facial mask, social distancing, handwashing, and
avoiding large gatherings [1]. Until a vaccine or more effective
treatments become widely available, behavior change will
remain the core of the public health strategy.

Understanding individual-level attributes that are associated
with adoption of these behaviors is critical to controlling the
spread of COVID-19. To date, most of the research on
COVID-19 protective behaviors has focused on demographic
variables such as gender and race as well as social cognitive
variables such as perceived risk and knowledge regarding the
virus [2-5]. Less attention has been given to personality factors
and constructs beyond the traditional models of health behavior
(eg, perceived risk). Understanding the psychological traits that
drive adoption of these protective behaviors can inform social
marketing campaigns and behavior change interventions.

To address these gaps in understanding about what drives
individual protective behavior choices, we identified three novel
predictors based on both theoretical and empirical
considerations. Psychological reactance theory, originally
proposed by Brehm and Brehm [6] posits that when an
individual’s sense of behavioral freedom is threatened, the
individual is motivated to restore the perceived loss of freedom
by psychologically and behaviorally rejecting the behavior,
even if the behavior may be in their best interest. Conspiracy
beliefs can be defined as unsubstantiated, implausible assertions
that malevolent and hidden forces control our social institutions,
and these nefarious forces secretly plot major events such as
9/11; covering up alien visitations; and, in the case of this study,
the creation and spread of COVID-19. Often these beliefs reject
other simpler explanations that are more probable and plausible
[7]. Conspiracy beliefs have previously been found to be
associated with lower adoption of protective behaviors such as
vaccination and condom use [7-11]. With regard to COVID-19,
a few studies have found a negative association between
conspiracy beliefs, both measured as a global trait and specific
to COVID-19, and positive attitudes toward and adoption of
COVID-19 protective behaviors [4,10,12-14]. Finally, we were
interested in the potential impact of apocalyptic beliefs.
Apocalypticism is the generally religious belief that the end of
the world is imminent [15], and civilization will soon come to

a tumultuous end due to some catastrophic global event such
as war, famine, or disease and more recently global warming
and the COVID-19 pandemic. These beliefs often include some
sense of divine punishment for immorality or disobedience and
spare the righteous who obey God’s rules. For some Christians,
these beliefs include the rapture, when both living and dead
believers will ascend in to heaven to meet Jesus Christ at the
Second Coming. Our underlying assumption is that individuals
who believe in the apocalypse will be less likely to adhere to
public health recommendations around COVID-19, in part
because they welcome the end of days and the Second Coming
of Christ. Although we could find no studies reporting the
association between apocalyptic beliefs and COVID-19
protective behaviors, conceptual and empirical work has shown
that such beliefs may impact behaviors related to climate change
and violence [16,17], and we suspected it might play a role in
the adoption of COVID-19 protective behaviors.

We conducted a national online survey and report here the
association between these three potential novel predictors—(1)
trait reactance, (2) COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs, and (3)
COVID-19 apocalypse beliefs—and COVID-19 protective
behaviors.

Methods

Sampling
Surveys were completed online using a sample provided by
Dynata [18] between May 19-22, 2020. Dynata’s research panel
comprises an opt-in list of over 60 million individuals
worldwide. For this study, we requested a nationally
representative sample of 1000 US adults 18 years or older.
Quotas were used to approximate national rates for age, gender,
race, income, and region for the overall US population. Our
survey was conducted as open enrollment, whereby eligible
panel members who log in to the Dynata website were offered
a chance to partake in this survey. Surveys were completed
using the Qualtrics online platform. Participants received a
modest payment from Dynata for completing their survey.
Dynata incentives vary based on individual preferences and
include cash, frequent traveler or customer loyalty points, or a
donation to a charity. The reward value is based on the amount
of effort required and the population surveyed. Regardless of
the type of incentive, the value is the same for every respondent
in a given study. In this study, the value was US $1.00. The full
survey assessed a range of individual and household
characteristics and attitudes and behaviors related to the
COVID-19 pandemic as well as demographics. Other than
screener items, no survey items were required to progress (ie,
no strict validation was used). After excluding implausible
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values (<10 minutes and >2 hours), the mean minutes to
complete the survey was 25.3 (range 10.1-117.1) minutes.

A total of 2272 individuals clicked on the invitation link, 187
did not complete the age screener or consent, and 609 were
ineligible or refused consent. This yielded 1476 surveys from
age-eligible consenting individuals. To ensure the quality of
the respondent data, we excluded 402 of the 1476 surveys based
on two criteria. First, we excluded 375 surveys from individuals
who completed the full survey in less than 10 minutes. We
considered 10 minutes the minimum time required to complete
a valid survey. Second, we excluded 27 surveys for individuals
who answered all items within a 16-item block of items
assessing attitudes toward the pandemic with an identical
response. This is the equivalent of clicking down an entire
column (eg, all strongly agree or disagree) for all items. Because
some of the 16 items in this section were worded in the positive
direction (eg, social distancing has slowed the spread of
COVID-19) and others in the negative direction (eg, social
distancing is not really doing much good), we considered these
response set patterns contradictory and therefore an indication
that the validity of that survey was suspect. After applying these
exclusions, 1074 surveys remained for the present analyses.

Measures

Primary Predictor Measures (Independent Variables)

Trait Reactance

We selected 5 items from the widely used Hong Reactance scale
[19-23]. The scale measures trait reactance rather than reactance
specific to COVID-19 recommendations. Each item was
answered along a five-point continuum ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree. Internal consistency in our sample
was 0.87. The five items, averaged to create a mean scale, were:

1. I become angry when my freedom of choice is restricted.
2. Regulations trigger a sense of resistance in me.
3. When something is prohibited, I usually think, “That’s

exactly what I am going to do.”
4. It disappoints me to see others submitting to society’s

standards and rules.
5. Advice and recommendations usually induce me to do just

the opposite.

COVID-19 Conspiracy Beliefs

We developed a brief, three-item scale based on prior studies
of COVID-19 and other health issues [7,14]. The scale is
intended to measure conspiracy beliefs regarding COVID-19
rather than a generalized conspiracy trait or worldview [14].
Each item was answered along a five-point continuum ranging
from definitely false to definitely true. Internal consistency in
our sample was 0.74. The three items, averaged to create a mean
scale, were:

1. The real truth about COVID-19 is being kept from the
public.

2. People in power are using COVID-19 as an excuse to
monitor and control the public.

3. The media is making COVID-19 seem more dangerous
than it really is.

COVID-19 Apocalypse Beliefs

We developed a new brief scale informed by theological
definitions and prior related work [15,17]. Each item was
answered along a five-point continuum ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree. Internal consistency in our sample
was 0.92. The three items, averaged to create a mean scale,
were:

1. The COVID-19 pandemic is a sign that the apocalypse is
coming.

2. The COVID-19 pandemic is a sign that Jesus will soon be
returning.

3. The COVID-19 pandemic is a sign that the rapture is
coming.

Outcomes Measures (Dependent Variables)

Adoption of Positive COVID-19 Protection Behaviors

We examined the frequency of five self-reported behaviors over
the past week, all of which are recommended for reducing the
risk of transmitting or acquiring COVID-19 [1]. For each item
the responses were: rarely or never (coded 1), some of the time
(coded 2), most of the time (coded 3), almost all of the time
(coded 4), and all of the time (coded 5). The values of 1-5 for
each item were summed to form an index score with a range of
5-25. The alpha value for the five behaviors was .84 in this
sample.

1. Staying home as much as possible.
2. Wearing a mask or face covering when I go out of the

house.
3. Staying at least 6 feet (about 3 steps) away from people I

do not live with.
4. Avoiding gatherings or groups of other people.
5. Keeping my hands clean.

COVID-19 Knowledge

We created a seven-item scale, with each item answered
definitely false to definitely true. A response was coded as
correct by answering definitely or probably false for items 4,
5, 6, and 7, and definitely or probably true for items 1, 2, and
3. Correct scores were summed, yielding a total score from 0
to 7. Internal consistency for the seven items was 0.77.

1. A vaccine is not yet available for COVID-19.
2. COVID-19 can be easily spread from one person to another.
3. Many thousands of people have died from COVID-19.
4. Most people already have immunity to COVID-19.
5. Symptoms of COVID-19 are always visible.
6. There are effective treatments for COVID-19 that can cure

most people.
7. Having COVID-19 is about as dangerous as having the flu.

Trips Leaving the Home

We assumed that a higher number of trips from home indicated
higher risk behavior. We queried leaving the home in the past
week across various types of trips. For each, we asked, “In the
last seven days, how many times did you go out of your home
for each of the following reasons?” Responses ranged from
none to five or more times. The reasons included going to work;
the grocery store or market; to get takeout from a restaurant or
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fast-food location; eat at a restaurant or fast-food location; the
drug store or pharmacy; seek health care; check on or help care
for a vulnerable person; visit friends, family, or neighbors; take
a child or minor to day care or some activity, exercise, or some
other outdoor activity; and attend a gathering of 10 or more.
Items were summed to create a trips leaving home index with
an observed range of 0-39.

Demographic Variables (Covariates)
Gender was initially assessed with five categories: male, female,
transgender (identify as male), transgender (identify as female),
and other. Transgender and other were collapsed.

Political party was assessed with four categories: Republican,
Democrat, Independent, and something else.

Race and ethnicity were coded as White, Black, Hispanic,
multiracial, and other, which included American Indian, Asian,
and other.

Income was initially assessed with 9 strata that, for ease of
presentation, were collapsed into three categories: less than US
$30,000; US $30,000 to US $74,999; and US $75,000 and
greater.

Education was initially assessed with 10 strata that were
collapsed into four categories for ease of presentation: none
through high school or General Educational Development,
postsecondary (trade school, some college, or associate’s
degree), bachelor’s degree, and advanced degree (master’s
degree, doctoral degree, or professional degree).

Religiosity was measured with a single item: “How religious
are you?” Responses ranged from not at all religious, which
was coded as 1, to very religious, coded as 7.

Analyses
We first present sample demographic frequencies and means
for key continuous independent and dependent variables. Next,
bivariate correlations between the three novel predictors and
the correlation of the predictors with the three COVID-19
outcomes are presented. For ease of presentation, a dichotomous
variable was created using the median split for each of the three
predictors. Using the median split for the three novel predictors,
we next presented means for the three COVID-19 outcomes
(which are all continuous), first unadjusted, with only the novel

predictor in the model, then using a general linear model,
adjusted for the other novel predictors along with age, gender,
income, education, political party, and religiosity. Income,
education, political party, and race, all categorical variables,
were all dummy coded prior to entry into the multivariate model.
All analyses were performed using SPSS version 25 (IBM Corp)
[24]. This survey was approved by the University of Michigan’s
Institutional Review Board.

Hypotheses
The first hypothesis was that individuals that score higher on
trait reactance will report fewer COVID-19 protective behaviors,
higher daily excursions from their home, and lower COVID-19
knowledge.

The second hypothesis was that individuals that score higher
on conspiracy beliefs regarding COVID-19 will report fewer
COVID-19 protective behaviors, higher daily excursions from
their home, and lower COVID-19 knowledge.

The third hypothesis was that individuals that score higher on
COVID-19 apocalypse beliefs will report fewer COVID-19
protective behaviors, higher daily excursions from their home,
and lower COVID-19 knowledge.

Results

Sample Description
The 1074 sample was 55% (n=573) female, 70% (n=723) White,
8% (n=84) Black, 9% (n=95) Hispanic, and 6% (n=65)
multiracial. About 22% (n=225) of the sample had high school
or lower education, and 47% (n=482) had at least a bachelor’s
degree. Income distribution was about even across the three
strata. With regard to political party, 29% (n=297) identified as
Republican, 38% (n=395) as Democrat, 27% (n=283) as
Independent, and 6% (n=61) as other. The mean for trait
reactance, COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs, and COVID-19
apocalypse beliefs were 2.4, 2.9, and 2.2, respectively. Assuming
a mean value of 4 or higher (corresponding to a response of
agree for reactance and apocalypse items or probably true for
conspiracy items) indicates a high presence of the attribute. The
prevalence was 9.8% (102/1041) for apocalypse beliefs, 20.3%
(214/1052) for conspiracy beliefs, and 6.9% (72/1041) for trait
reactance (Table 1).
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Table 1. Sample description (N=1074).

ParticipantsVariable

Gender, n (%)

459 (44.3)Male

573 (55.4)Female

3 (0.1)Other

Race/ethnicity, n (%)

723 (69.9)White

84 (8.1)Black

95 (9.2)Hispanic

65 (6.3)Multiracial

67 (6.5)Other

Age (years), n (%)

304 (29.5)18-35

263 (25.6)36-50

277 (26.9)51-65

185 (18.0)>65

Education, n (%)

225 (21.8)None through high school/GEDa

326 (31.6)Postsecondary (trade school/some college/associate’s degree)

310 (30.0)Bachelor’s degree

172 (16.7)Advanced degree (master’s/doctoral/professional degree)

Income (US $), n (%)

291 (28.1)<30,000

397 (38.4)30,000-74,999

346 (33.5)≥75,000

Political party, n (%)

297 (28.7)Republican

395 (38.1)Democrat

283 (27.3)Independent

61 (5.9)Something else

Variable means

COVID-19 protective behaviors index

20.1 (4.6)Mean (SD)

5-25Range

Trips leaving home per week

6.7 (6.7)Mean (SD)

0-39Range

Knowledge score

26.8 (5.3)Mean (SD)

11-35Range

Religiosity

3.9 (2.1)Mean (SD)

1-7Range
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ParticipantsVariable

Trait reactance

2.4 (1.0)Mean (SD)

1-5Range

COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs

2.9 (1.1)Mean (SD)

1-5Range

COVID-19 apocalypse beliefs

2.2 (1.1)Mean (SD)

1-5Range

aGED: General Educational Development.

Correlations
All three predictors were significantly (P<.01) correlated in the
hypothesized direction with the three COVID-19 outcomes.
Specifically, each predictor was negatively correlated with the
COVID-19 protective behaviors index (range –0.10 to –0.39)
and COVID-19 knowledge (range –0.42 to –0. 57). All three

predictors were positively correlated with trips from home per
week (range 0.27-0.31; see Table 2). The three predictors were
all positively correlated (P<.001). Specifically, apocalypse
beliefs were correlated 0.31 and 0.33 with conspiracy beliefs
and reactance, respectively. Conspiracy beliefs and reactance
were correlated 0.51 (data not shown).

Table 2. Pearson correlations of novel predictors and COVID-19 outcomes (N=1074).

COVID-19 knowledge scoreTrips leaving home per weekCOVID-19 protective behaviorsVariable

–0.540.31–0.38aTrait reactance

–0.570.21–0.32COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs

–0.420.27–0.09bCOVID-19 apocalypse beliefs

aAll correlations were significant with a P of <.001, unless otherwise indicated.
bP=.002

Bivariate Means
Using the median split for the three predictors, the differences
between the top and bottom half of participants were statistically
significant across all three variables for each of the three
COVID-19 outcomes (ie, protective behaviors index, trips from
home, and COVID-19 knowledge). Specifically, the mean for
the COVID-19 protective behaviors index and the COVID-19
knowledge scale were significantly lower in the top median
compared to the bottom median for all three predictors. The
mean trips from home was significantly higher in the top median
compared to the bottom median for all three predictors. This
model does not adjust for covariates or other novel predictors
(see the unadjusted mean columns in Table 3).

In analyses accounting for all novel predictors simultaneously,
plus age, gender, income, education, race, political party, and
religiosity, the adjusted means remained significantly different
for the top and bottom median for all outcomes except for
apocalypse beliefs and the COVID-19 protective behaviors
index. Thus overall, these findings were generally consistent
with a priori hypotheses (see the adjusted mean columns in
Table 3).

Table 3 also presents results by political affiliation. In adjusted
analyses, respondents identifying as Democrat had the highest
mean for the protective behaviors index and COVID-19
knowledge, whereas for trips from home, Republicans had the
highest number. For all three predictors, values were highest
among those identifying as Republican and lowest among those
identifying as Democrat (data not shown).

Finally, we previously reported the means, using the median
split of each of the three novel predictors, for each of the three
outcomes. We also examined the outcome means using a
threshold of 4 or higher compared to those scoring less than 4,
for each of the predictors. For individuals with an average score
of 4 or higher on the reactance scale, the means were 17.5, 11.2,
and 22.0 for the protective behaviors index, trips from home,
and knowledge score, respectively. For individuals with an
average score of 4 or higher on the COVID-19 conspiracy scale,
the means were 18.0, 7.8, and 23.2 for the protective behaviors
index, trips from home, and knowledge score, respectively. For
individuals with an average score of 4 or higher on the
COVID-19 apocalypse scale, the means were 20.4, 11.0, and
23.5 for the protective behaviors index, trips from home, and
knowledge score, respectively. Thus, in general, the pattern of
results using the threshold of 4 or higher for the three predictors
was similar to results using the median split (data not shown).
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Table 3. Bivariate and adjusted means of COVID-19 protective behaviors, leaving home episodes, and COVID-19 knowledge by novel predictors
(N=1074).

COVID-19 knowledge scoreTrips leaving home per weekCOVID-19 protective behaviorsVariable

P valueAdjusted,
mean
(SE)

P valueBivariate
unadjust-
ed, mean
(SD)

P valueAdjusted,
mean
(SE)

P valueBivariate
unadjust-
ed, mean
(SD)

P valueAdjust-

eda, mean
(SE)

P valueBivariate
unadjust-
ed, mean
(SD)

<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001Trait reactance

27.8
(0.17)

28.9 (4.7)5.9 (0.25)5.2 (5.2)20.9
(0.18)

21.4 (3.8)Lowb

25.4
(0.20)

23.9 (4.8)7.3 (0.30)8.5 (7.9)18.9
(0.22)

18.2 (5.0)Highc

<.001<.001.02<.001<.001<.001Conspiracy beliefs

28.7
(0.19)

29.8 (4.7)6.0 (0.28)5.1 (5.4)20.9
(0.21)

21.5 (3.8)Low

25.2
(0.18)

24.2 (4.4)6.9 (0.26)7.9 (7.4)19.4
(0.19)

18.9 (4.9)High

<.001<.001.004<.001.89<.001Apocalypse beliefs

27.6
(0.18)

28.8 (4.8)5.9 (0.26)5.1 (5.0)20.1
(0.19)

20.6 (4.4)Low

25.9
(0.20)

24.5 (5.0)7.1 (0.29)8.4 (7.8)20.1
(0.21)

19.5 (4.8)High

<.001<.001.01.19<.001<.001Political party

26.0
(0.24)

25.4 (5.1)7.2 (0.35)7.1 (6.8)19.5
(0.26)

19.3 (4.9)Republi-
can

27.4
(0.21)

28.1 (5.5)6.4 (0.30)6.5 (6.9)21.0
(0.22)

21.3 (3.8)Demo-
crat

27.0
(0.23)

26.8 (5.1)6.1 (0.34)6.4 (6.5)19.8
(0.25)

19.6 (4.9)Indepen-
dent

26.6
(0.50)

25.6 (4.4)4.7 (0.74)5.3 (4.1)19.2
(0.54)

19.0 (5.2)Some-
thing
else

aAdjusted model includes all novel predictors plus gender, race, income, education, political party, age, and religiosity.
bLow indicates the bottom half of the median split.
cHigh indicates the upper half of the median split.

Discussion

Primary Findings
Our findings indicate that three psychological factors—trait
reactance, COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs, and COVID-19
apocalypse beliefs—were associated with key COVID-19
outcomes, all in the hypothesized direction. In unadjusted
analyses, individuals scoring higher on trait reactance,
COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs, and COVID-19 apocalypse
beliefs reported lower protective behaviors and lower COVID-19
knowledge. With the exception of apocalypse beliefs and the
protective behaviors index, all of these bivariate associations
remained significant after adjustment for age, gender, race,
income, education, religiosity, and political party. Although the
three novel predictors were all correlated (ranging from 0.31 to
0.51), the magnitude of these correlations suggest that they tap
largely independent dimensions of personality and attitude.

These findings have significant implications for both
understanding who may adopt COVID-19 protective behavior
and how intervention messages might be tailored to
accommodate or counter these beliefs. With regard to reactance,
our findings indicate that a subset of the US population
reflexively rejects the adoption of COVID-19 protective
behaviors due to a general predisposition to act in the opposite
direction of authority or resist any rules or public health
recommendations they feel infringe upon their personal freedom.
Individuals with this trait are prone to feeling their autonomy
is being threatened by government regulations or public health
recommendations and will restore their freedom by rejecting
the recommended behavior or counterarguing with the content
and source of related messages.

With regard to conspiracy beliefs, our findings indicate that a
subset of the US population believes that government officials
and the media inaccurately portray the truth about the
COVID-19 epidemic, and those who possess these beliefs are
less likely to adopt COVID-19 protective behaviors. Although
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we did not specifically query this, it is likely this group would
consider much of the mainstream media as fake news, making
any data reports or behavioral guidelines suspect. Our findings
are consistent with those of a recent study of 2501 British adults
[14], which found that endorsement of COVID-19 conspiracy
beliefs were significantly associated with lower self-reported
adherence to recommended protective behaviors. These beliefs
were also associated with general mistrust of government and
authority, paranoia, vaccination conspiracy beliefs, religiosity,
and climate change denial. There is a growing body of work
showing an association between patterns of media consumption
and endorsement of misinformation, including conspiracy
beliefs. There is therefore a need to enhance media use skills
and eHealth literacy in particular to help counter
COVID-19–related misinformation [25,26].

Finally, individuals who believe that the COVID-19 epidemic
is a signal that the end of times is nigh are less likely to adopt
COVID-19 protective behaviors. Although the mechanism for
this association merits elucidation, it seems plausible that
individuals who believe in a coming apocalypse, particularly
for those who believe they will be spared, might be less likely
to adopt COVID-19 protective behaviors because, for this group,
the ultimate outcome is viewed in a more positive light.

Intervention Implications
Designing tailored communication campaigns to encourage
adoption of COVID-19 protective behavior for individuals who
possess the beliefs we assessed poses substantial challenges.
These individuals may be particularly immune to accepting new
information and yielding their beliefs. The persistence of these
beliefs may in part be due to having roots in deeper
psychological attributes such as paranoia, mistrust, religious
fundamentalism, or hostility. Health communication
professionals may apply lessons learned from countering similar
beliefs around climate change and vaccine hesitancy. One lesson
learned from countering antivaccination beliefs is that simply
providing corrective information not only may be ineffective
but also could instigate further reactance, leading to
entrenchment of antivaccine attitudes [27]. Thus, messages
designed for individuals prone to reactance that minimize
controlling language (eg, you must or you have to) and
emphasize the individual’s independence in adopting these
behavioral recommendations may be more effective [28,29].
Messaging for those who possess conspiracy beliefs should
similarly not assume that providing evidence contrary to these
beliefs will alone alter behavior [29]. Other communication
techniques such as rolling with resistance, a strategy used in
motivational interviewing [30], which may manifest as agreeing
or empathizing with some aspects of their belief system (eg,
“the government is not always honest with the American
people”) should be considered. Messaging for those with
apocalyptic beliefs may require using religious leaders as the
message source and using scripture that would support the
adoption of COVID-19 protection, perhaps as an act of kindness,
respect, or following God’s will. Interestingly, we found that
higher scores of all three novel predictors were associated with
lower COVID-19 knowledge, suggesting that lack of an accurate
understanding of the virus may be driving some of these
attitudes; although, it is also possible that these attributes may

interfere with one’s willingness or ability to seek and absorb
accurate health information. Thus, efforts to improve COVID-19
knowledge among these subgroups, in particular designing
messages that mitigate inherent resistance to absorbing and
yielding to new information, may be an important part of the
public health messaging strategy.

This paper provides insight that may inform public health
communication efforts to reduce the transmission of COVID-19
among segments of the population that may not respond to
general audience messages but whose adherence to
recommendations are nonetheless needed to control the
pandemic.

Limitations and Future Studies
Our data were cross-sectional, limiting directional inference. It
is possible, for example, that behaviors might influence attitudes
rather than the inverse. The sample was accrued entirely online,
which introduces several potential sampling and response biases
[31,32]. For example, our sample had a slightly lower percentage
of non-Whites and a greater percentage of females and
Democrats than the US population. Sample bias poses a lower
threat to the validity of our findings, as we were primarily
interested in exploring the association between variables rather
than establishing the true prevalence of the attitudes and
behaviors under study.

Our survey was administered on May 19-22, 2020. Late May
appears to represent the high point of optimism about the
pandemic in the United States compared to both the initial period
of March and April and the second and third wave that occurred
in October and November 2020. For example, according to the
Gallup COVID Panel survey conducted late May 2020, the
percentage of Americans who felt the COVID-19 situation was
getting better was 42% [33]. Gallup had asked this question on
several occasions between April and November, and this was
approximately the peak for this variable for that period. The
percentage feeling the situation was getting better began to drop
sharply shortly after, hitting just 19% in June and remaining
around only 20% through November 2020 [33]. Gallup similarly
reported that, in early June, only 46% of Americans said they
were very or somewhat worried about getting the virus compared
to 58%-59% in July and August 2020 [34]. These data likely
reflect optimism over what turned out to be short-lived falling
infection and death rates during this period. These temporal
patters are also reflected in data reported by the Pew Research
Center, which found that in June 2020, 59% of Americans
reported that they think the worst of the outbreak was still to
come [35], compared to 73% who believed the worst was yet
to come in April and 71% who reported the worst was yet to
come in November 2020. Moreover, according to the Pew
Research Center, the percent of Americans who reported
wearing a mask or face covering all or most of the time when
in stores and businesses over the past month was only 65% in
June 2020 compared to 85% in August and 87% in November
of 2020 [35]. How these background contextual factors and the
specific timing of our survey administration might have
impacted our results is difficult to determine. We acknowledge,
however, that the pattern of our findings might have differed
had we conducted our survey during times of greater overall
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concern about COVID-19, higher rates of mask wearing, or
more stringent lockdown restrictions. For example, during
periods of greater perceived risk and more strict lockdowns, it
is possible that the impact of the correlates we identified might
have been attenuated, as they may have been overwhelmed by
a greater concern of catching the disease. Alternatively, the
strength of association might have been stronger in response to
the increase in perceived risk and greater restrictions. We
anticipate that future studies conducted during the COVID-19
period will elucidate the generalizability of our findings across
the pandemic period.

There are other potential personality and attitudinal predictors
of COVID-19 protective behaviors we did not measure including

trait conspiracy orientation (we measured only COVID-19
conspiracy beliefs), mistrust of government, mistrust of science,
paranoia, autonomy needs, independence, hostility, intelligence,
media literacy, and vaccine hesitancy. How these constructs
may relate to the three we focused on merits investigation. We
did not query intentions regarding uptake of a potential future
COVID-19 vaccine. Understanding how the factors identified
here may also be associated with COVID-19 vaccine intentions
merits investigation. Future studies are needed to replicate and
extend our findings, including examination of how other
psychosocial and demographic factors may interact with the
three predictors we studied. Additionally, work is needed to
determine how best to tailor messages, both on the group and
individual level, based on these constructs.
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Abstract

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the information stream has overflowed with accurate information, misinformation, and
constantly changing guidelines. There is a great need for guidance on the identification of trustworthy health information, and
official channels are struggling to keep pace with this infodemic. Consequently, a Facebook group was created where volunteer
medical physicians would answer laypeople’s questions about the 2019 novel coronavirus. There is not much precedence in health
care professional–driven Facebook groups, and the framework was thus developed continuously. We ended up with an approach
without room for debate, which fostered a sense of calmness, trust, and safety among the questioners. Substantial moderator effort
was needed to ensure high quality and consistency through collaboration among the presently >200 physicians participating in
this group. At the time of writing, the group provides a much-needed service to >58,000 people in Denmark during this crisis.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24586)   doi:10.2196/24586
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Introduction

The world is currently facing a COVID-19 infodemic, and the
immense information load complicates the identification of
trustworthy health information [1]. The substantial growth of
media sources has resulted in a dilution of relevant and reliable
information. Because of the novelty and worldwide spread of
COVID-19, we learn more about the virus every day and witness
almost daily changes to the clinical recommendations. This is
confusing for the public and for health care professionals. In
April 2020, Limaye et al [2] called for health care professionals
to accommodate this issue by building trust on social media.

This viewpoint describes a novel eHealth literacy project in
Denmark, where we have built a network of >200 volunteer
medical physicians who provide up-to-date knowledge to a
broad audience in a Facebook group with thousands of members.

Health Information on Social Media

The Internet has become the primary source of health
information for many people despite difficulties in verifying
the reliability of web-based clinical evidence [3,4]. The
emergence of Web 2.0 has further reoriented advancements
from top-down information distribution to platforms for
collaboration, dialogue, and content-sharing. One of the most
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significant components of Web 2.0 is social media platforms
such as Facebook with approximately 2.4 billion users [5]. Since
Facebook launched its community pages function in 2010, it
became possible for people to create health-related groups,
which have become larger interactive communities [6].
Web-based communities provide a space for social support,
sharing of experiential data, and a collective voice [7].
Layperson-friendly explanations of medical terms help patients
have more positive experiences when visiting their health care
providers, thus improving the physician-patient relationship [8].
However, negative reactions from health care professionals
toward patients’ social media activity might negatively affect
patient-physician symmetries [9]; this underlines the need for
health care professionals to engage on social media platforms
to facilitate a positive physician-patient dynamic.

Owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, many new communities
have been established on Facebook; however, this is
accompanied with the risk of large-scale sharing of
misinformation. The bombardment of emotionally evoking
information makes it difficult for individuals to distinguish

between accurate information and misinformation [10].
Although Facebook is mainly a lay-driven platform, health
institutions, patients’ societies, and health care professionals
are increasingly creating their own groups to interact with
patients on the internet. As this is a rather new phenomenon,
few studies have investigated the effect of Facebook groups
created and moderated by health care professionals. Initial
experiences indicate difficulties in establishing, disseminating,
and scaling such networks on Facebook [11].

The Facebook Group

In response to the infodemic, the Facebook group “Spørg en
Læge om Coronavirus,” which literally translates to “Ask a
Doctor About Coronavirus,” was created on March 15, 2020,
by authors EBO and AP (Figure 1) [12]. This group was
conceived owing to the sudden rise in waiting times on
acute-care telehealth services. The continuously expanding
group contains 57,000 members (approximately 1% of the entire
population of Denmark) at the time of writing.

Figure 1. A screenshot from the Facebook group, “Spørg en læge om coronavirus,” which literally translates to “Ask a doctor about coronavirus.”.

The rules of the group are conservative. Group members can
post a question, and physicians with administrator privileges
can either reject or accept the request and answer the question.
Questions are of different types, spanning from basic knowledge
on, for example, the biological, statistical, and epidemiologic
aspects of the practical applications of the proposed guidelines
to more complex existential questions on fear, the future, and
hope. Approximately 30% of the incoming questions are rejected
because they violate the group rules, such as those on politically
motivated comments, weblinks to misinformation, and
personalized health information. Rejections to requests are
typically accompanied by an explanation. In parallel to the main
group, where laypeople ask questions and physicians provide

answers, we have a closed administrative physicians-only group
to debate and share guidelines, news, and warnings against
popular myths.

Running a group with >200 volunteer physicians takes active
management. Early on, we realized that rules and structure were
essential for all member physicians to feel safe. We selected a
narrow approach without room for discussion related to the
answers; when a physician has answered a question, the thread
is closed for further commenting and unauthorized answers are
deleted. This approach was selected owing to logistic reasons:
it would be too time consuming for physicians to ensure the
validity and relevance of the information posted freely in a
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thread. Surprisingly, the response from the users has been
overwhelmingly positive. The calm and safe nature of the short
threads of only physician-validated answers has proven a
valuable factor, indicating the need for authoritative sources as
a supplement to existing peer groups on Facebook.
Unfortunately, the very rigid format of the group limits dialogue
with the questioner. Furthermore, the practice has caused
accusations of censorship. In the second wave of the COVID-19
pandemic, an increasing number of coronavirus skeptic
members, verified through simultaneous membership in known
government-critical or coronavirus skeptic groups, have joined
the group and accused the group of censoring critical voices
when closing threads and rejecting questions violating the rules;
specifically those questions that are rejected because they
contain weblinks to misinformation.

The ongoing stream of new questions provides us with a
fine-tuned barometer of trending topics including circulating
misinformation. Insecure members ask the group about the
reliability of these topics before official information channels
respond to the misinformation. We noticed that the users are
highly perceptive to any inconsistency in the answers from
different physicians, and we quickly identify any disruption in
the sense of safety and security among the users. Fear and
insecurity are directly articulated in the questions and comments,
which confirms that feeling safe and in control is key to being
eHealth-literate [13].

Meeting this need with consistency, empathy, and patience in
our answers demands a considerable degree of active community
building among the volunteer physicians. Key administrators
are easily approachable for debriefing and conflict resolution
among member physicians. In addition, a closed forum is used
to discuss news and challenging questions and for a more
unrestricted and informal conversation; this creates a safe space
for critical feedback. The closed forum and personal messages
among the volunteer physicians contribute to a supportive peer
interaction and foster genuine interpersonal connections. We
have witnessed the evolution of close relationships between
physicians, even though they have never met.

The quality of the answers provided in the group is ensured
largely by the community of the volunteer physicians and the
approximately 30,000 daily active users. All answers are
provided by named physicians, and supervision is accessible at
all hours in the closed forum. Furthermore, physicians read one
another’s answers and users are quick to notice errors or
inconsistencies in the answers. Lastly, other professionals such
as pharmacists, nurses, and engineers have contributed with
nuance or correction to answers related to their respective fields.
This informal web of quality control has proven to ensure a
generally high quality, although this has not been formally
validated.

Volunteer physicians were recruited mainly via already
established Facebook communities for only physicians with
Danish authorization and through snowballing recruitment.
Once the workflow was established and the legal implications
were clarified, we had a running proof of concept. This, in turn,
made recruitment of doctors easier as many of them were
hesitant to participate before seeing a working setup. We

recruited physicians with all experience levels and specialties.
All were subsequently verified through the Danish Authorization
Registry and internal Facebook relations with other physicians.
We have mobilized not only working physicians, but also those
excluded from contributing to the COVID-19 workforce owing
to sick leave, maternity or paternity leave, pregnancy, or
quarantine, all of whom worked from home on their own
conditions. This provides an indispensable workforce for the
group and is meaningful to physicians marginalized in this crisis.

Users were recruited through sheer diffusion. We do not have
any control over the outreach of our group. We initially shared
our group in our personal networks, and the group has naturally
grown since then. Some answers have been shared in public
and private networks, in closed groups, or on Twitter, and some
have even been shared by Instagram influencers, thus expanding
the awareness of the group and the service we provide. This
positively reflects the degree of trustworthiness our group has
achieved; however, this also highlights a point of consideration
among all physicians that for all answers they provide, they
should withstand publication out of context.

Especially in the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, a large
proportion of the questioners presented with insufficient eHealth
literacy to navigate the information environment of the pandemic
[13]. Answers to many questions are accessible on public
information websites, but the ability to obtain proper and
updated information and to apply the guidelines for activities
of daily life has been inadequate. As the pandemic has
progressed, the difficulty level of questions has risen, which
suggests that public information sources have succeeded in
further disseminating basic information on the novel coronavirus
among the general public.

At the other end of the spectrum, we noticed that many
questioners show a high degree of health and science literacy.
Their questions on complex preliminary scientific discoveries
are embellished with distortionary “clickbait” headlines,
indicating their limitations in interpreting such complex data.
Such diversity in the questions underlines a need for physicians
of different backgrounds to answer different questions in
different tones and temperaments. Consequently, the challenge
of maintaining consistency in the answers coexists with the
large diversity in the group of physicians.

Future Perspectives

The Facebook group, “Spørg en Læge om Coronavirus,” was
created to counteract misinformation and foster a feeling of
safety during a stressful time. The group has received no
funding; nonetheless, 57,000 unique members have joined,
which indicates a need for this type of health service. This group
demonstrates classic one-to-one counseling in combination with
one-to-many communication where answers are visible to all
members, thereby illustrating the current discourse of health
communication. Currently, a news article can stimulate a
personal discussion in the comments section (one-to-many
communication becoming one-to-one communication), while
a recording of an individual consultation can be distributed on
social media platforms (one-to-one communication becoming
one-to-many communication). One can thus argue that we here
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illustrate a future health communication premise that awaits
almost every physician.

This group provides a proof of concept of a new way for health
professionals to communicate and interact with the general
public on social media platforms. The group is inspired by other
Facebook groups and provides a template replicable in other
similar or related initiatives. The Faroe Islands have already
created the group, “Spyr ein Lækna um Korona,” which
emulates the original initiative [14].

Our growing experience provides unique insights into the
potential of Facebook in health communication; however, we
cannot ignore the possibility of the distinctive
information-seeking environment of the COVID-19 pandemic
providing a favorable foundation for dissemination and
upscaling of information. The extent and the validity of research
on a health professional–driven social media platform should
be further explored, preferably through a multidisciplinary
approach and with an array of methodologies. Such studies
could investigate developments in behavior, eHealth literacy,

p r o f e s s i o n a l  i d e n t i t y,  a n d  i m p a c t  o n
physician-patient-relationships. Such a platform could also
provide insights into patient adherence, navigation of health
services, experiences with new treatments, management of
common and rare diseases, and peer collaboration and
communication. Therefore, further studies in this area would
be highly relevant, and insights from this group should be further
explored.

On World Patient Safety Day (September 17, 2020), the group
"Spørg en læge om coronavirus” received the Danish Patient
Safety Award 2020 in recognition of its effort to promote health
understanding and a sense of safety through knowledge. This
group was never intended to be a research study; the research
potential was only recognized months after its launch. This
group is part of a spontaneous health professional–driven
emergency response at a unique time point where all community
members have stepped up to contribute to their community in
any way they can. This would limit the research potential of the
data but adds a distinctive value of authenticity.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 has challenged the resilience of the health care information system, which has affected our ability to
achieve the global goal of health and well-being. The pandemic has resulted in a number of recent cyberattacks on hospitals,
pharmaceutical companies, the US Department of Health and Human Services, the World Health Organization and its partners,
and others.

Objective: The aim of this review was to identify key cybersecurity challenges, solutions adapted by the health sector, and
areas of improvement needed to counteract the recent increases in cyberattacks (eg, phishing campaigns and ransomware attacks),
which have been used by attackers to exploit vulnerabilities in technology and people introduced through changes to working
practices in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: A scoping review was conducted by searching two major scientific databases (PubMed and Scopus) using the search
formula “(covid OR healthcare) AND cybersecurity.” Reports, news articles, and industry white papers were also included if
they were related directly to previously published works, or if they were the only available sources at the time of writing. Only
articles in English published in the last decade were included (ie, 2011-2020) in order to focus on current issues, challenges, and
solutions.

Results: We identified 9 main challenges in cybersecurity, 11 key solutions that health care organizations adapted to address
these challenges, and 4 key areas that need to be strengthened in terms of cybersecurity capacity in the health sector. We also
found that the most prominent and significant methods of cyberattacks that occurred during the pandemic were related to phishing,
ransomware, distributed denial-of-service attacks, and malware.

Conclusions:  This scoping review identified the most impactful methods of cyberattacks that targeted the health sector during
the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as the challenges in cybersecurity, solutions, and areas in need of improvement. We provided
useful insights to the health sector on cybersecurity issues during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as other epidemics or pandemics
that may materialize in the future.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e21747)   doi:10.2196/21747
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Introduction

Background
COVID-19 has been an unprecedented challenge for the global
health care system. It has further challenged the resilience of
the health information system, which has affected our ability
to achieve the global goal of health and well-being. The sector
has become a primary target of adapted cybersecurity attacks
[1,2]. To manage the pandemic and this extraordinary situation,
the health sector has shifted its focus from the security of their
systems and practices to their primary duty of delivering health
care in order to save lives, placing themselves in a vulnerable
situation. Attackers are taking advantage of the COVID-19
pandemic and have launched a number of cyberattacks against
health care organizations [3-8]. Recent cyberattacks have
impacted health care organizations such as Brno University
Hospital [3], the US Department of Health and Human Services
[4], the World Health Organization (WHO) [5], Gilead Sciences,
Inc [6], hospitals in Romania [7], as well as the general supply
chain of the health sector [8]. The health sector must be prepared
to counteract cyberattacks in order to protect the availability of
essential health care services as well as the confidentiality and
integrity of health care information.

Cybercrime adapts to changes in the world situation very
quickly. At the beginning of an escalation in the COVID-19
pandemic, malware cyberattackers identified common
vulnerabilities and adapted their attacks to exploit these
vulnerabilities. The current situation in the United Kingdom
and worldwide provides a fertile breeding ground for various
cyberattacks [9]. Cyberattackers are leveraging the increased
reliance on remote working, decreased mobility, and the closure
of borders between different countries, and the heightened
demand for personal protective equipment (PPE) such as masks
and gloves. The complex health care supply chain is also a target
[10]. As a result, greater fear, uncertainty, and doubt is being
experienced by the general population.

Rationale
There is some research reviewing the literature on cybersecurity
in the health sector. Jalali et al [11] performed a systematic
review of the literature on cybersecurity response plans in health
care. Coventry et al [12] conducted a narrative review on trends
in cyber threats and ways forward in the health sector. Kruse et
al [13] systematically reviewed health care–related cyber threats
and trends. Offner et al [14] reviewed cyber threats and
mitigation strategies among Australian health care organizations.
Sardi et al [15] performed a systematic review of cyber risk in
health facilities. However, there is limited research on an
in-depth review and analysis of key cybersecurity challenges
and solutions, specifically in the health sector, in the context of
a pandemic situation such as COVID-19.

Objective
Through a scoping review, this paper aims to identify the most
prominent and significant methods of attack and threats that
have affected the health sector during the COVID-19 pandemic,
cybersecurity challenges, solutions, and areas that require further

improvement. This research covers not only security-related
matters as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic but also discusses
inherent security challenges in health information systems that
can be potentially exploited by attackers during the COVID-19
pandemic. It has implications for the whole spectrum of the
health sector as a result of the increase in cybersecurity risks
such as phishing, ransomware, and distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks during the coronavirus crisis and in the long
term.

Methods

Protocol and Registration
The review was performed according to the PRISMA-ScR
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews) checklist,
proposed by the Joanna Briggs Institute [16]. The aim of this
review is to identify health sector cyberattacks, security
challenges, and solutions. Before undertaking this review, a
protocol was created detailing sources of information, search
strategies, eligibility criteria, source selection, and data charting
processes. The PRISMA-ScR checklist is presented in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Information Sources
A search of two major scientific databases (PubMed and Scopus)
was performed to identify relevant articles. These include both
original research articles and review articles.

Search
The search formula “(covid OR healthcare) AND cybersecurity”
was used to search for articles. The articles identified should
have either a COVID-cybersecurity core or a
healthcare–cybersecurity core.

Eligibility Criteria
Only articles in English published in the last decade were
included (ie, 2011-2020) in order to focus on current issues,
challenges, and solutions. Reports, news articles, or websites
were also included only when they are related directly to
previously published work, or they were the only currently
available information source at the time of manuscript
preparation. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) relevance to
health care cybersecurity and (2) coverage of well-discussed
cybersecurity issues, challenges, and solutions.

Selection of Sources of Evidence
The selection process is illustrated in Figure 1. The results of
the search were exported to the EndNote library. The title and
abstract of each paper were analyzed by 2 of the authors to
assess eligibility. In cases in which this was not obvious, all 4
authors examined the paper and, when necessary, read it to
assess relevance. A total of 307 identified papers were screened
and 53 duplicates were removed. An additional 57 papers were
excluded for not focusing on the healthcare–cybersecurity core
or the COVID-cybersecurity core in the abstract. Another 197
papers were excluded for lacking these cores in the full text. In
total, 56 papers were included in the review.
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Figure 1. Flowchart showing the article identification and selection process.

Data Charting Process
The data were extracted and stored in a standardized Microsoft
Excel (Microsoft Corp) form. This was an iterative process
whereby the charting table is continually updated. Data charting
was carried out both independently and collectively by at least
two authors to ensure the quality of the extracted key findings
from the literature before being used in the analysis.

Data Items
Key data items, including title, abstract, authorship, aims, key
findings related to the review objectives, evidence document,
document type, year of publication, and location, were extracted.

Critical Appraisal Within Sources of Evidence
Although the Joanna Briggs Institute suggests that the critical
appraisal is usually not needed for a scoping review, we had at
least 2 authors check the quality of the source of evidence to
ensure they were relevant, up to date, and from reputable
sources. In cases in which this was not obvious, all 4 authors
assessed the sources.

Synthesis of Results
By aggregating information from the selected literature, the
results were analyzed and qualitatively presented in both tabular
and descriptive formats (grouped into themes), which aligned
with the objective and scope of the review.

Results

Four themes were observed across the selected literature: (1)
health sector condition changes due to COVID-19, (2) health
care cyberattacks during the COVID-19 pandemic, (3) health
care cybersecurity challenges, and (4) health care cybersecurity
controls.

Health Sector Condition Changes Due to COVID-19
The findings pertaining to changes in conditions in the health
sector as a result of COVID-19 are summarized in Table 1. The
main changes to health services caused by the COVID-19
pandemic include decreased mobility, border closures, and the
increasing reliance on remote work, often carried out with little
previous experience and planning. These conditions have made
the health sector more vulnerable to potential cyberattacks
[1,2,17].
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Table 1. Health sector condition changes due to COVID-19.

ReferenceChanges

Hakak et al [1], Williams et al [2], Schneck [17]The decreased mobility and border closures, and the increasing reliance
on remote work, create challenges to health sector

Weil and Murugesan [18]New technologies such as eConsultation services for patients and electronic
multidisciplinary teams leave users open to a variety of attacks

Boddy et al [9], Offner et al [14], Jalali et al [19], Hoffman [20], Ronquillo
et al [21]

Health service staff often have limited experience in working remotely,
leaving the sector vulnerable to cyberattacks, such as malwares

Sardi et al [15], Kim et al [22]The health care industry significantly lags behind other industries in terms
of cybersecurity and digital literacy is lacking among staff working from
home, making it a prominent target

Schneck [17]The increase in demand for certain goods such as PPEa makes health ser-
vices and governments exposed to digital scams such as luring emails with
the intention of stealing sensitive information

aPPE: personal protective equipment.

As health staff and patients are restricted in terms of movement
due to the lockdown, the decrease in mobility and border
closures make individuals and organizations turn to technology
to provide essential health services such as appointments,
diagnosis, and even operations. Examples are the use of
eConsultation (electronic consultation) services for patients and
electronic multidisciplinary teams. Although these technologies
have their advantages, they leave users and receivers of these
technologies open to a variety of attacks such as phishing
campaigns and ransomware attacks [18].

Furthermore, health services staff often have limited previous
experience with remote working and with planning for this
change, which leaves the sector vulnerable to cyberattacks
[9,14,19]. As health services make use of a variety of medical
devices, interconnectivity and interoperability create issues as
they are now being accessed from outside health services’
internal network perimeter. The medium and mode of access
creates problems as access to the sensitive parts of health
services can be reached via unsecured network connections or
unpatched systems by staff working remotely [19]. In addition,
some medical devices use off-the-shelf software, such as
commercial operating systems (eg, older versions of Windows).

These systems are vulnerable to a large variety of threats such
as malware, ransomware, etc [20,21]. Overall, the health care
industry significantly lags behind other industries in terms of
cybersecurity and coupled with a lack of digital literacy among
staff mostly working from home, makes it a prominent target
[15,22].

Additionally, the increase in demand for certain goods such as
PPE and other protective merchandise such as masks, gloves,
etc, are exposing health services and even governments to digital
scams, especially in the form of phishing attacks. As health
services are in need of these essential items, they can be targeted
by adversaries via luring emails with the intention of stealing
sensitive information [17].

Health Care Cyber Attacks During the COVID-19
Pandemic
Multiple cyberattacks occurred at the beginning of the global
COVID-19 pandemic (early 2020) in the health sector. We
selected well-documented cyberattacks with detailed information
available, including root causes and consequences. The main
findings are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Security incidents during the COVID-19 pandemic.

ImpactType of attackSecurity incidents

Postponement of surgeries, appointments, etcRansomwareBrno University Hospital [3]

Disruption to COVID-19 pandemic responsesDistributed denial of serviceUS Department of Health and Human Services [4]

Defacement and misinformationRansomware/phishingWorld Health Organization [5]

Impersonation and exfiltrationPhishingGilead Sciences, Inc [6]

Disruption and exfiltrationPhishing/ransomwareHospitals in Romania [7]

Disruption of activitiesMalwareHealth care supply chains [8]

Brno University Hospital in the Czech Republic, which is one
of the country’s main COVID-19 testing centers, was struck by
ransomware, resulting in the postponement of surgeries. The
ransomware infection was confirmed in the early hours of the
day when the hospital decided to disconnect all computer
networks. It was noticed that the ransomware infection was
gradually replicating, and all the individual systems were failing.

As a result, all computers had to be shut down. The hospital is
reported to be still recovering capabilities, as it is not yet fully
operational due to the attack [3]. The attack had an impact on
the activities of the hospital as there was no database systems,
that is, means of storing data; hence, staff have had to write and
transfer their notes manually. This leads to slow processes and
can potentially endanger lives in these trying times.
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The US Department of Health and Human Services experienced
a DDoS attack intended to disrupt the organization’s responses
to the COVID-19 pandemic. This attack targeted its servers by
overloading it with millions of hits over several hours [4]. It
was reported as a campaign of disruption aimed at hindering
the response to the coronavirus pandemic as the targeted agency
was tasked with protecting the health of citizens and delivering
essential human services. Although the agency claimed the
attack was not successful, and that the attackers did not infiltrate
the internal network nor steal any data, this demonstrates that
attacks like these can cause damage not just to the services of
health agencies but also to the lives that depend on it, especially
in times of emergencies.

Increased phishing website hacking attempts on the WHO and
its partners led to the WHO putting out a warning to the general
public to be more careful [5], as it has been reported that over
4000 coronavirus-related domains (ie, domains that contain
words like “corona” or “covid”) have been registered since the
beginning of 2020. These registered domains were used by
adversaries for phishing-related activities. Thus, the WHO
incident was orchestrated by hackers in order to steal passwords.
It was reported that a group of hackers created a malicious
website posing as an email login portal for WHO employees in
an attempt to steal their passwords. Although the WHO claims
the attack was not successful, it still shows that phishing attacks
can be leveraged to target health organizations.

Coronavirus vaccine manufacturer Gilead Sciences, Inc, was
also targeted by hackers [6]. Staff at this pharmaceutical
company were targeted via a fake email login page that was
designed to steal passwords. It was reported that the attack was
an attempt to compromise the email accounts of staff at the
company using messages that impersonated journalists.

Hospitals in Romania experienced ransomware attacks by
hackers as well [7]. The hackers were planning to use
COVID-19–themed emails to infect these hospitals with
ransomware. Their motivation was the protest against the
COVID-19 quarantine measures of the country. The hackers
owned malwares (eg, remote access trojans, ransomware,
website defacements, and SQL injection tools) that can be used
to bring down servers and steal information. It was reported
that they intended to send emails about COVID-19 to hospitals
to infect computers, encrypt files, and disrupt hospital activities.

However, the attack was not as successful as the hackers were
tracked down and arrested by Romanian law enforcement.

It has been reported that Interpol has cautioned agencies around
the world about a significant rise in the global number of
ransomware attacks explicitly targeting hospitals and health
institutions [8]. It discovered that there was an increase in the
number of attempted ransomware attacks on organizations in
the 194 member countries. Additionally, a cyber warning was
issued for key health care organizations involved in the
coronavirus response both in the United Kingdom and the United
States. A joint statement by the United Kingdom’s National
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and US Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency revealed that malicious cyber
campaigns had been uncovered, with large-scale “password
spraying” campaigns directed at health care bodies and medical
research organizations in both nations [23].

Health care supply chains have not been omitted from these
attacks; the US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) issued a
warning about a malware targeting this sector. The malware is
called Kwampirs, a remote access Trojan that exploits network
vulnerabilities of targeted organizations across the United States,
Europe, Asia, and the Middle East [24]. The infected supply
chain components included cyber-physical systems assets in
health care organizations. The FBI alerted the health care sector
against future cyberattacks, as Kwampirs have been historically
targeting health care organizations.

The analysis of the above-mentioned incidents indicate that the
health sector has become a primary target of cybersecurity
attacks. Attackers are taking advantage of the COVID-19
pandemic and launching attacks, which are mainly ransomware,
DDoS, phishing, and other type of malwares. The health care
supply chain can be more vulnerable to cyberattacks especially
during pandemics. The cyberattacks have resulted in negative
impacts on the availability of essential health care services and
challenged health care organizations in the protection of the
confidentiality and integrity of health care information.

Health Care Cybersecurity Challenges
Selected papers discussing the main challenges of cybersecurity
in the health sector were reviewed, and the main findings are
summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Key health sector security challenges and associated vulnerabilities.

ReferenceKey challenges and published vulnerabilities

Remote work security assurance

Argaw et al [10]There are known security vulnerabilities with remote desktop protocols and virtual private networks

Offner et al [14]There are known attacks on health care system such as distributed denial-of-service attacks, malware,
etc

Boddy et al [9]Cyberattacks target innumerable wireless connected devices in health care

Endpoint device management

Coventry et al [12]An endpoint device can provide an entry point to larger health care networks

Kruse et al [13], Naidoo [25]The integration of new endpoint devices with outdated, legacy, or unsupported operating systems
compromises interoperability and increases cybersecurity vulnerability

Reagin and Gentry [26]The health sector relies heavily on perimeter defense (antivirus, firewalls) for protection against
cyber risk

Jalali and Kaiser [27]The factor that most influences cybersecurity in a hospital is endpoint complexity

Human factors in cybersecurity

Evans et al [28], Evans et al [29]The majority of information security incidents are related to human error

Jalali et al [19]There is a statistically significant positive correlation between workload and the probability of health
care staff opening a phishing email

Evans et al [28], Evans et al [29]The health sector lacks root cause analysis and cybersecurity incident prevention, especially those
through unintentional human error

Evans et al [30]Although some effort has been made to analyze human error (eg, use of IS-CHECa), such approaches
have not been widely adopted

Lack of security awareness

Gordon et al [31]There is low awareness in the health sector of cyber risks

Furnell and Shah [32]The most common action taken in response to breaches or attacks is additional staff training or
communication

Coventry et al [33]Health staff has poor awareness of consequences of behavior, and there is a lack of policies and re-
inforcement of secure behavior

Kaplan [34]There is a lack of pandemic-specific cybersecurity training campaigns, documented procedures,
and guidance on revised procedures and technologies

Inadequate board-level risk assessment communication

Barad [35]There is a need for a matrix that can translate the strategic requirements of a health care system into
prioritized cyber improvement needs

Tully et al [36]There is a lack of understanding of security risks and its impact on organization-wide risk manage-
ment

Jones and Katzis [37]There is a lack of appreciation among health care executive management of the business risk impact
associated with cyber breaches

Inadequate business continuity plans

Coventry and Branley [12]Risks will continue to grow if cybersecurity is not designed into the product from the beginning of
the product or project life cycle

Frontoni et al [38], Bhatia and Ibrahim [39],
Natsiavas et al [40], Nalin et al [41]

The key security risks challenging business continuity are vendor dependence, inappropriate encryp-
tion configurations, and the inability to handle health information sharing and exchange with third-
party and cross-border partners

Walker-Roberts et al [42]The health sector lacks sophisticated data security tools compared to other industries

Jalali et al [11], Reagin and Gentry [26]Cybersecurity capability is a strategic asset that every health organization must adopt, along with
the concepts of building organizational resilience and the capacity to learn from mistakes

Lack of coordinated incident response

Coventry and Branley [12]The health sector tends to have a time lag between an attack occurring and detection of the breach

Akinsanya et al [43]Current health care cyber defense is often reactive and undertaken after malicious attacks
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ReferenceKey challenges and published vulnerabilities

Chen et al [44]There is a lack of a coordinated incident response capacity to actively counteract constantly
emerging and evolving malware threats

Pullin [45]Cybersecurity should be a team effort, from board members to front-line employees, with all being
held accountable for cybersecurity

Limited budget and the need to deliver health care services without disruption

Argaw et al [46]There is a lack of experienced cybersecurity experts in the health care industry

Boddy et al [9]There is a lack of a value-based system to weigh and balance benefits and risks in aspects of security,
privacy, and adoption of technology

Vulnerable MCPSb

Almohri et al [47]Limited MCPS capability makes the health sector vulnerable to compromises

Zheng et al [48]The reliance on the health care network increases cybersecurity risks to health care systems

Jimenez et al [49]Cyber threats can be introduced to the MCPS though vulnerable IoTc devices

aIS-CHEC: Information Security Core Human Error Causes.
bMCPS: medical cyber-physical systems.
cIoT: internet of things.

The analysis shows that the main cybersecurity challenges of
the health sector are remote work security assurance, endpoint
device management, human errors, the lack of security
awareness, inadequate senior-level security risk assessment,
inadequate business continuity plans, the lack of coordinated
incident response, constrains on budget and resources, and
vulnerability of medical systems. These challenges cover not
only the security-related matters as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic but also the inherent security challenges in the health
sector that can be potentially exploited by attackers during the
COVID-19 pandemic. It is imperative for the health care
organizations to identify these challenges and take actions for
prevention.

Remote Working Security Assurance
As remote working is now an integral element of health care
service delivery, health staff are relying on enterprise remote
desktop protocols and virtual private networks (VPN) to access
internal networks. However, these come with certain risks that
adversaries are looking to exploit. For example, the remote
desktop protocol has a history of security issues and generally
should not be publicly accessible without additional protections
such as firewall, whitelist, and multifactor authentication [10].
Likewise, VPNs also have some known and unknown
vulnerabilities, both on the client and server side, which have
been exploited for years by cybercriminals [19]. The DDoS
attacks on health care systems [14] and the innumerable wireless
connected devices [9] have created further challenges to a
remote work environment.

Endpoint Device Management
A number of endpoint devices, which comprises various
patient-monitoring equipment that either connects to the internet
or legacy-dispersed networks, are often unpatched [12]. This
risk further increased during the pandemic as a result of
organizations competing to procure internet of things (IoT)
devices during the COVID-19 pandemic for their staff, which
resulted in more employees than before using personal devices

to perform work from home. From an enterprise architecture
perspective, having tighter integration across the information
technology (IT) environment is positive in terms of the
organization being more agile; however, it makes the network
vulnerable to cyberattacks such as email phishing, ransomware,
DDoS, and network data breaches [13]. The integration of new
endpoint devices with outdated legacy systems can increase
vulnerabilities [13,25]. However, organizations overly rely on
perimeter defense (antivirus, firewalls) and other forms of basic
protection against cyberattacks [26]. By interviewing 19 C-Suite
cybersecurity professionals, Jalali et al [27] also confirmed the
factor that most influences cybersecurity in a hospital setting
is endpoint complexity.

Human Factors in Cybersecurity
Existing research has shown that the majority of information
security incidents are related to human error [28]. There is a
tendency for human error when staff are busy focusing on saving
lives and adjusting to new work environments and technologies.
With sudden changes in working practices, being under stress
for an extended period of time makes employees vulnerable to
falling into malicious trickery and making mistakes [28].
According to Jalali at al [19], there is a statistically significant
positive correlation between workload and the probability of a
health care staff opening a phishing email. Naidoo et al [25]
developed a multilevel influence model to explore how
cybercriminals exploited the COVID-19 pandemic using social
engineering techniques. However, the health sector lacks root
cause analysis [28] to prevent human error related security
incidents, especially those through unintentional human error
[29]. Although some efforts have been made in applying the
human reliability analysis technique in the context of
information security (eg, Information Security Core Human
Error Causes [IS-CHEC] [30]) to analyze human error, such
approaches have not been widely adopted.
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Lack of Security Awareness
Cybercriminals are exploiting people’s anxieties during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Gordon et al [31] identified that there is
low awareness in the health sector of risks. Furnell et al [32]
identified that the most common action taken in response to the
most disruptive breaches or attacks is additional staff training
or communication. Coventry et al [33] reported that health staff
had poor awareness of the consequences of certain behaviors,
and there is a lack of policies and reinforcement of secure
behavior. However, increased cybersecurity awareness is
required for the health sector to protect themselves and their
patients from potential cyber threats such as phishing and
ransomware. Due to the lack of prior planning and training to
work under pandemic situations, health care staff require more
training and support, such as pandemic-specific cybersecurity
training campaigns, documented procedures, and guidance on
revised procedures and technologies [34]. For example, health
sector staff should be made aware of and able to flag phishing
emails containing buzzwords during a pandemic, such as
“WHO” or “donation.” They should also be advised on how to
validate trustworthy information sources in order to avoid
ransomware attacks [1].

Inadequate Board-Level Risk Assessment
Communication
There is a lack of understanding of security risks and its impact
on organization-wide risk management, such as impacts on
patient care and clinical outcomes [36]. The health sector lacks
a matrix that can translate the strategic improvement needs of
a health care system into prioritized information/cyber
improvement needs [35]. Schwartz et al [37] identified that
there is a lack of appreciation among health care executive
management staff of the business risk impacts of cyber breaches.

Inadequate Business Continuity Plans
The health sector does not have enough data protection
mechanisms; Walker-Roberts et al [42] confirmed that the health
sector lacks sophisticated data security tools compared to other
industries. Security is not built into its supply-chain and
third-party vendors. Existing research shows that the key
security risks challenging business continuity are vendor
dependence, inappropriate encryption configurations, and the
inability to handle health information sharing and exchange
with third-party and cross-border partners [38-41]. Risks will
continue to grow if cybersecurity is not integrated into the
project life cycle from the beginning [12]. Cybersecurity
capability is a strategic asset that every health organization must
adopt, along with the concepts of building organizational
resilience and the capacity to recover from incidents and learn
from mistakes in order to maintain business continuity [11].

Lack of Coordinated Incident Response Involving
Different Parties
As highlighted by Coventry and Branley [12], the health care
sector has a exhibited a trend of having a time lag between the
occurrence of an attack and its detection. In fact, this aids
attackers by giving them more time to explore the network and
conduct lateral movement, which increases the damage inflicted
by security breaches. Current health care cyber defense response
is often reactive and undertaken after malicious attacks [43],
lacking a coordinated incident response capacity to counteract
constantly emerging and evolving malware threats [44]. The
failure of health care organizations in having a successful and
secure backup mechanism in place makes it frail in terms of
incident response and recovery [12]. Pullin et al [45] also
confirmed that cybersecurity should be a team effort, with
everyone from board members to front-line employees being
held accountable for cybersecurity.

Limited Budget and the Need to Deliver Health Care
Services Without Disruption
Although health care services are spending funds to become
more integrated to deliver health care services without disruption
[9], the necessary emphasis is not given to the security aspect
in terms of upkeep (eg, keeping software updated and systems
secure). However, this is reported to be due to a shortage in
experienced cybersecurity experts within health care
organizations with the required skills and experience to enable
health care organizations to change their business operations at
significant pace without undertaking the “usual” levels of
cybersecurity assurance [46]. Boddy et al [9] identified the needs
of a value-based system to weigh and balance the benefits and
risks in aspects of security, privacy, and adoption of technology.

Vulnerable Medical Cyber-Physical Systems
Cybersecurity measures such as vulnerability scans or patch
management are often not available or only possible by
manufacturers [49]. Their basic limited capability makes them
vulnerable to compromise [47]. Cybersecurity measures such
as vulnerability scans or patch management are often not
available or only accessible for manufacturers. Moreover, their
connection and reliance upon the health care network
significantly increase the cybersecurity risk to the entire health
care system [48]. With the widespread use of IoT medical
devices, cyber threats can be introduced to medical
cyber-physical systems though vulnerable IoT devices [44].

Health Care Cybersecurity Controls
Selected papers discussing cybersecurity solutions present within
the health sector were reviewed, and the main findings are
summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Crucial health sector security solutions.

ReferenceSolution

Apply endpoint device management tools

Reagin and Gentry [26]Apply perimeter-based defense (antivirus, firewalls) for protection against cyberattacks

Hoffman [20]Restrict the technologies and devices used by health staff to remain compliant with security regulations

such as HIPAAa during pandemics

Kelly et al [50]Adapt the NISTb approach to manage security IoTc medical devices

Secure the remote work environment

Argaw et al [10]Apply multifactor authentication

Deebak et al [51]Apply a chaotic map–based authenticated security framework for remote point of care

Zorz [52]Apply remote access monitoring such as the NHSd attack surface reduction rules

NHS Digital [53]Apply perimeter security solution such as NHS Secure Boundary to enable secure access

Rezaeibagha et al [54]The health care sector needs to ensure data protection mechanisms for securing system access and transmitting
data

Raise security awareness

Pullin [45], Sedlack [55]Apply a holistic, integrated approach to improve staff awareness, competence, and mitigation of threats

Gordon et al [56]Implement cybersecurity training programs and cybersecurity awareness campaigns

NHS Digital [57]Apply the NCSC’se Board Toolkit to raise board-level security awareness

Alzahrani [58]Provide comprehensive employee training and education to enable the identification and assessment of
risks

Kessler et al [59]Implement a positive organizational climate to influence people’s behavior

Ensure business continuity

NHS Digital [60]Apply a self-assessment tool such as the NHS Data Security and Protection Toolkit

Dameff et al [61]Embrace cybersecurity and a develop strong culture of cyber vigilance

Rezaeibagha et al [54]Ensure business continuity through data backups, intrusion detection, and prevention systems

Kim et al [22]Apply a systematic risk assessment of the impacts on health care business operations

Kabir et al [62]Consider cybersecurity insurance in health care

Apply technical controls

Hakak et al [1]Apply network segmentation to isolate network traffic

Yaseen et al [63]Apply general technical controls including encryption, authentication, and authorization

Raisaro et al [64]Apply homomorphic encryption that ensures strong security and privacy guarantees while enabling analysis
of encrypted data and sensitive medical information

Narikimilli et al [65]Apply blockchain to facilitate health care interoperability

Pussewalage and Oleshchuk [66]Apply cryptographic security to address data sharing and storage of patient information across network
systems

Policies and legislations

Raisaro et al [64]Laws and regulations can help to combat the issues of medical cyber-physical systems

Wang and Jones [67]Security instructions and control designs should be tailored

Department of Health and Social
Care, UK Government [68]

Regulatory changes or manufacturers should become more security-minded in the medical device design
phase

Bhuyan et al [69]Policymakers may need to alter policies to allow new technological innovations to be applied to health care

Hoffman [20]The US Congress passed the 21st Century Cures Act to promote patient control over their own health infor-
mation while protecting privacy and cybersecurity

Incident reporting and cyber threat intelligence support

Department of Health and Social
Care, UK Government [68]

NHS Digital issued two high-severity CareCERT alerts (BlueKeep and DejaBlue) and developed a high-
severity alert process handbook to facilitate incident reporting and sharing
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ReferenceSolution

He and Johnson [70], He and John-
son [71]

Apply an evidence-based approach, such as the generic security template, for incident reporting and exchange

Hakak et al [1]Establish an international workforce to facilitate cyber threat reporting and exchange to combat pandemic-
themed cyber threats

Cybersecurity guidance specific to COVID-19

NHS Digital [72]The NHS has added guidance on working from home securely in the context of COVID-19

Information Commissioner’s Office
[73]

The United Kingdom’s Information Commissioner’s Office created an information hub to assist individuals
and organizations to manage data protection during the COVID-19 pandemic

aHIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.
bNIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology.
cIoT: internet of things.
dNHS: National Health Service.
eNCSC: National Cyber Security Centre.

Apply Endpoint Device Protection
During the COVID-19 pandemic, health staff working from
home may adopt telehealth technologies or IoT devices. This
increases cybersecurity risks, as it expands the footprint for
cyberattack to the use of new devices outside of the service
providers’ network [50]. Health staff are advised to restrict the
technologies and devices they used to remain compliant with
security regulations such as Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act during the pandemics [20]. However, health
care organizations mainly reply on perimeter defense (eg,
antivirus, firewalls) for protection against the potential
cyberattacks [26]. The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) has recently released a draft security guide
and recommendations for managing the security IoT devices,
but it is unclear whether it will be enforced across the health
sector [50].

Secure Remote Work Environment
Existing solutions include the use of multifactor authentication
and the monitoring of the log activity of user accounts and
revoking account access if no longer needed [10]. Deebak et al
[51] proposed a chaotic map–based authenticated security
framework for remote point of care. Health organizations such
as those in the United Kingdom have started using services to
monitor their remote access infrastructure constantly and to
investigate anomalies. For example, the National Health Service
(NHS) has employed attack surface reduction rules (eg, block
macros, executable content, process creation) [52]. Furthermore,
a more recent NHS Digital service, Secure Boundary, was
introduced as a perimeter security solution to enable secure
access for NHS staff and to provide security monitoring [53].

Raise Security Awareness
Health care organizations already have cybersecurity programs
in place to increase levels of security awareness [45,55]. Existing
solutions include the use of cybersecurity training programs
and cybersecurity awareness campaigns [56]. In a cybersecurity
campaign, the IT department sends out fake phishing emails to
their staff and provides further training to those who fail to
identify these emails [56]. In the United Kingdom, more than
100 NHS boards have completed cybersecurity training

accredited by the Government Communications Headquarters
since the WannaCry attack. Furthermore, the NCSC’s Board
Toolkit for the NHS provides additional information on
ransomware and backups. NHS Digital also runs a cyber
awareness campaign called the Keep I.T. Confidential campaign.
Over 340 organizations have downloaded the materials since
its launch in September 2019 [57]. However, there is not enough
work on training programs tailored to the pandemic such as
COVID-19–themed social engineering, although the world is
realizing the importance of raising the awareness of
COVID-19–related cyberattacks [58]. Existing research shows
that positive organizational climate can influence people’s
behavior [59].

Ensure Business Continuity
Health care leadership must embrace cybersecurity and develop
strong cultures of cybervigilance [61]. The health sector already
has business continuity solutions in place such as data backups
and intrusion detection and prevention systems [54]. NHS trusts
have been asked to follow and meet the Cyber Essentials and
government standards. NHS Digital has launched a Data
Security and Protection Toolkit [60], a self-assessment tool for
organizations that need to access NHS patient information and
systems. The toolkit must be applied to ensure that organizations
practice good cyber hygiene. Security risk assessment is
essential to ensure business continuity. Kim et al [22]
systematically assessed the impacts of cybersecurity threats on
remote health care. Cybersecurity insurance in health care [62]
should also be considered as a solution to ensure business
continuity management, but it has not been widely adopted.

Apply Technical Controls
General technical controls applied by the health sector include
encryption, authentication, and authorization to protect data
from cyber threats [63]. Cryptographic security is used to
address data sharing and storage of patient information across
network systems [66]. Homomorphic encryption is applied to
ensure robust security and privacy guarantees while enabling
analysis of encrypted data and sensitive medical information
[64]. Blockchain is also applied to facilitate health care
interoperability due to its immutability, transparency, and
decentralization [65]. Network segmentation and isolation also
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need to be considered by the health sector [1]. With network
segmentation, network traffic can be isolated and/or filtered to
limit and/or prevent access between network zones. For
example, in case of systems compromise, one should freeze any
activity in the system, disconnect the infected machines from
any external drive or medical device, and go offline from the
network.

Policy and Legislation
The health sector already has security policies and legislation
in place for cybersecurity management. Laws and regulations
are available to protect medical cyber-physical systems [64].
Security controls need to be tailored according to regulation
[67]. Manufacturers are also required to consider these
regulations to design medical devices [68]. However,
policymakers may need to alter policies to allow new
technological innovations to be applied to health care [69]. The
US Congress passed the 21st Century Cures Act to promote the
interoperability of electronic health records and promote more
patient control over one’s own health information while
protecting privacy and cybersecurity [20]. However, more efforts
are needed on security policies or legislations in handling
cybersecurity-related matters during pandemics like COVID-19.

Incident Reporting and Cyber Threat Intelligence
Support
The health sector is required to report cybersecurity incidents
to a supervisory authority, such as the national Computer
Security Incident Response Team in the European Union. In
the United Kingdom, there is government-approved support
from the NCSC. NHS Digital has issued two high-severity
CareCERT alerts in 2019 (BlueKeep and DejaBlue). After
developing a high-severity alert process handbook, remediation
went from 18 weeks for BlueKeep down to 3 weeks for
DejaBlue [68]. He and Johnson [70,71] proposed a generic
security template, which is an evidence-based argumentation
approach to facilitate incident reporting and exchange. This
approach was applied to a health care organization but has not
been widely adopted. Hakak et al [1] identified the needs of
establishing an international workforce to facilitate threat
reporting and cyber threat intelligence (eg, attack vectors and
countermeasures) exchange to combat pandemic-themed cyber
threats. The health sector will benefit from such practices during
pandemics in order to avoid similar incidents.

Cybersecurity Guidance Specific to COVID-19
Some health care organizations have started providing security
guidance specific to COVID-19 for their staff. For example,
NHS Digital has added guidance on working from home
security, ramping up its on-site support for trusts on risk
mitigations, data backup, and threat response. They also offer
the NHS the NCSC’s Protective Domain Name Service free of
charge [72]. Furthermore, governments also provide
cybersecurity guidance to both individuals and organizations.
For example, the United Kingdom’s Information
Commissioner’s Office created an information hub in order to
assist individuals and organizations to protect data during the
COVID-19 pandemic [73].

Discussion

Summary of Evidence
Through a scoping review, this research identified key
cybersecurity challenges, solutions adapted by the health sector,
and areas to be improved in order to counteract the cyberattacks
introduced through changes to working practices in the face of
the COVID-19 pandemic. This review identified 9 main
challenges in cybersecurity and 11 key solutions that health
care organizations adapted to address these challenges. Based
on our findings and analysis, we can conclude that the main
challenges that the health sector faces due to the COVID-19
pandemic include increased reliance on remote working by staff,
high demand for PPE by staff on the first line of defense, and
decreased mobility due to the lockdown. Indeed, these changes
have made the health sector vulnerable to potential cyberattacks.
For example, remote work was taken up by users with little
previous experience, and there was also no planning and
cybersecurity-associated assurance prior to the shift.
Furthermore, evidence can be seen from the security incidents
that took place during the lockdown period such as those of
Brno University Hospital, hospitals in Romania, etc. The health
sector continues to face security challenges [1,17]. Challenges
such as remote working security assurance, endpoint device
management, inadequate business continuity plans, lack of
security awareness, etc, are apparent in the health sector. There
are some existing solutions employed by health care
organizations, especially in the United Kingdom, such as remote
access monitoring. Figure 2 summarizes the main findings from
the literature review and highlights the gaps and vulnerabilities
that were exploited during the cyberattacks that took place
during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, there are still
challenges and gaps to be addressed, as discussed below.
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Figure 2. Security attacks, key security challenges, solutions, and areas to improve. FBI: Federal Bureau of Investigation; VPN: virtual private network.

Implications for Future Research
Although the health sector has made some efforts to address
these challenges, more research is required in some domains.

Technical Controls
The health sector has applied some technical solutions to tackle
cybersecurity challenges in order to secure the remote work
environment and monitor endpoint applications. These include

but are not limited to network security (eg, network
segmentation), multifactor authentication, password protection,
patching systems, and the use of intrusion detection and
prevention systems. There are also innovative security solutions
such as the zero-trust principle (ie, to treat all devices as
untrustworthy before access or authorization can be considered).
The use of VPNs is a popular technique in the remote work
environment but is not always required. Health care
organizations should avoid the abuse of VPNs and ensure it is
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applied to specific tasks, such as for system admin use and
medical diagnosis purposes through access to legacy systems
(eg, patient records management systems) stored on private data
servers. Future research should explore innovative solutions
such as blockchain as it can facilitate health care interoperability
due to its immutability, transparency, and decentralization. In
general, the health sector significantly lags behind other sectors
in terms of cybersecurity. Future research should borrow
experience from general cybersecurity practices (eg, NIST
guidelines) and adapt them according to the needs of the health
sector, especially in the context of pandemics.

Cyber Resilience
In order to improve system resilience, health organizations have
some business continuity planning in place for data protection
and recovery but lack a systematic way to maintain cyber
resilience [18]. The vulnerabilities in the cyber supply chain
makes it difficult to recover from an incident caused by third
parties [38-41]. In the case of impact on medical devices or
clinical information systems, incident response should be
coordinated with device manufacturers and vendors. Health
care organizations have realized the importance of having a
comprehensive view of cybersecurity management in order to
prevent cyberattacks [18] but have not built this coordinated
capacity. There is a lack of a cyber resilience program to
evaluate vendors’ capabilities around threat protection,
particularly across email servers (phishing and ransomware),
breadth of portfolio coverage in addressing cloud architecture,
and endpoint security. Future research should focus on building
a coordinated cybersecurity capacity in order to systematically
assess vulnerabilities and respond to cyber threats.

Human Factors in Cybersecurity
People are likely to make mistakes, especially in the context of
changes in their traditional way of working. Health care
organizations are required to adopt a nonblaming culture in
reporting incidents. The health sector should focus on root cause
analysis [28] and prevent incidents from happening especially
through unintentional human error. Published research has
shown that the majority of information security incidents relate
to human error [28,29], which is a vulnerability that attackers
will look to exploit. A human error analytical approach such as
IS-CHEC could be deployed both reactively, through integration
within incident management practices [29,30], and proactively,
through simple interaction with operational personnel [29], to
detect current human error areas of weaknesses and apply
associated remedial and preventative measures. Moreover, health
care staff in the organization need to be educated and build
awareness of the ongoing security situation during the
COVID-19 pandemic. For example, in the case of infection,
staff are required to disconnect from the network to contain the
spread. Organizations should continuously raise awareness
internally by launching campaigns even during a time of crisis
(ie, to inform health staff not to open suspicious emails). Future
research should focus on creating pandemic-themed security
awareness campaigns. Moreover, a positive and empowering
culture is also required (eg, by sharing the rate of people who
did not click on phishing-negative emails during a training

campaign). Experience can be borrowed from the organizational
climate literature to positively influence people’s behavior [59].

Strategic Cybersecurity Management
Although health care organizations have invested in
cybersecurity to counteraction security attacks, further efforts
are needed to reprioritize cybersecurity risk assessment during
the COVID-19 pandemic, reallocate security investment, and
optimize resource utilization to obtain adequate assurances.
According to Argwa et al [46], health care organizations are
advised to allocate more resources and funding to cybersecurity.
Strategic cybersecurity investment is still an immature research
area in health care largely due to boards’ inability to fully
understand and anticipate the direct and indirect impact on their
health services. Further, there are language barriers between
the technical team and the board [27]. Another reason is that
the board finds it difficult to estimate the costs of investing and
balancing these against potential benefits procured or impacts
mitigated [8] as cybersecurity investments prevent potential
losses but may not generate business benefits directly. Moreover,
organizations should not only create security guidelines specific
to the COVID-19 pandemic but also plan for the long term for
remote working and spend efforts on strengthening their security
mechanisms and cybersecurity crisis management capabilities.
More research efforts are needed to support the top management
teams of the health sector to understand the threat landscape
and make better-informed decisions to allocate resources not
just to provide services to staff and patients but also for
protection and resilience, in order to continuously serve even
in times of emergency such as the current pandemic and beyond.

Limitations
Contrary to systematic reviews, scoping reviews are used to
identify knowledge gaps, scope a body of literature, and clarify
concepts. However, some limitations should be considered.
Scoping reviews usually provide descriptive information in
order to address the objectives of the review, which often leads
to less defined searches. This review mitigated this limitation
by clearly defining the search terms and search formula. Scoping
reviews are also at risk of bias from different sources. All 4
authors were involved in the article identification, selection,
and analysis processes in order to reduce the risks of bias.
Because of variability when conducting a scoping review, there
is a need for methodological standardization to ensure the
strength of evidence. This review followed the PRISMA-ScR
to standardize the process and improve the strength of evidence.
Another limitation is that this review included exact terms used
to search the titles or abstracts of existing publications. Any
articles that used different terms, (eg, “computer security”)
would not have been included. In addition, publications that
were not written in English were excluded. Moreover, although
this scoping review focused on health care, the solutions
identified could be applied to other industries.

Conclusions
The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged the resilience of the
health care information system. This research was motivated
by the urgency of counteracting the cyberattacks that have
recently happened to hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, the
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US Department of Health and Human Services, and the WHO
and its partners, etc. We performed a review on security
challenges of the health sector and the solutions employed
during COVID-19. We identified the root causes of the security
incidents that have impacted the health sector during the
COVID-19 pandemic, cybersecurity challenges, solutions, and
areas in need of improvement. The results show that the main
root causes of the security incidents that happened during the
COVID-19 pandemic are mainly from phishing, ransomware,
DDoS attacks, and malware. The main challenges faced by
health care organizations are inadequate endpoint device
management, lack of security awareness, insecure remote work
environment, inadequate business continuity plans, lack of
coordinated incident response, and difficulty in trading off
security investment and service delivery quality. Needless to
say, another major challenge is human error, both from the
perspective of the health care worker at the frontline and those
working from home. As the COVID-19 pandemic has shifted
our priorities, there is a greater tendency for human error to
occur when staff are preoccupied with saving lives, working in
a strange or different environment, and using new or various
technologies. With little or no experience and a lack of prior
planning and training to work in such situations, health care
workers require more than training and support, such as adequate
time, documented procedures, and guidance on revised
procedures and technology.

Although the health sector has made some efforts to address
these challenges by applying technical measures, raising security
awareness, enforcing policies, and developing
COVID-19–specific guidelines, more research efforts are still
required in some domains. Future research should focus on
exploring enhanced technical controls through the adaption of
general cybersecurity practices (eg, NIST guidelines); improving
cyber resilience by building a coordinated cybersecurity capacity
to systematically assess vulnerabilities of the complex health
care supply chain and respond to cyber threats; reducing
human-related security incidents by exploring human error
reduction approaches and pandemic-themed awareness
campaigns; and enhancing strategic cybersecurity management
by exploring crisis management planning, security risks
reprioritization, and the optimization of cybersecurity budget
and resource reallocation.

Many health care organizations are applying a temporary
solution to counteract cyber threats during the COVID-19
pandemic. These organizations should plan for the long term,
provide adequate levels of cybersecurity resources to deal with
fast-changing situations, and offer the required assurance within
these changes. This paper provides useful insights for the health
sector on their cybersecurity issues during the COVID-19
pandemic or other epidemic or pandemic situations in the future.
Moreover, cybersecurity experience in other sectors can be
borrowed and applied in the health sector.
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Abstract

Background: Due to the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic, conventional face-to-face academic conferences have been
restricted, and many of these conferences have moved onto the internet.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the virtual conferences in the field of urology during the COVID-19 pandemic
and provide suggestions for better organization of such conferences.

Methods: A cross-sectional survey was conducted from May 30 to June 15, 2020, in China. Our team designed a 23-item
questionnaire to investigate the conferences attended by urologists during the COVID-19 pandemic. SPSS 22.0 (IBM Corporation)
was applied to analyze the data collected.

Results: A total of 330 Chinese urologists participated in our survey, and the response rate was 89.7% (330/368). Among the
participants, 40.9% (135/330) were associate chief physicians. The proportion of participants who took part in conventional
face-to-face academic conferences decreased from 92.7% (306/330) before the COVID-19 pandemic to 22.1% (73/330) during
the pandemic (P<.001). In contrast, the proportion of urologists who took part in virtual conferences increased from 69.4%
(229/330) to 90% (297/330) (P<.001). Most urologists (70.7%, 210/297) chose to participate in the virtual conferences at home
and thought that a meeting length of 1-2 hours was most appropriate. Among the urologists, 73.7% (219/297) reported that their
participation in the virtual conferences went smoothly, while the remaining respondents reported that they had experienced lags
in video and audio streaming during the virtual conferences. When comparing conventional face-to-face conferences with virtual
conferences, 70.7% (210/297) of the respondents thought that both conference formats were acceptable, while 17.9% (53/297)
preferred virtual conferences and 11.5% (34/297) preferred conventional face-to-face meetings.

Conclusions: Virtual conferences are increasing in popularity during the COVID-19 pandemic; however, many aspects of these
conferences could be improved for better organization.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24369)   doi:10.2196/24369

KEYWORDS

virtual conference; COVID-19; survey

Introduction

Since the first case of COVID-19 was reported in Wuhan, China,
the disease has spread worldwide rapidly [1]. To prevent the
spread of COVID-19, many mass gathering events have been
canceled or postponed, including the annual meetings of the

European Association of Urology (EAU) and the American
Urological Association [2,3]. In this condition, the role of virtual
conferences is expanding [4], and many academic conferences
moved onto the internet, such as the EAU20 Virtual Congress
[5].
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However, to our knowledge, there is no study investigating
virtual conferences in the field of urology. In this study, we
aimed to investigate the virtual meetings during the COVID-19
pandemic in China and provide advice on organizing efficient
and high-quality virtual conferences according to the results of
our survey.

Methods

Our team designed a structured questionnaire after reviewing
the current relevant literature. A total of 23 items were finalized
for this survey, covering demographics (2 items), traditional
academic conferences (5 items), virtual (video) conferences (11
items), comparison between traditional and virtual conferences
(3 items), and topics of academic conferences (2 items). We
have provided the questionnaire in Multimedia Appendix 1.

We collected the data through the Wenjuanxing website [6]
from May 30 to June 15, 2020. All participants accessed the
questionnaire by clicking on the survey link. Participants were
able to submit the questionnaires only when all the items were

completed. To avoid repetition, IP restriction was applied, which
meant that the survey could only be completed once from a
single IP address.

Data are presented as number (percentage) for categorical
variables, and chi-square tests were used to compare the
distributions of categorical variables. All the statistical analyses
were conducted using SPSS 20.0 (IBM Corporation).

Results

From May 30 to June 15, 2020, we sent the web-based
questionnaire to 368 Chinese urologists; 330 of them completed
the survey, resulting in a response rate of 89.7%. Among the
participants, 96.4% (318/330) were based at secondary grade
A hospitals and above. Regarding their academic titles, most
of the participants were associate chief physicians (135/330,
40.9%), followed by attending physicians (113/330, 34.2%),
chief physicians (61/330, 18.5%), and residents (21/330, 6.4%)
(Table 1).

Table 1. Baseline information about the survey participants (N=330).

Value, n (%)Characteristic

Hospital levela

168 (50.9)Tertiary grade A

97 (29.4)Tertiary grade B

53 (16.1)Secondary grade A

6 (1.8)Secondary grade B

6 (1.8)Primary and others

Academic titleb

61 (18.5)Chief physician

135 (40.9)Associate chief physician

113 (34.2)Attending physician

21 (6.4)Resident

aIn China, hospitals are classified as primary, secondary, or tertiary institutions. Typically, primary hospitals contain less than 100 beds and secondary
hospitals contain 100-500 beds, while tertiary hospitals have a bed capacity exceeding 500. According to their medical quality, etc, each hospital level
is further subdivided into three subsidiary grades of A, B, and C, which results in a total of 9 levels.
bFor the physicians’hierarchy in China, there are four levels in total, namely chief physician, associate chief physician, attending physician, and resident,
from senior to junior.

The proportion of urologists participating in conventional
face-to-face conferences decreased from 92.7% (306/330) before
the COVID-19 pandemic to 22.1% (73/330) during the pandemic
(P<.001). Generally, 89.5% (274/306) of the urologists were
satisfied with the traditional conferences, while others (32/306,
10.5%) thought that live conferences were time-consuming
(27/32, 84%,) and expensive (20/32, 62.5%).

The proportion of urologists participating in virtual conferences
increased from 69.4% (229/330) before the COVID-19
pandemic to 90% (297/330) during the pandemic (P<.001). Of
the participants, 99.0% declared that they were “very satisfied”
or “satisfied” with the virtual conferences.

Most of the urologists (70.7%, 210/297) chose to take part in
the virtual conferences at home. In terms of the length of the

virtual conferences, most participants (62.3%, 185/297) reported
that they usually spent 0.5-1.5 hours per meeting, and 66.3%
(197/297) thought that 1-2 hours is the most appropriate duration
for a meeting.

Regarding the software, Tencent Meeting, DingTalk, and Zoom
were the most commonly used platforms in China. Of the
urologists, 73.7% (219/297) reported that their participation in
the virtual meetings went smoothly, while the remaining
urologists said that due to limited bandwidth or unstable
web-based platforms, they experienced lags in video and audio
streaming during the virtual conferences. According to our
survey, the urologists thought that a good web-based platform
should provide on-demand video and should be stable and
interactive.
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When comparing conventional face-to-face conferences with
virtual conferences, 70.7% (210/297) of the participants thought
that both formats were acceptable, while 17.9% (53/297)
preferred virtual conferences and 11.5% (34/297) preferred
conventional face-to-face meetings. Compared with
conventional face-to-face meetings, the urologists reported that
virtual conferences were time-effective, less expensive, and
more convenient; however, they also lacked interaction, body
language, and Continuing Medical Education (CME) credits.

For the different topics of urological conferences, stones
(286/330, 86.7%), laparoscopy (84.9%, 280/330), urological
oncology (84.6%, 279/330), and prostatic diseases (74.9%,
247/330) were the four most popular topics, followed by
andrology (177/330, 53.6%), female urology (140/330, 42.4%),

reconstructive urology (130/330, 39.4%), and kidney
transplantation (17/330, 5.2%). When the participants were
asked about what they expected to learn about during urological
conferences, clinical experience and surgical techniques were
selected by 95.8% (316/330) and 94.2% (311/330) of
participants, while the methodology of medical research and
basic research progress were only chosen by 46.4% (153/330)
and 39.1% (129/330) of the participants. Further analysis
showed that there was no significant difference among the
different levels of hospitals for interest in clinical experience
(Figure 1), surgical technique (Figure 2), or basic research
progress (Figure 3), while fewer urologists based at secondary
grade A hospitals and below were interested in the methodology
of medical research (Figure 4).

Figure 1. Proportions of participants interested in learning about clinical experience at urology conferences stratified by hospital level. *P＞.05.

Figure 2. Proportions of participants interested in learning about surgical technique at urology conferences stratified by hospital level.*P＞.05.
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Figure 3. Proportions of participants interested in learning about basic research progress at urology conferences stratified by hospital level.*P＞.05.

Figure 4. Proportions of participants interested in learning about the methodology of medical research at urology conferences stratified by hospital
level. **P＜.05.

Discussion

Principal Findings
As far as we know, this is the first survey to investigate
urological conferences during the COVID-19 pandemic. A total
of 330 Chinese urologists, with different academic titles and
from different levels of hospitals, were included in our survey.
Our study revealed that although virtual conferences are
increasing in popularity during the COVID-19 pandemic, the

organization of these virtual conferences needs further
improvement.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, traditional face-to-face
meetings have been restricted, and it is more important than
ever to maximize virtual meetings. In our survey, the proportion
of urologists who took part in virtual conferences increased
from 69.4% before the COVID-19 pandemic to 90.0% during
the pandemic, indicating a sharp increase in virtual conference
participation. Additionally, due to the development of efficient
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telecommunication networks, technological capabilities are no
longer a hindrance, and these networks have been used in
various areas [7,8]. Recently, the Human Genome Meeting,
Global Genomic Medicine Collaborative, and Trans Tasman
Radiation Oncology Group Annual Scientific Meeting were
delivered virtually and achieved great success, with 97% of the
participants being “very satisfied or satisfied” with the virtual
style [9,10]; this was similar to our 99.0% proportion of satisfied
participants, indicating that virtual conferences were well
accepted by urologists. As a result, we should maximize the use
of virtual conferences to ensure communication in the medical
community during the COVID-19 pandemic.

When preparing for virtual conferences, the first task is to define
the target audience, as different audiences may have different
appetites. For example, in our study, the urologists who worked
at secondary grade A hospitals and below had lower enthusiasm
for the topic of medical research methodology. Second,
according to our survey, most people chose to take part in
conferences at home; therefore, avoiding early morning and late
evening meetings would provide them with a better experience
[11]. Web-based platform selection is another essential aspect
of the success of virtual conferences. In our survey, Tencent
Meeting, DingTalk, and Zoom were the most commonly used
platforms. In addition to these platforms, webinar technology
[12], Twitter [13], journal clubs, podcasts, Intouch Vita, etc,
were used for virtual meetings [14]. However, regardless of
which platform is chosen, it should ensure a smooth and stable
video experience; this was what people were most concerned
about according to our survey.

During virtual conferences, the duration of the sessions should
be controlled, as the average attention span for adults is only
approximately 15-20 minutes [15]. In our study, most of the
urologists thought that 1-2 hours was the most appropriate
length. Salomon and their team [16] designed each session at
their virtual conference to last 2 hours, and this schedule was
appreciated by most of the participants (135/181, 74.6%), which
was in accordance with our respondents’ preference of 1-2
hours. As a result, the duration of an academic meeting should
be controlled within approximately 2 hours. Additionally, as
mentioned before, one of the limitations of virtual conferences
is the lack of interaction. To solve this problem, organizers
could increase the time allotted to question-and-answer periods
[10], permit attendees to turn on their cameras, provide virtual
open discussion chat rooms [16], etc.

When a virtual conference has ended, the organizer should
provide on-demand content such as video on the virtual
platform. On-demand video is important for people in different
time zones and is valuable for all participants to catch up on
missed talks. Over 90% of the urologists in our survey thought
that on-demand video was essential for their learning.
Additionally, the physicians who attend virtual conferences
should be provided with CME credits. In the era of information
explosion, to enable physicians to remain current with their
medical knowledge, CME has been implemented in many
countries worldwide, and a variable number of CME credits is
required [17,18]. Normally, CME credits can be earned through
attendance at in-person academic conferences, workshops,
symposiums, etc. However, according to our survey, some
urologists reported that during virtual conferences, CME credits
were not made available to participants, which in our view may
reduce the enthusiasm of urologists to take part in these
conferences. As a result, in the future, we believe that virtual
conferences should also provide CME credits.

In terms of the comparison between virtual conferences and
conventional face-to-face conferences, as mentioned before,
both formats have their advantages and disadvantages. As a
result, some researchers have proposed a new type of meeting
called a hybrid meeting, which combines aspects of virtual and
live conferences. In a survey conducted by Forrest et al [10],
85% of the delegates reported that they preferred hybrid
meetings compared with virtual or physical meetings only.
Additionally, Gomez Rivas et al [19] shared their preliminary
experience of hybrid meetings that included both onsite and
web-based participants. Moreover, we believe that this type of
meeting would be the best choice for academic conferences in
the future, as it combines the advantages of both formats.

Limitations
There are several limitations to our survey. First, our survey
had a relatively small sample size. Second, most of the
participants in this study were from tertiary hospitals. Despite
these two limitations, our study provides a preliminary report
of virtual conferences during the COVID-19 pandemic and
provides many suggestions on how to organize an efficient and
satisfying virtual conference, which is timely and useful.

Conclusion
Virtual conferences are increasing in popularity during the
COVID-19 pandemic; however, many aspects of these
conferences could be improved for better organization.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11, 2020, and as of this writing,
Texas, United States, has reported >675,000 cases with over 14,000 deaths. Many of the preventive measures implemented during
the pandemic can increase sedentary lifestyles, which can lead to the development of chronic diseases, including obesity, among
the general population and cause serious threats to people’s physical health and overall quality of life. Individuals with pre-existing
comorbidities are at an increased risk of COVID-19 and may hence have higher levels of stress.

Objective: This study aimed to investigate the relationship between physical activity levels and mental health status on an
individual level and to compare them between those with and those without comorbidities in a cohort of Texas residents, before
and after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic.

Methods: An electronic survey was disseminated throughout various regions of Texas. In total, 160 individuals were asked
questions about their demographic characteristics, time spent on daily physical activities, and daily mental health status before
and after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic. Frequency distributions and descriptive statistics were analyzed.

Results: Overall, 94 (58%) participants reported having ≥1 medical condition, and 31 (13.1%) had >3 medical conditions.
Physical activity levels among participants with ≥1 pre-existing comorbidity drastically—but not significantly—decreased, as
evident from a 10% increase in sedentary lifestyles after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic. On the contrary, we observed a
9% increase in the number of individuals without a pre-existing comorbidity who reported 30-60 min of physical activity per
week. There was a 2-fold increase in the number of participants reporting more frequent feelings of nervousness, too much worry,
trouble relaxing, and the fear of something awful happening after the pandemic. More specifically, individuals with pre-existing
medical conditions reported, on average, a 10% higher incidence of feelings of stress, anxiety, and sadness compared to their
healthy counterparts after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic.

Conclusions: Stressful life conditions and chronic comorbidities are risk factors that can affect mental health and reduce the
ability to perform activities of daily life. Therefore, when implementing pandemic protocols, municipalities should consider
providing mental health support to their citizens to protect them from this rather inconspicuous adverse effect.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24964)   doi:10.2196/24964
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Introduction

COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health
Organization on March 11, 2020 [1], and Texas has reported
>675,000 cases and 14,000 deaths as of this writing. The
routines of individuals have been impacted since the beginning
of the pandemic owing to the implementation of restrictions
and preventative measures such as social distancing,
self-isolation, stay-at-home orders, and closure of businesses
and recreational facilities. Many of these protocols can have a
negative effect, promoting a sedentary lifestyle and decreasing
physical activity levels, which can lead to the development or
exacerbation of chronic diseases and mental health issues [2-5].
This study aimed to explore the relationship between physical
activity levels and mental health status at an individual level in
a cohort of Texas residents before and after COVID-19 was
declared a pandemic. We hypothesize that the declaration of
COVID-19 as a pandemic, which led to the implementation of
social distancing and self-isolation protocols, would negatively
impact mental health, increase stress and anxiety, and decrease
physical activity levels among all study participants.

Methods

Recruitment
Texas residents aged ≥18 years were recruited through social
media and email, using convenience and snowball sampling
over a 2-week period in July 2020. Respondent identities were
anonymized, and the study was exempt from ethics review for

the use of human subjects by the institutional review board of
the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio.

Survey Instrument
A shortened survey instrument initially developed by Flanagan
et al [6] was used to capture respondent demographics, medical
history, and physical and mental health status. Questions related
to physical and mental health were constructed in a manner to
determine health status before and after the implementation of
COVID-19 quarantine protocols. Study data were collected and
managed using Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap)
[7] tools hosted at the University of Texas Health Science Center
at San Antonio. REDCap is a secure web-based software
platform designed to support data capture for research studies,
providing (1) an intuitive interface for validated data capture,
(2) audit trails for tracking data manipulation and export
procedures, (3) automated export procedures for seamless data
downloads to common statistical packages, and (4) procedures
for data integration and interoperability with external sources.

Demographics and Medical History
Data on the participants’gender (male, female, or no response),
age, marital status, employment status, household number,
ethnicity, and race were collected. Participants were asked to
indicate whether they have been diagnosed with any chronic
medical conditions, including cardiovascular, respiratory,
gastrointestinal, genitourinary, kidney, hematologic, infectious,
dermatological, ophthalmologic, endocrine, musculoskeletal,
oncologic, or neurologic disease. The demographic
characteristics of the survey participants are presented in Table
1.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the survey participants (N=160).

Number of participants, n (%)Characteristic

Race

0 (0)American Indian or Alaskan native

10 (6.3)Asian

3 (1.9)Black or African American

3 (1.9)Native or Pacific Islander

134 (83.8)White

8 (5.0)Not reported

2 (1.3)Unknown

Ethnicity

65 (40.9)Hispanic or Latino

86 (53.9)Not Hispanic or Latino

7 (4.5)Not reported

2 (1.3)Unknown

Gender

138 (86.3)Female

20 (12.5)Male

2 (1.3)Not reported

Age (years)

17 (10.9)18-25

44 (27.6)26-35

30 (18.6)36-45

34 (21.2)46-55

28 (17.3)56-65

7 (4.4)66-75

Pre-existing diagnosed medical conditions (n=94; percentages reported considering a sample of 160 participants)

52 (32.5)1

21 (13.1)2

13 (8.1)3

8 (5.0)≥4

Questions on Physical Activity
Participants were asked to provide details regarding their
physical activity levels before and after COVID-19 was declared
a pandemic. Specifically, they were asked to provide details
regarding their physical activity or exercise minutes per day.
Participants were provided the following categorical variables
as choices: 0-30 minutes, 30-60 minutes, 60-90 minutes, 90-120
minutes, or >120 minutes of daily physical activity.

Questions Related to Psychological Status and Mental
Health
Participants were asked if they were worried about their physical
health with respect to the COVID-19 pandemic. They were also
asked about generalized stress, anxiety, and sadness before and
after the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, 8 questions were

related to the participants (1) feeling nervous, anxious, or on
edge; (2) not being able to stop of control worry; (3) worrying
too much about different things; (4) having trouble relaxing;
(5) being restless and finding it difficult to sit still; (6) becoming
easily annoyed or irritable; (7) feeling afraid that something
awful might happen; and (8) having difficulty getting things
done because of these mental health issues. Participants selected
either (1) not at all, (2) several days, (3) over half the days, or
(4) nearly every day. Each response was converted to a
numerical score for analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated to summarize the response
frequency. Respondents who declined to answer a question were
considered missing and excluded from the calculated
proportions. We report all summary statistics. For paired testing
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of questions that asked for pre– and post–COVID-19
comparisons, we used a paired samples t test to analyze mean
values. The significance level was set at Cronbach α=.05, and
all tests were 2-sided. All data were processed using SPSS for
Windows (version 23.0, SPSS Inc).

Results

Participant Demographics
In total, 160 individuals responded to the social media posts.
The vast majority of respondents were married, white,
non-Hispanic or -Latino females. Overall, 65 (41%) respondents
identified themselves as Hispanic or Latino (Table 1), which

was more than the 31% estimated census of Hispanic or Latinos
in Texas. More than half of the respondents (n=91, 57%) were
aged <45 years and had full-time jobs (n=117, 73%), while 30
(19%) indicated that they were unemployed.

Furthermore, 94 (58%) participants reported having ≥1
pre-existing medical condition, and 21 (13.6%) respondents
had >3 pre-existing medical conditions. Medical conditions
with the highest frequency included hypertension (22.3% of all
responses), respiratory problems (14.0%), endocrine disorders
(13.4%), and gastrointestinal problems (12.7%). Participant
responses to questions on pre-existing medical conditions are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Distribution of the responses of participants with pre-existing medical conditions (N=160).

Number of responses, n (%)aPre-existing medical condition

6 (3.8)Cardiac or heart disease

22 (14.0)Respiratory problems

20 (12.7)Gastrointestinal problems

5 (3.2)Genitourinary or kidney disease

10 (6.4)Hematologic condition

1 (0.6)Infectious disease

13 (8.3)Dermatologic condition

7 (4.5)Ophthalmologic condition

21 (13.4)Endocrine conditions

10 (6.4)Diabetes

8 (5.1)Musculoskeletal conditions

35 (22.3)Hypertension

6 (3.8)Cancer

14 (8.9)Neurologic or psychiatric condition

aAmong 160 respondents, 94 reported having ≥1 pre-existing medical condition. Individuals were asked to mark all medical conditions they have been
diagnosed with, allowing them to select >1 response. Percentages are in relation to the total sample of 160 survey responses.

Slight Reduction in Physical Activity in Response to
the Declaration of COVID-19 as a Pandemic
No significant differences in self-reported physical activity were
observed for the entire cohort of respondents. Similarly, no
significant differences were observed in the subgroups of
individuals with (P=.81) or without (P=.91) pre-existing medical
conditions. Physical activity was slightly—but not significantly
(P=.81)—reduced among participants with ≥1 pre-existing
condition, as evident from a 10% increase in sedentary lifestyles
after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic. On the contrary, we
observed a 9% increase in the number of individuals without a
pre-existing conditions reporting 30-60 min of physical activity
per week.

Negative Effect of the COVID-19 Pandemic on
Psychological Health
Respondents were asked how the quarantine protocols in Texas
impacted their psychological health (Table 3). We observed
significant increases in feelings of fear, annoyance, restlessness,
worry, nervousness, sadness, anxiety, and stress (P<.001) among
the survey respondents. Specifically, participants reported more
frequently feeling nervous, worrying too much, having trouble
relaxing, and feeling afraid something awful might happen after
the pandemic. This negative impact on psychological well-being
interfered with their ability to accomplish their work, tasks, or
interact with other people. Similar results were obtained among
individuals with and those without pre-existing medical
conditions. The only exception is that individuals without
pre-existing medical conditions reported that the COVID-19
pandemic had no significant impact on their ability to relax
(P=.08).
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Table 3. Changes in psychological health resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Respondents without pre-existing medi-
cal conditions

Respondents with pre-existing medical
conditions

All respondentsItems

P valuePost–COVID-
19, mean
(SD)

Pre–COVID-
19, mean
(SD)

P valuePost–COVID-
19, mean
(SD)

Pre–COVID-
19, mean
(SD)

P valuePost–COVID-

19a, mean
(SD)

Pre–COVID-
19, mean
(SD)

<.0012.13 (0.74)1.63 (0.75)<.0012.53 (0.98)1.88 (0.77)<.0012.36 (0.91)1.78 (0.77)bFeeling nervous, anx-
ious, or on edge

.0031.82 (0.77)1.41 (0.80)<.0012.04 (1.03)1.63 (0.84)<.0011.95 (0.93)1.57 (0.82)Not being able to stop
or control your worry

<.0012.18 (0.98)1.68 (0.90)<.0012.40 (1.06)1.78 (0.75)<.0012.31 (1.02)1.73 (0.81)Worrying too much
about different things

0.081.84 (0.95)1.58 (0.86)<.0012.29 (1.06)1.81 (0.91)<.0012.09 (1.03)1.70 (0.89)Trouble relaxing

.051.45 (0.65)1.21 (0.62).0021.64 (0.91)1.31 (0.63)<.0011.55 (0.81)1.27 (0.62)Being so restless that
it is difficult to sit still

.012.00 (0.81)1.68 (0.66)<.0012.16 (0.88)1.70 (0.68)<.0012.07 (0.86)1.68 (0.67)Becoming easily an-
noyed or irritable

<.0011.92 (1.01)1.38 (0.68)<.0012.12 (1.01)1.45 (0.73)<.0012.04 (0.99)1.41 (0.70)Feeling afraid as if
something awful
might happen

<.0011.62 (0.72)1.19 (0.66)<.0011.77 (0.95)1.34 (0.92)<.0011.69 (0.86)1.22 (0.73)How difficult did
these factors make it
for you to do your
work, take care of
things, or get along
with other people

aAfter COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the world Health Organization on March 11, 2020.
bParticipants selected either of the following responses: (1) not at all, (2) several days, (3) over half the days, or (4) nearly every day. Each response
was converted to a numerical score for analysis. For the question on difficulty level, participants selected either of the following responses: (0) I did
not experience any of the conditions, (1) not difficult at all, (2) somewhat difficult, (3) very difficult, and (4) extremely difficult.

Discussion

Principal Findings
After COVID-19 was declared a pandemic, quarantine and
social distancing protocols were implemented to help mitigate
disease spread in Texas. The implementation of these protocols
was accompanied by several adverse effects on quality of life,
which were independent of the SARS-CoV-2 infection. With
the requirement for more individuals to stay at home and in
isolation from friends, family, and colleagues, physical and
mental health can depreciate. Mental health was drastically
affected in our respondents owing to social isolation measures
implemented by local municipalities in Texas. Overall, our
survey respondents reported feeling more stress, anxiety, and
sadness after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic. However,
the long-term implications of quarantine protocols on mental
health remain unknown. However, evidence from natural
disasters suggest that mental health symptoms peak in the
following months and can persist for years [8]. For example,
5% of the population of Texas affected by hurricane Ike met
the criteria for major depressive disorder in the months following
the storm [9]. Therefore, while a significant impact is
demonstratable approximately 4 months into the quarantining
protocol, there is potential for even greater impacts in the
subsequent months.

Quarantine protocols can have a serious impact on physical
health, leading to the development and progression of chronic
diseases [10]. The American College of Sports Medicine
recommends that most adults engage in moderate-intensity
exercise training for more than 30 minutes for more than 5 days
a week [11]. Contrary to Tinson et al [2], participants with no
pre-existing medical conditions increased their physical activity
after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic, with more individuals
meeting or exceeding the recommended physical activity
guidelines of the American College of Sports Medicine [11].
In this study, physical activity levels slightly—but not
significantly—decreased among participants with pre-existing
medical conditions, which indicates a potential risk of decreased
overall health, potentially resulting in the exacerbation of
medical conditions. Given that the risk of COVID-19 is
significantly higher in subgroups of the population, which have
pre-existing medical conditions, such subgroups are expected
to decrease the time they spend outside of home in fear of
unintended exposure to the virus.

Limitations
Our study is limited by the self-reported nature of our survey
and the convenience and snowball sampling method used to
recruit participants. Further, without the use of geocoding,
including zip codes, we are limited in our ability to generalize
our results to different regions in Texas. Finally, our survey was
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distributed only in English, although Spanish is also a dominant
language in several areas of Texas.

Conclusions
The quarantine protocols implemented in Texas led to significant
levels of stress and anxiety in our survey respondents. Physical

activity can be considered a coping mechanism to alleviate the
psychological distress people may feel. Psychological distress
experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to have
long-term clinical implications.
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Abstract

Background: The year 2020 was the year of the global COVID-19 pandemic. The severity of the situation has become so
substantial that many or even most of the patients with mild to moderate symptoms had to self-isolate without specific medical
treatments or even without being tested for COVID-19. Many patients joined internet membership groups to exchange information
and support each other.

Objective: Our goal is to determine the benefits and limits of using social media to understand the symptoms of patients with
suspected COVID-19 with mild to moderate symptoms and, in particular, their symptoms of anosmia (loss of the sense of smell)
and ageusia (loss of the sense of taste). The voluntary reports on an internet website of a membership group will be the platform
of the analyses.

Methods: Posts and comments of members of an internet group known as COVID-19 Smell and Taste Loss, founded on March
24, 2020, to support patients with suspected COVID-19 were collected and analyzed daily. Demographic data were collected
using the software mechanism called Group Insights on the membership group website.

Results: Membership groups on social media have become rare sources of support for patients with suspected COVID-19 with
mild to moderate symptoms. These groups provided mental support to their members and became resources for information on
COVID-19 tests and medicines or supplements. However, the membership was voluntary, and often the members leave without
notification. It is hard to be precise from the free voluntary reports. The number of women in the group (6995/9227, 75.38% as
of October 12, 2020) was about three times more than men (2272/9227, 24.62% as of October 12, 2020), and the peak age of
members was between 20-40 years in both men and women. Patients who were asymptomatic other than the senses comprised
14.93% (53/355) of the total patients. Recovery of the senses was higher in the patients who were asymptomatic besides having
anosmia and ageusia. Most (112/123, 91.06%) patients experienced other symptoms first and then lost their senses, on average,
4.2 days later. Patients without other symptoms tended to recover earlier (P=.02). Patients with anosmia and ageusia occasionally
reported distorted smell and taste (parosmia and dysgeusia) as well as experiencing or perceiving the smell and taste without the
sources of the smell or taste (phantosmia and phantogeusia).

Conclusions: Our analysis of the social media database of suspected COVID-19 patients’ voices demonstrated that, although
accurate diagnosis of patients is not always obtained with social media–based analyses, it may be a useful tool to collect a large
amount of data on symptoms and the clinical course of worldwide rapidly growing infectious diseases.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26459)   doi:10.2196/26459

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; anosmia; ageusia; free reports on social media; symptomatic; asymptomatic; recovery of senses; symptom; social
media; smell; taste; senses; patient-reported; benefit; limit; diagnosis
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Introduction

Recent outbreaks of COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2, have
escalated into a worldwide pandemic. Over 29.4 million people
in the United States alone have contracted the virus, causing
over 532,000 deaths as of March 13, 2021.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), “serious
symptoms” are defined as “difficulties in breathing or shortness
of breath, chest pain or pressure, loss of speech or movement”
[1]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
reported that over 80% of patients with COVID-19 have mild
to moderate levels of illness [2] and 20% of the patients develop
severe to critical conditions. Although there have been a number
of studies published regarding the symptoms and their clinical
course for COVID-19, most of them have focused on the patients
with severe symptoms, and there have been few reports on
patients with COVID-19 with mild to moderate conditions.
Depending on the country, especially where the numbers of
cases have been high and beds at hospitals are limited, most of
the patients with mild to moderate symptoms of suspected
COVID-19 have been self-isolating themselves with minimum
access to medical treatments due to the large number of patients
with severe conditions. Previously there were criteria that were
required to be present (fever and coughs) to get tested, although
later it became clearer that the symptoms vary largely and that
made many suspected patients with various symptoms not be
allowed to get tested. The patients with COVID-19 with mild
to moderate symptoms are thus the most invisible population
of patients who have received the least attention from the public
and from medical care facilities.

Recently it has been shown that there is a high percentage (40%
to as high as 96%) of asymptomatic [3-6] or presymptomatic
[7] COVID-19 positive patients. In addition, more recently,
there have been reports on the loss of the senses of smell
(anosmia) and taste (ageusia) in COVID-19 positive patients
with otherwise asymptomatic to mild levels of other symptoms
[8-11] and as one of the early stage symptoms [9]. The ability
to sense smell and taste showed a correlation with the severity
of other symptoms as well, and odors related to chemesthesis
were also found to be impaired by contraction of SARS-CoV-2
[12,13]. Studies have shown that 98% of patients with
COVID-19 showed some smell dysfunction [14], indicating
that smell dysfunction is a major biomarker of COVID-19. In
a survey comparing COVID-19 positive and negative
participants, smell dysfunction was found to be the best predictor
of COVID-19 [15,16]. There are also papers reporting that
asymptomatic patients with COVID-19 stay contagious longer
than patients with symptoms [17]. These studies suggest that
there is an urgent need to understand the asymptomatic to mild
and moderate symptoms of patients with COVID-19 with
anosmia and ageusia. Asymptomatic conditions sometimes
mean that the patients actually have symptoms but did not
realize or notice them because they are mild or because these
symptoms were not included in the list of well-known symptoms
like coughs and fevers. Understanding of the symptoms and the
progression of COVID-19, especially in the mild cases of
COVID-19, may help the subjectively asymptomatic patients
notice any subtle symptoms that others have previously ignored.

This includes the symptoms of anosmia and ageusia. The
understanding of the onset and progression of anosmia and
ageusia in otherwise asymptomatic patients and that of patients
with mild or moderate symptoms may contribute to containment
of the virus by enabling the detection of patients with COVID-19
at an earlier stage after contracting SARS-CoV-2.

Near the start of the pandemic, a group to support patients who
lost their senses of olfaction or taste due to contraction of
COVID-19, known as COVID-19 Smell and Taste Loss, was
founded on a social media site. The posts from the members
were recorded at that time to provide precision advice, which
was based on the concept of the Precision Medicine Initiative.
Precision Medicine is an approach for disease treatment that
considers individual variability. In the case of a social media
group, one of the ways to provide precision advice is to take
into consideration the history of each person’s previous posts
on their symptoms and progress. The record of the posts at the
early stage after the group was founded was conducted with the
purpose of understanding the symptoms of the new disease in
each person, which became the base of this study. To understand
the new disease, COVID-19, we recorded all the posts on
symptoms whether they were related to the senses or not.

The aim of this study was to analyze the posts and comments
on this social media membership group to establish the benefits
and limits of using social media to understand COVID-19 and
to investigate the symptoms of mild to moderate COVID-19
patients, especially focusing on anosmia and ageusia. As earlier
studies reported, these symptoms are highly observed in patients
with COVID-19 [14]. They are early signs of COVID-19 [9],
and in some SARS-CoV-2 infected patients, they were the only
symptoms of COVID-19 [9,11]. There are only a few papers
so far using the reports of patients obtained from social media
[18,19]. This is one of the few reports on the mildly to
moderately affected patients, many of whom did not have
enough symptoms to receive COVID-19 tests and medical
treatment, and therefore, clinical information is limited.

Methods

Recording of Cases
A membership group called COVID-19 Smell and Taste Loss
was established on March 24, 2020, by the charity organization
AbScent, which is based in England, United Kingdom. Polls
were occasionally conducted to determine various aspects of
the members, for example, hospitalization for COVID-19. The
information on the age, sex, and the countries and cities where
the members were located was obtained through the software
mechanism called Group Insights. The reports posted were
recorded daily as they were in Excel (Microsoft Corporation)
spreadsheets with the records of the dates posted and the names,
COVID-19 test results if available, a short summary of the
symptoms, starting dates of anosmia and ageusia symptoms if
available, and recovery dates from these symptoms if available.
When the same person posted on a separate day, the posts were
recorded under the name of the person with the records of the
dates they were posted. Recording of the posts and comments
for this study lasted from March 24 to July 1, 2020. Posts and
comments without specific content related to their own
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symptoms were not recorded (eg, expressing their sympathy,
excitement, or approval saying “Yes,” “congratulations!”
“Thank you,” or “nobody knows”).

Institutional Review Board
The study is approved as exempt (Institutional Review Board
protocol number 10082020-1, Exempt Category #3)

Case Studies
Because, in this group, members freely reported their cases, the
level of detail for each member was not consistent. We classified
the reports by whether the patient had other symptoms than
anosmia and ageusia, and whether they recovered their senses,
and then selected several reports that described their symptoms
in detail.

Statistical Analysis
Fisher exact test was used to statistically evaluate the recovery
rate among groups.

Results

Demographic Data
Figure 1 shows the time course since the pandemic started. On
March 11, 2020, the WHO declared the rapidly spreading

SARS-CoV-2 virus a pandemic and warned that it might spread
to many countries around the world (Figure 1A). The disease
caused by the virus, COVID-19, was first considered to cause
fever and coughs as the main symptoms. However, soon it was
discovered that there were more symptoms, including the loss
of the senses of smell (anosmia) and taste (ageusia). The
membership group on social media studied in this project was
founded on March 24 (Figure 1B), and the number of members
reached about 1000 during the first week (Figure 1). This
immediate increase of the members indicates the rapid spread
of the disease and the large number of people who suddenly
lost their senses of smell and taste at the early stage of the
pandemic. The increase in the number of members showed
another surge around the time when the second wave in the
number of cases started in the autumn of 2020. This may be
due to both the increased publicity after the introduction of the
group in the media (Figure 1C) and the large number of people
with COVID-19–induced anosmia and ageusia. This suggests
the existence of a large number of patients who lost their senses
during this pandemic.

Figure 1. Increase in the number of members (red) and active members who make posts or comments to other posts (black). A: Date of the World
Health Organization announcement on the pandemic; B: COVID-19 Smell and Taste Loss membership group founded; C: increase of over 1000 members
within a few days following the interview of the founder of the group on the BBC.

What were considered the symptoms of COVID-19 have
changed from the earlier stage of the pandemic in spring 2020
to summer and fall 2020. Figure 2 shows the outdoor and indoor
signs made by the CDC in March, June, and July [20]. In the
sign generated in March (Figure 2A), only the symptoms of
fever, coughs, and shortness of breath are described, whereas
in the June and July signs, the variety of symptoms has increased
by more than double, and now it is well known that not every

COVID-19 positive patient has fever, coughs, or shortness of
breath (Figure 2B and C). In the poll asking if they got the
COVID-19 tests immediately after the onset of symptoms, about
70% (n=259) of the 705 people answered that they could not
get tested at all or could not get tested immediately and received
the antibody tests later (Figure 3A; could not get tested: n=259,
36.74%; antibody test later: n=247, 35.04%). Analyses of the
people who added comments (n=54) to the poll revealed that
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most of the patients with COVID-19 who could get tested
immediately after the onset of symptoms was due to their jobs
(essential workers, mostly) or those who contracted the virus
after June when the criteria to get tested expanded (compare
Figure 2A and 2B; Figure 3B bottom; job: n=12, 22.22%; after

June: n=26, 48.15%). The comments by the people who replied
that they could not get tested immediately and received antibody
tests later or could not get any test revealed that they were
mostly the people who had an onset of symptoms before June
(Figure 3B, top two bars).

Figure 2. Indoor and outdoor signs released by the CDC as free to be printed and used. CDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Thus during the early stage of the pandemic, there were many
people who got sick and self-diagnosed themselves with
COVID-19 (suspected COVID-19 patient). This inability to get
a COVID-19 test immediately after the onset of symptoms also
resulted in the inability to get immediate medical treatments
because medicines were not prescribed without an official
diagnosis. We asked a question about the way they spent time
after the onset of symptoms and found that about 90% (n=204,)

of the 221 members who replied either stayed at home with
generic medicines and supplements (n=162, 73.73%) or stayed
at home without any medicines (n=40, 18.10%; Figure 4). Only
6.79% (n=15) replied that they stayed at home with medicines
prescribed by doctors. Although there were some responses
showing that there were members who experienced
hospitalization in a separate poll (see Figure 3), none of them
responded to the poll on the medical treatments, and thus, the
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option of medical treatment following hospitalization is not
shown in Figure 4. Although there is some missing information
on the hospitalized people in the results, Figure 4 clearly shows
the invisible nature of the patients with mild to moderate

symptoms, which also suggests that the number of cases
worldwide in the countries where availability of COVID-19
tests was limited or had criteria to get tested is highly likely to
be far more than the officially reported numbers.

Figure 3. Summary of the reply to the question “were you able to get tested immediately after the onset of the symptoms of COVID-19” (A) and
classification of the comments related to their selection. (B) Most often listed reasons that they could or could not get tested were the time of onset
(before June or after June when the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention announced changes in the typical symptoms and included more symptoms),
their jobs as essential workers or supervisors’ arrangements, pre-existing health conditions, and hospitalization because of symptoms.

Figure 4. Availability of medical treatments. The result of another choice "hospitalized and then stayed at home with medicines prescribed by the
doctors" is not shown as no one selected the option.

The self-isolation situation, staying at home, itself can cause
anxiety. With symptoms of suspected COVID-19 and without
a COVID-19 test and medical treatment, it is not hard to imagine
that this situation causes high anxiety. It is possible during self
isolation to obtain information from the internet and, if available,
to join a patient group to exchange information. We asked the
members the reasons that they joined the group. We found that
the top three reasons were to obtain the information about the
mechanisms of sense loss (n=401), information on how to
recover the senses (n=355), and mental support (n=205), which

accounted for 86.65% (n=961) of the 1109 responses (Figure
5). The sum of the responses related to information (5 out of 9
options; n=823, 74.21%) and mental support of themselves or
their family (2 out of 9 options; n=218, 19.66%) accounted for
over 93% of the reasons to join the group. If we consider that
the two other options, networking and checking how others are
doing, are relatively similar to mental support, it is possible to
say that obtaining information and mental support are the two
major reasons for joining the group.
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Figure 5. Reasons to join the membership group. Multiple selections allowed and adding options was allowed.

Demographic data for the registered members (n=9227 as of
October 12, 2020) of the social media site is shown in Figure
6. The number of women in the group (n=6995, 75.38%) was
about three times more than men in the group (n=2272, 24.62%).
This number included the members who were administrators
of the group or scientists, and not patients, although the
estimated percentage of these nonpatient members in the group
was minimal. There was a peak in the number of members in
the age range between 25-34 years in both men and women
(Figure 6). This high number in the rather young ages could be
due to the use of social media, although there are multiple other

reports on patients with COVID-19 with anosmia and ageusia,
which are not using social media, that show the same tendency
[6]. On the other hand, in other membership groups of AbScent
on social media, the average age is higher, which also suggests
that this is specific to COVID-19 and not due to the use of social
media. We do not know yet if this is due to the tendency that
older-aged people develop severe conditions when they contract
COVID-19 and are hospitalized or reach a severe condition
such that they are unable to use the internet, or if the symptoms
of the senses are specific to patients of younger ages.

Figure 6. Number of members of the COVID-19 Smell and Taste Loss group sorted by age and sex.
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Figure 7 shows the top 20 countries of the members as of
October 12, 2020. Where the patients were located may have
had some influence on the symptoms, considering the mutation
of the reported virus [21,22]. There were a total of 99 countries
that had members in the group. The fact that it was possible to
join the group from anywhere the internet was available, if there
was no federal restriction on joining a social media group, was
one of the benefits for suspected patients staying at home
without medical treatments. The top 2 countries, however, were
the United Kingdom and the United States, comprising 75.7%
(United Kingdom: n=3744; United States: n=2809; total of the

20 countries: n=8654 members) of the number of members of
the top 20 countries. This suggests that it is easy for the people
in the countries where English is used to join the social media
group. This may explain the names of the third and fourth top
countries as well. The Philippines and South Africa are the third
and fourth countries, respectively, in the number of members,
and English is one of the official languages in these countries.
There were rather few members from the countries in Europe
even though the pandemic was severe there (eg, Italy: n=68,
0.79%), which could be due to the language barrier.

Figure 7. Top 20 countries with a large number of members. Total number of members in these 20 countries was 8654 as of October 12, 2020. The
numbers shown inside or outside of the figure indicate the percentage of members of each country.

Symptoms
In December 2019, when the first reports on the outbreak started
in Wuhan, China, the major symptoms reported were shortness
of breath, cough, fever, and diarrhea. However, it has become
clear that many patients who contracted the virus are
asymptomatic yet contagious [3-5]. In addition, the symptoms
of the symptomatic patients are more varied than first reported

(Figure 2). Many patients reported symptoms that suggested
encephalitis (headaches, foggy brain, memory loss,
hallucinations, pain in the upper end of the nose suggesting
inflammation in the olfactory bulb, ear pain, and pain in the
back of eyes; Table 1). In addition, some patients also reported
a skin rash and tingling in the legs (Table 1), which also has
been reported by other recent publications [23].
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Table 1. Symptoms other than anosmia or ageusia reported by COVID-19–induced anosmia or ageusia patients.

Patients, nRegion and symptoms

Head

143Headache, migraine, pressure in head

25Dizziness, light head, vertigo

22Depression, anxiety

8Foggy brain

7Insomnia

2Forgetful

1Hallucination

1Disoriented

1Nightmare

Nose

67Congested sinus, pressure in sinus, stuffy nose

51Burning nose, nose pain, inflammation in nose, nasal pressure

21Running nose

11Sneeze

8Bloody nose

4Dry nose

2Dried glue mucus

Respiratory system

91Cough

47Sore throat, burning sensation in throat

43Chest pain, chest tightness, burning lungs

31Short breath, difficulties in breathing

4Congested throat

3Wheezing, harsh voice

1Throat congestion

Eyes

18Eye pain, sore eyes

3Dry eye

2Light sensitivity

2Pink eye, red eye

2Watery eye

1Vision affected, difficulties in distance vision

Mouth

6Dry mouth, sore mouth

3Tooth pain, tooth sensitivity

2Tingling in tongue, sensation in tongue

2Film on tongue, thrush

1Dry lips

1Burning mouth

Ear

20Ear pain, ringing ears, tinnitus
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Patients, nRegion and symptoms

4Muffled ear, ear congestion, ear infection

1Deafness in ear

Gastrointestinal system

17Nausea, upset stomach

14Diarrhea, off stomach

9No appetite

1Stomachache

Other

117Fatigue, drained, winded

81Fever, feverish

74Body ache include all parts other than in the head area, muscle ache

19Chills, shiver, chills and sweating

8Rash on body

6Malaise

6Pins and needles in leg

3Sensitive skin, sore skin pain

2Burning up

2Numb at toe, numb at hands

4Face hurt, pressure in face

2Facial palsy

1Skin wrinkle

1Dry skin

1High blood pressure

During the time period that the posts from the members were
recorded (March to the end of June 2020), there were 355
members who posted reports of their smell or taste dysfunction
and other symptoms they had. Of these 355 members, the
percentage of patients without other symptoms comprised
14.93% (n=53), and 85.07% (n=302) of them had other
symptoms than the loss of their senses. Almost 10% had
recovered their senses by the time this report was summarized
(recovered vs not recovered: n=34, 9.58% and n=321, 90.42%).
The percentage of patients who recovered their senses was
higher in the patients who did not have other symptoms besides
anosmia and ageusia (recovered with other symptoms vs without
other symptoms: 25/302, 8.28% and 9/53, 16.98%).

There were 123 members who reported that they had other
symptoms and reported the timing of the onset of the loss of
senses and other symptoms. Of the 123 members, 112 (91.06%)
members reported that other symptoms started first. The average
difference of the days between the onset of other symptoms and
the onset of the loss of senses was 4.2 days. There were 6 (4.9%)
members who reported that the onset of the loss of senses
occurred on the day other symptoms started, and 5 (4.07%)
members who reported that the loss of senses occurred before
other symptoms started. The average difference of the days
between the onset of the loss of senses and other symptoms was

1.6 days when the loss of senses preceded the onset of other
symptoms.

The duration of time until recovery varied largely, with some
people regaining their senses within a week and some people
who lost their senses at the beginning of the pandemic and still
had not recovered their senses at the end of June 2020. As we
found the tendency that patients without other symptoms had
a rather higher recovery rate, we examined if these differences
correlated with the duration to recover their senses as well.
Table 2 shows the 34 patients who recovered their senses in the
order of the days until recovery. When the 34 patients were
divided into the top 50% and the bottom 50% (fast recovery
group and slow recovery group; n=17 for both), the average
days to recover was 12.9 days for the fast recovery group and
41.3 days for the slow recovery group. In the fast recovery group
(n=17), there were 8 (61.54%) patients without other symptoms,
whereas in the slow recovery group (n=17), there was only 1
(7.69%) patient who did not have other symptoms, and there
was a statistically significant difference in the duration to
recovery (Fisher exact test was used: P=.02; Figure 8). These
results indicate that patients without other symptoms than the
loss of the senses had the tendency to recover earlier. This,
however, did not indicate that patients without other symptoms
will always recover their senses faster. Of the 321 patients who
reported they had not recovered their senses by the time we
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summarized this report, there were 44 (13.71%) patients who
reported they did not have other symptoms. This suggests that
there may be several causations in the loss of senses (ie, one of
these could be the severity of the overall COVID-19–related
symptoms and some other factors could also be involved,
affecting the recovery process).

Patients with anosmia and ageusia occasionally reported
distorted smell and taste (parosmia and dysgeusia) as well as
the smell and taste without the sources of the smell or taste
(phantosmia and phantogeusia). Table 3 summarizes the reports
from the patients. Although there are various ways to describe
the nature of phantosmia and phantogeusia, a smell and taste
of smoke and burnt material was most frequently reported.

Table 2. Days until the recovery of senses sorted by the days and the symptoms.

Symptoms other than anosmia and ageusiaUntil recovery of senses (days)Order

Low grade fever, fatigue, insomnia51

No other symptoms92

No other symptoms93

Fatigue, chest pain, short breath, no fever, no cough114

No other symptoms125

No other symptoms136

No other symptoms137

Cough, nausea148

No other symptoms149

Slight fever, runny nose1410

Fever, aches, chills, sore throat, headaches, rash1411

No other symptoms1412

No other symptoms1413

Nose pain, fatigue, headaches1514

Fatigue1515

Cold, runny nose, fatigue, sore eyes, congestion1716

Fatigue, cough1717

Burning nose, fatigue, eye pain, shiver2118

Fatigue, sore throat2119

Fever2320

Dizziness, disorientation, foggy brain, insomnia, ear congestion2721

No other symptoms2822

Back pain, sore throat3023

Burning nose, headache, fatigue, sinus infection3124

Nose is super dry and inflammation is high3225

Backache, low fever, very mild nasal congestion and mild difficulty breathing.3526

No fever, chills, coughs, headache, muscle ache, fatigue3827

Fatigue, feverish, cough4228

unwell, sore throat, breathless, headaches, fatigue, nausea, tinnitus4229

Fever, headache, fatigue, sore skin4730

Cough, fever, muscle ache, lethargy5631

Fatigue, headaches, fizzy, burning nose6932

Fatigue, headaches7733

Fatigue, headache, nasal pain8334
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Figure 8. Recovery of senses. Earliest 50%: patients who lost their senses and recovered; longer 50%: patients who lost their senses and took a longer
time to recover.

Table 3. Types of phantosmia and phantogeusia.

Reported cases, nTypes of phantosmia and parosmia

43Smoke, ashtray, cigarette, burnt, fire, dusty

7Chemical

6Ammonia, vinegar

5Metallic

3Garbage, rotten

1Skunk

6Other expressions: weird, strange, distorted

Case Studies
Here, we show several examples of reports from the patients.
In selecting the examples, we first classified the 355 members
who posted reports of their smell or taste dysfunction during
March and June 2020 into the patients who recovered (fast
recovery group and slow recovery group) and had not recovered,

and those with or without other symptoms than anosmia and
ageusia.

Case 1 represents a fast recovery group patient who recovered
early and did not have other symptoms. The length of time until
recovery of smell and taste was 9 days. This patient was not
tested for COVID-19. The dates shown in Textbox 1 were added
when they were recorded in Excel.
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Textbox 1. Case 1: fast recovery group without other symptoms (original posts).

April 7, 2020 (Tuesday)

• “Woke up and Lost all sense of smell on Thursday. Can’t taste can only taste salt or sweet. Smell seems to be coming back it’s now at about 10%
maybe lower because I can only smell garlic and onion powder. Can’t smell perfume at all. I am day 6. I am praying it’s returning. Brother in
law lost his smell for 11 days and it’s returned fully”

April 8, 2020 (Wednesday)

• “I woke this morning and I can smell my toast in the toaster and also zoflora cleaning product can also taste the toast as well I would say it’s
come back 30% so happy it’s improving daily thank god.”

• “Quick update lost all sense of smell last Thursday complete loss no taste or smell. Yesterday i could smell spices on close inspection. This
morning I could smell my toast in the toaster and also taste it it’s still not 100% but I would say it’s now at about 30% smell 50% taste it is getting
better each day I’m now on day 7 since losing it so the general time frames are generally 7-14 days but if yours isn’t then don’t panic it will come
back in time.”

• “It came back together once my smell returned yesterday taste returned but can taste more than I can smell it’s 40% smell 60% taste which am
hoping will improve daily I’m On day 7 too.”

April 9, 2020 (Thursday)

• “Hi all update to help anyone currently feeling scared and alone try and not to panic it will come back mine is now back 75% I’m day 7 I cried
tonight when I ate dinner because I could taste and smell it very scary when all sense goes but the joy when it returns we often take this sense
for granted please don’t worry it will return”

April 11, 2020 (Saturday)

• “100% back”

Here is another example from the fast recovery group, but the
patient had other symptoms. The patient reported recovery of
the senses in 13 days (however, at the time point of summarizing
this report, we have heard that this patient started to experience

parosmia starting from about 2 months after the recovery of the
senses). The dates shown in Textbox 2 were added when they
were recorded in Excel.

Textbox 2. Case 2: fast recovery group with other symptoms (original posts).

March 28, 2020 (Saturday)

• “I’ve noticed this other weird phenomenon and wanted to see if you all were experiencing it too. Since I got my first possible CV19 symptom
13 days ago (slight cough), whenever I shower my skin on my hands wrinkle up super fast...like within 5 minutes of being in the shower. It
usually take a good 30 minutes for that to happen to me. Now I barely shampoo and my hands are all wrinkled. My wife noticed it happening to
her too although she has had no symptoms. Anyone else notice this weird thing? Ps...my smell is coming back! It’s about 40-50% today and I’m
on day 7. I hope it continues!!!”

March 29, 2020 (Sunday)

• “I’m on day 8 and yesterday was the weirdest day. I had the strange sense of a smell whenever I inhaled, like you, but mine was like a burning
sour smell. And I got a slight metallic taste when I was eating food. Not going to lie, it was pretty awful. In fact, at the end of the day I started
feeling sick to my stomach with the feeling that I had been smelling sour milk for hours and hours. Luckily today, that’s completely gone. Now
I’m back to smelling things about 50%. I think it’s called Phantosmie. I don’t know, I’m going to do more research today.”

April 3, 2020 (Friday)

• “I just wanted to write a positive post for those who are feeling anxious and scared. I’ve got my smell and taste back! It is GLORIOUS. Everything
is so flavorful and the smells are incredible. I lost both senses 13 days ago and had absolutely no improvement for 5-6 days. I was so scared that
it might never come back and it was very depressing. On day 5 or 6 I could just get a wiff of a few things that I passed by maybe at about 5%.
It stayed there for a couple days and then slowly started to get better. I personally had a lot of ups and downs where one day it might be at 60%
and then the next day back at 30%. I was feeling rather frustrated because I couldn’t tell if I was really getting better or not. Well I’m happy to
say that the last two days I’ve been able to taste everything I’ve eaten and smelled things I haven’t smelled in almost two weeks!! I know it might
drop again before being at 100% consistently but I feel hope that I will fully heal for the long haul. Those of you who are where I was a week or
so ago...don’t give up. Try to stay hopeful even though it’s hard. I want this to encourage anyone who feels nervous right now. It’s a possibly
that things will be ok.

“PS...I’m pretty sure I had CV19 but couldn’t get tested because I got don’t fit the criteria.”

• “I had a dry cough and then a full head cold and I lost my senses once my cold started to get better. I did have one day of burning nose and
chemical taste right before I started really getting better with my smell and taste.”
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The next example is a patient of the slow recovery group who
recovered after 42 days and had other symptoms. The dates

shown in Textbox 3 were added when they were recorded in
Excel.

Textbox 3. Case 3: slow recovery group with other symptoms (original posts).

April 8, 2020 (Wednesday)

• “I started getting covid symptom April 1st and on day 4 my sense of smell and taste suddenly 100% dissapeared. Now this was only 4 days ago
but it already feels like a lifetime...I can't even remember what it's like to taste food. I'm just wondering, I've seen that this could be caused by a
zinc deficiency? Coincidently I had just started taking zinc when the covid symptoms started so I was taking it, but now that I've actually started
researching it apperently a certain form of zinc (I believe it was a nasal spray) had caused permenant loss of smell for many people so now I'm
kindof hesitant to even take the pills...So confusing!!!”

May 16, 2020 (Saturday)

• “just wanted to share my story before I leave this group to provide hope to people. I got COVID symptoms April 1st (weakness, fatigue, feverish,
dry cough) and woke up April 4th with zero taste or smell. I was never actually tested. I had 5 days with absolutely nothing (which was absolutely
horrible, I can't even imagine people who have to deal with that for more than a month it was literally all I thought about) then I was finally able
to get a tiny whiff of one of my essential oils (lemon grass haha) which gave me hope that it was not permenant. It was soooo slow coming back,
like I would say it only improved max 2% a day. It is only yesterday that I realized I think I am finally at 100% back to normal, so I would
estimate it took a month to slowly come back. Throughout that month I would wake up almost every day with that phantom “chemically plasticy
burning” smell/sensation which gradually reduced in strength, I do remember smelling it only a few days ago. Now I guess my recovery is sort
of on the fast side, which I would attribute to my healthy lifestyle. I generally eat a plant focused diet, with minimal meat, dairy and processed
foods. Since I was sick I have had barely any alcohol and obviously no smoking. In the beginning I was taking vitamins daily such as vit C, D,
zinc and oil of oregano. I also tried to incorporate many anti-inflammatory foods into my diet such as tumeric, garlic, ginger. Who knows how
much this actually helped but I'm sure it didn't hinder.”

The last example is of a patient who has not recovered their
senses yet. The dates shown in Textbox 4 were added when
they were recorded in Excel.

Textbox 4. Case 4: not recovered, with other symptoms.

March 29, 2020 (Sunday)

• “March 13th - sudden and complete loss smell and taste. Before that date I have been suffering some headaches. March 16 to 18 – fatigue and
dizziness. Now I feel ok physically but smell and taste is still gone. After 12-13 days later I was able to smell coffee grains but faintly. My testers
are coffee, vicks, perfume for sniffing. I’m about 10% and it comes and goes back. Taste was completely gone I could not even identify salty,
spicy etc. Now I can identify them but flavor is missing. I feel 15-20% improvement but not so sure.”

April 2, 2020 (Thursday)

• “I could smell Vicks around day 15-16. Now in day 20. Coffee, garlic, mint etc. are OK but rest is not good”

April 14, 2020 (Tuesday)

• “Day 32 still weak. It comes and goes even during the day. Early mornings and evenings are worse. Still need to get close to be able to smell and
taste is way behind.”

April 24, 2020 (Friday)

• “Hi all! It has been around 10 weeks for me and I cannot even say the percentage :) How do you define it? For example, I feel 100% for mint,
coffee or other strong things but 0% for basil interestingly - once upon a time it was my fav :D Besides, all bad smells are totally gone. Sometimes
I can smell strong smells in the air - if there is garlic in the food for example. And as many others I'm experiencing fluctuations hour by hour and
day by day. Still feel improving but sometimes I feel quite desperate and it's really diffucult to stay always postive! Good luck to all of us!”

Discussion

Benefits and Limits of Social Media
The year 2020 has become a tragic year with the pandemic that
has over 67 million cases and over 1.54 million deaths
worldwide as of December 6, 2020. At the early stage of the
pandemic, many suspected COVID-19 patients could not get
tested because of the overwhelming number of patients with
severe conditions at the hospitals. This suggests that the actual
number of patients with COVID-19 could be far more than the
officially reported number. Many of the suspected COVID-19

patients with mild to moderate symptoms self-isolated
themselves without medical treatment. These suspected
COVID-19 patients had to depend on the internet to obtain
information, and many of them joined membership groups on
social media, which were founded to support patients with
COVID-19.

In this study, we analyzed the information in the social media
database of suspected COVID-19 patients, with particular
attention to their olfactory and gustatory dysfunction. About
70% of them could not get tested at all or could not get tested
immediately and received the antibody tests later. Furthermore,
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about 90% of them either stayed at home with generic medicines
or supplements, or stayed at home without any medicines. These
results suggest the limited access of the patients with mild to
moderate symptoms to medical services. In the aspect of
olfactory and gustatory dysfunction, it was demonstrated that
patients who were asymptomatic other than the senses comprised
about 15% of patients. Recovery of the senses was higher in
the patients who were asymptomatic besides having anosmia
and ageusia. Most patients experienced other symptoms first
and then lost their senses, on average, 4.2 days later. Patients
without other symptoms tended to recover earlier (P=.02).
Patients with anosmia and ageusia occasionally reported
distorted smell and taste (parosmia and dysgeusia) and
experiencing or perceiving the smell and taste without the
sources of the smell or taste (phantosmia and phantogeusia).
Olfactory dysfunction of a large portion of patients with
COVID-19 persisted at least several weeks to months.

Through the analyses of the reports, we have noticed the benefits
and limits of using social media (Textbox 5). There are many
benefits for patients, which suggest that these membership
groups can be a beneficial system for patients to provide
information and mental support. For researchers, there are some
limits that require improvements to use social media
membership groups to enhance understanding of the COVID-19

symptoms and conditions of the patients. These limits are due
to the free nature of the involvement in the activities of the
group, which causes difficulties in following up with each
patient, and control of the conditions. The reports are based on
each patient’s subjective experience that the same symptom at
similar severity could be experienced as a difficult experience
by one person and as an easy experience by another. Some
modifications in the way of organizing these membership groups
may be able to reduce these limits for the researchers in the
future. Demographic data revealed that there were about three
times more women than men, and the range of age showed a
peak in the age group of 25-34 years. The number of members
in each age group decreased in the groups of higher age. These
results on the demographic trends may reflect the trends that
the symptoms of the younger people are milder compared to
older people, and thus, they stayed home without medical
treatments. However, there are also possibilities that women
used social media more than men and that younger people used
social media more than older people to obtain information on
COVID-19. There were, in fact, a few cases that wives who
joined the group instead of the husbands with suspected
COVID-19 and mothers who joined the group instead of their
small children who were suspected COVID-19 patients. These
are the possible aspects of the social site structures that can
skew the information.

Textbox 5. Benefits and limits of using social media.

Benefits

• (Patient) Possible to post immediately without waiting, compared to doctor visits, which usually require appointments

• (Patient) Patients who have mild/moderate symptoms can obtain and exchange information

• (Patient) Patients who have mild/moderate level of symptoms can mentally support each other

• (Patient) Possible to join from anywhere in the world if there is access to internet

• (Researcher) If the number of members increase, it is possible to obtain large numbers of data

• (Researcher) Possible to understand the patients’ conditions, emotional responses, their experiences with their doctors from their posts

Limits

• (Patient) Possibility to join is limited to the areas where there is access to internet and to countries without federal restrictions to join internet
groups

• (Researcher) There is no control group

• (Researcher) Some people are tested for COVID-19 and some are not, and we do not know which person is tested by the reports unless the person
writes this each time

• (Researcher) Cannot get the same people to respond to each poll

• (Researcher) Everything is based on self-reporting and it is difficult to get precise information on the symptoms to diagnose

• (Researcher) Members often leave without notification and it is difficult to follow up

Symptoms
Among the symptoms, we especially focused on smell and taste
dysfunction, which is now known as one of the major
biomarkers of COVID-19. The use of social media allowed
members to join the group from around the world. Although
there is a limit in the range of information that can be obtained
through social media (eg, accurate diagnosis of the patients),
the use of it enabled us to obtain the symptoms and the

progression of these symptoms from the patients who did not
or could not visit the hospitals.

The current analysis demonstrated that about 90% of the 355
patients in the COVID-19 Smell and Taste Loss group that
reported their subjective smell or taste disturbance did not
recover, at least completely, for months. These results are in
sharp contrast to the previously reported findings that 80% of
smell and taste dysfunction in patients with COVID-19 is
recovered within a few weeks [9,24-26]. This discrepancy may
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be due to several reasons: the differences in the patient
populations (ie, the patients in the previous studies were mostly
in-patients whereas over 99% of the patients of this report had
never been hospitalized and most of them did not or could not
have access to medical treatments at a hospital), this is a
self-selected group who joined because of their smell loss, and
one limit of social media, which is the inability to confirm the
recovery unless the patients post their recovery to the group.

The pathophysiology of human olfactory dysfunction is divided
into three major categories. One is an airflow problem, where
the airflow toward the olfactory cleft is blocked by mucosal
swelling or mucus hypersecretion [27-29]. The second is a
sensorineural problem, where the perception of odorants is
disturbed due to damage to the olfactory mucosa, such as
olfactory neural degeneration, downregulation of the odorant
molecules on the olfactory neurons, or impaired transport of
the odorant molecules to the olfactory receptors due to secretory
dysfunction of Bowman glands [27-29]. The third is a central
nervous problem, in which the olfactory pathway from the
olfactory bulb to the olfactory cortex is damaged [27-29].
Airflow problems could be resolved in a relatively short time
as mucosal swelling by viral infection decreases in several days
to weeks, and usually the smell problem could fluctuate in its
severity during the time course, depending on the nasal
condition. In contrast, sensorineural and central nervous
problems are usually severe, do not fluctuate, and take a longer
time (months to years) for recovery. Postviral olfactory disorder,
an olfactory problem developing after an upper respiratory viral
infection, is usually considered as a combination of a
sensorineural and central nervous system problem [27-29]. In
contrast to such current concepts, previous studies reported that
a large portion of patients with COVID-19 recovered from their
olfactory dysfunction within a few weeks [9,24-26], suggesting
that the problem was due to an airflow problem. In fact, a case
report of olfactory dysfunction in a patient with COVID-19
showed mucosal swelling in a restricted area of the olfactory
cleft on magnetic resonance images [30]. However, our analysis,
as well as some more recent studies [31], demonstrated that a
larger number of those with olfactory dysfunction were not
resolved in such short time frames, suggesting that a neural
problem could be also involved in COVID-19–induced olfactory
dysfunction. Previous reports suggest that the virus may migrate
along the peripheral and central nervous system. Studies using
animal models have shown that human coronaviruses can make
axonal transports enabling neuron-to-neuron propagation [32].
Development of parosmia, a sign of neural olfactory
dysfunction, supports this hypothesis.

Our analysis also demonstrated that the smell problem of
patients with COVID-19 tends to recover sooner when the
patients only have smell dysfunction, not multiple COVID-19
symptoms. The reason for this finding is unclear, but one
possible explanation is that, for the outpatients without access
to medical treatments, recovery from olfactory dysfunction is
faster if the patients have a lower viral load and therefore fewer
symptoms. In other words, olfactory dysfunction may be one
of the most sensitive indicators of SARS-CoV-2 infection. In
fact, the percentage of patients showing anosmia or ageusia was
especially high in the asymptomatic to mild level patients [9].

This indicates that anosmia and ageusia are several of the
important symptoms to diagnose COVID-19 in the early stages,
and to detect patients who are asymptomatic or have mild
symptoms [12,15]. The official classification of the levels of
illness is based on the ability to breathe, chest pain, and ability
to talk or move [1], although often the ability to breathe becomes
the major criteria. The level called mild refers to the lack of
these signs of severity, although often the pains and severity of
symptoms in patients classified to have mild or moderate
symptoms are not mild or moderate (Table 1). Some patients
with mild symptoms have fatigue and pain in various parts of
the body for a prolonged length of time [33]. This indicates that
patients with COVID-19 need to be diagnosed as soon as
possible to enable immediate treatment not only to avoid the
symptoms turning into a severe condition but also to avoid the
prolonged time of these symptoms.

As described in this study, social media can become an
important platform to collect data from outpatients, especially
in the era of infectious disease pandemics, when hospitals are
overwhelmed with patients that have severe conditions and
patients with mild or moderate symptoms are often overlooked.
Following the outbreak of COVID-19, virtual visits to doctors
have started to become more popular, which can provide medical
service without in-person visits. The benefits of social media
are that patients can post their symptoms and questions
whenever they are in need without appointments and can receive
responses from the public, either patients, nurses, or doctors,
through the internet, which enables real-time monitoring of the
infected condition, patient symptoms, and the clinical course.
In the United States, there is a project called DETECT, which
uses a smartphone and a wristband to sense changes in the heart
rate, which can be an indicator of changes in health conditions
[34]. This device also allows the movement of people to be
tracked, providing epidemiologically useful data. However,
DETECT cannot distinguish between changes due to COVID-19
or other causes. The use of social media in addition to these
other media (ie, virtual doctor visits and portable tracking
devices) can become a strong monitoring method in the era of
infectious disease pandemics. What is necessary to further
strengthen the merits of social media could be the establishment
of a system that serves as a route from the social media to, for
example, virtual doctors or clinics nearby. At the current stage,
obtaining enough information to provide diagnosis and
treatments through social media sites contains challenging
aspects for medical professionals. A system that guides patients
from social media to the adequate medical support they need,
to counselling, to other types of support systems, and the
establishment of the rules in detail to organize such systems
will help social media to become one of the new tools for the
medical system in the near future.

Principal Results
Our analysis of a social media database of COVID-19 patients’
posts demonstrated that olfactory dysfunction of a large portion
of patients with COVID-19 persisted at least several weeks to
months. This information is important in understanding the
pathophysiology of COVID-19–induced anosmia. Although
accurate diagnosis of patients is not always obtained with social
media–based analysis, it may be a useful tool to collect a large
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amount of data on symptoms and the clinical course of
worldwide, rapidly growing, infectious diseases.

Limitations
Our study explores the benefits and limits of using social media
membership groups in studying the symptoms of COVID-19.
The patients are suspected COVID-19 patients and not all of
them have been tested for COVID-19, but all have experienced
loss of the senses of smell and taste.

Comparison With Prior Work
This is the first study to determine the benefits and limits of
using social media in studying the symptoms of COVID-19.

Conclusions
Social media membership groups can function as a source of
information and mental support for patients with COVID-19.
Although some improvements in the system are necessary for
its use for research purposes, it is a rare source of a large amount
of data for researchers as well.
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Abstract

Background: Web-based analysis of search queries has become a very useful method in various academic fields for understanding
timely and regional differences in the public interest in certain terms and concepts. Particularly in health and medical research,
Google Trends has been increasingly used over the last decade.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the search activity of pain-related parameters on Google Trends from among the most
populated regions worldwide over a 3-year period from before the report of the first confirmed COVID-19 cases in these regions
(January 2018) until December 2020.

Methods: Search terms from the following regions were used for the analysis: India, China, Europe, the United States, Brazil,
Pakistan, and Indonesia. In total, 24 expressions of pain location were assessed. Search terms were extracted using the local
language of the respective country. Python scripts were used for data mining. All statistical calculations were performed through
exploratory data analysis and nonparametric Mann–Whitney U tests.

Results: Although the overall search activity for pain-related terms increased, apart from pain entities such as headache, chest
pain, and sore throat, we observed discordant search activity. Among the most populous regions, pain-related search parameters
for shoulder, abdominal, and chest pain, headache, and toothache differed significantly before and after the first officially confirmed
COVID-19 cases (for all, P<.001). In addition, we observed a heterogenous, marked increase or reduction in pain-related search
parameters among the most populated regions.

Conclusions: As internet searches are a surrogate for public interest, we assume that our data are indicative of an increased
incidence of pain after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, as these increased incidences vary across geographical
and anatomical locations, our findings could potentially facilitate the development of specific strategies to support the most
affected groups.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27214)   doi:10.2196/27214
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Introduction

Eysenbach [1] in 2002 defined Infodemiology as the “science
of distribution and determinants of information in an electronic
medium, specifically the Internet, or in a population, with the
ultimate aim to inform public health and public policy.” Since
then, web-based sources have been suggested to be valuable in
various academic fields for understanding timely and regional
differences in the public interest in certain terms and concepts
[2].

Especially in health and medical research, infodemiological
studies using Google Trends have increased over the last decade
[3]. Recently, several studies have used Google Trends data to
elucidate the progression of the COVID-19 pandemic. For
example, Husain et al [4] used Google Trends to track public
interest in COVID-19 [4] and reported that in the United States,
when containment and mitigation strategies were first
implemented, public interest was very low. However, the search
volume of COVID-19–related terms increased and correlated
with the increase in positive findings on COVID-19 tests
nationwide. Furthermore, Walker et al [5] correlated the search
activity for the term “loss-of-smell,” an early symptom of
COVID-19, to the number of daily confirmed cases and
COVID-19 deaths. Similarly, Jimenez et al [6] correlated
searches for different symptoms of COVID-19 with daily
incidences. Another study used Google Trends to identify mental
health consequences related to physical distancing during the
lockdown. Notably, Knipe et al [7] reported a reduction in search
activity related to suicide and depression after the announcement
of the pandemic.

The use of internet searches to gather information about patients
experiencing pain has been insufficiently studied. Of 2 studies
on populations of people with chronic pain, 1 reported that 24%
of the population searched the internet for pain-related
information, and the other reported that 39% of the population
performed internet searches [8,9]. However, both studies are
more than 10 years old. Considering the recent growth of the
usage of online media, it is reasonable to suppose that the
proportion of individuals searching for pain-related information
on the internet increased during the last decade.

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the health condition and
quality of life of people with chronic pain in 2 ways. First,
several changes have led to increased susceptibility to and a
higher risk of pain exacerbation. Specifically, the availability
of health care was significantly reduced and an atmosphere of
fear and isolation was developed [10]. Previous experiences

with epidemics have shown a latent, but long-term, deterioration
of psychosocial problems [11]. Therefore, it has also been
postulated that chronic pain, as a biopsychosocial phenomenon,
exacerbates in response to the COVID-19 situation [12]. Second,
acute stress can alleviate chronic pain [13,14]. Indeed, acute
stress in response to disasters alleviates pain [15]. One could
therefore hypothesize that the COVID-19 situation alleviates
chronic pain, at least at the onset of the pandemic. To date, no
studies have examined changes in the experience of chronic
pain after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in large patient
populations. To bridge this knowledge gap, search activity can
be used as a surrogate for the public interest in pain. This does
not necessarily reflect the incidence or the burden of pain in the
general population; however, acute changes can be interpreted
as a momentary shift of attention and thus highlight the
importance of these symptoms.

This study aimed to assess the Google search activity of
pain-related expressions in the most populated regions
worldwide and to use them as markers of the social importance
of pain before and during the first wave of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Methods

This infodemiological study was designed and carried out at
Graz Medical University in cooperation with the Graz University
of Technology and Fraunhofer Austria. The workflow of this
study is presented in Figure 1. The temporary popularity of
pain-related search terms was assessed using Google Trends
[16]. Google Trends delivers data on web-based search queries
for specified timeframes and countries. Google Trends offers
2 analysis modes: one with “terms” and the other with “topics.”
In contrast to the analysis with “terms,” Google Trends analysis
with “topics” corresponds to a fuzzy search. The difference is
that “topics” include all search terms related to a particular
aspect, whereas “terms” are specific, and the results will only
show the relative volume of the corresponding term. Since
different types of pain are related to one another—for example,
neck pain and shoulder pain or dysmenorrhea and pelvic pain—a
fuzzy search that includes related terms is not adequately
discriminative. Furthermore, it is unclear which terms are
summarized in a specific “topic.” Hence, smaller, discriminative
trend analysis with “terms” was preferred. Data are presented
as relative popularity, normalized to the region and period and
scaled from 0 to 100. Subsequently, the data were exported for
further calculations [17]. The study followed the methodology
framework developed by Mavragani and Ochoa [18].
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Figure 1. Workflow for data retrieval and processing pipeline in this study.

The search terms used in this study were based on a recent study
of global internet searches associated with pain [19]. In total,
24 expression entities based on anatomical regions were used:
“abdominal pain,” “back pain,” “breast pain,” “chest pain,”
“dysmenorrhea,” “dyspareunia,” “ear pain,” “epigastric pain,”
“eye pain,” “groin pain,” “headache,” “knee pain,” “low back
pain,” “neck pain,” “odynophagia,” “pelvic pain,” “penile pain,”
“podalgia,” “rectal pain,” “shoulder pain,” “sore throat,”
“testicular pain,” “toothache,” and “wrist pain.” The results for
3 of these terms (“penile pain,” “podalgia,” and “rectal pain”)
were excluded from further analysis because of insufficient
data. Weekly data sets were downloaded from January 1, 2018,
to December 31, 2020. Google Trends analysis was carried out
in February 2021.

Our intention was to provide an overview of the development
of the aforementioned pain-related search parameters in the
most populated regions worldwide. The most populous areas
worldwide were extracted from the recommendations of the
United Nations and a web-based population database [20,21].
Europe, consisting of individual European countries, is defined
as a single region in this study. Figure 1 shows all the selected
regions and the individual European countries. We identified
the following as the most populated regions: Europe, the United
States, China, India, Pakistan, Brazil, and Indonesia. Search
terms were extracted in the respective language of each country.
The data set of Europe is accumulated; it consists of all available
nationwide data sets of the European countries weighted by
their population. Details including the complete list of countries,
their population sizes, the corresponding weighting factors, and
the date of the first officially reported COVID-19 case of the
country were provided by the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control. Using this list of European countries,
we retrieved a data vector for each country and pain type in the

respective language of each country. Thereafter, the individual
vectors were weighted with the country’s population and
accumulated to a European vector (Multimedia Appendix 1).
Since the weighted summation with sum 1 is an affine map, the
result is also normalized. Calculations with the European vector
thus correspond to stratified sampling; that is, individual
characteristics of the target group deemed relevant for the study
are transferred to the sample in approximately the same
proportion as those in the population.

Data from China could not be extracted adequately, and data
extraction yielded numerous error parameters. Therefore, China
had to be excluded from our analysis.

We assumed that the occurrence of biological and psychosocial
effects of the pandemic correlated with the first appearance of
the virus in a certain region. Accordingly, we defined the
beginning of the “COVID-19 period” for each geographic region
with the first officially confirmed case for each country on the
basis of reports from the European Centre for Disease Prevention
and Control [22]. The date of the first officially reported
COVID-19 case for each country was used as the independent
variable for our calculations.

For data extraction, we used Python scripts. The Google Trends
analysis data were obtained with the software libraries pytrends
and pandas [23,24] using Python. The number of COVID-19
cases were obtained from the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control on February 9, 2021. Results from
countries with erroneous data or insufficient cases and
subsequently inconsistent data are excluded from the study
(Figure 1).

IBM SPSS Statistics (version 26, IBM Corp), Microsoft Office
365, and LibreOffice 7.1 were used for the statistical
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calculations. Explorative data analysis and nonparametric
Mann–Whitney U tests were performed. The level of
significance was not corrected for multiple comparisons. These
corrections are necessary for multiple tests carried out with the
same samples: the greater the number of hypotheses tested on
1 data set, the higher the probability that 1 of them is
(incorrectly) assumed to be true. As the data were collected
separately by country and pain type, the precondition for test
corrections (all tests on 1 data set) was not met; that is,
Bonferroni corrections or similar methods were not required
and hence not applied.

Additionally, we performed a visual analysis to illustrate the
difference between significant and nonsignificant changes in

the time series data (Figures 2 and 3) and to plot a side-by-side
comparison of the progression of pain-related search criteria
with the so-called waves of COVID-19 outbreaks (Figure 4).
This analysis has been performed for “headache,” as this query
term increased significantly in all geographic regions, and for
“wrist pain,” as this query term did not show any significant
changes.

For both terms, the analysis involved a seasonal autoregressive
model whose parameters have been determined using Google
Trends vectors retrieved for 2018 and 2019. Using these models,
weekly differences between the model values for 2018-2019
and 2020 were calculated and plotted (Figures 2 and 4).

Figure 2. Trends for headache.

Figure 3. Trends for wrist pain.
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Figure 4. An overview of the 5 most populous countries (last row) and European countries in an arrangement that corresponds to the geography of
Europe. Only countries for which sufficient data were available are included; data on China and Serbia were inadequate. Each chart consists of 4 rows,
each used by a subchart, and 4 vertical columns, each covering 1 quarter of 2020.

Results

Our results demonstrate significant differences in pain-related
search queries by comparing quantities before and after the first
confirmed COVID-19 case. We observed a peak in the incidence
of pain-related search parameters in March and April 2020
(Figure 5). Abdominal pain, dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia, groin

pain, eye pain, knee pain, low back pain, and pelvic pain were
the only pain types with a significantly decreased frequency of
search relevance in some of the most populous geographic
regions since the COVID-19 outbreak (Table 1). In contrast,
the frequency of searches related to back pain, breast pain, chest
pain, ear pain, headache, odynophagia, neck pain, shoulder pain,
sore throat, testicular pain, toothache, and wrist pain
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significantly increased after the first confirmed case of COVID-19 was reported (Table 1, Figure 4).

Figure 5. Summation trends of pain-related search parameters in the most populated regions worldwide (Europe, the United States, Brazil, Pakistan,
India, and Indonesia).
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Table 1. Comparison of search trends between January 1, 2018, and December 31, 2020, for pain-related terms before and after the first officially
confirmed COVID-19 case in in Europe, the United States, Brazil, Pakistan, India, and Indonesia (China was excluded from the data set owing to
insufficient data).

Overall

(P value)

Indonesia

(P value)

India

(P value)

Pakistan

(P value)

Brazil

(P value)

United States

(P value)

Europe

(P value)

Pain type

<.001a<.001a<.001a.04a<.001a.09 b<.001aBack pain

<.001a<.001a<.001a.05a<.001a<.001c<.001aAbdominal pain

<.001a<.001a<.001a.10 b<.001a.07 b<.001aBreast pain

<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001aChest pain

.12 b.009c<.001a.13 b.09 b.35 b.15 bDysmenorrhea

.28 b.86b.20 b.22 b.31 b<.001c.12 bDyspareunia

<.001a.003a<.001a.01a.06 b.84> b.01aEar pain

<.001aN/Ad.11 b.31 b<.001a.61 b.45 bEpigastric pain

.73 b.03c<.001a.84 b<.010a<.001c.64 bGroin pain

<.001a.03c.05a.02a<.001a.47 b<.001aEye pain

<.001a<.001a<.001a.03a<.001a<.001a<.001aHeadache

.09 b<.001a.04a.23 b.42 b<.001c.43 bKnee pain

.77 b<.001c.23 b.06 b<.001a<.001c.01aLow back pain

.01a.40 b.22 b.05 b<.001a.45 b<.001aOdynophagia

<.001a<.001a<.001a.08 b.03a.44 b<.001aNeck pain

<.001a<.001a<.001a.03a<.001a<.001c.01aPelvic pain

<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001a.40 b.01aShoulder pain

<.001a.23 b<.001a<.001a<.001a.05a<.001aSore throat

<.001a<.001a<.001a.45 b.10 b.16 b.42 bTesticular pain

<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001a<.001a.31 b<.001aToothache

<.001a.04a<.001a.77 b.11 b.94 b.08 bWrist pain

aRelevance of the pain-related search parameter increased significantly after the first confirmed COVID-19 case was reported.
bNo significant changes.
cRelevance of pain-related search parameter decreased significantly after the first confirmed COVID-19 case was reported.
dN/A: not applicable; no data available/inadequate number of cases.

Our data show that in Europe, Brazil, Pakistan, and India, all
pain entities listed above increased significantly or remained
unchanged after the first confirmed COVID-19 case was
reported. In contrast, in the United States, we observed an
inhomogeneous trend, with the frequency of some pain-related
search terms decreasing significantly after the first confirmed
COVID-19 case was reported, whereas that of the others
increased or remained unchanged (Table 1).

A comparison among individual European countries revealed
that the most frequently observed significant differences among
countries were noted for headache, chest pain, sore throat,
abdominal pain, and back pain since the COVID-19 outbreak.
With respect to individual European countries, Spain displayed
the most frequent significant pre– and post–COVID-19
discrepancies in the frequency of pain-related search queries
(Figures 3 and 6).
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Figure 6. Summation trends of pain-related search parameters in European countries. Yellow=relevance of pain-related search parameters changed
significantly after the report of the first confirmed COVID-19 case, white=no significant changes, and gray=no data available or inadequate data.

The analysis of the difference plots for the term “headache”
revealed that the weekly differences between the 2020 and the
2018-2019 models were more often significantly positive than
negative; in other words, the number of queries for “headache”
increased. As the Google Trends data are normalized with a
range of 0 to 100, the 2018-2019 model was normalized
accordingly (Figure 2).

If the search frequency of a term did not increase significantly,
the differences would be expected to be as often positive as
negative. Consequently, the difference plots would resemble
random noise; for example, the search term “wrist pain”
displayed no significant change in most geographic regions and
its plots illustrate random noise around 0.

Furthermore, on assessing country-specific developments in
pain-related search parameters, which have significantly
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increased in relevance since the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak,
it becomes apparent that the relevance of pain-related search
parameters increased in almost all countries before the peak of
the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. “Headache” was
consistently high in relevance, especially in Belgium, Brazil,
Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Russia, Turkey, and the United
States. The relevance of “chest pain” and “sore throat” seemed
to resonate with the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, as
seen in several countries including Belgium, Croatia, France,
Italy, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. In contrast,
the frequency of “abdominal pain” appeared highly dynamic
compared to that of COVID-19 cases (Figure 4).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our results indicate that for most pain entities, the frequency
of pain-related search queries significantly increased after the
official report of the first confirmed COVID-19 case (Table 1).
In particular, search queries for “chest pain” and “headache”
significantly increased in all of the world's most populous
regions included in this study.

On assessing the trends for the most populated regions, we
found that the incidence of pain-related search criteria increased
for back pain, breast pain, chest pain, ear pain, headache, neck
pain, shoulder pain, sore throat, and toothache after the
COVID-19 outbreak. With the exception of the United States
and Indonesia, we observed a significant increase in pain-related
search parameters for almost all the pain types (Table 1).

Part of our findings of increased numbers of searches of
pain-related terms may reflect symptoms attributed to
COVID-19. For example, sore throat [25] and headache [26]
are frequent symptoms of COVID-19 and have been often
discussed as signs of COVID-19 in the news media [27].
Consequently, an increased interest in this search term was
expected. This may also apply to chest pain. Similar to sore
throats and headaches, “chest tightness” was a term that was
frequently used in the news media in connection with COVID-19
[27]. However, since chest pain is also a key symptom of major
cardiac events, our data should be interpreted with caution as
other studies have reported a drastic increase in heart attacks
and cardiovascular deaths during the first wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic [28]. This is postulated to be associated
with delays in seeking help. Compared with other pain-related
terms, the increase in searches for “toothache” was delayed but
persisted at a higher level. The changes in search behavior for
toothache may be explained by the fact that many patients had
no opportunity or were too afraid to visit a dentist during the
lockdown [29]. The number of dental visits decreased to less
than one-fifth that before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic
[30]. Therefore, painful dental conditions may have remained
untreated or may have developed over time. The variation in
the search pattern of eye pain in response to the COVID-19
pandemic has been previously reported [31]. However, it
remains unclear if this can be attributed to a direct effect of the
virus or is the effect of changes in lifestyle during the lockdown
(eg, more time spent in closed rooms and increased screen time).
The same argument could hold true for neck pain; as internet

usage for private purposes, remote working, and education
increased, one can assume that problems with posture also
became more prevalent [32].

It remains unclear why the search frequency for groin and knee
pain decreased in certain populous regions before to after the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Each of these pain entities
was associated with physical activity [33,34]. Owing to the
potential consequences of a lockdown, decreased physical
activity can be anticipated as a possible effect.

In Pakistan, India, Brazil, and Indonesia, the frequency of most
pain-related keywords increased after the first confirmed
COVID-19 case. Furthermore, Europe displayed a predominant
increase in search queries across almost all pain types. On
further inspection of individual European countries, we found
that similar to the overall picture, that COVID-19–related
symptoms dominate the increase in searches, such as
“headache,” “sore throat,” or “chest pain” (Figure 6). On the
contrary, in the United States the frequencies for most
pain-related searches decreased.

Owing to our study design, we can only speculate the reasons
for this geographically heterogeneous pattern. We assume that
except for those symptoms (chest pain, headache, neck pain,
sore throat, and toothache) that showed the same direction of
change in all geographic regions, there are no direct or indirect
biological effects of COVID-19 on pain. Thus, the reasons for
the observed regional differences are most likely attributed to
psychosocial dimensions. Differences in social systems and
cultures are evident in various fields of health [35]. Especially
in the more developed regions, the overall satisfaction with the
health care system is generally high [36,37]. One could speculate
that these differences contribute to the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on people with chronic pain on an individual level.

A special situation was observed in the United States, in that
we observed a reduction in the frequency of most search terms.
This may be explained by the fact that the exposure to
COVID-19 was time-shifted for different areas in the United
States. Only the third wave of the pandemic encompassed the
country simultaneously and its entirety.

Limitations
This study has limitations, which need to be addressed. Some
of these limitations are related to our study design. It is evident
that analyzing online searches may only reflect the behavior of
internet users, thus potentially excluding relevant groups; for
example, older or uneducated individuals [38]. Other
demographic groups are potentially overrepresented. Younger
individuals and women displayed a higher prevalence in
health-related information searches on the internet [39].

Similarly, one can only speculate the reasons for the individual
searches. Generally, internet searches are considered a surrogate
for public interest. This does not necessarily imply that searches
are carried out by patients experiencing a certain symptom. In
our case, relatives, advocates, or researchers may also search
for pain-related terms.

Figure 4 shows high fluctuations in the Google Trends data set.
According to Google, only a sample is used for the trend
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analysis and not the complete data set of all search queries [40].
Google does not disclose which sampling strategy is used.
However, Figure 4 suggests that the population size has an
influence on the sampling rate considering the number of search
queries. The lower the sampling rate (ie, lesser data on which
the data calculation is based), the greater the inaccuracies that
are reflected in the fluctuations in the graphs [41].

Some limitations are specific to our study. For instance, our
study only uses Google data and therefore represents the search
behavior of only Google users. However, as Google has a nearly
70% worldwide market share, it is representative of the majority
of internet users [42]. In our study, we excluded China as we
did not obtain adequate data from this origin. The use of other
sources including Baidu could have provided more details;
however, as these data would not be comparable to Google
Trends data, we decided against this approach.

We have summarized the data of European countries. In doing
so, the exact timepoint of the “first official case” was not defined
at the national level but rather on the continental level in in
Europe. It can be assumed that the inaccuracy of these statistics
for the temporal delimitation for the local onset of the pandemic
is of the same order of magnitude as for the individual country
data sets provided by Google Trends. The problem also exists
in these data sets as outbreaks of the pandemic did not occur
homogenously (eg, in all US states or in all provinces of China)
simultaneously.

The definition of search terms is crucial when extracting
information from search databases [38]. Our keywords represent

anatomical locations instead of certain diagnoses (eg,
fibromyalgia and migraine). This approach was previously
introduced by Kamiński et al [19]. As we have not been aware
of another already established search strategy for pain-related
keywords in an infodemiological study, we decided to follow
the method of Kamiński et al.

Conclusions
Our results indicate considerable changes in internet search
behavior related to pain-related keywords for the most populated
regions worldwide. There are many possible reasons for these
changes in internet search behavior. As expected, we found that
certain search terms that are closely related to COVID-19
symptoms are increasing, such as the pain entities of headache,
chest pain, or sore throat. Our study describes the analysis of
the trends in pain-related search parameters on the Google search
network, as developed over a 2-year period.

In summary, apart from COVID-19–related pain symptoms,
the frequency of search parameters related to pain across the
most populated regions worldwide was observed to change over
time before and after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. As
internet searches are a surrogate for public interest, we assume
that our data are indicative of an increased incidence of pain
after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, as these
increased incidences vary across both geographical and
anatomical locations, our data could potentially facilitate the
development of specific strategies to support the most affected
groups.
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Abstract

Background: Communicating scientific uncertainty about public health threats such as COVID-19 is an ethically desirable task
endorsed by expert guidelines on crisis communication. However, the communication of scientific uncertainty is challenging
because of its potential to promote ambiguity aversion—a well-described syndrome of negative psychological responses consisting
of heightened risk perceptions, emotional distress, and decision avoidance. Communication strategies that can inform the public
about scientific uncertainty while mitigating ambiguity aversion are a critical unmet need.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate whether an “uncertainty-normalizing” communication strategy—aimed at reinforcing
the expected nature of scientific uncertainty about the COVID-19 pandemic—can reduce ambiguity aversion, and to compare its
effectiveness to conventional public communication strategies aimed at promoting hope and prosocial values.

Methods: In an online factorial experiment conducted from May to June 2020, a national sample of 1497 US adults read one
of five versions of an informational message describing the nature, transmission, prevention, and treatment of COVID-19; the
versions varied in level of expressed scientific uncertainty and supplemental focus (ie, uncertainty-normalizing, hope-promoting,
and prosocial). Participants then completed measures of cognitive, emotional, and behavioral manifestations of ambiguity aversion
(ie, perceived likelihood of getting COVID-19, COVID-19 worry, and intentions for COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors and
vaccination). Analyses assessed (1) the extent to which communicating uncertainty produced ambiguity-averse psychological
responses; (2) the comparative effectiveness of uncertainty-normalizing, hope-promoting, and prosocial communication strategies
in reducing ambiguity-averse responses; and (3) potential moderators of the effects of alternative uncertainty communication
strategies.

Results: The communication of scientific uncertainty about the COVID-19 pandemic increased perceived likelihood of getting
COVID-19 and worry about COVID-19, consistent with ambiguity aversion. However, it did not affect intentions for risk-reducing
behaviors or vaccination. The uncertainty-normalizing strategy reduced these aversive effects of communicating scientific
uncertainty, resulting in levels of both perceived likelihood of getting COVID-19 and worry about COVID-19 that did not differ
from the control message that did not communicate uncertainty. In contrast, the hope-promoting and prosocial strategies did not
decrease ambiguity-averse responses to scientific uncertainty. Age and political affiliation, respectively, moderated the effects
of uncertainty communication strategies on intentions for COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors and worry about COVID-19.
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Conclusions: Communicating scientific uncertainty about the COVID-19 pandemic produces ambiguity-averse cognitive and
emotional, but not behavioral, responses among the general public, and an uncertainty-normalizing communication strategy
reduces these responses. Normalizing uncertainty may be an effective strategy for mitigating ambiguity aversion in crisis
communication efforts. More research is needed to test uncertainty-normalizing communication strategies and to elucidate the
factors that moderate their effectiveness.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27832)   doi:10.2196/27832
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uncertainty; communication; ambiguity; vaccination; COVID-19

Introduction

Public health crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic pose
difficult communication challenges, due in large part to the
substantial scientific uncertainty surrounding the nature and
management of all new and emerging health threats [1]. This
uncertainty is a defining feature of public health crises [2,3] and
is important to communicate in order to foster public
accountability and trust [3-5]. The communication of scientific
uncertainty in public health crises is also important because it
promotes more realistic expectations about the benefits of
risk-reducing actions and allows people to prepare for different
potential outcomes. Uncertainty communication in crisis
situations has thus been a central focus of expert guidance, such
as the Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication (CERC)
guidelines issued by the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. CERC guidelines recommend that communicators
both acknowledge uncertainty by clarifying what is known,
what is not known, and what is being done to reduce the
uncertainty, and avoid promoting excess certainty about future
outcomes that cannot be controlled [6].

The challenge, however, is that uncertainty can have negative
psychological effects. As CERC guidelines also acknowledge,
the communication of uncertainty can heighten perceptions of
risk and promote fear, panic, anxiety, emotional distress, and
feelings of hopelessness and helplessness, which can prevent
people from taking action [6]. These aversive psychological
responses have been empirically documented by a large body
of research showing that uncertainty caused by a lack of
reliability, credibility, or adequacy of risk information—features
of information that constitute what decision theorists have
termed ambiguity [7]—produces a set of cognitive, emotional,
and behavioral responses [8-10]. These include heightened risk
perceptions, pessimistic appraisals of risk-reducing actions, fear
and anxiety, and avoidance of decision making. These responses,
collectively known as ambiguity aversion, have been
demonstrated in numerous decision-making settings, including
health care [7,10,11].

These effects are not universal; individuals vary in their
tolerance of ambiguity as well as uncertainty arising from other
causes [10-12]. Furthermore, communicating uncertainty can
increase, rather than decrease, individuals’ confidence and trust
in information when they expect such uncertainty to exist
[13-15]. Nevertheless, the predominance of aversive responses
to uncertainty for most individuals and situations makes the
communication of scientific uncertainty in public health crises
challenging [16]. Furthermore, although expert guidelines

recommend adjunctive strategies, such as expressing empathy
as a means of mitigating the negative psychological effects of
uncertainty [5,6], empirical evidence for this or other strategies
is lacking, and the optimal methods for communicating
uncertainty in public health crises remain unknown [2].
Consequently, available empirical evidence suggests that in
these situations scientific uncertainty is rarely communicated
in a clear, explicit manner, either by experts or journalists
[17-19].

One promising theory-based strategy, however, may be to
normalize uncertainty; that is, to emphasize that existing
uncertainty is an expected experience that does not indicate an
unusual deficit in people’s abilities. A leading theoretical
account of ambiguity aversion, the competence hypothesis,
suggests that ambiguity is aversive because it lowers people’s
perceptions of their own competence in decision making [20].
An extension of this account, the comparative ignorance
hypothesis, posits that aversion to ambiguity about a given
prospect is driven by an implicit comparison with a less
ambiguous prospect or the state of mind of more knowledgeable
individuals [21]. Winkler has posited that ambiguity aversion
may also arise from an erroneous belief in the existence of a
single ‘‘true’’ objective probability for individual events and a
discomfort with not knowing this probability [22]. Together,
these theories suggest that ambiguity aversion will be heightened
if decision makers’perceived competence is decreased and their
comparative ignorance increased (eg, when they are made aware
that relevant risk information is unavailable to them but available
to others). In contrast, ambiguity aversion will be diminished
if perceived competence is increased and comparative ignorance
decreased. Chow and colleagues obtained experimental evidence
supporting these effects by showing that individual decision
makers’ ambiguity aversion—manifested by their reluctance to
bet on an uncertain outcome—diminished when they were made
aware that the risks at hand are unknown not only to them but
to all individuals; that is, they are unknowable [20,23,24].

Normalizing uncertainty as an expected state, therefore, may
be a potentially effective strategy for reducing negative
psychological responses to the communication of scientific
uncertainty in public health crises. The overarching objective
of this study was to evaluate this possibility in the real-life
context of the COVID-19 pandemic. In a previous experimental
study of public responses to uncertainty about a hypothetical
viral pandemic [25], we found that an uncertainty-normalizing
strategy did not reduce ambiguity-averse cognitive, emotional,
and behavioral responses (ie, heightened risk perceptions and
worry and diminished vaccination intentions) to scientific
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uncertainty about the pandemic. However, the generalizability
of these findings was limited by the hypothetical nature of the
study. In the current study, we addressed this limitation by
evaluating the effects of an uncertainty-normalizing strategy in
a real public health crisis. Its specific objective was to test
whether normalizing uncertainty reduces ambiguity-averse
responses, compared to commonly used strategies aimed at
promoting either (1) hope or (2) prosocial values [26-28]. These
alternative strategies have been broadly implemented in public
information campaigns about COVID-19, and focus on
mitigating hopelessness, helplessness, and
stigmatization—important adverse responses to public health
crises [3,5,6]. However, because these strategies do not directly
target perceptions of, or responses to, uncertainty, they should
be less effective in reducing ambiguity aversion than an
uncertainty-normalizing strategy.

To evaluate this possibility, we conducted an online
survey–based experiment comparing alternative approaches to
communicating scientific uncertainty about multiple aspects of
the COVID-19 pandemic, including its controllability, prognosis,
and severity. The experiment tested the following hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 1 (H1). The communication of uncertainty about
the COVID-19 pandemic will result in ambiguity-averse
psychological responses—consisting of greater perceived
likelihood of developing COVID-19, greater worry about
COVID-19, and lower intentions for COVID-19
risk-reducing behaviors—compared to the
noncommunication of uncertainty.

• Hypothesis 2 (H2). Ambiguity-averse responses to the
communication of uncertainty about the COVID-19
pandemic will be reduced by uncertainty-normalizing
language but not by either hope-promoting or prosocial
language.

As an exploratory objective, we also evaluated the extent to
which individual differences, including sociodemographic
characteristics (ie, age, gender, and education), political
affiliation, health literacy, trait-level risk aversion, trait-level
ambiguity aversion, and dispositional optimism—all factors
that might influence people’s responses to medical uncertainty
[11,12,25,29,30]—might moderate the effects of these different
uncertainty communication strategies.

Methods

Study Design and Experimental Manipulation
The study was part of a larger online experiment, hosted by the
internet survey vendor Qualtrics, designed to test different
strategies, including language aimed at promoting hope and
prosocial values, for communicating to the general public about
the nature and prevention of COVID-19. This study focused
specifically on strategies for communicating about uncertainty
surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic. All alternative strategies
were created by adding language to basic information on the
nature, transmission, prevention, and treatment of COVID-19,
reproduced from a public website produced by a government
public health department [31]. This basic information contained
no explicit communication of scientific uncertainty and served

as the control strategy. Supplementing this basic information
with additional language resulted in a total of five alternative
uncertainty communication strategies, which constituted separate
experimental conditions to which participants were randomly
assigned: (1) control, (2) uncertainty, (3) uncertainty +
uncertainty-normalizing, (4) uncertainty + hope-promoting, and
(5) uncertainty + prosocial.

The uncertainty condition highlighted the existence of scientific
uncertainty about the controllability, prognosis, and severity of
the COVID-19 pandemic. The uncertainty +
uncertainty-normalizing condition combined expressed
uncertainty with language emphasizing the unknowability of
these various aspects of COVID-19 and the expected nature of
scientific uncertainty. The uncertainty + hope-promoting
condition combined expressed uncertainty with language
conveying optimism about future advances in knowledge and
control over the pandemic. The uncertainty + prosocial
condition combined expressed uncertainty with language
encouraging awareness of obligations to other community
members and concern for the collective good. The alternative
uncertainty communication strategies varied in length from 940
to 1273 words; the full text of all strategies is presented in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Study Population and Recruitment
The study population consisted of a national sample of adult
members (aged ≥18 years) of the US public belonging to a
voluntary opt-in web survey panel professionally managed by
the internet survey vendor Qualtrics. Panel members have
experience and interest in completing online surveys for
marketing purposes, for which they are provided modest
monetary incentives. Qualtrics maintains sociodemographic
and geographic data on panel members, which provides the
capacity to target recruitment to prespecified quotas in order to
achieve a sociodemographically diverse study sample. This
study employed quotas aimed at obtaining a balanced
distribution by age, gender, race, geographic region of the
United States, education level (ie, ≥20% high school diploma
or less), and income (ie, ≥50% annual income of US $50,000
or less), and to exclude participants who reported a current or
prior diagnosis of COVID-19. To ensure data quality, we
excluded participants who gave logically inconsistent responses
to two screener questions about participants’ attitudes toward
risk-reducing behaviors or whose survey completion time was
below 12 minutes—the time cut point accounting for the
majority of inconsistent responses in preliminary fielding of the
study.

The study was approved by the MaineHealth Institutional
Review Board. The survey was fielded from May 7 to June 11,
2020; during this time, the number of total coronavirus
infections in the United States increased from >1.2 million to
>1.6 million, and total deaths increased from >77,200 to >98,000
[32].

Measures
After reading their randomly assigned informational vignettes,
participants completed a survey questionnaire consisting of the
measures summarized below.
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Outcome Variables
Perceived uncertainty about COVID-19 served as the
manipulation check for the study and was assessed using a
6-item scale (α=.71) developed for this study (see Multimedia
Appendix 2). This measure assessed participants’ perceptions
of uncertainty arising from various sources (ie, probability,
ambiguity, and complexity) and pertaining to various issues (ie,
controllability, prognosis, and severity of the COVID-19
pandemic) raised in the experimental vignettes. Example items
include “There are conflicting estimates of how long the
COVID-19 pandemic will past.” Likert scale response options
ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

Perceived likelihood of getting COVID-19 was assessed with a
single item used in prior studies [25,33,34]: “How likely does
it feel that you will get COVID-19 within the next month?”
Likert scale response options ranged from 1 (not at all) to 7
(very).

Worry about COVID-19 was assessed with a single item used
in prior studies [25,33,34]: “How worried are you about getting
COVID-19 within the next month?” Likert scale response
options ranged from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very).

Intentions for COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors was assessed
by measuring participants’ willingness to follow 14
recommended COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors (eg,
handwashing, avoiding social gatherings, and wearing masks)
(see Multimedia Appendix 2). Likert scale response options
ranged from 0 (I am not planning to follow this guideline at all)
to 100 (I am planning to follow this guideline fully). Participants’
responses were averaged to create a composite score (α=.95).

Intentions for vaccination was assessed with a single item used
in prior studies [25,33,34]: “If a vaccine becomes available for
COVID-19, how likely would you be to get vaccinated against
COVID-19?” Likert scale response options ranged from 1
(definitely would not get vaccinated) to 7 (definitely would get
vaccinated).

Covariates and Potential Moderators
Sociodemographic characteristics included age (ie, <30, 30-39,
40-49, 50-59, 60-69, and ≥70 years), gender, race, and political
affiliation (ie, Democrat, independent or other, and Republican).

Subjective health literacy was assessed using an abbreviated,
single-item version of a validated health literacy screening
measure [35]: “How often do you have someone (like a family
member, friend, hospital/clinic worker, or caregiver) help you
read instructions, pamphlets, or other written health materials
from your doctor or pharmacy?” Likert scale response options
ranged from 1 (never) to 5 (always).

Data Analysis
To compare the effectiveness of alternative uncertainty
communication strategies in reducing cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral manifestations of ambiguity aversion, we fit analysis
of variance models with perceived likelihood of getting
COVID-19, worry about COVID-19, and intentions for both
risk-reducing behaviors and vaccination as dependent variables
and communication strategy as the independent variable. For
each dependent variable, we used prespecified contrasts to assess
the following: (1) the extent to which the communication of
uncertainty produced ambiguity-averse responses, compared to
the noncommunication of uncertainty (H1), and (2) the extent
to which the three alternative uncertainty communication
strategies (ie, uncertainty-normalizing, hope-promoting,
prosocial) reduced ambiguity-averse responses (H2) (see Figure
1).

H1 was assessed by the contrast between the uncertainty and
control conditions, while H2 was assessed by contrasts between
each of the alternative uncertainty communication strategies
and both the uncertainty and control conditions. For each
contrast, we estimated the effect size by calculating Cohen d,
which represents the standardized mean difference between two
groups [36].

To explore potential moderating effects of sociodemographic
characteristics (ie, age, gender, race, and political affiliation)
and subjective health literacy, we fit separate models with
perceived risk of COVID-19, worry about COVID-19, and
intentions for both risk-reducing behaviors and vaccination as
dependent variables and communication strategy as the
independent variable; we entered relevant interaction terms one
at a time. All analyses were conducted using SPSS, version 27.0
(IBM Corp).
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Figure 1. Study design. Alternative uncertainty communication strategies and between-group comparisons. H1: Hypothesis 1; H2: Hypothesis 2.

Results

Overview
In our primary conditions, we received data from 1524
respondents. We excluded 2 respondents who gave inconsistent
responses and another 25 individuals who reported current or
previous COVID-19 illness, leaving a final sample of 1497

respondents (see Table 1). Data were assumed to be missing at
random; thus, we utilized a listwise deletion strategy for
participants with missing data on any of the outcome measures.

On average, participants took 27.82 (SD 34.59) minutes to
complete the study. There were no significant between-group
differences in time of completion of the experimental task
(F7,2386=0.479; P=.85), suggesting that the cognitive effort
required by the task was similar across conditions.
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Table 1. Sample population characteristics.

Value (N=1497), n (%)Characteristic

Age (years)

306 (20.4)<30

229 (15.3)30-39

209 (14.0)40-49

183 (12.2)50-59

227 (15.2)60-69

343 (22.9)≥70

Gender

743 (49.6)Male

748 (50.0)Female

6 (0.4)Other or prefer not to say

Race

1003 (67.0)White

178 (11.9)Black or African American

147 (9.8)Asian

169 (11.3)Multiracial or other

Education

264 (17.6)Less than high school

242 (16.2)High school graduate

396 (26.5)Some college or trade school

595 (39.7)College graduate or higher

Income (US $)

394 (26.3)0-24,999

371 (24.8)25,000-49,999

370 (24.7)50,000-99,999

235 (15.7)100,000-149,999

127 (8.5)≥150,000

Political affiliation

540 (36.1)Democrat

438 (29.3)Republican

519 (34.7)Independent or othera

aIncludes other third party or no party affiliation.

Manipulation Check
Supporting the intended effect of the experimental manipulation,
perceived uncertainty about COVID-19 was significantly higher
in all experimental conditions containing uncertainty

(F4,1492=3.52; η2=0.009; P=.007)—that is, uncertainty (d=–0.28;
P=.001), uncertainty + uncertainty-normalizing (d=–0.23;
P=.006), uncertainty + hope-promoting (d=–0.20; P=.01), and
uncertainty + prosocial (d=–0.22; P=.007)—compared to the
control condition containing no uncertainty. These differences
were in the small effect-size range.

Perceived Likelihood of Getting COVID-19
Consistent with an ambiguity-averse cognitive response to the
communication of uncertainty (H1), perceived likelihood of
getting COVID-19 was significantly higher in the uncertainty

condition than in the control condition (F4,1492=2.95; η2=0.008;
P=.02) (see Figure 2A). Supporting the effectiveness of the
uncertainty-normalizing strategy in reducing ambiguity aversion
(H2), perceived likelihood of getting COVID-19 was not
significantly different for the uncertainty +
uncertainty-normalizing condition compared to the control
condition (d=–0.04; P=.66). However, this ambiguity
aversion–reducing effect was not seen for the hope-promoting
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(d=–0.18; P=.03) or prosocial (d=–0.23; P=.005)
communication strategies; perceived likelihood remained

significantly higher for these conditions than for the control
condition.

Figure 2. Effects of uncertainty and uncertainty communication strategies on cognitive, emotional, and behavioral manifestations of ambiguity aversion.
Asterisks indicate statistically significant pairwise differences (P<.05); error bars indicate standard error. U: uncertainty; U+HP: uncertainty +
hope-promoting; U+PS: uncertainty + prosocial; U+UN: uncertainty + uncertainty-normalizing.

Worry About COVID-19
Consistent with an ambiguity-averse emotional response to the
communication of uncertainty (H1), worry about COVID-19
was significantly higher in the uncertainty condition than in the

control condition (F4,1492=3.65; η2=0.01; P=.006) (see Figure
2B). Supporting the effectiveness of the uncertainty-normalizing
strategy in reducing ambiguity aversion (H2), worry was not
significantly different for the uncertainty +
uncertainty-normalizing condition compared to the control
condition (d=–0.10; P=.21). However, this ambiguity
aversion–reducing effect was not seen for the hope-promoting
(d=–0.27; P=.001) or prosocial (d=–0.20; P=.02)
communication strategies; worry remained significantly higher
for these conditions than for the control condition.

Intentions for COVID-19 Risk-Reducing Behaviors
and Vaccination
Inconsistent with an ambiguity-averse behavioral response to
uncertainty, intentions regarding COVID-19 risk-reducing

behaviors (η2=0.002; P=.49) and vaccination (η2=0.005; P=.14)
showed no significant differences between any of the
experimental conditions (see Figure 2C and D). However,

prespecified contrasts revealed higher vaccination intentions in
both the uncertainty (d=–0.17; P=.04) and the uncertainty +
uncertainty-normalizing (d=–0.18; P=.03) conditions compared
to the control condition, suggesting that the communication of
uncertainty itself motivated vaccination intentions and that the
addition of uncertainty-normalizing language preserved this
motivation (see Figure 2D).

Moderating Effects
Two factors, age and political affiliation, were found to moderate
the effects of uncertainty communication strategy on different
ambiguity-averse responses to the communication of uncertainty.
Age moderated the effect of communication strategy on
intentions for COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors (F20,1445=1.86;
ηρ²=0.025; P=.01), such that older participants (ie, aged 50
years and older) generally reported higher intentions in all of
the supplementary uncertainty communication conditions
compared to the control condition, while younger participants
(ie, less than 50 years of age) generally reported lower intentions
(see Figure 3, top plot).

Political affiliation showed a weaker interaction with uncertainty
communication strategy on worry about COVID-19 (ηρ²=0.010;
P=.06), such that self-reported Republicans had lower worry in
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the uncertainty + uncertainty-normalizing condition compared
to the control condition, while self-reported Democrats and
independents had higher worry (see Figure 3, bottom plot). In
other words, the uncertainty-normalizing strategy reduced
ambiguity aversion to a greater extent for Republicans than for

Democrats. Democrats also had higher worry in the prosocial
condition compared to the control condition, while Republicans
and independents had lower worry.

No significant moderating effects were noted for other
sociodemographic factors or subjective health literacy.

Figure 3. Moderators of the effects of uncertainty communication strategy on manifestations of ambiguity aversion: age and political affiliation. U:
uncertainty; U+HP: uncertainty + hope-promoting; U+PS: uncertainty + prosocial; U+UN: uncertainty + uncertainty-normalizing.

Discussion

This experimental study evaluated the comparative effectiveness
of different communication strategies in reducing

ambiguity-averse cognitive, emotional, and behavioral responses
to uncertainty in information about the COVID-19 pandemic.
We believe its findings have several implications for future
efforts to understand and improve the communication of
uncertainty in public health crises.
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Consistent with predictions, a strategy aimed at normalizing
uncertainty as an expected state of affairs was effective in
reducing at least some aversive psychological responses to the
communication of uncertainty, whereas widely used alternative
strategies aimed at promoting hope and prosocial values had
no such effect. A major barrier to open, explicit communication
of the uncertainties that inevitably exist during public health
crises is a real concern about exacerbating both the perception
of vulnerability as well as feelings of fear and panic among the
general public [2,3,5,6]. Our findings suggest, however, that
language aimed at normalizing these uncertainties can reduce
aversive cognitive and emotional responses to them. When
uncertainty-normalizing language was added to a message that
communicated scientific uncertainty about the COVID-19
pandemic, levels of COVID-19 risk perceptions and worry did
not differ from those produced by a message that did not
communicate scientific uncertainty. In other words,
uncertainty-normalizing language neutralized ambiguity
aversion. The overall size of this effect was relatively small,
and although uncertainty-normalizing language resulted in lower
levels of COVID-19 risk perceptions and worry than those
produced by a message that communicated uncertainty alone,
this difference was not statistically significant. Nevertheless,
even small effects in reducing aversive psychological responses
to uncertainty may be beneficial in large-scale efforts to
communicate with the general public about health crises. If our
findings can be replicated and validated, they suggest a
promising new approach to inoculating people against the
vulnerability and fear that typically accompany the
communication of uncertainty in these situations.

Contrary to predictions, uncertainty-normalizing language had
no effect on intentions for COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors
or vaccination. Notably, however, the communication of
uncertainty itself also had no effect; it neither decreased nor
increased behavioral intentions. In other words, ambiguity
aversion in this study was manifest cognitively and emotionally,
but not behaviorally. This pattern may be attributable to several
factors. Potential negative effects of scientific uncertainty about
COVID-19 on intentions for risk-reducing behaviors may have
been attenuated by the legally mandated nature of several of
these behaviors (eg, mandatory quarantines and regulations
requiring social distancing and use of masks). Furthermore,
uncertainties about the controllability, prognosis, and severity
of the COVID-19 pandemic may have mixed, opposing effects
on behavioral intentions. They may decrease intentions by
fostering skepticism about the benefits of risk-reducing
behaviors, thereby promoting a tendency toward inaction, which
is consistent with ambiguity aversion. At the same time, these
different uncertainties may also increase intentions by promoting
fear about the consequences of avoiding risk-reducing behaviors,
thereby promoting a tendency toward action, which is consistent
with ambiguity tolerance. More research is needed to understand
the factors that moderate people’s behavioral responses to
different uncertainties and favor either inaction or action.

Our study sheds light on at least some of these factors. Age
moderated the effect of communication strategy on intentions
for COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors. For adults over 50 years
of age, all active uncertainty communication strategies resulted

in higher behavioral intentions compared to the control (ie, no
uncertainty) strategy, while for younger adults, all active
uncertainty communication strategies resulted in lower
intentions. This moderating effect may be attributable to several
factors. Older adults have been identified as being at higher risk
for complications of COVID-19 and may, thus, be more
motivated to take action in the face of uncertainty. Political
affiliation also appeared to partially moderate the effect of
communication strategy on worry about COVID-19; the
uncertainty-normalizing strategy was more effective in reducing
ambiguity aversion for Republicans than for Democrats. This
moderating effect is intriguing, and its causes are unclear.
Political party affiliation has been shown to influence
COVID-19 risk perceptions and intentions for risk-reducing
behaviors; Republicans generally demonstrate lower risk
perceptions and behavioral intentions than Democrats [37-39].
The differential worry-reducing effect of uncertainty
normalization for Republicans versus Democrats suggests the
existence of respectively opposing propensities toward either
minimizing feelings of vulnerability in the face of uncertainty
(for Republicans) or else maximizing them (for Democrats).
Political affiliation may be a proxy for numerous factors,
including ideologies, values, and worldviews, that may
predispose people to more optimistic or pessimistic appraisals
of uncertain threats [40]. More research is needed to elucidate
how these and other factors produce differential responses to
different uncertainty communication strategies and to identify
other important moderators.

Our study had several limitations that qualify its findings. The
sample consisted of web survey panel members who, by virtue
of their willingness to participate regularly in market research
and other studies, may not be representative of the general
population. However, the sample was large and both
geographically and sociodemographically diverse, providing
support for the external validity of its findings. Nevertheless,
more research is needed to assess the reproducibility of our
findings and their generalizability to other populations. The
alternative uncertainty communication strategies tested in this
study varied modestly in length; however, the absence of
significant between-group differences in study completion time
suggests that our findings are not attributable solely to
differences in cognitive burden or effort. The
uncertainty-normalizing language tested in this study was also
novel and unvalidated, and it may have contained unintended
hope-promoting or prosocial messages. We believe the
significant between-group differences observed in our study
argue against this possibility; however, further research is
needed to ascertain the precision and efficacy of our
uncertainty-normalizing language in conveying the normal,
expected nature of uncertainty. We also conducted multiple
exploratory analyses to identify potential moderators of the
effects of different communication strategies; the two significant
interactions identified could thus have resulted from chance,
and further research is needed to confirm these findings. Finally,
some key constructs (ie, perceived uncertainty about COVID-19
and intentions for COVID-19 risk-reducing behaviors) were
assessed using new measures that have yet to be validated. Other
constructs were assessed using existing single-item measures;
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however, similar measures have been used in prior studies and
shown to have predictive validity [25,30,41-43].

In spite of these limitations, this study yields important new
insights on the nature and extent of aversion to ambiguity in
the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and on a new and

potentially effective uncertainty communication strategy that
can minimize this aversion. It remains for future research to
confirm our findings and to develop more effective strategies
for communicating the unavoidable and irreducible scientific
uncertainties that complicate all public health crises.
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Abstract

Background: National governments worldwide have implemented nonpharmaceutical interventions to control the COVID-19
pandemic and mitigate its effects.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the prediction of future daily national confirmed COVID-19 infection
growth—the percentage change in total cumulative cases—across 14 days for 114 countries using nonpharmaceutical intervention
metrics and cultural dimension metrics, which are indicative of specific national sociocultural norms.

Methods: We combined the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker data set, Hofstede cultural dimensions, and
daily reported COVID-19 infection case numbers to train and evaluate five non–time series machine learning models in predicting
confirmed infection growth. We used three validation methods—in-distribution, out-of-distribution, and country-based
cross-validation—for the evaluation, each of which was applicable to a different use case of the models.

Results: Our results demonstrate high R2 values between the labels and predictions for the in-distribution method (0.959) and

moderate R2 values for the out-of-distribution and country-based cross-validation methods (0.513 and 0.574, respectively) using
random forest and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) regression. Although these models may be used to predict confirmed infection
growth, the differing accuracies obtained from the three tasks suggest a strong influence of the use case.

Conclusions: This work provides new considerations in using machine learning techniques with nonpharmaceutical interventions
and cultural dimensions as metrics to predict the national growth of confirmed COVID-19 infections.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26628)   doi:10.2196/26628
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Introduction

Background
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, national governments
have implemented nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) to
control and reduce the spread in their respective countries [1-5].
Indeed, early reports suggested the potential effectiveness of
the implementation of NPIs to reduce the transmission of
COVID-19 [2,4-8] and other infectious diseases [9-11]. Many
epidemiological models that forecast future infection numbers
have therefore suggested the role of NPIs in reducing infection
rates [2,4,7,12], which can aid the implementation of national
strategies and policy decision-making. Recent research
incorporates publicly available data with machine learning for
use cases such as reported infection case number forecasting
[13-16]. Although these studies have used various features, such
as existing infection statistics [13], weather [14], media and
internet activity [15], and lockdown type [16], to predict
infection case numbers, no study has yet examined the
combination of NPIs and cultural dimensions in predicting
infection growth. In this paper, we include the implementation
of NPIs at the national level as features (ie, independent
variables) in predicting the national growth of the number of
confirmed infection cases. Based on recent studies that identify
cultural dimensions as having influence in the effectiveness of
NPIs [17-19], we also incorporate cultural dimensions as
features. Prior work has focused on NPI variations in different
regions of specific countries [2,5,6,20,21]. In contrast, our study
involves 114 countries.

Various metrics may provide different perspectives and insights
on the pandemic. In this study, we focus on one: confirmed
infection growth (CIG), which we define as the 14-day growth
in the cumulative number of reported infection cases. Other
common metrics to measure the transmission rates of an
infectious disease are the basic reproduction number, R0, which
measures the expected number of direct secondary infections
generated by a single primary infection when the entire
population is susceptible [3,22] and the effective reproduction
number, Rt [2], which accounts for immunity within a specified
population. Although such metrics are typically used by
epidemiologists as measures of the transmission of an infectious
disease, these metrics are dependent on estimation model
structures and assumptions; therefore, they are
application-specific and can potentially be misapplied [22].
Furthermore, the public may be less familiar with such metrics
as opposed to more practical and observable metrics, such as
the absolute or relative change in cumulative reported cases.

Related Work
Mathematical modelling of the transmission of infectious disease
is a common method to simulate infection trajectories. A
common technique for epidemics is the
susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model, which separates
the population into three subpopulations (susceptible, infected,
and recovered) and iteratively models the interaction and shift
between these subpopulations, which change throughout the
epidemic [23,24]. Variations of this model have since been
introduced to reflect other dynamics expected of the spread of

infectious diseases [25-27]. These variations of the SIR model
have also been applied to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
[28-31].

The recent increase in data availability through advances in the
internet and other data sources has enabled the inclusion of other
factors in epidemiology modelling [32,33]. Since the early
months of the COVID-19 pandemic, Johns Hopkins University
has managed the COVID-19 Data Repository by the Center for
Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE), which aggregates
daily statistics of reported infection and mortality numbers
across multiple countries [34]. Data sets related to governmental
policies and NPIs have also been released publicly on the web.
Notable COVID-19–related data sets include the Oxford
COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT) [1],
Complexity Science Hub COVID-19 Control Strategies List
[35], CoronaNet [36], county-level socioeconomic data for
predictive modeling of epidemiological effects (US-specific)
[37], and CAN-NPI (Canada-specific) [20]. Additional
COVID-19 data sets relate to social media activity [38-41],
scientific publications [42-44], population mobility [45-48],
and medical images [49-52]. In this work, we focus on the use
of NPIs in the forecast of COVID-19 infection growth.
Specifically, we selected the CSSE data set for infection
statistics and the OxCGRT for NPI features due to their global
comprehensiveness. Although features can be extracted from
additional COVID-19 data sets in our models, we limited the
scope of this study to COVID-19 NPI features.

Recent research has also linked the effect of cultural dimensions
in responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies suggest that
cultural dimensions may affect individual and collective
behavior [53-57] and the effectiveness of NPIs [17-19], and that
cultural dimensions should be considered when implementing
NPIs [17]. Although these studies identify the importance of
cultural dimensions in controlling the COVID-19 pandemic, to
our knowledge, this work is the first to complement cultural
dimensions with NPIs to forecast future COVID-19 infection
growth. We recognize that various cultural dimension models
exist, such as the six Hofstede cultural dimensions [58], Global
Leadership and Organizational Effectiveness (GLOBE) [59],
and the Cultural Value Scale (CVSCALE) [60], and that each
model has their advocates and criticisms [61]. In this work, we
selected the 2015 edition of the Hofstede model [62] due to the
relevance of its cultural dimensions in the mentioned studies
[17-19,55-57].

Machine learning has been used in applications to combat the
COVID-19 pandemic, such as in patient monitoring and genome
sequencing [63-66]. Recent studies have also used various
statistical and machine learning techniques for short-term
forecasting of infection rates for the COVID-19 pandemic
[13,15,16,30,33] using reported transmission and mortality
statistics, population geographical movement data, and media
activity. Pinter et al [13] combined multilayer perceptron with
fuzzy inference to predict reported infection and mortality
numbers in Hungary with only case number features from May
to August 2020. Although reported infection and mortality case
numbers aligned with their predictions for May 2020,
comparison of the predictions with actual reported numbers
from June to August 2020 suggest inaccuracies. Liu et al [15]
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used internet and news activity predictors within a clustering
machine learning model for reported COVID-19 case numbers
within Chinese provinces. However, the predictors used within
this work are heavily limited to Chinese populations (eg, Baidu
search and mobility data, Chinese media sources), and they only
predicted cases 2 days ahead. Malki et al [14] used weather,
temperature, and humidity features as predictors for COVID-19
mortality rates in regressor machine learning models. Their
results suggest that these predictors are relevant for COVID-19
mortality rate modelling. Similar to our work, Saba et al [16]
implemented multiple machine learning models to forecast
COVID-19 cases based on NPI implementation. However, their
work differs in that it only includes lockdown type as an NPI
feature (and does not consider cultural dimensions), the study
is limited to 9 countries, and the reported case numbers are
predicted instead of the change in case numbers. To our
knowledge, no other studies have combined NPI and cultural
dimension features to predict the growth of reported COVID-19
cases using machine learning. Furthermore, only this work
forecasts COVID-19 growth as a measure of CIG (ie, 14-day
growth in the cumulative number of reported cases at a national
level) across 114 countries via three validation methods, each
of which is applicable to a different use case of the model.

Description of the Study
Due to its direct inference from the number of reported cases,
the CIG is a verifiable metric, and it may have a greater impact
on the public perception of the magnitude of the COVID-19
pandemic than the actual transmission rate. In this work, CIG
reflects the growth in the total number of reported cases within
a country in 14 days relative to the total number of previously
reported infections, including recoveries and mortalities. We
selected 14 days as a suitable period for measuring the change
in reported cases because of the expected incubation period of
COVID-19. Researchers have found that 97.5% of reported
patients with identifiable symptoms developed symptoms within
11.5 days, and 99% developed symptoms within 14 days [67].
We therefore propose the use of 14 days, or 2 weeks, as a
suitable period to observe changes in reported case numbers
occurring after the implementation of NPIs. A shorter period
may lead to the misleading inclusion of reported infections that
occurred prior to the implementation of an NPI. Results for a
longer period may be misleading as well, given the higher
likelihood of change in NPIs within this period that will not be
accounted for during prediction. We propose that the CIG over
14 days is a suitable metric that enables inference of the effect
of NPIs while being within a relevant period for short-term
epidemiology forecasting. We emphasize that the reported
number of infections may not necessarily be correlated with the
actual transmission rate due to factors such as different testing
criteria and varying accessibility in testing over time.

We deployed five machine learning models to predict the CIG
for individual countries across 14 days. Explicitly, this value
was the label (ie, dependent variable) we sought to predict. We
used features (ie, independent variables) representing the
implementation levels of NPIs and the cultural dimensions of
each country. We obtained daily metrics for the implementation
of NPIs at the national level from the OxCGRT data set [1].
Although different countries may implement similar NPIs,

researchers have suggested that cross-cultural variations across
populations lead to different perceptions and responses toward
these NPIs [53,54,68]. We intended to capture any effects due
to national cross-cultural differences by complementing the
OxCGRT data set with national cultural norm values from the
Hofstede cultural dimensions [58]. Our non–time series deep
learning models predicted the expected future national CIG
using both NPI implementation and cultural norm features.
Although time series deep learning models (eg, recurrent neural
networks or transformers) may also provide CIG predictions,
these models generally require greater amounts of accurately
labeled trajectory data and assume that past trajectory trends
are readily available representatives of future trajectories.
Instead, our non–time series models were trained on more
granular data that did not necessarily need to be temporally
concatenated into a trajectory. We also opted for less complex
non–time series models due to indeterminacies in acquiring and
verifying sufficient trajectory data, especially due to the lack
of reliable data at the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak.

Our results suggest that non–time series machine learning
models can predict future CIG according to multiple validation
methods, depending on the user's application. Although we do
not necessarily claim state-of-the-art performance for infection
rate prediction given the rapidly growing amount of parallel
work in this area, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first to use machine learning techniques to predict the change
in national cumulative numbers of reported COVID-19
infections by combining NPI implementation features with
national cultural features.

Our implementation uses publicly available data retrieved from
the internet and relies on the open-sourced Python libraries
Pandas [69] and Scikit-Learn [70].

Methods

Data and Preprocessing
Candidate features at the national level were extracted from
three data sets for input into our machine learning models: NPIs,
cultural dimensions, and current confirmed COVID-19 case
numbers.

OxCGRT provides daily level metrics of the NPIs implemented
by countries [1]. This data set sorts NPIs into 17 categories,
each with either an ordinal policy level metric ranging from 0
(not implemented) to 2, 3, or 4 (strictly enforced) or a continuous
metric representing a monetary amount (eg, research funding).
The value of each national NPI metric is assigned daily from
data in publicly available sources by a team of Oxford
University staff and students using the systematic format
described in [1]. We limited our candidate features to the 13
ordinal policy categories and 4 computed indices, which
represent the implementation of different policy types taken by
governments, based on the implemented NPIs. This data set
contains data starting from January 1, 2020.

To represent cultural differences across populations of different
countries, the 2015 edition of the Hofstede cultural dimensions
[62,71] was tagged to each country. Although these dimensions
are rarely used in epidemiology studies, they have been used
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frequently in international marketing studies and cross-cultural
research as indicators of the cultural values of national
populations [61,72]. Multiple studies have also linked cultural
dimensions to health care–related behavior, such as antibiotic
usage and body mass index [73-76]. Because the 2015 edition
of this data set groups certain geographically neighboring
countries together (eg, Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso, Ghana, etc,
into Africa West), we tagged all subgroup countries with the
dimension values of their group. Although we recognize that
this approach is far from ideal and will likely lead to some
degree of inaccurate approximation in these subgroup countries,
we performed this preprocessing step to include those countries
in our study. The dimension values for each country were
constant across all samples. Six cultural dimensions were
presented for each country or region [71]:

• Power distance index: the establishment of hierarchies in
society and organizations and the extent to which lower
hierarchical members accept inequality in power

• Individualism versus collectivism: the degree to which
individuals are not integrated into societal groups, such as
individual or immediate family (individualistic) versus
extended families (collectivistic)

• Uncertainty avoidance: a society's tendency to avoid
uncertainty and ambiguity through use of societal
disapproval, behavioral rules, laws, etc

• Masculinity versus femininity: Societal preference toward
assertiveness, competitiveness, and division in gender roles
(masculinity) compared to caring, sympathy, and similarity
in gender roles (femininity)

• Long-term versus short-term orientation: Societal values
toward tradition, stability, and steadfastness (short-term)
versus adaptability, perseverance, and pragmatism
(long-term)

• Indulgence versus restraint: The degree of freedom available
to individuals for fulfilling personal desires by social norms,
such as free gratification (indulgence) versus controlled
gratification (restraint)

We extracted the daily number of confirmed cases, nt, for each
country from the COVID-19 Data Repository by the CSSE at
Johns Hopkins University [34]. We used a rolling average of
the previous 5-day window to smooth fluctuations in nt, which
may be caused by various factors, such as inaccurate case
reporting, no release of confirmed case numbers (eg, on
weekends and holidays), and sudden infection outbreaks. We
refer to the smoothed daily number of confirmed cases for date

t as .

We computed the CIG for a specified date, τ, as:

The CIG represents the expected number of new confirmed
cases from date τ – 13 to date τ as a percentage of the total
number of confirmed infection cases up to date τ – 14.

Our goal was to predict the CIG 14 days in advance (ie, CIGτ+14)
given information from the current date τ for each country.
Available candidate features included all ordinal policy metrics
and the four computed indices from OxCGRT, the six cultural
dimension values from the Hofstede model, the CIG of the
current date CIGτ, and the smoothed cumulative number of

confirmed cases , for a total of 25 candidate features. Neither
the date nor any other temporal features were included.

We trimmed samples with fewer than 10 cumulative confirmed
infection cases and with the highest 2.5% and the lowest 2.5%
of CIGτ+14 to remove outliers in the data. Because the lowest
2.5% of CIGτ+14 were all 0.0%, we removed the samples with
CIGτ+14=0.0% by ascending date.

Our data range from April 1 to September 30, 2020, inclusively.
We excluded all countries from our combined data set that had
missing feature values. In total, our combined data set and our
experiments applied to 114 countries: Algeria, Angola,
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belgium,
Benin, Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burundi,
Cameroon, Canada, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile,
China, Colombia, Comoros, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Djibouti, Egypt, El Salvador, Eritrea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland,
France, Gabon, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guinea,
Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon, Lesotho,
Liberia, Libya, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malawi,
Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Morocco,
Mozambique, Namibia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Niger,
Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Palestine, Peru, Philippines,
Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, Saudi
Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore,
Slovenia, Somalia, South Sudan, Spain, Sudan, Sweden,
Switzerland, Syria, Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad
and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, United Arab Emirates,
United States, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe.

The mean, standard deviation, and range of each candidate
feature value for the above countries are shown in Table 1.

The data preprocessing procedure is shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Statistical measurements of candidate feature values.

RangeMean (SD)Candidate features

Nonpharmaceutical interventions

0.00 to 3.002.23 (1.01)School closure

0.00 to 3.001.67 (0.92)Workplace closure

0.00 to 2.001.64 (0.65Cancellation of public events

0.00 to 4.002.89 (1.27)Restrictions on gatherings

0.00 to 2.000.71 (0.77)Closure of public transport

0.00 to 2.001.17 (0.90)Stay-at-home requirements

0.00 to 2.001.15 (0.88)Restrictions on internal movement

0.00 to 4.003.13 (1.00)International travel controls

0.00 to 2.001.04 (0.79)Income support

0.00 to 2.001.23 (0.76)Debt/contract relief

0.00 to 2.001.97 (0.23)Public information campaigns

0.00 to 2.001.84 (0.82)Testing policy

0.00 to 2.001.50 (0.64)Contact tracing

0.00 to 100.0063.02 (20.57)Stringency Index

0.00 to 95.5461.43 (15.03)Government Response Index

0.00 to 98.9662.91 (16.50)Containment Health Index

0.00 to 100.0052.53 (28.93)Economic Support Index

Current infection numbers

4.00 to 7,155,220.00113,302.24 (505,170.50)
Current cumulative number of confirmed cases: 

–0.423 to 228.000.85 (3.83)CIG τ
a

Hofstede cultural dimensions

11.00 to 104.0066.74 (17.34)Power distance

12.00 to 91.0038.52 (18.71)Individualism

5.00 to 95.0048.32 (14.06)Masculinity

8.00 to 112.0064.17 (17.42)Uncertainty avoidance

3.52 to 92.9535.36 (21.52)Long-term orientation

0.00 to 100.0046.88 (20.47)Indulgence

aCIGτ: confirmed infection growth on the current day.
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Figure 1. Data preprocessing pipeline from the OxCGRT data set, Johns Hopkins COVID-19 Data Repository, and six Hofstede cultural dimensions
to the training, validation, and test data sets for each validation method. OxCGRT: Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker.

Feature Selection and Processing
We selected features to input into our machine learning models
from our candidate feature pool using mutual information [77].
Mutual information is a measure of the dependency between
an individual feature (ie, the independent variable) and the label
(ie, the dependent variable), and it captures both linear and
nonlinear dependencies. However, mutual information does not
capture multivariate dependencies or indicate collinearity
between features. To include both linear and nonlinear
dependencies, features are selected if they achieve substantially

nonzero mutual information (ie, greater than 0.10). Feature
selection was conducted prior to training with the training set
in all validation methods. Similar feature filtering and selection
techniques have been used in other machine learning
applications [70,78]. The candidate features considered for input
and their respective mutual information are listed in Table 2 for
the in-distribution and out-of-distribution validation methods.
Mutual information was also computed for each of the ten folds
of the cross-validation method.

All selected features were then normalized to the range [0,1]
using standard min-max normalization.
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Table 2. Mutual information of candidate features for the in-distribution and out-of-distribution validation methods. In the cross-validation method,
the 10 folds have varying mutual information.

Mutual informationCandidate feature

Out-of-distributionIn-distribution

Nonpharmaceutical interventions

0.2050.184School closurea,b

0.1270.098Workplace closureb

0.1270.089Cancellation of public eventsb

0.1120.107Restrictions on gatheringsa,b

0.1240.094Closure of public transportb

0.1630.139Stay-at-home requirementsa,n

0.1460.126Restrictions on internal movementa,b

0.0990.099International travel controls

0.1100.095Income supportb

0.0530.043Debt/contract relief

0.0230.020Public information campaigns

0.0640.056Testing policy

0.0380.030Contact tracing

0.6680.638Stringency Indexa,b

0.6410.634Government Response Indexa,b

0.6550.621Containment Health Indexa,b

0.1240.119Economic Support Indexa,b

Current infection numbers

0.5570.517
Current cumulative number of confirmed cases: a,b

0.7980.866CIG τ
a,b,c

Hofstede cultural dimensions

0.3420.288Power distancea,b

0.3550.309Individualisma,b

0.3720.310Masculinitya,b

0.3700.314Uncertainty avoidancea,b

0.5350.461Long-term orientationa,b

0.5290.456Indulgencea,b

aSelected feature for the in-distribution method.
bSelected feature for the out-of-distribution method.
cCIGτ: confirmed infection growth on the current day.

Model Training and Validation
We trained the machine learning models by performing a grid
search over the combinations of hyperparameters listed in Table
3 [70,79-82]. We optimized the models using the mean squared
error (MSE) criterion and selected the model hyperparameters
with the lowest mean absolute error (MAE) as the optimal

configuration of the model. The MSE heavily penalizes large
residual errors disproportionately, while the MAE provides an
absolute mean of all residual errors [83]. The MAE of the
training data acts as a measure of the goodness-of-fit of the
model, while the MAE of the validation and testing data acts
as a measure of the predictive performance [84].
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Table 3. Machine learning models and hyperparameter combinations used in the grid search.

HyperparametersModel

Ridge regression

0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25α

Decision tree regression

5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30Depth

2, 5, 10Minimum sample split

1, 2, 4, 8, 10Minimum sample leaves

Random forest regression

5, 10, 20, 25, 30Depth

3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150Estimators

2, 5, 10Minimum sample split

1, 2, 4, 8, 10Minimum sample leaves

AdaBoosta regression

Decision tree (maximum depth: 2)Weak learner

3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150Estimators

LinearLoss function

0.1, 0.5, 1.0Learning rate

Support vector regression

0.00, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50ε

Linear, radial, sigmoidKernel

aAdaBoost: adaptive boosting.

To validate in-distribution and out-of-distribution, we split our
samples into 70-15-15 training-validation-test sets. For
cross-validation [85,86], we split our samples into 10 folds (ie,
90-10). These three methods of validation each represent a
different definition of performance for the machine learning
models.

In-Distribution Validation
We randomly split the samples into training, validation, and
test sets. Consequently, the models were trained from samples
distributed across the entire date range available in our data.
This is critical, as it is generally expected that model
performance is best when training and test data are drawn from
the same distribution. Because the COVID-19 infection numbers
naturally constitute a time series, this method ensures that
validation and test samples are indeed from the same distribution
as the training samples. Because the samples are disassociated
from their dates and all other known temporal features, the
prediction of the validation and test samples using the training
samples is unordered. This method may be applicable to use
cases in which the date-to-predict is expected to be in a similar
distribution as the training samples, such as predicting CIGτ+14

when data up to the current date τ are available.

Out-of-Distribution Validation
Although the in-distribution method can ensure that the training,
validation, and test data are all sampled from the same
distribution, it may not necessarily be the most practical method.
Generally, the goal of long-term infection rate forecasting is to

anticipate future infection rates, and it should not be represented
as an in-distribution task, where we trained it with data from
near or later than the date-to-predict. Therefore, we also
validated the performance of our models by training on the
earliest 70% of the samples. The validation and test sets were
then randomly split between the remaining 30% of the samples.
This setup ensures that all training samples occurred earlier than
the validation and testing samples and that no temporal features
(known or hidden) were leaked. However, due to the changing
environment related to COVID-19 infections (eg, the
introduction of new NPIs, seasonal changes, new research), the
validation and testing distributions are likely different from that
of the training set. This method may be applicable for use cases
in which the date-to-predict is in the far future and not all data
up to 14 days prior to the date-to-predict are available.

Country-Based Cross-Validation
As a compromise between the above two methods, we also used
a cross-validation method in which we split the available
countries into 10 folds. The aim was to evaluate validation
samples from the same date range as the training samples, but
not the same country trajectory. That is, only data from countries
not in the validation set are included in the training set. Although
the samples from the training and validation sets are therefore
sampled from different distributions (ie, different countries),
we anticipate that features from the Hofstede cultural dimensions
[58] may assist in identifying similar characteristics between
countries, thus reducing the disparity between the training and
validation distributions. This method may be applicable in
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predicting the CIG of countries for which previous associated
data is unavailable or unreliable.

Results

Feature Selection
For both the in-distribution and out-of-distribution training sets,
we observed that most candidate features met our requirement
of nonzero mutual information (≥0.10) (see Table 2).

In both training sets, the candidate features that did not meet
the requirements were international travel control (0.099, 0.099),
debt/contract relief (0.043, 0.053), public information campaigns
(0.020, 0.023), testing policy (0.056, 0.064), and contact tracing
(0.030, 0.038). Additional candidate features that did not meet
the requirements for the in-distribution training set were
workplace closure (0.098) and cancellation of public events
(0.089). Overall, the in-distribution and out-of-distribution data
sets contained 17 and 20 features, respectively.

CIGτ had the highest mutual information out of all features,
suggesting similarities between the feature CIGτ and the label
CIGτ+14. Further analysis showed a correlation of r=.309
between CIGτ and CIGτ+14. This may be due to similar trends
in the CIG when the implementation of NPIs is consistent within
a 14-day period. We also observed that all candidate features
for the six Hofstede cultural dimensions had higher mutual
information than all individual NPI candidate features, aside
from the aggregated indices. This finding suggests a high

statistical relationship between each cultural dimension feature
and the label we sought to predict. Although the cultural
dimension values may not fully represent the cultural differences
of each country (see Limitations), there is sufficient information
between each cultural dimension feature and the label for them
to be relevant predictors of the label.

Comparison of Machine Learning Models
Out of all the available configurations (ie, hyperparameter
combinations) of each model, we selected the model
configurations with the lowest validation errors and computed
the test errors. The parameters for these selected models are
listed in Table 4. The mean training, validation, and test errors
are included in Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7, respectively, for
the in-distribution, out-of-distribution, and cross-validation
methods. We also include the median percent error [87], which

is the percentage difference of the prediction f(x(i)) and the label

y(i) for each instance {x(i)
,y

(i)}, computed as:

We observed that random forest regression had the lowest mean
test error in the interpolation method (0.031) and adaptive
boosting (AdaBoost) regression had the lowest mean test errors
in the extrapolation and cross-validation methods (0.089 and
0.167, respectively) (see Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7). For all
models aside from ridge regression, the in-distribution method
had the lowest mean test errors and the lowest median percent
error.

Table 4. Hyperparameters of the optimal configuration (lowest validation mean absolute error) for each model for each validation method.

Validation methodModel

Cross-validationOut-of-distributionIn-distribution

Ridge regression

0.000.250.00α

Decision tree regression

51025Depth

252Minimum sample split

411Minimum sample leaves

Random forest regression

151530Depth

12510150Estimators

222Minimum sample split

10101Minimum sample leaves

AdaBoosta regression

355Estimators

0.11.00.1Learning rate

Support vector regression

0.000.000.00ε

LinearLinearRadialKernel

aAdaBoost: adaptive boosting.
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Table 5. Optimal MAE and median percent error values for the in-distribution validation method.

Test percent errorValidation percent errorTest MAEValidation MAETrain MAEaModel

0.601.580.2590.2690.270Ridge regression

0.001.000.0390.0410.001Decision tree regression

1.011.010.0310.0330.012Random forest regressionb

1.241.310.1550.1660.162AdaBoostc regression

1.011.000.1650.1720.170Support vector regression

aMAE: mean absolute error.
bThe model with the lowest test MAE.
cAdaBoost: adaptive boosting.

Table 6. Optimal MAE and median percent error values for the out-of-distribution validation method.

Test percent errorValidation percent errorTest MAEValidation MAETrain MAEa

1.222.260.2470.2400.296Ridge regression

0.121.150.1140.1090.117Decision tree regression

0.441.450.1050.0980.098Random forest regression

0.391.400.0890.0810.207AdaBoostb regressionc

0.601.660.1760.1670.268Support vector regression

aMAE: mean absolute error.
bAdaBoost: adaptive boosting.
cThe model with the lowest test MAE.

Table 7. Optimal MAE and median percent error values for the cross-validation method. Validation error is equivalent to test error for cross-validation.

Validation percent errorValidation MAETrain MAEaModel

0.620.2750.262Ridge regression

0.280.2070.181Decision tree regression

0.400.1750.073Random forest regression

0.270.1670.164AdaBoostb regressionc

0.030.2400.230Support vector regression

aMAE: mean absolute error.
bAdaBoost: adaptive boosting.
cThe model with the lowest test MAE.

Analysis of Best-Performing Models
Intercepts near 0.0 and slopes near 1.0 are the linear calibration
measures that indicate a perfect calibration relationship between
the predictions and the labels [84]. For the optimal models in
all the validation methods, we observed slopes close to 1.0 and
intercepts close to 0.0 (see Table 8). Due to the large sample
sizes, statistical significance testing indicated that several slopes
and intercepts are significantly different from 1.0 and 0.0,
respectively. However, the small mean differences (standardized
to the standard deviation, ie, the z score) indicate that these
differences have no practical significance. High correlations (

r>0.70) and moderate-to-high R2 values (R2>.50) [88,89]
between the predictions and labels were observed in all three
validation methods (see Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4).

To assess the fine-grained model performance, we discretized
both the true labels and model predictions into bins of size 0.5
for all three validation methods (see Figure 5, Figure 6, and
Figure 7). Comparing the resulting empirical distributions, it
can be seen that the resulting distributions are extremely similar
in both the in-distribution and out-of-distribution methods. In
the cross-validation method, the predictions skew slightly higher
than the labels in the 0.0-1.0 range, showing a general tendency
of the model to slightly overestimate the CIG within this range.

Further analysis shows that the performance of the models varies
with the values of the labels. In both the in-distribution and
cross-validation methods, the test MAE is lowest for samples
with labels of 0.0 (see Table 9 and Table 10), followed by the
label range of 0.0-0.5. In the out-of-distribution method, the
test MAE is lowest for samples with labels from 0.0-0.5 (see
Table 11). For all validation methods, the mean MAE and
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median percent errors also increase with label bins greater than 1.0, showing a decrease in accuracy for a larger CIG.

Table 8. Linear calibration measures of the models with the lowest test mean absolute error for each validation method.

Validation methodMeasure

Cross-validationOut-of-distributionIn-distribution

19,66928112847Test sample size, n

AdaBoostAdaBoostaRandom forestModel

0.7580.7160.979Correlation, r

0.968 (0.006)0.986 (0.018)1.037 (0.004)Slope (SE)

–0.039–0.0150.176Slope standardized mean difference (z score) from 1

<.001.43<.001Slope P value (mean of 1)

0.006 (0.003)–0.011 (0.004)–0.013 (0.002)Intercept (SE)

0.014–0.044–0.119Intercept standardized mean difference (z score) from 0

.06.02<.001Intercept P value (mean of 0)

0.5740.5130.959R2 value

aAdaBoost: adaptive boosting.

Figure 2. Calibration plot between the labels and predictions for the interpolation validation method, with the mean of each prediction bin of size 0.25.
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Figure 3. Calibration plot between the labels and predictions for the extrapolation validation method, with the mean of each prediction bin of size 0.25.

Figure 4. Calibration plot between the labels and predictions for the cross-validation method, with the mean of each prediction bin of size 0.25.
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Figure 5. Distributions of the test labels (ie, true confirmed infection growth) and model predictions (n=2847) for the in-distribution method.

Figure 6. Distributions of the test labels (ie, true confirmed infection growth) and model predictions (n=2811) for the out-of-distribution method.
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Figure 7. Distributions of the test labels (ie, true confirmed infection growth) and model predictions (n=19,669) for the cross-validation method.

Table 9. Test errors and median percent errors of label bins of size 0.5 for the in-distribution validation method.

Test percent errorTest mean absolute error (SD)Test mean nonabsolute error (SD)CountUpper threshold

N/Aa0.000 (0.000)0.000 (0.000)200.0

0.010.017 (0.050)0.011 (0.052)21830.5

0.000.047 (0.060)0.003 (0.076)4081.0

–0.020.094 (0.115)–0.052 (0.139)1401.5

–0.040.158 (0.167)–0.104 (0.205)682.0

–0.080.297 (0.294)–0.283 (0.309)262.5

–0.431.108 (0.470)–1.108 (0.470)23.0

aN/A: not applicable.

Table 10. Test errors and median percent errors of label bins of size 0.5 for the cross-validation method.

Test percent errorTest mean absolute error (SD)Test mean nonabsolute error (SD)CountUpper threshold

N/Aa0.059 (0.086)–0.059 (0.086)1140.0

0.4930.109 (0.153)–0.073 (0.174)15,0560.5

–0.0060.217 (0.181)–0.010 (0.282)28151.0

–0.2990.393 (0.265)0.333 (0.337)9601.5

–0.3910.719 (0.370)0.719 (0.370)4512.0

–0.4591.141 (0.321)1.141 (0.321)2462.5

–0.4861.225 (0.266)1.362 (0.266)273.0

aN/A: not applicable.
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Table 11. Test errors and median percent errors of label bins of size 0.5 for the out-of-distribution validation method.

Test percent errorTest mean absolute error (SD)Test mean nonabsolute error (SD)CountUpper threshold

N/Aa0.076 (0.000)0.076 (0.000)190.0

0.440.071 (0.074)0.034 (0.096)26070.5

–0.250.225 (0.164)–0.161 (0.228)1521.0

–0.520.648 (0.222)–0.648 (0.222)221.5

–0.601.044 (0.147)–1.044 (0.147)32.0

–0.671.464 (0.116)–1.464 (0.116)82.5

aN/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Principal Results
Our results suggest that traditional, non–time series machine
learning models can predict future CIG to an appreciable degree

of accuracy, as suggested by the moderate-to-high R2 values

(R2>0.50) and strong linear calibration relationships (r>0.70)
[88,89] between the labels and predictions in all the validation
methods.

A comparison of our results for all the validation methods
suggests differences in the predictive performance of the
machine learning models across the varying use cases. The

in-distribution method has the highest R2 value and the lowest
test mean error and median percent error; this is to be expected,
as the test samples were obtained from the same distribution as
the training samples. Intuitively, although the samples in the
in-distribution method are unordered (ie, no temporal features
are included), the availability of samples across the entire
temporal range in the training set enables the validation and test
samples to interpolate between these training samples.

The out-of-distribution method achieved a higher test mean

error and a lower R2 value than the in-distribution method. This
is expected, as the evolving COVID-19 infection trajectories
observed in most countries give distributions of training samples
from earlier dates that may differ greatly from those of
validation and test samples from later dates (ie, data shift), which
machine learning models are often ill-equipped to handle [90].

Conversely, although the cross-validation method contained
the training and validation sets within the same date range, the
cross-validation method also separated countries across these
sets (ie, the 10 folds) such that no country had samples in both
the training and validation sets. This difference led to higher
test mean errors and median percent errors than the other two

methods and a similar R2 value to that of the out-of-distribution
method, suggesting that including training samples from the
same country as the validation samples is more important than
ensuring temporal overlap. We speculate that this result occurs
because the unique cultural dimensions per country may
potentially act as categorical rather than continuous features for
each country. In such cases, the cultural dimensions observed
in the training set would be considered irrelevant to the cultural
dimensions within the validation set.

The performance also varied depending on the value of the label
(see Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11), which may be due to the
imbalanced frequency of the training samples. That is, the
rareness of samples with higher CIG compared to lower CIG
in the training set may be the cause of their comparatively poor
performance.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, we also show constraints of the trained
AdaBoost regression models. The discretization of the prediction
values may be due to the low number of estimators used in the
lowest mean test error configuration, as shown in Table 4. The
low number of estimators in these configurations may also
restrict the predictions to a maximum of 1.5 selected to the
relatively low number of samples with labels greater than 1.5
(see Figure 6 and Figure 7). The label ranges with the most
samples are selected over underrepresented ranges as candidates
for prediction values in the discretized AdaBoost regression
models. Although additional estimators in the AdaBoost
regression models may result in less discrete prediction values,
they may also cause over-fitting by increasing the complexity
of the models.

Limitations
First, the scores in the OxCGRT and Hofstede cultural
dimensions data sets are imprecise. NPI enforcement levels and
definitions may vary even between countries with the same
scores, while countries sharing similar cultural dimension scores
may have unobserved differences in terms of cultural practices
due to low representation of their cultures with only six
dimensions. Although the Hofstede model is convenient for the
goal of our work, it does not identify intracountry cultural
differences. Furthermore, distinct countries may be grouped
within specific geographical regions (eg, Africa West). We also
acknowledge that there are trade-offs between different cultural
models and different definitions of culture [61]. We encourage
further exploration of appropriate cultural dimensions in addition
to the Hofstede model, such as GLOBE [59] and CVSCALE
[60]. Second, by predicting the CIG 14 days in advance of the
current date, the models do not account for information
regarding changes in NPIs between the current date and the
date-to-predict. Third, the CIG is a measure of the change in
the cumulative number of confirmed infections and may not
necessarily be correlated with the change in the daily number
of confirmed infections or the actual transmission rate of
COVID-19. For example, differences in testing and reporting
policies of different jurisdictions (eg, prioritizing high-risk
patients, performing more tests per capita, and obfuscating test
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results) may lead to a misleading representation of the infection
growth.

Conclusion
In this study, we trained five non–time series machine learning
models to predict the CIG 14 days into the future using NPI
features extracted from the OxCGRT data set [1] and cultural
norm features extracted from the Hofstede cultural dimensions
[58]. Together, these features enabled the prediction of
near-future CIG in multiple machine learning models.
Specifically, we observed that random forest regression and
AdaBoost regression resulted in the most accurate predictions
out of the five evaluated machine learning models.

We observed differences in the predictive performance of the
machine learning models across the three validation methods;
the highest accuracy was achieved with the in-distribution
method and the lowest with the cross-validation method. These
differences in performance suggest that the models have varying
levels of accuracy depending on the use case. Specifically,
predictions are expected to have higher accuracies when existing
data from the same country in nearby dates are available (ie,
in-distribution method). This enables applications such as
predicting the CIG over the upcoming 14 days from the current
date. The decrease in accuracy when data from nearby dates are

unavailable (ie, the out-of-distribution method) suggests weaker
performance in predicting the CIG over 14 days for relatively
distanced future dates. We observed the greatest decrease in
performance when data from the same country were unavailable
(ie, the cross-validation method). However, with all validation
methods, we observed appreciable calibration measures between
the predictions and labels of the test set.

This study adds to the rapidly growing body of work related to
predicting COVID-19 infection rates by introducing an approach
that incorporates routinely available data on NPIs and cultural
dimensions. Importantly, this study emphasizes the utility of
NPIs and cultural dimensions for predicting country-level
growth of confirmed infections of COVID-19, which to date
have been limited in existing forecasting models. Our findings
offer a new direction for the broader inclusion of these types of
measures, which are also relevant for other infectious diseases,
using non–time series machine learning models. Our
experiments also provide insight into validation methods for
different applications of the models. As the availability of this
data increases and the nature of the data continues to evolve,
we expect that models such as these will produce accurate and
generalizable results that can be used to guide pandemic
planning and other infectious disease control efforts.
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Abstract

Background: Holding conspiracy beliefs regarding the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States has been associated with
reductions in both actions to prevent the spread of the infection (eg, mask wearing) and intentions to accept a vaccine when one
becomes available. Patterns of media use have also been associated with acceptance of COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs. Here we
ask whether the type of media on which a person relies increased, decreased, or had no additional effect on that person’s COVID-19
conspiracy beliefs over a 4-month period.

Objective: We used panel data to explore whether use of conservative and social media in the United States, which were
previously found to be positively related to holding conspiracy beliefs about the origins and prevention of COVID-19, were
associated with a net increase in the strength of those beliefs from March to July of 2020. We also asked whether mainstream
news sources, which were previously found to be negatively related to belief in pandemic-related conspiracies, were associated
with a net decrease in the strength of such beliefs over the study period. Additionally, we asked whether subsequent changes in
pandemic conspiracy beliefs related to the use of media were also related to subsequent mask wearing and vaccination intentions.

Methods: A survey that we conducted with a national US probability sample in March of 2020 and again in July with the same
840 respondents assessed belief in pandemic-related conspiracies, use of various types of media information sources, actions
taken to prevent the spread of the disease and intentions to vaccinate, and various demographic characteristics. Change across
the two waves was analyzed using path analytic techniques.

Results: We found that conservative media use predicted an increase in conspiracy beliefs (β=.17, 99% CI .10-.25) and that
reliance on mainstream print predicted a decrease in their belief (β=–.08, 99% CI –.14 to –.02). Although many social media
platforms reported downgrading or removing false or misleading content, ongoing use of such platforms by respondents predicted
growth in conspiracy beliefs as well (β=.072, 99% CI .018-.123). Importantly, conspiracy belief changes related to media use
between the two waves of the study were associated with the uptake of mask wearing and changes in vaccination intentions in
July. Unlike other media, use of mainstream broadcast television predicted greater mask wearing (β=.17, 99% CI .09-.26) and
vaccination intention (β=.08, 95% CI .02-.14), independent of conspiracy beliefs.

Conclusions: The findings point to the need for greater efforts on the part of commentators, reporters, and guests on conservative
media to report verifiable information about the pandemic. The results also suggest that social media platforms need to be more
aggressive in downgrading, blocking, and counteracting claims about COVID-19 vaccines, claims about mask wearing, and
conspiracy beliefs that have been judged problematic by public health authorities.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25215)   doi:10.2196/25215
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Introduction

At the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States,
various conspiracy theories about the origins and prevention of
COVID-19 began to circulate on social media and some
conservative media outlets [1-4]. The study of conspiracies as
explanations for major events achieved notice in Hofstadter’s
classic and influential 1966 volume The Paranoid Style in
American Politics [5]. In his analysis, conspiracy beliefs
presupposed a “vast, insidious, preternaturally effective
international conspiratorial network designed to perpetrate acts
of most fiendish character” [5]. Conspiracy beliefs, including
those claiming the US government’s responsibility for the
assassination of John F Kennedy and the 9/11 terrorist attack
[6,7], have been a focus of study in the political science
literature, which regards such beliefs as ones “in which the
ultimate cause of an event is believed to be due to a plot by
multiple actors working together with a clear goal in mind, often
unlawfully and in secret” [8]. In psychology, the focus has been
on understanding what draws individuals to conspiracies [7,9],
while in public health, the concern has been about their role in
minimizing the likelihood of preventive behavior [10], and their
creation of unfounded fears of interventions such as fluoridation
and vaccination [11]. As with all conspiracy theories, it is
difficult to determine the validity of those related to COVID-19
because the putative actors work in secret [12]. Although
stigmatized as paranoid by some [5], such beliefs have a
surprising ability to attract adherents [6], and their influence
has increasingly been observed in response to COVID-19 public
health recommendations, such as vaccination and social
distancing [13,14].

A notable characteristic of conspiracy beliefs is the tendency
for belief in any one to be associated with acceptance of others
[2,15-17]. In the United States, three such beliefs prevalent early
in the pandemic [1,2,4] concerned suspicions that the pandemic
was the result of malign actions by either the Chinese
government or the pharmaceutical industry or that some in the
US government were exaggerating the danger of COVID-19 to
undermine the president of the United States. A national
probability sample of the US population in March and again in
July of 2020 [18] found that belief in any one of the conspiracies
was highly related to belief in the others and that those beliefs
were stable over time. Furthermore, belief in a composite of the
three conspiracies in March predicted unwillingness in July to
obtain a vaccine for the virus should one become available. The
beliefs also predicted a lower likelihood of reporting wearing
a face mask outside the home when exposed to other people
[18]. Although belief in pandemic conspiracies increased from
March to July 2020, our earlier analysis did not identify potential
sources of that increase or their possible effects on preventive
behavior.

Previous research has found that both misinformation [19] and
conspiracy beliefs are resistant to change [6,7,20,21] and that
holding conspiracy beliefs related to COVID-19 is associated

with lower levels of behaviors known to prevent its spread
[13,22]. In addition, single cross-sectional studies have found
a positive relationship between social media use and COVID-19
misinformation [1] and conspiracy beliefs [14,23,24] and found
that mainstream media consumption is associated with greater
rejection of them [25,26]. However, such cross-sectional data
cannot determine whether persistent use of these sources is
related to change in these beliefs across time or whether efforts
undertaken between the two surveys by media outlets to decrease
the amount of conspiracy content about COVID-19–related
topics is associated with a decrease in these beliefs.

Using a longitudinal study design, we tested the possibility that
exposure to different types of media sources might be
responsible for change in COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs in the
United States. Where our earlier work found that conspiracy
beliefs were positively related to use of social and conservative
media and negatively related to use of mainstream television
and print [18], we sought to determine whether those media
sources were also associated with subsequent change in the
strength of conspiracy beliefs from March to July 2020.

In examining the role of the media, it is important to recognize
that different types of outlets follow different norms when
communicating information even in ordinary times. According
to normative models of news reporting [27,28], journalists draw
on reliable, predictable sources, such as government agencies
and other accounts that can be independently verified through
standard fact-checking procedures. In the case of conspiracy
theories, such evidence is not available [29]. At the same time,
their imperviousness to disconfirmation reduces the likelihood
that mainstream news sources will feature them except to debunk
them. However, commentators on conservative cable and talk
radio, and those who post on social media are not bound by
such conventions [27]. As one example, Tucker Carlson of Fox
News noted that there was “a lot of speculation” that COVID-19
“is not a naturally occurring virus; that it was somehow created
by the Chinese government” [30]. Rush Limbaugh alleged that
“the coronavirus is being weaponized as yet another element to
bring down Donald Trump” and that “it probably is a ChiCom
laboratory experiment that is in the process of being
weaponized” [31].

Misleading information percolated through social media as the
pandemic unfolded [14,23]. On March 3, 2020, NewsGuard
[32] raised an alarm due to the following finding:

Over the last 90 days, posts from the websites of the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and
the World Health Organization received 364,483
‘engagements,’ or likes, shares, and comments on
social media. In that same period, 74 U.S. sites that
NewsGuard found to have published coronavirus
misinformation received a combined 52,053,542
‘engagements’—more than 142 times the engagement
of the two major public health institutions providing
information about the outbreak.
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A video on a YouTube channel named the Next News Network
was viewed nearly 7 million times before it was taken down by
YouTube [33]. It claimed that the COVID-19 pandemic was
the result of a deceptive plot that sought to impose “mandatory
vaccines” on the public.

Unlike conservative cable and talk radio, the major social media
platforms took active measures to interdict COVID-19–related
misinformation and conspiracies by removing misleading and
potentially harmful content, inserting warnings where
appropriate, and featuring articles that refuted the widespread
misinformation. In March 2020, Twitter announced that it would
“prioritize removing content when it has a clear call to action
that could directly pose a risk to people’s health or well-being”
[34] and in May announced that it would “put labels and warning
messages on some tweets that contain disputed or misleading
information related to Covid-19” [35]. In addition, in
anticipation of the release of a COVID-19 conspiracy film,
“Pinterest had its moderators run proactive searches for terms
that might have been associated with the movie, deleting them
to nip any problematic content in the bud” [36]. In early March,
Facebook announced that it “was removing false claims and
conspiracy theories flagged by global health organizations and
the company is blocking people from running ads that try to
exploit the fears of the public by pitching snake oil cures” [37].
In mid-April, Facebook began “showing messages in News
Feed to people who have liked, reacted or commented on
harmful misinformation about COVID-19 that we have since
removed. These messages will connect people to COVID-19
myths debunked by the WHO including ones we’ve removed
from our platform for leading to imminent physical harm” [38].
At the same time, it announced that it had “added a new section
to [its] COVID-19 Information Center called Get the Facts. It
includes fact-checked articles from [Facebook’s] partners that
debunk misinformation about the coronavirus.” In August 2020,
Facebook reported that it had removed “7 million posts pushing
covid-19 misinformation from its main social media site and
Instagram between April and June” and “put warning notes on
98 million covid-19 misinformation posts on Facebook” in the
same period [39]. In December 2020, YouTube reported that it
had removed more than 700,000 misleading COVID-19 videos
to date [40].

Despite their efforts, the range of social media and the capacity
of misinformation purveyors to repost interdicted content means
that conspiracy theories about COVID-19 often gain substantial
audiences before they are blocked or addressed [19,38,41,42].
For example, before YouTube removed a video asserting that
the pandemic had been bioengineered, 570,000 subscribers to
the website SGT Report had potentially been exposed to it [43].
Additionally, the 26-minute viral video, “Plandemic,” which
was also eventually removed in May 2020, nevertheless claimed
that “vaccines kill millions, the flu vaccine contains the
coronavirus, and that the virus was ‘manipulated’” [44], and
was viewed “more than eight million times on YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, and had generated countless
other posts,” in a little over a week after its release [45]. If
exposure to those media is partly responsible for the
dissemination and credibility of conspiracy beliefs, we would
expect that ongoing exposure would intensify the beliefs

between March and July 2020. If the social media efforts to
blunt the effects of the content were successful, we would expect
that the beliefs reported in March by users of those media would
not have intensified by July.

We also were interested to see whether mainstream media use
predicted declines in conspiracy beliefs, as cross-sectional
analyses of the relations between media sources and conspiracy
beliefs in March found [1,18]. If the mainstream news media
are a source of substantiated information rather than speculation
about conspiracies, then one would expect that exposure to them
would result in a decline in conspiracy beliefs regarding the
pandemic. Such a finding would suggest that news media can
play a role in reducing the strength of conspiracy beliefs, despite
their resistance to refutation.

To further investigate the role of conspiracy beliefs on
preventive behavior, we asked whether increased belief in
COVID-19–related conspiracies from March to July 2020 was
related to changes in either preventive behavior (mask wearing)
or willingness to accept a COVID-19 vaccine when a safe and
effective one becomes available. Furthermore, to the extent to
which ongoing use of any media sources was associated with
strengthened belief in the same pandemic conspiracies, we were
also interested to see if patterns of media exposure might not
only predict change in conspiracy beliefs, but also whether those
changes were associated with changes in vaccination intentions
or with uptake of mask wearing.

In summary, we explored whether use of different media that
span the liberal to conservative political spectrum, including
mainstream media, predicted change in the acceptance of
conspiracy theories that were found to be prevalent at the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States [1,2,4]. In
particular, we tested our major hypothesis (H1) that use of
mainstream news media such as broadcast television and
newspapers that abide by journalistic norms of reporting would
predict reduction in conspiracy belief. With regard to social
media, which are not constrained by such norms and have been
found to be associated with belief in conspiracy theories about
the pandemic [14,23], we explored whether their use might have
strengthened conspiracy beliefs or alternatively, consistent with
efforts by major platforms to remove misinformation and
conspiracies, have reduced the strength of those beliefs over
time. Our prior analysis of the role of conservative media
suggested our second major hypothesis (H2) that use of
conservative media would strengthen conspiracy beliefs. Finally,
to the extent that media use predicted continued growth or
decline in conspiracy beliefs, we asked whether such changes
were associated with changes in accepting a vaccine when one
became available or with adopting the newly recommended
preventive action of mask wearing.

Methods

Survey Sample
A sample of US residents (N=840) that was recruited from a
national probability panel by Qualtrics completed two waves
of an online survey as part of their participation in NORC
(National Opinion Research Center) at the University of
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Chicago’s AmeriSpeak Panel [46]. The first survey was
conducted in March 2020 and the second approximately four
months later in July. We restricted our analysis to the
respondents who completed both surveys (see [18]). The sample
that remained at the second wave was very similar to that from
the first wave and missingness was only slightly related to
intention to vaccinate at wave 1. The study was deemed to be
exempt from institutional review board review in as much as
no personally identifiable information was retained from the
survey firm.

NORC also provided demographic survey weights to enable
projection to the US population according to age, gender,
race/ethnicity, education, and Census Division based on the
Current Population Survey of February 2020. Those weights
were applied for descriptive purposes in describing belief in
conspiracy theories, but all multivariate analyses were conducted
with unweighted data and demographic differences controlled.

A power analysis conducted prior to the study indicated that a
sample size of approximately 800 would enable us to detect
standardized mediated relationships of .04 or greater at the 99%
CI [18], which was regarded as sufficiently sensitive for direct
relationships as well.

Survey Content

Conspiracy Beliefs
We assessed belief in three conspiracy theories circulating in
social media and other venues at the time of the first wave [47],
which were found to be accepted by at least 10% of the US
population [1,2,4]:

1. “The pharmaceutical industry created the coronavirus to
increase sales of its drugs and vaccines.”

2. “The coronavirus was created by the Chinese government
as a biological weapon.”

3. “Some in the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, also known as CDC, are exaggerating the
danger posed by the coronavirus to damage the Trump
presidency.”

Belief in each conspiracy theory was registered on a 4-point
scale ranging from “Definitely false” to Definitely true.” Belief
in conspiracies is distinguishable from endorsement of other
forms of misinformation (eg, that taking vitamin C protects one
from contracting COVID-19) that were also prevalent during
the early phase of the pandemic in the United States [48]. We
operationalized strengthening of conspiracy belief as a
movement toward either “definitely” or “probably true” and
weakening as movement toward “definitely false.” These ratings
were correlated within respondents with values ranging from
.40 to .54 at both waves and high levels of reliability (α
values=.71 and .74 and ω values=.67 and .74). The mean of
these ratings increased from 1.75 (SD 0.85) to 1.90 (SD 1.08),
P<.001, at the second wave. Belief in the conspiracies in March
was inversely related to taking preventive action and accepting
an eventual vaccine [18]. In addition, conspiracy belief in March
prospectively predicted both action taken and change in

vaccination intention assessed in July. In the analysis reported
here, we determined whether change in conspiracy belief
associated with media use was also related to prospective
prediction of those outcomes.

Mask Wearing and Other Preventive Actions
We also developed an index encapsulating adoption of seven
recommended actions to prevent the infection at wave 1 (eg,
frequent hand washing) [18]. The index was the sum of the
actions taken in the past few days (Yes or No). This index did
not include mask wearing, which was not recommended until
after the first wave was completed. At the second wave, we
used this outcome as a measure of compliance with
recommended action since it had become recognized as critical
to halting the spread of the virus through the air as well as
preventing contact between the hands and face [49]. At the
second wave, 79% (n=668) of the sample reported wearing a
mask every day they went to public places where they “might
encounter other people.” The two outcomes were positively
correlated across the two waves (r=.23), indicating that the
index at wave 1 was sensitive to willingness to comply with
recommended behavior, and so we used the index at wave 1 to
assess change in this tendency over time.

Vaccination Intentions
We also assessed intentions to accept a vaccine should one
become available in the future with a 4-point scale going from
“not at all likely” to “very likely.” The proportion who reported
either not at all likely or not very likely increased from 14.5%
(n=121) at the first wave to 25.8% (n=215) at the second wave,
P<.001.

Media Use
To determine whether media use predicted change across time
in conspiracy beliefs, we assessed reliance on six sources of
news and commentary in the media from across the political
spectrum [11]. Our use of conservative, mainstream, and liberal
media categories was consistent with classifications that are
commonly used to categorize media in the United States
[27,50-52].

For each source, respondents rated “How much information do
you get from sources such as…” on a 6-point scale from “no
information” to “a lot of information” (see Table 1 for each list
of sources). The modal response was “no information” except
for mainstream broadcast television news, for which the mode
was the highest level of information. We refer to the use of
major national newspapers and news services that have users
both online and in traditional print as mainstream print. As seen
in Table 1, the reported amount of information that respondents
received from each source tended to decline from March to July
and did so reliably for all but liberal news and aggregators.
Nevertheless, individual use of each media category was highly
stable across time, as evidenced by the correlations between the
two time points. In addition, correlations between use of each
media and belief in COVID-19 conspiracies ranged from a high
of .37 for conservative media to –.28 for mainstream print.
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Table 1. Use of six media (with examples of each) as sources of information in both March (T1) and July (T2) of 2020 and relations with political
ideology (unweighted).

Correlation with
T1 Conspiracy Be-
lief Index

Correlation
over time

Probability of
t value

t value of paired
difference, T1-T2

July 2020 (T2),
mean (SD)

March 2020
(T1), mean
(SD)

Media use

–.18.62<.0016.132.61 (1.73)2.94 (1.77)Mainstream television (eg, ABC
News, CBS News, NBC News)

.37.71.0292.191.39 (1.74)1.49 (1.83)Conservative media (eg, Fox News,
Rush Limbaugh, Breitbart News, One
America News, The Drudge Report)

–.10.57.490.691.31 (1.51)1.35 (1.53)Liberal media (eg, MSNBC, Bill
Maher, Huffington Post

.06.54.221.221.94 (1.59)2.00 (1.63)Aggregators (eg, Google News, Ya-
hoo News)

.16.54.0262.231.67 (1.63)1.80 (1.71)Social media (eg, Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube)

–.28.61.0262.261.80 (1.71)1.85 (1.75)Mainstream print (eg, Associated
Press, New York Times, Washington
Post, Wall Street Journal)

We controlled for the partisanship of the respondent as an
alternative explanation for effects, using a measure of political
ideology registered on a 5-point scale ranging from “very
conservative“ to “very liberal.” As expected, self-identified
liberals reported greater use of liberal media (r=.30), while
conservatives reported greater use of conservative media
(r=–.42).

We also assessed various demographic differences that could
be associated with media exposure and therefore might explain
changes between the two waves in relation to conspiracy beliefs
and media use. The relations between these characteristics and
belief in coronavirus conspiracies are described in the Results
section. The text of the survey is located in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Analysis
We used the program Mplus [53] to test path models for the
relation between media use in March 2020 and changes in
conspiracy beliefs in July 2020. For any media use that predicted
such change, we examined whether the change in conspiracy
belief mediated changes in either preventive action (mask
wearing) or intention to vaccinate. Less than 3% of the data was
missing for any analysis, and Mplus imputed those scores using
maximum likelihood estimation. We used bootstrap procedures

with 1000 samples to construct 99% and 95% CIs for all tests
of direct and mediated paths. We report standardized coefficients
for all paths in the models that had CIs excluding zero. To avoid
overfitting, paths with values that did not lie outside of at least
90% CIs were dropped from the models and fixed at a value of
zero. We used standard measures of goodness of fit for all
models [54].

Results

Overview
Table 2 shows the percentages of respondents at each wave who
reported belief in the three conspiracy theories by various
demographic characteristics and media use (weighted to national
demographics). Overall, each belief received greater
endorsement at the second wave, and this occurred across most
of the demographic and media use characteristics. In total, belief
that China had created the virus as a weapon was the most
widely endorsed (38.1%), with belief that some within the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) were using
the pandemic to undermine the president was close behind
(32.2%). The belief that the pharmaceutical industry was
benefiting from the pandemic and possibly helped to create it
was the least accepted (17.4%).
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Table 2. Percentages of sample believing that each conspiracy belief was either “definitely true” or “probably true” by demographic characteristics
and news use in March and July 2020 (N=840, weighted).

Chinese government created
the virus, %

Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention wants
to damage the Trump
presidency, %

Pharmaceutical industry
created the virus, %

Percentage of sampleCharacteristic

JulyMarchJulyMarchJulyMarch

Gender

37.6a29.138.2a27.0a14.29.644.1Male

38.2a27.827.0a20.3a19.819.155.6Female

Age

43.0a35.1a26.922.724.4a26.9a20.718-29

36.1a29.8a34.930.130.7a21.9a23.830-44

33.4a30.3a36.925.112.9a10.9a24.545-59

32.0a22.3a30.117.15.9a4.3a31.0≥60

Race/ethnicity

38.025.5a35.5a22.3a14.2a9.7a74.7White

48.5a43.8a18.4a31.4a29.1a36.3a13.9Black

42.9a33.8a28.5a28.6a28.4a29.1a15.4Hispanic

Education

58.1a42.7a42.3a31.8a29.0a27.0a32.9High school or less

32.8a24.0a30.7a21.7a14.0a12.1a48.2Some college

16.7a12.7a17.9a12.1a6.4a6.9a19.0Postgraduate

Income (US $)

46.8a37.0a24.0a27.222.9a27.4a26.4<30,000

39.9a28.5a36.9a21.522.0a13.7a41.130,000-85,000

28.5a21.4a33.1a22.57.1a5.6a32.4>85,000

Political ideology

54.8a37.1a63.1a40.2a17.1a11.1a29.8Conservative

39.9a30.6a23.6a22.6a17.2a16.4a40.0Neither

19.5a17.4a13.5a8.0a17.5a16.2a30.2Liberal

News source

33.2a24.7a17.7a15.1a18.3a13.341.9Mainstream television

65.8a51.6a61.1a33.5a28.2a13.418.1Conservative

34.121.817.4a11.0a22.7a19.611.1Liberal

43.0a32.223.6a25.0a25.4a24.2a20.9Aggregators

44.741.8a32.728.627.1a19.8a19.6Social

21.4a18.4a11.6a13.2a11.5a15.0a21.0Mainstream print

38.128.332.223.517.414.8100Total

aResponse distributions that are significantly different within each time period (P<.05) either across demographic groups or within each media use.
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Figure 1 shows the results of the path model that tested our
hypotheses regarding mainstream and conservative media as
predictors of change in support of pandemic conspiracies and
our exploration of social media as a continued influence. The
model provided an excellent fit to the data, with a root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA) of .032, 90% CI
.000-.068; comparative fit index (CFI)=.99; Tucker-Lewis Index
(TLI)=.99, and standardized root mean square residual
(SRMR)=.007. As seen in Figure 1, holding constant the relation
between conspiracy beliefs across time, our first hypothesis

(H1) regarding the effects of mainstream news was only partially
supported, while H2 regarding the effects of conservative and
social media was fully supported: both conservative (.159, 99%
CI .089-.231) and social media use (.072, 99% CI .018-.123)
predicted increased belief in the conspiracies. However, while
mainstream television and print were inversely related to
conspiracy belief in March, only mainstream print predicted a
decline in conspiracy belief in July (–.090, 99% CI –.150 to
–.029). No other media use predicted subsequent conspiracy
belief.

Figure 1. Standardized predictors of conspiracy beliefs in March and again in July with all coefficients falling within 99% CIs, except for social media
and conspiracy beliefs in March.

As seen in Figure 1, the media sources remained predictive
despite controls for other factors, such as education and liberal
political ideology, which predicted declines in conspiracy
beliefs.

Relations With Mask Wearing in July
Figure 2 shows the results of the analysis for changes in action
taken, with mask wearing specifically assessed at the second
wave. This model also fit the data well, with an RMSEA of
.036, 90% CI .021-.051; CFI=.98; TLI=.97; and SRMR=.019.
Use of masks in July was inversely related to conspiracy belief
in July (–.30, 99% CI –.38 to –.22), controlling for demographic
differences and political ideology (not shown in the figure).
Interestingly, use of mainstream television in March was a
positive predictor of mask wearing in July (.17, 99% CI .09-.26),

but this relation was direct and not mediated by conspiracy
belief in July. This was in contrast with conservative media use
in March, which indirectly predicted lower mask wearing in
July with an overall relation of –.093, 99% CI –.132 to –.061.
Importantly, about half of this mediated relation
(–.047/–.093=51%) was attributable to change in conspiracy
beliefs (–.047, 99% CI –.076 to –.024). The rest of the relation
went through the carryover of conspiracy belief from March to
July (–.039, 99% CI –.061 to –.021) and the carryover of
preventive action in March to mask wearing in July (–.007, 99%
CI –.015 to –.003). Thus, these indirect paths show that use of
conservative media in March predicted less mask wearing as
mediated by increases in conspiracy belief in July apart from
any change attributable to previous actions taken.
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Figure 2. Standardized relations between media use in March and subsequent conspiracy beliefs and action taken to prevent spread of COVID infection
in July. All paths within 99% CIs, except between social media and conspiracy beliefs in March, which excluded zero with a 95% CI.

With regard to use of mainstream print in March, the overall
relation with mask wearing in July was positive (.057, 99% CI
.030-.086), indicating that it was associated with greater use of
this behavior. In addition, in contrast with conservative media
use, its relationship with mask wearing as mediated by change
in belief in pandemic conspiracy theories was positive (.027,
99% CI .008-.042). This amounted to about 47% (.027/.057)
of the relation between use of mainstream print in March and
mask wearing in July. The rest of the relation was mediated by
carryover in conspiracy belief from March to July (.026, 99%
CI .008-.043) and through action taken in March (.005, 99% CI
.001-.010).

Social media use in March also predicted less mask wearing in
July with a total indirect relation of –.039, 99% CI –.067 to
–.018. Here more than half of this relation (–.022/–.039=56%)
was attributable to change in conspiracy beliefs (–.022, 99%
CI –.040 to –.006).

Relations With Vaccination in July
Figure 3 shows the model that explored the role of various media
uses in March as predictors of change in vaccination intentions
and associated change in conspiracy beliefs. This model also
fit the data well, with an RMSEA of .058, 90% CI .046-.072;
CFI=.97; TLI=.94, and SRMR=.021.

Figure 3. Standardized relations between media use in March and conspiracy beliefs and vaccine intentions in July. All paths within 99% CIs, except
between social media and conspiracy beliefs in March and July, which excluded zero at the 95% CI.

As with mask wearing, vaccination intentions in July were
inversely related to conspiracy beliefs in July apart from
demographic variables and political ideology (–.26, 99% CI
–.34 to –.17). Again, use of mainstream television was a positive
predictor in July even though its relation was independent of
belief in pandemic conspiracies (.075, 95% CI .016-.135). In
the case of vaccination, mainstream television was also

associated with greater intention to vaccinate in March (.124,
99% CI .031-.211).

Use of conservative media in March predicted reduced intentions
to vaccinate in July as mediated in total by conspiracy beliefs
and carryover in vaccination intentions (–.120, 99% CI –.165
to –.083). Use of conservative media in March was specifically
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related to change in vaccination intentions stemming from
changes in conspiracy beliefs in July (–.054, 99% CI –.083 to
–.031). This indicates that about 45% (–.054/–.120) of the
overall relation was attributable to conservative media’s
association with increased belief in pandemic conspiracies from
March to July. The rest of the relation was attributable to
carryover in conspiracy beliefs from March to July (–.035, 99%
CI –.059 to –.019) and carryover from vaccination intention in
March to July (–.031, 99% CI –.050 to –.018).

As with mask wearing, use of mainstream print had an overall
positive relation with vaccination intention in July (.078, 99%
CI .037-116). About 44% (.034/.078) of this relation was due
to mainstream print’s association with change in conspiracy
belief (.034, 99% CI .017-.055). The rest of the mediation was
attributable to carryover in conspiracy beliefs from March to
July (.023, 99% CI .007-.040) and carryover in vaccination
intentions from March to July (.021, 99% CI .007-.036).

Use of social media in March was also predictive of vaccination
in July, with an overall negative indirect relation of –.041, 99%
CI –.071 to –.014. However, this relation as mediated by change
in conspiracy beliefs was weaker than for the other media, with
only about 39% (–.016/–.041) attributable to this source (–.016,
99% CI –.035 to –.001). The rest of the relation was attributable
to carryover in conspiracy beliefs and vaccination intentions
from March to July.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Despite the characterization of conspiracy beliefs as paranoid
[5] and stigmatized by some in public discourse [6], they remain
robust sources of skepticism regarding important public health
recommendations able to prevent the spread of COVID-19. In
our analysis of the prevalence of three conspiracy beliefs
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, we found that acceptance
of those beliefs ranged from 17% for belief that pharmaceutical
companies created the virus to 38% for belief that the Chinese
government did so. These levels of acceptance grew over the
period from March to July. As with many conspiracies, these
beliefs can be accepted by the same person despite their logical
incompatibility [55,56]. Scholars have argued that it is the
underlying distrust of governments rather than the consistency
of their content that appears to motivate their acceptance [57,58].

We found that reliance on different types of media for
information during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic
in the United States predicted changes in the strength of belief
in the three prevalent conspiracy theories. In particular, use of
conservative media, such as Fox News and the talk radio
program hosted by the late Rush Limbaugh, was associated with
increased acceptance of the three conspiracy beliefs, while use
of mainstream print—such as the New York Times and the Wall
Street Journal—was associated with increased rejection of them.
Although mainstream broadcast television news was negatively
associated with conspiracy beliefs in March, there was no direct
relation in July. Despite the efforts of the platforms to interdict
such content, there was also a small but reliable increase in the

perceived truth of the three theories among users of social media
in July.

We found partial support for the hypothesis (H1) that use of
mainstream news outlets would reduce belief in conspiracy
theories because those media tend to follow traditional
journalistic norms of reporting based on substantiated
information backed by credible sources [27,28]. Conspiracy
theories are by their nature spread by questionable sources
whose assertions are difficult to verify [29]. As a result, those
theories are less likely to be covered in the news, except to
undercut them (eg, NBC news coverage of the QAnon
conspiracy [59]). This hypothesis was supported in regard to
mainstream print, but not broadcast television. We also found
support for the hypothesis (H2) that use of conservative media
would sustain and strengthen conspiracy beliefs because the
commentators on these venues discussed those theories as
plausible causes of the pandemic and explanations for failures
of the Trump administration to cope with the crisis [60]. As one
would expect, we found that, regardless of media use patterns,
politically conservative more so than liberal or independent
respondents endorsed the conspiracy beliefs at both times. Early
in the pandemic, a Republican member of Congress wore a gas
mask to a vote on emergency relief for the pandemic, in an
apparent attempt to poke fun at the need for such action [61].
Moreover, President Trump opined that the virus was no more
serious than the seasonal flu [62], suggested that it was created
at the Wuhan Institute of Virology [63], characterized a finding
by the Department of Veteran Affairs that hydroxychloroquine
was not effective as a “Trump enemy statement” [64], and
alleged that the “deep state” was delaying progress on a vaccine
to thwart his reelection [65]. These moves to downplay the
seriousness of the pandemic, blame its origins on a Chinese lab,
and dismiss inconvenient science as the work of his enemies
are consistent with two of the conspiracy beliefs on which we
focused. Indeed, both the belief that some in the CDC were
exaggerating the seriousness of the pandemic in order to
undermine his presidency and that the Chinese created the virus
as a weapon were endorsed by 63% and 55% of conservative
respondents at the second wave, respectively. Conservatives
were previously found to be more disposed to accept the
COVID-19 conspiracy belief that “powerful people intentionally
planned the COVID-19 outbreak” [66].

We did not make a directional prediction about the influence
of social media on continued belief in conspiracy theories
because, as we noted earlier, during the period between our two
surveys, considerable effort was expended by major platforms
to remove or downgrade misleading information about the
pandemic [40,41]. In addition, a recent survey of content on
Twitter concluded that despite the large amount of
misinformation on social media, there is also a great amount of
science-based information that circulates on those sites [67].
However, our findings suggest that these efforts did not remove
the influence of the three theories on which we focused. This
finding is consistent with evidence from a study conducted in
April 2020 that found considerable evidence of tweeted
comments supporting a conspiracy theory about the pandemic
[68] and other work suggesting that conspiracy claims that are
interdicted quickly reappear elsewhere [17,45]. Although
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experience in China suggests that rapid refutation of pandemic
rumors can be successful in reducing transmission of
misinformation on social media [69], the expanse, variety, and
decentralized nature of US media make such efforts more
challenging than in countries whose media are largely
government controlled. We also found that acceptance of
conspiracy theories was associated with less action to prevent
the spread of the disease, such as mask wearing. Similar patterns
were observed in willingness to accept a vaccine. In both cases,
use of conservative and social media were related to reductions
in preventive behavior associated with changes in conspiracy
beliefs.

Although it is difficult to debunk conspiracy theories, we did
find that use of mainstream print predicted a subsequent decrease
in the three beliefs. In addition, persons with greater education
were more likely to move away from belief in those theories
by July. Nevertheless, despite the potential ability of mainstream
print to reduce belief in pandemic conspiracies, its influence
appeared to be weaker than that of conservative and social
media, which together predicted more than twice the effect size
of mainstream print (.23 versus –.09). If this pattern of influence
were to persist, it could lead to further increases in conspiracy
belief among users of social and conservative media and,
because of the smaller influence of print, a net increase in those
beliefs in the US population at large.

On a positive note, the influence of mainstream television news,
which also reaches a more sizeable audience than social and
conservative media, appeared to outweigh their potentially
negative effects on mask wearing and future vaccination. Indeed,
mainstream television was the most used source of information
in our sample. Despite the greater change in conspiracy beliefs
associated with conservative and social media use, when the
direct relations with vaccination intentions (.08) and mask
wearing (.17) are included, the difference between social and
conservative versus mainstream media use was negligible for
vaccination (–.161 versus .158, respectively) and weaker for
mask wearing (–.132 versus .227, respectively). Considering
the larger reach of mainstream news, the overall potential effects
of those news sources could well have outweighed the effects
of conservative and social media use on the public’s acceptance
of vaccination and mask wearing.

Some have suggested that use of mainstream news is so
dominant in the United States that disinformation transmitted
through the internet and social media is unlikely to exert much
influence [70]. Our findings are consistent with the conclusion
that although mainstream news use is extensive and correlated
with positive protective behaviors, the influence of social and
conservative media is nonetheless significant. The three
conspiracy beliefs that we studied are associated with media
use outside of mainstream news, suggesting that these sources
have a worrisome influence on the US public, despite their
smaller share of the media market.

It is notable that use of mainstream television news was
associated with greater mask wearing and intentions to vaccinate
whether one accepted the three conspiracies or not. Use of
broadcast television was also associated with taking
recommended action in the United Kingdom [26] and Canada

[25]. This pattern suggests that this popular source of
information enhances compliance with recommended behavior
by means other than dispelling conspiracy theories. Through
its wide reach and its audiovisual capacities, it may provide
direct exposure to persons wearing masks and taking vaccines,
actions that would increase the normative acceptance of these
behaviors. It is also likely that mainstream news sources such
as television transmit more public health recommendations than
are routinely accessed on social media [25] or conservative
cable and opinion sites [60]. Trust in mainstream news is also
associated with greater rejection of conspiracy theories [71].

It is noteworthy as well that some individual characteristics
were no longer directly related to increased belief in COVID-19
conspiracies in July despite being associated with them in
March. Although both Black and Hispanic respondents reported
more belief in those theories than white respondents in March,
Black and Hispanic respondents did not increase their belief by
the second wave in July. This suggests that they were not
exposed to greater sources of COVID-19 conspiracy information
in the media during the intervening period. Importantly, neither
Black nor Hispanic respondents were more likely to consume
information on conservative media (r values ranging from –.015
to .057) and were only somewhat more likely to use information
on social media (r values ranging from .017 to .099). At the
same time, Black respondents were more likely to use
mainstream television than others at both time points (r
values=.167 and .144), while Hispanic respondents exhibited
no differential use of information on any of the two remaining
media groupings over the two time points. Nevertheless, despite
the absence of an increase in conspiracy belief among Black
and Hispanic respondents, their greater overall endorsement of
such beliefs is still related to their unwillingness to accept
vaccines.

Limitations
Although our two-wave panel study provides more sensitive
evidence of the role of media use in the persistence of conspiracy
beliefs regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, there are limitations
that need to be recognized. We use a national probability sample
to generalize to the US population, but the survey was conducted
online, which restricted the sample to those with online access
and experience. As a result, older citizens were
underrepresented. Additionally, because we rely on self-reports
of behavior, such as mask wearing, we cannot confirm that those
reports reflect actual behavior. Our results also are only
applicable to changes that occurred between March and July of
2020 in the United States. The effects of media use on pandemic
conspiracy beliefs beyond that period remain to be studied.
Finally, despite the ability to observe changes in conspiracy
beliefs associated with media use, we cannot make strong causal
claims because it still remains possible that characteristics other
than those for which we controlled drove the changes in those
beliefs. Nevertheless, our controls for a wide range of
demographic differences as well as for political ideology
increase our confidence that media use predicts changes in
conspiracy beliefs regarding the pandemic.
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Conclusions
Exposure to conservative and social media during the period
from March to July 2020 predicted greater belief in three
COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs in the United States, and these
beliefs were related to less intention to vaccinate in the future
and lower reported use of masks in the present. Public health
agencies tasked with communicating the need for effective
action to prevent the spread of the virus should seek
opportunities to present accurate information about the pandemic
to users of those media. At the same time, reaching users of

mainstream media is also important in that they were either less
likely to subscribe to conspiracy beliefs (in the case of print) or
more likely to adopt protective behavior (in the case of
mainstream broadcast television news). Although social media
platforms have attempted to remove misinformation and
conspiracy theories related to the COVID-19 pandemic, users
of these platforms were more likely to exhibit increases in the
strength of such beliefs in July. This finding suggests that those
venues need to exert even greater efforts to counteract exposure
to problematic COVID-19–related content.
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Abstract

Background: In the face of the current COVID-19 pandemic, the timely prediction of upcoming medical needs for infected
individuals enables better and quicker care provision when necessary and management decisions within health care systems.

Objective: This work aims to predict the medical needs (hospitalizations, intensive care unit admissions, and respiratory
assistance) and survivability of individuals testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection in Portugal.

Methods: A retrospective cohort of 38,545 infected individuals during 2020 was used. Predictions of medical needs were
performed using state-of-the-art machine learning approaches at various stages of a patient’s cycle, namely, at testing
(prehospitalization), at posthospitalization, and during postintensive care. A thorough optimization of state-of-the-art predictors
was undertaken to assess the ability to anticipate medical needs and infection outcomes using demographic and comorbidity
variables, as well as dates associated with symptom onset, testing, and hospitalization.

Results: For the target cohort, 75% of hospitalization needs could be identified at the time of testing for SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Over 60% of respiratory needs could be identified at the time of hospitalization. Both predictions had >50% precision.

Conclusions: The conducted study pinpoints the relevance of the proposed predictive models as good candidates to support
medical decisions in the Portuguese population, including both monitoring and in-hospital care decisions. A clinical decision
support system is further provided to this end.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26075)   doi:10.2196/26075

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; machine learning; intensive care admissions; respiratory assistance; predictive models; data modeling; clinical
informatics

Introduction

Background
COVID-19 is a disease caused by the novel coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2, transmissible from person to person and

associated with acute respiratory complications in severe cases
[1,2]. The main symptoms of patients infected are fever, cough,
and fatigue; others are asymptomatic [3]. The COVID-19
pandemic presents a substantial threat to global health and has
been directly responsible for many deaths. Since the first
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outbreak in December 2019 in Wuhan, China, the number of
confirmed infected patients worldwide has exceeded 55 million
cases, and nearly 1.3 million people have died from COVID-19
[4]. Current literature has shown that infected patients with
specific comorbidities or preconditions (eg, hypertension,
respiratory problems, diabetes) and of old age are expected to
develop a more severe response to the infection and may
consequently need longer hospitalizations and intensive care
[5-7]. Strict social confinement measures have been
implemented to decrease the COVID-19 R0 value (average
number of individuals infected by each infected person) and
guarantee the optimal use of equipment and beds at normal,
continuous, and intensive care units (ICUs). However, although
public health responses aim to delay the spread of the infection,
several countries such as the United States, Brazil, Italy, and
India have faced severe health care crises.

Without effective antiviral drugs and a vaccine, prognostic tools
related to COVID-19 are required. Statistical and computational
models could assist clinical staff in triaging patients at high risk
for respiratory failure to better guide the allocation of medical
resources. Recently, several predictive models ranging from
statistical and score-based systems to more recent machine
learning models have been proposed in response to COVID-19.
Guan et al [8] proposed a Cox regression model to infer potential
risk factors associated with serious adverse outcomes in patients
with COVID-19. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression
models have been used to determine risk factors associated with
mortality [9]. Scoring systems have been proposed to predict
COVID-19 patient mortality but are limited by small sample
sizes, with a poor discriminatory ability [10-12]. Other statistical
approaches have also been emerging to aid prognostics [13,14].
Complementarily, machine learning methods offer the possibility
to model more complex data relationships, generally yielding
powerful capabilities to predict outcomes of infectious and
noninfectious diseases in medical practice [15-17]. To this end,
classification and regression models have been proposed for
risk stratification of patients and to screen the spread of
COVID-19 [18-20]. Despite the inherent potentialities of
ongoing efforts, studies in the context of COVID-19 are limited
by either the size of available cohorts or the lack of a systematic
comparison of different models [21-24], and generally neglect
the predictability of medical needs (instead the focus is
commonly placed on measurable disease factors, early detection
of infection, and mortality risk prediction [25-28]). None of
these studies have comprehensively targeted the Portuguese
population at the present time.

This Study
This study provides a structured view on the predictability of
hospitalizations, ICU admissions, respiratory assistance needs,
and survivability outcomes using a retrospective cohort
encompassing individuals with a SARS-CoV-2–positive result
in Portugal as of June 30, 2020.

To this end, and considering demographic, comorbidity, and
care provision variables collected for the infected individuals,
an assessment methodology was conducted, whereby
state-of-the-art predictive models were hyperparameterized and
robustly evaluated in order to assess the upper bounds on the
predictive performance for each one of the targeted variables.
In addition, whenever applicable, this analysis was extended
toward the various stages of a patient’s cycle: prehospitalization
(at the time of testing), after hospitalization, and after ICU
admission.

This study offers a solid methodology for the robust assessment
of the predictability guarantees of future care needs of infected
individuals, contrasting with the dominant correlation-based
guarantees in literature. As comparable studies demonstrated
in other populations, it lays a solid ground to compare type-I
and type-II predictive errors and assess population-wise
differences.

Methods

Overview
Complete subpopulations from the target cohort were identified
for each output (Figure 1), guaranteeing the presence of all
individuals undertaking the target forms of care (hospitalization,
ICU admission, respiratory support) with a recovery-or-death
outcome.

After the sampling and data curation steps (Figure 1), we
proceeded to the optimization of data preprocessing options and
classifiers’ parameterization for each of the target variables
separately. To this end, we applied a nested 10-fold
cross-validation assessment methodology, whereby we first
create train-test partitions (outer cross-validation) to assess the
performance of an optimized classification method, and within
each training fold we further create train-test partitions (inner
cross-validation) for hyperparameterizing the predictive model
under assessment. This methodology guarantees that all
observations are used to assess the final performance and
prevents biases as hyperparameterization takes place within
each training folds.

Within each inner train-test fold, Bayesian optimization [29]
was applied to find the hyperparameters that best fit the pipeline.
The optimization measures are:

• F1 score and 0.7 × recall + 0.3 × precision for binary
classes. These two views generate two sets of classifiers:
one that equally weights recall-and-precision views, and
other that, similar to the F2 score (Fβ, where β=2),
prioritizes the optimization of the true-positive rate (recall)
at the cost of a lower positive predictive value (precision);

• Cohen kappa and average class recall for target variables
with more than 2 classes (respiratory support).
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Figure 1. Exclusion and inclusion criteria for composing the outcome-conditional cohorts: hospitalization, respiratory assistance support, intensive
care unit (ICU) admission, and survivability. Blank/unknown cells in the Direcção-Geral da Saúde data set are classified as missing values.

Hospitalization, UCI admission, respiratory support, and
recovery-or-death outcomes for SARS-CoV-2–infected
individuals are considerably imbalanced, hence, the relevance
of the placed recall-precision and multiclass recall views. In
particular, considering both a balanced recall-precision
optimization and recall-oriented optimization is relevant for
clinical decisions. When the allocated teams have capacity to
remotely monitor SARS-CoV-2–infected patients, the predictive
models optimized with a schema that prioritizes recall should
be pursued to guarantee that no vulnerable patient is left out.
Nevertheless, when monitoring capacity is limited, greater
attention to precision is necessary, and only more vulnerable
patients (as suggested by the predictive models optimized with
balanced recall-precision views) should be attemptively
monitored.

The allowed preprocessing options are as follows: imputation
of missing values using median-mode imputation, KNNImputer,
or none; class balancing using subsampling, oversampling,
SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique), or
none; and normalization of real-valued variables using
standardization, scaling, or none. The selected classifiers are as
follows: Bernoulli naive Bayes, Gaussian naive Bayes, k-nearest
neighbors (KNN), decision tree (DT), random forest, XGBoost
(XGB), logistic regression, Light Gradient Boosting Machine
(LightGBM), Super Learner, and multilayer perceptron (MLP).
Super Learner uses folding to hyperparameterize models and
selects predictors for out-of-fold predictions from individual
performance estimates per fold. In this context, Super Learner’s

performance is generally coincident with the best predictive
model and thus not always disclosed in the Results section to
allow the identification of the best underlying predictors. We
considered the implementations provided in the scikit-learn
[30] and xgboost [31] packages in Python (Python Software
Foundation). For each classifier, all supported parameters in
scikit-learn were subjected to hyperparameterization. Regarding
the MLP, we placed upper limits on the number of hidden layers
(3) and nodes per layer (20) given the low-dimensionality nature
of the target data set. The hyperparameters were subjected to a
total of 50 iterations. Multimedia Appendix 1 displays the
optimized parameters for the best-performing predictive models
per outcome.

Differences in performance from the paired-error estimates
collected per fold were statistically tested using t tests when
estimates passed the Shapiro–Wilk normality test. When this
condition was not satisfied, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were
applied.

In addition to the conducted analysis, the best predictors trained
on the whole data set were made available within a clinical
decision support system built using flask technology and dash
facilities in Python [32], which can run as an offline web
application.

Data Source
A retrospective cohort (from March 1 to June 30, 2020) of
patients with confirmed COVID-19 in Portugal was used in this
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study. The anonymized data set was provided by the Directorate
General of Health (Direcção-Geral da Saúde, DGS), the
Portuguese health authority. The gathered data, called the
covid19-DGS database, contains information pertaining to the
demographic and clinical patient characteristics as well as
preexisting conditions.

Data are available upon reasonable request.

Ethical Considerations
The COVID-19 data set is provided by the DGS under the
collaborative score4COVID research project proposal. The tasks
conducted in the score4COVID project were further validated
by the Ethical Committee of the NOVA School of Science and
Technology.

Results

Results on the predictability of hospitalization needs, ICU
admissions, respiratory assistance, and outcome of infected
individuals living in Portugal, as of June 30, 2020, are discussed
below.

Cohort Characteristics
The target cohort comprised 38,545 individuals who were
SARS-CoV-2 positive: 17,046 recoveries (SARS-CoV-2

negative after positive testing) and 1155 deaths. Four individuals
were excluded from the data set due to inconsistent recordings
related to age and pregnancy-gender variables. Table 1 provides
essential statistics. Figure 2 further describes sex and age
distributions in deaths, hospitalizations, ICU admissions, and
average number of days from symptom onset (traced by the
public health line for COVID-19) to a positive test result and
hospitalization.

Within the target population, there were 4326 hospitalizations
(11.2% of population base) and 253 admissions to the ICU
(5.8% of hospitalizations). Among ICU internments, there were
82 recoveries and 61 deaths. In terms of respiratory support, a
total of 180 individuals undertook assisted ventilation, 292
submitted to oxygen therapy, and 9 underwent alternative modes
of respiratory support such as extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation.

The major classes of comorbidities monitored were neoplasm,
diabetes, asthma, pulmonary, hepatic, hematological, renal,
neurological, neuromuscular, and immune deficiency conditions.
The representativity of individuals with one or more
comorbidities, as well as their impact on survivability, is
depicted in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Characteristics of SARS-CoV-2–infected patients in the target cohort.

ValueCharacteristic

Numeric variables, mean (SD); range

48.3 (22.1); 0-105Age at notification (years)

1.1 (5.1); 0-169Onset to hospitalization (days)

Categoric variables, n (%)

Gender

11,252 (54.64)Female

9340 (45.36)Male

Hospitalization

16,651 (84.00)Yes

3172 (16.00)No

ICUa admission

209 (7.75)Yes

2488 (92.25)No

Respiratory support

276 (11.04)Oxygen therapy

172 (6.88)Assisted ventilation

2052 (82.08)No support

Comorbidities

940 (4.56)Cancer

3025 (14.69)Cardiac disease

2134 (10.36)Diabetes

222 (1.08)Immune deficiency

718 (3.49)Renal disease

206 (1.00)Liver disease

794 (3.86)Lung disease

1087 (5.28)Chronic neurological disease

Mortality

728 (7.45)Yes

9050 (92.55)No

aICU: intensive care unit.
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Figure 2. Cohort statistics: (A-C) demographic distribution of infected individuals with known outcome (death and recovery) and stage in the care life
cycle (hospitalization and intensive care unit [ICU] admission); (D) average number of days between care stages (the plotted negative bin [ie, negative
occurrences] corresponds to hospitalizations before SARS-CoV-2 testing).

Figure 3. Cohort statistics: (A) distribution of individuals with one or more comorbidities among deaths, recovered cases, and hospitalizations; and
(B) association between individual comorbidities and survivability outcomes.

Hospitalization
Figure 4 and Table 2 provide results pertaining to the models’
ability to predict the need for individuals to be hospitalized once

they are tested as SARS-CoV-2 positive given their (1)
demographic group (age and gender) and (2) comorbidity
factors. Comorbidity factors were categorized in accordance
with the presence or absence of kidney, asthma, lung, cancer,
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neuromuscular, diabetes, HIV, cardiac, and pregnancy
conditions. Nonhospitalized individuals without a clear outcome
(recovery or death) were excluded from this analysis. Figure 5
provides the receiver operating characteristic curve per predictor
for each optimization setting.

Generally, we observed that nearly 90% of hospitalization needs
could be identified at the time of SARS-CoV-2 testing. This
level of recall/sensitivity was observed at the expense of an

approximate 55% precision, meaning that more than half of the
predicted hospitalization needs were in fact observed. Logistic
regression and MLP were the best-performing classification
models according to F1-score and recall, respectively. Statistical
superiority was verified for logistic regression but not MLP
against peer models (at   =.05). These results provide empirical
evidence toward the role of these predictors in supporting
individual remote monitoring decisions.

Figure 4. Predictability of hospitalizations for individuals testing SARS-CoV-2 positive. Recall, precision, and F1 for the best predictors in F1 (left)
and recall-oriented (right) scores on the validation set after nested cross-validation. MPL: multilayer perceptron.
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Table 2. Predictability of hospitalizations per predictive model.

Recall-oriented (Fβ=2) optimization, mean (SD)F1 optimization, mean (SD)Model

RecallF1-scoreRecallF1-score

0.890 (0.017)0.545 (0.005)0.883 (0.020)0.544 (0.007)KNNa

0.897 (0.007)0.548 (0.004)0.837 (0.069)0.562 (0.030)DTb

0.874 (0.029)0.541 (0.005)0.878 (0.016)0.535 (0.010)RFc

0.895 (0.011)0.545 (0.004)0.897 (0.012)e0.546 (0.004)XGBd

0.879 (0.015)0.583 (0.010)e0.878 (0.015)0.582 (0.006)eLRf

0.897 (0.011)e0.551 (0.003)0.892 (0.010)0.549 (0.006)MLPg

0.893 (0.016)0.545 (0.005)0.893 (0.013)0.545 (0.005)LGBMh

aKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
bDT: decision tree.
cRF: random forest.
dXGB: XGBoost.
eBest-performing models
fLR: logistic regression.
gMLP: multilayer perceptron.
hLGBM: LightGBM.

Figure 5. Receiver operating characteristic curves with the predictive behavior of the selected classifiers in asserting hospitalization needs at the time
of SARS-CoV-2 testing. XGB: XGBoost, MLP: multilayer perceptron, LGBM: LightGBM.

ICU Admissions
Figures 6 and 7 and Table 3 assess the ability to anticipate
intensive care needs for infected individuals at two stages: before
hospitalization and after hospitalization. To this end, the

proposed methodology was pursued considering demographic
factors, comorbidity factors, and the time to hospitalization for
hospitalized individuals. Individuals without a
SARS-CoV-2–negative test result after infection were excluded.
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Figure 6. Predictability of intensive care unit admission. Results for the best F1 predictor (left) and recall-oriented predictor (right). XGB: XGBoost.

Figure 7. Receiver operating characteristic curves with the predictive behavior of the selected classifiers in predicting intensive care unit admission
needs at the time of hospitalization. XGB: XGBoost, MLP: multilayer perceptron, LGBM: LightGBM.
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Table 3. Predictability of intensive care unit admissions per predictive model.

Fβ=2 (recall-oriented) optimization, mean (SD)F1 optimization, mean (SD)Model

RecallF1-scoreRecallF1-score

At the time of hospitalization

0.741 (0.088)0.369 (0.037)0.574 (0.156)0.428 (0.039)KNNa

0.904 (0.033)c0.309 (0.083)0.651 (0.056)0.461 (0.016)DTb

0.794 (0.128)0.382 (0.103)0.713 (0.088)c0.454 (0.027)RFd

0.766 (0.084)0.431 (0.040)0.541 (0.074)0.505 (0.040)cXGBe

0.651 (0.074)0.248 (0.013)0.622 (0.041)0.250 (0.015)LRf

0.818 (0.050)0.410 (0.039)0.703 (0.145)0.449 (0.060)MLPg

0.770 (0.051)0.435 (0.025)c0.536 (0.048)0.480 (0.023)LGBMh

At the time of SARS-CoV-2 testing

0.852 (0.039)0.198 (0.007)0.818 (0.090)0.195 (0.016)KNN

0.890 (0.036)0.201 (0.007)0.752 (0.135)0.209 (0.012)DT

0.880 (0.044)0.200 (0.008)0.880 (0.038)0.200 (0.008)RF

0.914 (0.032)0.203 (0.004)0.857 (0.058)0.205 (0.009)XGB

0.880 (0.034)0.201 (0.007)0.847 (0.054)0.200 (0.008)LR

0.880 (0.037)0.200 (0.008)0.871 (0.049)0.202 (0.006)MLP

0.861 (0.066)0.197 (0.012)0.871 (0.074)0.204 (0.012)LGBM

aKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
bDT: decision tree.
cBest-performing models.
dRF: random forest.
eXGB: XGBoost.
fLR: logistic regression.
gMLP: multilayer perceptron.
hLGBM: LightGBM.

The predictability of ICU needs is less satisfactory than
hospitalization needs, particularly for the prehospitalization
stage. We hypothesize that this difficulty was partially related
to the smaller number of individuals with ICU internments,
together with the presence of missing values associated with
ICU internment needs for most individuals. Even though we
can achieve recall levels over 90% with gradient boosting
(XGBoost) in a posthospitalization setting, it comes at the cost
of a considerably low precision (with one-third of predictions
seen in practice). Still, the best-performing predictive models
are suggested to support monitoring decisions at the hospital
bedside, as their recall and specificity are considerably high.

Respiratory Support
Figure 8 and Table 4 assess respiratory assistance needs for
hospitalized individuals with SARS-CoV-2, considering three
assistance modes: (1) ventilation support, (2) oxygen therapy,
and (3) combined ventilation and oxygen therapies.

Demographic, comorbidity, and time-to-hospitalization factors
were used as input variables.

Individuals without a SARS-CoV-2–negative test result after
infection were excluded from this analysis. As respiratory
support is a multiclass variable, we considered a different
performance evaluation by focusing on (1) the recall for each
major class (ventilation, oxygen, and nonrequired support), (2)
the precision of individuals with oxygen or ventilation
assistance, and (3) the Cohen kappa coefficient.

XGBoost, LightGBM, and random forests attained a satisfactory
identification of hospitalized individuals who may require
respiratory support in the future, generally providing recalls for
each assistance mode around 60% at the cost of a 40% precision.
According to the conducted methodology, they are thus
pinpointed as good candidates to support in-hospital care
decisions.
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Figure 8. Predictability of respiratory support needs—assisted ventilation, oxygen therapy, and combined support—for hospitalized individuals with
SARS-CoV-2. Performance of the best F1 predictor (right) and recall-oriented predictor (left) is shown. XGB: XGBoost, LGBM: LightGBM.

Table 4. Predictability of respiratory needs per predictive model.

Recalls optimization average, kappa, mean (SD)Kappa optimization, kappa, mean (SD)Model

0.162 (0.022)0.324 (0.050)KNNa

0.110 (0.126)0.708 (0.017)cDTb

0.017 (0.014)0.518 (0.013)RFd

0.043 (0.013)0.586 (0.022)XGBe

0.070 (0.009)0.080 (0.009)LRf

0.204 (0.164)0.464 (0.046)MLPg

0.366 (0.106)c0.567 (0.037)LGBMh

aKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
bDT: decision tree.
cBest-performing models.
dRF: random forest.
eXGB: XGBoost.
fLR: logistic regression.
gMLP: multilayer perceptron.
hLGBM: LightGBM.

Survivability (Outcome)
Finally, Figures 9 and 10 and Table 5 provide an analysis of
the ability of the models to predict recovery-or-death outcomes

for individuals with SARS-CoV-2 infection at three time points:
(1) before hospitalization (at the time of testing), (2) after
hospitalization, and (3) after ICU admission when applicable.
To this end, we preserved the input variables and validation
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methodology (see Methods section) considered in previous
scenarios.

Our results showed a high ability to identify death outcomes.
However, at the SARS-CoV-2 testing stage, this comes at a cost
of incorrectly classifying two-thirds of individuals susceptible

to death. In the posthospitalization scenario, we achieved more
balanced results, with both precision and recall around 75%
using gradient boosting (XGBoost and LightGBM). The
introduction of the intensive care variable hampered the results
since it restricted the analysis of deaths to individuals with acute
needs and dependent on continuous care instruments.

Figure 9. Predictability of the survivability (outcome) of infected individuals at 3 stages. Results for the best F1 predictor (left) and recall-optimized
predictor (right) per stage are shown. XGB: XGBoost, LGBM: LightGBM.

Figure 10. Receiver operating characteristic curves with the predictive behavior of the selected classifiers in asserting patient survivability at the time
of hospitalization. XGB: XGBoost, MLP: multilayer perceptron, LGBM: LightGBM.
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Table 5. Predictability of survivability per predictive model.

Fβ=2 (recall-oriented) optimization, mean (SD)F1 optimization, mean (SD)Model

RecallF1-scoreRecallF1-score

At the time of hospitalization

0.901 (0.030)0.546 (0.021)0.735 (0.048)0.616 (0.035)KNNa

0.908 (0.017)0.673 (0.022)0.864 (0.011)0.707 (0.013)DTb

0.666 (0.021)0.666 (0.021)0.901 (0.030)0.696 (0.030)RFc

0.920 (0.022)0.726 (0.008)0.834 (0.042)0.765 (0.025)XGBd

0.916 (0.022)0.476 (0.035)0.909 (0.019)0.492 (0.012)LRe

0.922 (0.023)0.569 (0.020)0.824 (0.027)0.681 (0.024)MLPf

0.922 (0.021)0.717 (0.036)0.874 (0.016)0.761 (0.017)LGBMg

At the time of intensive care unit admission

0.885 (0.049)0.527 (0.030)0.740 (0.053)0.582 (0.040)KNN

0.922 (0.023)0.638 (0.032)0.879 (0.035)0.652 (0.045)DT

0.941 (0.016)0.587 (0.035)0.908 (0.039)0.630 (0.018)RF

0.918 (0.051)0.672 (0.021)0.838 (0.068)0.703 (0.035)XGB

0.920 (0.028)0.470 (0.049)0.908 (0.031)0.497 (0.018)LR

0.935 (0.020)0.529 (0.019)0.790 (0.094)0.633 (0.044)MLP

0.915 (0.027)0.672 (0.024)0.886 (0.034)0.701 (0.025)LGBM

aKNN: k-nearest neighbors.
bDT: decision tree.
cRF: random forest.
dXGB: XGBoost.
eLR: logistic regression.
fMLP: multilayer perceptron.
gLGBM: LightGBM.

Determinants of Predictability
To assess the determinant factors underlying the achieved
predictability levels, we first statistically tested the correlation
between input and output variables using chi-square tests,
ANOVA (analysis of variance), and their nonparametric
counterparts, yielding results similar to those by Nogueira et al
[33]. For a more in-depth understanding of the feature relevance

for the assessed predictive models, Figures 11 and 12 illustrate
the importance of the top features. To this end, we considered
relevance outputs from gradient boosting (XGBoost) due to its
competitively high performance across all outcomes, as well as
the logistic regression for the hospitalization outcome by
computing the Wald statistic to assess the significance of the
coefficients for predictions.
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Figure 11. Top features and their importance for each target variable at the time of SARS-CoV-2 testing (prehospitalization). ICU: intensive care unit,
LR: logistic regression.

We can observe that XGBoost distinguishes the relevance of
different comorbidities for the target variables along each stage
of the care process. In addition to the age variable, the onset
period to hospitalization in days was also found to be a critical
factor affecting the decisions (Figure 12). The high relevance

of this variable consistently had top rank among associative
models—XGBoost, random forests, and decision
trees—pinpointing the importance of its collection for
computer-aided predictions of ICU internment and respiratory
needs.

Figure 12. XGBoost top features and their importance for the different outcomes at posthospitalization. ICU: intensive care unit.

Complementarily, Figure 13 offers additional insights into the
target predictive tasks by plotting some of the characteristics
of the correctly classified individuals against incorrectly
classified individuals with XGBoost. Particular attention should

be paid to the differences between true positives and false
negatives, that is, to the individuals requiring care, in order to
guarantee their timely and proper assistance. The susceptibility
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to false negatives is higher for individuals within the 40-60-year age category and without comorbidities.

Figure 13. The characteristics of incorrectly predicted individuals with XGBoost. Particular attention should be paid to the differences between
true-positive and false-negative individuals given their clinical relevance. ICU: intensive care unit.

Clinical Decision Support System
The learned predictive models based on simple variables (stage,
age, gender, and comorbidities) have been made available to
health care providers within a recommendation system with
graphical facilities. The serialized predictive models are used
for the efficient testing of individuals at the different stages of

the care cycle (testing, hospitalization, ICU admission) for the
different outcome variables (care needs) after inserting essential
demographic and comorbidity features. The output provides a
bounded statistic based on the estimation returned by the
predictive models achieving better recall and F1-measure for
each outcome variable. Figure 14 provides a visualization of
the graphical interface.
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Figure 14. Snapshot of the provided clinical decision support system.

The variables required for each outcome score calculation are
usually available at hospitals, and the tool is easy to use.
Although recommendations are provided within a statistical
frame, the tool does not categorize the risk into low- or high-risk
patients as clinical experts are more informed to approximate
this risk. In addition, we advise caution for clinicians who intend
to use this tool as a predictive guide, especially for survivability
analysis. Clinicians must balance the predictions from this tool
against their practical experience.

In collaboration with DGS, our predictors are expected to be
provided within public hospitals and care contact centers of the
Portuguese Health Service (Serviço Nacional de Saúde),
particularly to support remote care monitoring decisions.

The decision support system is available as a software tool on
GitHub [34].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This work offers a discussion on the predictability of
hospitalization needs, ICU admissions, respiratory assistance,
and survivability outcome in individuals infected with
SARS-CoV-2 in Portugal as of June 30, 2020. A retrospective
cohort with all confirmed COVID-19 cases since March,
encompassing demographic and comorbidity variables, was
considered as the target population in this study.

The results for the given cohort reveal that (1) over 75% of
hospitalization needs can be identified at the time of
SARS-CoV-2 testing (with >50% precision); (2) ICU needs are
generally less predictable at both the pre- and posthospitalization
stages in the given cohort; (3) respiratory assistance needs
(including ventilation support, oxygen therapy, and combined
ventilation-oxygen support) achieved recall levels above 60%

(with >50% precision); (4) death risk along different stages
(testing time, after hospitalization, and after ICU admission)
had the highest degree of predictability.

The predictive models yielding better accuracy performance
were associative classifiers, particularly XGBoost and
RandomForests, neural networks with hyperparameterized
architectures, and logistic regressors, with the optimal choice
varying in accordance with the target variable and evaluation
measure.

Publications on COVID-19 using machine learning models for
different outcomes have been rapidly increasing. Gao et al [35]
developed a model that includes the mortality risk prediction
and reported an F1 ranging from 0.65 to 0.69 (κ=0.61-0.65), in
line with our findings. Alternative studies [28,36,37] offer
additional results for generalizing results and identifying
population-specific differences. Yet, most of these studies do
not comprehensively assess models’ performance or the cohort
characteristics, impeding solid cross-population findings.

Limitations
This study has some inherent shortcomings that should be noted:
(1) the number of clinical variables for the outcomes of interest
were limited (eg, BMI and clinical symptoms were missing);
(2) further external validation of the selected models is required;
and (3) although some inconsistencies (listed in the Cohort
Description section) and missing/unknown entries in the original
DGS data set were excluded, data acquisition problems may
still persist and influence the outcomes of this work. The fully
autonomous and parameter-free nature of the proposed
computational approach/models allows it to be dynamically
retrained with updated data.
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Concluding Remarks
In this work, we developed a web-based clinical decision support
tool without biological variables as input that can be used by
clinicians. The conducted work pinpoints the relevance of the
proposed predictive models to aid medical decisions for the

Portuguese population, including both remote monitoring and
in-hospital care decisions. Predicting the most probable
outcomes along the life cycle of a SARS-CoV-2–infected
individual can identify patients who are expected to develop
severe illness, thus optimizing the allocation of health care
resources and supporting more vulnerable patients.
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Abstract

Background: With the growing stress on hospitals caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for home-based solutions has
become a necessity to support these overwhelmed hospitals.

Objective: The goal of this study was to compare two nonpharmacological respiratory treatment methods for home-isolated
COVID-19 patients using a newly developed telemanagement health care system.

Methods: In this single-blinded randomized clinical trial, 60 patients with stage 1 pneumonia caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection
were treated. Group A (n=30) received oxygen therapy with bilevel positive airway pressure (BiPAP) ventilation, and Group B
(n=30) received osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical therapy techniques. Arterial blood gases of PaO2 and PaCO2,
pH, vital signs (ie, temperature, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, heart rate, and blood pressure), and chest computed tomography
scans were used for follow-up and for assessment of the course and duration of recovery.

Results: Analysis of the results showed a significant difference between the two groups (P<.05), with Group A showing shorter
recovery periods than Group B (mean 14.9, SD 1.7 days, and mean 23.9, SD 2.3 days, respectively). Significant differences were
also observed between baseline and final readings in all of the outcome measures in both groups (P<.05). Regarding posttreatment
satisfaction with our proposed telemanagement health care system, positive responses were given by most of the patients in both
groups.

Conclusions: It was found that home-based oxygen therapy with BiPAP can be a more effective prophylactic treatment approach
than osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical therapy techniques, as it can impede exacerbation of early-stage COVID-19
pneumonia. Telemanagement health care systems are promising methods to help in the pandemic-related shortage of hospital
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beds, as they showed reasonable effectiveness and reliability in the monitoring and management of patients with early-stage
COVID-19 pneumonia.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04368923; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04368923

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e23446)   doi:10.2196/23446

KEYWORDS

telemedicine; oxygen therapy; noninvasive positive airway pressure; BiPAP; osteopathic medicine; physical therapy; SARS-CoV-2;
COVID-19; teletherapy; telemanagement

Introduction

COVID-19 has become a global pandemic that has had a gross
dramatic impact on hospitals and health care systems worldwide
[1-3]. Therefore, home isolation may become the only available
option to stop the spread in most countries [4-6]. A worldwide
shortage of medical devices, protective equipment, and
pharmacological treatment with growing stress on hospital
resources have led to an obvious drop in the performance of the
majority of frontline health care workers [7-9]. Therefore,
introducing telemanagement approaches has become a necessity
for coping with the exponential increase in the number of people
infected with SARS-CoV-2 [10-12].

Home care isolation can be considered for COVID-19 patients
with mild illness when inpatient isolation is unavailable.
However, advice and precautions regarding respiratory hygiene,
environmental ventilation, hand hygiene, shared space
confinement, and optimal nutritional intake should be followed
as a part of the management process [13,14].

Current evidence suggests that the application of noninvasive
bilevel positive airway pressure (BiPAP) can reduce pulmonary
complications and raise pulmonary oxygen pressure by
activation of collapsing alveoli and reduction of the degree of
shunt [15]. However, noninvasive positive pressure ventilation
is usually considered the last line of treatment in the initial
management of hospitalized COVID-19 patients, as it is
considered an aerosol-generating procedure that can increase
the risk of infection in a hospital setting [16,17]. Yet, there is
an apparent lack of research on its impact on COVID-19
patients, despite evidence from several previous studies that
confirm its beneficial effects in different types of pneumonia.

COVID-19 disease progression and complications have been
found to be unpredictable. Patients’ deterioration has been
commonly reported to be a result of pulmonary edema due to
interstitial fluid accumulation from pulmonary capillary leakage,
cytokine storms, and microvascular thrombosis. Pulmonary
edema is characterized by acute onset and rapid progression
[18]. Noninvasive BiPAP may prevent this deterioration if
applied at an early stage by impeding the consequent pulmonary
edema via positive pressure [19].

Recent studies indicate that osteopathic manipulative respiratory
and physical therapy techniques can improve pulmonary
function in both chronic and acute pulmonary conditions [20].
These techniques are directed toward the respiratory
musculoskeletal components inducing thoracic pressure changes,
which are essential for effective respiratory processes.
Additionally, these techniques have enormous potential in the

alleviation of pulmonary disease complications through
increasing mobility of chest wall muscles and the diaphragm
[21].

Osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical therapy
techniques have an important advantage of being low cost with
the ability to be modified for home or self-application, which
can reduce the risk of infection and overcome the shortage in
pharmacological treatments and medical devices [22].

In the presence of COVID-19, telepractice has transformed
physical therapy, as communication-based platforms beyond
telerehabilitation, telemedicine, telemanipulation, and telehealth
are utilized to advance remote access to therapy [23].

Recent evidence supported the use of self-directed web-based
physical therapy over traditional outpatient physical therapy.
Moreover, web-based physical therapy at home has gained
interest owing to its interactive nature, which offers a more
formal structure and direction for the patients [24].
Consequently, self-directed web-based physical therapy with
remote supervision can be considered as an effective solution
to offset the risks associated with infection among COVID-19
patients without compromising outcomes [24-26].

Noninvasive ventilation (NIV) has been utilized as an adjunct
to physical therapy in patients with respiratory diseases. Several
studies have demonstrated the positive effects of NIV and
supplemental oxygen as adjuncts to physical therapy [27]. NIV
was found to unload the ventilatory muscles and reverse the
neural drive of fatigue through reducing the amount of necessary
patient effort as well as reducing the muscle load during an
assisted interactive breath [28]. Thus, investigation of these two
treatment modalities among COVID-19 patients would be a
great benefit.

Evidence has reported that real-time telemedicine in patients
with acute respiratory infections showed similar rates of clinical
management when compared to traditionally treated patients.
Furthermore, the frequency of follow-up visits in real-time
telemedicine was higher than in traditional follow-up visits [29].

Preliminary regulations have been issued regarding the control
of infection, diagnosis, and monitoring of COVID-19 patients,
while there is limited and unclear guidance on the effect of
starting care management of these patients from an early stage
[30-33]. The divergence of results in the majority of research
studies on this topic and the need for high-quality randomized
clinical trials that follow the recommended standards of
reporting were the reasons for implementing this study.
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Advances in information and communication technologies
(ICTs) have turned the world into a connected village.
Remarkable challenges have been addressed by ICTs in various
health care sectors [34-36].

Thus, the aim of this study was to assess and compare oxygen
therapy combined with noninvasive positive pressure ventilation
with osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical therapy
techniques using a telemanagement health care system, which
was applied to home-isolated COVID-19 patients. We also
assessed patient satisfaction with the COVID-19
telemanagement system.

Methods

Overview
This single-blinded, parallel-group, randomized clinical trial
was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Cairo
University and was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT04368923). The study was performed in accordance with
the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki and followed
CONSORT guidelines for conducting randomized trials (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1. CONSORT flow diagram. BiPAP: bilevel positive airway pressure.

Patient recruitment was realized through social media using the
snowball subject recruitment technique. Initially, invitations
were targeted to patients who met the study’s eligibility criteria
through the health professionals’ social media networks. Then,
those patients were requested to distribute invitations through
their individual social media networks; no restrictions were
made on what social media platform they should use. The
participants were obligated to send the required data online in
order to be assessed for eligibility.

A total of 60 patients were randomized into two groups in a 1:1
allocation ratio using the computer-generated randomization
software StatsDirect, version 2.7.7 (StatsDirect Ltd); the
allocation was done by a blinded and independent coworker to
ensure that the randomization process was totally concealed.
This study was conducted with a sample of home-isolated
patients. Informed consent was obtained from all patients who
were included in this study.

The inclusion criteria for patients were as follows:

• American Society of Anesthesiologists Class I patient before
the onset of COVID-19

• History of close contact to a confirmed positive COVID-19
case as defined by the national guidelines for public health
units [37]

• SARS-CoV-2 infection determined by chest computed
tomography (CT) scan showing typical ground-glass
abnormalities with the onset of two or more clinical
symptoms and the patient condition classified as stage 1
pneumonia according to Pan et al [38]

• Patient indicated for home isolation.

Patients were excluded if they demonstrated the following
characteristics:

• Not being consistent with home-isolation regimen, including
nutritional supplementation, proper hygiene, and room
aeration

• Inability to deal with the telemanagement system provided
• Therapeutic failure during the study, which is characterized

by severe respiratory distress with respiratory rate that is
more than or equal to 30 breaths per minute, oxygen
saturation less than or equal to 93% in room air, and a
requirement of intubation or mechanical ventilation [39].
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Patients were divided equally into two groups, with 30 patients
in each group. The first group received oxygen therapy with
BiPAP ventilation (Group A), and the second group received
osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical therapy
techniques (Group B). All patients received the same nutritional
supplementation, including multivitamins and adequate
supportive diets.

Regarding Group A, an oxygen concentrator with BiPAP was
given using an AirFit F30 face mask (ResMed) with inspiratory
positive airway pressure/expiratory positive airway pressure of
15/3 cm H2O and 5 L/min oxygen flow by an oxygen flow
meter, which was done for 4 hours per day [40]. Procedures for
oxygen administration were consistent across all patients,
clarified in detail, and accomplished via a teleconference for
each patient that was supervised by an expert respiratory
physiotherapist.

Group B received osteopathic manipulative respiratory and
physical therapy techniques in the form of the following:

• Prone reverse Trendelenburg positioning for 4 hours/day
[41,42]

• Cephalic traction with approximate duration of 1 minute/day
[43]

• Muscle energy technique for scalene muscles 5 times/day
[43]

• Rib raising technique (5 cycles for each rib group with a
total of 15 cycles and approximately 5 minutes’ duration)
[44]

• Suboccipital area intermittent rhythmic pressure (according
to each patient sensitivity) [45]

• Osteopathic lymphatic thoracic pump techniques with
respiratory assist for 4 minutes [46]

• Pedal lymphatic pump for 1 minute [47]
• Thoracic inlet myofascial release for 1 minute [48]
• Diaphragmatic doming for 3 to 5 sequential respiratory

cycles [49-52].

A real-time videoconference was established between the patient
and the physiotherapist for training, directing, and supervising
the patient during self-application. All techniques were given
on a daily basis. The total duration of each therapeutic session
was approximately 4 hours and 30 minutes.

In both groups, therapy ended after the assessment of all the
outcome values, making sure that all of them fell within the
normal range and continued to be stable for three consecutive
outcomes without any clinical symptoms, which indicated
recovery.

Evaluation procedures included the following:

• Recording of arterial blood gases for both oxygen (PaO2)
and carbon dioxide (PaCO2) in addition to pH for each
patient in both groups every 48 hours [53]

• Telemonitoring of vital signs (ie, temperature, respiratory
rate, oxygen saturation, heart rate, and blood pressure) for
each patient in both groups every 24 hours [54]

• Pretreatment and 14 days’ posttreatment chest CT scans.

All evaluation procedures were recorded, monitored, and
analyzed with an application developed by the authors, which

was used for management of the patients’ data and tracking of
their therapeutic progress. Continuous online support with
comprehensive supervision was done via videoconferencing by
expert respiratory physiotherapists whenever requested by the
patient.

The primary outcome measures for this study were the times to
reach normal levels of both PaO2 and PaCO2 in addition to pH,
which were assessed every 48 hours. Secondary outcome
measures were temperature, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation,
heart rate, and blood pressure, which were evaluated every 24
hours.

The participants were provided with wearable devices that have
been used for telemonitoring of the required vital signs. The
devices were capable of transmitting vital signs data via
Bluetooth connection to the authorized gateway (ie, mobile,
tablet, or any other gateway).

Collection and reporting of the primary outcome measures were
done by three laboratory technicians who were blinded to the
groups of study; they were then analyzed via the system. The
technicians were assigned to take the samples from patients’
homes for analysis. Interrater reliability was assessed using the
intraclass correlation coefficient, which was 0.97; intrarater
reliability was assessed using the Pearson correlation coefficient
and was found to be 0.99.

Secondary outcome measures were collected and reported by
the patient himself or herself, and the evaluation of these
readings was done by a single clinician who was also blinded
to the groups under study. All patients were instructed to be
observed for another 14 days after ending therapy; chest CT
scans were then performed.

Method for Telemanagement of COVID-19 Patients
A telemanagement system was developed by the authors, which
followed the Health Level Seven Version 3 Standard in order
to simplify its integration and facilitate receiving and/or
retrieving information from other sources and applications, as
well as to enable the usage of Internet of Things. This system
was able to support live transmission of the vital signs data and
allowed for incorporation of different medical sensors through
wireless connections. The patient was able to access the system
via mobile phone, tablet, or any web platform.

The major components of the platform included (1) a thorough
monitoring plan, (2) the patient-specific interventions, (3)
definitions of alarms and indicators, (4) the user-environment
configurations of the therapist’s device, and (5) the
user-environment configurations of the patient’s device.

Additionally, the system was able to provide an efficient,
flexible, scalable integrated solution that incorporates artificial
intelligence to provide support in planning, predicting, and
decision making. The platform was specifically designed for
managing and providing teletherapeutic services to
home-isolated COVID-19 patients. It also covered the services
of therapists and managing staff while coordinating the work
of all the involved professionals. The system was also able to
allow the patients to receive an individualized therapeutic
program. It also allowed the therapists to set up a plan and
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thresholds that could be personalized in accordance with each
patient’s profile.

In addition, it provided the option to create combined alerts via
several variables. The system provided the patient with
step-by-step written instructions as well as precautions about
each procedure, along with a video that explained how to
perform the procedures. Another advantage of this system was
the auto-reminder feature to help patients with sending their
data on time.

After outcome data were collected for each patient, the results
were sent immediately to a server so they would be available
for analysis. The system included a decision support option,
which provided tailored feedback for each patient. Depending
on the progress of the outcome variables, the system provided
an alerting option when certain outcomes were reached or when
patient performance required in-person counseling. At the end
of the therapy, the system enabled each patient to answer
posttreatment questions to assess patient satisfaction with the
quality of this novel telemanagement service.

The decision support engine entailed workflow management
routines that were used for coordinating reception of the inputs
and managing their interactions, in addition to handling decision
support outputs by means of tasks or actions.

The alert messages were sent to the intended devices with
features that could be adjusted, such as color-coded displays,
preferred choices for creating alerts, and interface
personalization options. The system presented the information
in meaningful medical-related ways, where it first presented the
alerts followed by their related information, which was gradually
presented in a more detailed manner.

With the goal of adapting the designed platform in line with the
specific needs of COVID-19 patients, we conducted consecutive
meetings with the patients and the therapists. The platform took
into consideration the normal values of the outcome measures
according to their follow-up schedule. Furthermore, we
incorporated a group of educational elements for improving
patients’knowledge of COVID-19, which was strengthened via
interactive materials.

Analysis began after the reception of data, or was periodically
scheduled, in accordance with decision support requirements.
The input-module functions were dependent on the routines of
feature extraction for the characterization of the data patterns.

Data sets were generated through the collection of questionnaires
and clinical measurements; these measurements were assessed

as being a function of time in order to detect sudden deviations,
which can indicate health deterioration. The feature extraction
routines for the distribution analysis and thresholding were
implemented as separated modules; processed data were then
retrieved and the notable clinical data patterns were fed back
into a decision support engine.

For proper identification of the significant downward or upward
values over the analysis window period, an identification
analysis routine was used. In addition, a threshold analysis
routine was used for comparing the values to the adaptive
thresholds. The data in the outer ranges were defined through
the confidence intervals, and any detected deviation was flagged
as being an abnormal measurement. Furthermore, we designed
the system to have the ability to predict the probability that a
future patient would experience therapeutic failure using deep
learning; however, a sufficient training data set is yet to be
obtained in order for the system to provide accurate results.

Deep learning was based on feed-forward multilayer artificial
neural networks that used back-propagation processes for
updating the weights among the hidden layers and the output;
a back-propagation of the resulting error was then applied. For

the predictions, the mean square error, as well as the R2 error,
were calculated.

Statistical Analysis
The sample size was calculated with a power of 80% and level
of significance of 5% (α=.05). The analysis was based on post
hoc power analyses utilizing G*Power software, version 3
(Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf) [55], accounting for
15% missing data, and based on the minimal meaningful effect
size. This analysis showed that the sample size was adequate.
Differences between the two groups were assessed by means
and standard deviations. Comparison between the two groups
was done using Student t test. Nominal data were summarized
as frequencies and percentages. All data were statistically
analyzed by an independent statistician, who was blinded to the
interventions, using SPSS statistical software, version 20 (IBM
Corp).

Results

A total of 60 patients (22 males [37%] and 38 females [63%])
were included in this study. Their ages ranged from 21 to 40
years with a mean age of 31.6 (SD 5.8) years. The characteristics
that presented most frequently were fever (56/60, 93%) and
dyspnea (55/60, 92%), as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographics and baseline characteristics of patients.

Group B (n=30)Group A (n=30)Total (N=60)Characteristic

30.9 (6.2)32.2 (5.4)31.6 (5.8)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

12 (40)10 (33)22 (37)Male

18 (60)20 (67)38 (63)Female

Clinical symptom, n (%)a

29 (97)27 (90)56 (93)Fever

22 (73)29 (97)51 (85)Tachypnea

12 (40)17 (57)29 (48)Tachycardia

8 (27)11 (37)19 (32)Hypertension

28 (93)27 (90)55 (92)Dyspnea

26 (87)17 (57)43 (72)Cough

7 (23)5 (17)12 (20)Chest tightness

aPercentages in this category add up to greater than 100% because patients could report multiple symptoms.

A significant difference was observed between the two groups
regarding the mean number of days needed for recovery (P<.05),
with Group A showing a lower recovery period than Group B
(mean 14.9, SD 1.7 days, and mean 23.9, SD 2.3 days,

respectively), as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The unpaired t test
(df=58) value was 16.55 with a mean difference of –9.056
between Group A and Group B.

Figure 2. Number of days needed for Group A and Group B to recover. Values and whiskers on bars are means and SDs, respectively. BiPAP: bilevel
positive airway pressure.
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Figure 3. Patient outcome recovery rates.

A total of 4 patients out of 30 (13%) from Group B were
excluded because of sudden therapeutic failure during the course
of osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical therapy
techniques, as these patients required hospitalization and/or
intubation.

All patients who were included in the analysis underwent chest
CT scans two times, one before starting therapy and the other
14 days after ending therapy. Early-stage COVID-19 pneumonia
mainly appeared as minor subpleural, bilateral, or, less
commonly, unilateral ground-glass opacities in the lower lobes.

A total of 51 of the 60 patients (85%) had bilateral lung
pneumonia, while 9 of the 60 patients (15%) had unilateral lung
involvement. The unilateral lung involvement cases were
comprised of 6 patients who had right lung involvement and 3
patients who had left lung involvement.

A total of 2 weeks after ending therapy, the CT scans showed
complete resolution in Group A patients; however, in Group B
patients, the lesions were mostly absorbed compared with
images from before therapy in 23 out of 30 patients (77%),
while 3 patients (10%) showed no worsening compared to the
previous CT scan results. The 4 patients who were excluded
from the study due to therapeutic failure were instructed to be
admitted to the hospital.

The data sets from the study were based on the daily reports.
These reports included analysis of arterial blood gases and vital
signs. The data set consisted of 1735 daily records. After
filtering the data set by removing the records of the excluded
patients, the final analyzed data set included 1686 records. The
parameters of the submitted records for each attribute are shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of the submitted records.

Total submitted records for Group B, nTotal submitted records for Group A, nDurationAttribute

324238Every 48 hoursPaO2

324238Every 48 hoursPaCO2

324238Every 48 hourspH

648476Every 24 hoursTemperature

648476Every 24 hoursRespiratory rate

648476Every 24 hoursOxygen saturation

648476Every 24 hoursHeart rate

648476Every 24 hoursBlood pressure
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Our system predictions showed an R2 of 0.965 with a mean
square error of 0.27, which means that more than 96% of the
variations were predicted.

The posttreatment patient satisfaction questions focused on a
group of technical aspects—simplicity, effectiveness,

acceptability, usability, reliability, and level of confidence—as
well as the system’s ability to assess a patient’s status remotely.
The results of the satisfaction questions were very promising
and most of the patients responded positively to the questions,
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Posttreatment patient satisfaction questions for the telemanagement system.

Response (n=56), n (%)aQuestion

No answerNoYes

3 (5)12 (21)41 (73)Were the telemanagement procedures simple?

2 (4)0 (0)54 (96)Were the telemanagement treatment procedures useful?

0 (0)0 (0)56 (100)Were the telemanagement procedures well tolerated?

0 (0)0 (0)56 (100)Were educational elements and interactive materials useful?

3 (5)52 (93)1 (2)Did you regret using this telemanagement system and, instead, prefer admission to the hospital?

1 (2)0 (0)55 (98)Did the auto-reminder option in this system help you in sending data on time?

5 (9)13 (23)38 (68)Do you think that the time spent by therapists with you was adequate?

5 (9)2 (4)49 (88)Do you think that this telemanagement system was consistent?

0 (0)0 (0)56 (100)Do you think that this telemanagement system is an acceptable way to receive treatment services?

0 (0)1 (2)55 (98)Overall, are you satisfied with the quality of the services provided by this telemanagement system?

4 (7)1 (2)51 (91)Would you recommend this telemanagement system to anyone?

4 (7)48 (86)4 (7)Any comments? (Comments added to a free-text field are shown below)

• I regret not being admitted to the hospital as I think that I would not have transmitted the infection
to my wife.

• This telemanagement system saved efforts, costs, and time.
• I think that the time spent with the therapist needs to be more frequent.
• The system could be more helpful if it would send periodic information often about my status by

informing me if I am getting better or worse.

aPercentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

The telemanagement system showed positive satisfaction
responses from the patients for most categories, including
simplicity (41/56, 73%), effectiveness (101/112, 90.2%),
acceptability (56/56, 100%), usability (110/112, 98.2%),
reliability (162/168, 96.4%), level of confidence (55/56, 98%),
and ability for remote assessment (38/56, 68%).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study explores the feasibility of oxygen therapy with
noninvasive positive pressure ventilation therapy versus
osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical therapy
techniques in COVID-19 patients.

Only 56 of the 60 patients (93%) completed the treatment until
recovery and achieved all of the required outcomes. The
therapeutic procedures were well tolerated, and the clinical
symptoms significantly improved over a relatively short time.

The telemanagement application addressed variance in the
clinical outcomes and maximized the benefits from the
specialists’ expertise. Telemanagement and telemedicine
applications have a wide range of implementations, and there
has been robust evidence about their clinical benefits,

cost-effectiveness, simplicity, and positive impact on critical
care safety and quality [56].

The telemanagement decision support option provided many
potential benefits by reducing the specialist’s workload caused
by regular revision of all the results; this option allowed patients’
measurement patterns to indicate health status deteriorations
and the identification of patients with higher priorities for
revision.

Regardless of the broad usage of smart devices in health
telemanagement and the collection of data, medical applications
of deep learning approaches for making predictions are still
considered to be challenging [57]. In this study, depending on
the prevailing health conditions, deep learning was used to assist
in defining the essential features, predictions, and contextual
detections of patterns.

Deep learning was also used as a recognized candidate to predict
the probability that a future patient would experience therapeutic
failure; this was due to its ability to exploit the intramodality
correlations efficiently that would allow for extraction of the
hierarchical representations of the data, as well as its ability to
perform feature extractions.

The results obtained from this study clearly demonstrated that
noninvasive BiPAP was able to significantly improve the clinical
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status of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2. Patients’ PaO2

and oxygen saturation were elevated over a relatively short time.
Patients’ respiratory frequency and heart rate decreased.
Furthermore, 100% (30/30) of Group A patients did not require
any hospitalization or intubation and did not experience any
complications.

The results of this study suggest that the application of
home-based oxygen BiPAP therapy could improve the
respiratory status of patients with COVID-19 pneumonia. It
could also significantly improve the arterial blood gas status of
the patients without any negative influence on hemodynamics.

It was also found that the application of oxygen with BiPAP at
an early stage could reduce the need for intubation along with
its related complications. The respiratory complications of
COVID-19 can be attributed to a rise in the capillary alveolar
membrane permeability, which can lead to pulmonary edema.
Thus, noninvasive BiPAP may have contributed to prevention
of deterioration by impeding the consequent pulmonary edema
via positive pressure [19].

Nevertheless, some side effects of BiPAP were noticed in this
study, such as facial skin and eye irritation, mild oropharyngeal
dryness, mild abdominal gaseous distention, and stomach pain.
Using appropriate face masks with good compatibility, along
with avoiding mouth respiration and guiding nasal respiration,
have been found to be effective in decreasing these side effects.

Regarding the group treated with osteopathic manipulative
respiratory and physical therapy techniques, the improvement
in chest CT scans was not significantly different from baseline
but seemed to be clinically relevant, while there was a significant
improvement in the rest of the outcomes. The clinical symptoms
had also improved over a relatively short time. The osteopathic
manipulative respiratory techniques that were used with this
group have been reported in several studies to have beneficial
effects in treating pneumonia [58]. Our main motives for the
use of these techniques were focused on immunity improvement,
blood clotting prevention, as well as the absence of any
noticeable side effect.

Although NIV was found to be more effective, combining the
reverse Trendelenburg with prone positioning can be beneficial
as well. In our study, it was reported to be tolerable and
comfortable by the patients. Some studies investigated the
effects of each position [41,42]; one of those studies
demonstrated that prone positioning contributed to improvement
of the ventilation perfusion mismatch in COVID-19 patients by
inducing dorsal lung region recruitment, alveolar shunt
reduction, tidal volume, and end-expiratory lung volume
improvement [41]. However, we found that prone positioning
can induce abdominal push on the diaphragm, especially with
patients that have a protruded abdomen, which can limit
diaphragmatic excursion. In another study, reverse
Trendelenburg positioning by tilting the patient’s head up by
25 degrees showed a decrease in abdominal push on the
diaphragm; therefore, an increase in functional residual capacity
and lung compliance were observed [42]. Thus, we combined
the two positions to avoid any limitations in diaphragmatic
movement.

While the group treated with physical therapy showed
less-significant results, most of the patients in our study reported
relaxation effects immediately after application of cephalic
traction and muscle energy techniques for scalene muscles.
Similarly, another study demonstrated that these techniques had
an effective role in improving vital capacity, increasing
respiratory muscle efficiency, increasing cervical flexibility,
and decreasing fatigability levels [43]. This study also revealed
that the more the lengths of the scalene muscles changed per
unit volume, the lower the alveolar pressure became. Thus, the
ventilation volume through thoracic expansion increases when
the scalene muscles maintain reasonable lengths. Likewise, the
rib-raising technique was reported to be relaxing to the patients,
which is consistent with another study that found this technique
to have an immediate reduction in the activity of the sympathetic
nervous system without causing any alteration in
parasympathetic activity or in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
axis [44].

The patients’ feelings of arousal that were reported after having
intermittent pressure to the suboccipital area can be attributed
to the ability of this technique to cause arterial vasomotion at
rates usually associated with the cranial rhythmic impulse, as
demonstrated in another study [45].

In our study, osteopathic lymphatic thoracic pump techniques
with respiratory assist, myofascial release to the thoracic inlet,
and the pedal lymphatic pump technique also indicated good
tolerability; they were also reported in another study to be
advantageous for treating pneumonia by targeting the lymphatic
flow, activating autonomic-mediated intrinsic lymphatic
contractility, improving respiratory function, and improving
circulation. In addition, the thoracic lymphatic pump techniques
and thoracic inlet release have been shown to increase
chemokines and cytokines in the thoracic vessels as well as in
the intestinal lymph vessels, while the pedal lymphatic pump
technique improves flow into the lymphatic systems [59]. The
outcomes of the lymphatic pump techniques, including
improvement in serum interferon levels [46], were carefully
directed toward our study sample as we have taken into
consideration that COVID-19 induces hyperactivation of the
immune system in the severe stages, while it usually induces
impairment of the immune system in the early stages. Therefore,
immune response suppression may be targeted in the severe
stages, while in the early stages, which was the case in our study,
reduction of the viral load by stimulating type I interferon should
be targeted [60].

It was also observed that in the first group, NIV promoted a
significant increase in chest wall volumes directly after
application, which could be due to passive expansion. On the
other hand, manual diaphragmatic releasing techniques in the
second group contributed to positive outcomes of our study by
improving the mobility of the chest wall immediately after the
intervention, which was in accordance with several studies
[49-52].

Compared to physical therapy techniques, BiPAP therapy
outcomes were confirmed by this study to be much more
effective and promising. Even though physical therapy
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techniques do not require equipment, those techniques need to
be investigated further in order to be considered promising.

Overall, regarding posttreatment satisfaction with our proposed
telemanagement health care systems, positive responses were
given by most of the patients, even in the group treated with
physical therapy, despite longer recovery periods. This was
attributed to the advantage of the second group’s costs being
lower than those of the first group.

Limitations
Our study had some limitations. The study included a relatively
small number of patients. Thus, further large randomized
controlled trials with larger sample sizes are recommended. In
addition, osteopathic manipulative respiratory and physical
therapy techniques may have a role in elevating recovery rates
and improving outcomes of patients with COVID-19. Therefore,
further randomized controlled trials with larger sample sizes
would be required to determine the therapeutic extent of these
techniques.

Conclusions
From this study, it was found that in the early stages of
SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia, home-based oxygen BiPAP
ventilation can reduce the need for endotracheal intubation. It
can also be an effective prophylactic treatment approach to
avoid exacerbation of this disease and the need for
hospitalization. Home-based oxygen BiPAP ventilation was
more effective than osteopathic manipulative respiratory and
physical therapy techniques, as it was associated with shorter
recovery periods. A home-based COVID-19 telemanagement
system with decision support services showed satisfying
outcomes and may be recommended in certain cases as an
effective solution for the extreme shortage of hospital beds
caused by this pandemic. Further investigations are still required
to determine the effectiveness of the osteopathic manipulative
respiratory and physical therapy techniques in the management
of COVID-19 patients in the early stages.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has caused an abrupt reduction in the use of in-person health care, accompanied by a
corresponding surge in the use of telehealth services. However, the extent and nature of changes in health care utilization during
the pandemic may differ by care setting. Knowledge of the impact of the pandemic on health care utilization is important to health
care organizations and policy makers.

Objective: The aims of this study are (1) to evaluate changes in in-person health care utilization and telehealth visits during the
COVID-19 pandemic and (2) to assess the difference in changes in health care utilization between the pandemic year 2020 and
the prepandemic year 2019.

Methods: We retrospectively assembled a cohort consisting of members of a large integrated health care organization, who
were enrolled between January 6 and November 2, 2019 (prepandemic year), and between January 5 and October 31, 2020
(pandemic year). The rates of visits were calculated weekly for four settings: inpatient, emergency department (ED), outpatient,
and telehealth. Using Poisson models, we assessed the impact of the pandemic on health care utilization during the early days of
the pandemic and conducted difference-in-deference (DID) analyses to measure the changes in health care utilization, adjusting
for the trend of health care utilization in the prepandemic year.

Results: In the early days of the pandemic, we observed significant reductions in inpatient, ED, and outpatient utilization (by
30.2%, 37.0%, and 80.9%, respectively). By contrast, there was a 4-fold increase in telehealth visits between weeks 8 (February
23) and 12 (March 22) in 2020. DID analyses revealed that after adjusting for prepandemic secular trends, the reductions in
inpatient, ED, and outpatient visit rates in the early days of the pandemic were 1.6, 8.9, and 367.2 visits per 100 person-years
(P<.001), respectively, while the increase in telehealth visits was 272.9 visits per 100 person-years (P<.001). Further analyses
suggested that the increase in telehealth visits offset the reduction in outpatient visits by week 26 (June 28, 2020).

Conclusions: In-person health care utilization decreased drastically during the early period of the pandemic, but there was a
corresponding increase in telehealth visits during the same period. By end-June 2020, the combined outpatient and telehealth
visits had recovered to prepandemic levels.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26558)   doi:10.2196/26558
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused an abrupt reduction in the
use of in-person health care, which has been accompanied by
a corresponding surge in the use of telehealth services [1,2].
Health care visits such as inpatient visits, emergency department
(ED) visits, and outpatient visits have significantly decreased
since the start of the pandemic [3-6]. Two major factors have
contributed to these changes. First, patients have chosen not to
seek in-person health care owing to the fear of exposure to
SARS-CoV-2 [3,7-9]. Second, in the early days of the pandemic,
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
recommended delaying elective care to reduce the risk of
SARS-CoV-2 transmission in health care facilities and to reduce
the burden on health care systems [10]. Specifically, on March
4, 2020, the governor of California declared a state of emergency
after the first official COVID-19 death in the state. On March
19, 2020, a stay-at-home order was enacted in California to
slow the spread of SARS-CoV-2.

The CDC also encouraged the use of telehealth services to
deliver care [11]. Telehealth is a health care provider’s
technology of choice to communicate information regarding
the delivery of clinical and nonclinical care services. In addition
to providing care for some medical conditions, telehealth has
helped protect both providers and patients from the risk of
exposure to SARS-CoV-2. It has also helped preserve critical
personal protective equipment that was in short supply in the
early days of the pandemic.

In response to this, Kaiser Permanente Southern California
(KPSC) reported a drastic decline in in-person health care visits,
coupled with an immediate increase in telehealth visits. The
objectives of this study are to (1) evaluate changes in in-person
health care utilization and telehealth visits at one of the largest
integrated health care systems in the United States during the
COVID-19 pandemic year 2020 and (2) assess the difference
in changes in health care utilization between the pandemic year
2020 and the prepandemic year 2019.

Methods

Study Population and Study Period
We retrospectively assembled a cohort consisting of members
from a large integrated health care system, KPSC. The KPSC
serves 4.7 million members at 15 medical centers with at least
50% of its members belonging to racial or ethnic minorities,
and 55% living in neighborhoods with a median annual
household income of ≤US $75,000 [12]. The study period
included the first 43 weeks in the pandemic year (January 5 to
October 31, 2020) and the first 43 weeks in the prepandemic
year 2019 (January 6 to November 2, 2019). In all analyses,
health care utilization was considered for all members of the
KPSC enrolled in this study during a given week. Because of

data lags in inpatient and ED visits revealed from claims, we
only included inpatient and ED visits in the first 35 weeks in
the following analyses.

Data Source and Identification of Visits
We used electronic health record (EHR) data and claims data
to identify visits in four settings: inpatient, ED, outpatient, and
telehealth. Most of the encounters (approximately 90%) were
from EHR data. While EHR data clearly indicated the encounter
setting, for claims data, we used place-of-service and hospital
revenue codes to determine the encounter setting. Multiple
claims were consolidated to resemble a similar visit in the EHR.
For example, a consolidated inpatient visit from claims data
could include both institutional and professional claims. When
a patient was admitted to the ED and then transferred to the
hospital, both the ED visit and the hospital visit were considered.
For encounters in the outpatient setting, we required a direct
interaction between the provider and the patient and a
documented diagnosis or procedure code. Encounters for a
laboratory test or a procedure only were not included.

For telehealth encounters, telephone appointment visits and
video visits were conducted synchronously using real-time
telephone or live video-audio interaction, and they were billable
and had a diagnosis or procedure code. Thus, telephone
appointment visits and video visits were considered telehealth
visits in this study. On the other hand, e-visits and message-only
encounters were for patient self-triage and for communications
without a real-time provider evaluation component. They were
not considered telehealth visits in this study. Claims with a
telehealth place-of-service code or with the 95 modifier,
indicating that the services were delivered through telehealth,
were considered telehealth visits in accordance with the CMS
billing rules [13].

Rates of Health Care Utilization During the Pandemic
and Prepandemic Years
The rates of visits from these 4 care settings were calculated
weekly (Sunday to Saturday) for the prepandemic year and the
pandemic year. The numerator was the visit counts of each type,
and the denominator was 100 person-years of membership
during a given week.

Statistical Analyses
We first plotted monthly KPSC member enrollment in 2019
and 2020. We examined the demographic characteristics of the
cohort, including age, gender, race and ethnicity, and mean
Charlson comorbidity index (CCI) of KPSC members in June
2019 and June 2020. CCI scores were calculated only for
individuals aged ≥18 years. The visit rates by week during the
prepandemic and pandemic years were plotted separately for
inpatient, ED, outpatient, and telehealth visits.

In addition to plotting the trends, we used Poisson models to
assess the significance of changes in health care utilization after
versus before the onset of the pandemic in 2020 relative to
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changes across the same time periods in 2019, using a
difference-in-difference (DID) analysis. To achieve this goal,
we selected week 8 (February 23, 2020) as the timepoint before
the pandemic because the governor of California declared a
state of emergency on March 4, 2020. We also chose week 12
(March 22, 2020) as the timepoint after the start of the pandemic
because a stay-at-home order was enacted in California on
March 19, 2020. We then selected the 2 corresponding time
points during the prepandemic year. In Poisson models, the
number of visits was the dependent variable, and an indicator
variable for the 2 time points (ie, t=0 for week 8 and t=1 for
week 12), an indicator variable for the year (2019 and 2020),
and an interaction between the 2 variables were the independent
variables. The interaction term was included in the DID analysis
to directly assess the significance of the difference in the
changes in the visit rates across the 2 years. In these Poisson
models, we also included the natural log of person-years as an

offset and adjusted for overdispersion of the count data. Because
weekly visit data of the entire population were analyzed,
individual-level covariates were not included in the analyses.

Results

Results Overview
Although the member enrollment number in the KPSC slightly
decreased from July to October 2020 (4.57 million to 4.55
million), it remained steady during the pandemic year with a
range of 4.55-4.57 million, slightly higher than 4.47-4.48 million
in 2019 (Figure 1).

Similarly, the characteristics of KPSC members, such as age,
gender, race and ethnicity, and mean CCI did not differ between
June 2019 and June 2020 (Table 1). The impact of the pandemic
on health care utilization in the KPSC was observed after week
8 (February 23) in 2020 (Figures 2-6).

Figure 1. Monthly member enrollment in the Kaiser Permanente Southern California in 2019 and 2020.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics and the Charlson comorbidity index of Kaiser Permanente Southern California members in June 2019 and June
2020.

June 2020 (n=4,566,641)June 2019 (n=4,475,819)Demographic characteristics and CCIa

Age (years), (%)

20.920.80-17

39.138.118-44

26.626.245-64

15.414.9≥65

50.651.5Females, (%)

Race and Ethnicity, (%)

41.340.9Hispanic

31.031.4Non-Hispanic White

7.87.8Non-Hispanic Black

11.311.2Non-Hispanic Asian or Pacific Islander

0.20.2Non-Hispanic Native American or Alaskan

10.48.4Non-Hispanic Multiple Races, others, or unknown

0.45 (0.93)0.48 (0.96)Mean CCI (SD)

aCCI: Charlson comorbidity index calculated for individuals aged ≥18 years with minimum 1 year of enrollment; n=3,055,756 in 2019 and n=3,115,974
in 2020.

Figure 2. Inpatient visit rate over time. DID: difference in difference.
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Figure 3. Emergency department visit rate over time. DID: difference in difference.

Figure 4. Outpatient visit rate over time. DID: difference in difference.
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Figure 5. Telehealth visit rate over time. DID: difference in difference.

Figure 6. Combined outpatient and telehealth visit rate over time. DID: difference in difference.
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Inpatient Visits
The inpatient visits per 100 person-years significantly decreased
from 6.3 in week 8 (February 23) to 4.4 in week 12 (March 22)
during the pandemic year (P<.001), thus displaying a 30.2%
reduction, while the inpatient visit rate only slightly decreased
from 6.7 to 6.4 between the same weeks in 2019 (Figure 2).
DID analysis revealed that after adjusting for prepandemic
secular trends, the reduction in inpatient visit rates from weeks
8-12 during the pandemic was 1.6 visits per 100 person-years
(P<.001). After week 12 in the pandemic year, the inpatient
visit rate increased until week 30 (July 26) but did not approach
prepandemic levels (week 8 in 2020); the inpatient visit rate
decreased again after week 30. In contrast, during the
prepandemic year, the inpatient visit rate remained at
approximately 6 per 100 person-years after week 12.

ED Visits
ED visits per 100 person-years significantly decreased from
26.2 in week 8 (February 23) to 16.5 in week 12 (March 22)
during the pandemic year (P<.001), thus displaying a 37.0%
reduction, while the ED visit rate slightly decreased from 27.3
in week 8 to 26.6 in week 12 during the prepandemic year
(Figure 3). DID analysis revealed that after adjusting for
prepandemic secular trends, the reduction in ED visit rates from
week 8 to week 12 during the pandemic year was 8.9 visits per
100 person-years (P<.001). After week 12 during the pandemic
year, the ED visit rate plummeted in week 14 (12.8) and
increased to 21.6 in week 27 (July 5), but did not approach
prepandemic levels. ED visit rates remained largely unchanged
afterwards. In contrast, the average ED visit rate throughout the
prepandemic year was 25.5 (range 24.0-27.3) per 100
person-years. The ED visit rates during February 24 to April 6,
2019, were slightly higher than those in the rest of 2019.

Outpatient Visits
The outpatient visits per 100 person-years drastically decreased
from 537.3 in week 8 (February 23) to 102.8 in week 12 (March
22) during the pandemic year (P<.001), thus displaying a 80.9%
reduction, while the outpatient visit rate slightly decreased from
567.2 to 508.9 for the same period during the prepandemic year
(Figure 4). DID analysis revealed that after adjusting for
prepandemic secular trends, the reduction in outpatient visit
rates from week 8 to week 12 during the pandemic was 367.2
visits per 100 person-years (P<.001). After week 12 during the
pandemic year, the outpatient visit rate decreased to 77.8 in
week 14 and increased to 346.0 in week 39 (September 27),
amounting to only 64.4% of the outpatient visit rate in week 8.
In contrast, outpatient visit rates fluctuated during the
prepandemic year with an average of 502.3 (SD 45.9) per 100
person-years and did not decrease abruptly as it did in 2020.

Telehealth Visits
In contrast with in-person visits, telehealth visits increased
drastically after the onset of the pandemic (Figure 5). While the
trend of the telehealth visit rate remained relatively steady during
2019, we observed an approximately 4-fold increase in the
telehealth visit rate during the early days of the pandemic year:
90.4 visits per 100 person-years in week 8 (February 23) to
348.3 in week 12 (March 22). Although these rates decreased

after week 13, the weekly rate at the end of the study period
(October 25) was still almost 3-fold that in week 8. DID analysis
revealed that after adjusting for prepandemic secular trends, the
increase in telehealth visit rates from week 8 to week 12 was
272.9 visits per 100 person-years (P<.001) during the pandemic
year.

Outpatient and Telehealth Visits
To determine whether the increase in telehealth visits offsets
the reduction in outpatient visits, we calculated the rate of
combined telehealth and outpatient visits (Figure 6). Although
not as drastic as the rate of outpatient visits alone, the rate of
combined telehealth and outpatient visits decreased from 627.7
visits per 100 person-years to 451.1, thus displaying a 28.1%
reduction from week 8 (February 23) to week 12 (March 22)
during the pandemic year. After week 12, the rate of combined
telehealth and outpatient visits increased, having approached
that in week 26 (June 28) in the prepandemic year.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we observed significant reductions in in-person
medical visits as the pandemic progressed. The greatest
reduction was observed in outpatient visits in the early days of
the pandemic (80.9%). Although of lesser magnitude, inpatient
and ED visits also decreased by 30.2% and 37.0%, respectively,
during the early days of the pandemic. By contrast, we observed
an approximately 4-fold increase in telehealth visits in weeks
8-12 in the pandemic year. Further analyses suggest that the
increase in telehealth visits did not offset the reduction in
outpatient visits during the early days of the pandemic; however,
it did compensate for the reduction in outpatient visits by week
26 (June 28). In addition to the CDC recommendation for the
use of telehealth services [11], federal and state governments
have issued changes in reimbursement policies for these services
[14,15]. Even though the pandemic continues to progress with
periodic surges in COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations, these
policy changes have helped providers deliver health care in
telehealth settings.

Our study sheds light on the impact of the pandemic on health
care utilization. With approximately 10 months’ data during
2020, this study provides insights into patterns of health care
utilization during the pandemic. By using visit rates as our
outcomes, we could account for the changes in the underlying
population denominator during the pandemic. We observed that
KPSC membership generally remained stable during the
pandemic, largely owing to the KPSC’s decision to not cancel
health coverage for groups or individuals who could not pay
for most of the study period. By comparing health care
utilization during the pandemic year to that in the prepandemic
year through DID analyses, we show that these findings did not
result from simply an exacerbation of seasonal effects. Robinson
et al [16] recently described the transition to virtual care at the
KPSC, but in contrast to our study, they used counts of visits
instead of rates as outcomes; hence, they did not adjust for
population size. In addition, they included all types of virtual
care (including those intended for communication), did not use
data from the prepandemic year, and did not conduct a DID
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analyses. Furthermore, our study included data for 3 additional
months.

Limitations
Some potential limitations in this study must be recognized.
First, in addition to the COVID-19 pandemic, other factors such
as civil unrest due to racial injustice and the wildfires on the
West Coast may have influenced how patients sought health
care. We could not differentiate the impact of these factors on
health care utilization. Second, these results were derived from
a large integrated health care organization that might have been

able to change practices quickly, thus potentially not reflecting
patterns in other health care systems. Third, while we studied
the impact of the pandemic on health care utilization, we did
not address the quality of care and population health.

Conclusions
In conclusion, in-person health care utilization decreased
drastically during the early period of the pandemic, but there
was a corresponding increase in telehealth visits during the same
period. By the end of June 2020, the rate of combined outpatient
and telehealth visits reverted to prepandemic levels.
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Abstract

Background: A detailed understanding of the public’s knowledge and perceptions of COVID-19 could inform governments’
public health actions in response to the pandemic.

Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the knowledge and perceptions of COVID-19 among adults in China and its
variation among provinces and by sociodemographic characteristics.

Methods: Between May 8 and June 8, 2020, we conducted a cross-sectional online survey among adults in China who were
registered with the private survey company KuRunData. We set a target sample size of 10,000 adults, aiming to sample 300-360
adults from each province in China. Participants were asked 25 questions that tested their knowledge about COVID-19, including
measures to prevent infection, common symptoms, and recommended care-seeking behavior. We disaggregated responses by
age; sex; education; province; household income; rural–urban residency; and whether or not a participant had a family member,
friend, or acquaintance who they know to have been infected with SARS-CoV-2. All analyses used survey sampling weights.
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Results: There were 5079 men and 4921 women who completed the questionnaire and were included in the analysis. Out of 25
knowledge questions, participants answered a mean and median of 21.4 (95% CI 21.3-21.4) and 22 (IQR 20-23) questions
correctly, respectively. A total of 83.4% (95% CI 82.7%-84.1%) of participants answered four-fifths or more of the questions
correctly. For at least one of four ineffective prevention measures (using a hand dryer, regular nasal irrigation, gargling mouthwash,
and taking antibiotics), 68.9% (95% CI 68.0%-69.8%) of participants answered that it was an effective method to prevent a
SARS-CoV-2 infection. Although knowledge overall was similar across provinces, the percent of participants who answered the
question on recommended care-seeking behavior correctly varied from 47.0% (95% CI 41.4%-52.7%) in Tibet to 87.5% (95%
CI 84.1%-91.0%) in Beijing. Within provinces, participants who were male, were middle-aged, were residing in urban areas, and
had higher household income tended to answer a higher proportion of the knowledge questions correctly.

Conclusions: This online study of individuals across China suggests that the majority of the population has good knowledge
of COVID-19. However, a substantial proportion still holds misconceptions or incorrect beliefs about prevention methods and
recommended health care–seeking behaviors, especially in rural areas and some less wealthy provinces in Western China. This
study can inform the development of tailored public health policies and promotion campaigns by identifying knowledge areas
for which misconceptions are comparatively common and provinces that have relatively low knowledge.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e26940)   doi:10.2196/26940
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COVID-19; knowledge; perception; risk; public health; China; cross-sectional; survey

Introduction

COVID-19 has taken a large toll on public health and economic
growth worldwide [1-4]. Assessing the perception and
knowledge among the public during infectious disease outbreaks
is essential to inform public health campaigns. Research has
shown that governmental policies can have a substantial impact
on community transmission of SARS-CoV-2 [5-8]. It is likely
that the more detailed an understanding governments have of
their population’s knowledge and perceptions of COVID-19,
the more effectively they can design policies to contain
COVID-19 in their population, whether this is on the national,
regional, or local level.

A cross-sectional survey conducted in late February 2020 that
assessed the public’s perceptions of COVID-19 in the United
States and the United Kingdom found that a considerable
proportion of adults had misconceptions about infection
prevention methods and care-seeking behaviors [9]. For
example, over a third of survey participants selected at least one
of the following options when asked whether they are effective
prevention measures: using a hand dryer, rinsing your nose with
saline, taking antibiotics, or gargling with mouthwash. Reasons
for these false beliefs are unclear but could be different for
populations in East Asian countries like China or Singapore,
which were affected by the severe acute respiratory syndrome
outbreak in 2002-2004.

Assessing the population’s perceptions and knowledge of
COVID-19 is not only essential to understanding and comparing
different behaviors and policy decisions retrospectively but also
vital for informing postlockdown policies since it will be crucial
that people follow infection prevention methods as they start
to interact more [10,11]. As of November 2020, China appears
to have been successful in containing the spread of COVID-19
and has reported low case numbers [12]. However, further waves
of COVID-19 may emerge in parts of China over the coming
months. Therefore, collecting data about the knowledge and
perception of COVID-19 across China is imperative.

Several studies have assessed the perception of COVID-19
within China. However, they have either focused on specific
subgroups, such as pregnant women [13] or patients with mental
health disorders [14], or assessed risk perception within
particular contexts such as tourism [15]. To our knowledge, our
study is the first large-scale survey that assessed COVID-19
perception and knowledge among the public in all provinces of
China. This study aims to inform Chinese policy makers on the
knowledge and perceptions of their population with regard to
COVID-19 to facilitate effective policy design during future
waves of the pandemic.

Methods

Sampling Process
The survey was implemented by KuRunData, an online private
survey company that maintains a database of potential survey
participants and delivers surveys. KuRunData recruits members
through its own platform [16], partnerships with other websites,
and encouraging registered members to recruit new members
through the popular mobile app Wechat Mini. KuRunData
verifies that members have access to mobile phones and the
internet, and are capable of navigating online surveys. For this
study, we used KuRunData to sample 300-360 participants in
each of China’s 31 provincial-level administrative units, with
the total sample size goal being 10,000 adults. Potential
participants were unable to access the questionnaire as soon as
this sample size goal was reached. Within each province,
KuRunData aimed to sample a proportion of participants that
was reflective of the demographic composition of the province’s
population (as per the 2019 China Statistical Yearbook [17])
by sex and urban-rural residence. Adults in the survey pool were
invited to participate in the survey by KuRunData’s own
platform. They were informed that they would receive ¥5 (US
$0.77) for completing the questionnaire. Before filling in the
questionnaire, participants had to provide their informed written
consent with signature confirmation. The informed consent page
described the project’s background and purpose, the possible
risks, the payment after completing the questionnaire, and the
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confidentiality of information and records. To be able to access
the questionnaire, the participants must have read the informed
consent description for at least 15 seconds and self-declared
understanding of the purpose and risks of the study before
signing. The survey was administered between May 8 and June
8, 2020.

Questionnaire
The questionnaire was built in the KuRunData platform and
had 25 questions partitioned into the following sections:
introduction, perceived risk of death from COVID-19, mode of
transmission of COVID-19, recognizing and acting upon an
infection, sociodemographic characteristics, and specific
questions about possible misconceptions or falsehoods on
COVID-19 prevention and symptoms that were drawn from the
World Health Organization’s “myth busters” website [18]. The
questionnaire was written in Standard Chinese and is shown in
Text A1 in Multimedia Appendix 1. Participants had to answer
a question to reach the next question. Numerical entry questions
did not allow for nonsensical inputs (eg, percentage questions
were restricted to inputs between 0 and 100).

Data Quality Checks
Three types of data quality checks were performed. First, we
verified the time taken to complete the questionnaire and
excluded participants who took less than 2 minutes to complete
the questionnaire under the assumption that these participants
did not read the questions. Second, we plotted the distribution
of the time taken to complete the questionnaire. If some
respondents used random clicking to complete the questionnaire
as fast as possible, then a bimodal distribution in the time taken
to complete the survey might be expected (with one study
population clicking as quickly as possible and one reading the
questions). Third, participants were asked whether they looked
up any answers online and, if so, for which questions. Those
who self-reported having looked up the answer online for a
particular question were excluded from the analysis for that
question in the supplementary analyses shown in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Data Analysis
We excluded participants who answered less than half of the
questions in the questionnaire. All analyses used sampling
weights to account for the complex survey design. The sampling
weights were the inverse of the probability of selecting
participants given the following variables: gender, rural versus
urban residence, and province. These probabilities were
calculated using population counts from the 2019 China
Statistical Yearbook within each province. For binary and
categorical response options, we computed the percentage of
participants who selected each response to summarize the survey
findings. For binomial proportions, we constructed two-sided

95% CIs using the Wilson score interval. In addition, we
computed a total score for participants, which consists of the
number of COVID-19 knowledge questions that were answered
correctly. We henceforth refer to this score as the overall
knowledge score. To examine how knowledge and perceptions
varied by participants’ characteristics, we used ordinary least
squares regression to regress this overall score and the response
to each question onto age (10-year age group); sex; educational
attainment; province; rural versus urban residence; vocation;
household income; and whether or not a participant had a family
member, friend, or acquaintance who they knew to have been
infected with SARS-CoV-2. All regressions included only one
of these variables plus a binary indicator for each province
(province-level fixed effects). We show regression results that
we additionally adjusted for 10-year age group and sex in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Ethics
This research was considered to not involve human participants
by the institutional review board of the Heidelberg University
Hospital because all authors only had access to deidentified
data.

Results

Sample Characteristics
A total of 14,493 adults agreed to take the online survey. After
excluding participants who did not complete the whole survey
or who took less than 2 minutes to complete the questionnaire,
10,000 participants (all of whom completed all survey questions)
were included in the analysis. There was no evidence of a
bimodal distribution in the time taken to complete the
questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 1 Figure A1). A total of
3643 participants reported looking up the answer online on a
median of 2 questions (IQR 1-3).

There were 5079 males and 4921 females from 31 provinces
that completed the questionnaire. Their sociodemographic
characteristics are shown in Table 1. Around one-tenth of the
10,000 participants (n=900, 9.0%) were aged 18 or 19 years,
16.5% (n=1645) were aged 20-29 years, 19.0% (n=1895) were
aged 30-39 years, and 16.8% (n=1675) were 60 years or older.
A total 37.3% (n=3733) of the participants had received high
school or technical secondary school education, and one-third
(n=3369, 33.7%) had completed an undergraduate degree. Only
4.4% (n=438) and 4.8% (n=475) of participants had never been
to school or had been to elementary school only, respectively.
The majority of participants (n=5935, 59.3%) lived in urban
areas. The number of participants per province ranged from 300
to 360. About half (n=5007, 47.0%) of participants reported to
have an annual total household income between ¥60,000 (US
$9180) and ¥119,999 (US $18,360).
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Table 1. Sample characteristics.

Population of China, %bParticipants (not weighted), n (%)Proportion of participants (weighteda), %Characteristic

Sex

48.84921 (49.2)56.5Female

Age group (years)

6.9900 (9.0)10.6<20

20.81645 (16.5)16.920-29

18.21895 (19.0)18.430-39

22.11890 (18.9)18.540-49

16.51820 (18.2)17.950-59

15.41675 (16.8)17.7>60

Education

5.4438 (4.4)4.1Never been to school

25.3475 (4.8)4.3Elementary school

37.81779 (17.8)16.3Middle school

17.63733 (37.3)35.7High school/technical secondary
school

13.43369 (33.7)37.3College/undergraduate

0.6206 (2.0)2.2Graduate and above

Ethnicity

95.09381 (93.8)95.1Han

0.7149 (1.5)0.5Man

0.8109 (1.1)0.1Hui

0.5103 (1.0)1.6Zang

1.2152 (1.5)1.5Zhuang

1.8106 (1.1)1.1Other

Province of current residence

4.5360 (3.6)4.4Anhui

1.5360 (3.6)1.8Beijing

2.2360 (3.6)2.3Chongqing

2.8300 (3.0)2.8Fujian

1.9300 (3.0)1.8Gansu

8.1360 (3.6)8.6Guangdong

3.5300 (3.0)3.3Guangxi

2.6300 (3.0)2.4Guizhou

0.7300 (3.0)0.7Hainan

5.4360 (3.6)5.3Hebei

2.7300 (3.0)2.7Heilongjiang

6.9360 (3.6)6.3Henan

4.2360 (3.6)4.2Hubei

4.9300 (3.0)4.8Hunan

5.8360 (3.6)6.1Jiangsu

3.3300 (3.0)3.2Jiangxi

1.9300 (3.0)1.9Jilin
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Population of China, %bParticipants (not weighted), n (%)Proportion of participants (weighteda), %Characteristic

3.1340 (3.4)3.3Liaoning

1.8300 (3.0)1.8Neimengol

0.5300 (3.0)0.5Ningxia

0.4300 (3.0)0.4Qinghai

2.8360 (3.6)2.7Shaanxi

7.2360 (3.6)7.3Shandong

1.7300 (3.0)2.0Shanghai

2.7300 (3.0)2.6Shanxi

6.0360 (3.6)5.7Sichuan

1.1360 (3.6)1.3Tianjin

0.2300 (3.0)1.7Tibet

1.8300 (3.0)0.2Xinjiang

3.5300 (3.0)3.2Yunnan

4.1360 (3.6)4.3Zhejiang

Rural–urban residency

59.65935 (59.3)69.5Urban

Works as a health care provider

99.09597 (96.0)96.0No

0.355 (0.6)0.5Nurse

0.584 (0.8)0.8Physician

<0.1157 (1.6)1.5Community health worker

<0.117 (0.2)0.2Pharmacist

0.190 (0.9)1.0Other health care provider

Annual household income, ¥ (US $)

—c560 (5.6)5.7<30,000 (3835)

—1670 (16.7)14.130,000-59,999 (3835-7670)

—2303 (23.0)20.460,000-89,999 (7670-11,505)

—2704 (24.0)25.090,000-119,999 (11,506-15,341)

—1211 (12.1)15.5120,000-149,999 (15,341-19,176)

—974 (9.7)12.2150,000-199,999 (19,175-25,568)

—578 (5.8)7.2≥200,000 (25,568)

aWeighted using survey sampling weights.
bAs per the 2019 China Statistical Yearbook [17].
cData not available.

Overall Knowledge Score
A total 83.4% (95% CI 82.7%-84.1%) of participants answered
80% or more (ie, 20 or more out of 25 questions) of the
questions correctly, and almost all (98.4%, 95% CI
98.1%-98.6%) participants answered more than 60% of the
questions correctly (Figure 1). The mean and median overall
knowledge score was 21.4 (95% CI 21.3-21.4) and 22 (IQR

20-23), respectively. The distribution of the overall knowledge
score is shown in Figure A2 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Participants residing in the eastern provinces tended to have
marginally higher overall knowledge scores. For instance, the
mean knowledge score in the eastern province of Fujian was
21.9 (95% CI 21.6-22.1), whereas it was 20.9 (95% CI
20.6-21.2) in the western province of Gansu.
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Figure 1. Map showing the mean overall knowledge score by province.

Perceived Risk of Death From a SARS-CoV-2 Infection
Survey participants’ median estimate of the infection-fatality
rate of COVID-19 was 3.2% (IQR 1.0%-3.6%; Table 2). When
asked to estimate the percentage of patients infected with the

common flu who die from the flu, participants’median response
was 0.75% (IQR 0.10%-1.00%). Almost all (96.4%, 95% CI
96.0%-96.8%) participants identified that older adults were the
age group most likely to die from COVID-19.
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Table 2. Summary of survey findings.

Proportion or median esti-

mateb
Survey question and responsea

Perceived risk of death from a SARS-CoV-2 infection

“What percent of individuals infected with the new coronavirus experience a fatal disease course?” (%), median (IQR)

3.2 (1.0-3.6)Continuous variable

“When they have been infected, what age groups are most likely to die from the illness caused by the new coronavirus?” % (95% CI)

25.0 (24.2-25.9)Children

12.0 (11.4-12.6)Young adults

96.4 (96.1-96.8)Older adults

“Are those with other health problems more likely to die from an infection with the new coronavirus disease than those without any
other health problems?” % (95% CI)

92.5 (92.0-93.0)Yes

“What percent of people who get infected with the common flu end up dying from the common flu?” (%), median (IQR)

0.75 (0.10-1.00)Continuous variable

Transmission of SARS-CoV-2, % (95% CI)

“Only older adults can become infected with the new coronavirus.”

98.3 (98.0-98.5)False

“Is there currently a vaccine available that protects against infection with the new coronavirus?”

78.9 (78.1-79.7)No

“Which of the following actions help prevent catching an infection with the new coronavirus?”

86.3 (85.6-86.9)Selected all of the following: avoiding touching eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands; washing your
hands; and avoiding close physical contact with people who are sick

68.9 (68.0-69.8)Selected at least one of the following: using a hand dryer, regularly rinsing your nose with saline, taking an-
tibiotics, and gargling mouthwash

“Consistently wearing a face mask is highly effective in protecting you from getting infected with the new coronavirus.”

89.5 (88.9-90.1)True

“What is the main way in which people are currently getting infected with the new coronavirus?”

82.2 (81.5-83.0)Droplets of saliva that land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby when an infected person sneezes
or coughs

Symptoms of COVID-19 and recommended health care–seeking behavior, % (95% CI)

“What are common signs or symptoms of an infection with the new coronavirus?”

9.7 (9.1-10.2)Nose bleeds

98.2 (97.9-98.5)Cough

99.5 (99.4-99.6)Fever

8.7 (8.2-9.3)Skin rash

7.4 (6.9-7.9)Constipation

91.5 (91.0-92.1)Shortness of breath

4.5 (4.1-4.9)Frequent urination

“If you have a fever and new persistent cough that started today, what would you do?” % (95% CI)

36.9 (35.9-37.8)Go directly to a hospital

38.6 (37.7-39.6)Call the official hotline

10.9 (10.3-11.6)Continue my daily routine

aResponse options are grouped to summarize categorical variables into a dichotomous measure.
bFor dichotomous outcomes, data are expressed as percentage with correct response (95% CI). For continuous outcomes, data are expressed as median
(IQR).
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Transmission of SARS-CoV-2
A total 98.3% (95% CI 98.0%-98.5%) of participants correctly
identified that COVID-19 does not only afflict older adults.
When asked to identify the primary mode of transmission from
a list of multiple choices, 82.2% (95% CI 81.5%-83.0%) of
participants correctly selected a description of droplet
transmission. A total 89.5% (95% CI 88.9%-90.1%) of
participants answered that wearing a face mask was highly
effective in protecting against infection, and 86.3% (95% CI
85.6%-86.9%) of participants selected correct behavioral
prevention measures. However, 68.9% (95% CI 68.0%-69.8%)
of participants answered that at least one of the following
measures helps prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection: using a hand
dryer, regular nasal irrigation, gargling mouthwash, and taking
antibiotics.

Symptoms of COVID-19 and Recommended Health
Care–Seeking Behavior
Most participants correctly identified the common symptoms
of COVID-19: fever (99.5% answered correctly, 95% CI
99.4%-99.6%), cough (98.2% answered correctly, 95% CI
97.9%-98.5%), and shortness of breath (91.5% answered
correctly, 95% CI 91.0%-92.1%). Conversely, when asked about
symptoms that are not characteristic of COVID-19, participants
correctly answered that these were not expected symptoms of
the disease: relatively few participants believed that nose bleeds
(9.7%, 95% CI 9.1%-10.2%), skin rash (8.7%, 95% CI
8.2%-9.3%), constipation (7.4%, 95% CI 6.9%-7.9%), or
frequent urination (4.5%, 95% CI 4.1%-4.9%) were symptoms
of COVID-19.

When asked what they should do if they developed new
symptoms of fever and cough, 36.9% (95% CI 35.9%-37.8%)
stated they would go directly to a hospital or contact their
community health worker or other official contact person, 38.6%
(95% CI 37.7%-39.6%) said they would call the official hotline,
and 10.9% (95% CI 10.3%-11.6%) reported that they would
continue their usual daily routines.

Variation in Knowledge and Perceptions of COVID-19
by Sociodemographic Characteristics
Participants who were male, were middle-aged (we found the
highest knowledge score among the age group 40-49 years),
were living in an urban area, and had a higher annual household
income were more likely to answer knowledge questions
correctly (Table 3). On average, participants living in urban
areas answered an additional 1.33 (95% CI 1.22-1.44) questions
correctly compared to participants living in rural areas. Men
answered an additional 0.42 (95% CI 0.32-0.52) questions
correctly compared to women.

Although there was relatively little variation in knowledge
between provinces for prevention methods, common
misconceptions, and the main mode of SARS-CoV-2
transmission (Figure 2), a higher proportion of participants in
eastern coastal provinces answered the question on
recommended care-seeking behavior correctly than in western
inland provinces. The range in the proportion of correct
responses for this question varied from 47.0% (95% CI
41.4%-52.7%) in Tibet to 87.5% (95% CI 84.1%-91.0%) in
Beijing.
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Table 3. Variation in the overall knowledge score by sociodemographic characteristics.a

P valueAbsolute difference in the number of questions that were answered correctly (95% CI)Characteristic

Sex

N/Ab0 (reference)Male

<.001–0.42 (–0.52 to –0.32)Female

Age (years)

N/A0 (reference)18-19

<.0010.68 (0.46 to 0.9)20-29

<.0011.03 (0.8 to 1.25)30-39

<.0011.17 (0.95 to 1.38)40-49

<.0010.68 (0.46 to 0.9)50-59

<.0010.75 (0.53 to 0.97)>60

Education

N/A0 (reference)Never been to school

.30–0.18 (–0.53 to 0.16)Elementary school

.01–0.36 (–0.63 to –0.08)Middle school

<.001–0.47 (–0.72 to –0.21)High school/technical secondary school

.120.20 (–0.05 to 0.46)College/undergraduate

.60–0.11 (–0.52 to 0.3)Graduate and above

Place of residence

N/A0 (reference)Rural

<.0011.33 (1.22 to 1.44)Urban

Works as a health care provider

N/A0 (reference)No

.40–0.34 (–1.12 to 0.45)Nurse

.20–0.59 (–1.48 to 0.3)Physician

<.001–1.13 (–1.75 to –0.51)Community health worker

.930.06 (–1.44 to 1.57)Pharmacist

.004–0.94 (–1.58 to –0.29)Other health care provider

Annual household income, ¥ (US $)

N/A0 (reference)<30,000 (3835)

<.0010.76 (0.45 to 1.08)30,000-59,999 (3835-7670)

<.0010.92 (0.62 to 1.22)60,000-89,999 (7670-11,505)

<.0011.27 (0.97 to 1.57)90,000-119,999 (11,506-15,341)

<.0011.59 (1.27 to 1.9)120,000-149,999 (15,341-19,176)

<.0011.61 (1.29 to 1.93)150,000-199,999 (19,175-25,568)

<.0011.56 (1.21 to 1.92)≥200,000 (25,568)

Knows someone with a confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection

N/A0 (reference)No

.432.09 (–3.04 to 7.23)Self

.43–2.66 (–9.26 to 3.93)Family member

.45–0.76 (–2.76 to 1.24)Neighbor

.210.97 (–0.56 to 2.51)Coworker
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P valueAbsolute difference in the number of questions that were answered correctly (95% CI)Characteristic

.23–2.55 (–6.7 to 1.59)Friend

aAll regressions included only one of the variables (sex; age group; education; place of residence; income; vocation; whether or not a participant has a
family member, friend, or acquaintance who they know to have been infected with SARS-CoV-2) shown in the table and a binary indicator for each
province (province-level fixed effects).
bN/A: not applicable.

Figure 2. The proportion of the population by province with correct responses to questions about (a) prevention methods, (b) common misconceptions,
(c) transmission channels, and (d) recommended actions after infection.

Discussion

On average, participants in our survey answered 21.4 (95% CI
21.3-21.4) out of 25 questions correctly. Higher knowledge
scores were associated with being middle-aged, higher
household income, male sex, and living in urban areas.
Knowledge about prevention methods, common misconceptions,
and transmission modes of SARS-CoV-2 infection did not vary
markedly across provinces. However, knowledge about
appropriate measures upon the appearance of suspicious
symptoms showed a decreasing trend from the eastern wealthier
coastal provinces to the western less wealthy inland provinces.

A significant proportion of participants in all provinces held
misconceptions about prevention methods and recommended
health care–seeking behaviors, such as beliefs that regular nasal
saline rinses or gargling mouthwash are effective at preventing
a SARS-CoV-2 infection. Moreover, 10.0% (95% CI
9.4%-10.6%) of participants reported that, if they had symptoms
suggestive of a possible SARS-CoV-2 infection, they would
continue with their daily routine. It is important for these false
and potentially dangerous beliefs to be addressed in public
health campaigns. These findings could inform campaigns

focused on the dissemination of misinformation on the internet
and on social media, both of which have been identified as
platforms to circulate such misinformation [19]. It may also be
useful to inform Chinese health care professionals about
common misconceptions held by the public so that these
misconceptions can be addressed in consultations.

Although the majority of participants demonstrated a high
proportion of correct responses to knowledge questions, there
was nonetheless important variation in knowledge by knowledge
domain. Questions that assessed knowledge of who is at
increased risk of severe COVID-19 and common symptoms of
SARS-CoV-2 infection were answered correctly over 90% of
the time. Questions about how SARS-CoV-2 is primarily
transmitted and what precautions are effective against
transmission had correct response rates between 81% and 84%.
The areas of lowest knowledge were identifying ineffective
measures for, or misconceptions about, prevention of
SARS-CoV-2 transmission and recommended care-seeking
behavior when developing a fever or new persistent cough. This
suggests that public health campaigns in China can most
efficiently improve the public’s knowledge about COVID-19
by dispelling misconceptions about ineffective prevention
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measures and developing clear, consistent, and widely
distributed instructions on what individuals should do if they
develop symptoms suggestive of COVID-19.

Our study results are comparable with those of studies from
other countries that assessed knowledge and perceptions of
COVID-19. In comparison to a similar survey in the United
States and the United Kingdom [9], the majority of the results
were similar across the three countries. However, we also
observed differences in the beliefs about the effectiveness of
masks between these countries. Nearly nine-tenths of Chinese
participants reported to believe wearing a face mask was
effective in preventing a SARS-CoV-2 infection, whereas only
about 40% and 30% of the US and UK participants, respectively,
expressed this belief, suggesting that Chinese participants were
more likely to accept and select masks as a prevention measure
against infections. This comparison is limited, however, as it is
important to note that beliefs in the effectiveness of mask
wearing in the United States and the United Kingdom have
likely increased since that survey was conducted in
February-March 2020. In Australia, an online survey undertaken
between March 18-24, 2020, found that understanding and
adoption of hygiene-related behaviors was high [20]. Surveys
conducted in Nepal, Egypt, and Malaysia found that participants
had good general knowledge about COVID-19, including modes
of transmission and recommended prevention measures [21].
However, several misconceptions were common, such as
avoidance of eating poultry and meat to reduce the chance of
SARS-CoV-2 infection or that wearing masks in public does
not reduce infections [21-23]. The prevalence of misinformation
and misconceptions about COVID-19 worldwide underscores
our recommendation that public health authorities should
continue campaigns that dispel widespread misinformation and
focus on consistent messaging about the importance of following
a combination of evidence-based infection prevention methods
and behaviors.

A key strength of our study is that we sampled a large number
of individuals across China’s provinces, allowing us to assess
how knowledge and perceptions vary across regions, and
specifically to compare perceptions in provinces that have been
less impacted by COVID-19 to those in more impacted areas
like Hubei, the most severely affected province in China so far.

This study, however, also has several limitations. First,
participants were selected from a pool of adults who were
registered with KuRunData and who agreed to take the survey.
It is possible that these individuals differ in important ways
from the general population of China, as ability and willingness
to register with an online survey company and participate in
this survey might be related to literacy, education level, and
perspectives on or experience with COVID-19, to name a few.
Second, an important demographic limitation is the relatively
small number of older adults in our sample. Although we used
sampling weights to adjust for this pattern, our estimate for the
oldest age groups had a small sample size and thus a large
degree of uncertainty. Third, as answers were self-reported
responses to hypothetical situations, they might not reflect what
individuals would do in reality. Similarly, social desirability
bias could have influenced participants to answer in ways that
they thought they should, rather than how they truly felt. Finally,
it must be noted that this survey was administered between May
8 and June 8, 2020, and consequently reflects knowledge and
perceptions at that time.

In conclusion, although general knowledge about COVID-19
was comparatively high across China, a substantial proportion
of the population was found to hold important misconceptions
about some prevention methods and recommended health
care–seeking behaviors. Chinese policy makers should address
this misinformation, as it will be important that people have
accurate knowledge and practice correct prevention measures
to avoid a resurgence of infections.
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Abstract

Background: The increasing incidence of COVID-19 infection has challenged health care systems to increase capacity while
conserving personal protective equipment (PPE) supplies and minimizing nosocomial spread. Telemedicine shows promise to
address these challenges but lacks comprehensive evaluation in the inpatient environment.

Objective: The aim of this study is to evaluate an intrahospital telemedicine program (virtual care), along with its impact on
exposure risk and communication.

Methods: We conducted a natural experiment of virtual care on patients admitted for COVID-19. The primary exposure variable
was documented use of virtual care. Patient characteristics, PPE use rates, and their association with virtual care use were assessed.
In parallel, we conducted surveys with patients and clinicians to capture satisfaction with virtual care along the domains of
communication, medical treatment, and exposure risk.

Results: Of 137 total patients in our primary analysis, 43 patients used virtual care. In total, there were 82 inpatient days of use
and 401 inpatient days without use. Hospital utilization and illness severity were similar in patients who opted in versus opted
out. Virtual care was associated with a significant reduction in PPE use and physical exam rate. Surveys of 41 patients and
clinicians showed high rates of recommendation for further use, and subjective improvements in communication. However,
providers and patients expressed limitations in usability, medical assessment, and empathetic communication.

Conclusions: In this pilot natural experiment, only a subset of patients used inpatient virtual care. When used, virtual care was
associated with reductions in PPE use, reductions in exposure risk, and patient and provider satisfaction.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25987)   doi:10.2196/25987
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic presents unprecedented challenges
to infection control in hospitals worldwide. These challenges
are particularly urgent given the potential exposure risk for both
health care personnel and uninfected patients amid shortages
of personal protective equipment (PPE).

The health care–associated spread of COVID-19 to patients and
health care workers is well documented. In Wuhan, China,
presumed hospital-related transmission of COVID-19 was
suspected in 41% of patients [1]. In Italy, 20% of health care
professionals in one health system became infected with
COVID-19 [2]. In Washington state, lack of sufficient PPE use
in a skilled nursing facility is thought to have contributed to the
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spread of infection to 101 residents, 34 staff members, and 14
visitors [3]. As of September 2, 2020, nearly 570,000 health
care providers in the Pan-American region have been infected
with COVID-19 and more than 2500 have died [4]. Although
health care providers may be infected outside their job duties,
health care–associated COVID-19 infections are potentially
avoidable, cause direct morbidity and mortality, and lead to a
reduction in workforce capacity as many health care workers
are quarantined. Addressing these risks, the World Health
Organization and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
both recognize PPE as one of the most effective preventive
measures to reduce transmission of COVID-19. Unfortunately,
there is currently a global shortage due to a surge in demand
and disruptions to the global supply chain [5,6]. Although
strategies have been developed to mitigate these shortages and
infection risks, they will continue to present challenges as the
pandemic continues.

Telemedicine has been proposed as a potential innovative
solution to reduce the infection risk associated with COVID-19
[7-9]. Telemedicine, including delivery in a hospital-based
setting, has the capacity to facilitate communication and a visual
examination of a patient without entering the room. This in turn
has the potential to decrease PPE use and health care–associated
COVID-19 transmission. More than 50 US health systems
already have existing telemedicine programs [7], which have
been used in ambulatory [10], triage [11], inpatient [12], and
intensive care unit settings [13]. These programs are associated
with high patient and provider satisfaction and noninferior
clinical outcomes [12,14,15]. Furthermore, telemedicine has
been shown to be feasible in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic [16-19]. To date, however, telemedicine in the
hospital-based setting has typically centered on using this
technology to increase coverage to critical access
hospitals—often for specialist services not available locally (eg,
intensivists)—or for consultants as opposed to a more ubiquitous
care modality for inpatient care.

To our knowledge, telemedicine in the hospital has not been
extensively used and studied with the explicit purpose of
reducing infection exposure and PPE use. If intrahospital
telemedicine (virtual care) is an option, providers and patients
have a choice on whether to conduct an in-person evaluation or
virtual evaluation for a given interaction. This creates a unique
environment to test the impact of a novel use for telemedicine
technology on communication, in addition to evaluating its
impact on exposure risk and PPE use and patient experience.

We built an in-house virtual care system at a large academic
medical center in the midwestern United States with a dedicated
COVID-19 service. The primary objective of this study was to
evaluate if virtual care for hospitalized patients with confirmed
COVID-19 could reduce overall exposures to patients with
COVID-19. Secondary outcomes included patient and provider
satisfaction.

Methods

The study was a prospective cohort study conducted in three
general medicine units at an urban university hospital solely
dedicated to treating patients with a confirmed positive test for

COVID-19. The chart review portion of the study was approved
by the University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board.

Patients
All patients were confirmed to have a positive polymerase chain
reaction test result indicating infection with COVID-19 prior
to transfer to the COVID-19–specific hospital to one of three
medicine units. Only adult patients over 18 years of age were
included in the evaluation.

Intervention
We conducted a natural experiment of an intrahospital
telemedicine program (termed virtual care) on three medical
units in a dedicated COVID-19 hospital. All rooms were
equipped with an iPad (Apple Inc) with third-party
videoconferencing software (Polycom) assigned to the patient’s
room. Patients and providers were given the option to opt out
of the use of this virtual technology on a daily basis if deemed
inappropriate based on mental status, illness severity, technical
issues, or individual preference. If accepted for use, providers
and nurses could conference into the patient’s room using a
device at the nursing station or an enterprise-associated phone
or tablet. The virtual evaluation process required the patient to
opt in by either leaving a virtual room open or turning on the
camera and microphone. We present an analysis of a
convenience sample of consecutively collected patients during
a 6-week evaluation period.

Measures
Age, race, gender, interpreter use, and comorbidities were
extracted from the electronic health record (EHR).
Comorbidities were characterized by the Elixhauser Comorbidity
Index using diagnosis codes collected in the year prior to
hospitalization [20]. In addition, iPad use was reported in a
standardized EHR note template, which was tracked on a daily
basis prospectively. We measured PPE use on even number
days by extracting daily PPE usage logs that were placed on
each patient’s door and filled out by all staff entering the room.
Admission days, discharge days, and days where the patient
was transferred between units were excluded. We specifically
report face shield, mask, and gown use rates. We also report
PPE breach rates, which were recorded on the same sheet.
Finally, we report physical exam rates, which is the number of
in-person exams conducted by physicians and nurses
documented in the chart or sign-in sheet.

Survey Deployment
We developed a multidisciplinary workgroup to assess patient,
nurse, and physician satisfaction. The goals were to assess
comfort with the technology, usefulness in supporting
communication, disruptiveness, and perceptions of safety using
a modified Likert scale. Questions were designed to adhere
loosely to the Technology Acceptance Model [21], assessing
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and attitude toward
use. Clinicians serving dedicated COVID-19 units were
contacted with both paper and electronic surveys. Patients were
contacted virtually via the iPad or by phone if they had at least
one documented use of virtual care and were felt to be close to
discharge by the patient’s medical team. Surveys were
continually applied to patients as they approached discharge,
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and were distributed to providers and nurses at week 3 and week
6. At week 6, an additional survey was distributed to providers
and nurses to address usability and capture reasons inpatient
virtual care was not used.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables are displayed as median and IQR for
skewed variables or otherwise mean and SD and binary or
categorical variables as a count and percentage. An ordinal
variable was generated related to survey responses as measured
by 5-point Likert scale, with 0 being strongly disagree and 4
being strongly agree. Mean and SD for each group (patients,
clinicians) were calculated. Between-group comparisons
between patients who opted in and opted out were performed
using Mann-Whitney and chi-square tests where appropriate.

To adjust for repeated measures, daily PPE use rates were
converted into panel data. Gown, face shield, and mask use
were evaluated using Poisson regression adjusting for clustering
by patient. Physical exam rate was evaluated by negative
binomial regression. Two comparisons were performed. First,
we evaluated the impact of virtual care by evaluating per-patient
daily PPE use against all control patient days. Since patients
were not reported to use virtual care every day, we performed
a subsequent sensitivity analysis comparing PPE use on days
where virtual care was used against days it was not, among a

cohort that used it at least once. All statistical analysis was
completed in STATA (version 16; StataCorp LLC).

Results

Overview
A convenience sample of 137 patients admitted to the
COVID-19 inpatient unit was evaluated, accounting for a total
of 483 patient days during the 6-week evaluation period. This
included 43 patients who used virtual care at least once (Table
1). On average, patients who opt out versus opt in to virtual care
are not statistically different with respect to age (mean 66.6
years versus 65.1 years, P=.62), gender (46% male versus 49%
male, P=.79), racial make-up (62% White versus 49% White,
P=.15), or comorbidity rates. Although proportionally more
White patients opted out of virtual care than Black or Asian
patients, there was not a statistically significant difference. Use
of interpreters was lower in the opt-in population (12% versus
20%, P=.09), but this did not reach statistical significance. On
average, those patients who opted in had a longer length of stay
(11.8 days versus 9.9 days, P=.09) but this was also not
statistically significant. Similarly, there were no significant
differences in mortality in those who opted in versus opted out
(7% versus 10%, P=.62) or maximum oxygen requirements
(maximum oxygen requirement 4.5 liters per minute versus 6
liters per minute, P=.68).

Table 1. Patient demographics, comorbidities, and hospital utilization among patients with and without virtual care.

P valueOpt-in group (n=43)Opt-out group (n=94)Variables

Demographics

.6265.1 (19)66.6 (18)Age years, mean (SD)

.7920 (46)46 (49)Male, n (%)

.1621 (49)58 (62)White, n (%)

.588 (19)14 (15)Black, n (%)

.814 (9)10 (11)Asian, n (%)

.1210 (23)12 (13)Other/missing, n (%)

Comorbidities

.087 (16)26 (28)Congestive heart failure, n (%)

.505 (12)15 (16)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, n (%)

.2616.9 (37)26 (28)Obesity, n (%)

.3216 (37)27 (29)Depression, n (%)

.7630 (70)68 (72)Hypertension, n (%)

.3217 (40)29 (31)Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

.495 (3-7)5 (3-8)Elixhauser Comorbidity Index score, median (IQR)

Hospital utilization

.684.5 (3-7)6 (3-10)Maximum oxygen requirement (liters per minute), median (IQR)

.7731 (72)70 (74)Discharged, n (%)

.0911.8 (7.0-24.9)9.9 (6.5-14.9)Length of stay (days, if discharged), median (IQR)

.623 (7)9 (10)In-hospital mortality, n (%)

.095 (12)19 (20)Interpreter use, n (%)
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Use of PPE
Distribution of daily PPE use is displayed in Figure S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1. As shown in Table 2, daily gown use
(median 5, IQR 4-5 versus median 3, IQR 2-3; P<.001), face
shield use (median 5, IQR 4-5 versus median 3, IQR 2-3;
P<.001, P=.001), and mask use (median 5, IQR 4-5 versus
median 3, IQR 2-3; P<.001) were all reduced on days where

virtual care was reported to be used. Similarly, physical exam
rates (median 1, IQR 1-2 versus median 0, IQR 0-1; P<.001)
were reduced on days where virtual care was used. There was
no significant difference in the recorded PPE breach rate;
breaches were rare for both groups. Similar differences were
found when comparing days where virtual care was used and
not used among patients who opted in (Table 2).

Table 2. Daily personal protective equipment use rates among patients with and without virtual care.

P valueCoefficient (95% CI)Opt-in groupOpt-out groupVariables

All patients

N/AN/Aa82401Number of days

<.001–0.54 (–0.65 to –0.43)b3 (2-3)5 (4-6)Face shields, median (IQR)

<.001–0.54 (–0.65 to –0.43)b3 (2-3)5 (4-6)Masks, median (IQR)

<.001–0.54 (-0.65 to –0.43)b3 (2-3)5 (5-6)Gowns, median (IQR)

.001–0.84 (–1.12 to –0.57)c0 (0-1)1 (1-2)Physical exam, median (IQR)

.551.65 (0.33 to 8.30)d3 (4)4 (1)Personal protective equipment breach, n (%)

Patients who opted in at least once

N/AN/A82116Number of days

<.001–0.54 (–0.69 to –0.41)b3 (2-3)5 (4-6)Face shields, median (IQR)

<.001–0.54 (–0.69 to –0.41)b3 (2-3)5 (4-6)Masks, median (IQR)

<.001–0.54 (–0.69 to –0.41)b3 (2-3)5 (5-6)Gowns, median (IQR)

.001–0.85 (–1.31 to –0.56)c0 (0-1)1 (1-2)Physical exam, median (IQR)

.551.65 (0.33 to 8.30)d5 (6)2 (2)Personal protective equipment breach, n (%)

aN/A: not applicable.
bPoisson regression adjusting for clustering by patient.
cNegative binomial regression adjusting for clustering by patient.
dLogistic regression adjusting for clustering by patient.

Patient Experience
We then investigated patient attitudes and perceptions on use
and usability. The overall response rate was 40% (42/105), and
65% (27/41) for providers. Among patients surveyed, 8 of 15
(53%) reported common use of videoconferencing and 5 (33%)
reported not using it at all. Overall, the patients’ perceptions of
virtual care were positive (Table 3). Furthermore, 8 (53%)
respondents reported virtual care improved communication with

the care team; however, only 7 (46%) felt emotionally supported
through virtual communication. Patients reported improvements
in sense of isolation with use (11/15, 73%), felt that it reduced
exposure risk (n=15, 100%), and felt that overall continuing the
project was a good idea (n=14, 92%). Importantly, patients
largely felt that providers remained responsive to patient needs
(n=14, 92%), and 10 (67%) disagreed with the idea that virtual
care would cause doctors to miss something.
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Table 3. Patient satisfaction: means and distributions of survey responses of patients with COVID-19.

Mean (SD)aSurvey questions

2.13 (1.50)I use Facetime or other video chat programs in my daily life

2.53 (1.12)The purpose and use of the iPad was explained to me

1.73 (1.10)My doctor and nurses primarily communicated with me virtually

2.73 (0.96)Virtual visits improved my ability to communicate with my care team

3.60 (0.51)I felt that use of virtual communication reduced the risk of exposing my medical team to COVID-19

2.27 (0.96)My care team was able to emotionally support me through virtual communication

2.93 (0.80)Being able to use virtual communication allowed me to feel less isolated

3.67 (0.62)My care team was responsive to my needs including visiting me in person when I needed it

1.33 (0.82)I feel that my care team was more likely to miss something when relying on virtual communication

3.13 (0.52)I think continuing to use virtual visits in the hospital is a good idea

aModified Likert scale was converted to a 0-4 scale, with 0 denoting strongly disagree and 4 denoting strongly agree. Scores above 2 are significantly
more positive.

Health Care Worker Experience
Results of the provider survey are shown in Table 4. Two areas
identified as potential barriers for provider acceptance of this
technology were lack of prior use of telemedicine with patients
(Likert mean 1.65, SD 1.44) and concern that virtual care does
not allow for adequate assessment of patient disease severity
(Likert mean 1.92, SD 1.02; responses less than 2 indicated

disagreement). Benefits of virtual care included reduced
exposure risk and PPE use for providers (Likert mean 3.19, SD
0.85) and interest in expansion of virtual care visits (Likert mean
3.09, SD 0.7). Providers on average were less confident in
virtual care’s ability to allow effective evaluation of disease
severity (n=7, 26% responding positively) and empathetic
communication (n=11, 41% responding positively).

Table 4. Provider satisfaction: means and distribution of surveys to health care workers caring for patients with COVID-19.

Mean (SD)aSurvey questions

2.69 (0.93)I am familiar with telemedicine technology

1.65 (1.44)I had personally used telemedicine with a patient prior to this initiative

2.38 (1.06)Using the iPad/remote assessment improves my job effectiveness and performance

2.65 (0.98)Using the iPad/remote assessment makes me feel safer

3.19 (0.85)Using the iPad/remote assessment reduced my exposure risk and use of personal protective equipment

1.84 (1.00)Using the iPad/remote assessment is disruptive to my normal workflow

2.69 (0.97)Using the iPad/remote assessment improves my ability to communicate with patients under isolation

1.92 (1.02)Using the iPad/remote assessment allows for adequate assessment of patient disease severity

2.15 (1.12)Using the iPad/remote assessment allowed me to effectively show empathy to patients under isolation

2.84 (0.96)iPad/Remote assessment should be expanded to other patients with COVID-19

aModified Likert scale was converted to a 0-4 scale, with 0 denoting strongly disagree and 4 denoting strongly agree.

Finally, we investigated barriers among providers who were
not successful in using virtual care (Table S1 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). Sentiment for virtual health remained positive in
regard to improving communication, family involvement, and
reducing exposure risk (Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1)
even among providers who reported difficulty with use.
Respondents reported language (n=7, 58% reported frequent
occurrence) and usability issues (n=8, 67% reported frequent
occurrence) were the most common barriers to use. The virtual
care also did not appear to detract significantly from providers’
efficiency; most disagreed with the statement that the
iPad/remote assessment was disruptive to normal workflow
(Likert mean 1.84, SD 1.0). Patient and provider preference as

a barrier to use was also rare (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix
1).

Discussion

Principal Findings
In the era of COVID-19, hospitals have necessarily become
testing grounds for innovation. Inpatient wards under duress
need to adapt to patient surges, minimize health care worker
exposure, prevent nosocomial transmission, and streamline
patient flow. Despite these pressures, however, the human core
of medical care—effective communication, empathy, and
clinical expertise—should not be sacrificed. We took a mixed
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methods approach to evaluate the degree to which an inpatient
telemedicine program (virtual care) could reduce COVID-19
exposure risk and PPE use while maintaining effective
communication. Although telehealth programs have rapidly
expanded in the context of COVID-19, direct evaluation of
patient and provider experience and overall utility remain
understudied. This is particularly true for inpatients where choice
between a virtual encounter and in-person encounter exists
continuously. We provide several contributions to the literature
that have important implications.

We provide a structured evaluation of virtual care for patients
with COVID-19 and find important limitations. Patients and
providers had the ability to opt out of use based on usability,
preference, and medical appropriateness. As such, it was used
a minority of the time even when it was available for all patients.
Even among patients who used virtual care, it was relied upon
less than half the days. Providers found use was of limited utility
for risk assessment and providing empathetic communication.

Concerns regarding empathetic communication echo the findings
that the digitization of health care can lead to a corresponding
decrease in the expression of empathy by providers [22]. For
example, in at least one study, empathy and praise utterances
were observed less in telemedicine consultations compared to
face-to-face consultations [23]. This is of particular importance
because empathy is a fundamental determinant of quality in
medical care [24]. Techniques have been suggested to overcome
these barriers during the COVID-19 pandemic, such as finding
a private place for videoconferencing, looking directly at the
camera, ensuring proper lighting, and paying close attention to
subtle comments and body language [16,25]. However, it is not
yet clear whether these or other measures can fully bridge the
digital empathy gap.

These observations highlight the importance of patient and
provider engagement in the implementation of new technology,
especially during a crisis. In this natural study, implementation
was guided by efficiency to address a rapidly emerging health
crisis. Development of a more patient-centered telemedicine
program could build upon this work, improving accessibility
by integrating translation services, addressing the needs of those
who are hard of hearing or have vision loss, and integrating
other health services to promote multidisciplinary virtual
rounding. Without a patient-centered approach, there is also a
risk that the digital health divide could exacerbate health
disparities even within the confines of the hospital [26]. It is
estimated that in the United States, not only may 13 million
older adults have trouble accessing telemedical services during
the COVID-19 pandemic, but also a disproportionate number
of those may be among the already disadvantaged [27]. This
study thus provides a first step toward understanding what is
needed for a more patient-centered system.

Despite these limitations, providers and patients were generally
positive regarding their experience with inpatient virtual care
in two domains: supporting patient-provider communication
and reducing risk of exposure. Both patients and providers
supported the value of a virtual rounding program for
COVID-19, with all patients and 73% (19/26) providers
surveyed agreeing with program continuance. This is consistent

with prior literature, which has found adequate patient
satisfaction with telemedicine interventions, including during
the COVID-19 pandemic [9,11,15,16,25,28,29].

Importantly, virtual care was also associated with significantly
reduced PPE usage and potential exposure. Given critical
shortfalls in PPE supply and distribution, efficient management
of “burn rate” is an important factor in maintaining safety in
our health care system [5,6]. This observation was corroborated
by survey data in which both providers and patients agree that
virtual care reduced exposure and PPE use. Understanding
predictors of use and identifying factors that can improve
efficiency of PPE use will be an important future area of study
in adapting to the COVID-19 pandemic [30]. It is not known,
however, whether the reduced exposure alone led to a
subsequent decrease in health care–associated COVID-19
transmission because health care–associated infections were
not reported as part of this study.

There are several further limitations to this study as a
single-center natural experiment on the use of inpatient
telemedicine. First, the sample size is small and as such we may
not be able to capture the full variation in PPE use pattern or
patient experience. Future work with larger sample sizes should
elucidate in which ways patient satisfaction varies based on
demographic groups. Second, this was not a randomized trial
and there are numerous possible sources for bias. Associations
can be confounded by unobserved factors such as policy changes
in PPE use (such as approaches to reuse) and patient
characteristics. One alternative explanation for our findings, for
example, is that the differences in PPE use could be related to
changes in illness severity during times in which inpatient
telemedicine was felt to not be medically appropriate. Although
a survey of clinicians who reported usability barriers suggested
this was a minority of episodes, such a relationship could still
be present. A critical next step will be understanding how PPE
use rates correlate with patient factors and how they change
temporally, while also determining how they correlate with
outcomes.

Similarly, as this experiment used new technology, lack of use
may be highly practitioner dependent and less dependent on
patient-related factors. Thus, observed PPE differences and
patient experiences could be attributed to the providers that
tended to use virtual care more often. More structured evaluation
of use to eliminate some of these inherent biases with our
observational experience, such as a cluster randomized
controlled trial with structured use protocols, would be better
designed to overcome these shortfalls. Finally, we only surveyed
patients who used virtual care at least once. The primary reason
for this design was to get perspectives based on direct
experience. As such, we did not obtain perceptions for patients
who did not choose to use virtual care, resulting in an additional
source of potential bias, and limitation to generalizability of our
study findings.

Importantly, this program was built upon pre-existing
technology available to our health care system, including iPads,
an enterprise network, and Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act–compliant videoconferencing technology.
To other health care systems without existing telemedicine
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infrastructure, this intervention may be more expensive and
difficult to put into place. Furthermore, in the setting of this
study, a direct in-person evaluation was always immediately
available. In such circumstances, intrahospital telemedicine
may not be directly comparable to a fully remote telemedicine
model where in-person consultation is not possible.

Indeed, the psychological effects of virtual care possibilities in
light of COVID-19 warrant further investigation. We found
gaps in the ability to deliver empathetic care, but there were
also anecdotal stories of success. For example, an additional
use case that was used was the ability to hold remote family
conversations for patients in isolation. Additionally, we had
multiple family members hospitalized in separate rooms in this
study who could stay continually connected through this
technology, for which they expressed gratitude during our survey
collection.

Ultimately, we suggest that an individualized, prudent selection
process for the use of virtual care may offer an appropriate use
model in response to COVID-19. This can be based on evolving
and unique patient and provider characteristics. In times of
clinical stability and when used in the right population, virtual
care may enhance communication, reduce PPE use, and reduce
exposure risk. However, during periods where diagnostic
evaluation, direct communication, or empathy are paramount,
in-person care remains preferable. The future of telemedicine
must be individualized and patient centered.

Conclusions
In summary, our experience suggests that intrahospital
telemedicine is feasible and well received. It can be used by a
select subpopulation and effectively reduces infectious exposure
and PPE usage, and can support communication, though with
the caveat of a more limited capability for empathetic support
and need to improve usability in a patient-centered manner.
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Abstract

Background: On January 30, 2020, the World Health Organization’s Emergency Committee declared the rapid, worldwide
spread of COVID-19 a global health emergency. Since then, tireless efforts have been made to mitigate the spread of the disease
and its impact, and these efforts have mostly relied on nonpharmaceutical interventions. By December 2020, the safety and
efficacy of the first COVID-19 vaccines were demonstrated. The large social media platform Twitter has been used by medical
researchers for the analysis of important public health topics, such as the public’s perception on antibiotic use and misuse and
human papillomavirus vaccination. The analysis of Twitter-generated data can be further facilitated by using Twitter’s built-in,
anonymous polling tool to gain insight into public health issues and obtain rapid feedback on an international scale. During the
fast-paced course of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Twitter polling system has provided a viable method for gaining rapid,
large-scale, international public health insights on highly relevant and timely SARS-CoV-2–related topics.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to understand the public’s perception on the safety and acceptance of COVID-19
vaccines in real time by using Twitter polls.

Methods: We developed 2 Twitter polls to explore the public’s views on available COVID-19 vaccines. The surveys were
pinned to the Digital Health and Patient Safety Platform Twitter timeline for 1 week in mid-February 2021, and Twitter users
and influencers were asked to participate in and retweet the polls to reach the largest possible audience.
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Results: The adequacy of COVID-19 vaccine safety (ie, the safety of currently available vaccines; poll 1) was agreed upon by
1579 out of 3439 (45.9%) Twitter users. In contrast, almost as many Twitter users (1434/3439, 41.7%) were unsure about the
safety of COVID-19 vaccines. Only 5.2% (179/3439) of Twitter users rated the available COVID-19 vaccines as generally unsafe.
Poll 2, which addressed the question of whether users would undergo vaccination, was answered affirmatively by 82.8% (2862/3457)
of Twitter users, and only 8% (277/3457) categorically rejected vaccination at the time of polling.

Conclusions: In contrast to the perceived high level of uncertainty about the safety of the available COVID-19 vaccines, we
observed an elevated willingness to undergo vaccination among our study sample. Since people's perceptions and views are
strongly influenced by social media, the snapshots provided by these media platforms represent a static image of a moving target.
Thus, the results of this study need to be followed up by long-term surveys to maintain their validity. This is especially relevant
due to the circumstances of the fast-paced pandemic and the need to not miss sudden rises in the incidence of vaccine hesitancy,
which may have detrimental effects on the pandemic’s course.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e28973)   doi:10.2196/28973

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; SARS-CoV-2; vaccine; vaccination; Twitter; survey; vaccination willingness; vaccination hesitancy; coronavirus;
vaccine confidence; willingness; hesitancy; social media; safety; concern; public health; opinion; perception

Introduction

On January 30, 2020, the World Health Organization’s
Emergency Committee declared the rapid, worldwide spread
of SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 a global health emergency [1].
Since then, tireless efforts have been undertaken in order to
mitigate disease spread and its impacts on many different areas
of public health, which range from the amount of patient and
health care personnel to nationwide public health measures that
mostly rely on nonpharmaceutical interventions [2-5]. Several
of these measures have already been associated with the reduced
transmission of COVID-19 in geographic, region-wide studies
[6,7]. By December 2020, the first COVID-19 vaccine
candidates were proven to be safe and efficacious in protecting
against COVID-19 and were approved by regulators [8-11], and
more vaccine candidates are still under development [12].
Consequently, medical societies and experts all over the world
have advocated that vaccination against COVID-19 should be
prioritized for high-risk groups, especially older people and
people with underlying chronic medical conditions that place
them at an increased risk of severe outcomes resulting from
SARS-CoV-2 infection [13,14].

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, traditional
media coverage and information distribution via social media
channels have been shaping public opinions and international
public health strategies [15]. Although this may have positive
effects on public health attitudes related to mitigation measures,
one should also be aware of the detrimental effects of
misinformation in media [16-20]. Misinformation should be of
special consideration in the context of social media platforms
such as Twitter, since false claims regarding COVID-19 appear
to propagate faster on such platforms, as demonstrated in a
recent study by Shahi et al [21]. However, even before the
COVID-19 “infodemic,” the spread of misinformation on social
media platforms, on e-commerce platforms (eg, Amazon [22]),
and by prominent celebrities in the United States has led to the
emergence of an antivaccine movement, which has detrimental
effects on national vaccine programs [23]. The resulting
increased incidence of vaccination hesitancy is partly responsible

for the re-emergence of measles in the United States almost 20
years after its elimination [24].

The potential implications of social media for public health are
becoming increasingly clear, and the medical community was
using Twitter as a tool for public health research long before
the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. The primary purposes
of its use, as reported in previous health-related studies, are
content analysis, surveillance, engagement, recruitment,
intervention, and network analysis, and most related studies are
being published in the areas of public health and infectious
diseases [25]. Such Twitter-based analyses involve important
public health topics that are often related to the themes of
infectious diseases, such as the public’s perception on antibiotic
use and misuse or human papillomavirus vaccination [26,27].

Twitter—a social media platform with about 353 million
monthly active users [28]—allows registered users (possible
for anyone aged over 13 years) to share short, 280-character
texts (also known as tweets) with other users. These tweets may
be further categorized into different topics to start discussions.
This is done by the use of tagging symbols, such as the hashtag
symbol (#). Such discussions may be further facilitated by
incorporating Twitter’s built-in and anonymous polling tool.
This tool has the potential to obtain insight into public health
topics and real-time feedback on an international scale [29].

Surveying public attitudes toward COVID-19 vaccination is of
high importance, since it might provide a better understanding
of the reasons behind vaccine hesitancy and how to better design
vaccine awareness strategies. Given the fast-paced dynamic of
the COVID-19 pandemic, the Twitter polling tool seems to be
a reasonable instrument for gaining immediate, large-scale,
international public health insights on SARS-CoV-2–related
topics. We therefore used this opportunity to rapidly collect and
analyze international public health data on COVID-19 vaccines
by using the Twitter polling tool. Through these efforts, we
aimed to explore the potential benefits and limitations of using
such a highly relevant digital health tool to investigate a highly
important and broadly discussed topic.
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Methods

In 2019, the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Digital Health and
Patient Safety in Vienna, Austria was launched with the major
aim of empowering patients and health care professionals with
digital tools and promoting innovative research and the
development of digital health and patient safety tools. One of
these innovations was the initiation of the Digital Health and
Patient Safety Platform (DHPSP) [30], which provides
subscribers with an overview of recent scientific publications
regarding digital health and patient safety.

For this study, we used the Twitter account of the DHPSP
(Twitter handle: @DHPSP) to distribute two polls regarding
COVID-19 vaccine safety and acceptance. The polls were
developed by the authors and posted on Twitter under the
@DHPSP Twitter handle between February 12 and February
19, 2021. Poll 1 addressed the perceived safety of the available
(at the time of polling) COVID-19 vaccines (“Are currently

available COVID-19 vaccines sufficiently safe?”), whereas poll
2 addressed the confidence or hesitancy of the respondents with
regard to undergoing vaccination against COVID-19 (“Will you
get yourself vaccinated against COVID-19?”). Both polls were
linked (poll 2 was posted as a comment below the tweet for poll
1) and pinned at the top of the DHPSP Twitter timeline during
the polling period. The poll questions, which included hashtags
for categorization, were limited (by Twitter) to 280 characters.
Twitter allows up to 4 answers with a limit of 25 characters
(including spaces) for each poll. Therefore, both polls included
4 answers that ranged from total agreement (“Yes, all are safe”
and “Yes, I will definitely”) to total disagreement (“No, none
are safe” and “No, I will not”) and were presented in the manner
of a 4-point response scale. Both polls were categorized using
the following hashtags to promote better visibility and facilitate
analysis: #COVID19vaccines, #COVID19vaccination, and
#DHPSP. Figure 1 displays the detailed construction of both
polls on Twitter.

Figure 1. Structure of the two Twitter polls.

After launching the polls, the first people who could see them
on their Twitter timelines were the DHPSP Twitter followers.
Twitter poll votes are anonymous and do not allow for the
evaluation of respondents’ characteristics (eg, gender).
Therefore, in order to at least obtain some data on the
characteristics of the audience that was first exposed to the polls,
we aimed to analyze the follower characteristics of @DHPSP
via the web-based tool Followerwonk [31] on February 20, 2021

(Table 1). In total, the @DHPSP Twitter account had 526
followers at the time of the analysis. Of these, 121 (23%) were
male, 69 (13.1%) were female, and 336 (63.9%) did not state
their gender on Twitter. A total of 66 (12.6%) @DHPSP
followers had more than 5000 followers, 152 (28.9%) had
between 500 and 5000 followers, and 308 (58.6%) had less than
499 followers.
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Table 1. @DHPSP’s Twitter follower characteristics (N=526).

Value, n (%)Characteristics

Gender

121 (23)Male

68 (13)Female

337 (64)Not stated

Follower count

305 (58)<499

153 (29)500-5000

68 (13)>5000

Account age (years)

95 (18)<1

158 (30)1-5

273 (52)>5

Language

310 (59)English

21 (4)Spanish

195 (37)Other

The polls' body message encouraged people to retweet the polls
(“Retweets and comments/opinions are appreciated”; Figure
1), and with each new retweet, the polls gained a bigger audience
(consisting of the followers of the retweeting accounts).
Moreover, to achieve greater visibility, members and email list
subscribers of the DHPSP [30] were asked to support the polls
by voting; retweeting the polls; and disseminating them via
diverse networking approaches, including direct emails or direct
social media messages. The website of the DHPSP and diverse
social media accounts of DHPSP members were also used to
post hyperlinks to the polls. Additionally, information for the
polls was shared through the DHPSP Facebook [32] and
LinkedIn [33] accounts.

To characterize the population of users that retweeted the studied
polls, we performed a hashtag analysis by using the web-based
tool Symplur Signals [34]. We therefore analyzed the number
of retweets, users, locations, and languages of all tweets that
contained our unique combination of hashtags
(#COVID19vaccines, #COVID19vaccination, and #DHPSP)
by the end of this study. This was done on the day after the polls
were closed (February 20, 2021). To ensure accuracy and to
limit interference bias from other Twitter discussions related to
our topic, we conducted a Twitter search prior to launching the
polls (February 11, 2021), and we confirmed that our
combination of hashtags was never used.

Ethical approval was not required for this study, as it was outside
the scope of the medical ethics law in Austria. Participation in
the studied polls was completely anonymous. Therefore, the

collected data were outside the scope of the General Data
Protection Regulation [35]. Excluding the poll votes, analyzed
parameters such as the number of followers and retweets were
based on data that were publicly available on the internet.

Results

Both of our Twitter polls were pinned to the Twitter timeline
of the @DHPSP Twitter account for 7 days, beginning on
February 12, 2021. Pinning a tweet permanently places it at the
top of a Twitter user's account. Therefore, any new visitors will
see this tweet at the top of the visited user's timeline.

Poll 1 (“Are currently available COVID-19 vaccines sufficiently
safe?”) received a total of 3439 votes (194,695 views), whereas
poll 2 (“Will you get yourself vaccinated against COVID-19?”)
received a total of 3457 votes (246,814 views). The analysis of
the poll retweets that contained our unique combination of
hashtags (#COVID19vaccines, #COVID19vaccination, and
#DHPSP) revealed a total of 930 tweets from 375 users. Overall,
262 (69.9%) users posted 1 retweet, 67 (17.9%) users posted 2
retweets, and 46 (12.3%) posted ≥3 retweets. The polls,
including all retweets, had a total of 15,446,703 views on
Twitter. The top 3 locations of Twitter users who retweeted the
polls were the United States of America (n=64, 17.1%), the
United Kingdom (n=19, 5.1%), and Canada (n=16, 4.2%). A
summary of these details is provided in Table 2. The other top
locations (rank 4-10) were India (13 users), Mexico (8 users),
Argentina (5 users), Spain (5 users), Australia (4 users), United
Arab Emirates (4 users), and Italy (3 users).
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Table 2. Analysis of poll retweets that contained our unique combination of hashtags (#COVID19vaccines, #COVID19vaccination, and #DHPSP).

Value, n (%)Characteristics

Top locationsa,b

64 (17.1)United States of America

19 (5.1)United Kingdom

16 (4.2)Canada

Number of retweetsb

262 (69.9)1

67 (17.9)2c

46 (12.3)≥3c

Top languagesd,e

802 (86.2)English

6 (0.6)Spanish

5 (0.5)Indonesian

aDetermined based on data derived from the users who indicated their location in their account information on Twitter. During the interpretation of the
data, readers should be aware that 50.5% (189/375) of Twitter users did not provide location information on their profiles.
bPercentage is based on the number of Twitter users who retweeted the polls (N=375).
cIncludes regular retweets, retweets with comments, and quote retweets (in which a hyperlink to the original tweet is inserted in a newly composed
tweet).
dOnly the most used languages are indicated. All other tweet languages each accounted for less than 0.5% (5/930) of the retweets.
ePercentage is based on the number of retweets (N=930).

In total, 45.9% (1579/3439) of Twitter users who responded to
poll 1 (“Are currently available COVID-19 vaccines sufficiently
safe?”) voted with total agreement (“Yes, all are safe”), meaning
that the users considered all currently available COVID-19
vaccines to be safe. However, almost as many Twitter users
(1434/3439, 41.7%) were not sure about the safety of the
available COVID-19 vaccines (voted with “I am not sure”).
Interestingly, only 5.2% (179/3439) of the respondents in this
poll felt that the available COVID-19 vaccines were generally
unsafe (“No, none are safe”). In addition, a total of 7.2% of
Twitter users (248/3439) advocated for the safety of some
vaccines but felt that not all of them were safe.

Poll 2 explored Twitter users’ confidence or hesitancy toward
undergoing vaccination against COVID-19 (“Will you get
yourself vaccinated against COVID-19?”). A majority
(2862/3457, 82.8%) of the respondents stated, “[y]es, I definitely
will [get vaccinated].” In total, 6.8% (235/3457) of Twitter
respondents were not yet sure (voted with “I am not sure yet”)
about undergoing vaccination, and 8% (277/3457) categorically
rejected vaccination at the time of polling (“No, I will not”).
Only a minor percentage (80/3457, 2.3%) of Twitter users stated
that they would undergo vaccination if it was mandatory.

A detailed summary of the answers to both polls is provided in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Twitter users' answers to poll 1 (“Are currently available COVID-19 vaccines sufficiently safe?”; respondents: n=3439) and poll 2 (“Will
you get yourself vaccinated against COVID-19?”; respondents: n=3457).

Discussion

In the context of the fast-paced dynamic of the COVID-19
pandemic, we used the rapid, progressive environment of social
media (ie, Twitter) to gain international insights into the public’s
opinion on COVID-19 vaccination. We followed a
methodological approach that was outlined in a previous study
on public attitudes toward telemedicine, which was conducted
by Vidal-Alaball et al [29]. They suggested that the Twitter
polling tool for quick surveys on timely topics should be used
to obtain prompt feedback for new questionnaires before their
validation. In this study, by using the DHPSP’s Twitter handle
and gaining the support of the retweeting accounts, we were
able to validate the Twitter polling approach on a large scale.
We obtained a 30-fold higher poll response rate and view rate
(impressions) and an 18-fold higher retweet rate compared to
those of Vidal-Alaball et al [29]. In the previously mentioned
study regarding attitudes toward telemedicine, Vidal-Alaball et
al [29] only used the Twitter handle of one of the authors,
whereas in our study, an established Twitter network (the
DHPSP) was used to achieve a greater reach and higher response
rates. Therefore, we were able to not only validate the previously
published approach on a larger scale but also demonstrate the
definitive advantage of an established user network that is less
dependent on single users for achieving a wider reach and higher
response rates.

Although this study involves the first scientific Twitter poll
analysis of the perceived safety of available (at the time of
polling) COVID-19 vaccines and the confidence or hesitancy
of respondents with regard to undergoing vaccination against
COVID-19, it is not the first survey on this topic in medical
literature. In this study, despite the insecurities about the
sufficient safety of the available (at the time of polling)
COVID-19 vaccines (BNT162b2 by Pfizer-BioNTech,
mRNA-1273 by Moderna, ChAdOx1 by AstraZeneca, and
Gam-COVID-Vac by the Gamaleya Research Institute of
Epidemiology and Microbiology of the Russian Federation),
which was observed in 54.1% (1861/3439) of the poll’s
respondents, a surprisingly large group of respondents
(2863/3457, 82.8%) voted that they would definitely undergo
vaccination.

Although this is a positive result, due to the Twitter poll’s
anonymous nature, there is no reassurance that the Twitter users
who answered the first poll also answered the second poll. In
contrast to this study, in a large-scale international analysis of
13,426 participants from 19 countries that was conducted via
multiple international, web-based panel providers (Dynata,
Opinion Access, Survey Monkey, and Amazon MTurk), Lazarus
et al [36] found that only 46.8% of participants agreed to accept
a COVID-19 vaccine if it was generally available; 24.7%
somewhat agreed; and 14% and 34.1% completely and
somewhat agreed to accept a COVID-19 vaccine if it was
recommended by their employer, respectively. However, the
data from the Lazarus et al [36] study were collected in June
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2020. At that time, none of the currently available COVID-19
vaccines were approved by regulatory authorities. Other studies
that were conducted during an earlier pandemic phase reported
higher rates of willingness to undergo vaccination once a vaccine
against COVID-19 became available, ranging from 59% to 75%
[37].

Our study may be limited in terms of interpretability. This is
due to the fact that the visibility of the polls was widely
promoted by the DHPSP, which has a follower base that consists
of highly educated individuals with scientific backgrounds or
strong interests in science. Since the DHPSP account exclusively
posts science-based content, it is reasonable to assume that it
attracted followers with interests in science. This assumption
is in line with a recent study by Schwarzinger et al [38], which
revealed that COVID-19 vaccination hesitancy was highly
prevalent among people with low educational levels in the
French population. These findings are in line with other, more
recent studies that were conducted in France, the United States
of America, and Australia [39-41]. As reported and discussed
by Kreps et al [42], several factors associated with willingness,
hesitancy, advice, and recommendations to vaccinate against
COVID-19 are consistent with those in past studies on other
vaccines, whereas other factors may be more complex due to
the fast-paced dynamic and unpredictable course of the
pandemic as well as difficult political and public health actions
and communications.

The number of surveys on confidence and hesitancy toward
vaccinating against COVID-19 that have been conducted over
the course of the pandemic has demonstrated the importance of
regular reviews on the public’s opinion toward the effectiveness
and safety of vaccines. Such reviews are needed in order to
instill public confidence [36]. Lazarus et al [36] also concluded
that one of the most important factors for initiating positive
health behaviors is credible and culturally informed health
communication. With this in mind, health authorities could
reach out to the public via rapid, low-barrier, and easy-to-access
media platforms, such as Twitter, in order to monitor and instill
positive health behaviors through the provision of clear
information and credible sources that are tailored to the cultural
backgrounds of target populations. As Twitter polls provide the
necessary anonymity for confident and large-scale participation
and allow for rapid and concise questioning, we propose that
this tool is useful for reaching out to the public and addressing
public health issues.

The strengths of this tool and this study lie in rapid assessment,
the large-scale dissemination of information, and the expeditious
retrieval of concise information. The possible strengths of using
a preformed network to disseminate information and surveys
in order to reach a broad target audience are shown in this study,

especially in our comparison of single-user promotion and our
promotion method. The very tight restrictions of Twitter polling,
including question and answer character limits as well as limits
on the total number of answers, might serve as strengths for
constraining poll creators to the development of concise and
well-formulated surveys, which might result in higher response
rates than those of traditional surveys. However, these restraints
may also impede the formulation of more complex questions
and the clarification of questions and answers. This might
interfere with poll results, as a lack of clarity may result in
different interpretations among poll participants. Therefore,
Twitter polling is better suited for clear, concise, and
close-ended questions instead of open-ended and semistructured
questions that leave room for interpretation.

The pinning and promoting of Twitter polls by specific accounts
may also interfere with sample selection and result in biases
that may be challenging to mitigate because of the lack of data
on the baseline characteristics (eg, gender, age, and
socioeconomic status) of participants. However, this challenge
can be easily overcome by promoting Twitter polls for a longer
period of time across multiple accounts and groups.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that complete anonymity can
result in the manipulation of votes in the polling tool due to
people exploiting multiple usership, as outlined in the study by
Vidal-Alaball et al [29]. Even though the analysis of Twitter
network followers is made possible by third-party web-based
tools, the geographical distribution of the @DHPSP follower
network (Figure 3) might not be representative of our polls’
responders, as random Twitter users were able to participate in
these polls. The Twitter polls did not undergo a formal validation
process. Future studies (eg, those that pilot polling tools) should
address the validation of the questions used in this study.
However, we were able to gain a better perspective of the users
who responded to the polls by using a novel approach, which
involved a unique combination of hashtags and a hashtag
analysis, to gain insights on the population of users who
retweeted the Twitter polls.

In conclusion, despite the high levels of uncertainty regarding
the safety of available COVID-19 vaccines in the study sample,
the respondents had a high willingness to undergo vaccination.
The public’s perceptions and views on health issues are strongly
influenced by social media. This underscores the importance
of using social media polling tools to understand public health
perspectives in real time. Such information can be used to inform
public health messaging and communication efforts. Regular
surveys on public health issues that use social media platforms
may aid in the early discovery of sudden rises in the incidence
of COVID-19 vaccination hesitancy among the public before
the detrimental effects of the pandemic can manifest.
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Figure 3. Main locations of the DHPSP's Twitter followers. These data cover only a fraction of the DHPSP followers who indicated their location in
their account information on Twitter. DHPSP: Digital Health and Patient Safety Platform.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has led to worldwide school closures, with millions of children confined to online
learning at home. As a result, children may be susceptible to anxiety and digital eye strain, highlighting a need for population
interventions.

Objective: The objective of our study was to investigate whether a digital behavior change intervention aimed at promoting
physical activity could reduce children’s anxiety and digital eye strain while undergoing prolonged homeschooling during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: In this cluster randomized controlled trial, homeschooled grade 7 students at 12 middle schools in southern China
were recruited through local schools and randomly assigned by the school to receive (1:1 allocation): (1) health education
information promoting exercise and ocular relaxation, and access to a digital behavior change intervention, with live streaming
and peer sharing of promoted activities (intervention), or (2) health education information only (control). The primary outcome
was change in self-reported anxiety score. Secondary outcomes included change in self-reported eye strain and sleep quality.

Results: On March 16, 2020, 1009 children were evaluated, and 954 (94.5%) eligible children of consenting families were
included in the intention-to-treat analysis. Children in the intervention (n=485, 6 schools) and control (n=469, 6 schools) groups
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were aged 13.5 (SD 0.5) years, and 52.3% (n=499) were male. The assigned interventions were completed by 896 children
(intervention: n=467, 96.3%; control: n=429, 91.5%). The 2-week change in square-root–transformed self-reported anxiety scores
was greater in the intervention (–0.23, 95% CI –0.27 to –0.20) vs control group (0.12, 95% CI 0.09-0.16; unadjusted difference
–0.36, 95% CI –0.63 to –0.08; P=.02). There was a significant reduction in square-root–transformed eye strain in the intervention
group (–0.08, 95% CI –0.10 to 0.06) compared to controls (0.07, 95% CI 0.05-0.09; difference –0.15, 95% CI –0.26 to –0.03;
P=.02). Change in sleep quality was similar between the two groups.

Conclusions: This digital behavior change intervention reduced children’s anxiety and eye strain during COVID-19–associated
online schooling.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04309097; http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04309097

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e24316)   doi:10.2196/24316

KEYWORDS

homeschooling; children; anxiety, digital eye strain; peer to peer; live streaming; digital health; intervention; health information;
physical activity; COVID-19; online learning; behavior; app; mobile phone

Introduction

COVID-19 has spread worldwide, with more than 24 million
confirmed cases as of August 29, 2020 [1]. UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
announced that at least 188 countries have closed schools
nationwide as of August 2020, which has resulted in the
unprecedented adoption of online homeschooling [2]. An
estimated 1.5 billion children are learning at home without direct
access to school activities [2].

Prolonged adoption of homeschooling has important
implications for children’s mental health. Although the
long-term mental health consequences of the COVID-19
pandemic on children have not been systematically explored
[3-5], it has been suggested that quarantined children have an
average posttraumatic stress score 4 times higher than
nonquarantined children [6]. Given that school isolation and
stay-at-home orders could further worsen anxiety and other
mental health problems, there is a critical need for novel
interventions to safeguard the well-being of students in this
regard [7-9].

In addition to its psychological impacts, the COVID-19
pandemic can take a toll on children’s vision as many schools
move online. The expanded use of digital devices and increased
screen time may result in worsening symptoms of eye strain
and pose greater risk for myopic progression [10]. The American
Academy of Ophthalmology has recommended the 20-20-20
rule, which calls for taking a visual break every 20 minutes by
looking at an object 20 feet away for 20 seconds. While it is
important to deliver such health information, it is equally
necessary to study effective ways to promote behavior change,
motivate eye relaxation exercises, and test effectiveness in
reducing eye strain.

Digital behavior change interventions have been considered as
an effective approach to promote physical activity and/or reduce
sedentary behavior [11]. Furthermore, physical activity may be
a useful target for strategies to handle stress, anxiety, sleeping
problem, and eye relaxation, given previous reports regarding
the associations of a lower level of physical activity with anxiety
[12], depression [13], sleep disorder [14], and dry eye disease
[15]. We have therefore hypothesized that a digital behavior

intervention aimed at promoting physical activity could improve
outcomes in anxiety, sleeping, and eye strain. This issue is
critically important, given the magnitude of the COVID-19
pandemic. While this manuscript was under review, it was
reported that individuals with inadequate physical activity
reported a greater level of psychological distress during the
COVID-19 pandemic [16].

The advent of digital technology has provided new opportunities
to deliver digital behavior interventions on a population scale
[17]. More than 90% of American teenagers are online every
day (averaging more than 6.5 hours daily), where they spend
much of their time interacting with friends and family through
social media [18]. More than 40% of adolescents in grades 7 to
9 in China report at least 2 hours of exposure to digital screens
per day [19]. In particular, live-streaming apps have become a
popular form of social entertainment for children. However,
despite the increasing adoption of live-streaming apps among
children and teenagers, their use in public health interventions
has yet to receive wide attention in clinical trials.

In light of this gap, we developed a novel digital behavior
change intervention that encourages children to engage in
regular physical activity and relaxation of accommodation (near
focusing) during online school recess periods. The aim of this
study is to evaluate the effectiveness of this digital intervention
in reducing anxiety syndrome (main outcome) and eye strain,
compared to a conventional educational intervention among
Chinese children during a recent period of home confinement
occasioned by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods

Study Design and Participants
This cluster randomized controlled trial was conducted in the
Duanzhou district of Zhaoqing City, Guangdong Province, in
southern China. This setting was chosen because Zhaoqing, one
of southern China’s major cities, is readily accessible from
Guangzhou, the provincial capital. The 2016 national census
shows that Zhaoqing has a relatively stable population of
4,084,600, which is representative of the Chinese national urban
population in terms of demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics [20]. Smartphone use is very widespread in this
area, as throughout the rest of China, where the number of
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mobile phone subscribers in December 2019 (1.6 billion)
exceeded the total population of 1.43 billion [21]. China has
mandated 9 years of compulsory education since 1986, and the
enrollment rate for the 7th grade (12-14 years) is nearly 100%
in Zhaoqing. Thus, the school-going cohort is representative of
children in the general population.

The research protocol was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the Zhongshan Ophthalmic Center, Sun Yat-sen
University, and the study was performed in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was
obtained from at least one parent or guardian of all participating
children. The date of registration of the clinical trial was March
16, 2020.

The COVID-19 outbreak was recognized in China during the
nationwide winter school vacation. On January 27, 2020,
China’s Ministry of Education announced the postponement of
the 2020 spring semester, and all schools were asked to
recommend that students stay at home, avoiding group activities
and large gatherings. As the outbreak continued, the Guangdong
Education Department announced in February 2020 that
secondary schools would begin formal online education
beginning March 2, 2020. Teachers at the 14 public secondary
schools in Duanzhou district (Figure S1 and Table S1,
Multimedia Appendix 1) formulated an online curriculum for
homeschooling, with standardized content and schedules for all
students in the area (Table S2, Multimedia Appendix 1).

After excluding 2 secondary schools owing to an insufficient
number of students per cluster, permission to conduct the study
was requested from the remaining public secondary schools
(n=12) in the district (Figure S1, Multimedia Appendix 1).
Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) grade 7 (12-13 years old)
students in Duanzhou district and (2) under home confinement
and enrolled in online learning courses during the COVID-19
outbreak. Exclusion criteria included the presence of disorders
such as autism, pervasive developmental delay, and
schizophrenia, which might interfere with participation in the
intervention. The study followed the CONSORT (Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials) guideline [22] (Multimedia
Appendix 2). The reporting of the mobile-phone–based
questionnaires followed the CHERRIES checklist (Checklist
for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys) [23] (Multimedia
Appendix 3).

Randomization, Concealment, and Masking
Cluster randomization with schools as the cluster was adopted
in order to maximize peer-to-peer support while avoiding
contamination in the use of social media between study groups.
A total of 12 schools with a block size of 4 were assigned (1:1)
to receive either health education + download of the peer-to-peer
live-streaming app (intervention group) or health education only
(control). The randomization sequence was generated by an
independent statistician using an online random number
generator. In each school, 2 classes (on average, 40 students
per class) were further randomly selected for participation.

Due to the nature of the intervention, students were not masked.
However, masking of investigators was achieved through the
exclusive use of electronic, self-administered questionnaires

and masking the statistician to group allocation until completion
of all analyses. In addition, participating students were informed
that their responses to questionnaires would not be made
available to their parents or teachers. Qualitative feedback on
the app was not obtained from participants.

Procedures
Recruitment and enrollment were assisted by trained teachers,
who described the study in detail to participants and their parents
over the phone. Participants and their parents were offered the
opportunity to ask questions about participation. Before
randomization, online seminars for parents were conducted
through all 12 participating schools, during which the
investigators answered questions and collected consent forms.
Teachers were trained and were provided with a manual of
operations, which included the study protocol and standard
operating procedures for the study.

During the period of home confinement, the Chinese government
had already issued a policy recommending a specific schedule
for recess and physical activity breaks for students. In the control
group, teachers delivered an online health information session
covering the following topics and health advice to students: (1)
an outline was provided on the recommended 20-20-20 rule
during study and viewing of on-screen content; (2) during recess
(15 mins for each recess; 4 times per day), participants in the
control group received SMS text message prompts (≤50
characters) to participate in broadcast exercise programs at
home, eye relaxation, or to stretch for 10 minutes. Students had
access to at-home workout videos developed by exercise
physiologists. Breaks were part of the online curriculum, and
students were instructed by teachers (who were not aware of
the study allocation) to rest and take exercise breaks according
to government-issued recommendations.

Students in the intervention group received the identical health
information session, online curriculum, workout videos, and
breaks as described above. Additionally, at the beginning of the
study, students in the intervention group were asked to log on
and download a peer-to-peer live-streaming app (the Recess
and Exercise Advocacy Program [REAP]). REAP is a
live-streaming platform that allows users to capture short videos
and photographs with their smartphones related to their physical
exercise or eye relaxation activities (eg, looking outdoors
through the window). The app has been optimized for both iOS
(Apple) and Android operating systems. During each recess
from homeschooling (15 mins for each recess; 4 times per day),
participants in the intervention were prompted by SMS text
messaging (≤50 characters) to log in to the REAP app to
participate in live streaming or posting their workouts and
outdoor videos and photographs (Supplementary Method S1,
Multimedia Appendix 1).

The outcomes were measured by a self-assessed survey through
mobile-phone–based questionnaires after signing the informed
consent form. The questionnaires were surveyed at the beginning
of the study and at the 2-week follow-up. At the start of the
questionnaire, participants were given the following information:
the purpose of the study, the expected length of time of the
mobile phone survey, the names of the investigators, and the
way and duration the data were stored. To ensure completeness
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checks, the participants were asked to complete the mandatory
items before the questionnaire was submitted. The study
investigators ensured that the confidentiality of the participants’
data was preserved. Individual participant data will not be
disclosed to outside personnel and will not appear in any
publications. Data assistants entered the questionnaires into a
database and pseudonymized the data before it passed to the
study statistician.

Outcome Measures
The primary study outcome was a change in self-reported
anxiety score between baseline and the 2-week follow-up, as
measured using the 45-item Chinese version of the Spence
Children’s Anxiety Scale (SCAS). In addition to the total SCAS
score, this measure assesses 6 domains of anxiety:
panic/agoraphobia, separation anxiety, social phobia, fears of
physical injury, obsessive compulsive problems, and generalized
anxiety. Details relating to the SCAS can be found in
Multimedia Appendix 1 [24]. This instrument has been well
validated in Chinese children [25]. A higher total score (range
0-114) summing the point values of all items indicates greater
anxiety.

Secondary outcomes included changes from baseline to the
2-week follow-up in the following items: children’s self-reported
eye strain, sleep quality, and time spent on different near-work
activities. Eye strain was measured with the self-reported
Computer Vision Syndrome Questionnaire (CVS‐Q), which
evaluates the frequency (never, occasionally, or often/always)
and intensity (moderate or intense) of 16 symptoms. Details
relating to the CVS-Q scale are available in Multimedia
Appendix 1 [26]. The 4-item Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System (PROMIS) pediatric sleep
disturbance questionnaire was used to assess sleep disturbance
(Multimedia Appendix 1) [27]. Self-reported information
regarding the average daily time spent on near-work activities
was collected, including each of the following: reading; writing;
and use of computers/tablets, smartphones, television, and video
games (Multimedia Appendix 1).

In addition, parentally reported anxiety scores on behalf of
children were obtained using the SCAS for Parent (SCAS-P)
questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 1). This variable was not
prespecified but was used to assess the reliability of self-reported
scores from children.

Statistical Analysis
The sample size was calculated based on a cluster randomized
design, assuming that children’s self-reported raw anxiety score
in the intervention group would be reduced by 2.5 points, with
a standard deviation of 5 points, and the anxiety score of the

control group would not change. The average cluster size was
about 80, and an intracluster correlation coefficient of 0.02 was
estimated based on the Refractive Error Studies in Children
[28]. A sample size of 8 schools (4 in each group) at a two-sided
significance level of .05 would give a power of 90%. Assuming
a participation rate of 90% and attrition of 20%, a total of 12
schools was required. The sample size was calculated using
PASS 16.0 (NCSS, LLC).

The distribution of baseline characteristics was presented as the
mean (SD) for continuous variables and frequency (percentage)
for categorical variables. The unadjusted mean differences
between study groups in 2-week change and the 95% CI for
primary and secondary outcomes were calculated using linear
regression. The adjusted intervention effect on the primary
outcome and 95% CI were estimated using linear regression
models, adjusting for baseline measures. The study group and
all variables with P<.20 in univariable regression analyses were
included in the multivariable regression analysis. Histograms
and quantile-quantile plots were used to verify the normality
assumptions of the t test and linear regression models.
Square-root transformation was applied to all outcomes due to
lack of normality. To satisfy intention-to-treat criteria, we
conducted missing data imputation. Multiple imputation was
used to create 20 copies of the data, and final results were
obtained by averaging these data sets using the rules developed
by Rubin [29]. A two-sided P value less than .05 was considered
statistically significant. All analyses were performed using Stata
15.0 (Stata Corp). The study protocol was registered at
ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04309097) prior to enrollment of the
first participant and is available for online access.

Data-Sharing Statement
Requests for anonymized individual participant data and study
documents will be considered on a case-by-case basis and on
scientific merit by the principal investigators and approved by
the relevant institutional review boards.

Results

A total of 12 schools were randomized (6 to the intervention
group and 6 to the control group; Figure 1). Of the 1009 grade
7 students assessed for eligibility (intervention group: n=510,
50.5%; control group: n=499, 49.5%), 55 (5.45%) were
unreachable, ineligible, or declined to participate, leaving 954
(94.5%) eligible students, with 485 (95.1%) in the intervention
group and 469 (94.0%) as controls. Rolling recruitment occurred
on March 16, 2020. During the 2-week follow-up period, 18
(3.7%) and 40 (8.5%) students withdrew from the intervention
and control groups, respectively (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flow diagram for the trial.

The baseline characteristics of students in the study groups were
similar (Supplementary Table S4, Multimedia Appendix 1).
The mean age was 13.5 (SD 0.50) years in both groups, and
there were no significant baseline differences in sex, use of
glasses, parental education and smoking, and family income.

Intervention compliance was monitored using the Cloud
platform of the live-streaming app. An average of 1.91 (SD

0.32) videos and photographs of stay-at-home workouts and
eye relaxation activities per intervention group student per day
were uploaded to the live-streaming app (1.63, SD 0.31, during
weekdays; 2.14, SD 0.80, on weekends). All students uploaded
at least one video or photograph per day in the intervention
group. The app includes the essential feature of a
data-monitoring system, and detailed utilization data are
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The proportion of participants sharing photos or video content related to home workouts in the intervention group.

The square-root–transformed self-reported anxiety score (main
study outcome) fell by –0.23 (95% CI –0.27 to –0.20) in the
intervention group and rose (worsened) by 0.12 (95% CI
0.09-0.16) in the controls by the end of the study (Table 1). The
change in anxiety score was significantly greater in the
intervention group compared to the controls (difference –0.36,
95% CI –0.63 to –0.08; P=.02). Significant associations were
also found between changes in many SCAS subscale scores and

the intervention (Supplementary Table S9, Multimedia Appendix
1). Change in self-reported eye strain was also significantly
greater in the intervention vs the control group (intervention
group: –0.08, 95% CI –0.10 to 0.06; control group: 0.07, 95%
CI 0.05-0.09; difference –0.15, 95% CI –0.26 to –0.03; P=.02).
The changes in sleep disturbance score (P=.23), screen time
(P=.84), and reading time (P=.47) during the 2-week follow-up
did not differ significantly between study groups (Table 1).
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Table 1. Comparisons of change between study groups in self-reported anxiety, eye strain, sleep score, and time spent on different near-work activities
between baseline and the 2-week follow-up (intention-to-treat analysis).

P valueaDifference in change between
groups, mean (95% CI)

Control group (n=469),
mean (95% CI)

Intervention group (n=485),
mean (95% CI)

Variable

Anxiety scoreb,c

3.67 (3.64 to 3.70)3.72 (3.69 to 3.76)Baseline

3.79 (3.76 to 3.83)3.49 (3.46 to 3.52)2-week follow-up

.02d–0.36 (–0.63 to –0.08)0.12 (0.09 to 0.16)–0.23 (–0.27 to –0.20)Change (follow-up – baseline)

Eye strain scoreb,c

1.08 (1.06 to 1.10)1.21 (1.19 to 1.23)Baseline

1.15 (1.12 to 1.18)1.13 (1.11 to 1.15)2-week follow-up

.02d–0.15 (–0.26 to –0.03)0.07 (0.05 to 0.09)–0.08 (–0.10 to 0.06)Change (follow-up – baseline)

Sleep disturbance scoreb,c

2.53 (2.53 to 2.54)2.51 (2.50 to 2.52)Baseline

2.55 (2.54 to 2.56)2.57 (2.56 to 2.58)2-week follow-up

.220.05 (–0.03 to 0.13)0.01 (0.002 to 0.02)0.06 (0.05 to 0.07)Change (follow-up – baseline)

Average daily time spent in near work, hours

Screen timeb

2.69 (2.68 to 2.70)2.68 (2.67 to 2.69)Baseline

2.61 (2.60 to 2.63)2.61 (2.60 to 2.62)2-week follow-up

.840.01 (–0.10 to 0.12)–0.08 (–0.09 to –0.06)–0.07 (–0.08 to –0.05)Change (follow-up – baseline)

Reading timeb

1.29 (1.28 to 1.30)1.37 (1.35 to 1.38)Baseline

1.21 (1.20 to 1.22)1.34 (1.32 to 1.35)2-week follow-up

.470.05 (–0.09 to 0.18)–0.08 (–0.09 to –0.06)–0.03 (–0.05 to –0.01)Change (follow-up – baseline)

aLinear regression models adjusting for cluster effects within schools.
bSquare root transformed.
cHigher score indicates greater severity.
dSignificant.

In linear regression models, randomization to receive the
peer-to-peer live-streaming intervention was associated with a
significant reduction in self-reported anxiety compared to the
controls (β=–0.36, 95% CI –0.63 to –0.08; P=.02), after
adjusting for sex and household income (Supplementary Table
S5, Multimedia Appendix 1). Results based on parentally
reported anxiety scores were consistent (Supplementary Table
S6, Multimedia Appendix 1).

Discussion

Principal Results
Our findings from a geographically representative region in
urban China showed that a digital behavior change intervention
effectively reduced anxiety and eye strain during children’s
homeschooling, without increasing overall screen time. This
digital tool might be useful during the COVID-19 pandemic,
which has led to widespread school closures, with over a billion

children around the world receiving online homeschooling,
potentially increasing risk of anxiety and eye strain [10,30,31].

Comparison With Prior Work
A recent review suggested that children’s mental and visual
health may suffer during home confinement and online
schooling [32]. These effects may result from reduced
face-to-face social interaction, persistent and intense screen
exposure, prolonged time spent on near-work activities, and the
disruption of normal life rhythms, all of which may contribute
to increased anxiety, eye strain, and sleep disturbance [33].
Children with preexisting mental health conditions such as
depression may be especially susceptible to such problems [7].

The app only permitted users to post content related to exercise
and activities promoting eye relaxation. This focus on activities
highly relevant to both parents and children during the
COVID-19 lockdown may explain the high study participation
rate of over 95% and the large counts of children who shared
photos or video content on a daily basis (Figure 2). We did not
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record any adverse events related to our intervention, nor did
we observe any significant increase in screen time in the
intervention group (Table 1). This latter finding is significant
in view of concerns that children’s use of smartphones and
social media may increase the risk of attention-deficit disorder,
sleep disturbance, obesity, and other conditions [18,34,35].
Further studies are needed to investigate the long-term impacts
of our digital intervention on children’s social media behavior.

Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of the current study include the fact that participants
were recruited from a population-representative sample of
schools in a typical Chinese urban region, allowing our findings
to be generalized to a wider range of Chinese children affected
by the COVID-19 lockdown. Second, because of social media’s
reliance on peer support, our protocol followed a cluster
randomized design, which minimized the risk of
cross-contamination in social media use between study groups.
Thirdly, children in both study groups received the same online
courses, ensuring intergroup homogeneity except with respect
to the intervention. Finally, the results of primary, secondary,
and sensitivity analyses were in full agreement; for example,
there was concordance between self- and parentally reported
anxiety scores (Supplementary Table S7, Multimedia Appendix
1), indicating the robustness and reliability of our findings.

Study limitations must also be acknowledged. First, masking
of participants was not feasible due to the nature of the
intervention, so the possibility of placebo effects cannot be
excluded. However, good agreement between parental and
self-report of anxiety makes this somewhat less likely. Second,
data for the main outcome were obtained by questionnaires and
were thus based on an evaluation of symptoms, rather than a
clinical diagnosis of anxiety disorder. Regardless, the
reproducibility of this questionnaire has been well validated
[21], and, as mentioned above, parental and self-reported scores
were in accord (Supplementary Table S7, Multimedia Appendix

1). Third, the study design allowed for only 2 weeks of
follow-up. Previous studies have shown that interventions of
this length can be effective [36-38], and such brief periods of
engagement may be particularly applicable to unpredictable,
short-term school closures [39], which may become more
common in the future with additional waves of the COVID-19
pandemic. For example, a brief (2-3 week) lay
counsellor–delivered, problem-solving intervention was found
to be effective for adolescents with diverse mental health
problems [38]. Nevertheless, it is certain that a longer follow-up
will provide additional information on the robustness and
stability of this intervention effect. Fourth, only Chinese children
were included in the study, and the effectiveness of
live-streaming interventions to reduce children’s anxiety and
eye strain must be validated in other settings. Fifth, due to the
nature of our behavior intervention, we could not exclude the
possibility that the changes in children’s anxiety and eye strain
may have been caused by other factors (eg, the increased
interactions between children and parents), rather than a change
in the behavior itself. In addition, the questionnaires were not
fully validated for online use, which is the only means that can
be used during COVID-19–related home learning. Finally, the
urban sample used in the study may not be representative of
China, not only because of the lack of smartphones in less
developed parts of China but also due to the higher probability
of separation between children and their parents due to labor
migration. Our results therefore need to be interpreted with
caution. 

Conclusions
In summary, this study demonstrated that a novel digital
behavior change intervention can significantly reduce anxiety
and eye strain in homeschooled children. Further work is needed
to determine whether these results can be extended to other
aspects of pediatric and adult health, and to different geographic
and cultural settings.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted human societies around the world. This public health emergency was
followed by a significant loss of human life; the ensuing social restrictions led to loss of employment, lack of interactions, and
burgeoning psychological distress. As physical distancing regulations were introduced to manage outbreaks, individuals, groups,
and communities engaged extensively on social media to express their thoughts and emotions. This internet-mediated communication
of self-reported information encapsulates the emotional health and mental well-being of all individuals impacted by the pandemic.

Objective: This research aims to investigate the human emotions related to the COVID-19 pandemic expressed on social media
over time, using an artificial intelligence (AI) framework.

Methods: Our study explores emotion classifications, intensities, transitions, and profiles, as well as alignment to key themes
and topics, across the four stages of the pandemic: declaration of a global health crisis (ie, prepandemic), the first lockdown,
easing of restrictions, and the second lockdown. This study employs an AI framework comprised of natural language processing,
word embeddings, Markov models, and the growing self-organizing map algorithm, which are collectively used to investigate
social media conversations. The investigation was carried out using 73,000 public Twitter conversations posted by users in
Australia from January to September 2020.

Results: The outcomes of this study enabled us to analyze and visualize different emotions and related concerns that were
expressed and reflected on social media during the COVID-19 pandemic, which could be used to gain insights into citizens’
mental health. First, the topic analysis showed the diverse as well as common concerns people had expressed during the four
stages of the pandemic. It was noted that personal-level concerns expressed on social media had escalated to broader concerns
over time. Second, the emotion intensity and emotion state transitions showed that fear and sadness emotions were more prominently
expressed at first; however, emotions transitioned into anger and disgust over time. Negative emotions, except for sadness, were
significantly higher (P<.05) in the second lockdown, showing increased frustration. Temporal emotion analysis was conducted
by modeling the emotion state changes across the four stages of the pandemic, which demonstrated how different emotions
emerged and shifted over time. Third, the concerns expressed by social media users were categorized into profiles, where differences
could be seen between the first and second lockdown profiles.

Conclusions: This study showed that the diverse emotions and concerns that were expressed and recorded on social media
during the COVID-19 pandemic reflected the mental health of the general public. While this study established the use of social
media to discover informed insights during a time when physical communication was impossible, the outcomes could also
contribute toward postpandemic recovery and understanding psychological impact via emotion changes, and they could potentially
inform health care decision making. This study exploited AI and social media to enhance our understanding of human behaviors
in global emergencies, which could lead to improved planning and policy making for future crises.
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Introduction

Overview
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to devastate the world,
with more than 80 million infections and more than 1.7 million
deaths [1]. It is an unprecedented public health emergency that
has prompted most governments to enforce hard borders, strict
social distancing, and rigorous quarantine restrictions. The
impact and aftermath of these public health emergency measures
have resulted in a severe psychological burden for all
individuals. The economic and social fallout has affected
individuals and communities alike, resulting in mental health
disorders and emotional distress that adds to already
overwhelmed health care systems and services worldwide [2-4].
Although researchers and authorities are readily investing in
vaccinations, social distancing regulations, and health care
facilities to eliminate the virus, long-term mental health impacts
will also require undivided attention and action to minimize the
detrimental effects. Given this context, developing an
understanding of the psychological and emotional burden will
aid and accelerate postpandemic recovery and enable policy
making for future emergencies of this scale.

Social restrictions and physical distancing measures during this
pandemic have led to increased use of social media as a medium
of communication by individuals and communities [5].
Expressions on social media during such crises are critical and
representative of public opinion, as it has become the primary
medium of communication for the exchange of information,
experiences, and emotions with others who are facing similar
challenges [6-8]. Identification of such opinions in the form of
topics enables identification of people’s past and ongoing
concerns throughout the pandemic [9]. Recent studies have
shown a rapid growth of social media content focused on
informational and emotional sharing as means of emotion
regulation, avoiding mental health issues, and adjustments to
the quality of life in lockdown [10,11]. This phenomenon has
been described as the social sharing of emotion, which
postulates that individuals who experience emotions are often
eager to share and talk about their emotions [12]. Crises similar
to the current pandemic may lead to the amplification of
expression of emotions within a community or group of people
[13-15]. The extent and frequency of sharing depend on the
intensity of the emotional episode, and such social sharing
occurs as a means of regulating one’s emotions. Thereby, the
social sharing of emotions during a crisis creates a spreading
and escalation of emotions within the group or community
impacted by the event, which, in turn, reflect the mental health
status of the community.

Given the volume and variety of content being shared on social
media, online behaviors have been investigated as a proxy for
offline human behaviors, with several studies reporting
conclusive results and outcomes [16-18]. A massive number of

social media conversations represents a cross-section of society
that encompasses people’s opinions across different
demographic dimensions. These emotions and opinions create
a pool of untapped self-reported information. Therefore, it is
relevant and useful to study the emotions and concerns voiced
over such internet-mediated communication to better understand
the mental health and emotional well-being during a time of
crisis. Several recent studies have investigated the use of social
media during the COVID-19 pandemic to discover topics,
emotions, and sentiments from social media conversations
[19-21] as well as different information sharing behaviors [22].
While the use of social media to understand public opinion is
well established, studies suggest that more focus should be given
to showcase how social media can be used to improve health
knowledge [23].

On this premise, this study aims to investigate concerns and
emotions expressed over social media to infer insights on
people’s mental health as the pandemic progresses. It has been
shown that emotions and concerns expressed on social media
represent and relate to people’s underlying mental health
[24-27]. This establishes social media as a lens through which
to comprehend people’s mental health during a constrained
situation such as the current pandemic, where conducting clinical
trials is challenging.

We selected Twitter as the test bed social media platform for
our experiments, given that it provides fast-paced, frequent,
current affairs–focused end-user engagement, in comparison to
other social media platforms [28]. We extracted tweets related
to the pandemic that were posted from January to September
2020 and specifically focused on an Australian context based
on the following reasons. First, Australia was one of the
countries where distinct phases of the lockdown and their impact
were clearly visible. This enables the temporal analysis of
emotions and concerns in each phase to gauge insights into how
citizens react and change their emotion-related behaviors as the
pandemic progresses. The four phases are (1)
prepandemic—when the outbreaks were yet to be declared a
global pandemic and no positive cases have been reported in
Australia, (2) the first lockdown—social restrictions following
the first wave of positive cases locally, (3) easing
restrictions—relaxation of social restrictions when the case
numbers were brought under control, and (4) the second
lockdown—following the emergence of new cases. Next, as
Australia is one of the few countries with a sizeable population
to successfully suppress both first and second waves of the
pandemic [29,30], it was pertinent to study the emotions related
to COVID-19 as experienced by the Australian public. Despite
the successful management, a recent study mentions that mental
health problems were widespread among Australians during
the lockdown periods, where one-quarter of the participants in
the study showcased mild to moderate symptoms of anxiety or
depression [31,32]. The use of social media among the
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Australian public is well established for being representative
of a broad cross-section of society [33-35], especially during
emergencies as a powerful communication tool [36,37]. This
allows us to investigate the emotions expressed via virtual
platforms in order to determine similar behaviors related to
Australian citizens’ mental health.

In this study, we focus on the application of artificial intelligence
(AI) approaches that have been validated across several studies
[18,27,38] to analyze human emotions. The algorithms are used
to quantify emotion intensities, detect emotion state transitions,
and identify profiles of impacted individuals based on the
concerns they have expressed on social media to provide a
holistic view of people’s mental health. This approach can be
described as an ensemble of machine learning algorithms and
natural language understanding (NLU) techniques that establish
an end-to-end pipeline to extract, process, normalize, analyze,
and aggregate self-reported information in its unstructured
format into topics and emotions expressed during the key phases
of the pandemic. We have also compared the two lockdown
periods and the social media expressions in response to
restrictions imposed during each lockdown to capture changes
in temporal emotions and related concerns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Methods
section presents an overview of the methodology used in this
study and the Results section presents the outcomes of the
analysis. The paper concludes with the Discussion section,
which outlines the implications of the study, limitations, and
potential avenues for future research.

Background
The current literature reports many research studies that detect
sentiment and emotions from social media using a variety of
techniques. Sentiment analysis has been explored using lexical
and statistical approaches [39-42] and recent research studies
have extended this by using advanced deep learning models
that can detect the bipolarity of social media conversations
[43-46]. While sentiment analysis classifies posts into negative
and positive categories, emotion detection extends this
categorization by detecting granular variants of emotions [47].
Many emotion models, such as Ekman’s basic emotion model
[48], the valence and arousal model [49], and Plutchik’s emotion
model [50], are being used as the basis for emotion detection.
Most of the approaches of emotion detection rely on prelabeled
data via crowdsourced annotations and semantics to develop
machine learning models [51-53]. Current research studies report
the use of many deep learning models, such as word embedding
models [46,54], convolutional neural networks [55], and

recurrent neural networks [56-58], for emotion classification.
Emoticons and emojis have also been used in studies to infer
emotions from social media as they represent user-annotated
labels for emotion classification [56,59]. In addition to the
emotion classification, emotion intensity is also captured via
the annotated data sets [52]. A more recent research study
reports on the use of the stacked ensemble method for emotion
intensity detection that enables the identification of expressions
that denote the emotion intensity [60].

However, these approaches are focused on detecting sentiment
or emotion from a social media post but do not focus on emotion
modeling, which makes it possible to explore underlying
changes of intensity, shifts, and patterns of change in emotions
and to generate insights by linking to associated human
behaviors [61]. The lack of labeled data for emotion detection
is also a major drawback in using supervised machine learning
approaches. Therefore, it requires a robust method to explore
emotions in unstructured, voluminous social media data that
does not require prior knowledge about the data. In this study,
we use an ensemble of word embedding and NLU techniques
to derive emotions from unlabeled social media conversations.
As the foundation of the emotion analysis, we use Plutchik’s
model [50], which comprises eight basic emotions: anger,
sadness, joy, trust, anticipation, fear, disgust, and surprise. The
emotion classification is based on these eight emotions, and
their intensities are mapped to show the strength of each
emotion.

Methods

Data
Twitter conversations that were posted from January to
September 2020 within Australia or an Australian context were
extracted. Popular hashtags related to COVID-19 in Australia
were used to query the data sources. Content by news channels
and bots was identified by examining an unusual volume of
data generated by each user and was eliminated from the
analysis. This process yielded 73,000 public conversations by
Twitter users in Australia. The extracted data were cleaned,
preprocessed, and anonymized before being used in the analysis.

In order to identify different phases of the pandemic, the stages
from Table 1 were formed to align with the timeline of the
pandemic experience in Australia [62].

Figure 1 presents the high-level view and the workflow of the
framework with the respective components.

Table 1. The four main phases of the COVID-19 pandemic from January to September 2020.

PhaseTime period (in 2020)

PrepandemicJanuary to February

First lockdownMarch to May

Easing restrictionsJune

Second lockdownJuly to September
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Figure 1. The high-level view and workflow of the artificial intelligence framework. NLU: natural language understanding.

Emotion Analysis
The emotion extraction, intensity generation, and emotion
transition modeling process is shown in the emotions component
of the architecture diagram in Figure 1 (a). The emotion analysis
was conducted to represent the emotions of each stage as well
as the temporal changes in emotions over time. The emotion
extraction was carried out on chronologically ordered social
media conversations in order to represent emotions over a
conversation as a sequence of individual, single-post emotions.
First, we trained a word2vec [63] word embedding model, which
is a deep learning technique to create vector representations of
textual data. This allows the positioning of semantically similar
terms together, thereby enabling the finding of closely associated
terms for each basic emotion. This querying process yielded a
rich vocabulary for representing each emotion, from the basic
emotions, which was used as the basis for emotion extraction.

Next, emotion negation was handled to fine-tune the extracted
emotions. This process resulted in a sequence of emotions that
denoted the chronologically ordered emotions and change of
emotions over a conversation. The intensity of emotions in the
four stages was used to model an intensity profile for each stage.
We have used a modified intensity-capturing algorithm
presented in Adikari et al [16] that accommodates the frequency
and the presence of expressions that increase or inhibit the
valence of the emotion. This allowed for the identification of
prominent emotions and their differences in each stage, as seen
in Figure 1 (b).

The temporal emotion analysis was conducted by modeling
emotion transition models, which models the probabilities of
emotion state changes over a course of time. Affective
computing research suggests that basic emotions at a particular
instance—represented by one post of a tweet in this
application—can be regarded as discrete states, and the

interactions among these can be modeled to represent the
likelihood of the change in the state of emotions [64]. For this
purpose, a mathematical model can be used to model the
interactions between the emotion states. We have used the
sequence of emotions at each stage to generate respective
emotion transition models using Markov models [65,66], as
seen in Figure 1 (c). The use of emotion transitions to capture
individual and group emotions using social media conversations
has been successful in a smart city context [17] and for analysis
of mental health via online data sources [16]. We have applied
this to model the emotion state transitions of each stage, which
reflect the flow of emotions as the pandemic progressed.

Topic and Topic Association Analysis
The topic analysis was conducted based on a series of NLU
techniques to capture topics of discussions from social media
data, as seen in Figure 1 (d). The topics represent people’s
concerns and, therefore, encompass useful insights on their
discourse patterns related to COVID-19 concerns. Outcomes
of this analysis help in better interpreting the outcomes of the
emotion analysis by providing contextual information for
different emotion changes.

To conduct the topic analysis, the data set was first cleaned and
processed in order to remove weblinks, stop words, news links,
and repeating content generated by bots. This cleaned data set
was then split into each stage and taken for the topic analysis.
Given the large amount of content, an unsupervised topic
modeling technique was used, which groups similar terms based
on latent Dirichlet allocation [67]. Once the prominent topic
clusters were identified, a trained word2vec embedding model
and an automated keyphrase extraction algorithm [68] were
used to identify similar topics and subtopics. The outcomes
generated the most frequently mentioned terms as well as
semantically prominent terms, which allowed us to understand
a discrete topic from the terms. The analysis was conducted
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separately for the four stages to understand which topics were
prominent in each stage; thereafter, a topic association map was
created to identify common topics across stages to demonstrate
people’s continuing concerns.

Behavior Profiling
Behavior profiling was conducted to identify different groupings
of citizens in the community based on their emotions and
concerns expressed over social media. Identification of such
profiles can form a visualization of different profiles that exist
in society. This representation is useful to better understand
different citizen needs and can inform decision making for
relevant authorities.

For profiling, we used an improved variant of the growing
self-organizing map (GSOM) algorithm [69]. The GSOM
presents a map topography that self-structures by adapting its
size and shape based on the attributes and variations of input
data. The GSOM algorithm utilizes competition and correlative
learning based on the data provided. As input data are presented,
nodes of the network compete among each other for ownership
of the input, and the winners strengthen their relationships with
this input. The competitive learning process is repeated for the
complete data set for several cycles, and ultimately the map
associates output nodes with patterns in the input data set. The
GSOM acts as a knowledge map and can discard outdated
information and overfitting of knowledge during the knowledge
acquisition process [70,71] that allows the retention of relevant
information only. The primary reason to incorporate such mature
self-structuring AI was to discover hidden representations of
behavior profiles based on their discourse and emotion patterns,
which is otherwise challenging to interpret from a large amount
of data. The ability of the GSOM algorithm to uncover patterns
among data without prior training or supervision makes it
possible to detect different groups of behaviors present among
the citizens.

Ethics Statement
We have obtained ethics approval for this research from the La
Trobe University Human Ethics Committee.

Results

Topics and Topic Associations
Social media contains a high volume of expressions by
individuals and groups alike. However, most of these
expressions can be aggregated into a finite number of themes
and topics [72]. We conducted a topic analysis and a topic
association analysis to explore the distinct and common themes
across the four stages of the pandemic. Table 2 presents the
topics discussed during the four stages of the pandemic, from
January to September 2020. The most prominent topics in each
stage are presented in Table 2, where the quantitative measure
indicates the weight of each topic based on the volume. The
topics were also associated across stages as depicted in Figure
2. Key observations are that government decisions and travel
restrictions were discussed during all four stages, and both
lockdown stages expressed similar topics oriented toward
lifestyle factors. These common topics included education,
mental health, family welfare, and facilities. Panic buying was
only mentioned during the first lockdown and was entirely
absent during the second lockdown. During the easing
restrictions stage, people mostly talked about social distancing
and safety as well as hotel quarantine, which were common
topics during the second lockdown as well. Apart from the
common topics, the second lockdown mainly focused on health
care, community transmission, economy, and vaccine. These
denote that the conversations were more informed and regulated
by the second lockdown. It should be noted that only
conversations with prominent topics were included in the
analysis and that general conversations have been omitted from
the topic analysis. The outcomes of this analysis also aid in
comprehending the emotions by providing contextual
information related to each stage.
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Table 2. Topics of discussion across the four stages of the pandemic.

Volume of conversations, n (%)Pandemic stage and main themes

Prepandemic (n=15,302)

6021 (39.35)Global concern

3522 (23.02)Local cases

2518 (16.46)Travel restrictions

2127 (13.90)Government decisions

588 (3.84)International students

526 (3.44)New virus

First lockdown (n=23,201)

6116 (26.36)Work benefits

5832 (25.14)Education

3765 (16.23)Government decisions

3069 (13.23)Travel restrictions

2568 (11.07)Mental health

1176 (5.07)Family welfare

413 (1.78)Facilities

262 (1.13)Panic buying

Easing restrictions (n=11,801)

2811 (23.82)Government decisions

2700 (22.88)Travel restrictions

2294 (19.44)Hotel quarantine

1554 (13.17)Breaching rules

1184 (10.03)Work benefits

925 (7.84)Social distancing and safety

333 (2.82)Environment concerns

Second lockdown (n=16,198)

2910 (17.96)Social distancing and safety

2112 (13.04)Health care

2046 (12.63)Work benefits

1902 (11.74)Government decisions

1793 (11.07)Community transmission

897 (5.54)Facilities

886 (5.47)Economy

867 (5.35)Hotel quarantine

841 (5.19)Education

829 (5.12)Family welfare

489 (3.02)Mental health

381 (2.35)Vaccine

245 (1.51)Travel restrictions
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Figure 2. Topic associations between the four stages of the pandemic.

Emotion Classification and Intensities
The AI approach used for the study of emotions expressed
during the pandemic began with the classification of emotions,
based on the widely cited psychological emotion model
proposed by Plutchik [50]. Classification of emotions was
followed by the quantification of the intensity of each of the
eight emotions as they were expressed during the four stages.

The outcomes of the emotion analysis suggested that both
sadness and fear emotions were the most intense during the
prepandemic stages. This is indicative of the central emotional
response during a pandemic being fear [2]. In addition, it is said
that given the instinctive defensive systems for combating
ecological threats, humans experience negative emotions
resulting from a threat that can be contagious. The high intensity
of sadness and fear identified during the announcement stage
of the pandemic exhibits this emotional pattern. This behavior
was also confirmed by the emotion transition model in this
stage, where higher probabilities were observed for these
emotions. Furthermore, fear is also associated with panic, where
people act blindly and excessively out of self-preservation,
possibly endangering the survival of others [2]; this was
experienced via incidents like panic buying, where people
unreasonably stocked up on essential items for impending
self-isolation. The surfacing of fear and sadness emotions
represents increased anxiety, which impacts people’s mental
health [73].

The temporal emotion analysis showed that, out of the negative
emotions, anger and disgust were more strongly expressed
toward the latter part of the pandemic due to the security
breaches and restrictions. Terms such as “covidiot,” “quarantine
issues,” “restrictions,” and “another lockdown” were mostly
mentioned in the Twitter conversations related to these emotions.
This indicates that starting from the negativity of fear and

sadness, public emotions have transferred to more anger and
disgust at a later stage.

Positive emotion expressions were also captured by the analysis.
It was noted that joy was more strongly expressed during the
easing restriction stage and least during the second lockdown
stage. This behavior aligned with real-world behaviors, as it
was expected that people would express disappointment for
having to experience another lockdown. The emotions trust and
anticipation demonstrated higher intensities during the first
lockdown and easing restriction stages; however, they have
subsided over time (Figure 3).

We conducted a comparative study based on the two lockdown
stages to identify the differences in emotion intensity (Table 3).
The differences were compared using the Pearson chi-square
test [74,75], and the confidence intervals were calculated based
on the recommended method given by Altman et al [76]. A
significance level of P<.05 was used to determine if the
differences in the intensities were significant.

The comparison of negative emotions shows that, except for
sadness, all other negative emotion intensities were significantly
higher in the second lockdown (P<.05). This evidently
demonstrates the increased disappointment and negativity of
having to experience a second lockdown. The emotion sadness
was persistent in both lockdowns.

The positive emotion comparison shows that, apart from
anticipation, all other positive emotions were strongly expressed
in the first lockdown (P<.05). This suggests that people had
elicited more positive thoughts during the first lockdown
compared to the second. The increase in the intensity of negative
emotions and the reduction of positive emotions with further
lockdowns confirm the increased levels of distress and
deterioration of mental health. Based on this, relevant strategies
should be initiated in order to eliminate the spread of negativity
among people in further lockdowns.
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Figure 3. Emotion intensity fluctuations over time.

Table 3. Comparison of emotion intensities between the first and second lockdowns.

P valueDifference, % (95% CI)Normalized emotion intensity during
the second lockdown (n=10,604), %

Normalized emotion intensity during
the first lockdown (n=36,317), %

Emotion

Negative emotions

<.0012.13 (1.3567 to 2.9218)15.9713.84Anger

.490.35 (–0.6563 to 1.3461)31.0131.36Sadness

<.0012.25 (1.5691 to 2.9518)12.069.81Disgust

<.0012.08 (1.2365 to 2.9399)19.6617.58Fear

Positive emotions

<.0014.38 (3.6308 to 5.1097)12.5616.94Joy

<.0010.58 (0.3662 to 0.7708)0.741.32Surprise

<.0010.93 (0.4108 to 1.4260)5.636.56Trust

.210.22 (–0.1257 to 0.5406)2.372.59Anticipation

Emotion Transitions
Mapping and quantifying the transition of emotions over
conversations can be useful to predict the likelihood of emotion
state changes as well as to observe temporal change in emotions
and intensities over time. In a social media setting, this
represents collective emotions in a community over time. The
emotion state transitions were modeled separately for each stage,
which enabled temporal analysis of emotions from the
prepandemic stage to the second lockdown stage. For generating
emotion transitions, the emotion space was defined as a set of
discrete emotions—anger, fear, sadness, disgust, joy,
anticipation, trust, and surprise—from the emotion extraction
described earlier. Based on the temporal emotion sequence
extracted from the emotion extraction module, a matrix was
formed with the frequency of transitions of emotions from one
state to another, and the matrix was used to create the emotion

state transition diagrams shown in Figure 4; the shift and
emergence of emotions are demonstrated via the arrows
connecting the emotion states. The probabilities denote the
likelihood of changed emotion states (Table 4).

Transitions at each stage demonstrate the temporal analysis of
emotions during the pandemic. This emotion flow is useful
when determining how people’s emotions have changed over
time. Health care practitioners and the government can use this
information and analysis to understand the mental health status
of the population.

Regarding the outcomes, it was observed that most of the
emotion transitions involved the sadness state in the
prepandemic stage. Sadness to fear was also prominent relative
to other emotion changes. By the first lockdown, there was a
shift toward positive emotions, as the emotion states anticipation
and joy were seen to be prominent. This pattern deviated slightly
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in the third stage, where positive emotions had amplified and
negative emotions had reduced. The emotion propagation made
a drastic change in the second lockdown, where positive emotion
behaviors had decreased and negative emotions had been
amplified, eliciting more tendencies toward sadness, fear, and
disgust. This propagation of emotions denoted the emotion flow
among people as they voiced their thoughts on social media.

The emergence and shift of emotions over different points in
time were seen to be associated with the different stages across

different time points in the COVID-19 pandemic. It is apparent
that people experienced diverse emotions and had expressed
them on social media reflecting their individual interests,
opinions, and priorities. Further analysis was conducted using
profiling techniques to investigate the intensity (ie, valence) of
these emotions and the variation across different stages, which
provided insights into who these people were and their priorities
and opinions during the pandemic.

Figure 4. Emotion transitions of the four stages of the pandemic. Each arrow represents a transferring of one emotional state to another. The numbers
on the arrows represent the likelihoods (ie, probabilities) of changed emotion states.
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Table 4. Top five emotion transitions and probabilities for each pandemic stage.

ProbabilityEmotion transition

Prepandemic

0.483Anger → sadness

0.378Joy → sadness

0.358Anticipation → sadness

0.346Sadness → sadness

0.335Sadness → fear

First lockdown

0.445Anger → sadness

0.354Joy → sadness

0.334Sadness → sadness

0.329Anticipation → joy

0.288Sadness → anticipation

Easing restrictions

0.393Anticipation → joy

0.389Surprise → joy

0.362Sadness → fear

0.340Anger → sadness

0.295Joy → joy

Second lockdown

0.417Anger → sadness

0.357Sadness → sadness

0.341Sadness → fear

0.324Anticipation → sadness

0.322Fear → disgust

Group Profiles Based on Topics and Emotions
The GSOM algorithm was used to generate profiles of
individuals based on topics and emotions. This enabled the
identification of different clusters of citizens that existed within
the community in terms of their concerns and emotions. Figures
5 and 6 illustrate the profiles identified for the period of the first
and second lockdowns, respectively. Seven profiles were
identified for the first lockdown based on the topics and
emotions expressed by individuals, and they were labeled based
on the most prominent topics that have been discussed. The
profiles were (1) children’s education, (2) family-oriented
discussions, (3) work concerns, (4) panic buying, (5)
lifestyle-oriented discussions, (6) travelers and traveling, and
(7) higher education–focused discussions.

These profiles demonstrated a distinct focus in their
conversations, which resulted in grouping those individuals
together. Among these profiles, the panic buying cluster
demonstrated higher levels of fear, whereas sadness was

prominent in all clusters. In addition, the family cluster
demonstrated more joy, which can be aligned with spending
more time with family.

The second lockdown profiles shifted slightly from the profiles
identified in the first lockdown. The identified behavior profiles
were (1) government decisions, (2) health and mental health
concerns, (3) community transmission, (4) safety measures, and
(5) work concerns.

Compared to the first lockdown, the profiles of the second
lockdown exhibited more negative emotions, where increased
levels of negative emotions can be seen in health and mental
health concerns. It is noteworthy to observe that the profiles
formed in the second lockdown were more focused toward
broader aspects of the pandemic when compared to the more
lifestyle-oriented profiles in the first lockdown. This difference
indicates that as the pandemic progressed, people’s concerns
shifted more toward broader aspects than concerns at the early
stages, which may have been normalized with time.
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Figure 5. Behavior profiles in the first lockdown. The mean strength of each concern is denoted as a blue line. GSOM: growing self-organizing map.

Figure 6. Behavior profiles in the second lockdown. The mean strength of each concern is denoted as a blue line. GSOM: growing self-organizing
map.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Implications
At a high level, the themes and topics that were seen at the
individual level in the first stages of the pandemic had cascaded
into broader and informed topics during the second lockdown.
Individuals frequently discussed matters related to family, panic
buying, and facilities during the first stage and transitioned into
generic topics, such as the vaccine and economy, in the latter

stages. Besides, several common concerns persisted over the
course of time. Identification of such behaviors related to topics
and topic associations from social media conversations can
inform public health authorities regarding necessities and the
issues that disrupt people’s quality of life during this global
pandemic. However, it is crucial to investigate the underlying
emotions in these conversations to gauge the status of people’s
mental health.
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Limitations and Future Work
One of the limitations of this study is the use of a single data
source. As Twitter users are not representative of the whole of
Australia, we believe that this could pose a limitation when
modeling the emotions and concerns of the Australian
population. However, given the importance of Twitter as a social
media platform and the substantial amount of data retrieved
(73,000 conversations), we were able to capture a broad
cross-section of the community. As future work, the study could
be extended by using multiple data sources, such as online
forums and other social media channels. This will create a
holistic view of the community. Moreover, the investigation
could be conducted using data from another country, as this
would provide different insights into how people have reacted
toward different restriction measures and pandemic stages.

Comparison With Prior Work
Our findings regarding emotions are consistent with and align
with public health studies related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The emergence of the sadness and fear emotions during the
initial stages resemble the increased anxiety and depression
faced by Australians in the first few months of the pandemic
[31,32]. Past research indicates that public health emergencies
often trigger negative emotions, as people tend to develop
aversion, anxiety, and fear [77,78]. The emotion fear is often
associated with such emergencies and pandemics, as it is one
of the core emotions linked with survival. It has been reported
that the human mind’s instinctive defensive systems for
combating ecological threats are often wired with negative
emotions resulting from a threat that can be contagious [78].
Moreover, fear is also associated with panic behaviors, where
humans act egoistically, endangering others’ lives as well. These
behaviors were captured via the emotion and topic analysis of
this study, demonstrating that social media reflected people’s
underlying emotions and mental health concerns.

Studies investigating social media sentiments and topics during
the pandemic align with our study [20,79,80]. In addition, our
study provides an extension to the current body of COVID-19
social media research by modeling the emotion state transitions
over time to represent the shift of emotions over time. The
profiling of citizens based on emotions and concerns also
enables the identification of clusters in the community during
different stages of the pandemic. Recent research related to
identifying the role of social media in the COVID-19 pandemic
suggested further exploration of how social media can be utilized
to inform health care practices [23]. We believe that our study
contributes to providing outcomes that can enhance health care
practices related to community understanding and uplifting of
mental health care during a similar crisis.

Conclusions
As the entire world is still grappling with the direct or indirect
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is pertinent that we
explore and analyze human emotions and related expressions
in order to aid postpandemic recovery, as well as to prepare for
future crises. Given the current social isolation settings, people
are experiencing increased mental health issues and emotion
changes that are affecting their quality of life [81,82]. During

times of social isolation, the abundance of data available in
digital spaces provides a reflection of people’s behaviors, which
is otherwise challenging to assess via clinical trials or interviews.
This enables emotion analysis using digital spaces to act as an
adjunct to real-world behavior analysis [83].

This study focused on capturing human emotions and concerns,
which were reflected through social media conversations as the
COVID-19 pandemic progressed. Our work is targeted at
detecting and helping to understand the underlying mental
health– and well-being–related issues via emotions expressed
and topics discussed on social media by different segments of
society. Although prevention of spread with social distancing
and masking, as well as attempts at the elimination of
COVID-19 with vaccine programs, have been widely discussed,
less attention has been paid to the less visible issue of emotional
distress and mental health. Governments and health care
organizations are now realizing the deep and long-term effects
of these issues; funding is being allocated to address these issues
and programs for understanding the implications are now being
established [81]. The work described here is focused on this
less discussed area. We proposed an AI-based approach and
designed and developed a supporting technical framework to
learn about the emotion and content representations from
unstructured, voluminous social media data, which are otherwise
challenging to assess manually. The outcomes from this study
aligned with theories of social sharing, emotional responses
during pandemics, and collective emotion theories, and they
represent insights that can be used to improve the mental health
of citizens.

The outcomes of the emotion analysis demonstrated a high
intensity of fear and sadness emotions during the announcement
stage of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the emotion transition
model also demonstrated higher probabilities of expressing fear
and sadness during the prepandemic stage among Australian
citizens. Noteworthy insights were produced as the outcomes
of the temporal emotion analysis. The emotion transition models
across the pandemic demonstrated how the emotions had
changed over time. It was noted that, although fear and sadness
emotions were more prominent over the first few months, they
had eventually transitioned into anger and disgust as people
expressed their dissatisfaction and frustration with the continuing
pandemic and restrictions. The temporal emotion analysis during
the pandemic using emotion transition models was one of the
main contributions of this study, as it demonstrates how people’s
emotions change over time. On the other hand, positive emotions
such as trust and anticipation were observed in the first
lockdown and easing restrictions stages; however, they had
diminished over time as the pandemic progressed. This
emergence and shift of different emotions is a strong indicator
of people’s varying emotions, and it signals the underlying
mental health of the population. The decreased intensity of
sadness and fear in the latter stage showed the normalization of
emotions as people tended to realize the nature of the pandemic.
However, the increased emotion transitions toward anger and
disgust as well as broader concerns represented the
dissatisfaction toward the management of the pandemic. These
emotion behaviors presented insights into people’s emotions,
which were challenging to quantify and measure using
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traditional surveys or clinical trials, given the social isolation
settings. Social media has been effective in helping us
understand human emotion expressions during times of crisis,
and it can be utilized to improve health care practices in similar
crises.

On the other hand, emotions expressed on social media can be
contagious, as negative content attracts more attention and
propagation on social media [84,85]. The increased intensity
of negative emotions and the persistence of negativity over time
that was captured across different stages in this study aids this
phenomenon. Negative emotions were observed in both first
and second lockdowns and were significantly higher during the
second lockdown. Therefore, it is crucial to observe this negative
content to avoid further escalation. These swirls of emotions
generated at one point in time have the ability to propagate
through time using social media as the medium, as social media
holds the potential for cascading and going viral to transmit
emotional content more rapidly and broadly than other media
[86,87]. These behaviors can also be aligned with the social
sharing of emotion, which states that collective emotional events
are anticipated to trigger a social process of emotion propagation
[12]. It has been stated that emotion strength, presence, and
valence can affect and influence citizen engagement through
social media; therefore, it is imperative to moderate and monitor
such emotional behaviors on digital platforms [88]. As potential
implications, the proposed emotion behavior analysis in the
study can be used to moderate online negativity and even detect
distress among people during the pandemic to uplift their mental

health as well as in postpandemic times as measures of
precautions.

Another key observation of this study was the profiling of people
based on similar emotions and thematic expressions on social
media. It was observed that while certain groups of people were
more enthused about family matters, some groups expressed
more concerns related to employment issues. The deviation of
profiles from the first lockdown to the second lockdown also
shows how the identified profiles took different shapes
depending on the concerns at that point in time. Such behavior
profiling enables the understanding of different groups of people
with different concerns and emotions. Such groups elicit
significant insights and enable us to look at the community from
different perspectives. Based on these behavior changes,
governance and health care policy-making practices could be
tailored to consider different groups of concerns emerging from
different sectors within the community. Insights can also inform
future planning to uplift citizens’mental health during disastrous
events similar to the current pandemic.

Apart from the aforementioned implications, one of the key
outcomes of this study was to showcase the applicability and
capability of using social media conversations to identify,
analyze, and understand human behaviors at scale during a
global crisis. Digital avatars created in social media have
become a derivative of reality. This study showcases that in the
age of social media, it is helpful, or even essential, to study
human behaviors and emotions using their digital
representations.
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Abstract

Background: With the rapid growth of the older adult population worldwide, car accidents involving this population group
have become an increasingly serious problem. Cognitive impairment, which is assessed using neuropsychological tests, has been
reported as a risk factor for being involved in car accidents; however, it remains unclear whether this risk can be predicted using
daily behavior data.

Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate whether speech data that can be collected in everyday life can be used
to predict the risk of an older driver being involved in a car accident.

Methods: At baseline, we collected (1) speech data during interactions with a voice assistant and (2) cognitive assessment
data—neuropsychological tests (Mini-Mental State Examination, revised Wechsler immediate and delayed logical memory,
Frontal Assessment Battery, trail making test-parts A and B, and Clock Drawing Test), Geriatric Depression Scale, magnetic
resonance imaging, and demographics (age, sex, education)—from older adults. Approximately one-and-a-half years later, we
followed up to collect information about their driving experiences (with respect to car accidents) using a questionnaire. We
investigated the association between speech data and future accident risk using statistical analysis and machine learning models.

Results: We found that older drivers (n=60) with accident or near-accident experiences had statistically discernible differences
in speech features that suggest cognitive impairment such as reduced speech rate (P=.048) and increased response time (P=.040).
Moreover, the model that used speech features could predict future accident or near-accident experiences with 81.7% accuracy,
which was 6.7% higher than that using cognitive assessment data, and could achieve up to 88.3% accuracy when the model used
both types of data.

Conclusions: Our study provides the first empirical results that suggest analysis of speech data recorded during interactions
with voice assistants could help predict future accident risk for older drivers by capturing subtle impairments in cognitive function.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e27667)   doi:10.2196/27667

KEYWORDS

cognitive impairment; smart speaker; speech analysis; accident; prevention; older adults; prediction; risk; assistant

Introduction

As the world's older adult population increases, car accidents
involving older adults have become an increasingly serious

social problem. While it has been reported that older drivers
have an increased risk of car accident involvement per unit
distance travelled [1-4], they also showed a substantially higher
rate of serious injury than that of middle-age car drivers [5,6].
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Even in normal aging, there is a decline in many cognitive
abilities related to driving, and this cognitive decline is known
to be one of the risk factors for older adults being involved in
car accidents [7-9]. Associating cognitive assessment scores
with either self-reported car accidents, crash records, or on-road
driving measures has been investigated to identify predictors
of driving safety (in previous empirical studies [7]). In particular,
cognitive abilities such as visual attention, short-term memory,
and executive functions (evaluated with neuropsychological
tests) were consistently shown to have associations with driving
safety [7,10-12]. In this respect, if cognitive impairments
relevant to driving safety in older adults can be inferred solely
from behavior data in everyday situations in a passive way, this
would be beneficial for accident prevention.

Speech in daily life can be used a potential data sources for
determining cognitive impairments related to driving safety.
Speech involves multiple interacting cognitive abilities including
attention, memory, and executive functions [13,14]. Many
empirical studies have used speech data to identify cognitive
impairments resulting from aging and diseases such as
Alzheimer disease [15-18] and characterized speech changes
related to cognitive impairments by extracting linguistic and
paralinguistic features from speech data [19-25]. For example,
difficulties with word finding and word retrieving have been
quantified by tallying pronoun frequency and pause durations
[19,20,24,26-28]. A reduction in speech expressiveness has also
been quantified by measuring lexical diversity and speech rate
[19,23,29-31]. Using a combination of these features, previous
studies [19-25,29] have succeeded in differentiating individuals
with cognitive impairments from healthy controls. Although no
study has investigated the relationship between speech data and
driving safety, it is reasonable to explore the possibility that
speech data could be used for inferring ability to drive safely
from changes in cognitive functioning in older drivers.

At the same time, there is growing interest in using speech data
that can be collected in everyday situations for applications in
health care owing to the popularity of voice-based interaction
systems such as voice assistants in smart speakers and
smartphones [32-34]. One approach is to provide various types
of voice-based tests via a smart-speaker platform. For example,
previous studies [35,36] have used mobile apps for collecting
speech responses to neuropsychological tasks such as verbal
fluency and picture description tasks; they showed accurate
classification rates in detecting patients with Alzheimer disease
[35] and dementia [36]. Another approach is to analyze

health-related insights from speech data collected during daily
voice-based interactions. For example, vocal characteristics in
speech data during typical tasks on smart speakers appeared to
be associated with neuropsychological test scores [37], while
linguistic features extracted from phone conversation data were
significant indicators for differentiating patients with Alzheimer
disease from older adults with normal cognition [38]. This
approach, focusing on speech data that can be collected in
everyday situations, would increase opportunities for frequent
assessment by facilitating passive and unobtrusive monitoring.

In this study, we aimed to investigate the relationship between
speech data and future driving experiences related to car
accidents in healthy older adults by collecting speech data during
interactions with a voice assistant with simulated tasks on smart
speakers and smartphones. We hypothesized that these speech
data could be used for predicting accident risk for older drivers.

Methods

Participants
We recruited healthy older adults aged 60 years or older through
recruiting agencies and advertisements in the local community
in Ibaraki, Japan. All examinations were conducted in Japanese.
Older adults met the inclusion criteria if they were in good
physical and mental health and had no serious diseases,
disabilities, mental illness (eg, major depression, bipolar
disorder, and schizophrenia), or neurodegenerative diseases (eg,
Parkinson disease and dementia). This study was conducted
with the approval of the University of Tsukuba Hospital Ethics
Committee (H29-065). All participants provided written consent
after the procedures of the study had been fully explained.

A total of 71 older individuals participated in the cognitive
assessments and speech data collection (women: 38/71, 53.5%;
age: range 61-80 years, mean 71.1, SD 4.9). Of the original 71
participants, 60 consented to the follow-up study about their
driving experiences (women: 33/60, 55.0%; age: range 61-80
years, mean 70.8, SD 5.1; Table 1). They were contacted again
approximately one-and-a-half years after the speech data
collection (mean 17.3 months, SD 2.7) and answered a
questionnaire on their driving experiences within the past year.
The questionnaire included free-form questions about accidents
and near accidents; near accidents were described as infractions
and any other incidents while driving that they deemed to be
dangerous regardless of severity and culpability.
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Table 1. Demographic and assessment data for study participants.

P valueIndividuals with accident or near-
accident experiences (n=26)

Individuals without accident or
near-accident experiences (n=34)

Total (N=60)Variable

.4571.3 (5.3)70.5 (4.9)70.8 (5.1)Age (years), mean (SD)

.9313.6 (2.1)13.7 (2.2)13.7 (2.2)Education (years), mean (SD)

.53Sex, n (%)

10 (38)17 (50)27 (45)Men

16 (62)17 (50)33 (55)Women

.2827.9 (1.8)27.4 (1.8)27.6 (1.8)Mini-Mental State Examinationa, mean (SD)

.4310.2 (4.0)9.1 (3.7)9.6 (3.8)LM IAb, mean (SD)

.747.6 (3.6)7.3 (3.7)7.5 (3.6)LM IIAc, mean (SD)

.4514.2 (2.7)13.4 (2.7)13.7 (2.7)Frontal Assessment Batteryd, mean (SD)

.7232.6 (10.1)33.6 (9.7)33.2 (9.8)Trail making test-part A (seconds), mean (SD)

.7181.3 (28.2)95.7 (60.9)89.5 (49.7)Trail making test-part B (seconds), mean (SD)

.366.7 (1.0)6.7 (0.7)6.7 (0.8)Clock Drawing Teste, mean (SD)

.623.1 (2.4)2.8 (2.4)2.9 (2.4)Geriatric Depression Scalef, mean (SD)

.860.9 (0.7)0.8 (0.4)0.9 (0.6)Severity scores for atrophy in medial temporal
structures, mean (SD)

aThe total possible score ranges from 0 to 30.
bLM IA: immediate recall of the logical memory-story A of the Wechsler memory scale-revised for episodic memory; the total possible score ranges
from 0 to 25.
cLM IIA: delayed recall of the logical memory-story A of the Wechsler memory scale-revised for episodic memory; the total possible score ranges from
0 to 25.
dThe total possible score ranges from 0 to 18.
eThe total possible score ranges from 0 to 7.
fThe total possible score ranges from 0 to 15.

Cognitive Assessments
Cognitive assessments and examinations were those typically
used for the diagnosis of dementia and comprised 12 variables:
age, sex, education, 7 neuropsychological test scores
(Mini-Mental State Examination for global cognition; immediate
and delayed recall of the logical memory-story A of the
Wechsler memory scale-revised for episodic memory; the
Frontal Assessment Battery for executive function; the trail
making test-part A and B for executive function and attention;
and the clock drawing test for visuospatial function), and 2
clinical scores (Geriatric Depression Scale and the severity of
medial temporal lobe atrophy). The severity of medial temporal
lobe atrophy was evaluated using structural magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scans—1.5 T, T1-weighted images and a 3D
gradient-echo sequence—with the following parameters: sagittal
orientation with 1.2-mm thick sections; time repetition/time
echo: 2400/3.52 milliseconds; flip angle: 8°; field of view:
192×192. We expressed the severity of medial temporal lobe
atrophy as a Z score relative to cognitively healthy adults by
using a standalone, voxel-based specific regional analysis system
for Alzheimer disease [39]. Two psychiatrists (KN and TA)
reviewed the results of the cognitive assessments and confirmed
that participants did not meet the criteria for dementia based on
those of the National Institute on Aging and Alzheimer's

Association and Alzheimer disease Neuroimaging Initiative 2
[40].

Speech Data Collection
We simulated conversations with a voice assistant on modern
smart speakers and smartphones and collected the speech data
while performing 3 typical task scenarios: information retrieval
(asking for tomorrow’s weather), shopping online (booking a
movie ticket), and personal schedule management (creating a
calendar event). The tasks began with a simple scenario and
then advanced to the more complicated ones. Each task started
with an initiating question from the system (“what can I help
you with?”), with follow-up questions that asked for detailed
information related to the task. The follow-up questions were
presented in a fixed order. The questions consisted of four
categories—open-ended, to which participants responded with
a free-form sentence (Multimedia Appendix 1: Table S1);
multiple choice, to which participants responded by choosing
one of the options stated in the question; prepared input, to
which participants responded with information (eg, passcode)
specified by the experimenter; and confirmation, to which
participants responded by accepting or rejecting a statement
made by the system. The system presented at least 22 questions
in total to each participant for the 3 tasks.
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To simulate conversations, we took a Wizard-of-Oz [41]
approach, in which the participants were told that they were
talking with a computer system, though in fact the interaction
was mediated by an experimenter (ie, the wizard). We chose
this approach so that we could avoid uncertain factors such as
errors in automatic speech recognition. During the tasks, the
experimenter made the system present a question. After the
participant responded, the experimenter prompted the system
to move onto the next question if the response contained the
necessary information corresponding to the question; otherwise,
they would repeat the same question. Each open-ended, multiple
choice, and prepared input question presented by the system
was scripted in advance and the same for all participants. For
confirmation questions, we prepared several variations for each
question and the experimenter chose one, depending on the
participant’s previous response. For example, the experimenter

chose “you are purchasing one ticket, is it OK?” or “you are
purchasing two tickets, is it OK?” to have the participant confirm
the number of tickets to book.

The interface for speech data collection was implemented as a
tablet-based app on an Apple iPad Air 2. In the experiment,
participants sat down in front of the tablet and talked with the
system (Figure 1a). During the tasks, the tablet showed a screen
indicating whether it was speaking (Figure 1b) or listening
(Figure 1c). The experimenter sat behind the participant and
operated the system by using a separate interface hidden from
the participants. Speech data were recorded in raw format with
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz through the embedded microphone
in the tablet. Each experimental session took approximately 30
minutes per participant, including instructions and wrap-up.
Additional details about our apparatus and procedure have been
previously published [37].

Figure 1. Overview of experimental setup: (a) setup for collecting speech data, (b) screen showing participant's turn, and (c) screen showing the tablet's
turn.

Data Analysis
From each participant’s speech data, we automatically extracted
84 paralinguistic speech features used in previous studies on
inferring cognitive impairments and detecting early signs of
Alzheimer disease [19,20,23,27-29,31,42,43]. They consisted
of 56 acoustic features and 28 prosodic features.

The acoustic features consisted of features related to
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), jitter, and
shimmer. We used the mean and first-order derivatives of the
first 12 MFCCs, which represent the short-term power spectrum
of the speech signal. Jitter and shimmer features measure
cycle-to-cycle variations of fundamental frequency and
amplitude [44]. Prosodic features included speech rate, pitch
variability, phonation time, number of phonemes needed for
completing tasks, response time, total pause duration, and
proportion of long pauses (pauses >0.8 seconds). Both acoustic
and prosodic features were extracted from each task’s speech
data separately. We used Python (version 3.8) audio-processing
libraries (librosa, version 0.8.0 [45]; Signal_Analysis, version
0.1.26 [46]).

Statistical analyses were performed using Statistics and Machine
Learning Toolbox (version 11.1) for MATLAB (version R2017a,
The MathWorks Inc) environment. To assess the differences in
each variable between participants with and without accident
or near-accident experiences, we used 2-sided Mann-Whitney
tests for continuous data and chi-square tests for categorical

data. We did not correct for multiple comparisons, and P values
<.05 were considered significant.

The prediction models for differentiating individuals with and
without accident or near-accident experiences were built using
multiple types of binary classifiers with automatic sequential
forward selection of features. Model performance was evaluated
with both leave-one-subject-out cross validation and 100
iterations of 10-fold cross-validation methods. The classifiers
included k-nearest neighbors [47], random forest [48] and
support vector machine [49]. The parameters that we studied
were as follows: the number of neighbors for the k-nearest
neighbors; the number and the maximum depth of trees for
random forest; kernel functions, penalty parameter, and the
parameter associated with the width of the radial basis function
kernel for the support vector machine. We performed an
exhaustive grid search to determine these parameters. The
algorithms were implemented using the Python scikit-learn
package (version 0.23.2).

Results

For speech data collection (the 30-minute sessions), we obtained
an average of 23.8 responses within 100.2 seconds (SD 28.6)
from each participant. The average response duration of each
task scenario ranged from 17.4 to 59.6 seconds (mean 33.41,
SD 9.5). The average duration of a single response for each
participant ranged from 1.1 to 7.6 seconds (mean 4.2, SD 1.1).
At follow-up, 26 of the 60 participants (43.3%) reported car
accident or near-accident experiences within the previous year.
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Of those, 23 participants reported a near-accident experience,
2 reported accidents, and 1 reported both. The near-accidents
consisted of near-misses with a car or pedestrian resulting in a
sense of fear and anxiety (eg, from failure to notice a crossing
pedestrian), errors in operation (eg, stepping on the accelerator
instead of the brake), and unintentional violations (eg, entering
the opposite lane).

In comparisons between individuals with and without accident
or near-accident experiences, there were no significant
differences in any cognitive assessment variables (age: P=.45;
education year: P=.93; sex: P=.53; Mini-Mental State
Examination: P=.28; immediate and delayed recall of the logical
memory-story A of the Wechsler memory scale-revised: P=.43,
P=.74; the Frontal Assessment Battery: P=.45; the trail making
test-part A and B: P=.72, P=.71; the clock drawing test: P=.36;
Geriatric Depression Scale: P=.62; severity scores for atrophy
in medial temporal structures: P=.86; Table 1); however, we
found 10 speech features with significant
differences—ΔMFCC1: P=.005, ΔMFCC4: P=.043, ΔMFCC5:
P=.011, ΔMFCC7: P=.035, ΔMFCC12: P=.023; jitter: P=.034;
response time: P=.040; proportion of long pauses: P=.044;
speech rate: P=.048; and number of phonemes needed for
completing tasks: P=.049 (Figure 2; Multimedia Appendix 1:
Table S2). Those with accident or near-accident experiences
showed decreased speech rate and jitter as well as increased
response time and long pauses. These speech features were
reported in previous studies as significant indicators of changes
in cognitive function, and the trends in their changes were
consistent with those observed in individuals with cognitive
impairments and patients with Alzheimer disease and mild

cognitive impairment (for speech rate [23,27,31]; for jitter
[42,43]; for response time [20,27]; for proportion of long pause
[27,28]).

To visualize whether the variance seen among a variable set is
capable of discriminating between individuals with and without
potential future accident or near-accident experiences, we
performed principal component analysis on 2 variable sets: the
12 cognitive assessment variables and 10 speech features (Figure
3). The cognitive assessment variable set had little capability
to differentiate the groups; there was considerable overlap and
no clear separation. In contrast, the speech variable set enabled
some separation of the groups.

Input variables for the classification models were either or both
the 12 cognitive assessment variables and 10 speech features.
When model performance was evaluated with
leave-one-subject-out cross-validation, with only the cognitive
assessment variables, we obtained 75.0% accuracy (65.4%
sensitivity, 82.4% specificity, and 69.4% F1 score; Figure 4a),
with only the speech features, the model accuracy increased to
81.7% accuracy (65.4% sensitivity, 94.1% specificity, and
75.6% F1 score; Figure 4b), and with speech features and
cognitive assessment variables combined, performance improved
further (88.3% accuracy, 88.5% sensitivity, 88.2% specificity,
and 86.8% F1 score; Figure 4c). When we evaluated the model
using 10-fold cross validation, the results showed similar trends
(Multimedia Appendix 1: Table S3): the model using the
cognitive assessment variables achieved 75.5% accuracy (95%
CI 75.1-75.9), the model using speech features achieved 80.1%
accuracy (95% CI 79.7-80.5), and the model using both types
of features achieved 85.5% accuracy (95% CI 85.1-85.9).

Figure 2. Box plots (line and diamond represent median and mean, respectively) for speech features with significant differences between individuals
with and without accident or near-accident experiences—jitter: P=.034; response time: P=.040; speech rate: P=.048.

Figure 3. Principal component analysis plots using (a) cognitive assessment variables and (b) speech features, with confidence interval ellipsoid set to
0.95. PC: principal component.
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Figure 4. Confusion matrixes for predicting future accident risks of older drivers obtained using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation for models
with (a) cognitive assessment variables, (b) speech features, and (c) cognitive assessment variables and speech features combined. The number in
parentheses indicates the number of participants. wo: without; w: with.

Discussion

Principal Results
In light of the increasing demand for preventing car accidents
involving older adults, we investigated the possibility that future
accident risk related to cognitive impairments could be
automatically predicted with passive unobtrusive monitoring.
To this end, we focused on speech data because many previous
studies have succeeded in quantifying and detecting cognitive
impairments from speech data [19,20,23,27-29,31,42,43], speech
data are becoming more accessible, and voice-based interaction
systems such as voice assistants are becoming more popular
[32-34].

The statistical analysis showed that the speech data collected
during typical tasks on smart speakers and smartphones had
statistically discernible speech features between older drivers
with and without accident or near-accident experiences. These
speech features indicated that older drivers with these
experiences tended to show decreased speech rate and jitter as
well as increased response time and long pauses. These changes
in speech features were reported as statistically significant
signatures for cognitive impairments by previous studies on
patients with Alzheimer disease and mild cognitive impairment
[19,20,23,27-29,31,42,43]. The results suggest that speech
features could capture subtle impairments of cognitive function
in older drivers. On the other hand, we found no differences in
any cognitive assessment variables, but this could be explained
by the criteria for driving risks that differed from those in
previous studies [7,10,12,50-53]. While previous studies
compared older drivers with and without car-accident
experiences regardless of having near-car-accident experiences
and reported significant differences in cognitive assessment
scores between them [7,10,12,50-53], we focused on both
accident and near-accident experiences, and the majority of the
high-risk group in our study were individuals with near-accident
experiences but without actual car accidents. Speech data and
cognitive assessment results suggest that eliciting discernible
changes relevant to future near-accident experiences may require
cognitive assessment for subtle impairments, such as, test
batteries used for screening preclinical Alzheimer disease
[54,55]. Even so, if speech data during interactions with voice
assistants can be used for predicting future accident risk, it
would greatly increase the accessibility of early screening with
a relatively low burden.

The classification model using speech features achieved 81.7%
accuracy, which is 6.7% higher than that using cognitive
assessment data, and models achieved up to 88.3% accuracy

with both combined. Dimensional reduction and visualization
using principal component analysis, an unsupervised method,
showed that the feature space with speech data was better able
to separate those with and without accident or near-accident
experiences than the feature space with cognitive assessment
variables. These results and those of the statistical analysis
indicate that speech data during typical tasks with voice
assistants could have comparable (or possibly more) information
for predicting future accident risks of older drivers compared
with the standard cognitive assessments.

Our results show paralinguistic speech characteristics were
useful for predicting future accident risks of older drivers.
Previous user-interface studies reported that voice input was
effective and was preferable as an input modality for older adults
[56-58], while other studies reported that the performance of
automatic speech recognition tended to be worse in older adults
than in other age groups [59,60]. From this perspective, our
results suggest that models for predicting future accident risks
of older drivers can be made robust against errors of automatic
speech recognition by exploiting paralinguistic features.

Our results highlight the possibility that cognitive impairments
related to future car accident risks could be detected using
speech data collected in everyday life. Assistive and automated
driving systems are promising technologies that may help older
adults with cognitive challenges to safely continue driving [61].
Recent studies suggested the importance of individual
differences in cognitive abilities for assistive and automated
driving technologies for older adults [62,63] because literature
has suggested that cognitive abilities affect both performance
with automated technology and perceptions of automation (ie,
trust) [64,65]. Hence, our approach to detect cognitive
impairments associated with driving risks might provide useful
information for the personalization of assistive and automated
driving systems based on the cognitive abilities of older adults.

Limitations
Our work had several limitations. First, we collected speech
data in a lab setting. The controlled setting might affect the way
people interact with a voice assistant. In future work, data
collection in free-living situations using voice assistants would
be needed along with additional interaction scenarios. Second,
the sample size was limited. In spite of this limitation, our
statistical analysis of speech features showed consistent trends
indicating subtle cognitive impairments in older adults with
future accident or near-accident experiences, and the prediction
performance (to predict independent future accidents) using
speech features was as high as 88%, even when the classifier
was trained on a subsample. From these perspectives, we believe
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that our results can be confirmed by future studies. Third, our
definition of future car accident risks was based on self-reports
of accident and near-accident experiences. In future work, we
need to consider obtaining more objective measures for accident
risks by combining self-reports with on-road driving
assessments, informant reports, or drive recorder videos.

Conclusion
Given the increasing demand for car accident prevention
involving older adults, we explored the possibility of predicting
future accident risks associated with cognitive impairments by
using behavioral data that can be collected in everyday life. To
this end, we focused on speech data collected during interactions
with voice assistants in smart speakers and smartphones and
investigated the associations with future accident risks by

following up with older drivers. We found that (1) older drivers
with accident or near-accident experiences had statistically
discernible changes in speech features, implying cognitive
impairments, and (2) the machine learning model using speech
features could predict future accident or near-accident
experiences with up to 88.3% accuracy. Although further studies
with speech data collected in everyday life and objective data
for near-accidents are needed, our study provides the first
empirical results suggesting that speech data during interactions
with voice assistants in smart speakers and smartphones could
help predict future accident risks of older drivers by capturing
subtle impairments in cognitive function. We believe that our
results can be used in future efforts toward preventing driving
accidents of older adults through continuous passive unobtrusive
monitoring.
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Abstract

Background: Voice-controlled intelligent personal assistants (VIPAs), such as Amazon Echo and Google Home, involve
artificial intelligence–powered algorithms designed to simulate humans. Their hands-free interface and growing capabilities have
a wide range of applications in health care, covering off-clinic education, health monitoring, and communication. However,
conflicting factors, such as patient safety and privacy concerns, make it difficult to foresee the further development of VIPAs in
health care.

Objective: This study aimed to develop a plausible scenario for the further development of VIPAs in health care to support
decision making regarding the procurement of VIPAs in health care organizations.

Methods: We conducted a two-stage Delphi study with an internationally recruited panel consisting of voice assistant experts,
medical professionals, and representatives of academia, governmental health authorities, and nonprofit health associations having
expertise with voice technology. Twenty projections were formulated and evaluated by the panelists. Descriptive statistics were
used to derive the desired scenario.

Results: The panelists expect VIPAs to be able to provide solid medical advice based on patients’ personal health information
and to have human-like conversations. However, in the short term, voice assistants might neither provide frustration-free user
experience nor outperform or replace humans in health care. With a high level of consensus, the experts agreed with the potential
of VIPAs to support elderly people and be widely used as anamnesis, informational, self-therapy, and communication tools by
patients and health care professionals. Although users’ and governments’ privacy concerns are not expected to decrease in the
near future, the panelists believe that strict regulations capable of preventing VIPAs from providing medical help services will
not be imposed.

Conclusions: According to the surveyed experts, VIPAs will show notable technological development and gain more user trust
in the near future, resulting in widespread application in health care. However, voice assistants are expected to solely support
health care professionals in their daily operations and will not be able to outperform or replace medical staff.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25312)   doi:10.2196/25312

KEYWORDS

Delphi study; medical informatics; voice-controlled intelligent personal assistants; internet of things; smart devices

Introduction

Overview
With their expanding capabilities, voice-controlled intelligent
personal assistants (VIPAs), such as Amazon Echo and Google

Home, profoundly change the way people interact with
technology [1]. Using natural language processing (NLP) or
natural language understanding (NLU), as well as cloud data
storage, VIPAs can process nearly any human request in real
time, mimicking natural human communication [2]. Following
the recent Dr Google phenomenon [3], conversational agents
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have quickly become a source of knowledge for health-related
requests, providing information on various physical and mental
health conditions [4]. Over the past years, advances in machine
learning, particularly in neural networks, have enabled
voice-based technologies to assist health professionals during
medical consultation [5], provide diagnostic support [6], assist
elderly people in their daily routines [7,8], and promote an
overall healthier lifestyle [9]. Furthermore, intelligent assistants
show potential in recognizing emotions and developing
robot-human relationships with users [10,11], which can open
a wide range of new applications for mental health patients,
after-diagnosis support, and treatment of chronic conditions
[12]. In particular, the current COVID-19 pandemic might
trigger telemedical approaches involving VIPAs [13].

However, the potential to improve treatment efficiency and save
costs comes with possible safety and privacy risks [5,14].
Incomplete or incorrect health-related information, such as
first-aid instructions or medication recommendations, may lead
to patient harm, especially when users blindly follow the
instructions of VIPAs without understanding the limitations of
the technology [15]. Serious privacy concerns about the use,
disclosure, and protection of personal health data may also keep
users from sharing health information and therefore have a large
impact on customer acceptance of online health care applications
[16].

Such conflicting influences on the adoption of VIPAs make it
difficult to foresee their further development. At the same time,
the disruptive potential of the technology in health care urges
companies to innovate to be able to meet consumer requirements
in the future [17]. The necessity to respond to market changes
creates a need for an insightful technological forecast, which
could support decision making within organizations, facilitate
smooth innovation processes, and help companies to maintain
or even advance their competitiveness [18]. Despite a wide
selection of literature on intelligent voice assistants and their
use in health care, the majority of studies have focused on
specific therapy areas or functions, such as health coaching
[19,20], disease detection [21], applications in psychotherapy
[22,23], and others. The overall state and current progress of
the field were recently examined by Laranjo et al and
Montenegro et al [5,24]. However, studies using widely
recognized foresight or forecasting methods, such as a Delphi
study, that can shed light on the further development of
conversational agents in health care do not exist to date. This
paper aimed to fill this gap and present a comprehensive future
scenario of the adoption of VIPAs in health care, based on a
two-round expert online survey. In particular, the main
technology trends, customer acceptance development, promising
use cases, and possible regulation changes in the next 5 years
have been examined.

With our findings, we contribute to ubiquitous health-related
computing services (uHealth) and more specifically VIPAs by
forecasting their further development in regard to technology,
consumer acceptance, potential use cases, and privacy and data
protection regulations, and by drawing practical conclusions
for health care providers.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section provides a brief technical background of VIPAs and
covers the main factors affecting adoption in health care. The
methodology section provides details on the Delphi technique
and the main steps carried out during the study. Conclusively,
the research findings are presented, followed by a discussion
of research limitations and suggestions for future research.

Background
A voice assistant is an artificial intelligence–powered computer
system that aims to imitate human intelligence while engaging
in realistic conversations with users [25]. The current most
popular examples are Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Apple
Siri, Microsoft Cortana, and Samsung Bibxy [26]. As of 2020,
VIPAs are integrated in numerous devices, like smartphones,
speakers, smartwatches, smart televisions, cars, headphones,
game consoles, and household appliances [26]. Unless the
system is deactivated by the user, the software always listens
for trigger keywords, such as “Alexa” and “Hey Siri,” and
automatically starts audio recording when awakened [2]. The
request is then transmitted to the cloud, processed using NLU,
and assigned to a specific intention. Depending on the inquiry,
the server will provide relevant information for the voice
assistant to be presented to the user or execute tasks with
numerous voice applications and connected devices [2].

Unlike previous intelligent systems, VIPAs can respond to much
larger numbers of requests owing to the constant internet
connection and access to rapidly growing amounts of services
developed directly by VIPA providers or external companies
like Uber, McDonalds, and Disney [2]. Because voice built-in
capabilities (eg, “Alexa Skills” and “Google Actions”) are stored
in the cloud, there is no need for users to download or install
them in contrast to smartphone apps. Third-party voice
extensions can be published for the general public in a voice
app store like Alexa Skills Store or used exclusively within an
organization, which provides a great opportunity for companies
to use VIPAs for their specific needs [27].

Petrock highlights that 33.8% of people from the total US
population are currently using a voice assistant at least monthly
for various requests [26]. This number is predicted to increase
to 36.6% in 2021 [26]. Constantly improving, VIPAs can
execute over 100 different tasks, covering the ability to control
home appliances, answer numerous questions, set reminders
for medications or tasks, shop online, and others [7,28]. In the
health care field, various research trials using virtual assistants
have shown major advancements in physical training, diet
adjustments, accessibility to health information, etc [5,29,30].
However, according to the number of applications already
available on the market, the use of voice assistants in the health
care context is in its early days in comparison to entertainment,
information search, navigation, and calling [26]. Several
innovative health care providers, like Mayo Clinic, Boston
Children’s Hospital, Atrium Health, and Deloitte, have
introduced their voice solutions for Alexa ranging from first
aid help and home care treatment to medical appointment
scheduling and patient communication [31]. Still, most health
care companies are hesitant to adopt VIPAs, primarily due to
legal compliance and privacy concerns. At present, given that
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private health care data may be shared by a patient using a
virtual assistant, health care providers have the option of getting
access to Amazon’s Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act–compliant solution for US-based Alexa
Skills or building their own voice assistant [31].

Another important barrier for the adoption of VIPAs in health
care is privacy concerns. Amazon, Apple, Google, Facebook,
and Microsoft have all been using third-party human contractors
who listen to user audio recordings to improve the quality of
NLU [31]. Since private consumer data had been shared without
user consensus, major data privacy concerns can arise from the
user side.

Methods

Delphi Study
To generate a plausible scenario for the use of VIPAs in health
care, a two-stage Delphi study was conducted online. The Delphi
method is a forecasting technique that relies on experts in a
particular field to identify technology developments and trends
[32]. According to research guidelines, experts anonymously
provide their answers to a standardized questionnaire over at
least two rounds [33]. The interim results of each round are
summarized and fed back to the experts during the next stage
to narrow the statistical spread and facilitate concurrence among
the participants [34-38].

As Wright et al described, a Delphi study is especially suitable
in cases requiring human judgmental input owing to missing
historical or technical data, such as forecasting the development
of emerging technologies [39]. In contrast to
causal-deterministic natural development processes, such as the
weather, societal changes are based on human intentions, social
interactions, and coincidence [40]. Therefore, societal forecasts
can be deduced from subjective expert knowledge and
experience-based assessments [41]. The Delphi method
surpasses similar interactive group techniques regarding
accuracy and efficacy [42-44], and has been frequently used in
various fields. In their bibliometric analysis, Flostrand et al
found 175 Delphi-related papers in the business field and 1462
papers in the health care field in the period between 1975 and
2017 [45]. Although health care research often aims to find a
consensus in general, without a future focus, it has also been
applied to examine future developments and tendencies [46-49].
Therefore, the Delphi technique is appropriate to support health

care providers’ strategic decision making in regard to VIPA
implementation.

Formulation of Projections
The topic under investigation is the future of VIPAs in health
care within the next 5 years. This timeframe was used owing
to the rapid development of the technology, which complicates
forecasting the further development regarding VIPAs within a
wider time span. Furthermore, the given time period serves the
purpose of this study to provide health care organizations with
clear guidance regarding the necessity and application of VIPAs
in the near future.

According to our knowledge, the future of VIPAs in health care
has not been examined in other studies yet. Hence, an
exploratory approach was applied to achieve a broad rather than
deep scenario. We determined four thematic sections
(technology, consumer acceptance, potential use cases, and
privacy and data protection regulations) that were supposed to
be investigated. As a consequence of this multisection approach,
we omitted deeper investigations of each topic in greater detail
to ensure an appropriate length of the questionnaire and thus to
avoid a low response and high dropout rate from the experts.
We considered 20 projections as appropriate for the
questionnaire. An equal number of projections per section was
not considered necessary.

The formulation of the projections followed a systematic
process. First, we conducted desk research (based on academic
journals; publications by relevant health associations,
consultancies, and state authorities; news articles; and social
media posts) and brainstormed to identify relevant issues for
the four sections. Second, a small expert panel consisting of
two information technology (IT) and two health care experts
reviewed the list of issues, without adding or removing items.
Third, the issues were transformed into projections. We aimed
to formulate the projections in a plausible way such that they
could be agreed to. However, implausible statements could also
be incorporated into a Delphi study, since both the acceptance
of a plausible projection and the rejection of an implausible
projection represent the same general trend and can equally
contribute to the resulting scenario [50]. Fourth, the list of
projections was forwarded to the small expert panel again for
review. As a consequence, some formulations became more
precise and concise. The final list of projections is presented in
Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Delphi projections (within the next 5 years).

Cluster 1: Technology

1. Voice-controlled intelligent personal assistants (VIPAs) will be able to give solid medical advice based on personal medical information, instructions,
and plans.

2. VIPAs will be able to hold a human-like conversation.

3. VIPAs will be able to take into account patients’ emotions, moods, and traits.

4. VIPAs will outperform humans in the quality of anamnesis and the ability to have the complete medical history available.

Cluster 2: Consumer Acceptance

5. From a patient’s perspective, VIPAs will provide a frustration-free user experience.

6. A high number of patients will regularly use VIPAs for health-related inquiries.

7. Owing to simple use, a high share of elderly people will use VIPAs.

8. The majority of patients will prefer human communication over VIPA communication when in need of psychological support.

9. The majority of patients will prefer VIPAs owing to time and cost savings.

10. Patients will consider trust in content providers (owners of voice applications, such as hospitals and pharmaceutical companies) as more important
than trust in VIPA providers (eg, Amazon and Google).

Cluster 3: Potential Use Cases

11. VIPAs will be widely used as remote and in-house real-time anamnesis tools.

12. VIPAs will be widely used as diagnostic support tools for diseases that can be detected through speech characteristics.

13. VIPAs will be widely used as hands-free instruction tools for medical staff (eg, in sterile environments).

14. VIPAs will be widely used as communication tools between medical staff and patients.

15. VIPAs will be widely used as self-therapy tools for patients outside the clinic.

Cluster 4: Privacy and Data Protection Regulations

16. The majority of VIPAs will be compliant with the applicable regulations regarding protected health information.

17. The majority of VIPA providers will discontinue the use of subcontractors to increase trust in data security.

18. Government privacy concerns will greatly decrease.

19. The majority of customers will deliberately share sensitive health information with VIPAs.

20. Too strict regulations will inhibit VIPAs to provide reliable high-quality medical help services.

Panelists
Expert selection is essential for the quality of the resulting
forecast [36,51-54]. Following a purposive sampling approach
[55], the experts were chosen based on their expertise in the
field [33,54,56]. For this study, we searched for the following
expert groups: (1) managers from VIPA manufacturers or
developers (with job titles such as business development
manager and product manager), (2) IT experts from VIPA
manufacturers and developers (with job titles such as data
scientist, software development engineer, and UX designer),
(3) managers from hospitals (with job titles such as executive
director, chief innovation officer, and chief technology officer),
(4) physicians from hospitals, (5) researchers (especially
professors) working in the academic fields of health care
management, health care economics, or health care law, (6)
representatives of state authorities related to health care and
nongovernmental health care associations, and (7) health care
consultants. Eligible participants were identified through
scholarly publications, conference presentations, and

field-specific expert awards related to VIPAs, and job
descriptions or posts on the professional social network
LinkedIn.

Overall, 154 experts were invited to complete the survey. Of
these, 35 experts participated in the first round and 27 remained
in the second round. The dropout rate of 22.9% is below the
30% rate that is considered acceptable [57,58]. The majority of
Delphi panels involve 15 to 35 participants [57], acknowledging
seven [59] to 10 [58] as the minimum. Especially in regard to
the infancy of the field, the panel selection in this study is
considered adequate to achieve the research goal. The panel
structure is presented in Table 1. Unfortunately, we were unable
to recruit participants from state authorities related to health
care or from nongovernmental health care associations, as well
as health care consultants. The low proportion of female
participants represents the gender distribution in the field of
artificial intelligence. Similarly, the prevalence of experts from
the North, Central, and South America (AMER) region mirrors
the relatively high level of voice technology development and
VIPA application in health care in the United States.
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Table 1. Panel demographics.

Second round (n=27), n (%)First round (n=35), n (%)Characteristic

Gender

17 (63)25 (71)Male

9 (33)9 (26)Female

1 (4)1 (3)Other

Age (years)

1 (4)3 (9)<30

9 (33)10 (29)30-40

7 (26)9 (26)41-50

8 (30)10 (29)51-60

2 (7)3 (9)>60

Affiliation

4 (15)5 (14)Information technology expert (VIPAa firm)

8 (30)9 (26)Manager (VIPA firm)

5 (19)8 (23)Manager (hospital)

3 (11)7 (20)Physician (hospital)

7 (26)6 (17)Researcher (academia)

0 (0)0 (0)Representative (authorities or association)

0 (0)0 (0)Health care consultant

Region

17 (67)17 (49)AMERb

9 (30)14 (40)EMEAc

1 (4)4 (11)APACd

aVIPA: voice-controlled intelligent personal assistant.
bAMER: North, Central, and South America.
cEMEA: Europe, Middle-East, and Africa.
dAPAC: Asia Pacific.

Data Collection
The questionnaire covered the 20 projections presented in
Textbox 1. The experts were asked to provide their level of
agreement with the future statements, using a 4-point Likert
scale (“do not agree,” “somewhat disagree,” “somewhat agree,”
and “agree”). An even-numbered Likert scale was used to avoid
neutral responses [41]. Further, demographic data, such as
gender, age, profession, and location, were collected from the
participants (Table 1).

To minimize the possibility of misinterpretation of the
statements and prevent technical problems with the survey tool,
pretests were conducted prior to each round. The first survey
round was executed between September 18 and 29, 2020,
followed by the second round between October 7 and 14, 2020.

Results

Descriptive Statistics
According to Delphi study guidelines, the most probable future
scenario is generated from the accumulation of the group
consensus on each projection. The panel’s agreement on each
statement is concluded from the aggregation of individual
assessments. The following numerical values were assigned to
the response options to enable the calculation of statistical
distribution: “do not agree,” 1; “somewhat disagree,” 2;
“somewhat agree,” 3; and “agree,” 4.

Considering resistance toward outliers and the potential risk of
statistical biases, the median is favored over the mean as the
statistical average for Delphi studies [36,41]. Scattering of the
responses is evaluated by IQR, which is the difference between
the upper quartile (x0.75) and the lower quartile (x0.25). A low
IQR indicates a high level of agreement, whereas a high IQR
reflects a high level of discord [41].
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Table 2 depicts the detailed results for both rounds. In the second
round, no projection received strong agreement (median 4). The
experts somewhat agreed (median 3) with most of the
projections, namely projections 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15,
16, and 19. They somewhat disagreed with projections 3, 4, 5,
9, 12, 17, and 20, and even strongly disagreed with projection
18.

During the second round, only slight changes occurred. The
median did not change for the majority of the projections. For
projections 3 and 5, the experts revised their assessment from
partial agreement to partial disagreement. Further, the median
changed from slight to strong disagreement for projection 18.
The IQR did not rise for any projection except for projection 9,
showing increased insecurity in the panel, but reduced (as

aimed) for eight projections, namely projections 2, 4, 7, 10, 13,
16, 17, and 18. Generally, the IQR evaluation shows a high
level of consensus among participants. Additionally, to measure
the level of consensus, Kendall W coefficient of concordance
was calculated for both rounds [60]. The value can vary from
0 to 1, but is somewhat difficult to interpret, as it does not depict
a linear rise. However, closer proximity to 1 reflects stronger
agreement [61,62]. Kendall W equaled 0.1188

(χ2
19=78.9689, P<.001) for the first round and 0.2948

(χ2
19=151.2496, P<.001) for the second round of the Delphi

study. As expected, the level of consensus among panelists
increased in the course of the study. In light of the level of
consensus and only minor variations between the rounds, no
further iterations were required.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

DifferenceSecond round (n=27)First round (n=35)Cluster and projection

IQRX0.75X0.5X0.25IQRX0.75X0.5X0.25IQRX0.75
cX0.5

bX0.25
a

Cluster 1: Technology

0000133213321

-1-100133224322

00-10132213323

-1-100122123214

Cluster 2: Consumer acceptance

000-1032213325

0000143314336

-1-100133224327

0000243224328

100-1232113229

-10011433243210

Cluster 3: Potential use cases

00001332133211

00001322132212

-1-1001332243213

00001332133214

00001332133215

Cluster 4: Privacy and data protection regulations

-2-1010333243216

-1-1000222132217

-1-1-101211232118

00001332133219

00001322132220

aX0.25: lower quartile.
bX0.5: median quartile.
cX0.75: upper quartile.
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Scenario
According to the surveyed experts, VIPAs will show notable
technological development and gain more trust among users in
the next 5 years, resulting in their widespread utilization in
health care. However, voice assistants are expected to only
support health care professionals in their daily operations and
will not be able to outperform or replace medical staff.

Within the next 5 years, the respondents expect a high
percentage of patients to use VIPAs for health-related inquiries
on a regular basis. Remarkably, a large proportion of elderly
people will use voice assistants owing to their screen-free simple
interface. Although experts agreed on the ability of VIPAs to
hold a human-like conversation in the next 5 years, the given
timeframe is still assessed as too short for the technology to be
able to provide a frustration-free user experience.

Anticipating extensive use of voice assistants in health care,
experts mentioned communicational, anamnesis, and
self-therapy tools for patients and medical staff as the most
promising use cases. Still, questioning the ability of VIPAs to
recognize and take patients’ emotions, moods, and traits into
consideration, wide application of conversational assistants as
diagnostic tools is not expected by 2025.

Pursuant to the survey outcome, the majority of voice assistants
will be compliant with the applicable health information
regulations within the time span of 5 years. Furthermore, data
compliance together with trust in content providers, such as
hospitals and pharmaceutical companies, might result in higher
user willingness to share sensitive health information with
VIPAs. While experts strongly rejected the possibility of a
decrease in governmental privacy concerns, strict regulations
capable of preventing VIPAs from providing medical help
services are not expected.

Discussion

Discussion of the Results
In the technology section, the experts expressed discordant
opinions about three of four projections. While the majority of
responders agreed with the ability of VIPAs to provide solid
medical advice based on patients’ medical information,
instructions, and plans within the next 5 years, 48% of the
panelists rejected the statement. Hence, no clear group opinion
could be derived for projection 1. Since not only technological
development but also a comprehensive legal framework is
required to enable voice assistants to provide medical help,
some participants might reject the projection taking into account
broad legal and privacy concerns. The presence of expert

preoccupation with legal issues was confirmed in the fourth
cluster of this study.

Likewise, projection 2 was accepted by the majority (52%) of
panelists. Still, 48% of panelists expressed doubt about the
potential of VIPAs to have a human-like conversation within
the next 5 years. The group skepticism regarding the ability of
VIPAs to accurately imitate human skills is reinforced in
projections 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9. In detail, 81% of the interviewees
believed voice assistants will not be able to outperform humans
in the quality of anamnesis in the next 5 years. Projection 5,
which stated that VIPAs can provide a frustration-free user
experience, was also rejected. Furthermore, 66% of the panel
expected patients to prefer humans over voice assistants when
in need of psychological support.

Questioning the likelihood of the interchangeability between
voice assistants and medical staff in the near future, the experts
agreed with the widespread use of VIPAs as support tools. With
a high level of consensus, 85% of the panel members anticipated
a high number of patients to regularly use VIPAs for
health-related inquires. Notably, no expert strongly disagreed
with the projection.

Examining the most promising use cases, the panelists agreed
on the application of VIPAs by medical staff (eg, in sterile
environments, with a majority of 74%). Accordingly, 70% of
the group expected extensive use of conversational agents
among elderly people and 73% believed patients and health care
professionals will use voice assistants for communication.
Projection 15 suggesting the use of voice assistants as
self-therapy tools was accepted by 59% of the experts. The fact
that 41% of the responders expressed doubt about the given use
case might reflect the general trend of expert skepticism toward
the employment of voice assistants without the presence of
health professionals.

The assumption of a potential decrease in the government’s
privacy concerns was strongly rejected. Only one expert
somewhat agreed with the statement, with the rest of the group
showing slight or strong disagreement. Furthermore, 85% of
the panelists declared they do not expect VIPA providers to
stop using subcontractors who listen to user audio files to
improve the quality of NLU. Thus, data concerns might remain
in place, requiring a new set of regulations. Further research is
required to obtain a better understanding of the available tools
and the amount of time it would take to address regulatory
issues.

From the scenario, several practical implications for health care
providers can be concluded, which have been summarized in
Textbox 2.

Textbox 2. Practical implications for health care providers (within the next 5 years).

• Voice-controlled intelligent personal assistant (VIPA) technology will be mature.

• VIPAs will be accepted by patients, including elderly people.

• VIPAs will be used for regular anamneses, medical staff support, staff-patient communication, and self-therapy.

• Privacy and data protection issues will not harm the dissemination of VIPAs.
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Limitations and Future Research
As this study involves early research on the future use of VIPAs
in health care, several limitations apply to this study, which
could also provide guidance for future research. First, the Delphi
technique develops the most probable future scenario based on
experts’ present knowledge. Thus, although the method
outperforms comparable interactive group forecasting techniques
[42-44], the Delphi study cannot guarantee the exact realization
of the forecast. Second, the range of addressed questions was
limited to keep a sufficient length of the survey and avoid low
response rates from the experts. Therefore, only existing features
and use cases, which are currently in the early days of their
implementation, were examined. The probability of the
emergence of new technologies and applications for VIPAs was
not investigated.

This study aimed to provide clear guidance for health care
companies regarding the current necessity to focus their efforts
on voice technology. Thus, a relatively short time frame of 5
years was chosen. Especially for the Europe, Middle-East, and
Africa (EMEA) and Asia Pacific (APAC) regions, where the
use of voice assistants in health care is in its infancy, the given
time span could potentially interfere with the experts’ future
assumptions.

Currently, the use of voice assistants in health care varies widely
across countries. The quality of NLP/NLU in English greatly
outperforms other languages. Further factors, including the total
user base, tools available for third-party developers, data
protection regulations, and cultural differences, determine the
adoption of VIPAs in general and in particular in health care.
During this study, no large differences were detected comparing
AMER, EMEA, and APAC expert assessments. Still, a study
covering a specific region might provide more insightful
forecasts of VIPA development in a particular geographical
area.

Despite the widespread use of the Delphi technique, a number
of claims have been made regarding its methodology. First,
anonymity is one of the central characteristics of the Delphi
technique, which aims to encourage experts to provide true and
not socially likeable assessments. However, Sackman points
out that anonymity can lead to hasty judgments as a result of
experts’ assurance that there is no necessity to defend their
responses [63]. Second, the Delphi technique requires disclosure

of the interim results of each round to generate a group opinion
that can be claimed to be representative [64]. Some scholars
argue that independent judgement is violated once the panelists
know how others have evaluated each item [64]. Further, this
disclosure can encourage outliers to revise their assessments
owing to group pressure and not because of a changed opinion.
Hence, a reduced IQR rate in Delphi studies can correspond to
the problem of group thinking rather than higher consensus
among experts [36,64,65].

Conclusion
We conducted an international Delphi study and derived a
plausible scenario of the future of voice assistants in health care
within the next 5 years. Twenty projections were designed and
evaluated by an internationally recruited panel consisting of
voice experts, as well as medical professionals and
representatives of academia, health authorities, and
nongovernmental health associations having broad experience
with voice technology.

With a high level of consensus, the experts anticipate widespread
application of VIPAs in various health care domains in the next
5 years. Although conversational assistants are not expected to
replace medical workers, their use as operational supporting
tools for health care professionals has strong potential in the
industry. In detail, the panelists agreed with the capability of
VIPAs to support elderly people and to be widely used as
anamnesis, informational, self-therapy, and communicational
tools by patients and health care professionals. Although users’
and governments’privacy concerns are not expected to decrease
in the near future, the panel members believe that strict
regulations capable of preventing VIPAs from providing medical
help services will not be imposed. To be able to meet consumer
expectations and withstand competition within the next 5 years,
health care companies are advised to carefully observe current
research and development activities in the field of conversational
artificial intelligence and allocate resources to optimize business
processes using VIPAs.

This was an exploratory study on the future of voice assistants
in health care. Hence, a broad rather than deep scenario approach
was applied. Further studies might take a deeper look at one of
the four clusters examined in this study or focus on a specific
geographical area to provide more detailed insights.
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Abstract

Background: Chest pain is one of the most common chief complaints in emergency departments (EDs). Collecting an adequate
medical history is challenging but essential in order to use recommended risk scores such as the HEART score (based on history,
electrocardiogram, age, risk factors, and troponin). Self-reported computerized history taking (CHT) is a novel method to collect
structured medical history data directly from the patient through a digital device. CHT is rarely used in clinical practice, and there
is a lack of evidence for utility in an acute setting.

Objective: This substudy of the Clinical Expert Operating System Chest Pain Danderyd Study (CLEOS-CPDS) aimed to
evaluate whether patients with acute chest pain can interact effectively with CHT in the ED.

Methods: Prospective cohort study on self-reported medical histories collected from acute chest pain patients using a CHT
program on a tablet. Clinically stable patients aged 18 years and older with a chief complaint of chest pain, fluency in Swedish,
and a nondiagnostic electrocardiogram or serum markers for acute coronary syndrome were eligible for inclusion. Patients unable
to carry out an interview with CHT (eg, inadequate eyesight, confusion or agitation) were excluded. Effectiveness was assessed
as the proportion of patients completing the interview and the time required in order to collect a medical history sufficient for
cardiovascular risk stratification according to HEART score.

Results: During 2017-2018, 500 participants were consecutively enrolled. The age and sex distribution (mean 54.3, SD 17.0
years; 213/500, 42.6% women) was similar to that of the general chest pain population (mean 57.5, SD 19.2 years; 49.6% women).
Common reasons for noninclusion were language issues (182/1000, 18.2%), fatigue (158/1000, 15.8%), and inability to use a
tablet (152/1000, 15.2%). Sufficient data to calculate HEART score were collected in 70.4% (352/500) of the patients. Key
modules for chief complaint, cardiovascular history, and respiratory history were completed by 408 (81.6%), 339 (67.8%), and
291 (58.2%) of the 500 participants, respectively, while 148 (29.6%) completed the entire interview (in all 14 modules). Factors
associated with completeness were age 18-69 years (all key modules: Ps<.001), male sex (cardiovascular: P=.04), active workers
(all key modules: Ps<.005), not arriving by ambulance (chief complaint: P=.03; cardiovascular: P=.045), and ongoing chest pain
(complete interview: P=.002). The median time to collect HEART score data was 23 (IQR 18-31) minutes and to complete an
interview was 64 (IQR 53-77) minutes. The main reasons for discontinuing the interview prior to completion (n=352) were
discharge from the ED (101, 28.7%) and tiredness (95, 27.0%).
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Conclusions: A majority of patients with acute chest pain can interact effectively with CHT on a tablet in the ED to provide
sufficient data for risk stratification with a well-established risk score. The utility was somewhat lower in patients 70 years and
older, in patients arriving by ambulance, and in patients without ongoing chest pain. Further studies are warranted to assess
whether CHT can contribute to improved management and prognosis in this large patient group.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03439449; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03439449

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1136/bmjopen-2019-031871

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(4):e25493)   doi:10.2196/25493

KEYWORDS

chest pain; computerized history taking; coronary artery disease; eHealth; emergency department; health informatics; medical
history; risk management

Introduction

Chest pain is one of the most common chief complaints in
emergency departments (EDs) worldwide [1,2]. Aside from
electrocardiogram (ECG) and cardiac biomarkers, the medical
history is regarded as central for management [3,4]. However,
collecting an adequate medical history is a challenge for the
physician due to limited time and is seldom done in a systematic,
standardized way [5]. To improve chest pain management,
emphasis has been put on developing new algorithms and
advanced examinations [6-11].

Self-reported computerized history taking (CHT) is a method
to collect a structured medical history by direct interaction
between patients and a digital device. The concept of
standardized history taking with structured paper questionnaires
had already appeared in the 1940s [12]. The first software for
CHT emerged in the 1960s [13]. Numerous CHT software
programs have been developed and shown to collect more
detailed data, as compared with conventional questionnaires
[14]. CHT has the benefit of being reliable, as it never forgets
to pose a question or diverges from what it is programmed to
do [5]. As well, it can interpret the data instantly [15], which
could aid the physician with complex information processing
in a hectic environment (eg, triage in the ED). In several studies,
CHT software collected more documented information than the
physician (eg, in psychiatric history taking [16], outpatients
with gastrointestinal symptoms [17] or dyslipidemia [18]). For
the patient, highlighted benefits are that there is good acceptance
of the software [14,16]; the patient is more likely to share
sensitive information [14]; and consultation can be focused on
identifying concerns and problems, rather than history taking
[19]. The main disadvantages raised are irrelevant questioning,
technical issues, and the programs' lack of empathy and inability
to interpret body language [5,19].

Despite promising results, CHT is rarely used in clinical practice
[5]. In 2007, a small feasibility study [20] including 64 patients
showed that CHT was well accepted, that it collected an
appropriate medical history of the various ED chief complaints,
and that the concept could successfully be integrated with the
process. However, there are only occasional studies on CHT in
the acute cardiology setting or for ED patients with an acute
complaint [20,21]. Indeed, the authors of a recent review for
CHT in the management of cardiovascular disease concluded

that there is a need to develop an evidence base for the use of
CHT in this area of practice [22].

The overall aim of the Clinical Expert Operating System Chest
Pain Danderyd Study (CLEOS-CPDS; ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier: NCT03439449) is to determine the value of
self-reported CHT for acute chest pain management [23]. This
substudy is a utility study among the first 500 patients included,
aimed to evaluate whether chest pain patients can effectively
interact with CHT in the ED. Effectiveness was assessed as the
proportion of patients completing the CHT interview and the
time required to collect a medical history sufficient for
cardiovascular risk stratification with an established risk score
(ie, HEART [history, ECG, age, risk factors, and troponin]
score; see below).

Methods

Setting
The CLEOS-CPDS study is an ongoing prospective cohort study
recruiting consecutive patients presenting at the ED at Danderyd
University Hospital (Stockholm, Sweden) from October 1, 2017,
to December 31, 2023 (preliminary). The study has been
described elsewhere [23] and has been approved by the
Stockholm Regional Ethical Committee (now Swedish Ethical
Review Authority) (reference number 2015/1955-1).

Study Population
Clinically stable women and men (Rapid Emergency Triage
and Treatment System [RETTS] level orange, yellow, green,
and blue [24]) aged 18 years and older with a chief complaint
of chest pain, fluency in Swedish, and a nondiagnostic first ECG
or serum markers for acute coronary syndrome (ACS) were
eligible for inclusion after providing informed consent. Patients
unable to carry out an interview with CHT (eg, inadequate
eyesight, confusion, or agitation) were excluded.

This study included the first 500 consecutive patients recruited
(from October 1, 2017, to December 2, 2018). Danderyd
University Hospital serves a population of approximately
600,000, and the ED had approximately 100,000 annual visits
at the time of the study. The cardiology unit manages about
20% of the acute visits with about two-thirds walk-in patients
and one-third patients arriving by ambulance. The average time
spent in our ED for patients with a chief complaint of chest pain
and RETTS level orange, yellow, green, or blue is 4 hours and
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10 minutes, based on all 6920 visits from January through
November 2018.

Interventions
Self-reported CHT was conducted with the CLEOS software.
CLEOS has been described in detail elsewhere [18,23,25]. In
brief, the patient interacts with CLEOS on tablets (iPad, Apple

Inc) by answering sets of questions for different medical
modules starting with the patient’s chief complaint. Questions
are mainly given in structured text format, such as yes/no or
multiple-choice questions (one or many answers possible), but
many questions display images, for instance asking the patient
to click on an image of the upper body to indicate where pain
is located (Figure 1).

Figure 1. User interface of the Clinical Expert Operating System software with examples of a clickable image and multiple-choice question.

The CLEOS software collects an in-depth history including
demographics, present illness, organ systems review, medical
history, prescription and over-the-counter medications,
socioeconomic status, lifestyle, and family history. First, the
software collects information on demographics and then reviews
the major medical modules (Table 1). As this study specifically
concerns chest pain management, questions regarding
established risk factors for ACS were asked in the very first part

of the interview. The interview is individually tailored by the
software, where each question is determined on the basis of
prior questions and a set of rules that interpret the clinical
significance of prior answers. In total, the software has >17,000
decision nodes and can collect >40,000 data elements. The
interview can be paused at any time when needed (eg, for
physician encounter, lab test, or diagnostic imaging) and can
be resumed whenever the patient has the opportunity.

Table 1. Consecutive order of medical modules in the interview.

ModuleOrder

Chief complaint1.

Cardiovascular2.

Respiratory3.

Immunology/rheumatology4.

Endocrinology5.

Gastroenterology/gastrointestinal surgery6.

Hepatology7.

Nephrology and urology8.

Obstetrics and gynecology9.

Neurology10.

Hematology/oncology11.

Mental health12.

History of medical/surgical events13.

Family history14.
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Data Collection
All patients presenting to the ED with a suspected cardiac
condition were triaged by a cardiology consultant or senior
resident (office hours) or by a trained nurse (out-of-office hours)
using the triage protocol RETTS, where a targeted medical
history is included. For chest pain patients, ECG and biomarkers
were collected before admission to the cardiology unit or to the
inpatient day-care unit. If further workup was not indicated, the
patients could also be sent home directly from the triage. Less
than 0.5% of the patients were sent home directly after triage.
If there were signs of ST-elevation myocardial infarction on
ECG or if the patient was clinically unstable, the patient was
immediately admitted and not included in the study. For patients
with a nondiagnostic first ECG, the physician in the cardiology
unit or the inpatient day-care unit conducted a more thorough
examination and standard history taking. For risk stratification,
a combination of a modified HEART score [26], high-sensitivity
cardiac troponin assays [10], and the 0/1 hour rule-in and
rule-out algorithm [9] is recommended, according to regional
guidelines. In the original HEART score, the History component
is based on the physician’s subjective assessment. In this study,
as well as recommended by regional guidelines, the traditional
clinical classification of suspected anginal symptoms was used,
that is, (1) central chest pain, (2) precipitated by physical or
emotional exertion, and (3) relieved by rest or nitrates [27].
Depending on the number of characteristics met, the history
was classified as highly (three characteristics met), moderately
(two characteristics met), or slightly suspicious (none or one
characteristic met) for angina pectoris.

The patients were offered the choice to participate in the
CLEOS-CPDS study by a member of the research staff.
Standardized oral and written information regarding the study
was given, and the patients were given opportunity to ask
questions before giving their informed consent by signing a
consent form, all according to the procedures approved by the
appropriate ethical committee (Multimedia Appendix 1). To
ensure that the patient could navigate the CHT software, the
research staff supervised the patient as the first page on
demographics was answered. If the patient could not navigate
the CHT software, the patient was not included. CHT was only
performed during waiting times and did not interfere with
routine work flow or care in the ED. CHT could occur before,
after, or both before and after being seen by a physician, and
the staff at the ED was not aware of the information collected
by CLEOS at any time. The interview was discontinued either
when it was fully completed, if the patient chose to stop for any

reason, or if the patient was discharged from the ED or admitted
for in-hospital evaluation and treatment. Reasons for not
including patients who were considered eligible, the cause for
noninclusion, and the cause of discontinuation were registered
by the research staff.

Self-reported descriptive data, medical history data and
demographics, and time stamps for completion of each question
were collected from the CHT software. All pauses lasting more
than 2 minutes were assumed to be interruptions in the interview
and excluded when calculating durations. Data on arrival type,
arrival time, and admission for the study population were
extracted manually by research staff from the electronic health
record (TakeCare, CompuGroup Medical Sweden AB).
Demographic data and time spent in the ED for the general ED
chest pain population during the study period were collected
with QlikView, Version 12.10 (QlikTech International AB).

Statistical Analysis
Study outcomes were (1) representativeness of the study
population actually included (ie, age and gender of the study
participants as compared with the general ED chest pain
population), (2) the extent of interview completeness, overall
and with regard to demographics, (3) the duration of interview
segments, including completed modules, completed interview,
and pauses, and (4) effectiveness, assessed as the proportion of
patients completing the CHT interview to collect medical history
sufficient for cardiovascular risk stratification with the
established HEART score.

Descriptive statistics (mean values and standard deviations,
median values and IQRs, or proportions, as appropriate) were
used for patients’ baseline characteristics and to summarize
completion and duration of key modules, HEART score data,

and completed interview. Pearson χ2 tests (with 2 degrees of
freedom) were used to compare the extent of completeness for
binary variables. Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used to compare
the median duration for completing the modules. Patients were
stratified into 7 age groups (Figure 2), and time of arrival was
grouped as morning (7 AM–noon), afternoon (noon–5 PM),
evening (5 PM–10 PM), and night (10 PM–7 AM). To test for
differences in completion for categorical variables with more
than two groups (age groups, occupational status, and time of
arrival), the Kruskal-Wallis test with a Dunn pairwise
comparison with Bonferroni adjustments as post hoc analysis
was used. All statistical analyses were performed using Stata,
release 14 (StataCorp).
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Figure 2. Age and sex distribution of the study population (n=500). Total number of patients in each age group—18-29: 48, 30-39: 56, 40-49: 95,
50-59: 104, 60-69: 91, 70-79: 74, 80 years or older: 32.

Results

Study Population and Their Characteristics
A total of 9532 patients presented at the ED with a chief
complaint of chest pain during the entire study period. During
the periods with research staff on duty (ie, when active inclusion
was performed), 500 patients who met all inclusion criteria but
no exclusion criteria were consecutively enrolled in the study.

The study population (Table 2) had a similar age and sex
distribution (mean 54.3, SD 17.0 years, and 213/500, 42.6%
women, respectively) as compared with the general chest pain
patient population (mean 57.5, SD 19.2 years, and 49.6%
women). For patients who were considered eligible for the study
but were not included, the most common causes were that they
had language issues (182, 18.2%, mostly nonfluent in Swedish),
that they felt too tired (158, 15.8%), or that they were unable
to use a tablet (152, 15.2%) (Multimedia Appendix 2).
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Table 2. Patient baseline characteristics (self-reported).a

ResponsesValueCharacteristic

50054.3 (16.7)Age (years), mean (SD)

500213 (42.6)Women, n (%)

50026.4 (4.4)Body mass index (kg/m2), mean (SD)

41227 (6.6)Diabetes mellitus type 1 or 2, n (%)

35269 (19.6)Intake of lipid-lowering medication, n (%)

406163 (40.1)Hypertension, n (%)

405231 (57.0)Family history of coronary artery disease, n (%)

43774 (16.9)Known coronary artery disease, n (%)

43745 (10.3)Angina pectoris

43747 (10.8)History of myocardial infarction

43253 (12.3)History of CABGb or PCIc

412322 (78.2)No cardiovascular disease or diabetes, n (%)

41429 (7.0)Current smoker, n (%)

414160 (38.6)Previous smoker, n (%)

500Region of birth, n (%)

415 (83.0)Nordic countries

22 (4.4)Europe (outside the Nordic countries)

63 (12.6)Outside Europe

500Occupational status, n (%)

320 (64.0)Active worker (employed, student)

38 (7.6)Not at work (unemployed, on sick leave)

142 (28.4)Retired

46392 (19.9)Arrived at EDd by ambulance, n (%)

495Arrival time, n (%)

244 (49.3)Morning (7 AM–noon)

180 (36.4)Afternoon (noon–5 PM)

47 (9.5)Evening (5 PM–10 PM)

24 (4.8)Night (10 PM–7 AM)

451264 (58.5)Reporting any ongoing chest discomfort/pain, n (%)

489225 (46.0)Admitted (to the ward or day-care unit), n (%)

aData from 500 patients are presented as mean values (SD) or n (%), as appropriate.
bCABG: coronary artery bypass grafting.
cPCI: percutaneous coronary intervention.
dED: emergency department.

Age and sex distributions of the study population are presented
in Figure 2. Self-reported patient characteristics and ED data
are presented in Table 2. Mean age was about the same for
women as for men (53.8 vs 54.6 years, respectively).
Self-reported key clinical characteristics included known
coronary artery disease (ie, angina pectoris, history of
myocardial infarction, or history of coronary artery bypass
grafting or percutaneous coronary intervention) in 16.9%
(74/437), diabetes mellitus in 6.6% (27/412), hypertension in

40.1% (163/406), and lipid-lowering medication in 19.6%
(69/352) (Table 2).

About one-fifth of the participants arrived by ambulance. Nearly
half of the population presented to the ED during the morning
(7 AM–noon) and about one-third in the afternoon (noon–5
PM). A majority of the patients (264/451, 58.5%) reported
ongoing chest pain. Nearly half of the participants (225/489,
46.0%) were eventually admitted, either to a ward or an inpatient
day-care unit (Table 2).
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Extent of Completeness
The number of participants who carried on with the interview
decreased during the course of the interview (Table 3;
Multimedia Appendix 3). Sufficient data to calculate HEART
score (ie, clinical presentation and risk factors derived from a
complete chief complaint module and the initial part of the
cardiovascular module) were collected in 352 (70.4%) of the

patients (Table 3). Of the 500 participants, the chief complaint
(CC) module was completed by 408 (81.6%), the cardiovascular
(CV) module by 339 (67.8%), and the Respiratory module by
291 (58.2%), while 148 (29.6%) completed the entire interview
(Figure 3 and Table 3). Men completed the CV module and
provided sufficient data to calculate the HEART score to a
slightly greater extent than women (71.4% vs 62.9%, P=.04;
73.9% vs 65.7%, P=.049).

Table 3. Summary table for completion and duration of key modules, HEART score, and completed interview.a,b

HEARTc scoreCompletedRespiratoryCardiovascularChief complaintCharacteristic by sex

Women (n=213)

140 (65.7)54 (25.4)117 (54.9)134 (62.9)170 (79.8)Completers, n (%) 

21 (18-30)66 (53-75)30 (24-39)24 (20-35)15 (12-20)Duration (min), median (IQR) 

2-6641-18215-9312-821-42Duration (min), range 

Men (n=287)

212 (73.9)94 (32.8)174 (60.6)205 (71.4)238 (82.9)Completers, n (%) 

24 (19-32)63 (54-78)32 (25-42)27 (21-35)17 (13-23)Duration (min), median (IQR) 

2-8532-12114-9711-881-77Duration (min), range 

All (n=500)

352 (70.4)148 (29.6)291 (58.2)339 (67.8)408 (81.6)Completers, n (%) 

.049.07.18.04.37P value (completion) 

23 (18-31)64 (53-77)31 (25-41)26 (21-35)16 (12-21)Duration (min), median (IQR) 

2-8532-18214-9711-881-77Duration (min), range 

.08.25.43.15.12P value (duration) 

aNumber (n) and proportions (%) of participants presented for completed modules, completed interview, and data sufficient for calculating HEART
score before discontinuing the interview.
bNo significant difference between sexes for duration, but significant difference for completion of cardiovascular module and complete HEART score.
cHEART: history, electrocardiogram, age, risk factors, and troponin.

Figure 3. Median durations with IQRs (in minutes) for completed modules and complete interview, excluding pauses >2 minutes. CC: chief complaint
module; Completed: completed interview; CV: cardiovascular module; Respiratory: respiratory module.

The proportion of the participants who completed the key
modules in this context (CC, CV, and Respiratory modules)
and the complete interview was lower in the age groups 70-79
years and 80 years or older, as compared with younger age
groups (Ps<.001 for all key modules and completed interview;
Figure 4). No other significant differences in rates of completion
were found between the age groups. Active workers completed

the key modules and the complete interview more often than
retired participants (CC: P=.004, CV: P=.002, Respiratory:
P<.001, and complete interview: P<.001) (Figure 5). Patients
not at work completed the Respiratory module to a slightly
greater degree than retired participants (P=.03). No other
significant differences were found by occupational status.
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Figure 4. Fractions (with 95% CIs) of completed key modules and completed interviews, stratified by age.

Figure 5. Fractions (with 95% CIs) of completed key modules and completed interviews, stratified by occupational status (320 active workers, 38 not
at work, 142 retired). Active worker: employed or student; not at work: unemployed or on sick leave.

Patients arriving by ambulance completed the CC and CV
modules to a slightly lesser extent compared with those not
arriving by ambulance (79% vs 88%, P=.03 and 63% vs 74%,
P=.045, respectively). Participants who reported ongoing chest
pain completed the interview to a greater extent than those not

reporting ongoing chest pain (38% vs 24%, P=.002; Figure 6).
No other significant differences in the completion of modules,
for example, relation to the time of day the participant presented
to the ED or by admission (hospital admission vs discharged
home), were found.
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Figure 6. Fractions (with 95% CIs) of completed key modules and completed interviews, stratified by ongoing chest pain or not (264 with ongoing
chest pain and 187 without).

Duration of CHT Session
The median duration (excluding pauses longer than 2 minutes)
to collect HEART score data was 23 (IQR 18-31) minutes, to
complete the CC module 16 (IQR 12-21) minutes, to complete
the CV module 26 (IQR 20-35) minutes, to complete the
Respiratory module 31 (IQR 25-41) minutes, and to complete
an entire interview 64 (IQR 53-77) minutes (Figure 3 and Table
3). No difference for duration by sex was found. The number
and proportions of patients who ended the interview within a
certain time and mean pauses stratified by interview duration

are presented as supplementary material (Multimedia
Appendices 4 and 5).

In the group of 352 participants who did not complete the full
interview, the main reasons for discontinuing were discharge
from ED (101, 28.7%) and that the participant felt tired (95,
27.0%) (Table 4). When comparing the age groups 18-69 years
(n=259) and ≥70 years (n=93) to participants of all ages,
discharge from ED was more frequent in the first group (28.7%
vs 12.9%, P<.001), and difficulty using the tablet was reported
more often in the second group (4.5% vs 14.0%, P<.001) (Table
4).

Table 4. Reasons for discontinuing the interview.a

P valueAge groups (years), n (%)Reasons

≥7018-69All

<.00112 (12.9)89 (34.4)101 (28.7)Discharge from EDb

.8126 (28.0)69 (26.6)95 (27.0)Tired

.3213 (14.0)48 (18.5)61 (17.3)Missing/not stated

.119 (9.7)13 (5.0)22 (6.3)Admission/transfer

<.00113 (14.0)3 (1.2)16 (4.5)Difficulty to use tablet

.984 (4.3)11 (4.2)15 (4.3)Clinical examination

.943 (3.2)8 (3.1)11 (3.1)Technical issues

.324 (4.3)6 (2.3)10 (2.8)End of research staff work shift

.214 (4.3)5 (1.9)9 (2.6)Perceived not relevant/too many questions

.064 (4.3)3 (1.2)7 (2.0)Acute medical condition/measure

.751 (1.1)4 (1.5)5 (1.4)Other

aNumber (n) and proportions (%) of all 352 participants who did not complete the full interview, according to age group.
bED: emergency department.

Discussion

Principal Results
Although the utility of CHT has been studied in primary care
settings [28,29] and general acute settings [20,21], this appears
to be one of the first studies of CHT in an acute cardiology

setting. We show that a majority (70.4%) of acute chest pain
patients can interact with CHT to collect medical history
adequately to provide a HEART score for chest pain
management. Given the large proportion of people presenting
to the ED with chest pain, our results suggest that CHT could
potentially contribute to safer management with improved risk
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stratification in this patient group, particularly during periods
with high workload and crowding, which are associated with
worse outcomes [30]. This could eventually reduce unnecessary,
expensive, and potentially risky examinations. However, our
study only shows the utility of this specific strategy for patient
interview. Further studies are needed to validate the information
provided by the CLEOS CHT program against information in
the electronic health record obtained by an interview performed
by a physician and to evaluate the results to prospective outcome
data.

The interview was arranged so that the most important factors
for assessing chest pain were asked in the very first part, in order
to collect medical history sufficient for cardiovascular risk
stratification in the ED setting. Subsequently, data was collected
for all organ systems with, in the CLEOS developers' opinion,
lesser significance for the assessment of chest pain the longer
the interview went on. As expected, the proportion of patients
who continued with the interview decreased the longer it went
on. More importantly, however, the median duration for
sufficient data to calculate the HEART score was only 23
minutes. This is comparable to the reported time for taking a
standard history in an acute setting [31,32]. However, the CHT
can make use of the waiting time in the ED and provide the
patient with time to think through their answers more carefully,
which could add to more reliable answers and improved
diagnostic results.

Premature discontinuations were mainly due to patients being
sent home or getting too tired to continue the interview. Only
30% went through a complete interview, with a median duration
of 64 minutes, which is longer than a standard interview by a
physician in an ED setting [31,32]. However, it is important to
consider the context and the intention of data collection when
assessing the duration of the interview. Reaching a fully
completed interview is of importance to identify an unclear
diagnosis or for research purposes, but for risk stratification in
acute chest pain patients, it is more important to rapidly populate
the elements included in an established risk score. Of note, in
the current study of patients with mostly low-intermediate risk
(ie, RETTS level orange, yellow, green, and blue), median time
spent in the ED was about 4 hours. Thus, the somewhat longer
time for the CHT would not prolong the time spent in the ED,
as compared to using a standard history taking by the attending
physician. Nevertheless, it would be of benefit in future
development of CHT if the extent of an interview could be
adjusted to the context of the visit and medical urgency.

The extent of completion was lower in the age group 70 years
and older, a finding not previously observed in the few studies
available [15,17,18,20]. Our data suggests that this was due to
difficulties using tablets and to somewhat more frequent
hospitalizations than in the younger (18-64 years) age group
(Table 4). Patients reporting ongoing chest pain also completed
the interview to a slightly greater extent, which raises the
question of whether one is more inclined to complete the
interview due to concerns about a present complaint. As well,
the group of patients arriving by ambulance completed two key

modules of the interview (CC and CV) to a lesser extent than
walk-in patients, possibly due to a larger proportion of older
people in this group.

There are some strengths of this study. First, this is a large
sample of patients from a study population representative of a
general chest pain population, CLEOS-CPDS, with a prospective
cohort study design and a published study protocol. Second, a
generic layout of the CHT software may allow the results to be
generalized to other complaints and care settings. Finally, this
is an academically initiated and driven study where the CHT
software is owned by a public university. There are no
commercial interests within the research project.

There are also important limitations to this study. First, although
patients were recruited consecutively, this occurred mainly
during office hours and evenings (due to research staff working
hours) and when a sufficient number of tablets was available.
This entails a risk of selection bias, and the results may not
apply to patients presenting to the ED at other times of the day.
However, the proportion of chest pain patients arriving at night
was small, and the demographics were similar to the total ED
chest pain population. Second, there may also be confounding
by a selection of patients with good tablet skills. This potential
confounding warrant further study. As well, a number of patients
were not eligible; patients with language difficulties or inability
to carry out CHT on the tablet were not included. These groups
accounted for 18.2% and 15.8% of patients who were asked to
participate but did not. However, this compares to results found
by others, where no complete basic medical history could be
obtained in the ED setting for 25% of the patients [31]. Thus,
it is important in future CHT implementations to identify these
patient groups and their characteristics, so they can be offered
standard history taking. In addition, developing simpler and
more user-friendly software in these patient groups is needed.
Third, patients sent home directly from the physician triage
(potentially healthier and younger) were not eligible for the
study. Many EDs do not have physician triage, and the
assessment may vary between physicians [33]. This may affect
the generalizability of the study. However, a negligible fraction
of patients were sent home directly from the medical triage, and
we consider it unlikely to have affected the study results. Finally,
our results may not be applied for critically ill patients, who
should be seen by a physician immediately according to the
RETTS triage protocol, as the CHT was not intended for use in
these patients.

Conclusions
A majority of acute chest pain patients can interact effectively
with CHT on a tablet in the ED to provide sufficient data for
risk stratification with a well-established risk score (ie, HEART
score). The utility was somewhat lower in patients 70 years and
older, in patients arriving by ambulance, and in patients without
ongoing chest pain. Further studies are warranted to assess
whether CHT can contribute to improved management and
better risk stratification for one of the most common chief
complaints in the ED.
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